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4ok University Farm Place 
April 9, 1940 

Mr. Ovid Butler, Editor 
American Forests 
919 Seventeenth Street N.W. 
Washington, D. GC. . 

Dear Ovid: 

To tell you the truth, I have not been thinking about the wildlife 
section in soles ace although I should have been. I would say yes 
right away but for the fact that during the coming summer I hope to start a 
book on conservation ecology. I doubt if I could do justice to your under- 
taking until I get that book off my chest. 

The letter from Mrs. Coffin is an extreme case, but doubtless 
factually correct and representative of many areas not only in Wisconsin but 
Michigan, Pennsylvania, New York, North Carolina, and many western states 
where deer have been allowed to become too abundant. The reason for their 
over-abundance is basically the removal of native predators and the fact that 
game laws and guns are too crude an instrument for the control of deer without 
the help of native predators. That is to say, deer policy is likely either to 
over-control or under-control. It lacks the precision of the natural mechanism. 

Moreover public prejudice is often such that it is impossible to keep the sexes 
properly balanced. Where deer get too thick, conservation departments are 
faced by an absurd dilemma. If they enforce the law, they make the situation 
worse. If they wink at violations, they are actually making themselves 
dependent upon law-breakers for the performance of a necessary ecological 
function which predators originally performed. 

Around my own farm in Sauk County, Wisconsin, we are thus dependent 
on law~breakers as a check on the deer. The deer density is, as a matter of 
fact, just about right, but if it weren't for the poaching, my own forest 
plantations would promptly be eaten up. 

In the face of these contradictions, the average state still maintains 
a bounty on wolves and cougars, and even invokes the aid of the Biological 
Survey to aggravate the situation. There is a very dramatic situation here 
which somebody ought to write up. I deseribed its counterpart in Germany in my 
"Deer and Dauerwald in Germany" (Jour. Forestry, Vol. XXXIV, Nos. 4 and 5, April 
and May, 1936), and there are additional notes in my "Naturschuts in Germany" 
(Bird-Lore, Vol. XXXVIII, No. 2, March-April, 1936). 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



ani “Sopra ol age ee 
919 SEVENTEENTH STREET, NORTHWEST 

WASHINGTON, DC. 

April 3, 1940 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Thanks greatly for your good suggestions for our proposed 
wildlife issue of AMERICAN FORESTS. These are just what 
I went and need. If others occur to you, I'11 appreciate 
your relaying them to me. 

Can I count on you to do an article for this issue and what 
subject would you most like to handle? 

You will remember that when you were here I queried you on 
the proposition of handling a wildlife section in the 
magazine monthly. Have you had a chance to think that over? 
If there is a possibility, I'd appreciate your covering the 
point of what remuneration you would feel to be fair and 
propere 

Enclosed is a letter from one Irene P. Coffin, received 
yesterday, which, if true, is rather illuminating as to 
wildlife conditions in northern Wisconsin. Has she a peeve 
against the Wisconsin Conservation Commission, or is there 

something in what she says? I'd appreciate your enlightening 
me and will, of course, hold whatever you say strictly 
confidential. 

of 7. 

Sletten! — 
Editor 

OB/h 
Enclosure 

THE MAGAZINE OF THE AMERICAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION
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MRS, CHARLES HOWELLS COFFIN 

510 Poplar Street 
Winnetka, Illinois 

March 25, 1940 

Mr. James G. K. McClure, President 
The American Forestry Association 
919 17th Street, N. W. 

Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. McClure: 

About twenty years ago I paid my first visit to northern Wisconsin and I have 
not yet shaken off the horror I felt when I gazed upon mile after mile of 
desolate stump country, the forests swept away before the axe and not a 

sapling left standing. 

Eight years ago I went back way up on the northern edge of the state and 
bought sixty acres and deliberately started in to reforest my track, as you 
so appealingly state in your letter "an enduring legacy, to the generations 
that follow use" I knew nothing of forestry but I felt the second growth 
of birches and maples should protect spruce and pines.With the enthusiastic 
help of a forester from the University of Wisconsin Department of Forestry, 
to whom I wrote for advice, I secured 8,000 spruce and pine from the nurseries 

. of the Wisconsin Department of Conservation and with a gang of man we planted 
them over a period of three summerse They grew wonderfully and each summer 

the forester camge up and he told me my plantation was the most thriving of 
any he hade 

Whan we bought the land in 1932, we used to get such a thrill out of scaring up 
a deer in our woods. We would walk in the clearings at nightfall and loved to 
surprize one grazing. The game wardens were not severe and our neighbors eked 
out a sparse and scanty living from soil and fishing, and deer meat kept them 
fed in moderation. They are honest sorts and we can shut our cabin door and 
leave in September and all is just as we left it in May. 

Then came @ new regime, mich conservation ballyhoo, game wardens tearing around 
in fast cars, actually Indians fined $50 or jailed fifty days for shooting a 
miserable deer$ Just think of fifty days in jail. The deer began to multiply, 
the natives afraid to touch one. Just like Feudal England, harsh penalties, 
fines, jail sentences, even automobiles actually confiscated, More and more 
deer, walking boldly in the broad daylight eating all my garden, strawberries. 
My young fruit orchard torn limb from limb just when five years old Then we 
noticed leaders disappearing from our beautiful little white pines already
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, (1939) 
knee high so we decided not to plant for a year and then came 19894 

When I went up in May, I found desolation descending once again on my acres, 

“my legacy to the generations to follow". 

Herds of deer openly walking dow my roadway, gone most of my delphiniums 

sent from Oregon, gone my orchard, gone all my asparagus, strawberries, 

snapped off was every little blade of lettuce, carrot, peas, anything that 

poked its defenseless head into the voracious mouth of the deer multiplied 

beyond the supply of foragee Worse yet was the plight of my “good neighbor" 

who had left the city to cultivate his"forty" and earn a precarious living by 

selling fresh vegetables to a few summer residents. 

With years of work destroyed and the wardens bullying him and threatening him 
until I became convinced he would shoot himself. He had appealed to the 
innumerable wardens and directors and been handed around different petty 
officers of conservation with no results and in cases actually abusive treatments. 

So I secured the names of the Wisconsin Conservation Commission and I spent the 
entire summer bombarding them with letters and at last they have fenced in five 
acres for my neighbor and my fields and garden with a high fence which they 
claim will keep out the deer. 

But, and here is why I no longer care for conservation, they absolutely declined 
to save my reforesting, they are uninterested in planting trees, yet they call 
themselves a Conservation Commission, they continue to protect the deer so the 

hunter with a license may shoot him$ And meanwhile they are unconcerned that 
the deer sustains himself by eating or browsing on my 8,000 young trees. 

I am told that in Wisconsin and Minnesota reforesting is practically at a 
standstill until the wildlife conservation departments are brought to realize 
that there are more deer today ranging Wisconsin than in Indian days. 

For conservation agencies to display so much stupidity and total lack of 
intelligence is quite heartbreaking to the sort of conservationist that I am. 

A person trying to do something concrete with my own resources and then to have 
my efforts blasted and nullified by dismal mismanagement. 

Just fancy a conservation commission growing nurseries of young evergreens with 

foresters to have them planted and then protecting deer and turning them in to 
destroy them. It's almost unbelievable, and I wish I could find some intelligent 

organization to combat this evil. 

Sincerely yours, 

(SIGNED) IRENE P. COFFIN
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THE AMERICAN FORESTRY 
ASSOCIATION 

The American Forestry Association was 
first organized in 1875 and made a national 
factor in 1882. It was the first nationally 
organized recognition in this country of the 
national need of forests as a permanent 
source of raw wood and for the protection 
of our soil and water supply. 

The Association has championed, with vig- 
orous leadership, the cause of forest conser- 
vation by wise use. To it, more than to any 
other agency, belongs the credit for having 
brought together the forest sentiment of the 
country and given life to the early forest 
movement in America. The Association has 
today a long record of efficient public service 
back of it. 

The establishment of the Bureau of For- 
estry of the United States, which later be- 
came the present Forest Service, was largely 
due to its early influence. In the nineties, 
many of our National Forests in the west, 
then known as Forest Reserves, were saved 
to the people of the United States by its per- 
sistent efforts. During the days when the 
present Weeks Law, under which the Na- 
tional Forests are being acquired in the east, 
was being urged upon Congress, the Associa- 
tion was the rallying center of leadership 
and was an influential factor in making that 
law possible. 

For over half a century the Association 
has continuously and actively promoted con- 
structive measures relating to the use and 
preservation of our forests for the greatest 
good of the greatest number.



Tue American Forestry 

ASSOCIATION 

Articles of Incorporation 
and By-laws 

(Revised, as of October 1, 1927) 

ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION 

WHEREAS, THE AMERICAN FORESTRY Asso- 
CIATION was incorporated under the laws of 
the District of Columbia for a term of 
twenty years, which term has expired, so 
that its corporate existence has ceased and 
determined by the limitation of its charter; 
and 

Wuereas, it is desired to incorporate un- 
der said laws a new corporation under the 
same name and title, so that by proper pro- 
ceedings the existing rights of property and 
contract of said former corporation may be 
transferred to and vested in the new cor- 
poration. 
KNow ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, That 

we, the undersigned, each of whom is over 
twenty-one years of age, and a citizen of the 
United States, and a majority of whom are 
citizens of the District of Columbia, being 
desirous of associating ourselves and those 
associated with us as aforesaid, for the pur- 
pose of converting The American Forestry 
Association into a body corporate in ac- 
cordance with the Acts of Congress relating 
to the District of Columbia, in such cases 
made and provided, do hereby certify as 
follows: 

First. The name and title by which this 
corporation shall be known in law shall be 
“THE AMERICAN Forestry ASSOCIATION.” 

1



‘Tue AMERICAN Forestry AssoclATION 

Seconp. That the term for which it is or- 
ganized is perpetual. 

Tuirp. That the objects of the organiza- 
tion are the discussion of subjects relative to 
tree planting, the conservation, management 
and renewal of forests, and the climatic and 
other influences that affect their welfare; the 
collection of forest statistics, and the ad- 
vancement of educational, legislative, or other 
measures tending to the promotion of these 
objects. It shall especially endeavor to cen- 
tralize the work done and diffuse the knowl- 
edge gained. 

Fourtu. That the number of directors of 
this organization for the first year shall be 
fifteen (15). 

In Testimony WHEREOF, we have sever- 
ally set our hands and seals this 27th day 
of January, 1920. 

P. S. RipspAtez, 
L. M. CroMe.in, 
WILLarp FRACKER. 

District of Columbia, ss.: 
I, George G. Brown, a Notary Public in 

and for the District of Columbia, do hereby 
certify that on this 27th day of January, 
A. D. 1920, before me personally appeared 
P. S. Ridsdale, L. M. Cromelin and Willard 
Fracker, to me personally well known and 
known to me to be the persons whose names 
are signed to the foregoing and annexed cer- 
tificate of incorporation, and did severally 
acknowledge the same to be their act and 
deed, and that they and each of them ex- 
ecuted the same for the purposes therein set 
forth. 

In Testimony WHEREOF, I have hereunto 
set my hand and affixed my official seal this 
27th day of January, A. D. 1920. 

Gerorce G. Brown, 
Notary Public, D. C. 

2



Tue AMERICAN Forestry AssoclATION 

By-Laws 

ARTICLE I—Name 

The name of this Association shall be 
“THE AMERICAN FORESTRY ASSOCIA- 
TION.” 

ARTICLE II—Objects 

The objective of the Association is to 
bring about a better handling of the forests 
of the country in order that these may ren- 
der their highest service in the economic, 
industrial and social development of the na- 
tion. The Association aims to foster investi- 
gation, research, and experimentation in the 
science of forest production, management, 
and utilization; to assemble information re- 
garding the economic and industrial aspects 
of forests and regarding the service of the 
forest in protecting lands and waters; to 
secure from the forest a larger service in 
outdoor recreation, in perpetuating wild life, 
and in other general public benefits; to en- 
courage and further the practice of forestry 
by individuals, municipalities, states and the 
federal government; to promote educational, 
legislative and other measures tending to 
the accomplishment of these objects; to pub- 
lish a magazine and other literature for the 
education of the public as to the meaning 
and importance of forestry and for the dis- 
semination of a knowledge of forestry in 
its various branches; to place before the 
people of the country various problems and 
issues in forestry and to forward, in the in- 
terests of the public, specific policies of for- 
estry; to aid in the coordination of the 
efforts of state forestry associations and 
other organizations interested in problems 

Si



Tue American Forestry AssociaTION 

relating to forests; to establish and maintain 
a library; to acquire by purchase, gift, de- 
vise or bequest, and to sell, maintain and 
operate forests and forest lands, for the fur- 
therance of the foregoing objects; to ac- 
quire by purchase, gift, devise or bequest 
such property, real or personal, and to erect 
thereon such building or buildings as may be 
necessary or advisable in the promotion of 
these objects, and in general to do and per- 
form all things necessary to further the 
foregoing objects. 

ARTICLE IlI—Members and Dues 

Section 1. Any person, organization, or 
company may become a member of the As- 
sociation upon his or its application for 
membership being approved by the Secretary. 

Sec. 2. There shall be seven classes of 
members: 

(1) Honorary Members, who shall be such 
individuals as may be elected by the Board 
of Directors because of their connection with 
other forestry associations or their interest 
in the aims of the Association; 

(2) Patrons, who shall be individuals, or- 
ganizations, or companies who shall con- 
tribute One Thousand Dollars or more at 
one time to the permanent fund of the Asso- 
ciation; 

(3) Life Members, who shall be individ- 
uals, organizations or companies who shall 
contribute at least One Hundred Dollars at 
one time to the permanent fund of the Asso- 
ciation; 

(4) Sustaining Members, who shall be in- 
dividuals, organizations, or companies who 
pail pay annual dues of Twenty-five Dol- 
ars; 

(5) Contributing Members, who shall be 

4



‘THe AMERICAN Forestry AssociATION 

individuals, organizations, or companies who 
shall pay annual dues of Ten Dollars; 

(6) Subscribing Members, who shall be 
individuals, organizations, or companies who 
shall pay annual dues of Four Dollars; and 

(7) Annual Members, who shall be indi- 
viduals who shall pay annual dues of One 
Dollar. 

Sec. 3. Honorary Members, Patrons and 
Life Members shall be exempt from the pay- 
ment of annual dues. 

Sec. 4. The dues for the ensuing twelve 
months shall be payable when an application 
for membership is approved and annually 
thereafter. The membership of all those 
in arrears for one year shall automatically 
cease. The Secretary, however, may, in his 
discretion, remit the dues of any member. 

Sec. 5. All members, except Honorary 
Members, shall be entitled to one vote each 
at the meetings of the Association, or by 
mail as so provided, and to hold office 
therein. 

Sec. 6. The periodical magazine pub- 
lished by the Association shall be sent regu- 
larly to all members except Annual Mem- 
bers, its price being included in the dues. 
The price of the magazine to non-members 
and to members of other organizations affili- 
ated with the Association shall be fixed from 
time to time by the Board of Directors. 

ARTICLE IV—Board of Directors 

Section 1. The Board of Directors shall 
consist of fifteen elected members together 
with the President and Treasurer of the As- 
sociation serving as ex-officio members. It 
shall have the direction and management of 
the affairs of the Association and the con- 
trol over and disposition of its funds and 

5



‘THe AMERICAN Forestry AssociATION 

property. All members, except Honorary 
Members, shall be eligible as directors. 

Sec. 2. The Board of Directors shall se- 
lect each year a Committee on Elections, 
whose names and addresses shall be pub- 
lished in an issue of the magazine not later 
than during the month of October. The 
Committee on Elections shall consist of three 
members of the Association in good standing 
for at least three years, who are widely 
known for professional or industrial attain- 
ments or public service in forestry, and who 
represent as far as practicable the profes- 
sional, industrial, and public interests em- 
braced in the work and objects of the Asso- 
ciation. Not more than one member of the 
Committee on Elections shall be, at the time 
of selection, an officer of the Association 
other than Vice-President. Suggestions for 
nominations for any officer of the Associa- 
tion to be elected at the next annual election 
of officers may be submitted to the Commit- 
tee on Elections by any member of the Asso- 
ciation; nominations for such officers may be 
made by not less than twenty-five members 
of the Association, signed by the members 
submitting them. All suggestions and nomi- 
nations should be addressed to the Commit- 
tee on Elections at the main office of the 
Association and must be received by the 
Committee on or before November 1. The 
Committee on Elections shall nominate a 
candidate for each officer to be elected at 
the next annual election of officers of the As- 
sociation. The candidates nominated by the 
Committee on Elections, together with any 
other nominations made by not less than 
twenty-five members of the Association, 
which must have reached the Committee on 
Elections prior to November 1, shall be pub- 
lished in the December issue of the magazine, 
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with the names of the members of the Asso- 
ciation making the nomination appended to 
the nomination of any such candidates. The 
Secretary of the Association shall cause a 
ballot to be printed containing the names 
of all candidates nominated by the Commit- 
tee on Elections and by any group of twenty- 
five or more members of the Association as 
hereinbefore provided and shall mail such 
ballots to all members of the Association 
having the right to vote on or before De- 
cember first. The members of the Associa- 
tion, except Honorary Members, shall elect 
the officers by mailing to the Secretary in 
sufficient time to be received on or before De- 
cember 31 a ballot containing the names of 
the candidates to be voted for. Every bal- 
lot shall contain the name and address of 
the member submitting it. The ballots shall 
be counted by three tellers appointed by the 
Committee on Elections, who shall decide 
any question as to the ballots submitted and 
who shall officially certify the total vote cast. 
A majority of the ballots cast shall be suffi- 
cient for election. 

Sec. 3. Any vacancy among the officers, 
whether occasioned by death, resignation or 
otherwise, may be filled for the remainder 
of the year by the Board of Directors by 
ballot at their next meeting after the hap- 
pening of such vacancy. If a Director shall 
be elected as President or Treasurer of the 
Association, the vacancy in the Board of 
Directors thereby created shall be filled for 
the balance of the year in the regular man- 
ner. 

Sec. 4. Seven members of the Board of 
Directors shall constitute a quorum for the 
transaction of business. 

Sec. 5. Meetings of the Board of Direc- 
tors may be held, either at the office of 
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the Association in Washington, D. C., or at 
such other place in the United States as the 
President may determine. Meetings of the 
Board shall be held upon five days’ notice, 
whenever called by the President or by three 
members of the Board, and a meeting of the 
Board shall be held at least once every four 
months. 

ARTICLE V—Committees 

Section 1. Executive Committee. The 
President may appoint seven members of 
the Board of Directors to act as an execu- 
tive committee, which shall have and exer- 
cise such powers during the intervals be- 
tween the meetings of the Board as the 
Board may delegate to it. 

Sec. 2. Finance Committee. The Presi- 
dent may appoint three members of the 
Board of Directors to act as a finance com- 
mittee in advising with the Secretary and 
Treasurer with reference to financial mat- 
ters, and to exercise whatever powers are 
conferred upon it by the Board of Directors. 

Sec. 3. The annual financial report for 
any calendar year shall be printed in an 
issue of the Association magazine published 
not later than the month of March following. 

ARTICLE VI—Officers 

Section 1. The officers of the Associa- 
tion shall be a President, twenty-one Vice- 
Presidents, fifteen elected and two ex-officio 
Directors, a Treasurer, a Secretary, and a 
Forester. The President, Vice-Presidents, and 
the Treasurer shall be elected annually; 
three Directors shall be elected annually for 
terms of five years each. The Secretary 
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and the Forester shall be chosen by the 
Board of Directors to serve whatever term 
they may designate. The President and 
Treasurer shall be ex-officio members of the 
Board of Directors. All officers shall serve 
until their successors are elected. 

Sec. 2. Members of the Board of Di- 
rectors shall serve for terms of five years 
each. The term of three Directors shall 
expire at the close of each calendar year, 
and at each annual election of officers their 
successors shall be elected for the full term 
of five years. If vacancies occur in the 
Board of Directors, Directors shall be elected 
at the next annual election of officers to 
fill such vacancies, in each case for the 
unexpired term of the Director whose posi- 
tion has become vacant, as shall have been 
determined by the original election of such 
Directors. 

ARTICLE VII—The President 

The President shall be the chairman of 
the Board of Directors and shall preside 
at all meetings of the Association and of 
the Board of Directors. In his absence the 
members present at any meeting of the Asso- 
ciation or of the Board of Directors, as the 
case may be, shall appoint one of their num- 
ber to act as chairman of the meeting. The 
President shall be ex-officio a member of all 
committees. 

ARTICLE VIII—The Treasurer 

The Treasurer shall have the custody of 
the funds of the Association, shall counter- 
sign all checks, shall perform such other 
duties in connection with the finances of the 
Association as the Board of Directors may 

9
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order, and shall present to the Board of 
Directors at their first meeting each year a 
statement showing the receipts and disburse- 
ments of the Association for the preceding 
year and its assets and liabilities. 

The Board of Directors may appoint an 
Assistant Treasurer to countersign checks, 
in the absence or disability of the Treasurer, 
or during any vacancy in that office, and to 
perform such other duties in connection with 
the finances of the Association as the Board 
may require. 

ARTICLE IX—The Secretary 

The Secretary shall be the managing offi- 
cer of the Association, shall keep the minutes 
of all meetings of the Association and of 
the Board of Directors, shall have the cus- 
tody of the seal of the Association and of 
all documents, books and collections, shall 
sign all checks, shall conduct the correspond- 
ence of the Association not otherwise pro- 
vided for, shall keep a list of the members 
of the Association with their addresses, shall 
notify members of the Association and of 
the Board of Directors of the time and place 
of all meetings, and shall perform such other 
duties as the Board of Directors may require. 

ARTICLE X—The Forester 

The Association shall employ a Forester 
who shall be a man of recognized attain- 
ments and high standing in forestry mat- 
ters. He shall be the expert of the Asso- 
ciation in its technical work and a repre- 
sentative of the Association in its public 
forestry activities. Under the direction of 
the Board of Directors, he shall hold a re- 
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sponsible relationship toward the editorial 
policy of the magazine published by the As- 
sociation as to forestry matters, shall pro- 
mote the objects set forth in Article Il of 
these By-Laws, shall advance such public 
forest policies as the Association may en- 
dorse, shall represent the Association in sup- 
porting national, state, municipal, and pri- 
vate forestry developments, and shall per- 
form such other duties as the Board of 
Directors may require. 

ARTICLE XI—Meetings 

Section 1. The annual meeting of the mem- 
bers of the Association for the transaction 
of such business as must be transacted by 
the entire Association, excepting the election 
of officers, shall be held in Washington, 
D. C., or at such other place, on such day 
and at such hour as the Board of Directors 
shall determine. 

Sec. 2. Special meetings of the members 
of the Association may be called at any time 
by the Board of Directors. 

Sec. 3. Notice of the Annual Meeting, 
and of any special meeting, shall be pub- 
lished in the magazine of the Association 
at least three weeks before the date fixed 
for the meeting. 

Sec. 4. The presence of thirty members of 
the Association shall constitute a quorum. 

ARTICLE XII—Local Representatives 
and Affiliated Organizations 

Section 1. The Board of Directors may 
designate such representatives of the Asso- 
ciation in various portions of the United 
States and under such conditions as to com- 
pensation or payment of traveling expense 
as it shall deem wise and desirable in fur- 
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therance of the objects of the Association. 
The local representatives so designated shall 
perform their duties under the direction of 
the Segretary or Forester of the Association 
as the Board may determine. 

Sec. 2. The Board of Directors may by 
resolution recognize and designate as organi- 
zations affiliated with The American For- 
estry Association such State Forestry Asso- 
ciations or other organizations active in or 
desirous of promoting the conservation of 
forests and other natural resources, which, 
in the judgment of the Board, in view of 
their character, membership, and purposes, 
make affiliations desirable in furtherance of 
the common objects of the Association and 
of the organizations desirous of affiliation. 
In carrying out the objects of this section, 
the Board of Directors may prescribe the 
conditions of affiliations and may fix the 
price at which the Association’s magazine 
will be furnished to affiliated members. 

ARTICLE XIII—Amendments 

These By-Laws may be amended at any 
annual election of officers of the Associa- 
tion by a two-thirds vote of the members 
voting by mail. 
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stands for the protection and perpetuation of 
American forests, which are the heart of 

America’s out-of-doors. It is working for: 

The extension of federal, state and com- 
munity forests, the reforestation of denuded 
forest lands and adequate forest fire pro- 
tection for all forests, old and young; 

The conservative management of public 
and private forests and the more extensive 
planting of trees by individuals, organiza- 
tions, municipalities, states and federal goy- 
ernment; 

The conservation of America’s wild life 
and wild flora, both of which are dependent 
upon forests and forest influences for pro- 
tection and propagation; 

The perpetuation of forest recreation as a 
growing need and a God-given birthright of 
young America; 

The education of the public, including 
school children, in respect to our forests, our 
forest needs and the realm of nature which 
abundant forests typify; and 

The establishment of state and national 
parks and monuments where needed to pre- 
serve natural scenery of outstanding value 
and the administration of these areas and 
other natural resources wholly free from po- 
litical and commercial domination. 

13
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SOCIATION was not conceived, nor 

is it operated for financial gain. 

The very nature of its work is 

such that there is always oppor- 

tunity to expend all of its income 

upon useful work, the quantity 

and quality of which must ever be 

subject to its income. 

Members are urged to assist in 

enabling the Association to main- 

tain its position as a permanent 

and effective national organiza- 

tion by nominating for member- 

ship persons they believe to be 

interested in the conservation and 

perpetuation of American forests 

and forest life. 
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42h University Farm Place 
Mareh 22, 1940 

Mr. Ovid Butler, Miitor 
American Forests 
919 Seventeenth Street Northwest 
Washington, D. ¢G, 

Dear Ovid: : 

You reminded me in Washington that I had failed to reply to 
your inquiry about the wildlife issue of American » I seem to have 
lost your letter, but as I remember it, you cinen Fensaay authors and 
titles for a good cross-section of present work in wildlife. 

The following list is simply a sample. The work is now too 
diverse to be amenable to anything but sampling. I of course cannot certify 
that these men would take the time to write what you wont, but they are all 
capable of writing what you want. 

Dr. Lawrence H. Hicks, Ohio Wildlife Research Station, Ohio State 
University, Columbus, Ohio. aes Tbdiite in Relation te sabes 
a ek Hicks' work, which is p n pheasants, is 

e first to tie in the game erop both to the kind of agriculture 
practiced and to the human element in the form of organized 
farm groups. He is way out in front on this, and it would be 
a good thing for him to have a non-technical description of it. . 

Herbert L. Stoddard, S,erwood Plantation, Thomasville, Georgia. 

' Pine and sopeare then Fein 
Palh: pment Has pad Soh 2 3 the one She Senge ‘ee 
Bankers," but as you know, it is hard to induce him to take time 
off for writing. I would like to tell you verbally the outlines 
of this story because some day you ought to get it. I can only 
vouch for its importance and its interest. 

W. J. Tucker and/or Phil Goodrum, Game, Fish and Oyster Commission, 
Austin, Texas. = aa Texas was the first 
State to use eee rat 8 to send out technical,y 
trained men to help landowners help themselves. Their experiences 
and the response they are getting from landowners are something 
extra. 

Dr. R. G. Green, The Medical School, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 
Minnesota. ee Resoarehs Dr. Green may lack 
time to do ath ’ AB Seats Benes 1t up a force of 
brainy youngsters who might do it for him. No one interested in 
small forest game should be without the information which Green
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has dug out in the last five years, especially on shock 
diseage in rabbits. He is right now summarizing his work 
in the form of technical publications, and if he lacks 
time to translate it himself, you might induce some writer 
to attempt a translation. 

Olaus J. Murie, U. S. Biological Survey. I do not mow any exact 
title for Murie's recent work, but he has been studying 
antelope, mountain sheep and Olympic elk, also coyotes. It 
is hardly necessary for me to vouch for either the literary 
quality of his work or the scientific quality. He is in 
Washington right now and you might want to talk to him. 

Dr. John T. Gurtis, Botany Department, Biology Building, University 
of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin. aetene i ecnente 
Curtis is pioneering this subject and is able to do kind 
of writing you need. He is for the moment borrowed by the 
University of Pennsylvania, so if you prefer, you may address 
him in care of the Botany Department there. 

H. Albert Hochbaum, Delta Duck Station, Delta, Manitoba, Duck 
Sate eed eae? Hochbeum is working 
or Ys ths 2 an Degeling He 8 ducks as well es doing 

duck research. His is the first really detailed exploration 
of the duck breeding problem. 

Arthur §. Hawkins, Illinois Natural History Survey, Urbana, Illinois. 
2! Management in Rana: Hawkins has had rather 
as a Poak success in inducing wood ducks to nest in 
artificial boxes. I thought this would interest you because of 
the number of estate owners in your list of subscribers. 

Dr. John T. Balen, TPs am 2} $4 Ponacspent a Setorale: 

Davis, Galifornia. mlen is one of the few who have analyzed 
quail populations not only in terms of environmental factors, 
but in terms of sex and age composition. His methods of work 
are intensely interesting to me and they would be to you, mt 
you would have to be the judge as to whether your readers are 
far enough along to appreciate this kind of a paper. 

¥. N. Hamerstrom, Jr., Plainfield, Wisconsin. Tf gens sure 
Ghicken. Hamerstrom is working for me. I 8 same 
comments as in the case of Imlen, except that it is a mch 
harder species to get at. The difficulties and adventures in 
trying to analyze a chicken population makes quite a story, if 
you can get Hamerstrom to write it up. 

I do not imply that the above people or their work are more meritorious 
than a dozen or two others who could be mentioned. They cimply dropped into 
my mind in attempting to answer your inquiry. 

Yours sincerely,



. Sopane to White, Darlins, Butler ; 

New Soile Building 
Movember 9, 1934 

. Hon, ¥ranklin D, Roosevelt 
Tashington 
my Cy 

Dear ir. President: 

Ag a maaber of your "“Comaittee on W11d Life Resources" 
I may be entitled to a direct expreasion of opinion on the 

proposed transfer of certain conservation bureme, which I ander- 
stand i¢ under consideration in Washington. 

I was formerly a member of the U, 5. Forest Service, 
T mappese this precludes my being strictly impartial on the 
question of trenefering the Porest Service to the Departwent of ; 
the Intertor, I will, therefore, mike no attespt to consent 
specifically upon it, 

I have, however, gradually become convinced, after 
eee OS eee ees “at eee ee 
for duageling of wareme, of the general futility of such 
Jugeling as a means te gemine coordination, 

The reason for oy skeptician ic that whenever better 
oeiiettes Se Se See ee ee 

together, it is it at another by separating two bureaus which 
have been together, ‘There 1s, for example, an indisputable need 
for more mtual sywpathy between forestry and paris, and between 
forestry and public domain, tut there is likewise o need for the 
contizmence and further development of the relations between 
forestry and the various agricultural barems, In short, there 
is usually abowt as such lost as gained in wrem shifte, 

t om tieal of the gemineness of the coordination 
cettatte tae alte aan Real coordination goes smch deeper 
than the mere question of whether two bareaus are in the seme or 
in different departments, Meal coordinetion ia an intellectual 
attribute of tmreau chiefs end cabinet officers which cannot either 
be ¢olled into being, or abolished, by moves of thie kind, 

Tt ie ell too true that some bureaus, existing side by 
eide in the eane department for decades, have failed to develop
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any mutuality of thought and action, but as long as their 
intellectual quality renaina constant, the acne will probably 
continue to be true about new relationships established by moving 
thea, 

Tt is, of course, acadenie to hope that all cabinet 

Sea eT tas eee, t nage oe tes 
cous Sines of axiattiaee in Wp eaitina @ of 0’ Gaanaeation 
coordinator, if the right individual could be found, An inter+ 
eee Ss Sree Seeerene Seedy % 70m, as 

elao be a substantial alternative, 

The main point of this letter is to express my akepti« 
cigs sbout transfers as a olution worthy of your approval, 

. Yours respectfully, 

Aldo Leopold 
és In Chetge, Game Researgh



* i Copy to Errington 

Now Soils Building 
November 3, 193 

Mr, Ovid Butler, Eattor 
American Forests 
1713 K Street HN, W. 
Washington, D. 0, 

Dear Ovid: : 

I aa glad you found Eyrington's revised manuseript acceptable 
ee ee ne Cae ee, eae Sin T am also glad 

you can furnish the 1,000 reprints and would sugcest that you send 200 
to me and the rest to Trrington, : 

As to Bancteeien, y oun motenne. files are bankrupt. 
T am suggesting to Urrington that he sppeal to MeAtee for photographs. 
MeAtee will, I think,agree with me as to the strategic inmortance of 
this paper and I am asking Errington to send him a copy of the manuseript. 

Do you think it would help the casual reader to eateh the signif- 
ieance of this paper if either MeAtee or myself or yourself would sign 
an insert box pointing out its importance? What I have in mind is some~ 
thing like the following: 

It 49 predicted that the discovery 
announced in this article will, after 
it 1s more thoroughly developed, throw a 
fe ee er or 
tions in wild life conservation: 

1. Dees ordinary predator control 
do the game any good? 

2, Does the shooting of surplus 
do the game any harm? 

34 Does it do any good to replant 
geme without also improving food and 

Brrington's findings indicate that 
the final answer to all these questions 
is "No, 

the Mitor 

, Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
e In Charge, Game Research
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By HENRY S. GRAVES 
President, The American Forestry Association 

N THE September number of AmericaN Forests I build a national policy and program of agriculture and land 
I called attention to influences that are being exerted for use. Extended application of protection, efficient woods 

the transfer of the Forest Service from the United States management and better means of forest utilization on 
Department of Agriculture to the Department of the In- 127,000,000 acres of land owned by farmers, improved 
erior; and I indicated that there would be further discus- methods of windbreak and shelterbelt planting throughout 
sions of this issue in later numbers of the magazine. The the Great Plains region, and responsibility for administer- 
transfer is by no means a new proposal. From time to time ing more than 165,000,000 acres of National Forests in 
in previous years efforts have been made to bring about this _ relation to their forest, grazing and recreation resources all 
change of jurisdiction over the forestry work of the Govern- have contributed to this plan. To cut off the member of 
ment. The repeated defeat of the proposal in the past may the organization most responsible for this part of the pro- 
give the impression that the present efforts to make the gram would seriously cripple the success of the land-use 
change will also easily be defeated and that it is like crying undertaking. 

wolf even to call attention to the matter. Forestry plays an important part in the present recovery 
It is true that the question is not officially in the open, but enterprises of the Government, which are designed to aid in 

anyone who has spent much time in Washington the past building up a more stable and prosperous economic and 
summer and fall and has taken the trouble to make his own social development of our rural communities. Worn out 
quiet investigations knows that in some official quarters at and marginal lands in many cases are to be stocked with 
least the transfer is already accepted as certain. To what forest growth. The forest is looked to as one of the essen- 
extent this attitude is father to the wish cannot, of course, tial features in the programs of part-time farming, of sub- 
be accurately gauged, but there can be no doubt that influ-  sistence homesteads, of control of soil erosion, of ameliorat- 
ences are at work behind the scenes to have the President ing the effect of drying winds in dry land regions, of rec- 
effect the transfer by Proclamation shortly after the fall reation, and of conservation of wild life. In the work of 
elections. This he has the power to do by virtue of the planning for a better rural economy the soil resources must 
authority given him by the last Congress. The fact that in be considered together. There will always be an inter- 
this instance the proposal, so far as the public is concerned, mingling of tilled land, orchard, pasture, and forest, and 
is an invisible issue within the governmental machinery and changes from one of these uses to another, as conditions 
that the President has summary power to act makes the change from time to time. ‘This is the very essence of 
situation extremely precarious and emphasizes the need for orderly use of lands. 
vigorous protest on the part of many citizens and organiza- Forestry is an applied science so intimately related to 

tions that feel the change would be a serious mistake. agriculture as to be classed as one of its branches. Because 
It is understood that the Secretary of the Interior is both agriculture and forestry are concerned with the pro- 

strongly in favor of the transfer, with perhaps some further duction of crops from the soil, because the technique of the 
shifts of bureaus, and that plans have already been formu- management of forests and other soil crops have the same 

lated for the organization of the forestry work in that De- underlying bases, because the economic and social prob- 
partment as soon as the Executive Order is signed. In any lems of each are so intimately interwoven, and because na- 
case, the matter has reached a stage of administrative con- tional planning must combine forestry with agriculture for 

sideration that makes it appropriate to place the situation a successful system of land use, the one should be kept 
before the public with an explanation of the reasons why closely in touch with the other. 
The American Forestry Association has taken a position At the foundation of forestry are soil science, plant 
against the removal of the Forest Service from the Depart- science, meteorology, animal husbandry, zoology and land 
ment of Agriculture. I have entitled this article “A Dan- economics. These are represented in the Department of 
gerous Proposal” because of my firm belief, based on many Agriculture by the bureaus of Chemistry and Soils, Agri- 
years of participation in the forestry movement, that such cultural Engineering, Plant Industry, Animal Husbandry, 
action would be detrimental to the sound progress of for- Weather Bureau, Biological Survey, Entomology and Plant 
estry and, too, to the advancement of the program of the Quarantine, Agricultural Economics and Forest Service. 
Government for rural development, which requires an inti- Their activities are all interwoven within the Department to 
mate integration of forestry with agriculture. establish a well-rounded foundation for the effective man- 

For years the various bureaus of the Department of Agri- agement of land. 
culture have been accumulating research and experience to In 1905 the policy was adopted of concentrating the for- 
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estry work of the Government in the Department of Agri- The National Forests comprise about 165 million acres; the 

culture. Already there existed in that Department a Bureau National Parks about eight million acres. If a transfer is 
of Forestry to encourage the production of forests as a fea- to be made on this basis, it should be the other way around. 
ture of soil conservation and land use. The national forest Again, the Public Domain is in the Department of the 
reserves, created out of the Public Domain, were then in the Interior. There is now legislative authority for the adminis- 
Department of the Interior. The problem of technical for- tration of the grazing resources, which obviously should be 
estry was new to that Department, whose functions in land coordinated with range management on the National For- 

matters had for more than a century been devoted to dis- ests. Hence, it is said, the Forest Service, which has devel- 
posal of the Public Domain and not to constructive land oped an effective system of grazing control, should be trans- 
management. Their administration of the federal forests was _ ferred to help in this problem on the Public Domain. If any 
a notable failure. From the day when they were transferred transfer is made to meet public range problems, it should 
to the Department of Agriculture effective management of _ be to delegate the handling of grazing on the Public Domain 
the public forests and the spread of forestry throughout the to the Department of Agriculture. The problem of range 
country advanced by leaps and bounds. management is one of soil conservation, production of for- 

The Forest Service as now conceived is not merely con- age plants, and animal husbandry,—all parts of agriculture. 
cerned with the management of the National Forests. It is Still again, the point is made that the Department of the 
charged with the general advancement of forestry through- Interior is traditionally the land department of the Govern- 
out the country. This involves extensive cooperation with ment, is charged with handling the Public Domain, that it 
the states and with private owners, and public education once had charge of the federal forests, and that it now ad- 

r through demonstrations and extension teaching. Of great ~ ministers-the National Parks, Monuments, and-Indian For- 
importance also is the responsibility for extending knowl- ests. This may sound logical from the standpoint of blue- 
edge of forestry through research and experiment. In these print organization, but it overlooks the basic objectives of 
undertakings the Forest Service, by the very character of the reservations. There are relationships to land-use prob- 
its activities, must work in close cooperation with other lems outside the reservations and, most of all, one must 
scientific bureaus of the Department of Agriculture. remember that land administration is not an executive or 

Recognizing that prosperous rural economy can be engineering matter merely but involves the application of 
achieved only through effective land-use planning, the scientific knowledge along biological lines and skill in 
Forest Service is cooperating with the Extension Service of constructive land use, such as have been chiefly developed 
the Department of Agriculture to encourage production jn the Department of Agriculture. 

and efficient woods practices on 127,000,000 acres of land In the long run the public service of the forest reserva- 
owned by farmers. This brings into the organization an tions and of forestry depends on the extent to which bio- 
army of county agricultural agents seeking to devote given logical and other basic sciences are used in planning and 
areas of land to the uses for which they are best suited—to developing the technique of land management. The De- 
tillage, to pasture, to forests, to recreation, or to any com- partment of the Interior is well equipped to handle the 
bination of these uses. It is of vital importance to effective management of inorganic land resources, but it has never 
land-use planning that these auspices be under a single been equipped to handle problems of agricultural produc- 
direction,—in this case, the Department of Agriculture. tion, range management and forestry. These problems deal 

The proposed transfer is in line with proposals made with the use of our surface land resources, all of which are 
during previous administrations to build up in the Depart- of a renewable nature. To handle them in a way best to 
ment of the Interior a great Division of Conservation or promote the collective welfare requires a background of 
possibly, an independent Department of Conservation. It soil science, land economics, animal husbandry, and zoology 
overlooks the fact that the most important field of conserva- such as exist only within the Department of Agriculture. 
tion is agriculture. The proponents of the transfer would To build up a comparable system in another department 
separate from the Department of Agriculture the activities would involve unwarranted duplication of effort. 
in forestry which are closely interrelated with agriculture in The American Forestry Association has received strong 
scientific background, in economic and social problems and _ testimony of the widespread opposition of foresters, of rep- 
objectives, and in national planning. Forestry would be _ resentatives of agriculture, and of others interested in con- 
weakened and so would the federal work in agriculture. structive land-use, to the separation of the Forest Service 

One reason advanced in favor of the transfer refers to from its scientific mooring in the Department of Agriculture. 
the many common problems in the management of the Na- I hope that in the interests of effective coordination of for- 
tional Parks and National Forests and the possibility that estry with agriculture and other land-use activities, those 
better coordination of policy and administration would be who hold these views will express themselves vigorously at 
secured if the National Forests were transferred to the In- _ this time, prior to any possible action by the Administration 
terior Department where the Park Service now is located. or by Congress. 
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October 30, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
New Soils Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leo: 

Our annual meeting in Knoxville has sorter crimped my style 
in passing upon manuscriptse However, I have finally had a chance to 
read Paul Errington's revision of his article on “Predators and the 
Northern Bob-White". I think it a very great improvement, and I 
am tagging it for acceptance. We will be glad to supply one thousand 
reprints. Should they be sent to you or Errington, or divided between 
you? In addition, I am sending Errington a little honorarium for his 
article. : 

Now as to illustrations. Can you or Errington supply us with 
say six or eight that would be appropriate to the text? I would like 
to get them as soon as possible as I may want to publish this article 
in our January number. 

This letter would not be complete without thanking you for your 
part. I hope you will always feel free to give me suggestions and 
leads as to articles that have real meat in them. And don't hesitate 
to criticize any we publish. 

Sincerely yours, 

Ue ht oS : 
Editor. 

On/h
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Hew Soile Building 
March 19, 193% 

My, Ovid Butler, Editor 
American Forests 
1727 K Street Northwest 
Washington, D. C, 

Dear Ovid: 

Thanks for letting mo see Mr. Vogt's article. In my opinion 
it ie not only sound as a ation, bat what is st#l1 more extra- 
ordinary, 1¢ 1a well written. I would strongly advise you to 
accept it. 

My only criticion of the article 1s that Mr, Vogt doos not 
ase all the evidence that is available to sustain his point, I 
refer particularly to the work of Paul L, Brrington, wth which 
he does not seem to be familiar, I am sending Mr, Vort direct 
two of Errington's most important papers and I wrete you recently 
concerning the new paper which he is about to publish in Meology, 
and which in my opinion will be the final Imockeut blow to ony 
argument for general destruction of hawks and owls which Pisher, 
MeAtee, and Stoddard may have left uncovered, 

Mr. Vogt's challenges to the President's Committee is per- 
fectly well talen, Our publicity, of course, vastly over=played 
the scope of what we were asked to do, We wore asked to pasa on 
the land-buying question, not to frame a conservation plan. Any 
conservation plan would have to take cognizance of Mr. Vogt's 
contention. 

I am returning the manuscript herewith, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LSOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL/vh 
Bnel. 

tee. Us-gt 
Bo orf.
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March 12, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

Some evening soon when you have a few minutes for 

random reading before your warm grate fire, I wonder if 

you will be good enough to read the enclosed manuscript 

submitted by William Vogt, “What About Vermin?", and give 

me your judgment as to its merits for publication in 

: AMERICAN FORESTS? 111 greatly appreciate your advice. 

Sincerely yours, 

Piugl 5 
Editor. 

oB/h 
Enclosure



New Soils Building 
February 22, 1934 

Ovid Butler, Bditor : 
American Torests 
1727 K Street Northwest 
Washington, D. C, 

Dear Ovids 

Rex King is probably like most of the super- 
visors--burled up to his neck in work, My information 9 
on the erosion mursery is by now entirely out of date, 
I would suggest that you write Prank Fuller and ask 
whether either King or Koogler can write this article 
for you. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Research 

AL/mis
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February 16, 1934 

Mr.Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

In planning articles for the magazine for the future 
I need some suggestions in respect to the wild life field. 
Can't you find a few minutes to meditate before your warm 
grate fire some evening and jot down a few suggestions for 
me, both as to subjects and possible authors? 

You will perhaps recall suggesting to me at the meeting 
of the Central States Forestry Congress in Chicago that I 
write Rex King for a story on the finding and restoration of 
a@ supposedly extinct plant particularly adapted to erosion 
planting. I wrote Rex King. In fact I have written him 
twice, but I get no answer. Such is life. 

You carelessly made the remark, I believe, that if King 
wouldn't write the story you will. Looks like it's your move 
on that proposition. What? 

Sincerely yours, j 

Sas Ls. : wD Bi 
Editor. 

0B/h



Sept. 26, 1932 

Mr. Augustus S. Houghton 
30 Broad Street 

' New York, N. Y. 

Dear Mr. Houghton: 

I concur in your suczestions of September 22, 
except that I thinks we ought to consider some of the new 
material for vice-president, rather than to make a blanket 
renomination in all 21 cases. Referring to Mr, Butler's list, 
I suggest the following be considered in liew of any he may be 
disposed to drop as inactive: 

Nestern States 

/ Scott Leavitt 

' Midwestern States 

J. MN. Darling 
W. J. P. Abere 
Brnest C. Oberholzer 

Eastern States 

Prederic C. Walcott 
Carl BE. Iadd 

With best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO TEOPOLD 

P.S. I am sending copies of this to Hosmer and Butler. 

: AL.
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DEPT. OF FORESTRY ] 

CORNELL UNIV. 

ITHACA, N. Y. 

] Sept. 24, 1932 

Mr. Augustus S. Houghton 
Wise, Shepard and Houghton 
30 Broad St. 
New York, N. Y¥. 

Dear Mr. Houghton: 

I have your letter of September 22, with the eopy of that to 

Mr. Leopold. I am satisfied with your neminations, as set forth in 

that letter, and am so writing to Ovid Butler today. A copy of my 

letter to Butler goes to Leopold for his information 

From your intimate acquaintance with Mr. Pratt, I assume 

you are sure he will accept nomination and reelection. Should there 

be any hiteh Butler will of course let you know. I believe that for 

eny important office, the acceptance of the candidate should always 

be secured prior to his nomination. 

ROH:HD : Sincerely yours,



DEPT. OF FORESTRY : 

CORNELL UNIV, 
ITHACA, N.Y. 

Sept. 24, 1952 

Mr, Ovid Butler 
Executive Secretary 
American Forestry Association 

1727 K Street, NW. 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Ovid: 

Referring again to your letter of September 13, pre- 

viously acknowledged, I enclose copies of letters I am sending 

today to Messrs. Houghton and Leopold. These explain them 

selves. For your information I also enclose the copy of his 

letter to Leopold which Mr. Houghton sent me. 

I assume you have already spoken to Messrs. Pratt 

and Vass, and that we may take it for granted that Graves and 

Wharton will be willing to continue to serve. 

RSH:HD Sincerely yours, 

Enos. th >) Toren)



~~ FORTHE INFORMATION of Qyw faxpelt cs (ie 

THE AMERICAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION 
4 4727 K STREET, N. W- 

WASHINGTON, D. G 

September 23, 1932 

My. Augastue S. Houghton 
30 Broad Street 
Rew York, M. Y. 

Dear Mr. Houghton: 

Thanke for your note of September 22 enclosing copy 
of the letter you have written Mesers. Leopold and Hosmer. 
While it Se eS ee ee SS ee 
of action to the committee, I feel that I should nevertheless 
call your attention to the fact that so far as my experience 
with the Association goes it has never been the custom to 
repeat in tote the vice-presidents. This you suezest in the 
last paragraph of your letter. 

These prestiens are purely honorary, ané the policy 
in the past has been to pretty mich change the liet each poor 
#0 ae to vary representation. While the vice-presi(ents are 
in a sense window dressing, they also serve another purpose. 
Not infrequently I receive letters from members complaining 
because their State is not represented among the officers of 
the Agsociation. This complaintie easily met when the vice- 

presidents are changed from year to year, because I can always 
point out that there are not enough Agsociation positions to 
have every state represented each year, but that so and so 
from their state was a vice-president last year or the year 
before. 

Yery sincerely yours, 

OVID BUTLER 
Reecutive Seeretary 

OB DH
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.\ TELEPHONE V4 CABLE ADDRESS 

WISE, SHEPARD & HOUGHTON 

COUNSELLORS AT LAW 

MENRY Mowise 30 BROAD STREET 

SOHN W.KELLY NEW YORK 

September 22, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Upon my return to the office after an absence 
of several days, I find a letter from Ovid Butler advising me that 
I am Chairman and you and Professor Hosmer are members of a Committee 
on Elections. 

Mr. Butler desires the record of our action to 
be in his hands by October 5th, so I am asking you to write to him 
directly your reaction to the following: 

There are to be elected this year a president, 
21 vice presidents, a treasurer and 3 directors. 

I suppose we can all agree on Mr. George D. Pratt 
for president. 

Mr. George 0. Vass has served as treasurer for 
the Association for a number of years. He is vice president of the 

Riggs National’ Bank where the Association keeps its account. All 
checks have to be countersigned by the treasurer and it makes it 
much more convenient to have a man in Mr. Vass' position to act as 
treasurer. I am therefore suggesting his re-election. 

The three directors whose terms expire are Col. 
Henry S. Graves, W. D. Tyler and William P. Wharton. I am suggest- 
ing the re-election of Col. Graves and Mr. Wharton, both of whom 
are very valuable members of the Board. In the place of Mr. Tyler, 
it has been suggested that Mr. James G. K. McClure, Jr., of Asheville, 
N. C., be nominated. He was very active at our meeting at Asheville 
two years ago, deeply interested in forestry and a member of the 
State Forestry Board. As it is desirous of having a representative 
from that part of the country, I trust that you will approve of Mr. 
McClure's nomination. 

Regarding the 21 vice presidents to be elected, 
I suggest that the present vice presidents be nominated. 

With kind regards, I am, 
ae. 

ASH. FHT Very truly_yours, Sua 

is
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TREASURER FOUNDED 1875 

GEORGE O. VASS 

1727 K STREET N. W. WASHINGTON, D. C. 
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 

OVID BUTLER 

G.H. ecLLinaweop © 

BUSINESS MANAGER 

FRED E. HORNADAY 

September 13, 1932 

i VICE-PRESIDENTS 
DR, WALLACE W. ATWOOD—MASSACHUSETTS 

PRESIDENT, THE NATIONAL PARKS ASSOCIATION 
eet RESIDENT, AAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA, Mr. Aldo Leopold 
See rae elo 905 University Aveme 
woe Madison, Wisconsin 

MEMBER, CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
WILLIAM f. DAWES—iLLINOIS 
MISSISSIPPI VALLEY ASSOCIATION 

A. C, DIXON—OREGON 

PRESIDENT, NATIONAL LUMBER MANUFACTURERS” 

ASSOCIAT 
aetr sae ciusicie My dear Léo: ' 

SECRETARY, SAVE-THE-REDWOODS LEAGUE 

Rs, HERBERT HOOVER—DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
VERNON KELLOGG—DISTRICT OF COLUMGIA 

SECRETARY, NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL 
Vite Ssaalit ce cear ren: ehRoRs cas At the last meeting of our Board of Directors, you 
eeu were named as a member of our Committee on Elections to draw 

ae eee up 4 slate of new officers for the next year. Other members 
weleecu of the committee are A. S. Houghton, Chairman, 30 Broad Street, 

ee sacar ae New York, and Professor Ralph §. Hosmer, Department of Forestry, 
vg tEDEN IER OF anna Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. The task is not an 

NATIONAL COMMANDER, AMERICAN LEGION arduous one, and I sincerely hope that you will consent to serve. DECOURCY W, THOM—MARYLAND 
FORMER PRESIDENT, MARYLAND FORESTRY 

aT 
Be ed cee rioan Enclosed is copy of a letter I have just written 
aroerin oF wanes ce er of a committee, which together with the 

CHIEF SCOUT EXECUTIVE, BOY SCOUTS OF ran xplain what is to be done and will give you some 
elegy chen cone suggestions as to names to be considered. 

CORNELL UNIVERSITY 

SINCLAIR WILSON—OREGON 
CHAIRNAN, FORESTEY COMMITTEE, PORTLAND You will undoubtedly hear from Mr. Houghton within a 

oe misten—rowsr. a few days. In the meantime, won't you be thinking of good people 
act to consider for the different positions? 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS i ee ee 
STATE FORESTER OF MARYLAND 

‘W. R. BROWN—NEW HAMPSHIRE i 

Cin MEM HAMPSHIRE FoRETRY com | Very sincerely yours, 
. ARTHUR BRUCE—TENNESSEE i 

DIRECTOR, HARDWOOD MANUFACTURERS’ IsTi- | 
emeuter es hun 

iy DEAN OF YALE FOREST ScHooL he 

ea dy hy re 
Be) eee es on yy Executive Secretary 

a eae grt ar cts cca nse a\ir> he , Utah Loe ae 
Aa 4 PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD On * ape V 
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September 13, 1932 

Mr. Auguetus $. Toughton 
30 Broad Street 
New York, %. Y. 

Dear Mr. Houghton: 

You will remember that at the last meeting of the 
Board the following Committee on Blections was appointed to 
prepare a slate to be submitted to the maxbership for letter 
ballot in December: A. S. Houghton, Chairman; Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Avenue, Madison, Wisconein; and Ralph $. Hosmer, 
Department of Forestry, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. 

The time hes come for the committee to take up its 
work anf agree upon a slate. According to the By-Lavs, the 
nominations must be published not later than in our December 
number. Our Novewber number is better. This meane that the 
committee's recommendations should be submitted to me not 
later than October 5. 

As chairmen of the committee, it will be up to you 
to get into correspondence with the other members of your 
committee te the end that an agreeable slate be worked out as 
promptly as possible. 

4s an aid to the committee, I am enclosing a memorandum 
containing a list of names for the different positions which the 
committee may care to consider. If there is any further aid 
I can give the committee, I will be clad to do so. 

Very sincerely yours, 

OVID BUTLER 
OBsDE Executive Secretary 
Ene.



7 Septexber 13, 1932 

Memrandus for the Gomuittee on Elections 

The officers to be elected at the forthcoming election to be 

hela by letter ballot in December are as followe: President, 21 Vice 

Presidents, Treasurer, and 3 Directors. The three directors whose terms 

expire at the close of this year and whose positions are to be refilled 

ave Colonel Henry %. Graves, ¥. 2. Tyler, and William P. Wharton. 

I offer the following sugcestions to the committee: 

My. Pratt, if he will consent to serve, is, I believe, the best 

and most logical selection for president. Bo one has done more for the 

Agsoeiation than he, and his interest in ite welfare is very great. 1 do 

not know hie sentiments in respect to contimaing as president. 

Mir. George 0. Vacs hac served as Treasurer for the Association 

for the past several years. % 1s Vice-President of the Riggs National 
Bonk at which the Association does its barking. Since sll checke mat be 

sountersigned by the treasurer of the Association, it ie decidedly convenient 

to have our treasurer so readily availoble in the bank with which we deal. 

Mr. Yass hac served as treasurer for seversl years at considerable sacrifice 

of hie tiwe and has a veal interest im the Association. I think it is tothe 

interest of the Association, therefore, to continue him as treacurer. 

Of the three directors whose terns expire this year, Colonel Graves 

and Mr. Wharton have been active, interseted, and helpful members of the Board. 

They know the field of forestry and conservation and their views and advice 

have been an element of great strength to the Association. I feel that no 

mistake would be made in re«nominating them to serve arother term of five years 

each. 

Mr. Tyler, while interested in forestry hae not actively participated 

as a director, and it may be poseible to select « man whe can give more of his 

time and effort to the affairs of the Association. The following names in 

addition to those of the three retiring directors are suggested for the 

committee's consideration in recommending nominations for the three directorships 

to be filled: 

Mr. James G. Ke. MoOlure, Jr., President, Yarsers Federation, Asheville, 

North Carolina; Charles ¥. Luke, New York, Weat Virginia Pulp and Paper Company. 

The twenty-one positions of vies presidents are considered as honorary 

@lections. Gustem hae been to distribute the vice presidente geographically as 
far as possible and to make them represent prominent and public-spirited people 
in the broad field of conservation. The following names are listed for the 

Committee's consideration. Wames asterisk are present vice presidente. There is 

= —" to nominating present vice presidents for another term if thought 

16. ;



SES TRRE STATES : 

* Newton 3. Drury, Onl‘ fornia 

Secretary, Save-tha-Redeoots League 

Den B. Colton, Utah 
Representative in Songrese 

* . Sinclair ¥ileen, Oregon 
Chairman, Yorestry Committee, Portland Chamber of Commerce 

Scott Leavitt, Montana 
Nepresentative in Congress 

Charles L. Velary, Oregon 
United States Senator 

* omer LeRoy Shante, Arizona 
_ President, University of Arizona / 

_® Mre. Bunean MeDuffie, California 
Viee Chairman of Conservation, Garden Club of Amertes 

George Cornwall, Oregon 
Béditer, The Timbermen 

* Henry L. Stevens - North Carolina 
National Commander, American Legion 

B.S. Gilwan, California - 
Mewber Gelifornia State Board of Forestry : 

Praneis G. Miller, Idaho 
Dean, StebexSchool of forestry, University of Idaho 

MUWESTERN STATES : 

ae Be Darling, Towa 

Cartoonist 

Lotus Delta Goffean, Minnesota 
President, University of Minnesota 

William J, P. Aberg, "isconsin 

Chairman, Executive Board, Isaak Yalton League of America 

William T. Cox, Minnesota 
: Conservation Director of Minnesota 

Samuel T. Dana, Michigan 
Dean, School of Yorestry and Conservation, University of Wichigan



Mipepereny STATS (Continued) : 

Prark 0. Lowden, Illinois ; 
UxeGovernor of Illinois 

Glenn Prank, Yisconsin 
President, University of Tisconsin 

Ernest 0. Oberholtser, Minnesota 
President and Secretary, Quetico-Superior Council 

3 Alexander Legce, Tllineis 
President, International Harvester Company 

Elmer 6. Mole, Tllincis 
Manager, “American Lumberman* 

oO. & Sherman, Ohio 

Member, State Yater Commervation Board 

Albert Leber, fndiana 
Conservation Soumissioner 

: ~SQUINEE STATES 

Joseph Hyde Pratt, North Carolina 
North Carolina Forestry Association 

Ben Wand, Florida 
Baiter and Publisher, Southern Lumber Journal 

Dr. Charles He Herty, Soe-tork : 
“rnduatrial Consultant 7 a 

&. ¥. Sellers, Florida F 

Ploridea Jackson News Times 

¥. Gootrich Jones, Texas 
Texas Forestry Association 

Began Jennings, Ploride 
Member, Florida State Board of Forestry 

® re. Katherine B. Tippette, Plorida 

Chairman Conservation Committee, Jeneral Federation of 
Yomen's Clubs 

Le B Preudenthal, New Vexrieo 

American Farm Bureeu Federation :



SQUTHRRN STATES (Continued) ae 

Gc. FP Cuthbert, South Carolina 

Gooper River Lunber Company 

Reuben Robertson, North Carolina 
President, Champion Fibre Company 

BASTERN STATES 

Welter & Gifford, New York 
President, American Telephone and Telegraph Company 

* Wee, Herbert Moover, District of Columbia 

Bloise P. Uimquer, New Yoric 
Genservation Director, “arden Tlubs of America 

George P. Brett, Hew York 
President, Mag¥illan Company 

* James BE, Vest, New York 

Chief Seout Executive, Boy Scouts of America 

Prederic 6. Yaleott, Connecticut 
Unt ted States Sanator 

* Dr. Yallace YW. Atwood, Massachusetts 
President, National Parke Association 

Mrs. Woodrow Wileon, District of Columbia 

Dr. Wilson Compton, Dietrict of Columbia 
Secretary-Vanager, National Lamber Manufacturers Agsociat ion 

P. 3. Thompson, Massachusetts 
President, Federal Land Bank 

Philip ¥. Ayres, Massachusetts 
Society for Protection of New Hampshire Forests 

Dr. Henry Van Dike, New Jersey 
Author 

Owen Wister, Pennsylvania 
Author 

Prederic A. Delano, District of Columbia 
President, American Civic Association 

Charlee ¥. tuke, New “York 

Yost Virginia Pulp and Paper Company



BASTRRN STATNS (Cont immed) 

Samuel T. Bodine, Pennsylvania 
President, United Gag and Improvement Sorpany 

* Yenry New York 
Conservation Commissioner of Wew York 

Dr. Me Dtarey Medee, District of Solumbia | 
Vieo President, Izask Walten League of Ameries 

Carl &. Ladd, New York 
Dean, New York State College of Acriculture, Cornell University 

Mrs. Grace Yorrison Poole, District of Columbia 
President, Seneral Federation of Yomen's Clubs 

Lester ©. Lovell, New Jersey 
President, Smericen Burserymen's Association 

ee 

Executive Secretary 

OB se
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| A F A | ee MERICAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION 
| GEORGE D. PRATT FOUNDED 1875 “ Rov 

| aeanae Gl Vass 1727 K STREET N. W. WASHINGTON, DG Qa } 

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 

OVID BUTLER 

FORESTER © ad 
G. H. COLLINGWOOD 

BUSINESS MANAGER 

FRED E. HORNADAY April 7, 1931 

DIRECTORS 

4, E. ALDRED—NEW YORK * 
PENNSYLVANIA WATER AND POWER COMPANY 

rem. nesiey—uanviann 
ae eas pieeiee Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Se eee In Charge i G e Survey 

OTe e anerievaents aa 404 University Avenue 
Siee iocan elle eats Madison, Wisconsin 

DEAN OF YALE FOREST SCHOOL 

WILLIAM B, GREELEY—WASHINGTON 

WEST COAST LUMBERMN'S ASSOCIATION 
MB. GREELEY—NeW YORK 

CAMP FIRE CLUD OF AMERICA 
gam Yoee FAYE psroRisTarion comarsic Dear Leo: 

"eae CARNEGIE IMSTTTUTION OF" WASH: 

hit poling ae ARBORETUM 

‘akss De Rhee, The enclosed copy of a letter from Korstian 

SN AMERICAY PAPER 1 POLE AAMRCITN 
Lom J. TARER— OH will be self-explanatory. I know you will be glad to see 
W. D. TYLER—VIRGINIA I 

miner muarnucscnaers Korstian's broadminded attitude in respect to woods-burning. 

VICE-PRESIDENTS Will keep you in touch with any further developments. 
STANLEY COULTER—INDIANA 

COUSERVATION COMMISSION OF INDIANA 
DR. HENRY 8, DRAKER—PEnUSYLVARIA 
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Duke University 
Burham 

North Carolina 

April 3, 1931 

Mr. Ovid Butler 
Executive Secretary 
American Forestry Association 
1727 K Street, Northwest 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Butler: 

In reply to your letter of March 14 I would like to, 
say that I certainly believe in calling a spade a spade. Stating 
the matter more specifically, I believe in being absolutely truthful 
in the mtter of the effect of fire upon forest life whether it 
be timber, animals, or soil microorganisms. I mech prefer to 
look at the whole problem of fire, whether it be controlled burning, 
slash burning, or the effect off soil and growth conditions, as "the 
effect of fire" rather than "fire damage." Just before I left 
Asheville, practically all of the men of the Appalachian Forest 
Experiment Station came around to this point of view. There may be 
a number of cases in which we should not deceive ourselves or anyone 
else. It is probably true that in by far the greater majority of 
cases, fire is mich more destructive than beneficial, tut where it is 

beneficial and can be used under controlled conditions with safety 
I would not hesitate to use it if in so doing a desirable objective 
were being accomplished. 

I am sorry that I have been unable to see the administrative 
officers of the University as yet because of the fact that they have 
been either busy or out of town at such times as I have been free. 
Next month I expect to have a series of conferences in working out 

plans for next year and this will really be a better time to bring 
up the question of future vocational courses in forestry and game 

management. There ate so many different angles to this important 
question that we will want to study over the matter very thoroughly. 

Again there is state legislation pending which may have quite an 
important bearing upon our ability to undertake such work in the 
immediate future. There are a good many phases of this problem 
that I would prefer to discuss with you in person rather than by 
correspondence. Is there any possibility of your being down this 
way in the near future? If so, don't you think it would be worth 
while to plan on stopping over for a day or so or, if you happen to 
be crowded for time, I would be glad to meet you in Raleigh if that 
should happen to be more convenient. 

Cordially yours, 

(Signed) C.F. Korstian



Tee Ag 
THE AMERICAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION a 4 

WASHINGTON, D site) 

March 14, 1931 

Mr. GC. FP. Korstian 
Duke University 
Durham, North Carolina 

Dear Mr. Korstians 

In connection with the letter I wrote you some 
time ago suggesting the possibility of vocational courses 
in forest and game management, there is one point I did 
not mention. That is, if you are familiar with Stoddard's 
work on quail, you will know that in some instances he 
found controlled burning advantageous in game management. 
In other words, forestry and game management may call for 
controlled burning under certain conditions. 

There are undoubtedly some foresters who are 
fundamentalists, so to speak, on the question of controlled 
burning. That is, they will not tolerate it, even though 
it may have merit in ite proper place. I believe Stoddard 
hae been criticized by a number of foresters for even 

suggesting controlled burning, but as I see it, it is up 
to foresters and game men to meet with open minds in 
se coordinated practice and methods in forest and 

wild life management. 

I mention this merely because it is a factor you 
will want to consider in advance of developing the courses 
suggested. It would, as you can well appreciate, be 
unfortunate to start the courses and then have them short 
circuited by a controversy over the question of controlled 
burning. What is your reaction to this point? 

Very sincerely yours, 

OVID BUTLER 

: Executive Secretary 

oBRDH |



March 2, 1931 

Mr. Ovid Butler 
1727 EK Street Northwest 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Ovid: 

Stoddard referred to southern foresters in 
general, but I think more to the state foresters than to the 
federal service. 

: In the case of Duke University I take it 
that he would be dealing primarily with Korstian, whom I 
think would be open-minded. 

As a sample of the impasse which the quail. 
men and the foresters are getting into, I would suggest that 
you talk with Ned Richards and his assistant Barrus about their 
work on private estates. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
: In Charge, Game Survey
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February 24, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Sporting Arms and Ammunition Mnfrs. Institute 
404 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leo: 

I do not clearly understand your letter of 
February 21 concerning forestry and game management at 
Duke. You state that Stoddard doubts whether the forestry 
department would work with him, because of unwillingness 
to come to an adjustment on the use of fire. To what 
forestry department does Stoddard refer - state or national? 

From my contacts with the North Carolina Forestry 
Department, I feel sure that it would cooperate. If, how- 
ever, Stoddard means the United States Forest Service, it 

may mean that we will have to work out an adjustment with 
them. If you can tell me what department Stoddard has in 
mind, I will see if I can get something started. 

Very sincerely yours, 

4 Pk 
Editor 

OB:DH



Copies to Messrs. Stoddard 

Grange i 

Peb. 21, 1931 

Me. Ovid Patler 
Anertean Porestry Association 
17e7 K Street Northwest 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Ovid: 

Concerning our pipe dream about a course 
for plantation managers in forestry ond game mandgement at 

; Ta a personal letter from Stoddard he 
doubts whether the forestry departuent would work with him 
because of their unvillingness to reach an a‘ justment on 

: the use of fire. If you Intend to push this project, I 
would keep this point in mind in choosing your personnel. 

IT would not anticipate that Xorstian would 
have a Closed mind on this subject. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

Tn Charge, Game Survey



Sept. 30,1930 : 

Mr. Ovid Butler, Editor 
American Yorests & Forest Life 
Lenox Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Ovids 

I welcome the opportunity to outline the editorial 
and appreciate your confidence in my judgment. 

It so happens, however, thet I have had to express : 
my views to Mr. Knapp directly, and of course it would be fatal 
to paraphrase these for your purposes. 

The attached draft is the best I can do in this direc- 
tion. If you can further change the verbiage from that of my orig= 
inal letter to Mr. Knapp, so mach the better. I am inclosing a copy 
of it for your personal information. 

: With kindest regards, 

Yours as ever,



"More Game Birds in America" 

A Foundation 

Wealthy Americans have for years given freely of their private 

meang for the advancenent of a great variety of social betterments. 

So far, however, there have beon few private gifts for the advance- 

ment of what (to us) 1s one of the most fundamental social betterments: 

conservation. 

It needs now to be demonstrated that private wealth ean be effect- 

ively dedicated to conservation. We deem any such gift to be effective, 

not when it gives the public some thing of the donor's choosing, but 

rather only when it creates public ability to practice conservation in 

ite own way and on its own account. 

It is by this standard that thinking conservationists will measure 

the recently announced foundation, "More Game Birds in America", sponsored 

by Joseph P. Knapp of New York, and headed by Senator Harry B. Navona of 

Missouri. 

Ite tentative prospectus, recently distributed to the public, is : 

reassuring on one essential:point: 1t 1s proposed to teach ideas rather 

than to give things. A careful scrutiny of the text, however, forces one 

to the conelusion that the particular ideas to be taught are very narrowly 

restricted to one exclusive doctrine of the donor's own choosing. ‘the i 

prospectus clearly proposes to plant the Buropean syste: of private e-me 
ownership in the United States, in place of the syaten of public gome 

ownership now in effect. 

We do not know whether the introduction of the Buropean system would



represent a net gain or a net loss. We do mow that there are several 

hard-working groups of sportsmen-conservationists who sre just embarked on a 

series of promising experiments to try out various ramifications of the 

“American System" in Michigan, Tems, Pennsylvania, Georgia, and other 

states. Rach of these vesveciate a process of groping for a local solution 

of the problem of farm game, which all agree represents the present crux 

of the game problem. No two are alike in “doctrine”, but all are alile 

in thet their “doctrines” are indigenous, not imported. 

The trouble with the American system of game management is not that 

it will not work, but that 1t has never been tried (except on public lands). 

The private landowner has been left out. The "system" has existed only 

on the statute books and in governmental bureaus, rather than on the fama 

and in the woods. In this respect it closely parallels American forestry. 

Both have the same single and outstanding need: to be tried out on the land. 

Money, judiciously placed with local agencies, would enable then to 

greatly speed up this necessary process of trial and error. ‘the greater 

the variety of schemes tried, the sooner will workable ones be found. Ine 

cidentally there is no reason whatever to predict a single workable scheme 

for the entire country. ‘The United States is a large place, geographically 

in miles and acres, morally in folkeways and traditions, biologically in 

fin, feathers, ani fur. 

We commend this line of thinking to Mr. Knapp. By his enterprise 

in raising funds he has created for himself a unique opportunity to mke 

game conservation a reality in America. As a publisher he should lmow, 

however, that reforms are attained by evolution, not by prescription, of 

ideas. Real reforms are always home-made.
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VICE-PRESIDENTS 
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THE AMERICAN FORWSTRY ASSOCIATION 
The Lenox Bldg. , 1523 L Street NW . 

Washington, D. C. 

February 27, 1930 

Mr. Glenn Frank 

President, University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

; My dear Mr. Frank; 

The American Forestry Association will hold its Rifty- 

Fifth Annual Meeting in Minneapolis, April 29 and 30, and it is the 
earnest desire of the Board of Directors that you will be our guest 
of honor on the occasion of the annuel dinner which is always the 
high point of our meetings. The banquet is to be held the evening of 
the 29th at the Radisson Hotel. 

We are inviting Mr. Stafford King, Chairman of the Conser- 
vation Committee of the American Legion to speak for ten or fifteen 
minutes on the Superior-Quetico project which the Legion is advocating 

as en international forest memorial to the service men of Canada and 
the United States who served as comrades in the World War. Following 

Mr. King, it is our hope that you will speak at such length as you 
desire, stressing the aesthetic and social aspects of forests and 

conservation. 

Our annual meetings are, of course, national in scope and 
draw those interested in all phases of conservation. Following our 

usual custom of making our meetings feature the conservation problems 
of the region in which held, the Minneapolis meeting, in a regional 
and national way, will delineate as clearly as possible the land and 
forest situation of the Lake States and will seek to bring to bear 
upon it the most constructive thought available. 

Practically all groups and orgenizations interested and 
active in problems of conservation will be represented. Among then 

are the Izaak Walton League, the American Legion, the General Federa- 
tion of Women's Clubs, the press associations, the Hoo-Hoo Clubs, the 
local and state chambers of commerce, and lumber, forestry, wild life, 
and recreational groups. In brief, the meeting will be widely repre- 

sentative of conservation interests, and present indications are that 

it will be one of the most largely attended in the history of the 
Association.



I should add that while the Association will, of course, : 
meet all expenses in connection with your trip to Minneapolis and 
return, it has never been our practice to remunerate our speakers, 

The Association is wholly non-commercial and its work is dedicated 
to public service through the advancement of conservation interests. 
I assure you that the message which you would bring to our meeting 
would be a noteworthy contribution, and I express the hope of our , 
Directors that we may have a favorable response from you. 

Very sincerely yours, 

President 

GOP; DH 
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Assistant Editors 2 Association 

August 8, 1928 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Acting Director 
Forest Products Laboratory 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Enclosed is advance proof of an editorial 

on your game work which I am publishing in the next 

issue of the Magazine. Doubtless, there are certain 

men, particularly among your backers, to whom you 
would like us to send a marked copy of the Magazine. 

Wé will be glad to do so, if you will send us a list 

of those you would like to receive the editorial. 

Very sincerelyjyours, 

GAL. 
Editor 

OMB: DH
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vine. Instty and Came — 
: [ae decision of the Institute of Sporting Arms and Am- 7yservices of Mr. Aldo Leopold, a well-known forester who is 

munition Manufacturers to undertake a nation-wide sur- \ also one of the foremost authorities in this county in the field 
vey of game conditions and the needs of game management | of game management. After nearly twenty years’ experience 
is among the significant and promising developments in | in the Forest Service, in research, in administration, and in 
game protection in recent years. If this survey develops | the practical management of natural resources, Mr. Leopold 
its full promise, it should make a contribution of the first brings to the field of game research and game management 

magnitude to the science of game protection and game | a wealth of knowledge and skill developed in a closely allied 
a good fortune, the Institute has retained the field. The principles of game management have many points 

of similarity to the principles of forest management. Both game birds, mammals and fishes in different regions? What 

sciences deal with the continuous production of living crops— controllable factors are influencing them? What can be 

in the one case forests, in the other, animals. Both economic done abecut their food supply and adequate shelter from 

forestry and economic game management imply the steady natural enemies? How can we make sure of adequate breed- 

and continuous harvesting of the mature crop and its equally ing stock? What do we need in the way of refuges and 

continuous replacement by a new crop. And forests being a rest-grounds? What can we do to make our inflexible and 

most important haunt of game and fish, game production will antiquated state game laws more responsive to the needs of 

always be an important part of the forester’s work and the living animals? How can hunting as a sport be so regulated 

two arts are inextricably interwoven and interrelated. that it is no longer inimical to maintaining a full supply of 

It is, therefore, not surprising that foresters are entering game? 

more and more the field of game management. For many ‘Thece and a hundred other questions press for an amswer. 

years the Forest Service, both independently and in cocpera- The survey provided by the Institute will answer some of 

tion with the states, has played an important and successful them. Still more important, it promises to establish new 

part in game protection in the National Forests. Before he  princip!es and procedures in the field of game management. 

was called to the head of the Biological Survey, Mr. Paul It promises to emphasize game protection as a constructive, 

G. Redington had had a long and distinguished career in productive art in a way it has never been emphasized before. 

forestry and now the calling of Mr. Leopold to undertake a No doubt the backers of this enterprise have a measure of 

national survey of game management is another proof of the _ self-interest at stake; for the depletion of the game supply 

close interrelation of forest and game management. naturally means a decreased market for small arms and 

: In undertaking this survey, the Institute of Sporting Arms ammunition. But this is not the whole story. The modern 

and Ammunition Manufacturers is performing a valuable industrial research institute is not merely a sign of more in- 

«public service. Although some promising work has been tense competition; it is also the embodiment of new indus- 

done in the field of practical game management research, the trial ideals and a recognition of industrial responsibility 

_ fact remains that thus far our game protection and game pro- toward our natural resources. "The growing ideal of public ~ 

: duction have been based on rules-of-thumb, guesses, and _ service by industry is no mere gesture to obtain public favor; 

“hunches.” Most of the research on wild life has been in it is a symbol of the fact that the highly specialized and 

the field of systematic descriptions and classification. But — scientific technique of modern industry has its own interest 

now we are confronted with the practical question, “What and fascination for the men engaged in it. So the public will 

shall we do to save our game?”” The answer to this question watch with keen interest this scientific enterprise in game 

demands a’vast amount of research which is only another management so generously undertaken by an important in- 

2 name for fact finding. What is actually happening to our dustry. 
.
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HE production of game, whether in their original, natural, limby con- 
Le the use of straight field man- dition. What they also do not know 

agement procedures, or under wire, WALLACE GRANGE is that the government is taking hun- 
is a function of land. That means dreds of acres out of game production, 
that the greater number of persons by misdirected clean-up work, for 
who have the theoretical opportunity where and put the boys to work on it. every acre it improves. On the record, 
to produce game are private land- ‘The reason that this is impossible is it all shows as improvement. But 
owners. But when you stop to con- because people know too much about game managers fundamentally are not 
sider the trends in which our con-  dump-yards. They would shortly get politicians and they have their own 
servation activities in America are the idea that such activities were a records to keep, and to keep clear. If 
moving, it is apparent that we expect form of waste—waste of labor—waste they cannot do that, they are not tech- 
little of the private landowner’s acres, of money—waste of brains. People in nically sound. 
but a great deal from the publicly- general (and that goes for the biggest 
owned acreages. The tendency | is of the big shots who talk to farmers FRANKLY, we’ Gormehow have 
more and more to put the whole job jn overalls and tell them that the gov- picked up an impression that con- 
up to the government, either federal ernment will see them through and servation under federal administration 
or state; usually, in these days, both. that it’s fine to see so much under- in. this country is degenerating into 
This is an unhealthy development. brush cleared off from that island more or less of a racket. ‘“Them’s 

There is a limit at which govern- which the CCC cleaned up so per- strong words, brother!” Right !—It 
ment ownership of land for conserva-  fectly) know so little of what con- takes strong words. Because when 
tion purposes ought to stop. There servation is all about that they do not and if (and it is just a question of 
are a good many indications now at know whether what they see is waste time), the pendulum swings back to 
hand that this limit has been passed. or not. If someone tells them it is economy, retrenchment and soundness, 

For genuine specific purposes, when forestry, it is forestry. If someone this wildcatting of the conservation 
a given tract of land is actually needed Sas it 1s conservation, it must be con- movement will work to lop off not 
to accomplish a very definite end, such S¢tvation. | About eight tenths of it is only the superfluous and the ill-advised, 
as a waterfowl refuge or breeding area 2 lot of hooey. A great deal of it but the good and the necessary proj- 
which is to be managed as such (rather 2ctually works in reverse, making the ects. Consequently, if any federal 
than existing upon paper or as an area ‘0Tests less valuable to the public, and — man or state man who happens to read 
which is merely posted), very few con- increasingly less valuable to wildlife, this dope disagrees so violently with 
servationists will raise any question because of the constant artificialization the conclusions drawn as to turn blue 

about federal or state acquisition. Which the relief crews bring to the in the face and be upon the verge of 
There are many specific purposes for Woodlands. writing a good hot rebuttal, my sug- 
which it will always be legitimate and A good many of the game managers gestion is merely that he look back 
desirable that the government acquire in the federal service, if they read this, at his own work and put that same 
additional acreage. will criticize it, personally or publicly. amount of energy into making it 

But there is a tendency now for the But many of them secretly will admit sound: So sound that from the con- 
government to take ownership of vast that even in their own departments servation standpoint it is air-tight. 1 
blocks of land for very indefinite pur- the only time practical conservation suggest that he also begin immediately, 
poses. Forestry is one. Wildlife con- work gets a break is when it happens whether or not he has done so in the 

servation is another. Both sound to fit the relief-employment picture. past, to oppose and say “no” to un- 
wonderful, but in actual practice they “That would be perfectly all right if we sound proposals which come to him. 

have come to mean merely that the didn’t do so much ballyhooing about For the good of the cause. 
federal government has taken on some it! If federal executives frankly said Federal conservation is necessary. It 
more land and is spending a tremend- that the labor objective is the impor- has a very large and rightful place in 
ous sum thereon for relief purposes. tant one, and if some good conserva- the future picture: Forests, game, 
The objective is one of relief; the tion work gets done by accident well wildlife other than game. But federal 
utilization of labor, or giving the boys and good, people would have more re- conservation activities have mush- 
something to do. There is not one spect for them. As it is, glowing re- roomed so rapidly, have duplicated so 
government project in a dozen which ports issue forth which would delude fast, have become so confused, that the 
purports to be a forestry or wildlife anyone who doesn’t know much about work is in danger of becoming dis- 
measure (speaking of the emergency ir into believing that wildlife has been credited. The job needed to be done 
program as distinct from the normal saved from extermination and the is bigger than the individual fortunes 
functions of pre-Roosevelt bureaus), forests multiplied by ten times their of technicians. It is big enough to be 
which gets down to brass tacks and former acreage (trees not land). What worth doing right, doing soundly. And 
does things for forests or for wildlife. the public does not know may be the if necessary fighting hard to see that 

This confusing of objectives and fact that the labor used went into it is done soundly. It is very poor 
methods is a very bad thing. It would trimming a few branches from trees policy in intragovernment ranks to 
be a great deal better to have the gov- which are not economically valuable fight an official proposal. Which is 
ernment buy up a dump-yard some- and therefore should have been left (Please turn to page 219) 
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Ruffed Grouse Shooting 
V. C. ALLEN 

T’S WITH a certain feeling of sighting on the bird, then, with a quick 
/ pleasure that E take over thisinew jest aia AG EG al. anovement as the trigger is pulled, 

gunning department created for the This department invites the discussion of || snapping the gun ahead. However, 
continued interest of GAME Breeder saything pertaining Cheeni freon they also point out that some shooters 
& Sportsman readers. And, in- swered cnet, by eat whan aeconpak: are faster than others and that most 
cidentally, my contributions must be ied by stamped, addressed envelope. We men with a gun do many things 
timely and topical along with other welcome the opinions of our readers re-| peculiar to the individual. Speed but 
phases of the sport. The Editor-in- garding the good and bad qualities of the no control can so easily apply to snap 
Chief says: “Above all, V. C., inter- eusawpieh they hayeluced etie(d: shooting when the shooter has no 
esting to the modern shooter going definite plan to go by, such as timing 
shooting today!’ Well, that means. 55 the trigger with the swing of the gun. 
timely and topical in any language. tor him in the swamps and along Also, tardiness of trigger pull is 
Now to live up to it! fences lined with brush. He feeds seldom conducive to perfect aiming 

The Ruffed grouse should interest 'W!¢ @ day, early 1D the morning and coordination. It would seem if one 
a lot of shooters today. There’s a bird ** late ene: During midday his re- Gould strike a happy medium the great- 
for you, and it takes a darn good shot treat 1s usually a hideout under the ect difficulty is overcome. 
to score consistently against him. We thick Sere Leen NOt far from the Possibly the best advice to give a 
find him in the most difficult places VICInLty, of his feeding ground. This beginner ‘at grouse shooting—that is. e @: Co 5 » among the alder thickets, to say 8 the most difficult time to hunt him. divice. thateawill, Aor conmicee sould 

nothing of second-growth brush, the A fault with many grouse hunters be to tell him to shoot a little high 
leafy tangle of which makes perfect is, that tendency to shoot too quickly. and from 1 to 3 feet in advance of a 
cover for this brown drummer. And This does not mean that one can be crossing bird. I am inclined to use 
the way he can put trees between him- slow in throwing the gun to shooting the bird as a definite starting point or 
self and man with a gun is history. position, but applies to the actual pull target on which to concentrate before 

When our woods were thicker and of the trigger. Of course, there are leading rather than to follow him from modern shotguns had not arrived the times when snap shooting is absolutely ehind in a long swing. In other 
grouse was less wary; they would necessary with small regard for aim. words, put your gun on the bird and 
roost in trees offering easy shots with However, the successful gunner then lead. — 
a rifle. Prior to this the Indian hunted usually finds time for a squint along Ruffed grouse rarely ascend more 
grouse with a club or blunt arrow. the barrel together with the speed re- than thirty feet from the ground and 
But let the hunter approach that close quired for coming into position. seldom deviate from a line parallel 
today—whir-r-r, and he is gone like a I am of the opinion that if more thereto. At times, though, they will 

flash! hunters would really abide by their de- flush from the top limbs of trees in a 
The Ruffed grouse now has a bag cision to carry out their shooting ac- swamp and this presents about the 

of tricks to prove he has evolved con- cording to plan they would bag more most difficult of shots. In this in- 
siderably from his old name “fool birds in the long run. For instance, — stance, their flight being downward 
hen.” Perhaps you have seen him there is the tendency to undershoot a one must shoot under and quickly. 
running along through the brush with rising bird, an error very easily under- The choice of gun for grousing I 
great speed. He is a first-class skulker stood. We must remember that a bird shall leave up to the individual, 
and hider-outer and has been known going away is usually rising fast par- whether it be a 12-gauge, 16- or 20- 
to adopt Brother ’Possum’s strategy ticularly a grouse, and to put shot into gauge. It is advisable, however, 
very successfully, his favorite imper- him we must aim slightly above him to select one from 6 to 6% pounds 

sonation being that of an old stick, a so that he rises into the pattern. One with fairly open barrels, inasmuch 
role which he assumes by standing up- should train oneself to bring the as a light, open gun has proved 
right and very still. Sometimes he muzzle of the gun up to the bird— most satisfactory to the majority of 
will stand this way until the hunter never down on him. gunners. As I have stated in a 
has gone by then flush with that ex- Occasionally we are told that we previous article the popularity of short 
citing whirr so dear to the grouser. cannot lead a crossing bird too much, barrels for this work, such as 26- and 

Grouse are fond of buckwheat, especially a fast flier. But this has 28-inch, is well-known in gunning 
beechnuts, grapes and apples. Hence, proved a fallacy in many cases. Ex- circles. For quick shooting these 
it is well to search out localities where perts point out to us that successful lengths are ideal. 
the above are plentiful. Also, look leading may be accomplished first by A boring of right barrel improved 
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cylinder, - left barrel modified choke 
makes a good double. Although there 
are some who prefer the left barrel 2 
full choke for faraway shots, I do not 
think this necessary for thicket shoot- 

ing. In spite of this statement I must ee santas “ 
bear in mind that there are shooters, nae < ae FOX STERLING WORTH, 12,16, 20 Ga. $4285 

good ones at that, who use repeating ee (Ctler/gredee upto £500) 
shotguns with full choke boring for Consisting of only _ life-long enjoyment. Yet you do not 
grouse. These shooters, as most of three principal moving have to pay a high price to get these 
the double gun men, use loads of 7% parts, the Fox action trans- fine gun features in a Fox Double. 

A ‘ na oe mits the energy of the cocking spring — Write for Fox Catalog describing the complete line. 
chilled shot which are ideal for grouse. in the simplest, most direct manner. Fox Gun Division, Savage Arms Corporation 

There is no lost motion. Dept. FS-37. Utica, N. Y. 

HILE hunting grouse with a Fast action — short frame — wonderful x a 
Wie is often more productive be- Delete er aT nee Barnet Fy ‘ F C1. 4 

cause the animal will sniff them out ie en Sterlingworth c aa 3 permanently tight lock-up — and many < DOUBLE BARREL 
from their hiding, yet there is plenty other refinements — contribute to your SHOTGUNS 
of sport to be had without one. S 

Hfunters | -walkrag | :slow Wy wat Ut || ees 
caution through the woods will flush 

. ! ee plenty of birds. It does not pay to be SPORTSMEN! 
stealthy about it for the grouse will rg oe Setters, Be Com- 
not flush too quickly when they know Che ieee ee One sourass 
where you are. Going quietly will . : where es ae oh AEE Tag RAMSEY CREEK KENNELS 
cause the birds to s ee a Ramacy Tllinois 

icious and they will flush far ahea 5 
ae a y : Oldest Paid 
o i ra foll Fes ONLY BENJAMIN HAS THE GENUINE SAFE Sh P 

t 1s better to follow up every flushe COMPRESSED ng ootin reserve 

bird than to explore a lot of new cover, | AIR PISTOL (iene sess, s 

for then you are sure of. game ahead | EQN TARGET & SMart Cy iii 2s in the United States 
which will come up again. And re- GURATEPRACTICAL-AD YA in 

member, that a wounded bird will | MaximuM ‘vevocity ~“Sane \M\ An excellent place to shoot or 
hide and is hard to find because of its Single aes ae Pele aston Hae ae train your own dogs for field trials 

protective coloring. _ When several | or 2,21 BB Price $7.50, Holster $1.75. Also. 177 or field shooting. 
men are hunting together the only safe BB ‘Air Rifle $600-25 Shot EB Remi oat 7 Also eulice and our own “pro- 

es > saa leacay ae ifle $7.50. At dealer or direct—no li re- essional logs are at your service method is to deploy, army style, and | ites’ ehpg The only genuine Compresset Ale withou: additional eres . 
keep moving that way. From time | Pistols & Rifles on the market. Full details— BE: 
to time let out a whoop or two to fuattel ak ica Sete OUR (foe eglubroductory Teach your children to shoot 
1 7 that vou are abid- BENJAMIN AIR RIFLE CO. traps so they will be welcome at let the others know that you Are abid GSEN. Hoe ie ee See Me OSA Thisipeeceree 
ing by the rule. Under no circum- ——ee———E 

stances should one shoot low when D k C Write for circular 

there are others in close proximity. ore uc Ss ome Season Sept. 15—Feb. 28 

Grouse shooting is always hard go- FOR WILD RICE 
ing and the gunner who bundles up wile Celery, Muskgrass, Naias. 

pipe aren 3 ¥ lant Terrell’s sure-growing foods | like an Eskimo is very uncomfortable. NOW ayers ores Deis X Millbrook Pheasant Farm 
Therefore, let light gunning clothes be place. Planting suggestions and MILLBROOK NEW YORK 
the order of the day. | SEE REE, | Phone Millbrook 239 

_ TERRELL’S 74? Block ember N.A.G.B.A. 
OSHKOSH, WIS. | 

Rubber Recoil Pad? ae 
JE rn Eprror: Xf Dear Gun Eprror: PHEASANTS— PEAFOWL— DEER Recently I purchased a Model 94 on es i : # y : : easants: Elliot's, Swinhoe, Nepal Kaleege, Brown Eared, Golden, Silver. 

Win. carbine from a friend and find Peafowl: Blackshoulder, Green, White, Blue and Spalding. 
. : Parakeets: Ringneck, Red d_ Derb: ries that it is too short in the stock for erranerts: Hivgneck | Nediimp) amd) Derbyan. , Chinese Barking Deer me. I have very long arms, and this Wilke fe pices 

rifle kicks me all over the place. It is RANCHO SESPE GAME FARM FILLMORE, CALIFORNIA 
a 30-30 caliber. I have owned such a | )-———— AAA 
caliber before but never in the carbine ~ SI ES tae eee DI een ‘ : = 
style. Do you advise putting on a rub- all <>< ><> “ ” : y mas : LC» & 
ber recoil pad to lengthen the stock oo << > Ask For G. & B. Netting 
and to absorb some of the recoil? l Ces <| ene your birds or animals, unexcelled for 2 7 Sew ok? : 

L. 'C. B., New Jersey. ene Sc oe “Gue Ey special oe drawn process gives it a greater 
Ans. ie = : tensile strength than wire used in other brands. 

This SP emteaa eres: Ce toi Galvanized by Gilbert’s process (the result of over fifty 
x iss ducstlony cis nage 2 7-cOn | a ae Po we years’ experience) the wires receive a heavy deposit of zinc 

cidence inasmuch as an acquaintance <p fF covering them in every part and solders the long twists of the 
‘aN aar na Te elselvedoaust cic B meshes firmly together. of mine seems to have solv ed just such {| Gyannetsien ie meal neviectly fat 

a problem. His gunsmith advised that y r é If your dealer cannot supply you, write to 
a new stock be ordered for the rifle. y 4 4 )) — HE — 

Due to the shape of the carbine MS Hy Gilbert & Bennett Mfg. Co. 
stock it is st impossib ri GEORGETOWN, CONN. 
stock it ts almost impossible to turn cee} NEW YORK CHICAGO KANSAS CITY 
out a satisfactory piece of work with 
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a saber pad. There is pee curve Winchester Announces O Th Ai 
in the butt to permit of the boot type a : i 
pad, while the stock itself is too nar- % The new Winchester Model 70, ie n © Ir 
few doe the stationary iypenn ieibest high-power, bolt-action rifle similar in Wik HG Road 

thing to do is to order a rifle stock with tYP¢ and action to the very popular Station WMCA N y, i 
a shotgun butt. hen, if you desire, Model 54 has many improvements and & ee pews Lor 
a stationary recoil pad may be fitted. refinements along the lines of the lat- B pale the next few weeks 

As far as lengthening the stock goes, est developments in guns answering the sportsmen in all sections of the 
I would advise that you try out your general demand. country will be game-minded. With 
carbine with the new stock before de- Winchester calls the Model 70 not the open peaouns er practically all 
ciding on a rubber pad. - ( species of game, large and small, in 

only the best bolt-action gun ever pro- fy] swing, devotees of both the rifle 
duced but the most modern and up- and shotgun will be afield at every 

.410-Gauge to-date in calibers and sighting equip- opportunity. Moreover, it is only na- 
Dear Mr. ALLEN: ment, and other special features to tural that hunters—especially upland 

In the event that my wife will con- meet the requirements of the most ex- hunters—should be interested in what 
sent to do a little shooting with me acting game hunter and target shooter. their fellow sportsmen are doing; 
this season I am contemplating a .410- : ‘i where they hunt, what results they ex- 
gauge shotgun for her. She has never fi had eee pill Sn ee perienced, their views on game matters 
used a shotgun and does not seem to {0 OWINE Calibers: , in general, and other subjects of 
relish the idea for she is of the opinion Win.; 30 Gov't. i 06; 7™/M; 257 mutual interest. 
that the recoil will be too great. Roberts ; .220 Swift and in a variety Then too, there is always a desire 

I wonder if a little .410 would be ©! sighting equipment stock design, among sportsmen for friendly dis- 
suitable? She is slight of build weigh- barrel weights, etc., which give the cussion, an opportunity to express his 
ing about 100 pounds. prospective customer a wide latitude in views and seek the opinion of others. 

R. N. S., Vermont. making selection. ‘The acknowledged Practically every sportsman knows that 

Mae accuracy and operating ease of the aa ae into the ee 
Y ( : et : 0 ame the more one realizes 
There is no reason why the .410- mea oe el Deane ne the vast amount of knowledge to be 

gauge would be unsuitable as far as feepaetet ie Bay in ld h 3 ms gained. And by the same token I 

recoil is concerned. Perhaps it would = an EOS SALES eoU ave muci “doubt if there is a man who follows 
stimulate _her interest in shooting, @PPea!. the sport of hunting who cannot pass 
although it is doubtful as to whether Winchester points out particularly along a bit of information or knowl- 

she would bag much game with it. that they have developed a new type edge, gained from his own experience 
pee understand pe this statement 4 ¢ holt ‘handle, so designed to clear im the field which would be of value 
Die ee eae fae the the telescope sight; a new safety which ‘t° laa AG a ite fee eae add 

one - : x i swings horizontally and does not inter- '® "NS Own Knowledge by the experl- 
ou have not mentioned the kind fe ee eis ‘ ll ences of other sportsmen. 

of shooting you intend doing—such as Soe ate erescone ; Lew manual) Therefore, as a means of passing 
pheasant, grouse, quail, rabbit or squir- operated bolt stock independent of the along information of interest to all 
rel. The two last named would be the S¢@™ and trigger; new, fully adjust- sportsmen, matters pertaining to game 
best for the 410 although there are ble speed lock with short pull; new, such as where to hunt, methods of 
some shooters who make kills on birds hinge-type floor plate, replacing the hunting, restocking and propagation of 
with the little weapon. I should say non-removable plate in the 54; there game, hunting lands, feeding and care 
toe go ahead and buy the gun. If she is no slack to the trigger and no move- of game in the wild, and kindred sub- 
likes the game it will at least give you ment of the cocking piece until the jects will be discussed every Saturday 
an excuse to ee 20-gauge for final let off. night at 8 o'clock over station 
her later on when she is less timid. 2s WMCA, New York, and network 
Good luck! i In the National Match Rifles, the stations, Readers and listeners are 

SSE pe Site ery Target Model Rifles and Bull guns, cordially invited to contribute material 
the barrel is of the floating type with for use over the air from time to time. 

‘ Leaky Boots no front band, forearm screw or a 
Dear Eprror: : escutcheon. ‘The new stocks on these Where There’s a Will, There’s 

Perhaps you can help me in water- three guns are designed to meet the a Way 
oO 7 + S. 5 : S AGH paige huming boos Thee segments of. the ectng Est Even dynamite Has of workmen 

fone ol haveased several kinds cot shooter. Attention is drawn to the erecting stables for the horse show at 

grease sold for rhe Rertoee but they Si Re ct 2 ee sae ant 2 hehe Mountain State Forest Festival in 
SUT denne Thee losis aot ee hee sling strap on these three guns. These Elkins failed to dislodge a mother quail, 
He leather (eine thet abbees rifles are : fitted with a chromium who, with indomitable spirit stuck to 

: Pek) Mishican plated, satin finish metal forearm ad- the job of hatching her brood of eleven 
tis Spas oa justment base, and a composition hand young ones, twenty-five feet from the 

ane ‘ rest which will be located on the nearest point of blasting. 
ge ee mt be able to rent underside of the front portion of the Workmen discovered the quail near 

se leaks by applying a coating o: : : ‘ a stn 2 7 

good spar varnish along the seams f0Fetm. This adjustment is con- Mh AY Oot Ted ie with wire and 
where the leather joins the rubber. No trolled by the sling BrkaD swivel bow hay. i On approach of the men, the doubt the greases you have been using assembly allowing various positions in mothee quail took wing. At aioe 

are adequate for waterproofing the holding, in addition to the full length the quail returned eel perme liter 
leather tops though grease and oil do With a new design (Bakelite) Albree job. When the young oe hatched 
not have the lasting qualities of varnish Keeper. The Model 70 will be ready the mother solicitously took them to a 
when applied to the joining parts. sometime in January, 1937. quieter section. 
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: 5 ————ESSs 
T and O Must Public Conservation ae 

Geniinuci 211 Eliminate Private Initiative? a 
( iL Ao - Leland Smith Game Farm 

are a number of towns in the United vontinued from page ) FAIR OAKS CALIFORNIA 
States named Elkheart. More O than one of the reasons the government gets 

T about this, as lopsided and as ridiculous as it fre- 1 CHUKARS 
pean ee : uently does—too unanimously “yes Both the sharp-tailed grouse and ee 5 u yieyes Offers the finest range and 

the pinnated grouse, popularly called : pen reared Chukars on the 
Boe ae nee . Now, what we wanted to say after : prairie chicken, when these splendid vieae : market for Fall delivery. No food bred ind h hb pointing out the very great necessity infoned thitds: © Ses 

CoCr ae SicLeaDUnC AD Uma Le cen of striving to keep federal conservation Ms d fi = Si Dex Buatans 
saved from extinction. Soon they will work on a sound basis, so that it does eed after Nov. 15th. 

be plentiful again on the prairies and not run away with itself, is this:— Order now in any quantity 
plains in some of the Canadian The little landowner with those forty for there will be a shortage 

provinces where they are properly CTS) One hundred and sixty acre later. 
looked ag d si aah bl quarter section or thousand acres is 

Coke ececc a cnGs prolec ted yy capable being neglected. He could do a lot CHUKARS 
provincial officers and also by in- of things if state conservation com- 

dividuals and clubs who employ game- missions and legislators would permit Member of North, Americas Game, 
keepers. The birds, for the most part, him to exercise his own initiative. In ‘ 

are given protection from the numer- MY States It Is virtually impossible a Se eae NT iene Bee ee pie rete: for private individuals to get permis- 
Se ia orice: enty of their on to dam waters, even if they might RIVERSIDE PHEASANTRY 

natural foods are planted wherever wish to do so. They still have no Monticello Indiana 
there appears to be a scarcity of food. assurance of open seasons in exchange m Rae ae onal 
More people in Canada, probably, for See eile! ‘There 600 Pheasants in Ringneck, 
know how to make game quickly #8 0 good reason for them not to post Mutant, Formosan, Mongolian, 
3 = sey their lands. They have lost interest, Golden, Amherst & Reeves. abundant than we do in the United - pee - 
S Th 2 : or are rapidly losing it, in making that 
tates. ere are more Englishmen in extra effort to assist wildlife which is 

Canada. needed. Taxes drive them on and on OVERSTOCKED 
The red grouse is kept abundant in to scratch harder, dig deeper, plow Will off f i oflahactol 

2 - J a ill offer a few each of the fol- 
northern England and_ Scotland. closers than before. No tax Son lowing varieties of Pheasants at a Many thousands are sold as food dur- C¢ssions are offered for the use of pri- caoriices 
ing a long open season beginning on St. vate lands to the benefit of the general Silver 
Grouse’s day, the twelfth of August. public beyond the ordinary call of duty . Golden 

and custom. ‘The private landowner Amherst 
* + * i all but dropped ee ee Mutant 

; ay conservation policies. ere are 
Many Americans now rent Scottish public agencies, there are hunters, 0 Haves 

grouse moors. A recent judgment of sometimes it is acknowledged, openly ‘i 
an Edinburgh Court indicates not or covertly, that there is a so-called SHELDON CLARK 
only the usual abundance of the red “nature public.” - Hunter, fisherman, Barrington Illinois 
grouse but’ also their money value to nature-lover, game-warden, ranger, 
sheep farmers and other moor owners federal ‘official: © These groups are 
who have grouse on their premises. recognized, catered to, considered care- MANCHURIAN PHEASANTS 
Captain Fletcher of Sattoun (?) fully in all policies .. . - at times. The Spee betestes Bro Manas race 

Hall, East Lothian, rented the shoot- poor landowner, who is the rightful paul erecpucnalivg (atieyane: bealthy-.Canhot : : : uarantee sex. : ing at Clune Lodge from Captain bulwark of the conservation movement, ‘ seme ThE. es 
Reed-Walker, the owner. Captain jis the one truly forgotten man in the PHILIP SCHWEHM 

Fletcher claimed that the agent of whole picture. He is hamstrung be- || 340 13th Ave, S. W. Seattle, Wash. 
Captain Reed-Walker had misrepre- fore he starts. 
ae the prospective grouse yield. This is an unhealthy condition. It 
efore renting, Captai as is i i $ ildli eae g, ptain Fletcher was is not in the best interests of wildlife. REMOVAL SALE 

advised by a real estate agent named It is to be hoped that the present un- ; 4 Critchley th h eld ‘houldch = = As _ advertised in the August GAME 
ritchley lat the yle: show. e, natural emphasis upon conservation by Breeder & Sportsman, we are moving as 

normally, 3,000 grouse. The shooting public agencies does not mean the total ee eer Nee ee ae Laat 
rent was 1,500 pounds or about $7,500. elimination of privately-practiced game ness reasons move from. the’ State of Mis- ae ae 7 : souri, even though it is unlawful to shoot A condition was that the grouse had and forest management. It is a mat- || Pheasants in Missouri. 
not suffered from the snowfall in May. ter which deserves serious attention Must Move This Month 
Lord Mackay, the Judge, held that the and thought. For the bulk of the 200 exceptional fine pure-bred Dark Mutants, 
May snowstorm had done grave dam- small game within access of the great- 1) Diets te full plumagd also a few 2-year, 
age to the moor and made it incapable est portions of our population still re- on: Ringncelss Gora pide er mer 
of yielding the 1,500 brace of grouse sides upon private land. And the bulk fine ‘Silkies, pure bred Barred Rock, and 
which Captain Fletcher had had the of the forest lands must remain in pri- Seite keecae Coase cle vba are 
right to expect, and that Critchley vate ownership. Ban fen Coaencie Gene each eBay ce i e Bantams are Show Birds. 
sey therefore been guilty of “untruth- Public ownership and operation of Hi. A. STORMES 

ul exaggerations. The Court conservation ‘resources is only’a partial East Prai wee Missouri 
awarded. 950 pounds damages. solution. The fundaniental : part of ast Baan Me ae Secs 

(More T and O Next Month) the job-is still untouched. te a eee 
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‘ GAME Breeder & Sportsman for October, 1936 

THE AUTOMATIC Pheasants in the Dark and the funds were available, it would 
SELF SETTING RAT TRAP (Continued from page 206) be possible for him to supervise per- 

The Most Wonderful Trap Ever || 5U-watt bar heater with individual nally the production of 50,000 pheas- 
Invented for Trapping Rats and || thermostat control being used in each #Mts under the method he has de- 

Small Animals brooder veloped, a thing that would have been 

ee i Water, grit, some charcoal and impossible under the rearing field 
al Bee Beacon pellets are kept before the birds ee and oe ee a land eee 

SS AA: f het ctaee (UNS ecmee feed be necessary than for producing a smal soe SEA Zo: rom the start. No eggs, green fee ey a : " 
SE ett or any other ration whatever is fed {action of this number under hens. 
ACRE eter EEL al darino dh : : cod He states that he could thus: still Tale KPENV uring the entire rearing period. 5 7. 
i EE eae Beacon C C pellets as a preventative further reduce the per bird cost of 

ets a oN for coccidiosis are given from the first Pheasant production. 
SLER pe week. These are placed before the . And here Wc have another PEesenta: 

here ao =e poults for five or six hours at the end tion of incontrovertible evidence that 
Load ip Pie soe de of the first week, the same length of American mass production methods 

trap, and quick as lightning the rake time at the end of the second week, Will be employed more and more in 
sweeps the animal into the trap, in- and for a full day at the end of each reducing game bird costs and making 
stantly resets itself, repeating the week thereafter until the birds are it possible to increase the amount of 
action ten to twelve times. five weeks old. At the age of ten days restocking by the states, the sports- 

Endorsed by Leading Game Breeders age ~,. men’s clubs and individuals Prepaid to your address $4.00 the birds are taken to darkened con- ; eae aeSh 
Wolverton Mfg. Co. tinuous brooders, in the lower portion i 

Holton, Kansas ot a large barn, the windows of which The Hospital Corner 
———— | have been painted blue. Experiments (Continued fram-page 213) 

with various colors have convinced Suen: - 
re 5 : 5 have a case of Botulism in addition to 
Tom that a dim blue light is least . Eee aie your Roup to cope with. 
likely to aggravate picking. Reh cat time. swhenthe 

For Fall and later delivery. The lower floor of this barn is oe eee tea eee ae 
’ Q : ee a ers majority of breeders are using artificial 

We are justly proud of this. excellent divided into twenty-eight sections, each : es Soe Sue 
stock of birds and can state with assur- Section Soe 1S ointsize. 150 t60175. Prcbaeation, 1c 16 relatively easy to 
ance no finer stock can be purchased any- as eka ia aes the binds under constant or 

Ot ee ee dust ‘disinfected’ with Toxide is used UOT, 206 to catch them up fori 
anes Pe ae 3 - - dividual treatment when indicated. 

Order today before our limited stock is for litter. This litter is removed each Bue sihencthe bone (een ee 

exuausteds week after the birds have been flushed 3 rs er eH eee Bescine 
Do you like Sporty Shooting? with the Beacon C C pellets, as previ- °? = ie eee 2 h a ‘ 
T Ba Oe area ivi ously described. The floors are then OTE COMP. cated, 2S) Wey amusts De ea Oe ee sete en coe coat up in, catehing pers, an Ae 
hazards and annoyances. 3 A i : 2 turally, they become wilder after be- 

; ‘ litter is substituted. . ; z a 
Write today for reservation. Heateis bvihot water froma Brower poe caught and treated a few times. 

Season—Sept. 15th to Feb. 28th. ans 
coal-burning, central heating plant. : 

SANDANONA PHEASANTRY At the end of five weeks, the birds Prevention 
are removed from these brooder sec- In order to prevent the disease the 

MILLBROOK NE YORK tions and placed in slightly larger un- birds should be kept in good health : : i ate 3 
Member sopiNaA.G-BIA: heated sections (8’ x 15’) on the second by providing a balanced ration and 

floor. Fifty birds are placed in each good shelter, and if worms are present 
of these sections. prompt treatment applied before signs 

There are no windows on this upper of weakness appear. Infected birds 
floor, which, however, is well-ven- should be isolated as quickly as pos- 
tilated. The only light is that which sible to prevent further spread of the 
finds its way up from the dimly lighted disease. Unless running water is 

a floor below. available a disinfectant such as Sodium 
an The birds are kept here until they Hypochlorite or Potassium Perman- 

are ten to twelve weeks old, after ganate should be used in the drinking 
| L F which they are removed to the holding water to kill or reduce the causative 

pen out of doors. Tom says their first organisms. 
reaction to the light upon being placed 
in the outdoor pens is to fly but that Treatment 

At Attractive Prices after the first urge dies out, the pheas- < : 
E ants quickly become accustomed to the Infected birds may be treated in 

For Immediate Sale light and quiet down. They seem to various ways, and | no matter how 
adapt themselves more quickly to the severe the case is, it should never be 

All mature full plumage sunlight if placed outdoors at twelve given up as hopeless until all possible 

birds of both sexes from weeks than if they are removed from treatments have been tried, providing, 
splendid basic stock the darkness at a more tender age. of course, the bird is of any value at all. 

Tom now rears an average of 4,000 During the early stages of the disease, 

pheasants a year at Aknusti, and about while the discharge is still watery, the 
{ | 4,000 Mallard ducks, nearly all of nasal passages may be flushed out by 

Glendalough (ame Farm which are released upon the premises using a small nozzle syringe contain- 
Battle Lake Eat, 1927 Flin iea for shooting. Thanks to Tom Rae, ing four per cent boric acid, acriflavine 

‘Soaler of North-American Gome assisted by Bret Harte, the cost of the in solution 1:5000 to 1:1000, depend- 
Breeders’ Ass'n. pheasants per bird has been cut in half. ing upon the severity of the case, or 

Tom says that if it were necessary a similar non-irritating, mild antiseptic. 
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DO NOT RELEASE BEFORE THURSDAY AFTERNOON, AUGUST 17, 1933. 

THE UPLAND GAME PLAN 
Short seasons are unnecessary on land where the owner calls a halt 

on the shooting as soon as the surplus game has been taken, and where 
food and cover are ample to winter the remaining seed stock, and to en- 
able it to reproduce. The basic requirements of any self-sustaining 
shooting system require that someone (1) call a halt when the surplus 

has been taken; (2) provide food, cover, and protection. 
The farmer can and probably will perform these functions for resi- 

dent or upland game when given a proprietary interest in its welfare. 
He will not perform them when anybody who comes along can invade his 
place and make away with the crop. 

There is a difficult problem, however, in bridging the transition 
period during which some farmers will have learned these functions and 
others not. Immediate liberalization of seasons would be dangerous. The 
most feasible plan is to liberalize seasons selectively, granting long 
seasons only to organized groups of farmers who are practicing manage- 
ment, and then only subject to recall. A powerful leverage can thus be 
set up for organized groups to earn shooting privileges by actual con-— 
servation work on specific areas. . The disposal of shooting privileges 
thus earned is left to the landholder under state supervision. This 
gives to sportsmen who own no land an incentive to cooperate, on terms 
mutually satisfactory, with farmers who do own the land. 

The following section outlines the history and status of one prin-— 
cipal upland game species, the quail, in relation to this plan. 

The career of the quail, the wonderful whistling bob-white, has 
caused much controversy in Iowa. If all the energy spent in conversa- 
tion and recrimination had been devoted to sound study of the situation 
and to rational action, this bird might now be far more plentiful than 
he is. He lived originally, seldom in great abundance, in the border- 
zone between prairie and woods, where he had some good cover but only a 
variable food supply. The first settlements did not destroy all the 
cover and in fact added the osage hedge to it, and they also added grain 
and weeds to the food supply; and a great expansion of the quail popula- 
tion followed, both in abundance and in wider distribution. A succession 
of adverse events then took place; all the clear land was plowed or 
grazed, osage hedge gave way to barb-wire fence, and the environment was 
again put entirely out of balance, this time with plenty of food but 
little cover. Heavy local hunting afoot, killing winters, then good 
roads for the flood of automobile hunters with improved fircarms, and the 
number of quail was reduced to a mere remnant comparatively. Since 1916 

there has been no legal quail shooting in Iowa. But "pot—shooting" is 
still an adverse factor in some localities. 

The first question now confronting Iowa is that of determining 
whether the policy of total closure is successfully conserving quail. A 
census of 316 farms revealed an "average" stand of two to four acres per 
bird in south Iowa on such farms as contained any quail at all, but 
forty to ninety-five per cent of the farms were blank. A count of south 
Iowa quail coverts showed that for every habitable covert still remaining 
another has become non-inhabitable (usually through grazing) during the 
last decade. The condition in north Iowa is worse. Total closure, 
therefore, is alone not a successful way to maintain quail in normal 
abundance as a part of the environment of the average Iowa community. 

Resumption of the former statewide open scason would doubtless 
stimulate somc farmers to leave food and cover for quail, but there is no 
assurance that many would do this, and the intolerable trespass problem 
which was partly responsible for the original closure would remain wholly 
unsolved. Neither would it be anybody's special business to call a halt 
on each farm when a reasonable surplus of birds had been taken. Blanket 
re-opening, therefore, is not a promising way to conserve Iowa quail. 

The logical policy is to keep quail closed in the state as a whole, 
but to permit shooting on such organized groups of farms as can convince 
the fish and game authorities that they are restoring cover and food and 
effectively limiting the kill to a maximum specified in the permit. 

Such a system of selective opening might eventually spread far 
enough to permanently solve the quail problem. The arrangement under 
which the town hunters may participate in the shooting is left to the 
farmers, again under state supervision. In quail management, small 
land units are feasible, hence there is large opportunity for local 
sportsmen to establish semi-personal (as distinguished from commercial) 
relationship with small groups of farmers, under which they may share 
in the shooting by sharing in the small cost of producing it. 

To administer such a system requires a skilled staff, such as that 
now building up in the Fish and Game Commission and at the State College,
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| December 7, 1932 : 

/ 

/ 

Mr. Seth Gordon President A 
American Game Agsociation (| 
Investment Bldg. | | 
Washington, D. C,. \ | 

14 
My dear Mr. Gordon: a 

I was overwhelmed the receip your 
letter relative to my appoin e Game Policy, Come 
mittee. I am extremely pleased and asgure you'thatv!l shall 
do all I can to cooperate a constrndtive way. I regret 
very much that I did no +t to spe ome time with you at 
the Game Conference and I ww t en I shook hands with 
you you were in a mad rush to‘preside at a session. However, 
I shall be in Washingten_befo: ong and I shall certainly 
hunt you up. It pieasésme. to the confidence of Mr. 
Ross Leffler gfg to know that you recognize his sterling 

qualities. 

Thanking you fpr the honor conferred upon me 
and assuring you of my sincgré interest, I am 

=, a amen Cordially yours, 
a 

(( | \ | 

\ ] (signed) Samuel H. Williams, Membsr 
\ / Board of Game Commissioners 

SO ae 

i>] / 3 
Unsrte fica 1D19



NIAGARA HUDSON POWER CORPORATION 

600 ELECTRIC BUILDING 

BUFFALO,N.Y. 

December 6, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Aldo: 

Agreeable to my promise I enclose 

copy of the committee's report which you so 

kindly loaned to me. 

I am looking forward to seeing you 

at Cornell in February and I hope that nothing 
will turn up to prevent placing Game Management 
on the program. 

With best wishes. 

Sincerely, ? 

George A. Lawyer 

GAL/ABD 
Enel.



/ Dec. 6, 1932 

Mr. Harry R. &. Hampton 

South Carolina Game & Mish Association 
Columbia, South Carolina 

Dear Mr. Hampton: 

Your letter did not reach me until after the 
Policy Committee meeting. Moreover the greater part of your 

suggestions, according to the accepted notion of jurisdiction 

as between the various committees, would be "legislation" 

rather than "policy.* 

Let me say, however, that the general trend of 

your sugzestions has my hearty personal sympathy and support. 

Your ideas should not be dropped. They should 
be considered, among others, by the American Game Association, 

the National Comittee on Wild Life Legislation, and the Biolog- 
ical Survey. 

On one point I possibly differ: I don't see how 
we can federalize all these new functions. Club-regulation 
especially is, to my mind, a state function. Why not a beginning 
at home? 

Should you wish this to be held over until next 
year, I will present it, but it shouldn't lie dormant that long. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh 
Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence :



Celuc, Cornmalie, oe 

( M. S. BOYKIN, President HARRY R. E. HAMPTON, Sec.-Treas. 

. Sumter, S. C. : Columbia, S. C. 

The South Carolina Game and Fish Association 

For the Preservation and Increase of Game, 

Fish and Forests 

November 26, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
c/o American Game Conference 

Hotel Pennsylvania 

New York, New York 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Having been recently named by Governor I. C. blackwood a 

delegate from South Carolina to the nineteenth American Game 

Conference, I am taking the liberty of sending you a few 

suggestions which appear to me obviously necessary to the 

future of our wildfowl. I am sending these suggestions to you 

. because of your interest in this matter and because I note that 
you are to appear on the program for a talk on the Results of 

the American Game volicy, which is to be followed by open 

discussion. 

In order that you might realize there is nothing preju- 

dicial against wildfowling clubs in my recommendations, 1 will 

say that 1 myself have an interest in a ducking club in this 

state, duck hunting being my favorite sport, and am perfectly 

willing to abide by the regulations which I suggest. 

I am forwarding this material to you because it will be 
impossible for me to attend the conference, and 1 am hoping 

that you will see sufficient merit in these suggestions to 

lend them your support. if you can 1 assure you it would be 

very much appreciated. i am also sending copies to Mr. Hoyes Lloyd 

of Canada, Senator Frederic C. Walcott of Connecticutt, Mr. Seth 
Gordon, president of the American Game Association, and Mr. 

David H. Madsen, Chairman of the American Game Conference. 

Very truly yours, 
S. C. GAME AND FISH ASSOCIATION 

aariy A Bie ee 

Secretary-treasurer. 

HREH:b 
1 ENCL.



REPORT OF THE 
GAME POLICY COMMITTEE 

NOVEMBER 28,1932, 

a GAME FINANCE 

$ The present economic emergency threatens to halt progress 
in many aspects of game management, Game conservationists can offset 
these impending losses, or even convert them into gains,by three kinds 
thinking and planning: | 

(1) Modifying traditional expenditures in productive 
directions, 

: (2) More careful planning of proposed expenditures, 

Research is often the first activity to feel the ening 
shears, ereas a organized research work should usually be the ts; 
not the first thing to cut. The average state is spending large sums for 
police functions which, even if continued indefinitely, will hardly build —~ 
a game supply. On the other hand ee research and demonstration holds 
out at least the hope of a permanently enhanced production of game crops, 
In pFURing expense, a proper balance should be preserved between revenue- 
building police work and game-building modification of the land, 

RESEARCH PROGRAM - Enough states are now embarked on research work 
te raise the question of coordination between states . Research will 
suffer if needless duplication of projects is allowed to develop, orsif 
projects of interstate nature be not recognized as such, We urge the Wild 
Life Committee of the National Research Council to draw up a national 
program of needed wild life research projects, differentiating local, re- 
gional, and national projects, This will enable each new venture to more 
intelligently understand its logical place in the projected scheme, We 
urge that such a program be drawn in cooperation with local Lege oe 
institutions, game administrators, and the representatives of agricultural 
and forest industries. 

EDUCATIONAL WORK = Game management, like agriculture, is ultimate- 
ly a matter of technical service to landowners, In those regions where 
farm groups are organizing for the practice of game management, there is 
already need for local technical service corresponding to the County 
Agricultural Agent. 

We repeat our recommendation that trainigig camps for game wardens 
be organized to help progressive wardens to qualify themselves for ex- 
tension work. We likewise urge agricultural onstegy to initiate means 
for acquainting County Agents with the techniques game management, 

We point out the future possibility that organized groups of 
farmers be made responsible for doing their own law-enforcement, under 
penalty of suspension of shooting privileges. This holds out the 
prospect of a large future economy, and a large gain in effectiveness, 
in policing farm game. 

II - PROTECTIONIST RELATIONS, 
Committee SF ee ee eee 

The policy.reiteraté its belief that the reasonably harmonious 
relations which ought to exist with other wild-life conservation groups 
are being continually undermined by the unintentional but nevertheless 
damaging contraventions of the American Game Policy by game officials



2. 

and sportsmens organizations. 

For example: A state organizes a "Vermin-Control" Campaign,and 
offers farm =“ a special bounty on duckhawks, which are nearly extinct 
as a breeding bird in the state in question, The game policy urges 
that rare predators be not controlled at all, Committee 

We submit that game officials often resort to indisé¢riminate 
predator-control before cover or food improvement has been even given a 
trial. As a rule, the later are much more promising as a means of building 
up the game supply. 

We submit that the cooperation of non-shooting conservationists in 
passing important game legislation can hardly be hoped for as long as need- 
less antagonism over predator-control is constantly kept alive. We cannog$ 
demand more tolerance from bird-jovers than we give them, 
ty P ‘ fom Spine ty i epeiaitinuipine thee sa 

ACTION ON 1950 POLICY 

There is one field of activity in which progress in trying out the 
1930 policy can be measured with some degree of assurance: the establish- 
ment of game management demonstration areas, When the policy was passed 
there was one area- Williamston, Michigan - consciously seeking to test the 

. set of new ideas which we assembled in the policy, Today there appears 
to be between 350 and 40, A partial list is: 

NUMBER PLACE SPONSORED BY 

1 Williamston,Mich. Izaak Walton League 
2 Huntington, Indiana, Local farmers, 

12 2- 3.C, 1-Tenn.5-Ark,. 
2-Okla. l-Ind, l- N.C, American Game Assoc. 
1+Ga,. leliiss,. 

10 Iowa Conservation Plan 

5 Wisconsin Conservation Commission 

1 Connecticut Game Commission 
2 « ’ t ¥ 4 wai 

The economic set-up on these areas varies from no-charge ticket 
systems to farmer-cooperative shooting preserves open for a commeréial fee, 

The main species include quail, pheasant,Hungarian, Cottontail, 
Two prairie chicken areas are in prospect, 

The aresSrun from 1000 acres to a County. 

This inventory necessarily excludes the large statewide tests 
such as the Nebraska Scrip venture, and the continuing activities of States 
like Texas which started before the policy was written,
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RESULTS FROM THE AMERICAN GAME POLICY 

By Aldo Leopold 

Chairman, Madison, Wis. 

Naturally the American Game Policy Committee has confined its 

recommendations to those few outstanding subjects which seem to 

be of universal importance at the present time. 

The first subject is that of Research Funds. Research Funds is 

often the first activity to feel the pruning shears, whereas soundly 

organized research work should usually be the last, not the first, 

thing to cut. The average state is spending large sums for police 

functions which, even if continued indefinitely, will hardly build a 

game supply. On the other hand, good research and demonstration 

holds out at least the hope of a permanently enhanced production 
of game crops. In pruning expense, a proper balance should be 
preserved between revenue-building police work and game-building 

modification of the land by landowners. 

The second one has to do with the Research Program. Enough 
states are now embarked on research work to raise the question of 
coordination between states. Research will suffer if needless dupli- 
cation of projects is allowed to develop, or if projects of interstate 
nature be not recognized as such. We urge the Wildlife Committee 

of the National Research Council to draw up a national program 
of needed wildlife research projects, differentiating local, regional 
and national projects. This will enable each new venture to more 
intelligently understand its logical place in the projected scheme. 

We urge that such a program be drawn in cooperation with local 
biological institutions, game administrators and the representatives 
of agricultural and forest industries. 

Urces Extens1on Work 

The Committee urges the initiation of extension work in game 
management. Game management, like agriculture, is ultimately a 
matter of technical service to landowners. In those regions where 

farm groups are organizing for the practice of game management, 

there is already need for local technical service corresponding to 
the county agricultural agent. 

62



Resutts From THE AMERICAN GAME Poticy 63 

We repeat our recommendation that training camps for game 
wardens be organized to help progressive wardens qualify them- 
selves for extension work. We likewise urge agricultural colleges 
to initiate means for acquainting county agents with the techniques 

of game management. 

We point out the future possibility that organized groups of 
farmers, in return for more flexible shooting privileges, be made 
responsible for doing their own law-enforcement under penalty of 
suspension of shooting privileges. This holds out the prospect of 
a large future economy and a large gain in effectiveness in policing 

farm game. 

CoNSIDER PROTECTIONISTS 

The Committee recommends that game officials try to preserve 
some sort of consideration for the protectionists in predator con- 
trol policy. The Committee has previously pointed out that most 
important game legislation can and is being blockaded from year 
to year by reason of unfriendly relations between the sportsmen’s 
movement and the non-shooting conservationists. That situation 
is continually being aggravated by the cropping up of undertakings 
by game officials and sportsmen’s organizations in contravention of 

the American Game Policy. 

For example, one state recently organized a “vermin-control” 
campaign and offered farm boys a special bounty on duck hawks 
which are nearly extinct as a breeding bird in the state in question. 
The Game Policy Committee urges that rare predators be not con- 
trolled at all. 
We submit that game officials often resort to indiscriminate 

predator control before cover or food improvement has been even 
given a trial. As a rule, the latter are much more promising as a 
means of building up the game supply. 

We submit that the cooperation of non-shooting conservationists 
in passing important game legislation can hardly be hoped for as 
long as needless antagonism over predator control is constantly 

kept alive. We cannot demand more tolerance from bird-lovers 
than we give them. 

Game Portcy Fretp TEsts 

The Committee presents a brief summary of the projects which 

have been undertaken in the several states to test out on the actual
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land in actual practice the group of ideas recommended in the Ameri- 

can Game Policy. At the time the Policy was passed, there was 

only one such demonstration area, namely Williamston, Mich. As 

near as we have now been able to ascertain at the present moment 

there are at least 31 such areas distributed as follows: 

(1).) Williamston, Mich., sponsored by the Izaak Walton League, the Department 

ot Conservation, the University of Michigan, and the Michigan State College. 

(2). Huntington Ind., sponsored by local farmers. 

(3). Twelve, distributed through South Carolina, Tennessee, Arkansas, Oklahoma, 

Indiana, North Carolina, Georgia and Mississippi, originally organized by the Du- 

Pont field force and now sponsored by the American Game Association. 

(4. Ten in the State of lowa, sponsored by the Iowa Conservation Plan and 

organized during the past year. 
(5). Five in Wisconsin under the Wisconsin Conservation Commission. 

(©). Two in Connecticut sponsored by the Game Commission. 

The economic set-up on these areas varies from no-charge ticket 
systems to farmer-cooperative shooting preserves open for a com- 
mercial fee. The trend is to pay the farmer, where paid at all, for 

cover, food or birds, rather than acreage. Thus the American Game 

demonstrations are trending toward making the number of covey 
headquarters the unit of compensation. In other words, they spread 
over the whole gamut of possible economic relationships between 
the farmer and sportsmen. 

Nature oF DEMONSTRATIONS 

The species forming the major objective of management include 

quail, pheasant, Hungarian partridge, cottontail and prairie chicken. 

The areas of these demonstration grounds vary from 1,000 acres 

to a county. 

This inventory necessarily excludes the large state-wide tests 
such as the Nebraska scrip venture and the continuing activities of 
states like Texas which started before the Policy was written. 

I might add a few notes on one of these sets of demonstration 
areas. I will choose Wisconsin because I happen to be personally 

familiar with it, having been recently engaged by the Conservation 

Commission to organize these areas. I will not go into detail but 
simply give you some of the high lights that we have found by 
actual contact in the field to obtain. First of all, don’t assume that 

you have to go out and organize these areas. There are any num- 

ber of groups, local groups, of farmers and sportsmen who are al- 

ready organized who are pining away to undertake something like
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this and all you need to do is service them. You don’t need to go 
in and use the oxygen pump; the public desire is already there. 

Littte Money NEEDED 

Second, no money is needed other than the keep of the man who 
services the area. The farmers in Wisconsin are perfectly willing 
to carry the food and cover improvement. What I mean by “carry” 
is donate them. Occasionally they need a little cash help from local 
sportsmen’s organizations but of the half dozen areas which we 
are now engaged in in Wisconsin, there has been no necessity so 

far of setting up a single dollar of liability on the books of the 
Commission. 

Third, farmers and sportsmen are much quicker to understand 
the trend of ideas with respect to game economics than they are 
the trend of ideas with respect to biological technique. In other 
words, we find that many of these groups have absorbed which way 

the wind blows on game economics, but hardly any of them dis- 
play much skill in how to manipulate food and cover. On the other 
hand, they display the utmost eagerness when offered such little 
remnants, such little samples of skill, if we can call it that, that 

now exist among the game managers of this country. They are 

avid for advice, biological advice. 

Fourth, revenue is not the motive of the farmer in practicing 
game management in either Iowa or Wisconsin, especially in Wis- 
consin. The moving motive is universally the protection which the 

farmer gets from promiscuous and uncontrolled trespass, such as 

he has had to endure in the past. A secondary motive is the im- 
provement of his own sport or, if he is not a hunter, the oppor- 
tunity which management offers him to extend hospitality to his 

friends and neighbors. 

Less THAn 1% or Lanp NEeEpeED! 

Fifth, the average percentage of a group of farms that needs to 

be taken out of agriculture and diverted to the use of game is less 
than one per cent. In other words, if you have a 2,000-acre area 
(and that is what most of them average), when you foot up all the 
food and cover improvement that you need for a rudimentary sys- 
tem of game management on that area, the sum total of the acre- 
age will usually be less than one per cent of the total, namely less 
than 20 acres for a 2,000-acre management area.
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Sixth, if you convert into cash equivalent all of the things that 
you ask the farmer to do for the benefit of game, such as leaving 
out grain or leaving pasture acreage unfenced for nesting grounds, 
the cash equivalent or cash value, if you want to stretch the term 
a little bit, on the average 2,000-acre demonstration, is less than 

$100 per year. That is the measure, in other words, of the donated 
food and cover improvement which the farmers are perfectly will- 
ing to chip in. 

No OnE FormMvuta WILL Cover 

Seventh, no one formula will cover the economic set-up in any 
one state. Even within a single state there is needed everything 
from free public shooting grounds served by refuges on the one 

hand to cooperative shooting preserves possibly open to the public 
for a fee on the other. In other words, each state must cover the 

whole gamut of economic relationships between sportsmen and 
farmers if the local conditions are to be met. Let’s forget the idea 
that there is any one answer to the question of economic relation- 
ships between farmers and sportsmen. 

Eighth, the technical objective of game management in both 
Wisconsin and Iowa usually boils down to one or both of two 
things. One, an adequate system of winter food patches; two, an 
adequate system for the improvement of nesting cover and, as goes 
without saying in each case, an adequate system for the limitation 
of control of the total kill.
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For example: A state organizes a “Ver- 

3 e * min-Control” Campaign, and offers farm 

Game Policy Taking Hold: boys a special tonne a duckhawks, which 

Urges Careful Planning are nearly extinct as a breeding bird in 

the state in question. The game policy 

Committee urges that rare predators be 

EPORTS of the American Game Pol- _ ects, differentiating local, regional, and na- re 

R icy Committee show that ideas ad- tional projects. This will enable each new We submit that game officials often re- 
vanced by the policy, adopted in Decem- venture to more intelligently understand Sort to indiscriminate predator-control be- 

ber, 1930, are taking hold throughout the its logical place in the projected scheme. fore cover or food improvement has been 

United States. Thirty game management We urge that such a program be drawn even given a trial. As a rule, the latter 
demonstration areas actually in operation in cooperation with local biological insti: are much more promising as a means of 

are listed. As these areas prove them- tutions, game administrators, and the repre- building up the game supply. 

selves, it is expected that many more will sentatives of agricultural and forest in- We submit that the cooperation of non- 
be put in operation elsewhere. The big  dustries. shooting conservationists in passing impor- 
progressive step, Conservationists believe, EDUCATIONAL WORK—Game man. tant game legislation can hardly be hoped 

ia oes a seal ep pica ile Se agement, like agriculture, is ultimately a for as long as needless antagonism over 
of projects in operation, but in their diver- i 2 

sity and geographical distribution. This eee 

indicates that the recommendations of the 

Game Policy have been found sound GAME POLICY MANAGEMENT DEMONSTRATION 

enough for men in many parts of the coun- AREAS GROWTH 

try to test them by demonstration. Number Place Sponsored by 
The official reports follow: il Williamston, Mich. Izaak Walton League 

1 Lancaster Township, Hunt- 
ington, Indiana Izaak Walton League 

I—GAME FINANCE 12 2-S. C. 1-Tenn. 3-Ark. 
2-Okla. 1-Ind. American Game Assn. 
1-Ga._ 1-Miss. 

The present economic emergency threat- 10 Jowa Conservation Plan 

ens to halt progress in many aspects of 5 Wisconsin Conservation Commission 
ae 1 Connecticut Game Commission 

game management. Game conservationists eS 
can offset these impending losses, or even 30 

convert them into gains, by thinking and 

planning thusly: 

matter of technical service to landowners. predator-control is constantly kept alive. 

(1) Modifying traditional expenditures In those regions where farm groups are or- We cannot demand more tolerance from 

in productive directions. ganizing for the practice of game manage- _ bird-lovers than we give them. 

ment, there is already need for local tech- 

(2) More careful planning of proposed pica service corresponding to the County 
expenditures. Agricultural Agent. ACTION ON 1930 POLICY 

endation that 
RESEARCH is often the first activity to Pe ae én Ore There is one field of activity in which 

feel the pruning shears, whereas soundly ganized to help progressive wardens to Progress in trying out the 1930 policy can 
organized research work should usually qualify themselves for extension work. We be measured with some degree of assur- 

be the last, not the first thing to cut. The likewise urge agricultural colleges to ini- ance: the establishment of game manage- 
average state is spending large sums for j:346 mes 5 aintink cents ment demonstration areas. When the pol- 

police functions which, even if continued a aggel acho “Ge oer icy was passed there was one area—Wil- 

indefinitely, will hardly build a game sup- ‘We point out the future possibility that liamston, Michigan—consciously seeking 

ply. On the other hand good research organized groups of farmers be made re- to test the set of new ideas which we as- 

and demonstration holds out at least the sponsible for doing their own law-enforce- sembled in the policy. Today there aps 

hope of a permanently enhanced produc- ment, under penalty of suspension of shoot-  P&@ts t be between) s0iand. 40." 7A partial 
tion of game crops. In pruning expense, jng privileges. This holds out the pros- list is presented here. 
a proper balance should be preserved be- pect of a large future economy, and a large The economic set-up on these areas 

tween revenue-building police work and gain in effectiveness, in policing farm varies from no-charge ticket systems to 
game-building modification of the land. game. farmer-cooperative shooting preserves open 

for a commercial fee. 

RESEARCH PROGRAM — Enough IL_PROTECTIONIST RELATIONS The main species include quail, pheas- 
states are now embarked on research work a ant, Hungarian, Cottontail. Two prairie 

to raise the question of coordination be- The: Policy, Committee reiterates its be: chicken areas are in prospect. 

tween Se Research will salter if need: lief that the reasonably harmonious rela- The areas run from 1,000 acres to a 

less duplication of projects is allowed to tions which ought to exist with other wild- County. 

develop, or if projects of interstate nature life conservation groups are being con- This inventory necessarily excludes the 

be not recognized as such. We urge the tinually undermined by the unintentional large statewide tests such as the Nebraska 
Wild Life Committee of the National Re- jut nevertheless damaging contraventions Scrip venture, and the continuing activi- 

search Council to draw up a national pro- of the American Game Policy by game offi- ties of States like Texas which started be- 
gram of needed wild life research proj- cials and sportsmen’s organizations. fore the policy was written.
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i e Breede r 5 \ / Game Breeders Seek Better Outlets. 
i 

\ 
° ° . . ~ . < # Profession Would Liberalize Laws and Raise Ideal Sporting Game S 

x 
By Otto G. Beyer 
Chairman, Game Breeders’ Conference 

HE game breeding industry is an often looked upon as a group of wealthy 
ao part of our game program. men seeking special privilege. It would SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH 

minor importance when America therefore seem advisable for sportsmen to RESUME IN NEX’ scr 
abounded in native game it has suddenly work through the game breeders. The SUME IN NEXT ISSUE 
Sprung into Ee eee as bene patally Game Breeders’ Conference passed a reso- D*: A. A. ALLEN, Professor of 

esate, to the perpetuity of American — Jytion requesting the American Game Con- Ornitholoey, Cornell Univer: 

shooting. ference to give game breeders support in on Soman ¢ See 
Until the Game Breeders’ Conference, a - PP sity, chairman of the Scientific 

held under the auspices of the 19th Amer- So . Research Roundtable of the 19th 
: = Spiess a Another problem which faces the breeder American Game Conference, is 
ican Game Conference, few sportsmen real- dougie establighment Of Stats BANE faenG x : > 
ized that the life of this infant industry and fe amen ee: of those ieeae eae. preparing a searching résumé of 

was hanging by a mere thread. It had ey Selw n W. Kesler Seeretar the reports and papers of twenty 
been thought previously that the problems United. Gane Weeds Sal Ganickesners or more scientists heard _at his 

of the game breeder were confined to rear- éi ‘Awmesien Chalfont Penna natated Roundtable. This resume is to be 
ing birds and consequently the papers ant Alat ect cinenleoall hae Roneunts published in the next issue of 
read at other Conferences were confined i we yi pieas AMERICAN GAME. 

oe : cheaper than they can produce them. Mr. = my ; 
to scientific treatises. It was brought to s Lie 5: Watch for it! Contains latest 

: A Wm. C. Adams, Director, Division of Fish : eee 
the attention of the officials of the Amer- dG f New Vouk! State: Conservatio developments in many divisions of 
ican Game Association that all was not i. ane © iM aa oa on © ae wild life research. 
well with the game breeder, that his busi- erat unent Sey Eh BE RENN oe 
ness was not on a sound foundation. As a Attitude of States ml ee 
es : » 19 ric Game Breeders,” gave the game breeding Eee result the doors of the 19th American hee 2 Si 5 ieee CO MHandleya Vireinias| Harry eRoeers) 
Game Conference were thrown wide open industry more encouragement than it has New York: S. W. Kesler Penaelvcnie, 

s for a frank discussi aj had in years when he suggested the grad- get We eaie® ‘ o? to breeders for a frank discussion of their yeu sg e 8 Dr. Paul Evrington, Iowas H, M. Lackies 
problems. ual curtailment of mass production on Michizan: W. B. Coleman. Virsinia: Col 

. . ; oa . : Huesh e , gan; W. B. eman, Virginia; 5 
This brought to light the fact that very state game farms, until, within a few years, Acthie W. Foran. New Work: (Com. Bae. 

few game farms have been able to survive such farms would be devoted to game New York: Aueust Bade. California: Gene 

more than a few years and those few breeding research, thus assisting the breed- Simpson, Oregon: Aldo eepold!Wiscon: 
vouchsafed the operator so little profit that ers instead of competing with them. Some sin; Otto Beyer, Wisconsin: Dotiglas Mar- 

ut ae to ee or’ veer A’ states have already started on this program. Shall, New York; Donald Turrill, Pennsyl- 
Me a oe Pee on mr te co vania; W. F. Grimmer, Wisconsin; Ray- of an enormous shortage of game mos : ia pene 

# mond J. Kenney, Massachusetts. 
game breeders have for the past three Standard of Perfection Th i ete og t em enen eat 

years had on hand a surplus of pheasants. Mr. Arthur Clark, Superintendent, Con- ne Os Ene ustty Sepends 
How: 40 remedy this situation was dis- “_ 5 B ard { Fisher 2 d soon these problems will be given the at- 

cussed in my paper, “The Shooting Pre- necticut, otate Oar es anc “tention of all bodies concerned with Ameri- 

serve as an Outlet for Cs hae pea Game, Hartford, in his paper, An Ameri- can game. The growth of the industry 

ucts.” ory Standard of Perfection for Game depends on how soon they are solved. 
Birds,” illustrated that a pheasant is not 

always a pheasant nor a quail a quail when R 
i : ; : i : esearch Creates Interest 

Shooting Preserve Remedy viewed in the light of a sporting bird. Mr. 

That the remedy works an immediate Clark brought to the front one of the most The game breeders did not lose sight of 

cure is proven in those states where shoot- important problems which the industry has their need for scientific information and 
ing preserve laws have been passed. In to face. Unquestionably, under a recog- research. Papers dealing with disease and 

some cases the demand for shooting has nized “Standard of Perfection,” the best its control and further findings in the rear- 
already exceeded the supply, an indica- breeders will receive a premium for their ing of native game were listened to with a 

tion that it has not been the depression birds instead of having to lower prices to great deal of interest. 

which has blocked the game bird market meet those of the breeder of inferior stock In commemoration of the passing of one 

but rather that antiquated shooting laws who is today setting the price. The session of the real pioneers in American game 
have been directly responsible. passed a resolution asking that the Ameri- breeding and gamekeeping the Conference 

Since the game breeders as a body are can Game Association appoint a committee stood with bowed heads to honor Duncan 

weak they can have little influence on to work out such a standard. Dunn. 

state legislatures. Mr. Beyer urged that The following Game Birds Standards In the name of the Game Breeders Con- 

sportsmen give the game breeders in their Committee was appointed: ference the Chairman thanked Seth Gor- 

respective states all possible cooperation. Arthur L. Clark, Connecticut, Chairman; don, Gene Harrison, Mort Palmer of the 
Experience in Wisconsin has shown that Dr. Arthur A. Allen, New York; Herbert American Game Association, and V. D. Da- 

the game breeders themselves can more L. Stoddard, Georgia; Dr. John C. Phillips, vignon, president of the United Game 

easily pass shooting preserve laws than Massachusetts; Malcolm Dunn, New Jer- Breeders and Gamekeepers of America, for 

can the sportsmen since the former’s issue sey; C. S. Bedell, New York; V. D. Davig- _ their untiring efforts to bring about a meet- 

is purely economic and they have the sym- non, Massachusetts. ing which will go down in the annals of 

pathetic ear of legislators. Sportsmen who Advisory Council—Seth Gordon, District the game breeding industry as the most 

seek to pass shooting preserve laws are of Columbia; Miles D, Pirnie, Michigan; important event in its existence.
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REPORT OF THE 
GAME POLICY COMMITTER 

NOVEMBER 28, 1932 

1. Game Finance 

The present economic emergency threatens to halt progress in 
many aspects of game management. Game conservationists can offset 
these impending losses, or even convert them into gains, by the right 
kind of thinking and planning. 

RESEARCH is often the first activity to feel the pruning 
shears, whereas soundly organized research work should usually be the 

last, not the first thing, to cut. The average state is spending large 

sums for police functions which, even if continued indefinitely, will 

hardly build a game supply. On the other hand good research and den- 

onstration holds out at least the hope of a permanently enhanced pro- 

duction of game crops. ; 

In pruning expense, therefore, a proper balance should be pre- 

served between revenue-building police work and game-building research 

works 

RESEARCH PROGRAM. Enough states are now embarked on research 
work to raise the question of coordination between states. Research 
will suffer if needless duplication of projects is allowed to develop, 
or if projects of interstate nature be not recognized as such. We urge 

the Wild Life Committee of the National Research Council to draw up a 

national program of needed wild life research projects, differentiating 

local, regional, and national projects. This will enable each new 

venture to more intelligently understand its logical place in the 
projected scheme. We urge that such a program be drawn in cooperation 

with local biological institutions, game administrators, and the repre- 

sentatives of agricultural and forest industries. 

EDUCATIONAL WORK. Game management, like agriculture, is 
ultimately a matter of technical service to landowners. In those regions 
where farm groups are organizing for the practice of game management, 

there is already need for local technical service corresponding to the 

County Agricultural Agent. 

We repeat our recommendation that training camps for game wardens 

be organized to help progressive wardens to qualify themselves for exten- 

sion work. We likewise urge agricultural colleges to initiate means 

for acquainting County Agents with the techniques of game management. 

We point out the future possibility that organized groups of 

farmers be made responsible for doing their own law-enforcement, under 

penalty of suspension of shooting privileges. This holds out the prospect 

of a large future economy, and a large gain in effectiveness, in policing 

farm game.
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II. Protectionist Relations 

The Policy Committee reiterates its belief that the reasonably 
harmonious relations which ought to exist with other wild-life conser- 
vation groups are being continually undermined by the unintentional but 
nevertheless damaging contraventions of the American Game Policy by 
game officials and sportsmen's organizations. 

For example: A state organized a "Vermin-control" campaign, and 
offered farm boys a special bounty on duckhawks, which are nearly 
extinct as a breeding bird in the state in question. The game policy 
committee urges that rare predators be not controlled at all. 

We submit that game officials often resort to indiscriminate 
predator-control before cover or food improvement has been even given a 

trial. Asa rule, the latter are much more promising as a means of build- 

ing up the game supply. 

We submit that the cooperation of non-shooting conservationists 

in passing important game legislation can hardly be hoped for as long 

as needless antagonism over predator-control is constantly kept alive. 

We cannot demand more tolerance from bird-lovers than we give them, 

III. Action on 1930 Policy 

Progress in trying out the 1930 policy can be measured with some 

degree of assurance in at least one field of activity; the establishment 
of game management demonstration areas. When the policy was passed there 

was one area--Williamston, Michigan--consciously seeking to test the 

set of new ideas which we assembled in the policy. Today there appears 

to be nearly 40. A partial list is: 

Number Place Sponsored by 

al Williamston, Mich. Izaak Walton League 
1 Huntington, Ind. Local farmers 

12 2, S.C.31, Tenn; 3,Ark.; 

25 Okla.; 2, Ind.< American Game Association 

1, N.C.; 1, Ga.; 1, Miss. 
18 Iowa Conservation Plan 

5 Wisconsin Conservation Commission 
2 Connecticut Game Commission 

39 

The economic set-up on these areas varies from no-charge ticket 
systems to farmer-cooperative shooting preserves open for a commercial fee.
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The main species include quail, pheasant, Hungarian, cottontail. 

Two prairie chicken areas are in prospect. 

The areas run from 1,000 acres to a whole county. 

This inventory necessarily excludes the large statewide tests such 

as the Nebraska Scrip venture, and the continuing activities of states 

like Texas which started before the policy was written, and the California 

Quail Project.
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z GAME FINANCE 

The present economic emergency threatens to halt progress 
in a of game management, Game conservationists can offset 
these impending losses, or even convert them into gains,by three kindy 
thinking and planning: i gl 

+) —_+ed 4 fine truedictione)-expeadiiures-da-precuctine. 
_JMizeesrens. 

42)... lore.careful. plenning..of prepeses ..spendi turese..... 

Research Mex is often the first activity to feel the pruning 
shears, whereas soundly organized research work should usually be the last, 
not the first thing to cut. The average state is spending large sums for 

police functions which, even if continued indefinitely, will hardly build 
@ game supply. On the other hand good research and demonstration holds 
out at least the hope of a permanently enhanced production of game crops. 

Q| In pruning expense,,a proper balunce should be preserved between revenue- 
building police wor and game-building medéfication-of—the—iand, 

: anehere Mttenrch, wok. 
RESEARCH PROGRAM = Ymnough states are now embarked on research work 

to raise the question of coordination between states . esearch will 
suffer if needless duplication of projects is allowed to develop, or.if 
projects of interstate nature be not recognized as such. We urge the Wild 
Life Committee of the National Research Council to draw up a national 
program of needed wild life research projects, differentiating local, re- 
gional, and national projects, This will enable each new venture to more 
intelligently understand its legical place in the projected scheme. We 
urge that such a program be drawn in cooperation with local biological 
institutions, game administrators, and the representatives of agricultural 
and forest industries. 

EDUCATIONAL WORK « Game management, like agriculture, is ultimate- 
ly a matter of technical service to landowners, In those regions where 
farm groups are organizing for the practice of game management, there is 
already need for local technical service corresponding to the County 
Agricultural Agent. : 

We repeat our recommendation that trainigg camps for game wardens 
be organized to help progressive wardens to qualify themselves for ex- 
tension work, We likewise urge agricultural colleges to initiate means 
for acquainting County Agents with the techniques of game management, 

We point out the future possibility that organized groups of 
farmers be made responsible fer doing their own law-enforcement, under 
penalty of suspension of shooting privileges. This holds out the 
prospect of a large future economy, and a large gain in effectiveness, 
in policing farm game. : 

II +=. PROTECTICNIST RELATIONS, 
Committee . ee oe a ae 

The Policy,reiterateS its belief that the reasonably harmonious 
relations which ought to exist with other wild-life conservation groups 
are being continually undermined by the unintentional but nevertheless 
damaging contraventions of the American Game Policy by game officials
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and sportsmens organizations. 

, For example: A state organize@/a “Vermin-Control" Campaign,and 
offertifarm boys a special bounty on duckhawks, which are nearly extinct 
as a breeding bird in the state in cuestion. The game policy, urges 
that rare predators be not controlled at all. c ce 

We submit that game officials often resort to indiscriminate 
predator-control before x or food improvement has been even given a 
trial, As a rule, the later are much more promising as a means of building 
up the game supply. 

ie submit that the cooperation of non-shooting conservationists in 
passing important game legislation can hardly be hoped fer as long as need- 
less antagonism over predator-control is constantly kept alive. ive canno$ 
demand more tolerance from bird-jovers than we give them, 

ACTION ON 1950 POLICY we Sa of anbandy? 

Pheve—4a—one—-fieidof-aetirity hr witeh Groeress (x trying out the 
1930 policy can be measured with some degree of a’surancet the establish- 
ment of game management demonstration areas. When the policy was passed 
there was one srea- Williamston, Michigan - consciously seeking to test the 
set of new ideas which we assembled in the policy. Today there appears 
to be lye 40. A partial list is; 

NUMBER PLACE SPONSORED BY 

- Williamston, Mich. Igaak Walton League 
a Huntington, Indiana, Leeal farmers, 

12 2- So, 1-Tenn.d-Ark,. 
2-Okla. leInd, le N.C. American Game Assoc, 
1-Ga. leNiss. 

i Lowa. Conservation Plan 

§ Wisconsin Conservation Commission 

¥E Connecticut Game Commission 

37 The economic set-up on these areas varies from no-charge ticket 
systems to farmer-cooperative shooting preserves open for a commeré4al fee, 

The main species include cuail,pheasant,Nungarian, Cottontail, 
Two prairie chicken areas are in prospect, p 

The are® run from 1000 acres to ., County. 

This inventory necessarily excludes the large statewide tests 
such as the Nebraska Scrip venture, and the continuing activities of States 
like Texas which started before the policy was writteny wel Uy Colefermancre 

Quel Paogeets
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a GAME FINANCE 

The present economic emergency threatens to halt progress 
in many aspects of game management, Game conservationists can offset 
these impending losses, or even convert them into gains,by three kinds 
thinking and planning: 

(1) Modifying traditional expenditures in productive 
directions, 

(2) More careful planning of proposed expenditures, 

Research E8H&E is often the first activity to feel the pruning 
shears, whereas soundly organized research work shovld usually be the Last, 
not the first thing to cut. The average state is spending large sums for 
police functions which, even if continued indefinitely, will hardly build 
a game supply. On the other hand good research and demonstration holds 
out at least the hope of a permanently enhanced production of game crops. 
In pruning expense, a proper balance should be preserved between revenue- 
building police work and game-building medification of the land. 

RESEARCH PROGRAM - Enough states are now embarked on research work 
to raise the question of coordination between states . Research will 
suffer if needless duplication of projects is allowed to develop, or.if 
projects of interstate nature be not recognized as such. We urge the Wild 
Life Committee of the National Research Council to draw up a national 
program of needed wild life research projects, differentiating local, re- 
gional, and national projects. This will enable each new venture to more 
intelligently understand its logical place in the projected scheme, We 
urge that such a program be drawn in cooperation with local biological 
institutions, game administrators, and the representatives of agricultural 
and forest industries. 

EDUCATIONAL WORK = Game management, like agriculture, is ultimate- 
ly a matter of technical service to landowners, In those regions where 
farm groups are organizing for the practice of game management, there is 
already need for local technical service corresponding to the County 
Agricultural Agent. : 

We repeat our recommendation that trainiyig camps for game wardens 
be organized to help progressive wardens to qualify themselves for ex- 
tension work, We likewise urge agricultural colleges to initiate means 
for accuainting County Agents with the techniques of game management. 

We point out the future possibility that organized groups of 
farmers be made responsible for doing their own law-enforcement, under 
penalty of suspension of shooting privileges, This holds out the 
prospect of a large future economy, and a large gain in effectiveness, 
in policing farm game. 

II + PROTECTIONIST RELATIONS. 
Committee ; 

The policy ,reiterate its belief that the reasonably harmonious 
relations which ought to exist with other wild-life conservation groups 
are being continually undermined by the unintentional but nevertheless 
damaging contraventions of the American Game Policy by game officials
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and sportsmens organizations. 

For example; A state organizes a "Vermin-Control" Campaign,and 
offers farm boys a special bounty on duckhawks, which are nearly extinct 
as a breeding bird in the state in cuestion. The game policy,urges 
that rare predators be not controlled at all, Committee 

We submit that game officials often resort to indiscriminate 
predator-control before cover or food improvement has been even given a 
trial, As a rule, the later are much more promising as a means of building 
up the game supply. 

We submit that the cooperation of non-shooting conservationists in 
passing important game legislation can hardly be hoped for as long as need- 
less antagonism over predator-control is constantly kept alive. ie cannog$ 
demand more tolerance from bird-jovers than we give them. 

ACTION ON 1950 POLICY 

There is one field of activity in which progress in trying out the 
1930 policy can be measured with some degree of assurance: the establish- 
ment of game management demonstration areas, When the policy was passed 
there was one area- Williamston, Michigan - consciously secking to test the 
set of new ideas which we assembled in the policy. Todey there appears 
to be between SO and 40. A partial list is: 

NUMBER PLACE SPONSORED BY 

x Williamston, Mich. Izaak Walton League 
i Huntington, Indiana, Local farmers, 

12 B- Sele 1-Tenn,.S<-Ark, 

2-Okla. l-Ind, l- N.C, American Game Assoc. 
1-Ga. leMiss. 

10 Iowa Conservation Plan 

5 Wisconsin Conservation Commission ; 

x Connecticut Game Commission 
sO” 

The economic set-up on these areas varies from no-charge ticket 
systems to farmer-cooperative shooting preserves open for a commer®ial fee. 

The main species include juail, pheasant,Hungarian, Cottontail, 
Two prairie chicken areas are in prospect, 

The areesrun from 1000 acres to a County. 

This inventory necessarily excludes the large statewide tests 
such as the Nebraska Scrip venture, and the continuing activities of States 
like Texas which started before the policy was written,



SUGGESTIONS FOR #EDERAL REGULATIONS, LOOKING TO THE PERPETUATION OF 

AMBRICAN WATERFOWL. OFFERED BY HARRY R. EB. HAMPTON, SECRETARY OF THE 

SOUTH CAROLINA GAME AND WISH ASSUCIATION, AND DELEGATE FROM IHIS STATE 

TO THE AMMRICAN GAME CONFERENCE. 

1. Frohibit the baiting of ducks and geese. 

Such prohibition has for years been recommended by the leading con- 

servationists of, the country, it having been proved that this practice 

has wrought havoc among the waterfowl of north America. From this view- 

point of the sportsmen baiting takes the thrill out of ducking, reducing 

the killing of birds to the status of shooting chickens in the back yard. 

It furthermore gives all the ducks to the wealthy, whereas according to 

the laws of the land these birds are public property, and class preference 

must be eliminated. 

2. Gradually eliminate the magazine gun. 

From all information available the magazine gun has done more to 

reduce waterfowl to their present low status than any other mechanical 

factor,with the possivle excevtion of the automobile. one good shot 

has been known to wipe out an entire flock of 11 ducks with such a gun. 

Another hunter, using an automatic and two double barrelled guns, taree 

times in one day killed nine teal out of one large flock, making a total 

of 27 ducks in three rises. Such occurences are not rare emong good shots. 

in the hands of poor shots they are even worse, stray shot wounding 

great numbers of ducks which later die doubly uselessly, serving no 

purpose and cutting down the future breeding stock. iwo shots is all 

any real sportsmen should desire at any one time. with an abundant 

supply of waterfowl more svorting shooting would be had and no machine 

guns would be needed to get a good bag of birds. 

3. Limit the number of waterfowl to be killed by any one ducking 

club in a day, and in a season, according to the area of the respective 

preserve. 

Under present regulations it is possible for clubs with large 

memberships to kill, legally, a great many more ducks than should be
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taken from any one area, by allowing a large number of hunters to shoot, 

one after another on days when ducks are flocking into a certain locality. 

The number killed in a day should be governed by the area of the preserve, 

insuring some reat to a portion of the ducks that seek shelter and rest 

during the day in these attractive places. it would also be to the 

advantage of the club men, insuring shooting for the future. sven if 

baiting is prohibited planting of duck foods will continue by those 

financially able to do so. the effect sought by this suggestion might 

also be reached by shortening shooting hours, but this would work a 

handicap on the man of moderate means who has to take straggling shots 

in open waters, and could hardly get a fair bag of ducks in a wnole in 

the mud and weather. 

4. Limit the number of waterfowl to be killed by commercial public 

shooting clubs, in a day, in a season and from each blind or stand. 

this regulation is for the control of commercial slaughter pens. 

Under present regulations, according to members of the bureau of 

biological survey and all other authorities, thousands of ducks are 

killed annually vy such shooting plants, in the middle west particularly. 

in New tngland, California, and other sections a similar situation 

confronts the geese. #rom one baited blind in a single day, a number of 

gunners, each shooting only his legal limit, have been known to kill 

400 ducks in a day--possibly more. she number to be shot from each stand 

in a day should be limitéd to the daily limit of not more than three 

gunners. Any point within a radius of say 600 feet of the original stand 

should be considered the same stand. these shooting plants should be 

carefully suvervised in accordance with the next recommendation and should 

be required to make full reports of their kills as well as to pay a 

substantial license to the Federal Government, these funds going for 

protection and propagation of wildfowl.
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5. Require a small Federal license fee of every waterfowl hunter, 

the first money received from this source to be used for putting ample 

Federal wardens in the ducking arears to enforce ¥ederal laws and 

regulations, end later for purchasing breeding areas, es provided in 

the pending Duck Stamp Bill. 

The preservation of migratory waterfowl is the problem of the 

Federal Government and waterfowl hunters should, in some way, be directly 

responsible to this government, and also furnish some financial aid 

in perpetuating thedr sport. 

but befére the Government and wildfowl hunters go to great expense 

to supply more waterfowl, the regulations now provided should be rigidly 

enforced. In certain sections of the country, particularly in the South, 

it is extremely difficult for local officers to enforce Federal regulations. 

but a Federal Warden and a Federal license are magic words which bring 

law observance. If a man knows Uncle Sam has his eye on him he is going 

to have a great deal more respect for the laws than he will with one of 

his old friends or someone under obligations to him as the only suver- 

visor of his section. In spite of Federal laws to the contrary, wood 

ducks are killed in quantities because local wardens will not interfere. 

A Federal river patrol, which is entirely practical, would quickly 

remedy the situation. 

6. Require every wildfowl hunter to make an annual report to the 

Biological Survey, immediately after the close of each season, of the 

number of ducks and geese killed during the season. 

the Survey, as its name implies, should have as its chieg function, 

"biological survey". In making a biological survey of the duck and 

goose situation definite information cannot be obtained unless each 

hunter makes a report direct to the survey. In making such a regulation, 

the Survey should explain in full publicity that this regulation is 

primarily to make an accurate estimate on the ducks and geese killed,
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so as to predict the prospects for the future and all sportsmen should 

be glad to co-operate toward perpetuating their sport. Any hunter failing 

to make a report should be denied a& license the succeeding year. 

7. Require, or at least make every effort at influencing, every 

wildfowling club or commercial shooting plant, to set aside a definite 

percentage of its area as an inviolate sanctuary. 

The principle behind this is that the wildfowl are the property of 

the whole people, end those who take the most and benefit the most by 

their presence should do the most to see that the species are perpetuated. 

If the landowners could see it, this would also help their own shooting. 

Unless some such regulations as those mentioned are put into effect, 

with the ever increasing number of gunners, then as a substitute, it will 

be necessary to the preservation of game to allow no one man to hunt two 

seasons in succession, for the supply cannot stand the present rate of 

destruction under existing regiiations. 

8. It is further recommended that the siological Survey be urged 

by the American Game Conference, in purchasing wildfowl sanctuaries to 

purchase only areas attractive to birds becuase of location and food 

supply. 

In South Carolina the largest #ederal wildfowl sanctuary is of 

little value to the birds because it consists merely of barren strand 

and marsh with nothing for the ducks to eat. A fraction of the same 

area where natural food is available, would be far more valuable as a 

sanctuary. 

THE END



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ( 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY AY 

WASHINGTON, D. Cc. \ 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

ee meen py tuerer emer ie November 16, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Reference is made to your communication of September 29, ad- 
dressed to the members of the Game Policy Committee. 

I have no suggestions on this material, other than to say 
that I feel that the plan to withdraw from enforcement and adminis-— 
trative funds money to devote to research should be examined very 
carefully before a general adoption of such a measure is recommended. 
It seems tome that while in some instances this might be done with 
advantage, there would be many cases where a division of available 
funds might weaken enforcement operations to a point of futility 
without furnishing enough money to carry on effective research work. 

As a general thing the benefits derived from research work 

in these fields, while good, are extremely slow to materialize. 
The results of research work can seldom be made of immediate benefit 
to wild life. There is an immediate and urgent need for restriction 
and adequate enforcement in order to preserve sufficient stocks un- 
til such time as methods developed by research can be brought to their 
aid, and this seems to me to be the factor of principal importance, 
not from choice, nor in the belief that this represents the ideal 
practice, but from the dictates of sheer necessity. 

It would seem to me, therefore, that all effort should be 
made to secure additional funds for research work, by the increase of 
license fees or by any other method of securing appropriations es- 
pecially for this type of work, rather than to seek to accomplish 
it by a general redistribution of funds already inadequate for the 
vital purpose of the immediate preservation of wild life. I believe 
that the same methods that have been used to build up enforcement 
funds can be successfully applied to increasing funds for research 
work, and I would suggest further discussion on this point. 

Sincerely yours, 

bh #/{le— 
Paul G. Redingt 

Chief.
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AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MAMMALOGISTS 

, .VICE-PRESIDENTS CHAIRMAN, EDITORIAL BOARD 

ses eRicaninceea . EDWARD A. PREBLE 

T. S. PALMER ee RECORDING SECRETARY 

U. S, BIOLOGICAL SURVEY MARCUS W. LYON, Jr. H, H. LANE 

FREAGUBER eetecaeriaol UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS 

MRS. VIOLA S. SNYDER CQRRESPONDING SECRETARY U. 8. BIOLOGICAL SURVEY ROBERT T. HATT 

Nov. 12, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

905 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear sir: 

Dr. Lyon hes forwarded to me your letter inviting 
our representation at the meeting of the Game Policy Symposium 
on November 28th. We welcome this opportunity and I shall] expect 
to attend for the Society. 

The copy of the present policy referred to in your letter 
has not been seen and I would appreciate having this before the 
meeting. ; 

Very truly yours, 

——Rekedt < Nare— 
; RTH:PV 
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S. (CE es Baths wid 

905 University Aveme / 
Malison, “isconsin 
Neteber 27, 1972 

American Ornithologists! Union 

Cooper Ornithological Club : 
Wilson Ornitholorieal Club 
Society of American Mommalorists 

Gentlenen: 

“hen the “American Came Policy" was beine written in 1930, 
the A.0.U. was agiced to appoint a member of the Policy Camaittee to - 

represent the non-sportine viewpoint. The object was to remind 
the sportaien that other conservation froups are intereste? tn some, 
and heave a different appreach to some of the problens tnvolved. 

He. CG. Bryant of the "ational Parl: 3ervice ms appointed, 
and has talen an active part in al! meotines. Me is a almner of 
the present policy, of which I an sending yu a copy. (Se6 vp. 20, 
21, 22.) 

A Game Policy Symposium is to be held at the Motel Pennsyl- 

vania, New York, on the afternoon of November 2S, during which 
current develooments will be @isessed. The mont important pointa 
brourht out at the Sympostum will be lai’ before the enmine American 
Garse Conference Novenber 29-30. 

The Policy, of course, has nm foree behind it except moral 

. force and lorie. The object of the anaposium is to brine to Licht 
those current developnents conformable to the policy, those which 
contravene its recomendations, and those recommendations in need 
of amendment. I inten’ to tiseuss briefly sone contraventions 
of the predator policy. 

You are invited to charre  r. Bryant with makine such report 

of the Symposia as you desire to receive. The Sousittee will also 

weleome any aiiitional representatives you may desire to send. 

Our Comittee is convinced thet lonr-distance eriticion offers 
no solution of the divided front now presente? by the conservation 
movement. It would like to help brine about a contimious persoml 
interchan7e between the more moderate thinkers on both sides of all 

mutual problens.e 2 

Yours sincerely, 

ALTO LEOPOLD 

President, Gane Tolicy Comittee
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American Came Conference 

Disaussion of Major “nller's Paper on : 

“Imalnel Mamower in Conservation" 

Aldo Leopold 

In 1929 the tporting Arms ani swmmition Mamfacturers! 

Institute instituted resesreh fellowships at four agricultural colleces 

with the double object of fevelopine caue management technique and sidlled 

MANDOWeTe . 

At the temeination of the contracts on July 1, 19%2, the venture 

was dropced for lack of funia. 

: Om that date one of the four follows had talben his "h.%. decree 

in gsm manacezent. the other three are beint eontimied by the universities 

andi will probably receive degrees within the year. “acress are important 

only a5 a aeagure of the etemfine aenorte’ the work by selentists tn other 

lines. 

Each feliow stuiied one species. ‘the species studied were bobwhite, 

Gebel quail, ruffet srouse, ant Suncarian pertridge. 

The averare time needed for a atuty was 3-1/2 youra 

The average coat for stipend an’ trovel expenae was, up to date, 

£2,400 per fellow per year. Over half wae travel. the ame work sould 

now cogt considerably Less. 

Seth of the follows who have finishe!? their field work hove 

obteine! jobs. One is “rector of Jame “esearch at Tore State Sollee, 

and the other divides his tine between teaching in the University of 

Mimaesots, smi field work fer the Conservation OComalsston.
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Taree of the four institutions civen fellowships heve umtertaken 

aiditional cane work on their own account. The other has done nothing 

ainee the fellowship exptred. 

Hone of the universities have so for sublished the findings. 

The fellows have, however, publishe? 20 papers In perio’feala civing 

their fintin-s, and at least ted comprehensive life-history bulletins 

will be fortheouing. 

The real returns on guch an iuvestcent are, of course, intancible s 

er mot miseeptible of procf by tancible evidence. T eam trace in wy wind, 

bot I eannct prove, such reterns as theee: (1) Probably a dozen fellow 

shipa undertaken by other parties; (2) Thres entirely new consents added 

to manogeuent technique ani ecologieal selence; (3) Relation between 

sportasen, stiontista, protectionists, ant farmers basleally strencthened; 

(8) Legtsletion and administretion strencthene? in half-a-dozen states. 

fe bul of the retoras are necessarily yet to come. 

Tf I hat the opportunity for another venture, I would recommen 

thats 

(1) Universities agrees to publish fim! ines. 

(2) Comalesions agres to demonstrate findings on actual land. 

{%) Fellows be civen preliminary trip to fportant manacemeat 
centres, ani weeded ot accoriine to their reactions te 
agtual going work. 

(3) Intaustrial fomis be fed throuch on topartial research 
foundation. 

| (5) Inspection be done by a quccesston of selected individuals 
of tiverse intellectual approadh, as well as by technicians 
of U. 5. Biological Survey 

Sach dagree of success ae this venture attained wuld not have
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been possible without the constant help, instruction and eritietan 

of Serbert 1. Stoddard, “nllaces 3. Granve, and %. 1. Veltes of the 0. % 

BMologies! turvay, who wore the technical atvisers of the universities 

engaging in this work. 

Crpure te tretter, Vedderd, Obu, Bex
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MUSEUM OF COMPARATIVE ZOOLOGY 

CAMBRIDGE, MASS. 

October 24, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold: 

fr I sent you some reprints from "The Auk" 
fj and am particularly interested to know what you 

i «gt thought of the woodcock figures from Farmington, 
¢, Maine. I personally feel that I should have 

qualified that note because I believe that the 
XQ woodcock has reached the end of a cycle of in- 

i Ye y/ crease. We have had a couple of poor years and 
<e ox now that the covers nearly all over New England 

Vo ¥ \ and in various other parts of the northeast are 
4 well known and the shooting so much more intensive, 

<a ] it seems to me hard to believe that this increase, 
i which was a real increase, can continue indefinitely. 

i I very much fear that we will see a decline in wood- 
cock beginning about 1930. 

Now in regard to your communications on the 
American Game Policy of September 29. 

Suggestions: #1. Game Finance in Depres- 
sion. 

With regard to encouraging private initia- 
tive, the biologists, of course, are all right but 
I think it very important that landowners such as the 

qo National Grange and the National Farm Bureau be brought 
ys into our discussions on the matter of a national game 

Tor theRational Conservation ofall Wild Lite
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policy. As far as the work of the States goes in 
planting, I think much more positive knowledge is 
necessary in the matter of planting game. The same 
old experiments which have proved a total failure in 

one state, such as the wintering of pheasants and the 
planting of them in the spring, are cheerfully tried 
as an innovation in other states... Planting game 
should be a matter of applied research, not of politi- 
cal expediency. 

Under your #2, I think it tremendously im- 
portant that the states have a five year or a three 
year program. They could at least have a five year 
program on the improvement of public fishing and on 
the restoration of water areas. As far as the State 
of Massachusetts is concerned, the restoration of 
areas cannot be carried out for we already have more 
water in the State than we ever had before, and will 
shortly finish a reservoir in the central part of the 
State which will be by far the largest body of fresh 
water in the State. 

. In view of the fact that various state de- 
zef partments may be asked at any time to recommend expendi- 

tures for unemployment aid, I think that the state : 

go should have such plans available in every case and 
that we should recommend this. 

Under your section #4, I think there is a great 
necessity for you or someone else to sum up all the 
available knowledge on the experiments on sportsmen-+ 
landowner relationships which ar2 already in progress 
or have been in progress. You are in a much better 
position to do this than any of the rest of us. As 
far as the northeast is concerned, nothing is being done 
as far as I know except in some cases where there is 
sporadic posting of considerable tracts of land due 
to the influence of some one or two irate persons. 

Your paragraph #5 on relations with the 
protectionists. I agree with you entirely on the 
predator issue and I do not think that we can over-ride 
the protectionists as you state in your last paragraph. 

A? I think in the end they will win out unless the better 
? KO informed sportsmen take things in their own hands and 

wer ee” show they are interested in the proposition of giving some
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protection to the predatory birds. Don't forget 
that although the sportsmen are large in numbers, the 
protectionists have at their elbow the great mass of 
uninformed and mostly over-sentimental persons who 
always vote their way when it comes to a showdown. 

We found out this with regard to the abolition 
of the steel trap in Massachusetts. If the protec- 
tion of the predatory birds was put on the ballot F 
through initiative petition, as it might very easily 
be, the sportsmen would be absolutely licked. There 
is no question about this in a state like Massachusetts. 

I am going to Nova Scotia and will not be able 
to sign this letter. 

I note your communication to Mr. Urner on the 
question of the duck hawk. 

Sincerely yours, 

JOHN C. PHILLIPS 

President. 

JCP/DCG 

Dictated but not read.
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WINDYKNOB 

WENHAM 

MASSACHUSETTS 

October 18, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold: 

I was very much inter- 
ested in your draft on the preda- 
tory bird situation, particularly 
on the duck hawk. With regard 
to more information on the status 
of the duck hawk in New Jersey, I 
would consult with Mr. Charles 0. 
Urner, 173 Chambers Street, New 
York City, and Mr. John T. Nichols 
of the American Museum of Natural 
History, 77th Street, West, New 
York City. 

I am sure these two gentle- 
men are quite familiar with condi- 
tions in New Jersey and both of them 
are certainly entirely reliable. 

i will write you again on 
the game policy proposition. 

Sincerely yours, ~
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YOU ver ae f ’ x oo 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Ave. 
Madiso isconsin Madison, isconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have just written David H. Madsen accepti é yintment on the 
Game Poli Committee of the American Game Conference. I have 
waited for notice of this appointment before riting in reference 

to the circular letter 1 sent t to the memberz f the committee. 

Taxing up your comments in their order, first: If wt you have 
in mind is e abandonment by states of publicly ed gi farms, 
I am not in agreement. feel that tne state hould remain in game 
farming activities, not only for economic ree sons but also for the 
osychological effect upon sportsmen. Private initiative, in my 
opinion, y be best stimulated by following out +t American Game 

Policy snunciated and rage farmers to italize the mt ing 
on their lands, subject, of course, to reg ¥ $s whict 111 keep 
the od i 3 low en ; at > average man can afford to 
unt uvland é . With per safeguards, too, tae Le Of CKOTLC 

* 73 7 s 3 s 4 og oe a 4 Sank enn Sa uplan ame should be permitted. This last subject I know is 
beset by all sorts of difficulties 1 \ lan t t is adonted would 
nave to be after very care 1 erat 1 of loophol Lcr ould 

invite il al slaughtei j otlegging of game. 

OUR ACTIVITIES 
1. PRODUCE MORE GAME AND] © 5, ew ith you that it is imoossible to 

cone. 4 ARLES iL btl ) ab Lb s Lt ISSLOVLE u 
GAME FISH. ~ ai bos _ i: - de In 4 - 2. SAFEGUARD WILD LIFE AND increas € 1 icense I s BY as pe, r tne JOC OL 
ITS HABITAT. ee ~ Oe - 2 a ee racemes ere So ake 3. ESTABLISH MoRE wNviotaTE | FOE Organized spor 1en of America, that no ich attempt 
WILD-LIFE REFUGES, A a ~ ; aa 9 ay es Aa 5 aes AR 

4. PROVIDE MORE PUBLIC HUNT- Wid © tua. Usd - & Cu vod v Vp tO eo Loire 
ING AND FISHING GROUNDS. 

S. DEVELOP PUBLIC APPRECIA- = 7 cilia wa Tee 4, ey ee 

TION OF WILD LIFE. 4 am very ic 1 ea over ce sOWa © Les Lavion 
6. URGE UNIVERSAL PRACTICE OF ‘ ~ mye , oe! Say ay 3 + - mit ahaint theater 
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for the killing of so-called predators. The killing of predacious 
animals and birds i8 often resorted to as an excuse to go shooting out 
of season and even if not legally abused, does result in the killing 
of a lot of so-called predators that should be spared. Still speaking 
locally, I never have seen any burning necessity for a real murderous 
drive being made upon anything except domestic cats, crows and snapping 
turtles. Every year at the American Game Conference I have seen 
representatives of both lunatic fringes. If I were to commit ‘myself 
right now I would recommend the eliminating of bounty policies, pole 
trap operations and any organized vermin campaigns except as they are 
expressly approved by the proper authorities and personally conducted 
under the close supervision of properly trained wardens. 

I am looking forward with anticipation to renewing our very pleasant 

acquaintance at the Game Conference. I will probably arrive in New 
York sometime the day before the committee meeting and expect to stop 
as usual at the Pennsylvania Hotel. 

With best regards, I am 

Yours truly, 

SGA/MBT Qa Mardin, 
OUR ACTIVITIES 

1. PRODUCE MORE GAME AND 

GAME FisH. 
2. SAFEGUARD WILD LIFE AND 

ITS HABITAT. 

3. ESTABLISH MORE INVIOLATE 

WILD-LIFE REFUGES. 

4. PROVIDE MORE PUBLIC HUNT- 

ING AND FISHING GROUNDS. 

S. DEVELOP PUBLIC APPRECIA- 

TION OF WILD LIFE. 
6. URGE UNIVERSAL PRACTICE OF 

CLEAN SPORTSMANSHIP. 

7. PROMOTE RESPECT FOR RIGHTS 
OF LANDOWNERS; ENCOUR- 
AGE THEM TO INCREASE 
GAME. 

& 8s tT Oo P COMMERCIALIZED 
SLAUGHTER, ILLICIT SALE 
AND WASTEFUL PRACTICES. 

8. EXTEND WILD-LIFE RESEARCH. 

10, HELP DEVELOP STATE GAME 
POLICIES. 

‘ft. DISSEMINATE HELPFUL INFOR- 
MATION TO THE PUBLIC. 

12. COOPERATE WITH OTHER CON- 
SERVATION AGENCIES,
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Mr. Sam G. Anderson 
Hutchinson 
Minnesota 

Dear Sam: : 

; It is always refreshing to get your sane 

and discerning views on questions of game policy. 

The Faribault County project sounds very ‘ 

interesting. If a fuller description of it is 

available in typed or printed form, can you get 

me a copy? 

‘Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh
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EUGENE D. BENNETT 450 MCALLISTER STREET 

ATTORNEY 

October 17th, 1932 : 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Chairman 
Game Policy Commission 
905= University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold = 

Mr. Zellerbach has asked me to reply to your 
communication of September 29th, addressed to him. 

The topics which you have taken up are most 
timely, as the California Commission is facing most of 
them right now. Considerable pressure has been brought 
on the Commission to discontinue the research work and 
concentrate all funds in direct production of fish and 
game. It was only a few years ago that the Commission 
had a complete failure of a quail farm project because 
of lack of information of quail and their diseases. 
The resulting studies following this failure have made 
possible very successful quail work on our game farms 
during the past two yearse Our Commission has been 
forced to make some retrenchment in all lines of our 
work, but essential studies are being maintained. 

Last spring very serious consideration was 
given to the adoption of a policy which would encourage 
land owners to organize and develop their game resources 
under state supervision, and with considerable state as- 
sistance, and with a plan of reasonable charges for shoote 
ing privileges. This plan was dropped for the time being 
in favor of another which is now being worked out, wherein 
the Commission is organizing suitable quail range into 
projects which one man can properly supervise. The re- 
sults of the game management on these areas, and the 
value of the developed shooting, will indicate just how 
worth while it would be for land owners to so organize.



Mr. Aldo Leopold .....2 October 17,1932 

Your comments on topic No.5 are most interesting 
and to the pointe The California Commission is always 
"on the spot" in the matter of predatory animal control. 
I believe you know that we pay bounties only on mountain 
lions, but employ trappers and hunters to help control 

other predators on our refuge arease 

I have no suggestion at this time for the other 
topics, but I believe you have a most interesting pro- 
gram outlined, and hope that I may have the pleasure of 
representing Mr. Zellerbach at the conferencée 

Yours ve truly, 

n\L. Farley 
Executive Officer
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#2--Mr. Leopold 

In reviewing Section 4, it occurs to me that there has 
been less recognition given to a demonstration of the possibili- 
ties of shooting preserves than other phases of game management. 
I do know that in certain quarters there has been some resentment 
to the development of this idea, due probably to lack of educa- 
tion. Perhaps the most essential feature of the expansion of 
this idea is along educational lines. 

I am inclined to think that there always will be a pro- 
blem in connection with protectionist-relations, and this is 
brought out quite clearly in an article by Doctor McAtee in the 
last issue of Bird Lore. The only remedy for this situation 

seems to me to lie in emphasis of the policy which requires 

detailed analysis and exact information regarding these rela- 
tionships before control practices are undertaken. 

The development of ideas and accomplishment by the Game 

Policy Committee has led me to feel that perhaps some similar 

group or committee might well be formed covering much broader 

phases of conservation. In our League work, for example, we 

find a great interest in reforestation. We go back to fundamental 
land policies in many cases covering practically all land resources. 

Sometime I would like to discuss this matter with you and 
obtain your ideas. 

Sincerely yours, 

LO Zig ~ Oo _ 
“$8. B. bocke 
Conservation Director 

P. Se--I leave tomorrow for a trip to Indiana, including a visit 
to the Huntington area, and from there will spend some time on 
the Williamston project in company with Doctor Wight and Mr. 
MacClure.



Oet. 15, 1932 

Mr. S. B. Locke : 
Izaak Walton League of America - 
222 North Bank Drive 
Chicago, Tilinois 

Dear Barry? 

: I am writing up the Riley Game Cooperative in a populer way 
for the Country Gentleman, and I will also later on publish technical 
descriptions of it.- 

Thanks for your comments on the list of subjects for the 
Policy Committee. 

The Yeagon I did not mention sm2J1 migratory bird developments 
is that this idea originated with the Policy Comaittee last year and - 
since it has shown some progress, there seemed no need of bringing it 
up agein. : * 

I like your idea of a Policy Committee for the whole field of 
conservation. The difficulty, of course, is in finding one man, much 
less a group of men, capable of stretching their minds over so wide 
arrange. I am certainly game, however, to discuss the matter with you 
and you may count on my unqualified support for anything that can be 
done about it. Your Executive Board should almost constitute such a 
comaittee ex officio. 

Yours sincerely, 

. ALDO LROPOLD 

AL/vh
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THE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

WASHINGTON. D.C, UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

WASHINGTON 

October 10, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

905 University Aveme, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

I have just looked over your outline of subjects to 

be discussed at the meeting on November 28. I think you 

have outlined a number of important matters, and I hope to 

; be on hand to take part in the discussion. 

Sorry that I have nothing additional to report on 

your inquiry of last month. 

Sincerely yours, 

[Hanh ; cae
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Oct. 10, 1932 

3 Mr. P. S. Lovejoy . 
Game Division a 

Department of Conservation : ‘ 

Lansing, Michigan : et 

Dear P.S.t 

Again we seem to be groping along parallel lines. 

; Will you write up your "County Game Agent" idea for I 
presentation to the Policy Committee, and possibly the. es 
Conference? Why not support it with some figures on what ; 
enforcement" costs per deer, let us say from the N.P. for 
which you have figures? 

Since you didn't keep a carbon I am returning your ( 
letter, but return it to me before the conference. k 

Glad you are picking up. Hope to ses you in New York. 

; Yours sincerely, 

- ; ALDO LEOPOLD : 

AL/vh = 
. Incl. ae 

w r ’ - 

%



Bes " Oat. 10, 1932 

Mr. Seth BE. Gordoa, President 
American Game Association i 
Investuent Building : 
Washington, D. C. 5 

Dear Seth: 

re Will you please write Hogarth asking for 
lovejoy's attendance at the Policy Committee and Conference? | 

\ 
Include, please, this paragraph: ) 

“any of the basic ideas which the Policy Comittee 
and the Conference are striving to develop come, as you 
Imow, from P. S. Lovejoy. Not everybody lknows it, 
however, and I want to be sure that an increasing pro- : 
portion of our workers in the national field are person= 
ally acquainted with the originator of what might ree 

_ Teadily be called 'The Michigan School of Conservation ‘ 
Thinking. 1 

Yours sincerely, is 

—* gn0 EmOPORD 
‘  at/vh ae : 

1 2 E ‘ SN



JOHN B. BURNHAM 

ESSEX. NEW YORK 

e October 3, 1932 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Thanks for sending me your pamphlet 
"Management of Upland Game Birds in Iowa", 
This is a very valuable pamphlet and very practical. 

I am glad to see that that you are 
bringing up the important, future-looking recommend- 
ations for the meeting of the game policy committee 

; on November 28th, In general I approve gf the 
suggestions for discussion, If nothing unexpected 
happens to prevent, I shall be present at the Committee 
neeting. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Q's : ian Sa van VI OA AN he 

JBB/M :
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M.D. HART, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 

Lexington, Va., 
October 4, 1932, 

Aldo Leopold, Esq., Chairman, 

Game Policy Committee, 
905 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Receipt is acknowledged of your letter of the 29th ultimo to 

the members of the Game Policy Committee. I am looking forward to the 

Conference of the American Game Association in New York the last of 
November and to the pleasure of seeing you there again. 

All of the subjects that you suggest for discussion are interesting 

and timely. You are certainly correct in holding that private initiative 

in game and fish production is the key to ultimate success, In the first 

place, State Departments do not have sufficient funds from their limited 

revenue to carry on such work on an adequate scale, and in the second place, 

individuals appreciate more what they do for themselves than what the State 

does for them and take interest in a movement in proportion to the personal 

investment made in it. 

I do not think it would be wise during a period of depression to 

advocate anything that looks like an increase in taxation. Nowever, many 

states, including Virginia, issue combination hunting and fishing licenses. 
Such a scheme complicates budget making and also results in inadequate 

revenue to do a double-barrel job. We would be on safe ground to recommend 

to all states separate licenses for hunting and fishing. Undoubtedly, we 

should give thought to the proper utilization of idle and marginal lands. 

From present indications, Mr. Roosevelt will be our next President, and he 

is deeply interested in a National reforestration program with a double pur- 

pose of promoting wild life conservation, including our timber resources, and 

the improvement of the condition of our farmers by restricting areas used for 

strictly agricultural purposes. Of necessity, rederal help mst mean technical 
help, because there is a nation-wide demand to reduce Federal expenditures and 

thus lighten the tax load. We can't keep plunging the Federal Government into 

all kinds of new and expensive undertakings without bankrupting the Country. 

The principal issue confronting Southern States at this time is how to get 

better observance of proper restrictive laws without the expenditure of so 

large a per centage of available game protection funds. lost Southern States
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are now expending about 75% of their revenue in the operation of a 

police force,and other states would be doing the same thing if their 

conservation funds were as limited as ours. We must find some appropriate 

way to convince the average citizen that conservation laws are enacted 

for his benefit and that the primary function of a game warden is that 

of game protector and not that of policeman. : 

Another serious defect in game management is our failure to interest 

the average farmer. To really interest the farmer, we must show him a 

financial return from his conservation activities. As a matter of fact, 
the average city sportsman is not as unselfish as he would have us believe. 

He gets his return in a very definite and concrete way from the sport of 

shooting, and I hazard to guess that the average city sportsman would be as 

cold as a wedge to any Mrs. Edge program of conservation. ‘Art for art's 

sake," has never made any great appeal to the masses. ‘they demand practical 

benefits, and hence we must plan practical programs that will give such 

benefits to them. The practical benefit desired by the average farmer is 

a cash return, and we must find some way to give it to hin. 

I also agree with your No. 5 proposition. ‘The indiscriminate killing 

of so called vermin is undesirable, and bounty payments will wreck any state 

game department. Vermin control, of course, is essential, but it must be 
properly directed. 

It may interest you to know that the Democrats of the Seventh Virginia 

District have nominated me for Congress, and I expect to be elected in November 

by a big majority. However, I will continue as Chairman of our Commission until 

next March. 

cordially yours, J 

A. Willis Robertson. 

AWR:S- YY Ob 
ey. YY.
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Oct. 10, 1932 

Major A. Willis Robertson 
Commission of Game & Inland Fisheries 

Lexington, Virginia 3 

Dear Major Robertson: 

I am glad to have your comments on the proposed 
suggestions for the Policy Committee meeting, and I note with 

satisfaction that you may join the conservation forces in 
Congress. 

Is the Virginia Department and its program now 
organized to your satisfaction? If not, is there any possible 
need for my services in formlating and organizing a program? 
I have hung out my shingle for consulting work of this kind, 

I have just returned from Iowa, where I was doing 
a job of this sort, and I am sending you one of the results 
in the form of a handbook for farmers telling them what to do 
to their lands to make them produce game. If Virginia might 
be interested in a handbook of this sort, I would be interested 
in the job of assisting the present forces to compile it. 

With best regards, 

: Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh
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|ATIONAL GRANGE 
eee It seems to me that it would be a good thing for you 

AUTHOR AND EDUCATOR as chairman of the Game Policy Committee to pull together a few of 
Oe eee omens the actual developments which were directly traceable to the Game 
. B. YANDELL Policy for your report to the Conference. You know of more of them 

N--GAME PROTECTIONIST ‘ 5 
— than I do but my recollection briefly put is that the Policy is in 

— a large measure responsible for the following programs: 

OUR ACTIVITIES 

I PRODUCE (NORE GAME AND 1. The Williamston project in its present form, 
GAME FISH. 2. The new shooting preserve laws in both Michigan and Wisconsin. 
oe 3. Wisconsin's new game management plans 

3. ESTABLISH MORE INVIOLATE 4. Iowa's new game management progrem. 
WILD-LIFE REFUGES. : 

ee ome eieucee 5. Twelve upland game demonstrations set up by our staff through- 
ING AND FISHING GROUNDS. out the south this year in cooperation with the Biological 

Be eee bap a Survey and state officials. The Survey desires no publicity on these 
6. URGE UNIVERSAL PRACTICE demonstrations as yet but by December we should certainly be able to 

NS te 2 s s : : 1 Peaborttercreumen,. Mention the location of them which is as follows: One each on quail 
. Ob LANDOWNERS, ENCOUR= in North Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Tennessee and Indiana; two on 

GAME. quail in South Carolinas; three on quail in Arkansas; two on quail in 

Su STOR COMMER Care Oklahoma, one of which has also developed into a very excellent prairie 
AND WASTEFUL PRACTICES. chicken study. 

cone meee 6. Connecticut's new plans in a large measure fit in with the 
(0. HELP DEVELOP STATE GAME fa 

10 POLICIES. Game Policy recommendations. 
11. DISSEMINATE HELPFUL IN= 

FORMATION TO THE PUBLIC. 

nee nner re You were of course the prime mover in getting much of 
CONSERVATION AGENCIES: this work started and I am hopeful that every state in the Union will 

shortly have as many actual demonstrations under way as lowa has right 
nowe Am glad to know that you are going to set up ten of these areas 

in Wisconsin. 

Cordially yours 

= President 
The Association @Pnsors the Annual American Game Conference and Publishes “AMERICAN GAME”
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J i 905 University Avenue 
a Madison, Wisconsin 

Pt September 29, 1932 
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Members of the 
Game Policy Committee 

Gentlemen: 

The Committee will meet at the American Game Conference, Hotel 
Pennsylvania, New York, November 28. The meeting will consist of two parts: 

(1) Game Policy Symposium, afternoon of November 28, to hear 

reports on new developments. 

(2) Committee meeting, evening of November 28, to draw any 

recommendations to be presented to the general conference, 
November 29-30. 

The purpose of this letter is to ask yor ideas on topics for the 
symposium, or the committee meeting, or both. 

For my part I offer the following, on which I would like your 
comment. 

1._Game Finance in Depression. Many official agencies are curtailing 

research, and postponing new ventures in management, on the grounds that 

no_new money is available. I think it's time for somebody to say, even 
though nobody will believe it, that in most states, in the long run, the 

huge volume of expenditure for game farms, wardens, planting stock, etc. 

will get nowhere unless private initiative in production is developed, and 

better techniques built up. This is plainly implied in the game policy. 
If it is true, then such "regular" expenditures should be cut to keep re- 

search and demonstrations going. Have we sand enough to say so? Or am I 
mistaken in my argument? 

2. State Planning and State Funds. The only untapped source of public game 

money is license increases devoted éxclusively to specific programs. General 
increases for general purposes will hardly pass in these times. 

Specific programs require stabilized commissions, and advance 
surveys and plans. The Iowa Lake Restoration Program, for instance, is a 

complete system of development plans and cost estimates drawn up before 

the money to execute them is even asked for. 

Should the committee urge such state planning on other states? 

3. Copeland Resolution (S. 2. 175). This in effect asks the Secretary of 
Agriculture how states can be helped to practice all kinds of conservation 

on idle lands. 

It is a safe guess that "help" means technical help rather than 

subsidies or other "federal aid." ;
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Experience has shown that the most kinds of conservation, when 
practiced separately, need subsidies to keep going. What state, though, 
has ever tried practicing all kinds, on a fee or revenue basis, under a 
unified single administration, on a definite piece of land? None. 

The Copeland Resolution offers the Secretary the chance to volunteer 
the combined technical services of the federal bureaus to try out such a 
scheme in willing states. 

4A possible outcome, if any, would be huge "conservation districts" 
on idle lands, of mixed ownership but administered by the state, open to 

the shooting and fishing public for a fee, and also practicing forestry for 

revenue. 

This is a legislative and a policy question. If anything is to be 

done, it will have to be done jointly with the National Committee on Wild 

Life Legislation. 

4. Democratic Shooting Preserves. One of the most promising developments 

of recent years is the "licensed shooting preserve," which is granted a 
preferential season in exchange for certain private initiative in game 

management. 

The spread of the idea, however, has been very small, due no doubt 

to the "club" flavor inherent in the term "shooting preserve." 

I would like to describe a preserve, which I have organized under 

the Wisconsin Shooting Preserve Law, which I think entirely avoids this 

"club" flavor. It is really a "Farmer-Sportsman Mutual" or "Cooperative, " 
in which the farmer is an equal member with full shooting privileges. It 
is working well so far. 

5. Protectionist Relations. I would like to call attention to the fact that 
the cooperation of protectionists in launching game management legislation 
is being jeopardized by constant irritations over the predator issue. 

Nearly every sporting magazine, departmental news letter, and biennial 
report announces vermin campaigns, bounty policies, or pole-trap operations 

subversive of page 21 of the American Game Policy, and most of these announce- 
ments seem unconscious of any doubt as to the wisdom of such policies. 

Sportsmen outnumber and can doubtless over-ride the protectionists, 

but I doubt the wisdom of doing so. Protectimists have their lunatic 

fringe, but so do we, only more so. I would like to cite, by name, some 

examples of questionable predator campaigns, and reiterate, before both the 

Committee and the Conference, what the Game Policy says on this question. 

Please submit your topics and criticisms by October 15. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Chairman, Game Policy Committee



/ 905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

December 15, 1931 

Members of the 
Game Policy Committee 

Gentlemen: 

A meeting of the Committee was held in New York on November 

30 with 7 members present. 

The first order of business was a conference with Dr. John 
A. Hartwell and John C. Hantington of More Game Birds in America. 

This organization requested almost a year ago that a Sub-Committee 

be appointed to confer with them on certain matters of game policy. 

The Sub-Committee consisted of Dr. John C. Phillips, John W. Tytcomb, 
and A. Willis Robertson. 

More GameBirds asked the Sub-Committee and the Committee 
to recommend to the Game Conference a plan whereby the proponents 

of various ways of financing a migratory bird program would submit 
their differences to a joint committee. The final action of the 
Policy Committee is indicated by the attached report, which was 

submitted to and approved by the Game Conference. 

The report deals partially with policy and partially with 

legislation. Accordingly it was submitted before presentation on 
the floor to the Committee on Wild Life Legislation, which inter- 

posed no objection. 

No other business was transacted. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Chairman, Game Policy Committee



/ REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE 
ON AMERICAN GAME POLICY 

In view of the critical condition of migratory waterfowl, the 
Committee has re-examined the recommendations on mieratory bird policy 
made by it and adopted by the American Game Conference in 1930. It has 

also examined two current proposals designed to give that policy force 
and effect. 

The Comittee finds that both proposals are substantially 
identical’ in the programs of action they recommend, differing only in 

the ways and means suggested for their execution. The vrogram of action 

contemplated by both proposals includes: 

1. Asking Canada to join the United States in the creation of 

an international agency to develop and coordinate the 
waterfowl restoration work of both countries. 

2. Larse-scale public acquisition of breeding areas, rest 
grounds, and wintering grounds. Public acquisition and 

restoration of drained marsh lands and lakes, and public 
construction of new marsh lands and lakes. 

3. Practice of waterfowl management on such public areas, with 

a view to increasing the crop which they annually produce; 
including the establishment of refuges, the manipulation 

of water levels, food and cover, and the control of sraz- 

ing, disease and natural enemies where necessary. Encour- 

agement of similar practice on vrivate areas. 

u, Research to find facts bearing on the status, life history, 

and movements of each species, the improvement of manage- 

ment practice, and the predictability of dry periods. 

5. Artificial propagation where feasible. 

6. Law enforcement in full cooperation with the states. 

7- A migratory bird treaty with Mexico. 

The Game Policy Committee reaffirms its belief that these items 

are essential to any sound program of national action. It also re- 

emphasizes the additional items recommended for state and local action 

by the 1930 policy, which are not here directly in question. 

One of the two proposals now current proposes a federal bond 
issue retired by a federal hunting license as the way to finance an 

enlarged restoration program. The other proposes an amminition tax. 

In order that the vresent unanimity in program may not be endangered by 

divided counsels over ways and means, this Committee recommends:
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(a) That the American Geme Conference request the proponents 
of both measures to create a JOINT COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND 
MEANS, which shall study the methods of raising funds and, after 
consulting with Congressional Committees and the Secretary 

of Agriculture, shall agree upon the most feasible means 

for financing the program herein outlined. 

(bd) That this joint comaittee consist of four men, two to be 
selected by each proponent, plus a fifth to be selected 

by the preceding four. 

(c) That each proponent and each member of this Conference 

abide by the joint committee's decision and recommendations, 

and lend his aid to their enactment into law. 

(4) That pending the joint committee's decision each proponent 

may continue its campaign, but not to the detriment of the 

other, and with notice to the public that it will abide 
by the committee's decision on ways of financing. 

This Committee recognizes that no decision or bill wholly 

agreeable to all concerned can be hoped for. Neither can we anticivate 

or settle all the detailed questions of policy which will come up, or 
determine the division of authority and responsibility for the execution 

of the program. We believe, however, that the proposed and existing 

agencies guided by the spirit of the Game Policy, and seeking the 

counsel of all parties at interest can work out these details. 

We earnestly entreat all conservationists to recognize what 
by now must be apparent: That the morepromotly and effectively a con- 

structive continental program of restoration is launched, the less 
stringent will be the restrictive measures necessary to prevent 

further depletion of waterfowl. The conservation movement is con- 

fronted by the necessity of effecting a radical increase in waterfowl 
production and protection, or of accenting a radical curtailment in 

waterfowl shooting. 

The restrictive measures appropriate in the interim period 

are not here covered, since they are within the authority of existing 
agencies and require no special legislation. 

ALDO LEOPOLD, Chairman
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JOHN B. BURNHAM 
ESSEX. NEW YORK 

December 7, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am sincerely sorry 
Iwas not able to get to the committee 
meeting. 

I had accepted a speek- 

ing date for a charity a month or so ago 
and did not know it was to be last Monday 

; until the people had made all the arrange- 
ments, and it was too late to break the en- 
gagement, otherwise I should have been in : 
New York for all day on Monday. 

I am tremendously in- 
terested in your work, which I believe to be 
one of the greatest efforts that has ever 
developed in the cause of conservation. I know 

of no other men in America who could do the 
thing so well, Don't think that I am not in- 
terested. 

The trouble with me is that 
I have to earn back some of the money that I 
lost while giving my time to conservation, and 
when one is figuring on a number of contracting 
jobs at one time, he must concentrate on that, 
ifhe expects to come out on top in the end. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Neer 64 TVA A at > 
JBB /Ai i Js ™m 

ack. 1%n[au



RECENT WATERFOWL DEVBLOPMENTS 

When the American Game Association's suggested $25,000,000 
bond issue federal license plan to restore waterfowl breeding grounds 
was announced late in September its reception everywhere was most 
encouraging. Leading national magazines and organizations got 
squarely behind it. 

In recent weeks considerable dissatisfaction with the water- 
fowl regulations in effect this year has been evident in a number of 
statese Officials and leading sportsmen in some instances have been 
pronounced in their criticism of the regulatory authority vested in 
the U. S. Department of Agriculture, and especially to any measure 
which might enhance such powers in the matter of waterfowl management 
and law enforcement, 

Deviation from the regulations as originally announced, un- 
successful campaigns to get the season extended, and the mild weather 
which prevailed this fall, in the order named, were responsible for 

this unrest and apprehension. 

These criticisms and unjustified fears, coupled with the 
recent public announcement of a waterfowl plan by the More Game Birds 

Foundation, to be financed by a federal ammunition tax of l¢ per shell 
and split with the states, created a chaotic condition at the 
Bighteenth American Game Conference. 

It was very evident that unless the situation could be han- 
dled in a manner to arouse universal support no supplemental water~ 
fowl program of any kind could be launched by Congress within the 
next year or two. 

Sensing the seriousness of the problem in hand, the 
American Game Association agreed to submit the matter to the Game 
Policy Comittee of the Conference and to the National Committee 
on Wild-Life Legislation. As a result of their deliberations, the 
Game Policy Committee submitted the attached report to the Conference, 

which, after considerable heated debate on other phases of the water- 
fowl problem, unanimously adopted ite 

The proponents of the two waterfowl financing plans are now 
selecting the four members of the committee suggested. No doubt they 
will meet promptly to select the fifth member. After the Committee 
studies the needs, as well as the possibilities in Congress and else- 
where, a financing plan will be agreed upon. It may be one of those 

already proposed or it may be an entirely new onee Regardless of the 
result, it will be the duty of all organizations and individuals to 
join wholeheartedly in the promotion of the plan so agreed upon. 

AMERICAN GAME ASSOCIATION 

Washington, D. C. 
December 4, 1931.



REPORT OF THE COMMITTES 
ON AMERICAN GAME POLICY 

In view of the critical condition of migratory waterfowl, the 
Committee has re-examined the recommendations on migratory bird policy 
made by it end adopted by the American Game Conference in 1930. It has 
also examined two current proposals designed to give that policy force 
and effocte 

The Committee finds that both proposals are substantially 
identical in the programs of action they recommend, differing only in 
the ways and means suggested for their execution. The program of action 
contemplated by both proposals includes: 

1. -Asking Canada to join the United States in the creation of 
an international agency to develop and coordinate the 

waterfowl restoration work of both countries. 

2. Large-scale public acquisition of breeding areas, rest 
grounds, and wintering grounds. Public acquisition and 
restoration of drained marsh lends and lakes, and public 

construction of new marsh lands and lakes. 

5. Practice of waterfowl management on such public areas, with 

a view to increasing the crop which they annually produce; 
including the establishment of refuges, the maninulation 

of water levels, food and cover, and the control of grazing, 

disease and natural enemies where necessary. Encouragement 
of similar practice on private areas. 

4, Research to find facts bearing on the status, life history 
and movements of each species, the improvement of manage- 
ment practice, and the predictability of dry periods. 

Se Artificial propagation where feasible. 

6. Law enforcement in full cooperation with the states. 

7e A migratory bird treaty with Mexicoe 

The Game Policy Committee reaffirms its belief that these items 

are essential to any sound program of national action. It also re- 
emphasizes the additional items recommended for state and local action 
by the 1930 policy, which are not here directly in question. 

One of the two proposals now current proposes a federal bond 
issue retired by a federal hunting license as the way to finance an 

enlarged restoration programe The other proposes an ammunition tax. 

In order that the present unanimity in program may not be endangered by 

divided counsels over ways and means, this Committee recommends: 

(a) That the American Game Conference request the proponents of 

both measures to creat a JOINT COMMITTZE ON WAYS AND MEANS, 
which shall study the methods of raising funds and, after 
consulting with Congressional Committees and the Secretary
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of Agriculture, shall agree upon the most feasible means 
for financing the program herein outlinede 

(b) That this joint committee consist of four men, two to be 
selected by each proponent, plus a fifth to be selected 
by the preceding foure 

(c) That each proponent and each member of this Conference abide 
by the joint committee's decision and recommendations, 
and lend his aid to their enactment into laws 

(d) That pending the joint committee's decision each proponent 
may continue its campaign, but not to the detriment of the 
other, and with notice to the public that it will abide by 
the committee's decision on ways of financing. 

This Committee recognizes that no decision or bill wholly 
agreeable to all concerned can be hoped fore Neither can we anticipate 
or settle all the detailed questions of policy which will come up, or 
determine the division of authority and responsibility for the execution 

of the program. We believe, however, that the proposed and existing 
agencies guided by the spirit of the Game Policy, anda seeking the 

counsel of all parties at interest can work out these details. 

We earnestly entreat all conservationists to recognize what 
by now must be apparent: That the more promptly and effectively a 
constructive continental program of restoration is launched, the less 

stringent will be the restrictive measures necessary to prevent further 

depletion of waterfowl. The conservation movement is confronted by the 
necessity of effecting a radical increase in waterfowl production and 

protection, or of accepting a radical curtailment in waterfowl shootings 

The restrictive measures appropriate in the interim period are 
not here covered, since they are within the authority of existing i 

agencies and require no special legislation. 

ALDO LEOPQ@LD, Chairman
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GIVING THE GAME POLICY THE LABORATORY TisT* : 
_% By Seth 3. Gordon 
os Conservation Director, Izaak Walton League of Amorica 

\ hed 

Much progress has been mede since the presentation of the first draft 

of the proposed American Game Policy to this Conference last year, and the 

progrem committee has seen fit to again inflict some of us upon you. 1 

have taken the liberty to change the title to "Giving the Game Policy the 

Laboratory Test"--but the paper will be essentially the same. 

In meking this admission I am quite unlike the ambitious young minister 

about to deliver a trial sermon. He believed in versatility, and when asked 

upon what topic he proposed to preach he proudly informed the good deagon 

who arranged for his appearance that he could discourse upon any oue of five 

or six themes, naming them in high-sounding titles. We knew, even though 

the unsuspecting deacon did not, that no matter which theme he chose those 

good people would get the one and only sermon prepared for the oceasion. 

This game policy question also has but one main theme. Regerdless of 

titles, there is but one nut to orack. My friend Aldo Leopold, the energe- 

tie Chairman of our Game Policy Committes, already has told you what that 

nut is, and I shell attempt to tell you something about recent efforts which 

have been mede to crack it. 

: POLICY HAS CRYSTALLIZED THOUGHT 

The whole game situation in America right now is in a state of flux; 

our Amoricen hunting system is in a normal but rather critical era of 

transition. 

*address delivered et Seventeenth Annual Game Conference, New York City, 

= December 1, 1930
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In the past our sportenen have milled «round like a frenzied herd in 

ae box canyon trying to escape impending disaster. There have teen plenty 

of flash-inethe-pan idees and much bickering, but mighty little constrve- 

tive, cooperative thinking. The one thing this game policy has dene vas to 

tring out real constructive the. ght on the subject. The other thing we now 

need is genuine tolerance. 

This crystallization of idens hag put the thinking American sporteanen 

sonewhat in the fraue of mind voiced by that dear old lady, who, when asked 

about her iliness, optiuistically replied that she marely would be better 

goon tecause she just couldn't get any worse. 

Whether the sportsmen as a whole will take advantage of thar present 

opportunity resains to be geen. They have awaited miracles so long that it 

may te hard to face cold facts. In the past they have sach invested some- 

thing like $50.00 annually in equipment, transportation, board, and other 

essentials to harvest a crop toward the maintenazee of which they contri- 

buted a measly dollar or two a year and mighty little or no persoval effort-~- 

and yet they wonder what's been wrong with the aystem. 

TPO POINTS OF COMMON AGRERHENT 

I Welieve that finally the majority of our sportemen (this term is 

Weing used advisedly) have reached the point where they are willing to 

listen to reason, but many of our selfish, short-sighted brothers of the 

chase will continue te flounder about and bieme their ills upon everybody 

else but thenselves. : |
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feo important points of common agreezent seem to stand out in bold 

relief. the first is that the sportasen must pay for their shooting or else 

have none tomorrow. And the seoond is that unless the laniowner is given a 

square deal and, especially in thickly settled seotions, is taken into a 

workable partnership he will becoms still more sebellious, allow no hunting, 

and take no interest whatever in the game crop. 

How the sportsmen wish ta pay for their sheeting, which I believe they 

are willing to do, is a matter for each state and each locrlity to decide. 

It ia obvious that this conference cannot decide it for them, ate conditions 

wary too greatly to suggest a universal method. 

How to agsure the interest of the landowner also is difficult of 

solution, but this boils itself down to a very much more simpis formula. 

One thing is certainj thet we uilk cet nowhere unloss we try something. 

The best bet, therefore, is te give all the methods suggested in the game 

policy an honest trial, then choogs those which offer the best solution in 

each state and lecality. 

MYTHICAL BUGBEARS STIFLE acTICN 

Meny of the mythical hurdies which confront us today wil) vanish es 

so0n as we muster enough courage to admit that the old order of things has 

changed, and that we must do something instesd of morely talk atout it. 

One wry lerge class of sportsmen insists that all we need is much 

higher license fees te supply the states with the sinews of war 20 that they 

may establish refuges, buy and lease hunting grounds, rear game for stocking 

purposes, feed geme in the wintertime, acd enforce the lew. Quite a few 

ineist thet the present revenue ie all their states are equipped te expend 

jediciously. These sportsmen obviously believe that the gowermment can do
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everything and that they need do nothing but contritute limited amounts to 

public coffers, which leads us to the conclusion that our people generally 

Ddelieve in encournging private initiative in everything exeept game manage~ 

mant. 

Another class of sportemen insists that the farmers must be paid for 

hunting privileges in order to get them actively interested in the game 

crep. Their friends reies their hands in holy horrer for fear that any step 

in that direction means the adoption of the English hunting system in America. 

COOPERATIVE ACTION WINSING ADRERRNTS 

Thile these several aheols of thought bicker and quarrel, two factors, 

the economies of the situation and sslf-preservation, are stepping in te 

quietly but mirely solve same of these probrems. 

Two types of ecoperative action in the outdoor field have been winning 

frionds ate rapid pace. The older of these, the private hunting and fishing 

preserve, is the product of cool-headed thinking on the part of business and 

professional men whe are aceustened to enalyzing situations far in edvence. 

They have bended together in increasing numbers as a matter of self-preser- 

vation, and large aereages of choice lands and waters are being added annually 

to this restricted class. 

48 I stated a year ago, many of these oreserves are hunted and fished 

far less intensively than sixiler areas open to the general public, and are 

a godsend to the thousandn of unattached sportanen who benefit from the 

overflow game. ‘ i 

The lews in most states encoursge such private initiative, but some of 

them have driven herd bargains which give the public the big end of the stick.
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I endorse the theory of encouraging private initiative, but how for 

we ehould go in this direction I am not ready to state. One thing is ser 

tain; we should not condemn others for doing what we as a whole are un- 

willing to tackle. 

The other ceeperative action is teth economic and in the interest of 

self-preservation. I refer to the tendency of landowsers, especially farmers, 

to tand tegether te contre] situations with whieh they as individuals could 

not hope to cope. This movement has been accelerated by recomendations of 

federal and state agencies that the Cernere and ranchers pool their interests 

through cooperatives of werious kinds. 

: | REGULATION I8 GHIGP AIN 

The purpose for which farmers usually pool their interests with 

_weferencs to hunting is to assure a square deal and to regulate rather then 

to prohibit or profit from hunting. 

. Santon disregard of the vested rights of landowners and abuses of ali 

kinds have brought about the ensetment of drastic trespass lews in sere than 

twonty states, and unless conditions improve more of them will do likewise. 

Retaliattes has been anggeetet, gueh as making it iliegal for the landowners 

themselves to hunt on posted Ianda, but such action would be most unwise 

and a contravention of property rights. What we need is pesitive and not 

more negative action. 

Gone atates haw attempted te alleviate the posting problen, with con 

siderable success, by compelligg every hunter te wear a large identification 

tag im a conspicuous place on the outer garments while hunting, and by de- 

elering 2ll property within « radiue of one hundred and fifty or wore yards 

of all eceupied farm buildings as a safety zone or refuge area. both of
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these uethods have real merit, but they do mot get to the kernel of the 

nut--hor te encourage the farmers to help produce e geme orep. 

Since the trend is so decidedly in the direction of farm evepera-~ 

tives of varions types, I am convineed that the farm game ea-op is just 

around the corner, and that many of these will become well managed, pro- 

ductive daily or seagon fee hunt clubs epen to the public for a reasonable 

oherge. This doen not iuply that tho tixe ever will come when all farm end 

ranch lands will bs so operated. The farmers, like the sportsmen, ¢o not 

generally cosperate so efficiently as thet. 

MUST HESP BUNTING ON HIGH PLANS , 

Before further diecussing the question of encouraging fermers to 

produee a geome crop, permit me to inject a few thoughts which should te 

reiterated at this point. : 

About two years ape ome of the speeksrs ef this conference, our 

friend John Burnham I believe, suggested the pomai tality of much higher 

licenses fees and exminetion ani certification of meritorious applicants 

Defore licenses ere issued in order to woed out thoes who are not fit te 

cerry firesres or whe are known geome lor vielators or vandals. 

Some of there daye we many find a state with emough courage to in- 

augurate such a syeten. A number of states now require a certifionte of 

title before one ann ebtain a license for an automobile, and some of them 

compel drivers to pass satisfactory tests before they are authorized to 

dvivwe. Uhy would it mt be possible to establish o central hunting licenses 

issuing agency in every state, then get a *fitneas certificates’ on file for 

every nan entitle? to a license?
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fo establish such a system, the good sportsmen would have to subject 

themselves to some inconvenience to obtain the original certificate, tut the 

system, once established, would operate more or less automatically, ae do 

the various automobile license issuing agencies now. With an effective 

revocation feature, judiciously administered, such a system would make 

possible the elimination of those who are not entitled to the rights and 

privileges enjoyed by real sportemen. 

If we do not put hunting on a high plane and keep it there others will 

do it for us. 

ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION vse. NATURAL PRODUCTION : 

The Association responsible for these fine anmnuel conferences was the 

first national conservation organization in America te actively promote 

natiomide plans for the better protection of all native game; and it was the 

first national organization to prepare and distrilmte bulletins giving in- 

; structions covering the resring of game for stocking purposes. 

Practically every state now has lows governing geme farming which 

regulate the sale of such geme for propagating purposes as well as the dis- 

position of surplus stock for food purposes when tagged properly. 

Most of these laws are quite sensible and aceomplish the purpose 

intended, but some of them are needlessly burdensome and complicated. Where 

more liberal laws are needed to really encourage game breeding, this Conference 

and its associated groups naturally are the agencies which should teke the 

lead in the promotion of such legislation, as they are best able to do it in 

a manner that will be effective and in entire harmony with American tradition 

and thought. 

But no matter how much we do to encourage game farming by chicken-wire 

methods, America's game problem will remain unsolved until we make it possible 

for wild geme to produces a maximum crop, then surround the harvesting of it 

with such safeguards as may be necessary to assure an ample seed stock at the 

end of each season.
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4nd this brings me to a discussion of America's first real coopera- 

tive attempt to test one of the most important phases of the proposed game 

; policy in a genuine outdoor laboratory. 

Bow THE PROJECT ORIGINATED 

Michigan has teen a real battle ground for many of the problems 

which I have enumerated, but I believe there has beon more constructive 

thinking on the general subject in the Wolverine State during the past year 

then anywhere else. This has been accomplished under the leadership of the 

Michigan Division of the Izaak Waton League working in close cooperation 

with officials of the State Conservation Department. / 

The whole situation has been precipitated by Mr. Harry F. Harper, 

President of the Michigan Division of the League, and his associates in 

an effort te find a solution to the difficulties arising out of the orton 

trespass law, which is no more drastic than the laws in many ether states, 

i and the enactment of a new shooting preserve law by the 1929 legislature 

to encourage sportsmen to establish and stock such preserves. the framers 

of the latter certainly drove a hard bargain for the benefit of the public, 

because the owners may kill only fifty percent of the birds they release. 

fhe publication of the proposed game policy, following its presen- 

tation to this Conference last year, hed a material bearing in encouraging 

the Michigan League leaders te believe that a solution could be found to 

Michigan's geme problen in agricultural areas by translating the sugges- 

tions in the national policy into terms of a state policy.
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FARKERS' GROUP ORGANIZED IW 1929 

; Prior to the 1929 hunting season a group of farmers in Pillianston 

Township, Ingham County, banded together under local leaderstip and pooled 

their lands, covering about 16,000 acres, to stop bad practices and to 

regulate the number of gun-days on their property. 

Each farmer, regardless of his holdings, was authorized to iesue four 

hunting tickets daily. Tickets were used by themselves or issued to those 

who applied first each day regardiess of relationship or friendship. They 

were issued without charge end were good anywhere on the entire 16,000 seres. 

This allowei a possible maximum of 600 hunters per day, or S600 gun-days 

during the short pheasant season. 

It was found that this methed assured an equitable distribution of 

hunters over the area, prevested owr-shooting, and stopped vandalian. But 

it did not induce the farmers to alter farm practices in the interest of « 

geome crop, : 

Villianston Township is within easy drifing distence of Lensing and 

other Hichigan cities. The farms are tilled quite intensively and are 

devoted to the growing of corn, wheat, ryo, oats, beans, potatoes, mixed 

hay, ond stock raising, It is said to be one of the test pheasant and d 

rabbit hunting areas in that state. Some prairie chickens efd a fee quail 

are still found there. Wo pheasants have been stocked for ten or nore 

years, proving the adaptability of the area to these gaudy game birds. 

LEAGUB SPONSORS BIG PROGRAM 

The only way te test the quality of a product is to put 18 into the 

: laboratory, and there take it apart. Some months after the proposed game 

policy was published it wes suggested thet the Izask Valton League should 

launch the first of a series of test projects in Filliamsten township, 

because the farmers there were already organized. —
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The grousd work was laid under the direction of the Hichigan Division 

of the League and National Keadcuerters, and on Setoter 26 the Pre ject 

Committee met in Lansing and agreed upon a progrem of action. The Committee 

Gonsists of: : 

Jesgue Group: ; 
Eerry Herper, President Michigan Division and member National 

Executive Board; Harry Jewett, President Yolverine Chapter; C. A. 
Triphagen, President Ingham County Chapter; Sarl ©. Doyle, Exeoutive 
Secretary Michigan Division end Seeretary to the Committees; Dr. H. B. 
Yard, Chairmen National Executiw Roard’s Conservation Committes; and 
I have been charged with the responsibility of the chairmanship. 

Farmers’ Association Group: 
H. G. King, President; T. A. Thompson, organizer of Yillian- 

ston Farmers’ Association; William Brannan and Wile Clark. (Two 
others to be added.) . 

Technica) Group: 
P. &. Lovejoy, In Charge of Game Division, Michigan Conservation 

Department; Dr. K. G. MeMurry, Chairman Conservation Committee, Bichigan 
Academy of Sciences, connected with the University of Michigan; Dean 

, S. T. Dana, Sohool of Forestry aud Conservation, Uniwrsity of Hichigen; 
Dr. H. R. Hunt, Professor of Zoology, Michigan State College; Herbert &. 
Powell, Commissioner of Agricul ture; Alde Leepold, In Charge of National 
Geme Survey; and ©. B, Grange, U. %. Biclegical Survey. 

Im addition to the above, the committee has an advisors and assistants 

the following: 

br. ¥. he Pirmie, Ornithologist, Michigan Conservation Department; 

H.R. Ruhl, Memmalogist, Michigan Gonservation Department; Z. C. 
Mandenburg, Pathologist, State Department of Agriculture; Phelps y 
Voge lseng, Laniseape Architect, Stete Highway Department; Dr. S. A. 
Grehen, Profeesor of Beonomie Zoolegy, Sehool of Forestry and Conssr- 
vation, University of Michigan; Dr. H. %. Pight, Professor of Forest 
Zoology, University of Michigan; Dr. =. C. O'Reke, Pathologist, Sehgol 

' ef Forestry and Conservation, University of Michigan; Dean 2. A. Bea®ey, 
Michigan State College; Dean R. C. Huston, Michigan State College; - - 

Prof. J. & Stack, Associate Professor of Zoology, Michigan State 
College; L. B. Bradt, Instructor in Zoslegy, Michigan State College; 
and J. 0. Veatch, Soils Research, Michigan State Colleges
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This is quite an unuseal array of talent, and so far as I «now it is 

the first time in the history of game conservation that all ef these agencies 

have been mobilized in an effort to plan and conduct a big outdoor laboratory 

of 19,000 acres, the entire township, to determine what can be done te pro- 

dvce and harvest a farm gase crop without hindrance to the ordinary operation 

of farm end grazing lands. 

WHAT THR PLAN COVERS 

The farmers in Tilliemston Township have in the past done some winter 

game feeding, but they have never launshed an intensive campaign of any kind 

to produce more gane. ; 

The Committee decided that in view of the fact that ringneck pheasants 

have furnished fairly good shooting in Villiamston Township, with no re- 

stocking or special encouragement, that this project shall te launched and 

earried through without adding to the stock except by natural precesses. 

Pliens heave been developed for joint cover and food management and the 

general improvement of game conditions by methods such as farmers and 

sportenen everywhere may apply with a comporatively anell expenditures of 

time and money. 

A periodical census will be made of #11 geme in the township te 

determine the species, munber, sex, ete. An intensive winter feedig 

program has been launched; the drift of the pheasants is being studied by : 

banding; food habit studies of all game birds on the area are being wade; 

the ravages of predetors will be observed ani any necessary steps taken to 

eurd them; and specimens will be collected for possible studies.
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: SREA SAS BAPPED CARRPULLY 

One of the preliminary steps was the complete mapping of the cover and 

soils of the entire township, cover mapping being a field in which Michigan 

has pioneered in outstanding fashion. These studies show that about 635 

acres of the 19,000 acres are peat land divided inte thirty or forty unite; 

900 acres are muck lend in eight units, which might later be used for eul- 

tivation; end ebout 850 seres are potholes divided inte about 165 units. 

All of the acreage which is under water part or all of the year and surrounded 

with the usual vegetation and tree growth, is likely to remain in its present 

state indefinitely. 

In addition to these unite, preliminary figures indicate the presence 

of approximately 2500 sores @f marginal land--svales, sloughs, tinter, eto.-- 

which are not cultivated and likely te remain in thie condition indefinitely. 

This makes a total of 4,250 acres, or better than 20% which are in somewhat 

permanent game cover. 

PLANS FOR NEXT SPRING 

Next spring cover and food planting and management will be undertaken ( 

in earnest. Studies will be made te determine the effect of farm practices, 

such ag grazing, tarning, creping rotations and drainage; breeding habits 

and food studies will be continued; and a few special areas will likely be 

get aside as inviolete refuges. 

Arrangements will be meade to have the farmers plant odd corners near 

suitable game cower to special crops to furnish food and cover, and in a 

nunter of instances portions of standing fields of corm and other crops 

will te purchased and left on the ground sie use next winter.
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, A complete check will be made of the game killed next fall on the area, 

and this information will be compared with like deta collected during the 

past season for use in checking the results obtained. 

All of these studies are being conducted under the general supervision 

of the Goumittese, but will be done by or under the direst supervision of one 

or more of the experts working om the project. it is likely thet the azwa 

will te subdivided into analler working unite gc that comparative results 

on various tyres of land and cover may be checked. Neighboring check areas 

algo will be established. 

fhe farmers of Williaxston Township at this time are afiverre to selling 

shooting privileges, but individuel farmers are to be paid by the Fal tonians 

for any lator, seed, special services, and for the use of lands that would 

ordinarily be used for regular farm crops. 

FaRMERS COOPESATING ENTHUSIASTICALLY 

I om gratified to report that the formers of Yilliemston Township are 

taking « keen interest in this entire program ané are cooperating most en- 

thusiastically. 

Gun-day control plans as in operation during the past teo seasons are 

to be continued. As evidence of the effectiveness of thie method and the 

manner in which the few simple miles of the Farmers’ Association have been 

observed, I want to eall attention to the fact that during the past two 

years thore have been no infractions, no unauthorized trespassing, and no 

Gepredations of any sort on these lands regardless of the fact that there 

has teen no patrolling of any kind.
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A PUBLIC PROJECT? NOT A CLUB PROsECT 

The cost of this project will be borne by the national organization of 

the Izenk Walton League, the Fichigan Division, the Yolverins State Chapter, 

the Inghem County Chapter, and the cooperating agencies. 

411 arrangements for special materials and extra lebor are made directly 

with the agencies involved, and with the individual farmers deing special 

work. 

The cost of operating this laboratory will te cuite high, tut we beligve 

the regults will fully justify the expenditure. If is planed to carry the 

project through far enough te get definite anawers to the many questions which 

remain unanewered. : 

: This whole progrem is an effort te develop a low-cost methed of gane 

production which farmers and sportmen may apply without materially inter- 

fering with farm end ranch managenent. 

The information obtained will be made known to conservationists 

generally throughout the country in the hope thet our findings may be applied 

eleerthers, ani that the practice cf game cowr management will become uni- 

versal. 5 

Ag rapidly as the Committee's findings permit verious other and much 

more simple types of farmer-sportemen relationship projects will be eet up 

in Michigan and eleswhere., Numsreus League chapters already have indicated 

thetr desirs to undertsks such rrograms. 

While the Taltonians are financing this public project, they have 

asked to epecial consideration in the way of hunting privileges and they 

expect none. They are doing it solely because they see in it an opportunity 

to render « fine service to the cause of game conservation and to help put 

this americen game policy inte practice. We of the Izeek Talton League are
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most optimistic about the walue of this project, and hope that you will 

shere in our snthueiasn. 

In conclusion, ict me again urge that we as sportemean end conserva- 

tion officials grasp the opportunity to lead the way in game conservation 

by taking a bold stand, ond ty urging the American sportemen to giw this 

proposed geme policy an honest trial. Let us ineugurate more of these 

outdoor lateratories and let the results dietate our future course.
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HEN VEN DEKE Thanks for sending me a copy of your 
See WA e letter to Dr. Bryant. I sent you yesterday copy of 
SINCLAIR WEEKS a letter to Dr. Anthony in answer to his letter ac- 

CONSERVATIONIST AND SPORTSMAN . 
Ceres cepting a place on the Game Conference program. We 

eae ere ONEY have Dr. Bryant in mind as one of the men to lead 
a the discussion on Dr. Anthony's paper and will write 

OUR ACTIVITIES him and other discussion leaders in the near future. 
1. PRODUCE MORE GAME AND GAME 

FISH. ' * 
S SAREGUARD’ WILD LIFE AND 118 on ; Lloyd's refusal places us in a rather 

HABITAT: difficult position. I am going to do my best to pre- 

paercienaert cess uaa aaa vail upon Dr. Phillips if Adams gives his 0. K. 
4, PROVIDE MORE PUBLIC HUNTING 

AND FISHING GROUNDS. 

5. DEVELOP PUBLIC APPRECIATION OF Cordially yours » 
WILD LIFE. . 

6. URGE UNIVERSAL PRACTICE OF 
CLEAN SPORTSMANSHIP. 

7. PROMOTE RESPECT FOR RIGHTS OF Z — ‘ 
LANDOWNERS; ENCOURAGE 
THEM TO INCREASE GAME. ° g/p a President 

8. STOP COMMERCIALIZED SLAUGH- 
TER, ILLICIT SALE, AND 
WASTEFUL PRACTICES. 

9. EXTEND WILD-LIFE RESEARCH. 

10. HELP DEVELOP STATE GAME 
POLICIES. 

11. DISSEMINATE HELPFUL INFORMA- 
TION TO THE PUBLIC. 

12. COOPERATE WITH OTHER CON- 
SERVATION AGENCIES. 

Eighteenth American Game Conference, Dec. 1 and 2, 1931, Hotel Pennsylvania, New York City 

The Association Sponsors the Annual American Game Conference and Publishes “AMERICAN GAME”
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ADDRESS ONLY 

THE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

ABHINST ONS RLeS. UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

WASHINGTON 
October 9, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

905 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

I have looked over the memorandum relative to migratory bird 
policy which was: discussed at Hot Springs. My own reaction is that 
an enlarged fact-finding program is very desirable and should be 

promoted, but think it will need to be presented in a very tactful 
way in order to bring about any results in these times when economy . 

is demanded. However, I am a little skeptical as to what can be 
expected from an international committee unless it is provided with 

sufficient funds to hire the very best of talent. A good example of 

what can be accomplished by such a committee is to be found in the 

International Halibut Commission which has been working at the Uni- 
versity of Washington in Seattle. Reference to its reports brings 

convincing proof of fine accomplishment. 

Evidently the "More Game Birds in America, Ine." group is 

attempting a similar program, but I have doubts as to whether we 

can expect much accomplishment in view of the present personnel. 

Your choice of Dr. Anthony as a speaker is pleasing, and I 
will try to be helpful in following him with discussion of the sub- 
ject. 

I will try to attend the meeting of the Policy Committee in 
New York on Monday, November 30. 

Very truly yours, 

Pee B Fo ms . a



JOHN B. BURNHAM 
ESSEX, NEW YORK 

- October 6, 1931 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 
$05 University Avenue 
Madison,Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Your productions are always provokative of thought. 
I like the statement sent out as the result of the Game Policy 
Committee meeting held at the time of the International Convention 
at Hot Springs, Arkansas, I should like to see the American Game 
Association the organization through which the proposed survey 
would be carried on, 

I think there should be added to the fact-finding 
program a survey of wild fowl breeding conditions in North America 
above the northern limit of agriculture. It is my belief the ducks 
are breeding farther north each year, possibly as a result of the 
recent dry years in agricultural areas, and that we heave virtually 
overlocked in our surveys some 6f the best breeding territories 
for mallards and pintails, 

Ido not believe this northern area is affected by 
droughts to anything like the extent of areas in the tillable region, 
It has a constantly frozen soil, which acts like hard-pen in retain- 
ing water end making numberless sloughs and lakes, which do not dry 
up in the same way that bodies of water dry up in unfrozen sections 
of the country, Seepage is eliminated and evaporation in the short 
summer is never sufficient to remove all the water, Harkin's report 
from Aklavik would indicate the truth of the statement. 

As an illustration, in an area of six by four miles ad- 
joining Koidern in northwestern Yukon territory, I once from an ad- 
joining mountein counted 150 little shallow lekes and later on, when 
walking through the area, found families of mallards and pinteils on 
practically every one of these little bodies of water. 

I think your survey should include this overlooked resource 
of breeding grounds,.and if such a survey is made, it should investi- 
gate also the ravages of coyotes and other vermin here found in entirely 
different environment than elsewhere. 

I heartily approve the proposal to push the research work 
and practical tests necessary to develop standards of quality in the 
artificial propagation of wild fowl. 

Very sincerely yours, 

JBB fli mn,
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October 6, 1931 

Aldo Leopold, Esq. 
905 University Ave. 

Madison, Wis. 

Dea: Mr. Leopold: 

Receipt is acknowledged of your letter of the lst 

inclosing memorandum on migratory bird policy submitted to the game 

policy committee. The truth of your statement that no adequate long 

time measures have as yet been formulated for the conservation of 

migratory birds should be sfpoe all. States have found that 

they did not get very far simply by legislating and by imposing 

restrictions. The duck situation cannot be solved in that manner. 

In fact, I goto Washington this afternoon to urge upon the Advisory 

Couneil on the Migratory Bird Treaty that the present restrictions 

upon shooting are not practical since they are not based upon adequate 

fact finding, Canada has not cooperated by reducing its seasons, the 

public is not in sympathy with the regulation and the states will 

be powerless to enforce it. ‘Ye are advocating a ten weeks season with 

three shooting days per week, on which we believe we can get public 

support and which can be reasonably enforced. ven that is but a 

temporary measure and seeks merely to reduce the killing but not to 

increase the present supply. 

It is absolutely essential for us to go to the 

root of this situation and try to work out some plan calculated to 

result in an increased supply of ducks and ceese. 

1 will certainly endeavor to att-nd the meeting 

of your policy committee in Jew york on November 30th and hope at 

that meeting we will have a full attendance. 

Very truly yours, 

a C= 

i ‘ 
* 

A. Willis Robertson A 
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STATE BOARD OF FISHERIES AND GAME 
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FISHERIES AND GAME 

HARTFORD 

October 5, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Chairman 
Game Policy Committee 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Many thanks for the copy of the minutes of the 
meeting of the Game Policy Committee held at Hot Springs. 

I note that the bond issue plan was informally 
discussed. I had a feeling that the thing was being put 
over rather hastily and Gordon's plan should have been 
submitted to the Game Policy Committee and the Committee 
on Resolutions before being acted upon in open meeting. 
I have written him to that effect and told him that I 
assumed that it had been fully discussed by the leaders 
who sponsered it before the motion was put, and also that 
I presumed it had been considered by promenient financiers 
in the Senate such as Senator Walcott, who is not only a 
conservationist but a good deal of a financier. 

Yours very truly, 

JWT: VL os Superintendent
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905 University Avenue 

Madison, Wisconsin 

October 1, 1931 

MEMBERS OF THE 
GAME POLICY COMMITTEE: 

Gentlemen: 

An informal meeting was held at Hot Springs, Arkansas, 

on September 24, in conjunction with the International Game and Fish 

Commissioners. The following members were present: Major John L. 
Farley (representing I. Zellerbach), Seth Gordon, Aldo Leopold, I. T. 
Quinn, Paul G. Redington, Joun W. Titcomb, W. J. Tucker. 

The following sat in by invitation: Dr. T. Gilbert Pearson, 

D. H. Madsen, David Mills, Ray P. Holland. 

The subjecs proposed in the circular of June 13 for dis- 
cussion at the December Conference were reviewed. Subjects 4 and 5 
were dropved for lack of time. 

The bond-issue plan, presented at the Convention by Mr. 

Gordon, for financing a migratory bird land and enforcement program, 
was discussed informally. 

The chairman presented the attached memo on a migratory 

bird research program. The committee left it to Messrs. Gordon, 

Redington, and Leopold to feel out the possibilities of securing 
private financing for such a program, and in the light of their find- 

ings, to use their judgment as to the worthwhileness of presenting it to ; 

the Game Conference. 

A meeting of the Policy Committee will be held Monday, 

November 30, the day before the Game Conference, in New York. 

Yours sincerely, 

ae ALDO LEOPOLD 
oe, ye Chairman, Game Policy Committee 

WV 
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Sept. 24, 1931 

MEMO ON MIGRATORY BIRD POLICY i 

Submitted to the 3 

Game Policy Committee 

by Aldo Leopold 

The general outlines of the migratory bird policy approved at the 

1930 Conference should, in view of the attention now focused on migratory 

birds, be developed in more detail for submittal to the 1931 Conference. 

Whatever short-time restrictive measures are adopted to prevent 

the devletion of seed stock during the present drouth, the fact remains 

that no adequate long-time measures are as yet under vay for building up 

the waterfowl resource. 

It is the long-time program of reconstruction which should interest 

this committee. The emergency restrictive program is important, but out- 

side of our field. 

The 1930 volicy points out two outstanding needs for reconstruction: 

(1) More facts 

(2) More money to act on those facts on an international scale. 

Other members of the committee are proposing ways and means for 

raising more money. 

I wish to propose, for consideration by the committee, an enlarged 

fact-finding program which may be called “An International Migratory Bird 

Survey. #! 

International Migratory Bird — In planning such a "Survey," we 

must recognize that the first requisite is to mobilize all existing 

machinery in both Canada and the United States capable of rendering useful
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service. The existing official agencies, even after their appropriations 

heve been enlarged to the utmost, cannot do the whole thing. 

Many agencies capable of helping are now doing nothing. When asked 

for helo by the existing official agencies, the usual answer is, "Yes-- 

when you get us the money." We mst set up an overhead agency, international 

in its scope, and so heavily sponsored that it can draft helo. 

This was done in war-time for military purposes. The emergency offers 

us the chance to do it again for conservation purposes. 

The help needed lies not only in the natural history field. Questions 

of engineering, meteorology, pathology, agricultural economics, etc., con- 

front us. Universities, states, scientific societies, scientific foundations, 

etc. mast help solve then. , 

Fluctuation of Water Levels. For instance, one of the fundamental questions 

as yet unanswered is whether the dried-up breeding ranve represents: 

(1) A climatic cyele, which will again right itself, and the occurrence 

of which is susceptible of vrediction, or 

(2) A permanent change due to the advance of agriculture. 

It is probable that if tree-ring exverts, meteorologists, hydrographers, 

historians, and soils experts were mobilized for a joint attack on this 

question, an answer could be found. 

‘If this thing is a cycle, we cannot prevent it but we would know 

when to expect it again. 

If it is a permanent chanze, there is a bare chance that engineering 

works might ameliorate its effects. 

Mortality Studies and Breeding Ground Management. One obvious need is to 

measure, in each species, the mortality due to hunting, crippling, predators,
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and disease, and to measure the retardation of breeding caused by food, 

cover, or other environmental factors. This has been done for some upland 

geme (viz., quail in Georgia), but no complete anvraisal for any migratory 

bird has as yet been meade. 

Obviously it is an international job. The proposed international 

set up could ect as liason and could try to expand the work in both countries. 

Only ths can the financial program for buying and improving refuges 

and breeding grounds be backed by a gradually accumulating store of facts. 

Artificial Propagation. A rapid growth of artificially propagated birds 

for release to the flight is bound to occur. This carries obvious advan- 

tages, but also grave dangers, which the average sportsman overlooks. 

No game animal deteriorates as rapidly in captivity as a duck. ‘The 

large-scale release of inferior birds might, under the guise of conservation 

and management, actually deteriorate the quality, and hence the survival- 

value, of our wild stocks. It might do more harm than good. 

Standards of quality for released stock, and exact procedures for 

producing stock of standard quality, must be developed. The game farmers 

mast work this out with the advice of geneticists and other scientists 

with whom they as yet have no contacts. ‘The proposed "Survey" shald 

mobilize these agencies, and push the research work and practical tests 

necessary to develop standards of quality. 

Organization. ‘The pronosed "Survey" should be conducted by an International 

‘Commission of exoerts, including the heads of the official departments con- 

cerned. ‘The existiw personnel of those departments should constitute 

the larger part of the technical force. Such a commission should have funds, 

privately subscribed, to execute key work in any institution competent to
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execute it. It should, in short, furnish the technical guidance without 

which funds for physical improvements such as refuges, cannot be spent to 

best advantage. 

Protectionists, bird-lovers, landowners, and other interested croups 

should be asked to participate with sportsmen in the launching of such a 

"Survey." It is an enterprise in which all factions ought to be able to 

unite, even though they differ on other issues of current policy. 

If the comaittee agrees with this proposal in principle, it should 

attempt to perfect its details for discussion by the Game Conference. 

at
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Oct. 1,1931 

Mr. A. C. Heyward : 1814 Green Street 
Columbia, South Carolina 

Dear Zant 

You spoke to me about Professor Metcalfe of the 

Agricultural College, who 1s in charge of the game course there. 

The next time you go there it might be well to inquire 

whether they could use to advantage a limited number of the 

Game Survey Report. If they could, it might be good business 

for the Institute to supply them a 

AS. 

Yours sincerely, AA 
* 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Change, Game Survey
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THE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL PARK SERVICE § 

WASHINGTON. D.C. UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

WASHINGTON 

September 30, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Aveme, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

I am anxious to be an active member of the Committee 

on Geme Policy. My absence from Washington has left me 

wondering what the most recent developments are, and what 

the plans are as far as the American Game Conference is 

concerned. I shall appreciate it if you will give me some 

idea of the present situation. 

Very truly yours, 
Ge. cia 
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ADDRESS ONLY 

THE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

Ra UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

WASHINGTON 

September 16, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

404 University Avenue, 
National Bank Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

I have your letter of September 14, forwarding 

your file copy of the circular letter of June 13. I 

have had this copied for my files, and em returning 

your copy herewith. Many thanks for your kindness in . 

sending it so promptly. 

Very truly yours, 

Inc.



Sept. 14,1931 

Dr. John C. Phillips 
Mass. Mish & Game Association 
Yl Mt. Vernon Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 

Dear Dr. Phillivst 

I certainly share your disappointment over 
the mental reactions of sportsmen in this emergency. I, too, 
have noted several cases where dissatisfaction with the afmin- 
istrative actions taken resulted merely in ill-temer. Moet 
of thea seem to forget that the emergency is still with us 
regardless of any administrative action taken, an! that we have 
an obligation to do something constructive about it. 

I hope your health is better. We will miss 
you at Hot Springs. 

Yours as ever,
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MASSACHUSETTS FISH AND GAME ASSOCIATION 
41 MOUNT VERNON STREET 

BOSTON.U.S.A. 

September 10, 19381 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold: 

My ideas on an international survey are 
very vague. Maybe I wrote you too hastily. i 
did, however, go through your proposals rather care- 
fully and I outlined a few ideas which I sent into 
Seth Gordon. No doubt he will show them to you 
if they are of any interest. 

I am awfully sorry I cannot be at Hot 
Springs. It is too long a trip and nobody pays 
my way. 

Sincerely oe 

President te Sam 
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Sept. 1h, 1932 

Mr. S. F. Rathbun 
; 

Dept. of Fisheries and Game 
P. O. Box 38% 
Seattle, Washington 

Dear Mr. Rathbun: 

T There is no expectation that the members of 

a comittee as widely separated geographically as ours shall 

be able to attend 911 or even any of the meetings. ‘The members 

can nevertheless exercise a very important function 4n cheelcing 

up on the direction of proposals orisinating at the comaittee 

meetings. Accordingly I would avpreciate your willingness to 

. contime to serve. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Chairman, Game Policy Committee



STATE OF WASHINGTON J 

: DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES AND GAME 
CHARLES R. MAYBURY, DIRECTOR 

DIVISION OF GAME AND GAME FISH 

S. F, RATHBUN , F. OU BOX 284 
SUPERVISOR OF GAME AND GAME FISH 404 BELL STREET TERMINAL 

SEATTLE, WASH. Sepiember 8, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Chairman, 

+ Game Policy Committee, 
905 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sirt- 

Referring to yours of the lst inst advising 
that the Committee will hold a meeting at the Inter= 
national Association Convention at Hot Springs, Ar- 
kansas, September 21-25, please be advised that it is 
not possible for the writer to be in attendance at 

said convention. 

Might further say that in view of the fact 
that we have been unable to attend any of these meet- 
ings with little likelihood in the future of such 
possibly it might be the proper thing to not longer 
include us as a member of the committee of which you 
are chairman, for do not wish any imoression to be 
had that we are neglectful of any of the duties in 
connection with being a member. 

However will leave this entirely to your 
own good judgment and regret that we have not been 
able to give more attention to the proceedings of the 
committee although have endeavored to do everything 
possible as far as a good intent is concerned. 

With regards 

1x : 

s.F. SK; ¢ 

X, SFRsut STATE SUPERVISCR OF GAME AND GAM@ FISH



Sept. 14, 1931 

Dr. He C- Bryant 
National Park Service 
Dept. of the Interior 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Dr. Bryant: 

i have no extra copies of the cirevlar of June 13, but I 

am loaning you my file copy. Kindly return it quickly because 

I will need it at Hot Springs. 

I hope it may still prove possible for you to be there. 

There are many things I would like to @iseuss with Yots 

Yours sincerely, : 

AIDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Incle
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THE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL PARK SERVICE ¢d 

‘ Seinen acs UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

WASHINGTON 

September 11, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

I have just returned to the office after an absence 
of three months in the field, and find awaiting me your 

circular letter of September 1, to members of the Game 

Policy Committee, suggesting reference be made to the com- 

mittee circular of June 13. A search has been made but we 
have failed to find this circular of June 13, and I am 
wondering whether you have an additional copy you could 

send me so that I may take part in the discussion as sug- 
gested. 

It seems doubtful whether I shall be able to attend 
the meeting called for Hot Springs, Arkansas, September 21 
to 25. 

Very truly yours,



Nye 

| *¢ 
R.FRED PETTIT . 

DENTIST Prbreew 

ALBUQUERQUE,NEWMexico Septel0=3I (| 

Mr Aldo Leopold. , 
Madison,Wis. 

Dear Leos- 

Just returned from a short rest in Colorado,find the 

annual meeting of the GePeAehas been held and our old forces 
which had arrived at the mecting,more or less apathetic and 
discourggsd,routed thru a deal Neblett,Reed and a few others 
put over to put Chas Lee in the Presidents chair, 

It mst have been a pretty sad day for Sherman,who has 
worked and scrapped for these last two yearssI am dead sorry 

but there are those who holdit is as well to let the "tail go 
with the hide",personally I feel that any more power will 
result in Neblett"s easier and carlier downfall,and that its 
merely a matter of time until both the bastard Seligman and 
his henchmen will ell be run out of office, 

This has been a hard hard summeryI never wokked so 
steadily in my life,but have at last replaced Dr Schumaker,vho 
died in Jan..with 2 man from Chicago and hope eventuelly to teke it e 
bit easiere 

No chance for me to be over 2t Hot Springs,Ark 

for the meetings;if we were a Committee of the Dept.of Agriculture we 
might do something about making more waste lands available 
for breeding grounde;I am convinced that the main reason why 
ducks go so far north is of necessity;this year ducks have bred at 
Tome Lakegand what"s more unusual,Cinnemon Teal have bred down 
around Socorre this summergyou willf recall doubtless that 
we have little or no southward flight of this bird but 5 fairly 
good north bound lot of them in Febeand March,but this year 
with cpnditions fevorable they have bred right here, 

Encouragement to owners of marshlands to leave and fence 

against animals and rodents,whereever possible,would prove helpful 
but there must be some incentive for thissif we have a function 
at this time it is to point the way,but right now is a darn 
hard time to secure en audience with the average land ownersgwhat 
with Hard Times rapping at the door,it merely doubles our problemne 

Sincerelye
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1. T. QUINN 

ASPB AIS COMMISSIONER 

oe > atlas STATE OF ALABAMA 
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September 8, 1951. IN REPLY REFER TO 

Hon. Aldo Leopold, Chairman, 
Game Policy Committee, 
905 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of September lst 
came during my absence from the office. I think 
that in the committee circular of June 135th there 
is provided much food for thought and subject for 
discussion. I think at our Hot Springs meeting 
each of these matters should be gone over carefully, 
at which time we will be able to determine which 
subjects, if not all, should be dealt with at the 
December meeting of the American Game Conference. 

Looking forward with pleasure to 
seeing you at the Hot Springs meeting, I am 

Yours very truly, 

a 

teeter : 
i. T. Quinn, 
Commissioner, 

ITQ.L



JOHN B. BURNHAM 
ESSEX, NEW YORK 

September 7, 1931 

Mr.Aldo Leopold, Chairman 
Game Policy Committee 
305 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have approximately 150 men 
working on various contract jobs I have taken, 
including a dam, some log cabins onLake George, 
and a 19 mile cutting for a right-of-way for 
a new trunk telephone line from New York to 
Montreal, It is almost as exacting work as try- 
ing to put over some good deed in conservation! 

For this reason, it will be im- 
possible for me to get fo Hot Springs. Sorry. 
I should like to be there. : 

Very sincerely yours, 

Ng 5 

“nM 
JBB [il



Mr. George A. Lawyer 
Niagara Hudson Power Corporation 
600 Electric Building 
Buffalo, New York 

Dear Georret 
‘ 

I have no extra copies of the circular of 

June 13, but I am sending you my file copy with the request that 

you return it to me right away, since I will need it at Hot 

Springs. 

I am sorry that you camot attend the Hot 

Springs meeting. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Chairman, Game Policy Comittee 

Inel.



NIAGARA HUDSON POWER CORPORATION 

600 ELECTRIC BUILDING 

BUFFALO,N.Y. 

September 4, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I am no longer connected with the 

New York Development Association, Inc. 
Since May 15 I have been connected with the 

Niagara Hudson Power Corporation with head- 
quarters here in Buffalo and for some reason 

did not get your committee circular of June 

13. Won't you please send me a copy of it? 

I fear it will be quite impossible 
for me to attend the meeting at Hot Springs, 

Arkansas but I do want to keep in touch with 

what the committee is doing. 

With every best wish and kindest 

personal regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

Boge Aho 

George A. Lawyer 

GAL:RT



STATE BOARD OF FISHERIES AND GAME 

oe ae CHAIRMAN Pa JOHN W. TITCOMB, SUPERINTENDENT 

. TRUE, WEST HARTFORD & eB MILDRED K. BARTLE SECRETARY 

CHARLES F. GRIFFIN, BLOOMFIELD be eh 

ee ae 
Peeper niet STATE OF CONNECTICUT ta 

FISHERIES AND GAME 

STATE CAPITOL, HARTFORD 

HARTFORD 

September 4, 1931 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, Chairman 
Game Policy Committee 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Responding to your circular of Sept. lst, 

I expect to attend the convention at Hot Springs, Sept.2lst 

to 25th. 

With kindest regards 

Sincerely yours, 

32. se Lich 
JWT: JFB



Sept. 8, 1931 

Major A. Willis Rebertson, Chairman 
Commission of Game & Inland Fisheries 
Library Building 
Richmond, Vireinia 

Dear Major Robertsons 

I fully understand your situstion, but of 

course I am sorry that you will not be with us at Hot Springs. 

I had counted on the cool judgment which you always bring to 

the deliberations of the committee and which we will need at 

this meeting if my forecast is correct. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Chairman, Game Policy Committee
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September 4, 194 

Hon. Aldo Leopold 

905 university Ave. 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear ir. +eopold: 

I have your letter of the lst. 1 had fully 
planned to attend the annual conference in Hot Springs but recent 
developments indicate that I will not be able to do so. We are Raving 
quite a critical situation in our work especially with respect to 
finances. Last year our disbursements exceeded our receipts by 
approximately $60,000 anid the present indications are that our receipts 
for the current fiscal year will be less than last as the depression 
is still with us 100% and the situation has been further complicated 

by a radical shortening of the water fowl season. iie collect about 
$40,000 a year from the sale of non-resident licenses, mostly duck 
hunters, and reports are current that a number of ducking clubs will 
not even open and that there will be very little shooting &+ the others. 

Since we gre limited to receipts from license payments 
and can hope for no help whatever from the general treasury, it is necessary 
for us to reorganize our work to meet the conditions we are Kawing. iRis, 
of course, is not an easy task since one hates to lay off men knowing 

they can secu:e no other employment and it is likewise difficult to 

curtail expansion activities already under way. 

Lo attend the Hot springs meeting would take me 

out of the state for approximately a week and 1 frankly fee] that our 

situation is too critical for me to be away that long during september. 

Therefore, if 1 fail to attend the meeting, you will know it was hot because 
i did not egrnestly wish to be there. 

Cordially yours, 

‘ * 

. btercly 
: (o 

A, Willis kobertson



Sept. 1, 1931 

Mr. Seth E. Gordon, President 

American Game Association 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Seth: 

In accordance with your wishes I have sent the attached cim 
cular calling a meeting of the Policy Committee at Hot Springs. 

I am somewhat in the dark as to whether the subjects proposed 
in my circular of June 13 are to be discussed and assigned at Hot 
Springs or whether Mr. Adams is going to assign some of them in the 
meanwhile. It is probably too late now for anybody to do any real 
work in preparation for the December meeting. 

: My objection to the Policy Comittee being the sponsor of the 
"International Migratory Bird Survey" was that I aid not think any 
single organization should be the sponsor of it for.fear of sowing fut- 
ure trouble. My idea was that all the principal organizations should 
sponsor it jointly. Prom this viewpoint the National Committee on 
Wild Life Legislation would be even less desirable as a sponsor than 
the Policy Committee, because anything they did would be distrusted 
in afivance by certain groups. ‘The only real way to launch this thing 
woild be to get these groups in on the job. — : 

I gave Redington a copy of the Survey outline, tt have not 
heard from him. Dr. Phillips was pessimistic about it. Accordingly 

at the present time I have no way of telling whether the propossl has 
any support from any game body. My prediction is that if the game 
bodies do not initiate this thing, somebody will do it for thom. . 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Incl.



905 University Aveme 
Madison, Yisconsin 
September 1, 1931 

Members of the 
: Game Policy Committee 

Centlenent 

Reference 1s made to the comaittee circular of June 13, which I 

will ask you to please look un and re-read in order to save repetition in 

this letter. 

Chairman Adams, due to the unavoidable rush of his change of official 

position, has not assigned iniividuals to investigate and be prepared to 

speals on the subjects outlined in that letter. He has asked, however, 

/ through Seth Gordon, that the Committee hold a meeting at the International 

Association Convention at Hot Springs, Aransas, September 21-25. Such 

a meeting is accordingly called. Can you be there? 

The object of the meeting is to determine (1) what, if any of the 

subjects outlined are to be reported at the Decexber Conference, and by 

whom; (2) what, 1f any, function should the Policy Committee undertale 

to discharze in connection with the present emergency in migratory birds. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO Ln0° OLD 

Chairman



905 University Aveme 
Madison, “Asconsin 
Septenber 1, 1931 

Members of the 
Game Policy Comittee 

Gentlemen: 

Reference is made to the comaittee cirewlar of June 13, which I 

will agi you to please look wp and re-reat in order to save repetition in 

this letter. ; : 

Chairman Adams, due to the unavoidable rush of his chance of official 

position, has not assigned individuals to investigate ‘cen be prepared to 

spealc on the subjects outline? in that letter. He has asked, however, 

through Seth Gordon, that the Committee hold a meeting at the Internstfonal 

Association Convention at Hot Sprincs, Aransas, September 21-25. Such 

: a meeting is accordingly called. Can you be there? 

The object of the meeting is to detersine (1) what, 1f ony of the 

‘subjects outlined are to be reported at the December Conference, and by 

whom; (2) chat, 1f any, function slould the Policy Committee undertale 

to discharge in comnection with the present enerzency in migratory birdse 

Yours sincerely, 

AINO IO OLD 
Chairman
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The Ager script plan, now being ‘con- 
sidered in Nebraska, provides that the | 
State Game Commission shall issue 
books of “hunter’s script” or coupons. 
Each coupon will have a money value 
when redeemed by the game depart- 
ment. The farmer is entitled to receive 
the value of one coupon for every bird 
taken by a hunter. (Value now being 
considered is 50 cents.) The hunter 

leaves his script book with the farmer 

before he starts hunting. 

Direct marketing of birds is prohib- 
= ited. 

1



CONSERVATION AND INDUSTRY 5 

GOING PLACES; SOUTHEASTERN COUNCIL 
SEEING THINGS WILL HOLD CONFERENCE 

ie ae IN SAVANNAH IN OCTOBER 
Going places in North Carolina is no —_ 

longer a problem for us. However, va- Plans for the Southeastern Economic 

eationing far and near within the Council, the first meeting of which was call- 
State is yet with one rather unattrac- ed at Asheville in the spring of 1930 by 
tive side. We get there, wherever that Governor O. Max Gardner, are expected to 
is within the State, with uninterrupt- be completed and a permanent organization 

ed ease and swiftness but what do we formed at a conference to be held in Sa- 
find after we get there? vannah, Ga., in October. 

Going to be going passed fifteen This conference will probably set up a 
years ago when the automobile came regional council composed of 12 councilors 
into general use but so far as using the from each of the states of Virginia, North 
automobile for pleasure is concerned Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, 
the State is still thinking and acting Tennessee, and Alabama. Kentucky and 
as in 1915. Good roads put vacationists Mississippi may also be included. 

in North Carolina within one to twelve Frank Page, former chairman of the 

hours of any part of the State that Highway Commission of North Carolina, is 
suits their fancy. They go but what do temporary chairman of the council. Other 
they find? councillors from this State are W. S. Lee, 

Let us assume that a group of va- Clarence Poe, Hugh MacRae, T. A. Finch, 
cationists select western North Caro- Richard Tufts, J. E. S. Thorpe, Reuben S. 
lina. One loves trees, and hiking, but Robinson, C. A. Cannon, B. B. Gossett, and 
the timber lands of our mountains are S. H. Hobbs, Jr. 

owned by private interests or the Fed- Objectives of the council are: (1) to de- 
eral Government. Another goes to the velop common understanding cf economic 
mountains to fish but finds that seines problems of the southeastern area; (2) to 
and dynamiting have done their work stimulate a broader expression on matters 
while existing laws on warden service vital to the welfare of this area; (8) to 

make it impossible to cope with the promote and maintain a sense of the im- 

situation. Other travelers like to hunt portance of the Southeast as an economic 
in season, but where, oh where, are the area and to promote the development of its 
public hunting grounds! Then we have resources; (4) to promote coordination of 
the great group of lovers of scenic effort among all agencies in advancement 
beauty, but who owns these places? of the interests of the area; (5) to bring 
Private interests! Lumbering has de- the benefits of organized leadership to the 
stroyed and is destroying places of area, 
beauty. The ever-present threat of A council was set up for somewhat sim- 
commercial development hangs over ilar purposes in New England about six 
cur beautiful scenery. (So far Linville years ago. Its efforts have been so out- 
Falls and Gorge, Tuckasegee Falls or standingly successful that other sections 
a dozen others remain unspoiled and have been inspired to seek the benefits from 
should be preserved in their natural such an organization. 

state.) Touring afoot in our beauty At least partly because of the work of 
spots is most dangerous and will so re- the New England Council, the states in 
main under private ownership. the group claim that the section is weather- 

Public ownership of our scenic and ing depressed business conditions better 

historic points of interest can be made than others. The council cites statistics to 

a paying investment. Our neighboring support its contentions in which building 
state, Virginia, has shown all Southern contracts are shown to have fallen off less, 
States that it can be done——J. W. Har- department stores’ sales holding up better, 
relson, Director, Dept. of Conservation and fewer business failures among other 

and Development. encouraging factors.
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6 CONSERVATION AND INDUSTRY 

SPLIT SEASON ON DOVES while last year“the zone plan wassin effect 

DECREED BY U. S. SURVEY with that for the western part of the State 

beginning first. 

North Carolina has been placed in the ana el 

game zone with South Carolina and other VNSTITUTIONS IN STATE 

states to the south with a split season for OFFERING GAME COURSE 

doves by the U. S. Biological Survey folk — 

lowing a visit of State Game Warden C. H. North Carolina institutions are pioneer- 

England to Washington to request that ing in instruction in game propagation and 

such action be taken. management through the assistance and 

The new federal regulation allows dove cooperation of the More Game Birds in 

shooting to begin in the State on Septem- America Foundation. 

ber 1, extending through the month and To North Carolina State College of Ag- 

closing October 1. The season opens again riculture and Engineering goes credit, ac- 

on November 20 and ends January 31. The cording to available information, for be- 

effect of the change is to give North Caro- ing the first major institution of higher 

lina hunters the month of September to learning in the country to offer a course 

take the field and then a month and 20 in game management. 

days of closed season until bird hunting be- Mountain Park Institute, a school for 

gins on November 20. mountain boys and girls at Mountain Park, 

Doves are classed as migratory wildfowl, Surry County, has established a game farm 

the hunting of which comes under federal and is giving instructions in game breeding 

regulation. The State law for this type of to a class of about 25 students. 

game conforms automatically to action tak- Lees-McRea College at Banner Elk, Av- 

en by the federal agency. ery County, is putting on a grouse breed- 

Squirrel season opens: simultaneously ing demonstration and has added a trained 

with that for doves on September 1. The gamekeeper to its factulty for the instruc- 

season this year for squirrels is State-wide tion of students. 
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Snake killed on Daniel Boone State Game Refuge from which the nine-inch trout 

in the foreground was disgorged. The eggs were also removed from the snake. This 
photograph was taken by Chief Refuge Warden C. N. Mease, of Black Mountain.
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there are 217 coal and wood yards, 136 FORESTRY ASSOCIATION
 

feed stores, 50 dealers in farm implements, 

75 florists, 132 radio dealers;-4,316 country URGES ESTABLISH
MENT 

general stores, 21 cigar stands, 38\ cigar OF PUBLIC LAND POLICY 

stores with fountains, 269 stores with Youn. —— 

tains, and 252 jewelry stores. Copies of two resolutions adopted at the 
a a annual meeting of the American Forestry 

HOOTING GROUND LAW Association held at Asheville in June, one 

fr recommending the pushing of State For- 

ie IS TERMED BEST GAME ; jests and the other that the various states 

Vy BILL OF 1931 ASSEMBLY give maximum support to forest fire pro- 

/ 2a tection, have been placed in the hands of 

? Chapter 159, Public Laws of 1931 is term- Governor 0. Max Gardner and officials of 
s the Department of Conservation and De- 

ed by Col. J. W. Harrelson, director of the anes 

Devan ment of Compexvelion cud Develor: Regarding State Forests, the resolution 
ment, as the best piece of game legislation Baye AWe recommendito the various State 

adopted by the recent record-breaking Gen- governments that they continue to initiate 

eral Assembly. the policy of acquisition of forest lands for 

This new law seeks to encourage the de- the formation or extension of State Forests, 

velopment of privately owned public hunt- on the basis that such expenditures of 
ing grounds, and gives a definite status State funds are in the nature of an invest- 

and special protection to landowners who ment to preserve and increase one of the 
establish such reservations. basic resources of the State en which fu- 

“Chapter 159 of the Public Dawslof 1st) Ure) mausteyy she) support; of population, 
: . and the sources of future taxation must 

says Director Harrelson in a report to the fest 

Board of Conservation and Development, i 
“was drawn with the hope that landown- “The combined area of State and Nation- 

ers, who control the game situation, will al Forests of less than 4 percent of this 
take more interest in game culture and con- forest area, subject to increased taxes, con- 
servation. The law authorizes landowners Stitutes an unfair distribution of the bur- 

who comply with the Department’s rules to den of restoring our forests. T'he States and 

charge hunters a fee. their citizens, supplemented by the Nation- 

“It also gives owners of grounds recog- al government, must increase their respon- 

nized under the provisions of the act better sibilities by acquiring additional areas of 
protection from poachers than is given public forests, or suffer an inevitable loss 

under the general game laws. Our public of future industry and prosperity through 

shooting ground law has attracted far more the inability of private ownership alone, 

attention outside than in North Carolina. adequately to manage these immense po- 
Seth Gordon, president of the American tential future forest resources.” 

Game Association in his address before the In urging full acceptance of Federal co- 

annual convention of the Izaak Walton operation in forest fire programs, the 

League at Chicago on April 24, 1931, made American Forestry Association resolution 

the following statement: read: “Work within the different states 

“North Carolina has just adopted a plan under the Clarke-McNary law for forest 

whereby landowners banding together may fire protection and forestry extension is 
obtain the consent of the State under cer- possible only when the States themselves 

tain conditions to operate a daily fee hunt provide adequate funds upon which Federal 

club and collect up to $4.00 per day for aid can be made available. 

hunting privileges. This is an adaptation of “We, therefore, recommend that the dif- 
the Texas Plan,’ but it is an improvement ferent State governments give maximum 

over the ‘Texas Plan’ because it gives the suppcrt to these activities that they may 
State better control over these lands’.” secure available Federal allotments.”
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RECORDS OF STREAM FLOW AVAILABLE FOR NORTH CAROLINA STREAMS ey ls 

FROM GAGING STATIONS OPERATED BY THE U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY JOINTLY WITH s = 
THE DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT Date July 1, 1931 oe] iS 

SS ee ee ee eee EB os ae 
Ref. Drain- £ “Oe pr 

. age Date Type of ened 
No. GAGING STATIONS County Area Operation es > 

Square | Established Station an oO ree, 
Miles iS 2 S a 

CAPE FEAR RIVER BASIN sy eee 
eee OO aa 

| ee o 
401 | Cape Fear River at Fayetteville, N. C,--------- Cumberland 4,290 1- 1-89 Discon. 8-24-17 a> oO 

| Re. 12- 1-28 Active Recording oa = m3 
402 Deep River at Moncure, N. C._---.-------..-..---| Chatham 1,400 B- 5-98 Discon. 12-31-99] Non-Record. oo Oo 
408 | Haw River at Moncure, N. C.--_._- ======s--| Chatham 1,800 5- 6-98 Discon. 12-31-99 ied ie as 3, mm 
404 | Deep River at Cumnock, N. C. e Sessa Lee 1,110 7- 1-00 Discon. 6-28-02 a ee ac pu 
405 Deep River at Hamseur, N. C..-__ —- —s Randolph 343 11-24-22 Active Recording e 
406 | Morgan Creek near Chapel Hill, N. C.__.______] Orange 27 1-20-23 | Active a eo 
407 W. Fork Deep River near High Point, N. C.----- Guilford 33 6-14-23 Discon. 9-30-26 ie 5 _— 

Re. 7-25-28 | Active i to\ a 
408 Cape: Fear at Lillington, N.C:----.---.-----. Harnett 3,530 12- 6-23 Active " pS] 
409 Reedy Fork Creek near Summerfield, N. C.__----] Guilford 33.9 11- 9-25 Discon. 5- 2-28 a eS, \ 

| Re. 5- 3-28 Discon. 7- 1-28) = ry NA 
410 | Horsepen Creek near Battle Ground, N. C..-----__]| Guilford 15.9 11- 9-25 Active 2 
411 | E. Fork Deep River near High Point, N. C...-.-- Guilford | 13.9 7-27-28 Active a 
412 | N. Fork Buffalo Creek near Greensboro __. — Guilford | 36.4 * 8-27-28 Active " wo 
413 | S. Fork Buffalo Creek near Greensboro _______ Guilford | 32.8 8-30-28 Active ii s 
414 Reedy Fork Creek at Huffines Mill, N. C., | me 

| near Gibsonville, N. C.-_--_.--.------_--.___- Guilford | 134 9- 7-28 Active a re 
415 | Deep River near Randleman, N. C,-_------..--._| Randolph | 124 9- 8-28 Active x Cu 
416 | Haw River at High Rock Mill near Beneja___-- Guilford | 168 10- 5-28 Active ny re 
417 | Haw Riyer at Haw River, N. C. .... -_.___._____| Alamance 592 10-23-28 | Active * 3 
418 Rock Fish Creek near Fayetteville, N. C,--------| Cumberland 292 11-20-28 Active Non-Record. 
419 | Lower Little River at Linden, N. C.-_------__--_ Cumberland 450 11-22-28 Active Si ‘i ie) 
420 | Haw River near Pittsboro, N. C. _..| Chatham 1,380 11-26-28 Active Recording 
421 | Deep River at Moncure, N. C. as Chatham | | 7-17-30 | Active ue ENE EES ONE re eee ee en ee EEE eee a 

The measurement of the flow of North Carolina streams is cooperatively prosecuted by the North Carolina Department of < 
Conservation and Development and the U. S. Geological Survey. For records or fuller information concerning particular stream | ci? 

! gaging stations, address the Department at Chapel Hill. Stream gaging is in charge of the Water Resources and Engineering i oe °° le 
vision. ae n| oe 
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PRIVATELY-OWNED PUBLIC 
| 

HUNTING GROUNDS 

CIRCULAR No. 22 | 

| (Provisional) | 

| 

| 

| 

STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA | 

Department of Conservation and | 

Development 

RALEIGH, N. C. | 

J. W. HARRELSON, Director 

H. C. ENGLAND, State Game Warden 

| 
August, 1931



To Landowners and Farmers of North 

Carolina: 

More game and more game birds mean 
more money for landowners and farmers. 

Also more game birds mean fewer destruc- 
tive insects on the farm and better sport 

for the hunter who is willing to pay the 

landowner for the shooting privileges. 

Farmers and landowners control the 

game situation in North Carolina. Realiz- 

ing that landowners and farmers are in a 

position to control the game situation the 
Department of Conservation and Develop- 

ment drafted and secured passage by the 

1931 Legislature of the following law: 

CHAPTER 159 

Public Laws of North Carolina 

Session 1931 

AN ACT TO PROVIDE BETTER 
HUNTING IN NORTH CAROLINA 
AND TO GIVE LANDOWNERS IN 
NORTH CAROLINA REVENUE 
THEREFROM. 

The General Assembly of North Carolina 

do enact: 

Section 1. To amend chapter fifty-one, 
Public Laws of North Carolina, session one 
thousand nine hundred and twenty-seven, 
by adding the following section between 
sections ‘thirty-three and thirty-four: 

Sec. 33 (a). Privately owned public hunt- 
ing grounds. In order to improve hunting, 
to open to the hunting public lands well- 
stocked with game, and to give landowners 
some income through game protection and 
propagation, the State of North Carolina 
through the Department of Conservation 
and Development is authorized to recog- 
nize, list, and assist the owners in protect- 
ing their lands which are a part of public 
hunting grounds organized under this sec- 
tion of the North Carolina Game Law sub- 

2



ject to the following conditions, stipula- 

tions, and such rules as the Conservation 

Board may adopt for the regulation of said 

hunting grounds: 

(1) The minimum area recognized un- 

der this act is three thousand (3,000) acres; 

(2) Owners of lands included in a hunt- 

ing ground formed under this act must or- 
ganize, adopt rules and regulations for the 
operation of said hunting ground, and be 

recognized by the Department of Conserva- 

tion and Development before such hunting 

grounds are put into operation under this 

act; 

(3) The Department of Conservation 

and Development will list and assist in ad- 

vertising such public hunting grounds as 

are formed under this act, subject to such 

rules and regulations as may be adopted by 

the Board from time to time and in accord- 

ance with the North Carolina Game Law 

and this act. The Department of Conserva- 

tion and Development will furnish at cost 

to the owners of public hunting grounds 
posters to be used in posting such lands, 

such posters to state that the lands are 

posted under this section of the North 

Carolina Game Law and in case of with- 

drawal of recognition by the Department 

such posters shall be removed from the 

lands effected within ten days after notice 

to owner or owners; 

(4) Owners of public hunting grounds 

shall require of each and every hunter the 

prescribed hunting licenses as set forth else- 
where in the North Carolina Game Law; 

(5). The owners of public hunting 
grounds may require of each and every 

hunter a per day rate for hunting, rates to 

be approved by the Department of Con- 

servation and Development, said rates not 

to exceed four dollars ($4.00). In addition 

to charges for the privilege of shooting 
game, landowners may charge a dog hire 

when landowners furnish dogs, dogs to be 

furnished only by request of the hunter; 

3



(6) When any group of owners of a 

public hunting ground organized under this 
act decide to promote the hunting of cer- 

tain kinds of game, said kinds of game used 

for stocking to-be propagated in game 

breeding plants organized and operated un- 

der the game and other laws of North 

Carolina, the owners shall be permitted to 

charge hunters such fees and rates as are 

approved by the Board of Conservation and 

Development; 

(7) No hunter is allowed to quit the 

hunting grounds at the end of the day’s or 

part of a day’s hunting without seeing the 

authority who gave him permission to hunt 

on said hunting grounds and paying all ac- 

counts due said authority; 

(8) No construction or interpretation 

shall be put on this section or any part 

thereof as to permit the sale of dead game 

killed in accordance with this act, abrogate 

the bag limits, time of hunting, open and 

closed seasons as prescribed elsewhere in 

the North Carolina Game Law; 

(9) No person shall hunt or discharge 
firearms upon any public hunting grounds 

organized under this section without being 
accompanied by one of the landowners or 

a personal representative of one landowner 

or after securing, on the day of the hunt 

or day preceding the hunt, written permis- 

sion to hunt under the authority of this 

act, said written permission to bear the 
name in full, age and address of the hunter, 

under the penalty of being fined in the 

courts, upon conviction, not less than 

twenty-five dollars for each and every 

offense ; 

(10) When hunting grounds, or any part 

thereof, organized and operated under this 

act, are used for purposes not consistent 

with the Federal, State, and local laws, the 

Department of Conservation and Develop- 
ment shall withdraw recognition from the 

4



area or such parts thereof as are deemed 

advisable, and report the case to the proper 

civil officials. 

Sec. 2. This bill shall be in force from 

and after its ratification. 

Ratified this the 21st day of March, A. D. 

19315 

This law aims at three things: 
1. Increase the game and game birds; 

2. Give the hunter better shooting; 

3. Give the landowner some financial 

return for his efforts in game con- 

servation. 

A game conservation program depends 

almost entirely on three things: 

1. Food and cover; 

2. Vermin control; 

3. Observance of game laws. 

FOOD AND COVER 

Birds and other game are fat in summer 

and poor in winter and spring because food 

is plentiful in summer and scarce in winter 

and early spring. Birds and other game 

and chickens and stock are alike in that 

they must have feed all of the year. 
Game birds eat all of the smaller grain 

that chickens will eat, and in addition con- 

sume seed and berries from many wild 

weeds and bushes. Bobwhite feeds on the 

seeds from the following weed pests: crab, 

cockspur, witch and foxtail grasses, sheep 

sorrel, smartweed, bindweed, lambe’s quar- 

ters, pigweeds, corn cockle, chickweed, 

charlock, partridge pea, beggar lice, nail 

grass, rib grass, rag weed, and spanish 
needles. 

Small patches of small grain should be 

sowed in clearings, in abandoned fields, and 

at the edges of cultivated fields and left 

standing from one planting time until the 
next. Beans, peas, rye, wheat, molasses 

cane and millet furnish excellent food for 

game birds. Quail, grouse, and doves eat 

the fruit from these vines, bushes, or trees: 

5



bayberry, pokeberry, raspberry, blackberry, 

rose, hawthorn or red haw, dwarf apples, 

wild cherry, sumac, holly, wild grape, wild 

sarsaparilla, dogwood, bearberry, blueberry, 

partridge berry, elder, black haw, honey- 

suckle. Many seed-bearing wild plants fur- 

nish food for quail and other birds. 

From June to August, inclusive, insects 

form about 36 per cent of bob white’s food. 

Among the insects is Colorado potato 

beetle, 12-spotted cucumber beetle, bean 

leaf beetle, squash ladybird, wireworms, 

May beetles, corn billbugs, clover leaf 

weevil, army worm, bollworm, cutworms, 

and chinch bug. 

Do not forget that feed for game birds 

the year round is as necessary in a game 
program as in a poultry program. When 

the ground is covered with snow quail 

should be fed. Prepared chicken feed may 
be used. : 

VERMIN CONTROL 

The stray house cat is the biggest handi- 

cap to North Carolina’s game program. 

Next in destruction of game is the stray 
dog. In shooting grounds organized under 
this bulletin all dogs and cats should be 
confined from March Ist until September 

or October. (We believe that a State-wide 

law to this effect would be worth more 

than a dozen big game farms.) 

Hawks, owls, crows, snakes, terrapins, 

wildcats, and weasels are a handicap to a 

game program. Trapping and shooting are 

the legalized methods of vermin control. 

LAW OBSERVANCE 

Observance of the game laws means just 

that. It is presupposed that all owners of 

land within a shooting ground will observe 
and insist that all persons coming on the 
hunting grounds will do the same. Sub- 
sections 4 and 8 of the law quoted herein 

are explicit on this point. 

6



LOCAL RULES 

In subsection 2 of the law quoted herein 

is a requirement for the organization and 

adoption of rules governing the respective 

shooting grounds organized under the pro- 

visions of the act. The officers should in- 

clude a president, at least one vice-presi- 
dent, a secretary and a treasurer. The di- 

rectors should include all landowners unless 

the number is more than ten. Money col- 

lected from hunters should be turned over 

to the treasurer who in turn deposits it in 

a bank. 

Other rules should include: 

1. Names of persons who may act as 

guides, 

2. Rate to be charged for dogs. 

3. Rate to charge hunters for hunting 
(the maximum of $4.00 per day should only 

be charged those hunters who wish to try 
for all species of game hunted under the 

law). 

4. A license agent and representative of 

the Department of Conservation and De- : 

velopment. 

5. Disposition of hunters’ fees collected 

should be made at a set meeting attended 
by all owners of land located within the 

refuge. 

Dr. William T. Hornaday in his excellent 

book, “Thirty Years’ War for Wild Life,” 

says: 

“The game owners and game keepers 

of England, Scotland, Germany and 

Austria have not saved their game and 

their sport for 300 years by investiga- 

tions, restocking, doctoring, or breed- 

ing game in coops and pens. They have 

provided shelter, food, water and pro- 

tection from enemies. But, greater 

than arly or all of those has been the 
protection afforded by savage regula- 

tions against exterminatory slaughter 
with guns!” 

7



All insect-eating birds are of value to the 

farmers. In Farmer’s Bulletin No. 1239, 

issued by the United States Department of 

Agriculture, we find the following state- 

ment: “On a 200-acre farm in North Caro- 

lina it was found that birds were destroy- 

ing a million green bugs, or wheat aphids, 
daily.” Farmer’s Bulletin 630 states: “The 

food habits of the bobwhite undoubtedly 

are beneficial and the bird should be main- 

tained in numbers on every farm.”
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NEWS RELEASE: MONDAY, AUGUST 31, 1931. \ 
Michigan Division, lzaak Walton League of America 
P.0.Box 531, Lansing, Michigan 

By, Barl C. Doyle, Exec. Sec'y. 
Michigan Division, 
Izaak ‘lalton League of America 

Interest of conservationists and sportsmen throughout the 

United States has been sttracted by the development of hunting exchan- 

ges in farming districts of Michigan. These exchanges have followed 

the enactment of a state trespass law which makes hunting on farm 

lands, without permission of the landholder, a misdemeanor punishable 

under the penal code. Before that law came into existence, farmers 

could take only civil action against hunters who ignored "no hunting" 

signs, Farmers were, moreover, under the necessity to prove damage in 

such cases. The trespass law, in theory, gives farmers all the legal 

protection they might desire. However, the law is not actually easily 

enforced, especially by individual farmers acting alone. Hunters are 

not accustomed to making arrangements with several farmers before they 

go hunting, for permissions to enter their lands, and even though law- 

abiding hunters get permission from one or two farmers, it is very easy 

for even them to stray over property lines onto premises on which they 

have no permission to hunt, 

Under the hunting exchange arrangement, both farmers and hunters 

. have advantages. The farmers find it very easy to enforce the trespass 

law when they band themselves together for that purpose. The hunters 

find it easier to comply with the trespass law, for the reason that 

they gain access to all of the farms in the exchange by one permission. 

The first hunting exchange in Michigan was set up in Williamston 

township, Ingham county, near Lansing, in the fall of 1929. The ar- 

rangements were the invention of Harold G. King, a farmer owning 120 

acres of land in that township, which is one of the most heavily hunted



seotions in the state. Other similar exchanges have sprung up in other 

places. However, the one in Williamston township is the largest. 

About 100 farmers make up this organization, and their adjoining lends 

comprise more than 16,000 acres. In the opinion of many leading conser- 

vationists, this exchange has become a model plan under which to bring 

about good relationships between farmers and sportsmen under modern con-~ 

ditions. They believe it offers a way by which the old-time hospitali- 

ty to visiting hunters, which was a distinguishing feature of early 

American life from pioneer times to the end of the horse-and-buggy era, 

can be conserved and restored, along with the development of a more 

abundant game supply in farming districts. 

The farmers who conducted the Williamston township exchange, op- 

erated more than 80 feeding stations on their lands last winter for 

pheasants, quail and other wild life. They are, furthermore, coopera- 

ting with the Michigan Division of the Izaak Walton League of America 

in the Michigan farm game development program, sponsored by the League. 

The League has three experimental areas under management on the ex- 

change grounds. These are under the supervision of H. M. Wight, of the 

School of Forestry & Conservation, University of Michigan, Demonstra- 

tions are being made here for methods of increasing wild life on the 

farm by natural propagation through systematic improvement and installa- 

tion of feeding, nesting and shelter cover. 

The hunting exchange is an arrangement under which farmers, hold- 

ing adjoining lands, exchange hunting rights between themselves and for 

the members of their families, their hired hands and guests. Through 

exchange of a sort of power-of-attorney, each farmer is given by the 

others the right to extend the privilege to hunt on his neighbors! lands 

to persons whom he admits to his ow lands. The power-of-attorney is 

implied rather than explicit. In the Williamston exchange there are no



written articles of association, 

The total number of persons who may hunt over the entire area 

at one time is definitely set at a maximum figure which is considered 

by the farmers to be the limit to which hospitality of that nature 

should be extended, or which is consistent with good conservation. 

The number of hunters who may be on the area at any one time is 

regulated by the issuance of tickets, for which a quota is set for any 

one day. However, on the Williamston area, a greater amount of hunting 

has been permitted for the last two seasons than is done on the average 

throughout the rest of the ten million-acre farm game belt of the 

southern peninsula, 

All persons hunting, including the landholders themselves, must 

carry and display tickets. Hunters can get tickets only at farm houses, 

and the tickets must be returned to the farmer who issues them. Cars 

must be parked in the farmer's yard. These regulations cause hunters 

to enter and leave the grounds at the same place. 

Even dispersal of hunters over the area and avoidance of "gang- 

ing-up" in the coverts is accomplished for the most part by those simple 

arrangements. Even though the visiting nimrods have a right to hunt 

over all the lands in the exchange area, it has been found that most of 

them stay within a mile or so of the place where they enter the grounds. 

So far, the farmers have shown no ee oe to sell the tick- 
ets. Apparently they are not at present mindful of the economic as~ 
pects of the farm ares restoration ees Nevertheless, their gener- 
ous attitude toward the public and the splendid ie i a which they 
have shown in the game oe work of the Izaak Walton League in 
their neighborhood is regarded in many quarters as an indication that 
farmers may be counted upon, as time goes on, to take full account of 

many factors that are present in the farm game conservation situa- 
ion. 

The hunting exchange plan is hailed e conservationists through- 
out the United States as an peor eae contribution to the modern con- 
servation movement, the core of which is the farm game problem.
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August 29, 1931 ut 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Game Survey 
404 University Ave., Nat'l. Bank Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: ; 

Your very interesting and suggestive letter 
of August 25 is at hand for which acéept my hearty 
thanks. I do not think we are so very far apart on 
the policy of charging for recreation services. Your 
idea is to keep the down the total amount, meaning 

of course to reduce the overdraft on heavily used 
areas. My own theory is first to make a reasonable 
revenue for the Government, and second to place the 
whole recreation service under regulation. Proper 
regulation and administration will, at least in part, 
achieve the results you have in mind. 

My ow prejudice is strongly in favor of 
recognizing recreation as a practical utility and 

charging for it on that groundYon the theory that the 
National Forests sell their products at the going price 
in the open market. It seems very demoralizing to my 
way of thinking to give away the timber, the water 
power, the grazing and other forest products. I merely 
want to see recreation put on a par with other goods. 

Referring to the last paragraph of your 
letter, I am afraid there is very little crystalized - 
opinion in the Forest Service in favor of any such 
policy. On the contrary, men in positions of responsi- 
bility, whom I have recently sounded out, seem to 
feel that hunting and fishing should still be free to 
everybody, that there is no possibility of putting 
these utilities, at least, on a revenue basis; further
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that the possibilities of raising revenue from National 
Forest Recreation have been practically exhausted at the 
present time. Possibly the conference which you suggest 
might help to wear down this prejudice, but my own 
feeling is that we have a long way to go yet. 

I will be very happy to hear from you further. 
Most of all I wish we could sit down and talk this 
matter out more fully. As you say correspondence is 
quite unsatisfactory in such matter. 

oe Ly 

kA. Yaugh
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UNITED STATES SENATOR 
JOHN M. PHILLIPS al gu ea 

NATURALIST, GAME PI 

THEODORE ROOSEVELT Dear Aldo: 
CONSERVATIONIST AND SPORTSMAN 

+ Spent HOLOaIET I note your reactions to my letter of August 20 
HUGUAIOR GENERAL, U. 8. A. concerning the waterfowl situation. I enclose copy of the state- 
SR Nee eckerciicen ment we put out concerning the new regulations. I purposely : 
Ls Je TABER at GRANGE avoided saying anything about the future as I did not want to 
JOHN E. THAYER spill any beans prematurely. ORNITHOLOGIST 
HENRY VAN DYKE 

Mu Loti PES I still think the Game Policy Committee is the 
UNITED STATES SENATOR proper committee to initiate this thing but if not then some of 

SINCLAIR WEEKS 
conservationist ano srontewan = the rest of us ought to get together as a joint group to agree 

FF uke encrenionier upon a plan, then lay it before the President or take such steps 
as may be decided upon. We can do this ina preliminary way at 

Le ea a Hot Springs. There is not much use trying to do it before then. 
\. propuce mone Game ano came lvere is no reason why the National Committee on Wild-Life Legis~ 

FISH. iation should not take the lead if you feel that the Game Policy 
2 SAPECUARD WILD LIFE AND ITS Committee is not the proper agency to work out the plan. 
3. a INVIOLATE WILD 

LIFE Ri i. : 3 
ip pet RAT Na While I check with your ideas concerning the Iowa 

AND FISHING GROUNDS. situation, you cannot afford to miss the conference at Hot Springs. 
5 ORD Lie, oAPPReciation OF You occupy a place in conservation too prominent to pass up 4 ga- 
6. URGE UNIVERSAL PRACTICE OF thering like that. 

CLEAN SPORTSMANSHIP. 

7. PROMOTE RESPECT FOR RIGHTS OF i 
LANDOWNERS; ENCOURAGE Concerning the program for the next Game Conference, 

8. stop commerctatizeo stauch- L have just received the chairman's reactions and am going to mill 
wasteruL practices,  OV@r his notes then get out letters on the program in the next day 

9, EXTEND WILD-LIFE RESEARCH. OF twOe I am sorry for the delay but Adams hag been terribly tied 

1 oLicies. T= SAME yp since he took over his new work. 
11, DISSEMINATE HELPFUL INFORMA- 

TION TO THE PUBLIC. 

12. COOPERATE WITH OTHER CON- Cordially yours, 
SERVATION AGENCIES. 

e/p Le, 

er, 

The Association Sponsors the Annual American Game Conference and Publishes “AMERICAN GAME”
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August 24, 1931 

UNITED STATES SENATOR 

JOHN M. PHILLIPS 
NATURALIST, GAME PROTECTIONIST 

THEODORE ROOSEVELT 
CONSERVATIONIST AND SPORTSMAN 

Fy careseconiey Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Bee aK, 404 University Avenue Natl. Bank Bldg. 

HENRY L. STIMSON Madison, Wisconsin 
HUNTER AND MOUNTAINEER 

L. J. TABER 
MASTER NATIONAL GRANGE D , i 

ear Aldo: 
. THAYER 

so RNITHOLOGIST 
HENRY VAN DYKE 

AUTHOR I read your letter of August 17 to Dr. John 

Pe TEs erktes sekaroR C, Phillips and the outline of the proposed international 

Benner Sr Tiriie AND SeonTeMAN migratory bird survey with much interest and appreciation. 

¢. B. YANDELL You have certainly followed out the lines we discussed in Se cassan certainly nes 
Chicago in fine style and while Dr. Phillips may not agree 
with the necessity of all of the items you have suggested, 

SUR ASTITIEE I am confident you will receive a mighty encouraging reply 
1. PRODUCE MORE GAME AND GAME Pron him. 

FISH. 

2. SAFEGUARD WILD LIFE AND ITS 

HABITAT. s : * : 

3. ESTABLISH MORE INVIOLATE WILD i The more z think of this proposition the more 

LIFE REFUGES. I am convinced that this should be handled as a special 

ARE er acoan supplemental report from the Game Policy Committee and that 

3. DEVELOP PUBLIC APPRECIATION OF it should be presented for adoption at the next Game Confer- 
WILD LIFE. - me 

ISI, LeU USS ed ence. The preparation of the final draft for this plan can 
CLEAN SPORTSMANSHIP. be handled in accordance with my recent suggestion to you, 

a NCO WHEREIIAICOURRGE: namely, let us get together in a preliminary way during the 
THEM TO INCREASE GAME. H + Ss . : n ti th h 1d : y vy & 

6. STOP COMMERCIALIZED LAUGH 7 ae o ing, en ho a special conference about 

R, CIT SALE, AND 
5 

ee ee reneue o e ° etober either under the auspices of the Game 

9. EXTEND WILD-LIFE RESEARCH. Policy Committee or this Association. 

10. HELP DEVELOP STATE GAME 

POLICIES. r si 4 ‘ 

sc, Bpeabeealbantle: Voted ele rueslaa Awaiting your further reactions, I am 
TION TO THE PUBLIC. 

ne SERVATION AGENCIES. Cordially yours, f 

al | 9 

e/p — President 

The Association Sponsors the Annual American Game Conference and Publishes “AMERICAN GAME”
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PETER NORBECK 
UNITED STATES SENATOR 

JOHN ATURACIET, GAME PROTECTIONIST Mr.Aldo Leopold 

THE ONSERVATIONIST AND SPORTSMAN 404 University Avenue National Bank Building 
i aL SA Madison, ‘/isconsin 
HUGH L. SCOTT 

MAJOR GENERAL, U. 8. A. 

HENRY L. STIMSON Dear Aldo: 
HUNTER AND MOUNTAINEER 

ay ee : 
Gon ven hanks for the dope in your letter of July 6. 
i aN Am writing our friend Sam Anderson today to learn more 

ry a 
‘AUTHOR about the developments there. Am in fairly close touch 

FREDERIC C. WALCOTT s 
J 

UNITED STATES SENATOR with the rest of them. 
SINCLAIR WEEKS m 

i 

CONSERVATIONIST AND SPORTSMAI 
©. B. YANDELL Yes, I understand your wishes in connection 

Ga : 4 
with the game policy assignments for the conference. 
I will get another letter off to Adams on this general 

BURACTININES subject within the next day or two and will push it 
Ee along just as fast as I can. I like your recomsendations 

2. SAFEGUARD WILD LIFE AND ITS for speakers as well as the material they should cover. 

‘ ire Piece ui However, I fear the dam you have built is a little deep 
LIFE, REFUGES. for some of the boys. Will see what we can do. Hope to 

+ Fine pisune oncom. write you further shortly. - 
5. DEVELOP PUBLIC APPRECIATION OF 

WILD LIFE. 

6. URGE UNIVERSAL PRACTICE OF Cordially yours, 

CLEAN SPORTSMANSHIP. ; > 

7. PROMOTE RESPECT FOR RIGHTS OF Za A 
LANDOWNERS; ENCOURAGE a 
THEM TO INCREASE GAME. B 

8. STOP COMMERCIALIZED SLAUGH- e/ ene " a 

TER, ILLICIT SALE, AND 
WASTEFUL PRACTICES. g est ent 

9. EXTEND WILD-LIFE RESEARCH. 

10. HELP DEVELOP STATE |, GAME 
POLICIES. i? 

11, DISSEMINATE HELPFUL INFORMA- 

TION TO THE PUBLIC. 

12. COOPERATE WITH OTHER CON- 4 

SERVATION AGENCIES. 

The Association Sponsors the Annual American Game Conference and Publishes “AMERICAN GAME”
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© ayy MONTGOMERY 

ear oe” 
IN REPLY REFER TO_______ June 26, 395).. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Chairman 
GAME POLICY COMMITTEE 
Room 404 
905 University Ave 

Madison, Wise. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have your letter of June 13, 
addressed to members of the game policy committee, 
and thank you for same. 

With every good wish, I am, 

Very truly yours, 

‘ 

I T QUINN, COMMISSIONER, 

ITQ:K
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o r RICHARD CRANE, wesrover,va, 
5 ae AZ LIBRARY BUILDING C.H.NOLTING, TREviLians,va 
Nose KPES M.D.HART Executive SecreTARY 

Sy e P RICHMOND, VA. YPER WY RICHMOND 

June 19, 1931 

Aldo Leopold, Esq. 

905 University Ave. 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear iir. Leopold: i 

Receipt is acknowledged of your letter of the 13th 

to members of the geme policy committee. it is my intention to attend 

the next game conference and 1 hope by that time to have sufficient 

familiarity with the principal items to be discussed to take part in 

the discussion should occasion require. 

very truly yours, 

f vs yu 

: eatin 

A. Willis ‘obertson
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smashing of the brain case was one in the parietal region, the thicken 

frontals remaining intact; while in the case of females, the frontal bgwes be- 

ing thin, the cranium was broken through this region, or they were least 

also broken in getting the brain out. So only in males are thefront parts 

of the cranium preserved intact." 

Another interesting feature of the deer crania is the#fact that the 

52 males had recently shed their antlers and had not as t grown new ones. 

In other words, these deer were taken in the spring, ch probably indicates 

that the camps at the shell heaps were simply spri camps, which also coin-— 

cides with the best fishing season and is evidencg*that the shell heaps were 

made during periodic visits to these locations# This may also indicate that 

this ancient race practiced one of the fundgdientals of game conservation by 

sparing female deer in the spring time, inérder to conserve these animals, on 

which their very existence depended. 

AMER®@CAN LEGION POSTS AND GAME 

More interest jf game restoration is being shown by the American Legion 

Posts in Mississippi. Recently at a meeting of the county board of supervi- 

sors in Montgomefy County, the American Legion made proposals for a game pre- 

serve in thai/county which proposals were unanimously approved. Under the 

leadership#6f Commander Jaco, the Legionnaires have been sponsoring a plan to 

set asi tracts of land as game preserves. The Board will now set aside a 

minim of 10,000 acres and will post the land for the next three years be- 

ginn#hg in March 1932. These posted tracts will be stocked with quail. 

A ey 4 
AO Few t New ea pate 

Qe ee 093) FARMERS BAND IN NEW HUNTING CLUB p. | { { | p 

re a >I 

"With more than 400 farmers enrolled and others joining daily, 

the newly organized Farmers Hunting association, which was formed 
at a meeting held in Springport April 15, gives indications of be- 

ing one of the strongest organizations of the kind in the state. 

This association was organized to protect members against 

vandal hunters and at the same time to permit a reasonable amount 

of hunting on the part of those who obey the law. Enforcement of 

hunting laws of Michigan, punishment of willful or negligent viola- 

tors of those laws, propagation of game and retaining of game cover, 

are some of the aims of the organization, according to B. G. Brown. 

Unlike the Williamston plan the Farmers Hunting association 
does not allow its members to give hunters permission to hunt on 

the land of a neighboring member when the farmer has no game on 

ESTABLISHED 1602
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his own land. The Williamston plan limits the farmer to four hunt- 
ing tickets a day, while the Springport association does not issue 

tickets, but gives the farmer the right to allow as many hunters on 

his land as he desires. 
Under the Michigan law, hunters must obtain permission from 

farmers to hunt on their land but they often fail to do so. Other 
hunters, according to Brown, often carry wire cutters and cut wire 

fences to let themselves or their dogs through. Brown also recalls 

one instance of a hunter deliberately shooting a sheep on a farm 

where he was hunting. 
It is this class of hunters which the Farmers Hunting associ- 

ation proposes to prosecute. 

The matter of prosecuting hunters who violate the law will 

not be left in the hands of officers, but the association will have 

its own prosecutor, who will make complaints on affidavits of mem- 

bers and will see that the cases reach court. 
Instead of working any hardship on hunters the Farmers Hunting 

association will be of benefit to those who observe the law, say the 

organization officials, for it will not only try to increase the 

amount of game, but will work for longer hunting seasons if some of 

the members have their way about it. 
In commenting on pheasant shooting Brown states he is in favor 

of having farmers raise their own pheasants to stock their farms, and 

then to permit them to kill 50 per cent of the birds they raise each 

year." — The Grand Rapids Press, Michigan. 

LaoWaet. Waller ours, 

Director of Conservation
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Room Lol 

: 905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 
June 13, 1931 

Members of the 
Game Policy Committee ~ 

Gentlemen: A 

Your replies to the circular of April 28, together with 

subsequent conferences with Seth Gordon and correspondence with Chair- 

men Adame. indiesate that all are agreed that: 

1. There should be a policy symposium at the next Game Conference. 

2. Not to exceed six speakers should summarize the year's 

developments in not to exceed six important subjects 
bearing on game policy. 

3. Hach speaker should cover not only his own state and his 
own work, but should gather and interpret data for the 

whole country. 

4, Each speaker's presentation should be boiled down so as 
to leave plenty of time for discussion, and should be 

circulated in advance to promote such discussion. 

I have compiled from your replies a list of six subjects, 

with enough suggestive detail under each to explain the meaning intended 

in the title. ‘This detail is obviously not binding on the speaker, but 

is merely explanatory of the title. , 

I do not feel, however, that the chairman should assign speakers, ‘ 

because this depends on personal willingness or ability to accept the 

assignment, which cannot be readily determined by correspondence from a 

distance. Accordingly I am asking the Conference officers to make these 

assignments. ; 

All members of the Committee, whether or no they are assigned 

a subject, are urged to prepare for and take part in the discussion. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

Chairman,Game Policy Committee



Subjects for Game Policy Symposium 

1. Releasing Private Initiative in Upland Game Management. per 

he recent developments in shooting ~ 
‘olen tae os Se of Michigan, Texas, New Jersey, 

oe varolina. Review and appraise the year's trend in trespass 

laws. Review and appraise the developments in methods of compen- 

sating landowners, including regulation of prices (in Texas and 

North Carolina) and the Michigan idea of compensating the landowner 

for improvements, rather than for shooting or trespass rights. 
Review aud appraise any new developments in sportsman-farmer relation- 
ships, including the alleged instances of deliberate destruction of 

breeding stock by farmers in Minnesota and South Dakota. Circularize 
the farm journals, granges, and agricultural colleges as to their 
attitude on compensation. 

2. Demonstrations in Upland Game Management. 

Describe and appraise the year's progress at Williamston (Michigan), 
Huntington (Indiana), and the various Du Pont demonstrations in the 
South. Describe and appraise the attempted demonstrations (in Okla~ 
homa and Wisconsin) of producing wild quail and Hungarian planting 
stock on refuges. Describe and appraise typical opportunities for 
other demonstrations, including the prairie chickens in the Wisconsin 

sand plains and ruffed grouse in the Cloquet Forest, Minnesota. Size 

up the possibilities of organizing demonstrations in connection with 
game research projects in agricultural colleges and elsewhere. Out- 
line technical and educational criteria as to organization, location, 
and operation of demonstrations. 

3. Needed:An International Migratory Bird Management Plan. 

Discuss possible ways of cooperating with Canada in the restor- 
ation and improvement of breeding areas, joint financing of costs, and 
joint conduct of research to determine the character of improvements 

needed. Discuss possibility of reducing the drain by encouraging : 

artificial or semi-wild propagation by American clubs. What stand- 
dards of quality should obtain in crediting releases to the flight? 
Could such standards and other desirable regulation of clubs be 
accomplished through state or federal licensing? Discuss the need 
of an international plan for federal, state, county, and private 

refuges, and ways of financing its preparation through the Biological 

Survey. Discuss appropriations for an international migratory bird 
survey, including provision for research to determine the status and 
needs and limiting factors for each migratory species. Should the 
federal migratory bird regulations be more flexibly adjusted to good 
and bag breeding seasons? What other restrictive measures would be 
effective in maintaining the supply, pending the execution of positive 

management measures?
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4. Weak Links in the Game Chain. 

What is the trend and spread of the salary scale of conservation 

executives? Howdoes the scale and its advance compare with other 

professional work in applied biology, such as forestry and agriculture? 

What obstacles, such as Civil Service procedures, salaries of other 

state officers, etc., retard its advonce? 

j Wuat positive and immediate measures would stimulate the laggard 
states in cooperating with the U. S. Biological Survey in the enforce- 

ment of migratory bird laws and the establishment of state and private 
refuges? In stimulating the laggard states in cooperating with the 
U. S. Forest Service in game management on the National Forests? 

What percentage turnovers have followed the recent elections? 
What is the tenure of the average game administrator? Is the stabil- 
ity advocated by the Game Policy gaining or losing ground? What 
diversions of game funds have been made by this winter's legislatures? 
Should not the Game Conference compile and publish such diversions 
of funds for the information of the sportsmen of the several states? 

Discuss an appropriation to enable the Biological Survey to 
cooperate with states and other local groups in holding field train- 
ing camps on game management demonstration areas for the training 
of district game wardens, association secretaries, conservation 

publicity men, and similar groups. 

How can the game schools be induced to teach game administration 
as well as game management and research? 

5. Principles of Game Finance. 

Review and appraise the principle laid down in the Game Policy 
that license money should finance measures aimed at the direct pro- 
duction of shooting, but that general treasury appropriations should 
support other wild life conservation work. Compre this with the 

_ principle suggested by the Michigan Academy of Sciences that a game 

license is an indemnity paid the general public for reducing part 
of its property to the licensee's possession. Is there any trend 
toward any settled principle in financing state leadershiv in game? 

Review the trend of costs and receipts in state game adminis- 
tration and the probable limitations of the license system. 

Review the year's developments in the financing of game educa~ 
tion and research, including game surveys and game fellowships by 

industrial groups, and game foundations. What should be the 

function of the Wild Life Research Committee, about to be appointed 

by the National Research Council, in game finance? 

Appraise the possibilities of making a nominal charge for the 

use of public shooting grounds to help defray the costs of practic- 

ing game management thereon (see Kaibab).
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6. Protectionist Relations. 

What developments of the past year have worked toward or 

awey from the Game Policy principle of joint wild life programs, ‘ 

jointly arrived at and jointly financed? Give specific local 

examples of good and bad moves (from the standpoint of future coop- 

eration) on both sides. Appraise the significance of songbird 
‘monagenent" in conjunction with the Williamston Game Demonstration. 

How many state: Conservation Departments are making an active 

attempt to conserve non-game wild life, (a) as measured by con- 

victions, (b) as measured by educational or refuge programs? How 

many sportsmen's organizations are making an active attempt to 

conserve non-game wild life?
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June 13, 1931 

Mr. Seth &. Gordon, President ; 
American Game Association 
Investment Building 
15th and K Streets Northwest 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Seth: 

The attached circular to the Game Policy Gommittee will, I ‘ 
think, comply with your request, except that I have not named the 
speakers. I thought it might be embarrassing to broadcast these assign- 
ments, and later have to change them through declinations, shifts, etc. 
Naming speakers ig more closely connected with the general organization 
of the Conference than it is with the labors of this committee. 

My suggestions as to speakers (subject, of course, to approval 
or change by yourself or Mr. Adams) are as follows: 

Subject No.-1--P. S. Lovejoy. Possible alternates-- 
Ae Willis Robertson 
Barl C. Doyle 
Wa. J. Tucker 
Ross Leffler 
Le W. T. Waller, Jr. 

: Subject No. 2-- Wallace B. Grange or W. L. MeAtee. 
Subject No. — 3B. Burnham, John C. Phillips, or Hoyes Lloyd. 
Subject No. ohn C. Phillips, John B. Burnham, or 

Le W T. Waller, Jr. 
Subject No. 7 
Subject No. a, C. Bryant 

Some of the alternates for No. 1 would have to make a trip to 
Michigan ani familiarize themselves with the Williamston area before 
they could competently cover this subject. 

The same would hold for McAtee on No. 2. He would have to 
visit the demonstrations. If he would consent to do this, his comments 
would be very valuable. 

I cannot easily visualize any one individual who stands out 

above all the others for No. 5. Ross Leffler, lL. W. T. Waller, Jr.,



John C, Phillips, P. 3. Lovejoy, John W. Titcomb, M. K. Reckord, 
Henry Morgenthau, Jr., W. J. P. Aberg, or others might be suitable. 
I will leave this to you entirely. 

I stand ready and willing to help any speaker find his data, 
and I'm sure you would also. You might make this offer in taking the 
matter up. 

You will notice that no Biological Survey speakers are sug~ 
gested,except Grange and MeAtee on one relatively non-controversial 7 
subject. This is deliberate. ‘They necessarily have to be cautious ; 
in public utterances on controversial subjects. Grange or MeAtee would 
be less so than the others. Such caution is not compatible with the 
kind of a symposium you have in mind. If I were you, I would explain this 

tines to Red in advance, and would be glad to have you quote me in doing so. 
Red, I am sure, will catch the idea. 

“Freedom of speech" is also why I have suggested Waller in 
some of the lists. He can say what he thinks, and I am sure would be 
willing to work hard in getting his data. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



JOHN B. BURNHAM > 
ESSEX, NEW YORK \| 

May 18, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
404 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I heve been thinking over for several days your 
letter of the llth. It contains a most valuable 
suggestion, and may after all be the proper method 
of approach in the situation about which I have 
been writing. 

I will have copies of your letter made and sent to 
various people who are interested in this subject 
and get their reaction, I agree with you that this 
subject should have a thoroughly thrashing out as a 
part of the symposium on game policy at the next 
Game Conference. : 

The discussion of the subject is sure to arouse a 

lot of antagonism.” Some people cannot get a now idea 
in their heads except by a surgical operation, It 
often distresses me, however, to see otherwise good 
men opposing an idea simply because it is a new idea, 

Most people get obsessed with orthodox things and just 
because they have grown up with certain ideas, consider 
anything else to be rank heresy. 

Very sincerely yours, - 

Th 

JBB/M
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THE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

WASHINGTON, D.C, UNITED STATES se 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR we 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE bw” 

WASHINGTON 

May 8, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
National Bank Building, 

404 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Thank you for your letter of May 1. I enjoyed reading 

; Errington's papers, which you so kindly sent me. The de- 

fense of pellet analysis and of predator birds was fine. I 

am convinced that the sooner we can alter the viewpoint that 

all prodaberyeperion must be blacklisted the better it will 

be for game species and for mankind. 

Very truly yours,



STATE BOARD OF FISHERIES AND GAME 

CHARLES E. WHEELER, STRATFORD pea eae oe 

STATE BOARD OF STATE OF CONNECTICUT Thee eae : 
FISHERIES AND GAME 

HARTFORD 

May 11, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Chairman, Game Policy Committee 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have read with much interest the ac- 
count of the informal meeting of the Game Policy Commit- 
tee outlined in your circular of April 28th. I am hoping 
that the sub-committee will have an opportunity to meet 
soon. In the meantime I will reply to your letter. 

I quite concur with you that the Game Policy 
adopted at the National Game Conference should be regarded 
as the starting point of the system of thought to be fur- 
ther discussed and amplified at subsequent meetings. I 
also believe in devoting as much time as possible to a sym- 
posium on the Game Policy. It is the most outstanding sub- 
ject we have to consider at these National Conferences, and 
& symposium of this kind will naturally embrace more or 
less of the talks which would otherwise be heard from some 
of the members. 

The legislative policy developments and manage- 
ment policy developments appeal to me as the most important 
subjects. Seth Gordon might handle the first one and you 
handle the second one. When it comes to discussion of the 
conservation executives' salaries you are running into a 
subject which is embarrassing to some of the members who 
might want to discuss it, but hesitate about so doing. Some 
of the men most w@mpetent to discuss the subject are those 
who have been supplanted through the various changes that 
come under our political form of government, and those men 
may not be interested to attend the meeting. I believe 
Seth Gordon has a lot of data on the compensation of the 
conservation employees in various States. 

Under the title "Federal-State Co-operation", it 
is my feeling that both Federal and State Governments should 
undertake as soon as possible to practice farm game manage- 
ment on all State forest tracts and thus set an example to 
the landowner. As far as Connecticut is concerned, we are 
enforcing the migratory bird laws as effectively as we are 
enforcing any of the other game laws, and we also have water-
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fowl sanctuaries. 

The game research program is of the utmost impor- 
tance and is going to devolve upon some one in connection 
with it to write a book or a very complete monograph on 

> just what farm game management means, and with full infor- 
mation to the uninitiated as to how to carry it out. All 
of this leads to the question of finance which is one of 
the most serious obstacles to a successful outcome of the 
entire program. More and more propaganda on the importance 
of this sort of work to educate the public to appreciate it 
and to back it financially, through the legislatures, seems 
to be the only way to start. I think there is a general 
trend in the way of appreciation of all this work among the 
public which is not directly interested in hunting. This 
all dovetails into the subject of research as to what cur- 

rent practices by game men contravene the principles in 
which so-called protectionists are interested. 

I cannot see that any of these subjects should be 
deleted as impolitic, although I can see that the subject 
of compensation of employees is the one which will probably 

meet with the least inclination of those present to public- 

ly discuss. I proposed such a subject to Hoyes Lloyd in 
connection with the meeting in Toronto of the American Fish- 
eries Society and International Association of Fish and Game 

Commissioners. I have forgotten which Society I presented 

it for, but I think it was the American Fisheries Society. 
I did not want to tackle it for certain political reasons 
in my own State because some attempts had been made to get 

me out of office and put in an entirely inexperienced man. 
Nobody else was prepared to discuss the subject and one of 
my friends facetiously remarked that those who could best 
discuss it were not present. 

I do not imagine this will help you much, but 
these are my offhand views at the first reading of your 

letter. I am extremely busy with certain matters in the 

legislature - including an inclination to reduce our rev- 
enue. 

With kindest regards 

yu U aay i gto wah 

JWT : JFB
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May 11, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
404 University Ave. Nat'l Bank Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

Your circular letter of April 28 is here. 

The suggested items would all appear available but several might 
perhaps be restated or given another accent. 

No. 3, "Salaries", for instance, puts the accent on amounts, but 
disregards qualifications. High pay with low specifications makes political 
bait. The problem is to get and keep competence. Salaries will be incidental 
to that, with assured working funds and opportunities and stability of organ- 
ization the real essential. 

No. 4, "Federal-State" relations on National Forests etc., may 
become delicate. Sherman once told me that he doubted that the accepted 
leaving of all game regulation to the States would hold up if well tested in 
the courts. There is a real question there, but the manner in which it gets 
handled may make some difference. 

No. 5, “Research Program and U. §. Biological Survey". Probably as 
a sub-head, some agency should be collecting and making available space for 
technical publications and summaries. A "Journal" of some sort is needed for 
game management - something equivalent to what appears in the "Forest Worker" 

plus "Journal of Forestry" - at least a focal point not now available. But 
perhaps we aren't ready for it, but is the "Bulletin" going as far as it can? 

No. 6, "Game Finance", is entitled to a discussion of its own, with 

another title to cover the "conservation activities relating to wild life but 
not aimed solely at improvement of shooting". 

Under finance, proper, I would involve budget ratios between enforce- 
ment (wardens yadministrative overhead; research; investments in and operating 

costs of refuges and public hunting grounds; appropriate items of fire protect- 
ion; game farm operations etc.
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Under "wildlife activities not for game per se", I would discuss 
"park" and other sanctuaries (as against refuges), and how to finance them. 
I had a paper on that before the last Academy of Science. Came to the con- 
clusion that somebody should do something and that nobody had yet invented 
a practicable way of making that special interest pay its own freight; but 

that the demand was large and growing. 

No. 7, "Protectionists", not clear as it stands. Evidently needs 
additional explanation. 

se ek oe 

Additional items perhaps available. 

More emphasis on local (feem—emé groups of farmers and farmers 
and town sportsmen) game mamagement for sport not only as a (money) crop 
return. ; 

How interest, develop, get ‘and hold competent technical staff and 
get ite findings into actual use? 

Development of cooperative research work between existing agencies - 
as state colleges, universities and Conservation Departments. 

Development of land and water policies for states. How much of 
what in public ownership, and purposes? 

This is a poor ante to your asking but things here are so unsettled 
and confused that it will be a couple of weeks, at least, before the legis- 

lature adjourns and until we can begin to pick up the pieces and see what is 

left. Ruhl and Pirnie have supplied most of the suggestions which I have 

listed. 

Of the items which I might individually tackle, I presume that 
cooperations to involve existing agencies, with special accent on getting 

State Colleges and County Agents hooked in, would find me as well hooked up 

as anybody, but it doesn't sound interesting and wouldn't be a very appropriate 
thing for a general session on Policy. 

If you will let me see the compiled list resulting from your circular, 
maybe I can find something but you'd better just pick something out and try to 
wish it on me. Right now I don't feel able to think two weeks ahead or tackle 
a@ single new item. 

Yours very/ truly 

P. S. Lovejoy 

PSL: Mc Game vision
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MASSACHUSETTS FISH AND GAME ASSOCIATION 
41 MOUNT VERNON STREET 

BOSTON,U.S.A. 

May 9, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold: 

I have your letter to the Game Policy Com- 

mittee. Your list of subjects is interesting. 
I think possibly Mr. David A. Aylward could discuss 
at the next conference his experiences in trying to 
put through a game breeder's bill in Massachusetts, 
as we have been at this now for two years. 

i am corresponding with Colonel Foran, but 
have not been able to leave the house at all for three 
weeks. Perhaps it would be better if you would put 
someone else on as chairman of your sub-committee to 
confer with the Foundation. 

I am not able just now to think up any more 
topics, but I will bear this in mind and write you later 
one z 

Sincerely yours, 

JOHN C. PHILLIPS, 

President. 

JcP/DcG 
Dictated but not read 

Lor theRational Conservation ofall Wild Lite
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IN REPLY REFER TO__________ May 7, 1951. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Chairman, 
Game Policy Committee, 
905 University Ave., 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have copy ot the minutes of the 
informal meeting of the Policy Committee held at 
Chicago April 24th. I am of the opinion that the 
American Game Policy adopted at the convention of 
the American Game Protective Association at New 
York on December 2nd last should be regarded as 
a "starting point ot a system of thought to be 
further discussed and amplified at subsequent meet- 
ings". I am sure as the future becomes the present 
that there will be changes necessary, which changes 
should not perhaps be sumbitted as formal amendments. 

I should like to see at the next an- 
nual convention the subject of how a state should be 
organized for the purpose of making a wild life survey. 
Few states, if any, know how much and the value of 
the game birds and animals within their borders. There _ 
ought to be some way to determine and evaluate the wild 
life resources of a state as a foundation upon which we 
may base a program for the economic study of the several 
species of wild life; then I believe that this will be 
a means for selling protection, conservation and reha- 
bilitation to land owners and to all public spirited 
citizens. 

Who the competent person is to discuss 
this subject, 1 am not in position at this time to sug- 
gest. I fear that there is no one in Alabama who could 
do so successfully. Perhaps someone connected with the 
Bureau of Siological Survey might be able to adequately 
handle a paper on this subject. We should have an inven- 
tory of our capital stock before we can hope to extend 

our program into the channels of economics and the fields 
ot pleasure and recreation. 

With all good wishes, I am 

eager) 

tA 7 

JI Ube litle, 
ITQ.L I, 2. Quinn, Commisstoner.
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May 5, 1931 

Hon. Aldo Leopold 
Chairman, Game Policy Committee, 
905 University Ave. 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Please accept my thanks for gopy of your letter of 

the 28th to members of your policy committee. I was sorry I could not 

attend the Chicago meeting but prior to the date of the meeting, Col. 
Foran advised me he did not think that a suitable time to discuss the 
policies of his Foundation and the Rundation would not be represented. 

I quite approve of all you say in your letter. In 

addition to the subjects suggested by you for discussion, I would suggest 

as an additional subject the best ways of increasing our supply of migratory 

birds. I hardly imow who to suggest as the best man to lead this discussion 

but the discussion should embrace on the one hand the improvement of conditions 

ain the breeding areas and on the other the restriction of the use of repeating 

firearms, the establishment by federal regulation of rest days and a dis- 

cussion of the best policy with reference to feeding. I am firmly convinced 
that no gun that will shoot more than three times without reloading should 

be permitted, and I would prefer the gun that would shoot only twice. I 
Likewise believe that feeding should be permissible but 1 desire more light 
on the subject of whether or not shooting over baited waters should be 

prohibited. While it might be true that the prohibition against shooting 

baited waters would result in a more even distribution of the game, I am 

not yet convinced that it would mean a reduction in the total bag. 

I hope to be able to attend the next conference of the 

American Game Protective Association. 

Cordially yours, 

e 

A. Willis Hobertson



May 5, 1931 

Drs ls Vilbort Pearson 
1974 Broadway e 
New York City, Ne Ys : 

Dear Drs Pearson: “ ; i 

have youre of the 2nd ant note thet youn efforts to : 
interest wealthy men in the establishment of breeding sanctuaries has so 
far been futile. You have been in the work much longer than I and heve 
put a great deal more energy and thought into it, but I have been in it lone 
enough to feel at times great discouragement over the future, 

There is entirely too much of the feeling that because 
Nature heretofore has produced an abundant supply, Nature can continue to 
do so and when Nature feils to do so, the tendency is either to lay the 
blame on geme laws-or the inefficiency of those who administer them. ‘The 
general public is unwilling to assume ony responsibility whatever. 

Cordially yours, 

Ae Willis Robertson eo :
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Home Office 

1974 BROADWAY Mey 2, 1951. 
New York City 

ACTIVITIES Major A. Willis Robertson, 
LEGISLATIVE Library Building, 

Active in State and Feder- Richmond ’ Va. 

al legislation for Wild Bird 

and Animal Protection. Dear Ma jor Robertson: 

. Canada, of course, has done 
ee something to preserve Duck breeding areas 

ue) Tc eae in the West, but even the best they can 
a Rind Guceaities dad game do is only a drop in the bucket. Neither 
refuges. the United States Government, nor the 

Py Western States seem to have money to pur- 
chase, develope and maintain areas for 

LECTURE wildfowl to any important extent. A little 
Audubon lecturers address is being done by local «people. The 
thousands of audiences Izaak Walton League of Minnesota is re- 
annually. filling a lake in the northern part of that 

z State. 

CHILDREN’S SSUGAFIENAL There are a great number of very 
ide eee cved wealthy Duck hunters in the country. I have 
Bs doo | Hunt inte bird sought out some of these and talked until 
study clubs. I was blue in the facé,trying to convince 

@ them that they should do something to give 
back some of the wild life they have enjoyed 

PUBLICATION shooting. I have asked them to purchase 
Bird pictures, leaflets, bul- and maintain one or more breeding areas for 
letins and magazine, Bird: wildfowl. Up to the present, my efforts 

Lore. have produced exactly nothing. I get sick 
< at heart at times, but you are younger and 

Cooranrian, must keep up your spirit. 

Cooperates with Federal, : 

State and Conservation Cordially yours, 
Society officials. 

+ GOH» Pec sen_ 
Heeee ene T. Gilbert Pearson. 

Is affiliated with bird pro- J f 
tective societies in twenty- TGP: J 
two foreign countries. 

z
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AMERICAN GAME ASSOCIATION 
INVESTMENT BUILDING 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

‘AprtL SO, 1961 

COPY OF ADDRESS ON THE SUBJECT OF 

"DEVELOPMENTS IN GAME CONSERVATION" 

We are pleased to send you herewith, for such 

use as you care to make of it, copy of address on 

the above subject which was delivered to the Annual 

Convention of the Izaak Walton League in Chicago 

last week. 

Unfortunately time did not permit more detailed 

information concerning the progress being made in 

all sections of the country, but we did our best to 

give the highlights of the outstanding developments 

during the year as they were known to us, 

If any erroneous statements were mede, please 

bring them to our attention, It will be much 

appreciated if you will keep us advised of any new 

developments that come to your attention from time 

to time, 

Yours for more game,* 

President. 

*al1 fins, feathers and fur pursued for recreation 

or sport,



DEVELOPMENTS IN GAME CONSERVATION* 

By Seth Gordon 
President American Game Association 

It is utterly impossible to present the important game con- 
servation developments of the past year in a short address, but others 
on the program will cover in detail some of the items which for the 
sake of brevity must merely be mentioned in this paper, 

The term "game" as herein used covers all birds, mammals and 
fishes wnich are usually pursued for sport or recreation, I am glad 
to say this broad definition is coming into general usage, and more of 
the states will no doubt shorten the names of their administrative 
departments in charge of game and other conservation affairs, And 
what a lot of time we will all save when those titles pb boiled down 
to two words -- either "Game Department" or "Conservation Department," 

State Developments in Brief 

A study of the important developments in the states during 
the year is very interesting, The trend is most encouraging, but 
there is still entirely too mtch turnever in administrative personnel - 
and shifting in policy. Personnel turnovers produce chaotic conditions, 
because the tendency is not to build upon the foundation laid by a 
predecessor’ but to tear down and build anew, And that invariably is 
disasterous} 

The states which have made the most outstanding progress are 
those wnich have followed a constructive program consistently over 4 
long term of years, regardless of changes in personnel, 

One of the most encouraging trends among the states is the 
tendency to vest departments in charge of game with broad regulatory 
powers to fix seasons and bag limits; to set aside refuges and public 
hunting and fishing grounds; to put field forces on a merit system; 
and to pay sreater attention to scientific research, Last but not 
least by any means, the sportsmen are beginning to realize that they 
mst contribute more money with which to do the many things they expect 
of their state departments, 

A few of the important developments in the states are: 

Alabama: The legislature of Alabama meets but once in four years, 
It might be a good thing if more states would adopt this plan, The 
officials could then at least get acquainted with the mass of new 
legislation before another batch would be dumped into their laps, 

The session this year has a most constructive program before 
it, including measures to develop an extensive system of refuges and 
public hunting and fishing grounds; a new measure to encourage game 
breeding; a new fish law with an angling license, creel and length 
limits, and nonesale of game fish; a reduction in the non-resident 
hunting license from $25,G0 to $15.00, a novel idea which is certainly 

* Address to the Annual Convention of the Izaak Walton Teague, Chicago, 

April 24,° 1931,
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a step in the right direction, also special licenses for those 

desiring to go to Alabama for but a week, 

Attempt to Oust Commission Fails 

Arizona: An attempt to upset the Arizona Commission was badly 
defeated by the organized sportsmen who did not want to see their 
department of two years thrown into politics, The attempt proved to 
be very much worth while, because it cemented the sportsmen together 
as nothing in recent years has done, It is strange how impending 
disaster makes us forget our petty differences, 

California: The setting aside of 750 quail refuges aggregating 
about 500,000 acres was @ big stroke, In many cases lands heretofore 
closed to hunting are now open, because the lands which the owners 
really wanted to protect are now included within the refuges, Refuges 
on water reservoir lands which were prefiously closed to all shooting © 
also have made portions of those vast areas available to the sportsmen, 

Colorado: <A determined effort to place the present department 
under the jurisdiction of a commission failed for the third time, 
Colorado has increased her fishing producing facilities tremendously, 
and is'now developing rearing ponds to rear all trout from the 
75,000,000 esg capacity hatcheries to fish from 5" to 8" long, The 
game prosram has lagged due to lack of funds, 

Florida: Florida's legislation session is now on, and a deter 
mined 6i-ort is being made to stop the sale of 700 tons of black bass 
for market purposes, We hope the sponsors of this legislation will 
succeed, ~ 

Illinois; The prospect of better cooperation in the enforcement 
of the misratory bird laws in Illinois are decidedly encouraging, 
Tllinois' plan to raise 5000 bob-white quail for stocking purposes 
will be watched with much interest, 

Iowa Inaugurates New Methods 

Iowa; A new five-man commission to Girect the affairs of the 
game department is the result of organized effort in which all groups 
pulled tocsether in fine style, The new law gives the commission 
broad resulatory powers, provides for the creation of refuges, and 
public ummting and fishing grounds, and provides machinery for a state 
survey looking toward the development of a 25-year conservation 
program covering the entire state, 

Kentucky: Kentucky's new commission plan is working most 
satisfactorily, The organized sportsmen nominate the members, and the 
governor is required to select from the list of nominees, This plan ~ 
gives the sportsmen a direct voice in the management of their affairs, 

Maine: One of the states that has made excellent progress during 
the year is Maine, Wild-life refuges aggregating 500,000 acres have 
been established; hatchery facilities have been quadrupled, and now 
it will be possible to produce 20,000,000 trout and salmon annually. 
A system of rearing pools numbering something like 800 is being 
developed,
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Artificial Game Rearing Succeeds. 

Maryland: Maryland has reared quail successfully by using the 
electric incubator-brooder method developed by W. B. Colemen on the 
White Oak ‘uail Farm near Richmoné, Va. Recent legislation stops the 
use. of purse and buck nets this fall, and plans are under way to hold 
all young trout until theyare about 8" long, An effort to further 
restrict the taking of black bass for commercial purposes failed, and 
for two vears more Maryland's waters will be gutted for the market, 

Massachusetts: Massachusetts has demonstrated the success of the 
incubator-preoder method of rearing quail and ringneck pheasants, 
Sentiment for public fishing waters and hunting grounds has crystal- 
lized, anc the prospects for getting funds to inaugurate the program 
without Gelay are excellent, An attempt to encourage shooting clubs 
to rear same failed, largely because the sportsmen did not seem to 
understand that it would be to their advantage because the plan 
contemplated that the clubs might kill only 60% of the game stocked, 

Michican: You heard a great deal about Michigan's fine progress 
yesterday, The game and fish research activities there are of .the 
utmost importance, There has been a marked increase in the game 
refuge and public hunting grounds lands, but this phase of the work 
must not be permitted to lag, 

Gopher State Leads Way in Restoration 

Minnesota: Minnesota has just adopted a new game program, 
includin= the commission plan of administration, One of the big 
accomplishments of the Gopher State is the restoration of Thief Lake 
an area of 14,000 acres which was drained fifteen years ago at a cost 
of $1,000,000, The state will spend about $100,000 to restore the 
area, which will bring back one of the zreatest waterfowl 
producing areas in the country, This is the first big undertaking of 
its kind in any state, and it is hoped that other states will follow 
this fine example, 

‘Most of the states are waitiny wntil the federal government 
ean acquire the necessary waterfowl breeding grounds, but this is a 

very short-sishted policy, Unless the government appropriates far 
more money its refuge program will not catch up with the requirements 
for many years, And where will our duck supply be in the meantime? 

Mississippi: The only state without a game department is 
Mississippi. The chaotic situation in the last session of the legis- 
lature defeated a splendid bill, and Mississippi sportsmen must wait 
two years longer for relief, Systematic robbing of quail stock has 
put the sportsmen of that state on their toes, and the next session of 
the legislature will no doubt bring the last of the forty-eight states 
into the fold, ; 

Missouri; Another determined effort is being made to place 
Missouri’s Same work under the jurisdiction of a non-partisan commis- 

sion, and to give that body badly needed regulatory powers, The 
prospects, The prospects for favorable action are excellent,
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A New Idea to Obtain Working Funds 

Montana: Many states have tried to find ways to secure more funds 
from those who are able to pay, but apparently Montana is the first 
state to adopt a plan that will do the trick, There Aa new "Sportsman's 
Tieense" costing 85.00 will be available, and as a special inducement 
a windshield sticker is issued to indicate that the holder has contrib- 
uted $2.00 additional to the game and fish work of the state, The new 
license is really an "honor badge." The plan has created considerable 

attention nationally. 

Nebreska: This state has developed a unique method of encouragins 
private and group initiative in fish an¢é same rearing work by making 
arrangements to purchase the game and fish produced for stocking 
purposes, thereby helping. to distribute the financial load, 

Nevada: The establishment of an antelope refuge in Nevada by the 
National Association of Audubon Societies working in cooperation with 
the state and the federal government is one of the greatest strokes in 
large some conservation, About 4500 antelope frequent the area set 
aside, 

Sportsmen Oppose Sale of Game 

New Jersey: The prospects are excellent for an increase in the 
New Jersey combination hunting and fishing license, now costing $1,65, 
to 33,00 in order that an extensive refuge and public hunting and 
fishine crounds program may be developed, <A proposal to encourage 
game production by landowmers and clubs was badly defeated because the 
sportsmen of New Jersey feared that it would again permit the sale of 
wild-reared game, The effort was worth while, as it again tested 
public sentiment on this point, 

¢ New Moxico: Much of the old legislation was scrapped in favor of 
| modern Laws and broad regulatory authority, A complete change in the 
* commission and much of its personnel, while absolutely contrary to 

sound practice, has resulted in the selection of capable leaders to 

carry on the work, 

New York: Many things are happening in New York, The bigsest 
step was the appointment of an Advisory Council of 25 state conserva- 
tion leaders to aid the new Conservation Commissioner, Other new 
developments include a plan to encourage the 4-H Clubs to roar 
pheasants to be purchased by the State, plans to extend the refuge 
system and launching a public fishing waters prozram; and a recommenda- 

tion that a svstem of examinations be established to eliminate the 
unfit from the hunting field, The latter innovation will no douht 
meet with considerable opposition, but something must be done to 
improve the relations between the real sportsmen and the landowners, 

4 Daily Fee Hunt Club Idea Spreading 

North Carolina: North Carolina has just adopted a plan whereby 
landowners banding together may obtain the consent of the state under 
certein conditions to operate a daily-fee hunt club and collect up to 
$4,00 per day for hunting privileges, This is an adaptation of the 
"Texas Plan,” but it ig an improvement over the Texas Plan because it
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gives the state better control over these lands, 

“. . An effort to include a fee per head of game was killed, as 
was a measure Similar to the New Jersey measure, because the sportsmen 
were unwilling to take chances on anything that would again permit the 
sale of wild game. 

North Dakota: North Dakota has eliminated the duplication of 
administrative machinery by eliminating the commission and placing full 
responsibility upon the commissioner, thereby reversing the usual trend. 
The codification of the laws, the transfer of thousands of live ; 
pheasants trapped by the farmers at $1,00 each, and the stacking of 
Hungarian partridges are other developments of note in that state, 

Oklahoma: The development of a 20,000 acre quail farm from which 
the Surplus birds will be trapped for stocking purposes is one of the 
outstanding undertakings of the year, The progress of this experiment 
will be watched with much interest, The development of the Wichita 
Game Preserve by the government as a big outdoor laboratory is another 
accomplishment worthy of mention, 

Oregon; Oregon has suffered terrific upsets during the past 
several years, A new commission bill, similar to the Kentucky Plan 
already mentioned, was passed by a large majority by both houses of 
the legislature, but was vetoed by the governor, He partially redeemec. 
himself by appointing a new commission which seems to meet with the 
approval of the sportsmen, A measure to stop commercial fishing in i 
the famous Rogue River failed to meet with the approval of the governor, 

Keystone Deer Situation Improving 

Pennsylvania: Indications are that Pennsylvania's surplus deer 
situation will be solved by compromise which provides for additional 
regulatory authority authorizing the game commission to open seasons 
in overstocked areas without charging an extra license fee, The 
prospects for legislation to stop the sale of black bass shipped in 
from other states are excellent, 

South Dakota: The most remarkable accomplishment in South Dakota 
was the transfer of something like 12,000 live pheasants for stocking 
purposes by paying the farmers to trap the birds in overstocked areas, 

Quail Thieves Caught 

Tennessee: The biggest accomplishment in game law enforcement 
during the year was the apprehension of a quail bootlegging ring that 
operated out of Memphis and gutted the already badly depleted supply 
of quail in’ five neighboring states of something like 80,000 live bob- 
white avail, Such pirates deserve no quarter, and the sportsmen of the 
states in question must help develop evidence which will teach them a 
lesson never to be forgotten, 

Tennessee has been making progress with her game program, and 
indications are that the present session of the legislature will pass 
@ commission bill to give the administrative officer some badly needed 
assistance, 

Texas: The most significant thing in Texas this year was the 
absence of any legislation to change the shooting preserve law of
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that state under the provisions of which the landowners who produce a 
game crop may sell their humting privileges, 

Virginia: A new fisheries program has been launched that will soon 
put Virginia on the map in that field of endeavor, The Commission 
stopped the commercial taking of black bass and transferred 15,000 bass 
for stocking-purposes, Research work in game matters is progressing 
nicely, 

West Virginia: Full discretionary powers have been vested in the 
commission; uniform opening «dates have been fixed for all small up- 
land game; the statewide license has been increased from $1.25 to 
33,00, with a county license now available for $1.00; and the non- 
resident hunting license has been reduced to $15,00, All license 
revenue has been made immediately available to the Commission, 

Wicconsin: The Badger State has made excellent progress and during 
the year completed the Horicon Marsh Dem to reflood that wonderful area, 
a project in which the Izaek Walton Teague has been deeply interested, 
To Wisconsin goes the credit for being the first state to adopt the new 4 
American Game Folicy throughout in principle in connection with the new 
five-year program for that state, 

Big National Developments 

Anong the big national developments, exclusive of measures 
passed by Congress last summer, are the following: 

Amexican Game Policy: The American Game Policy adopted by the 
Seventeenth Game Conference in New York last December was the most 
progressive step in game conservation during this century, The manner 
in which the policy has been accepted generally is most encouraging,” 
The longer one studies this policy the more comprehensive it becomes, 
Since the Teague had a representative on the committee which drafted 

that document, I hope this convention will formally endorse it so that © 
the chapters and divisions will give the policy the support it deserves, 

Michigan Project: The Michigan game projects have been explained 
at length, Permit me to say that in my opinion the big laboratory now 
under way in Williamston Towmship is the most important thing of its 
kind ever undertaken, and I predict a great future for this method of 
bringing about better sportsmen-farmer-state relationships, 

Research and Surveys: Research and survey activities are gaining 
momentum rapidly. The report by Aldo Leopold covering his work of the 
past two years in the eight north central states, copy of which is 
available at the registration desk, is the first thing of its kind in 
America, The game research work is going forward rapidly, and we will 
soon be able to develop our programs based upon actual knowledge 
instead of taking pot shots in the dark, The manner in which education- 
al institutions are respgnding to the need for scientific workers is 
very encouraging, 

Senate Committee; You will hear later from Senator Hawes all about 
the work or the Special Senate Committee, It has done a fine job so 
far, Its first report was most helpful, and the field investigations 
have placed the committee in position to evaluate the many suggestions 
that come before it, The hig job; namely, the coordination of 
federal activities and the improvement of the laws under which the 
governmental agencies operating, is still ahead,
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Coleman's Experiments: The outstanding success of W,B.Coleman and 

his principal supporter Mr, E,G,Baetjer of Baltimore, in the rearing 
of quail by electrically oper&ted incubators and brooders is one of 
the marvels of the age, To see his birds and his equipment as I did 
last Suncdy is bound to give anyone a thrill. He has contributed 
enormously to the solution of our game problems, and I predict that he 
will solve the grouse rearing problem, if anyone will, fMThe first of 
the season's grouse eggs was laid last Saturday by a bird reared with 
the electric incubator-brooder method, 

Problems Confronting Sportsmen 

It is quite evident that at last the sportsmen are willing 
to give game conservation and production some serious thought, They 
want public hunting, and they want it as near "free" as possible, 
Recent lcvislative attempts in New Jersey and North Cardlina clearly 
indicate that the American sportsmen will not stand for the sale of 
wild game, but they will agree to compensate landowners who actually 
produce a same crop for the privilege of hunting it, 

The North Carolina law is a step in the right direction but large 
public arcas must not be overlooked, Ultimately our hunting in 

America will fall into four classes: 

1, Vast areas purchased by the public for use as refuges 
surrounded by public hunting and fishing grounds, 

2, Still larger areas set aside for the exclusive use of 
those who are willing to pay the cost of an intensive 
sane program, with special inducements to rear game, 

3, Considerable areas in thickly populated sections 
operated under state supervision as daily-fee hunt 
clubs open to the general public, . 

4, Thé remainder, always the large bulk of our lands, a 
sort of "no man's land" where no concerted effort will 
be made to produce game and where the crop will invari- . 

) ably be sparse, 

Funds the Biggest Need 

' The first of these plans requires ample funds, The present 
$12,000,000 a year spent for game and fish is only veg per acre -- 
and we spend $650,000,000, according to the Senate Committee, to 
harvest the crop, Until we spend at least $50,000,000 to $60,000,000 
cee year to maintain the crop we cannot hope to make much progress, 
bsolutely free shooting soon means no.shooting! We must provide 

funds by one method or another, or else have no shooting worthy the 
name, 

Our federal agencies must have far sreater appropriations 

for wild-live conservation, We must quadruple our staff of federal 
game protectors,and stop this commercial slaughter and bootlegging 
of ducks; we must push our refuge system far more rapidly; we must 
find a way to go over and help Canada to save the breeding grounds of
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-the ducks ov the Continent, And until our present restrictions on 

legitimate shooting can be enforced adequately, it is foolish to 

suggest otZers, Let us as sportsmen stand shoulder to shoulder on 

these propositions; let us each get our own states to do their full 

share, anc the funds with which to do the work will be forthcoming, 

But it takes work, and plenty of it, 

In conclusion, I would say there have been so mary new 

developments in game conservation during the year that America's Los 

sportsmen ere in about the same frame of mind as the chap who goes 

bear hunting for the first time, Every new proposal is like every 

erackling twig, every rustling leaf, presaging the approach of another 

pear, And finally the woods seem to be full of bears, By the time the 

real bruin comes lumber Lae within range chances are that the old trusty 

rifle will be forgotten and the bear will get away, 

This is no time for "bear fever", We need cool~headedness, 

I am convinced that hinking conservation leaders and sportsmen are not 

becoming panicky, and that out of the present maze of ideas will come 

the most progressive game program America has ever seen,
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905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 
April 28, 1931 

Members of the 
Game Policy Committee: 

Gentlemen: 

An informal meeting of the Policy Committee was held in con- 

junction with the Izaak Walton League convention in Chicago, April 24. 

The regular members present were Seth Gordon, H. C. Bryant, K. C. McMurry 

(representing P. 8. Lovejoy), W. C. Henderson (representing Paul G. 

Redington), and myself. In addition, C. R. Rachford of the U. S. Forest 

Service, and Harl C. Doyle, secretary of the Michigan Division of the 

Izaak Welton League, were present by invitatim. 

No member of the sub-committee (consisting of Phillips, 

Robertson, and Titcomb) appointed at the request of “More Game Birds in 

America, Inc.", was present, hence no report was made. 

The principal question discussed was whether the Game Policy 

should be regarded as a sort of "constitution" to be extended and amended 

in a formal manner from time to time, or whether it should be regarded 

as a starting point of a system of thought to be further discussed and 

amplified at subsequent meetings, but not necessarily formally amended. 

The second alternative seemed to be the unanimous preference 

of the members (as it certainly is of the chairman). Dr. Bryant suggested 

that a least half a day, and preferably a whole day, at the next Game 

Conference be devoted to a "Symposium on Game Policy." He suggested that 

a list of important subjects be selected well in advance, and the best 

qualified men in the country designated to collect information and evidence
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on each subject and introduce it for discussion at the symposium. Dr. 

Bryant's suggestion was approved by those present. 

The purpose of this letter is to ask each member of the 

Committee to send me at his earliest convenience a list of the "policy" 

subjects which he thinks should be discussed, and his nomination of a 

man to collect information and lead the discussion. The following sample 

subjects are suggested es illustrative: 

Legislative Policy Developments of 1930-31. Describe and interpret the 

recent game bills introduced in New Jersey and North Carolina. What are 

their merits and demerits in the light of the Game Policy? What other 

bills in other states, whether passed or not, indicate significant game 

policy trends? 

Management Policy Developments of 1930-31. Swmarize and interpret the 

growth of the Michigan Demonstrations. Summarize and interpret the new 

demonstrations in Minnesota and Indiana and the southeastern states. 

Does the Oklahoma system of producing wild bobwhite planting stock 

trapped from refuges (instead of on game farms) have significance to game 

policy? Does the Wisconsin proposal to produce wild Hungarian planting: 

stock on refuges have significance to geme policy? 

Conservation Executives' Salaries. What effect does the salary scale 

now prevalent among state conservation executives have on the possible 

discharge of the responsibilities which the Game Policy assigns them? 

What is this salary scale? At what rate is it advancing? How does the 

scale and its advance compare with other professimal work in applied 

piology, such as forestry, agriculture, etc? What obstacles, such as
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Civil Service procedures, salaries of governors and other state officers, 

etc., retard its advance? What can the National Game Conference do to 

develop additional men suitable for much higher salaries? What is the 

effect of present salary scale on stability and turnover? 

Federal-State Cooperation. In the light of the Game Policy principle 

that "only the landowner can practice game management," is the present 

division of responsibility for game management on the National Forests a 

workable one? Is the rate of improvement in stete conservatim depart- 

ments adequate to keep up with initiative of the Forest Service toward 

geme management on the National Forests? Is the Forest Service starting 

game management on the National Forests as rapidly as the state coopera- 

tion allows? How can the states be induced to give more support to the 

Biological Survey in enforcing the migratory bird laws? Are state migra- 

tory bird refuge and marshland restoration programs keeping pace with 

the Morbeck-Andreson program? 

Geme Research Program. Should the Biological Survey or some other central 

agency assemble a game research program similar to the forestry research 

program issued by the Forest Service in cooperation with the American 

Tree Association? f 

Geme Finance. ‘The Game Policy says that the general public (as distinguished 

from the sportsman) should pay for game conservation measures serving wild 

life as a whole, and not aimed solely at the improvement of shooting. What 

liabilities (in the form of a detailed list) need to be passed to the 

general public under this principle? How shall a start be made to get 

general public recognition of it? ;
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Relation to Protectionists. Are the principles of mutual recognition, 

and mutual participation in a wild life program based on research findings, 

as outlined in the Game Policy, acceptable to the protectionists as a basis 

for a more friendly understanding? What current practices by geme men 

contravene these principles? How can the Game Conference bring pressure 

toward their more widespread observance by game men? 

Will each member please send me what he has in mind toward 

extending or improving this list of subjects,and his nominations of who 

can handle them, including what he is willing to handle himself? Which 

ones should be deleted as impolitic? We need to start work on a suitable 

list of subjects before July 1. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
5 Chairman,Game Policy Committee d
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Dear Mr. Leopold: ead Mn 

I met Professor Voorhies a number of times wv 
in Arizona but did not see the man who was working on 
the quail fellowship. 

I wish I could get out to Chicago for the 
Izaak Walton League Convention, but I have just re- 
turned home and things are too busy. 

I am not clear in my mind about this Committee 
which was to meet with the American Game Foundation, 
and which Foran is now writing me about. What are 
we supposed to do? 

Sincerely yours . 

C Ph thjio 

President. 
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Quien esen een — * 

The American Idea in Game Management Oum Fac. thar-AQ»,, 
Aldo Leopola "137 

The game policy adopted by the American Game Conference, 

December 2, 1930, begins with this assertion: 

"With rare exceptions, the landholder is not yet practicing 

management. ‘There are three ways to induce him to do so: 
1. Buy him out, and become the landomer. 
2. Compensate him directly or indirectly for producing a game 

crop anf for the privilege of harvesting it. 
3. Cede him the title to the game, so that he will own it and 

; can buy and sell it just as he owns, buys, ané sells his 
poultry. 

The first way is feasible on cheap lands, but prohibitive 
elsewhere. 

The second is feasible anywhere. 
Lie ni rd Wi 6 ai i Sy! is 27a0 BCon. 0 mG 

the Game Breeder,‘2) in a recent editorial, aske the coumittee ! 

which drafted the policy to explain what it means by "incompatible 

with American tradition." 

Captain Perey R. Creed, '7)in his “Rambling Thoughts of a Per- 

verted Britisher," also takes humorous exception to some recent discussion 

of "the abuses of the European Game System." 

This paper tries to express my personal view of what the poliey 

means in ite references to the Buropean practices. ‘The paper in no 

degree commits the other members of the committee, or any other person 

or group. 

It is no light matter to dismiss any idea on the grounds of 

A LL A RE EE EE A TL A TL IS 

(1) te Game Breeder, February, 1931, p. Ss. 
(2) american Field, Vol. 114, No. 31, Aug. 2, 1930, pp. 99-100. |
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“americanien." Unless supported by adequate definition, it brings up, at 

least to persons of liberal thought, unpalatable recollections of intellec- 

tual sandbagsing. ‘This paper, if not an adequate definition, may at least 

provoke someone to write a better one. 

No comparison of American and European practices is worth while 

unless it first contrasts the biological and economic circumstances obtain- 

ing in the two continents. Just how do economics and biology é¢ondition 

the problem of game conservation in America and Europe respectively? 

Our definition met begin with present and prospective human 

population densities. Zurope has many people mt little land. America 

has much land but (as yet) few people. o supply any civen proportion of 

Management, than America. This is the first theorem which conditions our 

problen. 

To illustrate: The Scottish moors support about one grouse 

per three acres on the average, and one per acre as a maximum. ‘This is a 

very dense stand, obtainable only by very intensive management. ‘The Wis- 

consin sand plains support about one grouse per 40 acres. ‘This is a very 

thin stand, occurring "naturally" without any management at all. Section 

(b) of the chart illustrates the contrast. 

A @rude or extensive system of game management would raise the 

Wiseonsin grouse density to (let us say) one per eight acres, or five times 

the present stand. On the other hand, a complete or intensive system of 

game management would doubtless raise the Wisconsin grouse density to that 

of Seotland, or 20-10 times the present stand. i 

Qe



As nearly as we now know, disease vould frustrate any attempt 

to raise the density higher than this in either place. - 

We are working, therefore, between an upper and a lower limit 

set by biological nature and economic accident respectively. Art cannot 

raise the upper limit. Delay can depress the lower, by exterminating the 

species. ‘the two limits constitute the upper and lower edce of our game 

policy "slate." ‘The two limits are far apart. Between them lie a wide 

range of choices, : 

The denser the stand, the larger the proportion of it which may 

be safely killed. In fact, in Seotch grouse stanis nearing the upper 

Limit of density it is imperative to kill two-thirds. If our present 

stand permits of a forty-fold increase, our present kill could be raised 

much more than forty-fold. Section (e) of the graph would indicate 

160-fold. 

The secoml theorem is aesthetic ani therefore very debatable. 

It ts thist he reereational value of a head of came ig inverse to the 

artificiality of its origin, and hence in a broad way to the Intensiveness 

of the system of game management which produged it. I may be presumptuous 

in calling this a theorem. It is my personal feeling as a sportsman. That 

does not prove it is true. I suspect, though, that many feel as I do. 

Possibly more people in America feel that way than in Burope. I have never 

been to Burope anghence do not mow. If so, maybe this 1a where "Americanism" 

begins to enter our definition. ven if it be so, I do not imply any 

“mperiority" for my idea. Wild nature is only one generation behind us 

here - in Burope centuries have elapsed. Aesthetic standards of living are, 

I suppose, more or less delimited in their rane by the actualities of experience, 

*-



TI will not try to illustrate this theorem, because it does not 

lie within the field of logic. It is either true or not untrue, according 

to one's personal views. I have often wondered whether the moral fervor 

of the “one gallus" elements in this country may not be explained as a blind 

groping to reconcile this feeling, which they are sure of even though they 

have not formated it in words, with the practical limitations of the 

American game problem which they are not sure of, because these limitations 

have only recently been isolated and defined. 

The third theorem follows from the first twot A gme poliey should 

seek a happy medium between the evident necessity of some management, and the 

aesthetic desideratum of not too much. Here we would be foolish not to take 

advantage of our good lucik in having a relatively low human population 

density. On the assumption that about one-third of both Wisconsin and 

Scotland constitute grouse range, aml that on this range the Scotch kill of 

160 grouse per square mile (see Section ¢) could, with intensive manacement, 

be duplicated, to what degree would it need te be duplicated to furnish 

Wiseonsin eltizens with the same per capita shooting as Sgotland? Section 

(c) indicates a fifty-fold increase in kill would suffice. This, as best 

I can guess, would necessitate about a six or ten-fold increase in the stand. 

(Itghould be remexbered that our present stand is so low as to support 

virtually no kill, as evidenced by most years being closed.) 

Our total kill could doubtless be increased 160-fold before 

reaching the biological upper limit. In short, we need to use only one~ 

third the possible scale of intensity of management (see Section 4). The 

third theoren would indicate this is better aesthetics than to blindly 

copy the Scotch stand through complete control of all factors. Again, 

absolutely no “superiority is here implied. If we had as many people per 
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equare mile as Britain, we too would be forced to practice intensive 

methods, or do without our shooting. (If there be any question of 

"superiority" involved at all, it is whether we will prove capable of 

remulating our on future Inman population density by some qualitative 

standard, or whether, like the grouse, we will automatically f111 up the 

laree biological niche which Columbus found for us, and which Mr. Edison 

and Mr. Ford, through “manacement" of our human environment, are con- 

atantly making larger. I fear we will. ‘the boosters fear we will not, or 

else they fear there will be some needless delay about it.) 

Some, mt not too meh, manacement is good aesthetics, but what 

may interest some reaters more is that it appears to be aleo good business. 

Game management is a form of agrieal tare, and like the other forms it pre- 

sumably obeys the Malthusian law of diminishing returns. All other land 

erops do. That is to say, a doller or an hour spent in quintupling the 

present accidental stand of grouse would be expected to go farther than 

a dollar spent to quintuple it again. Why? Because we are then approach- 

ing the biological upper limit of density, where it takes more work to add 

a bird than lower down on the bie-economic "slate." I say "presumably" 

‘because I have not the figures to prove it. We have had so little manage- 

ment in this country that comparable figures do not exist, and “uropean 

figures are hard to convert. These cheaper costa for the Lower seale of 
game populations constitute the fourth theorem. Whether this would also 

: be true of yields or kill may be doubtfl, because yield increases nore 

rapidly than density. ' 

This theorem has an important corollary which is true within 

certain Limits: a dollar spread over a large area will raise more game 
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than the same dollar spreai over a amall area. This is overlooked by 

those optimists tho would shorteut the farmer because "the state can raise 

game for all" om omall public shooting croun's, leased or owned for the 

purpose. It 4s also overlooked by those game farmers whose operations have 

been confined to private estates which (44 not care about costs, or whose 

ownera want lots of shooting on their own small area, regardless of cost. 

The fifth theoren is state’ 4n the come policy: Only the landholder 

San practice came manazencnt cheaply. ‘This is beeanse it normally consists 

of many gall jobs seattered throuch the vhole canmt of the seasons. The 

farmer or forester can perforn these jobs "on the side," often without ony 

' separate cash coste 

So mich for the bio-economic laws which boun’ the slate on which 

our picture is to be dram. It 1s always easier to cite laws than to 

identify the conftitions to which they apply. “hat next? 

The present game policy sketches the picture, at least in some 

of its broater present outlines. It proposes low-intensity mamgement on 

all lands (rather than high-intensity management on a few lanis) in order to 

take alvantace of the lover coats ani lesser artificiality thus obtainable. 

It proposes that the public be its own manacer sherever it can own the land, 

but atmits the necessity of worlcing through the present owner vhere it cannot. 

The signers of the policy do not deceive themselves by believing that it can 

map an exact route to these objectives, or that it can be fully applied over 

the whole country. ‘They do believe that this, or some other policy, can be 

applied to the extent that the public umferstands oné@ supports its, ani that 

the details of the route mat be worked out a step at a time by some “try 

ani see" procedures 
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5 Those who would have us adopt the European idea scoff at the notion, 

prevalent in our one-gallus circles, that it would be undemocratic. “Produce 

the game as Buropeans do," they say, "and there will be shooting for all; 

certainly there will be a lot more than there is now." ‘That this rejointer 

ia mainly true mist be admitted without eavil or qualification. It carries 

one implication, however, which needs to be brought out in the open for a 

Clearer view. All Huropean countries, as nearly as I can find out, market 

the meat as well as the shooting privilege. When the Huropean sportsman 

leases (or builds) his shooting ground, he intends to recover a part of his 

expense by selling the meat which he does not need for his own use. Conge~ 

than he neets for his om use. Consequently there is less lan‘, and less 

game, left for the other fellow of lighter purse. In short, open markets, 

in Burope, make for a narrow, rather than a wide, distribution of the shooting 

privilege. It seems pretty clear, likewise, that they make for intensive 

rather than extensive management. ‘There seems no reason to believe that 

open markets would make for anything different here. 

Many defenders of the one-callus interest condemn these large 

bags on ethical grounds. ‘They do not realize that large bags are a necessary 

cog in Buropsan game economics. ‘They also forget that in spite of the large 

bags, Buropean non-migratory game is not overicilled, as it is here. It seems 

to me footless to argue which system is the more ethical. ‘they are simply 

different, due to the accident of historical evolution. Which do we want? 

{he American idea was born on the homestead, ani is based on the basic fdea 

of a “mess of came for the family." I suppose the Buropean system harks back 

to the idea of a mess of gane for the feutal commnity, to astute which the 
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lord or baron did all the hunting for his whole deamesne. Regardless of ethics, 

our system is an indigenous growth, or as Doyle says, “an American follway, 

not to be discarded with impunity." I prefer it for this reason. There is 

nothing to prevent us from adopting the European technique for producing a 

game ¢rop, and at the same time rejecting the Buropean customs governing the 

intensity of the operation and the Turopean system for its harvesting and 

Sistribation. ‘The game policy, by and nines, proposes just this. ‘To this 

extent, and no farther, does it “advocate the Buropean system," and it does 

this only for farm lands too expensive for public ownership and operation, 

The wost radical prophet of the one-gallus camp has never publ iely 

urged so huce a program of socialized public recreation. 

One thorn has festered in the heart of Buropean naturalists and 

nature-lovers for yeara: the ruthless suppression of predators which goes 

with came manacement in most Huropean countries, . H. Hudson has voiced 

his protest over the disappearance of one predatory species after another, 

and his resulting contempt for the aesthetic horizon of sportamen and sporte- 

manship. He who runs may read that American protectionists mortally hate 

and fear the impending (7) American counterpart of this sacrifice. Are their 

fears justified? : 

I am no prophet. I would point out, however, that stringent 

predator control is usually tmnecessary save in the unper scale of intensive 

game management. If the third theorem is true, then we do not need that 

kind of management. 

When I say that stringent predator control 1s unnecessary for the 

lower seale of management, I am voicing, not a personal opinion or a personal 

hope, but what seems to be the visible trend of biological research. One 
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after another the analysta of the life-equation of game birds are finding 

that food, cover, disease, or some other environmental factor needs attention 

first, end predators afterward. A dollar spent on these other factors will i 

go farthest at the outset, ‘This is not to say that no predator control is 

needed. It does mean that extensive or low-grade management--enouch, let - 

us say, to quintuple our crop~-can best be achieved by light, local, seasonal 

and gelective handling of the predator-factor. In came mammals this trent is 

not s0 clear as in birds, and it is clearer in the northern than in the 

southern states. . 

Furthermore it should not be overlooked that Muropean predator 

policy 4e empirical, not setentific. Its standaris were set before biological 

science was born. Our standards can be better. ‘This is not Burope's fault, 

but our own good luck, in that our biolozy preceded our management. 

Is it too mmeh to hope, then, that the croup-cooperative wild life 

enterprise advocated by the game policy may ultimately evolve an jmerican 

attitude toward predators, based on the new biology, and recognizing the 

nature-lover and farmer, as well as the sportsman, as joint partners? : 

Utopian? Perhaps, but what is the other alternative? The loss of an income- 

producing by~produet for the farmer, the spiritual impoverishment of the 

fara as the place to raise a boy, the end of hunting as a sport, and the 

loss of millions of additional songbirds, which would, like game, increase 

to fill the coverts ani eat the food created by come manacement. ‘These, or 

the Buropean system with another Hudson. ‘The aspirants for this job are 

already vhetting their pens. ‘The outeome in this country will depend on 

whether all parties at interest spend the next ten years thinking and 

learning and trying things on land, cr whether they spend it bandying phrases. 
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This whole thing is relatively simple and real on the land. It is abstruse 

or fearsome mainly on paper. ‘The basic trouble is that the great majority 

of both our sportsmen ani protectionists are people who push a pen, not a 

plow. ‘To him who reads fencerows, thickets, ani fields as the letters of 

& great and tragic history, the direction to go is clear. 3 

fen years ago I would have said that there is still another dis- 

tinetively American ifea in game management. ‘the voluntary Linfation of 

too-effective equipments and too-destructive practices seemed to be making 

greater headway here than in Burope. We made great parade of our “code” 

in re closed markets, anall guages, non-potting, “rather~vatch-the-dog- 

than-shoot", et estera, and we cast in a enoofy remark about Buropean driven 

game to clinch the proof of our superior ethics. It would take a braver man 

than I to press this point today, in the face of our pell-mell mechanization 

of equipments, our wholesale organization of lures ani baits, ani the well- 

nigh universal attituie that the bag limit 1s the minimmm proof of prowess, 

rather than the maximum limit of respectability (for which it was originally 

intended). On this matter I can only express the personal hope that this 

has been a temporary stampede. In American camping, in fishing on both sides 

of the water, and in the new American sport of hunting with a bow and arrow, 

the idea of voluntarfly making mort difficult still lives, even though it 

cannot be said to prevail. 

Perhaps it can with time win back its moral trenches in the field 

of sport with gun and dog. 

Game management in both America and Burope has one obligation in 

@ommont it mist be the art which conceals art. Our chance of: concealment is 

the better, because we have lots of lant, and no need of resorting to inten- 
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sive forms. There are of course those who scoff at any degree of management 

whatsoever. To them I would only say: “Look to the beam in your own eye." 

Most of our atavistic inatinets, including hunting, find their exercise 

only throush the fremk acceptance of illusion. It ian't really necessary 

to see the lady home-~in most commmities she is quite safe anyhow. To 

keep a dog to guard the “eastle" expresses our love for dogs, not our 

solicitude for the fanily. To kill a mess of game "by strength of hound" 

or quickness of trigger, ani bring it home to the family, is just about as 

necessary te most grown Americans as for théir very young sons to go fish- 

ing in the family washtub. And that, in my opinion, is very necessary ine 

dead. ; 
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More GAME BIRDS IN AMERICA, INC. ¥ wer 
4 Creundaton g 

organized to get results 

580 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 
MORE FARM REVENUE MORE LAND VALUE 

MORE EMPLOYMENT MORE OUTDOORS 

Mena hee March 10 MORE SHOOTING 

1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Avenue, 
National Bank Building, 
Madison, Wisconsine 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have delayed a reply to your letter of February 20 

in the hopes of being able to communicate with Dre 

Phillips. 

I have heard from Mr. Titcomb on the subject but not 

from the other members of the committee. 

I note your suggestion that a meeting with the sub- 

committee be held at the time of the Izaak Welton 

League Convention or some other national gathering. 

My reaction to this is that it usually is hard 

enough to transact the business for which people go 

to conventions during the sessions without trying 

to do other work. 

I am hopeful that we will soon be in touch with 

Dr. Phillips and also that it will be possible for 

us to set a date which will enable you to attend 

the meeting and other members of the Policy Commit- 

tee if they so desire. 

Sincerely, 

MORE GAME BIRDS IN AMERICA, Inc. 

TOE 

JHsLA



COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA } 

COMMISSION OF GAME AND INLAND FISHERIES 0 

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 8 yu) 

Mareh 7, 1951 

Mr. Be 8 wish, 
Sec 0 Bs Ne Jd» Audubon Socicty 

Tea ze 

D » Bowdigh : 

In wfiting\you on the Grd, I expresssed myself 
2 hy oi not yith Wio publication. ‘hile I am very 

muchNappe the Jrov¥sionNef Me New Jersey bill endorsed by 
the Foulx on and be glad/to gssist in opposing such legisla~ 
tion in New Jerse/ or AlsewheyA, Yan you will appreciate the 
fact that I do nfét qfestion Zhe Ancérit/ oNpurpose of men like Mr. 
Knapp, Mr. Corey’ nNg they ofnes tod mfoundation who are 
personal friends o nO CaySequen tY¥y cid statements for 
publieation, I would het ¢ to ng ynal jreferences such 
as I did in my letter o fe Srd, And im geay thorizing the 
publi¢ation of that letter, I ineZo goth byeh you at 
Liberty to se es you my coe 245 / 

Cordially yOUrs, 

As Willis Robertson



COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 

COMMISSION OF GAME AND INLAND FISHERIES 

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 

Mereh 7, 1981 

Mae Be § : 
See yaa Ne Js Audubon Society 
164 Lyftkey/stS 

bar Yr. Bowlish 

Plo u thanks for your kindness in 
ad opy of Are ¥ Miroduced in the New Jersey Senate 

which ’ a ia foo: ponagked Py the More Ggme Birds in 
Ameriea Younda tio; 

qu eaordyl MNyour views thet 
thie 1a not desirad Mla tion. ty v the preposed 
bill are in sharp con ife the y6porg ,) mittee on an 

4merican Gane Conference in New , & Sedinbet. The’ 
endorsed the present Ameriean poy of pot j hip 
life and eoncerning the “nglish spyfen prepo in the 
bill cays: "The third wy is the Inglish system, incompa’ 
American tradition and thought”, 

411 conservationists with whom I ha 
ave agreed that it would be quite disastrous to permit, iandowmer 
to trap and sell netive wild birds. In fact, the phlet 
published by the foundation states, "The Foundation eves that the 
sale of wild gene birds should be prohibited by lew end that lew 
rigidly enforced”. 

The proposed legislation is also in my opinion 
unwise because predicated upon the theory thet we ean duplicate in the 
United Stetes what has been done in England, Among the numerous reasons 
why I believe thie theory te be erroneous might be mentioned the 
folowing: 

(1) Im the United States, with respect to wild Life, 
the public hae always enjoyed end will continue to demand equal rights. 

. (8) Phe fault of the quality of our individualian 
has be@n a laek of respeet for constituted authority whieh has frequently 
found expression in a disregard for prohibitery laws relating to things 

' ot maluma por se, Yor the past 25 years, I have been more or lesa a 
student of law enforeenent, ae an attorney doing genoral practice,



ay ‘idinitsdgith aa OF VIRGINIA 

a h 6%) COMMISSION OF GAME AND INLAND FISHERIES : 

a RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 

BSB NOs 2 

including erlminel law, as a member of the State Senate, as a 
prosecut: torney for six yeers, and as Chadyman of the Geme and 
Mish Gor of more than four yeers, end I em fully convinced 
that captor Yay and law observance is an echievement and not an 

nner Yeang : quently the only laws in the United States whieh 
are gf ae, and observed are those which prior to their 
eng % have Alre been recogniged through the practices of good 
s as tendie to pryetrha the welfare of society, If, therefore, 

Ww , et gan ' h as stated by the American Cane 
Pollyy Cos “are joo ith Ameviean tredition and thought", 
we coud pe to rf » Se 

(3) Te py of/ yerfin contol in the United states is 
quite different ffan Pa loft 

(4) @ ated farts Gyropometing our native 
game birds 1s quite di erent om ty y op ng & seni~domestic 
bird sueh as the ring 2 sheasa! 

vith kindest regeras ‘ 

Very truly yours, 

Ae Wllis Robertson



Mareh 5, 1931 

Mr. Wm. J. Tucker 
Game, Fish & Oyster Commission 
Austin, Texas , 

Dear Mr. Tacker: 

I am of course opposed to the Knapp proposals 
insofar as they relate to bag limits and the commercialization 
of game meat. My personal views on this question will be set 
forth in an article which will appear shortly in American Game, 
I think in the next issue. 

As chairman of the committee, however, I am of 
course obligated to give the views of Mr. Huntington and 
everybody else as fair a shake as I can. I have no doubt that 
the sub-committee which I have appointed will give Mr. Huntin- 
ton's proposal all the consideration that’ they can. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



REO. 
A. E. Wood : Pe, Gus F. Schremer 

natin, Chyxiemen Fe ei Seer 
Murrell E. Buckner ‘ : aesar Rleber: — eT) | os 
Gene Howe ee Vos. B.T. Bib 

Amarilla Marshall 
Game, Fish am Opster . . 

Commisstott (ele 

Min. I. Tucker Austin Beal Pester U 
Execntive Secretary Asst, Execntive Secretary 

yebruary 26th, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building 
Medison, Wis., 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have a copy of your letter written to Mr. John 

Huntington of New York City. 

I am glad you called this matter to my attention. 

From whet I am able to learn about More Geme Birds In America, Inc., J 

I em strictly opposed to the policy whésf/ they are enunciating. I ; 

can see no great difference in their proposals than an out-right 

adoption of the European System of game managment. I have read 

backward and forward Mr. Joseph P. Knapp's statements and he seems 

to think that no bag limits are desirable in America. Take off the 

bag limit end the excess game crop, regardless of how well it was 

meneged, would be harvested by the highest bidder. 

I would like very much to have your reaction to the 

suggestions that are being made by Mr. Knepp and those of his organi- 

zation. I had occasion to write them a few days ago and I told them 

thet I regretted very much thet I could not subscribe to their policies 

but furthermore I was opposed to them. To my mind no more dangerous 

propoganda to the public's dquity in the wild life of this Nation has 
ever been spread than is being spread at this time by More Game Birds 

in America, Inc., and its sponsors. 

If I am wrong in these conclusions it is high time thet 

someone sets me right because I do not want to oppose any constructive 

movement for conservation of our wild life resources. 

With highest regards, I am, 

Sincerely yours, yo 

- ucker, 
oe xecutive Secretary. 

WIT:j



(“@ COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA - Oe 

ez < N\AZe/ COMMISSION OF GAME AND INLAND FISHERIES 

= RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 

March S, 1931 

Hon. Be Se Bowlish, Seéretary-Treasurer, 

New Jersg bon Society 

ur ° 

Dex, Bowdi si 

kK» Reeoly cnowLedged of your letter of the 28th 

wit chegtre./ I am ihgsgugh accord with the position taken by yous. 

he i. Knapy oundation was first proposed, I had 
grest hopes of its Aseff DAG mh it developments lead me to 
believe that it may px ; fe the ofdNeamen's cow which gave lots 
of milk but a th ugket ove; theNes of special privileges 
at a nominal fee toNioséNiértusgate engfgh 72 y private shooting 
preserves eoupled witiNiie Legh zed of 6 ) live and dead game will 
not meet with approval imNdzZinie,. 

At a conference, yf Nor Ninapp/Last winfer jconcerning 
his plans, I endeavored to explaiIXyé him thitthere was aterial 
difference betwoen propagating the English pheasant which f 

nothing more than a flying game chicken and our native q at croupe; 

that there was a material difference in the attitude towprd speci 
privileges in European counties and in the United Stat ha}There was 
a material difference in the matter of law observance lyfopean countries 
and the United States; and that there was a material Aifffronce in the : 
practice of adequate vermin control ina thickly sete country the size 

of Ungland which could be put down in the state of Texis in two different 
places and still leave an area as large as Virginia, and in practicing a 
similar control in the United States with an area of 5,026,789 square miles. 

The officers of the Foundation have represented to Mir. 
Knapp thet they could teach the farmers of North Carolim to produce quail 
at a cost of seventy cent each. ven if they could do so, the cost would 
still be twenty cents above the current bootlegeer price for wild hirds. 

Our experience has been that quail artifielally propagated cost approximately 
$2.50 each and if birds at that price have to compete with bootlegced native 
stock on a fifty cent market, you can well imagine where the supply will 
come from. It must be borne in mind that an average quail will not dress 

moré than four ounces and that amount of food even at fifty cents is high 

as compared with a pound and a half pheasant at one dollar. Under such a 

plan, it would be a matter of a few years until the native stock was wiped 
out and the only quail shooting remaining would be on the large private 

preserves carefully patrolled by a foree ef privately employed gamekeepers.



(“§ COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 

ed COMMISSION OF GAME AND INLAND FISHERIES 

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA : - 

BSB Mo». 2 

Mr. Huntington of the Gay Bird Pheasant Yarm of Mngland tela mo 
several years ago in New York that despite the best efforts at vermin 
control mers of shooting preserves in that country could not depend 
upon naj repgoduction for their shooting stock but instead raised their 
game . d released it in the coverts before the shooting season 

ommnghc: Rha’, chalice would the man of average meens in Virginia, New 
Jexgey y& any oyher American state have to enjof any hunting if he could 
oY ifpend w tific: propagated bitds for his sport? The answer 
i would ne same Amowwk of hunting that the man similarly situated 
ihingsgd Zot}, whieh Zo ngne Mall. 

ee thyiry of tath ownéd wild life and a depemience 
upon the Itt: prodfetion of najfive species may have resulted in poorer 
sport for our ricy than ty in nen yAurope have enjoyed under the 
European systen, but he guess LM. be a long time before we 
swap our system fom thedwe nft we shfuldpgo Ikgtead is to correct the 
weak points in our sx and hei oyhde Mon I question was first 
proposed, I had an ideaNy ‘such wofld ¥ 86 

Vory truxy O> 

As “Willis Robertson
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TT eee cay icrae Abe] weceersnl My dear Leopold: 
L. C. SANFORD 

ORNITHOLOGIST 

HUGH L. scoTr Unless something unforeseen develops 
MAJOR GENERAL, U. S. A. 

HENRY L. STIMSON I will be in a position to meet with the Game Policy ‘AND MOUNTA pe 
eee Committee during the Izaak Walton Teague Convention. 

Pes espe el aaa I would certainly recommend that the Chairman of the 
Ree aged Conservation Committee of the League's Executive 
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SINCLAIR we 

CONSERVATIONIST AND SPORTSMAN 
¢. B. YANDELL Cordially yours, 
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4, PROVIDE MORE PUBLIC HUNTING 
AND FISHING GROUNDS. 

5. DEVELOP PUBLIC APPRECIATION OF 
WILD LIFE. 
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The Association Sponsors the Annual American Game Conference and Publishes “AMERICAN GAME”



| UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 
ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

March 2, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Ave. Bank Bldg., 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I have received your memorandum of February 25 

to the members of the Game Policy Committee. I shall 

be glad to attend a meeting of the Committee at the time 

of the Izaak Walton League convention, provided it is held 

before the evening of the 24th, when I must leave for 

Denver. 

Very sincerely yours, 

A Ghee 
Paul G, Redingtop, 

Chief.



STATE BOARD OF FISHERIES AND GAME 

CHARLES E. WHEELER, STRATFORD JOHN W. TITCOMB, SUPERINTENDENT 

CHARLES F. GRIFFIN, BLOOMFIELD ie a 5 Saeed tp? nee eae 

Shave canna ce STATE OF CONNECTICUT aprenaieies 

FISHERIES AND GAME 

HARTFORD 

March 2, 1931 y 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Chairman, Game Policy Committee 
Room 404, University Ave. Bank Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

: This convention in Chicago on April 22-25 comes 

while we have a legislative session on, and it will be impossi- 

ble for me to leave here at that time. 

Regretting that I cannot respond 

Very truly yours, 
_—~ 4 

ML et 

JWT: JFB



GeOINTA COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA A.WILLIS ROBERTSON , CHAIRMAN 
LEXINGTON. VA. 

2 OFFICE OF THE SAMUEL P. GOODLOE, arton,va. 
» ‘) ALLAN EPES, stackstone.va. 

WS. SNOW, ALEXANORIA,VA. 
i COMMISSION OF GAME AND INLAND FISHERIES BEVERLEY W. STRAS Jn, pareweuL va. 

we | RICHARD CRANE, westover,va, 

ud “Tee, LIBRARY BUILDING C.H.NOLTING  TREVILIANS, VA. 
ay ES M.D.HART Executive Secretary No ES 

SUPER 1 a? RICHMOND RICHMOND, VA. 

March 2, 1931 

Aldo Leopold, Esq. 

Room 404, University Ave. Bank Building 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear lir. Leopold: 

If I can possibly arrange to do so, I will atiend 

the meeting of your committee in Chicago on April 22-25. As previously 
indicated, I believe it would be better for your entire committee to 
confer with representatives of the More Game Birds in America Foundation 
than for just a sub-committee of three to do so. 

Personally, I am very much opposed to legalizing the 

sale of game birds for food at this time and feel that as long as the 

Foundation insists upon the incorporation of that policy in state laws 

it will never make any substantial headway. 

I have also heattd that the present income of the 

Foundation is $119,000 per year and its present salaries $93,000 per 

year. Frankly, I cannot well see how any organization can hope to do much 

constructive work when nearly ninety per cent of its available income 

is taken for administrative purposes. 

Very truly yours, 

X ~ 

a : 

A. Willis Robertson



PHILIP B. PHILIPR WILLIAM H. PETES “BEECHER s. BowDIsH 

Trustees 
~ 

New Jersey Audubon Soriety oo 
PHILIP B. PHILIPP KENNETH F. LOCKWOOD 

WILLIAM H. PETTES INCORPORATED 1910 WILLIAM H, PETTES 
BEECHER S. BOWDISH FOR THE PROTECTION OF WILD BIRDS WALTER FOX ALLEN 

eect ALGER 0 EDGAR S, BAMBERGER 

KENNETH F.LOCKWOOD GENERAL OFFICE Qe i RECHAE EAM 

ALEXANDER CAIRNS 164 MARKET STREET A cc eae 

CLARENCE Been iment NEWARK, N. J. ¢ PRESIDENT AND SECRETARY 

WILSON R. STEARLY ‘ 

LESTER L, WALSH TELEPHONE MARKET 2-1660 

CHARLES A. URNER 

Fe Crete dee COUNSEL, MICHAEL N. CHANALIS 

GEORGE PARMLY 

WARREN F. EATON 

MISS MARY PIERSON ALLEN 

February 28, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have your favor of the 25th instant and 

shall be glad to send the material that you refer to, to 

the three gentlemen whom you have appointed as a sub-committee 

of the Game Policy Committee for conference purposes. 

I would like to emphasize one point. Col. 
Arthur F, Foran, Vice-President and Manager of "More Game 

Birds in America, Incorporated" was present at the 17th 
Game Conference and took part in the adoption of the Ameri- 
can Game Policy. I submit that instead of seeking a con- 

ference in the first place to assure the nearest possible 

approximation to agreement and good will on the part of 

all interested in such activities as his organization 

might undertake, he has proceeded along lines thet are at 

direct variance with the provisions of the American Game 

Policy which he helped to adopt. That being true, it seems 
to me that all who took part in the drafting and the 
adoption of the American Game Policy should oppose legis- 
lation of the character of New Jersey Senate Bill 208 until 

such a conference has been had and some sort of an agree- 
ment arrived at. 

Yours si Sees 

7S. Bowdish 
Secretary-Treasurer. 

BSB : EMW



BEBAIQ 1, T. QUINN 
COMMISSIONER 

USC, 
< aS STATE OF ALABAMA 

w Sens 
Si Ss DEPARTMENT OF GAME AND FISHERIES 

ES, 
& 4 MONTGOMERY 

ear a” 

IN REPLY REFER TO__—___ February 28, 1951. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Chairman, 
Game Policy Committee, 
Room 404, University Ave. Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of February 25th 
addressed to the members of the Game Policy Com- 
mittee is received. I will be in the throes of 
a session of our State Legisla ture during the 
convention of the Izaak Walton League and am 
fearful that I will not be able to attend, although 
I will if I ean and hope that you fellows will do 
the things you ought to and leave undone the things 
you should not do. 

With all good wishes, I am 

\Yours-very truly, 
CHS 

¥. 

SIVAN 
I, T. Quinn, 
Commissioner. 

ITQ.L



GEORGE H. CAMPBELL BERTRAND H. SNELL GEORGE A. LAWYER CLARENCE C. SMITH 
PRESIDENT 1st VICE PRESIDENT 2ND VICE PRESIDENT AND MANAGING DIRECTOR ; SECRETARY 

OswWEGo, N.Y. POTSDAM, N.Y. WATERTOWN, N.Y. WATERTOWN, N.Y, 

MARY F. STORTZ WILE IAS D. MORAN FRANCIS X. LINEHAN 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY REASURER ASSISTANT TREASURER 

WATERTOWN, N.Y. WATERTOWN, N.Y. WATERTOWN, N.Y. 

New York Deve.orment Association, Inc. 
Official Publication—‘‘ The Up-Stater”’ 

Objects: Development, Protection, and Utilization of the Natural Resources of New York State 

PRINCIPAL OFFICE 

Watertown, N.Y. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS: February 28, 1952 
HARRY W. BARNARD, 

President, Rome Wire Co., 
Division General Cable Corp., 

. Rome Mr. Aldo Leopold, Chairman 
Ri fe 

Deals Hates N. ¥. Trust Co., Game Policy Committee 
Watertowt Room 404, University Ave. Bank Bldg. 

GEORGE H. CAMPBELL, Madison, Wisconsin 
President, Geo. H. Campbell & Co., 

Oswego 
soniue wRankc. Dear Aldo: 

Nathan Frank's Sons, 

a I have just received your letter concerning the Game 
De Ne dae wy waaceenooed Policy Committee to be held at Chicago, April 22-25, 

Plattsburgh 

GEORGE A. LAWYER, It is a source of real regret to know that I cannot 
See at Tae attend this meeting. Aside from the Grouse Survey 

caer & caaie which I initiated two years ago, and which is now 
President, J. P. Lewis Co., being conducted by the Conservation Department, the 
. a State two years ago commenced its gigantic Reforestation 

N. MONBOE Mie sey Program which contemplates the planting of a billion 
People’s Trust Co., trees within the next fifteen years. There is pending 
ws hoe a constitutional amendment requiring the Legislature 

B. 7 ee ee ee. to appropriate during the next eleven years, in annual 
Glens Falls amounts, $20,000,000 for reforestation purposes. It will 

GEORGE —> ies be voted on this Fall. The State buys and reforests 
sic equette Ri ir he : Pre: ioene Ree noe ere lands and it also aids the counties by contributing 

aera cae dollar for dollar, up to $5,000 annually, to match funds 
Recetas appropriated by any county for reforestation. 

Watertown 

ent The Grouse Survey is uncovering some very interesting 

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON information. I assume that you have seen a copy of the 
FORESTRY AND first report. Restoring our forest cover should be a great 
REFORESTATION: aid to wild life in the State. 

JOHN B. BURNHAM, 
Former ee | al ees: The usual large number of fish and game bills haw& been 

SOR PEL Ae. introduced in the present Legislature, These relate 
Mesiliee ¢# Congress tron Sth’ District mostly to trivial matters and only emphasize the grave 

GOL Sneed oe ivas necessity of doing something along fundamental lines. 
Dean, School of Forestry, 

Yale University 

NELSON C. BROWN, Sincerely Tones 
Acting Dean, N. Y. S. College of Forestry, 

Syracuse University ay kno — 

“a mining Dtreotor 
Empire State Forest Products Ass'n



GECINTZ COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA A.WILLIS ROBERTSON, CHAIRMAN 

oN) OFFICE OF THE SAMUEL P. GOODLOE, arron,va. 

A \ ALLAN EPES, BiacksTONe, va 

i COMMISSION OF GAME AND INLAND FISHERIES _evenveyw.stras Jn smewerrva 
5 a ye " RICHARD CRANE , westover,va, 

ee. eZ LIBRARY BUILDING C,H. NOLTING, TREviLIANS, vA. 
en mK Ns M.D.HART Executive SECRETARY 
MPER YT e RICHMOND [- x RICHMOND. VA. 

Golee 

February 26, 1931 

Hon. Aldo Leopold 

404 University Ave. National Bank Bldg. 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mir. Leopold: 

I will be glad to serve on your sub-committee for 

a conference with Mr. Jno. C. Huntington, provided the time and place 

selected does not conflict with some other duty. Frankly, I could 

attend this conference in New York or Washington more conveniently 

than in Chicago. 

In the event I be unable to attend the conference, 

I will forward to the Chairman, Dr. Phillips, a brief expression of 
my views on the policies of the Foundation. 

Cordially yours, 

~ ~~ 

~ ) / 

A. Willis Robertson



Room 404 
University Ave. Bank Bldg. - 

Madison, Wisconsin 
February 25, 1931 

. Members of the 
Game Policy Comittee 

Gentlemen: 

I think it would be well for the Game Policy Comittee 
to hold an informal meeting in conjunction with the Izaak Walton 
League convention to be held in Chicago, April 22-25. 

After ascertaining the convenience of such members as 
, I can find, a time and place will be announced from the chair. 

If there is no objection, I would like to ask several officers 
of the Izaak Walton Leacue to sit in with us. 

Please come prepared to report on any new developments 
in your state or region bearing on the subject of game policy. 
I take it that our main job this year is to keep track of actual 
developments. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Chairman, Game Policy Comittee



Feb. 20, 1931 

Mr. John C. Huntington 
More Game Birds fin America, Inc. 
580 Fifth Aveme 
New York City 

Dear Mr. Huntington: 

In response to your request that a sub-committee be afpointed 

to consider with your organization certain matters of game policy. 

I am requesting the following to act as this sub-comnlttee: 

Dr. John 6. Phillips 
A. Willis Robertson 
John ¥. Titcomb 

I am sending copies of this letter to them and the other ; 

members of the Policy Committee, and suggest that you commnicate 

with Dr. Phillips as to a place and time for the meeting. 

Several other members of the Policy Committee have expressed 

an interest in the questions to be diseussed. Accordingly, if it 

ee ee oe oe ane it might be well to 

hold the meeting in conjunction wi zaak Walton League convention 

or some other national gathering, so that other members in attendance 

might sit in if they so desire. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LBOPOLD 

Chairman,Game Policy Conmittee



OFFICERS Maze, DIRECTO! 

SETH GORDON ON © = JER 
aura faerie 2\ B. BURNHAM 

iit boom ‘hg oo Caine SS | | SETH GORDON 
EW TOR WILLIAM B. GREELEY 

Pils a ilies TT WILLIAM S. HASKELL 
Organized rort RAY P. HOLLAND 

eee ee AUGUSTUS S. HOUGHTON 
+ rd = WILLIAM B. MERSHON 

tam. REDE Amvriran Game Agsoriation ‘concen 
America’s Oldest National Game Protective Organization —— 

HONORARY 

oe ron WOOLWORTH BUILDING, 233 BROADWAY or 

PU ak oe consnies NEW YORK CITY GEO. BIRD GRINNELL 

&. T. D. CHAMBERS ee 

CANADIAN CONSERVATIONIST 

AUSTIN CORBIN 
OWNER BLUE MOUNTAIN PARK 

A. K. FISHER February 18, 1931. 
U. 8. BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

HENRY FORD 
BIRD CONSERVATIONIST 

HENRY S. GRAVES 
FORMER U. 5. CHIEF FORESTER 

SEI MINOR Wace teoc RAN LAW Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
© MISUNDER U.S. BIOL, SURVEY University Avenue Bank Bldg., 
ES sock Madison, Wisconsin. . 
JOHN C. PHILLIPS 

“ ORNITHOLOGIST AND SPORTSMAN 

JOHN M. PHILLIPS Dear Aldo: 
NATURALIST, GAME PROTECTIONIST 

THEODORE ROOSEVELT 

Pate met mr eens Have just returned from a trip to 
L. C. SANFORD ‘ur, 

ORNITHOLOGIST Washington, and find copy of your letter of 
FC Tisrm emeenne tt fem February 9th to Chairman Adams of the Game 

FEN ee Aine Conference, and have advice from him that he 
Th ds SR approves your selection of a subcommittee to 
JOHN E. THAYER discuss possible amendments to the Game Policy. 
leley Vas ice As Chairman of the Committee,I hope that you will 

AUTH ut = Secseniene Weak go right ahead and notify Messrs. Phillips, 
UNITED STATES SENATOR Robertson and Titcomb accordingly. 

SINCLAIR WEEKS 
CONSERVATIONIST AND SPORTSMAN 

© Posy ereenoier Cordially yours, 

Ss ha 
Zt Lo a lor f 

1. FpoucE MORE GAME AND GAME gers 

2. SAFEGUARD WILD LIFE AND ITS Presidente 
HABITAT. a a a 

3. ESTABLISH MORE INVIOLATE WILD- WU ede 
LIFE REFUGES. 

4. PROVIDE MORE PUBLIC HUNTING 
AND FISHING GROUNDS. 

5. DEVELOP PUBLIC APPRECIATION OF 
WILD LIFE. 

6. URGE UNIVERSAL PRACTICE OF 
CLEAN SPORTSMANSHIP. 

7. PROMOTE RESPECT FOR RIGHTS OF 
LANDOWNERS; ENCOURAGE 
THEM TO INCREASE GAME. 

8. STOP COMMERCIALIZED SLAUGH- 
TER, ILLICIT SALE, AND 
WASTEFUL PRACTICES. 

9. INCREASE WILD-LIFE RESEARCH. 

10. HELP DEVELOP STATE GAME 
POLICIES. 

11. DISSEMINATE HELPFUL INFORMA- 
TION TO THE PUBLIC. 

12. COOPERATE WITH OTHER CON- 
SERVATION AGENCIES. 

: The Association Sponsors the Annual American Game Conference and Publishes “AMERICAN GAME”.
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Copy to Mr. Gordon Q d, 

Room 404 
University Ave. Bank Bld. 
Madison, Wisconsin 
February 9, 1931 

Mr. William C. Adams, Director : 
Division of Pisheries and Game : 
Department of Conservation 
State House, Boston, Massacimsetts i 

Dear Mr. Adams? 

? I request your approval of the following sub-committee of the 
Game Policy Committee to meet with Mr. Iuntington and discuss his : 
sugzestions about an amendment to the Game Policy: 

John C. Phillips ‘ 
A. Willis Robertson 
J. W. Titcomb 

It is understood, of course that any recommendation made by 
the mub-committee as a result of their conference with Mr. Runting- 
ton would have to receive the approval of the committee as a whole 
before being submitted to the Game Conference. 

It is obviously important that Mr. Huntineton receive a fair 
and full hearing on the matters at issue, and if you can suggest 
a personnel better calculated to give him this, I would appreciate 
your sugzestions. The list meets with Seth Gordon's approval. 

I am sending a copy of this letter to Seth Gordon for his : 
information. j 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Chairman,Game Policy Committee
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wr \ THE Such sanctuaries are of little value for this pur- 
NX pose unless steps are taken to control the natural 

¢ AW GAME BREEDER enemies of these birds upon these areas. Are such 
‘\ : steps taken? Suppose we allow a recent bulletin 

Founded 1912 By of the Department of Agriculture, announcing 
‘ . the setting aside of the Government lands in the 

Dwight W. Huntington Salton Sea area as a refuge and breeding ground 
Ta in ee a Se ee. for nigratory, birds, to‘answer this: questionctor 

FEBRUARY, 1931 us. We quote: 
ie MT eo a ee, ee ee “Tt will be unlawful to hunt within the area, or to trap, 

The object of this magazine is to make North disturb, or kill any wild animal or bird of any kind. . .” 

oe” greatest game producing country in In other words, although the announcement 
ne world, i : states that the area is being set aside as a “refuge 
—The Game Breeder, Vol. 1, No. 1, April, 1912 and breeding ground for uae birds” it will 
Caesar Ce a pe Unlawiulto-destroy any-of the numerous nat- 

AMERICAN TRADITION AND THOUGHT irda enemies with which these birds have to con- 

Sportsmen have heard a great deal recently Ask Jack Miner—or George Hebden Corsan— 
about “American tradition and thought.” There is or any efficient refuge keeper for that matter, 
considerable difference of opinion between those whether it is necessary to control vermin on such 
who have used this expression so frequently and areas. Opinions of numerous experts have been 
so smugly, and the great mass of the American  yoiced that predatory birds and animals destroy 
people who should be best qualified to judge its more game than hunters. 
meaning. Provision should be made to control the 

According to these self-appointed champions of — enemies of the species for which these sanc- 
the “one-gallus hunter,” it is inconsistent with — tuaries were intended. Otherwise, the latter will 
American tradition and thought for the land- serve as sacrificial altars upon which our fast- 
owner to dispose of the product of his own labors disappearing game birds will be offered to preda- 
as he sees fit. Because, in the past, the hunter was tory species of little or no economic value. 
allowed to roam where he wished in pursuit of 
the game which existed so plentifully as to be of IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION 
practically no economic value, these gentlemen ie v 
believe that “American tradition” justifies a pres- In “Why Our Game Vanishes,” Volume A ent-day continuation of this procedure. It is our Number 1 of Tur Game Breever, published in 
belief, however, that “American thought” is rap- April, 1912, Mr. D. W. Huntington writes: 
idly recognizing this system as obsolete and un- “The wild-breeding, foreign grouse and partridges reuiain 

: workable. plentiful in their native heather and stubble because they 

Most Americans, we believe, do not consider it Sy. D7ypery looked afte, thelr eines are controll, ahd consistent with American tradition and thought  gaqitional food is supplied for them by gateuibeners one. 
to enter upon a begging tour whenever they wish Im countries which have game in abundance, the birds are 
to shoot game. They recognize the right of the properly looked after, not only by sportsmen of large means 
producer in that which results from his labors. wee own big eae es, but also by syndicates of sportsmen of 

Game birds require food, and freedom from per- ean Pe on a eiere ore aie PaHeatine 
secution by natural enemies, if they are to be grounds where the people find the game abundant because it 
present in sufficient quantities to provide sport. If is properly looked after. The game is protected in every 
left to their own resources this ordinarily does not —_ case because it pays to do so.” 
result. When it is made legal for the landowner Tue GAME Breeper has repeatedly explained 
to realize upon his investment of time and effort the principles involved in the above quotation 
in any way that he sees fit, our game problem for over eighteen years. In the mean time, pro- 
will be a thing of the past. 5 ae fessional savers of game have avoided policies 

Tt is not inconsistent with American tradition bearing the taint of commercialism, and have 
and thought to give value for value. The true pinned their faith to restrictive legislation. Con- 
American sportsman is not a beggar—he is will- sequently, our game has continued to vanish. But 
ing to pay his own way! on December second, at the American Game Con- 

ference in New York, a belated recognition of the 
WHEN SANCTUARY MEANS SACRIFICE economic unsoundness of the present system re- 

No person or group appreciates more the use- sulted in the adoption of a new American game 
fulness of a properly organized and conducted __ policy. : : a 
system of game sanctuaries for conservation of This policy, discussed more in detail in the 
wild life than does THe Game Breeper. This December GAME BreeEper, dismisses without fur- 
method can be made of particular value in pro- _ ther consideration the solution that other nations 
tection of wild waterfowl—to provide safe breed- have applied successfully to problems similar to 
ing and nesting places and areas where birds may —_ our own—ceding the title to the game to the land- 
rest and feed in safety in the course of their mi- | owner—as being “the English system, and incom- 
grations. patible with American tradition and thought.” 

In this country today, sportsmen are being Despite this narrow viewpoint, it does consider 
lulled into a false sense of security by recurring the necessity for the practice of game manage- 
and gladsome announcements of the purchase ment by the landowner and the fact that he must 
and setting aside of “inviolable” sanctuaries for be compensated in some way for so doing. It is, 
migratory waterfowl by the Federal Government. therefore, a step in the right direction. 

48
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eS in snow-covered regions. Ruffed grouse 2 ee 

SYOSSET GAME FARM are able to subsist largely upon the Hatched in an . 

SYOSSET, L. I., NEW YORK buds of trees and shrubs and are not . S 2 
E G G S so helpless under these conditions. A merican E >» 

Booking Orders for Following Eggs If available, grain sheaves may be Electric i 
PHEASANTS wired to the trunks of trees with the 3: 

Riageecks. $25.00 per hun. Brooded i Anat 
Mcdsolene ae 4:50 per do. heads hanging just above the snow. pooded gman en 
Blackneck ............++ 4-50 per doz. aot Mlackneck v-vsvsvcsurss gsoperdor | This is an excellent method of feeding | American gle 
Silver. oc 2 joscssujs ures 4) 8.00. per doz, wheat, oats, rye, etc. A good way to Hot El ° KEEN 
Lady Amherst .......... 10.00 per doz. teed corn ie to fastenlthe Nusked ears Water ectric f£.j.) 

DUCKS : a 
Grey Mallard, ne davineats sy 15:00 Der cn to the branches of trees, to tree trunks, Ducks gain an ounce ‘ a 
Black Mallard .......... 30.00 per hun. _ é 
Black E. Indian-...---.- "5.00 per doz. or to stakes which are driven into the S oy Becogad athe 4 
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GEESE i Grey African el ees okt irs each pCOnduss feeding operations in locali- THE AMERICAN 
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Bronze hee ee ee coe per dor to protective cover. Watch for the Ideal for Ducks, Chicks, Turkeys, 
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SF aoa epee a Ay forest adjoining Canada, and it is as- one | 
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* AY NN. MISSOURI GAME BULLETINS = : 
fi CO ee Oe mos ela \ 1 Cae on 3 

fy Rie. pe A list of bulletins available from the esa ....-222 By PS 

y, ee eee AN er ON Missouri State Game and Fish Depart- 4 kone er) | 
Pi 2 Ser k \ " ment include the following: } | ” Se pe en Sy 

LP oe pe ee Ss “Trapping Furbearers in Missouri,” 
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f JOHN B. BURNHAM 

ESSEX. NEW YORK 

January 30, 1931 

' Mr, Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 1 

I think it is essential to continue our game policy committee. 
Otherwise, its entire work will be undone, or in any case 
greatly delayed. 

The new Conservation Commissioner of New York, Henry Morgenthau, 
dri, is a very intelligent and able man, and determined to make 
his administration a worthwhile one, He has the full backing of 
the Governor and an appropriation of three million end a half, which 
I believe is the only State budget this year, which has not only 
not been reduced but actually increased, : 

One of Morgenthau's first actions was to appoint an Advisory 
Council, consisting of men who are supposed to be experts in the 
various activities in which his Department is interested. I happen 
to be on this Council, At the second meeting of the Council, which 
will be held March 5th, two hours have been set aside in the agenda 

? for the consideration of the trespass question, By the way things 
are working out, it really means that the time will be devotéd to 
the consideration of the game policy of the American Game Conference. 
Each member of the Committee has been provided with a copy of the 
policy so they can give the intervening time to its study. Our 
farm organizations are represented on the Council and apparently 
the only idea they have so far is to insist on a written permission 
trespass law, I hope that the consideration of the game policy will 
give them a somewhat broader idea. There are four men on the Council 
representing the farmers, including the editor of the American Agri- / 
culturist, Mr. Eastman. me) x 

Ve. pm ut 
I have sent Commissimer Morgenthau your reprint from the Journal of // ° 
Forestry, "The Forester's Rule in Game Management." I wish you would 
send me a few more copies for the use of the committee, With reference 
to this article, I think on page 26, second colum, first paragraph, 
you should have mentioned the game management in the Kibab Forest as 
coming very close to the first criterion, as the hunters there are not 
only ehecked in and out, but also assigned to particular territories 
with the hunting on the whole area governed upon the design of reducing 
and maintaining the deer herd to the numbers which the forest will suppmrt. 

Very sincerely yours 

( ‘ Dae 
: 725 2 

JBB/M
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RAY E. COTTON GEORGE R. HOGARTH, DIRECTOR HOMER S. MURPHY 
SECRETARY POLLUTION 

January 29, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold; 

I have received copies of Adam's letters to Gordon 

and to you, urging that the Game Policy Committee be con- 
tinued so as to function at the next Game Conferences 

It seems to me that he is right in thinking that 
Policy in general, and its continuous application, will re- 
quire steady exposition and accent, and that there is good 
chance for riveting what might otherwise pull out. Provided 

you are willing to continue as Chairman of the Committee, 
that is. If you are, I should like to see this or a similar 
Committee held together and kept in position to function 
through at least another year, but you will evidently have 

to do it if it is to be well done. 

Yours very truly, 

Bice: ha 

Game Division 
PSL: CH 

Copy to Adams :



421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Jamary 30, 1931 

Mr. Emamel Fritz, Editor 
Journal of Forestry 
231 Giannini Hall 

‘Berkeley, California 

Dear Fritz: yl , 

The following occur to me as possibly interested 

in reviewing the game policy: Chris Rachford, S. B. Show, 

P. S. Lovejoy. 

I am sorry that a copy of the policy did not 

reach you directly from me. The distribution was a hurry-up 

eleventh-hour job made directly by the A.G.P.A., and I had 

no opportunity to check up on who it went to. 

With best regards, and thanking you for your 

interest in the policy, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



Vice-President President Secretary-Treasurer 

) Joun D. Guturie # Paut G. RepincTon E. Moraan Pryse 

The Society of American Foresters ie 
Executive Secreta stigea A 

eget Room 810 Hill Building MISS DREYAVARRE 

839 17th Street Northwest series 

J 1 torial e 

se ee Washington, D. C. ea 

E. FRITZ Berkeley, Calif. 

BOCIETY 

January 24, 1931 
FORESTERS 

1900 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

I had a most interesting visit recently 

with Lovejoy in East Lansing, and among other things 

he gave me a copy of your recent report on "An 

American Game Policy." This strikes me as being 

worthy of extended review in the Journal of Forestry. 

May I ask you to suggest the names of a few people 

from whom I could solicit such a review? 

Too bad you could not attend the annual 

meeting in Washington. It was the best meeting, by far, 

the Society has ever held. 

With kindest regards. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Niauctlpog 

Emanuel Fritz, 
Editor-in-chief 

EF: J 

\ i



Gee 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ah V 

FOREST SERVICE ped | 

ADDRESS REPLY TO US 

THE FORESTER U WASHINGTON 

AND REFER TO Bre nae 

G 
Fish & Game, W.0. January 22, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

2222 Van Hise Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I took very great pleasure in pinch-hitting for you during 

the meeting of the Society of American Foresters, I am sure the read- 

ing of your paper was much less impressive than it would have been had 

you delivered it personally. Nevertheless there was a great deal of 
favorable comment -- on the paper, not the reading. 

I wish that I knew some way of getting a clear presentation 

of your principle; i.e., that the owner of lands should be responsible 

for game management, more widely distributed and accepted, especially 

in the West. This is one of the very great stumbling blocks which we 

have run into in the preparation of our National Forest policy. Under 

existing conditions we think it most desirable to continue and develop 

cooperation with the States; yet you know and I know that game management 

on the National Forests is greatly retarded by the political aspect sur- 

rounding State Fish and Game Commissions and inadequate State laws. 

I have just received a copy of the report of the Senate Wild 

Life Committee. That report emphasizes the same principle. I em now 

wondering what reaction will set in in the western States if the State 

Game Commissions and wardens assume that these expressions are a fur- 

ther evidence of extension of Federal jurisdiction over the game resource. 

so far I haven't had much luck in freming a tactful and diplomatic policy 

statement which would clearly recognize the responsibility of the Federal 

Government and at the same time express what the States will have to do 

in order to enable the Federal Government to meet its responsibility with- 

out running the risk of antagonism on the part of State Commissioners , 

which has greatly subsided during the last couple of years. My hunch is 

that we will have to proceed in a tactful and helpful way along coopera- 

tive lines. You may have some helpful suggestions or advice in this re- 

spect. 

Sincerely yours, 

7 A DP 
( 2A Ly EO y 

C. hasaryes 

Assistant Fovester.



THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MAMMALOGISTS “i 

ju SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON Cp? 
PROBLEMS OF PREDATORY MAMMAL CONTROL et) 

y 

H. E, ANTHONY, CHAIRMAN E. RAYMOND HALL 
CURATOR OF MAMMALS, CURATOR OF MAMMALS. 
AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY, CALIFORNIA MUSEUM OF VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY, 
NEW YORK CITY. BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA. 

LEE R. DICE M. P. SKINNER 
CURATOR OF MAMMALS, FIRED NATURALIST. TTT ERATE Soe Se K SANA ARESHE lel. JERGINS TRUST BLDG., LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA. 

Cc. T. VORHIES 
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA, TUCSON, ARIZ. 

January 20, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
tame Survey 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

I wish to thank you for the copy of the proposed 

Game Policy discussed at the recent Game Conference. 

This seems to me a notable document..and I amin 

hearty accord with practically all the proposals. It 

is too bad that the Biological Survey cannot develop 

policies of this type, and that they cannot even sce 

the need £6r fundamental scientifie research, before 

going ahead with control and management policies. 

Sincerely yours, 

Zn Du 
Lee R. Dice 
Curator of Mammals 

LRD: EGK 

Resonution: Whereas; The American Society of Mammalogists, a group _ should be conducted only in those localities where scientific study has shown 
of over 1000 naturalists, is vitally concerned with the welfare and preservation that such control measures are necessary for the general public welfare and 
of all kinds of wild mammals; and are not solely for the benefit of some special interest; and 

Whereas; We heartily approve the stated policy of the Bureau of Biological _ Be it resolved; That the use of poison for the control of predatory mammals 
Survey of the United States Department of Agriculture not to carry control should be abandoned, except in cases of absolute necessity, nae as might 
measures to the point of extermination, and hope that field practice will eon- arise during an outbréak of rabies in coyotes, 
form strictly to this policy; and It was moved by W. P. Harris, seconded and carried, that a committee 

Whereas, nevertheless: Many valuable mammals have been destroyed by _to consist of H. E, Anthony, Lee R. Dice, M. P. Skinner, Tracy I. Storer, 
the methods of control now being used by the Biological Survey and cooperat- and C, T. Vorhies be established to see that the terms of this resolution be 
ing agencies; therefore, carried out and to cooperate with all responsible agencies, federal and state 

Be it resolved; That campaigns for the destruction of predatory mammals _ authorities, concerned.
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FE ORMER U, &. CHIEF FORESTER Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
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ee ena Madison, Wisconsin. 
FOUNDER U. S. BIOL. SURVEY 
eo Ay Anne Al des 
JOH ANiTHOLOGIST. AND SPORTSMAN 
TOF MTURALIST, GAME PROTECTIONIST Enclosed please find copies of two 

THEODORE ROOSEVELT letters just written to our friend, Adams, which 
L. ¢. SANFORD are self-explanatory. We are getting so many re- 

ani eee quests for the Game Policy that it looks as though 
Laem Rt the only thing to do is to have it reprinted, rT 

HUNTER AND MOUNTAINEER do not want to discourage orders for the full Pro- 
‘ Tqasren NATIONAL GRANGE ceedings by distributing free copies of the Game 
JOHN E. THAYER Policy in bulk. While it is going to cost us 

HENRY VAN DYKE postage on top of the actual cost of the printing, 

FREDERIC C. WALCOTT we are willing to stand for that. 
UNITED STATES SENATOR 

SINCLAIR WEEKS y 

CONSERVATIONIST AND SPORTSMAN Please note what I said to Adams 
c. B. YANDELL 

GAME PROTECTIONIST about copies of the Proceedings, Anything you 
can do to encourage orders in bulk from Wisconsin 

ee and other states will be appreciated. This letter 

1. PRODUCE MORE GAME AND GAME is going out to all of the state departments. it * 
FISHES. occurs to me that Wisconsin can use upwards of 200 

2 NESE AED WED (HIE ANS ITS. .G@pLes) tO good agvantage, 
3. ee ay INVIOLATE WILD- 

LIFE REFUGES. “* Z 

4 PROVIDE MORE PUBLIC HUNTING Co rdially your s ? 

AND FISHING GROUNDS. 

5. DEVELOP PUBLIC APPRECIATION OF i, 

WILD LIFE. A 

§ CLEAN SPORTSMANSHIP. a 
7. PROMOTE RESPECT FOR RIGHTS OF gh Pre sident * 

LANDOWNERS; |ENCOURAGE WY 
THEM TO INCREASE GAME. iN \ 

8. STOP COMMERCIALIZED SLAUGH- ; X 
TER, ILLICIT SALE, AND 
WASTEFUL PRACTICES. 

9. INCREASE WILD-LIFE RESEARCH. 

10. HELP DEVELOP STATE GAME 
POLICIES. 

11. DISSEMINATE HELPFUL INFORMA- G : B 
‘TION TO THE PUBLIC. 

12, COOPERATE WITH OTHER CON- 
SERVATION AGENCIES. 

The Association Sponsors the Annual American Game Conference and Publishes “AMERICAN GAME”.



January 20, 1931 

Mr. Williem ©, Adems, Director, 
Division of +isherles & Game, 
Department of Conservation, 
State House, Soston, Mass, 

Dear Bidl: 

In response to your letter of January 19th, 
beg to advise that our supply of the Game Policy has 
been exhausted, We have but a handful of copies left. 
We are now making arrangements to have the Polley re- 
printed, with Leopold's address to the Conference in- 
eluded,in the front, and we intend charging exactly 
the cost to us for any number, other than single copies, 
This will be five cénts each, I am wondering water 
it would be better for you to purchase a number of 
copies of the Game Policy or to purchase copies ofthe 
Conference Proceedings. iy 

Orders for the 17th Conference Proceedings 
are coming in splendidly, One small state has ordered 
fifty copies so that its entire staff ~ be supplied, 
Another state is preparing an order now for approxi- 
mately 100 copies, and one big conservation group has 
ordered a copy for every member ~~ about 600 of thems, 

It occurred to us that your department 
might like to purchase enough coples to supply all of 
its steff officers and field personnel with this im- 
partant document, which will contain all the papers and 
discussions, including the American Game Policy, Price 
50¢ per copy «= delivery about March 15th, 

, Please let us know your wishes in this 
matter so that we may be governed accordingly. 

E I find that the American Game Association 
e CY does not have an up-to-date list of all of the game, 
fy) fish and conservation organizations in your state, We



ad 2 — 

have many things of interest to submit to these or- 
ganizations and will appreciate it if you will have 
your staff prepare for us, as quickly as possible, a 
complete list giving the name of each organization, 
its president and secretary, and the addresses, 

Cordially yours, 

Seth Gordon 
President. 

G:B



January 20, 1931 

Mr. William C, Adams, Director, 
Division of Fisheries & Game, 
Department of Conservation, 
State House, Boston, Mass, 

: My dear Bill: 

Since the arrival of your two 
letters of umenoy 8th and January 14th, we have 
cheeked over the Proceedings Yery carefully and 
find no mention of the American Game Policy Com- 
mittee having been dismissed, so it is taken for 

anted that the Committee is officially continu- 
jog I am glad Leopold has consented to go 
along and head the Committee for this year, In 
view of my connection here, it might be well to 
_ someone else in my place, Anything you and 

opold may do in this matter will be agreeable to 
MO» 

Concerning the Game Policy, almost 
12,000 coples were printed and distributed in ad+ 
vance of the Conference, The preliminary report 
had been distributed a year prior to that so that 
everyone had one notice of its contents, The 
morning of the Conference, honpelg summarized the 
a. fine Yoon > and everybody had oo of 
time read it between then and the next afternoon 
if they had not previously read it, I would say, 
therefore, that thia Policy was more carefully 
——- out and digested those in attendance at 
the Conference, than ng of its kind we ever 
attempted, 

I am inclined to agree with your 
suggestion that in making up our oo for the 
next Conference, we should give this Cormittee an 
opportunity to make a further report and to give



-2 ~ 

the developments under the Policy a permanent place on 
the program. Probably we can do as we did in December, 
devote a half day to it, 

The last Conference was, by far, one of the 
best we have ever had and I will be ready to sit down 
with you whenever you say and stert shaping up things 
for our next Conference, 

I hope you may find it convenient to come 
down to New York some time next month. 

Cordially yours, 

Seth Gordon 
President.



21 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Yisconsin 

Jamary 19, 1931 

Mr. Bugene Harrison 
American Game Protective Association 
Woolworth Building, 233 Broadway 
New York, N. Y. 

Dear Genet 

Offhand I would sugzest for consideration by yourself 
and Mr. Gordon the following tind of follov-up articles on the 

Game Policy? 

“Adventures in Public Shooting Grounds," by P. S. Lovejoy. 

"Devetailing Geme with Farm Crops," by WW. Be Grane. 

"New Slants on Shooting Preserves," by Earl C. Doyle. 

“Wichigan Tries It Out," by H. Fe Harper. (Mr. Harper 
is president of the Michigan I.W.le ani may be 
addressed in care Motor Wheel Corporation, 
Iansing. ) 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey
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WILLIAM S. HASKELL 
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GEORGE SHIRAS 3D 421 Chemistry 3uilding, 

GEORGE D. PRATT i4son Wisconsin een au ne etal ye Madison, Wisconsin. 
CARLOS AVERY 

My dear Aldo: 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE © 

JOHN C. PHILLIPS. > yee > ms UAL. : 2 * 

ORNITHOLOGIST AND SPORTSMAN Please pardon tne long delay ay 

HENRY FORD newerine v € Stte Iy good Major 
BIRD CONSERVATIONIST answering y a a ast ae ute Pe my _& LOS gee JS q 

HENRY L. STIMSON allowed me to go home for the holidays and 
HUNTER AND MOUNTAINEER aa Boch igyiea tena are a 

HENRY S. GRAVES have just returned. 
FORMER U. S. CHIEF FORESTER 

VAN D . . We eee + 

BERUTHOR I certainly would appreciate it 
: M te — . Me ii st - alified 

© POUNDER U. 5. BIOL. SURVEY if you would get me up a list of men qualified 

TR IRIONTGEAMRALL UA to write on the Game Policy and also suggested 
M . S. Ae 1 \ Lh sta 3 

A. K. FISHER subjects for each. As soon as I have this in 
U. S, BIOLOGICAL SURVEY + 3 4 S$est Lher 

JOHN E. THAYER hand, I will solicit them. 
ORNITHOLOGIST 

Cc 7 © 7 eA $ 3 
AO OWNER BLUE MOUNTAIN FOREST PARK I understand rally your attitude 

GEORGE P. MCLEAN ms 3 ane fF Jesirine t not 1 Peatured in 
JOINT AUTHOR WEEKS-MCLEAN LAW of modesty in desiring to not be featr red a 

THES Pore nocererr conservation work. However, if you will analyze 

Seance ele Fa the situation, you will immediately come to the 

Se conclusion that there are only a few men quali- 
E. T. D. CHAMBERS Eis a) pi _ A wo in ‘ : se 

CATADISN CONSERVATIONIST: fied to write or talk authoritatively on this 
JOHN M. PHILLIPS 

NATURALIST, GAME PROTECTIONIST work. 
L. C. SANFORD 

ORNITHOLOGIST pe ee look at it from my 
SINCLAIR WEEKS. Then whnen you Ke [rom my 
2 EONS AND SPORTSMAN point of view there are even fewer whom we can 

J. TABER pO 4 2Wy LICL’ eS id 3 

BASE Renn ONAL GRANGE contact, and,again,there are still fewer that 
PI Ni . 2 nee In ps ey oe pant 
UNITED STATES SENATOR ive us the prompt, complete and whole-hearted 

‘ : eS < - Coens nen. mad 
FRI INITED STATES SENATOR service that you do. So, as I see it, you will 

Se Thea or CONGTaTe 1ave to grin and bear it. At least I am not 

soing to let up on you unless you demand it. 

Then, of course, I will respect your desires. 

In other words, I am in a fell of a hix in such 

a situation and look to you as a sort of savior 

in 16. 

With best wishes for the New Year 

and forever, I am as ever 

. ~ 
Aap Yours 

¢ so ane > 
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.. . Copy to Mr. Gordon 

421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Tisconsin . 
Jamary 19, 1931 

Mr. William C. Adams, Director 
Department of Conservation 

State House 
Boston, Massacimsetts , 

Dear Mr. Adams: 

I greatly appreciate your letter of Jamary 14, and I 

mow that the rest of the Policy Committee will likevise appreciate 

it. I am sending it to all of then, and will interview Seth Gordon 

early in February to lay down a definite program of procedure for 

the coming year. After this 1s outlined Seth and I will of course 

want your Judgment on it. , 

Yours sincerely, 

- ALDO LEOPOLD 

Chairman,Gane Policy Committee
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Aldo Leopold, Esq., 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

By a letter of the 6th inst, Seth Gordon forwarded to me 
a copy of his letter to you of that date, relative to a continuance 
of the Committee on Game Policy. 

This letter from Seth crossed one in the mails from me 
to him touching on the same subject, and I enclose herewith a 
copy of it, 

Personally, I feel that the "Proposed American Game 
Policy" and whatever additions to it your Committee may wish to 
recommend to the Eighteenth American Game Conference should have 
the most important place on that Conference program, and sufficient 
time should be set aside to pretty thoroughly discuss it. 

At the present time there is a posting of land taking 
place in our State on a scale never before dreamed of, And it is 
a different kind of posting in that it represents organized effort, 
intelligently directed and may be here to stay, 

It is to be expected that in these smaller older 
eastern states with their relative great populations, many of the 
findings in the Game Policy will be tested sooner than elsewhere, 

I have passed along to Dr. John C, Phillips (who is 
wintering in Arizona, and is a member of your Committee) conclusions 
similar to those stated in the letter to Seth, 

As Chairman of the next Conference I am looking for 
guidance in building up the program, and I should be interested 
to have your reaction, 

With ‘kindest regards, I am, / 

Sincerely yours, 

o” 

Mint haus, 

WCA/BB William C, Adams, Director
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January 16, 1951 

Aldo Leopold, Esq. 

404 University Ave. National Bank Bldg. 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I note the change in your address and will mark 

my files aécordingly. 

I fully agree with what you say in your letter of 

the 8th to Seth Gordon concerning reprints of our report. 

I also note your letter of the same date to Mr. 
Huntington. The announced policies of More Game Birds in America, Inc. 

Foundation appear to me to be so hopelessly in conflict with the policies 

recommended by our Committee and endorsed by the American Game Protective 

Association that instead of appointing a sub-combittee to work out ways 

and means of coopemation between the two organizations, 1 would strongly 

recommend that if it be at all practical to do so, our full Committee 

be requested to attend a conference to be held in “ashington with 
representatives chosen to represent the Foundation. 

I have had considerable correspondence with Col. 

Foran and Mr. Huntington and a personal interview with Mr. Knapp, and 

am fully convinced that the Foundation has its heart set upon intro- 

ducing the European system of game management into the U. S. ‘This 

conflict of policy will be of such vital import in Virginia and in 

many other states where the people feel as we do concerning the 

European system that the service of our entire Committee if it is to 

be continued for any purpose at all could well be devoted to a 
solution of the matter. Unless, therefore, a majority of our committee 

has or does vote to leave this matter to a small eub-committee as 
requested by Mir. Hintington, I hope very much you will endeavor to have 

the full Committee attend such a conference whenever and wherever held 

or at least give all members who desire to do so an opportunity to 

attend and voice their views. 

Very truly yours, 

~ a 

; Vburtg TO 

4e Willis Robertson.
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tM REPLY REFER TOL. January 15, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Ave., i 
National Bank Blde., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have your letter of January 
$rd addressed to various members of the Game Policy 
Committee. I think it well, too, that this committee 
should continue its activities throughout the year 
1931 as I am satisfied there will be some matters that 
will come up during the year that will demand the at- 
tention of the committee. 

I note your new address and in the 
future until further notified letters going to your of- 
fice will be addressed to you at the new address given. 

With the greetings of the season, 
IT am i 

Yours very truly, 

bet 
I. T. Quinn, 

IT@.L Commissioner.



January 8, 1931 

Seth E. Gordon, Esq., 
Pres., American Game Protective Association, 
233 Broadway, 
New York City. 

Dear Seth: 

I have your letter of the 19th ult. and the enclosures. 

Owing to my absence from the Conference and my later 

| absence from this office in connection with some rest and vacation, 

| I have not had an opportunity to check up in any way the proceedings 

| in New York, and to know what was finished and what was left un- 

| finished. After reading the report of the Committee, entitled, " 

| A Proposed American Game Policy," I realized the vast amount of 

\ hard thinking a group of men had put in on this subject. It seems 

| go fundamental and never ending that I assumed the Committee would 
/ continue and report further at the meeting next December. 

As a matter of fact, had I not received your letter and 
the enclosures I would have written you shortly on this very matter. 

It is quite desirable that we have a preliminary exchange 
of ideas at an early date, to the end that we can lay the ground- 
work for the next conference. 

| As part of that groundwork I have felt (since being 
notified of my selection as chairman) that the "Committee on Game 
Policy" should not only be kept alive, but requested to continue 

| its study and report any modifications of the "Policy" submitted 
| to the last conference, or any changes or additions that another 
} year's study might make desirable. 

I hope the record shows nothing that would indicate a 
dismissal of the Committee after the filing of the report at the 
last meeting. , 

Moreover, I understand only by hearsay that the "Policy" 
was not discussed until the late afternoon of the second day of the 
conference, and then did not apparently receive the attention or the 
time for discussion to which it was entitled. It seemed to me to be
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by far the most important contribution to the conference, and one 
which should have been placed early on the program and discussed 
fully even at the expense of other papers. 

This whole question cannot be ignored any longer. We 
must face the facts and I know of no place to more fully canvass 
the problem than at the annual conference. Certainly the Committee 
deserves all the credit we can possibly give it for the courage 
and the clarity with which it has stated the case. 

In making up our agenda for the next conference it seems 
to me we should give this Committee, and such report as it may make 
(plus a further consideration of the policy as submitted at the 
last conference), the principal place on the program. 

Next, it might be advisable to take the programs say of 
the last five conferences and look them over carefully to see 
whether any subjects have been considered from time to time on which 
there should be a follow up. If not we should deliberately look 
over the entire field, select such subjects as would cover the most 
important problems of the year, and then hand pick our men to discuss 
these subjects - selecting the man best qualified, irrespective of 
where he comes from. 

There has been a lot of misdirected energy and valuable 
time wasted over the years in simply running off these programs by 
calling on volunteers to submit papers. All this I canvassed with 
Ross Leffler and Carl Avery some months before the last conference. 
I do not take any credit for the shaping up of the last conference, 
but it seemed to more nearly reflect my ideas than any of recent 
years. Apparently Ross Leffler did a star job for I have heard 
many favorable comments of his Chairmanship. 

The above scheme may be open to some criticism of a little 
group trying to cut and dry the program to exclude valuable contri- 
butions. But we are in for criticism no matter what is done, and I 
believe our objective should be a well balanced program covering 
subjects of interest and importance to the entire country as 
distinguished from encouraging papers that only deal with local 
matters. 

This is enough to get us started, and I would like to 
keep the ball rolling until we have something definite to submit 
in the way of recommendations for the conference to the executive 
committee of the American Game - I assume it is this Committee that 
will make the decisions on such matters as the continuation of the 
Committee on Game Policy, and how the next conference is to be run 
off. 

With kindest regards, I am, 

Sincerely yours, 

WCA/BB William 0. Adams, Director
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421 Chemistry Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Jamary &, 1931 : 

Mr. Seth B. Gordon, President 
American Game Protective Association 
233 Broadway 
New York, NW. Y¥. 

Dear Sethe 

I have your letter of Jamary 6 stating 
that requests for copies of the Game Policy are exhausting 
the supply, end asking my opinion about the advisibility of 

a reprint without the appendix. 

: I hesitate to advise a reprint without 
the appendix. The policy itself is so compressed that only 
the best informed sportsmea can absorb its meaning without 
the appendix, whereas the averare reader can hardly absorb 

it even with the appendix. . 

If the objection to the appendix is one of 
cost, I would suggest making a small charge for quantities 

of reprints. ’ 

I would suggest that in the reprint the 
appendix be more clearly separated than in the first printing. 
This could be done by starting it on a new page and putting 
it in smaller type. 

Possibly some of the objection to the . 
policy would be offset by including the explanatory paper, 
"The Game Policy in a Nutshell." 

I note the wish of Chairman Adams that the 
Committee continue in existence for mother year, and am 
sending a copy of this letter to each member so that they 
will know that we are still supposed to be functioning. ‘The 
question of what our functions during the coming year should 
be is a matter too lengthy to discuss by mail, but I am ree 
questing each member of the Committee to discuss this matter 
with you in case other business should take them to New York. 

I will be in New York around February 6 an? will further dis- 
cuss the matter with you at that time. 

, Yours sincerely,
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February 26, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
404 University Avenue 
National Bank Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Thank you very much for the copy of 
your Game Policy adopted at the last American Game 
Conference. Two days after I wrote you I met Mr. 
Seth Gordon and he also supplied me with one of 
these pemphlets. JI think it's the finest thing, 
along conservation lines, that has come to my no- 
tice. You and your committee are to be congratu- 

lated. 

Sincerely yours 

LAN DC foi



SX, 

OFFICE OF THE 
IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA 

/ 549 West Randolph Street 

Chicago, Illinois 

Becenber 19, 1930 

ur. Gene Harrison 

Route © 
Madison, Florida 

Dear Gene: 

I am in thorough accord with the plan outlined in your letter 

of December 12 to Leopold for game policy publicity. Congratu- 
lations upon the manner in which have been thinking ahead. Un- 
fortunately I will be unable to do anything on this until] after 
Jamary 5. Probably I will have towait until you arrive but 
there is mo reason why the boys shouldn't go right ahead in the 

_ meantime and collect some of the short statements from a few of 
the leaders for press use. 

Will discuss this matter further with you when I see you in 

New York. 

Sincerely yours, 

Copy to Leopold
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RACE, HAASS anpo ALLEN eyle 
i (726 Dime BANK BUILDING © 

rove A!sUrr DETROIT,MicH. December 16,1930, 

DreAldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

I have read in Time an account of the 
report and program submitted by you, and have previously read 
something of your earlier report relative to game preservation 
and propogation. If it is not too mich to ask, I would appre- 
ciate a copy of the report ,and will be glad to remit the 
expense therefor. 

WFH/MS. ; 
Very respectfully, Zo 

oy, Dio



FOREST ENGINEERS GENERAL OFFICE 

TIMBER ESTIMATORS TELEPHONE DALY 2062 MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

creme aemncers DANZHAF & WATSON, INC. sorters orrice 
OF FOREST PROPERTIES MANISTIQUE, MICHIGAN 

207 EAST MICHIGAN STREET 

MILWAUKEE 

December 15, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I noticed in the last issue of "Time" 
that there was a very complete story on the New 
York Game Conference with considerable stress being 
laid upon your own activities, 

Please accept our hearty congratulations 
on your success, 

Very sincerely, 

BANZHAF & WATSON, INC., 

| 

By i / “48 ‘ 
rge(Banzhaf, 0 

GB: FDS



Dec. 13, 1930 

Mr. Be Se Bowdish 
New Jersey Audubon Society 
164 Market Street 
Newark, New Jersey 

Dear Mr. Bowdish? 

The sympathetic intelligence shown in your article 

‘ on the Game Policy which you so kindly sent me, is so 

out of the ordinary that I cannot refrain from an acknor 

ledgment. 

Thank you very mich, and I hope that we shall have 

an opportunity to talk these matters over personally some 

tine in the future. 

; Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

Chairman, Policy Comittee



Note to Mr. Olin: Prof. Hosmer purposes to use the Game Policy as 
a text for his senior class in the Cornell Forestry School. General 
Dill might be interested in this if you care to send him this carbon 
for his information. 

AcLe 

Dee. 13, 1930 

Prof. Ralph S. Hosmer 
Department of Porestry : 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, New York 

Dear Professor Homer? 

Your high opinion of the Game Policy cratifies 

me very nuch, as I am sure it also will the other members 

of the Committee. 

In accordance with your request I am sending you 

two dozen coniese 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

Chairman, Policy Committee



THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN , 

DEPARTMENT OF POULTRY COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 1, o 
. G. HALPIN 

i | MADISON p 49. 
J. B. HAYES Le 

c. E. HOLMES H. L. RUSSELL, DEAN AND DIRECTOR 

.B. aX ae 0 0 e7| 
December 11, 19%. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
Chemistry Building. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I have just finished reading "A Proposed 

American Game Policy". I find this very interesting 

and very instructive, and all in all think it an unusually 

fine piece of work. I hope that the splendid ideas in 

this pamphlet can be carried through to completion. 

Yours very truly, 

lost Helping / 
JGH:B ( _~ Professor of-Poultry Husbendry.
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MANAGEMENT 

November 29, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, : 
& Secretary, American Game Vonference, 

2273 Woolworth Blde., 
New York, N. Y- 

Dear Leopold : 

A careful reading of the report on a proposed 

American Game Policy moves me to offer my most sincere 

congratulations to you and the other members of the 

Commit tee on Game Policy, of which you are chairman. 

It seems to me that you have attacked the problem assigned 

the Committee in a masterly way, and that your recommenda- 

_ tions are sound and very much to the point, I trust the 

program you have set up will receive the hearty endorsement 

; of the meting to be held next week in New York City. 

I an so much impressed by the permanent value of 

the Committee's report that £ feel it should be given wide 

distribution. As one means of doing this, I should much 

like to put it in the hands of our senior class of students 

of professional forestry, and also, if copies are available 

for such use, to another class of non-professional students 

who are enrolled under me in an informa ti on™ourse on : 

forestry. Has provision been made for its free distribution?



No. 2. 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 

If it is so that such a request can be granted, 

may I ask that two dozen, or if possible three dozen, copies 

be sat me for this use. I shall greatly appreciate whatever 

you are able to do in this matter. 

RSH/EGV Sincerely yours, 

/ Professor of Forestry
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From the Newark Evening News, Friday, December 5, 1930. 

| ° 5 ° i| | Adoption of New Game Policy 
Praised as Big Step Fi d | aised as Big Step Forwar | 

Verily “the world do move,” even in) afternoon, which, save for the dinner, 
the matter of game conservation. This|marked the close of the sessions, a] 
thought comes to mind #s the result| resolution urging restrictions against 
of having-attended the two-day session | the use of guns capable of firing more | 
of the Seventeenth American Game|than three consecutive shots in the 
Conference in New York City this week. hunting of water-fowl, was defeated. | 

‘ An advance reading of ‘A Proposed | Another resolution requesting the Sec- | 
American Game Policy,” drafted by a|retary of Agriculture to promulgate | 
committee appointed for that purpose | regulations shortening the open season 
immediately impressed ome with the|on water-fowl as an emergency 
thought that in formulating this| measure, in recognition of acknowl- 
policy the Men composing the commit-|edged greatly reduced numbers of 
tee brought to their labors an amount | water-fowl, was amended to provide. 
of intelligence, sound common sense|.that the request should be for an¥in-| 

i and far-sightedness that unfortunately | vestigation as to its necessity before g 
has not marked such effo§ts in the|such regulation be promulgated. \ These | 

past. actions were rather discouraging to the 
The outlook for the conference, then,| prospect that the conference was pre- 

"| seemed to give promise of an excep- pared to take really progressive action. 
| tional development of clear-sightedness There was discussion of the proposed 
as to the comp’ex character of the) policy and effort to emasculate it by | 
problem of continued sport shooting.| amendment, but it was adopted. And 

y; For the first time in the history of|so we repeat. “The world do move.” | 
the conduct of) national sport affairs B. 8. BOWDISH. | 
in this country, so far as the present < 
writer is aware, this new proposed 7 
policy took cognizance of the equal 4 
interest with the sportsman and the 

farmer which is the natural right of 

the non-sportsman ‘conservationist and 

the general public, Let us cite one or 
two axioms, which, tn this policy, seem | ; 

for the first. time to have openly found | : 
recognition in the consideration of or- 
ganized sportsmen representing 50) 

many sections of the nation: 
“The public, not. the sportsman, 

owns the game.” 

Broader Interest Needed. 

“The public is (and the sportsman 
ought to be) just as much interested 
in conserving non-game species, forests, 
fish and other wild life’as in conser | z 
ing game.” | 

“In the long run lop-sided programs ‘ 

dealing with game only, song birds 
only, forests only, or fish only, will 
fail because they cost too much, use up 

too much energy in friction and lack 

sufficient volume of support.” 

“No. game program can command the 

good-will or funds necessary to suc- 

cess, without harmonious cooperation | - 
\between sportsmen and other aed 

| vationists.” 
| “To this end sportsmen must recog- 

| nize conservation as one integral whole, 
of which game restoration is only 2 

part. In predator-control and other 
activities where game management 

conflicts in part with other wild life, 

sportsmen must join with nature- 

lovers in seeking and accepting the 
findings of impartial research.” 

The obviousness of the truths so 
exceptionally well and clearly stated ‘a 
the above quotations is a general indi- | 
eation of the masterly manner in which 

Keng whole matter was treated. It 
|seemed that such a policy must appeal y 
| overwhelmingly to the common sense . 

of the conference. : : 

| In the business session Tuesday} i



ju 
and including a striking picture of a hawk capturing a duck in op)? a 
mid-air, a remarkable photographic feat. Ss 

“Beautiful photography and scenery mark the picture. Humor 7 
and tense drama run through the whole story while it is well-known 
that Captain Knight is one of the finest lecturers and entertainers 
who has ever appeared before the American public.” 

If members and nature lovers attend this remarkable lecture to 
the full seating capacity, they will not only enjoy a rare treat, such 
as none of those who attended last winter’s lecture would have 
missed, but they will at the same time contribute in a painless way 
to the funds for the conservation of New Jersey’s wild life. Egg 
collecting was not alone or even mainly responsible for the exter- 
mination of the osprey in Great Britain. The relentless war against 
all predators in a mistaken theory of game conservation was the 
main factor. That is one of the things we want to guard against 
in this country. That is one of the particular lines of conservation 
for which adequate financial support is needed. 

Tickets can be had from the office of the Society, 164 Market 
Street, Newark, at $1.00 each. Last winter’s ticket sale equalled 
the seating capacity of the hall. Let’s do as well or better this time. 
And let’s start early by ordering our tickets at once. 

CORRECTION 

In preparing matter for the Annual Report a substitute clerk 
mis-read the hand written report of the Newark Bird Club, whereby 
she credited its president, one of our trustees, Mr. Herbert L. 
Thowless, with two years service as president of the Club, instead 
of ten years which it should have been. Unfortunately this error 
was not caught and appeared in our Report. We hasten to make 
such amends as we can. 

CONSERVATION FROM THE SPORTSMEN’S 
STANDPOINT 

We greet with great satisfaction the American Game Policy 
adopted at the American Game Conference in New York on 
December 2. This Conference brings together the representative 
sportsmen of the United States and Canada, with sometimes a 
representative from Mexico. The Game Policy had been drafted 
by a committee appointed for the purpose and had been mailed 
well in advance to all attending the Conference, so that they might 
be familiar with its provisions when it came up for consideration. 
It was an outstanding committee and surely it did an exceptionally 
good piece of work in the drafting of this policy. It was not 
accepted without some opposition, but it was adopted, and it marks 
a real advance in game conservation, in that it recognizes to an 
extent heretofore unprecedented in sportsmen’s circles, the insep- 
arable relationship of game and non-game wild life and the mani- 
fold interests in general conservation of all wild life. 

A few quotations from this new American Game Policy illus- 
trate of what interest it is to the non-sportsman conservationist : 

“The public, not the sportsman, owns the game.”



“The public is (and the sportsman ought to be) just as much 
interested in conserving non-game species, forests, fish and other 
wild life as in conserving game.” 

“Tn the long run lop-sided programs dealing with game only, 
songbirds only, forests only, or fish only, will fail because they 
cost too much, use up too much energy in friction, and lack suffic- 
ient volume of support.” 

“No game program can command the good-will or funds neces- 
sary to success, without harmonious cooperation between sports- 
men and other conservationists.” 

“To this end sportsmen must recognize conservation as one 
integral whole, of which game restoration is only a part. In 
predator-control and other activities where game management con- 
flicts in part with other wild life, sportsmen must join with nature- 
lovers in seeking and accepting the findings of impartial research.” 

And again: “Recognize the non-shooting protectionist and the 
scientist as sharing with sportsmen and landowners the responsi- 
bility for conservation of wild life as a whole. Insist on a joint 
conservation program, jointly formulated and jointly financed.” 

“Provide funds. Insist on public funds from general taxation 
for all betterments serving wild life as a whole. Let the sportsmen 
pay for all betterments serving game alone. Seek private funds 
to help carry the cost of education and research.” 

For those non-shooting conservationists who have argued that 
the way of true conservation lay in working with, as far as pos- 
sible, instead of against the sportsmen, this policy is confirmatory 
of their doctrine. If lived up to by the sportsmen, it will make it 
far easier for the altruistic conservationist to meet the sportsman 
halfway. ‘ 

MOTION PICTURES 

The Society now has four finished reels of 16mm motion pic- 
tures of bird life, occupying about on hour or a little more for 
projection. It is prepared therefore, to add to the still picture lec- 
ture at a nominal fee of $15, the motion picture lecture at an also 
nominol fee of $20. Because of the very considerable expense of 
accumulating equipment and maintaining it, it has been found 
necessary to fix the nominal fees mentioned, and if expenses in 
connection with the giving of any lecture are considerable, to 
charge them as extra. 

For still picture illustration we furnish the slides, but the 
recipient must provide stereopticon, operator and screen, together 
with a well darkened hall, if for daylight lecture. For motion 
picture lecture, we provide not only the films, but, if suitable pro- 
jector and screen are not available where the lecture is to be given, 
we also supply them, and if necessary, the operation, although it 
gives better results if the speaker does not have to also operate 
the projector. This outfit is well adapted for giving entertainments 
in private homes, as well as in moderate-sized halls. Films are 
non-inflammable and no fire-proof equipment is required. 

We hope that members whose home grounds are favored by 
specially interesting bird visitors will loan us their use as motion 
picture studios, to the end that our film equipment may be 
enlarged. A
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Mr. Aldo Leovold, / a 
University of Wisconsin, hwy 
421 Chemistry Bldg., f i | 

Madison, Wis. 
Hugust 7, 1930. 

Dr. John 0. Phillips, 
Massachusetts Fish & Game Asan. 
77 Mount Vernon Street, 

. Boston, Mass. 

My dear Dr. Phillips: . 

I have taken some time to reply to your letter of July 
11, enclosing a revised American Game policy. 

If we were talking about this it would be easy to go 
over the document, and your letter to Leopold, paragraph by paragraph, 
and in that wey develop ideas. As it is I think I prefer to discuss 
the plan as a whole rather than by paragraphs and in doing so I wish 
you would consider that I am expressing, in some instances, ideas which 
are not altogether settled in my own mind. fn short consider my letter 
as thinking out loud rather than as expressing definite opinions, 
firmly fixed. 

We can consider broadly, the items under the following 
heads, all of which fit into the policy: 

I believe that we are mening a mistake in attempting to 
practice conservation itself when we should be devoting most of our 
energy to the actual building up of the machinery whereby conservation 
ean be achieved. This machinery would have the effect of actually 
producing more conservation, or "game on the hoof" at the end of a 
given Ve a of years, although at first the ultimate goal would apparent~ 
ly be delayed and this delay should be covered by an intensive educational 
program. 

Training 
One of ovr big weakaesses is the lack of properly trained 

men in all departments of conservation, beginning with administrators to 
take charge of the State Game Departments. We ere prone to criticise the 
accomplishments of these departments, their lack of knowledge and the 
fact that they are ridden by politics. On the other hand we must admit 
that there is no source of supply for proper trained men. There is no 
educational course Senchiuertt which could be given to make trained 
administrators and, as nearly as I can find out, =v one knoWs wnat sub- 

jects these administrators should know. For example, they should know
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something of biology, but how much? And so on throughout the entire range 
of subjects which normally go into the make up of a successful administra- 
tor of a game department. Gimilarly there should be some definite standard 
for the training of game wardens; for the outline of research work by or 
for the State Game Department and for having trained geme eee oe avail- 
able for private and oublic shooting preserves. The Biological Survey 
misses a golden opportunity here. 

State Functions 

The actual conditions in a state with regard to its a 
should be determined and clearly understood. I do not believe that the 
function of police should be a very important function of the State game 
administration,nor is the state game farm one of its important functions, 
although both are necessary. 

A state on the other hand should certainly have as one 
of its main functions, wan education extension service to aid land-owners 
in the proper production of game as a crop. 

There has been raised in your letter to Leopold a question 
which is to me somewhat disturbing, and which is not new, namely; sportemen 
interested in conservation are roughly divided into two classes -~ the one 
the better educated and generally speaking more financial independent 
hunter; the other, the masses or the one gallus shooters. It is obvious 
that the burden of conservation must of necessity be put on this small and 
more intelligent clase; on the other hand the masses are capable of under- 
mining &@ overthrowing the good work of the minority. 

I believe, therefore, that the so called American System 
is imperative although I frankly admit that this is not the most effective 
method of procedure. If it is possible to carry the masses with you by 
making them think they are controlling conservation so much the better. 
I am convinced that no system of conservation which Serene the masses 
will be successful, and further that the masses in themselves will be able 
to determine right from wrong and cannot be hoodwinked in the long run. 

Otterson, writing in the duPont magazine recently 
said: 

“Interest in the outdoors is a powerful factor in 
molding character in the youth of our country. It is a tradi- 
tional, an inherited trait to enjoy days afield with rod or gun 
or camera, and to camp out at night under the star-strudded 
canopy of the sky. These pleasures must be perpetuated." 

Also in this connection I have been in communication 
with Mr. Harl 0. Doyle, Executive Secretary, Michigan Division of the Iaaak 

Walton League, who is a clear thinker and who has many original ideas. 

In one of his letters and referring to R. 5. Lovejoy of Michigan he 

states:
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"Observing that the actual vitality of the present day 
movement 1s among wealthy sportemen, and their apparent un- 
concern or outright conservatism over popular uienee he pre~ 
dicted that unless there is display of a higher type of | 
political policy a new popular movement or protest will arise 
and it will be direoted against then. 

"If a new popular movement is imminent, the wealthy 
sportsmen are more than likely to find thenselves attacked 
as "grabbers", if the public become conscious of its radical 
but steady loss of historic and well founded rights in ower 
ship of game and waters. 

"Beldom are movements of protest constructive. Such a 
one as I mention probably would destroy more than it would 
gain for the raer benefit, while it would probably re- 
establish theoretical rights and set back actual developments 
of fish ami game resources." 

Qunership of Game 

On this mmsee I am open minded and believe that if 
the ownership of game went with the land it might assist conservation. 
I am not sure, however, that an agitation at the present time on this 
aubject would be advisable as I fear the effect of such private ownership, 
without incentive to raise gaue being aroused, would be to deplete the 
breeding stock of game - 

§3 To obtain immediate financial return 
b) To accept the apparent and most ready 

meang of settling the trespass problem. 

iagentive 

The incentive to raise game is I think one of the most 
important factors with which we have to deal and necessitates field demon- 
atrations as well as educational publicity. One answer to the incentive 
to raise eo is contained in the Michigan State Igaak Walton League policy 
whieh is I think outlined in the pamphlet attached. I do not mean that 
this is the only solution to the problem; I am inclined to doubt that 
any one system would be workable throughout the entire United States; 
but some form of remuneration to the land ower, making game a by-product 
of the farm, acting ag an incentive to the practice of farm game manage~ 
ment, must be worked out. Thige problem is not only one of value as a farm 
relief measure, but also from the standpoint of land economies. 

Feot Finding 
While perfectly willing to admit that I may be wrong, 

I cannot bring myself to agree with you in relegating fact finding or 
research to a secondary position. I do not for one moment believe that 
such research work is an end in itself but merely a means to an end. All 

the facts in the world, if available, are worthless unless properly 
applied. However, I feel that no one organization could do it in any
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reasonable length of time. 

The development of incentive to raise game, the educa- 
tional publicity arene game as of economic value to the farmer, this 
same publicity showing the value of the outdoors to the state from an 
recreational standpoint; all should lead to the establishment within 
each state university or similar ik whee of s chair in game anaee- 
ment or conservation. This university would then originate fact finding» 
departments which could be at the call of the State Game Administration 
and should actually be that administrations fact finding bureau. National 
coordination of conservation would be simplified having fewer and more 
authoritative agencies to contact. 

; After facts have been found is time for conservation 
organizations as business directors of the game movements to use them to 
advantage. In a small but I think practical way that is just what my own 
field force is attempting to do, and I find we are unable to operate 
efficiently because of the lack of information. If the average one gallus 
shooter had a sufficient number of facts reduced to rule of thumb, it will 
be much earier to create the incentive for him to actually practice game 
management. This automatically would tend to lessen excessive restrictions 
placed on hunting and should also cut dowm on the necessity of having the 
state spend so much of its time and money on police work. 

Public shooting grounds I believe are possible in 
some instances but not to be relied on in general. The Bear River marshes 
in Utah could have public shooting grounds, whereas in Massachusetts or 
generally on the north Atlantic Coast they would not seem to be quit so 
promising. Wherever it is possible I believe public qoert me grounds 
should be established, and I do not doubt but what with the development 
of the art of game management additional areas can be brought into the 
public shooting ground possibility class. 

One can draw an analogy between golf and shooting 
worthy of consideration. A few years ago golf was only a rich man's game, 
to-day we have municipal gol? courses and the great mass of the public 
is able to participate. hooting I believe can be practiced on the same 
basis; eventually not depending on contributions at wealthy sportsmen, 
put on a “green fee" basis, like golf, making hunting a going and "pay 
ag you go" sport. Hunting grounds would then ae logge 4 all into the 
same categories as golf and range from the exclusive club to the munici- 

pal linke or public shooting grounds. 

Ammunition Tax 
I am a little skeptical of the possibility of putting 

over a federal tax on ammunition or a federal shooting tax, although this 
money could be used and could be well spent by conservation. The old cry 

of state rights, the opposition of the solid democratic south and the 
development of a new form of taxation are factors. If a atate decided to 

put on an ammunition tax in the way of a stamp tax I believe that is 
possible in some instances, the practice might grow like the collecting
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of a gas tax for state roads. The voluntary collection of a "tax" on the 
part of the eet would necessitate a personal agreement between com- 
panies. Actually it would not be a tax but price agreement and this 1s 
illegal (Clayton Act). 

After all just as the golfer:vays his own way for his 
sport so must the shooter, but even this cannot be done unless a demon- 
stration area showing the success of game management; production of game 
for popular consumption, can be demonstrated and then capitalized so that 
states will reslize the possibility of getting returns on their invest- 
nents in the outdoors. 

In short I believe the average shooter spends more in car 
mileage and incidentals for his hunt then he would have to spend if hunt- 
ing was available in hie immediate vicinity. This however is only a 
theory in spite of the fact that it is an old bromide. 

Sanctuaries 

The federal sanctuaries for migratory birds are essential 
but pean? to be enpegnies by state senctuaries which should include the 
possibility of public shooting grounds. Sanctuaries for upland game are 
also necessary but until we know more about the sanee of the different 
species, their habits, ete. I do not believe we could satisfactory outline 
a system which would be efficient. 

The listing of all clubs is desirable, certainly all 
of those clubs which accept paid visitors. The question of listing purely 
private clubs is open for debate. 

I would like to have your views as to the attached 
pamphlet some time, if and when you have time to write them. I am sorry 
that I cannot talk all this over with you because I realize that while 
this is apparently a very long letter it hasn't seratched the surface. 

I again emphasize what appears to me to be the most 
important point in conservation as a whole, namely, the establishment of 
machinery whereby conservation can be accomplished. Certainly no loading 
company would accept an order for millions of shells unless it had the 
machinery to manufacture these nee hand loading methods would never 
be able to fill the order, and isn't that just what we are doing now, 
attempting hand loading methods? 

- Z hope you will not hold it against me if I have stepped 
on any of your pet theories. Since my recent meeting in New York with 
Mr. Kuapp, at which time he took exception to a letter which I had written, 
I am slightly cum-shy of expressing opinions by letter. I think, however, 
your attitude and Mr. Knapo's are entirely different and that you will 

understand the spitit in which this letter is written. 

Most sincerely yours, 

w/s Low. T. WALLER, JR.-CONSERVATION DIRECTOR.



Copies to Witmer Stone and Avery 

duly 24, 1930 

Dr. Harold ¢. Bryant 
Pish 4 Game Commiagion 
San Francisco, California 

Dear Dy. Bryant: 

Ag you Imow, I em Ghdammn of a committee of the 
National Game Conference which is trying to éraw a game policy. 

No doubt you are familiar with the tentative draft 

presented at December meeting. 

The recent widespread Aiequssion of predator eontrel 
ene aoe mae ae aes Seen Sens ee oe ae : 

to seek the cooperation of the protectionists in ing it. With 
this ond in view I wrote Dr. Witwor Stone adcing the 4.0.0. to name 
& reprosentative to serve on the committees. He roferred the mtter 
to Dr. Grinnell and Dr. Orimnell has norinated you. 

ee ee oe ee eakaee wal tant taste dee 
I sent Dr. Grimell a now dreft of the policy and asked him to forward 
poll d riding prem fase fer, symendp-mpm dinette gh meayen Ron pr 
correspondence. I hope you try to represent the attitude of the 
ornithologists rather than thet of the sportman fn so far as you can 
consciontiously do 0. 

4n informal meeting of the comittes will be hold in 
connection with the International Ascoolation of Game and Fish Com- 
missioners at Toronto, August 25 or 26. If you can atten’ this, fine. 
Tf not, will you please seni mo your criticlans of the revised draft, 
so that they cam be road at the Toronto meeting of the comnittes? 

I congratulate you on your new duties and hope we 
shall have opportunity to keep in touch with each other. 

With kindest rogamia, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO ESOPOLD 
Chairman, Game Policy Committee



July 22, 1930 

Dr. Joseph Grinnell 
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology 
University of California 
Berkeley, California 

Dear Dr. Grinnell: 

Our committee will be delighted to have Dr. Bryant 

as a member specially representing the A.O.U. Of course his new 
affiliation with the Park Service will be that much the better. / 

Here is a revision of the policy on which we are 
working. If you can look this over and transmit it to Dr. Bryant 
with your suggestions, I would greatly appreciate it. If you lack 
the time, please simply forward it. + 

May I also ask that you let Dr. Bryant see my letters 
to you about this matter, as exolaining the particular reason for 

asking him to serve? I am sending him a copy of this letter. 

Yours sincerely,
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AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGISTS’ UNION 
Founded 1883 Incorporated 1888 

JOSEPH GRINNELL, President 

Museum of Vertebrate Zoology 

University of California 

Berkeley, California 

July 16, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have nothing but sentiments of warm approval of your 
current and prospective work in drafting an American game policy. 

Such a policy is certainly needed, in the light of the changes 
taking place in our native fawna and also in the human factors 

bearing upon it. 

I appreciate your urging me, personally, to serve on 
your committee. This, however, I cannot reasonably do, in as 

much as I am already committed to various activities in excess 
of what I can do acceptablye 

It happens that, as President of the American Ornitho- 
logists' Union, I find an appropriate route of action to lie in ap= 
pointing to your committee, contingent upon your approval, the man 
already serving the Union as chairman of its Bird protection com- 

mittee. This man is none other than Dr. Harold C. Bryant, who is 
now, on permanent basis, identified with the National Park ser= 
vice and located in Washington, D. C. This appointment, if con- 

firmed by you, is all the more appropriate, it at the moment ape 

pears to me, because Dr. Bryant would represent the National Park 

service, an organization vitally concerned itself with animal con= 

servation. Furthermore, Bryant has already formulated a policy 

of protection which I think is markedly in harmony with your own 

aims, as I gather them to be, from perusal of the "Transactions of 
the Sixteenth American Game Conference" supplied me by Mr. Avery. 

It remains, therefore, for you to indicate to Dre Bryant 

acceptance of his services on your committee -- provided this seems 
to you a useful coursee If not, advise me, with suitable recom- 

mendations. 

Very truly yours, ‘ 

7 ne ee te L A 

V
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Poacher, Or Paying Guest 
In the Hill Country of Texas the Sportsman is a Welcome Customer Paying for the Privilege of Harvesting the Annual Game Crop. 

BY WM. J. TUCKER 

Executive Secretary, Texas Game, Fish and Oyster Commission. 

ACILITIES for travel, improved during that time, and decided that they would do all of hunting privileges an increasing army of 

F the last two decades, have made it possible within their power to increase the game sup- urban dwellers flocked to those sections where 

for the hunters in numbers to reach the plies on their premises. The result of their the privileges were for sale. They realized 

heretofore inaccessible haunts of game that there, for a price, they could ob- 
and in all too many instances with the | tain a place to hunt. It was natural that 

coming of the hunters in numbers the competitive bidding for the best places 

farmer and ranchman of Texas have to hunt soon resulted and that prices 
lost interest in the protection of game. all out of proportion to the true worth 

Many of the farmers and ranchmen of the shooting privilege were paid to 

regard game as a liability because of = the landowner. It also disclosed the 
its attraction to the ‘hunter and the Pv af fact that all landowners were not con- 

imagined and occasional actual men- a 3 servationists and that while some de- 

ace that the hunter is to livestock, | ‘d e oo sired game on their premises, because 
range and forest. | a — of the price they could get for the 

eo | faa privilege of hunting, in their greed for 
An Asset, Not a Liability peas aS ag ™ larger gross Peale Barnsley they 

How game to the farmer and 3 a i wee B sometimes admitted too many hunters, 

ranchman in some sections of Texas a . 4 and more than the excess crop of 

has become an asset rather than a li- ” = Se game was taken. Their neighbors, 

ability and how the farmer and ranch- — ad especially those who did not sell hunt- 

man have been given an incentive to | q ; ing privileges, but who maintained a 
welcome an increase of game on their e id good supply of game on their premises 

premises, is one of the interesting \ ie ca for themselves and their friends, 

stories that can be told by those who \ grew resentful. They complained that 

are familiar with the history of con- : the “lease system” was resulting in 
servation in the Lone Star State. not only permitting the killing of an 

By Legislative declaration in Texas, excess amount of game on one’s own 

similar to the declarations that have | premises but much of the game which 
been--made in almost—every—-other . : ji a sa. had heen reared on adjacent premises. 

State, game is the property of the F, cq 5 

people of the State. There are no | FE } ef Complaints by Spoxtemen 

private rights thereto. It is axiomatic, Hl f Sportsmen set up legitimate com- 

however, that all native game is on r plaints. They argued, that under the 

privately owned land, and even though _ | system in vogue, only the man of 

the game is not privately owned, the 7. abundant means would be able to find 

occupants of the land could achieve William J. Tucker a place to hunt and that he would 
its destruction in a single season if annually purchase the hunting rights 

they so willed. work was soon apparent. Many of these areas on all of the good lands at a price that would 
in a few years had an annual excess crop of — be prohibitive for the man of small means. 

Camelia Soucelctai cod game that more than met the personal needs of | There was no objection to the fact that wealthy 
In the earlier periods of development in this the landowner. With the increase of game in individuals purchased large tracts in fee, pri- 

State game was desired on farm and range be- those areas, hunters from afar were attracted, marily to assure good hunting for all time to 

cause it afforded an auxiliary food supply. In and by voluntary offers the hunting privileges come for themselves and their friends. The 

an earlier epoch it was the primary supply, and were purchased on these ranches. argument was that the game is the property of 

it is well to reason that the land would not have ‘ r the people of the State and that the price for 

been conquered if it had not been for game. But Sale of Shooting Rights the privilege of hunting this game, if permitted, 
with growing crops and ranges well stocked There was a law at this time which prohibit- should not be so great but that almost everyone 

the necessity that the early pioneer felt for ed the sale of game, but there was no law which would be placed on an equal footing in bar- 

game was no longer apparent. The early in- prohibited the sale of the right to hunt. This gaining for these hunting rights. 

centive for its increase had been destroyed by system grew apace. Meagre at the start, it had a 

the march of civilization. With the destruc- grown some six years ago to proportions that Present Law Passed in 1929 

tion of this incentive game reached a low ebb attracted the attention of the conservation de- At the session of the Legislature in January, 

in Texas more than 20 years ago. The con- partment and the Legislature. Not so much 1929, the Trespass law of Texas was re-written. 
servation machinery was also weak. Out of with the idea of regulating the sale of hunting It now provides that it is unlawful for anyone 

this debacle came a realization, almost too late, privileges as to determine the numbers of peo- to hunt or fish upon the enclosed lands of an- 
of the recreational advantages of game. Then ple who were paying for the privilege of hunt- other, providing that the owner of such lands 

came larger groups of sportsmen over the State, ing, a law was enacted about six years ago. It does not make a charge in excess of four dol- 

many of them organized, and a conservation required that all of those who lease or sell lars per day per person or an aggregate of 
department better equipped, and the decline was the hunting privileges on their premises must more than 25 cents per acre per year for the 

halted. first apply to the Conservation Department shooting privileges on his land. Many land- 

for a shooting preserve license and pay the fee owners argue that this price is too low and 
Farmers Protected Game © : A : A ‘ i 

of $5.00 therefor. They are required to enforce point out that the maximum price will always 

Some ten or more years ago groups of farm- the State laws on their property, to keep a be charged and that the man who has little 

ers and ranchmen banded themselves together record of those who hunt and their kill. game on his premises will get as good a price 

in the West Central part of Texas, formulated aus Z 5 as the man who has an abundant supply. There 

conservation regulations for their own proper- Competition Raised Prices is no question but that there are inequalities by 

ty that were stronger than the State laws at With the legal status that was given the sale (Continued on page 67)
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POACHER, OR PAYING GUEST under proper environmental conditions produces Ground, that may be provided for a rapidly in- 
(Continued from page 58) more game. Ours is no longer a virgin coun- creasing population. 

. Seeine de ae try and we cannot depend upon a virgin or ac- 

this general limitation. The sportsman, how- cidental supply of game for an increasing army Laws Alone, Insufficient 
ever, are better satisfied and the inequalities Of bunters. . . ee a 
will be worked out. It is a distinct departure Perhaps we are awakening to a realization 

from the European system, where the game it- that game laws alone do not provide a com- 

self is sold, not as an inducement to hunt, but System Will Spread plete panacea for the profligacy of a people in 

as meat, and where the public has no necessary We believe the leasing system, which is now a given locality. Perhaps we have clung too 

part in the annual harvest of the excess crop of practiced so extensively in the central south- long io the idea of free shooting. It was a fine 

game. western portion of the State, which is known as thing while it lasted, but it is gone like the oa 
the hill country, will spread rapidly to other cart and the kerosene lamp. The country is 

Better Law Observance sections and that with its spread and the con- under fence. Most of the ranges of eeMerale 

All those who get a fee for hunting privileges | sequent better management of the game re- privately owned. It behooves us to realize that 

on their lands do not intelligently manage their sources on the land to which this system is ap- we SAnnot Festore Same ccven under “favorable 
game crop, but there is more effort and more plied, there will soon be a better place to hunt Soy On eny eondinens, ee a ue 
intelligent management and better observance for every man who desires to hunt in the Lone ee the land is walling. i wall not be wale 

of conservation regulations on most of these Star State. There is plenty of room in this ing less he has the incentive. The incentive 

lands than there was before the system came State for such a spread. Texas embraces provided ae Texas ‘may nou! be eae best plan, 

into vogue. These landowners realize that they 170,173,440 acres, of which 2,238,720 acres are but itis working and we believe will work out 
cannot readily find a market for the shooting under water. When more and more lands are to the ultimate good of those who want Same 

privileges on their lands unless these lands are being leased for the shooting privileges, there aud Blae Where it can be hunted. It aoa 

well populated with game. The sportsmen have will be greater competition among the land- the old pioneer, open-range system But isc 
learned to make personal investigation, long be- | owners, and finally the landowner may have to sus “modern, Bay your way, American Systent 

fore the season opens, of the game resources of advertise for hunters to compete with his neigh- le IRS the hunter out of the class of the poach- 
the land which they desire to lease. Many of | bors and with other landowners operating, un- er into the class of the respected customer. 
the landowners have long since come to rea- der the same system in other sections of the — 

lize that it is only the excess crop which they State. When this time arrives there will be no 

can afford to market if they are to have other need of fixing a maximum price that may be BRANT NOT INCLUDED IN BAG LIMIT 
crops for other years. charged. as REDUCTION 

Of course bag’ limits will always be neces: Inquiries coming to the American Game Pro- 

The Bag of Game sary, and in the best interests of conservation 'ctve oc indicate cout as to whether 
During the season of 1928, 3,201 bucks and the open seasons must not be too long. If the recent re ae a bag a on wild ducks and 

628 wild turkeys were killed on land operating bag limits were lifted, again there would be 8°CS© applies te raul, Ssturances have been 
under the shooting preserve law. The acreage merit in the cry that only the wealthy could co erom) the) Giiet (ol the eure of Bis 
in these preserves totaled approximately 1,500, afford to hunt, for unfortunately there would Oreice| SUnNey that Brant are not included ae 

000. The reports indicated that there was a be a few wealthy persons who would want to i iagoeaa m ee a bag ie ongwid 

total of 12,000 hunting days consumed in taking kill more than their share as stipulated under gust commencipe, with next shooting oar 
this game. Of course, it is reasonable to sup- Present legal bag limits. pal ue ae oat prea ver day. hts 

pose that all of this time was not consumed soles Orel specicss OF duels) permitted tobe . - killed and means that only 15 in the aggregate 
Se na ee there Wasa Wey Ben System Adapted to Quail of all kinds taken may be killed in one day 
turkey crop and the killing of turkeys was dis- 2 ; i oe oO 
couraged in many shooting preserves’ ‘The . It is true in Texas that the leasing system and the same rule applies as to geese. Four 

record for the 1929 season, when the compila- ‘8 practiced most extensively in the turkey and geese in the aggregate of all kinds only may 

tion is completed, will show a much larger kill deer ranges of the State, but these are exten- be taken, The daily limit of eight Brant re- 
of turkeys. Records obtained during the past SiV¢ and there are lots of folks in Texas and mains in effect. 

few years show that there is no apparent de- those who come from adjacent states who are It should be understood, however, that the 

cline in the number of turkey and-deer killed willing to pay a price to kill a turkey or deer. term Brant does not include Snow geese or 

onrthese preserves which may be taken'to mean The bag limits of Texas provide that a man Blue geese sometimes referred to as Brant but 
that in thelagerepate there hasiheen no break a2. kill two buck deer with pronged horns, and — only to the true Brant, which is limited in its 
down under intensive hunting. Compared with three turkey gobblers each season. Of course range to the Atlantic coast and is largely a 
the best available figures of ten to fifteen years the law does not specify that charges for hunt- sea bird. 

ago the annual kill is more than double, which ee ae 
$, : U1 ye S 

a SE ee eee system is produc of favorite hunting places for waterfowl, and JOBBERS SUPPORT CONSERVATION 

i it is reasonable to suppose that this system will At a recent meeting of the Southern Hard- 
spread to those sections where there is only Ware Jobbers, held at Galveston, Texas, the 

Vast Game Sanctuaries bob-white quail, and I know of no game with following resolution was unanimously passed: 

There is a considerable acreage in Texas of | which it might work more successfully. It “Whereas, we realize and believe that the 

lands that are held primarily for hunting pur- might be the means of restoring the prairie restoration of the wild-life resources of this 

poses, to which only the owner and his friends chicken to the rightful place it should occupy country is a necessity of vast importance, 

are admitted. These areas are probably far among the game birds of the State, by awak- “And Whereas, we are acquainted with the 

in excess of the areas to which the public is ening the interest of the landowner in this work that is being done to further this end 
admitted for a price. There are 3,000,000 acres bird, which he does not now have. by such agencies as the American Game Pro- 

reserved in Texas as State game sanctuaries. With whatever objections that may be found  tective Association; the Sporting Arms and 
There are other vast areas on which most to a system of this kind, there is no denying Ammunition Manufacturers’ Institute, and in- 
hunters are not welcome, and other great areas that the landowner is better capable of protect- dividual members thereof; State Game and 

where hunters are tolerated and natural en- ing and enforcing the conservation regulations Fish Departments; and many such worthy or- 
vironmental conditions are good. On much of on his own premises than anyone else. When ganizations, 
this latter acreage, however, there is little game _ he can be given the incentive towards enforcing “Therefore, Be It Resolved, that the Southern 

because it has not been properly managed. these regulations and, in addition to requiring Hardware Jobbers Association, in convention 

If the landowner of this area accepted the in- an observance of intelligent regulations, refrains | assembled, at Galveston, Texas, April 7-10, 

centive that has been offered through the shoot- from overstocking his range, practices predator 1930, hereby endorses this program and com- 

ing preserve system there is little doubt but control and does all possible to keep down mends to its individual members that they take 

that game would greatly increase even with diseases of game as well as livestock—we will some active part in the movement for restora- 
increased hunting, because better management be closely approaching the Happy Hunting tion of the wild-life resources of America.”



68 AMERICAN GAME 

CALIFORNIA LEGION PROGRAM ° 

The American Legion conservation program American ame Boo S elf 
for California is in charge of a state-wide com- % ‘ 
mittee headed by Eugene D. Bennett of San S N 1H E | Cc 7 mati nent Evg port, Natural History, Exploration, Conservation 

The following program has been outlined: , . 
(1) Prevention of forest and brush fires in The following list of books has been carefully compiled for the 

contiguous localities by an educational program unusual interest and value of each in the subject treated. They are 
= ony al aid us ae of oars, F books that will be prized in any sportsman’s or nature lover’s library. 

lopt or plant memorial groves o . . + eee 
trees and assist the program of beautifying the 5 aa postpaid by American Game Protective Association, 233 

state highways by initiating or supervising the roadway, New York, at prices quoted. 
planting of shade trees; 1. The P, Pr Wins BY Merah fy 

Ps . a . 5 e Passenger Pigeon, m. B. Mershon. 19. He te int with the C; » Willi: 
(3) Assist in the establishment and main- An authoritative account of that marvelous Nesbitt: Ai complete guide to’ all ae 

tenance of community arbors or sanctuaries game bird, once enormously abundant, now outdoor photography, illustrated with more 

for birds and wild life; extinct. Bound in cloth, gold lettering, than 200 reproductions of exquisite pictures 

(4) Organize ed crews, for planting (of illustrated by colored plates and halftones .$3.65 by the world’s foremost wild life photog- 

Rsk rganize pr sia _P ig 2. Recollections of My Fifty Years Hunting raphers. A new popular edition, handsome 
ish and liberation of game birds raised and fur- and Fishing, W. B. Mershon. A delightful binding and press work........60...0eee.0 +. $5.00 

nished by the state; secoune | of is carly day hunting exeneaiceis 20. vila Bad Guests: How to Entertain Them, 
‘i P . portsman when game and fis t Baynes, Introduction _b: 

_ (5) Assist by educational and other effec abounded. Bound in cloth, gold lettering, Theodore Roosevelt, The author shows that 
tive means in the observance of laws for the handsomely illustrated ...........0.... 000 -- $8.65 birds need protection—from the elements, 
protection of game and wild life; 3. Tales of Wild Turkey Hunting, “Kurnel” disease, their natural enemies, and even 

(6) Preservation of our beaches and public Simon W. Everett. A storehouse of turkey from mankind and certain animals for 
et Mati Tiati . foe lore by a veteran devotee of the dog and whose presence man is responsible. He 

parks from pollution, spoliation and desecration ; gun. Handsomely bound, fully illustrated. ..$1.50 shows that it is worthwhile to give birds 
(7) Contact and co-operate with the various | 4. Fur Farming for Profit, Frank G. Ash- this preteen because of ade very teal 

conservation organizations, both official and_un- brook, chief of the Division of Fur Re- See ee ern Hound. San ene, tally 
eee ae the cancel a Salione sources, U. S. Department of Agriculture. community. Cloth bound, 326 pages, fully 

official, in the general program of conservation ; A practical textbook for amateur or pro- illustrated, indexsve.ccssecseseencseosaveess GOO 

(8) Study and consider the important legis- fessional fur farmer. The most eoamiele 21. American Duck Shooting, Geo. Bird Grin- 
lative propositions affecting conservation, with and authoritative treatise extant. 326 pages, nell. The most complete and valuable book 
the qiewso! aiellisentiy’ lending the Wee ious 128 illustrations, fully indexed.............-$4.00 on “American wild fowl ever written, 628 
e mee > oa pe 5. Bait Casting, William G. Vogt. Complete pages. Descriptions of all species of Swan, 
support or voicing its opposition to vital mat- treatiseuby im mastentol We ccasteradart, Geese and Ducks and methods of hunting 
ters affecting the welfare of the natural re- ae a dependable pulde! to Sceesstul ang: them. 136 illustrations........ ...-.++.-.-+-$5.00 
sour 2 ling. pages, handsomely illustrate: o 
sourcess0f thesstate from photographs scccsersceceeceesscevses SUDO a2 My) Gua. Dogs; Hay/ P Holland, Editor 
Se 6. Conservation Reader, Harold W. Fairbanks. pathetic collection of true dog biography 

A book which supplies a long felt want for written by one who knows and loves dogs. 
STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGE- juvenile readers and adults. 218 pages, 2 A choice volume rich in dog wisdom and 
MENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., REQUIRED BY colored plates, 85 halftone illustrations, hunting lore, artistically printed and illus- 
THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF "AUGUST 24, 1912, fully indexed --...00...s0sseesseerereeerss+ $L20 Rrated © sseossesenvepeosesnpieniaesdsveevec veri SSO 
of MERICAN GAME, Bulletin of the American Game | 7, Ben, the Black Bear, William H. Wright. 
Protective Association, published bi-monthly, at New The most deli ‘ * Lae 23. Transactions of the Fifteenth and Six- a * ghtful tale of a most in- ‘ 
York, N. Y., for Apr. 1, 1930, teresting animal. “Bill” Wright knows teenth Aantal Auercad Game Conferences, 
State of New York toy his bears. Illustrated .....0...ccecceecce00- 8 containicis ill rerort ot eae ine 
unty of New Yor 8. The Grizzly Bear, William H. Wright. Per volume ’ " . Gri i. cht. SBA Gs Coss pandceosdrestiaes icc 260) 
Before me, a notary public in and for the state and An intimate study of a_ disappearini on 

county aforesaid, personally appeared Carlos Avery, species. The late ‘Theodore Roosevelt said 24. My Friend the Black Bass, Harry B. 
who, having been duly sworn according to law, de- of it: “I think it is the best thing: that Hawes, United States Senator. A delight. 
poses and say that he is editor of AMERICAN GaME, has ever been done on the grizzly bear.” ful treatise on the mechanics and sporting 
the Bulletin of the American Game Protective Asso- Illustrated and indexed......02.... 0.0.00 > $250 ethics of angling for America’s most popu- 

ion, ani at the following is to the best of his | 9, No Hunti He tle. -to- lar of game fishes. The author is a 
knowledge and belief a true statement of the owner- Nene ote cial probleies, Game veteran angler, an ardent conservationist 

hi a Pe managentent (snd if_a daily paper the circula- Restoration”. Regardless of whether one and author of important wild-life legisla- 
oe sere fi sforesaid publication for the date agrees with the author’s conclusions, the Pion Sasso sSs occas ecauseuideadiiuemioncnas es osuee 

ove caption, required by the Act of book stimulates thought. A challenge to August 24, 1912, embodied in section 443, Postal 25. The Last Stand of the Pack, Arthur H. 
Laws and Regulations, printed on the reverse side of the sportsmen! of the commits) eas) Ste Carhart and Stanley P. Young. An authen- 

this form to mts Y 10. nen ipehes ace rand Lost, G. oO tic account fai rea wolf eradication 
a iat the names and add: A H oung. Excitement, hardship, success an campaigns. Thrilling as fiction..............$2.50 

euitar pmiasagmeted tat ieads tet eee tragedy of a, notable Alaska’ hunting. trip i Ge ee la : Namet ee ee ee vividly and faithfully described. 60° illus- » Manu; ertebra imals, Davi 
Publisher, American Game Pro- PTAHONS! veer ceo seceenciernncsineenansaenraaces ShOW Starr Jordan. 13th Edition of this standard 

fective Vand Eropaestion) (Ae! i Teil of the Heute James Ty (Clark, reference book. Lists and describes 1373 
: Be Gator ava Broadway, New York, N.Y. Describing, numerous excarsions in Africa, CSTE is Ee ices Baccara 

+ x Y, way, New rk, sia an ort! merica in search of mu- 27. Taking Trout with the Dry Fly. Samuel 
N. Y. Managing Editor, None. seum speci! i i ii a ini : . pecimens and moving pictures, in- G. Camp. A valuable and_ entertainin| 
Baumer a Monsees, None, (ive Gisines ana ‘addresses chiding pte neni ‘ovis Pol expedition of treatment of the art of dry fly angling. $2.00 

Se ges, : = . % corde! = 
of individual owners or, if a corporation, give its name tral Asia, dy dllateations: 1) < $00 28. American Game Bird Shooting. Geo. Bird 
and the names and addresses of stockholders owing = Grinnell. Companion to the author’s work 
or holding 1 per cent. or more of the total amount of | 12. The Rim of Mystery, John B. Burnham. An on waterfowl shooting. Treats of all native 
stock); American Game Protective and Propagation a beoeliaaly tote ee Uag aecrounes ct 3 hunt- upland species of game birds. Exhaustive 
Association, Inc., 233 Broadway, New York, N. Y., a ing expedition into wildest Eastern Siberia and authoritative. Profusely illustrated....$5.00 
non-stock ‘corporation, principal officers; ’ president, in search of an unknown Mountain Sheep. a 
Carlos Avery, G32 Broadway, New York, N. Y.; 58 illustrations and a map..........66.....--$8.50 29. The Compleat Angler, Trak Walton, An 
vice-president, Geo. iras, 3d, Washington, D. C.; | 13. A Sportsman’s Scrapbook, Dr. John C. attractive edition of the favorite classic by 
secretary and treasurer, A. S. Houghton, 111 Broad- Diliitoe cA rate bool eaaaisitely “executed the fisherman’s patron saint...........--...$5.00 
way, New York, N. Y. sud(decorated tueine7ai collection’ otieletche g a collection of sketches . = 

3. That the’ known bondholders, mortgagees, and of incidents in the life of the author written Bo, Long Horm Leader of the Dest: goer 
other security holders owning or holding 1 per’ cent. in a way to convey the salt tang of the Wharton Tippineatt, “The intimate story oF 
of more of tatal amount of bonds, mortgages, or other dick: marsh, the delicate perfume of the ee ttt tes oe nied det 
securities, are: None. a arbutus, and the thrill of the  whirrin i aa 4. That the two paragraphs mext above, giving the arbuty i ee Wlustrated: Wcsciedvexnssadhcssnececesrters. a §LO) 

names of the owners, stockholders, and security hold- pal ag ee ieee ee 31. “Oh Ranger”. H: M. Atbrish d 
ers, if any, contain not only the list of stockholders | 14. Book of the Black Bass, Dr. James A. é PE ie Fie cemaraee atl ee datl 
and security holders as they appear upon the books of Henshall. A Classic on America’s premier Fe ee a eet iow Miter 
the company, but also, in cases where the stockholder game fish. Long recognized as the most pe aaamaieteaHon «Ad Gineonwentional arid 
or security holder appears upon the books of the com- reliable and authentic publication on this iiforiial’ eiide: 4o. visifors: (Cleverly, deco= 
pany as trustee or in any other fiduciary relation, the BPCCIED |... cwccencecsnmnceseememereenseneecsnns Se = 4 5) ereren eee 

name of the person or corporation for whom ‘such | 15 The Book of the Pike, 0. W. Smi i ne 
trustee is acting, is given; also that the said twp para | 1 eee eal abeae tie bike A fae 32. Grand Canyon Country. M. R. Tillotson 
graphs | contain’ statements embracing affiant's "full einstine’ Book Gy ithe most. famiods: livin and Frank J. Taylor, The most thorough 

conditions under’ which stockholders and security | _, Writer on fishes of America..........-.....-$8.60 Bae eee on auinter lta: 
holders who do not appear upon the books of the | 16. In the Alaska-Yukon Gamelands, Col. J. inne ao ie aes eet 
company as trustees, hold stock and securities in a A. McGuire. Col. McGuire knows Alaska eee pa a 
capacity other than ‘that of a bona fide owner; and and its game as few men do. Authoritative 33. Big Trees. Walter Fry and John R. White. 
this affiant has no reason to Blige that any other and full’ of interest: s2:icecccneissccec ssn c SRE The oldest lying things on earth. Descrip- 

person, association, or corporation has any interest .. . . tion, maps, illustrations................++.. $2.00 

Girect or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or other | !7- Camps and Cruises of an Ornithologist, Dr. thee th noes ? Frank M. Chapman. Dr. Chapman is Amer- 34, Death Valley. W. A. Chalfant. The most 
ST ce table or opie oF “eaeh taste ica’s leading ornithologist. His books are complete collection of historical and scien- 
of this publication sold or distributed through the mails standard authority. This work is indispens- tific data extant on America’s most typical 
or otherwise to paid subscribers during the six months able to bird students........secscceee. ss 0e SAO desert. Pictures, including “Scotty’s Cas- 
preceding the date shown above is Saaz {This informa. | 18, Field Book of North American Mammals, He? eee ee tee e reer ee ree reer en $850 
ion is required from daily publications only). H. E. Anthony, Curator, Dept. of Mam- 35. The Wilderness of Denali. Charles Sheldon. 

. . _ Cartos Avery, Editor. mals, American’ Museum’ of Natural His- Posthumous publication of the author's 
Signature of editor, publisher, business manager or tory. Description and distribution of every most important work. An unrivaled ac- 

owner. Sworn to and subscribed before me this 27th species of land and marine mammal found count of the fauna of a most difficult and 
day of March, 1930. north of the Rio Grande. 625 pages, 32 inaccessible part of America, possessing 

; Wm. j Doyle. color plates, 200 other illustrations, colored unusual scientific value as well as thrilling 
(seal) certineg tary Public, Nassau, Co. zone map. complete index of scientific and reader-interest. 412 pages, profuse illustra- 

Certificate filed in New York Countv common Names....... 0 .cee cece een ee SOO tions and Map.eceessceesceseeeceeeeieeeeee $6.00
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| Adopted December 9, 1924 | 

| 
| T THE Eleventh National Conference 
| A of the American Game Protective Asso- 

| ciation held in New York City on December 

| 8 and 9, 1924, a declaration of principles was 
| adopted. 

This declaration embodies the wisdom and 

| experience of the leaders in Game Conservation 

of the United States and Canada. It is the 

composite, enlightened, progressive expression 

: of fundamental principles on which future ef- 

| fort, legislative and administrative, must be 
| based to be successful. 

| It is fundamentally sound and capable of 

| practical application locally and nationally. It 

will prove a safe rule and guide by which the 

value of policies and measures may be tested. 

It will contribute to the removal of the ele- 

| ment of experiment and chance in game pres- 
| eryation and place it on a firm, scientific and 

proven basis. 

It is commended to all those who are striv- 

ing to solve the problems of wild life conserva- 

tion, not as the final word, but as an embodi- 
ment of the most enlightened experience of 

the present day. 

| The American Game Protective Association 
| 233 Broadway, New York City 

| 

Reprinted from the January, 1925, issue of American Game Protective Association Bulletin



PROGRAM of WILD LIKE CONSERVATION 
I. General Statement. “We urge th Ponts 

‘Wes yge the retention, in a natural Rett as 

€ cate, Bee i Z the applic: ree “ 

ee i the preservation and up- state, of such forests, swamps and aoe Bee His. Beinciplss Boapted 35 4. Increase in number of game sanc- 

see ling of the wild life resources of our waters as may be necessary for special circumstances may require. tuaries and public shooting. chin 

and. fish Ti poly gone animals, birds refuges, breeding grounds and wilder- There are many notable instances of re- and camping grounds. We recom 

Sikiek ia so. the non-game Species ness recreation areas, markable success in res i mend bond issues where n 

which are beneficial to farmers in sav- 
storation of game by in states t ee 

ee yee from insect assaults. Nor Waste and destruction have characterized meansiO8 TeTiges aw Icm are) Familia topall- lands for panies pe caine 

do we forget those species, neither game and disgraced our use of natural we 
« iligati a 

c tose iS s a v ‘ i 3 

nor a economic importance, but which forest areas. There are Dest ig sain eg ren : entife th os Jed seg ag oi S 

Contribute doi Bara A “ Z i a s of an “ : Bee 3 s i nowledge for the mcrease 

Seieue by OIE MEBs Se ote i awakening of the public to the necessity for ae tine principle of public own- of birds, animals, fish and forests, 

ihe preserodion of all ofthese We pledge immediate and drastic measures to protect un- precept Ce ite fo ny fred, and by for combating disease and natural 

support in the future as we have gi contaminated waters, to r rity the basis of o i oe SUELET ALOR ON TS abet tbi te preventing pollution, 

hae e e given y estore the purity of e basis of our laws and policies for for providing food on barre 

it in the past. those already polluted, and to preserve all wild life conservation. We advocate the and for propagation ane rece 

ee UA Er Git Gina DectetivenAaarcaron water anid forestiaress as stil exict—that their oe shooting grounds “6. The encouragement of schools for 

ig not merely devoted to the interests of one use may be continued, but with recognition islation Penigne ek thn tes Hees SaCgHSES Gnd 21 Sie 

i fee ae  eaiiner: hee oe 3 C z aes ishing is investigatio: i 

certain class or group of citizens, but is com- of the rights and needs of wild animal life. policy should be adopted Gedidiety pees “of sig) tae Detter 

mitted to the task of aiding in the perpetua- 
ork aes CUMS ate with the im- status of fish and game ST Ortes Gm 

tion of all useful wild lifeas . 4 2 i vtance O; e subject. We recommend : 

: reat national . Protect Rights of F » il sae : enc eS ae 

Oa et. oS - ; el of armers. sea legislation for the several states. In the intelligent application of the now 

Shek ee E nm spared We recognize the rights of the land- e are convinced that game may be well established principles of game administr: 

n opportunity has arisen for promoting owner and are in full sympathy with his continued indefinitely under constructive tion lies the secr ee ae 

the cause of any phase of wild life conserva- resentment against the vandalism of management. We protest against a game- Hes the: secret of success. Government 

tion. lawless marauders whom we regard as less America or a system that denics agencies for administration of game laws are 

enemies of both t. recreational opportunity to itizen.” no longer re; ii 

ste f ae he farmer and the My) any citizen. ig" garded as mere police depart- 

i ortsman. e favor all neces. S It 3 . ments ct ii i 

2. Value of Field Sports. tection against the invasion vopihe a : should not be understood that public - except i rare ‘instances, 

die belies eh ae ers roe agg iie” s e far- shooting grounds can ever be established ex- Game administration is a field requiring ex- 

b e game and fo = Sea Se sively C erie ica aini 

cies should be protected and their ie We stand f hi : . peel Greig o accommodate all, but they eas pechical praning and knowledge of 

ber increased for the use and enjoyment fanit fi eo ne ee vation of oppor- can be utilized to relieve the excessive bur- natural history. Continuity of policies and 

of the people. We decry bloodthirsti- ees free shooting and against the Euro- Hise ll AGRE AL Gllae Jencbrgitte) Gagl ERMMe EES GSSIUR) We come b eet hiss. 

me and eee iechare ine de r system of private ownership of game. should be established in connection with refuges 

ake the firm stand that i Legitimate free shooting cz ; onitt vhe asi ; ‘ Seine ¢ r 

fishing are sports of sia gat ot. by giving eae ae fee ss Sees volte ne ee ey eae BE ae ie enter ieruae: 

giving value to the nation, and should : o the landowner against shall take the place of shooting on private lands. “We condemn the appointment retel 

be perpetuated.” » show excesses of heedless or malicious trespassers. 7. 6 F fion of conservanion Snare oe ae 

ates Cooperation between the honest and considerate : ey Administration. of political patronage rather than on the 

y enjoyment of field sports must be sportsman and the landowner offers the only “The maintenance and increase of game basis of training, experience ond execu- 

Brojecte ute the future as far as possible, to certain method of keeping game areas open in this country depends upon intelligent tive ability. The cause is greater than 

insure continuation of that virility which has to shooting. game administration. If this is not de- DUNSHIGO i AnY PORE AGHA Sih cSSan ce 

always characterized the American people as abe oy ee fee peceren celmaapale hoe Habad i a ee 

. 5 
ic game and public shootin, - ve realize ws fact, and in general 

a nation. 

E Hs } g Opportunt E 1c, genera 

et : 5. GumeRefuges: 
ties will cease to exist. Private game they have given their support to mea- 

Nothing contributes more to health and phy- ae : management has demonstrated _ this. sures designed to conserve the cowitry's 

E E D E 
‘ 

y 

sical vigor than outdoor recreation, and the ep erience has shown that the public There must be trained men in adminis- wild life for the benefit of its citizens. 

Pe rides eee naitie hod ag ee oe earns to respect game refuges and trative positions capable of putting into We commend the advancement of this 

» eundee t aS is st powerful in- the game to take advantage of them. effect sound and successful methods, principle not only in state and federal 

0 go afield. We, therefore, advocate the cestablish- which must include: legislation, but also in the administra- 

: ment of game refuges everywhere as the “1 Pe fectees low en forcement, tion of laws, both local and national.” 

e Contertatl fect ans for insuring against “2. Game inventories: Shen 

: ion of Coverts. extermination of breeding stock, assur- (a) Through licensed h rs) or Politics is and always has been a shheht) on 

ale pollution of streams and the de- ing automatic overflow into adjoining ports of canes taken Ne tiete a the administration of the nation’s natural re- 

struction of food covers for sil life hae aes Sree game from leav- (b) Elauan estimates of breeding sources. Politics promotes incompetence and 

yor farm life. ‘ . 
stock ine 

. 

We affirm our determination to maintain Fath en 
eS left after the shooting offers no encouragement to preparation and 

ar redare jhe cahacielon forests forms , e principle of sanctuary has been the most #3 SGiegee cathortey Nero ne training for technical service. Administration 

os pt lands for the production of valuable lesson learned in modern conserva- to adapt scasons and bag limits to of the wild life resources of our country must 

game, fish and other wild life. tion. No system can be successful without a requirements of the game sup- i pare as a profession, not merely a po- 

y. itical job.



9. Propagation and Stocking. Ceeiecmaten eeu _ of : ane, 
“Wy hor SNe ae K only the excess, 0 eceping the principa: 

ee ee hie he intact and enjoying the interest. Those 
A ae F Behe ae Ors Frome bul: who demand prohibition of such enjoy- 
lie Ste carte Faris Ghd fch ment are giving counsel of miserliness. 

hatcheries, and from legitimate sources Game cannot be stored like gold; it must 
oF odie the ad other countries live, and to live it must be fed. There 

supply in this and other es, is the essence of the problem: How 
we commend the practice, but always ? 
with the reservation that there be no much game can we feed? 
conflict with native species, and that ef- sea snanert benefit for all Hos Ue 
fort should be exerted primarily to in- roducing all the game we can. as is 

crease native stocks rather than sup- CONSTRUCT E SEN aranen: dey 
lant them with questionable exotic let us consume no more than the yearly 

cheeioes : : increase. That is CONSERVATIVE 
. : A administration. 

Fish culture, as developed oe thee Uae “The two processes constitute Construc- 
States, and pheasant Propagation, are con- tive Conservation, which is purely a bio- 
spicuous examples of successful aids to nature logical and economic problem into the 

and have increased useful species to a great saltey of ee Urnleae foe G Bees 
2 : ¢ not enter. is a problem for traine 

CxEE Ee ere any poeble suaienices 2 specialists, who must be furnished with 
I successful introduction of species without in- junds to meet expenses, with authority 

jury to native varieties, but such effort should to enforce their findings, and who must 
always be under the direction of competent be permitted a certain range of discre- 

and trained experts to avoid injury to valuable ae to compensate for varying condi- 

ative species. 3 . se 
Pete SD ECGS “The facts are plain; once game adminis- 

¥ ‘ tration is put upon a proper basis there 
10. Constructive Conservation. need be no alarm for the future of the 

“We deny the statements of those who game supply.” 
affirm that game protection has been a Ea % 
failure in this country and who say that In modern game administration, less hard 
the game is doomed unless prohibitive and fast ironclad regulations and more elas- he gi is doomed unless prohibiti lf lad I d 1 
measures are increased. Such a policy ticity and discretionary power in the hands of 
can logically lead to nothing except the administrative officers is to be encouraged. In 
eventual stopping of all shooting. We i i 
deprecate the attacks which have been this way emergencies may be met. Open 
made upon conservationists holding dif- shooting seasons may be shortened or elimi- 

ferent views, and we affirm that while nated, when the welfare of any species of game 
retrenchment should always be made requires it—when to wait for legislative action 
when the demand upon the game ex- i 
ceeds the supply, to extol this minor ad- might be fatal. ett 
ministrative practice as a panacea of ma- Expert management and the application of 

jor importance is suicidal. Not solely well established principles is constructive con- 
by dependence upon arbitrarily and pro- servation, 
gressively cutting the seasons and bag 
limits, but by constructive methods can . 
our game supply be increased. Atten- 11. Co-operation. 
tion is called to the fact that in this “The need for education in conservation 
country under our present system of is important; equally important is the 
game protection by constructive adminis- need for co-operation. Through the 
tration no game animals or birds or fish Sportsmen's magazines aud the periodi- 
have been exterminated and none will cals and daily press, and the effective 
be exterminated. The loss of the pas- organization of sportsmen, the public 
senger pigeon and buffalo was due to conscience has been awakened. The 
commercialism. Where game has dis- great issue is the co-ordination of ac- 
appeared locally and suitable habitat tivities. The right-thinking men and 
still remains, the cause will be found to women in America, working together, 
be in neglect of well recognized prin- can accomplish this. To this end we 
ciples of conservation. pledge ourselves.” 

ALE the great and powerful organizations, state and national, working together in har- 

mony can accomplish more in one year than has been done in fifty. There is now 

in progress a great movement for such co-ordination of efforts. This is the most encour- 

aging fact of the present time and is a guarantee that the wild life, forest and water re- 
sources of America will be preserved.
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A N ] C P ] : 

BY JOHN B. BURNHAM 

ROM the standpoint of the American realize that it is at least logical on the basis dispensation of the same special providence that 

Game Protective Association which has of democracy, It is beyond him, however, how looks after drunken men and sailors. Some 

developed this great National Game Con- wiid game can continue to exist! people would like to believe this. I do not, 

ference from the original idea of one of its = because I know of the substantial work which 
f = Officers. E les a Two Kinds of Gunners a ee ea 
former officers, E. A. Quarles, game conserva- has been carried on to save the game. 
tion means the wise administration of our wild We try to explain to our visitor that the . 

eo =f. : . F BA ane . coe ee A Shake-up Required life resources for the benefit of man. It means things which impress him unfavorably are not 

a constructive and upbuilding process on a busi- the essentials but the by-products of our free This picture has been given an eastern set- 

ness basis, the utilization of the fruits of scien- and easy country. That there are two kinds ting. It would hate to be varied in the less 

tific study through capable executive manage- cf gunners, the sportsmen who uphold the law populous parts of the country, but, sooner or 

ment, in order that the result may be enjoyed to and those who have not yet become sportsmen, later it will be general, provided the present 

the fullest extent, not only through the pleas- and that salvation comes from the fact that the tendencies continue. 

ure derived from seeing wild game in its native former are the controlling element, and that While we still have game, a shake-up in pres- 

haunts, but also through the exercise of that there are good game departments in the back- ent methods is required if we are to keep the 

most ancient and honorable of sports, the sport ground with well worked out plans of adminis- asset, confronted as we are by the cyclonic ex- 

of hunting. tration. But we are forced to admit that there pansion of American activities including hunt- 

Game Belongs to All ing. Game conservationists must real- 
. : . . - ize that the staggering material ad- 

If we consider this question solely “— $ g ; 
fs 2 Me  . vances made by this country in the last 

from the interest of providing shooting 4 a : y 
a 2 few years have placed new and increased 

for that part of our population that can oS — : A inaea : 
; p : = oS ” responsibilities upon them. Half the 

pay for it there is no very difficult prob- — : ; DP i 2 
a Z . J 7 a basic materials of commerce are used 

Jem involved. We have the old world eo , Ls ae 
_ . -_ = = here, no matter where they originate. 

models to follow, and it becomes merely 7 | . es . . , a : : We produce 52 per cent of all the ium- 
a relative problem, here as there; the a a8 a Pe Bos % i a.  .. oe ber. The world itself is estimated to 
more money you pay the more game you S ee i an ceca 

eee eee a 4 ._ oe have mined and utilized more of its iron 
get. The essentials of this problem were Se - te a 5 e 

ae : : é ee: toh rr—OC*Ce and other minerals in the past twenty 
long ago solved. But if we consider it oo me . oS , i ~ 

: : ae = | a Fe years than in the total of all the cen- 
below the brackets of the income tax | 2 4 oe z - - 

ree : oa _ turies which have gone before, and the 
returns we have a much more difficult ee hw SF eo - 

a s 7 o rn a United States leads the world. In steel 
proposition. For my part I prefer a con- ’ rg | é i Materia, yee 

E i hich tal ecount of Pie a ingots the score in millions of tons 
servi cy which takes acco cj oe 2 s 
ae Yee = s * T shall b Zee, a Se ~ stands today, the United States 73, the 
2 people, and therefore I shall base oe - : 
alls Ouest! the t ein ‘ ao rest of the world 64, In oil production 

y statement on the broadest interpreta- a J ‘ 2 - a 
me ita c bj ei . oe ai So Mexico has 90, Russia 62, Venezuela 37, 

e sub. . 1s upon such a cg ceo . Tae = yee yr. tion of the su Ne rR nm : : oS and the United States 775. We have 
erpretation that our American system : a 0 ; 5 e 

HUSTLE aes fe I nad a half the world’s railroad milage and 
ga > protection has been erected. ¢, . 

Bi, gate DEGieck 2 manufacture 92 out of every 100 auto- 

The European Idea mobiles. 

In order to realize the significance of . 
5 More Efficient Methods Needed 

our American system one should com- 

pare notes with an intelligent European Every one of these items is a chal- 

sportsman. The man from the other lenge to us who are interested in, or 

side simply cannot comprehend how we = who have the responsibility for, the con- 

can have any game at all under a sys- tinuance of the game supply. The lum- 

tem which permits every one to shoot. ber and oil and iron production means 

And after he has gone afield and en- not only the raiding or destruction of 

joyed a fair day’s sport, he is more game habitat, but also the outlay of 

than ever astonished. He sees no money for more automobiles and guns 

gamekeepers, and neither in all prob- ~ and railroad fares. What is to become 
ability does he see any game wardens. JOHN B. BURNHAM of the game in the face of it? Ameri- 

Liberty seems to have degenerated into Fermer President American Game Protective Association cans are probably covering more mile- 

license. A certain element among the age in a year now than all the people 

gunners he meets lack all respect for common are too few game wardens and too little money in the world traveled in all time up to a cen- 

decency. Disregard for the farmer’s property to spend for protection, and that, owing to our tury ago. They are motoring from Minneapolis 

is all too evident. It is a nightmare of an at- unprecedented growth in prosperity and popu- and Chicago to South Dakota to get the pheas- 

mosphere for the staid person who has grown lation, the untrained gunners are coming on, ants; from Seattle and Portland through the 

up to regard law as sacred and inviolable, and perhaps, faster than they can be assimilated by Cascades for deer or into the dry country east 

he feels he has become one of a mob of the sportsmen. We acknowledge the situation of the mountains for grouse and partridge, and 

poachers. Even when he is told he is violating is unsatisfactory and that the system is on trial from St. Louis and New York and Philadelphia 

no law so long as he keeps off posted property as never before, and that as it is essentially an through all the South for the quail and turkeys 

he is unhappy. He would be at home on a_ honor system, if the non-sportsman group can- and wildfowl. In order to preserve any kind 

club preserve, enjoying a pheasant drive like not be controlled, it will go by the board. We of balance, the game saviors must hit the pace 

Clarence Mackay’s, but aside from his inherited are proud of our system developed by and for of modern industrialism and develop more effi- 

respect for property rights which has been the brotherhood of man and we argue that it cient machinery of production and protection. 

jolted, he cannot understand shooting on a basis is essentially right, and that it has been tested a 
Z é ie é . Disregard for Law 

of equality with men who are not landowners and has weathered many storms. The fact that 

nor even in his social class and who in the old our guest has found game under free shooting Even the best of the game commissions, in 

country would have no such opportunity. It is conditions is, however, our chief trump card. states that have increased their supplies, are 

a shock to his culture. He may or may not Maybe game continues in this country by the having hard sledding. Here the most discour-
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aging factor seems to be a break down in law 

enforcement. I have no doubt this is one of 

the unfortunate results of the liquor situation. to 

Every community has its gang of game law vio- F 

jators, and this minority element right now ap- 4 . oy: ~ 
: ne : — aie, ‘ pears to be having things pretty much its own Be, “a sa Bs 

way. This condition, however, will not con- rN . ae > * 

tinue. To believe it tends to stultify the e wes eo : 5 
ae : z ic. te, : aT X 

strength and virility of the nation. oa eee ON | ; 4 4 
. é - ae > a ~~ Z= d a We have saved our game in a number of tani — i ” g & . poe ‘ . : . aan oe Kar A Ss 

former crises and we can save it again. The me hh en: 4 ™ Bd} bf | 
prophecies of game extermination which have os I ee 7X so . rw £ 

ma for a ed years and more 1d ae) — IN ZY 4 been made for a hundred years and more would i= e LY, Oe AS 
of course have been realized if action had not a f ‘NS ih. Cone E ANY a Y | by \ / y 

been taken to avert the menace of the day. If ‘ee : tee | as h VE ANN 
f pees: a al 2a r 2% Bee the organized sportsmen had not insisted c1 a ae J a q . ij nae 

official action there would have been no law 3 an ~<T] ef 48 Cy 
enforcement through game commissions. Our oo f = my Ay y 

& tom % * | rn 2 game covers would have been “depopulated and Re AN an 4 4 a 
Bh 5 pe “ ; r ; Os yy silent” if the campaign started by Forest and Lae 2} , 4 Mw: 5 —? 

Stream against commercialized market shooting |. a _ | rr 
a : : q PS had not been successful. There would have wae) ae ly g Fe 

been few if any ducks left if it had not been for >; 

the migratory bird legislation. = 

Movement ‘Not Old John B. Thompson (Ozark Ripley) Popular 
Outdoor Writer (left), and George Hebden 

It is only a little more than fifty years since Corsan, Sr. Supt. Kellogg Bird Sanctuary, 
the organized sportsmen started the movement 

which has so far resulted in saving our game. servation there is nothing that can be done Thieves Reduce Dividends 

Before that time we had a full assortment of except to endure them. We have noilstatisties, on the subject but I 

ibitive Vs it was under such laws, Eee _ z prohibit oe mee an ae ne te bulk of Must Increase Production venture the guess that the dividends would be 
Se Aaa eee cern : r . to a from double to quadruple what the honest man 
our game disappeared. First the sportsmen con- GAME CONSERVATION IS AN ESTABLISHED Prout dt heuiieug ier) encore 

- = Ps “ gets, 7 2 PVING WAS S ed. 3 : 
centrated on enforcement as the keystone of BUSINESS. WHO EVER HEARD OF “SAVING THE porsoits estimate that half the ganie eecured GH 

ae : ‘i E persons estima a g a 
the structure and next upbuilding things, propa- REMNANTS” AS A BUSINESS DOCTRINE? ANY inet leva lMonenmceseonireat i cenanen ence 

: ‘ oe : a seas a S e@ 
ga sanctuaries a > like. se gs SINESS U :0 TO SMAS ASED ON SUC : : A gation, sanctuarie and the like These things BUSINESS WOULD GO TO SMASH BASED ON SUCH and illegal methods: or in excess of leval bag 

— ate-just as-important now as they ever were, AN IDEAL. No ONE COULD GET ANY COMFORT timits.—Others-state that-hatf—again-is—taken 
and my belief is that as time goes by they will FRoM IT EXCEPT A MISER. AND If Is FOUNDED . ae ae eae 

Ss _ ; = 7 out of season. The majority of the shooters assume still greater importance. ON THE FALSE PREMISE THAT GAME, LIKE MIN- ge 2 g obey the restrictions imposed by law, and, as 
Game conservation is a business, and in every ERAL oS EXHAUSTED CAN NEVER BE ~ RE everyone knows, the gross infractions are com- 
sinese! there is vel stage 2 PLACED. HEREFORE THE PROHIBITIONS MUST . anes 7 srs business there is a development tage and a " z cry me _...... mitted by the minority. The situation, there- 

production stage. In my opinion we have passed BE PYRAMIDED UNTIL THE INEVITABLE RESULT fore, can be handled, because the majority 
through the first period in game conservation IS REACHED AND SHOOTING IS FOREVER WIPED sentinient is Hehi . Gas nen . ig Ss g Ss s behind the enforcing agency. And and by invention and experiment arrived at OUT! THE SOLE FACTOR THAT KEEPS UP THE Sh ca and by ve 1 ex e a e those who obey the law are more than ever schie® esseqt for successfully ca i GAME SUPPLY IS THE INTEREST OF THE SPORTS- :_- A . the chief essentials for successfully carrying on a ORES EOr! insistent that the law has an efficient enforce- 
the business, We lag behind in not putting MEN AND THE MONEY WHICH THEY PAY, ment 

into effect the things we know should be done. We are not trying to wreck our business, Lie = i : spas ee . now a state that has made great strides Our national conservation policy should not, but to build it up. To do this we must check. - « é . . . i . i . : p in the last few years in stocking with Hun- therefore, interest itself in chasing rainbows or unnecessary wastage and increase production. . 2 : : i ° : “ a . A ee garian partridges, and yet, in the locality where illusory panaceas, but in up-to-date administra- Under the first heading we get back to law en- i 5 . ue : Ses they were first successfully established and tive efficiency. forcement. Here we find an appalling con- wheresno shooting: eeison was dee ited & me ors x ere no s ig seas vas ever granted, the dition. More than hali of our product is lost Bi ¢. . : 7 More Laws Not Needed througlt stealing. very day the tulle of our birds at present are fast disappearing. They 
we . 7 Ce nee ee ee . reached the point of so great abundance that 

We are all familiar with the hullaballoo for goods is being carried off by thieves. I use aria : 
a ee : : ae 5 a : _ the local violators could not resist the tempta- cutting bag limits and shortening open seasons the word thief advisedly, and in this connection tion to pot them, and potting it was, whole 

to the vanishing point, but any observant man I do not refer to the winged and four-footed ‘ oa > o . ss z & 5 i covies exterminated by shotgun charges while can see that what is needed is not more pro- vermin, which Heaven knows are bad enough, tine int Ty = 4 
speye ¢ : roosting 1n the snow. nere is gi e Wi hibitive laws but a better enforcement of those but to the human vermin who flaunt the law. * : a EASES OW ene aS TG ate Wass) 

we have. We are suffering from the “Save The wild game of America is owned by a os ae oF and no ee Sportsmen's: organi 
» Re: 2 be aan 2 . a oe z zation. °| Q en s 8, the Remnants” propaganda, when the slogans partnership which includes every citizen of the zu e ith good enforcement an open shoot 

should be, “Boost Game Resources”; “Preserve country. Each citizen has his equal undivided His, sgee0n could reasonably have been given 
Brood Stock by Sanctuaries”, “Propagate and interest in the total asset, and is entitled to an for taking these birds. As it is they are fast Plant”, “Restore the Stripped Areas and Make annual dividend at fixed periods in stated ing to perdition under a continuous closed 
the Game Deserts Fecund!” 1 venture to say amount. This dividend represents the net profits season. Such a condition would not be tol- 
that the false doctrine with which we have been of the partnership, or in terms of game, the erated in business. 
afflicted, broadcasted with diarrheas of sour natural increase, Working pens x ee i : crease. Working ee omc cared In contrast to this stands the wonderful pessimism, has been more nearly fatal to our for by an annual assessment in the form Of 2 sésult obtained with introd d pl , 

. : es Ss med i intr eas. game than any other agency, bar none. Its hunting license. Every citizen who has paid South Daket ae : ne ae Te ae ot 3 * . <4 . -_ outh akofa. ere S effect has been to deaden enthusiasm and kill his assessment is entitled to collect his dividend opts a gnomes ees constructive action. Its proponents rush hither at the time it legally accrues. What of the Sere: in the world aoe similar conditions. and thither shouting, “The ship is sinking, man who takes another's dividend ot nvho pic Three different men, one of whom was United 
throw the cargo overboard!” On ships or in rates from the principal of the business at il- States Senator Norbeck, told me that, in their 
battles such panic mongers would be shot. In legal dates? He is stealing from his partners judgment, the great reason for the pheasant 
business they would be fired. In game con- just the same as if it was dollars he was taking. (Continued on page 21)
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A NATIONAL CONSERVATION POLICY _ to protecting the rights of farmers, timber land In Light v. United States (220 U. S., 523) a 

Se proprietors and other land owners, similar question arose as to the power of Con- 
(Continued from page 13) ‘i . 5 

I shall touch on one more subject only before gress to delegate to the Secretary of Agricul- 
abundance there was law observance by the closing, the sometimes overlooked fact that ture the power to adopt rules and regulations 

resident citizens. game can never increase beyond the food supply as to the use, occupancy and preservation of 

, . of its habitat. Game food is a factor of prime forest reserves and the court again sustained 
aera importance. The land which is most fertile and as constitutional the authority to an executive 

In jacking up the business of conservation, productive has been largely taken from the officer of the Government to make rules and 
we should take stcck of game wasted under the game. It is only logical, therefore, that we regulations. 

law. This is not so important a matter as law should increase the food resources of the If these learned legislators stand upon their 

enforcement, but as we are investigating the poorer land, not overlooking, however, the pro- constitutional rights notwithstanding the opin- 

leaks in the management, we should give it a  yision of winter provender for the game in- ions of the Supreme Court of the United 

moment’s attention. Every year thousands of habiting the cultivated areas. In particular, no States, it may be called to their attention that 

wounded ducks are left for food for minks and sanctuary should be established unless it is the highest court of the State of New York, 

crows in the duck marshes, and scores and plentifully stocked with things which will pro- the Court of Appeals, in People ex rel Murphy 
hundreds of deer serve no other purpose than  yjde sustenance for the game. Also it should v. Kelly (76 N. Y., 475-482), in which was 

as fox feed. In some localities it is stated that he so located that when the surplus leaves, it involved the question as to the power of the 

for every deer secured another is an economic can be successfully harvested. Secretary of War to impose regulations on the 

loss. The bulk of this wounded game is wasted building of the Brooklyn Bridge, took the same 

through the inexperience in marksmanship and Game Requirements in Forestry position that the Supreme Court of the United 

woodcraft of tyro hunters. There is probably There are cross purposes today in conserva- States took later in the case of Union Bridge 

no practical way of limiting the number of tion between forestry practice and game man- Co. v. the United States, supra, saying: 

cartridges or shells to the bag the hunter agement, but as there is a fine spirit of “Congress in the exercise of its power 

is entitled to take, but, as Major Stone has cooperation between the parties involved, the to regulate commerce and navigation, 

suggested, an examination could be required to trouble can be corrected. I refer to the for- could itself approve the plans of the bridge, 

prove the fitness of the applicant before grant- estry practice of planting trees without refer- a eo eee ee ieee: 
ing him a hunting license. Most of the states ence to game requirements. This question of for it to devolve upon the Secretary of 

will not issue an automobile driver's license forestry without food falls under two. headings, War, the power to approve or prescribe 

without a test to show the person’s ability planting sawdust and preventing food growth. the et for the construction of the bridge. 
to drive a car. It does not seem too drastic Intensive cultivation by the farmer has ousted bat provided ote ee 
to refuse a hunter’s license to a man who can- the game from much of the tillable land, and other cases, for the complete and practical 
not show reasonable proficiency with firearms now the practice of forestry threatens the same exercise of its power; and it still retained 

and some experience afield. Yukon Territory thing in the non-tillable sections. Pines and Sree ee oe supiect Dy. BN 

imposes penalties for the wasting of game. spruces provide shelter but practically no ifood amend OE repeal the act? i 

for game. In order to get straight logs the 

Expert Management Required trees are planted so closely together that the pistes Cours Agree 

We must have a higher class of expert man- food plants and shrubs aad. grasses_are killed It is not necessary to carry further this dis- 

~~ agement in game commissions, outside of and for want of sunlight. The forests we are cussion of the constitutionality of the delega- 

beyond efficient law enforcers. Each commis- growing are effectively driving the game away tion to administrative officers of the power to 

sion should have its scientific bureau to secure through starvation. There is more food in adopt rules and regulations. You will find that 

exact information on the many problems which Death Valley or the Sahara. Moreover, the courts of many of the states have held the 
only trained men can solve. There is not a through their fire prevention systems, the for- Same views as have been held by the Supreme 
game commission in the country with enough esters are making forest fires a thing of the Court of the United States and by the Court 
money to do more than a fraction of the things past in all but the dry country, and as every of Appeals of the State of New York. It may, 
its administrative head knows should be done. woodsman knows the fires are the greatest of all therefore, be concluded that the Legislatures of 
The organized sportsmen should work to pro- — agencies in bringing back the food in which the several states have the constitutional power 

vide the sinews of war, through appropriations the game delights. We must cooperatively ar- to delegate to their Departments of Con- 
and increased hunter's license fees. We are a Tange in one way or another for food patches servation or Game Commissioners the power to 
nation of automobile owners and should be all through the planted forests. ‘We shall be adopt rules and regulations governing the details 
willing to pay $5 or $10 for a hunter's license guided in this by the way nature, unassisted of the exercise of their functions and that such 
instead of the dollar or two now required. The by man, handles the matter. legislators as contend that their constitutional 
educational work which has practically been ee ee rights are violated by such delegation of power 

limited to a few game commissions and maga- y are wrong on their law. 

zines and the big game associations should be REFORM IN GAME ADMINISTRATION Ir SEEMS TO ME THAT THE OPPOSITION OF 
universal. The hunter should be taught to (Continued from page 15) ouR LEGISLATURES TO GIVING TO OUR EXECUTIVE 
realize his obligation to the game and his fel- if not paralysis in the conduct of the pub- DEPARTMENTS, EXPERT IN THE HANDLING OF 
lows, and to set an example in law observance. lic business.” GAME PROBLEMS, THE POWER TO MAKE SUCH 

Conservation Essentials In United States v. Grimaud (220 U. S. 506) RULES AND Semen - IN THEIR DISCRE 
the defendants were charged with driving and TION MAY BE NECESSARY, IS UTTERLY INDE- 

In the time allotted to outline a conservation grazing sheep on a reservation in violation of  FENSIBLE FROM THE STANDPOINT OF COMMON 
policy I can only hit the high spots and not all rules established by the Secretary of Agricul SENSE AS WELL AS FROM THE STANDPOINT OF 
of them. The constructive methods run ture regulating the use and occupancy of the LAW. 
through the platform of this Association and public forest reservations and the defendants If we keep hammering away at our Legis- 
through its Conference program and will be contended that the law was unconstitutional on latures we shall eventually inform the legis- 
presented by others in more detail. Propaga- the ground that it was not within the power of ators and educate the public to a point at 
tion of game and the planting of introduced Congress to delegate to the Secretary of Agri- which this needed reform in game administra- 
species are both on a solid basis productive of culture any power to determine what acts are tion becomes an accomplished fact. 
successful results. The demand for sanctuaries criminal. The court sustained the constitu- I have concerned myself mainly with the 
will undoubtedly secure action, but the chances tionality of the Act, however, and said (p. 521): legal aspect of the problem. For a much fuller 
are it will be greatly under the requirement. “But the authority to make administra- discussion of the general problem with a full 
Public shooting grounds must follow, if not tive rules is not a delegation of legislative statement as to the situation in the several 
by both federal and state aid then by state aa nor are such rules raised from an states, I commend for your careful considera- 
action for the time being, with federal action Cena ee lepislatiye faractet tion the article by Carlos Avery in The Fur 
delayed. Increasing attention must be given as a public offense.” ae - Journal for August, 1928.
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Dear Mr. Leopold, 

One ofthe great troubles connected with 

American game now is that tne states do not assume the 

responsibility for the welfare of te game and fish entrusted 

to them. The politically appointed fish and game commissioners 

are only looking ahead two or tnree years, not fifty years, 

as they should, so they will not admit that tne situation is 

serious. Unti2 tneir annual reports become reflections of 

‘nengal comucisle bunk for the rank and file of the ignor- 

ant sportsman, progress will be painfully slow. 

There are otner very serious elements in the 

situation. In many states tune better ‘sporting elements have 

become discouraged and lost interest. They have either given 

up shooting or have goneto distant states or to Europe to get it. 

This means that the state commissioner has to 

rely for his support, both political and moral, upon the more 

ignorant elements among sportsmen. And this in turn means tnat 

progressive legislation becomes whore difficult, if not impos- 

sible in that particular state. 

A further difficulty is seen in tne rapid de- 

generation of our sporting periodicals wnich are no longer read 

by tne far-secing sportsmen. These papers now frankly cater to 

the crudest elements and write down to tnem instead of trying 

to raise any standards. They are so thoroughly commercialized
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that they no longer have an audience among thinking people. 

I want now to say a few words of criticism as to our 

first draft of “An American Game Policy" and I am attaching to 

this Lotter aalier draft with some additions and Geheriens, 

based on the old one. 

I realize that, since we are in a painful transition 

stage from an unworkable system towards something which we hope 

will be more practical that it is not perhaps the right policy 

to take the whole chasm at one leap. But I also see quite 

plainly some of our fundamental difficulties. We do not stress 

those sufficiently. 

To begin with, our Wild Life Policy as written last year 

is more a confession and analysis of a dilemma than anything else. 

It is very weak in concrete suggestions for finding a way out of 

a difficult hole. It is a scholarly presentation but it lacks 

te. practical punch. 

The main solution, namely, a different attitude towards 

game ownership and control has not been sufficiently stressed. 

When we talk about “environmental control" we mist include man's 

control because environmental control will not become possible 

until the land owner is taken into partnership by the state. 

The state, while technically retaining its title to the native 

game will have to delegate much of its authority in the adminis- 

tration of the same to the land owner. But the state must be 

in a position through its representatives (warders?) to assure 

the public (not the sportsmen merely) that such delegation of
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authority in matters relating to game is for the best interest 

of all the people in its title to ax tne game. 

The public must learn what the alternative would be -e 

probably eventual abolition of shooting, with a consequent break- 

ing down of our state fish and game departments on account of 

lack of revenue. This followed by a period of poaching, illegal 

shooting and game boot-legging far worse than anything which is 

going on today. Once shooting is banned by law it is hopeless 

to expect the states to appropriate money sufficient to pay for 

: policing the wild life, because far more money will be necessary 

= once the selfish, though active interest of the sportsman is lost. 

You can never depend on the non-sporting public once the sports- 

man qelinws from the field. 

The public must also be made to understand that a breake 

ing down of at tte. protection will eventually result in raids 

on all wild life, including ornamental and non-game birds. They 

have not yet learned the lesson that the sportsmen, not the public, 

Se contributing all the protection now given to non-game species, 

except in the case of a few sanctuaries policed by associations. 

In other words the sportsmen are protecting the non-game wild life 

property of all the peapis, white unfortunately at the same time 

they are squandering valuable game species just as though the 

public had no interest in game at all. Therefore, both the non- 

shooting public and the sportsmen are at fault and both are 

dodging responsibilities. The publié must be made to realize
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their interest in wild life, its protection and increase and 

some portion (perhaps a large portion) of the funds required 

for protection should come from general taxation. : 

I also want to stress this point. I believe we have put 

the cart before the horse in many parts of our "Policy" by in- 

sisting over and over again on “fact finding" as a first essential. 

Fact finding is not a fundamental necessity in most cases and the 

best of facts in game management cannot be applied under the 

present system. You would now simply bang your head up against 

& stone wall of state politics and state ownership and no matter 

how perfectly you were equipped with technical knowledge, that 

knowledge would be wasted. 

The necessary technical knowledge will come very naturally 

and very promptly just as soon as the relation between the state ‘ 

and the land owner is aces adjusted. Technical knowledge in 

management can never be settled in a broad way. It will always 

differ radically in every state, perhaps in every county, and it 

will change greatly from time to time as the balance of nature 

and the type of agriculture and forestry changes. pact Funkiges 

however valuable, can never have more than an academic interest 

and in order that facts may be of any practical value they must 

in each case be translated into very simple and very local codes 

of management. 

To sum up this part of my remarks there can never be an 

American Wild Life Policy in a country so large and varied as the
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United States. The best that we can do is to take the land owner : 

into our confidence and trust that through his own organizations 

and his farm extension bureaus he will work out a system of his 

own. It must be first remembered that the farmer in the indust- 

rialized states will do nothing unless and until he is assured of 

far better protection from the poacher and the ignorant city gun- 

toter. It will be necessary for the state to spend much of its i 

efforts in protecting the farmer rather than in protecting the 

game. In this connection it may be necessary in some places to 

i organize a system of rural state police which will operate off 

the main arteries of travel. : 

We mst first show the farmer that a sign against tress- 

i pess or shooting means what it says ,and that his land when so 

posted will be respected by the gun-toting public. The game com- 

missioners of the various states mist come out openly for a system 

of examination of applicants for hunting licenses. ace they de- 

cide to take rere: 4 they will get the backing of the better 

elements wich Tie lack now. The examination at first snould be 

very simple. . 

Therefore, in conclusion, I tuink that we must put in some 

; very practical suggestions for initiating the reforms which we all 

agree are necessary. The license must be raised rapidly for one 

thing. As far as wild fowl are concerned I am in favor of coming 

; out boldly for a federal tax and probably a self-imposed tax by 

the industry on ammunition, for it is very clear that there is not 

a remote possibility of restoring wild fowl habitats by special
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appropriations of Congress. This method is far too slow and un- 

certain to meet the present emergency. Even if we are defeated 

in the plan oe These tax we shall have called attention to the 

needs of the omnes We can do no more. 

Now to sum up. It is apparent that until the game com- 

missioners of the United States in solemn conclave assembled are 

willing to admit that they are up against it and mst devise a 

different system, we won't get anywhere. They should appoint an 

authorized group to study the situation in co-operation with tne 

institute and they should recommend a general codification of 

state game laws to go along with the new ideas. 

: I trust this letter will not appear to you as merely the 

ravings of a radical. I feel that progress is now too slow and 

that it is high time a few hand grenades are thrown. We lack 

/ leaders who will honestly admit conditions as they really are. 

Sincerely ‘Pha. 1 

7 ae c st 
JcP/
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J. B.. HARKIN, es Ee eS NATIONAL PARKS 
COMMISSIONER st 7 MIGRATORY BIRDS CONVENTION ACT 

6 Reety HISTORIC SITES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARKS OF CANADA 

OTTAWA 27th May, 1930. 

i Your nepcy neren To Fite. POT. A.. 

Dear Mr. Leopold, 

With reference to your enquiry 
of May 22nd about Point Pelee, the situation is 
practically as outlined in my paper in 1923.The 
Parks Branch dic not set about making a Public 
Shooting Ground in this area, but the right to 
shoot Ducks only was reservec by agreement with 
the local residents at the time the area was set 

. aside as a National Park. 

e area is not especially good 
as a puck /ARSGEI"S nen there is any considerable 
disturbance in the marsh during the day-time, the 
Bucks leave and rest on the open waters of Leke 
Erie, returning to the marsh at night. The number 
of hunters hes continued about the same, and hunt- 
ing on the marsh is ellowed under permit,issued by 
the local Superintendent. With the consent of the 
hunters who visit this area, additional restric- 
tions on Duck shooting have included shortening 
of the hours,so that these are more restrictive than 
in the Province of Ontario at large, and limiting 
the days on which hunting is allowed. The Superin- 
tendent does not allow the erection of permanent 
blinds, as these wovld tend to hold certain favour- 
able spots for the men who built them. 

On the whole the idea hes continued 
to be workable and a good many people have a chance 
for a day afield on the marshes of Point Pelee. If 
you require any additional information, I shall try 
to get it for you. 

Yours very truly, 

Hoyes Lloyd. 

Aldo Leopold, Esq., 
In Charge, Game Survey, 

' 4 401 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, 

Wisconsin, 
U.S.A.



May 22, 1930 

Mr. Hoyes Lloyd 
582 Mariposa Avenue 
Rockeliffe Park 
Ottawa, Canada 

Dear Mr. Lloyd: 

In the January 1923 issue of the Bulletin of the 
American Game Protective Association you have a very interest- 
ing paper on Point Pelee, a public shooting ground, 

For the information of the Game Policy Committee 
I would like very much to get a summary of how this public 

_ hooting ground has operated during the intervening period. 
What I am getting at is whether anything has happened to affect 
the workability of the original idea, whether the ground is still 
in productive condition, how you handle over-erowding, and that 
sort of thing. I do not meen to hand you a nuisance, but if you 
Gan give me a very brief written swaary in the near future, and 
then talk the matter over with the Policy Committee at the Tors 
onto meeting, I would be ever so much obliged, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOID 
; : In Charge, Game Survey
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Point Pelee—A Public Shooting Ground 
By HOYES LLOYD, Supervisor of Wild Life Protection, Canadian National Parks 

being that the lands of the point were origi- 

a nally reserved for ordnance purposes. 

During the seventies and eighties eminent 

Canadian naturalists began to visit Point 

2 ‘ Pelee and were surprised to find there many 

southern forms of plant and animal life, some 

es of which have been found nowhere else in 

Canada. Their publications attracted atten- 

. 6 ; io Te : tion to Point Pelee, and to preserve the 

natural beauty of the point, together with 

: Re ee eager many interesting forms of life, on May 29, 

a — game re 1918, Point Pelee Admiralty and Naval Re- 

ee = = as ~ | serve was made a national park and bird 

SRM ry rn co, oe en ca sanctuary, 
Fis =e ee ™ = 
eee a —— a = u ae ix Always A Ducking Resort 

- te a et a a. 2 —o Se ae " This park was created on the understand- 

a —— see ee il SS a ing that duck shooting would be allowed 

7 a: — a mite Ls, under special permit. A splendid instance of 

== . SR aie 3 cooperation was the complete agreement of 
i the Department of Game and Fisheries of 

the Province of Ontario in the matter, which 

i department agreed to enact concurrent legis- 

On the Way to the Blind at Point Pelee, One of Canada’s Public Shooting Grounds, lation so that there would be no conflict 
Which Furnishes Recreation to the Inhabitants of a Thickly Settled Farming District between Jaws which would govern small 

areas within the park that had been alien- 

OINT PELEE NATIONAL PARK in __ The east side of the marsh is separated by 74 ftom the Crown and those which would 
P Essex Couny, Ontario, has served as a a strip of beach from the waters of Lake ee tie ror ands) ineluded within the 

public shocting ground since October, Erie and similar beaches extend Gown both new nauional pak. 

1918. It is true that it had been utilized for sides of the point, terminating to the south Botnt Belce, which had always served more 

hunting purposes prior to that date, for on a in a long, wave-washed spit of sand. eee shooting groundstor the public, 

recent visit there I picked up a flint arrow- aoe becaume anatonal Parke ane minus being 
uead and several pleces of broken’palee on Originally Used for Ordnance Purposes malytained as such by the Canadian National 

the edge of the marsh. In Canada, National By a strange series of circumstances it mie pe ee ee 

Parks are game sanctuaries, generally speak- happened that Point Pelee, although lying carl = Sue! . 5 
ing, but in this park a certain amount of duck year one of the most highly cultivated and me oA . am . 

shooting is allowed during a portion of each — fertile sections of Canada, had been left in See cast Ted Ue tole 
Sper searon: ; its original natural beauty, aside from the trees and plants occur in the vicinity: Paw- 

Point Pelee aS the most southern Bate of alienation of certain small areas. Several paw, prickly pear, sassafras, syeamore, black 
the mainland of Canada. The point projects joasons contributed to this, the chief one walnut, hackberry, wahoo and mulberry. 
nine miles southward into Lake Erie, almost 

due north of Sandusky, Ohio. It is roughly 

triangular in shape, the base of the triangle 

being to the north, and is a long, low sand- : ae ‘ 

spit, having but little elevation above the : Be ‘ & 

Jake. : a : a 

A Typical Duck Marsh 7 z aS 5 A 

The base of the point is not in the park = 

area and has been dyked and drained. It is ‘ et fl 

now used for onion growing. To the south 

of the drained land is the marsh, some four 
square miles in area, intersected by numerous i : 

ponds and waterways, about which are broad a : 4 

expanses covered with typical marsh vegeta- ‘ti inainiaaaine eer 3 - : ne 

tion. wae’ A é NTO : ‘i 

To the south of the marsh and running up Re Se ge em es oe Be hoe eens se 
the west shore of the point there is some ji 4 oa ef ee ee ~o | ae Nae ig gg ale se 
farming land devoted largely to orchards, 1 le Sa: Bs “he es i ‘ poe ee se en Le eRe i 

with small areas of other crops. ‘There is t ee go ee E pe ei a ee ivan Ppa we 
also a strip of natural woodland running | ar oy oy hess 19°53 mS amt wae Se a ee : MS aes 

down the west shore of the point. passing ‘ aoe pat, Do as 5 . 5 iS <j + a 

the marsh and joining up with some larger 

areas of wood which, no doubt, formerly The Point Pelee Marsh is Over Four Square Miles in Area, Intersected by Numerous 
occupied the whole of the end of the point. Ponds and Waterways, Providing Conditions Ideal for Duck Shooting
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i ei ZW) fas tions have been placed upon shooting: Ducks 

i raves tr oe Pa ae ‘ Pe e k . 4 only may be shot; the season is shortened to 

| he fo Decomber "a, both days, In i ae ey ce ral Re eam) usi®. Sbooting is allowed only om four 
ip ashy ey SU AR ea aera eat Be an “ al Wh he if Fi oe Be Latha Sg } j days per week within this period, and a 
a we aud ‘ Pasa Rae ehh eas eh ‘| eh . ae special permit from the superintendent of 

i yi, pire. fF a ES ee Pe. ony He ees i Vie atta. the park is necessary, for which no fee is 
PA I ee Me i a ys is ip gered Meer ee charged. 

Cet ER Es i or. VM eg cen SS yf RS 
PA ae ie aa : eee T |! DIRE ees a 

v4) } i Bees pene PO Bia ee ces a We Pe A Hunting Ground for Workmen and Farmers 

, d § By, a TI FOR ees 2 5s i Se Ml Wsd cae The men who apply for these permits are 
j bert aa M pe } . ame eee aa i > largely the workmen and farmers from the 

Ae 4, 4 i Her ik, eae Re te BS eG COE { Se vicinity, although a few men from other 

} Fi F a | eA PRO Wi) ied ‘ i ac a parts of Canada have visited the park for 
4 P oe kb WN Pe | s shooting purposes. Thus, Point Pelee is fur- 

4 rai : S eae ey ee DVO e ; a nishing access to game birds for people in 
r pes E 3 huaegt Fi.) ie oe ere i this community who would otherwise have 

f a Kl yf Rat? — Psy Pes th fi “ but little chance to secure their share of the 
a 2 BLL ef ee Mic! Z Sci 8 hs a duck shooting. 

: 7 se Oa Se i ry yee ie Saees ei There are many splendid duck marshes in 

i eee Be nk ie os) an e oar ad the vicinity, but these are almost entirely the 

property of the favored few, from which the 

Much of Point Pelee is Covered with Typical Marsh Vegetation and Furnishes an Ideal every-day shooter is excluded and the ex- 
Breeding Ground Where the Birds Receive Absolute Protection During the Nesting clusion enforced by privately paid guardians. 

Season The privilege of shooting ducks on the 

The naturalists who have studied bird life*birds that use Point Pelee on their migra- marsh at Point Pelee has been taken advan- 

en the point have noted the cardinal, Caro- tions. tage of by the following numbers of shooters 

lina wren, yellow-breasted chat, blue-gray Public Shooting Ground Practical each year: 

gnatcatcher and golden-winged warbler as A question has been raised as to whether LOLS Rete te eer te nel etree cc ete LOG: 

eommon residents or regular migrants, while public shooting grounds are feasible or not. 1919. os txcsssoraeeim seoeeaeeeemee TE 

mockingbirds, summer tanagers, dickcissels, So far as five years’ experience in the admin- BLD A) Meee tet nen eeter terete terneretetet teat me COL) 

lark sparrows, grasshopper sparrows, tufted istration of Point Pelee by the Canadian L921. Hesse Henig BOO: 

titmice, Bewick’s wrens, blue-winged war- National Parks Branch shows, I would say 1922 (to November 21).......... 244 

Dlers and other southern species are more or that a public shooting ground is a perfectly From the number of people visiting the 

Jess regular in occurrence. workable proposition. The details which marsh at Point Pelee, it may be judged that 

Sidunted Salen Aaaal Highway have made Point Pelee a ‘practical public these men consider the chance for Sport there 

. shooting ground are imteresting. tobe worth tite troubie they tuke. Ou the 

The point forms one of the most marked In the province of Ontario duck shooting other hand, I do not think that any very 
highways for bird migration in our country. ig allowed from September 1 to December 15, large bags have been made and doubt if any 
Even species which are rare migrants else- pon days inclusive. During this time, in the person has secured the season bag limit of 
where may be found in numbers on Point province as a whole, ducks may be shot on two hundred birds. 

Pelee. Apparently, much of the bird life any gay except Sunday; no permit is re- I have seen a bag of eighteen mallards, 
from large areas to the north of Lake Erie  quyireq for residents of the province, and the blacks and pintails made by two shooters in 
eoncentrates at this place, and from the point bag is restricted to twenty-five ducks per one blind in a day, and this was considered 

traverses Lake Erie, returning again by the gay, with a season limit of two hundred very good. Probably one shooter in the same 
same route in the spring. ducks. blind would have done equally. as well on 

To the naturalist from more northern In Point Pelee all provincial regulations this day. The moderate size of the bags 

faunal areas Point Pelee is a delight forever. apply and the following additional restric- (Continued on page 11) 

Tts lure is not only for the naturalist, how- 

ever, for it is becoming more and more popu- Fag CPE. 1 Ml ees 

Tar as a Mecca for tourists as they learn of beth: y et S = pide Se a? ern gh 
the quiet shade of its red cedar groves and “a + = 3 fi APE ne Sa Le Bc 
the charm of its broad, glistening beaches. A ‘ et * ses a5 a fol Pe Be ey ‘v5 seed : nu tk 

It was for the preservation of the natural igen ae & ey Ce le PS ale et “s eee Hs Ber ky 

beauty comprising 8 re ee oF mt pect FT : Ry}: Ri eS. TY } prising our most southern flora Py iS: =e) oes Pe: <i boat dx s (5S) See i i 

and fauna and as a recreation center for a Pa, ._ pay Re ec ok 4 a 4 ee SI a SS SH PRS F 

thickly settled farming community that Point ie Etat ag etd — Ll aaa. a Bs. u 
Pelee was set aside. As it happens that some re ho se se sa gh aash if hee | a ees 

four square miles of the park area are marsh 4 Pe: SO AE te ~~ el eae lens 
Jands, special consideration was given the wn = oe 
sportsmen and this part of the park made qe ~ os 2 

valuable for recreation purposes by allowing s 

the shooting of ducks in it. ® i a 

The marsh area is separate from the a seit 2 pst, wl ‘ sath Bor as Bye ne sain 
cans SAAS : oe — eit ATE i oe Bd 

wooded and upland area, and consequently Pr ee = 8 Sane Ey ee et 

the shooting of ducks on this marsh does not ha oF ee ) Rpt eee a 
interfere with the limited number of quail ‘ a in i) is | a ‘rfacann 
and pheasants that find refuge in the park, a, et i - _ PH lene j 

nor with the vast hordes of song and other Es oy ae Oa a oe 

/ ; pie sain? is se mo se re ard 
* For complete information read “ The Birds of aoe 

Point Pelee,” by Taverner and Swales ; The Wilson ia aioe 

Bulletin, June 1907-September, 1908 ; also Geolog- Wild Waterfowl Have Shown Conclusively That They Will Tarry Where Protcction 
se ee ee ee eer en rcuie Seat Cea is Afforded Them, Provided Food and Water are Available. Mallards Have Been 
November, 1914. Known to Winter at the Mouth of the Yukon in Alaska
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territory that can be covered effectively bya POINT PELEE — A PUBLIC SHOOT-  preciate their opportunity to visit the marsh 

few men is of necessity limited. ING GROUND at Point Pelee, where they are welcome. 

While in a number of these states a great : (Continued from page 6) The administration of Point Pelee National 
deal of difficulty has probably been experi- Obtained may be due to the fact that, up to Park is similar to that of other national 
enced in keeping out fraudulent claims pe ‘the present, no baiting or artificial feeding parks in Canada. All parks are under the 
cause of lax systems through which bounties ©f birds has been allowed on the marshes. jurisdiction of the commissioner, and Point 
were paid, it is very doubtful whether a ver- Another feature which may tend to de Pelee Park is directly administered by a 

min control organization of sufficient size to Crease the supply of birds on the marsh at superintendent and caretaker on the ground. 
cover systematically any state like Pennsyl- ‘he Present time is the lowness of the water- Many of the difficulties which might be ex- 
vania can begin to accomplish equal results evel. This has left a large section of the pected in the administration of a park of 
for the same expenditure as is being accom- ‘™arsh too dry to be attractive to the black this nature have been anticipated by these 
plished under Pennsylvania’s bounty system ducks and mallards, but as this water-level officials, and the credit for the success of this 

today. It is difficult to estimate for how enterprise can be attributed largely to their 

many years we will continue receiving ap- : : whole-hearted efforts. 
proximately the same number of animals Hunting Rights Any difficulties which have arisen were not 
each year that has prevailed during the last The bill before the Senate providing due to the fact that Point Pelee was a public 
half dozen years, but game conditions in erame tien thor iteeatone: ieireate shooting ground, but rather because it was 
Pennsylvania have been improving, regard- between the United States and Canada a national park. In a national park all wild 

less of the fact that there has been an in- has been attacked on the ground that it life which is not obnoxious is protected. This 
crease of almost 60 per cent. in the number interferes with the rights of every brought the parks administration into some 

of hunters in Pennsylvania since 1913, when American to hunt when and as he | little opposition with persons who had always 
licenses were first issued. However, as has een un Cr OL) Ce oe Dro trapped muskrats on the Point Pelee marsh. 

» tection of game is the best guarantee to 
been proved in other sections of the continent, the hunter that his rights will be secured The muskrat population had been depleted 
a plentiful supply of wild life means a plenti- to him and to coming generations. at the time the park was reserved, and as 
ful food supply and a corresponding increase It is unrestricted hunting which leads soon as it was replenished the former trap- 

in destroyers. Lon NerenLeraV nas oniO ee een pe pers were engaged under license to take the 

A paid vermin control force can hardly be fecnineted, Naatine them was forbidden SUEpLUS MMUSEEAtS, Seventy: five ber cent. of 

expected to compete with a well-regulated for a few years. Today the quail are so the value of the catch was paid to them and 
and properly administered bounty system, plentiful that no protection is necessary twenty-five ber cent. collected by the parks 

se < except in the breeding season. Without administration. 
offering substantial rewards and _ supple- the ban, for all his rights, the hunter | | 

mented by a reasonable amount of assistance would be seeking quail in vain. Very Few Difficulties Encountered 
in territory where the reward offered is not This is only one instance of thousands Rabbits have caused some trouble from 
‘sufficient inducement to encourage the killing to prove that aside from all questions of time to time in the parks by damaging 

of vermin, Whether ultimately there will be humanity or the preservation of species orchards and gardens. Whenever. they be- 
: for the sake of scientific or esthetic in- 5 i 

an undesirable effect from a well-organized terest, the hunter who objects to bird pro- come too abundant a rabbit drive has been 

bounty system cannot definitely be stated, but tection is the one who interferes with the organized under the direction of the super- 

doubtless the time will come when some right to hunt—Tusecaloosa (Ala.) News. intendent, and this method has proved effec- 

animals, now classed as vermin with a price : tive in holding them in check. There has 

upon their heads, will be so reduced in num- Federal Game Protection also been a series of complicated questions 

ber that it will be advisable to ease up either Support of the Colorado delegation in arising from the fact that the marsh ponds 

by reducing the bounty or removing it en- ponere® ve Bone Re ex pended ie were infested with carp, and other complaints 

tirely. We do not believe that every last which call for federal licenses for those have arisen because the marsh was said to 
wildcat, or fox, or weasel, or hawk or owl who hunt migratory birds and providing be a breeding ground for mosquitoes. 

in the commonwealth should be destroyed, that the fees be spent for game refuges, The usual and expected trouble with 

but that they should be kept under reasonable breeding grounds and hunting preserves. poachers who do not choose to recognize 

control, HE erneretee On one parks regulations has occurred to a limited 
sport for the future. As civilization ad- extent, but their operations have very largely 

No Bounty on Hawks and Owls vances into the spots once regarded as been checked by the efforts of the park 

| wildernesses, the natural refuges and officials who act in conjunction with the 
} ee on ae and owls is ot jou resting plates OF pame pirds eradualy Royal Canadian Mounted Police in the en- 

value because the average person is unable : * . i 
to discriminate between bad species and those wee BMC aG roe en ae Rorsoment Of the park | rege) a tious: 

not harmful. It has been stated that Penn- be entirely crowded off the settled parts pr cregigunlic booting Gace aimed 
sylvania had a very sad experience with a of the earth. In giving the story of Point Pelee I have 

bounty law some years ago on hawks and Some legislation to protect wild game tried not to emphasize the rosy aspect and 

owls, under which rodent pests increased so has already been passed, but more is cover up the difficulties that have had to be 

rapidly that the law had to be repealed with- Baise ja redere  nuneine oa met. Taken on the whole, the Parks Branch 
in two years in order to save the crops of vide a source of revenue for breeding feels that Point Pelee has been a decided 

the state from utter ruin. We have never purposes. Colorado is peculiarly inter- success, both as a national park and as a 

been able to ascertain definitely when this ested in such measures, for it is one of public shooting ground. Based upon the ex- 
calamity is supposed to have occurred, ~ut che few states remaining in which large periences that have been gained there, the 
assume persons making such statements had pre reigos Rear ine ne same Parks Branch has been active in selecting 

in mind either the 1885 or the 1913 law, under first-class duck-shooting marshes throughout 

both of which acts a bounty was placed on Canada to serve solely as public shooting 

hawks and owls. In each case the bounty on depends largely on the water-level of Lake grounds and waterfowl refuges. It is hoped 

these birds lasted two years only. Erie, it may be assumed that the trouble is and believed: that a splendid series of these 

I know positively that the hawks and owls not permanent. areas, including duck marshes which are not 

were not removed from the bounty list in excelled anywhere, will soon be established 

1915 because of rodent pests, but because of Natural Duck Foods Planted throughout Western Canada, and, needless to 

“human pests” who could not tell the differ- Continued efforts are being made to estab- say, such areas will be set aside wherever 

ence between a sharp-shinned hawk and a__ lish natural duck foods in the marsh, and in available in the older provinces, thus insur~ 

turkey vulture, and cared not so long as they this the sportsmen have voluntarily given ing the perpetuation of some of the finest 

could collect the 50 cents. I am reasonably substantial assistance. As shooting grounds duck marshes on the continent as breeding 

sure the same thing was true in 1887. are scarce, the Essex County sportsmen ap- grounds and as public shooting grounds.
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BULLETIN OF THE jands” might be reclaimed for crop-growing, The Government would like to make such 

AMERICAN GAME PROTECTIVE or were available only for hunting and bird seasons typical in all bird hunting localities 

ASSOCIATION refuges. In the latter case they could be paid and even spread the hunting grounds by 

<—_ ike Oia for out of the license tax fund of the act. offering the birds more protection. It may 
Senate ROA ND, Haltor bit Nothing could be more untenable than the seem cold blooded to protect the game during 

Subscriptions, $1 per annum. Fifty cents to members of | idea that the bill was drafted in the inter- most of the year and then to turn loose as 

Nore: The BULLBIIN ke gatteted quarterly in Jane StS Of rich sportsmen. Quite the contrary many men with guns as care to invade the 
Protective and Bropecatee xno fke, American Game is the fact. The rich men have their own bird sanctuary; but the hunter must be con- 
233 Broadway, New York, N. Y. preserves and clubs. It is a standing griev- sidered and the effect his bag will have in 

Entered as ‘second-class matter May 1, 1917, at the ; 3 . es Post, Office at New York, N. Y., under the act of Maren ance that the poor man who wants to shoot helping supply holiday food. Probably it will 

Ss game ats: a. recreation and for his table has be expedient later to protect hunters by lim- 

THE AMERICAN GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION nowhere to go. If this bill becomes a law he iting the number of licenses issued for each 

Wat ee Bema: Gaara Ar, Tasioe Gecrotacy ae Will soon be able to indulge his love of sport district according to the size of the preserve 
Teast Dieworose Jota.B)Buroham, BW. Gaicins on hunting grounds in all parts of the coun- and its stock of game.—Editorial from the 

Frank J. Kahrs, F. G. Drew, William B. Greeley, George try by paying the license fee of one dollar. New York Sun, December 12, 1922. 
Bird Grinnell, William S. Haskell, Augustus 8.’ Hough- ; z ; 
ton, W. F. Keplinger, Evans MeCarty, George Shiras, 8d, | Rich sportsmen may still prefer the seclu- 
TTS EEE Wk Tarot Fee, Bateliior®) Mids sion of their preserves. National Hunting Grounds 

Willan do Pont, Wilmington: ‘Delawarey witrea. Te au No more democratic measure has been PORTSMEN will welcome the bill spon- 
Font, Veimineton, pocleware : Julius Forstmann, Passaic, introduced in Congress than the New- S sored by the National Game Association 

Honorary PATRONS: George Eastman, Rochester, Anthony Federal Public Shooting Ground and for the creation of hunting grounds 

BSrinone Osuna ne: eat Leonard Wood; Game Refuge Bill. It has the additional where the “one-gallus” man may shoot ducks, 

Honor nod Meany conservationist; Henry 1. Stimson, merit of promising by its enforcement a long geese and shore birds. So many of the avail- 
Gilet “Horester: one Boker wepee, Crntholorist and life for the migratory bird treaty with Can- able hunting lands have been bought for 

Founder U.S. Biological Survey; Major-General Hugh ada, which has not been the unqualified exclusive use by clubs or wealthy individuals 
L. Scott; W. B. Mershon, Author, Game Conservation- . . ‘ . 
ist; A. K. Fisher, U. S. Biological Survey; Sir Cliffora Success it was expected to be. A fear some- that the average hunter finds it difficult to 

Gres ee et ein. oF henseryation, canada; times expressed that hunting grounds and shoot without trespassing. There are, never- 

Biue Mounts Pores Baul Genree Bi Sarees game bird refuges would prove to be _ theless, enough good places left which may be 

Author Weeks-McLean Law; John W. Weeks, Joint contradictory in operation is imaginary. acquired by the Federal Government to 
Author Weeks-McLean Law; John M. Phillips, Naturalist, fj . . 
Game Protectionist; E. T. D. Chambers, Author and Wherever birds have been well protected create a number of public hunting grounds. 

Canadian Conservationist; © : Bee Sen Gare their increase has been so great that the open For the most part the best shooting lands 
ologist ; C. B. Yandell, Game Protectionist. season has not been a menace to propagation. are useless for other purposes and can be 

—— ere are so many arguments in favor of bought cheaply. 
Public Shooting and Bird Protection the bill and so little to be urged in criticism A provision for extending the number of 

ENATOR NEW of Indiana, a game con- of it that obstructive delay in putting it on bird refuges has been inserted in this bill 

S servationist and sportsman, prevailed passage could not be defended.—Hditorial to help preserve the game in closed seasons. 

upon the Senate on Wednesday to pass from the New York Times, December 8, 1922. Already there are some fifty-six bird refuges 

the Federal Public Shooting Ground and _ - = ee = throughout the country. mostly along the 

a Game Refuge Bill. If an opportunity is Federalized Birds Atlantic and the Gulf Coasts. In Louisiana 
given the House to vote upon it, this measure, HE bill requiring an annual Federal alone there are two of the largest and most 

which has the support of the Secretary of T license for every person hunting on famous, more than 85,000 acres in area, 

Agriculture, the game wardens of the country the proposed Federal hunting grounds where thousands of birds take refuge every 

and sportsmen who cannot afford to belong has passed the Senate and will probably soon year. ‘The national parks also serve as 

to clubs, will surely become a law. Time — be in operation, backing up previous legisla- refuges for migratory birds. 

and again the sentiment of Representatives tion directed toward the same end. A law The Federal tax of one dollar imposed 

in favor of this bill has been unmistakably in 1913 and a treaty with Canada in 1916 upon each hunter under the new law is in 

manifested. prohibited the taking of migratory birds in addition to the State tax. Its purpose is to 

Mr. Anthony of Kansas, who has charge flight. A test appeal from Missouri was provide the funds for the purchase and 

of it in the House, is not to blame for the overridden by Justice Holmes, who upheld maintenance of the hunting grounds and pre- 

parliamentary obstacles that have prevented the constitutionality of the law and said that serves. In view of the small tax required of 

final action. There has been some opposition Federal intervention was necessary, that “it resident hunters by so many States, this 

to a bill which would afford protection to is not sufficient to rely upon the States.” additional Federal tax is not excessive. New 

migratory game birds and permit iegitimate Soon every hunter of migratory birds will York State, for example, charges $1.10 for 

sport in the open season on grounds pur- have to pay one dollar for a license from the a resident hunter’s license. For this the 

chased with the dollars of gunners who take local postmaster; and this tax will enable the man is privileged to shoot twenty-five ducks 

out licenses. Government to keep up and purchase natural a day throughout the season, 

Objection has come’ from professional preserves, like marshes, lakes and creek beds, The new bill will not conflict with any 

friends of the farmer and from unintelligent where the birds will be protected, except State laws. It will simply give added facili- 

friends of the poor man. The former have during the open season in the fall. But if ties to the average bird hunter and _ will 

protested that swamps and “wet lands” gen- a State, so the proposed law has it, objects provide further refuges for the game. Both 

erally should not be used for migratory game to this preserve within its borders its verdict of these purposes are desirable in the inter- 

bird refuges when drainage would provide is to be final. ests of good sportsmanship.—Kditorial from 

farms and homes for the people. Now it The spirit of the law, however, remains as the New York Tribune, December 14, 1922. 

happens that there are many unreclaimable clear as it did ten years ago, when outdoor 

swamps throughout the country, and it is societies, including sportsmen and scientists, Our Migratory Birds 

such districts that could be turned into game called for Federal aid in the effort to keep DVOCATES of the migratory bird bill 

bird refuges during the breeding or closed what remained of America’s wild life. The A say that this measure which has been 

season. The New-Anthony bill provides that great slaughter of wild duck for example pending in Congress since May, 1921, 
enforcement of the act shall be in the hands could be marked in the lessening number calls for passage on grounds of national good 

of a commission, of which the Secretary of which migrated North each year. Under a_ faith. Until it is enacted into law, they as- 

Agriculture would be Chairman, and the national game law wild birds have multiplied — sert, the United States will fail to fulfill her 

Attorney General, the Postmaster General and become again an economic advantage. international obligations as assumed under 

and two Senators and two Representatives In Minnesota the 1920 duck season gave the treaty with Great Britain, made several 

members. It would be for them to decide, hunters two million dollars’ worth of food, . years ago. 

upon competent testimony, whether “wet according to the State Warden. The terms of this treaty, American sport-
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IN THIS ISSUE must be controlled, In the article “How IN THE NEXT ISSUE 

Public Shooting Ground Game Refuge [oN SIvania Controls Vermin.” Mr. Seth public Shooting Ground Game Refuge Bill 
Bill—The One-Gallus Man—Point Pelee a ©. Gordon, secretary of the Pennsylvania —The Elk and the Tooth Hunter—The Public Shooting Ground—How Pennsyl- Board of Game Commissioners, tells of the Antelope Problem—Shall the Musk-Ox 
vania Controls Vermin—Senator Harry activities of his state in that direction. Vanish—What West Virginia Is Doing— S. New’s Address on the Public Shooting apolar ott Some Aspects of the Close of the Age of 
Ground-Game Refuge Bill — The Views On pages 11 and 12 are reprinted a few of the Mammals—Other Papers Presented at 
of Irvin S. Cobb on the Same Bill editorials on the New-Anthony Bill which have the Ninth National Game Conference 

S IS customary, this Buxtermy will appeared recently in New York City papers. HE April issue of the Buttery will 

ms contain part of the papers presented Both Senator Harry S. New and Irvin 8. contain the balance of the papers pre- 
at the Ninth National Game Confer- Cobb made strong appeals for the early pas- ; sented at the Ninth National Game 

ence, which was held in New York City on sage of this Public Shooting Ground-Game Conference and also a report on the Public 
December 11 and 12, 1922. Refuge Bill in their addresses at the dinner Shooting Ground-Game Refuge Bill, which 

The first article is on the Public Shooting which concluded the Ninth National Game We hope will ‘be an announcement that it has 
Ground-Game Refuge Bill, which passed the Conference. Both of these addresses are  ssed and been signed by the president. 

United States Senate on December 6. This printed in this issue. Congressman Albert Johnson presented to 
bill will come up before the Conference the problem 
the House of Representa- of controlling the depreda- 
tives during the present tions of the poachers who 
month, and it is most ur- a= kill elk for their teeth and 
gent that everyone exert all NO soccer 25 ee appealed to the Elks Lodge 
possible influence to secure CANADIAN NATIONAL PARKS to pass an order condemn- 
the support of his Con- a, oi, ing the wearing of such 
gressman when the bill is = teeth as jewelry. 
comes to a vote. tar a Mr, Smith Riley, govern- 

“The One-Gallus Man” aan ment officer in charge of 
is the way Mr. M. D, Hart, big game _ reservations, 
secretary of the Virginia POINT PELEE P K made a strong plea for the 
Department of Game and Ss 2 antelope, which is threat- 
Inland Fisheries, refers to Date (ae a y 2 seteseeee ened wtih extermination. 

the’ fellow, in’ ordinary) clr “PERMIT TO SHOOT DUCKS ONLY NO OTHER WATER FOWL" in Point Pelee Park Mir) Harold | Noice: gyno cumstances, and in his ar- on Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturdgy of each week between the Ist of October and the [4th has accompanied Stefans- 
ticle in this issue Mr. Hart of December, 192 _ both days inclusivs | son on several of his polar 
makes a strong appeal for Peclision/ is Lereby siven’ ae th Z oes vasxwoeslovd journeys, has grave fears 
the Public Shooting e in. that the wild life in the 
Ground-Game Refuge Bill, Eee Lee. eves Boned North is doomed unless 
in order that the one-gallus (address: (occtipation) immediate action is taken. 
fellow may have a place to under the authority of the Canadian National Parks Regulations to SHOOT WILD DUCKS ONLY “Shall the Musk-Ox Van- 
shoot. a rene Pelee Park, provided that this does not include the shooting of WOOD DUCKS and EIDER ish?” was the title of his 

Some people have ex- This permit 1s subject to the Canadian National Parks Regulations and the laws and regulations paper devoted to game con- 
pressed a fear that a pub- of the Province of Ontario governing the shooting cr capturing of wild ducks and is subject to imme- ditions in the Arctic. 

s . . 2 diate cancellation upcn tke violation by the permittce of any of these laws or regulations. Recently West Virginia 
lic shooting ground was Duck shcotirg in a National Park is a special concession as all parks are Game Sanctuaries. In ES can 
not practical. Mr. Hoyes your enjoyment of this privilege you are requested to co-operate with the Department inthe preservation has been forging her way 
Lloyd, supervisor of Wild ¢ Fark Eroperty and the Prctestion of all other fom of ue Ete Ey excoperetion and the, exercise to the front in conserva- 
Tifa ‘Profection, Canadian of the ethics of goed spertsrranship, greater success will be achieved in securing a share of the wild ducks. tion’ matters. - Mr. A. B: 

National Parks, told the J. B. HARKIN, Brooks, chief game protec- 

Ninth National Game Con- Counterdiened Coaeesioners tor, writes entertainingly 
ference that Canada is now SD be of the work being done in 

successfully operating pub- iene Honorary Superintendent. his state, 
lic shooting grounds for This permit must be coried by the Permittee while engaged in shooting in the Park ond must Mr. H. E. Anthony, as- - be shoun and of any game warden, park or police office the benefit of her sports: 1¢ shown on demand of any game warden, park or polize officer sisbint cueaton (fi mane 

Prine a eet wis ee nee mals, American Museum 
ene of Natural History, tells 

. Taai some very pertinent facts 
ou svadents of wild: Lite Are We to be Outdone by Canada? Our Neighbor to the North Has Al- regarding the disappear- 

protection know that pre ready Passed Legislation to Establish Game Refuges and Public Shooting 
daceous birds and animals Grounds Where Necessary ance of our mammals.
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Public Shooting Ground —Game Refuge Bill 
By RAY P, HOLLAND 

N December 6, 1922, the Public Shoot- the second is that there will be game to shoot devotee of the shotgun in this country. At 

O ing Ground-Game Refuge Bill passe. when he gets there. This bill is his only sal- the conclusion of his speech at the dinner of 

the United States Senate by a vote of vation. the Ninth National Game Conference, which 

thirty-six to seventeen. Of course, this is og is printed elsewhere in this issue, he implored 

cheering news to the thousands of men in this a ee the sportsmen of this country to keep on fight- 

country who have been waiting anxiously for Congress has never appropriated adequate jing for this measure, if by any chance it was 

Congress to pass this bill. funds for the protection of migratory birds not passed through the House of Representa- 
We can cheer, but not with the whole and, considering the Aifficulties in securing tives at Washington at this session. 

fearted shout we would like to send up, for the ‘meager appropriations made for this ee We hate to believe that it is possible that 

as yet the battle is only half won. The fight pose up to the present Hime, it is only fair to the House of Representatives will fail to pass 

before us to secure the passage of this bill in suppose that they never will do so. To expect the Anthony Bill. A little work at this time 

the House of Representatives is going to be eur Congress to go farther and appro- may give the necessary impetus to put the 

a stiff one, and every man who enjoys a day pe funds TOE the outright purchase of measure over. Do not delay, but write your 

in a duck blind and who wishes to see his breeding, feeding and resting grounds and for Congressman now, and get your friends to do 

sport perpetuated should write his Congress- shooting grounds for the individual who a likewise, and urge that they throw their full 

man at once, urging support of this measure. 7¢ afford to belong to an exclusive club,  weignt into the fight for the conservation of 

mepiain the vill (6 your repreentative ab | Ca ae our migratory birds and the perpetuation of 
Washington, ‘Tell him why it is necessary. In this bill the sportsmen have come for- the sport of hunting them. 

The chances are better than even that he does ward as one man, the wealthy man along 

not understand why the need for this meas- talimcal te ae — sth tage ae States’ Rights Not Affected 

ure is urgent, the protection of a great national resource Hxplain the bill to them, answer their argu- 
Bill Not Understood and the perpetuation of a manly, health- ments. ‘There have been none advanced 

No man familiar with waterfowl conditions Dulldine Sper ee i Seatee wae psi a alg 4 a Pistons 5 . answered. ‘i - 

in this country could read the arguments era oe Se ae croached upon, for this bill provides that no 

Witchy were) Advanced aseluet te) Ea taxed der its revisions is the fellowwho 27eas can'be purchased. without the approval 
Shooting Ground-Game Refuge Bill when this eri ne si leading with the Federal °f the state legislature in which such marsh 
measure was before the United States Senate Gaveranicnt ‘6 mies him a £6ot. the Till lands lie. 

without being shocked at the lack of under- shee i z The Senate Bill has been amended, striking 

Standing displayecé by members or that body. State Funds Raised by License out the words “fish” and “wild animals” 

pouatbrs aid net Eno wy, uate Bu yas tee Practically every state in the Union re- Where they appear and confining the bill en- 
cosets WHOL Ae pound eeu cae nee quires a hunting ‘license. In nearly every tirely to migratory species, as has always 
of them seemed incapable of grasping its in state, when such a law was first proposed, the been the intent. The Senate Bill, as passed, 

port. These men, no doubt, honestly felt in 1 nakers have thrown up their hands in maintains the license money in a separate 
ODPOSIRE this bill which requires a one dollar horror and proclaimed that they would not fund, which is as it should be, every cent to 

license fee from the man who hunts migra- ote for a bill that added a burden to their be devoted to the purposes of the measure 
oy pings that they ee rebrenenting tel: constituents. The result has been that such Without an appropriation each year from 

conpeltuenis who Hikes pebunts bills have failed in the first instance, and Congress. 

Rome ot iour enue Jaw makers au ae when the members of state legislatures re- in 1916 we entered into a treaty with Can- 

Ingvon, have said in conversation regarding turned to their homes they found they were ada for the protection of migratory birds. 
this bill that they did Tot propose to place not acquainted with the American sportsman, Unless the Public Shooting Ground - Game 

aD extra burden oD. thelr constituents by, re who has always been only too willing to pay Refuge Bill or a similar one is passed, we 

quiring poor men in their districts to pay: a his hunting license fee, provided the money will not have kept faith with the country to 

dollar, Heense tothe Federal Government for was used for his benefit in the protection of the north of us. Canada has her game refuges 

the privilege OE pone) ducks. If ae De the game. and her public shooting grounds. An act has 

anything on eartiiy 16/18 2 -DOOPMmanis Meas The experience of the various states has been passed in that country giving authority 
eee eee en ee eee eer nay been that after a license bill was introduced to the officials in charge to set aside areas 
er mee eee would have Deen che and failed to pass it has again been intro- Where needed as breeding, feeding and resting 

petito chemplonat: duced the following year, and the second time grounds. 

passed with an overwhelming majority. 
Is Wildfowlers’ Only Hope We hope that we will not have to go through We Must Keep Faith With Canada 

Every one who shoots waterfowl knows this proceeding at Washington. Surely, the Surely, we are not to be outdone by our 

that two menaces loom before the man of members of the House of Representatives will Canadian brothers. The shooters of this 

ordinary means which, unless checked, will profit by the experiences of the different country, and that means the rich man and 

ultimately deprive him of his sport. The first states. Surely, they will vote for a bill which the poor man, each being equally willing, are 

is the rapid growth of the control of all favor- taxes only the men in their states who hunt pleading to furnish $2,000,000 a year to the 

able ducking areas by clubs and men finan- migratory birds, knowing that these men are Federal Government without one cent of tax- 

cially favored. The second is drainage. It enthusiastically and honestly desirous that ation on any man who does not participate in 

is needless at this time to go further into this bill be passed at the earliest possible the sport of hunting migratory birds. 

these subjects, as we all are only too familiar moment. We believe Congress will accept our prop- 

with conditions as they exist today. Senator Harry S. New, through whose ear-  osition, and we ask every sportsman to in- 
The first thing the poor man wants to know __ nest efforts the Public Shooting Ground-Game form his Congressman immediately regard- 

when he starts duck shooting is that there is Refuge Bill was passed in the United States ing the need for this bill and what it will 

a place where he can go without trespassing; Senate, deserves the congratulations of every accomplish.
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Chairman, Committee on Wild Life Conservation Policy, 
American Game Conference, 

421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

This is in further reference to your letter of February 15. 
I am giving you herewith comments by Major Goldman on questions start- 
ing on page 3 of your letter of transmittal. 

Major Goldman suggests that there is not sufficient discussion 
of the subject of surplus game. It is mentioned on page 2 of the 
long draft that “all species breed at a rate which would soon over- 
populate any favorable environment, «were it not for natural or arti- 
ficial checks. Goldman feels, and I agree with him, that the game 

4 policy should deal more definitely with this important phase of game 
ye management, or at least recognize clearly the fact that there may be 

a surplus, which is a new idea in the minds of many people, as indi- 
cated by opposition to measures taken to control surpluses. 

On page 12 there appears this statement: “There is not the 
slightest danger of too many birds." This is very sweeping and seems 
unnecessary. It appears also to be open to question. Under certain 

conditions there may locally be too many birds. Crop damage is not 
the only danger on concentration areas; some birds might become too 
numerous at the expense of others. 

In paragraph (4), on page 12, the implication is made that the 
national migratory bird refuge program is limited to the maintenance 

of a supply of birds. I believe that you can strengthen this state- 
ment by indicating that this program contemplates increases in general 

numbers of birds through the establishment and proper administration 

of created refuges. 

Comments on the questions numbered: 

l. A fitness test might be an excellent thing, but impracticable 

now. Who would apply such a test to millions of hunters, and how? 

"Managed" game will frequently be mismanaged and overshot. (Major 

Goldman. )



Mr. Aldo Leopold. -2- 

2. The price of hunting privileges will depend upon supply and 
demand in general, but I should think accessibility would be a factor, 
and a farmer with a well-managed estate producing much game would be 
in & position to ask with some assurance of receiving higher prices 

than one owning a place producing little game. (Major Goldman.) 

3. I do not know much about the “Michigan plan" or how it 
works. It is a new idea to me, but my reaction is opposition to such 
a principle. It is class legislation, open to much abuse, and im- 
practical in application. Who is to determine what constitutes 
"management"? Where draw the line between "managed" and "unmanaged" 
farms? What a task it would be to gather the information upon which 

a “technically competent" game department could proceed. I am glad 

that the relation of the land owner to the game is given such consider- 
ation in the report, but the same laws and regulations should apply 
to all. The reward for “management™ should be the added income de- 

rived and the penalty for lack of “management" the corresponding lack 
of returns. The free hunting idea will probably persist in thinly 
settled regions where the hunters are comparatively few, but in 

thickly settled regions I think the farmer should be encouraged to 
meke a charge for the hunting privilege, which will repay him for 

"managing" his place; at the same time, he should be teught how the 

game on his place might be increased. The report contains some very 
good suggestions as to how this could be done. (Major Goldman.) 

4. Some “protectionists" are plain ornery and intractable, 
with devious motives or one-track minds closed to everything except a 

single crack-brained idea; others may be amenable to reason, and I 

hope these will constitute the majority. They should be shown that 
geme is a crop that may be harvested without eniangering the species. 

(Major Goldman.) 

5. I do not see any reason why public shooting grounds should 

not work for any kind of game, provided the areas are fairly large. 

It is a question of game management. (Major Goldman.) 

I agree with Major Goldman that public shooting grounds 

would probebly work in the handling of any kind of game. The adminis- 

tration of these public shooting grounds is going to be extremely 

difficult. That is proved by the experience on the public shooting 

grounds maintained by the State of Utah on the Bear River marshes, 

north of Great Salt Lake, where it is very difficult indeed to regulate 

the number of hunters, to assign them blinds, and to protect oneself 

from the aimless shooting of those who do not know much about the use 

of guns or how to take ducks, but who are inclined to come to the area 

in large numbers. I suppose that eventually a system of special 

license or allotment of blinds on different days might iron out a 

situation of this kind. (P. G. R.)



Mr. Aldo Leopold. -3- 

6. The unreserved public lands contain mch of the wilderness 
game and I should think that the Committee would want to take a stand 
on their disposal. They have been much abused, but I think the 
Federal Government could extend better game management, protection 
from overgrazing and erosion than the States. I believe the Forest 

Service would be the logical agency to handle them, as it has to deal 
with the same general problems on national forests. (Major Goldman.) 

I can not agree with Major Goldman that the Forest Service 

should take upon itself the responsibility of handling game matters 
on the entire public domain. I think it would be logical for that 

organization to do it on public domain areas adjacent to the national 

forests, where winter and summer ranges adjoin. Some States, by 
consent of Congress, might be able to administer well game refuges on 
the public domain. Other States, steeped in politics, might make a 
mess of handling refuges or public shooting grounds on the public do- 
main. The Biological Survey itself would have some responsibility 
in such matters. The latter organization is giving its views on this 
subject to the commission appointed to investigate the public domain 

and its conservation. I think a very thorough survey should be made in 

conjunction with this commission by a body consisting of at least 
three members, representing, respectively, the State, the Federal 
Government, and the sportsmen of the State, to determine those public 
lands which should be set aside -as refuges for animals such as antelope, 
pecearies, deer, and for such birds as sage hens. (P. G. R.) 

7. The McSweeney-McNary Act has seemed to me very satisfactory 
as it stands, as to authority. It is a question of money and com- 
petent men to do the work. (Major Goldman.) 

8. It seems to me that the “wilderness area" idea is tremen- 

dously attractive; personally I like it, and I think that suitable 

areas should be set aside as far as practicable. But pressure of 

human populetion will soon render it increasingly difficult to maintain 

the natural conditions we visualize. The fact that they are wilder- 

ness areas will tend to increase the number who will wish to visit 

them on foot if necessary, the fire hazard will be correspondingly in- 

creased, and lack of motor roads makes fires difficult to cope with. 

(Major Goldman. ) 

You know my attitude on wilderness areas. I have always 

argued for permanency of establishment in connection therewith. While 

I do not fear for the permanency of the national parks as wilderness 

areas, I feel that the Forest Service should be given more authority. by 

Congress than it now possesses to set aside and keep intact from com- 

| mercial development well-distributed and well-established wilderness 

areas. (P. G. R.)



Mr. Aldo Leopold. -4- 

9. Possibly preferential taxation of marsh lands may be worth 
consideration, as a means of lessening the tendency to drain. (Major 
Goldman. } . 

I believe there is a good deal of worth in the idea of 

preferential taxation. This is done on forest lands to encourage 
owners to grow and protect young timber. I do not see why the prece- 
dent established there should not be applied to marsh lands. I be- 

lieve fur farming also is a partial answer to the prevention of drain- 
age in many cases. (P. G. R.) 

10. I believe we should have a special committee, consisting 
of representatives from national organizations, State agencies, the 
Federal Government, and experts on waterfowl and its requirements, to 
correlate the waterfowl-refuge programs of the various public agencies, 

and I believe that the Federal Government and the States should have a 

look-in on private refuges. It is a sad statement to make, but it 

is a fact, that we have very great difficulty in ascertaining the in- 
tentions of States, municapilities, and private individuals in refuge 
establishment, and without correlation there may result great duplica- 

tion of effort. (P. G. R.) 

ll. Forcing clubs to establish refuges—a good thing, but 

probably difficult to work out in practice. (Mejor Goldman.) 

12. I believe it is practical to gather evidence of the 
relative destructiveness of various shooting equipment and practices. 

The American Wild Fowlers are making such en investigation now. The 

Biological Survey intends to do the best it can in this respect with 

the men and funds available. I believe thet from the standpoint 

of self-interest the arms and ammunition manufacturers might well 

either participate in investigetions made by other agencies or 

thoroughly investigate for themselves, because in these days of grow- 

ing scarcity it is necessary to cut down as far as it is possible the 

crippling of birds. This is a ticklish question and many problems of 

magnitude are involved in it; but one of these days the status of 

rapid-fire guns mst be carefully determined, and if found to be re- 

sponsible for undue killing or crippling, curtailment of its use would 

pe in order. (P. G. R.) 

13. Statistics should be gathered by the agencies in a posi- 

tion to secure the information at first hand. For example, the 

Forest Service makes an annual game census on national forests, the 

National Perk Servicé is in a position to furnish statistical data on 

game on the parks, the Biological Survey gathers much information in 

many ways, the States could doubtless secure much more information of 

@ statistical nature. Perhaps the statistics should be compiled by a 

a committee of the Game Conference. (Major Goldman.)
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As Major Goldman says, the Forest Service, the National 
Park Service, and the Biological Survey are in position to gather much 
statistical infomation. The States should enter into this picture, 
as does Minnesota now, which demands a return of the number of migra- 
tory waterfowl killed annually. If we had this from every State, the 
problem confronting us regarding population of waterfowl, I think, would 

be more easily solved. The Biological Survey stands ready to join 
with other Federal agencies and States in outlining its ideas as to 
the kind of vital statistics needed. Perhaps such statistics should 
be compiled by a special committee of the Game Conference. (P. G. R.) 

14. No comment. 

15. I believe that coordination of wild life with forestry 
should be dealt with frankly, and that investigation be made by a com- 
mittee to secure the real views of State forestry and geme departments 
as to the reason for not cooperating or advice as to how best to co- 
operate. The Society of American Foresters might assist on this 
proposition. (P. G. RB.) 

16. There certainly should be a body which could speek 
authoritatively on progressive game administrative practices and 
whose recammendations would carry weight with States who have hereto- 
fore been unwilling to recognize the precedental achievements in game 

administration and organization of the more advanced “game" States. 

(P. G. R.) 

‘Finally answering your basic issued: 

1. I believe that payment to the farmer for the shooting 
privilege does furnish him a sufficient incentive to practice game 

management. 

2. I hardly think it is practicable to distinguish between 

managed and unmanaged lands in setting open seasons and limits on 
upland game. I am afraid thet this would be considered as class 

legislation and would be bitterly contested. Is it not the seme 

practice as that which Pinchot tried to establish under the Capper 

Bill? . 

3. I think in general we are ready to buy land and give our 

game officials funds and authority and responsibility to manage it on 

a big scale. There are some exceptions where politics within State 

geme administrations are obviously a deterrent to honest administration. 

(a) Finally, I am glad to say that I shall be able to attend 

the April meeting of the committee et the convention in Chicago on 

April 23 to 26.
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(b) I amin doubt as to the second basic issue. 

(c) I think that the answers made to the sixteen ques tions 
considered above indicate the specific ones that warrant further in- 
vestigation by the Committee. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Lb. ia 
Paul ¢. Redipeton, 

Chief.
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON 

AMERICAN WILD LIFE POLICY 

By ALDO LEOPOLD, Chairman 
Delivered at the 16th American Game 
Conference, New York, December, 1929. 

This is not a short subject; so I am going 
to cut out all introduction and dive right 
into it. The report of the committee which 
I am about to read has been formulated dur- 
ing the past year and when the reading is 
completed I will read the names of the signa- 
tories. I just want to say one or two ex- 
planatory things about the report. In the 
first place, there will be parts of the report 
that are critical of the existing order of 
things. I suppose it is unnecessary to ex- 
plain that those criticisms are impersonal 
and that they apply just as much to us fel- 
lows who have signed the report as they do 
to anybody else. Secondly, the report is 
going to say possibly some unpopular things. 
In listening to these please bear in mind that 
they apply only to certain defined classes of 
game on certain defined classes of land and 
not to all game on all land. Thirdly, I want to 
acknowledge the cooperation of several Can- 
adian members of the committee whose 
names do not appear on the list of signers, 
for the reason that the report deals with 
certain matters of Governmental policy with- 
in the United States and quite naturally our 
Canadian friends felt reluctant as officials to 
sign a document criticizing American policy. 

A. ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM 

AS A WHOLE 

Definition. This is a plan for stimulating 
the growing of wild game crops for recre- 
ational use. 

While this plan deals with game only, the 
actions necessary to produce a crop of game 
are in large part those which will also con- 
serve other valuable forms of wild life. 

Classification of game. American game is 
of four classes. Each class differs from the 
others in its characteristics, and hence in its 
requirements. 
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Class I. Farm Game: Non-migratory species which 
can be grown on farms and therefore 
suitable for production at private initia- 
tive as a by-product of farming. 

Class II. Forest and Range Game: Non-migratory 
species compatible with forestry or live- 
stock-growing, and therefore suitable for 
production at either private or public in- 
itiative as a by-product of managed for- 
ests and ranges. 

Class III. Wilderness Game: Species harmful to or 
harmed by economic land uses, and there- 
fore suitable for preservation only in 
special public game reservations, or in 
wilderness areas in National Forests and 
Parks. 

Class IV. Migratory Game: Migratory — species 
which, in the course of their seasonal 
movements, always leave the land on 
which they were raised. By virtue of 
this fact, private incentive and even state 
incentive for the conservation of migra- 
tory game is more or less weak or lack- 
ing. Migratory game can be raised on 
private lands, but requires special public 
regulation for its conservation and wel- 
fare. 

Classification of lands: Land values and 
game yields. In order to foster the produc- 
tion of game, it is necessary to compare the 
game crop with the value of the land and 
the other crops to be grown upon it. 

The value of the lands for crops other than 
game is greatest in Class I, less in Class II, 
and still less in Class III. 

The potential per acre yield of game fol- 
lows the same order. 

The ratio of the value of the potential 
game crop to the value of the other crops, 
however, follows the reverse order. It is 
greatest in Class III and least in Class I. 

It follows that Class I and II game must 
usually be a by-product rather than the pri- 
mary crop on the land on which it grows. 
Class III game may be a primary crop. 

Class IV occupies land of such widely di- 
vergent values that no general statement can 
be made. The potential per acre yield is 
very high. 

What determines the game crop? The 
game crop is the resultant of: 

1. The breeding habits of the species. 
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2. The environment in which it lives. 
Breeding habits are biologically fixed and 

cannot be changed. 
While they differ as between species, all 

species breed at a rate which would soon 
over-populate any favorable environment, 
were it not for natural or artificial checks. 

If there is any breeding stock at all, the 
one and only thing we can do to raise a crop 
of game is to make the environment more 
favorable. This is a mathematical axiom, 
and holds true for all classes of game at all 
times and places. It is the fundamental 
truth which the conservation movement 
must learn‘if it is to attain its objective. 

The environment offered by game lands 
depends on 

a. The hunting factor: Who may enter the 
land to take game; when and how much? 

b. Other factors: The condition of the en- 
vironment with respect to food, cover, preda- 
tors, disease, and parasites. 

The meat of the problem. The outstand- 
ing present problem is to secure the control 
of food, cover, predators, disease, and para- 
sites as a means of producing more adequate 
game crops. These may be called environ- 
mental controls. 

Control of the hunting factor is already 
well developed as far as legislation can do it, 
but control of the other factors is not de- 
veloped at all. Broadly speaking, we are now 
trying to restore game by the control of 
hunting alone. This has failed except where 
the other environmental factors have acci- 
dentally remained favorable. 

The present problem centers, therefore, 
on how to get environmental controls for 
each of the four classes of game. Environ- 
mental controls are the substance of game 
management. 

Three things are needful for the actual 
practice of game management: 

1. Facts. A sufficient stock of dependable 
knowledge of the life history of the species 
and its environmental relationships to enable 
management to be practiced at a reasonable 
cost, and without undue risk of failure. 

2. Incentive. Some impelling reason for 
the practice of game management. Fear of 
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impending scarcity, coupled with a desire to 

study, admire, shoot, or eat game, are valu- 

able incentives, but do not of themselves im- 

pel action over large enough areas. 

To induce wide-spread production of game 
on private lands there must also be the in- 
centive of profit to the landowner. 

3. Cooperation. A helpful or at least 
sympathetic attitude on the part of the com- 
munity at large. 

In the following section, the status and 
needs of management are discussed for each 
of the four classes of game. , 

B. ANALYSIS BY CLASSES OF GAME 

I. Farm game. This class includes those 
species which clearly thrive better on culti- 
vated than wild land, such as Bob-White 
quail, cottontail rabbit, Hungarian partridge, 
and ringnecked pheasant. (Ruffed grouse, 
prairie chicken, and squirrels are nearer 
Class II in their characteristics.) 

Farm game occurs mostly on lands either 
high-priced or thickly settled, or both. Such 
lands are too expensive for large-scale public 
ownership, and even if the public owned 
large blocks it could hardly farm them. 
Hence game management, if it is to be prac- 
ticed on a large scale, must be practiced 
either by the farmer himself, or by lessees 
of the shooting privilege. 

The management measures most needed 
are slight modifications of farm practice to 
provide cover and food, plus predator con- 
trol. Regulation hunting is already partly 
provided by legislation, and additional volun- 
tary regulation will tend to follow as a 
matter of self-interest, once the farmer has 
been induced to invest land or effort in a 
deliberate attempt to produce a game crop. 

Skillful provision of cover, feed, and pred- 
ator control could probably triple the total 
annual crop of farm game. ‘To this end are 
needed: 

1. More and better localized facts on just 
what to do and how to do it. 

2. Public encouragement for the farmer 
to sell the resultant shooting if he does not 
wish to utilize it himself. 

The first need calls for more game re- 
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search, especially in the agricultural col- 

leges, the findings to be disseminated to 

farmers through the existing machinery for 

agricultural extension and education. 

The second need calls for a reversal of the 

present public attitude toward the posting of 

farms and lease or sale of farm shooting 

privileges. Instead of trying to persuade the 

farmer not to post (which is futile and nega- 

tive) the public ought to urge him not to 

stop posting, but to also practice manage- 

ment and sell the privileges of hunting the 

excess game crop. 

If enough farmers can be induced to pro- 

duce game, the price of hunting privileges 

will tend to remain reasonable. 

The ordinary hunter already burns up 
enough car mileage in his search for distant 

free shooting to pay some nearby farmer 

for raising a crop of game. 

“Raising game” by no means implies sole 

reliance on artificial propagation. Chicken 
wire methods may be necessary on some 
farms to first establish a seed stock, but 
after that the cheapest and best manage- 
ment is the “natural” method of providing 
cover, feed and protection. 

This proposal to drop the free-hunting 
idea on farms must be qualified in two re- 
spects. One is this: nothing is gained by 
encouraging posting unless the posted farm 
is put under management. Actually, most 
posted farms are not. This is the crux of 
the present problem. Management has too 
many degrees of intensity to be legally de- 
fined. Idle posted lands can, however, be to 
some extent penalized, and managed posted 
land encouraged, by: 

a. The state’s withholding special legal 
protection (in the form of “paper” game 
refuges backed by the state) from unman- 
aged posted lands. 

b. The state’s giving more liberal shooting 
privileges to managed posted land. 

c. The sportsman making a special effort 
to respect managed lands. 

Item (b) deserves elaboration. Where a 
farmer has, by his own effort and skill, pro- 
duced a crop of game, it is essential that 
there be established a reasonable open sea- 
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son in which to harvest it, otherwise his own 
enjoyment of the shooting, or its saleability 
to others, is needlessly curtailed. The ex- 
cessively short open seasons now prevalent 
on many species are necessary only for com- 
petitive harvesting of accidental game crops, 
not for the orderly harvesting of crops pro- 
duced by management. Future game laws, 
therefore, must make.a distinction between 
managed and unmanaged game lands. A 
statute to do this has been recently passed 
in Michigan (P. A. 249) and deserves 
attention in other states. The Michigan 
plan allows regulated kill, under a special 
season, on licensed ‘“‘shooting preserves.” All 
such licensed lands are subject to annual in- 
spection by the state. If the inspection shows 
abuse, the license is suspended or revoked. 
Of course the Michigan plan is unthinkable 
without honest inspections, and this requires 
a technically competent State Game Depart- 
ment, free of political domination. 

The second respect in which a qualification 
must be attached to the proposal to drop the 
free-hunting idea on farms is this: there are 
some sparsely settled regions in which free 
hunting is still workable, from both the 
standpoint of conserving game, and the 
standpoint of its acceptability to farmers. 
Obviously nothing is to be gained by a 
change in these favored localities as long as 
these circumstances continue. 

All of this may look like cold water for the 
American sportsmen to jump into, but it is 
not as cold as the other two alternatives, 
which are, 

1. Outright adoption of the European sys- 
tem for farm game, with all its abuses. 

2. Eventual complete closure of open sea- 
sons on farm game. The American farmer 
will insist on complete closure if the Ameri- 
can sportsman does not find some remedy 
for the present situation, which is rapidly 
becoming intolerable, not only to farmer and 
sportsman alike, but also to the protectionist 
or non-shooting nature-lover, who is on the 
increase, and whose rights and opinions must 
be taken into account. 

Il. Forest and range game. This class in- 
cludes species which do not thrive on con- 
tinuous blocks of cultivated land, but on the 
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other hand do not require the opposite or 
wilderness condition. White-tail deer, ruffed 
grouse, and wild turkey are the species 
which thrive best on forest land with a par- 
tial interspersion of agriculture. Prairie 
chicken and sharp-tail grouse are the species 
which thrive best on prairie or brush land 
with a partial interspersion of agriculture. 
Sage grouse, and the western deer, also be- 
long in Class II, in that they tolerate some 
civilization, even though wilderness condi- 
tions probably suited them best. Black bear 
are Class II except in rare cases of conflict 
with certain special kinds of livestock or 
farming. Southwestern quails are clearly 
in Class II. 

None of these species require the exclusion 
of farming or conservative grazing, but the 
arid-land species are badly injured by over- 
grazing. 

The forest species undoubtedly will be 
found to thrive better on lands under the 
forestry than they did in virgin timber, or 
than they do now on devastated cutovers. 
Foresters, however, should be asked to make 
some concessions in their silvicultural prac- 
tice, such as breaking up plantations and the 
other age-class, units into smaller blocks, 
leaving cedar swamps for deer, etc. The 
exact nature of these provisions for forest 
game remain to be worked out by research. 

Forest and range game occurs on lands of 
sufficiently low value to allow of public own- 
ership on a large scale. Such ownership, 
however, will normally be for forestry or 
range purposes, with game as a by-product. 

On the other hand, the greater part of 
the existing forest. and range lands are now 
and will doubtless continue in private own- 
ership. 

Their relatively low per acre yield of eco- 
nomic products makes game management a 
particularly valuable means of obtaining 
supplementary revenues for meeting the 
principal obstacle to their conservative use; 
namely, revenue to meet carrying charges. 
The game revenue starts as soon as game 
management starts, and will frequently 
carry the cost of fire protection and part of 
the taxes. This is true of quail in Southern 
pine cutovers, for instance. It should be true 
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in our Northern timber states where the 
number of irresponsible hunters may soon 
become too great a risk to be further toler- 
ated by timber owners. 

The foregoing needs call for: 

1. The large scale extension of national 
forests (by purchase under the McNary- 
Woodruff Bill) in the forest regions not yet 
provided with them, and the practice of 
game management on all national forests for 
their use as public shooting grounds. 

2. The large scale extension of state for- 
ests in each state, and the practice of game 
management thereon for their use as public 
shooting grounds. 

3. The large scale extension of county and 
municipal forests and the practice of game 
management thereon for their use as public 
shooting grounds. 

4. Regulation of the overgrazed state and 
unreserved national ranges in the West, and 
the practice of game management thereon 
for their use as public shooting grounds. 

5. Research to find out how to dovetail 
game management with forestry and range 
management in each region. 

Federal research on Class II game is 
authorized under the McSweeney-McNary 
bill, but appropriations so far are inadequate. ” 

State research on Class II game is thus 
far dormant in most states. 

Ill. Wilderness game. This class includes 
native species, all of high sporting, scientific, 
and aesthetic value, which thrive only under 
wilderness or semi-wilderness conditions. 

Elk and buffalo are in this class because 
they often damage farms or compete with 
livestock. 

Grizzly bear, moose, caribou and mountain 
sheep are in this class because they usually 
fail to thrive in contact with settlement. 

Antelope are placed in this class because 
any grazing at all has usually meant over- 
grazing and also exposure to livestock dis- 
eases. Antelope might fit in Class II if 
ranges were \conservatively used by live- 
stock. 

Mountain goats are in this class because 
they require an environment which is auto- 
matically wilderness. 
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All Class III game, like other game, will 
stand hunting where the environment is 
ample and favorable. Their environment, 
however, has been increasingly unfavorable, 
for the reason that it has consisted of the 
accidental remnants of wilderness not yet 
appropriated for economic activities. Even 
in the National Parks, the natural strong- 
holds of Class III game, it is not always 
thrifty, by reason of lack of winter range, 
and by reason of diseases or other causes 
awaiting discovery through research. 

The salient idea bearing on the future of 
Class III game is the so-called “Wilderness 
Idea,” which postulates that wilderness rem- 
nants need not be accidental and temporary, 
but may be purposeful and permanent; that 
the recreational value of the remaining 
wilderness is far greater than its economic 
value; that it should therefore be acquired 
by the federal government or by the states, 
and permanently dedicated to those special 
forms of outdoor recreation requiring the 
wilderness environment. Such a dedication 
means primarily the exclusion of motor 
roads. A few wilderness areas have been 
officially established in National Forests and 
Parks, and these should be rapidly extended. 

There is an inevitable tendency for such 
wilderness areas to shrink, even after they 
are officially set aside. They can never ex- 
pand, hence the system should be large and 
well-distributed, and should look to the 
future as well as the present need. 

The wilderness idea tends to defeat itself 
if the administrative agencies (the Forest 
Service and Park Service )are compelled by 
local pressure or otherwise to unduly adver- 
tise the areas they have set aside for wilder- 
ness purposes. 

The foregoing conditions affecting Class 
III game, boiled down to a program, call for: 

1. A vigorous expansion of life-history re- 
search on wilderness, species, under the 
McSweeney bill, or otherwise. 

2. Acquisition of winter range to balance 
the summer range. 

3. A. more ample system of wilderness 
areas, to be established by both the Park 
Service and the Forest Service, and more 
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intelligent support for that system by those 
conservationists who have a national, rather 
than local point of view. The “booster spirit” 
and the “wilderness idea” are incompatible 
and mutually exclusive propositions. 

IV. Migratory game. This class includes 
all of the waterfowl and shorebirds. Migra- 
tory game uses lands and waters varying 
from very low to very high economic value, 
but it tolerates great concentration, especial- 
ly during migrations, thus making public 
ownership of key lands feasible. Its ex- 
ceptional mobility, combined with its toler- 
ance of concentration, enables it, more than 
any other class of game, to benefit from a 
proper system of refuges or sanctuaries. 

The management measures most needed 
are the public acquisition of habitats threat- 
ened with drainage, the establishment of a 
continental system of public and private 
refuges, and a more adequate program of 
fact finding. 

The inroads of drainage are, we hope, well 
enough known to require no repetition here. 
The remedies are: (1) public acquisition and 
improvement of the more valuable remain- 
ing marsh lands. (2) requiring new drain- 
age projects to pass rigid inspection by com- 
petent public officials. (3) creating new 
marshes on cheap lands at both public and 
private initiative. (4) legal provision for 
breaking up too great concentration of birds 
on areas where disease appears. 

The newly passed Norbeck-Andresen bill is 
a start in this direction, but only a start, 
since it does not set up a program for state, 
county, municipal, and private action. Fed- 
eral action cannot do much more than set up 
at strategic points a few samples of what 
states, counties, municipalities, corporations, 
clubs, and private landowners should under- 
take throughout the continent. 

The slow spread of refuges as a means of 
improving duck-club holdings is especially 
notable. It is submitted that if waterfowl 
clubs do not of their own volition set aside 
refuges in their own interest, the public in- 
terest may soon demand that they be put 
under state regulation and forced to do so, 
under pain of closure. 
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It should not be forgotten that while our 
knowledge of waterfowl has outstripped our 
program for applying it, it still lags far be- 
hind our visible need. There is visible need, 
for instance, to know the cause or causes of 
duck sickness, with its recurrent toll of mil- 
lions of birds. One remedy—fresh water— 
has been discovered but the cause of the 
disease and the reason why fresh water cures 
it, is still unknown. Uncovering the cause 
might readily disclose additional remedies. 

There is pressing need to know more about 
why one breeding or feeding ground is ac- 
ceptable to fowl and others are not. Uncov- 
ering the cause is the way to put all remain- 
ing ground to work. 

There is pressing need to know more about 
the status, not only of the migratory game 
crop as a whole, but of each constituent 
species. We heartily endorse the migratory 
bird census being conducted by the biologi- 
cal survey. We believe, however, that no 
action which would increase the supply need 
await the final verdict of whether waterfowl 
are decreasing, stationery, or increasing. 
Even if they are found to be increasing 
(which seems unlikely) there is need for 
still further increase to meet the needs of 
our increasing human population. In short, 
the objective should be not merely to main- 
tain, but aggressively to enlarge our annual 
crop of migratory birds and the available 
area of marshlands suitable for their use. 
There is not the slightest danger of too many 
birds. The public could much better afford 
to pay cash for occasional crop damage on 
concentration areas, than to risk a decline 
in productivity of the whole national water- 
fowl resource. 

These needs, boiled down, call for: 

a. A vast expansion of public migratory 
bird refuges, especially by states, counties, 
and municipalities. 

b. A vast expansion of fact finding. State 
and local research institutions should con- 
tribute more to this work under the leader- 
ship of the Biological Survey. 

c. A vast expansion of educational work 
to spread the Jack Miner refuge idea to suit- 
able private lands. 
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d. A change of emphasis in the objective 
of the national migratory bird program. The 
cbjective should be not merely to maintain, 
but to increase the resource and its annual 
crcp. 

é. Investigation of shooting equipment 
and practices which may be unduly destruc- 
tive. Quantitative evidence comparing the 
effects of various equipments and practices 
would go far toward crystallizing opinion on 
the many moot questions here involved, 

C. PROGRAM OF ACTION 

If this analysis of the problem is correct, 
the following defects are common to the 
whole game program as it exists today: 

1. The program is on too small a scale, It 
is not commensurate with the needs of our 
existing population, much less with the con- 
stant increase in both population and leisure 
time. It still bears. the imprint of pioneer 
times, when outdoor recreation was regarded 
as a form of idleness. 

2. Its leadership has a wrong conception 
of the fundamental thing to be done, es- 
pecially for Class I and II game. Game laws 
and game funds are regarded as a means of 
creating a game crop on farms, rather than 
a means of creating incentives to raise one. 
The way for the public to get a crop of farm 
game is not to try and raise one itself, but 
to show the farmer how, and make it profit- 
able for him. 

3. Its technique is faulty. Too much 
emphasis is placed on replanting game, and 
not enough on creating environments where 
constant replanting is unnecessary. We have 
still to learn the fundamental fact that in 
a favorable environment any wild species 
raises itself. 

4. Its stock of facts is inadequate. Re- 
search must keep ahead, not lag behind, the 
need for facts. Game yields can be greatly 
increased, and the costs and risks of game 
management decreased, by more research. 

What concrete measures are indicated by 
these faults? 

a. Trained leaders. The first requirement 
in any undertaking is leadership. Defects 
of the kind above listed will be over- 
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come, not so much by writing new programs 
as by training new minds. The present man- 
power of the game conservation movement 
is almost wholly self-trained and accidental. 
The administrative man-power is without 
science, and the scientific man-power is with- 
out experience in management or adminis- 
tration. Moreover, the supply of man-power 
is short, as evidenced by the large number 
of men without either science or experience 
holding responsible administrative positions. 

The quickest way to meet this dearth of 
trained leaders is to take selected men who 
have already received thorough training in 
natural science, and offer them additional 
training in applying their science to the man- 
agement of game. All of the industries 
affected by the game supply have an oppor- 
tunity to benefit themselves, and also the 
public, by financing research fellowships to 
make such additional training possible. The 
financing of such fellowships also offers a 
fundamentally sound way for wealthy pri- 
vate citizens to advance the game conserva- 
tion movement. 

b. Trained workers. Vocational training 
to produce good field workers is almost as 
necessary as scientific and technical training 
to produce leaders for research and admin- 
istration. This training should be equivalent 
to the “short courses” already developed in 
many universities for forest rangers and 
farmers. In addition there should be train- 
ing camps to stimulate the development of 
field men already in service. 

The financing and organization of train- 
ing camps and short courses in game man- 
agement should be undertaken by the state 
conservation departments and universities, 
with the technical guidance of the United 
States Biological Survey. As in all other 
vocational training, the instruction must be 
visual and concrete, rather than abstract 
and theoretical. 

c. Fact-finding. Much of the necessary 
fact finding can be accomplished in the pro- 
cess of training leaders through the medium 
of research fellowships as already described 
under (a). To be fully effective, however, 
the research program of the several state 
universities and agricultural colleges must 
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have ‘both national leadership and local co- 
operation. 

National leadership in game research is 
the natural function of the United States 
Department of Agriculture, especially its 
Bureau of Biological Survey. The immedi- 
ate need is for the large scale expansion of 
the Department’s game research appropria- 
tions, especially under the McSweeney- 
McNary law and the Norbeck-Andresen law. 
The anti-federal bias which accounts in part 
for the excessive difficulty of financing these 
measures in the past might be dispelled if 
it were pointed out that they are really ways 
to stimulate local activity, rather than more 
extensions of federal activity. 

By local cooperation is meant the system- 
atic collection of useful statistics and obser- 
vations by state conservation departments 
and by individual sportsmen and hunting 
clubs. 

d. Public education. The public clearly 
desires game conservation. The next step is 
to create a better public understanding of 
how it is to be accomplished. The public at 
large knows of only one way: restrictive 
legislation. Restrictive legislation was the 
natural and proper means of prolonging of 
the life of virgin game supply and of the 
accidental crops which followed the era of 
crude agriculture. Restrictive legislation 
alone, however, is not a way to awaken the 
private initiative now required by Class I 
and II game, nor is it a substitute for the 
public initiative required by Class III and 
IV game. Three ideas must now be firmly 
planted in the public mind: (1) That the 
basic thing the public can do for Class I and 
II game is to encourage the land-owner to 
raise it and profit by it; (2) That the basic 
thing the public can do for Class III and IV 
game is to buy land and practice game man- 
agement on it; (3) That for all classes of 
game the public must undertake fact finding. 

Much machinery lies ready at hand for the 
execution of this educational program. The 
enormous and powerful existing machinery 
for agricultural extension, for instance, has 
so far not been employed. This includes not 
only the agricultural high schools and the 
County Agent system, but also the Farm 
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Press. These agencies, being already geared 
up to the agricultural colleges can effectively 
disseminate the facts discovered by the col- 
leges through the proposed game research 
fellowships. 

The sporting magazines and conservation 
associations are the natural agencies for un- 
dertaking the education of the sportsmen 
themselves. They must particularly serve to 
break down the fallacy of free shooting of 
Class I and II game on private farm lands, 
a task which they so far have been reluctant 
to undertake. 

e. Organization of Conservation Depart- 
ments. Creating a profession of game man- 
agement, developing a technique for its use, 
and developing public backing and national 
leadership for its efforts are all of little avail 
unless the several states so organize their 
conservation departments as to make them 
capable of using such facilities. The mini- 
mum requirements of a properly organized 
state conservation department are believed 
to be: 

(1) Sufficient freedom from political over- 
turns and high enough salaries to compete 
with federal bureaus and universities for the 
services of the ablest technically trained 
executives and research experts. 

(2) Sufficient freedom from political in- 
fluence to entrust the department with full 
power to lay down its own policies and full 
regulatory powers in matters of open and 
closed seasons, landbuying, operation of 
landed properties, and other acts necessary 
to put those policies into effect. ? 

(3) Sufficient freedom from political over- 
turns to allow of following a given policy 
through at least a decade. 

(4) Close coordination between game, for- 
estry and agriculture in research, adminis- 
trative, and educational work. 

No particular form of organization meets 
these requirements in and of itself. 

The mental attitude of the public, the 
governor, and the legislature counts for more 
than the form of the organization. Never- 
theless, given the right mental attitude, 
there is such a thing as a best form for a 
state conservation department. 
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The form which seems to be working best 

is essentially that long since adopted by in- 

dustrial enterprises. It has two essential 

parts: (1) a policy-making body; (2) a chief 

executive appointed by and responsible to 

the policy-making body. 
The policy-making body (called in indus- 

try the Board of Directors) is usually called 

the Commission. It is essential that its mem- 

bers serve without pay (so that job-hunters 

will not seek employment) and that they be 
appointed by the governor for staggered or 
overlapping terms (so as to avoid sudden 

reversals of policy). Jt is vital that they 
appoint their own chief executive officer. (If 

this vital point is compromised, the whole 

idea breaks down.) 
The chief executive officer should direct 

and be responsible to the commission for all 
the work of the department, including the 
selection of the personnel. Ideally he should 
be a technical man, with administrative 
ability, but if this is not possible he should 
at least be inclined to use technical men to 
head up the various lines of technical work. 
Present educational methods do not produce 
many men combining technical and adminis- 
trative ability, but the proportion can be in- 

creased. 
If forestry, game, and fish are set up as 

coordinate departments under the single 
chief executive officer, it tends to assure co- 
ordination. The executive may in such cases 
be called Director of Conservation. 

It is idle to expect efficiency, even from a 
soundly organized department, unless the 
salary scale is comparable to that of an in- . 
dustrial enterprise of like magnitude. 

All regulatory powers should be vested in 
the commission. All executive responsibility 
should lie with the Director. The most fre- 
quent cause of failure in the Commission- 
Director form of organization is for the com- 
mission to let political interests dictate the 
selection of a director and his personnel, and 
then to attempt to offset his deficiences by 
themselves meddling in executive detail. 

The conservation department should look 
to the State University or Agricultural Col- 
lege or Scientific Societies (including medical 
centers) to do its game research. These in- 
stitutions are not yet contributing to the 
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stock of usable facts about game, because 

they have seldom been asked to do so. A 

conservation department should not build up 

its own research staff because its state uni- 

versity is not immediately able to plunge 

effectively into fact finding work. The uni- 

versity should be given time to learn how to 

discharge its functions as a game fact-find- 

ing agency. 
The conservation department should look 

to the sportsmen’s organizations and other 

public bodies for criticism of its policies, 

legislative backing, and cooperation in public 

educational moves. The sportsmen should 

organize small, compact groups for this pur- 

pose. 
f. Finance. A dollar or two a year may 

have sufficed as the average sportsmen’s 

contribution to the job of policing the rem- 

nants of the virgin game supply, but it is 

unthinkable that the present job of creating 
an entirely new mechanism of game produc- 

tion can be accomplished on such a slender 
means. Game licenses must either be pushed 
upward as rapidly as our conservation de- 

partments can qualify themselves to expend 

the additional funds, or some additional 
means for collecting revenue be devised. A 

head tax on game killed, enforced through 
a tag system, is successfully operating on 
big game in some states, and might be ex- 
tended to small game. It might help meet 
the situation without a general raise in 
license rates. 

No license system, however, can carry the 
whole load laid out in this program. Federal 
and state treasuries should contribute to 
game, rather than vice versa, as is still the 
case in some states. Moreover, it seems fair 
that small game fees, in addition to the usual 

license, should ultimately be charged against 
those who use special public game lands, in 

order to help defray the costs of their acqui- 

sition and management. 

D. SALIENT POINTS OF AN AMERICAN 

GAME SYSTEM 

In the evolution of the American game 
system, there is a tendency for some sports- 
men to confuse the system toward which we 
are drifting with the European system. The 

American system forcasted in this document 
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differs from the European in several essen- 
tial respects. 

In Europe production incentive for private 
lands is based on outright private ownership 
of game. The game itself is commercialized, 
and hence there are no bag limits, few re- 
strictions as to season, and none as to sale 
of meat. 

In America sale of the shooting privilege, 
rather than sale of the game, should be the 
basic incentive for bringing about game pro- 
duction on private lands. This, potentially, 
provides sufficient motive for getting action, 
without carrying with it the abuses incident 
to open markets and unlimited bags. 

In America public ownership should be the 
basic method of bringing about game pyro- 
duction on non-farm lands. The system of 
public refuges, shooting grounds, preserves, 
forests, and parks now being built up in 
America has no counterpart in Europe. Class 
III game in Europe was conserved mostly on 
feudal estates. Now that these are breaking 
up, there is danger that European Class IIT 
game may disappear. 

The potential American system ought to 
be just as effective as the European in get- 
ting large scale production, and at the same 
time more desirable from the ethical, aes- 
thetic, and social points of view. 
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Signed by: 

Aldo Leopold, Head of American Game Survey 

Paul G. Redington, Chief of U. S. Biological Survey 

John B. Burnham, Director American Game Pro- 
tective Association 

Seth E. Gordon, Director of Conservation, Izaak 
3 Walton League of America 

George A. Lawyer, Managing Director, New York 
Development Association 

A. W. Robertson, Chairman Virginia Board of Game 
and Inland Fisheries 

J. B. Royall, former Game and Fish Commissioner of 
Florida 

Carlos Avery, President, American Game Protective 
Association 

Dr. Fred R. Pettit, Conservationist, New Mexico 

S. F. Rathbun, Supervisor of Game and Fish, Wash- 
ington 

I, Zellarbach, President, Division of Fish and Game, 
California 

Dr. John C. Philips, President, Massachusetts State 
Sportsmen’s Association
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See Four-Point program of the Michigan 

Division, Izaak Walton League of America, 

entitled: “Michigan’s Game and Hunting 

Situation.” Copy will be mailed on request.
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February 15, 1930 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Sommi tree on Wild Life Conservation Policy: 

Paul 6. Redington 
Join 3. Burnhem 
Seth Gordon j 
Geo, A. lawyer 
Ae Willis Robertson 
a. B. Royall 
Carlos Avery 
J. B. Havicin 

- ~ Re Fred Pettit 
&. P, Rathbun 
I. Zellerbach | 
Yoknw C Pape 

Gentlemens 

The purpose of this letter is to mamarisze the action 

of the Game Conference on our report, and to lay plane for 1930, 

Agtion of Game Conference 

GSomoittee Meeting. The Comittee met at luncheon on December 2, 

the opening day of the conference. It decided to mare some minor 

changes, whieh will appear in the next dreft of the report, and are 

included in the draft published in the current "aseriean Game." 

Mr. Harkin galled attention to the fact that the report 

Comments explicitly on matters of United States government pol icy, 

end for that reason Canadian government officials coald uct with prop- 

riety sign it, even though they wore in sympathy with it. This explains 

why the Canadian members of the Committee heve not signed. 

It was decided not to recomend the final adoption of the 

repert by the 1929 Conference, tut to recoumend ite publication as a 

basie for discussion, with a view to final adoption in 1930. The
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Committee is continued, with certain additional members (to be nawed 

by the officers of the Gane Conference) whieh Mr. Avery will shortly : 

announce, 

Gordon and Adams Fenere. Freliminary to the presentation of the report, ‘ 

an interesting debate took place between Seth Gordon and 4. C. Adams on 

“fhe American System of Shooting.’ The text will be available to you in 

; the proceedings of the Conference. ‘Thia served to lay on the toble many 

wnsolved questions which confront the comeittes, 

Presentation of the Report. The report wae rend by the ehoirman with no 

‘explanatory coment exeept the followings mt 

. (1) That the vortous eriticions of the present order of things 
were not intended to be personal. 

- (2) Me audience was requested, in considering the recommenda. 

tione on peid shooting, to grasp the dictinetion thet these recamnendae 

tiong applied only to certain clagses of gow on certain classes of land; 

thet for non-farm gone an opposite policy, calling for larze-sesle public 

land ownership end public shooting grounds, we recommended, 

The crowded program prevented discussion, but the atfitude of the 

Conference ae 2 whole seemed not unfriendly. 

Commitee Sione for 1930. 

Stetus Qug. The report os presented st the conferenee appears in the 

current “Americen Game." The first move is obviously for the new members 

of the Comittee te go over it end let me know in the event the docunent 

ag it etende is not sccepteble to them ae a basis for futher discussion, 

T propose that the shart fom, sr to-colled Document 8, be dropped.
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It is elenrly the prevailing sentiment thet it does net allow of sufficient 

@zplenation of the various findings to make them cleer, 

Specific Questions to be Threshed Ous. I suggest that the important thing 
us 

which now confronte/is notthe fora of the present document. This can be 

changed at will. What now confronts us is: (1) thether we are on solid 

ground in advocating the various departures end new ideas, (2) Whether in 

advocating them we have omitted considerntion of any corollary propositions 

which should be added, (3) Whether any of the recommendations ean safely be 

made more specific, end assigned to sowe agency to work out, (4) whether any 

of the recommendations are merely things which would be nies, but which are 

impracticable of actual execution. For instances 

Page 
Question No, (Wov.26 Draft) Sugstion . 

1 3 Te it true thet "control of the hunting fector 
is already well developed as fear ag legige 
lation can do it"? Yor instance: Ie it 
precticable to require applicants for licenses 
to pass a fitness test? Should we advocate 
such o test? 

4 Is it true thot “additional voluntary regulation 
(of hunting in fern geome) will tend to follew 
ae a matter of self-interest, once the farmer 
haa been induced to invest land or effort - « 
in a geme crop”? To put it another way: will 
the landowner refrain from overshooting mane 
aged gane? 

2 5 Ie it true that "If enough farmers can be ine 
: duced to produce game, the price of hunting 

privileges will tend to remain reasonable?” 

3 6 Michigen Senate Bill 344 (Shooting Preserve 
Statute). Is it woricing in Michigan? Gan the 
principle be extended to other species and 
other states? What abuses accompany It? Is 
it tailding Incentive which was not there 
before?
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Page 
Question No, (Nov.26 Dreft) Question 

4 6 "The Protectionist - - whose rights and 
opinions must be taken into account. 
Dees this report contain any recommendations 
clearly in contravention of the protection- 
ists’ interest or viewpoint? If so, what 
reasonable move would promote mutual under- 
atanding, or, if possible, agreement? 

5 8 Public Forests & Shooting Grounds. Does the 
Committee really urge more national, state, 
county, and municipal foreste? Has anybody 

r any doubt about the feasibility of practicing 
geme management on them, 1.e. making them 
pablic shooting grounds? Yor what kinds of 
game will public shooting grounds work? Not 
work? 

6 8 Unreserved National Ranges. Since this report 
was first written, the Secretary of the 

Interior has proposed ceding the surface 
title to the states. Does the Committee want 
to take a stand on this? If favoring cession 

. to the states, what is the assurance of game 
manegement, protection from overgrazing, ete? 

. If not favoring cession, what is to be done? 

7 g MeSweeney-Nellary Bill. Does the Committee 
went to elaborate this? 

8 9-10 Vildemess Areas "to be acquired by the federal 
government and the states." Are any state 
conservation departments sufficiently stable 

te aequire and administer wilderness areas? 
: If so, why hasn't some state tried it? or 

is this theoretically "nice" but practically 
impossible? Is the federal wilderness 
program adequate? Shall this whole project 
be elaborated? 

9 10 "Inroade of Drainage." Is remedy No.4 important? 
Is there a fifth remedy: preferential taxation 
of marshes along the same principle as farm 
woodlote? How else can we ease the economic 
pressure whieh forces the landowner to drain? 

Ave remedies 1-3 adequate without easing thie 
pressure on private marshes? Is fur-farming 
@ partial answer? Should it be mentioned? 

10 il Waterfowl Refuge Programs. Who is to correlate 
the proposed national, state, County, mmicipel
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Pege 

Question No. {iov.26 Draft) Susstion 
and private refuges? Toean't “system 
imply # working plan to begin with? the 
ig to draw it? Has he the skill and 
funds te do it? 

11 11 Forcing Clubs to Install Refuges. Is the 
Comaittee rendy to stand behind this? Ie 
it legally practicable? Why haan't some 
state done it? 

12 1 "Investigation of shooting equipment ond prac- 
tices." Is this understood? Do we stand 
vehind 1t? Ie 1t practicable to gather 
evidence of the relative destructiveness 
(ineluding ecripyles) of various equipment 
and practices? Who should do it? 

7 13 15 Collection of statistics, Should we urge that 
somebody (say the U,9.3.5. or a committee 
of the Game Conference) specify what these 
statistics are? : 

14 16 Sporting Megasines. Can we really expect that 
commercial magazines will advocate such an 
uspopalar move as paying the famer? If not, 
whose job ie it? 

15 16 Organigetion of Conservation popartxents; 
Coordination with Forestry. Shall we mentioz 
the fact that foresters are usually unwilling 
to merge the estate forestry departmente 
with game depertments? Why? Should the 
Gome Conference get in touch with the Society 
of American Foresters on this? 

16 17 Porn of Orgonization of Conservation Departments 
Should there be a “service bureau" to advise 
states which are trying to "clean house"? 
Who should run it? Is the legielative advices 
obteinable from the Biological Survey adequat 

Basie Insues to he Threshed uk, ‘These 16 specific questions, and « hundred 

more Like them, ean all be resolved into three basic lesues: 

I. If we pay the farmer for the shooting privilege, doee it 

farmmieh him with a sufficient incentive to practice geme 

management?
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II. Is it practicable, through the Michigan plan or otherwise, 

to distinguish vetween managed and wmaanaged lands in 

setting open seasons and limits on uplend game? (If not, — 

question I may heave to be answered in the negative, for some 

kinds of game in some states). 

III, Are we ready to buy land end give our geome officials funds, 

authority, and responsibility to manage it on a big scale? 

These are the really debatable proposals. All the others, includ- 

ing the use of science to increase yields and reduce costs, are absolutely 

practicable, and only a question of time. The basic issue is one of 

physchology and politics, We ¢sn control nature, if the American citizen 

will let us. 

Somaittes Moot ings. It is propaed that the Committee hold a meeting in 

conjunction with the Isaak Walton League Convention in Chicago, April 23-26. 

A e@¢ond meeting is proposed in connection with the Intemational 

Association of Game and Fish Gomaissioners at Toronto, Aug. 25-26. 

Will you please let me know by April 1: 

(a) Whether you will probably attend the April meeting? 

(») On which of the three basic issues, if any, you are 

in doubt? 

(e) Which of the 16 specific questions you consider warrant 

further investigation by this Committee? 

(a) On which of the 16 questions you are prepsred to subait 

evidence, or reyort results of further study, either verbally 

at the Chicage meeting, or by letter to be read at the 

Chicago meet ing? crt
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: Let me hear from you by April 1, and send copies of your 

Correspondence to such other selected members of the Committee as you 

think are particularly interested in what you say, including Carlos 

Avery and Ross Leffler, as chairman of the Conference for 1930. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LHOPOLD 
Chairman
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whee ‘ (Rough Draft) 

Document (A) 

AN AMERICAN GAME POLICY J 

(A) Analysis of the Problem as a Whole 

Definition: This is a plan for stimlating the growing of wild game crops 

for recreational use. 

While this plan deals with game only, the actions necessary to 

produce a crop of game are in large part those which will also conserve other 

valuable forms of wild life. 

Classification of Game. American game is of four classes. Each class differs 

from the others in its characteristics, and hence in its requirements. 

Class I. Farm Game. Non-migratory species ia can be grown on farms, and 

therefore suitable for production at private initiative 

as a by-product of farming. 

Class II. Forest & Range Game. Non-migratory species compatible with forestry 

or livestock-growing, and therefore suitable for produc- 

tion at either private or public initiative as a by- 

product of managed forests and ranges. 

Clase III. Wilderness Game. Species harmful to or harmed by economic land uses, 

and therefore suitable for preservation only in special 

public game reservations, or in wilderness areas in 

National Forests and Parks. 

Class IV. Migratory Game. Migratory species which, in the course of their 

seasonal movements, always leave the land on which they 

ule



were raised. By virtue of this fect, private incentive and even 

state incentive for the conservation of migratory game is more or 

less weak or lacking. Migratory game can be raised on private 

lands, but requires special public regulation for its conservation 

and welfare. 

Classification of Tends; land Values and Game Yields. In order to foster the 

production of game, it is necessary to compare the game crop with the value of 

the land and the other crops to be grown upon it. 

The value of the lands for crops other than game is greatest in Class I, 

less in Class II, and still less in Class III. 

The potential per acre yield of game follows the same order, 

The ratio of the value of the potential game crop to the value of other 

crops, however, follows the reverse order. It is greatest in Class III ana 

least in Class I. 

It follows that Class I & II game must usuaily be a by-product rather 

than the primary crop of the land on which it grows. Cless III game may be a 

primary crop. 

Class IV game occupies land of slay divergent values that no general 

statement can be made. The potential per acre yield is very high. 

What Determines the Game Crop? The game crop is the resultant of: 

(1) The breeding habits of the species. 

(2) The environment in which it lives. 

Breeding habits are biologicaily fixed and cannot be changed. While 

they differ as between species, all species breed at a rate which would soon 

overpopulate any favorable environment. 

:



If there is any breeding stock at all, the one and only thing we can 

do to raise a crop of game is to make the environment more favorable. This is 

a mathematical axiom, and holds true for all classes of game at all times and 

places. It is the fundamental truth which the conservation movement must 

learn if it is to attain its objective. : 

The environment offered by game lands depends on 

(a) The Hunting Factor: who may enter the land to take game; when 

and how much? 

(bd) Other Factors: the condition of the environment with respect to 

food, cover, predators, disease, and parasites. 

The Meat of the Problem. The outstanding present problem is to secure the- 

control of food, cover, predators, disease, and parasites as a means of pro- 

ducing more adequate game crops. These may be called environmental controls. 

Control of the hunting factor is already well developed as far as 

legislation can do it, There are some notable exceptions, but broadly speak- 

ing, the present situation is that we have tried to restore game by the control 

of hunting alone. This has failed except where the other environmental factors 

have accidentally remained favorable. 

The present problem centers, therefore, on how to get environmental 

controls for each of the four classes of game. Environmental controls are the 

principal substance of game management, 

Three things are needful for the actual practice of game management: 

1. Facts. A sufficient stock of dependable knowledge of the life 

history of the species and its environmental relationships to 

enable management to be practiced at a reasonable cost, and 

; without undue risk of failure. 
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2. Incentiye. Some impelling reason for the practice of game manage~ 

ment. Fear of impending scarcity, coupled with a desire to study, 

admire, shoot, or eat game are valuable incentives, but do not of 

themselves impel action over large enough areas. To induce wide- 

spread production of game on private lands there must also be the 

incentive of profit to the landowner. 

3- Conoperation. A helpful attitude on the part of the commnity. 

In the following section, the status and needs of management are 

discussed for each of the four classes of game. 

(B) Analysis By Glasses of Game. 

I. Farm Game. This class includes those species which clearly thrive better 

on cultivated than wild land, such as Bob-White quail, cottontail rabbit, Hun- 

gerian partridge, and ringnecked pheasant. (Ruffed grouse, prairie chicken, 

and squirrels are nearer Class II in their characteristics). 

: Farm game occurs mostly on lands either high-priced or thickly settled, 

or both. Such lands are too expensive for large-scale public ownership, and 

even if the public owned large blocks it could hardly farm them. Hence game 

management, if it is to be practiced on a large scale, must be practiced either 

by the farmer himself, or by leasees of the shooting privilege. 

The management measures most needed are slight modifications of farm 

practice to provide coverand food, plus predator control. Regulation of hunting, 

in so far as this can be provided by legislation, is already well deveioped. 

Skillful provision of cover, feed, and predator control could probably 
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triple the total annual crop of farm game. To this end are needed: 

(1) more and better localized facts on just what to do and how to do it; (2) 

public encouragement for the farmer to sell the resultant shooting if he does 

not wish to utilize it himself. 

The first need calls for more game research in the agricultural 

colleges, the findings to be disseminated to farmers through the existing 

machinery for agricultural extension and education. 

The second need calis for a reversal 6f the present public attitude 

toward the posting of farms and lease: or sale of farm shooting privileges. 

Instead of trying to persuade the farmer not to post (which is futile and negative) 

the public ought to urge him to not stop at posting, but to also practice manage- 

ment and sell the privilege of hunting the excess game crop (this is practicable 

and positive). 

The ordinary hunter already burns up enough car mileage in his search 

for distant free shooting to pay some nearby farmer for raising a crop of game. 

"Raising game" by no means implies sole reliance on artificial propa~ 

gation. Chicken wire methods may be necessary on some farms to first establish 

a seed stock, but after that the cheapest and best management is the "natural" 

method of providing cover, feed, and protection. 

Where a farmerhas, by his own effort and skill, produced a crop of 

game, it is essential that he be allowed a reasonable open season in which to 

harvest it, otherwise his own enjoyment of the shooting, or its saleability to 

others, is needlessly injured, The excessively short open seasons now prevalent 

on many species are necessary only for competitive harvesting of accidental game 

croos, not for the orderly harvesting of crops produced by management. Future 

game laws, therefore, mst make a distinction between managed and unmanaged 

game lends, A practicable statute to allow regulated kill, undera special season, 
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on farms actually under management, has been recently passed in Michigan (Senate 

Bill 348) and deserves attention in other states, The Michigan plan contemplates 

the licensing and annual inspection of such farms by the state. If the inspection 

shows abuse, the license is suspended or revoked, 

Of course the Michigan plan is untninkable without a technically com 

petent State Game Department, free of political domination, to perform honest 

inspections. 

This may look like cold water for the American sportsman to jump into, 

but it is not as cold as the other two alternatives: 

(1) Outright adoption ot the European system for farm game, with all 

its abuses. 

(2) Eventual complete closure of open seasons on farm game. 

. Tne American farmer will insist on complete closure if the American 

sportsman does not find some remedy for the present situation, which is rapidly 

becoming intolerable to farmer, sportsman, and protectionist alike. 

II. Forest & Range Game, This class includes species which do not thrive 

on continuous blocks of cultivated land, but on the other hand do not require 

the opposite or wilderness condition. Whitetail deer, ruffed grouse, and 

wild turkey are the species which thrive best on forest land with a partial 

interspersion of agricuiture. Prairie chicken and sharptail grouse are the 

species which thrive best on prairie or brush land with a partial interspersion 

of agriculture. Sage grouse, the southwestern quails, and the western deer, also 

pelong to Class II. Black bear are Class II except in rare cases of conflict with 

certain special kinds of livestock or farming, 

None of these species require the exclusion of farming or conservative 

grazing, but the arid-land species are badly injured by overgrazing. 
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The forest species undoubtedly will be found to thrive better on lands 

under forestry than they did in virgin timber, or than they now do on devastated 

cutovers. Foresters, however, should be asked to make some concessions in their 

silvicultural practice, such as breaking up plantations and einer age-class units 

into smaller blocks, leaving cedar swamps for deer, etc. The exact nature of these 

provisions fér forest game remain to be worked out by research. 

Forest and range game occurs on lands of sufficiently low value to 

allow of public ownership on a large scale. Such ownership, however, wili nor- 

mally be for forestry or range purposes, with game as a by-product. 

On the other hand, the greater part of the existing forest and range 

lands are now and will doubtless continue in private ownership. Their relatively 

low per acre yield of economic products makes game management a particularly 

valuable means of obtaining supplementary revenues for meeting the principal ob- 

stacles to their conservative use: namely revenue to meet carrying charges. The 

game revenue starts as soon as game management starts, and will frequently carry 

the cost of fire protection and part of the taxes. This is true of quail in 

Southern Pine cutovers, for instance, 

The foregoing needs call for: 

1, The large scale extension of national forests (by purchase under 

the McNary-Woodruff Bill) in the forest regions not yet provided with them, and 

the practice of game management on all national forests for their use as public 

shooting grounds. 

2. The large scale extension of state forests in each state, and 

the practice of game management thereon for their use as public shooting grounds. 

3. The large scale extension of county and municipal forests and 

the practice of game management thereon for their use as public shooting grounds. 

4. Regulation of the overgrazed state and national ranges in the West, 

and the practice of game management thereon for their use as public shooting 
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grounds. 

5. Research to find out how to dovetail game management with forestry 

and range management in each region. 

Federal research on Class II game is authorized under the McSweeney- 

McNary bili, but appropriation so far are inadequate, 

State research on Class II game is thus far dormant in most states. 

III. Wilderness Game. This class includes native species, all of high sporting, 

scientific, and aesthetic value, which thrive only under wilderness or semi- 

wilderness conditions. ; 

Elk and buffalo are in this class because they often damage farms 

or livestock, 

Grizzly bear, moose, and mountain sheep are in this class because 

they usually fail to thrive in contact with settlement. 

Antelope are so far in this class because any grazing at all has 

usually meant overgra zing and also exposure to livestock diseases, Antelope 

might fit in Class II ranges conservatively used by stock. 

Mountain goats are in this class because they require an environment 

which is automatically wilderness, 

All Class III game, like other game, will stand hunting where the 

environment is ample and favorable. Their environment, however, has been in- 

creasingly tmfavorable, for the reason that it has consisted of the accidental 

remnants of wilderness not yet appropriated for economic activities. Even in 

the National Parks, the natural stronghold of Class III game, it is not always 

thrifty, by reason of lack of winter range, and by reason of diseases or other 

causes awaiting discovery through sesknbeh. 

The salient idea bearing on the future of Class III game is the so 
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called "Wilderness Idea," which postulates that wilderness remnants need not be 

accidental and temporary, but may be purposeful and permanent; that the recre- 

ational value of the remaining wilderness is usually far greater than its econ- 

omic value; that it should therefore be acquiréd by the federal government or 

py the states, and permanently dedicated to those special forms of outdoor 

recreation requiring a wilderness environment. Such a dedication means primarily 

the exclusion of motor roads. A few wilderness areas have been officially es- 

tablished in National Forests and Parks. 

There is an inevitable tendency for such wilderness areas to shrink, 

even after they are officially set aside. They can never expand, hence the sy 

stem sHould be large and well-distributed, and should look to the future as 

well as the present need, 

The wilderness idea tends to defeat itself if the administrative agencies 

(the Forest Service and Park Service) are compelled by local pressure or other- 

wise to unduly advertise the areas they have set aside for wilderness purposes. 

The foregoing conditions affecting Class III game, boiled dow to a 

program, call for: 

1. A vigorous expansion of life-history vednenek on wilderness species, 

under the McSweeney bill, or otherwise. 

2. Acquisition of winter range to belance the summer range. 

3. A more ample system of wilderness areas, to be established by both 

the Park Service and the Forest Service, and more intelligent support for that 

system by conservetionists who have a national, rather than local, point of view. 

The "booster spirit" and the "wilderness idea" are incompatible and mutually ex- 

clusive propositions. 

IV. Migratory Game. This class includes.ali of the waterfowl and shorebirds. 

Migratory game uses lands varying from very low to very high economic value, but 
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it toleretes great concentration, especially during migrations, thus making 

public ownership of key lands feasible. Its exceptional mobility, combined 

with its tolerance of concentration, enables it, more than any other class of 

game, to benefit from a proper system of refuges or sanctuaries. 

The management measures most needed are the public acquisition of 

habitats threatened with drainage, the establishment of a continental system 

of public and private refuges, and a more adequate program of fact finding. 

The inroads of drainage are, we hope, well enough known to require 

no repetition here. The remedies are; (1) public acquisition and improvement 

of the more valuable remaining marshlands. (2) requiring new drainage projects 

to pass rigid inspection by competent public officials. (3) creating new marshes 

on cheap lands at both public and private initiative. 

The newly passed Morbeck-dndreson bill isa start in this directinn, 

but only a start, since it does not set up a program for state, county, municipal, 

and private action. Federal action cannot do anything more than to set up at 

strategic points a few samples of what states, counties, municipalities, corpor- 

ations, clubs, and private landowners should undertake throughout the continent. 

The slow spread of refuges as a means of improving duck-club holdings 

is especially notable. It is submitted that if waterfowl clubs do not of their 

own volition set aside refuges in their own interest, the public interest may 

soon demand that they be put under state regulation and forced to do so, under 

pain of closure, 

It should not be forgotten that while our knowledge of waterfowl has 

outstripped our program for applying it, it still lags far behind out visible 

need, There is visible need, for instance, to know the cause of duck sickness, 

with its recurrent toll of millions of birds. One remedy--fresh water--has been 

discovered, but the cause of the disease afid the reason why fresh water cures it, 
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is still unknown. Uncovering the cause might readily disclose additional 

remedies. 

There is pressing need to know more about why one breeding or 

. feeding ground is acceptable to fowl andother are not. Uncovering the cause 

is the way to put all remaining ground to work, 

There is a pressing need to know more about the status, not only of 

the migratory game crop as a whole, but of eacn constituent species, We 

heartily endorse the migratory bird census being conducted by the Biological 

Survey. We believe, however, that no single item of the conservation program 

need await the final verdict of whether waterfowl are decreasing, stationery, 

or increasing. Even if they are found to be increasing (which seems unlikely) 

there is need for stiil! furtner increase to meet the needs of our increasing 

human population. In short, the objective should be not merely to maintain, 

but aggressively to enlarge our annual crop of migratory birds and the avail- — 

able area of marshlands suitable for their use. There is not the slightest 

danger of too many birds. The public could much better afford to pay eash 

for occasional crop damage on concentration areas, than to risk a decline in 

productivity of the whole national waterfowl resource, 

These needs, boiled down, call for: 

(a) A vast expansion of public migratory bird refuges, especially 

by states, counties, and municipalities. 

(b) A vast expansion of fact finding. Under the leadership of the 

Biological Survey, state and local research institutions should contribute 

more to this work. 

(c) A vast expansion of educational work to spread the Jack Miner 

refuge idea to suitable private lands. 

; (a) A change of emphasis in the objective of the national migra- 

tory bird. program. The objective should be not merely to maintain, but to 
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increase the resource and its annual crop, 

(c) Program of Action. 

If this analysis of the problem is correct, the following defects 

are common to the whole game program as it exists today: 

1. The program is on too small a scale. It is not commensurate 

with the needs of our existing population, much less with the constant increase 

in both population and leisure time. It still bears the imprint of pioneer 

times, when outdoor recreation was regarded as a form of idteness. 

2. Its leadership has a wrong conception of the fundamental thing to 

pe done, especially for Class I and II game. Game laws and game funds are re- 

garded as means of creating a game crop of farms, ratner than means of creat ing 

incentives to raise one, The way for the public to get a crop of farm game is 

nob te try to raise one itself, but to snow the farmer how, and make it profit- 

able for him, 

: 3. Its technique is faulty. Too much emphasis is placed on replant- 

ing game, and not enough on creating environments where constant replanting is 

unnecessary. We have still to learn the fundamental fact that in a favorable 

environment any wild species raises itself. 

4, Its stock of facts is inadequate. Research must keep ahead, 

not lag behind, the need for facts. Game yields can be greatly increased, and 

the costs and risks of game management decreased, by more research, 

What concrete measures are indicated by these faults? 

(a) @Prained Leaders. The first requirement in any undertaking is 

leadership. Defects of the kind above listed will be overcome, not so mich 
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by writing new programs as by training new minds. The present man-power of the 

game conservation movement is almost wholly self-trained and accidental. The 

: administrative man-power is without science, and the scientific man-power is 

without experience in management or administration, Moreover, the supply of 

man-power is short, as evidenced by the large ‘number of men without either science 

or experience holding responsible administrative positions, 

The quickest way to meet this dearth of trained leaders is to take 

selected men who have already received thorough training in natural science, 

and offer them additional training in applying their science to the management 

of game. All of the industries affected by the game supply have an opportunity 

to benefit themselves, and also the public, by financing research fellowships 

to make such additional training possible. The financing of such fellowships 

also offers a fundamentally sound way for wealthy private citizens to advance 

the game conservation movement. 

(>) Mrained Workers. Vocational training to produce good field 

workers is almost as necessary as scientific and technical training to produce 

leaders for research and administration. This training should be equivalent to 

the "short courses" already developed in many universities for forest rangers 

and farmers. In addition there should be training camps to broaden the powers 

of field men already in service, 

The financing and organization of training camps and short courses 

in game management should be undertaken by the state conservation departments 

and universities, with the technical guidance of the U. 5. Biological Survey. 

As in all other vocational training, the instruction mst be visual and concrete, 

rather than abstract and theoretical. 

(c) Fect-Finding. Much of the necessary fact finding can be accomp- 

lished in the process of training leaders through the medium of research fellow- 

ships as already described under (a). To be fully effective, however, the ree 
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search program of the several state universities and agricultural colleges must 

have both national leadership and local co-operation. 

National leadership in rae research is the natural function of the 

U. S. Department of Agriculture, especially its Bureau of Biological Survey, 

The immediate need is for the large scale expansion of the Department's game re- 

search appropriations, especially under the McSweeney-McNary law and the Morbeck- 

Andreson law, The anti-federal bias which accounts in part for the excessive 

difficulty of financing these measures in the past might be dispelled if it 

were pointed out that they are really ways to stimulate local activity, rather 

than mere extensions of federal activity. 

By locel co-operation is meant the systematic collection of useful 

statistics and observations by state conservation departments and by individual 

sportsmen and hunting clubs. 

(4) Public Education. The public clearly desires game conservation, 

The next step is to create a better public understanding of how it is to be 

: accomplished. The public at large knows of only one way: restrictive legisle~ 

tion. Restrictive legislation was the natural and proper means of prolonging 

the life of virgin game supply and of the accidental crops which followed the 

era of crude agriculture, Restrictive legislation alone, however, is not a 

way to awaken the private initiative now required by Class I and II game, not is 

it a substitute for the public initiative required by Class III and IV game. 

Three ideas must now be firmly planted in the public mind: (1) Theat the 

basic thing the public can do for Class I and II game is to encourage the 

landowner to raise it and profit by it; (2) That the basic thing the public can 

do for Class III and IV game is to buy land and practice game management on it; 

(3) That for all classes of game the public must undertake fact finding. 

Much machinery lies ready at hand for the execution of this education- 
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al program. The enormous and powerful existing machinery for agricultural ex- 

tension, for instance, has so far not been employed. This includes not only 

* the agricultural high schools and the County Agent system, but also the Farm 

Press, These agencies, being already geared up to the agricultural colleges, can 

effectively disseminate the facts discovered by the colleges through the pro- 

posed game research fellowships. 

The sporting magazines and sportsman's associations are the natural 

agencies for undertaking the education of the sportsmen themseives. They must 

particularly serve to break down the ides. of free shooting of Class I and II 

game on private farm lands, a task which they so far have been reluctant to 

undertake, 

(e) Organization ot Conservation Departments. Creating a profession 

of game management, developing a technique for its use, and developing public 

backing and national leadership for its efforts are all of little avail unless 

the several states so organize their conservation departments as to make them 

capable ot using such facilities. The minimum requirements of a properly organ- 

ized state conservation department are believed to be: 

(1) Sufficient freedom from political overturns and high enovgh salartes 

to compete with federal bureaus and universities for the services of 

the ablest technically trained executives and research experts. _ 

(2) Sufficient freedom from political influence to entrust the department 

with full power to lay down its own policies and full regulatory powers 

in matters of minor legislation, land-buying, operation of landed prop. 

erties, and other acts necessary to put those policies into effect. 

(3) Sufficient freedom from political overturns to allow of following a 

given policy through at least a decade, 

(4) Close coordination between game, forestry, and agriculture in research 

administrative, and educational work, 
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No particular form of organization meets these requirements in and of 

itself. Tne mental attitude of the public, the governor, and the legislature 

counts for more than the form of organization. Nevertneless, given the right 

mental attitude, there is such a thing as a best form for a state conservation 

department. 

The form which seems to be working best is essentially that long since 

adopted by industrial enterprises. It has two essential parts: (1) a policy~ 

making body; (2) a chief executive appointed by and responsible to the policy- 

making body. 

The policy making body (called in industry the Board of Directors) is 

usually called the Commission. It is essential that its members serve without 

pay (so that job-hunters will not seek appointment) and that they be appointed 

by the governor for staggered or overlapping terms (so as to avoid sudden rever- 

sals of policy). It is vital that they appoint their own chief executive officer. 

: (If this vital point is compromised, the whole idea breaks down). 

The chief executive should direct and be responsible to the commission 

for all of the work of the department, including the selection of the personnel. 

Re should, if possible, be a technical man, but if this is not possible he should 

at least use technical men to head up the various lines of technical work. 

If forestry, game, and fish are set up as coordinate departments under 

the single chief executive, it tends to assure coordination. The executive may 

in such cases be called Director of Conservation. 

It is idle to expect efficiency, even from a soundly organized de- 

partment, unless the salary scale is comparable to that of an industrial enter- 

prise of like magnitude. 

All regulatory powers should be vested in the commission. All execu- 

_ tive responsibility should be with the Director. The most frequent cause of 
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failure in the Commission-Director form of organization is for the commission to 

tet political interests dictate the selection of a director, and then to attempt 

to offset his deficiencies by themselves meddling in executive detail. 

The conservation department should look to the State University or 

Agricultural College to do its game research. These institutions are not yet 

contfibuting to the stock of usable facts about game, because they have not yet 

been asked to do so. A conservation department should not build up its ow 

research staff because its state university is not immediately able to plunge 

effectively into fact-finding work. The university should be given time to learn 

how to discharge its function as a game fact-finding agency. 

The conservation department should look to the sportsmen's organizations 

and other public bodies for criticism of its policies, legislative backing, and 

co-operation in public educational moves, 

(f) Finance. A dollar or two a year may have sufficded as the 

average sportsman's contribution to the job of policing the remnants of the 

virgin game supply, but it is unthinkable that the present job of creating an 

entirely new mechanism of game production can be accomplished on such slender 

means. Game licenses must either be pushed upward as rapidly as our conservation 

departments can qualify themselves to expend the additional funds, or some addition- 

al means for collecting revenue be devised. If anybody could devise a way to tax 

each hunter in proportion to his kill, it might help meet the situation without 

a general raise in license rates, 

No license system, however, can carry the whole load laid out in this 

program, Federal and state treasuries should contribute to game, rather than 

vice versa, as is still the case in some states. Moreover, it seems fair that 

small additional charges should ult imately be made against those who use special 

public lands, to help defray the costs of their acquisition and management. 
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(D) Salient Points of an American Game System, 

In the evolution of the American game system there is a tendency 

for some sportsmen to confuse the system toward which we are drifting with 

the European system. The American system forecasted in this document, differs 

from the European in severa} essential respedts. 

In Europe production incentive for private lands is based on out- 

right private ownership of game. The game itself is commercialized, and hence 

there are no bag limits, few restrictions as to season, and none as to sale of 

meat. 

In America the shooting privilege, ratner than the game, should be 

comnericalized. This, potentially, provides sufficient incentive for private 

production, without carry ing with it the abuses incident to open markets and 

unlimited bags. 

, The system of pulbic refuges, shooting grounds, preserves, forests, 

and parks now being built up in America has no counterpart in Europe. Class III 

game in Europe was conserved mostly on feudal estates. Now that these are 

breaking up, thereis danger that European Class III game may disappear. 

The potential American system ought to be just as effective as the 

. European in getting large aiate production, and at the same time much more 

desirable from the ethical, aesthetic, and social points of view, 
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a (Rough Draft) July 15, 1929 

Document (B) 

Short Summary of 
An Americen Game Policy 

Classes of Game and Game Ranges. American game is of 4 classes. Bach has 

different characteristics, and hence different requirements. 

I. Farm Game: Quail, cottontail, Hungarian partridge, and ringnecked 

pheasant. These species thrive best on farms and hence can be best 

produced by farmers. 

II, Forest & Rance Game: Deer, ruffed grouse, wild turkey, prairie 

chicken, black bear. These species thrive best in a partly farmed 

country, or in commercial forests or grazing ranges, provided the 

management is conservative. 

III. Wilderness Game: Elk, buffalo, grizzly bear, moose, antelope, 

mountain sheep, mountain goat. These species do not mix with settle- 

ment. They can be grown best by public agencies on public wilderness 

areas in the wilder parts of public forests or parks. 

IV. Migratory Game (waterfowl): These species do not stay where they 

are raised. They can be grown on private lands, but because of their 

mobility need special protection. 

What Determines the Game Crop? All species of game breed at a rate which would 

soon overpopulate any favorable environment. If there is any breeding stock at 

all, the one and only thing we can do to raise a crop is to make the environment 

more favorable. Game management is the control of game environment. 

Controlling environments means controlling hunting, cover, food, 

predators, disease, and parasites, 
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Legislation can control hunting, but does not touch the other 

environmental factors. 

To practice management landowners need: 

(1) Fects about the environmental relations of each species. 

(2) Incentive. Some impelling reason to apply those facts in 

the practice of game management. 

(3) Cooperation. A helpful attitude by the community. 

Of these (1) and (2) are the most often lacking. 

The following captions discuss the salient needs of each class 

of game. 

Farm Game. The outstanding need is an incentive for the farmer to raise a 

game crop. 

For the farmer, who is himself a hunter, incentive is not lacking, 

but for the farmer who is not, the only workable incentive is cash revenue. 

Sportsmen should encourage, not discourage, farmers in charging 

for the shooting privilege, since this is the way to get many farms into pro-} 

duction. Many sportsmen already spend enough on car mileage in their search 

of free hunting at a distance, to compensate some farmer to create good hunting 

near home, 

Besides incentive, the farmer needs facts on how to manage game. It 

is the natural function of the agricultural colleges to supply these facts. 

Forest & Range Game. This class of game lives on land cheap enough for the 

public to own and operate as combination public forests, ranges, and shoot ing 

grounds. The outstanding need is the expansion of public forests, and practice 

of range conservation on public ranges. 

On private forests and ranges, the problem is the same as on farms. 

The revenue from the game crop should help the private owner carry these lands 
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while waiting for the forest crop to mature. ' 

The McSweeney-McNary bili authorizes research on this class of 

game, but appropriations are so far inadequate. 

Yilderness Game. The outstanding need is the setting aside of roadless "wil- 

derness areas" in the National Forests and Parks, to serve as wilderness play- 

grounds and to perpetuate wilderness game. The acquisition of winter range to 

balance the summer range is also badly needed in many cases, 

Migratory Game. The outstanding need is (1) refuges, (2) extension and improve- 

ment of marshlands. The Morbeck-Andreson Bill authorizes a start toward a fed- 

eral program, but a still greater program by states, counties, cities, clubs, 

and farmers is needed, 

Clubs which decline to establish needed refuges should be forced 

to do so under pain of closure by the state. 

Research, especially on the causes of the duck disease, is badly 

needed. 

The objective should be to not merely maintain, but to ageressively 

increase migratory waterfowl and their habitats. We heartily commend the fed- 

eral census, but no needed measure need await its verdict as to whether water- 

fowl are increasing. It is clear to begin with that there are not enough for 

our expanding human population. 

Program of Action. The present national game program is too modest, does not 

sufficiently differentiate the land problem as it affects the four classes of 

geme, and overemphasizes restocking as compared with improvement of environments. 

The basic need is for a new point of view. The way to get this is to ; 

(1) Drain expert leaders through research fellowships in agri- 

cultural colleges and universities. 

i (2) Drain expert field men through short courses and training camps. 
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(3) Expand Game Research in the universities and the Department 

of Agriculture. 

(4) Baucate the Public through the use of the agricultural ex- 

tension system and other machinery as yet unused. 

(5) Qrganize State Conservation Departments for better leadership, 

The foregoing program is merely an expansion of that now favored 

by most thinking sportsmen, except in one respect: it advocates paid instead of 

free shooting privileges on farms and other intensively used private lands. We 

advocate this regretfully, but with the firm conviction that it is more desirable 

than the inevitable alternatives, namely 

(a) Outright adoptionof the European plan of private ownership of 

farm game, with all its abuses. 

(b) Ultimate closure of open seasons on all farm game, 
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Arthur L. Clark Jan 16,1933 
Hartford Conn. 

Dear Arthur: 

I will be glad to serve on your advisory committee 
as indicated in your letter of Jan. 10. 

The clearest case of wild establishment in pheasants 
undiluted by recent planta is northwestern Iowa. Write WM. 
Schuenke ,Superintenient

 
of Game, for specimens. 

I take the liberty of sending you a letter from my 
friend Wallace Grange on the matter of standards. Why not adopt 
his suggestion of putting Turkey standards up to the ornithologists 

who have access to the type specimens? 

The pheasant 1s already so mongrelized that the 
preservation of aupure type is less important.,but a higher 
standard for turkeys is a pressing matter. 

T once gathered some Releaseticill ratios on pheasanta 
tut the resutis were a hofge-podge. The kill figures put out by 
some states are very. inaccurate; it is hard to convert farmer-eges 

into releases,and the available data apply to areas so large as 
to be in themselves a composite of many conditions. ‘This is an 
important enterprise mt I doubt if 1t is possible to get anything 

convincing without travel. I give a brief sumeary of my figures 
in my forthcoming book. 

I see nothing wrong with your outline and think it 
would yield some interesting comparative statistics. The pessimism 

expressed above pertains only to the interpretation of the 
statistics. 

With best regards 

Yours sincerely 

Aldo Leopold 
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STATE BOARD OF 

FISHERIES AND GAME 

STATE OFFICE BUILDING, HARTFORD 

January 10, 1933 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 
905 University Ave. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

The enclosed letter is self-explanatory. I presume that you 
knew about this and I hope that you will serve on the committee, I 
am sure that you can be very helpful. 

I am working out from our records in Connecticut a report of 
the pheasants liberated to compare with the estimated number of 
pheasants shot, based on our game census. A comparison of those 
figures over a period of years may give us some reliable basis for 
determining whether or not pheasants are metely surviving or actually 
thriving in this State, 

If this gives any results in Connecticut I am considering sending 
questionnaires to commissioners in other states where such records are 
available. On further investication we may find that pheasants are 

, thriving in one part of the state and not in another as you found in 
Towa. However, we may be able to get something to start on from the 
bare records of the states. 

I am enclosing an outline of the form which I intend to use in 
making up the records here in Connecticut, With your analytical mind 
I am wondering if you can suggest or foresee other information which 
should be included in the compilation of these records in order to 
facilitate drawing reasonable conclusions regarding the real status 
and the adaptability of pheasants, 

I should be very glad to have any suggestions which you can 
offer in regard to practical procedure in the direction of eventually 
establishing Standards of Perfection for American Game Birds. 

Very truly yours, 

ee a cen 
ALC: ALB SUPERINTENDENT



STATE BOARD OF FISHERIES AND GAME 

es ne ene esate ers 
ee ek 

ARTHUR L. CLARK, SUPERINTENDENT STATE OF CONNECTICUT eT ee ee 

STATE BOARD OF 
FISHERIES AND GAME 

January 9, 1935 

‘Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

The game breeding session of the Nineteenth Game Conference passed a 
resolution — the General Conference to appoint a committee to consider 
the question of Standards of Perfection for American Game Birds. A paper on 
this subject read at the Gonference will be published in the Transactions. 

I enclose copies of the resolution as adopted by the Conference which 
Seth Gordon hes asked me to forwerd to members of the committee; Copies of 
other resolutions ere also attached which I am sending along although they 
do not particularly concern this committee. 

Immediately following the Conference an informal meeting was held 
ag ln ml Oe lt fl dg the time, nemely, Dr. Allen, 

Dre Pirnie, Messrs. 5 » Bedell, and the writer. 

it was the concensus of ees that attention should be given first to 
pe gee, ia and means of establishing eypettee’ standards for game pheasants 
end w turkeys. It was thought that if a practical method could be worked 
out for pheasants snd wild turkeys it could be applied later to queil and 
grouse. 

With the epproval of those present at the informal meeting the Chairman 
appointed the following special committee to work on standerds for wild 
turkeys: Miles D. Pirnie, Chairman, Herbert L. Steddard, Vernon Bailey, and 
J. Stokely Ligone 

That committee my appoint other members at their discretion or may call 
on others for assistance, 

In the matter of standards for pheasants it was agreed thet William 
Beebe*s work should be taken es the besis of classification of plumage pattern, 
but that for practical purposes in setting up standards for sporting pheasants 
the twenty-three sub-species should be grouped into the three sree which 
ere commonly recognized as the Mongolian, Chinese Ringneck, end Black Neck 
= the new dark pheasent (Melanistic Mutant) representing a possible fourth 
VPGe 

The factors of conformation, behavior and adaptability to life zones and



Mr. Aldo Leopold ae Jenuery 9, 1953 

eover types were considered in connection with the plumage pattern. 

The cantoeaey of standerds which would serve sas ideals for selective 
breeding of captive Sete ont a0 on 080 Se partaseue of spereins fae SS 
for liberation is admitted, ——— the difficulties of determin- 
ing such stendards are recognized by Chairmen end probably by ell 
the members of all the tteese 

These present at the informal meeting agreed that the work should stert 
with an effort to seoure definitions and descriptions of existing specimens 
in definite ereas,which have proven their nig foreman to survive and thrive 
in those areas, giving due consideration to because of age, sex, 
ee ee ae ne ee ee SS ee 

perticular to the three predominating types. 

With thet in mind as a method of approach will you kindly advise me of 
any locality with which you are familiar where pheasants appeer to be as well 
eusen Se Shae suetuouness Lantebetetng Sete Eee 38 meeertee ce, 

shooting) as are the species of native b in thet seme general locality. 
oe ee ee Pe ee 2 or siete taaries Ginaes o Gait 
By, natural re ion instead of eee ee ee of continued 

for tet can dae . _ po dle fle aokanan nebeine ehaneen fure us say ve years F 
ther liberations? In case we find such birds or locelities we shell went 
the descriptions of the birds end of the locality or the environment. A 
standeré or basis for making comparative descriptions of pheasants is being 
worked out. 

As Chairman of the General Comittee, I hope that be willing 
So sulte cn tan camatnee te tala Tae tees boas tquektbohe & nane 86 ook 
for your active cooperation only in such directions as your position and 
experience will make it easy for you to give. in the meantime, if you have 
cay Gungeations to offer, I laps you will sent then $0 ibs 

geet oe 
Arthur L. Clerk, Cheirmen 

ALC+ ALB Committee on Standards



Vpon the recommendation of the Resolutions Com 2 

mittee of the session on Game Breeding we recommend that the 19th ‘J 

American Game Conference authorize the appointment of a Comittee 

to consider the formation of a simplified model state law which 

shall properly encourage the breeding of game and provide a larger 

outlet for the products of the game farms as well as to encourage 

clubs and individuals to add to the game supply. 

j APPROVED 

Modern Gene Breeding Law Comittee appointed by Chairman: 

ALDO LEOPOLD, CHAIRMAN « WISCONSIN 

a‘ HARRY J. BURLINGTON - NEW JERSEY 

We FP. GRIMMER = WISCONSIN 

E. LEE LECOMPTE - ‘WARYLAND 

C. Me PALWER, JR. @~ WASHINOTON, PD. C. 

Otte Beyer = WISCONSIN 

JOHH C. HUNTINGTON - Maw YORK



Upon the recommendation of the Resolution Com= 

; mittee of the session on Game Breeding we recommend that the 19th 

American Game Conference authorize the appointment of a Committee 

to consider an American Standard of Perfection for Game Birds, 

which Committee shall be representative of all sections of the 

country and shall include in its make-up practical game breeders : 

and keepers, orhithologists, state geme officials and sportsuene 

“The objectives of the Comittee shall be to develop a set of 

standards for sporting game birds which sre generally raised in 

captivity, with particular reference to pheasants, These standards 

shall concern thenselves mostly with hose qualities and character= 

istics which tend to improve their value as sporting game birds. 

APPROVED 

COMMITIRE APPOLNTED BY CHAIRMANs 

Some Bird Stanterds Committen 

Arthur L. Clark, Gonneeticut, Chairman 
Dr, Arthur A. Allen, New York 
Herbert L. Stoddard, Georgia 
Dr. John Ce. Phillips, Massachusetts 
Malcolm Dunn, New Jersey 
Ce Se Bedell, New York 
V. De Davignon, Massachusetts 

Advisory Counet? 

Seth Cordon, Distriet of Columbia Tom Rae, New York : 
Miles D. Pirnie, Michigan August Bade, California 
C. 0. Handley, Virginia Gene Simpson, Oregon 

Harry kogers, New York Aldo Leopold, Wisconsin 
S. W. Kesler, Pennsylvania Otte Beyer, Wisconsin 
Dr. Paul irringten, lowa Douglas Marshall, New York 
H. Me Lackie, Michigan Donald Turrill, Pennsylvania 
We BD. Coleman, Virginia We FP. Grimmer, Wisconsin 
Col. Arthur F. Foran, New York Raymone J. Kenney, Massachusetts



re WHEREAS, the stocking of our covers with game 

birds is being delayed in some states by legislation that re 

duces the poteutialities for adequate income to breeders, and 

is sausing the use of birds as meat that might be liberated in 

ah neem: 

BB If FURTHER RESOLVED, that the 19th American 

Gane Conference favors legislation, permitting a more complete 

utilization of commercial ganc farm products on privately owned 

game preserves, to remove an obstacle to the development of the 

game breeding industry, and to the abundaned of game birds in 

this country. 

APPROVED
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CLARENCE J. ALLEN ae 
¢ 

Post Office Box 738 he f ol 
: Aa gi AN 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin pe 
Se yw 

November, Nee 
20th, 19351. , 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Ave. Nat'l. Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Aldo: 

Please accept my apologies for the delay in 
acknowledging the receipt of Miss Horn's letter 
of the 2nd instant, enclosing your plan for 
the proposed "American Jacksnipe Society," I 
have read your memorandum over several times 
and have talked it over with Haskell Noyes, and 
think that it has great value and woyvld like to 
see it go through. We wondered if it would 
interfere with the purpose of the plan, to in- 
clude woodcock? This is Haskell's idea. To 
me the habits of the jack and its habitat are 
sufficiently different from those of the woodcock, 
to make each bird an object of separate study, 
even if you and I love them both. 

It may interest you to know that there was a 
very fine flight of jacks at Marquette the 
first week in November, and that a few of our 
old friends up there made very nice bags. 

It is a long time since I have had the pleasure 
of seeing you and I hope that something is going 
to bring you this way soon and that we may have 
the chance to discuss in detail something more 
about this wonderful bird. 

CJAsP Cordially yours,



GEO.E.LICHTY, PRESIDENT BURR G.LICHTY,Vice PresiDENT L.E.FOWLER, SECRETARY W.J. BANKS, TREASURER H.B.HARMON, AssT SEcy. 

; Cth ecde Abana 
Fe ae ier mr Tire a a a a ta ° fr’ 

Suan, Licnmy &: Aan Gomp: e¢ 
» | 

IMPORTERS wo we 
WHOLESALE GROGERS se t 

WATERLOO, Iowa er pt 
Www 

Nov. 18, 1931 go i 

yl 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
State Conservation Plan 
State House 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Aldo: 

I am returning the letters for your file. 

Perhaps this is not the best time to attempt 
to promote such a plan as most people are more concerned 
with charities to relieve human distress than anything 
else. 

We might hold this plan in abeyance until a 
later date until the great American urge for service 
decreases somewhat from the humanitarian to the utilitarian. 

With best regards, I am 

Yours truly, 

BGL: BB



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. Cc. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

GP-Z 

November 13, 1931. 

Miss Vivian Horn, 
Secretary to Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

404 University Ave. National Bank Bldg., 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Miss Horn: 

I have just returned from an absence from the 

office and find your note of October 50, inclosing a draft 

of Mr. Leopold's plan for an American Jacksnipe Society. 

I shall be very glad indeed to study the proposal 

and give Mr. Leopold my thoughts in connection therewith. 

I am tremendously interested in the jacksnipe and consider 

it one of our most interesting game birds. 

Very truly yours, 

H. P. Sheldon, 

U. S- Game Conservation Officer.



University or MINNESOTA i 
Museum or Narvrat History 0, oy 

MrnNEApouis 

Nov,11,1931. ® yw 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
4ok University Ave.,Nat'l,Bank Bldg. 
Madison Wis. 

Dear Mr, Leopold: 

I think your plan about the Jack 

‘ Snipe is most laudable, Personally I would be 

pleased to be a member of the proposed organization. 

But I am rather hard put when it comes to furnishing 

any names for prostective members,as most of my sport- 

ing friends are out after bigger game and I am just as 

wel pleased that they are. i 

The Jack has long been a great favorite 

of mine but it has been a long time since 2 have seen 

one over the barrels of a gun. I am however mich in- 

terested in his welfare and sincerely hope that your 

fertile brain may find a way to make it possible for 

his numbers to increase, 

I received three of your separates the 

other day and read them with much interest."Game Range" 

was One of the best bits of ecology I have read for many 

a day. I also enjoyed "British Game Cycles". But the one 

I got the most out of was your "British and American Game 

Management", Now,if the truth must be told, I got far more 

out of your review of "Grouse in Health and Disease"tnan 

I did from the book itself but of course I read it several



University oF MINNESOTA 

Y Museum or Naturat History 

MINNEAPOLIS 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 

years ago. I wish you would read more books and 

tell me what is in them. 

Very sincerely, 

re ) 
Nak,



Stifel, Nicolaus & Co. 
318 N.Broadway 

St.Louis 

November 7, 1931 

Mr. Oldo Leopold, 
404 University Avenue, 
National Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Mr. John W. Olin, Vice-President of the Western 
Cartridge Company, East Alton, Illinois, turned over to me for 
my perusal the dreft of the proposed American Jacksnipe Society, 
and in accordance with the suggestion in your letter, I am send- 

ing you a list of names of gentlemen who I think will be interest- 
ed in receiving information from you. They are all members of 
prominent clubs and ere able to contact all the members of their 

respective clubs. ; 

The list is as follows: 

Mr. Herman C. Stifel, (Kampsville Club) 304 Boatmen's Bank Bldg. 
Mr. Louis J. Nicolaus (Willow Club) 304 Boatmen's Bank Bldg. 
Mr. Aug. A. Busch, Pres. Anheuser-Busch 9th & Pestalozzi Street 
Mr. Sam Davis (Cuivre Club) Security Building 
Mr. Louis Dennig (Dardenne Club) Brentmoor,St. Louis County 
Mr. Alex Bischoff (Gilhead Club ) Kent Road, St. Louis County 
Mr. Fred Gardner, St. Louis Casket Co. St. Louis, Missouri 
Mr. E.T.Nugent (Kingslake Club) St. Louis, Missouri 
Mr. Archie Hager, (Racoon Club) Hager Hinge Company,St.Louis 
Mr. Fred Pitzman 615 Chestnut St., St. Louis 

Very tyly yours, 

(fo 

WFS*0M



OFFICERS . DIRECTORS 

fearret caret: LEE scnr Oy. EDWIN G. BAETJER 
PRESIDENT Be rot nN JOHN B. BURNHAM 

iit SAGES Gua Gey Eas 2) KARL T. FREDERICK 
FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT a aS) SETH GORDON 

Ox as WILLIAM B. GREELEY 
RAY P. HOLLAND < ry 

SECOND VICE-PRESIDENT Nea a eet 

AUGUSTUS §S. HOUGHTON Ocaanteed rors AUGUSTUS S. HOUGHTON 
RCRA WILLIAM B. MERSHON - a 

KARL T. FREDERICK JOHN C. PHILLIPS same American Game Association cee 
“America’s Oldest National Game Protective Organization” Tea, — 

HONORARY 
PORE ey INVESTMENT BUILDING, 15TH & K STS., N. W. DIRECTORS 

Ue Vis atcneceaine WASHINGTON, D. C. GEO. BIRD GRINNELL. 
MEMBER OF CONGRESS GEORGE SHIRAS 3D 

£. T. D. CHAMBERS 
CANADIAN CONSERVATIONIST 

AUSTIN CORBIN ° 

OWNER BLUE MOUNTAIN PARK 
A. K,. FISHER 

U. 8. BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 
HENRY FORD 

BIRD CONSERVATIONIST 
HENRY S. GRAVES 

FORMER U. S. CHIEF FORESTER 

GEORGE P. MCLEAN 
JOINT AUTHOR MCLEAN-WEEKS LAW 

Cc. HART MERRIAM 
FOUNDER U. 8. BIOL, SURVEY November 6, 1931 

PETER NORBECK 
UNITED STATES SENATOR 

JOHN M. PHILLIPS 
NATURALIST, GAME PROTECTIONIST 

THEODORE ROOSEVELT 
CONSERVATIONIST AND SPORTSMAN 

L. C. SANFORD 
ORNITHOLOGIST eh NY 

HUGH L. ScoTT Miss Vivian Horn 
MAJOR GENERAL, U. 8 A. A 

HENRY L. STIMSON i Secretary to Mr. Aldo Leopold 
HUNTER AND MOUNTAIN! iy i f iy 

L. J. TABER 404 University Ave. Natl. Bank Bldg. 
MASTER NATIONAL GRANGE Madi son Wi SC. 

JOHN E. THAYER ’ 
ORNITHOLOGIST 

Naeem, Tyee My dear Miss Horn: 
FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 

UNITED STATES SENATOR 
SINCLAIR WEEKS as nraMan I have given Mr. Leopold's proposed 
. B. YANDELL American Jacksnipe Society plan some thought and 

ROTEC ist : s = : 
amen vata believe this suggestion has a lot of merit. I shall 

turn this matter over in my mind further between now 
OUR ACTIVITIES and the Game Conference and will discuss it with him 

1. PRODUCE MORE GAME AND GAME at that time. 
FISH. 

2. SAFEGUARD WILD LIFE AND ITS 

dep es I see no reason why the friends of the 
3. ESTABLISH MORE INVIOLATE WILD s : : : 

LIFE REFUGES. jacksnipe should not sponsor a movement of this kind. 
4, PROVIDE MORE PUBLIC HUNTING 

AND FISHING GROUNDS, a 

5. DEVELOP PUBLIC APPRECIATION OF Sincerely yours, 
WILD LIFE. 

6. URGE UNIVERSAL PRACTICE OF x 

CLEAN SPORTSMANSHIP. a 

7. PROMOTE RESPECT FOR RIGHTS OF e 
LANDOWNERS; ENCOURAGE 
THEM TO INCREASE GAME. g/p President 

8. STOP COMMERCIALIZED SLAUGH- 
TER, ILLICIT SALE, AND 
WASTEFUL PRACTICES. 

9. EXTEND WILD-LIFE RESEARCH. 

10, HELP DEVELOP STATE GAME 
POLICIES. 

11. DISSEMINATE HELPFUL INFORMA- 
TION TO THE PUBLIC. 

12. COOPERATE WITH OTHER CON- . 
SERVATION AGENCIES. 

Eighteenth American Game Conference, Dec. 1 and 2, 1931, Hotel Pennsylvania, New York City 

The Association Sponsors the Annual American Game Conference and Publishes “AMERICAN GAME”



UNITED STATES CARTRIDGE CO. 
METALLIC AMMUNITION AND SHOT~SHELLS 

lll BROADWAY, NEW YORK 

November 5, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

404 University Ave. Nat'l Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have read with unusual interest copy of your pros- 

pectus for an American Jacksnipe Society. 

In the language of the Navy League, I am so abysmally 

ignorant regarding jacksnipe that I have no means of gauging the 

interest which such a plan would arouse. I em sure, however, that a 
society so organized would appeal to any circle of sportsmen who are 

interested in a particular species. 

The elimination of red tape in the way of constitution, 
by-laws, rules and regulations pleases me very much; also the policy 

provision against undue publicity. 

I hope you will keep me informed regarding the response 

which you get. 

With very kindest regards, 

Sincerely hail 

al Manager. 

ECD. MW.



Massacuuserts Fisn ano Game Assocration 

gen ia alt 

November 4, 1951 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

I have just received your 

plan for your proposed Jacksnipe 

Society. We are having such a 

hard time now in game affairs 

hanging on to what we have got that 

I do not feel that any new effort 

of this nature should come at the 

present time. Maybe I ama 

pessimist, but I think we are going 

to have a hard time for a year or 

two, possibly longer. 

Sincerely yours; . 

dln c Hntl|s 
5 

President. 

JCP/DCG



eerie nT CONDITIONS UNAVOIDABLE OR BEYOND OUR CONTROL. 

ADDRESS ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO THE COMPANY. 

cs N CARTRIDGE COMPAN 
MANUFACTURERS 

WESTERN AMMUNITION 

EAST ALTON, DLL. 

November @, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Ave. Nat'l Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have your letter of November 2nd 

with respect to American Jacksnipe Association. 

I see no reason why this Associa- 

- tion would not do considerable good in the general 

game restoration program. I will give the outline 

to a friend of mine, Colonel W. F. Siegmund, who 

will be in my office this afternoon and who is 

quite a jacksnipe enthusiast. He can probably 

send in names of quite a number of people who are 
interested in the jacksnipe. 

I see no reason why I should join 
the Association, if you are going to be familiar 

with its.workings as my interest is entirely in 

connection with the general subject of game restoration, 

although I do like to shoot jacksnipe but could’ 

contribute very little to the organization in the 

way of time and I already belong to enough organizations 

which require capital outlay. 

Yours sincerely, 

—— a 

ice President 
J.M.O1lin:W



Sent to: /Lichty 
John ©. Phillips 
Waller 
Schorger 

McMurry 
Kilgore 
Gordon 
Clarence Allen 
H. P. Sheldon 
Carl Leopold 
Olin 

Dill



NOT FOR PUBLICATION 

The Proposed 

AMERICAN JACKSNIPE SOCIETY 

1. Objects. To promote the welfare of the jacksnipe or Wilson snipe 

(Gallinago delicata) and to conserve its habitat throughout North America. 

To collect the kmown facts concerning the status of the bird, 

and the foster researches to determine its movements and the factors affect- 

ing its preservation and increase. 

To raise standards of sportsmanship in jacksnipe shooting. 

To promote cooperation among its devotees toward these ends. 

2. Policy. The Society does not solicit members or funds for the further- 

ance of these ends. It will consider applications for membership from 

qualified persons whose interest in and affection for the jacksnipe impels 

them to offer support. 

The Society will avoid to the greatest possible degree any publicity 

for itself, its officers, its members, or for jacksnipe, or for jacksnipe 

shooting. 

The Society does not constitute a new conservation agency. Its 

work will be done through existing agencies. 

The Society has no constitution, by-laws, or rules other than 

herein proposed. The conduct of its affairs will be left ot its officers. 

The officers will keep members appraised of the work of the 

Society, but such reports are not for publication unless designated. 

3. Officers. The undersigned self-constituted organization committee will 

select, as soon as it gets in touch with enough devotees of the sport, a



~Qu 

president, a treasurer, and a secretary, who shall constitute the board of 

directors. 

There will be no elections. Whenever any member is found, who 

in the judgment of any officer, can serve the objects of the Society better 

than himself, such officer, with the consent of the board, shall resign 

and invite such member to serve in his stead. 

The board may change the rules herein proposed at any time, but 

must notify the members of such chance. 

uu. Members. Not to exceed 500 charter members may be elected by the board 

from applicants submitting satisfactory evidence of their personal interest 

in jacksnipe and in the objects of this society. Thereafter no members shall 

be elected except to fill vacancies. Applications should be accompanied by 

dues of not less than $10. Applicants wishing to pay more may do s0, sub- 

ject to acceptance by the board. 

5. Program. Practically nothing is known about the jacksnipe except its 

sporting qualities. The immediate objective is to finance a fellowship 

for studying its status, breeding habits, movements, food habits, enemies, 

diseases, and habitat, in order that a factual foundation for conservation 

policies may be gradually built up. It will require at least $5,000 to 

employ and travel one man for this work. After the work get started, the 

fellow will doubtless ask the members to make observations and collect 

facts on jacksnipe in their respective localities. 

Persons receiving this circular may apply for membership to the 

acting secretary if they feel that their personal interest in jacksnipe 

is sufficient to qualify them. In any event they are asked to pass it
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on to other qualified persons who might be interested. 

,»Acting Secretary 

Organization Committee



AOU 191 report of Bird Protection Committee and 
other related correspondence is in file of 
American Wildlife Insitute, Technical Committee, 191 

( re pole-trapping incident 3



Septenber 23, 1947 

Mr. Herbert L. Stoddard 
Sherwood Plantation 
Thomasville, Geongia 

Dear Mr. Stoddard: 

I am acimowledging your letter of September 20 
in Professor Leopold's absence. Aldo has gone 
to the Mayo Clinie for what we hope will be a 
ninor operation on a facial nerve that has been 
causing him discomfort for some tine, 

lan sorry to hear, and so will Aldo, that Dr, 
Cole was not made an honorary fellow of the AOU. 
It surprised me also to hear that Josselyn Van Tyne, 

44 who was to have brought his name up for congidera- 
tion, did not mention the fact that Dr. Cole was 
the father of modern bird banding. I am rather 
disappointed also in the fact that the cream of 
Anerican ornithologists did not know without being ' 
told that Dr. Cole fathered modern bird banding. 
It was nice of you to suggest thet the presenta- 
tion again be made at Omaha. Perhaps with more 
tine and help we can master enough suppert to 
carry through the original plan. Dr, Cole has 
told me in an indirect way that he had hoped he 
might some day become an honorary fellow. On 
behalf of those of us in Madison, I want to 
think you for your efforts in qoiving Or. Cole. 

Sincerely yours, 

RAMOG t PM Robert A. MeCabe 
Instructer 
Wildlife Menogement



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN, U. S. A. 

MUSEUM OF ZOOLOGY 

Sept 20,1947 

Dear McCabe: 4 

Your reprints were shipped yesterday. I am very sorry that they were so 

long delayed. Printers are hard to push--especially in these days when labor unions 

forbid them to give "orders" to their employees. 

I regret very much that our A.0.U. project did not go through this time. The 

competition was very stiff and included people who had devoted much more of their 

time to this special field. 
Sincerely,



Plane care "SHERWOOD PLANTATION 

TIFT and STODDARD 

Timber Management 

Thomasville, Ga. 

| Septe 20, 1917 

Prof, Aldo Leopold, 
2h Unive Farm Place, 
Madison, Wide 

Dear Aldo; 

Thank you very much for the autographed copy of 
"Phenology of Sauk and Dane Counties" which I have been 
reading with a great deal of interest. It is certainly a 
fine report on a very worth while line of study, and I 
know that it represents a lot of observation and note 
takinge I will continue to get pleasure from it,as I go 
through it more carefullye 

I want to also thank you for having your office 
send me the reference on fire in longleaf recently. I am 
now an Associate Member of the Society of American Foresters 
and get the Journal, so had seen this article. I felt that 
there were too many items of interest appearing in the 
Journal not to get it regularly. Have also become a member of 
the Southeastern Section and attend some of the meetings, 

i especially when something we are especially interested in 
is the center of discussione 

We had a fine meeting in Toronto and missed yous 
Am very sorry that Dre Cole did not make the grade, though he 
only missed by a hair. And I feel that his missing was 
probably due to the fact that on his paragraph of 
accomplishments no mention whatever was made of the fact that 
he was the scientific father of the modern bird banding 
methode This oversight should be corrected when his name is 
again presented in Omaha, As election is now on the basis 
of accomplishments as presented in this short summary, and 
no talking for candidates as used to be the case, the poing 
I mention probably missed many of those presente I had 
done all the foundation work I could but it was not 
enoughe 

I hope alls well with you and yours, Bill Schorger 
told me about most of the news of the Madison sectione 
Twas swell to see him at the meeting. With our beste 

we 
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we THE AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGISTS' UNION 

fo U Office of the Secretary 19 an 

Carleton College, Northfield, Minnesota 

Thirty-three Associates have been proposed as Members. Brief summaries of 

their ornithological services and publications are presented herewith. The original 

data from which these summaries are derived will be available for examination at the 

forthcoming annual meeting. 

CHARLES EDWARD ADDY 
Associate 1938; Fish and Wildlife Service, Salisbury, Massachusetts. 

Biologist with the Fish and Wildlife Service, working on waterfowl problems. 

Chief research has been the study of waterfowl food plant restoration (particularly 

ia eel grass) in connection with marsh management for waterfowl. Bibliography of 

16 titles. 
Proposed by George M. Sutton, Ira N. Gabrielson, and Frederick C. Lincoln. 

MRS. ELSA GUERDRUM ALLEN 
Associate 1935; Ithaca, New York. 

Ph.D., Cornell University, 1929. In 1934-1945, studied in Europe, investigating 

the early history of Ornithology, particularly the unpublished John White drawings 

of American birds in the British Museum; in 1936-1937, conducted research in England 

on the life and times of Mark Catesby. For the past several years, at work on the 

history of Ornithology, entitled "Before Audubon," now ready for publication. List 

of publications consists of 11 titles. 

Proposed by George M. Sutton, Harrison F. Lewis, and 0. S. Pettingill, Jr. 

WILLIAM J. BAERG 
Associate 1924; University of Arkansas, Fayetteville. 

Ph.D., Cornell University. Member of the faculty of University of Arkansas 

since 1918; now chairman of the Department of Entomology. Teacher of Ornithology 

for at least 25 years. Published a 200-page bulletin, "The Birds of Arkansas" (1931). 

"A Handbook of Elementary Ornithology" (1941), and five papers in The Auk and The 

Wilson Bulletin. Te aa ra 
Proposed by Margaret M. Nice, Arthur A. Allen, and A. H. Wright. 

FRANK BELLROSE, JR. 
Associate 1934; Illinois Natural History Survey, Urbana. 

Work on migratory waterfowl, particularly with respect to sex ratio; percent- 

ages of take as compared to populations; effects of lead poisoning on waterfowl, sur- 

vival of crippled waterfowl; special studies of habitat requirements of the Wood 

Duck. Bibliography of 20 titles. 

Proposed by Ira N. Gabrielson, Frederick C. Lincoln, and John W. Aldrich. 

HERBERT WILLIAM BRANDT 
Associate 1915; Cleveland, Ohio. 

Author of "Texas Bird Adventures" and "Alaska Bird Trails." Now at work on an 

Arizona book. Very active in promoting the short-lived little magazine Bird-Life. 

His collection of bird eggs is one of the nation's best. Five short papers published 

in The Auk. 
Proposed by George M. Sutton, Josselyn Van Tyne, and Ira N. Gabrielson. 

CHARLES HENRY DOUGLAS CLARKE 
Associate 1941; Ontario Department of Lands and Forests, Toronto. 

Ph.D., University of Toronto, 1935, his published thesis being "Fluctuations in 

Numbers of Ruffed Grouse." Under auspices of National Museum of Canada, made



So 

biological investigation of Thelon Game Sanctuary, Northwest Territories (1935-1937); 
under auspices of Lands, Parks and Forests Branch, Canadian Department of Mines and 

Resources, made biological investigations in Mackenzie Basin and Delta, Yukon 

Territory, and various National Parks. Editor of Canadian Field-Naturalist (1939- 

1940). Now Supervisor, Wildlife Management, Division of Fish and Wildlife, Ontario 

Department of Lands and Forests. Bibliography of about 75 titles, 31 of which are 

ornithological. 
Proposed by Harrison F. Lewis, A.L. Rand, and Josselyn Van Tyne. 

LAWRENCE VERLYN COMPTON 
Associate 1926; Soil Conservation Service, Washington, D. C. 
(Data submitted to Secretary incomplete.) Bibliography of 11 titles. 
Proposed by Josselyn Van Tyne, Alden H. Miller, and Ernst Mayr. 

ALLEN JOSEPH DUVALL 
Associate 1942; Fish and Wildlife Service, Washington, D. C. 
Ornithologist with Fish and Wildlife Service, caring for its collections in the 

National Museum. Chief research has been the distribution and geographic variation 

of North American birds. Bibliography of 10 titles. 

Proposed by Ira N. Gabrielson, Frederick C. Lincoln, and John W. Aldrich. 

DONALD REDFIELD GRIFFIN 
Associate 1936; Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. 
Has conducted extensive and advanced research on homing of birds, especially 

Leach's Petrels, carrier pigeons, Herring Gulls, Common Terns, and Gannets, with 
particular attention to the sensory basis of homing ability. Now Assistant Professor 

of Zorlogy at Cornell. Bibliography of 22 titles, five of which are ornithological. 
Proposed by Harrison F. Lewis, A. L. Rand, and Josselyn Van Tyne. 

FREDERICK WOODS HAECKER 
Associate 1939; Kemmerer, Wyoming. 

Editor of Nebraska Bird Review (1941-1946). Authority on the birds of Nebraska 
and co-author of the latest list of the birds of Nebraska. Bibliography of 39 titles 

Proposed by George M. Sutton, Josselyn Van Tyne, and John T. Zimmer. 

CHARLES OVERTON HANDLEY, SR. 
Associate 1916; Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg. 

Fish and Wildlife Service representative, in charge of the Cooperative Wildlife 

Research Unit of the State of Virginia. Teaches at Virginia Polytechnic Institute 

and directs research on wildlife management problems relating to Virginia. Research 

has centered on the Ruffed Grouse and Wild Turkey. Bibliography of 90 titles, of 

which at least 70 are ornithological. 
Proposed by Ira N. Gabrielson, Frederick C. Lincoln, and John W. Aldrich. 

CORDIA JOHN HENRY 
Associate 1934; Fish and Wildlife Service, Upham, North Dakota. 

Refuge Manager, Lower Souris National Wildlife Refuge. Has studied the birdlife 
of North Dakota, with particular reference to migratory waterfowl. For several years, 

has prepared the periodic reports on the birds of the northern great plains region 

for "The Season" in Audubon Magazine. Has published short items under "General 
Notes" in The Auk and The Wilson Bulletin. 

Proposed by Ira N. Gabrielson, Frederick C. Lincoln, and John W. Aldrich. 

GEORGE ELFORD HUDSON 
Associate 1928; State College of Washington, Pullman. 

Formerly located at University of Nebraska; now teaching at The State College 
of Washington. Principal contributions concern the distribution of Nebraska birds 
and avian myology. List of publications contains 43 titles. 

Proposed by George M. Sutton, Josselyn Van Tyne, and Alden H. Miller.
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MICHAEL JOHN MAGEE 
Associate 1919; Sault Sainte Marie, Michigan. 

Treasurer of the Inland Bird Banding Association. Leading bander of small birds 

in the country -- banded over 22,000 Purple Finches alone. Now, at the age of |85, 

physical infirmity has forced him to abandon work. Bibliography of 56 titles. 

Proposed by Josselyn Van Tyne, W. J. Breckenridge, and James L. Peters. 

JOE T. MARSHALL, JR. 
Associate 1941; Berkeley, California. 
Graduate student at the University of California. Has been on many expeditions 

for the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, including a trip to Salvador, and while in 

military service did extensive ornithological work in the Marianna Islands. 

Bibliography of seven titles. 
Proposed by Alden H. Miller, Josselyn Van Tyne, and Ernst Mayr. 

CHARLES RUSSELL MASON ‘ 

Associate 1936; Massachusetts Audubon Society, Boston. 

President, Florida Audubon Society (1936-1939); Secretary-Treasurer, 

Massachusetts Conservation Council (1940- ); Treasurer, Nuttall Ornithological Club 

(1942- ); Chairman, Field Meetings Committee, Eastern Bird Banding Association 
(1942- ); Chairman, 01d Colony Bird Club (1946- ); formerly Secretary-Treasurer 

(1939-1947) and now Executive Director (1947- ) of the Massachusetts Audubon Society, 
Bibliography of ornithological papers contains 36 titles. 

Proposed by 0. S. Pettingill, Jr., Francis H. Allen, and George M. Sutton. 

BURT LEAVELLE MONROE 
Associate 1935; Anchorage, Kentucky. 

President, Kentucky Ornithological Society (1939); Treasurer, Wilson 
Ornithological Club (1946- ); Founder and Past Fresident of Beckham Bird Club of 
Louisville. Leadership in ornithological work in Kentucky has been recognized for 
several years by his appointment as State Ornithologist. List of 33 published titles, 

Proposed by Josselyn Van Tyne, George M. Sutton, and Alexander Wetmore. 

REUBEN ALLYN MOSER 
Associate 1940; Omaha, Nebraska. A 
President, Nebraska Ornithologists’ Union (1943-1945,1946- ) and Treasurer 

(1945-1946); Trustee, Wilson Ornithological Club (1946- ). Co-author of the latest 
list of the birds of Nebraska and recognized authority on the birds of the state. 
Bibliography of 16 titles. 

Froposed by 0. S. Pettingill, Jr., W. J. Breckenridge, and A. M. Bailey. 

JOHNSON ANDREW NEFF 
Associate 1919; Fish and Wildlife Service, Denver, Colorado. 

Biologist at the Denver Laboratory of the Fish and Wildlife Service. Has pur- 

sued problems connected with depredations of migratory birds and conducted special 

studies of the Band-tailed Pigeon and the White-winged Dove. Bibliography of 62 

titles. 
Proposed by Ira N. Gabrielson, Frederick C. Lincoln, and John W. Aldrich. 

RALPH SIMON PALMER 

Associate 1937; Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, New York. 

Ph.D., Cornell University, 1940. Special interests in animal behavior, ecology 
of birds and mammals, conservation, fine arts, and photography. Assistant Professor 

of Zoology at Vassar beginning in 1947. Ornithological bibliography 13 titles in- 
cluding a paper on detailed studies of the Common Tern and another paper on the birds 

of the Katahdin region of Maine. 

Proposed by Harrison F. Lewis, A. L. Rand, and Josselyn Van Tyne.
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HAROLD SEYMOUR PETERS 
Associate 1924; Fish and Wildlife Service, Charleston, South Carolina. 
Flyway Biologist of the Fish and Wildlife Service. Chief responsibility is 

checking on waterfowl abundance in the Atlantic flyway. Chief research has been a 
study of birds in Newfoundland and a study of distribution of the Chimney Swift from 
bird-banding records. Bibliography of 46 titles. 

Proposed by Ira N. Gabrielson, Frederick C. Lincoln, and John W. Aldrich. 

GEORGE ATHAN PETRIDES 
Associate 1941; Ohio State University, Columbus. $ 

Assistant Leader, Ohio Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit at Ohio State Univer- 
sity. Student assistant (Ornithology), George Washington University (1934-38); 
Assistant Park Naturalist, National Park Service (1941-1943). Engaged in research 
on age determination of Ring-necked Pheasant, Woodcock, and Mourning Dove. 
Bibliography of about 24 ornithological titles. 

Proposed by Harrison F. Lewis, A. L. Rand, and Josselyn Van Tyne. 

RICHARD HOOPER POUGH 
Associate 1922; National Audubon Society, New York City. 

Formerly Director, Brookline Bird Club (Massachusetts); formerly President, St. 

Louis Bird Club and Linnaean Society of New York. Has conducted studies of the 
problem of fish-eating birds at fish hatcheries and the effect of DDT on birds and 
on the ecological basis of bird conservation; has led a cooperative project for 

banding hawks and owls. Since 1936, on the staff of the National Audubon Society. 

Author of the new "Audubon Bird Guide -- Eastern Land Birds." Bibliography of 
about 26 ornithological titles. 

Proposed by Harrison F. Lewis, A. L. Rand, and Josselyn Van Tyne. 

KENNETH RACEY 
Associate 1921; Vancouver, British Columbia. 

Collected for National Museum of Canada, British Columbia Provincial Museun, 
and other museums. Has published 30 or more titles concerning birds, including 

"Notes on the Birds Observed in the Alta Lake Region, B.C." and "Scientific Bird 
Collections in British Columbia." 

Proposed by Harrison F. Lewis, A. L. Rand, and Josselyn Van Tyne. 

JOHN MCBRIAR ROBERTSON 
Associate 1920; Buena Park, California. 
In 1933, made Divisional President, Cooper Ornithological Club (Southern 

Division). Author of the index to The Condor for the 10-year period, 1929-1938. 
Bibliography of 35 titles. a F 

Proposed by Harrison F. Lewis, A. L. Rand, and Josselyn Van Tyne. 

GEORGE BRADFORD SAUNDERS 
Associate 1925; Fish and Wildlife Service, Denver, Colorado. 

Ph.D., Cornell University, 1932. Formerly Ornithologist with the Game Division, 
Michigan Department of Conservation; now Central Flyway Biologist, Fish and Wildlife 

Service. Incomplete bibliography of seven titles. 
Proposed by Harrison F. Lewis, A. L. Rand, and Josselyn Van Tyne. 

JAMES OSBORNE STEVENSON 
Associate 1926; Fish and Wildlife Service, Chicago. 
Assistant in charge of River Basin Research for the Fish and Wildlife Service. 

Directs research on the effects of large scale impoundments on wildlife. List of 
publications contains 40 titles. 

Proposed by Ira N. Gabrielson, Frederick C. Lincoln, and John W. Aldrich.
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ROBERT EARL STEWART 
Associate 1938; Fish and Wildlife Service, Bowie, Maryland. 
Ornithologist at the Patuxent Research Refuge of the Fish and Wildlife Service. 

i Research has related to the ecological distribution of birds and numerical studies 
of their populations, including specialized studies of hawk and owl populations by 

use of trapping and banding method. Has also contributed to the fields of life 
history and food habits research, Bibliography of nine titles. 

Proposed by John W. Aldrich, Frederick C. Lincoln, and Herbert Friedmann. 

ROBERT WINTHROP STORER 
Associate 1935; Berkeley, California. 

Graduate student at the University of California where he has already taken 
Master's Degree with some of his preliminary work on Alcids. Formerly Secretary, 

Linnaean Society of New York. Bibliography of 13 titles. 
Proposed by Josselyn Van Tyne, Alden H. Miller, and James P. Chapin. 

GUSTAV SWANSON 
Associate 1928; Fish and Wildlife Service, Chicago. 
Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1937. Junior Forester and Biologist, Soil Con- 

servation Service (1935); Assistant Professor of Game Management, University of Maine 

(1936-1937); Assistant Professor of Economic Zoology, in charge of wildlife manage- 
ment teaching and research (1937-1941), and later Associate Professor (1942-1944); 
Associate Regional Inspector, Fish and Wildlife Service (1941-1942); Biologist, 
University of Minnesota in charge of Cooperative Wildlife Research Units (1944-1946) 
and now Chief, Division of Research, Fish and Wildlife Service. Has conducted re- 
search on Woodcock. Ornithological bibliography of 23 titles. 

Proposed by Clarence Cottam, 0. S. Fettingill, Jr., and W. J. Breckenridge. 

JAMES TAYLOR TANNER 
Associate 1943; University of Tennessee, Knoxville. 

Ph.D., Cornell University, 1940. Editor of The Migrant (1946- ). Spent 
two years as Research Fellow of the National Audubon Society studying the Ivory- 

billed Woodpecker. Now Assistant Professor of Zoology at the University of Tennessee, 

Bibliography of eight titles. 
Proposed by Josselyn Van Tyne, George M. Sutton, and Arthur A. Allen. 

LEWIS MCIVER TERRILL : 
Associate 1902; Westmount, Quebec. 
Founder of the Province of Quebec Scciety for the Protection of Birds and 

President (1917-1925). Consistent publisher of material on birds of Province of 

Quebec. Papers published in The Auk, The Wilson Bulletin, Canadian Field-Naturalist, 

and the annual reports of the Province of Quebec Society for the Protection of Birds. 
Ornithological bibliography of more than 100 titles. 

Proposed by Harrison F. Lewis, A. L. Rand, and Josselyn Van Tyne. 

RALPH EMERSON YEATTER 
Associate 1926; Illinois Natural History Survey, Urbana. 

Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1934. Sporting Arms and Ammunition Institute 
Fellow at Michigan (1929-1932) on Hungarian Partridge study; Game Specialist, 
Illinois Natural History Survey (1934- ). Ornithological bibliography of nine titles, 
including "The Hungarian Partridge in the Great Lakes Region." 

Proposed by Harrison F. Lewis, A. L. Rand, and Josselyn Van Tyne.
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One Corresponding Fellow has been proposed as follows: 

LANCELOT ERIC RICHDALE 
Associate 1943; Dunedin, New Zealand. 
Distinguished work on the life history of albatrosses, petrels, and penguins, 

having published 16 scientific papers on these birds since 1939. Has in press a 

notable volume on "Sexual Behavior in Penguins." 
Proposed by Margaret M. Nice, Josselyn Van Tyne, and Robert Cushman Murphy. 

- July 14, 1947
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AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGIST'S UNION 

Twenty-four Nominations to the Class of Members, 1946 

Note: Summaries of personnel records of candidates prepared at the 
direction of the Membership Committee from data recorded on 
nomination blanks by sponsors. 

1. Frank Bellrose, dre - Assoc. 1934 

Ornithologist, Illinois Natural History Survey. Specialized on 
waterfowl and birds of Illinois. Waterfowl ecology, management, movements 
and foods. Several minor reports in the Auk. Several major waterfowl 
reports published by Ill. Nat. Hist. Sur. 

Proposed by James P. Chapin, Ira N. Gabrielson, J. Van Tynee 

2. Logan Johnson Bennett - Assoc. 1934, 

In charge, Pa. Cooperative Wildlife Research Station, State College, 

Pas PhD from Iowa State College. Major studies of Blue-Winged Teal, 
Red Fox, Woodcock and Pheasant. Much field work in Iowa, Pennsylvania 

and Mexico, Book on Blue-winged Teal, its ecology and management, 
redhead duck and woodcock reports. Trapping and food habits techniques. 
Chapter in recent pheasant book. 

Proposed by Ira N,. Gabrielson, Clarence Cottam, Frederick C. Lincolns 

' 3. Victor Harrison Cahalane - Assoc. 1934. 

In charge, Wildlife Division, Nat. Park Service. Much field work in 
all parts of the United States on management, ecology and food habits of 
both birds and mammals, Reports on birds of the national parkse Numerous 
notes in ornithological journals. Active in several conservation 
organizations. 

Proposed by James P. Chapin, John T. Zimmer, Ernst Mayr. 

4. Allen Joseph Duvall - Assoc. 1942. 

Washes De Ce A number of notes in the Auk on birds of Maryland, 
Virginia and North Carolina. 

Proposed by James P. Chapin, Ira N. Gabrielson, J. Van Tynes 

5e Donald Ss Farner ~ Assoc. 1941 

Depte of Zoology, Univ. of Wisc., Madison, Wisc. Former Asst. Curator 
of birds and Asst. Prof. of Zool., Univ. of Kanes Assoce Editor of 
Bird-Banding. Author of Age Groups and Longevity in the American Robin, 
Return of Robins to their Birthplaces, Trematodes in Birds. 

Proposed by James P. Chapin, John T. Zimmer, J» Van Tynes 

6- Harvey I. Fisher - Assoc. 1941 

Instructor in Ornithology and Zoology, Univ. of Hawaii.e AsBe at 
Kansas State, 1937. PhD at Univ. of California at Berkeley in 1942 

Following part-time teaching assistantships, he joined the Museum of 
Zoology at Berkeley as full-time curatorial assistant (1942-45) Asste 
Editor of The Condor, 1943-44. A number of important papers on avian 
anatomy, particularly relating to vultures. Interest in birds quite 

broads Seven major publications in The Condor, The Auk and the Ame 
Midland Naturalist on vestigial claws on bird wings, pterylosis and 
anatomy of skullse 

Proposed by James P. Chapin, John T. Zimmer, J. Van Tynes



Te Frederick Woods Haecker - Assoc. 1939 

Numerous papers on Nebraska birds in Nebr. Bird Review. Editor of 
Nebr. Bird Review 1941 to date. Joint author of recently published 

Check-list of the Birds of Nebraska. 39 publications to date. 
Proposed by George Miksch Sutton, James P. Chapin, John T. Zimmer. 

8. Arthur S. Hawkins = Assoc. 1940 

Illinois Natural History Survey. MS Univ. of Wisconsin. Specialized 
in upland game birds and waterfowl. Trapping and banding techniques, 
prairie chicken, sharptails, European partridge. Waterfowl movements, 
foods and management. About 30 publications on above subjects plus 

report on Upland Plover. Active in several conservation organizations. 
Proposed by James P. Chapin, Ira N. Gabrielson, J. Van Tynes 

9. Robert Anthony Johnson - Assoc. 1930 

Professor Zoology and Ornithology, Oneonta State Teacher's College, i 
Oneonta, N. Y. Ph. D. Cornell Univ. More than a dozen reports in The 
Auk. Monograph on the Atlantic Murre: mergansers, snowy owl, starlings, 

puffin, dovekie. Much field work in Maine-Maritime Provinces.areae Also 
reports on Ruffed Grouse, Sooty Grouse, loons and Grebes. Work in far west. 

Proposed by James P. Chapin, J. Van Tyne, Joseph J. Hickeye 

10. Aldo Starker Leopold - Assoc. 1940 

Director Field Research. Conservation Section, Pan American Union. 
Ph.D. in Ornithology, Univ. of California. Awarded a Guggenheim _ 
fellowship to enable him to prepare a book on the game birds of Mexico. 
Six publications on quail, doves, wild turkeys, predation. 

Proposed by James P. Chapin, Ira N. Gabrielson, J. Van Tynes 

11. Howard Lewis Mendall - Born Augusta, Maine Nov. 21, 1909. Assoc. 1954 

B.A. Univ. of Maine, 1931, M. A. 1934. Teaching fellowship, 1953-34, 
while working on the economic status of seabirds--Herring and Laughing 
Gulls and Common Terns As Asst. in Zoology 1935-36 he organized and 
taught the first course in ornithology-at the Univ. of Maine. Received _ 
three annual grants from the Coe Research Fund for work on the Double- , 

crested Cormorant. Chief Wildlife Technician, Tesettlement Administration, 
1936-37. Asst., now in charge, Maine Cooperative Wildlife Station. 16 
publications, a 201 page report on woodcock (with C. M. Aldous), sea birds 

in relation to the fishing industry, a 159 page report on cormorants, 
herring gull food in relation to fisheries, food of hawks and owls in 
Maine, ducks and geese. : 

Proposed by Frederick C. Lincoln, Clarence Cottam, Ira Ne Gabrielson. 

12. Arnold Lars Nelson - Assoc. 1931 

Fish and Wildlife Service, Wash., D, C. Food Habits Research. Several 
reports in The Auk: food of grouse, warblers, winter birds of North 
Carolina, Several government reports on food habits studiess 

Proposed by James P. Chapin, Ira N. Gabrielson, A. Wetmoree 

13. Ralph Simon Palmer - Assoc. 1937 

Prof. of Zoology, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, Ns Y. 119 page report 

on behavior Common Tern (Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., 1941). Notes in The Auk 
and Wilson Bulletin. ‘ 

Proposed by James P, Chapin, John T. Zimmer, J. Van Tynes



14. George As Petrides - Assoc. 1941 

Work at U. S. National Museum, Wash., Ds C. on plumages and moults, 
especially of game birds, and use of feathers in age-sex determination, 

Several major reports in The Auk, etc. on sames 
Proposed by James Ps Chapin, John T. Zimmer and George M. Sutton, 

15. Allan Robert Phillips + Assocs 1932 

Longtime work on the birds of Arizona, both extensively in the field 
and in the major museums. Using a private collection of 4000 Arizona 
birds to prepare a book on the distribution, migration and ecology of the 
birds of that State. While in the army 1942-45 made some studies of 
birds of Okinawa and other war areas visited; 26 publications in The Auk 
and The Condor, mostly on the birds of Arizona and taxonomic studies, 

especially of flycatchersi 3 
Proposed by George M. Sutton, J. Van Tyne, Ernst Mayr. 

16. Kenneth Racey ~ Assoc. 1921 

Vancouver, British Columbia. 31 papers and notes in The Auk, Canadian 
Field Naturalist and Murrelet on birds and mammals, including records, 
local lists and two life histories. 

Proposed by James P,. Chapin, Ira N. Gabrielegon, J» Van Tyne. 

17. George Bradford Saunders, dr. - Assoc, 1925 

Ue. Se Fish and Wildlife Service, Brownsville, Texas. For many years 

Central Flyway Biologist with extensive field work in the great plains 
area, Oklahoma, Texas and Mexico on waterfowl, shorebirds and cranese 
Notes in The Auk on Starlings and new Meadowlark described. A longtime 

monograph study of Meadowlarks (unpublished), 
Proposed by James P. Chapin, Ira N. Gabrielson, As Wetmore. 

18. Charles W. Schwartz - Assoc. 1941 

Columbia, Mo. Much field work and cooperative game bird studies for 
the Univs of Mo. and the Mo. Game Dept.. A skilled photographer, his two 
books are beautifully illustrated with original photos: Prairie Chicken 
in Missouri, 1944 pabdageg City) and The Ecology of the Prairie Chicken 
in Missouri, 1945 (Univ. of Mo. Studies). 

Proposed by J. Van Tyne, James P. Chapin, Ira N. Gabrielsone 

19. James Osborne Stevenson - Assoc. 1936 

Arkansas Waterfowl Refuge, Austwell, Texas. Bird notes in The Auk 
on birds of Ohio, North Carolina and the Chicago area, Much field work 
in Texas-Louisiana Area on waterfowl, shorebirds, cranes, etCe 

Proposed by Ira N. Gabrielson, Clarence Cottam, Frederick C,. Lincoln. i 

20. Robert Earl Stewart - Assoc. 1938 

Patuxent Research Refuge, Bowie, Md. - 
Proposed by James P. Chapin, Ira N, Gabrielson, J. Van Tynee 

21. James Taylor Tanner - Assoc. 1933 

Courtland, Ne Yes Ornithology training at Cornell Univ. Notes in 
The Auk on chickadees, N. J. and Lovisana birds where considerable 
field work was done. Principle publication, 112 pages, The Ivory-billed 

_ . Woodpecker (Nat. Aud. Soc. 1942), 
Proposed by James Ps Chapin, Ernst Mayr, Dean Amadony



22. Frederick H. Test ~- Assoc. 1938 

Asst. Prof. of Zoology, Univ. of Mich. 24 publications from 1928 to 
date, mostly on birds of Indiana and California where much field work 

was donee Training in Ornithology, Univ. of California, PhD. Specialized 

in plumages of woodpeckers, especially flickerse 
Proposed by James P, Chapin, Ernst Mayr, Dean Amadon. 

23. Arthur Cornelius fwomey'+ Assoc. 1930 

Ornithologist, Carnegie Museum, Pittsburgh. Training in Ornithology 
at Univ. of Ill. Much field work in Utah, Illinois, the Prairie Provinces 
and the Canadian Artic. Papers on breeding habits of Bonaparte's Gull, 
Selenium and Duck Sickness, Birds of Uinta Mts., Utah. 

Proposed by James P. Chapin, Ernst Mayr, Dean Amadon. 

24. Emil Witschi - Assoc. 1939 

Prof. of Zoology, Iowa State College. Exhaustive studies with caged 
birds of plumages as modified by gonadotropie and oestrogenic hormones 
on regenerating feathers, especially in weaver finches. Developed 
color photo records of same. Report of his work at last International 
Congress, Rouen, France, attracted much attention. 

Proposed by James P. Chapin, John T. Zimmer, J. Van Tyne. 

Nominations for Honorary Fellow 

1. David Lack - Corresponding Fellow - 1939 

Director of the Edward Grey Institute of Ornithology, Oxford, England. 
The Life of the Robin, Darwin's Finches and a more technical treatise on 
Galagagos Finches, Ecological Aspects of Species-Formation eee i : 

i Courtship Feeding in Birds (1940), Pair Formation in Birds (1940), Habitat 
Selection and Speciation in Birds (1940), Some Aspects of Instinctive 
Behavior and Display in Birds (1941), Breeding Birds of Orkney (1943), 
The Age of British Birds, Partial Migration (1943), Breeding Habits of 
European Nightjar (1932), Territory and Polygamy, Habitat Selection, 
Review of Bird Census Work, Habitat Distribution of British Woodland Birds, 
Psychological Factor in Bird Distribution, Birds of British Heaths and 
Moors and about 50 other papers. He is the leading British field 
ornithologist-productive in ecological and behavior research and taxonomy. 

Proposed by Ernst Mayr, James P. Chapin, Josselyn Van Tyne. 

2. Pontus Palmgren - Corresponding Fellow 1932 

f Prof. of Zoology, Univ. of Helsingfors, Finland. A pioneer and leading 
investigator in the field of bird ecology, development of census methods, 
correlations between bird population density and food yield of habitats, 
influence of Artic day length on activity, physiological basis of bird 
migration, lake types and bird distribution, monographs on Kinglets and 
Chickadees. 

Proposed by Ernst Mayr, James P. Chapin, J. Van Tyne.



THE POST-WAR PROGRAM OF THE 

AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGISTS’ UNION 

REQUIRES AND DESERVES YOUR 

HELP AND SUPPORT 

Each year it is costing more for the Union to do the same job as in former years. 
We want to put on a bigger and better program. More money would enable us to publish 
a larger Auk with special features and extensive illustrations, some in color. Soon there 
will be unusually large numbers of needy college students that could benefit greatly from 
association with the Union. An increase in our Endowment Educational Fund would en- 
able the Union each year to secure a highly selected group of potentially valuable mem- 
bers. A contribution of only three dollars will make one of these student memberships 
possible. A new check-list and other publications deserve attention. 

This communication is to remind you that the Union would be most appreciative 
and could make splendid use of gifts or bequests, large or small. These can be added 

to current funds or permanent endowment funds with only the income used, and may be 
limited to any specific use. Special funds can be established bearing your name. A 
record can be kept of a series of small gifts which in time may qualify you for life mem- 
bership with no further dues (one hundred dollars) or as a Patron (one thousand dollars). 
Names of Patrons are carried at the head of the A.O.U. membership roll forever, a suit- 
able memorial to one who has done and lived much in the world of birds and should be 
remembered by those that follow in this interest. Such gifts result in savings in income 
tax payments. All gifts are reported to the A.O.U. Council and accepted by that body 
with suitable acknowledgment. 

Gifts to the Union during a member's lifetime are particularly welcome since the 
donor can observe and share in the benefits resulting. In nearly all jurisdictions such gifts 
are exempt from income taxes, but particulars may easily be obtained in each instance. 

Some persons may prefer to make a bequest by will and for their convenience a 
form is suggested below: 

FORM OF BEQUEST 

In view of the desire on the part of the members and friends of the American Ornithologist’s 
Union to provide for its needs by bequest to its endowment, and as to the inquiries which are 
received from time to time as to the proper wording, forms are shown below for the convenience 
of those who are planning to remember the Union in their wills. 

(General) 

I give and bequeath to the American Ornithologist’s Union, incorporated not for profit under the laws 

of the District of Columbia —........_ dollars. 

(Specific) 

I give and bequeath to the American Ornithologist’s Union, incorporated not for profit under the laws 

of the District of Columbia —............ dollars in trust to be used for the purposes following, that 
is to say: 

Note: It is strongly recommended that a competent lawyer be employed to prepare the will and to super- 
vise its execution in order that all the requirements of the law of the State in which the maker of the 
will resides may be fully met. It is also wise to give the Union considerable latitude in the use of any 
fund to be established by bequest, or, of the income therefrom, so that a change of circumstances may not 
impair the usefulness of the gift. The Treasurer of the Union will be glad upon request to review the 
phraseology of proposed bequests and to make suggestions with reference thereto. Consideration should 
also be given to the fact that such bequests may be free of death duties or succession duties. This 
question can be answered by your lawyer. 

Gifts can be mailed at any time to any officer of the Union. 

We hope to have a number to report at the next annual meeting.



PRELIMINARY ARRANGEMENTS FOR 1946 A.O.U. MEETING 

‘Urbana-Champaign, Illinois, September 2-6, 1946 

Local Committee — 
W. M. Luce / 
R. E. Yeatter 

J. S. Ayars : 
A. F. Satterthwaite 

Mrs. R. R. Snapp 

Mrs. V, Vaniman 
S. C. Kendeigh, Chairman 

Sponsors— 
Department of Zoology and Physiology of the University of Illinois 

[Illinois Natural History Survey 

Champaign County Audubon Club 

Headquarters — 

[lini Union Building on the campus 

Hotels — 
Inman Hotel, Champaign; double rooms: $3.00—$6.60 

Urbana-Lincoln Hotel, Urbana; double rooms: $3.30—$6.00 

Hamilton Hotel, Champaign; double rooms: $3.00—$4.40 

Single rooms should not be requested except under exceptional circumstances. 

90 hotel rooms reserved for A.O.U. Late comers will be assigned to private 
homes. 

If hotel accommodations cannot be arranged, write A. F. Satterthwaite, 
806 W. Ohio St., Urbana, Ill. : 

Make reservations for rooms as soon as possible and mention the American : 
Ornithologists’ Union in your request. 

Meals — 
Cafeteria in Illini Union Bldg. 

e Service for A.O.U. members at 11:30 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. 

Program will be arranged to fit these hours 

Business Meetings (Sept. 2) — 
Faculty Lounge, Illini Union Bldg. 

Council Luncheon (Sept. 2) — 

Federal Room, Illini Union Bldg. 

Compliments of Local Committee 

Program Sessions — Sept. 3, 4, 5 (Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday) — 

Main Session, Room 112, Gregory Hall 

Technical Session, Room 100, Gregory Hall 

Evening Movies — 
University Auditorium reserved for September 3 and September 5, 7-10 p.m. 

Group Photograph — 

Probably Tuesday or Wednesday noon. 

; Open House — 
(1) Vivarium Bldg., research and equipment in ornithology and ecology 
(2) Illinois Natural History Survey, research and equipment in fish and 

game management 4 to 6 p.m., Tuesday and Wednesday. 

Social Events — 
Reception after movies on Tuesday evening 

Refreshments complimentary of Local Committee 

Annual Dinner — 
Urbana-Lincoln Hotel, Wednesday, Sept. 4, $2.50 per plate. 

Special after-dinner program to be arranged 

Field Trips — 

(1) Half-day trip to University Woods and Wildlife Restoration Demon- 
stration Area — Thursday afternoon, Sept. 5 or Friday A.M. 

(2) Full day trip on Friday, Sept. 6 to Lake Chautauqua 
Federal Waterfowl Refuge at Havana 

Exhibits — 

The last seven bird paintings made by the late Major Allen Brooks 

‘Transportation — 

City buses marked Campus, University or S. W. Champaign go to the campus 
from all hotels. Fare 5 cents 

Registration — 
In Gregory Hall. Opens 8 A.M. Tuesday. 

Program sessions begin at 8:30 each morning. Please plan your schedule 
to be there on time.



— > AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGIST'S UNION 

Twenty-four Nominations to the Class of Members, 1946 

Note: Summaries of personnel records of candidates prepared at the 
, direction of the Membership Committee from data recorded on 

s nomination blanks by sponsors. 

-1e Frank Bellrose, Jr. - Assoc. 1934 

Ornithologist, Illinois Natural History Survey. Specialized on ~ 
waterfowl and birds of Illinois. Waterfowl ecology, management, movements 
and foods. Several minor reports/in the Auk. Several major waterfowl . 
reports published by Ill. Nat. Hist. Sur. 

Proposed by James P. Chapin, Ira N. Gabrielson, J. Van Tynee 

: 2. Logan Johnson Bennett - Assoc. 1934, 

In charge, Pa. Cooperative Wildlife Research Station, State College, . 

Pa. PhD from Iowa State College. Major studies of Blue-Winged Teal, 
Red Fox, Woodcock and Pheasant. Much field work in Iowa, Pennsylvania 

and Mexico. Book on Blue-winged Teal, its ecology and management, 
redhead duck and woodcock reports. Trapping and food habits techniques. 
Chapter in recent pheasant book. 

Proposed by Ira N. Gabrielson, Clarence Cottam, Frederick C. Lincoln. 

3- Victor Harrison Cahalane - Assoc. 1934. 

' In charge, Wildlife Division, Nat. Park Service. Much field work in 
all parts of the United States on management, ecology and food habits of 
both birds and mammals. Reports on birds of the national parks» Numerous 
notes in ornithological journals. Active in several conservation 
organizations. 

Proposed by James P. Chapin, John T. Zimmer, Ernst Mayr. 

4 Allen Joseph Duvall - Assoc. 1942. 

Wash. De Ce A number of notes in the Auk on birds of Maryland, 
: Virginia and North Carolina. 

Proposed by James P. Chapin, Ira N. Gebrielson, J. Van Tynes 

5e Donald S. Farner ~ Assoc. 1941 i 

Dept. of Zoology, Unive of Wisc., Madison, Wisc. Former Asste Curator 
of birds and Asst. Prof. of Zool., Univ. of Kanes Assoce Editor of 
Bird-Banding. Auther of Age Groups and Longevity in the American Robin, 
Return of Robins to their Birthplaces, Trematodes in Birds. 

Proposed by James P. Chapin, John T. Zimmer, J. Van Tynes 

6. Harvey I. Fisher - Assoc. 1941 

Instructor in Ornithology and Zoology, Univ. of Hawaii, A«Be at 
Kansas State, 1937. PhD at Univ. of California at Berkeley in 1942 
Following part-time teaching assistantships, he joined the Museum of 
Zoology at Berkeley as full-time curatorial assistant (1942-45). Asst. 
Editor of The Condor, 1943-44. A number of important papers on avian 
anatomy, particularly relating to vultures. Interest in birds quite 

‘ broads Seven major publications in The Condor, The Auk and the Ams 
Midland Naturalist on vestigial claws on bird wings, pterylosis and 

; anatomy of skulls. ; 

Proposed by James P. Chapin, John T. Zimmer, J. Van Tyne.



7e Frederick Woods Haecker ~ Assoc. 1939 

Numerous papers on Nebraska birds in Nebr. Bird Review. Editor of 
Nebr. Bird Review 1941 to date. Joint author of recently published 
Check-list of the Birds of Nebraska. 39 publications to date. 

Proposed by George Miksch Sutton, James P. Chapin, John T. Zimmer. 

8. Arthur §. Hawkins - Assoc. 1940 

Illinois Natural History Survey. MS Univ. of Wisconsin. Specialized 
in upland game birds and waterfowl. Trapping and banding techniques, 
prairie chicken, sharptails, European partridge. Waterfowl movements, 
foods and management. About 30 publications on above subjects plus 
report on Upland Plover. Active in several conservation organizations. 

Proposed by James P. Chapin, Ira N. Gabrielson, J. Van Tynee 

9. Robert Anthony Johnson - Assoc. 1930 

Professor Zoology and Ornithology, Oneonta State Teacher's College, © 
Oneonta, Ne. Ys. Ph. De. Cornell Univ. More than a dozen reports in The 
Auk. Monograph on the Atlantic Murre: mergansers, snowy owl, starlings, 
puffin, dovekie. Much field work in Maine-Maritime Provinces.areae Also 
reports on Ruffed Grouse, Sooty Grouse, loons and Grebes. Work in far west. 

Proposed by James P. Chapin, J. Van Tyne, Joseph J. Hickey. 

10. Aldo Starker Leopold - Assoc. 1940 

Director Field Research. Conservation Section, Pan American Union. 
PheD. in Ornithology, Univ. of California. Awarded a Guggenheim ~ 
fellowship to enable him to prepare a book on the game birds of Mexico. 
Six publications on quail, doves, wild turkeys, predation. 

Proposed by James P. Chapin, Ira N. Gabrielson, J. Van Tyne. 

11. Howard Lewis Mendall - Born Augusta, Maine Nov. 21, 1909. Assoc. 1934 4 

B.A. Univ. of Maine, 1931, M. A. 1934. Teaching fellowship, 1933-34, 
while working on the economic status of seabirds--Herring and Laughing 
Gulls and Common Tern. As Asst. in Zoology 1935-36 he organized and 
taught the first course in ornithology at the Univ. of Maine. Received _ 
three annual grants from the Coe Research Fund for work on the Double- 
crested Cormorant. Chief Wildlife Technician, Tesettlement Administration, 
1936-37, Asste, now in charge, Maine Cooperative Wildlife Statione 16 
publications, a 201 page report on woodcock (with C. M. Aldous), sea birds 
in relation to the fishing industry, a 159 page report on cormorants, 
herring gull food in relation to fisheries, food of hawks and owls in 

Maine, ducks and geese. 
Proposed by Frederick C. Lincoln, Clarence Cottam, Ira Ne Gabrielson. 

12. Arnold Lars Nelson - Assoc. 1931 

Fish and Wildlife Service, Wash., D. C. Food Habits Research. Several 
reports in The Auk: food of grouse, warblers, winter birds of North 
Carolina. Several government reports on food habits studies. 

Proposed by James P. Chapin, Ira N. Gabrielson, A. Wetmore. 

13+ Ralph Simon Palmer - Assoc. 1937 

Profe of Zoology, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, Ne. Y. 119 page report 
on behavior Common Tern (Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., 1941). Notes in The Auk 
and Wilson Bulletin. 

Proposed by James P. Chapin, John T. Zimmer, J. Van Tynee ;



14. George A. Petrides - Assoc. 1941 

Work at Ue S. National Museum, Wash., D. C. on plumages and moults, 
especially of game birds, and use of feathers in age-sex determination. 
Several major reports in The Auk, etc. on same. 

Proposed by James P. Chapin, John T. Zimmer and George M. Sutton. 

15. Allan Robert Phillips - Assoc. 1932 

Longtime work on the birds of Arizona, both extensively in the field 
and in the major museums. Using a private collection of 4000 Arizona 
birds to prepare a book on the distribution, migration and ecology of the 
birds of that State. While in the army 1942-45 made some studies of 
birds of Okinawa and other war areas visited. 26 publications in The Auk 
and The Condor, mostly on the birds of Arizona and taxonomic studies, 
especially of flycatchers. 

Proposed by George M. Sutton, J. Van Tyne, Ernst Mayre 

16. Kenneth Racey ~ Assoc. 1921 

Vancouver, British Columbia. 31 papers and notes in The Auk, Canadian 
Field Naturalist and Murrelet on birds and mammals, including records, 
local lists and two life histories. 

Proposed by James P. Chapin, Ira N. Gabrielson, J. Van Tyne. 

17. George Bradford Saunders, dre - Assoc, 1925 

U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Brownsville, Texas. For many years 
Central Flyway Biologist with extensive field work in the great plains 
area, Oklahoma, Texas and Mexico on waterfowl, shorebirds and cranese 
Notes in The Auk on Starlings and new Meadowlark described. A longtime 

monograph study of Meadowlarks (unpublished). 
Proposed by James P. Chapin, Ira N. Gabrielson, A. Wetmore. 

18. Charles W. Schwartz - Assoc. 1941 

Columbia, Mo. Much field work and cooperative game bird studies for 
the Univ. of Mo. and the Mo. Game Dept.. A skilled photographer, his two 
books are beautifully illustrated with original photos: Prairie Chicken 
in Missouri, 1944 meg City) and The Ecology of the Prairie Chicken 
in Missouri, 1945 (Univ. of Mo. Studies). i 

Proposed by J. Van Tyne, James P. Chapin, Ira N. Gabrielson. 

19. dames Osborne Stevenson - Assoc. 1936 

Arkansas Waterfowl Refuge, Austwell, Texas. Bird notes in The Auk 
on birds of Ohio, North Carolina and the Chicago area. Much field work 
in Texas-Louisiana Area on waterfowl, shorebirds, cranes, etes : 

Proposed by Ira N. Gabrielson, Clarence Cottam, Frederick C. Lincolns ; 

20. Robert Earl Stewart - Assoc. 1938 

” Patuxent Research Refuge, Bowie, Md. 
Proposed by James P. Chapin, Ira N. Gabrielson, J. Van Tynes 

21. dames Taylor Tanner - Assoc. 1933 

Courtland. Ne Yes Ornithology training at Cornell Univ. Notes in 
The Auk on chickadees, N. Je and Louisana birds where considerable , 
field work was done. Principle publication, 112 pages, The Ivoryebilled 

. Woodpecker (Nat. Aude Soce 1942) 
Proposed by James P. Chapin, Ernst Mayr, Dean Amadon.
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22. Frederick Ha Test - Assoc. 1938 

Asst. Prof. of Zoology, Univ. of Mich. 24 publications from 1928 to 
date, mostly on birds of Indiana and California where much field work 
was donee Training in Ornithology, Univ. of California, Ph.D. Specialized 
in plumages of woodpeckers, especially flickers. 

Proposed by James P. Chapin, Ernst Mayr, Dean Amadon. 

23. Arthur Cornelius fwomey:+ Assoc. 1930 ——— ee 

Crnithologist, Carnegie Museum, Pittsburgh. Training in Ornithology 
at Unive of Ill. Much field work in Utah, Illinois, the Prairie Provinces 
and the Canadian Artic. Papers on breeding habits of Bonaparte's Gull, 
Selenium and Duck Sickness, Birds of Uinta Mts., Utah. 

Proposed by James P. Chapin, Ernst Mayr, Dean Amadon. 

24- Emil Witschi - Assoc. 1939 

Prof. of Zoology, Iowa State College. Exhaustive studies with caged 
birds of plumages as modified by gonadotropic and oestrogenic hormones 
on regenerating feathers, especially in weaver finches. Developed 
color photo records of same. Report of his work at last International : 
Congress, Rouen, France, attracted much attention. 

Proposed by James P. Chapin, John T. Zimmer, J. Van Tyne. 

Nominations for Honorary Fellow 

1. David Lack - Corresponding Fellow - 1939 

Director of the Edward Grey Institute of Ornithology, Oxford, England. 
The Life of the Robin, Darwin's Finches and a more technical treatise on 
Galagegos Finches, Ecological Aspects of Species-Formation eet: : 
Courtship Feeding in Birds (1940), Pair Formation in Birds (1940), Habitat 
Selection and Speciation in Birds (1940), Some Aspects of Instinctive 
Behavior and Display in Birds (1941), Breeding Birds of Orkney (1943), 
The Age of British Birds, Partial Migration (1943), Breeding Habits of 
European Nightjar (1932), Territory and Polygamy, Habitat Selection, 
Review of Bird Census Work, Habitat Distribution of British Woodland Birds, 
Psychological Factor in Bird Distribution, Birds of British Heaths and 
Moors and about 50 other papers. He is the leading British field 
ornithologist-productive in ecological and behavior research and taxonomy. 

Proposed by Ernst Mayr, James P. Chapin, Josselyn Van Tyne. 

2. Pontus Palmgren - Corresponding Fellow 1932 

Prof. of Zoology, Univ. of Helsingfors, Finiand.s A pioneer and leading 
investigator in the field of bird ecology, development of census methods, 
correlations between bird population density and food yield of habitats, 
influence of Artic day length on activity, physiological basis of bird 
migration, lake types and bird distribution, monographs on Kinglets and 
Chickadees. 

Proposed by Ernst Mayr, James P. Chapin, J. Van Tyne.
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AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGISTS’ UNION 

Founded 1883 Incorporated 1888 

August 1, 1946 

Subject: Annual Meeting Notice 

The Sixty-fourth Stated Meeting of The American Ornithologists’ Union will convene 

in Urbana-Champaign, Illinois on September 2-5, 1946. This will be the first A.O.U. meet- 

ing in this area. 

This is the Union's first post-war regular meeting — the first to include program 

sessions in four years. The accommodations and facilities being made available by the 

Local Committee are excellent. You should be able to obtain adequate hotel reservations 

if you act at once. This will be a big meeting. The A.O.U. family is hungry to travel 

again, to share the news and experiences which have accumulated, and hear and see the 

excellent papers and films which have come to be during the long months since the last 

paper meeting. These meetings are in Room 100 and Room 112 Gregory Hall. 

Because of the missed meetings, hundreds of potential new members have missed 

contact with the Union. For two successive years we have broken our all-time record total 

list of members — but we need many more. With more members more can share in the 

benefits of the Union. Present members will benefit from the reduced overhead and added 

features in “The Auk’ as circulation grows. At our first post-war banquet on September 4 

we expect to be able to announce that our paid-up membership for the first time exceeds 

the 2000 mark. You can have a share in this celebration by returning the enclosed nomina- 

tion blanks promptly with the names of those that should be one of us. 

Be sure to plan to attend all of the program sessions Tuesday, Wednesday and 

Thursday (September 3-5). These are open to the general public, as well as to Associates 

and Members. 

Request For Papers 

Please send to the Secretary as soon as possible, in any case before August 24, titles 

and brief abstracts of papers you wish to present, time required and type of illustration to 
be used, if any. 

The Council (quorum 5) will convene Monday, September 2 at 9 A.M. The Fellows 
(quorum 10) meet at 4 P.M., and the Fellows and Members (quorum 15) at 7:30 P.M. A 

record number of membership vacancies are to be filled. These meetings are to be in the 

Faculty Lounge, Illinois Union Building. 

The Chairman of the Local Committee on arrangements is Dr. S. Charles Kendeigh, 

Experimental Zoological Laboratory, Champaign, Illinois, to whom further inquiries may be 

addressed. 

Dues for 1947 are now receivable. You can save the Union money by mailing them 
now to Treasurer Frederick C. Lincoln, U. S. Dept. Interior, Wash. 25, D.C. Please read 
carefully the enclosed information sheet concerning the need of the A.O.U. for gifts or 
bequests. 

: LAWRENCE E. HICKS, 

Secretary, A.O.U. 

Ohio State University 

Columbus 10, Ohio
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SUMMARY OF THE 63rd STATED MEETING 
OF THE AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGISTS' UNION 
BOSTON-CAMBRIDGE - OCTOBER 24-25, 1945 

Attendance 
Maximum number 

2 in attendance 

1, Wednesday morning Council session... 1... 1-5 -.- 25 

2. Wednesday afternoon Council session. ... ++. +++. 4 

3, Wednesdey afternoon Fellows session. ... +... ++ 18 

4, Wednesday afternoon Fellows and Mombers Session. ... . 80 

5, Wednesday evening dinner at the Harvard Club .....- 27 

6. Thursday morning Council session ..- 1 1+ + eee ee 12 

7%, Total attondance , Council, Fellows and Members .... . 30 

Elections 

Pessiaons i wey a ee! ot) Rope iteyd, 

Ast Vice-President ....... .. Robert C, Murthy 

2nd Vice-President .....+.+ +. d, Van Tyne 

Secretary... .++++++ «+. + Lawrence B, Hicks 

Treasurer... ..- ++ + + 6 + we 6 Frederick C, Lincoln 

EO cial kia NOH el 6 Mel Ga NIRS SORE | ae 

Council: New Members, 3- yrs. .. . Joseph J. Hickey, George M. Sutton, 

Clarence Cottam 

2- yrs. ... John, Aldrich 

Associates .......+++ +4 + 234 (See list in Oct, 1946 Auk, 
Members (8)... .... +. ++ + « Marguerite Hoydweillor Baumgartner, 

Allan D, Cruickshank, H. Albert 

Hochbaum, Francis H. Kortright, 

i G.C. Munro, George J. Wallace, 
Leonard W, Wing, Albert Wolfson. 

SL RW igh se eau ning CS BMT at nC wes ela abe ARIE 

Honorary Fellow. ...... +. + Dz, Oliverio Mario de Oliveira Pinto 

Award of Brester Medal ..... .. ToH, Albert Hochbaum for his book 

"The Canvasback on a Prairie Marsh"



MINUTES OF THE COUNCIL SESSIONS OF HE AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGISTS' UNION AT THE 63RD STATED 
MEETING, Boston-Canbridge 

October 24-25, 1945 

The first session of the Council of the American Ornithologists! Union was held at 

the home of Mr, and Mrs. Charles F, Batchelder, 7 Kirkland Street, in Cambridge, Wednesday, 

October 24, 1945, 

The meeting was called to order by President Peters at 10:03 AM, Present, 15 Members: 

Batchelder, Bent, Earle A, Brooks (Representing the Wilson Ornithological Club), Chapin, 

Friedmann, Hicks, Lincoln, Lloyd, Mayr, Murphy, Oberholser, Peters, Van Tyne, Wetmore, 

Zimmer, 

On motion of Lloyd end Friedmann the minutes of the 1944 meeting, as previously 

mimeographed and sent to Council members, were approved, 

After considerable discussion of the time and place of the 1946 meeting, on motion 

of Mayr and Friedmam, the Council voted to have a committee c»nvas the situation and 

_ make their report and recommendation to Council for final determination by mail ballot. 

The Secretary's report showed that on Sept. 30, 1945, the paid A,O.U, membership 

(as. checked against the Treasurer's report) was as follows: Patrons, 3; Emeritus Fellows, 2; 

Honorary Fellows, 14; Corresponding Fellows, 74; Fellows, 49; Members, 133; Associates, 

1368; paid Associate-elects, 192. Total 1835, This is a net increase of 101 members over 
the same date in 1944, resulting for the second consecutive year in a new all-time high 

in membership numbers, In addition there were 235 subscribers, a net increase of 27 over 
1944, Including 41 exchanges, the number of copies of 'The Auk’ mailed each issue has now 

passed the 2000 mark for the first time, 

There had been 13 resignations (of Associates) and 20 deaths of members during the 

year: l Honorary Fellow, 2 Corresponding Fellows, 2 Fellows and 15 Associates, On Dec 1, 
1945, the known vacencies were as follows: Honorary Follows, 6; Corresponding Fellows, 2} 

Fellows, 1; Members, 9; Associates, unlimited. 
The Secretary reported that the accunulated surplus in the Endowment Educational Fund 

had made it possible to grant 21 A.0.U, scholarship memberships to worthy students in 1943, 
24 in 1944, 14 in 1945, In 1946 and thereafter it will be possible to grant only 8 per 

year unless the Union receives special gifts or endowment grants for this purpose. In the 

post-war years there will be unusually large numbers of needy college students that could 
benefit greatly from association with the Union, The Union in turn would benefit thru 
increased revenue and circulation of the 'The Auk', as well as in acquiring each year a 

highly selected group of potentially valuable mombers, The need is great as the committee 

could distribute at least 50 to 100 of these student members to advantage each year. 

On motion of Chapin and Lloyd the Secretary's report was accepted. 

é 
The report of the Investing Trustees (read by Peters and Hicks) showed that the A,0.U. 

endowment funds, as of Sept. 30, 1945, totalled $33,119.92. The income for the year ending 
on that date was $1,847.92, representing average carnings of more then 5% -- a find record, 

On motion of Murphy and Van Tyne this report was accepted, 14 

On motion of Lloyd and Mumphy, the Council elected as Trustees for 1946, Julian K, 

Potter, Chairman, James Savage and Rodolphe M, de Schauensee,. 

The report of Treasurer Frederick C, Lincoln indicated receipts during the year of 

$9,609,64, not including $1,522.11 in the Canadian account in the Bank of Montreal. Of 

$7, 764,48 in disbursements, $5,638.03 wnet into manufacture of 'The Auk'. The cash on hand 
at the close of the year amounted to $1,454.29, or $919.50 more than on the same date in 

1944,



3. 

It was agreed that no commercial audit of the Treasurer's books would be necessary 

this year, On motion of Chapin and Oberholser the Treasurer's report was accepted, 

The report of the Special Canadian Committee, given by Hoyes Lloyd, Chairman, indicated 

that dues had been received from 7 Fellows, 6 Members, 68 Associates and 2 subscribers, in 

addition to a gift of $1000, The fund on Sept, 29, 1945 included $1535,61 in cash and a 

$500 Dominion of Canada bond, 

On motion of Lloyd and Wetmore this report was accepted with thanks, On motion of 

Wetmore and Oberholser the Council authorized Mr, Lloyd to invest $1000 in the current 
Canadian Victory Loan bonds, 

John T. Zimmer reported for the Brewster Award Committee (Zimmer, Murphy, Van Tyne), 

reviewing the majority and the minority reports, The motion of Lincoln and Zimmer to make the 

1945 eward to Francis H. Kortright was defeated, The motion of Mayr and Van Tyne to make 

the 1945 award to H. Albert Hochbaum for his book "The Canvasback in a Prairie Marsh" was 
passed, The 1945 award carried a cash honorarium of $ 396,06. 

The Committee of Biography and Bibliography presented no formal report since its work 

of the past year was already recorded in the pages of 'The Auk’, 

John T, Zimmer reported for the Publications Committee, On motion of Oberholser and 
Wetmore this report was accepted, 

Mr. Zimmer also reported what he had been able to learn of status of the work of the 

10-year Index Committee, Dr. Hildegarde Howard is esrrying on the work temporarily since the 
death of George Willet, Several names were suggested for a possible permanent Chairman of 

this Committee, 

Mr, Zimmer next gave his report as Editor, explaining the lateness of the Oct, issue 

and mentioning that at the presmt time very few manuscripts are on hand. On motion of 

Lincoln and Wetmore this report was accepted, 

Dr. Chapin reported for the Committee on Nowination of Fellows and Members (Bailey, 

Chapin, Van Tyne), 

Adjournment at 12:45 P.M, for a luncheon provided by the kind hospitality of Mr. and 

Mrs, Batchelder, 

The Council reconvened at 2:31 P.M. in room 225 of the Biology Building, Harvard 

Universi ty. 

On notion of Wetmore and Lincoln the Council recommened to the Union the election of 
234 Associates whose names had been read, 

On notion of Hicks ani Oberholser the Council rocomendei to the Union the election 

of Dr. Oliverio Mario je Oliveira Pinto of Brazil as an Honorary Fellow and Cok Cyril 

Mackworth-Praed of England as a Corresponiing Follow, 

President Peters: next reported for the Membership Committee, Forty-six members of this 

Committee had been appointed, one in nearly every state, with two in a few. Of these 18 

became active during the year, securing 9] new members, 

Following considerable discussion of the need for and methods to be used in a membership 

campaign, the Council voted, on motion of Mayr and Yan Tyne, to prepare a circular reviewing 

the purposes of the Union and the advantages of joining, authorizing $50 to defray the cost 
of same,
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On motion of Wetmore and Zimmer the Council voted to make student membership grants in 

the A,0,U. available only to those of college age, i.e, 18 or over. 

On motion of Oberholser and Mayr, the President was authorized to appoint a Chairman 

of the Membership Committe to direct and correlate its activities. 

At 3:10 the Council adjourned, ; 

1945 Meeting of the Fellows of the A,0.U. 

After the adjournment of Council, the Fellows convened at 3:25 P.M. to consider 
amendments. Present, 16; Allen, Bent, Chapin, Delacour (Honorary) , Friedmann, Griscom, Hicks, 

Lincoln, Lloyd, Mayr, Murphy, Oberholser, Peters, Van Tyne, Wetmore, Zimmer, 

On motion of Mayr and Friedmann the roll call was dispensed with, 

On motion of Hicks and Lincoln the Fellows considered an amendment addition to Section 
T-Article ILI. "As occasion demands, matters for decision may be submitted by the Secretary 
at the direction of the President to the Council for vote by mail, All such votes of the 

Council made by mail ballot shall be placed on the record and submitted for ratification at 
the next meeting of the Council," 

This proposed amendment, having been referred to the Fellows by the Council upon motion 

of Chapin and Bent, was recommended for adoption and laid on the table for final consideration 

in 1946 by vote of the Committee of the Whole (motion of Bent and Griscom), On motion of 
Oberholser and Zimer the Fellows accepted the report of the Comittee of the Whole, 

From a list of 5 names, the Fellows selected that of Dr. Jean Linsdale for election 

as a Fellow, 

The third session of the Council convened at 10:05 A.M. Thursday, October 25, 1945 in 

Room 225 of the Biology Building, Harvard University. 

Present 12: Allon, Chapin, Friedmann, Griscon, Hicks, Lloyd, Mayr, Oberholser, Peters, 

Ven Tyne, Wetmore, Zinner, 

On motion of Hicks and Murphy the Council accepted the gifts of Hoyes Lloyd, Willian P. 
Wharton and Edward A, McI lnenny. These men, having qualified as Patrons the Secretary was 

instructed to enroll their names on the list of Patrons, 

After some discussion it was agreed to refer to the President the matter of appointing 

a Chairman of the Educational (Student Membership) Fund, 

Next the Council discussed mailing a roquest for additional endowment funds and a revised 
form of bequest to each member with the next annual letter, Also it was agreed that the Treasurer 

should proceed to jestroy all except a few samples of a large lot of obdelete Treasurer's 

printing supplies end forms. 

On motion of Van Tyne and Chapin the Council adopted a resolution proposed by Murphy, 

Mayr and Ripley. It reads: "The Council of the A,0.U. in session at the 63rd meeting at 

Cambridge, Massachusetts, wishes to record its concern in the fate of the native flora and 

fauna of Pacific islands throughout the zones of military occupation, It hereby emphasizes 
to Government authorities the importance of continuing steps to safeguard such animal and 

plant life which is unique and hence irreplacable," 

Dr. Wetmore reported for the Committee on Taxonomy and Nomenclature. He felt that a 
complete Check-list manuscript could be made available in not much more than one year, It 
appeared that 2500 copies wou cost about $6000, At $4 per copy it should be possible to 

sell at least 600 within a few weeks,
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On motion of Mayr and Griscom the Council instructed the committee to proceed at once in 

the preparation of a 5th Edition Check-list for publication in the near future, 

On motion of Griscom and Van Tyne the Council instructed the Committee to prepare a 2lst 

Supplement to the Check-list to be published in 'The Auk' during the coming year, 

On motion of Zimmer and Lloyd, the Union expressed its appreciation of the kind hospitality 

of the Museum of Comparative Zoology and Harvard University, and the arrangements made by the 

Local Committee (James L, Peters and Ludlow Griscom). A special vote of thanks was extended 

to Mr. Charles F, 3atchelder (one of the two living Founders of the Union) and to Mrs. 

Batchelder, who entertained the Council at their homo for Wednesday noon luncheon, and to 

Professor Thomas Barbour who entertained the Fellows and Members at a Harvard Club dinner. 

On motion of Wetmore and Zimmer the Council recommended to the Editor that "The Auk" be 
limited to 600 pages in 1946, plus not to exceed 24 poges of extra literature citations, that 

the total cost to the Union not, exceed $6000, for manufacture and printing, but including such 

additional pages as special contributions make possible, and that no color plates be printed 

in 1946 wnless the cost is entirely contributed. 

On motion of Lloyd and Griscom the Council authorized the Business Manager in consultation 
With the Editor, to adjust the edition of 'The Auk to the current needs of the Union plus 

300 copies surplus, basing their judgment on actual circulation of the October issue and the 

number of prospective new members, 

On notion of Wetmore and Van Tyne the Council mthorized the Treasurer to pay the usual 

contribution of $25 to aid in the publication of the part "Aves" of the Zoological Record, 

On motion of Van Tyne and Chapin the Council votei to publish a complete menbership list 
in the October 1946 issue of 'The Auk,' 

On notion of Wetmore ani Chapin the Courcil voted to re-elect John T, Zimmer as Editor 

of "The Auk," 

On notion of Murphy and Chapin the Council votei the sua of $600 to the credit of the 
Editor as an honorariun, 

On the motion of Wetmore ani Murphy the following five persons were elected members of 
the Finance Committee: The President, the Secretary, the Treasurer, de Schauensee ani Griscom, 

On motion of Wetmore and Van Tyne the Council appropiated the sum of $150 for the expenses 

of the Local Committee for the 64th Stated Meeting - 1946, 

On motion of Griscom ani Friedmann the Council authorizei the Treasurer to act as Business 

Manager of the Union, 

On notion of Wetmore and Chapin the Council authorizei the Trustees to pay to the Treasurer, 
on request by hin, the incone frou Oct, 1, 1944 to Septermber 30, 1945, frou each of the five 

funds: Bird Protection, General Eniowment, Brewster Memorial, Ruthven Deane and Educational Funds, 

On motion of Murphy ani Chapin the Council appropiatei the sun of $250 for expenses of the 

Secretary, to be increasoi if necessary, by the Finance Connittee, 

On motion of Wetmore and Murphy the Council authorized the Treasurer to expend the money 

necessary for the current expenses of the Union, } 

On motion of Murphy and Griscom the Council appropiated $600 for the clerical assistance 
of the Treasurer, the amount to be paid on the basis of current rates per hour for such work, 

and the total to be increased if necessary by the Finance Committee. 

On motion of Wetmore and Van Tyne the Council appropiated $10 for current expenses of 

the International Committee on Zoological Nomenclature. 

(SEAL) 
Lawrence E, Hicks, Secretary. 

Anerican Ornithologists! Union,



November 16, 192. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
2k University Farm Place, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo; 

Melosed you will find a final copy of our Committee Report 
which I hope will be acceptable to you. 

You will note a little change in wording of the comment on 
the extension of waterfowl shooting hours beyond 4:00 P. M. 
Clarence Cottem is of the opinion that no danger whatever will 
arise therefrom, so we will at least be able to strike a medium 
between your two points of view. 

As a result of a @-month's field trip throughout the West, 
Clarence believes that the number of hunting hours this year will 
be greatly reduced. Most would-be hunters are kept busy for 
long hours at war work, and the shortage of ammunition, at least 
in the West, is appalling. Cottam tried without success to buy 
a box of 12-gauge shells in Salt Leake City, in Brigham, and in 
Logan. He says that rifle shells for the deer season will be 
sold at $10 per box. I also learned the other day from Ted Frison 
that comparatively few waterfowl hunters are in the field this 
fall in Tllinois. 

Meny thanks for your help in preparing this year's report. 
With best wishes. 

Sincerely yours, 

Vietor H. Cahalane, 
Chairman. 

Molosure. 

ec; Dr. Cottam ‘
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November 16, 192. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
2h, University Farm Place, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo; 

Enclosed you will find e final copy of our Committee Report 
which I hope will be acceptable to you. 

You will note a little change in wording of the comment on 
the extension of waterfowl shooting hours beyond 4:00 P. M. 

Clarence Cottam is of the opinion that no danger whatever will 
arise therefrom, so we will at least be able to strike a medium 

between your two points of view. 

As a result of a 2-month's field trip throughout the West, 
Clarence believes that the number of hunting hours this year will 
be greatly reduced. Most would-be hunters are kept busy for 
long hours at war work, and the shortage of ammunition, at least 
in the West, is appalling. Cottem tried without success to buy 
a box of 12-gauge shells in Salt Leke City, in Brigham, and in 
Logan. He says that rifle shells for the deer season will be 
sold at $10 per box. I also learned the other day from Ted Frison 
that comparatively few waterfowl hunters are in the field this 
fall in Illinois. 

Meny thanks for your help in preparing this year's report. 
With best wishes. 

Sincerely yours, 

Jie 
Victor H. Cahalane, 

Chairman. 
Enclosure.



REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON BIRD PROTACTIUN, 1948 

The Bird Protection Committee presents ite 1942 Report, the fourth in an 

America at war, This unfortunete condition is encompassing birde ae well as 

men in ite disastrous embrace. Yor yours to come the war or its eftermeth is 

likely to affect many species of American birds, Throughout this 1942 report, 

end perhaps through several of its successors, the Yar will form an ever-present 

background. 

This Committee believes that the job of winning the war is of primary in- 

portance, not only to preservation of our country but to ultimate conservation 

of such resources as our bird life. In the process, losses are inevitable. 

Some losses will be necessary and therefore worthwhile, Others will be un- 

necessary and wasteful, Conservationists must try to differentiate between the 

two ~=- then strive to avoid the latter without hindering the war effort. 

One destructive and needless step, based on the excuse of wartime emergency, 

"seems Likehy to have forereaching effects on conservation, This is removal of 

the Fish and Wildlife Service from Washington. Tho isolation of the technical 

wildlife ageney of the federal government at a distance from the seat of that 

government and from the offices of many related activities promises Little good. 

Already the loss of trained personnel 1s serious. Especially alurming is the 

prospect that facilities for research are likely to be reduced to the vanishing 

‘, point. 

The conservation work of the National Perk Service end the Office of 

Indien Affairs has also been interrupted ani seriously hampered by transfers 

of those egencies to a point distant from Washington. 

A wecent Legal opinion, holding that Indiune on certein Indian lends are 

not subject to regulations issued under authority of the Migratory Bird Treaty 

‘Ab, has sonowhet hindered the wildlife conservation program thet was begun on



Indian reservations in 1941. Reoultant practices on some Indian reservations 

hove encouraged disregard of waterfowl regulations by neighboring whites. Con- 

servationists who have read the opinion, however, doubt that it is sound, and 

there ere indications thet it may be reversed. 

This committee feols that anong the major publications on American birds 

eppenains Cellny he gut gee Ge RRning eee welt Of epetted natnhens 

Bent’s “Life Histories of North merican Viycatchers, Larks, Swallows, and their 

allies"; Way's "A systematic and founal list of the birds of New Guinea and 

adjacent islands"; Lehmannts “Attwater's Prairie Chicken, its life history and 

management"; Ridgeway & Friedmann’s: “Birds of North and Kiddle auerice"; — 

Hellmeyer and Conover's "Catalogue of birds of the Americes and tho adjacent 

folands (part 1, nuuber 1)"; another notable achievenent is the publication of 

the greatly revised "Birds of North Cerolina", by Peorson, Brimley and Brimley, 

We can recommend also that A,0.U. members obtein and read <~ and then act 

upon « “"Yading trails: the story of vanishing American wildlife." 

Fork of Orgenizations 

Much of the important bird work of the Fish and Wildlife Service was eon 

tinued this last your although drastic curtailment of reseurch hed already 

commenced, Waterfowl flyway biologists escumlated the information on which 

shooting regulstions are besed. Reestablishment of pure strains of wild turkey 

in the Southesst was oncoursgingly successful, Studies Lending to good water~ 

foul, snangenent prostices in conte! marshes of Louisionn were completed. A 

five yecr etudy on meons of coordineting mosquito control with wildlife con- 

servation was concluded. Numerous experiments in handling witerfowl food 

plants were made, In the field of wildlife disesses, mossures for the control 

of infectious rhinitis in quail were developed. Despite reduced funds and labor, 
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work on thoi million acres of refuges under the Tish ani Wildlife Service made 

good progress, Most of the waterfowl nesting refuges were in better condition 

than ever before, and several had adequate water for tho first tine since their 

astablishnent. oor 

Biological work on National Forests and National Perks wos sevesiy cut 

during the past year as « result of reduction of funds and loss of personnel. 

Seebestten has chee sutbeset, ehibeugh aot cevbscsly en yuh, das to eubloteatte, 

the draft, and transfers of men to other war work. Tew inportant changes in the 

areas adninistere’ by these two bureaus hes occurred recently. Present progress 

on acquisition of ends fer the Big Bend Rekicns) Perk, Tums, premise thet this 

project will become on actuality within « few months. Some important desert 

species, including several rare or absent elsewhere in the United states, will 

receive protection. 

Bird protection by the Soil Conservation Service is accomplished largely 

through improvement of hebitet on agricultural land es a result of soil and 

moisture conservation operations. Strip cropping is known to increase the 

nuaber of ground-nesting birds, while protection of wodlots fron fire and Live- 
stock as well. as regulation of grazing on western ranges have been shown to 

double bird populations. stream bank plantings, revegetation of gullies and 

gelled spots, contour hedges, and field borders for erosion control increase 

well distributed habiteble edge on fermlands. ‘These ani other stenderd preetices 

have been adopted wherever feesible by about 250,000 farmers and ranchers 

cooperating with the Soil Conservation Service in 736 locally constituted soil 

conservation districts throughout 41 of the United Ststes. Cooperators have 

built more than 16,000 fers ponds to date, most of which are fenced and serve 

as emall bird refuges; many of them, ac in the Great Plains, are elong mujor 

flyways where they supplement lerge waterfowl refuge lakes, Plens have blso 
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been made for 7500 additional ponds. Protection ond management of marshes for 

production of muskrate, as part of the well integrated form plan, afford 

havens for birds. During the pa:t year such land use adjustments directed to- 

ward holding soi] and saving water have been extended to about 100,000,000 

aeres in more then 200 newly formed soil conservation districts, Inasmuch as 

soil conservation practices are known to increase crop yields 10 to 3% percent, 

it is reasonable to suppose thet there will be little lessening of bird pro~ 

tection through soll conservation during the war and post-war yeors to come, 

Significant results obtained by the National Audubon Society during the 

past year include: 

{1) Completion of monographe of the Ivory-billed Woodpecker and Roswate 

Spoonbill based on field studies by Jemes Tammer and Robert P. Allen, respec- 

tively. T hese include comprehensive summeries of all previously known work | 

and many new facts concerning the life histories of these te rare birds. It 

ie hoped that these two publications will lead to action to conserve and 

restore the ebundence of the species. 

(8) Completion of field studies of the California Condor by Carl Koford. 

Preparation of the monogreph unfortunately has been delayed by his call to 

service in the Navy. 

(3)° Sponsorship «nd financing of field resecrch in Florida of tick~deer 

Polattonship, by Herbert Stoddard ané Bdwerd and Roy Komarek. This is a co- 

operative effort with the Federal goverment to find the fasts on the basis of 

which the current controversy regording the deliberate kill of deer in Florida 

may be settled. A report is due in the near future, 

{4) A new sanctuary in Creemich, Connecticut, with maintenance fund, 

constitutes the largest single gift ever received by the National Audubon Society. 
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unhampered by personal restrictions, the property is stated to be ideal from i 

the standpoints of research and nature educational requirements. 

(8) The Audubon Neture Camp was kept running despite wertine restrictions 

on transportation, Applicants for the last session of the summer hed te be 

turned away for lack of accommodations. 

(6) The Audubon Wildlife Toure were operated in California, Florida, end 

South Carolina, but temporary abendomment in 1945 is probable because of rubber, 

gas, end other restrictions, Théese tours, though es yet resching only a 

Limited number of people, are believed to stimulate conservation thought and 

practice. ee 

(7) Negotiations with landowners at Cape May Point, New Jersey, resulted 

in greatly onlerging the Witmer Stone Wildlife Sanctuary, It nov ineludes all 

of the wooded ares in which many birds concentrate and in which the shooting of 

havks has been notorious. ‘ 

(8) ‘the feather trade in Wow York ws again carefully checked for obser- 

vance of existing Pederc] ond Stote plumgo laws. : 

(9) very effort has been made to maintein sanctuary warden service in 

spite of inevitable inroads on personnel for the armed services. “the 1962 exop 

of young birds successfully reised to flying maturity et the Audubon sanctuaries 

wes one of the largest, 

SEBCIAL SEUSS 

Great White Boron --Reports have been received of a definite inoreass of this 

species, as well ss a possible extension of the nesting range to the northward, 

Although subject perhaps to greater human hazards, establishment of colonies 

north of the present restricted range in Florida Bay is greatly to be desired 
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a insurance against total destruction by hurricanes. we are advised that mili- 

tery restrictions prohibit an eerisl census this your, but the number using the 

' - Yederal vefuge during May to Auguet, 1948, was estimated ut 1,800 birds, 

Boseute Spoonbill --The successful nesting of 1941 wae apparently repeated in 

1942, In fact, the previous record of approximately 800 nesta on the National 

Audubon Society's Second Chain of Islands refuge nesr Aransas Ieland may heave 

boon exeeeded this yeor. Some 2,000 spoonbiile end ebout 600 nests wore esti- : 

mated on the Vingt-un Islands in Galveston Bay, 

Considerable damage to spoonbill habitet in southern Texes was wrought 

by the hurricane of september 1, 1942, A number of important nesting islends 

wore much reduced in sise by wve sction, and many high shrubs proferred for 

neating purposes were swept away or beaten to the ground, Some lete-hatched 

young, and even adult spoonbilis: atid members of the Heron group, were destroyed. 

Waterfowl -- the increase in most apecies of ducks ix good news, The Fish and 

WiLdlite Service estimates thet the stock of ducks und gease now totalsabout 

110 million birds, or almost four hundred per cent increase over the number in . 

1935. this, together with an expected devline in hunting pressure as « result 
of the war, perhaps justifies the relaxation of the 194) shooting regulations. 

However, we are yet to be convinced of the desirability of extending the daily 

closing tine from 4 Pui. to sunset. The results of oxtensicn of shooting : 

privileges should be corefully watched. ; 

We are informed thet the duck population in eastern Canada during the past 

summer was normal, In the eastern part of the breeding range in the Prairie 

Provinces, conditions wore the best in 12 to 15 years, wWaterslevels greatly 

improved, and the majority of lekes ant sloughs carried the heaviest duck 

breeding population since the years prior te the grest drought. Nallerds, 
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Pinteils, Beldpetes ond Lesser Soaups occurred in abundance; Ghovellers and 

Blue-winged Teal varied markedly, Red-heads, Ruddies and Canvas-becks showed 

@ perceptible inerease but were still low in numbers. : 

Further west ca the preipies of Genade, conditions were spotty and many 

Localities continued poor. 

—s Weterfowl enjoyed on excellent your in western Alaska, Yhe binle urrived 

early, produced good broods of young, ond the normally small kill by natives 

was upugually lew due to a shortage of ommumition. Mellarda, Pinteile, seeups 

and Ghovellers were markedly increasing in numbers, while Baldpetes and Greene — 

winged Teal were only holding their owm. Miders (especially dtellerts Zider) 

wore chundant. Most apecies of geese did well. ‘Thin was sot the case farther 

east in northern Canade, and the total eupply of geese, with the exception of 

Blue Geese, has declined. : 
in passing, we have received information that shorebirds were very plenti- | 

ful lest sumer in western Alaska, The Pacific Gedrit, Pacific Golden Plover, 

‘Black Tuynstone, Pectoral and Red-backed Sandpipers, and the Phalaropes wore 

most abundunt. 

This Committee adopted « policy of watchful waiting toward the legalize- . 

tion of humting of the Wood Duck. ‘the effects of a strictly limited bag 

appear to be no move hamaful than the violations of the previous prohibition. 
Hone cr Hamatten Googe -- With the spread of the war to Timwaii, renewed fours 
were expressed for the safety of the Hane. Most of the population of this rare 

gooee is in confinement on ranches ani game famns on the Ielends, where it 

would be aubjest to use for food in the event of invasion or of effective bloek- 

ade. Thorough investigation by officials of Hawail National Park pesulted 
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in the decision that, because of grave difficulties of transportation, an 

attempt to move some of the birds to the mainland should not be made et this 

time, It wes also learned thot the sunber of nene living in the wild state may 

be larger than the previously estimated totel of 50 birds. 

Seumeter swan -- The count of trumpeter swans conducted in August, 1042 by 

field personnel of the Fish end Wildlife Service indicates that the populetion may 

‘ have increased slightly, Their census included 161 birds, us compared with 162 

in the previous yewr, During the pest two years, thres cygnets from the fed 

Rock Lekos refuge were placed with three adults previously stocked in Jackson 

Male, Wyening, and one elult ond four oygnéte were trenaferwed to the Malheur: 

Refuge, Oregon, where two adults had been Liberated. Muergoncies arising fron 

forest fires prevented the annual swan coun: in Yellowstone National Pork. 

Judging from records of swan numbers on the seme lekes in 194 and in 1941, 

the Yellowstone population of adult swans end cygnets has not decreased. 

4m interesting note on the trumpeter ewan in western Canada was received 

recently, In the winter of 1940-42, Indians in the Driftwood River Valley of 

British Columbia reported that swans wore very scarce on Middle River and 

Tresbleur Leke, where they had been common for sone youre previously. ‘The 

Indians also stated thet decidedly fewer swans than usual wore seem during the 

1941 spring migration. These observations wore confirmed by reliable white 

_ observers. It is hoped that this report of sudden scarcity in the Driftwood - 

'—s Riwer Valley indicates nothing more than « shift of population to other 
Localities. Dominion wildlife authorities believe thet the situation 

"eontinues satisfactory". 

Federal waterfowl regulations this year prohibit the taking of snow geese 

in Beavaryhesd, Gallatin, and Medison Counties, Montens, as well es in Idaho 

which was closed lest year. Thies should remove the last possible excuse of 
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“en honest misteke” for the shooting of « trumpeter swan in the United Stetes, 

Selifornts condoy « Systematic records of the California Condor have bean con- 

tinued by the forest Service for several years. It ia definitely believed that 

the range of the birds hee been extenfed and that their numbers heave tneressed. 

Ags am exemple, 9 condore were watched for fom hours on July 15, 1942 from a 

Forest Service fire lookout stetion nec? Sequoia Retional Parr in the southern 

Sierra Nevada. Your other separate sight records of condors were reported 

dwtng July in this general locality. Fish anf Wildlife Service field men 

leter reported seeing 16 in one deys 

We sre informed thet carly in 1042 Mr. Donald MeLean of the California 

Division of Fish and Geme obtcined a motion picture of 65 condore, Within 

: sight at the seme time was another group of 15, making an astonishing total of 

20 conéorst 

The Porest Service believes thet illegal killine of conders has been re- 

@acea to « minima. At the request cf the Yer Department, the entire Los Pedres 

Forest hes been close’ to public entry and specifieslly to deer hunting. Tt will 

be interesting to see if benefits to the condor resulte, although Forest officers 

dalieve thet killine occurs chiefly in feeding erens outaide the Forest. To 

combet thie poaching, the Porest Service hes carried on a educational campaign 

oimed at the rural population. It io felt that this program has been beneficial 

i and, if cerwied further, will help in seving the condor from extisetions 

The Grouse -- This is the pesk year of the 10-year grouse cycle from Alberta 

to the Lake States, and perhaps further. One experienced Canadian observer 

wrote last autumn: “Sharp-tailed and Ruffed Grouse have recovered. I here already 

‘ soon them thicker and that, too, I believe, applies right across the preirie 

provinces." wany states, including Wisconsin, are celebrating the cvont by 
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lengthened open seasons. In our opinion, this will do no herm at least to 

Ruffed Grouse. During « peak yeer the hunters in the north woods do not make 

an appreciable dent in the population. With Sharp-talled Grouse and Prairie 

Chicken the wisdom of « long season is more debatable. 

The prairie grouse of this region, and perhaps other regions, ere con- 

fronted by a widespread infiltretion of pheasants into their renge. Last year 

the kill of ring-necks in centre] Wisconsin, formerly a pure grouse country, 

far exceeded the kill of grouse, and heavy pheasant plantings continue to be 

made. No one knows yet under just whet conditions pheasants and grouse compete, 

neither does anyone know that the present mixing policy ic hermless. One en- 

eoureging bit of news reaches us from Alberta, where Sharp-tails are numerous 

despite a record-breaking abundance of Hungarian Partridges. The same question 

of interference has long been debated there. We reiterate our belief that 

efforts spent in raising and releasing exotic game birds would be more profit- 

ably spent for research end habitat improvement to encourage naturel propagation 

of native game birds. 

Whooping end Sandhill Cranes = From all indications, it appears that the status 

of the Whooping Creme is more precarious than ever. There are few recent reports 

of the birds in summer in Caneda, where remnants of the species still nest. Fewer 

birds were recorded on the Gulf Coast wintering grounds and the small propor- 

tion of immeture birds is alerming. Only 15 birds, of which 2 were immatures, 

were noted on the Avensas National Wildlife Refuge in the winter of 1941-42, 

there is « possibility thet airplane activity in the vicinity of the refuge is 

& contributing factor in the present reduced use of the refuge by cranes. Use 

of adjecent coastal islands and marshes by the Army Air Corps as bombing end 

machine gun renges has reduced the aveileble crane wintering ground 
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on the Texas Coast. 012 well production in marshlands and bay weters and 

increased activity on the Intra-Coastal waterway no doubt cause considerable 

_ additional disturbance, 

‘the mumber of whoopers present in the marshes of southern Louisiena has 

Geclined, ‘there is ovidence of tho wanton killing of ct least tw crones in 

the past your, Two birds spent the winter of 1941-42 on the cabine National : 

Wildlife Refuge in southwestern Louloiene and a migrant pair spent « short 

period at the Kit carson Netional vildlife Refuge, Colorado, 

Grest numbers of Sendhill and Little Brown Cranes have been cbacrved in 

migration periods in central end western Nebraska end at points north and south 

of this. area, On the basis of these cad other observations, through the west 

the total population rugs into many thousands, 

Boodevgk <= The 1941 open season Gn Woodoodk fo repeated this year prectically 

unchaaged. The state of Wow York again enjoys a total o7 45 open days and the 

eastern United States a total of $5 opan daya. ‘The status of the Woodcock has — 

improved but little since the disastrous seagon of 1940, We are disappointed 

that restrictions, urged last year, were not adopted. 

WAlson Snipo ~~ Continuation of the closed season on Wilson Snipe in the 

United tates is advisable. Although said to be ebundent last summer in 

 ‘wsetem Ainata, the species wome to bi etestSly declining Sh immerse, A x0- 
Linble and experionced observer finds 1t decidedly less mumcrous then several 

yoors ago, und believesthet a drastically shorter hunting season and lower beg 

limits im the Maritime Provinces would be desirable. 4 complotely closed season 

would be better yet. 

Ubite-cingod Love -~lur 1941 report discussed at some Length the White-winged 

Dove problem in the United States, sesording to the latest informetion, little 

u



improvement has taken plece during the past year. Little can be expected, pro- 

bebly, until nesting-cround refuges con be acquired, on which protection from 

the chief bird predators (two species) might be given. Hunting pressure, slso, 

seems a factor of some importance to the eastern white-wing. ven the short 

(five helf-deys) season in Texas should be elimineted. According to our infor- 

mation, the lieday season in Arizona results in « negligable kill due to 

earlier migretion of the bulk of the dove population. 

Mourning Dore += Based on findings of a "very material shortage of the eastern 

form of the Mourning Dove," the 1942 season in 14 eastern states has beon 

reduced to WO days, instead of 42 days as in 1941. ‘The bag and possession limite 

aleo have been reduced slightly, Tt remains to be seen whether these restric- 

tions will markedly lower the kill, Loss of even « smell percentege of the 

dove population 0 Shis progentable conse seams segrettehle iu view of the 

depleted status of the species. 

Yor the firet time in many years, hunting of Mourning poves has been per=- — 

mitted in Oregon. Careful study is needed to determine the ability of the species 

in that state to withstend shooting for a lS-day period with bag- and possession- 

limits of 10 birds. ‘ 

Band-talled Pigeon -~ Ability of this species to stand up under « 50-day open 

seagon has been questioned by some authorities. The tendeney to collect in 

flocks during the fell, to perch stolidly even when disturbed, and the slow 

reproductive rate, combine to make the species highly vulnerable. 

Iyomy-billed Woodpecker -- The latest reports on this vanishing species and 

its heabitet are diseoursging. Few birds have been seen during the past year. 

Under the impetus of wor demands, tinber-cutting on the Singer area in Louisiana 

has picked up speed. Wore than half of th» tract, one of the possible two or 

three remaining habitats, now has been destroyed. The extinction of this species 

within @ comparatively short time seems inevitable. 
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PRADO DRS 

Little information has come to this Committee regarding the Bald saglo 

population trends after two yours of lagel protection in the United States. 

3 In Alaska, leox of fands for bounaty payments has discouraged control practices. 

Intensive nsval patrolling of tho Alaskan coast may mean some additional des~ 

truction of eagles. oe 
aa example of predatory bird “control”, continued after ony possible aeed 

hed vanished, waa called to gublic attention in the June, 1942 Monthly Bulletin ~ 

of the Texas Game, Fish and Oyster Commission, Although antelope in the Trans} 

Pecos district have increased to the point thet surplus etook ie removed for ‘ 

repogulating other areas, golden sagles are still being killed aystemtically. 

4 werden of the Vomalesdon Gesorives his personal accounting for 1538 eagles 

since April, 1930, by poison, steel trap, rifle ahi ehotgum. Four hundred of 

these birds were killed from on airplane. 

BES TUR 

Peace-time losses of pelagic and coastal birds due to ofl have been _ 

multiplied enormously by the war. Peterson ("Birds end Floating 011"; Audubon 

Magemine, vole 44, no. 4, poe 217-225) ably reviews the diemel picture on the 

Atlantic coast, He concludes thet “while the war lasts, it sees totally in 

probable thet we can prevent ofl pollution at sea. When, however, the conflict 

ie over, not only should public opinion force strict enforcement of existing 

laws ageinet pollution within the three-mile limit, but every effort should be 

made to gain international agreement to ban of] pollution on the high seas.” 

Information on oocurrences affecting birds in military arees of the 

Pacific islands is not availuble, and in any event could not be published. One 

has the gravest fears, however, for the unusual bird communities of the islands 
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euch es Wake and Midway and possibly others, In the wostern Aleutions, the 

several races of pturmigens on heavily ocoupied islands may ba wiped out. 

They are reedily token and fresh moat is rarely provided by army rations in 

euch comote places, The actual kill of waterfowl is not likely to be heavy, 

for the rifle is not an effective bird gun. The normal migration of water- . 

fowl through the eleution Island chain may be affected, however, and the 

wintering end nesting birds will be much disturbed in places due to military ) 

oseupations i 

Construction of the Canadian-Alesken Defense Highway holds some immediate 

dangers for wilderness wildlife within a limited distence of the right-of-way. 

More wide-spread demage may arise after the war as a result of this new 

accessibility of sevarcl fine wilderness aress, Trumpeter swens, mountain 

goats, big horns, grizzlies, moose ani caribou are some of the noteworthy | 

animale inhabiting the region. It is hoped that A,gerican and Canadian 

authorities will unite in « common plan for orderly sensible use of the high- 

way and of the arees traversed, 

A pather spectacular and unexplained loss of birds occurred in May, 

1942 on the coust of Washington between the Columbia and Quinault Rivers, of 

some 18 species affected, the great wajority were California murres and Pacific 

loons. On the basis of counts on a sample mile of beach, the total loss was 

more than 20,000 birds. ‘There was no evidence of oil, and due te advanced 

decomposition of the carcasses, proper exemination was impossible. 
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SERA TTIONS 

The Committes on Bird Protection repeats its Number One 

recommendation of 194) and pluces it again at the heed of the 

List for 1942; 

1. Information on militery projecta that would appesr 

detrimental to inportang bird hebitats should be sent at the 

aexrliest poesible moment to the Fish and Wildlife Jervice, 

Chicago, Illinois. 

Se ‘The drastic curtailment of feders)] funds for essential 

wildlife research should conse, The movement toward unwise 

econumies should be over-ruled by a common-sense standerd of 

relative values. 

3. Yeny of the offorta now expended in raising and 

releasing exotic game birds should be diverted instead to 

reseerch and habitet Improvement to excourage naturel propaga» 

tion of native geme birds, : 

4 We repest that market restrictions of the hunting kill 

of the Woodcock and Hestern Mourning Dove is imperative, A 

closed seuson on the Eastern White-winged Dove in Texas and on 

the Wilson Snipe in eastern Cansde is advisable. 

Sy 
; Aldo Leopold 

Victor H. Cehelene, Chairman



November 16, 19l2. 

Dr. James L. Peters, 
Museum of Comparative Zoology, 

Harvard University, 
Cambridge, Vassachusetts . 

Dear Dr. Peters; 

The members of the Committee on Bird Protection send 
heartiest congratulations on your election as President of 
the American Ornithologists' Union. ‘The Union too is to be 
felicitated. ; 

On behalf of the Committee, I am tendering our 
resignations. Although we will be glad to help the Union's 
program in any way, you will probably wish to appoint another 
Committee. The present group has worked smoothly toyether 
and has given this Chairman excellent support. However, we 
have served for four years. I believe that a new broom will 
find some corners that need sweeping out. 

Sineerely yours, 

Vietor H. Cahalane, 
Chairman. 

oc; Committee Members,



November 10, 19h2. 

‘ Dr. dohn T. Zimmer, 

National Museum of Natural History, 
New York, New York. 

Dear Dre Zimmer; 

Attached is a ribbon copy of the Bird Protection 
Committee's report for 1942 for publieation in the Auk. 
The report was read at the meeting, and it is my under- 
standing that it was accepted. 

Sincerely yours, 

Vietor H. Cahalane, 
Chai rnan. 

ec; Dr. Peters, 

Committee Members, 
Mr. Lawrence Hicks.



: Movember 9, 1oh2. 

Civil Aeronautics Administration, 

Washington , De Ce 

Gentlemen ; 

Information has come to this committee that 
commercial or private planes have been used reeently 
for control of certain species of birds. It hae been 
our understanding that your regulations prohibit 
shooting from such planes, and also restriatg the 
distance above the ground at which planes may fly in 
normal travel. 

Adviee on these restrictions, and the conditions 
under which they may be waived, would be appreciated. 

Sineerely yours, 

Victor H. Cahalane, 
Chairman. 

Copy for Mr. Leopold



November 7, 192. 

Mr. John H. Baker, Executive Director, 
National Audubon Society, 

1006 Fifth Avenue, 
New York, New York. 

Dear John; | | 

Thank you for the copy, of Tanner's Ivorybill Woodpecker report, 
It is a magnificent ‘job. Jim is to be congratulated for this and the 
Audubon Society for making the study and publication possible. 

Attached is a copy of the portions of the Bird Protection 
Committee's 1912 report dealing with the waterfowl regulations and 
the accomplishments of the Audubon Society. The only possibility of a 
change in wording concerns the extension of hours from l; P.M. to sunset. 
I think it will go through as worded, however. As for your use of the 
quotations, I would impose no restrictions except that of publication. 
If you should find this desirable, and if the President of the Union 
wishes to authorize publication before the entire report appears in 
The Auk, I am sure this committee would have no objection. 

As you will see by copy, inquiry has gone to the Civil Aeronautics 
Administration regarding shooting from planes. I'11 let you know the 
result. 

/ It was indeed nice to have that good talk with you last week. 
i 

AN \ Sincerely yours, 
| 

Pe Victor H. Cahalane, 

f \ Chairman. 
/ j 

/ ee: ‘Dre Peters 
/ | Committee Members, 

/ , 

/ 4 

/ Ay}
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Dr. Lawrence Be Micke, 
Secretary, American Ornithologietst Union, 

o/o Warwiek Motel, 
17th & Locust Streets, 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 

Dear Lawrence : 

Attached is copy of the Report of the Committee on Bird Protection. 
It fe late thie year as I have been waiting for comments on the draft 
from one or two members of the Committee who are traveling in the field. 
(As a matter of fact, I have not had replies even now). I presume 
that the report is too long to be read at the business meeting and will 
be worked into the program elsewhere, so this tardiness is not serious. 

The report should be considered a raft, mbject to some changes 
and smeothing up before it goes to the Nditor. 

o Hope you have an excellent meeting. Best regards to you and Mra. 
oks. 

Sincerely yours, 

Vietor H. Cahalane, 

In Charge, 
Wational Park Wildlife. 

Enolosure 26911). 

eo; Dr. Cottam, 
Dr. Win, Finley, 

i Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Mr. Hoyes Lloyd.



Ro : ,), September 15, 1942 

F Sein: oy hs VIE coal. Bad Figelee 

The Grouse 

(Rough draft by Leopold) 

This th is ae peer of the l0-year grouse cycle from Alberta to 

the Lake States, and perhaps further. Many states, including Wisconsin, 

are celebrating the event by lengthened open seasons. 

This, in my opinion, will do no harm, at least. to ruffed grouse. 

During a peak year the hunters in ‘the north woods ao, nabs mice an a 

appreciable dent in the population, With sharptail, and. prairie chicken 

the wisdom of a long season is mech more debatable. Swi Geet! 

The. prairie grouse of this, region,,and perhaps other regions, are 

confronted by a widespread, infiltration of phoasaatal into thelr zane. 
last year tie iit of pheasanta a opatral, Waconsin, formerly a pare 
grouse country, far exceeded the kill of grouse, and bibavy pheasant: 

blantings ‘ontime to be iiade, io" one itows' yet under fust what 
conditions pheasants ait grouse oompete,. neither does anyone know that 

the vibdink ahileg pote: de an yabens i Duin aah bit of news 

reaches me from Alberta, where William Rowan says sharptails are again 

smunssaay Leet a retortsbosauinipsiah@hcoe'ef atin uSvindge 
SSAAGR EES (as RSPES ce EN OU ES RD a Es a Hoh oe 

COO DE PERC OS CH 9 OR Laer 

bioqess off



42h University Farm Place 
: September 15, 1942 

cae Bis De at Re eS i Sette ny teed Bae” ao Fags al ae 

mrs aeow Barta ze VE Soo eZ AY or SS. 

“Mrs Victor H. Cahalane RSH ORE Sata LTS A Re 
Chmn., Committee on Bird Protection eR eye tea oe rang 
g/o Whe Matieuky Pare ‘Gorvide® Oo! HP RPE Se Be eee ee 

_Merchandise Mart pee es eG gal ate pte pees 
“Ohi¢azo, Illinois ~~ name ayn Pi omer ea 

Dear Vict jy iets aye DOE RE ORE a habe Dy 

* Tour circular of ‘Migust 21 Just’ reacted ‘me, and’ ince you want 
my report by September 15, I haven't time to make inquiries by . 

maf) about the grouse situation in other regions; fibaee oye oe 
, 890 local character of the attached rough draft in which I have... 
‘used only stich information as happened by accident to be in my ~~~ 
ppsnsceton:, 3a Pra gore At 1s mprth ystng OE Olds cts anor 

Here is an ofA WAt for possible addition to the peotion on Grappa: 
Breeding cranes are reported to have deserted the central 

aco) Wisconsin marshes this: summer: because of the abundance «<9. ) 6000" 
of military aircraft practicing over the area. The usual 

ye mumber of migrante fromthe. north.4s, however, gathering»). 
this fall. 

eS S28 Bis etew one Gata sre pee E CE Sire Rao S | eo Gime Pes cacteg 

. For the section on raptors, do not overlook the Texas news release 
.peporting the’ kill of some.1300 golden eagles: by the: Fish, Games...’ 
and Oyster Commission to protect antelope plantings. Should 
this release have failed. to reach you, it is reprinted in the: 9’ 
AprileMay-June issue (vol. IV, nos. 456, 1942) of the Passenger 
Pigeon, published by the Wisconsin Society of Ornithology, 
Madison, Wisconsin. (p. 59) 

With best regards, 

? Aldo Leopold 
nah 

‘ enc.



August 21, 1942. 

MEMORANDUM for Members of Committee on Bird Protection 

Ur. Cottan 

Dr. William L. Finley 
Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Mr. Hoyes Lloyd 

The annual meeting of the American Ornithologists’ Union is planned for 

Philadelphia on October 12, This is, therefore, the date on which our 

annual report must be ready. Although two months off, we should begin prepa- 

ration of the report without delay. 

I hope this year that we can make a briefer statement than formerly, 

although this is difficult if we are to cover the range of subjects adequately. 

Certainly the favorable reception accorded our 1941 report should encourage 

us to try to keep up to that standard. Let's try, therefore, to mention every~ 

thing necessary, but as briefly as possible consistent with intelligability. 

The Audubon Society, Forest Service, and Soil Conservation Service have 

been asked for short reports of accomplishments during the last 12 months. 

My office will do the same for the National Park Service. Will Clarence Cottam 

ask one or more men in the Fish and Wildlife Service to compile a statement 

for that Bureau? 

As a means of starting off our draft, can the following subjects be as- 

signed as below? Of course, this will not prevent anyone from writing up 

other topics- ~ which I hope they will do - + and we will all get a chance 

to review and, if desirable, add to each others' drafts when assembled and 

routed around the committee. 

White heron and spoonbill - will Cottam take this? 

Ducks and geese - Cottam for U. S.; Hoyes Lloyd for Canada. 

Trumpeter swan - I'll do this. 
O41 pollution ~ Cahalane. Will Lloyd get the information for the 

Canadian coasts? This will be a quite important 
item this year. 

California condor ~ Bill Finley? 
The grouse ~ Aldo Leopold? 
The cranes ~- I'll ask Jim Stevenson in my office to work up a para- 

graph. 
Woodeock + Cottam and Cahalane for U. S.; Lloyd for Canada?



Doves ~ Will Clarence Cottam take this also? 

I wonder if Bill Finley would also do a paragraph on wildlife and war 

on the Pacific Coast (and Alaska?). I understand that he has first-hand 

; _ knowledge of the espionage side at least! 

Some recent information on the Hawaiian nene also can be contributed 

from my office. 

Any other topics, suggestions and comments will be more than welcome. 

Thirty-four copies of our last report remain. Can anyone use any of 

them? 

With regards and best wishes. 

Victor H. Cehalane, 
Chairman. 

Could I have these reports by September 15, addressed to me at 

the Merchandise Mart, Chicago, Illinois, in care of the Natiohal Park 

Service. 

V.H.C. 

r



re Teapeld 

duly 14, 1942. 

Dr. dames >. Chapin, 
Division of Birds, 

American Museum of Natural Histery, 
Central Park West at 79th Street, 

New York, New York. 

Dear Chapin: 

I wonder if you would not want to suggest to the Progrem 

Committee arranging the annual meeting that they make an effort 

te secure Donald McLean's condor pictures for showing at the 

meeting. You will remember that J. &. Hunter of California Fish 

and Game deseribed them in « recent letter to me. A colored movie 

of 65 condore would be well worth seeing, and I bring it up at this 

time in order that the Program Committee may have auple opportunity 

to make arrangements. As you know, Nelean may be reached at the 

Division of Fish and Game, Ferry Building, San Franciseo, Calif. 

: Sincerely yours, 

Victor Hi. Cahalane, 
Chairaan.



daly 2, 19i2. 

ir. Avthur Newton Pack, 

as ye yy ~ 
Washington, 0. 

Bear Mr. Sack: 

I have read with pleasure Nature Wagasine’s exellent sewary of the 

1941 report of the Committees on Bird Protestion. We appreciate your 

Comente and particularly the dleseulnation of our findings and recommen 

dations to your large body of seabers and other readers, Your nobles 4s 

enpowraging to the nenbers of thie Comittee, oll of whem eontrivated 

tonsiderable tiee and care to the preparation of the report. 

Sincer@ly yours, 

Vietor H. Caholane, 
Cha drowns 

Mnelosure: Gopy for Mr. Richard Yeetwood. 

ee: Dr. Dr. James , Chapin, 
Members of Comuittee on Bird Protection.



dune 29, 1942. 

Dr. dames P. Chapin, 
Division of Birds, 

American Museum of Natural History, 
Central Park West at 79th Street, 

New York, New York. : 

Dear Chapin: 

Replies to my memorandum of Way 2% regarding the Missouri cage bird 
regulations have now been received from all members of the Bird Protection 
Committee except Hoyes Lieyd. Rather than delay further, I will inform 
you of the collective opinion of our group: That Missouri might well revise 
ite law to more nearly conform to the federal regulations. There seems 
little need for so stringent a statute as the present one, except to control 
the actual liberation of exotics. Since the law is intended to cover captive 
birds only, it would seem that the federal law and regulations and the 
inspection work of the Fish and Wildlife Service at the ports of importation 
would be sufficient safeguards. If the Fish and Wildlife Serviee is allowing 
the importation of birds which, if they escaped, might be obnoxious, then 
the fault is in the administration of the federal law. Please note my belief 
that such is not the case, but if it were, our objective should be more 
stringent importation inspection and net reform of the Laws of the forty~ 
eight States. 

We ave all in agreement that you will wich to use this opportunity to 
present to Mr. Bode our opposition to Missouri's black-listing of the pelican. 

' Surely thie species is not so abundant in Missourd as to cause appreciable 
damage to any resource. On the other hand, the bird is actually uncommon 
in the State. Clarence Cottam has written a very good memorandum on this 
and other points which I think you will wich to see together with letters 

. from Aldo Leopold and Gill Finley. I would appreciate it if you wuld return 
these three letters to me when you have no further use for them, 

Best wishes. 

Sincerely youre, 

Victor fi, Gahalane, 
Chairman. 

ce: Members of Committee on Bird Brotection. 
Wy



OK Cons: ¢9 
Bird Protest 

‘REPORT OF THE COMMITTER ON BIRD PROTECTION, 19,2 

The Bird Protection Committee presents its 19),2 Report, the first in 

an America at war. This unfortunate condition is encompassing birds as 

well as men in its disastrous embrace. Yor years to come "the War" or its 

aftermath is likely to affect many species of American birds. Throughout 

this 1942 report, and perhaps through several of its successors, references 

to "the War" will form an ever-present background, 

This Committee believes that the job of winning the war is of primary 

importance, not only to preservation of our country but to ultimate conserva~ 

tion of such resources as our bird life. In the process, losses are inevitable. 

Some losses will be necessary and therefore worthwhile. Others will be un- 

necessary end wasteful. Conservationists mst try to differentiate between 

the two -- then strive to deflect the Jugrernant without hindering its ultimate 

arrival at victory. 

One destructive and needless step, based on the excuse of wartime 

emergeney, seems likely to have far-reaching effects on conservation. This 

, is the removal of the Fish and Wildlife Service from Washington. The isolation 

of the technical wildlife ageney of the federal government at a distance 

from the seat of that government and from the offices of many related activities 

promises little good. Already the loss of trained personnel is serious. 

Especially alarming is the prospect that facilities for research are likely to 

be reduced to the vanishing point. Under the present conditions the small amount 

of space released in Washington will not have any effect on "the war effort." 
The conservation work of the National Park Service and the Office of 

Indien Affairs has also been interrupted and seriously hampered by transfers



of those agencies to a point distant from Washington. 

A recent opinion that Indians are not obligated by state or federal game 

laws is potentially very harmful. ‘The people direotly affected might do only 

local damage by a disregard of conservation requirements. Vitimately, however, 

law observance and enforcement among whites might breek down. It is understood 

that at least one court has not sustained the above-mentioned opinion, but 

conservationists should be alert to the possible dangers. 

This committee has not seen during the past year a major publication 

on American birds worthy of special mention. We can sentnnetalis however, that 

A. 0. Us members obtain and read -- and then act upon -- "Fading Trails; the 

Story of Vanishing American Wildlife." 

Work of Organi zations 

Much of the important bird work of the Fish and Wildlife Service was 

continued, although drastic curtailment of research has already commenced. 

Waterfowl flyway biologists accumulated the information on which shooting 

regulations are based. Work with pure strains of wild turkey in the South- 

east was encouragingly successful. Studies leading to good waterfowl mana ge~ 

ment practices in coastal marshes of Louisiana were completed. A four-year 

study on means of coordinating mosquito control with wildlife conservation 

was concluded. Numerous experiments in handling waterfowl food Plants wore 

made. In the field of wildlife diseases, measures for the control of infectious 

rhinitis in quail were developed, and an important relationship of a bacterium 

to botulism discovered. Despite curtailment of funds and labor, work on the 

7 million acres of bird refuges under the Fish and Wildlife Service made 

good progress, Most of the waterfowl nesting refuges were in better condi- 

tion than ever before, and several had adequate water for the first time since 

their establishment, 
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toward holding soil and saving water have been extended to about 100,000,000 

ecres in more than 200 newly formed soil conservation districts. Inasmeh as 

8011 conservation practices are known to increase crop yields 10 to 30 per cent, 

it is reasonable to suppose that there will be little lessening of bird pro- 

tection through soil conservation during the war and post war years to come. 

Significant results obtained by the National Audubon Society during the 

past year include: 

(1) Completion of monographs of the Ivory-billed Woodpecker and Roseate 

Spoonbill based on field studies by James Temner and Robert P. Allen, 

respectively. These include comprehensive summaries of all previously known 

work end many new facts concerning the life histories of these two rare birds. 

It is hoped that these two publications will lead to action to conserve and 

restore the abundance of the species. ; 

(2) Completion of field studies of the California Condor by Carl Koford. 

Preparation of the monograph unfortunately has been delayed by his call to 

service in the Navy. 

(3) Sponsorship and financing of field research in Florida of tick~deer 

relationship, by Herbert Stoddard and Edward and Roy Komarek. This is a ao- 

operative effort with the Federal government to find the facts on the basis of 

which the ourrent controversy regarding the delibverate kill of deer in Florida 

may be resolved. A report is due in the near future. 

(4) A new sanctuary in Greenwich, Connecticut, with maintenance fund, 

constitutes the largest gift ever recdived ty the National Audubon Society. 

Unhampered by personal restrictions, the property is stated to be ideal from 

the standpoints of research and nature educational requirements. 

(5) The Audubon Nature Camp was kept running in spite of wartime 

4



Roseate Spoonbill -~ The successful nesting of 1941 was apparently repeated in 

1942. In fact, the previous record of approximately 800 nests on the National 

Audubon Society's Second Chain of Islands refuge near Aransas Island may have 

been exceeded this year. Some 2,000 spoonbills and about 600 nests were estimated 

on the Vingt-un Islends in Galveston Bay. 

Waterfowl -- The increase in most species of ducks is good news. The Fish 

end Wildlife Service estimates that the stock of ducks and geese now total 

about 110 million birds, or almost four hundred per cent inorease over the number 

in 1935. This, together with an expected decline in hunting pressure as a 

result of the war, perhaps justifies the relazation of the 191 shooting regula- 

tions. However, we are yet to be convinced of the desirability of extending the 

daily open hours from l, P.M. to sunset. 

We are informed that the duck population in eastern Canada during the past 

summer was normal. Only the black duck appears to have decreased somewhat. In 

the eastern part of the breeding renge in the Prairie Provinces, conditions were 

the best in 12 to 15 years. Water-levels greatly improved, and the majority of 

lakes and sloughs carried the heaviest duck breeding population since the years 

prior to the great drought. Mallards, Pinteils, Baldpates and Lesser Scaups 

occurred in abundance; Shovellers and Blue-winged Teal varied markedly. Red- 

heads, Ruddies and Canvas-backs showed a perceptible increase but were still 

low in numbers. 

Further west in Canada, conditions were spotty, and many localities conti- 

nued poor. 

Waterfowl enjoyed an excellent year in western Alaska. ‘The birds arrived 

early, produced good broods of young, and the normally small kill by natives 
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was unusually low due to a shortage of ammunition. Mallards, Pintails, Scaups 

and Shovellers were markedly increasing in numbers, while Baldpates and Green- 

winged Teal were only holding their own. Siders (especially Steller's Rider) 

were abundant. Most species of geese did well. This was not the case farther 

east in northern Cenada, and the total supply of geese, with the exception of 

Blue Geese, has declined. 

In passing, we have received information that shorebirds were very plentiful 

last aniline in western Alaska. The Pacific Godwit, Pacific Golden Plover, Black 

Turnstone, Pectoral and Red-backed Sandpipers, and the Phalaropes were most 

abundant. 

Although this Committee opposed the legalization of hunting of the Wood 

Duck, we withdraw our opposition in view of the results of the 19)1 season. 

The effects of this actionmnder ea strictly limited bag were no more harmful 

than the violations of the previous prohibitory regulations. 

Nene or Hawaiian Goose -~ With the spread of the war to Hawaii, renewed fears 

were expressed for the safety of the Nene. Most of the population of this rare 

goose is in confinement on ranches and game farms on the Islands, where it would 

be subject to use for food in the event of invasion or of effective blockade. 

Thorough investigation by officials of Hawaii National Park resulted in the 

decision that, because of grave difficulties of transportation, an attempt to 

move some of the birds to the mainlend should not be made at this time. It i 

was also learned that the nunber of nene living in the wild state may be larger 

than the previously estimated total of 50 birds. 

Trumpeter Swan ~- As a result of staff reductions, the National Park Service did 

not make a late summer census of the trumpeter swans in Yellowstone National Park. 

At the time of writing, a requested report from the Red Rock Lakes refuge of the 

Fish and Wildlife Service had not been received. We are therefore without up-to- 
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More wide-spread damage may arise after the war as a result of this new accessi- 

bility of several fine wilderness areas. Trumpeter swens, bighorns, grizzlies, 

moose and caribou are some of the noteworthy animals inhabiting the region. 

It is hoped that American and Canadian authorities will unite in a common plan 

for orderly sensible use of the highway and of the areas traversed. 

, MYSTERIOUS BIRD MORTALITY OW WASHINGTON COAST 

A rather spectacular and unexplained loss of birds occurred in May, igh2 

on the coast of Washington between the Columbia and Quinault Rivers. Of some 

18 species affected, the great m jority were California mrres and PacifMe loons. 

On the basis of counts on a sample mile of beach, the total loss was more than 

20,000 birds. There was no evidence of ofl, and due to advanced decomposition 

of the carcasses, proper examination was impossible. ‘The loss may have been due 

to starvation, or to eating gonyaulax-poisoned clams. 

Clarence Cottam 
William L. Finley 
Alde Leopold 
Vietor H. Cahalene, Chairman 
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AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGISTS!' UNION 

Eleven Nominations to the Class of Members, 1942 

(Summaries of personnel records of candidates 
prepared at the direction of the Membership 
Committee from data recorded on nomination 
blanks by sponsors) 

1. Richard M, Bond Born Nov, 5, 1903. Assoc. 1939. 

Regional biologist, U. S. Soil Conservation Service, Oakland, 
California. Ph. D. at Yale, 1926. Vice-president northern division of 
Cooper Ornithological Club. Formorly Bishop Museum Fellow and Wildlife 
Technician with National Park Service. Interested in falconry and has 
published on falconiformes. Published about ten papers recently on bird 
habits, distribution and food. 

Proposed by: Herbert Friedmann, Alden H, Miller, Hoyes Lloyd. 

2. Victor Harrison Cahalane Born Charlestown, N. H. Oct. 17, 1901. Assoo.1934 

B.S. Mass. Colloge 1924. M. F, Yale 1927, Univ. of Mich, 1928-29, 
In Charge, Wildlife Section of U. 8, National Park Service. Field Naturalist, 
Roosevelt Wl. Forest Expt. Sta., Syracuse N. Y. 1925. Instructor, School 
Forestry and Cons, Univ. of Mich. 1928-29. Director, Cranbrook Institute of 
Michigan 1931-34. Sec. of Wildlife Society 1937-40. Published numorous notes 
and also somi-popular articles. Much work on wildlife surveys, ocological 

studies and correlations of distribution with habitats. 

Proposed by: W. L. McAtec, 7, S, Palmer, Horbert Fricdmann. 

3. Major Leon Lloyd Gardner. 

Washington, D, C, Hns made extensive comparative studies of the 
/ tongue in birds and has written a valuable paper on the subject. Author 

of a half-dozen papers and notes on Philippine and American birds. 

‘ Proposed by: Hoycs Lloyd, Alden H, Miller, Horbert Friedmann. 

4, Earle R. Groeno. Assoc, 1921. 

Box 466, Key West, Florida, In Chargo of Federal Migratory Bird 
Refuge at Koy West. Published 79 articles, mostly short notes in Bird Lore, 
Florida Naturalist and The Auk. Subjects: Christmas Censusos, unusual 
records, Florida and Goorgia notes, Birds of Atlanta, Georgia area (major), 
waterfowl, birds of prey, Birds of Lake Mattamuskeet. 

Proposed by: W. L, McAtec, Herbort L, Stoddard, Aloxander Sprunt Jr.
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5. Harry Wilbur Hann Born, Onward, Indiana, Nov. 19, 1895. Assoc. 1930. 

/ A. B, Indiana 1917. A. M, nnd Ph. D, Univ. of Mich. 1921 nna 1926. 
Asst. Prof, of Zoology, Univ. of Mich. Life History of Ovenbird in S, Mich. 
(93 pages) 1937. The Cowbird at the Nest (12 pages), 1941. The Relation of 
Castration to Migration in Birds. Several shorter notes on N. Am, birds. The 
first to photography the Cowbird in act of egg-laying. 

Proposed by: Hoyes Lloyd, A. H. Millor, Herbert Friedmann 

6..Leon H, Kelso. Assoc. 1929 

U. S. Burcau Entomology and Plant Quarantine, Floralia, Alabama, 
Formorly with U. §, Fish and Wildlife Service Food Habits Laboratory, Denver, 
Colorado. Specialized on systomatics of owls and has published 20 papers 
on this group, including a number of major ones. Considerable work on bird 
food habits. 

Proposed by: Horbert Friedmann, Alden H, Millor, Hoyes Lloyd. 

7. Robort C, Millor Born July 3, 1899. Assoc, 1935. 

Director California Academy of Sciences. Ph. D. at Univ. of 
California 1923. Formerly Prof. of Zoology at Univ. of Washington and at 
Lingnan Univ., China. Author of 5 or 6 papers on Birds of China - othors 
on gull flight and flocking behavior. Made many marine investigations. 

, Has prom tod the work of breeding Galapngos finches initiated by David Lack. 
Continued interest in birds since 1921, Pres. of Wostern Socicty of 
Naturalists in 1936. 

Proposed by: Horbert Friedmann, Aldon H. Miller, Hoyes Lloyd. 

8. Kerl Plath Assoc. 1925. . 

Curator of Birds, Chicago Zoological Socicty (Brookficld Zoo). 
A bird artist - has illustrated several papers by himscolf and others. 
Assoc. Editor of Aviculture. 

Proposed by: Hoyes Lloyd, Alden H, Miller, Herbert Fricdmann.
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9. Barle L. Poole Assoc, 1916 

Reading, Pa. Connected with Reading Public Museum for many 
years. Published 20 papors and notes on Pennsylvania birds. A bird artist, 
illustrated Bond's Birds of West Indies. Conservation work with Birds of 
Prey and Hawk and Owl Socicty. 

Proposed by: Herbert Friedmann, Alden H, Miller, Hoyes Lloyd. 

10. Kenneth Racey Assoc. 1921 

, Vancouver, Br. Columbia. 31 papers and notes in The Auk, 

Canadian Field Naturalist and Murrelet on birds and mammals, including 
records, local lists and two life histories. 

Proposed by: Hoyes Lloyd, Alden H, Miller, Herbert Friedmann. 

11. S. Dillon Ripley Assoc. 1938 

Asst. Curator of Birds, U. 5. National Museum, Washington, D. C, : 
Collector for Philadelphia Academy of Natural Science in New Guinea 
(Dennison-Crocket Exp.), in Java (Vanderbilt Expod.) and Polynesin. 
Published a dozen papers and notes on Birds from Northern Colebes and on 

Birds of Sumatra and a number of popular literary reports. 

Proposed by: Herbort Friedmann, H, G. Deignan, Aloxander Wotmore.
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American Ornithologists’ Union 
COMMITTEE ON BIRD PROTECTION 

September 9, 1941. 

MEMORANDUM for the Committee on Bird Protection. 

As most of you know, our report missed the boat at Denver. It was 
necessary to hold up our draft until announcement of the new waterfowl hunting 

regulations, and then, unfortunately, the revised copy missed me in my travels. 
It was finally forwarded and came back to me here at the end of last week. 
This would seem to assure acceptance of our resignation, which I have turned 
in to Dr. Chapin for transmittal, if necessary, to the new president. I hope, 
however, that our report may be unofficially accepted by the officers and 

printed in an early number of The Auk. 

Attached is a revised copy of our report which I hope you will read 
carefully and make such changes as seem necessary to you. It has had the 
advantage of careful review by Clarence Cottam, all of whose suggested changes 

have been incorporated with the exception of the two following: 

1. I believe we should in one place in the report include 
the phrase "at least until the park can be established" (bottom of 
page 1) in speaking of arrangements to afford protection to the 
bird life of southwestern Florida. This is the actual arrangement 
devised by the Secretary of the Interior, and I think we should 
include the explanation, that * has been cut out of the recommenda- 
tions”at the end of the report. 

2. I also believe that we should include in our report mention 
of the Oregon pole-trapping recommendation made by Hinarsen in his 

bulletin. Aldo Leopold may desire to reword the statement. 

If you will review the report and inform me of such changes as seem 

necessary, I will then send final copy to the new president. 

I wish to thank every member of the Committee for the very helpful 

suggestions and drafts of sections of our report which you have supplied as 

promptly as was possible in each case. 

Sincerely yours, 

Victor H. Cahalane. 

Enclosure. 

Khanke i Mey ro lhe a2 Be fot Frag. 
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON BIRD PROTECTION 

1941 

Despite handicaps imposed on this Committee by reason of its 

widely scattered membership, we have tried to present a fairly complete 

and up-to-date account of bird protection matters north of the Rio 

Grande. As in previous years, we are indebted to many persons for 

information. To those who have contributed data or suggestions, we 

wish to express appreciation, 

The Fish and Wildlife Servicehas continued its tremendous task, in 

enigemibten Wilts the Ghehee, of protesting the ahignhuny Wine. o8 Ye 

continent during their residence inthe United States. The bureau re- 

ports that, on June 30, 1941, it was administering 267 wildlife refuges 

covering a total of 13,626,022 acres of land and water. Migratory 

waterfowl are the primary birds accommodated on 178 of these, with an 

acreage of 3,440,074. Fifty areas, comprising 107,679 acres,ere chief- 

ly for colonial nesting birds. The remaining 39 refuges and ranges of 

10,078,269 acres are used by upland- and big-game, fur-bearers, and 

birds. 

Federal and State authorities have made progress toward better 

bird protection in the Florida Everglades. Due to reluctance of land 

owners to part with mineral rights, prospects for fulfilment of the 

Everglades National Park Project have not been promising. It is now 

possible that a federal wildlife refuge can be set up to protect the 

valuable species of southwestern Florida, at least until the park can 

be established.



The Fish and Wildlife Service has continued its research into the 

life histories, food requirements and other details, a knowledge of 

which is so necessary to the proper conservation and management of wild- 

life. Limited space forbids even mention of the many pieces of research 

under way. Outstanding, however, is the recent completion of Harry C. 

Oberholser's "Birds of Texas". This monumental manuscript contains 

nearly two million words, and will require 2700 pages for printing. Be- 

cause of the cost, publication is not yet assured. 

The National Forests are important as homes for tiirds of many 

species. One of the rarest and most endangered of these is undoubtedly 

the California condor. Special measures, to be described later in this 

report, have been taken in an effort to ensure the preservation of this 

bird. Four areas are closed to trespass in the interest of vanishing 

species and serve as sanctuaries for many other speciesas well. Forty- 

nine "natural areas" are preserved undisturbed for the study of the veg- 

etation and animal life. These range in area from 126 to 6,400 acres, 

and total nearly 64,000 acres. The 72 "wilderness areas" contain 14 

million acres. Portions of these lands are closed to hunting. 

Some of the important species subject to heavy hunting pressure, 

ineluding the various forms of quail, grouse, pigeons, wild turkey, 

ducks, geese, woodcock and pheasants, are found on the National Forests. 

Of these birds, the ruffed grouse is the most numerous, followed in turn 

by the bobwhite, mourning dove, Gamble quail and blue grouse. According 

to Dr. H. L. Shantz of the Forest Service, about 48,000 wild turkeys 
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inhabit the National Forests and are about equally divided between 

eastern and southwestern areas. 

Continued efforts of the National Park Service have been directed 

toward protection and conservation of nationally important bird species, 

some of which have recently reached numbers where they can be expected 

to survive only if most stringent protection measures aretaken. The 

Singer Wildlife Refuge, Louisiana, has again been studied, and urgent 

recommendations made for immediate action on 8. 329 (to create te Tensas 

Swamp National Park) in order to preserve a sizable portion of forest 

upon which the ivery-billed woodpecker is dependent for habitat. Recent 

appropriation of funds by the State of Texas promises early establishment 

of the Big Bend National Park, which will augment protection of rare 

species indigenous to this arid region. Some progress has been made on 

food studies of the Hawaiian goose or nene. Research and protection 

for the primary benefit of rare birds and those nearing extinction has 

stimulated interest in extending greater protection elsewhere. 

Over vast areas of this country, the reestablishment of vegetation 

is essential to wildlife restoration and conservation. The Soil Conser- 

vation Service has continued its work, much of which is of direct benefit 

to bird life. Gince its inception and up to the end of 1940, the Service 

has written more than 146,000 farm plans, covering over 44 million acres. 

Nearly eleven thousand reservoirs and ponds have been built, many of 

them providing food, resting and nesting conditions for waterfowl. 

Under State or Federal orders, hunting has been prohibited on a total 
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avea of 418,484 acres of land under administration of the Soil Conserva~ 

tion Service. In addition, a 49,200-acre National Wildlife Refuge has 

been set up on which wildlife administration is vested in the Fish and 

Wildlife Service. 

The National Audubon Society, one of the more active of the non- 

governmental egencies interested in conservation matters, has continued 

ite wateh over rare birds and other wildlife. Research on the roseate 

Spoonbill was continued by an Audubon Society staff member, Publication 

of results of the studies of the California condor, the ivery-billed 

woodpecker and the desert bighorns is planned. 

production of young on a number of its southern sanctuaries. In the 

coastal lagoon area of Texas the results have been outstanding. Large 

broods have been reared by such birds as roseate spoonbills, egrets, 

herons, ibises, cormorants, pelicans, gulle and terns. While the re- 

sults in Florida areas have not been so spectacular, the Society's five 

full-time year-round wardens have again guarded enormous numbers of 

birds in the southwest-Florida and Okeechobee-Kissinmee regions. 

The influence of the Audubon Nature Camp has already become a 

significant factor in the development of American public opinion on 

bird and other conservation subjects. The Camp's graduates are scattered 

through 37 States, as well as 4 Provinces of Canada. Some 70 percent 

ave engaged in teaching, while many others are leaders in the Boy Scout, 

Girl Seout and Camp Fire Girl groups. ‘ 
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We regret that in this report we are unable to give an adequate 

resume of the efforts made by numerous other groups and organizations 

to obtein facts or to further public awareness of bird protection 

' probleas. The American Wildlife Institute and the National Wildlife 

Federation are among those whose work reaches many who are not subject 

to influence of the "bird societies". These two organisations are 

especially effective in influencing leaders in the political and busi~ 

ness field, Current "conservation" pages in the journals are filling a 

desirable need for the ornithological groups. The resume of wildlife 

problems contributed to the Auk by Dr. Francis Allen is an example, 

which has been followed by the Wileon Bulletin. We believe that these 

efforts to keep ornithologists in touch with critical bird news is 

praiseworthy and should be continued. 

A nusber of outstanding achievements in bird proteetion have been 

ande during the period sins car last report. The first event, the 

signing on October 12, 1940, of the Convention on Nature Protection and 

Wild Life Preservation, opens the way to better bird conservation 

throughout the Western Hemisphere. This treaty calls for the establish- 

ment and extension of national parks, monuments, refuges and cther 

areas on which wildlife mat be protected. Hare species can be desig- 

ty nated es national monuments. Individuals of such species would thence- 

i) forth be under the protecting mantle of the law despite their wanderings 

tom conventional refuges. The treaty also makes it possible te extend 

the principles of the migratory bird treaty acts, now existing between 

/ | the United States, Canada and Mexico, to other countries south of the 

_/ Xaver. It is to be hoped that the admirable provisions of this 
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Convention may be enacted into the legal codes of all American republics. 

About two years ago, to the astonishment and dismay of the bird- 

loving public, plumage began to be a feature of fashionable headgear for 

women. The cycle of bird destruction for millinery seemed about to re- 

turn after a period of three or more decades. We have to again thank 

the National Audubon Society for sounding « call of alarm and, with the 

cooperation of other organisations, for indefatigably bringing the issue 

te ite present stage. A new plumage law of New York State, the American 

headquarters of the trade, makes illegal any traffic in wild bird plun- 

age beginning April 16, 1947. On that date, legal trade will heneeforth 

be limited to the plumage of ten specified kinds of domestic fowl. Sin- 

ilar restrictions should be adopted by the other 47 States and by the 

Congress for the District of Columbia. Ornithologists everywhere should 

join their forees with other groups to secure suitable legislation, and 

to ensure that fish fly maoufacture will not be allowed to serve as a 

loophole for the law. 

Such concern continues to be felt for the safety of many of our 

bird species. Destruction of environment continues in certain critical 

areas, to the great detriment of members of the avian fauna that are 

dependent upon it and whose habits are so exacting and inflexible as to 

make imposeible a shift to other habitats. In some instances, the popu- 

lations have reached or even exceeded the carrying capacities of their 

habitats. Restoration or dedication of additional areas for use of the 

birds is then the only solution for expansion. In other cases, and 

despite the most violent denials by some sportsmen, hunting continues 

to be @ constant menace. 
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Probably less than eight hundred great white herons are alive today. 

The range of this species is restricted and subject to destructive 

hurricanes. It is possible that the “great whites" can never be assumed 

to be "safe". Constant care mst be exercised to increase the popula- 

tion and to maintain it at a high peak, with the hope that the species 

will spread somewhat northward and the effects of storm damage therefore 

will not be so devastating. The Great thite Heron Refuge in the Florida 

Keys is continuing to provide better protection for this and other rare 

or extra-lisital species, 

Several favorable reports of roseate spoonbills have come from 

Gulf Coast refuges of the Fish and Wildlife Service. During the spring 

of 1941 the following records were made: On May 10, approximately 600 

spoonbills were seen on the second chain of islands bordering the Aransas . 

Refuge near Corpus Christi, Texas; on May 19, at least 150 spoonbills 

were on the Sabine Refuge, Louisiana; and on Way 30, 53 birds were 

noted on the Indian Key Refuge near St. Petersburg, Florida. lMunerous 

other observations of lesser nusbers were made on these areas during 

April and Hay, all of which are encouraging. 

The waterfowl of North America constitute an example of birds that 

have been greatly reduced by a combination of destructiin of habitat, 

adverse weather and excessive shooting. We are becoming convinced that 

hunting is now a critical factor preventing recovery of the birds. 

Waterfowl nesting conditions in the north-central United States were 
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has had a normal nesting population, but those from the Prairie Prov- 

inees are not assuring. A competent observer, who is intimately ac- 

quainted with the situation over a vast area, writes as follows: 

“frankly, I should like very ouch to report more optimistically, but 

: under the circumstances this is impossible. Locally, of course, the 

picture is a bright one full of encouragement «ith a wealth of ducks of 

several species and good broods of young. But this condition is con- 

spicuously local in all respects. In some instances the numbers of 

birds were definitely disappointing, and many dry potholes and sloughs 

are of course destitute of waterfowl." 

The 1940 hunting season kill of ducks and geese is believed to be 

almost equal to the year's crop. The upward trend of the waterfowl 

population, following the low ebb of 1935, has conspicuously leveled 

eff during the past year. The net increase is only slight - possibly 5 

to 8 percent. The breeding population of some species that returns to 

the nesting grounds is still too small for safety. Some waterfowl, such 

as the redhead, continue to be in a precarious condition. Nevertheless, 

unscrupulous or uninformed groups of sportsmen clamor for further 

relaxation of restrictions on hunting. 

The steadily inereasing number of waterfowl hunters has now almost 

overtaken the gains that close hunting restrictions allowed the waterfowl 

to make between 1935 and 1940. Nearly everyone admits that "luck", in 

the form of poor hunting weather, alone prevented a huge kill in the 

fall of 1940. We believe that the concessions made to hunters — longer 

season, longer shooting days, increase of the 1939 possession limit — 

have been proven unwise. 
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The recently announced liberalization of gunning regulations per~ 

mitting the daily take of one wood duck per hunter, during the 60-day 

hunting season, in 15 States of the South and Southeast should be care- 

fully watehed to determine the effect on the status of the species, 

It appears to your committee that the return of the canvasback and 

the Ruddy Duck to the list of species with the daily 10- and 20-bag and 

possession limit is a grave error and an act for which there is insuffi- 

ecient justification. While an increase has been noted in both of these 

species of divers, these birds are still rare or uncomion over vast 

areas where they were formerly abundant. It is generally admitted that 

the Redhead is in a precarious condition. The fact that this bird is not 

easily separated from the canvasback and comaonly associates with it, 

makes the security of the Redhead still more precarious by the lack of 

protection given the canvasback. 

Decidedly smaller numbers of the Ross's goose were seen on the 

Sacramento National Wildlife Refuge, California, during December 1940, 

as compared with those of the preceding year. This species continues 

in need of special protective seasures. Closing the hunting season for 

several years on all white "geese" west of the Great Basin (or at least 

in California, the principle wintering area) would not seen to be too 

severe if the Ress's goose is to be restored, 

The Federal authorities are to be commended for the amendment to 

the regulations which provide that "no person may take more than 3 

geese in the aggregate of all kinds during any 7 consecutive days” in 
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liyde County, North Carolina; Alexander County, Illinois; or Siskiyou 

County, California. These special county bag limits represent an 

experiment in Federal game management and are designed to curtail ex- 

cessive kills in areas where geese (especially Canadas) concentrate dur- 

ing the hunting season. In some of these regions more than one-third 

of the entire wintering goose population has been killed off during 

the bunting season. A reduction in the kill in these concentration 

areas is therefore a genuine conservation measure. 

Increase of trumpeter swans continues to be very slow. The United 

States population of this species as of February, 1940, was estimated 

at slightly over 200 birds. More than double this number is believed 

to exist in western Canada, yet the dangers confronting the swans make 

this hold on life all too slender. Wo increase is known to have follow 

ed the planting of six adult swans in dackson Hole in 1936 (only three 

of whom survived) and of three more at the Malheur National Wildlife 

Refuge, Oregon, in 1939. It is possible that poaching, or stupid con- 

fusion of swans for legal game, is responsible for holding down the 

numbers of birds in the United States. te therefore highly commend the 

United States Fish and Wildlife Service for closing the season on snow 

geese in Idaho. This will remove any possible excuse for the killing 

of trumpeter swans by hunters who confuse these two white birds. ile 

also commend the Emergency Conservation Committee for its initiative in 

directing and supporting an educational campaign among the people of 

southern Idaho and northern Utah regarding the identification and status 

of these majestic birds. It is to be hoped that this campaign, although 
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modest in sise, will accomplish its purpose of making safe the wintering 

ground of the trumpeters of the United States. 

Loss of sea birds by ofl-pollution continues to be sporadic but 

nevertheless important. We have had reports that several hundred ducks 

come ashore oa Cape Cod each winter, their plumage saturated with the 

heavy residue of fuel o1] pumped overboard from vessels. A considerable 

nusber of these birds succumb. This waste oi] cannot be legally dis- 

charged in American waters, but nevertheless it may drift for long 

distances, The person who finds a market for this unused heavy of] 

will do a tremendous service to oceanic and coastal bird life. 

Oil-pollution in the eastern North Atlantic Ocean and North Sea 

has been much intensified in the past two years, The lighter and 

more refined oil from sinking vessels saturates the plumage of birds 

more rapidly and completely than does the residual crude waste. ‘e are 

informed that loss of bird life along the English coasts is greater 

than ever before, and that at least one organisation of private citi- 

sens has besn formed to rescue oll-sosked birds when possible. Another 

report states that windrows of dead, oil-blackened ducks have been seen 

on the Dutch shores. Let us hope that thie does not foreshadow the 

shape of things to come on the western side of the Atlantic. 

Little new information on the status of the California condor has 

reached us. Under a National Audubon Society research fellowship, Carl 

Keford has assembled a mass of data and management suggestions. He is 

satisfied that there hac been no further decline and perhaps as much 

as a ten percent increase in numbers of condors during the past two 

years. The Forest Service is gathering records of condor occurrence 
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through 75 fire-lookouts in Southern California. The Sisquoc sanctuary 

of 1,300 acres on the Loe Padres National Forest is obviously far too 

omall, however, to accomplish its purpose. The entire Forest should 

be closed to all hunting or carrying of firearms, and food should be 

provided the condors if it is found to be necessary. 

This Committee has kept in touch with investigations on the status 

of the duck hawk. in Weed mepies tote atte enen tem to Gin 

ly suspected. Recent publicity regarding the possibility of using fal- 

cons for destruction of enemy carrier pigeons seems to be founded on 

such poor chances of success that it is doubtful that the wild stock 

of falcons will be seriously disturbed. 

It is too early to determine the effects of the new legislation 

extendiag protection to the bald eagle population of the United States. 

Although Alaska was expressly excluded from the Act, the incentive for 

destroying eagles in the Territory was removed last March by the Gover- 

nor's veto of the bounty appropriation. Judging from the searcity of 

thie bird over great areas of its range in Alaska, even this negative 

protection is desirable, at least until a life history and food habits 

study now being made by the Fish and Wildlife Service is completed. 

With increasing favorable conditions in the Great Plains area, the 

condition of the grouse-prairie chicken group may improve. The Attwater's 

prairie chicken, however, is rapidly disappearing and is in grave danger 

of extinction. Zxeept in four Texas counties, it is now extirpated from 

all of the former range. Cultivation, overgrazing, and other destruction 
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of habitat, as well as local hunting, has been highly detrimental. To 

contre] the loss due to shooting, the Texas legislature in 1937 pro- 

vided a 5«year closed season on all prairie chickens in the State. 

Naturally, this should be renewed, but creation of large refuges, on 

whieh proper habitat management ean be controlled, must be prompt. 

The prairie sharp-tailed grouse, with its western subspecies, is 

suffering a rapid contraction of its geographic range within the United 

States. This contraction of range in the West is clearly due to over- 

grazing and te plowing-up of the habitat by dry farmers. Shrinkage in 

the Lake States is clearly due to the conversion of cutever areas 

from brash to closed forest, and to the usurpation of peat marshes by 

aspen thickets. The closing of the tree canopy on cutovers is the 

consequence of better fire control; the spread of atjien on marshes 

follows the peat fires which ran during the dry years of 1930-193. 

De mush maatern ehahen the chnep-Aatl So vegueded ee s “hast 

cause". Thies attitude seems particularly unfortunate for two reasons: ——~- 

(1) 4t seems to imply the acceptance of universal overgracing as an 

inevitable and permanent conditions (2) there are ample Pittman- 

Robertson funds wherewith to demonstrate that relief from overgrazing 

will bring an upgrade in sharp-tail populations. It is not necessary 

to purchase sharp~tail refuges; in fact, leases calling for the con- 

tinuance of farming but the discontinuance of heavy grazing would be 

preferable to the total cessation of both farming and grasing. 

In the Lake States uplands the general closing of the canopy on 

eutover lands is unavoidable; the spread of sharp-tails on these lands 
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was a temporary aftermath of lumbering and free-running fires, A few 

spots suitable for sharp-tails could be saved, however, if State and 

Pederal foresters would eease planting all openings to conifers. 

In Lake States marshes the general encroachment of aspen thickets 

on former hay meadows is the natural penalty for former peat fires. 

Wisconsin is experimenting in controlled burning as a means of reducing 

aspen. This may work, if the burns are superficial. If the fires are 

allowed to bite deep, it will aggravate the aspen problem. 

Speaking generally, it is clear that the sharp-tail is fast losing 

its position as a shootable game bird. The next decade may bring the 

virtual elimination of the Columbian subspecies, and the reduction of 

the Lake States sharp-tail to non-shootable levels. 

Many people believe thet the abundant “prairie chicken” of western 

Canada is the pinnated grouse. This is not true. There are very few 

pinnates in Canada, and these are confined to the border. The Canadian 

“prairie chickens" are sharp~tails. 

In the United States, the main stronghold of the pinnate in the 

Lake States is fast shrinking, and for the same reasons as the sharp~ 

tail: the encroachweat of aspen on marshes, and the encroachment of 

timber on the cutever land. Further south in the dairy belt grazing, 

drainage, and pheasants are evicting pinnate remante with exceptional 

rapidity. Southern Wisconsin, northera Illinois, and northern Indiana 

may lose their pinnates within a decade, The reverse, however, is true 

of southern Illinois and Missouri, wheré "poor" prairies are reverting 

and pinnates are on the upgrade. Recent literature indicates rapid 
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shrinkage in Texas and tolerable conditions in parts of Oklahoma. 

The recent retirement from farming of large new military reser- 

vations ought to provide an excellent opportunity to restore both the 

prairie flora and the fauna, including pinnates. 

"Game restoration" efforts in may States are concentrated on 

raising and Liberating ring-necked pheasants, Hungarian partridges and 

other exotic game birds. If long continued to excess, this practice 

may not only replace but even exterminate some of our native game 

birds. We believe that a larger percentage of available funds should 

be spent for research and for habitat improvement. More emphasis 

should be placed on encouraging natural propagation of native game birds. 

Estimates made in 1936 placed the whooping crane population at 

less than 300. An intensive field study of winter food habits in under 

way in order to determine management methods of Federal and Audubon 

Society refuges on the Gulf Coast. As crane wintering grounds, the 

most important of these is the Aransas National Wildlife Refuge. 

Twenty-six whoopers, of which at least five were immature, were seen 

here on December 17, 1940. Whether production of young has kept pace 

with losses is not known, but the whooping crane is certainly in a 

precarious state. 

In the Oxeechobee-Kissimnuce region the Florida crane has had 4 

good nestig year. An encouraging report comes from southern Georgia 

of a flock of 150 seen near Dinner Pond in the Okefenokee Swamp. 

Following more than 15 years of gradual increase, the woodcock 

population has definitely and seriously slumped. As a result of the 
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storm disasters of early 1940, the hunting season in the United States 

and Canade was reduced by one-half. Subsequent studies have shown 

that this measure was not enough to bring about recovery. Although 

fairly good reproduction occurred in the Maritime Provinces, the breed- 

ing stock was definitely lower in the eastern United States for the 

second successive year. 

In view of the precarious status of this bird, it is both disappoint- 

ing and surprising that 14 different open season periods would be pro~ 

vided to insure the most favorable shooting for the hunters in the 

various states and sections of states where the bird occurs, Hew York, 

for example, is divided into three zones and while the hunting 

period in any one sone is limited to 15 days ther» is a total limit 

of 45 days for the State as a whole and a period of 90 hunting days 

for the eastern United States where the bird occurs. For a species 

that lays but four eggs and rears but one brood a year and has such 

&@ limited distribution and habitat range further restriction on the 

take appears to your comulttee to be imperative. 

The numbere of the Wilson snipe are "startlingly emall" as com- 

pared with those of ten to twenty years ago. Until definitely normal, 

these reduced populations should not be subjected to hunting. te are 

gratified that Federal officials have recognised the precarious situa~ 

tion that exists and have therefore placed this bird under full protec~ 

tion for the present year at least. 

The plight of the white-winged dove has become increasingly 

serious and its management problem is complicated by the international 

character of its range. 
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The Texas breeding population of the eastern white-wing, which is 

an important game bird in southeastern Texas and especially in the 

lower Rio Gramie Valley, is decreasing at an alarming rate. It has been 

reliably reported that as recently as the fall of 1924 there were in 

the lower Rio Grande Valley at least twenty major flights of these 

birds which totaled at least four million individuals. Last fall Fed- 

eral and State field investigators estimated that fewer than 250,000 

"Ghite-wings" were present in the same area. Some my have migrated 

early to Mexico because of the dry season and resultant reduced food 

supply, but the total population of adults and young present before 

any migration began was certainly no more than 400,600. Word just re- 

ceived indicates a further decided decrease in breeding stock in 1941 

as compared wit) that of 1940. 

A joint Pederal-State research project on both eastern and western 

white-wings is now in progress. Its purposes are to determine the 

means for safeguarding the populatian of white-winged doves which 

breeds in the Aico Grande Valley and in southern Arigona. The results 

of this investigation will undoubtedly indicate required changes in 

hunting regulations, as well as recommend a plan for the acquisition 

and management of nesting ground refuges. Sufficient work was done 

in 1940 by Federal and State investigators to show that the serious 

decline in the eastern white-wing was due to (1) drastic reduction in 

acreage of nesting grounds as a result of the clearing of woodland to 

provide agricultural land; (2) reduced production of young as a result 

of severe predation by two species of egg~eating birds; and (3) too 

heavy kill by hunting. 
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The western white-wing is in o similarly unfavorable condition. 

The breeding steck that returned to Arizona from Mexico in the spring 

of 1941 was probably considerably smaller than that of the preceding 

year. Food and water conditions being excellent, it was hoped that a 

very successful nesting season would result. Unfortunately, indica- 

tions are that predation and other factors caused 50 or 75 percent 

mortality to egge and young. sa 

In view of the extremely critical status of the white-wing in the 

United States and general recognition of the dtuation in the two States 

affected, namely, Arisona and Texas, it is most disappointing that a 

complete closed hunting season was not imposed, Even the organized 

sportemen of Arizona officially recomended a closed season. Almost 

everyone in both States familiar with the situation realises that cur- 

tailment of the take and a restoration of breeding habitat are impere- 

tive. while some restriction in the regulations have been provided 

for the year they were announced so late that last year's regulations 

remained in force until the new regulations were announced in the 

Federal Register on August 21. The regulations this year permit a 

l2-bird limit each day from September 1 to September 15 in Arizona 

and September 16 to September 25 in Texas. Last year the season in 

Arisona opened on August 16 and because the regulations were not an- 

nounced until August 20 or 21 hunting began on August 16. The regula- 

tions of the present year therefore can do little more than afford a 

most unfortunate extension of the shooting season. Unless we wake up 

te the seriousness of the situation extirpation of this economically 
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important bird from the United States will soon be eminent. A closed 

season for a number of years appears mandatory. 

Recent findings are also causing much concern for the eastern 

mourning dove. Although an attempt was made by restrictive hunting 

regulations to conserve the survivors of the January, 1940, storms, 

the number of doves at present is decidedly unsatisfactory. ‘The stock 

mast be protected if a good recovery is to be attained within a rea~- 

sonable time. An open season and heavy kill at this period of the 

bird's struggle for existence might be disastrous. It is fortunate 

that some curtailment of the season has been provided for this year. 

. Hevertheless, this maximum of 42 days is still mach too long under the 

present emergency. ‘The Department of the Interior has recently re~ 

ported that the status of the bird is "decidedly unsatisfactory”. 

Little new information is available regarding the ivory~billed 

woodpecker. Logging of its principal remaining habitat is proceeding 

rapidly, and under present conditions will probably run to its conclu- 

sion. The number of birds remaining is very low and this, coupled 

with destruction of the environment, makes extermination appear all 

but inevitable. A bill (S. 329) has been introduced into Congress 

to establish the area as the Tensas Swamp National Park. An adverse 

report has been rendered by the Bureau of the Budget, and no action 

hae been taken by the Congress. Unless public demand and interest is 

shown, little progress can be made toward acquisition of this vital 

area. 

We have mentioned some of the dangers confronting bird species in 

America. In several cases these are so-called “game species",and a 
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vociferous minority of the hunting fraternity is 4 menace to some of 

them. We have no quarrel with the thoughtful, informed sportsmen whe 

desire reasonable shooting of species that can stand the drain. Unfor— 

tunately, however, a considerable number of hunters seemingly desire 

to kill te the limit of their gun capacity, and let tomorrow take care 

of itself. This group is noisy and frequently influential. Because 

its platform is spectacular and appeals to personal selfishness it is 

frequently supported and publicised by some of the “sportamen's" mag- 

asines. Conservationists should not hesitate to oppose this group 

and their publicity. A dignified silence will never express reasonable 

protection sentiment to administrators and legislators who are bombard- 

ed with demands for longer hunting days and seasons, legalization of 

baiting and live decoys for waterfowl, and other excessive devices. 

Realization of the value of most species of predatory birds is 

increasing but slowly. Many beneficial ones ars killed every year in 

"improvement" campaigns to “protect” game and other preferred species. 

We regret that a usually reputable organization recently saw fit to 

issue advice and instructions for pole-trapping predators, with utterly 

inadequate mention of necessary precautions for minimising damage to 

other perehing birds. 

The haste and waste that inevitably and unavoidably accompanies 

the current national defense program carries many direct and indirect 

hazards to bird life. This Committee would not be so foolish as to 

oppose any legitimate military demands essential to the safety of this 

country. Through the liaison established between federal conservation 
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agenciesend the military establishments, means exist for working out 

protection for birds where possible. But, unfortunately, unnecessary 

destruction will occur. Bombing and gunnery practice areas may be laid 

out on important bird nesting or feeding grounds when other sites could 

be substituted. Marshes will be drained in attempts to secure immunity 

from mosquitoes. Power developuent projects will run wild, converting 

valleys now fertile for waterfowl into practically sterile storage 

reservoirs. Heading the list of this Committee's recomuendations, 

therefore, we suggest thit 

1. Information on military projects that would appear detrimental 

to important bird habitets should be sent at the earliest possible 

moment to the Fish and Wildlife Service, Washington, D. C. 

2. Public support should be given to any measure, such ae S. 329, 

that would result in acquisition and protection of the last important 

habitat of the ivory-billed woodpecker, 

3. Support should be given to establishment of a wildlife refuge 

for further protection of the unique bird life of southern Florida. 

4 As soon as possible after adoption of the Convention on Nature 

Protection and Wild Life Preservation in the Americas, the Congress of 

the United States should enact legislation to give effect to the Con- 

vention's numerous provisions for protection of rare birds and other 

animals. 

5. We hope that legislation will be enacted by the several States 

to mke illegal the traffic in wild bird plumage for millinery or any 

other purpose. 
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6. Again we urge the California Game Commission and the Fish and 

Wildlife Service to close the Sacramento Valley to the shooting of all 

white geese, in order to more effectively protect the Ross's goose. 

7. ‘The regulations governing hunting of waterfowl should be made 

more restrictive, until very definite further gains of the breeding 

bird populations indicate that more intensive hunting may be allowed 

with safety. The ruddy duck and canvasback should be placed on the 

protected list. 

; 6. The Fish and Wildlife Service, the National Park Service, and 

the several States are urged to study and carry out measures for the 

better protection of the trumpeter swan. These should include: exelu- 

sion of fishermen and other persons from nesting areas; posting of swan 

use areas, whether in public or private ownership; and education of the 

hunting public on means of distinguishing swans from legal game. 

9. Tho entire Los Padres Natonal Forest should be closed to all 

hunting and food provided therein, if needed, as means of protecting 

and inereasing the numbers of the California condor. 

10. We repeat our recomuendation of last year that the Arizona 

Game Commission, the Texas Game, Fish and Oyster Commission, and the 

Fish and Wildlife Service should declare a continuous close season on 

the white-winged dove. The eastern mourning dove should also receive 

complete protection in the eastern and central portion of the United 

States for at least one year, or until a considerable improvement in 

the species" status has been demonstrated, 

Ll. Marked restriction of the hunting kill of the woodcock is 

imperative. 
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(Sed) ___Glarence cottam 

(Sed) ___Aldo Leopold 

(Sed) ___Was Le Finkey 

(Sed) __Vistor tis Gauglane 
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you Ce Farm Place 
October 1, 1940 

Dr. Clarence Cottam 
U. S. Pish and Wildlife Service 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Clarence: 

I like the report and have only one important suggestion: 
it ought to end up with a summarized program. I attach a proposal. ; 
Some additional checking is probably necessary to get the exact names 
under the column "By whom." 

I heve a few minor suggestions about the text ae it now 
stands. 

Page 3. I am pretty well convinced that the condor is 
starving because there are no cougars, or too few cougars to supply a 
year-round sprinkling of carcasses. Shooting deer for the cougars is 
all right as a temporary expedient, but as a long-time measure the re- 
establishment of a good cougar population seems more natural and more 
sensible. Why not add this as a definite recommendation? 

Page 3, line 5. ‘There is no hint as to what the "belated 
efforts" consist of. Why not say, “Whether the present study by 
the Audubon Society will prevent," ete.? 

Page 5. It is not clear why the swans, if healthy, heve to 
alight in deep snow. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
enel Professor of Wildlife Management



Program 

We recommend the following program, for endorsement by the A.0.U. 

Species Action needed By_whom 

Ivory-billed woodpecker Buy Singer tract Fish & Wildlife Service 
as refuge 

Condor Restore cougar Calif. Game Commission 
U. &. Forest Service 

Trumpeter swan Transplant to other refuges Pish & Wildlife Service 

Ross goose Close Sacramento Valley to Calif. Game Commission 
all white geese 

Bald eagle Abolish bounty Alaska Game Commission 

White-wing dove Close season Avizona GameCommission 
Fish & Wildlife Service 

Attwater prairie hen Buy or lease refuges Texas Game, Fish & 
Oyster Commission 
Fish & Wildlife Service 

Columbian sharptail grouse Buy or lease refuges Utah Game Commission 
Fish & Wildlife Service 

each 
We recommend that/of the agencies responsible for each item of the program 

be asked either to undertake the action indicated, or to inform the 4.0.0. : 
why 1t is not practicable, ani what alternative actionis practicable. 

We recommend that the replies be assembled, digested, published in The Auk, 
and circulated, with a copy of this report, to conservation organizations 
throughout the country. : 

i, / 
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% UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

WASHINGTON 

Geytember 73, 1940 

< 

te, James Paul Chapia, Pres, 
Anevicem, Omithalogiotd Union, 

Ageciews Waseun of Mature) “istory, 

My Geor Dr, Chapint 

There io tranmitted herevith dreft of the Bird Protection Comnittesta 
repert as presented and apyreved by the Union, Copies are, of course, being 
sent thie dey to oll members of the Counittwe, and eles to the two rice 
presidents: Mesures, Peters and Willett, 

~You wil reeull thet the ssubers ef tho Comittes were so fer cepa 
rated during the sumer that the Comuittec as @ whole has net acted upen 
the canglete report, Therofere, any suggestiene or tnatructione you ney 
hove com yet bo ineluded in the finel report, 

Simeo our mocting I heve beam wondering whet we gould do with the 
Bird Protection Comittes fund whieh, as I recall, ia a Little more then 
$140,09, It sous to xe thot theee ammal reyorts, regardless ef hew a: 

. propriate end valucble the suggestions contained therein aay be, are of 
Little eonsequenee in melding public opinion, Im faet, each report is 
Léttle nore than an innocuous post ne S (seems $0 ne thet 

i ee ee on ee tenntien eat teh et 

tive ection, ot grerge Da ree ge lapnyecechroedige eg od 
apoigt some member of this who te not conneeted with the Fodera! 
Government, such os either Bill Finley or Aide Leopold, to gerve ee Seere~ 
tary Of the Connittec, anc te use those funds to keep in closer contact 
with Dird ond other wildlife protective agencies, If either of these 
nan would eecept much « reeponsibility I beliews be esuld erp in close 
touch vith the progress of oll protective legislation, ea’ perhaps ini- 
tiate nooied legieletion cleng lines that would give better and wore 
effeetive protection to bimie end ather wildlife, The individual select- 
od should keop in closest contest with the wildlife cansittess of the 
House ond Senate, the Sueriean Mldlife Federstion, appropriate State 
Fisk ond Gese Commissions, the Canadien Department of Vines ond Resources,



“le 

the Junior Chambers of Commerce, Gorden Clubs, the Audubon Societies, 
the Isane “alton Leagues, end all similar protective orgenizetions, and 
get them also to eponser or approve the reeowmendationn of tric Bird 
Protection Committee, If the Comitteats repert and reeonmendctions 
were publicly endorsed by all these protective agencies, it would have 
a trememdous influence om Congress end State legislatures, end undoubbedly 
the wlldlife coreittees of the House cad Senate would be gled to publish 
the report iu their periodic hearings on the status of wildlife conger- 
vutions 

These suggestions are merely my own thoughta, end they heve not 
yet been taken up with the sesbers of the Mri Protection Committes, 
Copy of this letter, however, is being sent to each mowber, 

Tt might be more effeetive if this final repert vers transmitted 
offictelly by the Union under the signature of its president te the Seere- 
tery of the Interior, the Mirector of the Fisch end Wildlife Services, the 
Conadian Department of Mines «md Resources, and perkepes all the egeneica 
heretefore referred to whe are directly intersated im wildlife conserva~ 
thors 

‘ Sincerely yours, 

Clevenes Cottam, 
Mexber, Bird Protection Comittee, 

‘ foorioan Ornithologiets' Unioa. 

Gervon copies tor j 
Be. Janes L. Peters 
Hr. George Willett, 

Me. Rudyerd Boulton : 
Mt. Boyes Lleyd 
Prof. Alde Leopold 
tt, Wo. t. Finley as, 
My, Vietor Cahalane 

eeevEs ;



REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON BIAD PROTECTION 

American Ornithologists! Union 

Boston, Magsechueetts September 9 - 13, 1940. 

The status of a nusber of endangered species of American birds 

seems to be precarious, Although the extensive system of Federal, 

State, Provincial ond private wildlife refuges is doing much to pro- 

tect and restore %o a more satisfectory ebundence, many forms of 

bird life, sengtuary and edequate protection or manegement heve not 

‘yet been extended to a few species most needed. A year ago the famous 

Everglades of Florida, exceedingly important wildlife areas, were 

suffering the result of wwise irainsge and were stricken with devasta~- 

ting drought and fires. We are pleased to report thet an encouraging 

recovery waa noted there this year so that meny forms of bird life 

found favorable environments) conditions. The érainage affeeting this 

aren, however, hos not beoh corrected. 

The esteblishnent of ten cooperative wildlife Research units in 

: 1935 was sponsored by the Stete game commissiona, the land-grant eolleges, 

the American W11dlife Institute, and the Fish and Wildlife Service. We 

ere pleased to report thet this program, set up for five years, has 

now been extended for another five years by the soonwora. Cooperative 

wnite etudy the stetus of various forms of wildlife, seek means to 

improve conditione for wildlife in the States, and attempt to devise



practical management techniques that may be adopted to maintain desireble 

snimal populetions, These unite ere leested in Alabama, Towa, Texaa, 

Virginie, Meine, Utah, Ohio, Oregon, Missouri, and Pennsylvenia. Since 

1935, wore than 35 projects have been completed, snd about 375 manu- 

seripts dealing with verious menagenent phases have been published. 

Tas former Biological Survey, now Fish end Wildlife Service, reports 

thet the wildlife refuges wnder its charge number 263, covering a total 

of 13,635,365 acres of lend end water, Of this totsl 176 ere primarily 

for migratory waterfowl with a total of 3,447,218 acres, Fifty areas, 

with 107,666 acres, are used chiefly by colonial nesting species in 

such places ag bird rocks, mangrove keys, end gull and tern islends, 

Generel wildlife refuges for upland gane, big gone, fur-besrere and 

birds number 24 end amount to 3,475,903 aeres. The 13 big game refuges 

end ranges have a total of 6,604,578 scres, 

Regarding the various species of endangered birds we regret to 

report that the status of the ivory-billed woodpecked seems to grow 

progressively worse, and it is doubtful that the bird ean be saved. Ite 

neat, and peasibly leet, tnpertant ctreaghelés whieh are tn Léuistess 

and South Carolina are being lumbered, the latter area preparatory to 

impoundment of & power reservoir by the Cooper-Santee Authority (see 

1939 Committee Report). Extermination is imminent wnlese acceptable 

habitet is maintained. It could be delayed and possibly prevented by 

acquisition and strict protection of the Singer tract in Louistens, 

Tae Colifornie condor exists only in the United States, therefore 

its fate depends entirely upon the treatment we give it. Ite range and 
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numbers are so limited that they ere now leading to extermination. In 

all the collections of the world, there are less thea fifty eggs of 

this bird, while there are more than seventy of the extinct great suk. 

Without question, a more careful study of this bird should heve 

been made many years ago. motion pronont, beictle afdanta will prevent 

the condor from gradually deeressing in numbers and in tine suffering 

from the fate of the passenger pigeon, heath hen, and great auk, remains 

to be seen. Only 2 amell nucleus remain ag 2 basis for restoration. 

: Reproguction is slow and food requirements are difficult te meet. Care- 

ful study is now being mede, however, in the hope of developing offee~ 

tive means of protection and management. 

To inure the future of the condor, the area set eside in the 

Los Padres National Poreat in Southern California is very limited. The 

birds nuwber not more than about 50, and the conditions under whieh 

2 they formerly thrived have been greatly changed, On the forest alone 

ioe "few domestic or wild animals perish and furnish food for the condors, 

. They must fly s hundred miles to the exst where they seen to find a 

\ certain smount of food. This situation mekes it impossible to prevent 

thse shooting of some of the birds by irresponsible gunners, 

i In addition to ite suall nesting sinitiaae which is closed to the 

public, it is urged that the entire Les Padrow National Forest be set 

eeide for the protection of the condor and closed to 211 hunting, 

exeopt the killing by officials of enough deer to furnish food for the 

birds. 

The white-tailed kite is another bird of California thet is 

seriously limited in nusbers, It 1s suggested that a thorough investigation 

. 
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be made in order to learn definitely whether this bird is inerewsing 

or decreasing and to determine whet can be done to increase its numbers. 

Ne appreciable change during the pest year seems to have occurred 

in the numerical status of the Pverglade kite, roseate spoonbill, 

reddish egret, limpkin, Florida erene or whooping ereane. Research into 

their stetus, needs and menagement is much needed. Through the exten- 

Sive Vederal refuge program some sanctuary and eneovragement are offered 

all of these species, It is encouraging to report that the greet wiite 

heron population continues to increase, 

Although the status of the trumpeter swan seems to be improving, 

this majestic bird ia by no means eure from extermination. Continued 

atudy of its requiremente and managenent is necessary. This species 

appears to be in @ more favoreble position then the condor because it ta 

more adapteble, ia more ameneble to managerent, hes @ much more extensive 

distribution, and has a much higher reproductive rate. 

Three known breeding areas exist, Two in the United States--ited 

Rock Lake Refuge, Montens, end Yellowstone Park, wyoming, support & 

few,more than 200 birda—-while a large and inaecessible srea in the 

vicinity of British Colurbis has a population of more then 500 trumpeters, 

While the biras are given reasonable protection, some sre undoubtedly 

kAlLed when they move to adjacent unprotected areas, vartioularly those 

areas occupied alao by anow geese. 

It sight be taken for granted that the swans would inereme’ in numbers 

in a reacrwstion like Yellowstone Park, However, & year ago only five : 
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young birds were produced in this protected park, A psir of trumpeters 

have been eceustomed to raise a family et Swan Leke in the Park, but this 

year that area was abandoned because the cygnets were killed by a preda- 

tory animel. 

Much effort is being made to establish trumpeters in other arees 

within their ancestral range where suitable nesting conditions and & 

sufficient winter food supply exist, In the fsll of 193@ three trunpetera 

were ceught and moved to a luke in the Jackson Hole Elk Refuge in 

Wyoming. They did so well thet it «es decided to transfer other birds 

to the Malheur Wil@life Refuge in Southeastern Oregon, Three individuals 

have, therefore, recently been transported to abe Double-0 Reneh, « 

part of the Malheur Hefuge, where werm springs maintain open water through- 

out the coldest winters. 

While these swan usuelly have from four to aix young each year, 

their inerease is returded by « number of factors. One of these 1a lead 

poteoning, end at Hed Rock Lake, formerly one of the most populer hunting 

lakes in Montena, shot is often available to them in quantity. The awans 

may et times glean the pellets from the mud and ultimately succumb to 

Lent poisoning. Another hazard to the swans in winter is pre@ation by 

4 coyotes, for when they fly up ond lend in deep snow they have great 

difficulty in rising ogein and fell sasy vietins to the coyotes. 

Sinee the birds now have a restricted range in the United States, 

end since an edecuate supply of naturs] winter food is not slwaya ayail- 

ble, it is sugested that other trensplantings be made to suitable 

refuge arees whenever birds can cefely be spared for this purpose, 
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Another migratory bird thet needs more protection is Ross's Goose, 

It ie the rerest of the geese that regulerly visit the United Stetes 

end is of about the sice of the larger ducks. As near as can be 

estimated, the total number of birds ia from five to six thousand. They 

tend to flock with the much more numerous snow geese upon which there is 

@m open seagon in the West. Since Rosats goose needs protection, the 

Federal migratory waterfowl reguletione forbid their hunting. Although 

this goose is distinetly smaller than the snow goose, end is of similer 

coloration, it is not readily recognized by gunners. Sportsmen sre 

permitted to kill the snow geese, but they also shoot some of the rere 

and theoretically protected Ross's geese, When game wardens examine 

the bage end find « Rosa's goose, they usuelly regard this «ill os 

accidental, and therefore merely take possession of the bird without 

arresting the hunter. 

fhe only method of preventing this steady drain upon Ross's geese, 

& menaee to the species beesuse of its smell numbers, apposra to be to 

close the season on enow geese inthe sreag where the Ross's geese winter. 

The largest numbers of both snow and Ross's geese winter in Ceali- 

fornia, Formerly they ranged to Sen Joaquin Valley, but due to the 

destruction of their habitat few are now found there. Most of the ; 

| birds now winter in the Saeranento Valley end there ell white geese 

should be protected to save the Hows's goose, If this is not done, this 

species appears to be doomed, 

The American or bald eagle, the emblem of the United States, is now 

protected by Federal law. This protective legislation recently passed 

Congress end was signed by the President. Its provisions do not apply 

fim Alesks, In 1917 the legislature of Alaska started a campaign against 
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the American eagle by paying « bounty of fifty cents per bird. During 

the first six years, up to 1923, bounties were paid for about 18,000 

birds, It is safe to gay thet e larger uumber wore killed as some must 

heave fallen im inaccessible places or died efter having been wounded; 

doubtless some were killed by persons who did not collect the bounty. 

¥rom 1917 to the present time the number of eagles killed for bemty 

in Alaska is believed to be at least 160,000. It 1s urgently recom 

mended that a study be meade of distribution, abundance, population 

trends, economic status, and need for protection or control of the 

species in Alaske. 

Passing to another threatened species, the fsets clearly indicste 

thet the white-winged dove of the sovthsestern border from Texae to 

California is becoming scarcer each your. Despite its reduction in 

numbers, this handsome species is intensively hunted and ite seercity 

appears to be largely due to drought, ovrer-shooting «nd the deatruction 

of young and nesting birds, It is strongly recommended that © closed 

eeeson be enforeed for at least two or threes years, 

‘ Among other upland game birds Atwattor's prairie chicken and the 

Columbien sharpteiled grouse sees to be in the moat precarious condition 

an¢ im the greatest need of refuge. Their nusibers have progressively 

decreased a8 « result of impeirment of their range by over-grazing ond 

drought, snd because of sxeessive hunting beth legal and illegel. It 

is doubtful whether either subspecies will be saved unless lerge and 

effectively managed refuges sare promptly sstablished for them. It is 
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greatly toobe hoped that Federal, State, and eopectaily Pittnen-Robertson 

funds, cen be so allocated that effectively memaced refuges for these 

birds can be set up. We are pleased to report that the status of the 

sage otis shows continued improvement. It now occurs and receives full 

protection on more then » dozen Federsi refuges in the far Vest and in 

some of these eress it is becoming fairly cbundant. 

In view of the eontinued need for protection of weterforl, your 

doatiiiaas is opposed to the passsge of any bill pormitting the baiting 

b of these birde to shooting gromds. It is also opposed to the use of 

live decoys te facilitate killing. During the past year billa were 

introduced in Congress (unsuccessfully, we are glad to report) that 

would have suthorized both baiting and the use of live decoys, Legis- 

lative action is contrery to the present accepted policy ef the 

regulation of hunting by sdministrative agencies operating under only 

orgenic legt#lation couched in genersl terms, This syster hes the 

flexibility needed te cope with constantly chenging conditions, end is 4 

in every way to be preferred to ponderous and usvelly less informed 

legialative regulation. 

Your committees is pleased to report that most species of waterfowl 

have shown an encoursging increase although the supply is still far 

below the carrying capacity of both the brocding and of most of the 

winter ranges. With the supply of shootable vetsfowl 28 low as it is, 

and restoration only helf wey of that expected, your comnittee believes 

the recent changes in Federal hunting regulations (especially those 

lengthening the open sesaon from 45 deya te 60 days, and legalizing 

early morning shooting beginning et sunrise instead of 7 o'clock, without 

‘ €



/ gy compensating reduction in the beg Limit or other restriction) ia 

& great mistake, Members of the Union should take every opportunity 

to familiarize themselves with the waterfowl situation and report the 

results of this surprising liberalization of the gunning regulations, 

: Support should be rendered law enforcenent agencies, ond effort made 

to bring esbout an inecresse in the number of Federal wardens in order 

thet more effeetive bird protection can be given. 

During Janusry 1940 adverse weather conditions in the Southesst, 

coupled with legal hunting, made serious inroads inte the numbers of 

woodcocks and sourmming doves, with the result that the numerical 

strength of both species 16 much below that of 1939. Measures to restrict 

the kill during the fortheoming hunting season have been depends 

For the future protection of some of our migretory birds thet 

winter in different perte of Central nd South Anerien, it ie necessary 

thet there be greater cooperation between the United Stetes and other 

American countries. The Union tenders ite sineere appréctetion to 

De. T. Gilbert Pearson, President Mecritus, Netionel Association of 

Audubon Societies, who spent nearly a year in South America studying 

bird life and working with ornithelogiets snd officials of the different 

countries with a view to eneournging educetion regerding birds und 

their better protection, Dr. Pearson reports: "..+. very few laws 

exist in South ‘Amerton for the protection of non-game birds, and in 

some countries there is not the slightest sexblance of a law for the 

preservation of any lend bird.” 

We believe thet more Pittman-liobertson funds should be directed 

9



toward the protection and management of rere and vanishing forme of wild 

“life. Even though 260 projects in 43 sttse are now in operation, it 

ia spvrepriate for the membership of the A,0.U. to sak whether this act 

extending Federal sid to wild life applies to wild life as © whole, or 

only to shooteble game? The acid test in this respect will be the 

: dagree of liberality shown in allotting Pittman-Robertson fimds to the 

reatoration of rere, non-shootable species. In the case of threatened . 

species, there is definite need of habitat protection, for slmost all 

research into life-history requirements is needed as a basis for restora- 

tion. 

The A.cO.Ue should esk the Fish ond Wildlife Serviee, which administers 

the Act, for an inventory of ite Pittman-Robertson progrem in behalf of 

rare species. The Act requires the state conservation depertments to 

initiate projects, hence an over-erphasis on shoctable species 13 aighly 

probeble, The best insurance against such over-emphasis will be the 

eonstent vigilanes of organizations that are interested In conservation 

of the entire fauna, shootsble or non-shooteble, 

The Comittee calle attention to the following importint items 

further diseussed in the 1939 report: ais 

1. Thet State and Federal wid be given to the Ivory-billed Wood- 

peetker through acquisition fin Louisians of its lest important habitat 

and poseibly the only area in which it now occurs, 

2. That State and Federal action should pretect the unique 

bird fawume of Southern Florida through restoration and conservation of 

ite habitat. 

io



3, That indiseriminete end irresponsible destruction of 

predacious birds should be condemned. 

4e Thet excessive and unnecessery drainage, carried out primarily 

in the name of mosquite control, be condemed, 

Now, therefore, be it resolved thet the 1940 Meeting of the 

American Ornithologists’ Union epprove this report. 

illiiaplorsaieninanienianiainnihentasctiiphiniaineliiones 

savessasianpeptnetaraneaasseileshsdenrsusioensnianiaititie 

ee ernenennenneneencmeeaeeeenneeneemneteceannteineemeeee 

‘<rsieconmenineetecneehimneanamatiaatpsinsanntnenttiainibiiiieeaiinnitiies 
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Wok ~~ Place 
August 26, 1 

My. Vietor H. Cahalane 
o/o National Park Service 
U. & Department of Interior 
Washington,D. 6, 

Dear Vie: 

Bill Finley has sent me his draft of the Bird Protection 
Committee report. 

I suggest one addition which, if you like it, might be covered 
somewhat as follows: 

"Does the new Pittman-Robertson Act, extending federal aid 
to wildlife, mean wildlife as a whole, or only shootable game? The 
acid test of this question will be the proportion of Pittman-Robertson 
funds allotted to the restoration of rare non-shootable species. Most 
threatened species are definitely in need of habitat protection, and 
all ave in need of research for life-history facts on which to bese a 
restoration program. 

"The 4.0.U. should ask the Fish and Wildlife Service, 
which administers the act, for an inventory of its Pittman-Robertson 
program in behalf of rare species. The act requires the state conser 
vation departments to initiate projects, hence an overemphasis on 
shootable species is highly probable. The best insurance egainst such 
ovoremphasis will be the constant vigilance of organizations which are 
laterested in the entire fauna, shootable or non-shootable. " 

I heve also made a few marginal notations on the carbon, which I 
enclose. 

I appreciate Bill's willingness to take on this job. I am sending 
my reply to you without knowing whether you are back from Alaska, but 
Bill said to do so and he presumably knows. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leepeld 
ce _e Professor of Wildlife Management |



Honoréry President President Vice-President Vice-President Vice-President 
Jar N. Dariene Davin A. Ayt.warp Wraiam L. Finuzy Cures P. PuuMMER Corin M. Reep 

NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION 
NORMANDY BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. 

ADDRESS YOUR REPLY TO: é 

uatewte. Aug. 15, 1940 
PORTLAND, OREGON 

Mr. Aldo Teopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold: 

Cahalane has been in Alaska, and I don't 
know whether he will be back for another week or 
so. Cottam has been in the field. He wrote me 
some time ago that he might be out this way, but 
I have not heard from him lately. They asked me 
to write up some data for the report of the Bird 
Protection Committee of the A. 0. U. I have done 
this and sam sending you a copy enclosed. Will you 
correct this and make some additions and forward 
it to Cahalane, so it can be submitted at the an- 
nual meeting of the A. 0. U. in Boston September 
9th. 

Sincerely yours, 
oe fo . 

WLF:S : 

Organized for the purpose of restoring and perpetuating the natural resources of this Continent through an aroused and enlightened opinion among the people of this nation. 
Sponsors of National Wildlife Restoration Week.



424 University Parm Place 
May 6, 1940 

Mr. Victor H. Cahalane 
e/o National Park Service 
Washington, BC. 

’ 

Dear Vics 

As far as I am concerned, you did entirely 
right in signing the bald eagle letter without routing 
it to the committees. I¢ is physically imossible to do 
this. 

I strongly approve your writing Seth Gordon 
in behalf of the committee, and I see no occasion for 
vouting this one either. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF TH IR ERIOR 
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

int 1 MEN. Enema, Gotten, Lays, 

Lack of time makes it impossible in many cases 
to route a letter such as the attached around the 
Committeee Do you object to use of your name or 
would you prefer, in similar cases, that I simply 
sign as Chairman without listing you. 

aoe to enind writing a letter within the 
next week to Seth Gordon supporting his present 
policy of protection of most of the birds of prey 
in Pennsylvania against which an attach has been 
directed by the Federated Sportsmens Clubsof the 
Statee I want to write a brief note to the Senate 
Committee on Agriculture against a bill just 
introduced that would permit baiting waterfowl. 

= 
VeHeCe



May 5, 1940. 

Hone Marvin Jones, 

. : oenaiitens ° House of VeSe 

My dear Congressman Jones: 

Tt is eee following favorable report by the sub- 
committees your connittes a before it for coneiderstion ITs B744y « 
bill for Geleasiee oe eaeadiaa Sete, Through lack of 
that this was scheduled for a bearing before Congresamen 

eae a pte wan yeh ginger yy Bena tomr 

£8 bf tke Rotter Gould be Sales We the intepmabion on thie oumdeet now 
before your groupe 

As you know, the numbers of the bald eagle in the hited States 
coe See ey ey ee The remaining remant is subject to 
persecution hands of would-be but ill-informed “improvement 
errs ly Sry Sasee one Y eens iany taxidernists, 

be miag se amrag eff dh wan dh ng yoo ot enon podbean nda 

is also considerable of haphoeaed cocurvence, Wy isvespen- 
Geis canis Gee exe akate talons OY camgbeers tans 

Sufficient information has been obtained to indicate that the bald 
panded pan ony My yx leg Ly Don eaptenecth wer 

oe a i 6 2 See ae and as @ 
symbol of our wilderness that corinking alt too rapidly the bald 
eagle should be preserved. It would be a shame to it to vanish 
from the American scene. Unlike some other kinds of our disappearing 
wildlife, the eagle does not require large reservations of lend or 
other expensive side to subsistencee. Ite only need is for reasonable 

ra tee Ecaed oes Grease Gites be nfs Bondy ae 

Gaanbkn oe 
Sincerely yours, 

ce Chapin 

Sothen Vietor He Cahalane. 
ol Chairmane . 

Por the Committee: Dr. Clarence Cottan 
Dee Aldo Lepold 
Pre Williem Le Finley 
Mre Boyes tloyd



424 University Farm Place 
Jamary 16, 1940 

Mr. Victor H. Gahalane 
c/o National Park Service 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Vic: 

Thanks for sending me the correspondence with your letter of 
January 8. 

I question the inclusion of upland plover in the list to be barred 
from collecting permits, Our general trend in this region is distinctly up- 
ward. Perhaps you noticed Buss and Hawkins’ paper in the current Wilson 
Bulletin. 

I am willing to sign the letter to Ray Holland, but do not think 
that the draft hits the right note. I would suggest something along the 
following lines, after a suitable introduction to identify the subject of 
discussion: 

"In the minds of this committee, as for many decades 
stood for those elements of sportsmanship whi i irean described by the 
words 'thoughtful', ‘appreciative’, and ‘discerning. '" 

"We regret to state that papers like Mr. Laing's, together with your 
own editorials on the waterfowl situation, are rapidly giving Held & Sees 
the opposite reputation. We realize, of course, that Mr. Laing's atti 
toward predators is shared by thousands of sportsmen, and as long es this is 
the case we take no exception to the publication of such papers. We venture 
to say, however, that in the old Bees Stream such & paper would not have 
been published without editorial disc or without some other device 
for pointing out the debatable nature of Mr. Laing's subject matter. 

| We do not insist that everyone should view the predation question 
just as we do. We do insist that the attitude of cocksureness is a certain 
indication that Field Strean mo longer can be Called the exponent of 

thoughtful Spent 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



. : ? : 

Anmvrican Ornithologists’ Union 
COMMITTEE ON BIRD PROTECTION 

January 8, 1940. 

Mre Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsine 

Dear Aldo: 

I agree with your comment of December 1 that the Bird Protection Committee 
can't undertake the execution of protection for rare species and that we should 
certainly back up Gabrielson in his own programe Perhaps my intentions were 
not clear. They were, in the case of the Eskimo curlew, to act as an accessory 
to other agenciese In the case of that particular bird I happen to have connec- 
tions with a man in the Argentine who I think would be glad to make some in- 
quiries on its existencee I did not think of taking over the functions of the 
Biological Survey nor of Dre Pearson's committees 

Perhaps we had better defer action on your suggestion that a regular em- 
ployee of the Biological Survey might be assigned to work on rare species. I 
discussed it on the basis of your letter with Clarence Cottam and with Dre 
Gabrielson to the conclusion that everything is a little bit too indefinite 
to go further. Everyone would be interested in anything definite you may have 
in mind. 

Sincerely yours, 

Bue 
Victor He Cahalane,



January 8, 1940. 

Memorandum for the Members of the Committee on Bird Protections 

sieated ree E> 8 9 Stay o Sy Tees Se Be See See oe oe ee 
poe ype Ts mows Bayh an Rie Dy nag Proms rag nd werd aa 
and giving him certain which he appeared earlier to have lacked. 

My attention has been called by Dre Willard Van Name to ii. Hamilton Me 
Laing's article on birds of prey in the December 1959 number of Field and Streams 
Tre Van Name also has sent me a of his letter to Mrs Lainge I regret that 
Ste lens 46 Gute te Gun Seeteaalen tepled euveiee ib woh ante te wake expiee 
ee ee Van Name strongly suggests that the Bird Protection 
ttee make an ee ee Sree eee care ae ree Se 

matter at some We that a letter to fre will not do a particle 
of god ant that maythng nan, t say Solan wi probaly savor ee th’ Luh 
os . oN ee tae fan : =. i eee 

& Copy enclosede ve any suggestions 
> aiemee ine you in favor of sending the letters will you sign $t cr an sl 

ternative; or would you advise that the matter be dropped? Your will be 
appreciated. 

ee rt te TF 2e Ge tek at aaah af es calles sce 
port will be effective only if given the of approval of the entire member~ 

Ae & means of spreading the work around the committee I ask My. Finley 
to Goeth tn pentautten fern the Gtateneahe ot the ond Of our 150 Yeper’ end 
route them around the rest of the committee for review before transmittal to 
een ae eee ees Ce ae oe aoe ae 

ef sateen Vinee on8 ta Geitieliin oF Gatusiee aod . drainage unnecessary 
SS cask ce Ces eee 

In general the committee the idea of reviewing the list of vanish- 
oun db eae Clete cele tee pasar Gant. pasemantetions shocha be sade te too 
SE tet, Cte tte Seo On tieeet. “is a ghee fon dheam 

peng ghee hoy ee The peer n As a start for discus- 
sion, at least, may I propose the upland plover, stilt sandpiper, 
Hudsondan godwite —————— 

- eyes Lleyd has called to my attention the permit pr: which form a 
cat TT ak Peedsee Caatate Minas Lineel wy via manioan pyemenehe A 
copy is attached. These principles were printed in the Auk, Vol. 36, October



2 

Noe 4e «= Have suggestions on a revision for later publication in 
SETAE he da one talk task. Gal cathar bb xh cartier Sdadalen wo an ta roente 
aes 

the benefit of the present 

Sincerely yours, 

ZiLEN hh Ee 

Vietor He Cahalane 

Enclosure



5414 National Park 
Service, South In- 
terior Building, 
Washington, D.C. 

Decewber 21,1953. 

ir. John Baker, 
Executive Secretary, 

National Association of Audubon Societies, 
1006 - Fifth Avenue, 

hiew York, HY. 

Dear John: 

Your letter of August 23, comuenting on the report of the Bird Pro- 
tection Comaittee for 1959, hes made the rounds of the Committee and 
the report has been reviewed ond sent to the Editor of The Auk. Secause 
several members of the Committee were away from home this has taken con- 
siderable time and since action was completed 1 have been lesded down 

with work end unable to write you. Your long letter and your effort to 

help the Comaittee meke it obligatory for me to thank you again and to 

inform you of ethers matters in which 1 think you will be interested. 

Tne following items refer to the correspondingly numbered sections 
of your letter of August 2%: 

2. The Forest Service inforas us that the condor protection area 
covers the largest of the threes areas where condors nest and permanently 

roost. 

5. The “organizations” of Louisiana thet are cognizant of the pre- 
carious situation of the ivory-billed woodpecker are the Blology Department 
of Tulane University, of the Louisisna State Yniversity and the Scientific 
Biological Society et Tulane (1 don't doubt any of your criticisms of the 
State Conservation Department). 

6. We wodified our statement that the Singer treet cannet possibly 
be acquired by the Federal Governaent at this time, 

7. We modified the statement to read “More attention should be paid 

to deteruination und reservation of these areas, 

8. The Refuge Livision of the Biological Survey stated thet whooping 
yt cranes have also been seong on Kefuges other than thet at Aransas Pass. I 

a am aleo informed thet whoopers have been found in the Delta. Refuge in 
ghyut winter. 

19. You are the only one of a number questioned who will admit that 
great white herons are not only common but positiviely ebundant in the 
Florida Keys,



Ll. Many of the mangrove keye have been cut over, The pigeons, 
of course, ne longer nest in these places. 

18 We included drainage among the factors listed, 

14. The Refuge Division of the Biological Survey has Lispkin 
occurrence recorda during the breeding seavon in the Okefenokee and 
St. Mark Refuges. 

18. The some division also states thet the spoonbill also occurs 
on the Sabine ond Indien Key Refuges. ie were happy, however, to add 
the statement that they also occur on the Refuges policed by your Asso- 

ciation, 

16. I think if you will read over this portion of the report you 
will see thot the etatement does not cover the entire Louisiana and 
Florida coasts but reference is at least implied beck to the sanctuaries, 

17. My error, iy informant quslified hie etatement by the words 
“in part." The veport has been hedged accordingly. 

18. Alex Sprunt was the euthority but 1 om happy to have revised 
figures. 

20. The Committee based ite statement on exuct quotation from an 
authority who covered the ground iamediately after the fires, Be changed 
the statement to read thet “something over two million ecres were burned, 
often down to bedrock." 

21. I would be the lust one to enter upon « tirede against the 
racovon but nevertheless the less of birds occurs. 

22. This was ay error in transeription, or possibly an orror in 
copying the report. Thank you for calling to our attention souething that 
we should hove noticed. 

26, I did not hear from Bob Alien shout this. 

27.You are correct in inferring that thie reference to the Associ- 
ation was sandwiched in, Your valued letter arrived efter the report 
was written and I did the best I could, Your suggestion is good and the 
two sentences referring to the Association and ite camps have been meade a 
separate paragraph. 

I have aentioned shove only those itema that seem to require par- 
ticular comuont. We grently apprecivts the interest you have taken, The 
Committee wants to uske ite report as scourate «s possible. 

Sincerely yours, 

Victor H, C ane 
o—_



c PERMIT PRINCIPLES 
6 

P 
Y 
Sree ot Sele saeeteny Matte Sete meee and cout, water We 

Migratory Birds Act and Regulations are granted for the sole 
pom atari gra ware Any ty tdlemadh gd wsoee seneghe- Lge. or qudundnongy 
oe eee eee Therefore only such persons 

as a serious interest in ornithology Son. tos ian Se ce 
the privilege for the advancenent of knowledge, are to receive 
such permitse 

It is expected that the holders of permits will use them with reason- 
aac: aed teatdlins cameaniinr lie of titan Son Lébtteet setae ot 
quire and wnnecessary waste of life. The habitual taking of numbers 
of individuals for the purpose of obtaining a few specially desirable ones 
is deprecated and it is urged that the collector take no more specimens than 
he has reasonable prospects of caring for and will conscientiously endeavour 
to properly prepare each and all when taken. 

2 2s Oe eens See De Ree < rie ME. oe fer oe te 
et ee ot ee local feeling in the 

neighbourhood where they and will demonstrate both by actions and 
speech that the scientific collector is sympathetic towards the principles 
of wild life conservation and not the rival of legitimate sportsmene 

Tt is required as an evidence of good faith that holders of permits 
label their specimens with the customary scientific data and properly care 
for them not only at the time of collection but thereafter, giving them all 
reasonable protection against insect peste and other agencies of destruction, 
and will not permit them to be destroyed through carelessness or indifference. 

As permits are granted for the of general scientific advancement 
and not for individual benefit, specknons taken under then are to be regarded 
as being in the nature of public » and should be accessible to all 
pe ag dhe sue tiapenagag Pomme wn gry -aqgmm mer alongs 
sary their protection or as is consistent with the owmer's works 

SS Smee ee. eee eee ee St eens See eh 

be svaiialte fer stuty Wy feat goavesions’ and ® tnt lost throug be for study by future generations and not be wasted and lost through 
neglecte 

While all these conditions are not strictly mandatory, and their spirit 
will be Liberally interpreted, they will be considered in the granting or re- 
newal of each permit, and of gross violation of them may be deemed 

ae 
of any already granteds 

Tt is and expected that the justice of these principles will be 
gumalad tell Vacs eadiitice wiih wtatette tn hoansioe belakae 40 the oho 
nost without wmecessary waste of valuable bird lifes



To the Editor, "Field and Stream": 

Dear Mir, Holland: 

The Bird “rotection Committee of the A.0.U. has read 

Hamilton Laing's article, "Predation in the Backyard", in the 

December 1939 issue of your magazine. Like the same writer's 

article in your July number, it drums on the faxiliar 

theme of the sbsolute wickedness of any animal that eats anything 

that man might have wanted hiuself. But while the esrlier story 

deals chiefly in generalities ~ although mostly erroneous ones - 

the second article concerns itself with specific birds of prey. 

Several of these are comparatively rere but most sre common and 

familiar, They are “backyard birds" over a Large portion of 

this continent. There is therefore more potential denger of hara 

that may be done by those readers who may not perceive the numerous 

fallacies in Mr. Laing's arguments, and azy aay be misled into 

trying to better the outdoors by shooting hawks and owls. 

We have no desire to repest here the vast amount of data that 

has been accumilated on food habits, animal relationships and other 

phases of the study of predation. All this is accessible to anyone 

who wishes to inform himself but doubtless Mr. Laing has no desire 

to do so, Our purpose in writing is rather to express our regret 

that "Field and Stream" continyves to spread such gross wistatenents  .



and misconceptions concerning our wildlife. This fools only 

those whe do not look elsewhere for facts. The intensity of 

these attacks on “predators” indicates to us that the campaign 

is losing ground, 

Very truly yours,



424 University Fam Place 
December 1, 1939 

Mr. Vietor H. Cahalane 
National Park Service 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Vie: 

I like your report. Yes, I would favor separates of it; 
would like half a dozen myself. 

Yes, I'd favor trying to get the next meeting to commit 
itself to a definite program. 

I don't think a committee can run down special cases like 
Eskimo Curlew. We ought to mt that up to the U.S.B.S. and if they 
fail to act, to ask why. 

I am finding that Gabrielson has a lot of good moves under 
way which he hasn't talked about. Can't our committee back him up 
in a rare specics program, rather than to undertake the execution 
ourselves? At least I'd try this first. This seems too long a thing 
to write about--let's talk it out at length ot our next chance. 

Certainly I sgree with the principle of not waiting for 
trouble to develop, but a paid man in the U.S.B.S. could 80 so much 
more than we--if he had the heart. Can't we get Gabe to set this up 
definitely? 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



November 27, 1959.6 

To the Committee on Bird Protection: 

At a conference with Dre Chapin on Wednesday, November 22, in the 
National Museum, he requested that our committee continue as constituted 
last yeare I hope very. much that each of you can do so, and, unless I 
hear soon to the contrary, will assume that we can carry on without in- 

terruptione 

Few matters carry over from last yeare Our report, which was with~ 
drawn from the editor's office pending settlement of criticism and sugges= 
tion of review policy by Mre John Baker, went back to the editor on the day 
it was received from the last committee member. This was unfortunately too 
late to make the January issue of the Auk, but Dre Allen has stated that 
the report will appear in Aprile You will be interested to know that every~ 
one concerned, including Drse Chapin and Friedman, was unfavorable to any 
policy except complete independence of the Bird Protection Committeee It 
goes without saying that we must do our level best to be fair and accurate 
in criticism, but it is equally necessary that the Committee be responsible 

only to the Unione 

The annual meeting took no action on the recommendations presented at 
the end of our reporte Possibly this was not through disapproval, as recom 
mendations that go any further must be couched as resolutionse Would you 
concur with the suggestion that the following quotations from the report 
be worked up for the next meeting and, if so, what wording would you sug- 
gest? 

"Urge State and Federal aid for the ivory~billed woodpecker 
| through acquisition in Louisiana of its last important habitat. 

| "press for State and Federal action to protect the unique 
| | bird fauna of southern Florida through restoration and conserva~ 

tion of its habitate 

| "Condemnation of irresponsible control of predaceous birds, 
especially by means of poisone 

"Condemnation of excessive and unnecessary drainage carried 
out primarily in the name of mosquito controle" 

(Incidentally, if funds are available from the old~time Pennsylvania Audubon 
+ | Society for our use, do you think we should purchase separates of oursreport 

for distribution?)e f



Another suggestion in our report was that the Committee should follow 
up reports of the continued existence of the Eskimo curlew and determine if 
any measures can be taken to ensure survivale I will get in touch with Dre 
Te Gilbert Pearson and with a personal friend on the Board of Directors of 
the Argentine National Parks who may be helpfule 

It occurs to me that, instead of waiting for bird troubles to come to 
our door, we should draw up a simple program on which to work during the 
yeare We are all busy, but ifthe Committee is to accomplish anything, we 
should work on the more important things up to the limits of our capacities, 
and discard the remaining comparatively trivial matterse It would be ap- 
preciated if each member would draw up a suggested program, indicating items 
on which (1) he, or (2) any combination of Committee members, or (3) the 
entire Committee, could worke Following are my owmm contributions to start 
things offs: 

le The entire Committee might work up a scientific collector's 
code of ethics, based on a draft by one member to be agreed 
upone I hasten to explain that this statement would not be 
intended for adoption as legislation or regulation by State 
or Federal authoritiese Too much bickering has already gone 
down the creek over legal restrictions on general collecting 
of scientific or even non-scientific specimense Instead, I 
advocate that we draft a "policy for individuals" that the 
Union could adopt as its suggestions for coming generations 
of collectorse 

2 I suggest that we study the list of disappearing birds with 
a view to advising the Biological Survey on any additions 
to the species that may not be collected under either general 
or special (local or regional) permitse You will remember Dre 
Van Name's comment on collecting the long-billed curlew, and 
that this was referred to Dre Gabrielsone Copy of the latter's 
reply is attachede If members of the Bird Protection Committee 
will make suggestions we can discuss them en famille and, if 
agreement is reached, we can send recommendations to the Surveye 

3e Should we try to secure modest space in the Auk funder News and 
Comment) to acquaint AeQeUe members with important legislative 
developments related to bird and other wildlife preservation? 
Statements on pending legislation, with names of committees or 
legislators concerned, would require little spacee In my 
opinion, the largest scientific bird group in the country could 
exert considerable influence if it desired and were informede 
It seems that the AeOceUe's Bird Protection Committee should 
keep it informed and awaken interest if this needs arousinge 

Sincerely yours, 

a= = 
Victor He Cahalane 

Enclosure



UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

Washington, D.C. 

October 15, 1939, 

Mr, Victor H, Cahalane, Chairman, 
Committee on Bird Protection, 

American Ornithologists' Union, 
Room 5414, South Interior Building, 

Washington, D.C. 

Dear Mr, Cahalanes 

i have read with interest Mir. Van Name's comment in his letter 
to you om the killing last June of a long-billed curlew at Chatham, 
Massachusetts, by the holder of a Federal permit to take migratory 

birds for scientific purposes, and your observations and suggestions 
with reference to the exclusion of the long-billed curlew, and perhaps 
some other species, from such permits. 

The long-billed curlew, as you undoubtedly know, is not an un- 
common bird in the western part of the United States and hardly can be 
said to be, at the present time, in any denger of serious reduction in 
numbers. In fact, there is every indication that the species is taking 
advantage of our Federal wildlife refuges and reservations and is actu- 
ally multiplying to a fair extent. It is true that the long-billed 
curlew is now comparatively rare in the eastern section of the United 
States, particularly along the Atlantic Coast, and it would seem, except 
in some rather extrsordinary instance, that this species ought not to be 
molested in this region, We have, therefore, concluded to withhol@ per- 

mission in any of these permits hereafter issued to take the long~billed 
curlew in any State on the Atlantic Coast. 

I am glad to inform you that our records show that only twenty-six 

long-billed curlews were taken by permittees in 1957, and twelve in 1958, 
principally in California, Texas, and western States. 

You may be assured that this Bureau will always welcome any sugges- 
tion or recommendation your Committee may make as to migratory birds the 
Committee thinks should be withdrawn from species permitted to be taken 
under Federal permits. We will give the Committee's recomaendations most 

serious consideration. 

Very sincerely yours, 

(8GD)Ira N. Gabrielson ‘ 

Chief,



Report of the Cowmittee on Bird Protection, 1959 

fhe report of the Bird Protection Committee to the Séth Stated Meeting of 

the A.0.U. essuaed the function of the critic. Commendation expressed by members 

indieste thet this ettitude should be continued. In carrying out this desire, 

however, the present Committee ie working under the handicap imposed by resigne~ 

tion of former Cheirman Williem Vogt, whose capabilities contrituted so much to 

the interest end value of lset yesr's comments, In review of the statue of 

threatened species and of milestones on the two-way track of bird protection, the 

1959 Committee presents the results of ite inquiries inte the current eeuses of 

depletion or maintenance of our bird life. 

A mwnber of species continue te be threatened with extermination. Of these 

the California condor, Eskimo ourlew, end ivory-billed woodpecker ere probably 

most in denger, In spite of publicity and other educations] work by numerous 

national and locel orgenizations, the condor must still be regarded as a threat- 

ened species, although its numbers ere perheps greeter then indicated by minimun 

estinetes, In cooperation with the University of California, a three-year Audu- 

bon Society fellowship hes beon initiated for study of the apecies. Under a regu- 

letion dewigneé to give speciel sesietence to vanishing species, the Forest Sorve 

ice ectnbam/tkeemen aren: tf dhthanes Gosetd of southern Celifornia in 

order to afford the uoat strict privacy for the condors. The lerge area included 

in the nesting renge is closed to ell public ingresa, Because of the wide-ranging 

propensities of the birds, however, Moqoquenettanaa>aspaanoaaEE, they 

go beyond the limite of the wilderness srese and may then be killed by poechers, 

Wo aééitionsl information on the Eskimo curlew is avellable. It is of course 

quite possible thet the bird is extinct. It would seem advisable, however, for



the Union to atteupt to establish relutionshipe with orgenizations or persons in 

Argentine end perheps other South Americen Republics that might be in # position 

to make investigations, If eurlews vere found to be wintering in that country 

it is possible thet through the Argentine netional park directors or other means, 

some steps aight be taken to essure better protection. Investigative ené contset 

work on this apecies would appeer to be a proper function of the Committee on 

Bird Protection. 

Individual ivory-billed woodpeckers are certainly alive but their number is 

very low, Orgenixzetions in Louleiene ere cognizant of the extreme dengere con- 

fronting the species ané reslize thet their Stete is the lest stronghold of most 

of the surviving birds. Yor the past four or five years seversl groups heve been 

requesting Federal protection for en ivory-bill habitat in northeastern Louisiana. 

This fine eres, « portion of which ie known ss the Singer Sewing Machine Company 

tract (mentioned in last year's report of this Committee) is still subject to out- 

ting. ee poesence Of ennepthonsl taher, ib Lteekt © necssaity Seu the baste, 

eames eutuhehd eaqubettion ty tie Tetaneh Govemmenty tnpesetthe oh Whe tne. tr 

suything is te be done it oust be aecomplished by privete means, 

Chenees for survival of the whooping crane are probably only slightly better. 

Preservation of this species presente an especially difficult problem end adequate 

inforsetion on ite needs is still lecking. Thies species would be « perticulerly 

happy choice es a subject for research work, OF te taeemneny geetneens te $00 

wintering grounds sné wore ettention should be paid to/reservetion of these ereas 

im order to prevent enerosehment of disturbing visitors. A few Biologicel Survey 

refuges are host« to the whooping crane but extension of protected sreas is desire 

able. : 
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The trumpeter ewen hes made o slow but oncoursging increase in numbers el- 

though it ie by no mesns out of denger., An estimated 500 of the birds are knowm 

to live end nest in British Colusbiea but their habitat is isolated and difficult 

of seeess, From the etendpoint of protection thie ie extremely fortunete el- 

though it has prevented the ascumlstion of exect dete regerding numbers and status. 

In the United Stetes, Sl eygneta were reared lest season on the Red Rock Lekes 

Migretery Waterfowl Refuge, where speciel efforte have been made to secure utmost 

sefety by exeluding ell vieitore from nursery ereas during the spring snd summor, 

The discoursgingly Low nuuber of only four eygnets were brought to meturity in 

Yellowstone National Perk, Proteetion in the perk was edequete and investigntion 

inéiested that predatory enimels were not responsible for the poor showing. It is 

possible that disturbsenee by human beinge may heve broken up nestings. Special 

attention should be paid to ineure privecy for the birds during ineubetion and carly 

pert of the rearing season, A number of swans (39) heave been discovered on small 

lekes south of Yellowstone Nationel Park, Attention of the Forest Services hae been 

directed to their presence and special protection is promised, A coordinated win- 

ter census mede sbout the widdle of Februsry 1939 by the Biological Survey and the 

_ WNationel Perk Service gave a totel of 66 birds at Red Rock Lekes and 106 in Yellow 

stone Wetionel Perk. The ectual count of 172 trumpeter swans ig believed to repre- 

sent « populetion of about 190, This totel may have been eugnented by wigrants 

from British Columbia thet heve sinee returseé to the deeper wilderness. Because 

present information indicates winter losses of edult swane ore largely due to stare 

vation, investigation might disclose fessible means of furnishing setural or arti- 
ficial side et thet seeson. 

Less then 700 great white herons are alive todey but the future of the species 

is more secure since establishnent of ite ehief nesting ground in southern Florids 
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ag @ Biologicel Survey wildlife refuge. In Januery 1939, in en serial survey of 

the entire renge, S85 birds were counted, Since the highest previous count wae 

426 birds, it seens reesoneble to believe thet in time the greet white heron mey 

sgein become fairly common in the Florida Keys. 

Another bird greetly reduced in numbers is the white-crowned pigeon. It has 

doen kille@ in large numbers for food and auch of ite forvet habitat has been cat. 

We heve no {nformetion on its present status but some encouragenent may be derived 

from the feet that its United States range in the Florida Keys now hae complete 

protection. 

During the paet year or two, through speciel efforts of the Forest Service in 

enoperation with Stete and Mexican Goverments, mesked bobwhite were reintroduced 

into Arizona, Up-to-dete inforsation on their eurvival ie lacking. 

Wee tojiasoetie alk ‘tuirahj’ winddl Winn bo Gintaneh tims tekty tekiny aera 

glade kite faces an immediate future thet is indeed dark. Information «t hand in- 

@ieates thet « very large percentage of the snails on whieh it feeds heave been des- 

troyed., Kites heave become extresely seerce in their usuel range. Linpkins, 

lergely dependent on the sane food supply, ere almost equally edversely effected, 
; limpkins and swallow-tail kites 

A few tuctutdomtecodcteshosgantax finé shelter end probably nest on Biclogicel 

Survey refugee in the southeest, 

In Texee, the rorente — S24 ee oituated, It oeeurs to-~ 

day on several refuges of the Biological Survey, pertioulerly the Arenses Pass 

Migratory Waterfowl Refuge. The species sleo cecupies senetusries on the Lout- 

Siena and Floride Gulf Coasts where it receiver complete protection. Vises sue 

dering of high se 40 birds heve been seen on the Indien Key Refuge of the Biologi- 

Ye of Ploriée, however, numbers of spoonbills sre very 

low due to dreinege and consequent alteration of the environment. Out of the 
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250 xacemx individuel birds now estiaeted to be in the southern pert of the State, 

there were bet 25 breeding pairs during the pest spring. Only one rookery fune+ 

tioned, that on Bottlepoint Key in Florida Bey. The future of the roseate spoon- 

bill im Floride is very precertous., . 

The Floride eandhill creme hes been heard hit by the drouth ond the flocks 

have apperontly seattered widely, Protection from wenton shooting is now e 

areeter problem then previously when definite creas wore regularly oecupied by 

the birds and were moun end patrolled by Stete, Federel, end Audubon Society 

wardens, On the other hand, Biologicel Survey personnel on refuges in the Middle 

West report that the flight of western sandhill erenes through that section of the 

country lest fall wee the largest in years. 

It must not be forgotten thet the ehrinkege in gontinental stetus of rere 

species is only one pert of the problem of conserving the Averican faune. The 

other pert is the shrinkage in local stetuse of species that may be eouson else- 

where. Local oxtirpations aeke e species slmost os inseeessible to the locel humen 

popeletion es if the species hed diseppeared altogether, Moreover, continental ex- 

tirpetions are invariably the eumlative result of many locel shrinkeges. 

Yor exasple, the greet blue heron is presumably otill common eontinentelly, 

but it is becoming decidedly uncomaon in some north-centrel etates, probably be- 

cause of the destruction of rookeries by fishermen, 

The duck-hewk is dwinéling in some localities, probebly beceuse of inroads 

made by egg collectors und feleoncre. 

The preivie chicken, which in the Leke States built up to # high level during 

the eyelic high of 1936, is not recovering with the other grouse. The reaeon may 

lie in the wholesele burning of pest sesdows during recent drouthe, and their 

wubsequent smothering under thickets of non-hebiteble aspen and popler. The sage 
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grouse has completely disappenred from many districts in the West. 

The spruce hen is retiring eoross the Canadien border, preewmably because 

of intensive pulpwood cuttings and the construction of fire traile by the Occ, 

The ruffed grouse, pilested woodpecker, end other wots-loving species ere 

steadily being forced out of the regions of intensive agriculture of the Upper 

Missiesippt basin. 

The totel shortening of locel faunel liste by these locel shrinkeges is 

probebly more importent, sceleally epexking, than the tote] shortening of conti- 

nental liste, Under our existing patterns of thought, people do not become alermed 

ebout local feunel losses, "The species still persiste elsewhere." This, however, 

ie the sase tind of Logic es led to the extirpetion of the passenger pigeon, 

There is little danger, of cource, thet meny species will repeat the pigeon trag~ 

ody, but there is perheps cause for alara in the feet that people still think in 

terms of the seme ecological fellecies es preveiled in 1670, 

"Extermination" caupaigns continue popular, Fite the enené for preseter con 

trol running higher im Alaske, outturste ageinet the engle heve been pertioulerly . 

violent. Crow end other bird predetor control cempeigne continue almost unabated. 

The Biological Survey has meade investigations of crow demege particulerly in the 

Pleine States and hes in seerly «ll enges found local estimates to be exaggerated, 

fhe Survey ic ettempting as best it cen to develop deterrent messures in order to 

eut down as auch o6 possible setual killing of crows, Under present disorgenized 

methods, ¢row control dows not eppeer to be seriously affeeting the tote] population. 

Tt is suggested, however, thet ornithologists should pay more attention to studies 

of the porstble effects of widespread destruction in order to ettenpt to forecast 

the ultinete results if these canpeigns contime, 

Uareavoning var sgeinst hewks, vhich seldom diseriminetes between beneficial 
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end detrimente] species, continues in meny parte of the country. It ie all too 

counom to reed in the deily newspapers the monotonously uniform: formula, "The 

hunters’ slub of — hee placed « 1S¢ por peir bounty on hewke? 

feet." Club officials enid the move was to protect wildlife. In British Co- 

lumbie the allied Geme Protective Association pessed « resolution requesting the 

provinciel Game Commlesion to remove legal protection from the red-tailed hewk, 

merch hawk, end prairie faleon. Your committee hes mede « suell contribution to 

the defense of hawks by bringing certein biological fects to the ettention of the j 

writer of e nationslly syndicated newspaper column, which et numerous times in the 

pest several years hee printed unreasonable end bitter attecks on "predatory* 

species, including the bald exgle and red-teiled hawk, Gn wpeebbeis en was Hee 

of reloese hes occurred in the six monthe thet have elepsed since the facts were 

brought to the coluunist's attention, 

A number of developments during the pest year have resulted in unfavorable 

eonditions for birds. Mersh drainege for mesquite control hes been extensive and 

the demege far in excess of whet it should be, Too much of the contro] te still 

based on the desire to provide lebor for uneaploynent relief rather than upon = 

clearly demonstreted publie need, During the pest five years enough ditches have 

been dug in the United States for mosquito control to cirele the earth more than 

three tines at the equator, During the past eslondar yeer approved Federal proj- 

eote for mesquite control drainage totaled more then $40,000,000 in eddition te 

$25,000,000 for sgriculturel ¢reinage. Although the enommous damage te bird habi-~ 

tate is to be deplored, some of thie eventuelly may be reetified by neturel forces 

for there ie Little or no likelihood that more than « emall percentage of the 
projects can be adequately mainteined, Sines October 1, 1928, when the CCC wee 

withérewn from osquite control operstions, there hes been # noteble leseening of 
?



thie work elong the Atlantic Seaboerd and the type of control continued is ouch 

less demeging. During the past year, a¢ a result of public ewekening to the reali- 

sation of wildlife veluee end perhaps aise due to oriticiane of excessive or un- 

wise gontrel measures, neny State drainage budgets have been greatly reduced. 

Binee evthority for review of WPA projects wee given the Biological Survey, damage 

done by continuing projecte has decreased. While the value of some mosquito con- 

trol ie reeognized, the publie should denené that this work be besed on clearly 

proved need. Furthermors, biological and ueturel meens of control should be en- : 

ployeé to the fullest possible extent. 

Proposed flood control measures may eleo hold poseibilities of persanent 

detriment to bird habitete. Very extensive operstions heve been proposed in cen- 

tral Floride end it is hoped that the eppelling lessons teaght by the recent spec- 

tecular fires may be kept in mind by those in charge, Infcrmetion from Wer De- 

partment engineers indiontes that apprecietion of biological problems involved in 

flood control operetions is becoming sore widely recognised, Thet organization — 

is now striving to conserve rether then dissipate the water supply of Floride. It 

is certainly to be hoped thet this enlightened attitude will continue, 

In connection with « review of pest end plenned operations designed to “ime 

prove” asn*s environment, frequently to the tremendous detriment of wildlife factors, 

we quote ¥, L. MoAtee in Cireulex 520 of the U. 5S. Depertzent of Agriqulture: 

"Thet wildlife enjoys living in generel as ouch es men, 
and probably in many weye even more, is « thought thet should 
never be entirely out of mind, Men assumes dominion over wild- 
life snd exercises it as he cen, but in so doing he should as 
fer a8 possible in the case of avery creature, respect ites 
Tight to existence, to ite chosen home, end to undieturbed en- 
jJoyment of ite way of life, As hes been so often, but not too 
often, said, in following out idees for rendjusting wildlife 
end its onvironment, men should do only whet is neeeseeary end 
no more,* 
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Probably the most outetending recent aiefortune to North American bird life 

ie the erent drouth and serter of fires in Ploride during the past spring, It 

eannot be denied that the detrimental effeets of thie drouth, the worst recorded 

im Pleride, vere greatly sugmented by unwise dreinege, The fires burned mainly 

te the eestwerd of « north-south line from Leke Okeechobee to Cape Sable. Some~ 

eens ever Sehthyte concn dave temeateat vo Yeh sedliy. the eugene eater 2h 

the soil ee well ae ell vegetation being diseipated in smoke end ashes, Obdeerv- 

ers who have traveled extensively over this burned eres found few water holes 

reneining. Upon exemining severel Seninole Indian wells, 5 to 4 feet deep, they 

found powdery dust at the bottom, All wildlife--reptiles, emphibiens, ond mammals 

particulerly--suffered severely, In certein cases the results of the fires have 

indirectly effected birds, Mumbere of rae¢eons, for instence, concentrated 

around the remaining water where neturel food inevitebly became scarce, One large 

weed t6in veaheny lect chow’ 60 yer cant of the betened young theongh depectatiens 

by the hard-pressed ‘coons. It is improbeble that meny birds were ectually éen- 

troyed in the fires but the effeets on nesting possibilities were eeatestrophic. 

There were no reokeries thie epring over great eress on which many egrete, herons, 

and ibises heve been reared in previous yeurs, cen einen ate tae eat 

ibises et Leke Washington dispersed without nesting. The white ibic hee virtually 

@ieeppoered from Floride instead of being, es formerly, the most ebundent breeding 

species, 

Tumediate etepe should be teken by the Stete and the Federal Government to 

renedy as far es possible the destruction caused by unjustifiable érainage in 

southern Florida whieh dircetly contributed to the present situation. If water 

eas be restored, the effects of the fires outside the bumed eress will not de felt 

grestly eouth of the Texiemt Treil end slong the southwestern const. Due to the 
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éestruction of s great portion of the eastern Everglades, it ie imperative thet 

@ plen be evolved for restoring moisture to the resetnder in order to minimize 

the effects of future fires, This objective could be scoomplished if the canals 

ané dreimage Gitehes in the Cape Sable region were blocked off or closed, Gates 

at the outlets would cause the water to remain on the flet preiries north of 

Fleningo and eet Cape and provide fine winter feeding grounds for ell sersh- ; 

loving birds, Gontgol of weter could be achieved by moans of gates, It is ime 

porative, however, to devise safeguards for legitinete sgriculturel interests. 

Provided this necessary protection een be scoomplished, the reuainder of the ex- 

pense involved will be comparetively emell. 

The Sentee-Cooper Rivers diversion project has been much oriticiasd during 

recent months, It ie epparent thet local interests are et last awake to the tre- 

mendous damage that will result to the environment end to wildlife, especially 

ducke and geese. Whether netionel awakening will be euffielently prompt te pre- 

vent csonsumurtion of thie highly questionable work remains to be seen. At aK 

present hae some préliminery construction work is going forward but great obete- 

eles heve been encountered, first in finding suiteble footings for the dems end 

then in securing the necessery Lends. If this project is carried through to com- 

pletion there ie little doubt thet it will mean a tremendous loes of neturel 

welues in fisheries resources and in one of the lergest remeining neturel ewemp 

arees in the southeset. 

For « time it appeared thet s such-opposed measure, the Floride ship cenel, 

would receive appropriations for continued construction, Conservationists heve 

deen grestly concerned beeeuse digging of the canal would wreek tremendous dese 

cans ath Ceili ott wearin teens eve Manninen tani nein 

comparetively rere species are found, It is also cherged thet construction would 
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ellow selt weter to enter from the ocean with tremendour end wide-spreed detriment _ 

to the fresh water supplies and to dependent plents end enimale, Although appro- 

pristion of funds wes refused, proponents of the cena] ineist thet they will eon- 

tinue to presse for reversal of thie action end ornithologists should remain on 

guard, ; 

Although ectuel construction of the long diseussed Niceraguen ship cenel ep- 

peers rather renote, we believe thet study should be made in edvance so that, if 

the plen is conswmeted, attention can be given to seving es much ss possible of 

eny esventiel wildlife hebitets thet mey be present. Even the very resources that 

may be affected by construction of such & cenel are not known and require inves- 

tigetion. 

Another messure for canal construction still in the preliminary eteges of 

diecuseion concerns a projected waterway elong the Gulf Coast inside the berrier 

islends from the Rio Grande to the Sabine River in Lovisiens. If this project be- 

comes en actuality, ae seems probable, it will, at leet to « degree, threaten 

the beat goose ond redhead erea in the United States, es well es the habitat of 

numerous other weter birds, including some of the best Audubon Society and Bio- 

logical Survey refuges, 

Im epite of repeated professions of respect for wildlife and ite hebitets, 

aetions of the Tennessee Valley Authority during the pest two years heave not been 

in line with good conservation efforts. The policy of the Authority has apparently 

been to sterilize completely all hebitats of mosquitoes in the enormous oree under 

ite control. This hes been carried out thoroughly whether humen beings were Live 

ing neer the arees treated or not, wd regerdlese of economic feetors and probable 

consequences to the flora and desireable members of the feuna. Bnormous quantities 

of lee@ ersenate have been sprayed from sirplanes over the weters of reservoirs end 
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senples of wud heve shown an arsenic content of ee high as 3,930 perts per mil~ 

lion, Such en enorsous amount of poison will, of couree, be = potentiel denger 

for e long time to come. Whether the TVA sdministretion will accept the edvice 

of other agencies for « revision of methods of mosquito control reusaine to be econ. 

Another disturbing development in TVA policy during the pest yesr hes been « redi- 

eal change in the Authority's outlock on sgriculturel matters. Dr, Welter B. Jones, 

Director cf the Alabewe Depertsent of Conservation, sums this up ee follows: 

“The Tennessee Velley Authority owes certain lends immedi- , 
ately adjacent to their reservoirs, Until thia year the Au- 

therity had planted those lends with cover crops and forest trees 
and in general practiced soil building. Mow much of that «rea is ’ 

: being planted to row crops, and some fields have evtually been 
plowed et right engles to the contours and the soil turzed over to 
the waterline of reservoirs. S011 erosion ie resulting. All beck 
water is now auddy, Food and cover for wildlife heve been dimine 
ished through these preetices, It appears that the Authority hes 
conpletely ‘sbout-faced' in its soil conservation methods," 

Adjuetaents in the relationships of verious bird species snot continue to ox 

. tend westward ae the sterling spreads towards the Pacific Coast. This exotic bird 

has recently been collected in Uteh end hes been seen even in southern Nevada. In 

the Northwest we believe it hed reeched the vicinity of Livingston, Montene, more 

then « your ago. 

‘There ere meny bright spots, however, in the situetion confronting the bird 

life of tale continent, A number of agencies, Federal, State, end private, have 

continued good work through their verioue lew enforcement egencies, We ere confi- 

dent that Pederel forees heve sever worked more successfully and with more publie 

support then during the peat year. Stete law enforcenent universally ie on a 

higher plene then ever end this hee been brought about lergely by an awakening of 

the public te the velue of wildlife resources, Federal lew enforcement agencies 

have enjoyed more effective end whole-hearted cooperation of the Stetes than et 

ony time in the pact, Protection on Pederal reoleuetions withdrewals in the fer 
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Weet, which previously left much to be desired, hee greatly improved end now hes 

e commendable degree of efficiency. 

A Will recently edopteé by the Territorial Legisleture of Heweil gives com~ 

plete protection to aigratory and netive shore birde for @ two-year period and 

paves the way for extension of the Migretory Bird Treaty Act to the islends, Most 

of the native birds, including the nene or Hawaiien goose, end species introduced 

during the past ten yeors were already protected. 

A conscioueness of the need for protecting the belé eagle has been awskened 

by legislation sow pending in both Houses of Congreas, It is to be hoped that the 

measure will soon be edepted to end the senseless slaughter of these negnificent 

and generally hemalese birds. Support of all ornithologists is urged for bills 

G.1494 end H.R. S744. 

As counteraction te the meny projects that ere decreasing the value of bird 

environment, much work aimed at restoration is being earried on throughout the 

country, One of the agencies so engaged is the Soil Conservation Service, which, 

becouse it hes until recently eduinistered no refuge areas, ordinarily receives 

little eredit for bird protection. Although the principle objective is control 

end prevention of erceion resulting from unvise lend use, s corps of trained biole- 

gists is employed to accomplish wildlife habitet improvement and reconstruction ‘ 

through the use of erveion control plentings especially chosen for their food and 

cover value, Thie work is cerrie@ on in 634 different arene in 47 States in close 

eooperetion with approximately 72,000 fernere end renchers, While lese tangible 

then the plenting of trees, shrubs, grasses, end legunes, the eduestionel work of 

the Service in bringing ebout better appreciation of vildlife on the part of those 

who control the lend may, in the long run, count even more for bird protection than 

setuel physieel operations, ue



While this comittes does not wish arbitrarily to single out agencies for 

special mention from among the many accomplishing excellent educational results, 

we wish to commend two comparative newcomers to the field. The National Wildlife 

Federation secks to coordinate the activities of 11 million sportsmen and the 

56,000 groups and clubs engnged in conservation worke As a part of its educe- 

tional function, the Federation sponsors National Wildlife Restoration veek, 

during which the story of wildlife conservation was related last year in 70,000 

school roomse ‘The sheet of stamps published ammally includes bird subjects. The 

Federation alse prepared the bill now known as the Pittewn-Robertson Act, which 

earmarks funds for restoration of wildlife, including game birds. 

Weekly conservation broadeasts, concerned with non~game as well as geome 

species, have been contimed by the American Wildlife Institute, which has also 

followed up its support of the ten Cooperative Wildlife Research Stetions. Mmds 

have been disbursed to aid constituted Federal law enforcement agencies when regu- 

lar allotments have been insmfficiente 

A third but old established organisation, the National Association of Audubon 

Societies, has continued its work with ehildren through its Junior Audubon clubs. 

With another summer's operation of the nature camp, it has enrolled 612 teachers 

and ether adult leaders from & states and 5 Canadian provinces and provided then 

with prograns for use in their home coremmitiess 

Reeent reports of the occurrence of the reddish egret on the Florida Keys 

are encouraginge ‘The species has been practically if not entirely extirpated from 

Florida for a mmber of years, although it was once numearous.s 

Tt is a pleasure to report a small but substantial increase in the nuxbers 

of ducks, despite contizmance of a gunning season that many consider unreasonably 

longe It must be remembered, however, that last season was an unusually favorable 
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one, and yet the duck populetion chows only s moderate gain. It is still believed 

by many that sore stringent meeoures should be adopted to ineure the return of 

greater numbere of ducks to the northern nesting grounds. Recent investigation 

indicates thet redheeds and cenvesbacks have mede setisfactory progress, sl though 

they etill deserve special attention. 

The Atlantic brant hes made e gratifying inerease but continued food shortege 

etill restricts ite numbers. Hel grees slong the United States conet ie in some 

pleces in better condition than for several years but ae a whole it is still fer 

below normal. 

Excellent progress has been mede in reserving end placing under protection 

ereae important for the welfare of birés, The white heron refuge in Floride Bay 

hes been established end personnel installed. A very excellent ares, the Arenses 

Migratory Wetorfowl Refuge on the Texas Const, wae stuffed et about the time of 
With nearby Audubon Society refuges, it 

the last AOU meetings MMM attracts severnl species of birds repidly becoming rare. 

imong these ere the whooping crane, roseete spoonbill, reddish egret, white-teiled 

kite, Audubon caracare, wild turkey, end long-billed curlew. Numerous other sreas 

have been added to the Biologienl Survey refuge system but beesuse of shortagect 

funds heve not yet been given edequete protection, Extension of Glacier Bay Wee 

tional Monument by = million eeres hes provided added senetuary to eub-erctie 

shore and water birds. Twelve ielend areas in coastel Texee, over which no legal 

protection bed previously been exercised, were Llezeed and petrolled by the Ne- 

tional Association of Audubon Societies. These srene are importent for the eonserva- 

tion of a verlety of rare or vanishing species, The Association also wea inetru- 

mental in seouring the eeteblishment, by the Stete of Floride, of five importent 

bird nesting senctueries in thet Stete. : 

Mention should be added of special measures teken to assist nesting sooty 
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end nodédy terns ot Fort Jefferson Netionel Monunent on the Dry Tortuges, which 

has been eteffed for only « yoar or two, Norway rate, after escaping from ships, . 

ineressed to ouch en extent as to be e mensce to the continuetion of the colony. 

Trepping hes apperently elimineted these destructive mammals but precautions ere 

necessary in order to prevent further incursions, 

It ie well to report the scquicition by the Biologics] Survey of the Back Bay 

end Pee Ielend Refuges edjecent to Back Bay and Pemlico Sound ee thease and the ed- 

jacent Mattamsekeet Refuge harbor one of the greatest concentrations of Caneda and 

snow geese, whistling swans, end ducks known in eastern North America, Sporting 

and fishing interests deuanded changes in the operation of the salt water guard locks 

im the Virginia seetion of the intercosetel weterwey thet would heve trenendously 

decreased the blologicel value of the Back Bey area by ellowing selt water to enter 

unrestrictedly, These chenges would eleo heve resulted in greet detriment to the 

oyster, erab, end other fish resources. After the probable results were demon- 

strated, lock operation wes ellowed to eontinue os previously. Some progress ep- 

penra to have been wade in acquiring the Oape Hetteres Netional eashore eres which 

will eleo xid in protecting lerge eastern portions of Pamlico end Currituck Sounds, 

The future of bird protection in this area looks doubly favoreble. 

With all ‘the exeellent work that hes been done to insure survivel of bird 

species and for adequete pepuletions, wuch remeina to be done, Che mest spectece 

lar form of loss in wildlife is thet of botuliom in weterfowl an@d shore birds pre- 

valent on weetern lake shorelines, WNoteble progress hee been meée by Goverment 

agencies in obteining en understanding of the cause end nature of this diseese, 

o6 well a6 in devising partial control measures. Further reoearch is under wey, 

whieh it is hoped will yielé infornetion that will lergely prevent or more 

promptly and effectively curd the trenendous losses, Recent studies of the bieod 
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of wild birds hee shom the frequent presence of protesoen perssites simtler 

to the melerial orgeniem, ‘These hove proved to be definitely pathogente when 

traneferred to birds of economic importance, such se queil. More general studies 

heve been made by technicians of various Services of eage grouse, ptemiigen, queil, 

and wild turkey environments with « view to recommending necessary protective 

measures to insure preservation end increase of these birds, The range of vari~ 

ous kinds of desert queil has been extended by instelling water developnents in 

California national forests and food and eaviroumentel studies of queil were in- 

sugureted in eastern and western forests. : 

This Committee wishes to reiterate the hope, expressed in lest yeur*s report, 

that every AOU member will teke an active interest im bird and other wildlife 

conservation, In addition, it desires especially to recoemend for attention end 

eetion the following: 

Urge Stete end Pederel sid for the ivory-billed woodpecker through sequisi- 

; tion in Lowieiens of ite lest important babitet. , i 

Press for Stete end Federel ection te protect the unique bird feune of south- 

ern Florida through restoration end conservation of ite hebitet. 

Acqueint the parties concerned with the inordinate dengers inherent to bird 

life through construction of the proposed Florida ship cansl, the Gulf inter 

eonrtel waterway, ané the Sentee-Cooper Rivers diversion end impoundment project. 

Condemnation of irresponsible control of predaesous birds, especially by means 

of poison. 
Condemnation of excessive end unnecessery drainage carried out primerily in 

the seme of mosquite control. ' 

Vietor H. Cabelane, Cheirmen 
Willies L. Finley P 

August 17, 1939 p— ponding er a
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ie. dune 10, 1989. 

eee or oe ” 
Berkeley, Californias 

Year Doctor Friedmemns 

Your letter of June § arrived but the seni~ 
sash tet 48 Oo Contes sepa an eaaag ae typode “1 agree that 
ee ee Sua ae otk an beeen “ae copy of the 
revision that I cut out a of duplications. “tnfortunately", the other 
members of the Comittee suggested additions so it is just as long as it 
was befaree 

We have been quite rushed here and I did not want te retype the whole 
tiving at the present time but was able to cut out all of the comments on 
recent literature, anourting to about 500 words. As I sve it this is no 
loss whatever but it puzsles me to find a way to effect reductions in the 
vest of the materiale I think all of it is important even though it is 
exactly 37 percent longer than last year's reporte The Coomittee members 
pan a aes Thy owe Pye = hn he Foes “asnel menage og Syl 

rae oe Oe ee oes” cern ae Caine ae eee 
Se Do Se Se © ° meee Then editer of the Auk 

could make such cute as he ee es eee 
might have for the particuler issue in the report would appears 

I will wait wotdl the morning of dune 16 for replies from the Comittee 

<utcaske, cok anieas Beleaieenadee te are ab ten teoeen 08 teens 
Zoolacy and to Tamrenoe ila at. the Hotel Prante Oe oe 
arrangements as desire read Bil Pinkey 
inrorsed tht i Gamat be penunt orn, to 8 at rime tht Sn 

Suuliay Gorath te Genk ho wierte This would be fine with me but so is 
your decision if you wish to make other arrangements 

Best wishes for a successfull meeting. i regret thet I cannot attend. 

ke ree 
Dr. Cotten 
Mrs Hoyes Lloyd Victor He Cahalanee
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American Ornithologists’ Union 
COMMITTEE ON BIRD PROTECTION 

June 9, 1939 

Mre Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsine 

Dear Aldos 

Thank you for your letter of June 1 and especially for the splendid 
addition you have madee I think this matter of local extermination de- 
serves special mentione Your draft has been included verbatim with two 
suggested modifications by mee One is to the effect that "duck hawks are 
shrinking in some loealities" on the advice of Joe Hickey of the Linnaean 
Society who is making a country-wide survey and up to date believes that 
about 90 percent of the primitive aeries are still occupiede The other 
editorial change was made on the advice of our foresters to change popple 
to aspen and poplare 

\w” The re-revised draft is attachede I hope that the main points will 
( Ay meet with everyone's approval but should there be additional suggestions 

\ yo or corrections, I hope you will inform me inmediatelye I will hold up 

of final action until the morning of Jume 16 before telling Dre Friedmann 
‘ ols that the report is okeh as written or before sending him the final copys 

One major suggestion has just arrived too late to receive considera= 
tion in this draft, which has already been typede Dre Friedmann has written 
that the report is entirely too long and that it should be cut materially on 
the grounds that it would take too long to read and occupy too mich space in 
the Auke This draft totals 5,200 words whereas the report of last year's 
committee appears to add up to about 5,800e It is going to be difficult to 
effect such a material reduction as we have covered so many subjects without 
dwelling on any one except possibly the Florida firese I really think this 
deserves as much description as has been given. If you can suggest elimina~ 
tions, however, your help would be gratefully receivede 

I personally feel that the subject of bird conservation might well 
figure a little more prominently in Union matters than in the past and if 
there were not time at the business meeting to read such a report perhaps 
it might be placed on the program of paperse Then, if the editor feels 
that it is too long for the Auk he could do such trimming as seemed neces- 
sary and desirablee 

Sincerely yours, 

fe 
ictor He Cahalanee 

Enclosure .



Report of the Committee on Bird Protection; 1939 

The report of the Bird Protection Committee to the 56th Stated Meeting 

of the A.0.U. assumed the function of the critic. Commendation expressed by 

members indicate that this attitude should be continued. In carrying out this 

desire, however, the present Committee is working under the handicap imposed 

by resignation of former Chairman William Vogt, whose wide acquaintance with 

conditions, facile pen and searching mind contributed so much to the interest 

and value of lest year's comments. In review of the status of threatened species 

and of milestones on the two-way track of bird protection, the 1939 Gommittee 

has # high stendarad at which to aim. o the best of ite ability it will com 

pile the results of ite inquiries into the current causes of depletion or well- 

being of our bird life. 

4 A number of species contimae to be threatened with extermination. Of these 

birds the California Condor, Eskimo Curlew and Ivory~billed Woodpecker are 

probably most in danger. In spite of publicity and other educational work by 

numerous national and local organizations, the status of the Condor is no better 

at present than at the time of our last annual meeting. Under a regulation designed 

to give especial assistence to vanishing species, the Forest Service established 

wilderness areas in netional forests of southern California in order to afford 

the most strict privacy for the Gondors. The large area ineluded in the nesting 

vange is closed to all public ingress. Because of the wide-ranging propensities 

of the birds, however, it ig probable that, at least at times, they range and 

feed beyond the limits of the wilderness areas and mey perhaps be killed by 

poachers or poisoned by bait used in control of rodents and predatory mammals. Of 

particular concern in this connection ere the promiscuous ani ill-advised control
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campaigns carried out by relief labor. There are, however, some indications 

that these poisoning campaigns way either come into disfavor in the relief or 

genizatione thenselves or be reduced by the shutting off of emergency funds. 

Wo additional information on the Nekimo Curlew is available. It is of 

Gourse quite possible that the bird is extinct. It would seem advisable, however, 

for the Union to attempt to establish relationships with organizations or persons 

in the Argentine and perhaps other South American Republics that might be in a 

position to make some investigations. If curlews were found to be wintering 

in that country it is possible that through the Argentine national park 

directors or other means, some steps might be taken to establish better protection. 

Snveetigntive and contact work on this species would appear to be a proper 

function of the Committee on Bird Protection. 

Individual ivory-billed Woodpeckers are certainly alive but their number is 

very low. Organisations in Louisiana are cognizant of the extreme dangers con- 

fronting the species and realize that their State is the last etrong-hold of most 

of the surviving birds. Yor the past four or five years several groups have 

been requesting Federal protection for an Ivoryebill habitat in northeastern 

Leovlsiana. Thies fine area, « portion of which is known as the Singer Sewing 

Machine Company tract (mentioned in last year's report of this Committee) is 

etill subject to cutting. ‘the presence of exceptional timber, in itself the 

raison d'etre for the birds, makes outright acquisition by the Federal Govern- 

ment impossible at this time. If anything is te be dome it must be accomplished 

by private means. 

Chances for survival of the whooping Grane are probably only slightly 

vetter. Preservation of the species presents an especially difficult problem and
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adequate information on ite needs is still lncking. ‘Thies species would be o 

particularly heppy choice as a subject for research work, It is inadequately 

protected om ite wintering grounds and more attention should be paid to reserva~ 

tion of these areas in order to prevent encroachment of disturbing visitors. A 

fow Biological Survey refuges are hosts to the whooping crane but extension of 

protected areas is desirable. 

The Trumpeter Swan has made « slow but encouraging increase in numbers 

although it is by no means out of danger. An estimated number of 500 of the 

birds are known to live and nest in British Columbia but their habitat is isolated 

and difficult of access. From the standpoint of protection this is extremely 

fortunate although it has prevented the accumulation of exact data regarding 

numbers and status. In the United States, a crop of Sl cygnets was reared last 

season on the Red Rock Lakes Migratory Waterfowl Refuge, where special efforts 

| have been made to secure utmost safety by excluding all visitors from nursery 

areas during the spring and summer. The discouragingly low mumber of only four 

cygnetes arrived at maturity in Yellowstone National Park. Protection measures 

in the park were in effect as previously and special investigations indicated 

that predatory animals were not responsible for the poor showing. It is possible 

that disturbance by human beings may have broken up nestings. Special attention 

should be paid to insure privacy forthe birds during the incubation and early 

part of the rearing season. A number of swans (39) have been discovered on small 

lakes south of Yellowstone National Park. Attention of the Vorest Service has 

been directed to their presence and special protection measures are promised. A 

coordimated winter census mage about the middle of Yebruary, 1939, by the
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Biological Survey and the National Park Service gave o total of 66 birds a Red 

Rock Lakes and 106 in Yellowstone National Park. ‘The ectual count of 172 

trumpeter swans is believed to represent a population of 190. This high result 

may have been augmented by visitors from British Columbia which have since re- 

turned to the deeper wilderness. Since present information indicates winter losses 

of adult swans are largely due to starvation, investigation might disclose 

feasible means of furnishing naturel or artificial aide at that season. 

Less than 700 Great White Herons are alive todey but the future of the 

species is more secure since establishment of ite chief nesting ground in southern 

Florida as s Biological Survey wildlife refuge. In January 1939, in an aerial 

survey of the entire range, 585 birds were counted. Since the highest previous 

count was 426 birds, it seeme reasonable to believe that in time the Great White 

Hieron may again become ® fairly connon sight in the Florida Keys. 

Another bird greatly reduced in numbers is the White-crowned Pigeon. It has 

been killed in large numbers for food and much of its forest habitat has been 

eat. We have no information on its present status but some encouragement may be 

derived from the fact that its United States range in the Florida Keys now has 

complete protection. 

During the past year or two, through special efforts of the Forest Service 

in cooperation with State and Mexican Governments, Masked Bobwhite were reintro~ 

duced into Arizona. Up-to-date data on the survivalate lacking. 

Due to drouth and fires which will be described more fully below, the ver 

Glades Kite faces an immediate future that is indeed dark. Information at hand 

indicates that a very large percentage of the snails on which it feeds have been 

destroyed. Kites have become extremely s@e%ce in their usual range. Limpkins
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are almost equally adversely affected. A few individuals of both species find 

shelter and probably nest on Biological Survey refuges in the southeast. 

tn fexae the Roseate Spoonbill is rather favorably situated. It occurs 

today on several refuges of the Bureau of Biological Survey, particularly the 

Arensas Pass Waterfowl Refuge. The species also occupies refuges on the 

Touieiana and Floride Gulf Coasts where it receives complete protection. Flocks 

numbering as high as 40 birds have been seen on the Indian Key Refuge of the 

Biological Survey. On the penineule of Florida, hovever, numbers of Spoonbille 

ave very low due to drainage and consequent alterations of the native environ 

ment. Out of the $50 to 400 individual birds now estimated to be im the southern 

part of the state, there were but 26 breeding pairs during the past spring. Only 

one rookery functioned, that on Bottlepoint Key in Florida Bay. ‘The future of the 

Reoseate Spoonbill im Florida is very precarious. 

The Florida Sandhill Crane has been hard hit by the drouth and the flocks 

have apparently scattered widely. Protection from wanton shooting is now a greater 

problem than previously when definite arenes were consistently oecupied by the 

birds and were known and patrolled by State, Federal, and Audubon Society wardens. 

On the other hand, Biological Survey personnel on refugee in the Middle West re- 

port that the flight of western sandhill cranes through that section of the country 

last fall wae the largest in years. 

It must not be forgotten that the shrinkage in continental status of rare 

species is only one part of the problem of conserving the American fauna. The 

other part is the shrinkage in locgl status of species which may be common else 

where. Local extirpations make a species almost as inaccessible to the local 

human population as if the species had disappeared altogether. Moreover contin
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\ ental extirpations are inveriably the cumulative result of many local shrinkages. 

| Yor example, the great blue heron is presumably still common continentally, 

but it is becoming decidedly uncommon in some horth-central states, probably 

because of the destruction of rookeries by fishermen. 

The duckhawk is shfinking in some localities, probably because of inroads 

made by ege collectors and faleoners. 

The prairie chicken, which in the Leke States built up to a high level 

during the cyclic high of 1936, is not recovering with the other grouse. The 

reason may lie in the wholesale burning of peat meadows during the recent drouths, 

and their subsequent smothering uniter thickets of non-habitable aspen and poplar. 

fhe eage grouse has completely disappeared from many districts through the West. 

The spruce hen is shrinking across the Canadian border, presumably because 

of intensive pulpwood cuttings and the construction of fire trails by the 0.0.0. 

The ruffed grouse, pileated woodpecker, and vals woods-loving species are 

steadily shrinking out of the regions of intensive agriculture of the Upper 

Mississippi basin. 

The total shortening of local faunal lists by these local shrinkages is 

probably more important, socially speaking, than the total shortening of contin- 

entel lists. Under our existing patterns of thought people do not become alarmed 

about local faunal losses. “The species still persists elsewhere." This, however, 

ie the same kind of logic as led to the extirpation of the passenger pigeon. There 

is little danger, of course, that many species will repeat the pigeon tragedy, 

but there is perhaps cause for alarm in the fact that people still think in terms 

of the same ecological fallacies ae prevailed in 1870.
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‘extermination campaigns continue popular. With the demand for predator 

control running higher in Alacke, outbursts against the eagle have been particue 

lerly viclent. Crow and other bird predator control campaigns continue almost 

unabeted. The Biological Survey has made investigations of crow damages particu- 

larly in the Plaine Stetes and has in nearly all cases found local estimates of 

damage to be exeggerated. The Survey is attenpting as best it can to develop 

deterrents and proventatives in order to cut down as much as possible sctual 

killing of crows. Under present disorganised methods, crow control does not 

appear to be seriously affecting the total population. It is suggested, however, 

that ornithologists should pey more attention to studies of the possible effects 

of widespread destruction in order to attempt to forecast the ultimate reeults if t 

these Gampaigns continue. ‘ 

Unreasoning war against hawks, which seldom diecriminates between beneficial 

and detrimental species, continussin mony parts of the country. It is all too 

common to read in the daily newspapers the monotonously wiform formila "The 

hunters elub of has placed a 15¢ per pair bounty on hawke® 

feet. Club officials said the move wae to protect wildlife." Your committee hae 

possibly made a small contribution by bringing certain biological facts to the 

attention of the originator of # nationally syndicated newspaper column which 

hee at mumerous times in the past several yeare printed unreasonable and bitter 

attacke on “prefiatory" species, including the bald eagle and red-tailed hawk. 

No repetitions of this type of release have occurred in the three or four months 

that have elapsed since the fects were brought to the colummist's attention. 

& wamber of Aevelopments during the paet year have remulted in unfavorable 

conditions for birds. Marsh drainage for mosquito control has been extensive
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end the demage far in excess of what it should be. Too much of the control is 

#till based on the desire to provide labor for unemployment relief rather then 

upon clearly demonstrated public need. During the past five years enough ditches 

have been dug in the United States for mosquito control te circle the earth more 

then three times at the Equator. During the past calendar year approved Federal 

Projects for mosquito control drainage totaled more than $40,000,000 in addi tion 

to $25,000,000 for agricultural drainage. Although the enormous damage to bird 

habitats is to be deplored, some of this eventually way be rectified by natural 

forces for there ie little or no likelihood that more than a small percentage of 

the projects can be adequately maintained. Since October 1, 1938, when the CCC 

was withdrawn from mosquito control operations, there has been a notable lessen- 

ing of this work along the Atlantie Seaboard and the type of control continued 

is much less damaging. During the past year, as a result of a public awakening to 

the realisation of wildlife values and perhaps also due to eriticiams of excessive 

or unwise control measures, many State drainage budgets have been greatly reduced. 

Since authority for review of W. P. A. projects was given the Biological Survey, 

éemage done by the continuing projects has decreased. While the value of some 

mosquito control is recognized, the public should demand that thie be based on 

@learly proven need, Furthermore, biological and natural means of control should 

be employed to the fullest extent possible. 

Proposed flood control measures may aleo hold possibilities of permanent 

detriment to bird habitete. Very extensive operations have been proposed in 

central Florida and it te hoped that the appalling lessons teught by the recent 

spectacular fires may be kept im mind by those in charge, Information from War 

Department engineers indicates that appreciation of biological problems involved
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in flood control operations is becoming more widely recognized, That organization 

ie now striving to conserve rather than diesipate the water supply of Florida. 

It ie certeinly to be hoped thet this enlightened attitude will continue. 

Tm connection with a review of past and planned operations designed to 

“improve® man’s environment, frequently to the tremendous detriment of wildlife 

factors, we would like to quote W. L. MeAtee im Circular 520 of the U. &. 

Department of agricul tures 

‘that wildlife enjoys living in general os much as 

man, and probably in many ways even more, is a thought 

that should never be entirely out of mind. Man assumes 

dominion over wildlife and exercises it as he can, but in 

so doing he should ae fer as possible in the case of every 

creature, respect its right to existence, to ite chosen 

home, and to undisturbed enjoyment of its way of life. As 

has been so often, but not too often, said, in following 

out ideas for readjusting wildlife and its environment, man 

should do only what is necessary and no more. 

Probably the most outstanding recent misfortune to North American bird life 

inflicted by nature iteelf is the great drouth and series of fires in Florida 

during the past spring. It cannot be denied that the detrimental effects of 

this drouth, the worst recorded in Florida, were greatly augmented by unwise 

drainage. ‘The fires burned mainly to the eastward of » north-south line from 

Lake Okeechobee to Cape Sable. Something over 2,000,000 seres were burned off to 

bed rock; the organic matter in the soil as well as all vegetation going up in 

smoke and ashes. Observers who have traveled extensively over this burned area
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found few water holes remaining. Upon exomining several Seminole Indian wells, 

3 to 4 feet deep, they found only powder dust at the bottom. All wildlife - rep- 

tiles, amphibians and mammals particularly ~ suffered severely. In certain cases 

the results of the fires have indirectly affected the birds. Wuambers of raccoons, 

for instence, concentrated around the remaining water where natural food inevitably 

Decame scarce. One large wood ibis rookery lost about 60 percent of the hatched 

young through depredations by the hard-pressed ‘eoons. It is improbable that many 

birds were ectually destroyed in the fires wut the effects on nesting possibilities 

are catastrophic, There were no rookeries this spring over great afeas on which 

many egrets, herons and ibises have been reared in previous years. The colony 

of about 40,000 wood ibis at Lake Washington dispersed without nesting. ‘The white 

ibis has virtuslly disappeared in Florida instead of being the most sbundant . 

breeding species. 

Immediate steps should be taken by the State and the Federal Government to 

remedy ae far as possible the destruction caused by foolish and unjustifiable 

_ @raimage in southern Florida which directly contributed to the present situation. 

If water cen be restored the effeats of the fires outside the burned areas will 

not be felt greatly south of the Tamiami Trail and along the southwestern coast. 

Due to the destruction of a great portion of the eastern Mrerglades, it ig ine 

perative thet = plan be evolved for restoring moisture in the remaindéer in order 

to minimize the effects of future fires. hia objective could be accomplished if 

the cemals and drainage ditches in the Cape Sable region were blocked off or 

@losed. Gates at the outlets would cause the water to remain on the flat prairies 

north of Flamingo and Bast Cepe end provide fine winter feeding grounds for all 

narsh-hoving birds. Gontrol of water could be achieved by means of onies Tt is
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imperative, however, to devise safeguards for legitimate agricultural interests, 

Provided thie necessary protection can be accomplished, the remainder of the 

expense involved wil) be comperatively small, 

The Gantee-Cooper Rivere diversion project has been much oriticised during 

recent months. It is apparent that local interests are at last awake to the 

' tremendous damage that will remit to many factors of the environment and uses of 

it. Whether national awakening will be sufficiently prompt to prevent consummation 

of this highly questionable work romaine to be seen. At the present time some 

preliminary construction work is going forward but grent obstacles have been en 

countered, first im finding suitable footings for the dams and then in securing 

the necensery lends. If thie project is carried through to completion there is 

little doubt thet it will mean a tremendous lose of natural values in fisheries 

resources and in one of the largest remaining natural swemp arene in the southeast. 

Yor a time it appeared that a much-opposed measure, the Florida ship canal, 

would receive appropriations for contimed construction. Conservationists have 

been greatly concerned because digging of the cane) would wreak tremendous des 

truction and disturbance of habitats along the St. Johns River where nunerous 

comparatively rare species are found. It is also charged that construction would 

ellow ealt water to enter from the oceen with tremendous and wide-spread detriment 

to the fresh water supplies and to dependent plants and animals. Although ale 

propriation of funds was refused, proponents of the canal insist that they will 

eontimue to press for reversal of this action and ornithologists should continue 

on guard.
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Although actual construction of the long discussed Nicaraguan ship canal ap~ 

pears rather remote, we believe that study should be made in edvance so thet, if the 

plan is consummated, attention can be given to saving as much as possible of any 

essential wildlife habitats that may be present. Even the very resources that 

may be affected by construction of such a canal are not known and require in- 

vestigation. 

another measure for canal construction still in the preliminary stages of 

discussion concerns a projected waterway along the Gulf Coast inside the barrier 

islands from the Rio Grande to the Sabine River in Louisiana. If this project be- 

comes an actuality, as seems probable, it will, et least to a degree, destroy the 

best goose and redhead area in the United States. 

In spite of repeated professions of respect for wildlife and its habitats, 

actions of the Tennessee Valley Authority during the past two years have not been in 

line with good conservation efforts. ‘he policy of the Authority has apparently 

been to completely sterilize all habitats of mosquitoes in the enormous area under 

ite control. This has been carried out religiously whether human beings were 

living near the areas treated or not, and regardless of economic factors and prob- 

able consequence to the flora and desirable members of the fauna. Unormous 

quantities of lead arsenate have been sprayed from airplanes over the waters of 

reservoirs and samples of mud have shown an arsenic content of as high as 3330 

perts per million. Such an enormous amount of poison will, of course, be a poten- 

tial danger for generations to every living thing. Whether the TVA sdministration 

Will eocept the advice of other agencies for a revision of methods of mosquito 

control remains to be seen. Another disturbing development in TVA policy during
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the past year hae been a radical change in the Authority's outlook on agrical tural 

matters. Dr. Walter B. Jones, Director of the Alabama Department of Conservation, 

sums this up ms follows: 

“The Tennessee Valley Authority owns certain lends immediately 

adjacent to their reservoirs. Until this year the Authority had 

plented those lands with cover crops, forestitrees and in general practiced 

soil building. Now much of that area is being planted to row crops, 

and some fields have actually been plowed at right angles to the contours 

and the soil turned over to the waterline of reservoirs. $011 erosion 

is resulting. All back water is now middy. Food and cover for wildlife 

_ hheve been diminished through these practices. It appears that the 

authority has completely ‘about~faced! in its soil conservation methods." 

Aijustments in the relationships of various bird species must contime to 

extend westwerd ae the starling spreads towards the Pacifie Goast. This exotic 

bird has recently been collected in Utah and has been seen even in southern 

Nevada. In the Northwest we believe it had reached the vicinity of Livingston, 

Montane, more than a year ago. 

There are many bright spots, however, in the situation confronting the bird 

life of this continent. A number of agencies, Federal, State and private, have 

continued good work through their various law enforcement agencies. We are con- 

fident that Pederal forces have never worked more successfully and with more public 

support than during the past year. State law enforcement universally is on a 

higher plene than it hes ever been and this has been brought about largely by on
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aWakening of the public to the value of wildlife resources. Federal lav enforce 

ment agencies have enjoyed more effective and wholehearted cooperation of the various 

States than at any time in the past. Protection on Federal reclamation with- 

arawals in the far West, which previously left much to de desired, hes greatly 

improved and etends now at a commendable degree of efficiency. 

A bill adopted recently by the Territorial Legislature of Hewaii gives com 

plete protection to migratory and native shore birds for a two-year period and 

paves the way for extension of the Migratory Bird freaty Act to the islands. Most 

of the native birds, including the nene or Hawaiian goose, and species introduced 

uring the past ten years were already protected by previous legislation. 

A consciousness of the need for protecting the bald eagle has been avakened 

by legislation now pending in both Houses of Congress. It is to be hoped that the 

measure Will soon be adopted to end the senseless slaughter of these magnificent 

and generally harmless birde. Support of all ornithologists is urged for 8.1494 

and H.R. 3744. 

A® counter-action to the many projects that are decreasing the value of bird 

environments, much work aimed at restoration is being carried on throughout the 

country. One of the agencies so engaged is the S011 Conservation Service, which, 

beemuse it has until recently administered no refuge sreas, ordinarily receives 

Little eredit for bird protection. Although the principle objective is control 

and prevention of erosion through unwise land use, a corps of trained biologists 

is employed to accomplish wildlife habitat improvement and reconstruction through 

the use of erosion control plantings especially chosen for their food and cover 

value. This work is carried on in 634 different areas in 47 States in close co- 

operation with approximately 72,000 farmers and ranchers. While Pést tangible
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then plenting of trees, shrube, grasses and legumes, the educational work of the 

Service in bringing about better appreciation of wildlife on the part of those 

who control the lend may, in the long run, count even more for bird protection 

then actual physical operations. 

While this committee does not wish to arbitrarily single out agencies for 

special mention from among the many accomplishing excellent educational results, 

we Wish to commend ‘two comparative newoomers to the field. ‘The National Wildlife 

Pederation seeks to coordinate the sectivities of 11 million sportemen and the 

36,000 groups and clubs engaged in conservation work. As a part of ite educa- 

tional function, the Federation spansors National Wildlife Restoration Week, 

during which the story of wildlife conservation was related last year in 70,000 

school rooms. The sheet of stamps published annually includes bird subjects. 

The Federation also prepared the bill now known as the Pittman-Roberteon Act, 

which ear-marks funds for restoration of wildlife, including game birds. 

Weekly conservation broadeasts, concerned with non-geme as well as game 

species, have continued to be sponsored by the American Wildlife Institute, which 

has algo followed up its support of the ten Cooperative Wildlife Research 

Stations. Funds have been disbursed to aid constituted Federal lew enforcement 

agencies when regular allotments have been insufficient. 

Recent reports of the cecurrence of the Reddish Mgret on the Plorida Keys are 

eneouraging. ‘the species hae been practically if not entirely extirpated from 

Florida for a mamber of years, although it was once numerous. 

It is a pleasure to report that sm 11 but substantiel increases in the 

numbers of ducks, despite continuance of a gunning season that many consider unm
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reasonably long. It must be remembered, however, that last season was an unusually © 

favorable one, and yet the duck population shows only a moderate gain. It is still 

believed by many thet more stringent mensures should be adopted to insure that 

greater numbers of ducks return to the northern nesting grounds. Recent invee= 

tigation indicates that Redheads and Canvasbacke have made satisfactory progress, 

elthough they etill deserve special attention. 

The Atlantic Brant has wade a gratifying increase vat continued food shortage 

still restricts its numbers. el grass along the United States coast i¢ in some 

places in better condition than for several years but as @ whole it is still far 

below normal. 

Excellent progress has been made in reserving and placing under protection 

areas important for the welfare of birds. The white heron refuge in Florida Bay 

has been established and personnel has been installed. A very excellent area, 

the Aransas Migratory Waterfowl Refuge on the Texas Coast, was staffed at about 

the time of the last ADU meeting and attracts several species of birds rapidly 

becoming rare. Among these are whooping crane, roseate spoonbill, reddish egret, 

white-tailed kite, Audubon caracara, wild turkey, and long-billed curlew. 

Numerous other areas have been added to the Biological Survey refuge system but 

because of shortage of funds have not yet been given adequate protection. Ixtension 

of Glacier Bay National Monument by a million acres has provided added sanctuary to 
gub-arctic shore and water birds. 

Mention should be added of special measures taken to assint nesting sooty 

and noddy terns at Port Jefferson National Monument on the Dry Tortugas, which has 

been staffed for only » year or two. Norway rate, after escaping from ships,
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increased to such an extent ae to be a menace to the continuation of the colony. 

@rapping has apparently eliminated these destructive mammals but precautions are 

necessary in order to prevent further incursions. 

It is well to report the acquisition by the Biologicel Survey of the Back Bay 

ond Pea Islend Refuges adjacent to Back Bay and Pamlico Sound as these and the ad- 

jacent Mattanmuskeet Refuge harbor one of the greatest concentrations of Canada 

and snow geese, ducks and whistling swans known in eestern North america. Sporting 

and fishing interests demanded changes in the operation of the salt water guard 

locks in the Virginia section of the intercoastal waterway that would have 

tremendously decreased the biological value of the Back Bay srea by allowing salt 

water to enter unrestrictedly. These eungne would also have resulted in great 

detriment to the oyster, crab, and other fish resources. After the probable re- 

sults were demonstrated lock operation was allowed to contimae as previously. 

Some progress appears to have beon made in acquiring the Gape Hatteras National 

Seashore area which will also blanket large eastern portions of Pamlico and 

Currituck Sounds. The future of bird protection in this area looke doubly favor- 

able. 

With all the excellent work that hae been done to insure survival of bird 

species and for adequate populations, much remains to be done. The most spec~ 

tacular form of loss in wildlife is that of botuliem in waterfowl and shore birds 

prevalent on western lake shorelines. Notable progress has been made by Government 

agencies in obtaining en understanding of the cause and nature of this disease, 

as well as partial control meneures. Purther research is under way, which it is 

hoped will yield information that ill largely prevent or more promptly end
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effectively curb the tremendous losses. Recent studies on the blood picture of 

wild birds has shown the frequent presence of protozoan parasites similar to the 

malarial organism. These have proved to be definitely pathogenic when transferred to 

birds of economic ee a quail and canaries. More general studies 

have been made by technicians /of sage grouse, ptarmigan, quail and wild turkey 

environments with a view to recommending necessary protective measures to insure 

preservation and increase of these birds, The range of various kinds of desert 

quail hes been extended by installing water developments in Californie national 

forests and food and environmental studies of quail were inaugurated in eastern 

and western forests. 

This Committee wishes to reiterate the hope, expressed in last year's report, 

thet every A.0.U. member will take an active interest in bird and other wildlife 

conservation. In addition, it desires to especially recommend for attention and 

action the following subjects: 

Urge State and Federal aid for the ivory-bill woodpecker through acouisition 

in Louisiana of its last important habitat. 

Presse for State and Federal action to protect the unique bird faune of southern 

Florida through restoration and conservation of its habitat. 

acquaint the parties concerned with the inordinate dangers inherent to bird 

life through construction of the proposed Florida ship canal, the Gulf inter-coastal 

waterway, and the Santee-Cooper Rivers diversion and impoundment project. 

Condemnation of irresponsible predator control, especially by means of poison. 

Condemnation of excessive and unnecessary drainage carried out primarily in 

the name of mosquito control. ‘



42h University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management Famary 30, 1939 

Dr. J. Van Tyne 
Museum of Zoology 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Dr. Van Tyne: 

I am sending you a list of A. W. Schorger's ornithological 
publications, and this letter may serve as a biographical sketch. 

When I first became acquainted with Schorger in 1924, he was 
an especially competent amateur ornithologist but had not yet branched out 
very mech into the original researches which he is now conducting. He had 
® splendid library, which has been growing ever since, and in 1929 he pub- 
lished "The Birds of Dane County, Wisconsin," Part I; the second part 
followed in 1931. 

It was at this period when he began to realize the unexplored 
opportunities in wildlife history. He began a systematic combing of the 
usual historical sources, such as the journals of early explorers and 
pioneers, and other material in the state historical library. Having 
covered all these sources more completely than anyone whom I have ever 
known, he then began to dig up new sources never before exploited by anyone. 

A good example of this is the combing of all the newspapers ever 
published in Wisconsin for data on the history and ecology of easily recog- 
nized species such as the wild turkey and the passenger pigeon. His recent 
paper on the passenger pigeon nesting of 1871 is largely based on fresh 
data extracted with enormous labor from these old newspaper files. In my 
opinion it far outranks anything else ever written on the passenger pigeon. 
Schorger has a full volume forthcoming on the history of the pigeon in 

Wisconsin and there is likewise later in prospect another volume on the 
histery of the pigeon in North America. 

Schorger founded and was first president of the Kumlien Ornitholog- 
ical Club, an active and vital group now functioning in Madison. 

Taking everything together, I know of no professional ornithologist 
who has accomplished more or better work than Schorger has as an avocation 
during his spare time. This is saying a great deal, for he is a busy research 
executive for a commercial research laboratory. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
enol Professor of Wildlife Management



42h University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management January 14, 1939 

Dr. J. Van Tyne 
Museum of Zoology 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Deer Dr. Yan Tyne: ‘ 

I was not even conscious of the fact that Schorger was 
not a full meuber of the A.0.U. I think that your statement that his 
election is overdue is putting 1% mildly. In my opinion his achleve- 
ments as an amateur are distinctly greater in both quality and quantity 
than those of most professionals, and having once been an ametour my- 
self, I can appreciate the devotion to the work which mst be involved 
in his case, It would be an honor for me to join in nominating him 
for slection. I would suggest Herbert Stoddard as a good man to join 
us in this nomination. I am getting the bibliography and biographical 

notes from Schorger. 

I had not heard about Dr. Stephens’ resignation, but I am 
relieved to know that you are willing to step into his place. wy 
general impression of the contents of the Wilson Bulletin ani of my 
relations with it sre so satisfying that I have no suggestions ready as 
to either format or contents. I am very appreciative of the welcome 
which he has always given to the work of my group, and it might bo 
interesting for me to add that this has always made me feel a special 
obligation to send him only good work. 

It is a pleasant surprise to kmow thet you solicit contributions. 
I have been accustomed to think of the Wilson Bulletin as having a long 
waiting list of manuscripts. My students have several manuscripts which 
will be finished off during the next six months. The one most suitable 
for the Wilson Bulletin is, I think, 4 study of the upland plover by 
Irven 9. Buss. ‘This covers four years’ study on the Faville Grove area, 
the first two years by Hawicins and the last two by Buss. The paper will 
have some points which I think are new and interesting. 1 will send this 
to you when ready so that you may have the refusal of it. 

Vith best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN, U. S. A. 

MUSEUM OF ZOOLOGY 

January 11, 1939 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Entomology Building 
1532 University Avenue 

Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

It seems to me that the election of A. W. Schorger to full membership in 
the American Ornithologists Union is long overdue. Will you join me in 
nominating him for election at the coming meeting? In order to make such a 

nomination as strong as possible, we should have a brief biographical memorandum 
on him and, if possible, a complete bibliography of his ornithological writings. 
I have the regular nomination blanks here, and if you can get someone to work 

up the bibliography or perhaps get it from Schorger himself, I shall be glad to 
fill out the blanks for he noes es. Who would you suggest for the thir 
necessary signature? en nae la eo bw mak ; 

The other item of business I have in mind at the moment concerns the 
Wilson Bulletin. Professor Stephens has resigned the editorship and I have 
just accepted the job. We are planning to make some changes in the format and 
contents and I would be very grateful for any suggestions you can give me, I 

also wish to solicit contributions for publication in the Bulletin. Do you 
have any material which we could perhaps have in the near future? 

Sincerely, 

Van Tyne 
JVshlj ator of ‘ds
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American Ornithologists’ Union 
COMMITTEE ON BIRD PROTECTION 

609 West 114th St. 
New York City 

October 28, 1938. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I enclose herewith the A.0.U. Bird Protection Committee 
report as finally presented to the meeting. When I got 
to Washington and met with the Committee, I found quite a 
bit of objection to my report and the one you see is the 
result of Committee meetings there. I trust that it will 
be satisfactory to you and that you will be willing to 
sign it. If you are not willing, will you let me know as 
soon as possible so that it may be signed by Cottam, 
Cahalane, and myself. Lloyd cannot sign it because it 
criticizes a foreign government. 

I found considerable opposition from Friedmann and other 
Committee members to having all professional conservation- 
ists resign from the Committee. They felt, and largely 
convinced me, thet it would be impossible to get up an in- 
formed Committee if professionals were barred. When I 
found how little I knew about what the Biological Survey 
had been accomplishing in the last year, I was forced to 
concede that my fellow members were probably right. The 
language of this report is a little unwieldy, and slight 
editorial changes will be made, but I shall be careful 
that they in no way shift the meaning or emphasis. 

The Committee was of course in agreement with your sugges- 
tion as to continued desolation of habitats, but felt the 
matter might better go over until next year when more exten- 
sive treatment could be given it. As it was, the report 
became so long I am not sure Glover Allen will want to pub- 
lish it. 

Sincerely yours, 
A 

8 bUU 
PE Pen: William Vogt, 

WV:F er eK Chairman. 
enc. 9" OF wk 
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October 19, 19368 

REPORT OF THE BIRD PROPROTION COMATTTED 

The preperation of a report by the Comaittee on Hird Protection 

imposes on that committee the responsibility of (1.) surveying bird 

protection needs; (2.) a brief statement as to the my those needs 

have, or have not, been met; and, (3.) in a committee that, with one 

exception, comprises a new personnel, a statemont of its collective 

attitude toward, and conception of, its responsibilities, 

Bird protection needs cannot be stated until it 18 known whet 

birds need protection, These would seem to fell into two categories: 

(1.) Species actually threatened, in North America, with extermination; 

(2,) Those that, for one reagon or another, may not be in danger of lane 

ual extermination, but thet are reduced in numbers and threatened with 

further reduction. 

These species might be placed on the list of those whose 

survivel, at least in the United States, is doubtful: The California 

Condor (less than’ 50 birds surviving), Ivory-billed Woodpecker (less 

than 30 birds lmown), Eskime Curlew (population - if any - unknown), 

Trumpeter Swan (less than 600 known), “hooping Crane (los than 300 

known), Great White Heron (about 500 surviving), Masked Bob-white (re- 

eontly reintroduced into the United States), Iverglade Kite and Limpiia 

(whose populations are unknown), and probably half a doxen additional 

species.
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' Those reduced in numbers and threatened with further reduction, 

i though not in so parleus a condition ee tho species listed above, ine 

elude most Ducks end Geese, the Hawke, the Reddish Ygret, the Roseate 

Spoonbill in Florida, and some of the fish-erting biniss 

Of thoge birds, the uost dangerously situated are unquestionebly 

the Condor, Wekim Guriew, and the Ivory-billed “oodpesker, Thay have 

been reduced to the point where numbers may be so low as to interfere with 

reproduction. Probably no bird has ever resched such a low population 

density and survived, That the causes of the diminution and means of in- 

creasing the birds are only partially understood, is indicated by the 

fact thet the National Aasootation of Audubon Societies hes established 

two research fellowships for the study of the Condor and Ivory-bill and 

the devising of methods for restorative management. A Large tract of 

the National Forest about the Condor*s breeding range has been set aside 

by the Forest Service as inviolate, in an effort to protect the birds 

againet wanton shooting, thought to be the sost important cause of dew 

creases, , 

The Ivery-billed “oodpecker, unlike the Pileated, apparently can- 

not adapt steelf to the destmuetion of the whim: forests in which tt 

echiuetiabibbazeiee saute on enniagn mee eh tte 

mante ox, and other threats auch aa the construction of hydro-electric 

* projects, there ssene to be Little hepe of saving the birds Needless to 

aay, \even wt hopeless efforts Looking toward protection should be 

adopted, aad National | Association of Audubon Seoleties should be 

supporfed in/its work ef studying and quamling the species, =
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It fs possible that the Hakim Curlew my be extinet, but the few 

reports of its existence during the past decade lead one to hope it has 

been merely overlooked by competent observers, Since it breeds in the 

far Yorth and ig not Likely to be shot in migration through the United 

States, the chief danger to the bird would seem to lie in Central end 

South Amorien and, more specifically, the Argentine, In that country 

bird protection is still in an eubryologies] state and there could 

seareely be a nntion in which the International Comittee for Bird Pro- 

tection could more advantageously function, 
lige ur, 

Tt ie fortunste suntes tempated tee taeelied ta the United craven,» 

under the protection of the National Pazk Servies end 0. 5, Mological — 

carvers wale « degrese ts reported in numbers of these birds south of 

the/Intemationel Bouery, thie your, it i unlikely thet anything oon 

ve done for the birds that is not already being dono, The Sanedian Gove 

ernment ie properly silent about the Trampeters under ite care and we 

cen only hope thet the high standards of eouseryntion that characterize 

so many Conedian activities are being epplied to the Gane, 

The Yhooping Grane presents an especially difficult problem since 

it 1@ conepicuous and migrates over an immense area, A small number of 

the dinds fest and winter on Us % Biological Survey refuges, ant Fed- 

eval wardens have been specifically instructed to protest this speciesen 

migration and during the winter, However, it seaas that infometion 

relative to their neeis is still uavaileble and increased attention to 

this apeeies is highly desirable, 

f
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The Great White Nereny is probably as safe fron molestation by mu 

ag possible, but while ite sumbers are 80 low, it can searcely be ranoved 

from the danger list, ‘uch of the range of the bird has vecently been 

placed under Fe@eral jurisdiction and protection, and its prospects are 

bright indeed, 
tee yoceeus sumeriead stetus of vhe Brenghas/‘ite is not hmows, 

and there are humireds, if not thousands, of Linpkins in Florids, but both — 

these binds, with their highly specialised diet of fosnges snaila, are 

threatened because of destruction of enviroment, An expanaion of draine 

age kotivitios in Florida seems highly probable, though efforts will un« 

mestionsbifche nate by the /udubon Soeiety ant othor to Meek ty and 

«AB de dubious whether these birds oan survive an extensive drainege pro- 

eran, It ie w be hoped that substantial arene will be set aside in Flore 

ida for wildlife protection, 

The Masked Bobwhite has been reintroduced into the United states, 

and it io oaid = limited number survive south of the Mexiean border, The 

fact that it exists sainly beyond our national boundaries should not ex~ 

cuse Ameriean bind protective organizations frou their responsibility to 

save it if possible, 

Nove attention has been given waterfowl by conservationists and the 

general public, during the past five years, than any other faadly of Auere 

ons bins, The Uy % Biologies] Survey hay done yeounnts work in extende 

ing ites refuge progran, and it bao imposed constructive restrictions on 

methods of kAlL, seasons, and bag Maite, That these activities, helped by 

tngueened sebaGel t Ahe prekvie etehes.cnt Geneiien yeuvinees, have mo
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gulted in an ineresse of waterfowl, is generally agreed, Many people who. 

desire the restoration of waterfowl numbers to something approaching the 

earrying capacities of their breeding and wintering ranges were shocked 

whea, this year, Yederal authorities incressed the hunting season by fifty 

per cent and restored to a limited open list the Redhead, Camwas-back, 

Rud@y Duck and Bufflesheed, and doubled the possession Limit, It seaw 

possible a substantial part of the gains in duck numbers of the past two 

years may be wiped out in one lmmting season, It is highly desirable that 

every member of the Awrican Ornithologists’ Union closely wateh the water 

fowl situation, and play an eetive part in improving it. Unlese those of 

us who are interested enough in binds to join such a body as this ere willing 

to take steps to conserve birds, there is Little hope of saving then, 

The Yiawke continue to be shot in a wanton and stupid manner, despite 

y the feet that the confonmis of seologists ie that sueh shooting ie without 

| justification. wii toas tend ia eazpied on principally by the Us. % 

Biological Survey, National Association of Audubon Societies and the lner- 

geney Conservation Committee and, with the exeeption of the Iverglades Kite 

and Condor, no species seam actually in danger, There is evident, through~ 

out much of the country, « more tolerant and understanding ettitude toward 

diurnal predators, os is evidenced by policies adopted by sportaments clube, 

gone commissions, and rod snd gun columiats, 

The Reddish Sgret, in Texas, seans to be holding its own, The status 

of the bird south of the border of the United States is unknown and should 

be investigated, It may be that Mexican binds oupply a surplus to United 

States colonies and that protection in the States is not so important as 

it might otherwise seem,
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While the Roseate Spoonbill is reported to be inerensing in Texas, 

this le not true in Florida, and only a progrem of research can reveal 

the reason. ‘Since ¢onservation fundseinvariably insufficient for t he 

many neede- are being spent in behalf of the Spoonbill, it would seen 

e¢onomical to find out how best to utilize then, , 

Many fish-enting birds continue to be shot in many localities as un- 

rengonably as do the Hawks end it seems likely that a vigorous campaign on 

their behalf amy be needed in the near future, Kingfishers, ospecially, 

are slaughtered by the thousand every year, and this killing is often 

fostered by professionel fish culturiste, That such « campaign of killing 

is not based on scientific reveargh in no way leasens ite intensity, It 

would Glearly seem that the burden of proof lies with the bird-killera, 

The Federal government could do «meh to check the destruction by refusing 

eontrol-permits to all fich heteheries unless these had first been sereened 

as effectively a peasible, f ’ 

This, then, seeus to your comittee to represent the current status 

of the Americenn birds most in need of proteetion, Birds are effected, in- 

directly, by many humen activities, and we shall now present a brief re« 

view of some of the outatending events, since the lest annual meoting, af+ 

feeting bird protection, 

During the part year there has been a rapid expansion of oil-drilling 

activities on the Texas sonst, Exploration for salt domes makes it seen 

almost inevitable thet intensive drilling ia about to begin--despite the 

currently depressed stete of an already over~eupplied of] mrket--nnd thia 

will heave two unfortunete results, Yirst of all it will bring into relative- 

he: caeeatiiin cote Sitiiby dinhene bt wettnnny 0it Waere semen MENS Nees
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of protecting the birds if these worknen feel impelled, as they well my, 

to shoot them, There is, further, the very sorioms threat of cut-of~ 

control gushers that may spew oll for miles slong the Texas coast and play 

heves with Spoonbills, Reddish ligreta, and other binle of the region, as 

well as with other outdoor resourses, This possibility is denied by engine 

eers but wild wells have already polluted thousands of acres in Louisianm, 

In ee economic determinian, it is difficult to see what 

ean be done for the birds, 

The persistent rumors that Carolina Parequete still survived in south- 

ern swamps have been investigeted with sume aare by the Nationel Association 

of Audubon Societies and others, with negative results, There seems to be 

ne ume reason for removing this speeies fron the grim roll of birda 

that ere no mores 

The Cooper+®antee River diversion projeet hes been revived, ani one 

of the finest primeval arens in the United States, a possible home of the 

Ivory-billed “oedpecker, is to be devastated in order to ereate power for 

which, at the present time, there ie little market, 

The Florida “verglades, during the past few montha, have been ravaged 

by holocauste thet tumed for days as the regult of prolonged drought, ani 

drninege activities. 

On the eredit aide of the ledger are items that, directly or indirestly, . 

benefit American birds, The Department of the Interior set aside, in Ind- 4 

ian reservations, 12 voadless and 4 wild, areas, from which all vehicles-« 

and therefore moat meneeare to be excluded, 

MALALife Restoration “eek, proclaimed by President Moosevelt, undoubt- 

efly resulted in more favorable publicity for wild-life conservation then
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hed ever before been published in a comparable period, and as en annual 

affeiy should serve to remind many uninterested Americans that wild life 

is a national resource of vast recreational and economic importance, 

At the North American Wildlife Conference, hel4 in Baltimore by the 

National Wildlife Federation, the passage of the Fittmeann-Nobertson act was 

announced, Thie will make available, for wild~life restoration and research, 

& Gonsideratle portion of the funds collected wy the Federal governnent as 

@ tex on arms and anemnition and, wisely administered, should prove product- 

ive of great benefits, This same meeting discussed many phases of wild- 

life restoration and brought into the open, for & thorough airing, the erite 

feiems of conservationists, levelled against Federal mosquite control active 

ities, Wide publicity was given the eritioians ani thie undoubtedly helped 

to restrict governuental drainage, a8 will be mentioned below. This sane é 

neoting, with many papera devoted to wildelife conservation, was conspicucus 

by reason of ite negleet of non-gme forme, The uninformed visitor might 

have thought that all wild life, save that killed for sport, or furs, needed 

no attention, This neglect ia a matter of grave concern since the Conferences 

endeavor to include all groups interested in conservation, ana not simly 

sportanen and trappers, This is not a criticism of the orgenivation sponsors 

ing the conference, since no stipulations were made as to the subject of papers, 

During the past year there was e mrked improvement in Federal enforce- 

ment of game lawe end the U. %, Biological Survey has demnstreted, over and 

ever again, that it is no longor safe to disregard stetutes designed to protest 

our wild life, 

Workin che Ree toocercichermen ete Ke ARRAN ALGAE ARS 

mkxe tee
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The defeat of a bill to permit diversion of water fron Yellowstone 

National Park-=the bill was opposed by your comittee-—mat be considered 

a vietory for conservation forees since its passage would have tended 

further to debase National Park standards, A bill, supported by your com i 

mittee, te implement the establishuent of areas of biological interest, 

such as the renge of the Great White Heron, under the same terms as nae 

tional monuments, was not voted on in the last session of Congress but 

should be supported if it ie introduced, 

‘The publication of Dr. Logan Bennett's book, The Bluoswinged Teal, 

mist also be regarded as having considerable conservation significance, 

Efforts toccouserve wild life are cheeked, year after year, by lack of 

exact knowledge, an@ it is a source of great gratification that at last 

there has been published « volume on the ecology and management of a species 

of American weterfowl, 

The Aseriaan Wildlife Institute has sponsored an imertant series of 

weekly conservation broadeasts that are especially significant because they 

concern theuselyes quite as much with non-game as with game speekens The 

Institute has also ¢ontributed heavily to the support of the ten Cooperative 

Wildlife Research Stations, maintained jointly by the U, 5, Biological Sur- 

The. refuge program of the U. ". Blological Survey has been vigorously 

prosecuted, ond et the present time 248 refuges include more than 11,500,000 

acres, A number of these refuges have been founded, or extended, primarily 

for protection of non-game species (including Floride cormorant, American
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oyster-cateher, white pelican, whooping end snndhill crenes, sege hens, 

glossyibis, limpxin, ete.); inevitably, also, the waterfowl refuge program 

is greetly beneficial to many non-game species, especially thet most heraseead 

group - the marsh birds. 

Two more events of the year, originally heiled as conservation achieve- 

ments, may prove to be mere mireges. The first of these wes the revision, 

by the Netionel Resources Committes, of its policy on drainage. This re- 

vision represented © considerable reversal of policy end seemed both to 

safeguerd remeining marshes and swamps from unjustified destruction, send 

to pave the wey for further restoration of marsh snd swamp arens in bank- 

rupt dreinege districts, Subsequent events, however, indicate thet conser- 

vatioutete took far too seriously the recommendations of the Nationel Re- 

sources Committee. In the very area whose drainsge vas deeried, in Florida, 

U. 3, Arny Enginesrs are now engaged in creating suger esno growing areas, 

deapite the fact thet the sugar industry is one of the most depressed in 

the world and can exist at «11 in the United’ Stetee only by imposing a gen- 

eral tex in the form of soWcalled siekedive teriffe, And newapaper eceounts 

foreshadow a grandiose drainsge scheme in Louisiane, shere the requirements 

of the N«tional Resources Committee can scarcely be met. 

And WPA, after eltering its drainoge policy to protect wild life, send 

giving © virtuel power of veto to the U, S. Biological Survey, has continued 

to instel some highly dubious drainege work thet fails, by far, to meet its 

own requivements. Unless this fountainhead of make-wofk-money ean be con- 

trolled, slong with PWA, the future is indeed bleck for marsh birds in many
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parts of the United States. 

This brief survey of the statue of threatened birds in North America, 

and of some of the destructive end constructive forces operative during the 

pest yeer, brings squerely before us the Question: What can--and should-- 

your comittee do about it? 

There was @ period, some four decades ago, when the A. O. Ue was 

probably the most effective bird protection orgeniazation in the United 

States. It originated the U. S. Blological Survey and, having lergely 

sired bird protection in the United Ltates, 1t ssome to have adopted the 

motto: "Let George do it.” Without addressing a questionnaire to the 

entire membership it would be impossible to know how meny members toke an 

active interest in conservation, but it is certein that the numerical 

proportion is very small, As « conservation force the A. 0. U, hae largely 

censed to exivt. : 

As we look back over the list of sapnavened birda--Condor, Ivory-bil., 

Eskimo Curlew, Trumpeter Swen, Whooping Crene, Great White Heron, Ever- 

glade Kite, Linpkin, Masked Bob-white, beterfowl, He ks, ete.,--if is ap- 

perent that what these birds require is, first of all, afvorable environ- 

mont; seeond, freedom from disturbance by man. 

The agencies, in the United States and Ceneda, responsible for avian 

conservation, are first of all those of the sitiinans tnenatin of 
Oud Rsdoarery Oust Tha Prwwinetal oo 

Since, in Canada; U, 5, Biological Survey; U. &. Netional Pork Service; 

U, S&S. Forest Service; und State fish end geme commissions. The major
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non-covernmental sgeneies chergeé with the same responsibility sret The 

National Association of Audubon Societies; the Izack Walton Leegue of 

America; The Wildlife Institute; The National Wildlife Federation; The 

Hmergency Conservetion Committse; and numbers of small, though cooperative, 

groups of sportsmen, bird lovers, ste, The larger orgenizations, both 

officiel and unofficial, have large budgets end numbers of paid employees 

who @evete their entire time to the vork. It would seem thet, if sny of 

the birds on the danger list is not reesiving adequste protection--or as 

adequate protection as the current stete of knowledge permits--these 

great orgenizntione are falling down on their job. If the U. 8. Biologics 

Survey, or the Netional Association of Audubon Societies, for example, Ogued 

not, sane ie bas: make on effort to preserve the remnants of the Whooping 

Crane, no ee eas Amoriean rnithologistst Union, with ita small 

budget and total lack of paid amployea? Why, in « sense, should it do 

‘hat is clesrly the responsibility of the lerger organisations? They will 

aay, with considersble justice, thet the demands on thom elways exceed 

their financial ond humen resources, yet this will not explain why they 

40 not--if they do not--concentrete on the species whose need is greatest. 

Stirely the nine species whose very sevvive! is dubious heve @ grenter claim 

to protection than species —— welfare is promoted merely so thet a fow 

hundred thousand men vith guns may heve something to shoot ate 

Tho mombership et lerge, of the A. 0. {.. ean heve * ‘considereble 

impact on the conservation movement a their ‘ome stetes and counties, and 

to some extent in the notional field, by the vigorous expression of informed 

opinion. They should, certainly, without exception, become members of some
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organization thet is attespting to preserve bird life. They can, further, 

give #xpression to their knowledge and desires, through the Bird Protection 

Committers of the organization. 

Yot what een this committees eeccomplish, in comparison with the other 

conservation organizations? It can join with other pressure groupe, but 

thia effort is likely to be duplicetion, It cen sesk information on which 

to base a policy of bird protection--but this agsin cen be better done by 

the major conservation organizat onc, unless they are felling down on their 

jobs. 

One imvortent function, at the present time sadly neglected, cen be 

exercised by the A, 0, U. Committee, snd that is the function of the critic. 

The various conservetion organisations must frequently ecoperate and they 

ere, for this resson, reluctant to criticize one snother. The individual 

orgenizations ere, understendably, desirous of putting their beat foot 

forvard, and they are consevuently proponents of Dr. Pengloss"y belief 

that all is for the best in this, the best of 211 possible sorlds, ie 

informed A. 0. U. Committee that would annually take stock of requirements ; 

and secomplishments in the bird protection field would serve both to illumi- 

nate the peth of well-intentioned organizetions, and spur the somnolent. 

Furthormore, in order thet 4, 0. U. mombers may be kepTin touch »ith 

conse:vation developments and needs, we recommend thet more epece in THE AUK 

be devoted to conservation, than heretofore. This materisl should include 

brief statements of general needs and situntions es well as setting forth
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current cans on which A, 0. U. members should be informed. Finally, 

it fe if informetion concerning national conservation organizes 

tions mighte printed to guide members in ehosing which groups with which 
a 

to of tetahans It 1s our hope thet every A. 0. U. momber will associate 

himeelf or herself with et least one active conservation group. 

LCL TT TA CE 

<< emeneenecensernnirorertnionsmenitiibiicionnemapandipcnmen, 

erp een erennseanrernanicnntnanerneetineensnemiene 

e<svnnerntinnntiontenatitn tightest 

item



AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGISTS’ UNION 

FIFTY-THIRD STATED MEETING 

1939 Biltmore St., N. W., 

Washington, D. C., Oct. 26, 1935 

Ade OOS 

SD 20n.. Sear! 

Ihave the honor to inform you that at the Fifty-third Stated 

Meeting of the American Ornithologists’ Union, held in Toronto, 

a lernrber 
Canada, October 21-24, 1935, you were elected a Member of 

the Union. 

Hoping that it may be your pleasure to accept, I remain, 

Very respectfully yours, 

T. S. PALMER, 

Seeretary.



New Soils Building 
Novenber 5, 193% 

Dr. Herbert Yrledmam 
U. 5, National tmseun 
Washington, D, C. 

Dear Dr, Friedmannt 

Sinee your visit here I have been thinking hard abot you stateaent 
that you are willing to initiate some new policies in comnection with your 
present office in the A,0.0, 

I made the off-hand suggestion that you consider the possibilities 
of “songbird management," by which I meant the development of environmental 
manipulation as a tool for the perpetuation of rare non~geme species, 

On further thought, however, it appeara to me that the A.0,U. could 
at this moment inaugurate a much more comprdhensive attack on the problen of 
preserving the rarer maubers of our avifauna, “Management” is only one of 
SOree Tah Se Sees cnins She SIs eat eee Se eee 
gues as to whether it fe the best tool in any given case, we should, I think, 
begin with an orderly inventory of all rare species and a preliminary appraisal 
in each case of what is wrong and what needs to be done. 

In short, I propose that you initiate a "Survey of Rare Species," 
The survey would proceed from the premise that recent advances in ornithology, 
especially the advances in ecology, physiology, ani disease, alight as they are, 
enable us to quess a little more aceurately than heretofore why partiqular 
species are declining, 

peer the rapid changes now talking place in national land policy 
afford opportuni for conservation measures which heretofore did not exist 
(I will give examples of this later), 

Thirdly the advances in applied ecology or managanent now enable us 
to adopt the attitude that where we do not know what is wrong or what needs to 
be done, we con deliberately find out through employing research processes, 

Yourthly, the general public acceptance of the idea of planned 
reereation makea 1¢ possible to interest the public in general in the deliberate 
retention of rare forms, whereas a decade or two ago it was necessary to assume 
that only ornithologists recognized the necessity of such a wove, 

Let me give some examples to convey the urgency of the above ideas: 

Sage Hen. A decade ago it would have been the uanimous verdict that the sage 
hen was declining through shooting alone, It is now dlear, however, from the 
advances in range management and game management that over-grazing probably
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agcounts for the extreue susceptibility of this species to over-shooting and 
that a large shrinkage would probably be under way even if there were no’ 
shooting. Moreover, there are strong indications that the species is ayclic, | 
which further increases the danger of extirpation during some ayelic low, 
Walle we may feel confident that over-grasing is directly involved, we do not 
yet kmow at Just what stage in the life process ite bad effect are most prom 
nounced, nor just what plants are involved, nor just what degree of relic? 
from over-grazing would give the species an upward turn, However, these 
obscure points are all determinable through ecological research, 

Most important of all, we have great changes in land policy uniter way 
which directly affect the sago hen habitat, whe public domain bill is one 
ra the rapid extention of national forests and parke is another example, 
Tg new agencies were specifically charged with the ‘uty of perpetuating 
the sage hen in certain particular spots over which they have ownership of 
gontrol, it is likely that the epecies could be safeguarded without the exenditure 
of special funds (such as the Audubon Refuge in Nevada). 

We now have certain western universities (vis, Utch ani Wyoming) fully 
gonasclous of their opportunity to make an esologieal study of sage hens but so 
far entirely lacking in the few dollars it would take to support an investigator, 
An orgeniration like the A,0,U. ought to be able to persuade the federal bureaus 

. Whieh are spending millions on conservation to find a way to divert a fer dollars 
for the support of such researches, 

Se aoe £0 eee Wr ennee om Cie shaken of he cage tate If you 
mobilised the guesses of the coupetent people in the A,0.U., you ougnt to be 
able to shake down a program, or at least an idea, more effective than anything 
so far available, . 

RED Tiate, Save too vave wosten vais is yave benmes tee pardtonine 
tion which it requires for breeding iv aceldentally being elimin- 

ated by land industries, No difficult factor like shooting io operating against 
thie species, Research ought to be able to discover just what the habitat com 
bination is and there should be at least a few land owners who might be ultimately 
Sek daar Caleta oaks te a eee en en ore meee ae 
deliberately attracting this In other words, this is a straight case in 
need of “songbird management.” The A,0,U, should be able to attract funds by 
bequest or otherwise for such a research enterprise, 

Seni _Soee, I em becoming convinced through a census of breeding cranes in 
seonsin, and Minnesota, that thie species ts falling victim not merely 

to hooting, but to a combination of shooting plus shrinkage in mitable habitats, 
the bird breeds in peat marshes which are in the hay meadow stage, that is, marshes 
which were originally temaradk and sphaguum wut in which the plant mecession hag 
been forced back one stage, that ia, to hay meadows with scattered copses of 
tomarack, ‘When these marshes are forged back two atages by either drainage or fire, 
the bird disappears. 

All three states are now spending large sums of federal money for 
reflooding particular marshes, that is, for throwing the plant succession forward
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from Stage 3 to Stage 2, In Wisconsin I have charge of one federal project 
which is converting 100,000 acres of drained march in thie way. However, I 
have learned from experience that this will not mtomatically take care of 
the oranes because Wisconsin was about to throw a gridiron of fire reads 
agross the partionlar spots wuitable for crane renge. ‘They were thinking of 
magkrate, ducks, and prairie chickens and had entirely forgotten the cranes, 
Wisconsin may not accept my unsupported opinion that certain areas in these 
marehes should be dedicated to cranes primarily, bat if the Wisconsin Conservation 
SPeTSatES WEED WORSE GMS Te The deDity WED he Haney Se 
care of the aranes incidental te its refloeoding projects, 1t could not very well 
backwater on the matter, What I au driving at ia that the Wisconsin Conservation 
Commiseion should be made publicly accountable for the welfare of the eranea 
which are now in its eastedy, 1 am pessimiatic enough to doubt whether the game 
organizations alone can be counted upon to exert this kind of pressure for an 
wushootable species, 

Moreover, to do a really inteliigent job thera should be a life 
history study to designate more accurately than I oan now do, just what the 
habitat combinetions are whieh need to be preserved and just what mintaam unit 
of acreage constitutes a breeding range, the indications are that the food 
gupply during the sumer consists mainly of certain maradh wwlba, and if these - 
could be definitely specified, it 19 highly probable that the controllable 
faetors, euch ag fire, could be 90 handled as to increase and extend this food 
supply. 

If the A,0.U, could show « positive plan for the perpetuation of 
@rane breeding ranges, then it could aleo demand a more agtive enforcement of 
the laws prohibiting the shooting of cranes, ‘These laws are not enforced, As 
in the ease of swans and wooddudks, most violators are let off beemse they did 
not know what the bird was, 

en rey ee Shooting wae probably a heavier factor in the decline of thia 
es the ease of the sandhill crane, wut even so, it wuld be well to 

name the Reser Pues Sereide sa8 Se Sinem atime eens Soe 
nated by the A,0,U, as the custodians of ite future exiatenss, Moreover, wi 
@ little closer enalysia of the breeding requirenents, additional locations 

might be found which could absorb any increase obtained in the present locations, 
The official eustodians oould probably be charged with creating such room for 
expansion. 

Wn. ena ten ee amerns. 
oeuh snap SS aceies tated tallnds eat a commana - 8 ta Sse camors of ta Ln on ey tne oronopt rqpnh 19 fount mpl HES SOX 
publicly charged with its perp ‘the Forest Service 1s 
having 1288 6» Danes im the southern forests, Is it not possible that 

an expansion of habi could be arranged by publicly charging the Forest 

Service with this responsibility?
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Spruce Zan. This species id about to disappear from the United States. the 
reason is perfectly cleart Pulp operations and fire roads have invaded the 
remaining spruce swamps, the species if definitely cyclic, hence some untimely 
potting of a covey or some untimely lumbering of the oo in a region 
may wipe it out without anyone being conscious of the act. |), o|- 

the Yorest Service is now buy ing millions of acres which include 
many suitable spruce hen habitate, I fea, save in saying. that there is not a 
man in their organization who is even remotely comacious of any specific 
responsibility for perpetuating this bird, Om the other hand, I am eqgially 
sare that a specific request from the A,0.U. would result in prompt and intel-~ 
ligent action. This is a perfect example of how the fixation of accountability 
might save a species to the nation without the expenditure of a single additional 
cent. A life history study would, of course, also help, 

Sondor., It seems to be generally that the condor is falling victim to 
predator poisoning, If the seed doemeaan the exact localities in which 
remnants persist or might in time become re-established, ond if the A,0,U. 
then asked the Porest jervice and the Biological Survey to keep poison out of 
these areas, I doubt if these bureaus would be able to backwater, As the 
situation now stands, they have only been charged with responsibility by 
particular individusls to whom an animus can be imputed and who accordingly 
ean be ignored, 

I do not protend that the above is a very orderly statement of what 
I om getting at. It is merely a raw idea, but 1t could be reduced to orderly 
form, Did you hear Mr. Darling's remarks to the A.0.U. in Ghieago? Ina 

polite way he definitely accused the organizetion of being passive in ite con= 
servation policy. What he meant was that the 4.0.U. contimelly laments 
things that go wrong, but it has no positive program for correcting the abuses 
of which it complains, I feel that My. Darling's eriticion is well taken. I 
aise feel that the positive program which A,0.U, chowld have should be quite 
different from the programs of other and dissimilar national organizations, 
Perhaps the above mggestions contain a hint of what a positive A,0.U. program 
might be. 5 

I would be interested to know of your reaction to these suggestions, 
Let me algo thank you for giving us the osoortunity for getting aaquainted 
with you through your visit to Madison, I look forward to a chance of oursu- 
ing further the many interesting questions which we started to talk about, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Researdh 

vh
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Forty-Eighth Stated Meeting of the American 

Ornithologists’ Union, Salem, Mass. 

October 20 to 24, 1930 

The forty-eighth stated meeting of the American Ornithologists’ 
Union will be held in Salem, Massachusetts, October 20 to 24, 19380. 

Headquarters will be at the Hawthorne Hotel, 18 Washington 

Square, where rooms may be secured at the following rates: 

Single room $2.50 to $4.50 per day. 

Double room $4.00 to $7.00 per day. 

Further details are given in the enclosed circular. 

The Coffee Shop at the Hawthorne will be a convenient place 

to breakfast. Meals may also be obtained in the main dining room 

of the Hawthorne, the Essex Hotel or restaurants in the vicinity. 

In addition a few rooms will be available at the Essex Hotel, 

176 Essex Street, nearly opposite the Peabody Museum, at rates 

ranging from $2.00 to $5.00. The Lincoln Hotel, 117 Lafayette 
Street, eight minutes from the Museum, offers a small number of ac- 

commodations ranging from single room without bath at $1.50 to 

double room with bath at $4.00. Barstow Manor, 26 Winter Street, 

near the Hawthorne and seven minutes walk from the Museum will 

\ probably have a limited number of rooms. 

The Peabody Museum is in sight of the Hawthorne and distant 

a short five minutes walk. 

The meeting of the Council and Fellows, and Business Meet- 

ing of the Fellows and Members, will be held at the Peabody Museum 

on Monday, October 20. 

The scientific sessions will be held at the Peabody Museum, 

161 Essex Street, beginning at 10 A. M. on Tuesday, October 21 

and at 9 A. M. on Wednesday and Thursday. 

Tuesday afternoon will be left open to enable visiting members 

to visit historic houses and other points of interest in Salem under 

competent guidance. 

The registration desk will be open at the Peabody Museum on 

Tuesday morning when all members are requested to register imme- 

diately. Badges, programs and tickets for the Annual Dinner and 

Field Trip should be obtained at this time.



The Annual Dinner will be held on the evening of Wednesday 

October 22, tickets for which should be obtained at the registration 

desk on Tuesday morning. 

On Friday, October 24 the Annual Field Trip will take place. 

It is expected that the Union will visit the sand dunes at Castle Neck, 

Ipswich. The trip will be made by motor bus. Additional details 

will be given out at time of registration. 

The Director of the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Cam- 

bridge extends a cordial invitation to visiting ornithologists to visit 

the Museum and particularly the ornithological department. 

HOW TO REACH SALEM 

Salem is situated on the Boston and Maine Railroad, 17 miles 

northeast of Boston. Persons coming to the meeting from points 

south and west of Boston served by the New York, New Haven and 

Hartford and by the Boston and Albany Railroads will arrive at the 

South Station, Boston, and will have to go to the North Station by 

taxi or elevated, to take a train for Salem. Trains leave the North 

Station, Boston at frequent intervals. Persons coming in over the 

line of the Boston and Maine arrive at the North Station and merely 

change to a Salem train. Those intending to come by motor are 

urged to provide themselves with a map showing the numbered 

routes of the Massachusetts system of highways. These may be ob- 

tained from any of the stations dealing in the standard brands of 

gasoline sold in the state. For highway directions for reaching 

Salem reference is made to the Hawthorne circular. 

Garage accommodations may be obtained at the Hawthorne 

Garage, Congress Street and at Hughes Garage Co., 29 New Derby 

Street. 

Members expecting to attend the meeting are urged to make 

their hotel reservations well in advance. The management of the 

Hawthorne has agreed to reserve the entire accommodations (less 

those occupied by permanent guests) for those attending the A. O. U. 

meeting; for this reason it is essential to specify the fact that one is 

coming for the meeting when reserving rooms. 

A. P. MORSE, Chairman 

J. L. PETERS 

Ss. G. EMILIO 

RALPH LAWSON 

Local Committee of Arrangements
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AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGISTS’ UNION 

FORTY-SEVENTH STATED MEETING 

1939 Biltmore St., N. W., 

‘Washington, D. C., Oct. 26, 1929. 

Mr, Goda Merrbrlh 

. iwidisin rs | ca, 

I have the honor to inform you that at the Forty-seventh 

Stated Meeting of the American Ornithologists’ Union, held in 

Philadelphia, Pa., October 21-24, 1929, you were elected an 

Associate of the Union. 

Hoping that it may be your pleasure to accept, I remain, 

Very respectfully yours, 

T. S. PALMER, 

\ Secretary. 
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Unmnud tee Of (HAMA 
J 43 

424 University Farm Place 
December 8, 1941 

Mr, W. B. Davie 
Box 254 ¥.2. 
College Station, Texas 

Dear Bills 

In reply to your circular of December 1, I have not i 

followed the question in enough detail to have an 

Opinion on changing printers. I would go with you 

on whatever conclusions you reach on questions 1 and 2. 

I do recommend a change in paper since the insert 

system mst be expensive, and the more adaptable 

paper seems satisfactory. I have no preferences 

as to which grade. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MAMMALOGISTS 

Office of the Editor 

Box 264 F.E. 
College Station, Texas 

December 1, 1941 

MEMORANDUM TO EDITORIAL COMMITTER: 

Dre B. Raymond Hall 
Mr. Curtis Hesse 

4 Dre He He Te Jackson 

Dre We Je Hamilton 

Prof. Aldo Leopold ~~ 
Prof. A. Brazier Howell 

At the last meeting of the Board of Directors, our Committee was 
instructed to investigate the possibilities of printing the Journal at a 
cheaper pricee Consequently, I have received bids from two other printers, 
based on nos 3 of vol. 22. These are attached along with the actual cost 
to the Society of publishing this particular number. 

It should be expleined that the estimate of the lancaster Press 
is based on using Carfax English No. 1 paper, hence obviating the use 
of coated inserts for half tones, To save paper, the size of the Journal 

would trim to 6-5/4 x 10 inches, rather than the present size of 6-7/8 x 
10 inches; also, it is proposed that the size of the format be increased 
te 29 x 46 pices (present size is 28 x 45 picas). If Oxford English No. 2 
paper is used, a further saving can be had. Samples of the two grades of 
paper are enclosed. We were urged by both printers to stick to standerd 
grades of paper in these times of paper shortage, hence we have had no 
bids based on use of the University of Michigan formula, although the 
possibility of using this paper was investigated. 

I shall appreciate your recommendations on the following items. 

(1) De you recommend a change in printers of the Journal? 

(2) If so, which printer do you suggest? 

(3) Do you recommend a change in paper? 

(4) If so, which grade do you prefer? 

(8) Any other item that may bear on the problem before use 

Sincerely yours, 

GEALD 
We Be. Davis , 

, WBD;dnh = 
enelse
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American Society of Mammalogists 

PROGRAM 

OF THE 

FOURTEENTH ANNUAL STATED MEETING 

TO BE HELD 

May 3 ro 7, 1932 

AT THE 

UNITED STATES NATIONAL MUSEUM 

. Wasurncrton, D. C. - 

We 
eae oh} 
we. TARR RR 

Bi bia I. AO 

Heapquarrers At Hore, WasHINGTON 

157TH & Pennsytvania Ave. N. W. 

LOCAL COMMITTEE ON ARRANGEMENTS: 

Wo. M. Mann, Chairman, Waurer C. Henverson, H. H. T. Jackson, 

Remincron Kettoce, anp Ernest P. WALKER.



TUESDAY, MAY 3 

8.00 P. M. 

Meeting of the directors, Hotel Washington 

WEDNESDAY, MAY 4 

9.30 A. M. 

(Auditorium, U. S. National Museum) 

1. Geographic and ecologic distribution of mammals in Leelanau County, 

Michigan. Robert T. Hatt, American Museum of Natural History. (Slides.) 
15 minutes. 

2. The badger, Taxidea taxus (Schreber), in Indiana. M. W. Lyon, Jr., South 

Bend, Indiana, (Slides.) << --- ec eect minutes. 

3. The status of Peromyscus leucopus ammodytes. Philip F. Allan, University of 

Michigan. (Slides) ee ee ee lO minutes. 

4. Fertility relationships of subspecies and species of Peromyscus. Lee R. Dice, 

University of Ee ee a minutes. 

5. Classification of the North American Sciuridae. Arthur H. Howell, U. 8. 

Biological Survey. (Slides.) -..nc-ono-coorcnqoneeenorepeeereenenneneneneeeerene BO minutes. 

6. A serious twelve-month malocclusion case in a rabbit, with the animal in good 

physical condition. Albert R. Shadle, University of Buffalo. (Slides.) 
20 minutes. 

7. Distribution of South American shrews. G. H. H. Tate, American Museum 

of Natural History. (Sides) ee 0 mites, 

8. Collecting in British Guiana. W. M. Mann, National Zoological Park. 

(Slices) a ee eee eee 0, minutes. 

TASP eM. 

Luncheon can be obtained at the Revenue Cafeteria, 7th floor of the 

Internal Revenue Building, opposite U. S. National Museum. 

215°PeM. 

9. Notes on a recent visit to museums around the world, with special reference 

to Peiping and Moscow. Harold J. Coolidge, Museum of Comparative 

Zoology. (Motion pictures.) 2) mints. 

10. A revision of the lemurs. Richard Archbold, American Museum of Natural 

History. (Slides) 3 re ee ee minutes. 

11. Parasites common to wild and domesticated mammals. F. W. Price, Bureau 

of Animal TUN ee ITM, 

12. A Miocene mammalian fauna from Southeastern Oregon. C. Lewis Gazin, 

U. 8. National Museum. (Slides.) 2-----cro-c--o-e---o-----e-eneeeeencoeenonn-------20 minutes. 

13. Status of International Convention for Protection of Whales. Lewis Rad- 

cliffe, U. 8. Bureau of Fisheries. (Motion pictures.)...................15 minutes. 

14. Age variations in the teeth and skull of whitetail deer. Victor H. Cahalane, 

Cranbrook Institute of Science, Bie Hills, Mich. (Slides.)...15 minutes. 

15. Geographic variation in the puma. E. A. Goldman, U. §. Biological Survey. 
10 minutes. 

16. Twenty-seven months in the Arctic. J. S.Warmbath, U. 8. National Museum. 

(Slices, ) ss carters ene minutes.



8.00 P. M. 

(Auditorium, U. S. National Museum) 

17. Travels in South West Africa. Rodolphe M.deSchauensee. (Motion pictures.) 

Following this lecture, there will be a Smoker for the smokers, and Con- 
versazione for the conversationalists and their wives in the Foyer of the 
U. S. National Museum. 

THURSDAY, MAY 5 

9.30 A. M. 

18. Segmental changes in the mammalian trunk, with especial reference to the 
Primates. William L. Straus, Jr., Yohns Hopkins University. (Slides.) 

20 minutes. 
19. The morphology of shoulder and hip architecture in Tetrapods. A. Brazier 

Howell, Fohns Hopkins University .o..00cc0c-eceseo0ecseeenseeereeeeneeeen----.20 Minutes. 
20. Color of certain desert rodents in relation to the color of the rocks where they 

live. Philip M. Blossom and Lee R. Dice, University of Michigan. (Chart.) 
15 minutes. 

21. The body proportions of adult catarrhine Primates. Adolph H. Schultz, 
Fohns Hopkins University. (Slides.) ....--2.----------00--0--------------------20 minutes, 

22. Aschheim-Zondek test for pregnancy. M. W. Lyon, Jr., South Bend, Indiana. 
(Demonstration: = 0 minutes: 

23. Activities of the American Committee for International Wild Life Protection 
during the past year. Harold J. Coolidge, Jr., Museum of Comparative 
DOOD RY a to een ee eo) EULER, 

24. The brown bear in Alaska. John M. Holzworth, National Association of Wild 
Life Conservationists. (Motion pictures.).........-.----.---------.----.30 minutes. 

25. A remarkably colored pocket-gopher from Costa Rica. E. A. Goldman, U. S. 
Bi ODO gS Ctl SUT Dey acne a ac eee) TEES 

ILS PM. 

Luncheon can be obtained at the Revenue Cafeteria, 7th floor of the 
Internal Revenue Building, opposite U. S. National Museum. 

2d15-P.M. 

26. The Edwin S. George Reserve of the University of Michigan—a Prevue. 
Paul Hickie, Pinckney, Michigann......--.0---1-----0--0-----------------------10 minutes. 

27. Some field methods of an amateur shrew-collector. Morris M. Green, Ardmore, 
aes eno en tee) EOC 

28. How the porcupine moves its quills. Curt P. Richter and Orthello R. Lang- 
worthy, Fohns Hopkins University .-0--ceccecreeeeceeneeeeseneeeseeeneeee-20 Minutes. 

3.00 P. M. 

Annual Business Meeting, Room 43, National Museum (Members only). 

7.00 P. M. 

(Hotel Washington, 15th and Pennsylvania Ave. N. W.) 

Annual Dinner of the Society. To be followed by an illustrated talk by 
Clifford K. Berryman, and motion pictures of African Mammals shown by 
Martin Johnson. (Informal.) For members and their families. (Tickets 
at $2.50 each should be secured at registration desk before noon.)



FRIDAY, MAY 6 

9.30 A. M. 

29. The ones new Hall of North American Mammals at the American Museum 
of Natural History. H. E. Anthony, 4merican Museum of Natural History. 
(SIIdeo) pale eles, tees ae eet ee er mI BU E SR, 

30. A mother black bear in hibernation. Leo A. Luttringer, Jr., Pennsylvania 
Game Commission. (Motion pictures.) _.....2.------o+---0---e-------------------10 minutes. 

31. The moose on Isle Royale. Adolph Murie, University of Michigan. (Slides.) 
: 20 minutes. 

32. The value of cooperation in biological studies illustrated by concrete examples. 
Carl G. Hartman, Dept. of Embryology, Carnegie Institution, Baltimore. 
SU chee) a ees eee eee DO MAUI CER, 

33. Trapping animals alive. Vernon Bailey, U. 8. Biological Surozy, 20 minutes. 
34. Collecting bats in the Philippine Islands. Paul Bartsch, U. 8. National 

Nitieni. < (SUUCS)) see eee a eon PO mInU tes), 
35. Studies on the vertebral column of leaping rodents. Robert T. Hatt, American 

Museum of Natural History. (Slides.)........---22-2-----200-0-------+---------15 minutes. 
36. On some recent and extinct mammals of Patagonia. George Gaylord Simpson, 

American Museum of Natural History. (Slides.)..............---..----.15 minutes. 

TDS Ps Mi 

Luncheon can be obtained at the Revenue Cafeteria, 7th floor of the 

Internal Revenue Building, opposite U. S. National Museum. 

Cio PM, 

37. Remarks on the Collins-Garner collection of mammals from Gabon, French 
Equatorial Africa. H. Harold Shamel, U. S. National Museum.._.10 minutes. 

38. Geologic and geographic history of the Archaeoceti. Remington Kellogg, 
U.S. National Museum.  (Slides.).-..-i:c1---o----o--ee-ereoeeseneseeveeeoe-------20 minutes. 

39. Preliminary report on investigations of coyote food habits. Charles C. 
Sperry, U. S. Biological Survey. .---cco-eecc--e-eeoveveeennweeeeeeeeseeeveeeeeeene- 15 minutes. 

40. Authenticity in motion pictures of wild animals. A symposium led by Martin 
Johnson. 

4.15 P. M. 

Final Business Session, Room 43, National Museum. (Members only.) 

SATURDAY, MAY 7 

9.30 A. M. 

Members will gather at the Lion House for a tour of the National Zoo- 

logical Park, conducted by the director, Dr. William M. Mann. At 1.00 

P. M. they will be guests of Dr. Mann and the Washington members of 

the Society at luncheon.



Dee. 10, 1931 

Hon. Frederic Walcott, Chairman 
Committee on Wild Life Resources 
U. 8. Senate Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Senator Waleott: 

I have received from the Society of Mammalogists conumittee 
on Alaskan bears a request that I state my views on the proposed 
Admiralty Island bear sanctuary. 

I personally lack first-hand knowledge of Alaskan conditions 
but I strongly lean to the belief that where comercial interests 
conflict with bear conservation, the former have been given undue 
priority. I favor the sanctuary and will strongly support any policy 
which your committee or others may evolve to not merely perpetuate 
the species, but to assure such perpetuation on the largest range in 
the largest possible mumbers. ; 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Syrvey



‘Ds ayy 4 “Weanu a, 

j JOHN M. HOLZWORTH 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 

120 BROADWAY 

NEW YORK 

ee ae November 28, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold, 

At its annual meeting in May 1930, the American Society of Mammelogists 

passed resolutions deploring the action of the Alaska Game Commission in removing 

restrictions on the killing of brown and grizzly bears by residents of Alaska and 

also by resolutions petitioned Congress to establish permanent sanctuaries for these 

animals on Admiralty and Chicagof Islands which it is estimated contain over one 

half of the grizzly and brown bear population of Alaska. 

At the same time I was appointed chairman of a special committee to work 

for better protective laws and the establishment of such sanctuaries. 

In August 1930, I gave a series of radio talks on the subject, copies of 

which I am enclosing herewith. Additional copies will be sent on request. 

I am just in receipt of a letter from Stewart Edward White who spent the 

past summer among those islands, telling mo that the slaughter of these animals on 

those islands is increasing in geometrical ratio and that among other things the fox 

farmers in the vicinity are killing bears to provide meat for the domestically raised 

foxes. During the summer months when the bears congregate on the salmon creeks they 

can be killed with ease. However, the most imminent danger arises from the fact that 

the government has given options for all the pulp timber on those islands to a San 

Prancisco paper manufacturing corporation and the actual extermination of the bears 

on Admiralty Island is being advocated to make way for the pulp development. Only 

by concerted effort can this catastrophe to the bears be averted. 

The Special Senate Committee on Wild Life Resources, Washington, D. C. 

(Senator Frederic Walcott, Chairman) is expected to submit its report to Congress 

very soon containing its recommendations for protection of the Alaska bears. Strong 

influence is no doubt being brought to bear to present the Committee reporting 

favorably on Admiralty Island as a Sanctuary. Only the strongest protests on the 

part of conservationists will overcome such adverse influence. 

Won't you help your committee by writing to the Special Senate Committee 

and your Senators and local Congressman protesting against the present tax laws and 

advocating Admiralty and Chicagof as permanent sanctuaries or National Monuments for 

the benefit of these animals. Also ask your friends to do likewise. 

Your Committee is leaving no stone unturned in its effort to enlist 

the aid of other conservation societies and individuals interested in conservation. 

We are receiving fine responses and cooperation. To date your Committee has person- 

ally contributed the funds expended by it but the burden has become quite heavy, A 

contribution, however small, would be welcome. Thanking you for your cooperatio&, 

Sincerely yours, 

Chairman, mst Protection/gf Alaskan Bears 

Américan Society of Llogists



; May 11, 1931 

Dr. Walter P. Taylor . 

College of Agriculture 
University of Arizona 
Tueson, Arizona 

Dear Dr. Taylor? 

S. B. Locke, the MeSweeney-NMeNary man of the 
Intermountain Forest Zxperiment Station, Ogden, has called 
my attention to the fact that the proposed plans of the 

President's committee on public domain do not specifically 
recognize proper disposal of lanis specifically valuable 

for game or other wild life. 

He suggests that the Society of Mammalogists 
should urge such recognition. To me hia sugcestion is 
entirely logical, tut I do not feel close enough to the 

Society to take the'initiative. I am taking it up with 

Ovid Butler, and if you are in a vosition to do anything 

about this I would be glad to see you do so. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALNO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Syrvey 

Dictated but not read.
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‘PROGRAM 

OF THE 

THIRTEENTH ANNUAL STATED MEETING 

OF THE 

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF 

MAMMALOGISTS 

TO BE HELD 

May 12--15, 1931 

AT THE 

ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES 

NINETEENTH STREET AND THE PARKWAY 

PHILADELPHIA 

zs 

HEADQUARTERS: ROBERT Morris HOTEL 

SEVENTEENTH AND ARCH STREETS



TUESDAY, MAY 12 

8:00 P. M. 

Meeting of the Directors 

WEDNESDAY, MAY 13 

9:30 A. M. 

Notes on the life history of the agouti. R. K. Enprrs, Fellow 
National Research Council. (Slides.) 10 minutes. 

Results of attrition of incisors in hares. ALBERT R. SHADLE, 
University of Buffalo. (Slides.) 10 minutes. 

Notes on unrecorded species from Connecticut. Gro. G. Goop- 
win, American Museum of Natural History. (Slides.) 15 
minutes. 

Random notes on New England Mammals. Francis Harper, 
Swarthmore, Pa. (Slides.) 20 minutes. 

Animal Life of the Mississippi Wild Life Refuge. VERNON 
Battey, U. S. Biological Survey. (Slides.) 30 minutes. 

Un-natural history derived from native accounts of mammal be- 
havior. T. D. Carrer, American Museum of Natural His- 
tory. 15 minutes. 

Collecting mammals in Madagascar. RicHaRD ARCHBOLD, Ameri- 
can Museum of Natural History. (Slides.) 20 minutes. 

12:302P..M. 

Luncheon at Holland’s Restaurant 

114 N. Nineteenth St. 

1:30 P. M. 

Annual Business Meeting 

(Members only) 

3:00 P. M. 

The muskrat in Ohio. R. K. Envers, Fellow National Research 
Council. Motion pictures. 10 minutes. 

The year round. R.M. Anperson, National Museum of Canada, 
Ottawa, Canada. Motion picture. 12 minutes. 

Sanctuary. R.M. Anperson. Motion picture. 12 minutes. 
Life of the beaver. R. M. Anperson. Motion picture. 12 

minutes. 

2Z



Bison and beavers. Warton Huser, Academy of Natural 
Sciences, Philadelphia. Motion pictures. 15 minutes. 

The birth of the monkey; development of the monkey egg. Cart 
G. Harrman, Carnegie Institution of Washington. Motion 
pictures. 20 minutes. 

8:00 P. M. 

In quest of gorillas. H.C. Raven, American Museum of Nat- 
ural History. (Slides and motion pictures.) 

THURSDAY, MAY 14 

9:30 A. M. 

Geographical variation within two species of Peromyscus manicu- 
latus. Ler R. Dice, University of Michigan. (Slides.) 20 
minutes. 

i Report of the Society’s special committee on problems of preda- 
tory mammal control. H. E. ANtHony, American Museum 
of Natural History. 

Experiments in re-establishing muskoxen in Alaska. W. B. BELL, 
U. S. Biological Survey. (Slides.) 15 minutes. 

12:30 P. M. 

Members and visiting relatives will leave by Bus for the Zoo- 
logical Garden where they will spend the afternoon and will be 
guests at luncheon of the Zoological Society and the Academy of 
Natural Sciences. 

Return to hotel by Bus at 5:00 P.M. 

7:00 P. M. 

Annual Dinner of the Society 

Holland’s Restaurant, 114 N. Nineteenth St. Followed by mo- 
tion pictures, viz.: 

Photographs by Harry Whitney representing the Academy of 
Natural Sciences of Philadelphia on expeditions to Alaska and 
Greenland. 

Photographs of the Morden-Graves Expedition of the Ameri- 
can Museum of Natural History. 

Animal life on the New Jersey coast past and present. By J. 
FLETCHER STREET. 

Tickets $2.00. Must be secured at the Registration Desk on 

Wednesday 

3



FRIDAY, MAY 15 

9:30 A. M. 

Experimental production of malocclusion in hares. ALBert R. 
SHADLE, University of Buffalo. (Slides.) 10 minutes. < 

Bat oil for rheumatism. M. W. Lyon, Jr., South Bend, Indiana. 
5 minutes. 

A small collection of Pleistocene mammals from Laporte County, 
Indiana. M. W. Lyon, Jr., South Bend, Indiana. (Slides.) 
10 minutes. 

The origin of the mammalian palate and jaw. W. K. Grecory, 
American Museum of Natural History. (Slides.) 15 min- 
utes. 

Remarks upon the behavior in natural habitat of some South 
American mammals. G. H. H. Tate, American Museum of 
Natural History. 15 minutes. 

Records of North American Big Game. Wuarton Huser, 
Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia. 5 minutes. 

A new Leptictid. H.H. Lane, University of Kansas. (Slides.) 
10 minutes. 

Variation in Palaeosyops leidyi. H. H. Lang, University of 
Kansas. (Slides.) 20 minutes. 

Developmental behavior changes in the eastern flying squirrel. 
R. T. Harr, American Museum of Natural History. 
(Slides.) 15 minutes. 

12:30 P. M. 

Luncheon at Holland’s Restaurant 
114 N. Nineteenth St. 

2:00 P. M. 

Afternoon session, if necessary 

Local Committee 

James A. G. Renn, Chairman Morris M. Green 
Wauarton Huser ALEXANDER H. LeicHTon 

4
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May 20 to 24, 1930 
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AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY 
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Hotel Headquarters 

designated for the meeting. 

HOTEL EMERSON, 
166 West 75th Street.



TUESDAY, May 20 

8:00 P. M. 

Members’ Room, American Museum, 3rd Floor. 

Meeting of the directors. 

WEDNESDAY, May 21 

9:00 A.M. 

Room 202, School Service Building, 2d Floor. 

1. The coyote—archpredator. E. A. Goldman, United States Biological 
Survey. Fifteen minutes. 

2. The control of the coyote. W.C. Henderson, United States Biological 

Survey. Thirty minutes. Lantern slides. 

3. Rational predatory animal control. Chas.C. Adams and A.G. Whitney, 
New York State Museum. 

4. Predatory mammal destruction. E. Raymond Hall, Museum of Verte- 

brate Zoology, Berkeley, Calif. Twenty-five minutes. 

5. Fur bearers caught in traps set for predatory animals. Joseph Dixon, 

University of California. Ten minutes. Lantern slides. 

6. At the crossroads. A. Brazier Howell, Johns Hopkins Medical School. 
Thirty minutes. 

12:30 P. M. 

Luncheon in the Hall of Flying Birds, American Museum, 

2d Floor. 

1:30 P. M. 

Academy Room, American Museum, Ist Floor. 

Annual business meeting of the Society. 

7. The steel trap, a menace to conservation. Mrs. Edward Breck. Fifteen 
minutes. 

8. Machines in fools’ hands—a new world menace to animal life. Henry R. 

Carey, Philadelphia, Pa. Twenty minutes. 

9. The present status of the musk-ox. R. M. Anderson, National Museum 

of Canada. Thirty minutes. Motion pictures; lantern slides. 

10. White-tailed deer—investigations and control. J. J. Slautterback, Penn- 
sylvania Game Commission. Twenty minutes. 

2 |



THURSDAY, May 22 

Symposium on the Gorilla. 

(Papers limited to twenty minutes.) 

9:00 A.M. 

Room 202, School Service Building, 2d Floor. 

11. Comparative psychology of gorillas (based on observations in Pare 

National Albert). Harold C. Bingham, Yale University. 

12. Observations on young gorillas. J. H. McGregor, Columbia University 
and American Museum of Natural History. 

13. Observations on the growth of a young gorilla. C. V. Noback, New York 

Zoological Society. 
14. The species or subspecies of Gorilla. H. J. Coolidge, Jr., Harvard 

University. 
15. The skeleton of higher primates with special reference to Gorilla. A. H. 

Schultz, Johns Hopkins Medical School. 

16. The facial musculature of higher primates with special reference to Gorilla. 

E. Huber, Johns Hopkins Medical School. 
17. The female reproductive organs of higher primates with special reference 

to Gorilla. G. B. Wislocki, Johns Hopkins Medical School. 

18. Epiphyseal union in anthropoids and man. T. W.Todd, Western Reserve 

University. 

12:30 P. M. 

Luncheon in the Hall of Flying Birds, American Museum, . © : 

2d Floor. 

1:30 P. M. 

Room 202, School Service Building, 2d Floor. 

19. The gorilla pelvis. H.C. Waterman, Wellesley College. 
20. The foot-musculature of higher primates with special reference to 

Gorilla. W. L. Straus, Jr., Johns Hopkins Medical School. 

21. The gorilla hand and foot. D. J. Morton, Columbia University. 
22. Dermatoglyphics in primates with special reference to Gorilla. C. Midlo, 

Johns Hopkins Medical School. 

23. The dentition of Australopithecus africanus. Raymond A. Dart, 

(Presented by William K. Gregory), University of Witwatersrand. 
24. Discussion of Dr. Dart’s paper with notes on the dentition of Australo- 

pithecus and of Gorilla. Milo Hellman, American Museum of 

Natural History. 

7:00 P. M. 

Hall of Flying Birds, American Museum, 2nd Floor. 

Annual dinner of the Society. Informal. Tickets $2.50.



FRIDAY, May 23 

9:00 A. M. 

Room 202, School Service Building, 2d Floor. 

25. Attrition in incisor teeth of rodents. A. R. Shadle, University of Buffalo. 
Fifteen minutes. 

26. Refutation of the alleged diametric growth of erupted rat molars. Horace 

Elmer Wood, 2d, and Florence Dowden Wood, New York University. 
‘Twenty minutes. Lantern slides. 

27. The occurrence of two subspecies of the same species in the same area. 
L. R. Dice, University of Michigan. Fifteen minutes. 

28. Proposed new classification of the families of mammals. G. G. Simpson, 

American Museum of Natural History. Fifteen minutes. 

29. The mammal fauna of China and Mongolia. Glover M. Allen, Museum 

of Comparative Zoology. Twenty minutes. 
30. Parturition of the monkey Macacus rhesus. Carl G. Hartman, Car- 

negie Laboratory of Embryology. Fifteen minutes. Motion pic- 
tures. 

31. An experimental study of motivation in the white rat. C. J. Warden. 

Columbia University. Twenty minutes. Introduced by R. T. Hatt. 

32. An experimental study on the intelligence of the cat. A. S. Firking—t4— 
Columbia University. Twenty minutes. Introduced by R. T. Hatt. 

33. Studies on the biology of the introduced rats in San Francisco. Tracy I. 

Storer, University of California. Twenty-five minutes. Lantern 
slides. & 

12:30 P. M. 

Luncheon in the Hall of Flying Birds, American Museum, 2d Floor. 

1:30 P.M. 

Room 202, School Service Building, 2d Floor. 

34. A study of the life history of the eastern chipmunk, Tamias striatus 

lysteri (Richardson). Elsa G. Allen, Cornell University. Thirty 
minutes. Lantern slides. 

35. Remarks on the genus Marmosa. G.H.H. Tate, American Museum of 

Natural History. Ten minutes. Lantern slides. 
36. Results of a systematic study of American weasels. E. Raymond Hall, 

Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, Berkeley, Calif. Twenty minutes. 
Lantern slides. 

37. On some Tertiary rodents from western North America. E. Raymond 

Hall, Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, Berkeley, Calif. Ten minutes. 
Lantern slides. 

38. The pelage, weight, and feeding habits of the raccoon. Leon F. Whitney, 

American Eugenics Society. Twenty minutes. Lantern slides. 
39. Remarks on the fauna of Abyssinia. T. Donald Carter, American Mu- 

seum of Natural History. Twenty minutes. Lantern slides. 
40. Collecting recent and fossil mammals in Yucatan. Robert T. Hatt, 

American Museum of Natural History. Twenty minutes. Lantern 
slides.



Final business meeting of the Society. 

8:15 P. M. 

Auditorium, American Museum. 

Motion pictures of African Mammals. A private showing of 

film selected from Martin Johnson’s last expedition and not yet 

released for public exhibition. The splendid pictures of lions 

taken by Herman Cron will also be shown. 

SATURDAY, May 24 

9:00A.M. 

Room 202, School Service Building, 2d Floor. 

Symposium on the utilization of zoological park collections 

for research. 

41. Exhibition of rare mammals in the Zoological Park. Claude W. Leister, 
New York Zoological Society. Twenty minutes. Lantern slides. 

42. Reaction of anthropoid apes to training and experiments in finger- 

printing among the primates. Raymond L. Ditmars, New York 

Zoological Society. Twenty minutes. Motion pictures. 

43. The use of material from zoological gardens for the purposes of hemato- 

logical research. Eric Ponder, New York University. Twenty 

minutes. 

44. Direct bone formation in the tines of American wapiti. Charles V. No- 

back, New York Zoological Society. Twenty minutes. Lantern 

slides. 

45. Types of intestional parasites found in a survey of mammals in the 

Zoological Park. Gervaise W. McClure. Twenty minutes. 

46. Problems that arise in the care of a captive young gorilla. Charles V. 

: Noback, New York Zoological Society. Twenty minutes. 

47. The domestic dog of Papua. Lee S. Crandall, New York Zoological 

Society. Ten minutes. Lantern slides. 

At the conclusion of the Saturday morning session, the members will go 

to the New York Zoological Park in the Bronx, where they will be the guests 

of the New York Zoological Society at a luncheon, to be given at the Boat 

House Restaurant, at 1:30 P.M. After luncheon there will be a tour of the 
Zoological Park. 

An exhibition of apparatus and books for the care and study of live ani- 

mals in the laboratory will be on display, throughout the week. This is a co- 

operative exhibition to which manufacturers, publishers, dealers, institutions, 
and individuals have contributed, and is located in Education Hall, First 

Floor, School Service Building.
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42h University Farm Place 
March 4, 1942 

Mr. W. J. Hamilton, Jr. 
American Society of Mammalogists 
Ithaca, New York 

Dear Bill: 

The only item I have to offer for our Committee meeting is a 
commendation for the Missoula, Montana District of the Forest 
Service for at least making some planned provision for the grizzly 
bear. I think it would do no harm to give them a pat on the 
back for this. I had a brief account of the plan from Mr, Anderson, 
until recently in charge of wildlife in Missoula. 

As far as I know, no other Forest Service district has made any 
provision for the grizzly. If there were any way to get the low- 
down on this situation, I suggest that the progressive districts 
by praised and the others be "viewed askance" for their activity 
or lack of activity on this subject. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



Ithaca, — York 
February 26, 192 

To: Members of Committee on 
Conservation of Land Mammals 

Gentlemen: 

Our Society will meet at the Ameri cen 
Museum of Natural History at New York City pin doom 
the first week of April. If you have any comments, 
suggestions or reports which you care to submit 
for our annual report, please let me have them at 
your earliest convenience. 

I have asked Mr. John Baker, Sxecutive 
Director of the Audubon Society, to report on the 
activity of his committee re the Florida deer 
situation. As you possibly know, Herbert Stoddard 
and the Komarek brothers have been investigating 
this for the Audubon Society during the past two 
age They are much better qualified, I am sure, 

© apprise our society correctly of the deer 
slaughter campaign, than any member of our committee. 

Cordiall 2 

WJE3K We ae Jr. 7 sh - 
Chairman, ttee on Conse on of 
Land Mammals, American Society of 

Mamnalogists



42h University Farm Place 
March 28, 1941 

Mr. William Hamilton 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, New York 

Dear Bill: 

Elliott Barker's letter of March 20 is, I think, a clear challenge 
to his own department, even though he does not seem to realize it. 
If he worké for a real conservation department, thot department 
should set up a fund to offset and reimburse cattle losses until 
such a time as the grizzly is again securely established. The 
total amount would be insignificant compared with what most depart- 
ments, and probably his own, spend on largely frivolous enterprises, 
such ag re-stocking. ; 

If I were you, I would call this gently to his attention. It is 
also evident that he is not familiar with the evidence of grizzly 
in the Jemez as reported by the Forest Service. I think you would 
be justified in asking him to get oe with the Forest Service 
to weigh the sufficiency of the Jemez evidence, and then let you 
know the decision. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

; Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



ae 
a mien * * 

ey The State of Wisconsin 
Ween CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

FILE REFERENCE: 

808- BE. Worden Ave., 
Ladysmith, Wisconsin 

Merch 25, 1941 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
Department of Game Management, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr- Leopold; : 

While in Forest County last week we found tracks 
of three timber wolves, but there are fairly good reports 
that there are between eight and thirteen wolves roaming 
that territory. 

We have not yet covered the entire State adequately 
but it speesre that certain tracts in Forest ye are, or 
soon will be, known as the last stand of timber wolves in 
Wisconsin. it is fairly definite that the last wolves have 
been trapped out of Douglas, Bayfield and Sawyer Counties 
and there are few, if any, reports from any of the or 
counties except Iron and Vilas where there are probably still 
a few wolves. We, on the Deer Project, are oS es) 
effort to keep track of the wolf situation both through reports 
and by direct observation. 

Sane of the old-timers state rather convineingly that 
the timber wolf is doomed to extermination because of ay roe 
operations and that aed will aE go out with the timber, 
regardless of other factors. However, there is no doubt that 
bounties and oy if continued will bring the timber wolf 
to an untimely end. 

Sincerely yours, 

We S- Feeney 
Game Biologist



Copy 

Department of “ame and Fish 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 
March 20, 191 

Mr. W. J. Hamilton Jr. 
American Society of Mammalozists 
Cornell University 
Tthaca, New York 

Dear Mr. Hamilton: 

Reference is made to your letter of March lth. 

I had not heard of any reports of czrizzly bear in the 
Jemez Division of the Santa Fe Forest for many years, and I am 
inclined to doubt their existence in that area, although it 
may be possible. However, I do know that there has been one 
grizzly ranging in the Pecos Division of the Santa Fe Forest 
for the past three years. This is probably the same one whose 
tracks have been seen in the Taos Mountains and the Costilla 
Mountains at different times in the lest several years. Last 
summer this bear killed a cow in the upper Pecos country and 
we do have a definite check on him. It was also reported to 
me last fall that Harry Mosimann, a rancher whose post office 
is Tecolotenos, who is reliable and who knows grizzly bears 
when he sees them, had seen a grizzly and two cubs on the range 
at the east side of the Pecos basin, which would be in the same 
seneral vicinity where the known bear has been ranzins. I am 
inclined to believe, therefore, that there may be this family 
of grizzly bears in the Pecos country at this time. Further 
eheck will be made on it this spring. 

Whether or not they can be preserved will, I think, depend 
on the extent of the damage done. One cannot give assurance 
that they will be protected, as you suggest irrespective of 
damage, because the damage sometimes is so excessive that it 
cannot be tolerated. For instance, in 1913, just on the east 
side of the Pecos Mountains a lone grizzly bear killed 26 head 
of cattle in a period of less than 60 days and had he not been 
destroyed would have probably killed.the entire herd of cattle 
ranging in that vicinity. Later, I think, it was about 1923 , 
another grizzly killed a number of cattle in the Pecos basin 
proper and also on the east side of the mountain. Four of these 
had my own brand on them as I was running cattle in the area at 
that time. Such losses» cannot be tolerated by small ranchers who 
are dependent upon running a few head of cattle for their liveli- 
hood. While I am no longer in the ranch business and have not 
been for eleven years, I nevertheless appreciete the situation 
that these ranchers are in. My sympathy is with the grizzly bear, 
however, and if there is any way that a few of them can be 
preserved, I will be glad to do whatever I can to accomplish it. 

Yours very trul 

(Signed) ae CE on



424 University Farm Place 

Mr. W. J. Hamilton Jr. 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, New York 

Dear Bill: 

On page 7 of the annual wildlife report for the southwestern region, 
United States Forest Service, 1940, the following paragraph occurs: 

"Several grizzly bears are reported on the Jemez District of 
the Sante Fe Forest. On several occasions, bear hunters have 
had their dogs badly torn up by bears that will not tree. 
Tracks and feeding habits of these bears along with hair from 
one animal that one dog got hold of prove the existence of 
grizzly in this area." 

This is probably the last remnant of grizzly in the states of Arizona 
and New Mexico, and I think our committee, with the backing of the 
Society, shomld ask what Elliott 5. Barker, state game warden, and 
Frank 0. W. Pooler, regional forester, are going to do about it. There 
may, of course, still be a question whether there is a pair, but if 
there is evidence of a pair or more, I would think that really radical 
protective measures would be not only in order, but morally obligatory 

i on both the U.S. Forest Service and the state game department. Moreover, 
I would think that the Society could rightly ask for assurance from the 
Fish and Wildlife Service that they will keep their paid hunters at a 
safe distance, 

I anticipate that we will get cooperation from the Forest Service, the 
state game department, and the Fish and Wildlife Service now that the 
species is about gone. It would be wise, therefore, to word our pre- 

m liminary overtures accordingly. Failing such cooperation, however, 
; I for one would like to make a big noise. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold ; 
Professor of Wildlife Management



424 University Farm Place 
March 12, 1941 

Mr. Morton M. Cheyney 
United States Forest Service 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Dear Morton: 

I have just had time to dip into the 1940 Wildlife Report, and 
I am much pleased with its suecinetness, good viewpoint, and 
general quality. The report on page 7 of a possible remnant 
of grizzly on the Jemez is especially exeiting, and I would 
strongly advise the Forest Service and the department to do 
everything possible to further the expansion of this remnant. 
I had about concluded that the southwestern grizzlies were gone, 
and contrary news is indeed welcome. 

: With best regards and thanking you for the report, I am 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management i



424 University Fearn Place 
March 11, 1941 

Mr, William Feeney 
806 %. Worden Ave. 
ladyenith, Wisconsin 

Dear Bills 

The fact that you have cruised deer yards all winter and have 
yet to see wolf tracks is, I think, the most elequent evidence 
of the Wisconsin situation that could Lyomepy | be offered, I 
already understand, and I know that Bill Hamilton will also 
understand thet the field workers, wardens, rangers, ete. will 
react unfavorably to the wolf-deer control idea at first. How 
they will react eventually is the question. 

1 have had as yet no answer from the Park Service about Ted 
Sperry's spending the month of March writing up the pheasant 
vending studies. se will probably not hear about this until 
after the opportunity to do anything hae gone by. 

We hope to continue the woodcock census through a couple of 
118 studente working under Ted Sperry's direction, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wild\ifo Mariagement



Soe 
Gael scot * * 
ie The State of Wisconsin 
bese HE 

tol CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 
ine” 808- E. Worden Ave., 

Ladysmith, Wisconsin 

March 8, 1941 
FILE REFERENCE: 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
Department of Game Management, 
oS of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr- Leopold; 

Received your letters of February 25 and March 6. 

Glad to hear from you and an Lary f much interested in cooperating 
in any way thet I can regarding the wolf situation. 

Since we started our deer yard studies this winter, 

Itve had all of our men on the alert for timber wolf tracks and 

auras but so far none of us have seen anys Next week or the week 

following, I pe *6 do some yard cruising in Forest County with 

special effort to locate timber wolves reported in that vicinity. 

Most of the field workers, wardens, rangers, lumbermen and 

settlers are not very receptive to the wolf deer-control idea and 

do not rate wolves valuable, esthetically or otherwise, except for 

the bounty they bring- However, I think they can be educated after 

their confidence is won in other matters. I am hoping to get 

Madeline Island and re other tracts for deer demonstration 

areas. If this can worked out, it is pa we could do some 

experimenting with wolves which along with the things you have 

suggested might lead to repeal of bounty and other improvements « 

Glad to hear Ted Sperry is doing well with the pheasant 

trapping. 

Sincerely yours, 

W- S- Feenge, 
Game Biologist



424 University Parn Place 

Mr. W. a, Hamilton Jr. 

Zoology Department 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, New York 

Dear Bill: 

If Feeney is willing to gather the data, I will be more than 
willing to collaborate with him in interpreting it and keeping 
you appized of the wolf situation. We have two other allies 
in the Conservation Department who mist not be brought into the 
open because it might endanger them officially, but whose 
sympathies will be with us, namely, Ernost Swift and Walter Scott. 

Yes, Stebler agrees with our views and so does Harry Ruhl of 
the Michigan department, but the Michigan sportsmen won't let 
them do anything. 

I have no doubt that Dr. Strunk, the new director of conservation 
in Minnesota, would hold identical views, and of course he would 
have the support of Sig Olson who imows wolves. Henee the time 
would seem to be right for a lake states "bloc" to advocate reform. 
I am not sure whether the supposed opposition of sportsmen and of 
agricultural interests may not be imaginary. At any rate, I see 
nothing to be lost by public debate as soon as Feeney can gather 
the essential facts about Wisconsin policy. 

I am sending Feeney a copy of this letter. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY 

February 28, 19)1 

ITHACA, N. Y. 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
hah University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Thanks for your helpful response. Copies of your 

letter are being sent to other members of the committee. 
I know of few people who have so many responsibilities 
and who are called on for so many favors, but I do hope 
you will try somehow to make opportunity for one more. 
That is to keep apprized of the wolf situation and pro- 

vide me (for the committee) with a report sometime in 

May. In the meantime I will write to Feeney and inquire 
if there is not some method by which our committee can 
work with him to minimize the present destructive policy 
re the wolf extermination. 

I think Stebpler of Michigan is in accord with your 
views and I will ‘sound him out shortly. I am glad to 
know of Stoddard's interest in the Florida cougar. I 
hope to spend a few days in Florida during early April 

and will be in lion country then. 

Very singerely, 

WIH:K Waid. oe Jr. i = 
Inc. Assistant Professor Zoology



424 University Farm Place 
February 25, 1941 

Mr, W. Jd. Hamilton Jr. 
Department of Zoology 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, New York 

Dear Bill: 

I am glad you reminded me of my being on the mammals committee, 

I think the most pressing issue in this region is the one of wolf policy. 

All of the lake states as far as I know continue an official policy of 
wolf extermination, despite the fact that excess deer are a growing menace 

to forestry, to conservation of flora, and to their own welfare. I, for 

one, think the time has come to begin an earnest agitation for reversal 

of such antiquated policies. 

The absurdity of this contradiction is even greater in many other states. 
In many of the western states deer and elk excesses are developing on 
wild ranges in national forests and parks where a policy of land control 
and wolf control is still followed with the full support of the Fish and 
Wildlife Service and other official bureaus. The answer you get is always 
the same; the hunters will trim the deer; but the fects in the case are 
always the same: the hunters don't, or if they do, they trim differentially 
as to sex and no real remedy is effected. 

I am glad to tell you that we now have in the Pittman-Robertson organization 
in Wisconsin a full-time deer man who is fully sympathetic with our view- 
point and who can eventually muster the facts to support it in public debate. 
This man is William S$. Feeney, whose address is c/o Conservation Department, 
Ladysmith, Wisconsin. We mst not at this stage embarrass him by calling 
for open public noise, but it would do no harm for our committee to be in 
touch with him. I am sending him a copy of this letter, so that should you 
wish to correspond with him, he will know what's in the wind. 

I think a good initial move would be the collection of detailed local 
statistics for each state in which this situation prevails. If we could 
plant a Bill Feeney in each of these states, we would have in five years — 
enough evidence to knock the present absurdity "galley-west". 

Before closing, let me urge upon you one other subject for consideration 
by the committee, namely, the impending demise of the eastern cougar in 
Florida. Herbert Stoddard has or will have detailed local information on 
the cougar status, and I hope the committee can keep in touch with him.



Mr. W. J, Hamilton Jr. De February 25, 1941 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY 

February 19, 191 

ITHACA, N. Y. 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
h2h University Farm Place 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

As a member of our committee on Conservation of 
Land Mammals, American Society of Mammalogists, I am sending 
this informal note to ask your full cooperation and active 
support for 191. Every Society has numberless committees, 
most of which are dead timber, but we of this committee should 
feel a peculiar sense of obligation to the Mammal Society. 
Usually the efforts of any committee are delegated to the 
chairman, but you are in a position to do far more, in many 
respects, than I. 

Please make every effort to keep apprised of 
impending legislattire, not necessarily local, but nationwide 
that will affect the welfare of our native species. If your 
attention is directed to practices or proposed efforts which 
are designed to further the conservation of mammals not only 
in this country but the world over, won't you please indicate 
your commendation of such measures? 

In these troublesome days, we are all too apt to 
feel that our puny efforts to further true conservation measures 
are of no moment. We can, nevertheless, be militant enough 
to voice opinions and provoke interest everywhere in conserva- 
tion measures. 

There are many angles to work on. Condemnation 
of ill-advised vermin campaigns through letters to the press 
or to the various sporting journals, open censure of bounty 
payments where these seem futile, and any other such measures 
as occur to you will be most worthwhile. 

Members of our committee are stationed in Texas, 
California, Oregon, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, District of 
Columbia and New York.



We want a live committee; we should have a con- 
structive and worthwhile report to present at the Chicago 
meetings in June. Will you not send me carbons of your 
letters re the correspondence you might have as a committee 
member, or advise me of any situation which you feel we can, 
as an active committee, participate in to further the cause 
of conservation. I will be glad to have copies of such carbons 
made and distributed to other members of the committee. 

Very sincerely 

We PR Jr. ve 
Committee on Conservation of Land Mammals, 

. American Society of Mammalogists 

Personnel; 

Harold C. Bryant, Kings Canyon National Park, California 
William L. Finley, Box )26A, Route 10, Portland, Oregon 
Francis Harper, Academy of Natural Sciences, Logan Square, 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Daniel W. Lay, Box 1056, Lufkin, Texas 
Aldo Leopold, li2h University Farm Place, University of 

Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 
Leo T. Murray, Box 72, Baylor University Station, Waco, Texas 
Edward A, Preble, 3027 Newark Street, Washington, D. Cc. 
W.dJ.Hamilton Jr., Department of Zoology, Cornell University, 

Ithaca, New York



42h University Farm Place 
February 13, 1941 

Mr. William Feeney 
808 8. Worden Avenue 
Ladysmith, Wisconsin 

Dear Bill: 

I am recording the following as to Arboretum records, and sending 
a copy of this letter to Ted Sperry: 

pete nal ae ae One typed copy you sent 
# entered in my Autopsy » and t you very much. Extra 

copy sent Sperry. 

a summary, One typed copy you sent is 
entered in my Autopsy . Extra copy sent Sperry. f 

Prsegant Danding Resorts 123-38. The longhand original has been 
+ Copies put in my Autopsy book and sent Sperry, and original 

with 1 copy ie returned herewith. Thanks, 

Qvernight losses in Ppeagants Filed in Arboretum Tech. folder. 
Map: Quail Coveys 1939-40, Filed in Arboretum Tech. folder. 

Muskrat Census 1939-40. Filed in Arboretum Tech. folder. 

Enoten These are very good. Could you loan me the films for ; 
1) Quail with "imped" tail feather 

(2) Deer on Arboretum 
(3) Jackrabbit in western South Dakota 

I'd like very much to make slides. 

I appreciate your taking time to straighten me out. 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold 
Profeseor of Wildlife Management



AMERICAN 

WILDLIFE 

INSTITUTE 

z 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, 

WASHINGTON, D. C.



The American Wildlife Institute was or- 
ganized on August 14, 1935, in the offices 
of Mr. Walter P. Chrysler, under a charter 
granted by the District of Columbia, on July 
221935, 

The charter provides that the Institute 
“shall be a permanent central organization, 
national and international in scope, to pro- 

mote and assist in the coordination of the 
wildlife conservation, restoration, and man- 

agement work of existing agencies on the 
Western Hemisphere.” 

It is a non-profit, non-political, cooperative 
agency, to aid in the coordination of wildlife 
restoration activities in the United States, 

Canada, and Mexico, and to help apply sound 
business and scientific principles thereto. 

The Institute is designed primarily to work 
with organized agencies, to serve in the same 
capacity as a clearing house does for a group 
of banks. It will in no way compete with 
existing conservation organizations. 

With serious-minded business men of inter- 
national reputation taking an active interest in 
the solution of game, fish and other wildlife 
problems, new impetus and fresh energy is 
added to this important movement. The 
formation of the American Wildlife Institute 
has been hailed as the beginning of a new era 
for wildlife work in North America. 
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That public-spirited captains of industry 
are genuinely interested in the problems of 
the sportsmen and conservationists is clearly 
demonstrated by a perusal of the personnel of 
the Institute below: 

Board of Trustees 

Watter P. Curyster, Chairman, 

Chairman of Board, Chrysler Motors Corp. 

Hersert L. Prarr, Vice-Chairman, 
Retired industrialist. 

Tuomas H. Beck, 
President, Crowell Publishing Company. 

W. M. Bonuam, 

President, Southern Hardware Jobbers’ As- 
sociation. 

Ra.pu Bupp, 

President, Burlington Railroad. 

Harry CHANDLER, 

Publisher, Los Angeles Times. 

W. P. Conway, 

President, Guaranty ‘Trust Company, New 
York. 

Power Crosiey, Jr., 

President, Crosley Radio Corporation. 

C. K. Davis, 

President, Remington Arms Company. 

F. B. Davis, 

President, United States Rubber Company. 
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ANToNIo DEL ConpE, 

Attorney, Mexico City, Mexico. 

M. Hartiey Dopce, 
Chairman of Board, Remington Arms Com- 
pany. 

T. E. DorEemus, 
Executive, E. I. duPont de Nemours & 
Company. 

B. W. Doyte, 

Philanthropist and sportsman, Massachusetts. 

Freperic Ewine, 

Vice-President, Socony-Vacuum Oil Com- 
pany. 

Wo. H. Foster, 

Editor and artist, Massachusetts. 

Harry B. Hawes, 

Former U. S. Senator from Missouri. 

Aucustus S. Houcuton, 
President, Ass’n for the Protection of the 

Adirondacks. 

Harry F. Harper, 

President, Motor Wheel Corporation, Mich- 
igan. 

K. R. Kinessury, 
President, Standard Oil Co. of California. 

J. K. Kinnear, 
President, Fishing ‘Tackle Manufacturers 
Institute. 

Frank W. Lovejoy, 
General Manager, Eastman Kodak Com- 
pany. 
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Arvan Macautey, 

President, Packard Motor Company. 

Cuarues S. McVeicu, 

Attorney and sportsman, New York. 

L. B. Mayrac, 

Retired manufacturer, Colorado. 

Orson D. Munn, 

Publisher, Scientific American. 

Joun L. Pratt, 
Vice-President, General Motors Corporation. 

Genera M. A. Reckorp, 
Executive Vice-President, National Rifle As- 

sociation. 

R. J. Reynoxps, 
R. J. Reynolds ‘Tobacco Company. 

Wm. G. Ross, 
Ex-President, Saskatchewan (Canada) Fish 
and Game League. 

Frep. W. SarcENT, 

President, Chicago and Northwestern Rail- 
road, 

J. T. Sxetzy, 

Vice-President, Hercules Powder Company. 

Leste M. Srratron, 

President, National Wholesale Hardware 
Association. 

E. R. Tinker, 
Retired banker, New York. 

Freperic C. Watcott, 

Former Chairman, U. S. Senate Wildlife 
Committee. 
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Lr. Cor. L. W. T. Warter, Jr. 
Sportsman and game authority, Pennsylvania. 

Extince F, Warner, 

Publisher and sportsman. 

C. A. WueatTey, 

Sportsman and conservationist, Texas. 

GeneraL Rost. E. Woop. 
President, Sears-Roebuck Company. 

Acceptances from others equally prominent 
are expected daily. 

Officers of the Institute 

President of the Institute.Tuomas H. Beck 

Vice-President___._.__.CuarLes 8. McVeicH 

Treasurer 0 ee, Doras 

Business Manager_.......-HEnry P. Davis 
(Temporary) 

Secretary...-.-----------------------SETH_GoRDON 

Field Secretary_____Caru. D, SHOEMAKER 

Regional Vice-Presidents 

The Institute has divided the United States, 

Canada, and Mexico into the following re- 
gions, one vice-president to be elected from 
each: 

New England: Maine, New Hampshire, Ver- 
mont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island and 
Connecticut—B. W. Doyir, Massachusetts, 
vice-president. 
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Middle Atlantic: New York, New Jersey, 
Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland and Dis- 
trict of Columbia—Franx B. Foster, 
Pennsylvania, vice-president. 

South Atlantic: West Virginia, Virginia, North 
Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee and 
Kentucky—R. J. Reynoips, North Caro- 
lina, vice-president. 

Southern: Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Missis- 

sippi, Louisiana and Arkansas—I. T. 
Quinn, Alabama, vice-president. 

Lake States: Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois 
and Wisconsin—Harry F. Harper, Mich- 

igan, vice-president. 

Prairie: Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, 

Nebraska, South Dakota and North Da- 
kota—Jamrs F. Bexx, Minnesota, vice- 

president. 

Southwest: Oklahoma, T'exas, New Mexico 

and Arizona—C. A. Wueatuiey, Texas, 
vice-president. 

Rocky Mountain: Colorado, Wyoming, Mon- 
tana, Idaho and Utah—L. B. Maytac, 

Colorado, vice-president. 

Pacific: Washington, Oregon, Nevada, Cali- 
fornia and the Territory of Alaska—K. R. 
Kinespury, California, vice-president. 

Maritime Provinces: Quebec, New Brunswick, 
Nova Scotia, Prince Edward’s Island, New- 
foundland and Labrador—vice-president to 
be elected. 

Central Province: Ontario, Manitoba and 

Saskatchewan—vice-president to be elected. 
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Western Provinces: Alberta, British Columbia, 

Yukon and the Northwest Territories— 
vice-president to be elected. 

Republic of Mexico: Consisting of the several 
states of the Republic—vice-president to be 
elected. 

In addition to the above officials, prominent 
sportsmen, industrialists, and game and fish 
authorities were named on the following com- 
mittees: FINANCE, PUBLICITY, LEGISLATION, 
MEMBERSHIP, WILDLIFE RESTORATION PLAN- 
NING, AND TECHNICAL. 

Institute Now Functioning 

The Institute began functioning at once. 
Its first two projects entail the administration 
of a $170,000 fund recently set up to help 

launch cooperative research and training work 
in game management in ten land grant col- 
leges, and to aid the organized groups in all 
the states and provinces interested in wildlife 
to federate their forces. These, together with 
the national organizations which will cooper- 
ate in the undertaking, will comprise the Fed- 
erated Council of the Institute. 

These organized groups will be invited to 
join with the Institute in holding an Ameri- 
can Wildlife Conference, a week’s gathering, 
next winter in Washington, as successor to 
the American Game Conference. This is ex- 
pected to be the greatest assemblage of sports- 
men, conservationists, scientists, and game and 

fish officials ever brought together. 
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Coordinating the Organized Forces 

The greatest need, both nationally and in- 
ternationally, to accomplish recognition, politi- 
cal and economic, is a federation of all the 

sportsmen’s and conservation groups. Local 
fish and game clubs, and other organizations 
and individual enthusiasts, exist in ample num- 
bers to wield the necessary influence if united. 
This need has long been recognized by sports- 
men and conservationists everywhere. 

The American Wildlife Institute has been 
organized to provide the necessary leadership. 
The Institute, which will have direct contacts 
in every state and province in North America, 
is the first central, coordinating organization 
of its kind ever organized. It will endeavor 
to bring together, in one cooperative activity, 
the thousands of groups now in existence and 
dedicated to game and fish restoration. 

It will work toward the federation of all 
sportsmen and other conservation organizations 
into state and provincial groups with unity of 
purpose and harmony of action. Through af- 
filiation, and the various national organizations 
in the United States, Canada, and Mexico, 
sentiment in favor of wildlife increase may 
thereby be crystallized and mobilized in an 
effective manner for the establishment and 
maintenance of continuing, progressive, and 
productive wildlife policies and programs. 

The Cooperative Training Courses 

Research and training work in ten land 
grant colleges has been underwritten, on the 
part of the Institute, for a period of five 
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years. It will be supervised by the U. S. 
Biological Survey, funds for that purpose be- 
ing provided in its current appropriation. The 
Institute and the Survey together will con- 
tribute $6,000 in cash or services toward each 

project. 

Each land grant college will also contribute 
$6,000 in funds, equipment or service to 
match, and the state game department, as a 
third party to the three-way cooperative agree- 
ment, will contribute $6,000 in cash or its 

equivalent. ‘Thus each state in which one of 
these game management stations is established 
will have an annual budget of $18,000 with 

which to promote an increased wildlife popu- 
lation, 

This program will allow the college staffs 
to do research work in wildlife subjects, also 
to teach the application of modern game 
management methods to assure maximum an- 
nual wildlife crops, and will provide more 
technically trained men to direct wildlife res- 
toration work in the future. It means an op- 
portunity for those who take special training 
to become county agricultural agents to obtain 
a working knowledge of wildlife needs. 

The U. S. Biological Survey will supply 
the educational institutions with technically 
trained supervisors who will make available to 
students, farmers, landowners, and sportsmen 

the results of investigational and experimental 
work conducted by the wildlife agencies of 
state and federal governments, and by con- 
servation organizations. 
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It is hoped that later these cooperative un- 
dertakings may be made available to every 
state and province, and by adding fish tech- 
nicians to the staffs the effectiveness of each 
project may be doubled, 

Planning and Technical Committees 

The further program of the American 
Wildlife Institute will be planned and devel- 
oped by the Wildlife Restoration Planning 
Committee, consisting of a number of the 
best-known conservation workers on the Con- 
tinent, and will be passed upon by a Techni- 
cal Committee of five with special training 
and experience in the application of technical 
knowledge to the solution of game, fish, and 

other wildlife problems. This will assure the 
soundness of the Institute’s undertakings, 

A Square Deal for Wildlife 

The American Wildlife Institute will stand 
for “The Sportsman’s Dollar for the Sports- 
man’s Benefit,” and will help to assure effec- 
tive business methods in the administration of 
wildlife affairs. 

Mr. J. N. Darling, Chief of the U. S. Bio- 
logical Survey, who had much to do with 
bringing about the organization of this Insti- 
tute, said to the 21st American Game Con- 

ference in New York last winter, “Wildlife 
always has been the orphan child, subsisting 
upon the crumbs which fell from the tables 

of forestry, reclamation, and other public un~ 
dertakings.”” 
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With the active cooperation of all those in- 
terested, the Institute will work to assure a 
square deal for the wildlife of North Amer- 
ica, and for all those who are interested in it. 
Its success will mean more and better oppor- 
tunities for the enjoyment of clean, whole- 
some outdoor pleasures by the present and 
coming generations. 

Washington, D. C., August 22, 1935. 
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WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE ger Sel 1 eo 
Dedicated to Wildlife Restoration LJ 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON §, D. C. 

December 9, 1946. 

To the Members: 

This is the first report to the members since the 
present organizetion was formed. We plan to follow this report 
with others at regular intervals so that the members mey be 
kept better informed on the activities of the Institute. 

Wildlife restoretion snd management programs face a { 

severe test in the rext few years end it is important thet every 
interested person help meet the chellenpe. To do so, information 

is neecessery and we plan to help by furnishing fects to our 

members. 

The Institute is| appreciative of your continued support 

of its efforts for the preservation end wise use of cur nevural 
resources. We hove to continue to merit the conficence placed 

in this organization. 

Sincerely, 

| ne RI sc) 
f i ? 

AR Ae Hi fod cat ArN. 
"Ire WN. Gaprielson 

i Fresident 

ING:meh



Dedicated to Wildlife Restoration 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON 5, D. C. 

December 4, 1946 y 

FESUME OF 1946 ACTIVITTES 

To All Members: 

Summarization of activities reveals that noteworthy progress was 
achieved in 1946. The Institute now is providing technical service to kindred 
organizations and egencies engeged in restoration and manegement of wildlife re- 

sources. It also issues scholarships, carries on the cooperative work with the ten 

universities and colleges, promotes the annual Wildlife conference and publishes 
books and pamphlets. 

Reorganization 

To meet the need for a nonpartisan organization equipped to ecceler- 

ate the use of good wildlife practices end techniques on public and private lends, 
a@ new corporation wes formec. This new organization, the Wildlife Management 
Institute, purchases the property and took over the activities of the American Wild- 

life Institute as of April 1, 1946. At the same time it took over the personnél: 
and work of the Game hestoration program. 

Thereupon, the American Wildlife Institute became the American Wild- 
life Foundetion. The funds of thet corporation, including the proceeds from the 
sele of property will be the basis of a wildlife endowment with which it is hoped 
to provide permenent financing for sound wildlife restoration and management. 

Field Extension Service 

The Field Extension program wes leunched three months ago after a 
training course designed to acquaint the new men with the activities and personnel 

of the verious cooperative agencies. It hes not been in operation long enough to ° 
report meny accomplishments. 

Four well-trained field technicians ere now working with private, 
stete and federel agencies to create and maintain the best possible wildlife popula 
tion. They have been assigned definite areas and are actively promoting sound land 
use practices. 

These men are concentrating their first efforts to providing better 
living conditions for uplend geme and migretory birds; the work will later be ex- 
panded to include needed help for the restoration and wise management of all wild- 
life species. 

The Federal agencies have welcomed the services of these men and are 
anxious to cooperate with them. Meny of the state agencies have done likewise but 

there are some who resent any suggestion for improvement of wildlife conditions. In 

such states programs will develop more slowly than in other areas. In most cases 

the Institute will not get much public credit for its efforts. This will be the 
result of deliberate efforts on our part to leave interested local individuals and 

agencies to carry any projects sterted with the assistance of our staff,
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Official Cooperation 

Institute officers have attended many Congressional hearings, meet- 

ings and conferences wherein matters of continental importance were considered. 

This organization because of its unique position is often consulted on controversial 
subjects. It has frequently been able to help reconcile conflicting views and se- 

cure better cooperation between conservation groups. 

The President of the Institute spent some time in Alaska finishing 

certain surveys in which he hed been helping personally while with the Fish and 

Wildlife Service. As a result of this trip he has recommended definite progrems to 

safeguard the major waterfowl breeding areas of that territory, to protect the wal- 

rus herd and provide for its better utilization, to further build and utilize the 
ses otter herds, and certain recommendations to provide better administration of 
refuge and wildlife management areas. Hecommendations were also made regarding the 
selmon fisheries. 

he later served as a representative of the U. S. Government in the 
International Whaling Conference called for the purpose of negotiating a better 
whaling treaty then thet now in force. 

His advice and council has been requested frequently by many State 
and private agencies working on special problems and he has been asked to write 
many articles for conservation and other magasihese. 

The Institute helped to form the Natural Resources Council of America 
which is intended to create closer cooperation between national conservation orgen- 
izations and scientific societies all of which are eligible to membership. For the 

first time all national conservation organizations may have legislative service from 
Washington. The smaller associations can obtain the service for a nominal fee. The 
action organizations. may call on the affiliated scientific organizations in the 
Council for factual information from their members. 

The Institute has distributed much educational literature prepared by 
other groups and by this practice has been able to provide sound conservation pro- 
grams. The Institute answered thousands of requests for wildlife informetion dur- 
ing the year. 

It has been able to arrange for local sportsmen's groups to procure 
wildlife for restocking purposes, to develop sound local programs end to help them 
in their efforts to develop geod local management of wildlife resources, This re- 

quires a large volume of correspondence but it helps materially in getting actual 
wildlife management on the land, 

The staff has been called upon by many veterans for advice on the 

future of work in the wildlife field. We have pointed out to them thet most present 
jobs are with state and federal agencies which means thet men entering the field 
will not find highly paid positions. We have endeavored to point out thet only 
those who expect to get part of their remuneration from the satisfaction of working 
in a field in which they are interested, will be content in this work.
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Treining - Wildlife Techni ciens 
The Institute is encouraging the training of technical personnel and 

expansion of sound research through the issuance of scholarships, fellowships and 
reseerch grants, and even though the majority of deserving individuals were able to 
secure assistance under the GI Bill of Rights, three grants-in-aid were given to 

outstanding students during the year. These were for the completion of essential 
studies that could not have been finished without Institute help. 

The Cooperative Wildlife Units, located in Land Grant Colleges in ten 

different regions of the United States were aided by the Institute this year. More 
then 500 students were granted wildlife management degrees by the ten Unit colleges 
prior to the war and the majority are now employed in the state and federal agencies. 
Many leaflets, pamphlets and booklets and several books have been published by the 
Units. State directors of conservation have used Unit findings to provide better 
administration of wildlife resources and are high in their praise for the work. 

The Unit program has brought the state departments and the state 
colleges closer together. The benefit of having wildlife people working with the 
agronomists, foresters, entomologists, engineers and husbandry men at the schools 
is very great. It is slowly modifying the advice frequently given by such special- 
ists that was harmful to wildlife. Clean fence rows, clean farming, destruction of 

all brush cover, grazing of woodlots, all bad conservation practices are advocated 

g much less frequently as such specialist understand better the entire results of such 
practices. 

The cooperative units are joint enterprises of the U. S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service, the Land Grant Colleges and State Conservetion Departments in the 
stetes where they ere located and the Wildlife Management Institute. They are de- 
signed to train personnel, do research and carry out by demonstration on the land 

the practices developed by the research programs there and elsewhere. The research 
and training programs have developed very satisfactorily. The demonstration pro- 

grams naturally legged behind since personnel and methods had to be developed first. 

The wer interrupted all the work to a considerable extent and efforts 
are now being mede to bring the demonstration part of the program up to the level of 
the other two. 

North American Wildlife Conferences 

The Tw&lfth North American Wildlife Conference is scheduled to be 
held at the Plaza Hotel in San Antonio, Texas on February 3, 4 and 5, 1947. Plans 
ere being made for a large Conference and the programs for both the general and 
technical sessions are being integrated under the theme, "Americans, Wildlife and 

Their Lands." One trip has been made to San Antonio by one of the Institute officers 
to arrange details. 

The last North American Wildlife Conference held in the Pennsylvania 
Hotel in New York City on March 11, 12 end 13, 1946, attracted a registered attend- 

ance of nearly 800. This was the largest attendance since 1936 when the first con- 
ference was called by the President of the United States.
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From the interest being showm, the next conference may equal if not 
exceed the New York meeting in attendance. No previous conferences have been held 

in the Southwest and state departments and conservation organizations ere planning 

on taking full advantage of the meeting. ‘ 

» Wildlife Research 

One wildlife research progrem was sponsored by the Institute during 

the year. This study on waterfowl and marsh ecology, being conducted at Delta, 

Manitoba, is financed jointly by Mr. James F. Bell of Minneapolis, the Americen 
Wildlife Foundation and the Institute. The first published report, a triple eward- 

winner, in the form of a book "The Canvasback on a Prairie Marsh" describes some of 
| the work et Delta, and a second manuscript is nearing completion. A field guide 

thet will help to identify species of duck on the wing, thet will tend to improve 
the sport of wildfowling end reduce crippling loss, is being finished now. The 

studies on behavior of ducks on the prairie marshes, on the sexing and ege classifi- 

cation of waterfowl, on the development of more accurate weterfowl census methods 

ana the breeding experiments at Delta are being put to practical use by Ducks Un- 
limited in Canade and by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service. The government fly- 
way biologists have been making their headquarters at Delte during the lete spring 
end summer months, so as to keep in close contact with the importent investigations 

in progress. 

Institute Publications 

The Institute is working to make wildlife educetion more effective 

and will continue to print books and bulletins especially information which will 
help provide better wildlife restoration and management. The Fresident has written 

more than a score of articles for national and state magazines and has difficulty 
in keeping up with the constant demand for such meterial, 

Two "know how" booklets, one on wildlife restoretion through proper 
land use, and a second on upland game propagation are being edited for publication 

at this time, a third on practical waterfowl management is being written and a 

fourth on the objectives of the Institute is being prepared, 

One book "The Fuma - Mysterious American Cat" hes just been pub- 
lished, and another manuscript on "The Frong-horned Antelope and Its Management" 
by Arthur S. binersen of Oregon has been accepted for future publicetion. The 

Institute intends to continue to publish the better class of books on natural 

science, thus offering a publication outlet for outstending.manuscripts in this 
field. 

The Institute's exceedingly popular "Sportsmen's Guide to Wild bucks" 

was reprinted for fell release and approximately 125,000 copies of the 200,000 re- 

. Yun were sold on preprinting orders to state agencies and to a large distributor. 

A small profit, which is used for additional publications, has been 

made on Institute books. In addition to meking a definite contribution to wildlife 

restoration and management, this operation has assumed the proportions of a small 

publishing business. The number of monographs and color prints now being offered 
has grown to such an extent thet it is necessary to list them in this report.
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PUBLICATIONS PRINTED £ND SOLD UP TO DECEMBER 1, 1946 

Copies Copies Copies 

Item printed sold on hand 

Ducks, Geese and Swans of North America 

Kegular 21,038 19,275 1,763 
De Luxe 1,000 730 270 

The Canvesback on a Prairie Mersh 6, 000 3,574 2,426 

The Wolves of North America 5,000 ayeel 2,018 

The ‘Ring Necked Pheasant 5,000 COLO) why ly Gea: 

The Puma, Mysterious American Cat 5,000 543 4,057 

Transactions, North Amcricen Wildlife Confcrences 
llth Riad 1,916 806 

10th 2,563 2,286 277 
Previous, 2-9th 24,412 24,412 --- 

First Conference Trensections printed by government 

Color Frints - Bird 
Fuertes - Gamo Birds 10,300 OS sake 4,088 

Fuertes - Non-Game 7,000 5,100 1,900 

Eunt - Game Birds 100 40 54 

Wild Duck - Booklet 207,000 124,128 SeRale



424 University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management May 5+ 1939 

Senator F. C. Walcott 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. ¢. : 

Dear Senator: 

Just a line to confirm our telephone conversation. 

I would be interested in a job with the Institute only 
iff lose out here. My chances here now seem a little better, as 
I am back in the appropriation bill. The bill, however, is a long 
way from passed. 

If I were to accept a job with the Institute, I would 
prefer the supervision of the scientific work and field work. I 
would not feel equal to the executive work in Washington, and would 
dislike moving to Washington because my children are in the university 
here. I would rather work out of here; relegate the Washington end to 
some younger man, and come there just enough to keep in touch. 

I suggest you look up Williem Howard of the U.S.3.5. as the 
types of young technically trained man you might want in your Washington 
set-up. 

I am willing to come on, but could not be absent here Tuesdays 
or Thursdays. Of course, I am willing to consult with you quite regard- 
less of any position for me. 

Yours as ever,



424 University Farm Place 

‘Division of Wildlife Management Marth 30, 1959 

My. 6. M. Palmer, Jr. 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Morts 

It is vory interesting that Mr. Dorems and. 
duPont are struck by the farm project. I would feel dubious, 
however, about locating so difficult a job as this in a 
State which is almost brand-newte the field. I would be 
delighted to see such a project located in Delaware but only : 
.after Delaware had imported the necessary brain power, and 
I might as well say that there are only a few people in the 
U. &. to whom I would entrust this particular undertaking. 

I am, of course, ready to re-write and amplify oe 
the project whenever your specifications are sufficiently 

: shaken down. ; 

: Yours sincerely, : 

; ~ Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board Y President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F. B, DAVIS, Jr. 
Viee-Cheleman of the Bosrd AMERICAN WILDLIFE. INSTITUTE an 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 Tie ee 
Chairman Executive Committee D.C Sere, 

AO EOHOLD INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. HENRY P. DAVIS 

Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

March 27, 1939 

Prof. Aldo Leaold 
424 University Ferm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I'm trying to do something with that list 
of suggested projects you end Carl Hubbs developed about 
a year ago. I think they have aged sufficiently in our 

; files to be ready to work on. 

I understand one of the duPont's has 
expressed his willingness to finance the farm project 
if it can be worked up in more finished and detailed form. 
In talking to Ted Doremus about this he suggested that 
it might be necessary to locate this at the University of 
Delaware and build it around a Delaware background. 

I would like to get your reaction to this 
and eny thoughts or suggestions you think are necessary 
under the circumstances. 

We have lost at least a year on this deal 
and I don't want to lose any more time than is necessary. 
At the same time I don't want to go off half-cocked. 

I would like to go to Delaware and talk to 
some of the people up there end see how they are fixed 
end whet their reaction to such a proposal would be. 

I've been trying to get the Delta project 
straightened out and in the meantime I am putting through 
a check for at least $200.00 to take care of immediate 
needs in any event. 

Very sincerely yours, 

C. M. Palmer, Jr. 
Acting Secretary 

P:g 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



1532 University Ave. 

May 25, 1936 

Mr, Henry P. Davis 
American Wildlife Institute 

- Investment Building 
Washington, D, CG, 

Dear Henry? } : 

I am sorry, and also, of course, flattered, that you and Mort 
think I should have given the German papers to American Wildlife. Be« 
cause of the subject matter being at least half forestry, however, I am 
afraid I cannot agree with you. I think they were correctly placed. 

I have not, however, forgotten American Wildlife, since I 
wrote Mort recently concerning a mamscript, "Farm Game Management in 
Silesia," which I will have ready shortly, and which is of a mch less 
technical character and better suited for your purposes, I heartily 
approve, of course, your reaching out after technical material, 

Since you raise the subject, I must in frenimess say that in 
past yeare attenpts to use American Wildlife as o medium for technical 
papers has been not altogether satisfactory. ‘There was a very strong 
tendency to write sensational headlines and titles for illustrations 
which are sometimes irritating to a technical author, Another difficulty, 
which you ¢annot help, is that the size, being different from other 
technical journals, makes it awkward to file separates in technical 
libraries, 

At our meeting with the Technical Committee June 9, I would 
like to diseuss with you the general question of a technical magazine, 
As you imow, there is a project for establishing a “Journal of Wildlife 
Management" to act as a medium for papers too technical for American 
Wildlife, This may, however, be based on a wrong assumption of what 
American Wildlife wants. We had better discuss the whole thing with 
the Committee, since it is more than likely that when this journal is 
founded it will want Institute help. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold ‘ 
Professor of Game Management 

vh



WALTER P. CHRYSLER FREDERIC C, WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

HERBERT L. PRATT CHARLES S. McVEIGH 
Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 
POWEL CROSLEY, Jr. Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T, E, DOREMUS Chairman Executive Committee Treasurer 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D, C. 
FREDERIC EWING HENRY P. DAVIS 

Vice-Chairman Executive Committee Secretary 

May 21, 1936 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 

1532 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Al: 

Mort Palmer has just called my attention to the 
second installment of your article entitled "Deer and 
Daverwald in Germany". Mort is pretty red-headed about 
this, because he feels that you ought to give AMERICAN 
WILDLIFE a break occasionally. 

We realize that The Journal of Forestry is essentially 
a technical publication, but we both feel that an article of 
such importance to wildlife as yours should be ineluded in the 
columns of our own magazine. fie would both like the opportunity 
to discuss the future policy of AMERICAN WILDLIFE with you. 
While it will properly be the official organ of the Institute 
we hope to create a wider interest in wildlife subjectsof a 

\ definitely technical nature through its columns. The necessity 
for a technical magazine, devoting its space entirely to wild- 
life subjects, was discussed at the Conference informally, and 

I believe that we can meet on happy ground in AMERICAN WILDLIFE. 
There is a great need for a technical wildlife magazine and it 
is also necessary to popularize technical wildlife subjects. 
Sometime let's discuss this matter as applying to AMERICAN 
WILDLIFE. ; 

In the meantime, how about shooting us some of this 
same material? 

With kindest regards, I am 

‘ Sincergly yours, 

DL 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



1532 University Avene 
March 10, 1936 

Mr, C. M, Palmer, Jr. 
American Wildlife Institute 
Tavestment Building 
Washington, D. G. 

Dear Mort: 

One trouble with Mr. Colby's assumption of inbreeding 
‘i as the cavse for the let~down in Hungarians in the Chicago 

region is that the same let-down has ocourred in the adjacent 
part of Wisconsin, where the birds have been shot. I have a 
student working on them, but we have not yet found the reason 
unless it is the cycle. 

In this connection we must not forget the Alberta 
Huns, which all spread from a single planting at Calgary and which 
must accordingly have inbred, but despite this they are the most 
vigorous establishment of this species which we have in North 
America, 

I have frequently described the pequliarity of the Ohio, 
Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin and Iowa Huns in refusing to build up 
populations and I have not yet been able to solve this on my own 
managed areas, ‘There is evidently something going on which we do 
not understand, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh



WALTER P, CHRYSLER THOMAS H. BECK 
Chairman of the Board President 

HERBERT L. PRATT CHARLES S. McVEIGH 

Viee Chairmen ofthe Bord ~ AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Viee President 
POWEL CROSLEY, Jr. Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E, DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee Treasurer 
INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. 

FREDERIC EWING SETH GORDON 
Vice-Chairman Executive Committee Secretary 

March 5, 1936 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
1532 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Aldo: 

In a recent conversation with Lester Colby of Chicago, 
who is here acting for Mr. Darling in connection with Federation 
matters, he indicated that there is an area in Illinois where 
Hungarian partridges have been very definitely and adversely 
affected by inbreeding. 

I asked him to give me a memorandum to this effect 
so that I might forward it to you for your information or any 
comments or action you may desire to take. The memorandum is 
attached herewith, and I would appreciate at least your comments. 

I received your letter of the 18th with copies of 
your two papers. Thanks. 

Best regards. 

Sincerely, 

C. Me. Palmer, Jre 
Assistant Secretary 

Pi 

An Organization for the Restoration of North American Wildlife
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; Jamary 8, 19 

My. C, M. Palmer, Jr. 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, 0. ¢. 

Dear Mort: : 

I did not get to study your letter of Decenber 16 until 
after I had returned from my quail hunt in Missouri. I now hasten 
to add my suggestions, which may be too late but in any event will 
perhaps help for another year. : 

My suggestions deal with two changes: (1) ‘he program as 
it stands is almost purely a game program. If we are to call this 
© SAGAR Snertaae, SS Gaehd tates 33 ame SE) t onanees Re pene 
con a@ muiber of items on which there is no new stuff. The Urbana 
conference made the error of trying to repeat everything to date, 
instead of giving news only. Of course, when there are new interpre- 
tations of old stuff or differing pointe of view on old stuff to be 
Peconciled, then it becomes news. 

IT will now ran through the program as it stands, mggesting 
how the above two points might be incorporated. 

THURSDAY: 1, Disease and Gyeles. 

I would verify whether there is something new in connection 

I would add “an Hypothesis of Wildlife Cycles," by Ralph T. 
King, University of Minnesota, King has been maturing for years a 
@yele theory which I think is one of the leading interpretations so far 
devised. 

I would ad@ “The Hungarian as a Gyelic Species," by Prof. tm. 
Rowan, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta. 

You could add, if you were short of material, “Laboratory 
Beology and Wildlife Population Problems," by W. ©, Allee, University of 
Chicago. 

I would mggest that 3, 4, and 5 be carefully restricted as to 
time. j



G. M. Palmer--2 Jan. 8, 1936 

Your No. 7 is @ new one on me, and unless Dr. Kennedy 
hee something very striking, 1¢ might be well to make it a discussion 
as between Kennedy and Stoddard. 

I would add “Rodents as Animal Weeds; Relation to Control 
Problems,” Walter P. Taylor, University of Texas. 

I would add "that are the Next Steps in Cycle Research?" - 
King, Rowan, Lloyd, Grange, Wing, Allee. 

THURSDAY: II. Waterfowl. 

I would ad@ "A Plen for the Trampeter Swan" by Joseph Dixon 
OF someone else in the National Park Service. I am not mre there is 
any plan, but I think it would be a healthy thing for the bureaus con- 
cerned with rare species to realize that the Conference Sxpects then to 
plan for sich qpecies as are in their partiowlar custody. 

T would add “A Plan for the Sandhill Grane in the Lake States" 
by Franklin S, Henika, Resettlenent Administration, 315 West Gorham st., 
Madison, In this case again there is no specific plen, mt the purchase 
of gub-marginal farms in the crane breeding ranges of central Wisconsin, 
north era ro ed ee ting lirguay gr Lge enon ad yg seg | opportunity 
to perpetuate breeding cranes. On the other hand, the states which : 
will eventuslly administer these purchased areas as yet take litthe or 
no interest, It would be « healthy thing for the Conference to show an 
interest. At the present time, for instance, certain counties are 
threatening to build a road right through the purchase area in Wisconsin. 

I would convert No, 1 into the following form: "What are the 
Next Steps in Waterfowl Nesting Studies?" « re Urrington, Lincoln, 
Lloyd, Salyer, Pirnie, (This might cover 5 ani 6.) 

FRIDAY: I. Upland Game and Yur. 

I would drop No. 1 ag having no new stuff, and I would verify 
3 and 4 as to new stuff before regarding them as separate itens. 

I would add “The Valley quail Study" by Lowell Sumer, Jr., 
University of California. I think Dr. Grinnell would see that he gets 
to the Conference if he is called upon to report, or you might prefer 
to handle this through the Commission, which published his report, 

I would add “The Quail Irruption of 1934" by Artimr 5, Hawkins, 
University of Wisconsin. This will mt need over 10 mimtes, the results 
were indeterminate, but some exceedingly interesting new questions were 
raised. 

I would convert No. 3 into the following: "What are the. Next 
Steps in Cottontail Studiest*® - Hicks, Troutman, Trippensee, and possibly 
Hendrickson. I doubt whether Trippensee has anything new, and I know



G. Me Palmer-3 Jan, 8, 1936 

that Hendrickson has nothing except what could be expressed in one 
sentence, namely that a study of cottentail territories is in order. De 
not by any means give Hendrickson any considerable allotment of time. I 
speak from experience at Urbana. 

I would ¢onvert No. 4 into "that are the Next Steps in Turkey 
Studies?" + Stoddard, Taylor, Nichol, Blakey, Bennitt. Of course, if 
Stoddard has something new, I would say give him plenty of time to report 
it, I know that Blakey has little or nothing new. 

I would convert Mo. 5 into “hat are the Next Steps in Bobwhite 
Studies?" + Stoddard, Urrington, Hicks, Troutman, Hawkins. 

I would add "A Plan for the Sage Hen" by Dr. William Seott, 
University of Wyoming. 

I would convert your rough note on “Paper on Fur Resources" 
into the following: "he Need for Life History Studies for Wild Management 
of Tur Animals" ~ Hamilton, Errington, Ashbrook, with euphasis on the first 
two. Brrington has done some remarkable unpublished work on mkrats, and 
you of course know Hamilton's work on foxes. ‘the point is to convert 
Ashbrook and the Biologics] Survey into a recognition that there 1s more 
to fur then fur farms. 

WRIDAY! II. Big Game and Forests. 
I would add at the head of the program “A Plan for the Grisly 

in the National Forests; its Relation to Wilderness Areas and Sub- 
marginal Ranches,” Here again there probably is no plan, but the point is 
to put the bureau concerned on the carpet, hat I would like to see the 
Conference do is to tell the Forest Service that they want at least one 
area in each National Forest district of at Least one million acres 
Gleaved of Livestock, ranches, and roads, with the grisdlies restored, or 
restocked, if necessary. A better way to put it is to point out to the 
Forest Service their opportunity for teking the initiative in developing 
such a plan and to let the Conference know what is lading for its execation 
either in authority or funds. 

I would add "A Plan for the Desert Mountein Sheep.” ‘this falis 
inte the same category, but the doubt is whether to put the thing up to 
the Yorest Service, State of California, State of Arizona, or the public 

domain administration. Possibly it might be meade a round-table with repre- 
sentatives of all four. 

I would add “A Plan for the Ivery-bill Woodpecker" by Dr, 4. A. 
Allen, Cornell. You doubtless know that Dr, Allen has just returned from 
a trip to the remant of Ivory-bills in Louisiana, and he ought to have 
something to say ae to what the Forest Service, Fark Service, or other 

lend agencies can do to help perpetuate the range. ’



Cc. M. Palmer--4 Jan, 8, 1936 

I realize that the additions I have mggested are more than 
you ¢an find room for, and that they aleo raise the question of 
allocation as between the technics] session and the open session. Par~ 
ticularly the series of siggestions dealing with rare species is something 
whieh should be brought to the attention of the conference as a whole, 
although we mist set against this the fact that in the average case there 
are no plans. If you have no luck in getting the burems concerned to 
speak for themselves on these questions, I am willing to be the goat 
and tell the general conference what I think the burems concerned should 
be doing. I would mech rather, however, let them take the bit in their 
teeth if they are willing. 

In order to save time I am sending a copy of this letter to 
Jay Darling, ascuming that he also has a copy of your tentative plan. 

Let me end by re-emphasizing the point thet we have to make 
good on the use of the term “wildlife,* I have not said anything about 
fish because I assume you heve a separate technical session for that, 
and besides, I don't know anything about it. 

I much appreciate the work you have done and hope that I am 
not too late for these wggestions to be useful to you. 

With beat regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
o Professor of Game Management 

PS. the galley proof on the review of Mi Parker's book is 0.K.
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\Breslau, den Oct.|27, 1935 
| Tauentzienplatz 18-18 
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Dear Seth: \ = 

Your letter of Oct. 7 is a lerge-order. Here 
is a very rough outline of my ideas on Qugstion 1X This is : 
very tentative and sent you for such comgback, as to +h 
actual program, as you may feel proper. fi ny of these topics 
are handled so briefly that the Confer oF would dgybtl 
fail to understand them. If you should rant me to singh out 
any one for fuller presentation, I would prefer r/ 

‘1. The } ion 1 me ntory idea, or 

4 2. The/Reorg. of Migr) \Bird Admin, on a 
mess| basis. \ 

I11Q\ge badk\Wov. 165 in Wow York = Hotel Astor. 
Can't come to Washin at gee == $00’ 9 sorganized back Home. 

Have a for you on "Farm Game Mana en ent 
in Silesia". Want 2 

‘ours as ever : 

Aldo Sale 

P.S. Wil you_oither s¢ nd me the paper or a copy of it? 
No steno here. 

Copied at Washington, D.C., November 12, 1935 |



Suggestions for American Wildlife Conference 

Aldo Leopold 

1. Zroblons of Purmount Importance. The reorganisation of the overhead mch~ 
inery of the national wildlife movement makes this an appropriate time te also re- 

organise ite policy on a newer and broader basis. The new policy should take the 

general direction of the “American Game Policy" of 1931, but it must go deeper ani 

proceed on a broader front, with a G0-year instead of a 26-year outlook into the 

futuro. The salient points of the new policy should be as followss 

+ aentaves 
The basic objective is the enrichment of the mtional fe through con- 

tacts with mture. Of these contacts, Inmting and fishing ie only one, and not 

necessarily the most important. The degree of enrichment depends not only on the 

preservation of nature, but on the capacity of the individual to observe and ap- 

preeiate. The latter capacity is, in eanparison with what it might be, almost as 

impoverished as the present remmants of nature are in senparison with wint they 

onee were. This arises from the fact that ecological science has, in recent years, 

indefinitely extended ite penetration into uatwral phenomem. Daniel Boone, Lewis 

“and Clark, Wilson, and Audubon had the privilege of seeing an unspoiled America of 

ineanyarable richness, but they did not have the privilege of seeing beneath the 

surface the ecologion] mechanians from which that richness originated. The wildlife 

ss owement Ghould have, therefore, the dual objective of 

(a) Porpetrating “outdoor Amerion" 

(b) Building eitisens able to appresiate it. 

it has heretofore boon assumed that « mere appetite for saw form of 

outdoor sport constituted # fulfillment of the second object. Such transparent 

self-flattery is now out of date. 

Ways and veans |
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Any program, to be effeetive, mist be premised first of all on a re- 

Vision of the national attitude toward land, ite Life, and its products. 

The basic assumption that land is a merely econanie commodity, and that 

land<use is governed wholly by econanie fortes, met be definitely discarded. The 

omership and use of land entails obligations and opportunities of trane-econanio 

value and importance, jurt as the establishment of « family dees. Until this oon- 

sept of land becomes an integral part of the national philesophy, conservation can 

be nothing but a makeshift. 

Eeonenie forees, especially the forees of a mechanised society, tend con- 

stently to obstruct and defeat such an attitude toward land. To this extent econanie 

development has became, from the viewpoint of conservation, a pathologioal provess. 

The ways and means to conservation, then, must deal primarily with arresting these 

pathological tendencies, and with the removal of econanie obstacles to better land- 

use, 

Mo individual has brains or understanding enough to see elearly all the 

remifications of this problem. The following specific example, however, may serve 

to indicate the direetion im which to start work. 

Wildlife on Farm land is being destroyed by the operation of the follow- 

ing forces: 

5 (1) the tax system pemalizes the farm who devotes part of his 

farm to wildlife. 

(2) The educational syrtem has taught the farmer to buy his re- 

erention, rather than te grow it on the farm. 

(8) The administrative system for wildlife has talked only of 

gimme and fish, and persists in the felleeious policy of de- 

manding free public use of the farmer's game and fish erop. 

(4) Tho game ani fish lawe are premised on a constantly shrink- 

ing virgin supply of wildlife, ond allew no liberty for utili- 

sation of @ wildlife erop, should a farmer grow one. The
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low must differentiate betwen maraged and unmanaged wildlife. 

(8) Forestry, game and fish, erosion, protection, and landscape 

groups have made, beth through lew and propaganda, entirely sep- 

arate and uncorrelated demands on the farmer, These groups must 

fit their progrems to each other, md to agriculture, before they 

mean anything to the farmers. 

(6) The form extension system, ineluding the agricultural colleges, 

has until very resently take no ecognigzance of wildlife, and has 

helped cultivate tho “compound interest” lend philosopty which 

is the basic obstacle to conservation and te other bettermente in 

land-use. 

(7) Moet oduoational material on farm wildlife consists of sermons 

rather than technique, and much of it is “poisoned” by the ob- 

vious inference that it seeks seething for the sporteman, rather 

than for the fumer himself, The sportamn will ultimtely gst 

much more if he acknowledges te begin with that in respect to 

wildlife, the landless must “sit at second table," at least in 

: populated communities. ‘ 

(8) the egrrent notion that the way to cet sonservation on farms is 

for the public to buy them must, exsept in special cases, be 

dropped as an econamie absurdity. Such a policy destroys the 

tax-base necessary for its own execution. 

The positive measures whieh might reverse the operation of these destructive. 

forees are partly ime, partly unkmowm, but they oan be developed, usually by a long- 

‘time process of inguiry and experimentation. In no case is any sweeping or immediate 

remedy to be expected. A slow, localised, out-and-try develoyment must be the rule. 

The agrieultural colleges are the natural agencies for sueh develoment. 

WAG fe on Public lands suffers first of 011 fram "single-track" adnini~
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stration and lack of integration between public agencies. 1 for one doubt whether 

"voorganisation” fron above offers any remedy. I also doubt, as a matter of hind~ 

sight, whether anything but ultimate discredit oan caus to the wildlife movement if 

it encourages or participates in orgies of incontinent public expenditure on half- 

waked plans for wildlife betterment. Where the line Mes I do not pretend to know. 

Perhaps a sounder start oan be made by begiuning at the botten-end of the 

problem, and building programs on the specific needs of yartioular birds and mexmals, 

rather than on the desires, ambitions, and pesrogatives of bureaus, departments, and 

publie groups. For example: 

$1) Migratory Game Birds as e olass obviously require s network of 

marshes and waters of certain kinds and sises, and managed in 

cortain ways. What states and private @mers ean supply then? 

What help and what regulations do they need? After these ques- 

tious ere answered, there will remain certain needs which the 

public must £111 by its own direct action, lastiof all, what 

Bureau or Department can execute that action in the most eco- 

namieal and effective my? This is a different approach to the 

marshland problem. (See also wildlife administration.) 

(2) Die Grissly Bear as a ayecies requires the removal of certain 

| Avestogk operations fran certain Intioua Porests, the contat- 
ing of certain parasites in certain letioual Parks, the exelu- 

sion of tourists fran certain areas, the enlargement of certain 

wilderness arene in both Rational Forests end Parks, ete. 

(3) She Blue Googe as a species needs the expropriation of of} 

holdings fron the wintering marshes, the eetablisiment of a 

refuge on certain definite stepping places, ete. 

These are merely random examples of a National Inventory of wildlife 

species, and a definite Meting of a1) land adjustments necessary to the perpetuation
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and welfare of each, Any given adjustment, after it is once defined, my eal for 
‘the extension or alterntion of public lends, or it may be better susceptible of 

action by allocating public responsibility to sane private omer or some local group, 
subject to financial and technical help fron, and periodic inspection by, sone publie 

Qgonoy. Sueh aliceation of responsibility has never been tried as an adjunct to 

(and as & substitute for) public emership of key lands for wildlife. 

The National Inventory is @ l0~year job for the Mological Survey, but 

gould be pushed by the Wildlife Conference. ‘The inventory should obviously cover 

all animal species, game or non-geme, and may ultimately alse be extended to 

special plants. 

Wildlife Administration. Sane rather radical adjustments of oryanina= 

tion, porsomel, and orgunie law are requisite te the execution ef such a wildlife 

program, J cam foresee only certain examples. ; 

(1) Mgratery Bird Administration. By a canbination of drouth, 
@rainnge, and overshooting the resoures is at such © low ebb 

that, in addition to the habitat program already dlecussed, 

the shooting syeten must be put on an entirely new basis. The 

present system is tased on the eoncept of the string, i.e. a 

comparatively large daily kill por hunter. We need instead 

" & Mow Goneept of the megs, Toe. © anal) daily ond @ smal) year- 

38 W121 per Innrter. To enforse this, a tag system must be 

built upon the migratory bird stamp. This is a problem in the 

mechanios of administration, and ean be solved by a really de- 

termincd effort and study. 

The present system of duck olubs, in-so~fer as they Me 

at a distance fram tho members and are costly to maintain, 

depend on the string concept for their support. If wo met 

g@ over to the mess idea, then the publie met buy and operate
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those properties which are wable or woilling te reorganise 

@long the Lines of the ness idea, and the limitations that go 

with ite Baiting is simply ancther manifestation that the 

string idea has outlived ite time. ‘his reorganization of 

clubs of cowrey ties in with the public land program. 

It 4s inereasingly obvious that total closure mst follow 

Af seme such radioal reorganisa\dor is nob carried out. 

(2) Wildbive Jurbedietion on Fedora) lands. A dangerous impasse 
lies ahead in state management of gume on federal lands, and 

perkaps alse in federal management of state game. 

The besie principle asserted in the “American Gamo Policy” 

that only the Jandholder gan prectice wanagement stands wie 
shaken as & technical fact. 

Transfers of jurisdiction, however, may dangerously wealen 

local sdninistrative mehinery, and vaise political issues even 

more potent than the issue of technical practicality. 

A reuody may lic in the delegniion of mamgement vo the 
party whe is “lendholder", onership and ultimate responsible 

lity costing as at present. Shooting Preserve iaws represent 

gueh a delegation to private landholders, subject te inspection 

ond recall. Why not try out, om @ local scale, a similar deleg- 

tion between goverment units? 

(3) State Departments. The stabilization of state departments, and 

their reorganisation as technical rather than police bodies, 

proceeds with almost geological leisure. There are algo repeated 

evidences that such reorgauisations when made do uot last. I have 

no now suggestions as to how this difficulty my be met. 

(4) Polution. The basic problem here is similar to that of wildlife
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uses of farn lands, - the wogressive operatér often places 
himself at an economic disadvantage, without conceding for a 

nonent that the pollution of public watere is justifiable be- 

cause profitable, it nevertheless behooves the publie to re- 

move this alibi. ‘This oan be done either by requiring, through 

wational law, al] operators to take the seme preventative measures, 

or by canponseting in sane way those who voluntarily take meas- 

ures, for such additional costs aa they may inour. 

‘Mechanisms for either or both ef these alternatives are 

obviously @ complex question. The Wildlife Conference should 

put suitable groups to work studying such mechanians. 

(5) Form Streams. Public mamgement of farm streams is probably 

just as hopeless in the long run, when spread over a whole state, 

as public management of farm game ranges. "Only the landholder 

oan preetice management cheaply md effeotively.” 

There hae heen a lack of frankness in facing this dilemma. 

The problem eamot he solved until it is faced. How te elessify 

streams as between these to be publicly and those to be privately 

managed? How to safeguard the public interest in the latter? 

How to organize the farm comunity to fulfill ite natural function 

as stream manager? These questions require careful study by a 

Fish Polley groupe



42h University Farm Place 
December 15, 1939 

Mr. 0. M, Palmer, Jr. 

American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. G, 

Dear Mort: 

I have read the Alabama and Iowa reports as samples. 

In response to your question: My reaction is that such monthly 
reports must be a heavy burden on the field workers without usually having 
any great. value as a check on what is being done. 

An exception occurs where a real manuscript is submitted, as the 
Towa skunk and pheasant. These give a real picture of the work, and have value. 

My point is that field inspection of the Units would not only check 
up on what is being done, but would stimlate both the Unit and the inspector. 

Monthly reports, on the other hand, are (I would guess) a burden at 
both ends of the line, and accomplish little. 

I have pleaded with Dr. Bell and Dr. Gabrielson for three years, and 
from time to time have hoped that a real inspection system would start, but if 
it has started I don't know about it, 

Most Units are, I think, doing good work, mt I fear in spite of 
father than because of the way in which they are organized. I doubt if the 
U.S.B.S. knows with certainty just who is doing good work. If Leo Couch were 
the Angel Gabriel he could not, alone, keep up with 10 Units scattered over the 
U.S. 

Mort, I appreciate your intention to send me copies of the reports, 
but I fear I'm snowed under; I couldn't read them all regularly. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

Professor of Wildlife Management



HERBERT L. PRATT 
Chairman of the Board SED iene 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F. B. DAVIS, Jr. Viee-Chatrman ofthe Bosrd AMERICAN WILDLIFE. INSTITUTE Vice-President 
; FREDERIC EWING H Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Chairman Technical Committee eM ete 

December 11, 1939 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldos 

I am attaching hereto copies 

of the Oetober reports of the Cooperative Research 

Units and have arranged to have additional copies 

of these reports made for you in the future. 

I would certainly appreciate 

your reactions to these and any suggestions or 

constructive criticisms will be welcome. 

Best regards. 

C. M. Palmer, Jre 

Secretary 

Peg 
Ene. 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

ANN ARBOR. MICHIGAN, U. S. A. 

MUSEUM OF ZOOLOGY November 24, 1939 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

Your correspondence with Gabrielson regarding stock taking 
and future plans of the Wildlife units is at hand. 

More research on the problems of rodent control certainly 
would seem to be to be in order. I trust that the investi- 
gations can be conducted in such a way as to be free of any 

prejudices arising from administrative considerations. 

As to commenting on the four points you raise, I have no 
definite opinion on the question of reducing the number 
of professional schools supported, making the remainder 
over into research stations. It seems to me that local 
units would have the deciding opinion on those matters. 
I am inclined to believe with you that the outside support 
should be for projects rather than unitse The vocatimal 
education is a good suggestion, but vigilance should be 
exercised to prevent any effort to make out short-term 
courses as adequate training for wildlife experts. I 
have already expressed approval of the idea.of inspection 
end supervision of the worke 

I trust that you will take up these matters with Bell and 
Day at the Midwest conferences on December 1 and 2nd, as 
per Gabrielson's invitation. I am not planning to attend 
those meetings. 

Sincerely yours, 

Carl L. Hubbs 
CLHskd Curator of Fishes



424 University Farm Place 
November 18, 1939 

Dr. Ira N. Gabrielson,Chief 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Dr.Gabrielson: 

I cannot pass up your invitation te comment on the future of 
the Ten Units after the expiration of the first five-year period in 
September, 1940. 

I will not attempt detailed comments, but will merely sketch 
the recommended direction of chenges as follows: 

(1) Reduce the number of professional schools to be supported 
by outside funds to a half or a quarter of the present number. 

(2) Convert the remainder of the units into research stations. 
In these the support from outside funds should be for projects rather 
than for units. Let the projects compete with each other for the funds. 

(3) Install at the remaining units new facilities for vocational 
as distinguished from professional education; that is to say, warden schools. 
Let these vocetional trainees be the field assistants of the research workers 
and let them learn from each other. 

(4) Set aside a definite proportion of the total fund for inspec- 
tion and supervision. Let each unit and each project be visited at least 
once a year, and preferably oftener, by some selected authority, preferably 
from outside the U.S.B.5. These men should be borrowed for this purpose and 
compensated for thelr travel expense and temporary services. 

These are merely my personal impressions at the moment. Your 
question, of course, is one for the Technical Committee rather than for 
its separate members, hence I am taking the liberty of sending your letter 
and this reply to the Technicel Committee. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
ce Technical Professor of Wildlife Management 

Committee 

} |



ac aert Saen <0 CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

fae UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON 

November 9, 1939- 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
Division of Wildlife Management, 

424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsine 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of November 1 hes been received. 

Your comments on our cooperative relationship with the Soil 
Conservation Service are interesting, but the situation is not 
as serious as you might thinke The Bureau has a working coopera- 
tive agreement with the Service which I think meets all the sit- 
uations which would affect the relationship of these two organize- 
tionse We are endeavoring to meet the research requirements of 
the Service. 

I realize it is difficult to discuss all of the questions 
involving the Bureau's cooperative rodent control program and the 
needs for research through correspondence. We are planning to 
have Dr- Bell and Mr- Day represent the Washington office at the 

forthcoming Midwest research conference, to be held in Saint Paul 
December 1 and 2nde Jt is hoped that you will have an opportunity 
to consult with them on questions raised in your letter. 

I hope that we may have an occasion to meet personally and 
discuss the work of the Cooperative Wildlife Research Units. As 
you know, the first five-year period will be up this next Sept- 
ember, and it seems desirable to take stock of what has been accon- 
plished and determine a future courses We will appreciate any 
Suggestions you may have along this line. 

Sincerely yours, 

oe
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424 University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management October 10, 1939 

Ur. Leo K. Couch 
Division of Wildlife Research 
U. &. Biological Survey 
Washington, BD. C. 

Dear Leo: 

I did not know that Walter Taylor had already taken these matters up with 
you, but I am glad he did. I do not know the answer, but I am satisfied that 
between the Biological Survey and the Technical Committee we are going to have 
to find answers, particularly to problems 1 and 2. The best comments that I 
can offer you in response toe your invitation are incorporated in the following 
Captions. ‘ 

Eroblem 1. Long-time Research Projects 

What is the problem? In any research organisation based primarily on the — 
work of graduate students, the student is bound to be most competent just at 
the time he gets his degree. He has been living on a stipend for two or three 
or four years, and financial considerations alone nearly always force him to 
seek @ ealary. In order to got a salary, he has to go into administration, or 
if he stays in research the chances are it will be on a different subject from 
that on which he has become expert as a graduate student. 

Semment In most cases the loss suffered is inevitable and there is no 
use wo ng about it. In some cases, however, the loss can be prevented. The 
best idea for preventing it that I heve heard of so far is that broached by 
Albert M. Day in a Pittman-Robertson conference held at Minnempolis to organise 
research on cycles in the Lake States. Day proposes, in short, thet the Lake 
States organize a cycle institute to which each state would contrite a share 
of ite Pittman-Robertson funds. This institute would then undertake a research 
program using mostly salaried employees. The program would regard the group of 
states as ite territory and the work would be allocated to such states as pre- 
sented the best chance to work on particular aspects of the problem. The cost, 

. however, would be shared by each member of the group. 

It seems to me that this institute idea in conjunction with the Pittman- 
Robertson program offers a way to push at least a few researches to a mach 
higher degree of maturity than has been possible in the past. 

For example, the following states at this moment have been doing research 
on prairie chickens and sharptail grouse: Texas, Oklahoma, Wisconsin, and to a 
lesser extent, Michigan and Minnesota. Why should they not set up an institute 
supported by Pittman-Poberteon funds, and select the most able students to con- 
time their work on chickens to a point where a suitable publication on the 
ecology and management of these two species could be issued?
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Problem 2. eglogy of Rodents 

What is the problem? ‘the Biological Survey has done a great deal of 
research on rodents, but most of the present program over and above the 
texonomy of rodents deals with the refinement of poisoning methods. 

Poisoning is too costly te fit the economic needs of low-value range 
lende. It te probably too violent and too temporary to be desirable on any 

: lands except cultivated lands. 

It should be possible to manage rodents downward just as we are managing 
game birds upward by the control of their environment. The basic research to 
discover the environmental requirements of rodents is, however, not ~ae done 
on an adequate scale. A few universities (California, Oklahoma, Cornell) have 
made a start, but the total volume of ecological work ie insignificant compared 
with the size of the practical problen. 

SHA In my opinion the Ten Unite cannot claim to have a well-rounded 
wildlife management progras if that program doesn't include the ecology of 
rodents. Throughout al] the western states and in many of the eastern and 
southern states, rodent management is of outstanding importance. The fact that 
few rodents are game should not becloud the issue. 

That ecological methods of managing rodents downward can be found is 
Allustrated in the case of Stoddard's ecological technique for controlling the 
eotten rat. He is able to govern his cotton rat population at will by regulating 
the cotton rat environment. What we now need is an equivalent technique for 
each of the dozens of important rodent species. 

The importance of rodent management is growing rather than shrinking. 
It seeme to me very likely that any region which hae resorted to « highly 
artificial kind of agriculture. and all regions which are tolerating the abuse 
of land, are likely to develop serious rodent problems. In Wisconsin, for 
instance, the snowshoe rabbit hae in past years been the only important prodlen. 
This year we have had an outbreak of meadow mice with consequent damage to 
alfalfa haystacks of such intensity that something muat be done. I think it 
probable that thie new rodent problen simply reflects the artificiality of dairy 
agriculture, and meadow mice may not be the last problem to emerge. Very likely 
additional ones are in the offing. 

Pittman-oberteon funds would seem to provide at least one financial 
resource for rodent reséarch. The diversion of a fixed fraction of rodent 
poisoning funds would likewise seen to be good insurance that we have not to 
rely on poisoning forever under any and all circumstances. 

You say in your letter that “much of this work is being done under other 
long-time projects of the Bureau." It is not clear whether you intend this 
to apply to the rodent problem, but if the Bureau has adequate ecological 
work on rodents under way, I have failed to hear about it. I would like to 
help get an adequate program under way, and undoubtedly the Bureau should carry 
a large part of it.
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I of course do not deceive myself, Leo, that we can adequately discuss 
these things by letter. I am just giving you a rough outline in the hope 
that there will be an early opportunity to talk it over. 

With beet regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

. f#lde Leopold, Chairzan 
ec Technical Tastitute Technical Committee 

Committee 
Aired



IN REPLY REFER TO ADDRESS ONLY THE 
% CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR : 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON 

October 6, 1939. 

Mre Aldo S- Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

We have noted that you were able to visit the Texas Cooperative 
Wildlife Research Station and spend a few hours with Dr. Taylor and 
his co-workers. Mr. Ernest Ge Holt of the Soil Conservation Service 
also told me he enjoyed his visit with you. 

As a result of your trip, Dre Taylor submitted, at your request, 
three considerations for the attention of the Technical Committee of 
the American Wildlife Institute: 

"(1) Provision should be made for long-time 
research projectse Only in this way can 
the more difficult and important jobs be 
donee Additional funds for full-time 
workers, whether derived from private 
sources, federal goverment, or State, 
would helps Students in training often 
have to give up a problem just when it 
becomes most significant or interesting. 

"(2) Investigations of rodents, their relations 
to soils, forage, carnivores, and game, are 
of undoubted importance and should be given 
attention, at least in the Southwest and West. 

"(3) Studies of the flesh-eaters should receive 
emphasise This should include both birds 
and memmals, but particularly the mountain 
lion, coyote, bobcat and wolf." 

As you well know, our graduate training is, of course, on a short- 
time basis; however, most of our cooperative research units have a 
long-range program, in which these students contribute short-time phases. 
The only other solution to this situation would be to employ research 
assistants on an expanded program of the work now being done to provide



for such long-time projects being carried out under the continued 
work of one or more men. 

While Dr. Taylor implies that we need to do a great deal more 
than we are doing at present on these problems, he has not care= 
fully considered that much of this work is being done under other 
long-time projects of the Bureau and by other Sections in the Research 
Division. 

I would appreciate any comments you may have to make on the 
work of the Units as you were able to view them on your recent trip. 

Sincerely yours, 

i to a Se a 
Leo K+ Couch; Assistant Chief, 
Division of Wildlife Research. 

Enclosure 16684 

2



THE INTERIOR 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF SG@RIGUEGRE 
BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

TEXAS COOPERATIVE WILDLIFE RESEARCH UNIT 
IN REPLY REFER TO 

COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS 

September 27, 1939 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold; 

At your request I submit for consideration of 
the technical committee of the American Wildlife Institute 
the following: 

(1) Provision should be made te-preride for 
long-time research projects. Only in this 
way can the more difficult and important jobs 
be done. Additional. funds for full-time 

: workers, whether derived from private sources, 
federal government, or State, would help. 
Students in training often have to give up 
a problem just when it becomes most significant 
or interesting. 

(2) Investigations of rodents, their relations 
to soils, forage, carnivores, and game, are 
of undoubted importance and should be given 
attention, at least in the Southwest and West. 

a 

(3) Studies of the flesh-eaters should receive 
emphasis. This should inelude both birds end 

: mammals, but particularly the mountain lion, 

coyote, bobcat end wolf. 

Very sincerely, 
ee 

Vel eee Veen 
Walter P. Taylor 
Leader 

wpt: gwd



42k University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management daly 24, 1939 

Mr. G. M. Palmer, Jr. 

American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. 6. : 

Dear Morts 

As previously stated my tentative suggestions 
for the use of the $3,000 fund were not acceptable to Dr. 
Beli, and now that he has begun to develop his own over- 
head system, it would seem wisest that we quietly with- 
draw, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
ene) Professor of Wildlife Management



IN REPLY RFFER TO” ADDRESS ONLY THE 
CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON 

July 21, 1939. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
Division of Wildlife Management, 

University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I am glad to have your letter of July 6, suggesting the desirabil- 

ity of consideration and discussion of the points that you raise, and that 

you are in accord with our plan to detail experienced unit leaders to help 

those who have had less experience, as in the case of Dr. Lawrence E. Hicks. 

In addition to this, we have recently made some changes in our organization 

set-up here with a view to having our various section heads and experts 

associated with them make more effective contact with these cooperative 

units. We appreciate the importance of adequate supervision and while we 

are painfully aware of our limitations in this respect, we shall do the best 

we can to maintain adequate contact with these cooperative units. 

The judgment of a number of men in the college is necessarily involved 

in selection of graduate students. I can appreciate some of the difficulties 

involved in present practices in the selection of graduate students but we 

shall do the best we know how in getting a high-type of student selected in 

the first place and to maintain high standards of scholarship and accomplish- 

ment during their period of training. 

Campus pressures, to which you allude, not to say anything of campus 

squabbles, are an ever present source of difficulty and here again we can 

only do our best to keep a line on such things and to see that they do not 

do damage. 

We realize also the pressure on men to publish results of their work. 

The brief 15-minute "reports" have been a source of difficulty due to the 

fact that it was not possible in many cases to let the men know definitely 

well in advance whether or not they would be authorized to attend these meet- 

ings and in getting the various papers submitted in time for adequate admin- 

istrative and editorial attention. 

I greatly appreciate the spirit in which your letter was written and 

we shall endeavor to keep closely in touch with the Technical Committee with 

a view to improving the work to the utmost. It might be well for you to 

check up on the $3,000 Institute fund as it is my understanding that this 

money was not allotted by the Institute. 

Sincerely yours, 

W. B. Bell, Chief, 

Division of Wildlife Research.
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yok University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management July 6, 1939 

Dr. W. B. Bell 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
U. S. Department of Agriculture 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Dr. Bell: 

One of the best bits of news which has come my way in recent 
months is the report that Lawrence Hicks is visiting the wildlife units. 

I infer that this is your opening move on the matter the Technical 
Committee discussed with you, Dr. Gabrielson, and Mr. Couch at Detroit, 

namely more advisory supervision for the units. 

I am delighted at this evidence that you are working the matter 
out internally. I hope you will go a lot further in putting the units in 
contact with men who have personally done (and published) the kind of work 
the units are supposed to do. To use the more experienced unit leaders as 
the advisors of the less experienced seems to me admirable. As long as you 
make headway along this line, you may be assured that the Technical Committee 
will be content. 

Now that you have begun to work out a solution of this problem, 
I feel free to offer you, and the committee, an analysis of it which I wrote 

after coming home from Detroit, but which I hesitated to send you because you 
did not then seem convinced that a problem exists. This is a personal 
expression, and I offer it as a target for comment, hoping thus to crystallize 
viewpoints. 

How much supervision is needed? When Stoddard and I supervised 
the five ammnition fellowships we gave them a month each of field time per 
year, but at that several of them were insufficiently serviced. Those were 
one-man units. Your units are mech larger, and while they have the benefit 
of a decade of accumulated technique, they have the handicap of four instead 
of two cooks stirring the broth, and of being located (many of them) in small 
inexperienced institutions where scientific and conservation standards are 
less highly developed than at those in which we worked. 

It is physically impossible for you and Mr. Couch alone to give 
each of ten units a month of field time, and the other members of the staff 
seem to visit them seldom. 

What is meant by supervision? I have no notion that the units are 
loafing on the job. On the contrary, my strong impression is that some unit 
leaders are over-exerting themselves. Neither have I any notion that all 

unit leaders are equally in need of guidance; some are quite as able to 

paddle their own boat as you or I.
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Quality of research personnel. Are all the unit leaders suf- 
ficiently "choosy" in selecting men? In cases accidentally known to me, 
units have taken on graduate students whom I had culled as not sufficiently 

able. Are we sure that student selections are rigidly scrutinized after a 
period of trial? 

On the average campus graduate students are selected "by mail," 
i.e., on the basis of letters, photographs, and grades. My experience is 
that for wildlife research this is an insufficient "sieve" for human material 
"Supervision," in respect of this question, is a matter of moral backing for 
the unit leaders in adopting more stringent standards. Can such backing be 
given unless the supervisors are around long enough to go into individual 
cases? Generalized admonitions are useless. 

Campus pressures. I never imew of a unit not subjected to local 
pressure of one sort or another. To detect, anticipate, and help ward off 
these situations takes an inordinate amount of time. I have known personally 
of campus pressures, damaging to the unit on which they were exerted, which 
I am almost sure, from correspondence with your office, the U.S.B.S. was 
unaware of. 

Not infrequently the danger lies not in campus groups pressing 
each other, but rather ignoring each other. One graduate of a unit, a "joint 
major" in forestry and wildlife, called on me this spring fér help in finding 
a job. I learned that he did not know the name of and had never read the papers 
of the principal wildlife researcher on his own campus. 

These cases are a matter of somebody with an outside point of view 
Simply "being around" long enough to absorb local situations. The mere 
presence of an independent outsider is often of great help in bringing adjust- 

4 ments. 

Quality of publications. I detect in some units a scramble to get 
into print. One cannot put the brakes on such a situation without being 
around long enough to soak up the detail sympathetically and fully. Generalized 
admonitions are useless. g 

; ; It was clear even in the 15-mimte "reports" at Detroit that some 
units are proceeding on expensive investigations without knowing the literature 
bearing on their projects. They "haven't time to read." There is no short 
remedy for this. No supervisor who mst travel in a high lope from one unit 
to another can know the literature himself. 

Are we sure that budding authors in each unit have good consultation 
in statistical theory, in editing, in library work, and inthe dozens of new 
scientific "fields" (from animal psychology to physiology) which are opening 
up month by month? These consulting services cannot all be delivered by any 
individual, but any good advisor with enough time can find out what consultation 

is needed, whether it is available onthe campus. The literature being published 
by som units definitely shows the lack of rudtmentary statistical consultation.
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Discussion. The foregoing merely attempts to define what the 
Technical Committee had in mind when it used the term "advisory supervision." 

I hope it conveys to you the thought that the Technical Committee ‘ 
is thinking mere of servicing than of fault-finding. 

The Technical Committee is worrying only about this: that it is 
certifying to the trustees that their dollars are being well spent, when it 

(the committee) cannot possibly know whether this is true, and when it seems 
in some degree doubtful whether you know it. It is encouraging to me that 

you have now started measures for a better check. Incidentally, what shall 

we do with the $3,000 the Institute set up? Now that you are handling the 

thing internally, I take it the Institute set-up will not be needed. Is this 

correct? 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold, Chairman 
Institute Technical Committee 

cc Technical Committee 
C. M. Palmer, Jr. 

‘Unk net 

Penncte



424 University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management May 17, 1939 ! 

Mr. Karl F. Legler 4 
University Museums 
Aon Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Karl: 

I have read your merganser report with interest, but have few ; 
suggestions to make. 

In such spots as page 18, it seems pretty shaky to attribute lack 
of catch in sampling seines to merganser predation. I have no particular 
reeson to doubt it was mergansers, but the "mst" seems unjustified. 

Page 12: Most ducks have excess males. Is there differential 
migration? If so, the males rather than females would tend to stay north. 

I'm sorry it wasn't possible to measure the efficacy of drives, 
in terms of reduced birds. 

I'm sorry there is no light on the trend of merganser populations, 
or on the size of the present kill for control purposes. 

I'm sorry you couldn't at least speculate on the gross volume of 
merganser-trout predation in terms of trout population {now that so many 
trout Gcensuges are taken) and trout mortality from other causes, as fishing. 

Seems to me the fish food intake could well have been compared 
with that of other ducks and other birds. 

In general, I have no criticism of the "policy" aspect of the paper. 
My main impression is that more imagination might have been used in planning 
the work and the presentation. 

I know from experience, though, how easy it is to find incomlete- 
ness in the other fellow's work. I really have no yardstick for judging. 

Report returned herewith. Can you route a spare copy to the members 
of the Pechnical Committee? 

Best personal regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
ene] Professor of Wildlife Management



: INSTITUTE FOR FISHERIES RESEARCH CN Tae 
DIVISION OF FISHERIES pa 

MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION unr 
COOPERATING WITH THE q 

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
ALBERT S. HAZZARD, PH.D. 

ADDRESS 
DIRECTOR 

UNIVERSITY MUSEUMS 
May 12, 1939 ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold; 

Enclosed find manuscript report of merganser 
study by Cooperative Fish Management Research Unit 
which is being submitted for your suggestions, 
criticisms, and approval before publication. 

Would you please be so kind as to return the 
report, with your valued notations, at your earliest 
convenience. 

With sincere thanks for your cooperation in 
assuring proper balance in these reports, I am, 

Very truly yours, 

INSTITUTE FOR FISHERIES RESEARCH 
A. S. Hazzard, Director 

focal Ws Cet ZA aa 

By Karl F. Lagler, In Ghkrge a 
Predator Investigations 
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424 University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management april 6, 1939 

Mr. C. M. Palmer, Jr. 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mort: 

Frankly, the farm project was written with myself in mind 
as available to execute it. It is merely the follow-up on what I am 
already doing on two of my areas, one or both of which must probably be 
discontinued because I lack funds to pay the travel and keep of the students 
through whom I work. If I am forced to drop these areas it will interrupt 
records five to ten years long, as well as the start which I think I have 
made toward the rebuilding of farmer sentiment. 

I do not imply, however, that this is the only place where a project 
of that kind could be undertaken. I think Rudolf Bennitt of Missouri is 
equally qualified. I think Ohio hae an excellent start with farmers, but I 
am unable to certify whether or not the man-power for leadership is on hand. 

I hardly know what to make of it that anyone is really interested 
in so fundamental a venture. I thought all donors of funds were short-cut 
people who wanted to tackle the easy and the obvious. I am keen to help 
Mr. Doremus and you in every way possible. Of course, personal contact is 
the only real way to talk over this kind of a thing. I am at your command. 

I don't remember the figures which I used in the farm project as 
submitted to you, but I know that I could save my two areas for a very 
moderate sun. 

I am anxious that the party you have in mind get a clear picture 
of what I am driving at. Perhaps the attached papers will give the picture. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Wildlife Management 

Natural History, the Forgotten Science 
The Farmer as a Conservationist



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER fee ei 
Viee-Chatrman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE. INSTITUTE Meera 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 fie DORMS 
Chairman Executive Committee FESS 
ae INVESTMENT BUILDING, \/ASHINGTON, D. C. HENRY P. DAVIS 

Chairman Technical Committee Eh lt 

April 3, 1939 ; 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have your letter of the 30th relative 
to locating the farm project at the University of 
Delaware. 

I am not so sure that it is absolutely 
essential thet this project go to the University of 
Delaware but I think Ted felt it would be very 
desirable and engender more interest on the pert of i 
the sponsors if it could be located where they could 
actually see what was going on occasionally. 

Where would you prefer to locate this 
project? Can you give us at least three possible 
places where the work could be handled as you 
would like to see it handled and under the proper 
auspices and supervision? Could you go so far as 
to name individuals under whose supervision you 
would like to see the work undertaken at these 
different institutions? 

As Ted has a real hot prospect here I 
would really like to go to town and put this deal 
over in the best possible manner. I think it is up 
to us to prepare the project in every detail as it 
should be done on an ideel basis and then try to work 
out the details with the sponsor as best we may. . 

Very sincerely yours, 

C. M. Palmer, Jr. 

Acting Secretary 
Pg . 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D.C, 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

March 6, 1939¢ 

Mre Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mre Leopold: 

Your letter of February 20 was held until I could confer with 

Dr. Bell, Couch, and Dr. Jackson, in the Research Divisione 

As you will recall, I discussed the matter with you in Detroit 
and felt thet it would be worth while to have you personally visit 
the cooperative units, find out for yourself the work under way to 
which the Americen Wildlife Institute contributes, and report to 

the Institute eny suggestions or changes you think would strengthen 
the programe 

I am a little perturbed over the possibility of confusion in 
the proposed objectives you have in mind, as stated in your letter, 

end the selection of so-called "scientific advisors." Our ow 
personnel, representing all sections of our Research Division, are 
in frequent touch with the units and are constantly consulted in the 
details of program development, particularly where the program touches 
on their special lines of investigation. I would much prefer to see 
contacts with the units made by the members of the Technical Committee 
as such, rather then as scientific advisors to the unitse Such visits 
could well be scheduled, including itineraries, through the Research 
Division, and any reports and recommendations resulting from these 
visits could later be taken up with the unit leaders in the regular 
administretive procedure; otherwise confusion of procedure and policy 
would almost certainly result. 

We feel thet your committee, and you personally, would enjoy 
meeting with the ten units, examine the field projects and demonstra- 

tion areas, confer with the graduate students, and obtain the views 
of State conservation officials on this type of cooperation.



me at 

Mr. Aldo Leopold - 3/6/39 

Kindly feel free to take the matter up further if this 
letter does not conform with the ideas you had in mind in contact- 
ing the units. I hope you see your way clear to personally visit 
the units. We will do all we can to make such contacts worth while 
to maintain the good working reletionship we now enjoy with the 
American Wildlife Institute. 

Very truly yours, 

“> t ? 
; ne , Pit [b/ abun 

Chief. / 

-
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February 20, 1939 : 

Hon. Frederic C. Waleott 
Norfolg, Conme 

Dear Senator: 

The following report gives the gist of the statements and recommenda- 
tions I mede to the Trustees of the American Wildlife Institute at the 
annuel meeting on February 14, covering the fish management work te be ‘ 
sponsored during the coming year. The report has been delayed e few days 
es i've been down with the nasty respiratory infection that’s been going 
the rounds. ‘ 

We appreciate the vote of the Trustees to allow $3200 for the aid 
of fish projects as outlined. It wes not quite cleer to me: 

(1) Whether this is an appropriation cont raising of 
certain funds from the Associated Teekle uannutactarstee ce roe other 
sources; and 

(2) Whether the $3200 ineludes the last 2 checks of $500 each sent 
_by the institute to continue the operation of the Cooperative Fish Man- 
“epi Tait at the University of Michigan; and ‘ 

(3) Whether the ate can is definitely for a one-year period, 
end if se whether for the 1939 calender year or for the fiscal year be~ 
ginting July 1, 19893 and ; 

(4) Whether I should contact any or ell of the agencies or individe 
uels concerned so thet plans can be made for carrying out the projects. 

The projects below ere listed in the order in which I would give 
them preference. I would be glad to carry on preliminary negotiations 
for the establishment of the projects and to keep an eye on them during 
operations, if that should be the pleasure of the Trustees and of the 
feehnical Committee. If so, I would want to have — advice as to 
whieh projeets sre favored end how the figeal and atrangenents had 
best be made. 

the first project of the first Cooperative Fish venageaent Unit was 
duly reported upon at the meeting, and is regarded by the Techaieal Cam- 
mittee of heaving been suecessful of results in (1) training workers; 
(2) bringing conflicting conservation interests Cnastmaes (0) uneover ing 
now facts regerding predation on fishes; (4) determining under what con- 
ditions the predation in nature and ebout hatcheries may be considered 
on important factor in fish productions (6) devising means of controlling 
the hermful predation in the most desirable way. Of course we could go 
on indefinitely in this line of work, but we believe it advisable to refer 
such continuing investigations to regular official agencies.
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The projects for the yeor may be classed under three headings: ; ly 

I. ROUWOING OUT OF PROJECT OF PREDATION INVESTIGATIONS AT THE COOPERATIVE 

‘ISH MANAGEMENT UNIT (UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN). 

[As mentioned above, possibly one or both of the last 2 checks of #500 : 

each to support this project are te be considered in this budget} ‘ 

(A), Laboratory and clerical assistance in preparing reports, until July 1, 

1989 (application already made to Henry Davis) ssecess)200 

(B)p Similar assistance during summer of 1989 (field expenses to be paid by ' 

iiehigan) oeeeees$100 
i . 

(¢) Additional fund needed to earrjy Legler on project through Summer + + «4200 
; 

se Total $500 

TX.PROJECTS TO DISSEMINATE INFORMATION AND ENCOURAGE RESKARCH IN FISH 

‘ 
MANAGEMENT ‘ 

(A) eRenewed grant to pay fer the publication of biological contributions 

; fundamental to fish management. Former eid of this sort helped immense- 

ly to encourage work aleng this line, to spread information, and to ore 

genize the field; and the new grant would promise like help. It is still 

much needed. The summ requested would be made to last @ year or DOr ee 

ooeeeestSO0 

(B)eHonorerius for an outstanding contribution to fish management during 

the years recipient to be selected by Technical Committee. This should 

provide good publicity, should encourage several workers to make evail- “ 

able their outstanding contributions and help te develop the fields. $250 

ee een 

Total $750 

Ili. NEW PROJECTS 

Under the circumstances prevailing, it is recommended that additional 

funds available for aid in sor etre Teenie cen best de spent 

during the year in « number of pro, 3, which will: 

(1) Train several workers who will be in a positio to take a leading 

pert in the development of fish managenent as this activity atteins ite. 

expected rapid growth in the near wbures and at the sane time 

(2) Spread the idea of fish management over the countrys; endat the 

seme time also 

(8) Start relling or push over projects which would not likely be 

handled by reguler operating agencies. 

(&) Training of wen for development of fish management work in Texas. It 

is very importent that such work be furthered in the South. A very 

real handicap is the lack of easily available information of the species 

of fish inhabiting the fresh-waters. ‘wo months work and use of the 

libvaries, collections and wmpublished date at the University of Nich- 

igen would save two years of getting underway in the field. Dr, Kelshaw 

‘onhal staff m of the Wildlife at Texas Ao gb! College desires to take
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advantage of the opportunity mentioned above, and Dr. Walter ?. Taylor, 
in charge of the Texes Unit, has requested the needed financial aid, 
which can not otherwise be supplied as funds are otherwise ear-marked. 
Comteet with fish management work in practice in Michigen would alse 
be valuable. Project would load ints a project for a zreatly needed 
treatise on the fresh-water fiches of Texa6eeecsss.$250 

(8) Yellowship for Inter-mountain Wegtin. A request of Dr, Stillman Wright, 
T6S+ Bureau of Fisheries regionel biologist at Logan, Utah (covering 
et present area from crest of Sierras to Rocky Mounteins) discloses 
thet he has insufficiont funds in sight to support « single assistant 
or fellow, He hes a fine young prospect he wishes to keep for a year, : 
then send east (probablyte “ychigan), to work on the problem of the \ 
Whitefish and trout of Bear Lake, in Idaho and Utah, ‘This is en im- 4 
portant question, and the training of esnother worker for the Inter- \ 
mountain region is even more vitel. Contingent upon the feilure of ' 
the Bureau to previde for this fellowship, the Institute might well 
de sos-——partly to show up the inddequate support of interior work by i 
the Sureau. The problen is inter-state, so Ttah can 19+ come to the i 
FOBCUO ss 000008500 i 

(C) Training of Cenadien worker. The University of Toronto with its Ont~ i 
ario ‘isheries Research Laborsteury is the leading center for fresh= i 
water fisheries work in Cenadas fx. WeJeK. arkness, Director of the a 
Laboratory, wants to send one of their wost promising young fisheries 4 
students to the ‘miversity of Michigen for a year to learn our methods 
and ideas. I have coutacted the candidate and find him very promising. . 
No ether funds are evailehle., 1% would seem very profitable, and a | 

fine gesture, to provide this one-year fellowship in the United States 
oe0000eS500 

(D) Study of effects of parasites on basse In many northern lakes pare= 
sites stunt the small-mouthed bess and reader them sterile. 1, one lake 
in Minnesota Prof. Eddy of the state university feels he has a chance 
of learning the reason for the destructive parasitization, and possibly 
a remedy, He wants to put one of his staff (salary already paid) on he 
project for 3 yeers. He can de this if $200 field expenses & year ere 
provided. Lake survey and growth studies associated with the perasite 
investigation would be cerried on by other funds, but ‘ihe atate is not 
quite ready to support the field work on the fundement* parasite prob- 
lem, The institute could thus effectively cooperste in the project, 
and help train another investigator +.s+e+ef200 

(8) Preliminary studies on relation of commereial fishery to sport fishery 
in Lake of the Woods. This is a vitel problem in fish senagement. The 
main research would be costly ($8000 or $10000 e year for several years), 
but there are prospects it will be wndertaken by Minnesoba and the Sur- 
eau of Pisheries cooperatively. It is unlikely, however, that arrange- 
ments will be consummated for about three years. Whenthe job is under- 
taken the investigators would give their eye-teeth for data on the 
abundance and growth rate of the fishes during previous years. The 
Tastitute would provide the means of obtaining this biological ground 
work for the intensive investigetion, and help train another worker, 
by providing $600 e year for summer work. The Fisheries Laboratory et 
the University of Minnesota would cooperate finencielly and otherwise 
in the PPOJeCteseee4 085000 ‘ 

Total $1950 

Grend total $3200
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If the entire sum of $8200 should be availeble for these projects end 

eny of the items listed should uct need support (for instance if the Bureau 
of Fisheries allows the fellowship at Logan, Utah, on project III B), we t 
have a number of alternative projects. I have presented only those outlined Y 
at the frustee's meeting. : 

The work under each project could be done under the following auspices: We 

Project Auspices Amount j 

i (ac) Cooperative Fish Management Unit, University $500 a 
7 of Michigan (through Carl L. Stubbs) 4 

II (A=8) Technics} Coamittes 750 | 
i III (A) Texas Unit (Welter P. Teylor) or Michigan if 
: Tait (Carl Ie Hubbe) 250 

(B) Oteh Unit (D.I, Resmussen) 800 | 
(¢) Michigan Unit 600 

(De#) piace ge ear’ Uciversity of Minnesota 700 iv 
; Prof. Samvel Eddy a 

“FEI 

; TECHNICAL COMMITTEE 

by Carl L, Bubbs 

Copy to Technical Committee 

|
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4ol University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Management February 20, 1939 

Mr. Henry P. Davis 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Henry: 

This letter will serve as a brief summary of the work of the 

Technical Committee in conjunction with the Wildlife Conference at Detroit 
February 13-15. 

The committee met Sunday afternoon, February 12, and heard the 

reports of the ten units. All members were present except Stoddard and Ellis. 

At another meeting Monday morning we heard the reports of the 
Michigan fish predation study and the Delta waterfowl project. 

Scientific Advisors. As a result of the impressions gained from 

these reports, the Committee recommended to the trustees on February 13 
that the Institute set up the sum of $3,000 to be used for the employment of 
scientific advisors for the ten units. The idea is to retain selected men, 
for such periods as they may be available. They will visit one or more units 
and advise field workers on their projects. 

The new plan proceeds on the assumption that administrative super- 
vision is already adequate, but that more scientific supervision is needed. 

Mr. Gabrielson and Mr. Couch expressed their approval of this scheme. 

It is understood that administrative authority will remain lodged 
as at present in the Biological Survey supervisory system. 

The Committee will proceed by and with the advice of Mr. Couch to 
see whose services may be obtained under this allotment. 

Training Fish Men. A special appropriation of $3,200 was made by 
the trustees for training fish men in accordance with detail laid out by Dr. 
Eubbs. 

Delta Project. Wo formal action was taken on the Delta project, but 
it is my understanding that it will be continued, and I hope that the budget 
of $2,500 submitted with my letter of Jamary 13 my be approved in the near 
future.
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New Projects. Two requests for new funds for new purposes 
have been filed with the Committee during the year, as follows: 

fT. H. Bissonnette - Effects of Light on Birds and Mammals 
Harold S. Peters - Aerial Survey of Labrador Peninsula 

These have been held pending an opportunity for the Committee 
to meet. I will now proceed to reply to these requests, stating that the 
Institute is not able to embark on new projects at this time. 

Fish Predation Project. I failed to record a clear statement 
of the financial status of this project. If there is any ambiguity, will 

Dr. Eubbs please take the matter up directly with the Institute? 

The general policy underlying all these actions is, as I under=- 
stand it, as follows: The Committee feels that excellent progress has been 
made, but that the thing to do at present is to consolidate our position 
and insure the success of our going projects, rather than to embark on new 

projects. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold, Chairman 
Institute Technical Committee 

ce Committee 
Pirnie 
Couch 
Gabrielson



MINUTES OF THE MEETING y 
of the bt jor 

BOARD OF TRUSTEES yo Se 
of the yar ee 

AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE ee ue 
February 14, 1939 4” 

At the call of the President, Frederic C. Walcott, the Fourth Annual 

Meeting of the Board of Trustees of the American Wildlife Institute was held in the 

Hotel Statler, Detroit, Michigan, on February 14, 1939. As usual the Board convened 

during the period of the Fourth North American Wildlife Conference held under the 

auspices of the Institute. 

Roll call found the following members of the Board present in person: 

Frederic C. Walcott, Presiding T. BE. Doremus 

Dr. Ae A. Allen Karl T. Frederick ‘ 
C. Ke Davis Seth Gordon 

Karl Kinnear 

Others represented by written proxies were as follows: 

Roy F. Atwood Frank W. Lovejoy 
A. Re Benson L. B. Maytag 
R. Re. Me Carpenter Orson D. Munn 
Harry Chandler Bradford Norman, Jr. ; 
Frank L. Cheek Herbert L. Pratt 
A. Le Cole John L. Pratt 
W. P. Conway Edgar M. Queeny 
Harvey C. Couch Milton A. Reckord 
Fe Be Davis; dre Jesse J. Ricks 
Antonio del Conde Juan Ruiz 
Bernard W. Doyle W. B. Spencer 
A. Felix du Pont Leslie M. Stratton 

f Frank B. Foster M. C. Treadway 
William B. Greeley L. W. T. Waller, Jr. 
Alfred 0. Gross E. F.Warner 
He F. Harper C. A. Wheatley 
Harry B. Hawes Harold A. White 
Gene A. Howe C. E,. Wiekman 
Irving H. Larom Juan Zinser 

There being present seven members of the Board in person and thirty-eight 

others by proxy, the necessary quorum was available and the meeting proceeded on an 

official basis. Proxies were ordered filed with the records of the meeting. 

Others present were: Aldo Leopold, Chairman of the Technical Committee, 

Dr. Carl L. Hubbs and Gardiner Bump of the same Committee, Dr. Miles D. Pirnie, 

Director of the W. K. Kellogg Bird Sanctuary of Michigan State College, Karl Lagler, 

in charge of the Cooperative Fish Research Unit of the Institute at the University
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of Michigan, Leo K. Couch of the U. S. Bureau of Biological Survey, in charge of the 

active work of the Cooperative Research Program of the Institute, and Stanley T. 

Boggess, William McCormick, and C. M. Palmer, Jr. of the Institute staff. 

Proof of the required notice of meeting was submitted in the form of a 

copy of the letter sent by Secretary Davis to all Board members on January 27, 1939. 

It was moved and seconded that the reading of the minutes of the last 

annual meeting be waived and that they be filed as prepared by the Secretary. 

The Treasurer submitted his report as of December 31, 1938 and it was 

moved that this report be accepted and filed. 

The only Committee Chairman prepared to make a report was Aldo Leopold 

of the Technical Committee. 

Leopold explained that he felt it inadvisable to expand the Institute's 

research and demonstration program at this time by the under taking of additional 

research projects. He felt rather that more emphasis should be placed on insuring 

the success of the projects already undertaken. He said that the administration 

supervision by Mr. Couch was entirely adequate but that the projects also needed 

scientific supervision or a consulting service and that no one man could give both 

administrative and scientific help to a dogen units. It was his feeling that compe- 

tent scientific advisers should visit each of the research projects at intervals 

and discuss with the workers the problems before each unit. Administrative responsi- 

bility would remain exactly as at presente 

He indicated that there are two types of research men who might be 

considered for this service. The first is a man of the "practical" type such as 

Herbert L. Stoddard of our Technical Committee, the other a man of “scholarly” type 

such as Charles Elton of Oxford University. 

He expressed the feeling that funds utilized for such a consulting ser- 

vice would accomplish more than similar amounts spent on new worke Three thousand 

dollars per year was the figure set as the probable cost of such consulting work. 

Leopold continued his discussion by pointing out that wildlife researon 

as such does not rate as “science” among scientific foundations. He stated that
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regularly endowed biological foundations should be contributing to wildlife research 

but none had yet done so. 

He stressed one fundamental weakness of wildlife research which must be : 

overcome before real and continued progress can be expected. This is the lack of 

continuity in wildlife research and management programs. This very point was dis- 

cussed the day prior when the Technical Committee met with the leaders of the coopera- 

tive research and demonstration projects to report progress and consider the present 

situation. It seemed to be the most important single item of concern to all members 

of each of these two groups. It is futile, pointed out Leopold, to embark on such 

research projects as, for example, the Delta waterfowl project without some assurance 

of “follow through" for a period of yearse . 

Dr. Miles D. Pirnie had been invited to attend the meeting to tell about 

the Delta project and he was then called upon. 

He explained the lack of essential information regarding waterfowl nesting 

and rearing envirorment. He pointed out that few ornithologists are able to pick up 

a young duckling and tell the species; none is as yet able to tell its age by the 

plumage or by any other means. He explained the preliminary investigations at the 

Bell Ranch in Manitoba and described how ideally situated it is for waterfowl study. 

“He explained its location on an area which accommodates a dozen species of important 

game ducks, under the capable and interested supervision of a man (Edward Ward) 

eager to cooperate in the worke The well equipped hatchery provides a controlled 

laboratory for comparative study of both wild and hand reared ducks. And finally he 

indicated that the right student, Albert Hochbaum, was available to do the work. 

This project will cost in the neighborhood of $2,800.00, according to Mr. Leopold. 

Dr. Pirnie said that the Biological Survey is increasing its study of 

Canadian waterfowl nesting conditions. These two projects should complement each 

other nicely. He also said that the Hudson's Bay Company plans to develop and manage 

extensive marshes for fur=bearers. This will improve conditions for waterfowl im= 

measurably, but greater knowledge of breeding requirements is needed to take full 

advantage of such work.
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Mr. Doremus proposed the question: Have we anything at Delta that Ducks 

Unlimited wants? Leopold answered that Ducks Unlimited had already offered to help 

support the Delta Project. The offer was declined on the grounds that there were 

already four cooperators and it seemed umvise to set up a fifth. He pointed out, 

however, that the marsh restoration program of Ducks Unlimited needed the kind of 

technical information now being gathered at Delta. 

The discussion then veered around to fish and Dr. Carl L. Hubbs took the 

floor. He described the work of the Cooperative Fish Research Project of the Insti- 

tute at Ann Arbor and urged that no break be permitted in these studies. He, too, 

bemoaned the same lack of continuity in wildlife research work that Leopold had 

discussede 

He pointed out that in the field of inland fisheries management the U.S. 

Bureau of Fisherics has been of little help. Ho offered as an example the fact that 

Stillman Wright of the Bureau is pleading for $500.00 for a much needed student 

assistant. And, further, Paul Needham, operating over most of the mountain region 

of the Southwest for the Bureau of Fisheries, has an operating budget of but $965.00 

for the remainder of the fiseal year. 

While uncertain of sources of support for fish management studies, Dr. 

Hubbs anticipates greater continuity of activity in this ficld. Mr. C. K. Davis 

suggested that an act similar to the Pittman-Robertson Act might be a legitimate 

source of support for these studies. 

It was pointed out that funds were not the only need. Men, too, adequate- 

ly trained and experienced in fish management were also lacking in numbers to 

properly supervise programs of great proportions. Dr. Hubbs suggested that it might 

be a perfectly logical expenditure for the Institute to provide $500.00 needed for 

the student assistant for Stillman Wright. Seth Gordon urged same measure of control 

over such funds if appropriated. Senator Walcott, however, felt it a more proper 

procedure to approach tho Secretary of Commerce to see first whether such necessary i 

funds could be provided by the Bureau of Fisheries itself. 

Dr. Hubbs then listed a series of several much needed projects, funds for
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which he proposed that the Institute provide. These are as follows: 

I. ROUNDING OUT OF PROJECT OF PREDATION INVESTIGATIONS AT THE 
COOPERATIVE FISH MANAGEMENT UNIT (UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN) 

(As mentioned above, possibly one or both of the last 2 checks of $500 

each to support this project are to be considered in this budget ) 

(A) Laboratory and clerical assistance in preparing reports, until July 1, 
1939 (application already made to Honry Davis)....+.+$200.00 

(B) Similar assistance during summer of 1939 (field exponses to be paid by 
Michigan).....+.$100.00 

(C) Additional fund needed to carry Laglor on project through summer... .$200 

Total $500.00 

II. PROJECTS TO DISSEMINATE INFORMATION AND ENCOURAGE RESEARCH IN 
FISH MANAGEMENT 

(A) Renewed grant to pay for the pudlication of biological contributions 
fundamental to fish managemente Former aid of this sort helped immensely 
to encourage work along this line, to spread information, and to organize 
the field; and the new grant would promise like help. It is still much 
needede Tho sum requested would be made to last a year or more.»se$500 

(B) Honorarium for an outstanding contribution to fish management during the 
year: recipient to be selected by Technical Committee. This should pro- 
vide good publicity, should encourage several workers to make available 
their outstanding contributions and help to develop the field... +.$250 

Total $750.00 
III. NEW PROJECTS 

Under the circumstances prevailing, it is recommended that additional 
funds available for aid in developing fish management can best be spent 

during the year in a number of small short time projects, which will: 

(1) Train several workers who will be in a position to take a leading 
part in the development of fish management as this activity attains its 
expected rapid growth in the near future; and at the same time 

(2) Spread the idea of fish management over the country; and at the 

same time also 

(3) Start rolling or push over projects which would not likely be 
handled by regular operating agencies. 

(A) Training of man for development of fish management work in Texas. It 
is very important that such work be furthered in the South. A very real 
handicap is the lack of easily available information of the species of | 
fish inhabiting the fresh-waters. Two months work and use of the 
libraries, collections and unpublished data at the University of Mich- 

igan would save two years of getting underway in the field. Dr. Kelshaw 
Bonham of the Wildlife staff at Texas A. & M. College desires to take
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advantage of the opportunity mentioned above, and Dr. Walter P. Taylor, 

in charge of the Texas Unit, has requested the needed financial aid, 

which cannot otherwise be supplied as funds are otherwise earsmarked. 

Contact with fish management work in practice in Michigan would also be 

valuable. Project would lead into a project for a greatly needed 
treatise on the fresh-water fishes of Toxas...+++e$250.00 

(B) Fellowship for Inter-mountain region. A request of Dr. Stillman Wright, 

U. Se Bureau of Fisheries regional biologist at Logan, Utah (covering 

at present area from crest of Sierras to Rocky Mountains) discloses 

that he has insufficiont funds in sight to support a single assistant 

or fellow. He has a fine young prospect he wishes to keep for a yoar, 

then send east (probably to Michigan), to work on tho problem of the 

whitefish and trout of Bear Lake, in Idaho and Utah. This is an impor- 

tant question , and the training of another worker for the Inter-mountain 

region is even more vital. Contingent upon the failure of the Bureau to ; 

provide for this fellowship, the Institute might well do so, partly to 

show up the inadequate support of interior work by the Bureau. The 

problem is inter-state, so Utah can not come to the YE SCUC s+ 060 $500.00 

(C) Training of Canadian worker, The University of Toronto with its Ontario 
Fisheries Research Laboratory is the leading center for fresh-water 

fisheries work in Canada. Dr. WedsKe Harkness, Director of the Labora- 

tory, wants to send one of their most promising young fisheries students 

to the University of Michigan for a year to learn our methods and ideas. 

I have contacted the candidate and find him very promising. No other 

funds are available. It would seem very profitable, and a fine gesture, 

to provide this one-year fellowship in the United Stateses..e+$500.00 

(D) Study of effects of parasites on bass. In many northern lakes parasites 

stunt the small-mouthed bass and rendér them sterile. In one lake in 
Minnesota Prof. Eddy of the state university feels he has a chance of 
learning the reason for the destructive parasitization, and possibly a 
remedy. He wants to put one of this staff (salary already paid) on the 
project for 3 years. He can do this if $200 field expenses a year are 
provided. Lake survey and growth studies associated with the parasite 

! investigation could be carried on by other funds, but the state is not 
quite ready to support the ficld work on the fundamental parasite prob- 
leme The Institute could thus effectively cooperate in the project, } 

and help train another investigator. «+o».$200.00 

(E) Preliminary studies on relation of commercial fishery to sport fishery 
in Lake of the Woods. This is a vital problem in fish management. The 
main research would be costly ($8000 to $10000 a year for several years), 
put there are prospects it will be undertaken by Minnesota and the Bu- 
reau of Fisheries cooperatively. It is unlikely, however, that orrange- 
ments will be consummated for about three years. When the job is under- 
taken the investigators would give their eye-teeth for data on the 
abundance and growth rate of the fishes during previous years. The 
Institute would provide the means of obtaining this biological ground 
work for the intensive invostigation, and help train anothor worker, by 
providing $500 a year for summer work. The Fisheries Laboratory at the 

University of Minnesota would cooperate financially and otherwise in 
the project. osssee$500.00 : 

Total $1950.00 

Grand Total $3200.00
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If the entire sum of $3200 should be availablo for these projects and 

any of the items listed should not need support (for instance if the Burcau 

of Fisheries allows the followship at Logan, Utah, on projeet III B), we 

have a number of alternative projects. I have presented only those outlined 

at the Trustee's meeting. 

The work under each project could be done under the following auspices: 

Project Auspices Amount 

I (A-C) Cooperative Fish Management Unit, Univer sity $500 
of Michigan (through Carl L. Hubbs) 

II (AB) Technical Committee 750 

III (A) Texas Unit (Walter P. Taylor) or Michigan 
Unit (Carl L. Hubbs) 250 

(B) Utah Unit (D. I. Rasmussen) 500 

(¢c) Michigan Unit 500 

(D-E) Fisheries Laboratory, University of Minnesota 700 

(Prof. Samuel Eddy) Ce 

$3200 

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE 

by Carl Le Hubbs 

This program spread widely ovor the country would help train many men to 

fill the big gaps in personnol,thought Dr. Hubbs. Mr. Doremus asked: Why could we 

not train men in a government school on the style of West Point? Why would it not 

be possible to sell the government on the idea? 

Dr. Hubos replied that such a program would be too slow. It would take 

at least two years to get started. We need men NOW. It was suggested that men 

could be farmed out to centers of learning. The U. S. Bureau of Fisheries would ¢ 

have to be brought into line. ‘“Look twenty years ahead,” said Mr. Dorems. 

Senator Walcott questioned the desirability of pushing the government 

into socialized cducation. The subject was then dropped. 

Dr. Hubbs referred to the publication of fish management findings under 

a $600.00 grant made by the Institute several years ago. He stated that excellent 

results were secured. The money went to various technical journals for the publica- 

tion of vital papers. It lasted about three years and as the fund is now exhausted
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another such grant would be very much in order and would do a great deal of good. 

It was suggested that a prize be offered to stimulate outstanding work in 

fish and game management. It was felt that to encourage competition would bring out 

many excellent studies that have been hanging fire for a long time. ; 

Mr. Doremus proposed that important fish problems be presented to wealthy 

anglers. He felt that the financing of such studies could and should be “sold" to 

such mene Properly handled, he said, these men would undoubtedly be quite willing 

to put up at least $200.00 each for such important projects. 

Karl Lagler, in charge of the Cooperative Fish Research Unit at the 

University of Michigan, reported further on this study. He suggested work that 

might be undertaken with rich rewards and offered his own fish-predation work as an 

example. The completion of the study on the American merganser (abstract published 

in the January-February issue of AMERICAN WILDLIFE) after three weeks' work with 

Salyer in Washington was given as an example of the reports to follow: namely, those 

on the herons, kingfisher, water and garter snakes, and turtles. 

In addition to citing several of the other theoretical and practical 

results of this work, Lagler reported that the training of personnel had been an 

important function of this unit. The part-time assistant for the year 1937-38 has 

been employed in fisheries work by the Michigan Department of Conservation. One of 

the National Youth Administration assistants on this unit has received similar em- 

ployment. Provision for the training of two additional part-time assistants was 

made in February, 1939. 

At this point it was proposed that we appropriate, subjeot to the approvel 

of the Executive Committce, the $3,000.00 suggested by Leopold for the consultation 

service he discussed earlier in the meeting. ; 

It was then proposed by Mr. Kinnear that another appropriation of $3,200 

be made available, subject to the approval of the Executive Committee, for the 

several fish research projects outlined by Dr. Hubbs. 

Mr. Kinnear then proposed that the American Wildlife Institute sponsor a 

new bait and fly casting game developed to pepularize the sport of fishing. He
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explained that this was comparable to the position of skeet in the shotgun target 

shooting field. This sponsorship involves the Institute in nothing but the actual 

sponsorship of the game. It involves no cost or promotion operations. 

Dr. Hubbs suggested that such sponsorship would tie the Institute into 

the fish field more closely. He said that generally the Institute is considered a 

“game" organization which does not include fish in its activities. This would 

identify the Institute more definitely with fish work. 

Karl T. Frederick moved the appointment of a committee of two to consider 

this sponsorship. C. Ke Davis seconded this motion and the Chairman appointed Dr. 

' Carl Le Hubbs and Seth Gordon to make up the committee. The committee consulted 

with Mr. Kinnear promptly after the meeting and reported to Senator Waleott that it 

would scem advisable for the Institute to follow Mr. Kinnear's suggestion. 

C. Ke Davis commended the Technical Committee on the excellent work of 

the year. Seth Gordon also commented approvingly. Senator Walcott reversed the 

commendatory procedure by stating that if it weren't for C. Ks Davis there would be 

no such organization. 

There being no further business to consider, the meeting was adjourned. 

C. M. Palmer, Jdr., 

Acting Secretary



424 University Farm Place 
December &, 

Division of Wildlife Management rr Pare 

Mr. Henry P. Davis 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. 6. 

Dear Henry: 

I have never in forty years been as pressed for time as 
this winter, but I will come east for the Sloan Foundation matter 
if you can arrange it before December 20. After December 20 Starker 
will be home from California for the holidays and not even the 
President could draft me (in fact, he couldn't draft me anyhow). We 
are going quail hunting in Missouri, and I guess no further explan- 
ation need be made in your case. 

After Februery 1 it will be entirely impossible for me to 
make any trips except for the few days of the Conference, because ay 
new course comes on at that time. 

Honry, I appreciate your friendly and tolerant interest in 
the problems of the Technical Committee. I hate to be always the 
exponent of calamity, but as I learned from experience how hard it 
is to rune unit myself, I can't help but wonder how nine units could 
be started simltancously with a score of 100 per cent in their 
leaders. Since there has been only one replacement one mst infer 
that the score is 100 per cent. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management
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Come to the 

4th NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE CONFERENCE 

Sponsored by the 

AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE 
Prof. Aldo Leopold A Hoiel Statler, Detroit, Michigan 

424 University Fam Place FEBRUARY 13 to 17, 1939 

Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Thank you very much for your two letters of 
November 18th, copies of which have been forwarded to Ted Doremus, 
Senator Walcott, and C. K. Davis. It is through Ted that we have 
@ contact with the Sloan Foundation and Ted agrees with you that 
we would more likely interest these people in our work by getting 

a first-hand end,as intimate as possible,view of their attitude 
before trying to submit to them a written document. A complete 
knowledge of the extent of their interest would be an intelligent 
guide to you in preparing a project which would appeal to them. 
Lack of such knowledge makes the task all the more difficult. 

Therefore, Ted is trying to make en engagement with 
the officers of the Sloan Foundation for some time this month 
giving you at least a week's notice. I sincerely hope it will be 
possible for you to come on Kast at our expense for such a confer- 
ence. Just as soon as I hear further from Ted I will contact you. 

Your letter in reference to the Technical Committee 
end the present set-up gives me some concern, The situation has 
concerned ell of us for quite a period and has come in for con- 
siderable discussion at our recent meetings. Let me assure you 
thet we are doing our best to work out some method by which there 
could be a closer contact between the members of the Technical 
Committee and the officers of the Institute. Our lend grant 
college set-up was already inaugurated before the Technical Com- 
mittee was formed. The very serious problem of raising sufficient 
finances has greatly hampered us in expanding the present programe 
Consequently we have given your committee very little to do and 
very little funds to do it with. I agree with you thet this is 
not « healthy situation. 

For that reason I am all the more anxious to have you 
come on to New York for the proposed discussion with the Sloan 
Foundation. We can then arrange a meeting with our Executive 
Committee ,et which time through e full discussion with you, we 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE
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can all come to a fuller realization of existing ciroumstences end 

try to take some real, concrete action to correct them. 

I know that you fully realize the deep respect and 
admiration which the officers of the Institute hold for each 
member of the Technical Committee. All of them consider the 
Institute extremely fortunate in having such an outstending group 

associeted with it. Here's hoping we can talk this problem over 

personally very shortly. 

Henry P. Devis, 
Secretary 

i Dig



42h University Parm Place 
November 18, 1936 

Division of Wildlife Management 

Mr. Henry P. Davis 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Heary: 

Without knowing the Sloan Foundation and something 
of their premises in approaching the conservation economics 
study, it is difficult for me to suggest a midget thet would 
be anything more than purely imaginary. 

I can say this, however, that the possibilities are 
extremely flexible, and a board could operate effectively on 
any sum from a few thousand dollars per year on up. I would 
not advise embarking on the enterprise on any very large scale 
at the outset. I would say that at the outset a midget of be- 
tween $3,000 and $10,000 per year would be sufficient to feel 
out the merit of the enterprise. 

The strong point in the situation is that there are 
many going enterprises each of which would constitute valuable 
fractions of the proposed whole, and each of which is more or 
less smothered for lack of operating funds. I kmow that is the 
case here, where my own projects for the practice of conservation 
on farms may have to be dropped because operating funds are 
approaching zero. 

I would like an opportunity to discuss the conservation 
economics study with the Sloan Foundation. The thing is so far 
outside the beaten path that I would hardly expect a mere document 
to carry conviction. 

Yours sincerely, 

Ald Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management
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Come to the 

4th NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE CONFERENCE 

Sponsored by the 

AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE 
Hotel Statler, Detroit, Michigan 

FEBRUARY 13 to 17, 1939 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Thank you very much for your letter of 

November 1, with the "Proposed Conservation Economics 
Study", which was dated November 7. I am passing copies 

of this along to Senator Walcott, Ted Doremus, C. Ke Davis, 

and F. B. Davis, Jr. for their reaction. 

It occurs to me that some sort of budget 

should be worked out for this proposed study before the 

idea is presented to the Sloan Foundation. I assume that 

you have already given this some thought and I hope you can 
submit to us some figures as to cost, eto., shortly. 

The Fourth North American Wildlife Conference 

will be held at the Hotel Statler in Detroit during the week 

of February 13. Have you gny suggestions to make concerning 

the program? We are en ae to tackling this job right 
away and want to do even a better job than was done at Balti- 

moree 

With kindest personal regards and again assur- 
ing you of our deep appreciation, I am 

Sincerely, 

as 

Secretary 
Def 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



4oh University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Managenent Berean ihe OEE 

Mr, Henry P. Davis 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. 6. 

Dear Henry: 

I am glad to hear that the date for the Conference 
is set, but I am unlucky in that it is the worst possible date 
from the standpoint of my getting away. As you know, the con- 
timance of my chair is in the lap of the legislature this 

winter. I am giving a new course which starts just a week 
before the Conference, and the continuance of my job may depend 
in part on how well this course is given. You ean imagine ay 
predicament in trying to get away for a week at the very outset 
of my course. This is, of course, not a complaint but merely to 
indicate to you personally how the possibilities of doing a 
good jod with the Technical Committee gots slimmer and slimmer. 

I really think the present situation is dangerous 
because the Institute confuses its personal confidence in the 
members of the Technical Committee with the set-up under which 
the Technical Committee mst work. As long as we are without 
knowledge of what is going on in the field and can barely meet 
once & year, I an afraid we are simply running a bluff at dis- 
charging our responsibilities. Senator Walcott and Jay Darling 
have both indicated from time to time that there would be an 
opportunity for discussing our situation with the officers of 
the Institute, but nothing has happened. I for one am very 
restive and doubt whether I can contime to serve mch longer 
under these circumstances. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

vh Professor of Wildlife Management 

ec Stoddard



424 University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management Hoveuber 7. 1938 

Mr. M. Hartley Dodge 
350 Fifth Aveme 
New York, N. ¥. 

Dear Hartley: ; 

I heard from Henry Davis soon after receiving your 
note of October 26, and I have prepared the attached statement 
as something which might be useful to work from. 

You will notice that 1% does not say mach about wild- 
life, but I think the problem is more comprehensive and that 
thia broader problem mst be solved before we who are particu- 
larly interested in wildlife can solve our own problems. I am 
convinced that there 1s an exeeptional opportunity at this moment 
for any organization that is willing to “dig deep and go slow." 

I naturally do not expect a piece of paper to carry 
conviction. It might be, however, that a personal presentation 
of the same ideas would promptly show whether there is any com 
munity of interest. 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management 
encl



M. HARTLEY DODGE 

850 FIFTH AVENUE 

NEW YORK 

October 26, 1938. 

Dear Aldo: 

It has seemed to some of us that there might 
be a chance for getting money for game conservation 
from the Sloan Foundation. Ted Doremus is the one who 
spoke to me about it, and I have had the matter in mind. 

I just want to send you these lines to say 
that if you ask to help in this connection, I believe 
you will be working on a very live possibility. I 
have no doubt in my own mind that you are the one in 
the whole United States to do it, and do a good job. 

In the meantime, this is strictly confidential. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin



hah University Parm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management mreener fe Ah 

Dr. Carl L. Bubbs 
University Museums 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Carl: 

I think your points are well taken and I hasten 
to assure you that neither Stoddard nor myself have any idea 
that we know exactly how to solve the present situation. The 
only thing I am sure of is that the indefinite continuance of 
the present set-up seems inadvisable. 

I am gled you sent your letter to Dr. Bllis. I am 
taking the liberty of circulating it to the rest of the com 
mittee. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management 

| ; i 7 
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN, U. S. A. 

MUSEUM OF ZOOLOGY 

Novembery-4 5 1938 SC ae 

Professor Aldo Leopold biaay a lk | 
424 University Farm Plece | my ’ i 
Madison, Wisconsin {| 

RY PRINT SAME 
Dear Professor Leopold: pe ae Se 

A few reflections on your “Confidential Memorandum on Wildlife Institute 
Research Program": 

There is much logic in the points you mention. ; 

I note that you give little attention to one of the main ideas which was 
behind Jay Darling's original proposal of the establishment of the units, 
namely, the demonstration work and the application of knowledge already at 
hand; and also the placing of units in areas where an increase in management 
consciousness is much needed. 

The suggestion that the control by the Biological Survey may be too rigid 
may be a good one, but I can foresee difficulty in the application of variable 
control. It is true that a university inexperienced in work of this type would 
need more advice and guidance than one which had gone a long way in the field, 
but I have come to the conclusion that institutions, as well as individuals, 
often resent guidence in direct proportion to their lack of competence. 

The suggestion of using an entire technical staff in advisory connections 
‘ ds good theoretically and I suppose with proper relationships might be made to 
work. It is my impression, however, that very definitely assigned responsibilities 
need be given to assure that the advice will be forthcoming, and it is obviously 
more promising of results to assign such responsibilities to one or a few staff 
members than to give the instructions in a loose memorandum to the entire staff. 

The granting of the local institutions more individuality and initiative 
in its subsidized conservation work is again good theory and could probably 
be made to work fairly well under the proper set-up. There is a very definite 
advantage, however, in having a considerable degree of more or less uniform 
control by a proper-minded and action-minded organization. This is needed to 
help avoid the pitfalls of bureaucratic stagnation on the one hand and of 

- academic drifting on the other. 

I realize that these suggestions are random reflections and are distinctly 

not of the constructive order. Some of the suggestions may seem to favor the 
continuing of the current policy end practices, but I really heave no a priori 
favor for suche 

I have sent a copy of these reflections to Dr. Ellis as a fellow fish 
member of the committee, but to no otherse 

Sincerely yours, 

Gat GB 

Carl Le Hubbs 
CLH:hj Curator of Fishes
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November 2, 1938 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I attach hereto copy of a letter which Ted Dorems 
recently wrote Senator Walcott relative to his contact with the 
Sloan Foundation, which as you know Mr. Alfred Sloan recently 
established for research and educational purposes. Ted's letter 
is self-explenatory. 

It oceurs to us that an attempt to interest the Sloan 
Foundetion in contributing to at least one of the many phases of 
activities in which the Institute is interested, is well worth 

trying. You will note that the main purpose of the Sloan Foundation 

is cooperation in aiding in the solution of economical problems. 
We know the value of wildlife as a very definite asset to those 
who "live on the land". I believe that if a comprehensive program 
of “Farm Conservation",along the lines you outlined in your suggested 

projects, were presented in the proper manner to these people, it 
would receive serious consideration. No person connected with our 
organization is so well qualified to prepare such a presentation 
as yOUe 

Ted has now established the contact. He needs material 
with which to follow through. Please give this matter your usual 
careful thought and let us know whether or not you'd be willing to 
come on East for an interview with the officials of the Sloan Founde- 
tion if and when it can be arranged. Senator Walcott agrees with 
Ted and I that you are the right person to present the matter. 
The sooner we can hit this ball the better. 

Looking forwerd to hearing from you in the very near 
future, and with kindest personal regards, I am 

Sincerely yours 

‘eae 

Henry P. Da’ . 
Secretary 

Deg 

Encl osure 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE 
Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 

fa INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. 

P 
x Nemours Building 

Wilmington, Del. 

October 17, 1938 

Mr. Frederic C. Walcott, President \ 
American Wildlife Institute 

State House 
Hartford, Conn. 

Dear Sir: 

- SLOAN FOUNDATION - 

Called on the Sloen Foundation, 30 Kockefeller Plaza, 

New York, on October 14th. Mr. Harold S. Sloan, Director, was in 
a conference, and I talked with one of his assistants. 

Presented the American Wildlife Institute's aims and 
objects for the consideration of the Sloan Foundation. The Foundation's 
activity is largely aiding accredited schools and colleges to 
disseminate facts connected with solving economic problems. They do 
not finance orgenizations, they do finance fellowships and have already 
founded several. 

fry 
I was told that due to business conditions and a reduced Kd 

income no further financing would be done during 1938, but that Mr. 
Harold Sloan would confer with representatives of our organization and 
consider projects for 1939 or later on that we submitted. 

I talked with Mr. Hartley Dodge and Mr. Ce Ke Davis later 
on during the day, and the suggestion was made thet Professor Aldo 
Leopold, Chairmen of the Technical Committee might develop a project 
to be carried on by the University of Wisconsin. It was mentioned that 
inasmech as Harold Sloan was formerly professor of economics at the 

‘ State Teachers College in Montclair, N. J», he and Mr. Leopold would 
“talk the same language" and that there must be a place where some 
of our activities fit into the Sloan Foundation program. 

In this connection please refer to H. P. Davis' letter to 
you of November 17, 1937, attaching copy of a letter from Professor 
Leopold and a number of suggested research projects. I do not think 
the foundation would be interested in a program to study Quail, Pheasants, 
or Deer, but the “Farm Conservation" suggested might be of interest 
because of its wide appeal for "things of the land", 

Somewhat aside from the foregoing I submitted the Farm
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Conservation project to Mr. Lammot du Pont, on November 24, 1937, 
and he advised that he would be "willing" to contribute in a 
modest way", Others whom I contacted felt that the suggested project 
should be developed with considerable detail. Do not think 
Prof. Leopold has enlarged upon the project as yet, but certainly 
he is well quelified to do so. 

It is my opinion that the modus-operandi of approach to 
the Sloan Foundation be something along the following lines: 

Professor Leopold to be advised of what we are attempting, 
that he be asked to develop one or more projects. The Farm 
Conservation is suggested as one, and if and when a meeting is 
arranged with Mr. Sloan will he attend and present the projects. 
In this connection Mr, Dodge said he would write Professor Leopold 
and pave the way for our later correspondence. 

When Professor Leopold is prepared to present his plans 
I will be willing, if you wish, to try for a meeting with Mr. Sloan 
and suggest that those attending be yourself, Mr. Fe Be Davis, 
Mr, Herbert Pratt and Mr. Leopold. Keeping our group small in 
number in my judgment is wise. 

It is also my judgment that discussion during the 
proposed meeting on aims and objects of the Institute stress the 
Restoration and Conservation of our orgenic natural Resources and the 
proper utilization of land and water for the sake of man, thus avoid- 
ing dust bowls, droughts, erosion, etc. etc. That specific division 
of our program that relates to more fish and game would not greatly 
interest the Foundation. 

A copy of this letter goes to H. P. Davis, Secretary, 
and if you approve of attempting to interest the Sloan Foundation 
perhaps you will give the Washington office the "go" sign and suggest 
that Professor Leopold be officially advised of the plan and his cooperation 
solicited. 

Yours very truly, 

(signed) T. E. DOREMUS 

TREASURER. 

D*S



‘ 424 University Farm Place 
November 1, 1938 

Division of Wildlife Management 

Mr. Henry P. Davis 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Henry? 

I am pleased to hear of the possibility that the 
Sloan Foundation might be interested in certain kinds of 
conservation work. 

I have hastily thrown together the attached outline 
of a “Proposed Conservation Economies Study." It is, of 
course, impossible to do a good job of such a presentation 
without knowing the people for whom the thing is written. 

Should the Sloan Foundation representatives wish to 
go into the matter, I would be glad to come Mast for the 
purpose. I could best do this, however, sometime in November 
or sometime in Jamary. I am pretty well tied up in December 
and after February 1 I have daily courses which I cannot leave. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

vh Aldo Leopold 
encl : Professor of Wildlife Management
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Mr. Prederic 0. Walcott 
State Office Building 
Hartford, Connecticut 

Dear Senator Waleotts ; 

; Herbert Stoddard and I recently had an opportunity to 
talk over the affairs of the Technical Committee and its advisory 
relation to the Institute. We found that our thoughts paralleled k 
to such a remarkable extent that we had better attempt to set them 
down for the information of the other members of the committee and 
for the information of the officers of the Institute. The attached 
confidential memorandum is the result. I am sending it to the 
committee. Will you kindly send it to such officers of the Institute 
as you think should see it? 

Our thought in submitting this memorandum is that it might 
help to focus the subject matter of the next meeting. Stoddard and 
I are of course by no means sure that we have diagnosed the situation 
correctly. We do feel sure that there is some important steering 
to be done at this moment,and that our committee does not have the 
information needed for a good job. 

Yours sincerely, 

vh Aldo Leopold, Chairman 
encl Institute Technical Committee
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This is an attempt to convey to the other meubers of the Technical 
Coumittee, and to the officers of the Institute, our recent reflections on 
the workings of the research enterprise. 

Like the rest of the Technical Committee, we are handicapped by a lack 
of direct contact with the “Nine Units." Time has brought us a few direct 
glimpses here and there, but the bulk of what we have to say is admittedly 
based on reports and news releases and on inference from our own experience 
in parallel situations, rather than on specific information about our 
organization. 

o2 eer We suggest first of all that the unit system be regarded 
a6 experimental, and that no further unite be established until success of 
those now set up is more definitely known. 

We suggest that any expansions which may become possible follow the 
alternative idea of staking a man rather than an institution, and that renewal 
of grants be based on performance. We will develop what we mean by this in 
the following captions. 

Lines of Responsibility. The unit system may have a basic wonknesa in 
setting up "too many bosses.“ The unit leader now answers to three: the Survey, 
the State Commission, the University. The Institute has duly effaced itself. 

How can the number of "bosses" be reduced to one? Which one! 

The Commission might possibly be eliminated by having it contribute only 
to particular projects of direct interest and benefit to the Commission, 
rather than to the overhead as well. That would place the Commission in the 
status of any other donor of project funds. ‘then the unit has no undertakings 
of direct and immediate interest to the Commission, the relationship could 
be interrupted. 

The Biological Survey's relationship to a unit impresses us as now too 
rigid. The same relationship is imposed on an experienced university as on 
an inexperienced one. We think that in the case of strong universities mch 
Gifficulty could be avoided if the Survey would confine its function to 
technical advice, leaving the entire administration of the unit to the university. 
The amount of technical advice used could then vary with the experience of the 
university. An inexperienced university could draw heavily on the Survey; an 
experienced university could ask for technical help only when it felt the need. 
The responsibility for deciding when to ask for technical advice, and whether 
to use the advice given, would rest entirely with the university. 

The Survey would then have only two functions: technical advice, and 
inspection to decide on renewals of grants.
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echnical Advice. It is our strong impression that the technical staff 
of the Survey is not being utilized to full advantage. This is bad for the 
units, and bad for the staff. The whole load falls on Mr. Couch. There is 
no wan living who can administer nine units and also coach them in the technical 
details of exch of their scores of research projects. 

As long as the Biological Survey is responsible for the administration of 
the unite, there is a strong and proper tendency to centre that administration 
in one man. But why not in most cases put the responsibility on the local 
institution, and then mobilise the whole staff to advise it, when asked to de 
80, im each of their personal fields of expertness? Consistency of advice 
would then no longer be a desideratum. Let one advisor say yes and the other no. 
Theat is part of the education in autonomy for the local institution. 

Inspection. We are convinced that if the technical advisory function can 
be divided among the whole specialized staff of the Survey, and if the routine 
of administration can be passed to the university, then the inspection function 
(1.@., the decision to renew or withdrew funds) could be delegated to a single 
wan of the scholarly, rather than the administrative, type. He could interpret 
the broad objectives of the program to all concerned. He need not be a wildlife 
qyeaer. Be should have an established reputation for research output in some 
iolog field, and he met know, and be able to express, the broad objectives 

of the program. 

Such a man is not likely to accept any permanent job which calls for the 
abandonment of bis personal research. Such » man might very readily be borrowed 
for temporary periods. 

We have in mind men like Paul Sears or Robert Cushman Murphy. 

We believe the salary of such a man would be cheap insurance on the ultimate 
success of the program. 

Locel Prograng. We feel that there is too mech uniformity in the activities 
of the local unite. It is against all reason that nine institutions so diverse 
in their stage of advancement should all be attempting about the same assortment 
of things. 

We see no need for uniformity. We feel very sure that local programs should 
fit local preparedness and particularly local personalities. Let them grow by 
natural expansion from any natural starting point. 

Yor example, X Gollege may heve a single individual who shows exceptional 
promise in a single warrowly specialized field of fundamental research. Stake 
him in thet research, and let the other trimmings grow with time. 

Again, Y Collage may have no research talent at all, but rather an out- 
standing teacher qualified to interpret wildlife conservation to the general 
student body. Stake him in that teaching and let the other trimmings grow with 
time.
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General Remarks. We are not sure that these reflections constitute a 
unified alternative for the present system. We are sure that no violent 
transition should be attempted, neither should the initial set-up be 
arbitrarily adhered to. We are sure that both the fechnical Committee and 
the Biclogical Survey are accepting responsibility for an enterprise of 
great complexity and great difficulty, while only the university concerned 
can really know Just what is going on. 

Aldo Leopold 
Herbert L. Stoddard
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. 42h University Farm Place 
dugust 9, 1938 

Game Management Division 

Mr. B. Sydney Stephens 
Chairman, State Conservation Commission 
Columbia, Missourd 

Dear Mr, Stephens: 

IT am interested in the correspondence about the 
Missouri unit, but afraid it does not enable me to make any 
helpful contribution. 

The question in my mind is still the same, namely: 
Ie the Survey anxicus to “work itself out of a job" in this 
matter? Without this desire to carry local institutions 
beyond the need of Federal help, Federal help is not effective. 
It would be unfair, though, for me to reach a conclusion on 
the basis of a paper record, 

With best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management



- <. SYDNEY STEPHENS, CHAIRMAN ee WILBUR C. BUFORD, SECRETARY 

COLUMBIA, MISSOURI POTEET SA JEFFERSON CITY, MISSOURI 
A. P, GREENSFELDER, VICE-CHAIRMAN bp Se. JOHN F. CASE, MEMBER 

MERCHANTS-LACLEDE BUILDING SES OO Lo WRIGHT CITY, MISSOURI 
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI oy ew 2 

STATE OF MISSOURI 

THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION 
J. F. RAMSEY, ACTING DIRECTOR 

JEFFERSON CITY, MISSOURI ADDRESS REPLY TO COLUMBIA 

August 4, 1938 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

You have been kind enough to aid us in our attempt to adjust 
the relationships between the Biological Survey and the Uni- 

versity in connection with the Research Unit here at Columbia. 

Since you were in Columbia, the matter has been discussed back 
and forth, but thus far without a definite solution of the 
problem and without complete agreement. 

I am much concerned about it, since I have a very profound 
desire to provide for scientific research as the basis of 
practical operations of the Commission in the field of wild- 
life management. 

I am taking the liberty of sending you herewith the corres- 
pondence that has been carried on in comection with this 
matter since you were here in Columbia. I think you will 
deduce from this correspondence that there is a conflict 
between the University and the Biological Survey over the 
priority in comection with the Unit of their respective 
representatives. Frankly I can sympathize with both view- 
points, but I do not believe that the Survey should insist 
upon having its representative serve in the capacity of direct- 
ing all research. I suspect that you will appreciate in some 
cases that might become not only embarrassing but impossible. 

If it is not too much trouble for you to examine this corres- 

pondence and to give me your comments upon it, I shall greatly 
appreciate your doing so. 

s very truly, 

Levey JO leet 

ESS - Sydney Stephens 
Mc
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Ret Game Birds 
lissouri August 4, 1938 

Dr. Ira N. Gabrielson 
Chief 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
Washington, D, C, 

Dear Dr. Gabrielsons 

I have your letter of July 28 which is in reply to my letter of 
July 21 and which refers to the amplified statement of the co- 
operative agreement between the University, the Biological Survey, { 
and the Conservation Commission. 1 note that you object to the 
stipulations provided in item 2 of that agreement, 

Since the amended agreement represents the views and understanding 
of the Conservation Commission and the University of the respective 
relationships of the three agencies, I suggest that you prepare and 
etre emmnarertesenee 02 Sn) Say San be cones by 

the other two agencies, I believe that is the most effective means 
of getting the matter into definite form for consideration, 

The objections which you raise in your most recent letter bring up 
some points which are new to me and which were not raised in your 
sorrespomience with Dr. Middlebush or his with you, or in the con- 
ferences which I attended when Dr. Bell was in Columbia, I refer 
to your statement that Dr, Dalke is to have the direction of all 
research work and that Dr, Bennitt is to have charge of public ree 
lations and the work of training graduate students, Until now it 
hag not been my understanding that you desired to ledge the entire 
responsibility for research in the representative of the Biological 
Survey. I had the understanding that the determination of the 
eae ac aiit-as ee eaioaeais 6 Ota: Gee to oe sh 
upon it, as well as the assignment of research projects to 
members, were to be determined by the administrative coumittee and - 
that under that committee both Dr. Dalxe and Dr, Bemitt were to 
carry on research projects. 

There now has come to my attention, for the first time, your letter 
oe, nnn Rin Algae: ae <a ife 

Gesmath of, *iaats! races, ta,stion ou outline tae fungtions 
em sorry that Dr. Bell did not raise this point at the time of his 
visit to Columbia. My recollection of the conference with hin wes 

. ‘thet we were trying to adjust the whole situation and to provide 
for every designation of work and authority for all members of the 
Unit staff. You will recall that in my last letter to you I stated 
that the amended agreement undertook to cover all such points,
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However this my be, I am wondering just how your plan would 
operate under conditions that are likely to develop and in 
connection with projects which will probably be highly desirable. 

Is it your idea that, in case the administrative committee de~ 
e@ided upon research projects in field crops, geology, soil con 
servation, botany, veterinary science or forestry, Dr. Dalke 

would be in the position of directing the research work of the 
department heads of the University who would carry on such re- 
search projects? 

It has been my hope that through the Unit the state could mke 
available for wildlife research not only the persomnel and fa- 
cilities of the Unit itself, but the persomel and physical 
facilities of the University in a number of departments, a hope 
Sane Eh 50 S CONES See See oe 
realized. this broader scope of participation by the Unie 
versity is to be realized and if the representative of the 
Biological Survey is to extend his authority to the direction 

‘ of such work, I am wondering if we would not run into diffi- 
culties from the standpoint of fiscal routines and regulations 
which apply to statutory provisiongand University policy as to 
the expenditure of University funds, There may, of course, 
be some embarrassment if we should place either Dalke or Bennitt 
in the position of directing heads of departments of the Unie 
versity in research matters, ‘ 

Only recently I have noticed in press accounts that the retiring 
dean of the School of Agriculture plans to devote himself to re+ 
search in certain fields, Due to the nature of our operations 
here in Missouri relating as they do so closely to the use of 
land, I suspect that we would want to eall upon him to mke som 
studies in thet field, 

I am raising these questions beeeuse I believe that there is 
danger of hampering and restricting their activities wmless we 
set up our stipuletions in such a way as to encourage the fullest 
participation by the University in ell types of research. 

The stipulation in the amended agreement that Dr. Bennitt is to 
be responsible for projects carried on with University and Com 
mission funds perhaps needs some clarification, That provision 
is one in the interest of fiscal administration rather than re- 
search. Its purpose is to make Dr. Bennitt responsible to the 

business office of the University in that matter. It is not 
intended to moan that Dr. Dalke would not be permitted to par- 
ticipate in researeh projects finaneed from those sources; on 
the other hand, I can see that under certain circumstances it 
would be highly desirable for him to participate. The adminis- 
trative committee, of course, has full power to allot the use 
of University and Comission funds to eny member of the staff, 

I believe I should make a brief comment on your objection to 
proposal No, 2 in the submitted emeniment, since you interpret 
it as providing for the “University” taking over complete executive



S--Dr. Gabrielson 

control of the Unit) I do not believe that the provision does that. 
pov n Ghanher emedlypetlndigm speeendyadliordvaggeerie Boe ey he 

preside at meetings, carry on correspondence, negotiate with indi- 
viduals or agencies, to file reports, but it does not give the 
chairman authority to determine policies or to allocate duties 
cod fanie So other novbers of the staff. All of such authority 
is lodged in the afiministrative committee. In short, the chairman 
of the committee would have only such authority as the comittee 
might delegate to him, 

In conelusion I should like to call your attention to the stipulations 
in the amended agreement where we have attempted to lodge the entire 
responsibility for the Unit in the administrative committee, with 
authority to allocate research activities to the various members of 
the staff. 

If my suggestion that you submit further or amended stipulations 
is agreeable to you, please let us have them at your earliest 
convenience, 

Yours very truly, 

BSS E, Sydney Stephens 
Me Chairman
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Game Management Division ' 

ur. Frederick 0. Waleott 
State Office Building 
Hartford, Connecticut 

Deer Senator Walcott: 

Here is a sample of the kind of business with which the Technical 
Goumittee can.no longer deal by merely writing letters and meeting once a year. 

Sissonnette's work is, I think, of real importance to us, yet I am 
convinced that it would be unwise to help support it without being eure it is 
headed in » direction spproved by the best braine in related fields. 

But what ie that direction? I forene do not know enough to say. 
We must get some heads together, but that is no light job. Months of preparatory 
inguiry should go into it. We haven't the months to give. If the Institute had 
the full tiie of » reel echoler for at least a temporary period, this might 

prove to be the entering edge to a really important development. 

Among other things, the H.B.¢. should not its support of 
Bissonnette's work. It is, however, Justified in oatee" that groups like ours 
participate in the costs, 

I think this matter should come up in the Institute meeting you have 
ia mind. 

Certainly the Survey is in no position to steer us in e question of 
this sort. Aside from MeAtee, I doubt if there is anyone in the Survey who 
knows as mach about Bissonnette's field as we do, and that is very little. 

Youre sincerely, 

encl Aldo Leopold, Cheirman 
vh Institute Technical Committee 

ce Committee 

Davis, Henry P.



TRINITY COLLEGE 
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 

DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY 

2. H, BISSONWRTTE, Paorneson Marine Biological Laboratory, 
3) MS BURGER, THs DRticron. Woods Hole, Mass.,July 25,1938. 

Aldo Leopold, Hsq.,Secretary, 
Research Committee, 
Wild Life Institute, RECEIVED 
nvestment Building, » 

Washington, De@. JUL 2.6 1938 

Dear Sir,- AMERICAN ey 
lastiTUTe 

For the past twelve years I have been di séarch on 
control of sexual or breeding periodicity in various animals 
such as,starlings,ferrets,raccoons,pheasant s(ring-neck, 
plack-neck and Mongolian),bob-white,cotton tails and weasels, 
by varying the day-length, intensity and wave-lengths of light. 
Until 1939 I did these studies at my own expense and since 
that time and until last June 30th I have received grants 
from the National Research Council,Committee for Research 
in Problems of Sex and Grants-in-Aid Committee. My early 
studies have now been taken up by many other workers using 
my methods in this comtry,Bngland,¥rance,Russia and Japan 
on various other animals with limited breeding seasons, both 
domesticated and wilde 

The National Research Council Committees now feel that, 

since the work has reached a stage where some of it involves 
applications to Wild Life Management and to various aspects 
of fur-bearing animals and other such fields, some of the 
agencies interested in such research should give it support. . 
They have so stated to me and have terminated my grantse 

It was suggested to me that your Gommittee of the Wild 
Life Institute might help me with a substantial grant at least 
until I can find some other sources of financial hebp. 

My work and its implications are fairly well covered 
in a paper about to be published in the Journal of Wild 
Life Management on “Experimental Control of Sexual Photo- 
periodicity in Animals and Possible Applications to Wild 
Life Management". Some of my more recent papers not covered 
there I shall send along under separate covere I also have , 
yepere in press in Journal of Mammalogy, on raccoons, 
ournal of Wild Life Management on pheasants,and in the AG 

Proceedings of the Association of Wild Life Societies of 
New Englande 

A grant of from 3500 to 4000 dollars per year for from i 

: three to five years in the first instance can be well utilized © 

for clerical and technical help, general care of animals, 
supplies,purchase of animals or help in collecting them, 
food and cages,ete.The program has reached a stage wherefit 
ean well branch out on various animals and their peculiar 
relations to wild life studies in general. The addition of 
an adequate Animal House would be a great helpe Fundamental 
pure scientific research on the major problem should g° on 
along with the more practical aspects. Dr.J.W.-Burger, Instructor
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in Biology in Trinity College will collaborate with me in | 

the work and I can count on some cooperation from the 

Connecticut State Department of Fish and Game in the use of 

some of their animals under the care of MreAeGeCsech at the 

Shade Swamp Sanctuary at Farmington ,Connecticute 

We hope to study the sexual cycle and coat cycle of the 

weasel in this relation, the possible photoperiodicity of the 

mink and its sexual and coat cycles. The weasel study was begun 

last year but inadequate funds prevented more than a start 

with very few animals since my grant would not permit me to order 

numerous animals lest all be delivered and funds not cover 

their purchase. Too few animals were delivered to even learn 

how to kee eed and house them best r the light experimentse. 

ake Dae i alll Creme nay le fh > 
As to my fitness to utilize properly guch a grant and the Ad, 

probability of success in carrying the work to worthwhile 

ends I would suggest that you inquirght DreFrank ReLillie, 

President of the National Academy of Science and past President 

of the National Research Council ,Dr-Herbert Priedman, Curator 

of Birds,National Museum, Washington,D.C.,Dr.Trippensee, 

Professor of Wild Life Management,liass. State College,Amherst, 

' Masse,Dr-eArthur L-Clark,Missouri State Superimtendent of Fish 

and Game ,Dr.W-L-McAtee,Hditor, Journal of Wild Life Management, 

and any others who know of my work, particularly ,Ex-Senator 

Walcott of Connectigutgand who you feel should be able to 

advise with you. I have not written any of these men since I 

feel you might like to approach them without any interferance 

from mee 30 they will have no strings attachede 

The work should be done from the Biology Department of 

. G@rinity College in Hartford and directed from there. | 

Respectfully yours, : 

SAT ween ee 
ee j 

7. .H.Bissonnettee 

.



heh University Fare Place 

Gome Management Division agent 1, 1938 

br. @. B. Bissonnette 
Marine Biolegical Laboratery 
Seeds Hole, Wassachusetts 

Dear Dr. Bieronnette: 

I have your letter (July 25) and am sending copies of it to the 
Pechniesl Committes of the Institute, alec te Senator Yaleott, ite president, 
and Henry ?. Devise, ite secretary. [t can probably not be formally acted on 
until the next meeting, date of which is now unknown, but there ary be one 
in August. 

I have, of course, followed your work with much interest, and par- 
tieularly welcomed your leet paper in the Journal ef “ildlife Hensgemont. 
Ite importance te wildlife sanagenent is tee obvious to aeod argument, but 
I think the importance lies not (es you perhaps asoume) in forced nethode of 

artificial propagation, but rather in helping te explain the sechanien of 
a ee ee ee (and perhaps ultivately population levele ia the 

I ennnot spenk for the Gommittes or the Institute, but to give you 
some preliminary inkling as to possible attitudes I will try to express ay 
own as follows: 

(1) The work is of basic importence te conservation, both in its 
“pure” and ite epplied phases. 

(2) It has alreedy advanced for enough so that the next stapes 
should be laid out in consultation with several other lines of inquiry with 
which it may ultiuately converge. These ineluie: 

(a) Population studies of animal cycles such as Fiten's. 

(>) Radecrine etudiee such as that of L. K. Meyer (University 
of Wisconsin, cottentail). 

(eo) Pathological etadies euch as that of B. 6. Green 
(University of Minnesota, snowshoe). 

(a) Physiological studies auch as that of Kendoigh and Baldwin 
(Saldwin Laboratory). 

(oe) Propagetion etadies such as that of A. A. Allen (Cornell, 
raffed grouse).
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(f) Bowen's work, which parallels your own. 

(g) Seetal dehavior studies such as those of Allee (Chicago). 

*"Gonsultation* in the above sense ie easier eald than dene. I suspect 
the clearest head te help we do it wisely is Mlten, who happens to be in this 
eountry next month. 1 wouler whether the Sational Research Council, having 
fathered your work thus far, could not arrange to call some such group together 
to meet with Bitom while he ie here? You may want te tranenit this suggestion 
to Dr. Anthony, whe knows Elten and who participated in the previous attempt 
to do a similer thing at Matemek nearly 2 decade ago. 

i think the Institute would feel safer in any lavestment it might sake 
if the work vere ballt upon such « get-together of related lines of inquiry. 

A few wore details, and agaia only my personal and tentative view: 

(3) t doubt if the Institute could help with buildings. 

(4) We have no pre-existing fund for research. Punds ere raised 
if the need is great enough. Very prompt action is hence unlikely. 

(5) I perhaps detect between the lines an aswumption that the 
Institute is interested in fur farming. It is not, since this hae little 
te do with conservation. It is intensely interested in wild fur sanagement, 
and hence in the physiolegy of fur mammels. 

Please let it be clear that nothing in thie letter spenke for the 
Institute. I am sisply offering ay views a8 « sauple of the kind of attitude 

with which you are dealing. 

The Committee vill doubtless want to confer with you in pereon if it 
should prove te be possible to go further with your proposal. 

Yours sincerely, 

Sido Leopold, Chairman 
vh Institute Technical Committee 

ce Committee 

Henry P. Davis 

Walcott
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Gone Honagement Division ent 2, 198 

be. &. 8. Bhesonnette 
Marine Molegical Laboratory 
Seods Role, Weseachusetts 

Dear Dr. BMeaennette: 

i hove your letter (July 25) and om sending copies of it to the 
Technics. Committes of the Institute, alse to Senator Weleott, ite president, 
ond Honmry *. Davis, ite secretary, 1% can probably not be formally acted on 
until the next westing, date of whieh is now unknown, but there asy be one 
ia August. 

Tt have, of course, followed your work with wach interest, and par- 
tleularly welcomed your lest paper in the Journel of “Lldlife Henagenent. 
ite importance te wildlife mansgement iy too obvious to need argument, but 
i think the importance Lice not (28 you perhaps asoume) in forced netheds of 
artificial propagation, tut rather im helping to explain the sechanisn of 
SEaae eee Oe Te OR Te pean heey pqeneneTD hareNe Oe the 

i cannot speck for the Committers or the Institute, bat to give you 
some preliminary inkling as to posible attitudes I will try to express ay 
own as follows: 

(1) The work is of basic importence te conservation, both in ite 
“pure” end ite applied phases. 

(2) It bee slrendy advanced far enough so that the next staps 
should bo laid out in consultation with several other lines of inquiry with 
whieh it msy ultimately converge. These inelude: 

(a) Pomuletion studies of animal cycles such as Miton's. 

(®) Sadeerine etudies euch as that of L. E. Meyer (University 
of Wisconsin, cottentat)). 

(@) Pathological studies euch as that of A. G. Green 
(University of Minnesota, snowshoe). 

(a) Paysiclogical studies ouch as that of Kendelgh and Baldwin 
(Baldwin Laboratory). 

(oe) Propagation studies such as that of A. A. Allen (Cornell, 
vaffied grouse).
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(f) Rowan's work, which parallele your own. 

(g) Seeial behavior studies such ae those of Allee (Chieage). 

"Consul tation” in the above sense iv easier enid than dene. 1 suspect 
the clearest head to help us do it wisely is Mlten, who happens to be in thie 
countyy next wonth. 1 wonder shether the Hetional Research Council, having 
fathered your work thus fer, could not arrange te call some such group together 
to meet with Bilton while he ie here? You may want to tranemit this suggestion 
to Or. Anthony, whe knows Elton and whe participated in the previous atteupt 
to do # similar thing at Matamek nearly « decade age. 

I think the Institute would feel aafer in any investwecat 16 might sake 
Af the work were built upon such « get-together of related lines of inquiry. 

A fow wore details, aad ageia only my personal and tentative view: 

(3) T dowbt Af the Institute could help with bul Ldings. 

(4) We hove no pre-existing fund for research. Funds are raised 
Af the need ie great enough, Very prompt action ie hence unlikely. 

(5) I perhaps detect between the Lines on aewunption that the 
fnetitute is iaterested in fur farming. [ft ie not, since this hee little 
to do with conservation. it is intensely interested in wild fur management, 
and hence in the physiolegy of fur mammals. 

Please let 1t be clear that nothing in thie letter apesks for the 
Iustitate. I am simply offering uy views as « sauple of the kind of attitude 

with which you are dealing. 

The Cownittee will doubtless weat to confer with you in person if it 
should prove to be possible te go further with your proposal. 

Yours sincerely. 

Aldo Leopold, Chairman 
vh Tastitate Technical Conmittes
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TRINITY COLLEGE 
Hartford, Connecticut 

Department of Biology 

Marine Biological Laboratory 
Woods Hole, Mass., July 25, 1938 

Aldo Leopold, feq., Secretary 
Research Committee 
Wild Life Institute 
Tavestment Building 
Washington, D. G. 

Dear Sir,- 

For the past twelve years I have been doing research on control of 
sezusl or breeding periodicity in various animale such os, starlings, ferrets, 
raccoons, pheasants (ring~-neck, Dlack-neck and Mongolian), beb-white, cotton 
taille and weasels, by varying the day~length, intensity and wave-lengths of 
light. Until 1929 I did these studies at my own expense and since that time 
and until last June 30th I have received grants from the National Research 
Council, Comeittee for Research in Problems of Sex and Grants-in-Aid Comai ttee. 
My early stadies have now been taken up by many other workers using my methods 
in thie country, Bngland, France, Russia and Japan on various other animals 
with limited breeding seasons, both domesticated ond wild. 

The National Research Council Committees now feel that, since the 
work has reached a etege shere some of it involves applications te Wild Life 
Management and to various aspects of fur-besring animals andother such fields, 
some of the agencies interested in such research should give it support. They 
have so stated to me and have terminated my grants. 

It was suggested to me that your Committees of the Wild Life Institute 
might help me with a substential grant at least uatil I can find some other 
sources of financial help. 

Wy work and ite implications are fairly well covered in a paper about 
to be published in the Journal of Wild Life Mansgement on "Sxperimental Control 
of Semel Photo-periodicity im Animale and Possible Applications to Wild Life 
Menagement.” ome of my more receat papers not covered there I shall send 

along under separate cover. I also have papers in press in Journal of Mammalogy, 
on raccoons, Journal of Wild Life Management on pheasants, and in the Proceedings 
of the Association of Wild Life Societies of New Mnglend. 

A grant of from 3900 to 4000 dollars per year for from three to five 
years in the first instance can be well utilised for clerical and technical 
help, general care of animale, supplies, purchase of animals or help in collecting 
them, food and enges, ete. The program has reached « stage where it can well 
dranch out on verious aniiale and their peculiar relations to wild life studies 
in general. ‘the addition ef an adequate Animal House would be a great help. 
Fundamental pure scientific research on the major problem should go on along with 
the more prectical aspects. Dr. J. W. Burger, Instructor in Biology in Trinity
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College will colleborate with me in the work and I can count on some 

cooperation from the Connecticut State Department of Fish and Game in the 

use of some of their onimale under the care of ir. A. G. Gaech at the Shade 
Swamp Sanctuary at Farmington, Connecticut. 

We hope to study the sexual cycle and coat cycle of the weasel in this 
relation, the possible photopericdicity of the mink ond its sexual and coat 

cycles. The wensel study was begun last year but inadequate funds prevented more 

then a start with very few animals since ay grant would not permit me to order 

numerous animals lest all be delivered and funds not cover their purchase. Toe 
few animals were delivered to even learn how te keep, feed and house them best 
for the light experiments. Ye also wish to contime studies on Pheasants, 
Raccoons, Cotton-tails, and Bob-whites. 

As to my fitness to utilise properly such a grant and the probability of 
guecess in carrying the work to worthwhile ends I would suggest that you inquire 
of Dr. Frank R. Lillie, President of the MNetional Academy of Science and past 
President of the Kational Research Council, Dr. Herbert Friedman, Ourator of 
Birds, National Museum, Washington, D. C., Dr. Trippensee, Professor of Wild Life 

Management, Mase. State College, Amherst, Mass., Dr. Arthur L. Clark, Missourd 
State Superintendent of Fish and Game, Dr. W. L. MeAtee, Mditor, Journal of 

Wild Life Mansgement, and any others who know of my work, particularly Bx-Senator 

Wal cott of Connecticut, and who you feel should be sable to advise with you. I 

have not written any of these men since I feel you might like te approach then 

without any inteferonce from me. %o they will have no strings attached. 

The work should be done from the Biology Departwent of Trinity College in 

Hartford and directed fm there. 

Respectfully yours, , 

(signed) 1. H. Bissonnette
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

JULY 28, 1938. ‘ 

Mr, E, Sydney Stephens, Chairman 
Missouri State Conservation Commission 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Mr. Stephens: 

Your letter of July 21, with amendment to the memorandum of understanding, 

has been received. 

I have carefully analyzed the proposals that you have worked out with Dr. 
Middlebush, and can find little change in essential particulars from those 
made in his letter of May 25, Item No. 1 is satisfactory, but we objéct™ 
to the University taking over complete executive control of the unit, as 
provided in proposal No, 2 in the submitted amendment. This arrangement 
is not in keeping with the true cooperative spirit of our mutval under- 
taking. I camot ask any employee of the Bureau to work under the difficult 
subordinate conditions such an arrangement would make possible, 

We believe our original proposal to have the representative of the Bureau 
responsible for the wildlife research projects, and the University's repre- 
sentative responsible for the educational wildlife program, including graduate 
student training, course work, and the public relations work of the unit, is 
a fair division of responsibilities and represents the functions of the two 
cooperating agencies. This plan is working satisfactorily in the other co- 
operative units and we still hope that the University will find it possible 
to consider this a real cooperative enterprise. 

I agree with you that the research work has made a fine start, and the reports 
indicate a sound research program has been initiated. That we are in dis- 
agreement with the University attitude does not mean we are unappreciative 
of the opportunities offered for cooperative work with the State Conservation 
Commission. Your efforts are appreciated, and I hope not in vein. 

We will write our decision to Dr. Middlebush following your response to this 
letter. Copies of the amendment are herewith returned unsigned, for the 
reasons stated. 

Very truly yours, 

Ira N. Gabrielson 
Chief
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July 21, 1938 

Dr. Ira N. Gabrielson 
Chief 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
Department of Agriculture 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Dr. Gabrielson: 

I wired you yesterday that I had arranged a conference for this morn- 
ing with President Middlebush concerning the Cooperative Unit, I am 
sorry that action on this matter has been delayed, but the delay has 
been due to the fact that until now either he or I have been away from 
Columbia since my return from Asheville. 

Rather than to continue negotiations through correspondence and in lieu 
of a personal conference between you and President Middlebush, which 
seems somewhat inconvenient to arrange immediately, it seems best to 
submit the inclosed agreement which is intended to amplify and clarify 
the original Memorandum of Agreement entered into by the three cooper- 
ating agencies. The provision of the original instrument, which is 
quoted in the inclosed agreement, obviously contemplated that, in the 
light of experience and negotiations, definite stipulations of details 
which could not be anticipated in the beginning would have to be worked 
out. This agreement, therefore, is designed to carry out that objective, 

After devoting a lot of time to the study of the problem with which we 
are dealing and in the light of conversations with you and members of 
your staff and with President Middlebush and members of the University 
staff, as well as on the basis of my own deep interest in the establish- 
ment of adequate research arrangements, I am fully convinced that the 
representatives of all three agencies have approached the matter with 
full appreciation of, and sympathy with, the fundamental spirit of : 
cooperation. With that primary attitude and with due respect for, and 
consideration of, the respective interests of the University, the 
Biological Survey and the Conservation Commission, we have attempted 
to preserve the interests of all parties and, where necessary, to 
dissolve or to compose all differences of opinion. 

I can give you my sincere assurance that the President of the University 
and his associates recognize not only the benefits that will accrue from 
a continuance of the research program which has already been so effectively 
launched, but the broader implications of the importance to the University, 
to the state and to the entire national wildlife movement of preventing 
any contentions or differences from destroying or even impeding the program, 

I call your attention to the second quarterly report of the Unit, a copy 
of which has been sent to you. No one, after reading that report, can 
fail to appreciate the potentialities of this program when its scope and 
soundness is realized. If you have not already done so, I sincerely hope 

; that you will read the report carefully. 

The stipuk tions in the inclosed agreement are intended to take care of 
all of the points raised by you and Dr. Middlebush in your correspondence
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and by those who attended the conferences with Dr. Bell here in Columbia. 
You will observe, for example, that the agreementprovides for Dr. Bennitt 
to have no other title than that of chairman of the committee, but it 
undertakes to define his duties as they relate to that position, It 
seems necessary to have someone connected with the Unit who will have 

' executive authority, but that authority has been clearly defined, The 
other responsibilities of Dr. Bennitt are likewise outlined, and the re- 
letionships between him and Dr, Dalke, I hope, are properly taken care of. 

It occurred to me, from reading President Middlebush's letter to you 
of May 25, that while Dr, Bennitt and Dr. Dalke will have their respective 
responsibilities, they are nevertheless to cooperate with each other in 
all matters of research. We have tried to deal with that woblem in the 
agreement. 

We have also clearly defined the responsibilities of Dr, Dalke with 
reference to his relationships to the Bureau and have set out definitely 
his relationship to teaching and the conduct of seminars and conferences. 

The agreement attempts to clearly place the entire responsibility of the 
Unit in the committee of three, with proper reservations for approval 
of the committee's recommendations by the respective agencies and for 
full freedom on the part of Dr. Dalke to make such reports to the Bureau 
as may relate to his responsibilities in that connection, 

Viewing the matter from a soméwhat detached standpoint, it is my opinion 
that the inclosed agreement should be satisfactory to the University and 
the Bureau. It is entirely so to the Commission, and I sincerely trust 
that it will be agreeable to. you to join with the Commission and the 
University in its execution. I am sure the University is entering into 
it cheerfully and wholeheartedly, 

I am inclosing three copies of the agreement. If you approve, kindly 
return two of them - one for the University and one for the Sonser vation 
Conmission. 

With kind regards, I am 

Yours very truly, 

E, Sydney Stephens 
ESS Chairman 
Me
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Amplification and Clarification of the Memorandum of Understanding between 
the Bureau of Biological Survey, United States Department of Agriculture, 
Washington, D. C., and the University of Missouri, and the Conservation 
Commission of Missouri, for Cooperation in Wildlife Research 

Speeifie reference is made to the following paragraph of said 

agreement: 

"That the details of this cooperation shall be plamned and 

executed jointly by the Bureau, the University and the Commission,” 

WHEREAS, since the establishment of the Cooperative Wildlife 

Research Unit at the University of Missouri, as provided in the Memorandum 

of Agreement entered into between the University of Missouri, the Conser- 

vation Commission of Missouri and the Bureau of Biological Survey, the 

details of said cooperation, as provided in the above paragraph, have 

since, in the light of experience and of reciprocal conference, beon 

determined and mutually agreed upon, the following statement and enumer=- 

ation of said details are hereby confirmed and ordered to be appended, to 

the end that each of the three contracting parties may be fully informed 

of the plans of organization(and administration which are hereby agreed to: 

1, The establishment of an administrative committee, composed 

of Dr. Rudolf Bennitt as chairman, Dr. Paul D. Delke and Mr. Irwin T. Bode 

as members, is hereby approved. The duties of that committee are to work 

out and approve the yearly budget of tho Research Unit, to approve the se= 

lection of graduate students to be employed by the Unit, and to work out 

and approve the work program of the Unit and the research projects for the 

fiscal year. The recommendations of the administrative committee thus pro~ 

vided for are then to be submitted to the Bureau of Biological Survey, the 

University of Missouri and the Missouri Conservation Commission for their 

respective approval. 

ole



2s Dr. Bennitt, as chairman of the administrative committee, is 

to be the executive head of the Units; he is to preside at the meetings of the 

administrative committee and to be responsible for all research work conducted 

with University and Commission funds; he is to be responsible for general public 

relations and all correspondence relating thereto and te have submitted to him 

all correspondence relating thereto and to have submitted to him all corres= 

pondence and reports affecting the work of the Unit. He is further to have 

general supervision and certification of expenditure of funds derived from 

the University and the Conservation Commission, provided, however, that all 

such expenditures shall be in accord with the budget previously approved by 

the committee and the cooperating agencies. All correspondence relating to 

matters of the policy of the Unit and to the establishmont of cooperative 

agreements with organizations and individuals shall be conducted by Dr. Bennitt 

as chairman of the administrative committee. It shall be the duty of the com 

mittee to submit through its chairman to the three cooperating agencies quarterly 

reports of the Unit, but only after said reports shall have been approved by 

each member of the administrative committee. 

3. Dr. Dalke is to have the title of “Associate Biologist", or, 

as occasion may require, of “Project Leader", said titles to be used by hin 

in correspondence relating to the work of the Unit or in connection with . 

other public relationships. Dr. Dalke is to have entire supervision of pro- 

jeets financed by funds from the Bureau and is expected to be responsible to 

the Bureau for said funds, and to make such reports from time to time as the | : 

Bureau may require, but all reports of the Unit as a whole must be submitted 

through the chairman, but only after said reports shall have been approved by 

the other members of the administrative committee. Dr. Dalke shall not be 

required to give instruction in regular courses, but he may particiifate in 

conferences and seminars of graduate students, as occasion may require, and 

Qe



it is mtually agreed that such participation is desirable. 

4 The designation of responsibilities and the allocation of 

functions to Dr. Bennitt and Dr. Dalke shall not be understood to preclude 

or prevent either of them from rendering full cooperation to the other 

whenever the exigencies of situations ani the proper administration of 

projects may require; and it is hereby declared by mtual agreement that 

such cooperation is highly desirable. It is mtually agreed that any member 

of the Unit staff delegated by the committee to carry on research on a spe- 

eifie project may be designated by the committee as “Project Leader” of said 

project. 

S. The entire responsibility for the administration of the Unit 

is thus lodged in the administrative committee, with equal authority to de- 

termine policies of expenditure, research and other matters of administration, 

subject always to the approval of the respective agencies which the members 

of the committee represent, It is mutually agreed, however, that any or all 

of the agencies shall be privileged to set up committees, councils or indie 

viduels te speak for them officially in the matter of approving or disapproving 

the recomendations of the administrative committee. 

Signatures 

University of Miesourk | 

ME ae Se 

Sonservation Comission of Mssours 

ene mee —— <enememeyttageteneme 
Bureau of Biological Survey 

Neg en a 

Approveds 

“———"irestor of Research le aa one 

Secretary of Agriculture Se a Re
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ELTINGE F. WARNER PR DAVENE 
Vice-Chairman of the Boerd AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 
Gul ea Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 7. E, DOREMUS 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. i 
Chains sn Cop Geen 

June 23, 1938 

Prof, Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

At the meeting of our Executive and 
Finance Committees June 15th in New York, I inter- 
viewed Mr. Leo K, Couch of the U, S, Bureau of 
Biological Survey, who is in charge of the admin- 
istration of the work of the Wildlife Research and 
Demonstration Units in which we are cooperating. 

A copy of that interview is attached 
herewith, I know it will be of interest to you. 

ye 

Henry P. is, 
Secreta: 

Def 

Enclosure 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



Q. + By Davis - We have nine Cooperative Research and Demonstration Units, Mr. 

Couch, will you tell us briefly where they are located? 

"i baling Virginia - Blacksburg Connecticut - Storrs 
lank = Ane Maine - Orono . Chie = Columbus 
Temas « College Station Utah - Logan Oregon ~ Corvallis 

Q. How many people are working on these units? 

Ae 160 full and workers. 
ae es 

p= ty ey leaders <--- 9 
Instructors -eee-eneme 45 

So ae 

a oa aeres of land are being utilized in this whole program, Mr. 

A. About 867,000 acres in research and demonstration areas. 
Alabama, «----csee.< 150,000 

Commecticut ««—-m—— 2,800 
LOWE cect arseu een enee 9,060 

Haine coma meme 15,120 

TexAg —--wucennce= 512,800 

Virginia qnemcemane 40,000 

Q Whe oms this property? 

A. About four-fifths is in private omership, which indicates that the main 
portion of the program deals with farmegame and fur problems. - 

Q. What equipment is being empleyed, Mir. Couch, and who furnishes it for this 
program? 

re, cow 
Small trucks - Institute 
Trailers «== Institute 
Binoculars <= Survey and Institute 
Cameras «--——-«= Survey and Institute 
Collecting Equipment
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Fencing material = Electric fencing ~ Wildlife Institute 

(Office equipment ------- Survey and Colleges 
TREPS eave newman Institute 

Q- Is there any special or unusual equipment necessary for any of this work? 

Ae Yes, special recording instruments 

Sikes peythrtncter 
Anemometer 
Live traps -= Birds and Memaals 
Bar tags - Memals 
Leg bands — Birds 
Fencing — exelesures and inclosures 

aeliees = heion tee and equipment 
GmwlitGa 

Q. What big game species are you working with? 

be nie Se Ae NAR Seat 

Antelope 
Black bear 
Peccary 
Moose 

Qe Was ae Co heyertiad priiae of Cons syestan yen ee attnyting te 

A. Livestock = competition ranges 
ait wth fon a 

Winter ranges 
Feod, water, cover requirenents 

Saaks of perienany wencins 
Restocking 
Development of census methods for determining usable surpluses 

Q. What furbearers are you considering? 

A. Beaver, muskrat, mink, raccoon, red fox, gray fox, otter.
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Qe What email game species are you studying? 

Me 
EET Tee tern, northern, Texas, Gonbol's, Valley, Mountain, Sealed) 

— 
Chukar partridge 

Sharpetailed grouse 

Lesser prairie chicken 

erase Sm 

Fox squirrel 
Raccoon 
Opossum 
Woodchuck 

©. Peach enter ko danas Oak ome "aban ee aes he are we 
this comection? 

A. Chemical studies on Bear River Refuge in relation to duck sickness. 
pean Higklag Ba pa wale sade may Aeneas 

Staay of migueier leuk ada tn cat ob Vo Study of lead alloy in shot at Virginia. 
- Food and nesting cover requirements for waterfowl, Pymatuming lake, Ohio. 
ee nee ee ae ee 

food requirements for waterfowl in Alabama and Texas. 
Duck banding in Willamette Valley — aid in establishing small refuges. 

Q. Have any of these studies been completed, tir. Couch? 

nag EP ae wy erie Life managenent: a 

Quai Predator studies Maryland Conservationist 
Ruffed grouse Food Habits aw 
Quail ee = Texas Game 

Texas nia! ” 

ee $i 
sottontail rebbit Statistical studies Menuseript - 

dnerican coot ee ee Manuscript
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in Connecticut 
Antelope Life history and management in Manuseript 

cee Winter and spring studies Jour. of Wildlife Mgt. 
pheasants Winter factor American Wildlife 

Qe tad do on Gali te eatetantinng smcemytetamats af Coe yrneren Ne 

Ae Sees seen oak Saat Oe ee 

ete ie anil “ Factors for success of the farmer-sportsmen hunting areas in 

Mite new att eames of Se Se a 

pepe me pene: hg By way wen Rage bp men nnn 4 

Q Mr. Couch, do you think that a contizmation of this program on its present 
basis by the Institute is justified? 

“& it mot for the financial help and moral of the American 
waReits cite at to eae eo eneaealis pumas cee 
could be carried out. ‘the Institute funds provide the necessary help 
pote: ag hegg Deda ange Onaga Rigg cea By ong Bena yen 
ei eke funds. ee Oe eae 

Seaeeenane Sp naes Sot Heenan Stee See 
Se eee oe es ee ee ee a of laboratory 
Se = office and field equipment. The 

fund being flexible assists the work over many a financial 
hurdle. 

Q. What practical use has been made of these accomplishments? 

As Closure of Attwater prairie chicken season in Texas. 
Regulated deer hunting on Allison Tract in Alabama. 
Setting momrning dove seasons to start and end with requirements for 

oo 

eglehes vo calm of tae tok y census methods in Tome | areas 
Atami production on extended eenle of wild wriey in Virginia 
Setting up an season in Oregon on Antelope, on studies. 

shoring surplus available 
Use of humbing data over 50 years in Comecticut, to plan 

for inereased stocking or extension of hunting periods. 
Extension Program in Texas - 9 million acres in farm-game management areas.
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Q. What is the emnmeal expended by the Game Commissions, Colleges, 
Heaarhtun WOME te Saethectne end Wanhacheeh Sarvy dor thie ant 

Ae The for a mindmuan cure of ee re ee expendi’ in 

Survey. Tames aun ot Ge ae Pave ovidea in exeess of 
their agroononte, ie fade popdies we veut each of the nine 
groups is as follows: 

State Game Counissions $ 91.4 $ s7.ssck “iia 
oe ee 38,222.21 65,025.23 60,192.81 

American ife Inst. § 27,000.00 27,000.00 27,000.00 
U. S. Biological Survey _ 19,836.08 — 802200200 28,835.32 

Totals $122,651.68 $180,089.45 $163,624.61
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OUTLINE OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND PLANS OF THE FISH PREDATION 

INVESTIGATIONS OF THE COOPERATIVE FISH MANAGEMENT UNIT 

Sponsored by the American Wildlife Institute (with funds from the 

Associated Fishing Tackle Manufacturers), the Michigan Department of 

Conservation through its Institute for Fisheries Research, and the 

University of Michigan, 

Objectives 

I. To study the effects of fish-eating animals on the game-fish supply. 

Basic to this study are: 

. (1). 4m acquaintance with records in the literature regarding the 

life-histories and habits of the animals concerned. 

(2). A knowledge of the relative abundance, seasonal variations in 

habits, and other such facts regarding the predatory species involved 

and their prey. 

(3). A detailed account of the food and feeding habits of the 

predators and prey. 

(4). A kmowledge of the nature and composition of representative 

types of fish populations and the extent and effects of predation 

pressure thereon, 

(5). Information on the effects of fishing by man on natural 

waters, as compared with the competitive effects of lower animals. 

II. 0 determine the situations under which the predation may be 

incompatible with the production of good fish crops, as well as the 

situations under which predation has no serious effects or may even be ; 

beneficial,
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III. To indicate wise and effective means of control for those natural 

situations in which the predation may appear to be a real limiting factor 

in fish production (consideration to be given to methods of reducing 

harmful predation through environmental control and judicious management 

practises such as stocking fish at a time when they will not be 

excessively vulnerable to predators). 

IV. ‘To study the role of fish eating animals in the economy of the 

operation of fish hatcheries and rearing stations to the ends: 

(1). That the species responsible for serious losses may be 

identified with certainty. 

(2). That the full effects of the current practises of killing 

predators at fish cultural establishments may be known and evaluated 

in the light of wise conservation policies (consideration to be 

given the effect of the killings on the predator species as well as 

on fish production). 

(3). ‘That methods may be developed for the control of such 

predatory animals which will not entail their death but which will 

simultaneously provide 

(a). bdetter protection to the fish, 

(>). the diversion of man-hours from the "shotgun patrol" to 

other hatchery duties, and 

(ce). more and larger fish at lower costs for stocking purposes. 

(4). That locations may be indicated for hatchery and rearing 

station sites remote from the regions or flyways where heavy 

predation might be anticipated. : 

f
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a. Glark Salyer, I1. In charge, Division of Wildlife Refuges. U. &. 

Biological Survey. Senior Investigator. 

Karl F. Lagler Graduate Student, University of Michigan, Junior 

Investigator, in active charge of the investigation. 

William C. Beckman Graduate Student, University of Michigan. Part- 

time assistant. 

Arthur Greenberg Undergraduate, University of Michigan. Wational 

Youth Administration part-time assistant. 

Gooperating agencies. 

AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE , 

Made arrangements for cooperative fish management investigations 
under which the first cooperative fish management unit has been 
established at the University of Michigan. The predator investigation 
here reported upon is the first project of this unit, 

Provided funds for the salary of Karl F. Lagler and assistant, 
through a generous grant by the Associated Fishing Tackle Manufacturers, 

Technical Committee gave valuable advice and suggestions at 
conference on project in Baltimore, Ma., February, 1938. 

Assisting materially in arrangements for national census of fish 
predator control. 

MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION 

Institute for Hisheries Research of Fish Division 
Provided funds for travel expenses and field equipment and certain 

phases of laboratory work. 
Cooperated in conduct and supervision of field studies. 

Made available records of previous studies of fish predation in 
Michigan in Institute files. 

Assisting in execution of national census of fish predator control. 

Staff members have aided and are aiding in collection of fish predators. 

Division of Field Administration 
Aided in field studies by providing guiding service and physical aid 

in handling field equipment by Conservation Officers. 

Conservation officers collected fifty water snakes and specimens of 

turtles from wild waters during the summer of 1937. 

x
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Game Division 
Ave studying the fish-eating habits of the otter and mink, 
Have aided materially in the collection of fish-eating birds from 

natural waters. 

Education Division 
Offer opportunity for publication of popular aspects of the study. 

HATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AUDUBON SOCIMTIES 

Have turned over complete file of results of 1936 questionnaire on 
control of fish-eating birds at fish hatcheries. 

Have furnished mailing list of ornithologists and naturalists in Michigan, 
Through Mr, Richard H. Pough are doing and have done much to further 

the success of the current predator control census and other aspects of the 

investigation. 

U. S, BURBAY OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

Through Mesrs. Cottam and Uhler has provided opportunity to incorporate 
the Bureau's records of food of fish-eating animals collected in Michigan, 

Through Mr. R. W. Williams and Regional Supervisors of the Sectim 
of Wildlife Management is siding in the census of predator control 
practises and effects. 

Through Mr. W. L. MeAtee is providing technical advice on predator 
control experiments. 

U. S. BUREAU OF FISHERIES 

Through Mr, M, C. dames is aiding in the census of predator control 
at federal hatcheries. 

U. &. FOREST SERVICH (Hest Tawas, Michigan, Headquarters) 
Through Mr, Donald V. Gray has cooperated in testing various 

ground-level screening devices for the exclusion of fish-eating birds at 

the South Branch of the Pine River Trout Rearing Station during the summer 

of 1937. 
Cooperating in experiments on modifications of electric fencing 

for the exclusion of fish-eating birds at the same station. 

W. K, KELLOGG BIRD SANCTUARY OF MICHIGAN STAT@ COLLUGE 

Through Dr. Miles D, Pirnie, Director of the Sanctuary, cooperated 
in feeding experiments with turtles during the summer of 1937. 

Joined forces in a study of feeding habits of nesting great blue and 
green herons during the summer of 1937. 

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

Advice and counsel are being or have been received from: 

Dr. Frank W. Blanchard (deceased) 
Dr. Carl L. Hubbs - Curator of Fishes 
Dr. Josselyn Van Tyne - Curator of Birds 
Mr. Milton B. Treutman - Assistant Curator of Fishes 

Dr. Lee R, Dice - Curator of Mammals 

Provided office, laboratory, and library facilities.
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INDIVIDUALS 

Professional Biologists. 

Dr. 8. GC. Bishop University of Rochester. (N. Y¥.) 
Spider identifications. 

Dr. Gerald Prescott Albion College. 
Algae identifications. 

Dr. Paul Errington Iowa State College. 
Advice on methods and valuable information on the 
philosophical aspects of the problem. 

Dr. W. C, Muenseher Cornell University. 
Aid in the identification of fragments of aquatic 
plants, 

High school teachers. 
Nature counselors in boys camps. 
Sports writers (Outdoor editors). 
Professional turtle trappers. 
Many other kind and interested persons. 

Technical benefits from project. 

(1). Has materially aided in the training of the junior 
investigator and his assistant. 

(2). as opened up many important projects which one or both men 
may follow through life. 

(3). Has brought together a large amount of equipment and 
comparative material for this and other studies, for example, a 
collection of fish skeletons, scales, and otoliths for use in the 
accurate identification of fragments found in stomachs. 

(4). Has refined and improved technique and methods of fish 
predator investigations; for example, improving methods of recording 
data, providing means of estimating size of fish eaten from small 
‘Temains, improving methods of determining volume of food items, 
facilitating stomach analyses through graded sifting of contents 
through standard screens, anh wales pepe sane for more 
complete recognition of small items such as e fish scales, 
ete.
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Reports complete by May 31, 1938. 

(1). Predator studies in Michigan waters. ‘frans. Amer, Fish. Soc, 
63:229-239, 1934. By J. Clark Salyer, II. 

(2). am index to the food habits of the American merganser on 
Michigan trout streams and other waters. Report No, 268. Institute for 
Fisheries Research. Jan. 16, 1935. By J. Clark Salyer, II. 

(3). Goncentrations of ducks on some of the trout streams of the 
northern part of the lower Michigan peninsula during the 1934-1935 winter. 
Report No, 283. Institute for Fisheries Research. May 4, 1935. By 
Milton B. Trautman, ' 

(4). Merganser studies made during the winter of ape. Report 
No. 359. Institute for Fisheries Research, May 20, 19356. By J. W. 
Leonard and D. &. Shetter, 

(5). Analysis of the stomach contents of thirteen American mergansers 
taken from the Escanaba River, Michigan, during September, 1935, Report 
No. 313. Institute for Fisheries Research. ‘September 23, 1935. By 
Gerald P. Cooper. 

(6). Studies on Merganser depredations in Michigan trout waters, 
Report Wo. 3594. Institute for Fisheries Research. August 25, 1936. 
By J. W. Leonard and D. $, Shetter. Published in Trans, Amer. Fish. Soc. 

for 1936. 

(7). Analysis of the stomach contents of thitteen American mergansers .. . 
from the Kalamazoo River, Allegan County, Michigan. Report No. 414. 
Institute for Fisheries Research. March 13, 1937. By Karl F. Lagler, 

(8). Progress report of the fish management unit . . . Report No. 423. 
Institute for Pisheries Research. June 22, 1937. Presented to the 
Associated Fishing Tackle Manufacturers! annual convention in Chicago, 
Jane 22, 1937. By Karl F. Lagler. 

(9). Studies of predation on fishes in Michigan, American Wildlife. 
26 (6):86-87, 92. By Karl PF. Lagler. 

. (10). Some resulta of the cooperative studies on the predators of 
fishes in Michigan, Presented to the Michigan Academy of Science, Arts, 
and Letters, March 19, 1938. By Karl ¥. Lagler. 

Reports in advanced sieges of preparation, 

(1). Report on the relationships of the snapping turtle to game-fish 
and waterfowl in Wintergreen Leake, Kellogg Bird Sanctuary. By Miles D. 
Pirnie and Karl F. Lagler. 

(2). How do turtles make their living? Popular article prepared for 
the duly issue of Michigan Conservation, at the request of the Department 
of Conservation. By Kari ¥. Lagler.
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(3). Summary of the American merganser in relation to fishes in 
the trout streams and other waters +a suggested programs 
for control. By J. Clark Salyer, II and Karl Tf. Lagler. Based on five 
years of observations and over 310 sample meals. 

(4). An evaluation of the use of wire meshes at ground level in 
reducing the loss of trout due to the activities of fish-eating birds. 
By Donald V, Gray, Junior Forester, and Karl ¥. Lagler. Based on 
experiments conducted at the trout rearing station of the U. 3. Forest 
Service in the Huron National Forest, Michigan. MUxperiments were 
carried on during the summers of 1936 and 1937. 

Reports for which data are on hand and are accumlating 

but which are not nearing immediate completion. 

(1). A-key to the families of Great Lakes fishes on the basis of 
scale characters. An aid to the analysis of stomach contents of fish- 

eating animals, By Karl F. Lagler. 

(2). Contributions to a knowledge of the ecology and economics of 
turtles in Michigan, By Karl F, Lagler, To be used for doctorate 
dissertation. 

(3). A national census of the practises and effects of control of 
predators at federal, state, and private hatcheries. Questionnaire 
and circular letter yield data. Carries on work of National Association 
of dudubon Societies of 1936. By Karl F. Lagler. 

(4), Barly spring food of 105 mud-puppies from lakes in Lenawee 
County, Michigan, Mud~ jes are classed as "noxious fish" in Michigan, 
Are they? By Karl F. Toker. 

(5). Notes on the rate of growth of the painted and snapping 
turtles in captivity. By Karl YF. Legler. 

(6). Weeding habits of kingfishers on Michigan waters in spring, 
summer, and fall, in relation to game-fish populations, Based on field 

studies and over 150 sample meals. By J, Clark Salyer, II and Karl F. 
Lagiler. 

(7). Motes on the breeding habits of the musk turtle in 
Whitmore Lake, Washtenaw County, Michigan. By Karl F. Lagler. 

(8). Pood and feeding habits of the great blue heron on Michigan 
lakes and streams. Se 
meals. By J. Glark Salyer, II and Karl F. Lagler. 

(9). Methods 6m trapping turties. By Karl Fr, Lagler.
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(10). ‘he relation of fish-eating animals to the economy of the 
artificial propagation of fish in Michigan. Includes a summary of 
benefits and harm, in so far as mown, as the most satisfactory methods 
of control where such appears necessary. By J. Clark Salyer, II and 
Karl ¥. Lagler. Based on sample-meal analyses of over 1000 kingfishers, 
125 great blue herons, 60 green herens, 90 American bitterns, several 
other birds, and many water snakes, garter snakes, and turtles, ‘These 
specimens were taken from 1930 to 1938 in the routine predator control 
at the hatcheries and rearing stations in Michigan, and were preserved 
for the predater investigation by employees of the Michigan Department 
of Conservation. 

(11). ‘Improved methods for the analysis of stomach contents of 
fish-eating animals, By Karl F, Lagler. 

Proposed specific studies for emphasis in fiscal year 1938-1939 
(in addition to work on the reports just listed) 

(1). Bffeéts of predation by the common water snake on a 
population of trout in one mile of the Platte River, Benzie County, 
Michigan, Untails census of snake and fish populations. 

' (2). Analysis of turtle populations in Walsh Lake and Horner's 
Lake, Michigan. A census of turtle and fish populations. 

(3). ‘The effectiveness of acetylene detonators in the control 
of fish-eating birds about blue-gill rearing ponds at Wolf Lake 
Hatchery, near Kalamazoo, Michigan. 

(4). Live trapping as a means for kingfisher control at two 
Michigan rearing stations, ‘Trapped birds banded and released. 

(5). The electric fence adapted to perform as a “frightening 
perch" for kingfishers at a Michigan hatchery on a major kingfisher 

flyway. 

(6). Overhead screening to permit protection of trout in 
Yaceways without interference ta tho heekhs ng of fish, (Under way. 
Materials have been ordered for overhead screening of 2600' of 
raceway. Predation by birds at this hatchery is an all year round 

problem and loss of fish and destruction of birds are both extremely 
high. Gosts are being shared by the Department of Conservation and 
the Civilian Conservation Corps and Works Progress Administration.)
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Budget Considerations 

Prior to February 1, 1937. 

Investment of Michigan Department of Conservation and : 
University of Michigan in these studies estimated to be in 
excess of $3000. 

From February 1, 1937, to July 1, 1938. 

Funds from American Wildlife Institute $2400. 

$1800 of this to Legler for $ months of 
full-time work and 10 months of part-time 

$600 (the remainder) set aside for part- 
time assistant for 10 months. 

Paunds alletted in Institute for Fisheries Research 

Budget $2400. 

$1600 of this have been used for field 
expenses up to May 31, 1938. 

University of Michigan contributions match each of 

the shove in furnishing glassware, chemicals, 
office, laboratory, darkroom, and library 
facilities as well as microscope equipment, 
the advice of specialists, and 350 hours of 
N.Y. A. aid 

From duly 1, 1938, to duly 1, 1939. 

Funds needed from the American Wildlife Institute to 
carry on the project. 

ci for 12 months of full-time work by Lagler. 
800 for 3 months of full-time work and 9 months 
of part-time work by an assistant. 

Funds allotted in the Institute for Fisheries Research 
Budget for this period (this budget approved one 
month ago) $1000. 

University of Michigan to continue cooperating as before.
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424 University Farm Place 
June 14, 1938 

Mr. Herbert L. Stoddard 
Sherwood Plantation 
Thomasville, Georgia 

Dear Herbert: 

I was glad to get your 0.K. of the Delta project. I think 

it 4s one of those gambles which you described in your more recent 
letter, namely a situation which is important, a field man who is 
bursting with ideas, and that is all. I don't know what will come of 
it, but I wouldn't be surprised if Pirnie came back with some real plans. 
He has with him as field assistant for the remainder of the season 
Albert Hochbaum, one of the best students I ever had. I am anxious for 
you to meet hin. 

I am enclosing, in a personal rather than a committee capacity, 
my letter to Henry Davis in regard to Leo Couch's report. I take it that 
our worries about the research set-up are not dissimilar. I did not 
want to send this letter to the whole committee for fear it might be con- 
strued as unfavorable to Gouch. 1 of course don't mean that at all. I 
am profoundly skeptical about further enlarging our organization without 
some better means of keeping track of what is going on. 

It is disappointing that you do not contemplate a northem trip 
this summer. I will miss the hoped-for chance of taking you to the shack. 
If you should be able to change your plans, I could say that there are lots 
of quail for you to whistle with. 

You complained of your archery, but you are not as bad as I am. 
I have not picked up & bow since my winter's deer hunting. Wo time. 

We are at last having a rainy year, but the entire region shows 
an almost incredible degree of damage from the last three drouths. 

Yours as over, 

encl
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dune 5, 1938 

Mr. Honry K. Davis ,socretary, 
American Wildlife Inetitiute, 
Investment Building, 
Washington, D.C, 

Dear Henry} 

I wave your letter of the and, enclosing a co My. Leo Gouch's 
Report om “Cooperative Wildlife Research Washington, Idaho 

and Montam* and note that you ask th ‘ive my to this. 

Hive gino over the report wory 6 y must say 4 on the face of 
thing) the alte up Lode geek uat/oM ns ions sound. But this is a 
earn we Se omeney of tele. knowledge and really mow 
iittle about either the desirabis aby pa ious atudies mentioned or the 
facilities for carrying them on. Reg make no contribution other than to 
say that the report seems ve ood ba Khe recoumendations worth while. 
Gertainly I eannot i digeutiy~e. mm the desirability of the fishories 
work at the University <f Me Ne Re too little about it. 

But while on subject of pa h I just want to say that I an not 
sorry that the Go ative Research system at the various State Colleges 
cannot be financed sot up too wi + Time will give us a better 
chance to see just h ork thie/systom really ig,and how it compares 
from the of ‘aa puis with the financing of the various 
definite : + research projects that are constantly 
oropp Pp over the » whore wo happen to have the unusual combination 
of a needed at: an ideal mon to conduct it. At present I rather 

} le,n thia type of ject ae likely to give the greatest return for 
TInat funds ox « You probably mow that I am more or lose of a 
erank the aubject finding investigators of what I consider an ideal 
type, @ ing ¢ ered, tnd giving thom the free head just as far as it 
can be om worthwhile problems that they peremmaily are rearing to 
investigate. In that way you get enthusiasm, persistance and devotion to an 
end that is hard to get otherwise. Such mon can be completely freed from all 
"red tape" and administrative work, which the life history student must have 
if he is to put h4e whole time on his problems and follow it wherever it leads. 
He should live with his problems ie Lele, Wath out thought of teaching, 
first of the month paper work, soe or itutional obdigationes and 
so forth if he is to unearth any considerable amount of Ni facte really 
worth while, °f course such investigators should be free - to libraries, 
labratories and reference collections, and enlist the help specialists 
wherever they may be, and otherwise have every facility to aid their work 
in the field. I have a oe time will show that these are the mon who 
ean best gather facts usable both wildlife management and in the 
developing of young man power and extension work. I fear for a system where 
demands compel the young investigator to lecture, teach, investigate, advise, 
keep in the grace of the Universities, Game Comiasions and other institutions 
all of which are contributing towards his support ,before he may be ready to do a 
and at times at the expense of his field work, ail at the same time, Certainly
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it ids hard for any mon to keep the free mind and emeentration necessary for 
best results on tough field research problems whon run ragged with outside 
distractions. 

The Biological survey and same of the Universities get fine results on 
the investigation of specific wildlife problems by detailing men who are 
interested and properly trained to the work,and I am not criticising them at all, 

and wish they had the money and facilities to greatly increase their program. 
But have always hoped the Institute might eventually build up a large 

fund, free of strings, that gould be devoted to aiding Aspocially deserving 
individuals (either connected with scientific institut or free lances) 
who can show that they have vital,worthwhile problems jn the wild lifo 
investigational field. 

4s usual, this is a “thinking out loud* r, waioh I probably 
would not write if I pondered the miter to Aldo a copy 80 
that he may mow how I feel about some of th things. to know both 
good men and vital problems that need mor Q\gome cises of it, where a 
fellow could practically guarantee ‘Any¢ i ta, in thisMittle neck of the — 
woods. Probably all the rest of the 4y6 hr probLeas and men, aut to got 
the rosults I visualize, they she dd ally freed of all institut’ a 
obligations and red tape, and live “iw 2 they are trying to got the 
low dowm om. And the important al} ? bly be secured by the well 
trained, but younger men, before they got“46o much bothered with family affairs, 

and too far into the complexSiiesan 2 ites own Life has for some years been 
entirely too cago | t96 41 type og wild) e4 vonseareh I am talking aboutjall 

we older fellows can do /igffiee the your: re for good work. 

How about raising p\ half million da » for the sort of investigation I an 
takking about? J) 

With k and deat wishés, I am, 

Sincerely yours, 

Herbert |. Stoddard. 

i 

{ 
a 
\ 

Ms 
ae .
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This letter written by Dr. 
Gabrielson, but, at my 

request, was not mailed. 
E.S.S. 

June 13, 1938 

Dr. F. A. Middlebush 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Mr. Middlebush: 

I regret that the University has seen fit to consider the Cooperative 
Wildlife Research Unit in the light of a strictly University Undertaking. 
Your action on proposing "to make Dr. Bennit, as the University repre- 
sentative, generally responsible for the entire Unit," and your insistence 
that Dr, Dalke have little to do with administration of the Unit, is, of 
course, at variance with all of our preliminary correspondence and discussion 
and with the cooperative agreement as signed by you. With this viewpoint we 
cannot concur, 

The setup we have proposed is a program of real cooperation, It is not our 
desire to dominate the work of the Unit but on the contrary to work in close 
harmony with each of the other contracting parties. It has worked well in 
other institutions and I can see no real reason why it should not work well 
in Missouri. 

In view of the fact that there seems to be no prospect of any amicable 
working relationship in the present setup, except on the basis of complete 
subordination of all participants to the University interests, and in view 
of the further fact that there are a number of other States anxious to under- 
take a cooperative program on the same basis to other existing Units, it seems 
best to discontinue the projects before more serious differences arise. 

I have a definite feeling, after reviewing the correspondence with the Uni- 
versity, that a feeling exists there that we are intruders. We have no desire 
to occupy such a position as an organization, nor do we wish to ask any employees 
of the Bureau to work under the difficult conditions such a feeling would make 
inevitable, 

Therefore, after carefulconsideration, it seems advisable to inform you that 
we will withdraw our participation from Missouri effective September 15, 1938, 
This is within the time limit required by the cooperative agreement, 

We regret to take such action, but the apparent unwillingness of the University 
to consider this a cooperative enterprise and its disregard for the terms of 
the agreement seems to leave no other course open. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Ira N. Gabrielson, 

Chief
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OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

COLUMBIA 

Gp ie FREDERICK A.MIDDLEBUSH 

PRESIDENT Cy 

June 3, 1938 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 

Madison 
Wisconsin 

My dear Dz Leopold: 

For your information I am sending 
you the enclosed copy of a letter which 
I wrote to Dr. Gabrielson on May twenty- 
fifth. 

With kind personal regards, I 
beg to remain 

Faithfully yours
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UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 

COLUMBIA 

COPY 
May 25, 1938 

Dr. Ira N. Gabrielson 
Chief, Bureau of Biological Survey 

Washington, D. C. 

My dear Dr. Gabrielson: 

I have given considerable thought to your communi- 
cation of May thirteenth. 

I raised the question of policy of the Bureau with 

Dr. Bell, particularly with respect to the ultimate status of 

these wildlife units. Is the intention of the Bureau to turn 
these Units over to the states as competent personnel is 
developed and sound methods of research are established, or 
are they to function as substations of your Bureau? The 

objective in view for these Units seems important in arriving 

at an understanding regarding the Missouri Unit. The University 
had a quite respectable research program under way under well- 

qualified direction prior to the establishment of the Coop- 

erative Unit. I believe that the local situation does not 

require the centralization of authority and supervision in the 

Bureau which may be advisable temporarily at other institutions 
where wildlife activity along research lines is a new ventures 

We agree, I believe, on the personnel and functions 

of the Administrative Committee. I find it advisable, however, 

to concentrate more responsibility for the entire program im a 

member of the University staff. I must consider the fact that 

the University is entirely responsible for the use of the 

Conservation Commission funds entrusted to it, as well as its 

own. The University was willing to proceed, at the beginning, 

on the basis of joint responsibility in accordance with your 

suggestions. This has not proven satisfactory, and I now 

propose to make Dr. Bennitt, as the University representative, 

generally responsible for the entire Umit. This should not be 

interpreted as intended to include direct supervision or 

interference with research carried on with Federal funds; it 

is my intention that Dr. Bennitt's relations to Dr. Dalke's 

assigned projects shall be similar to those of the Director of 

the Agricultural Experiment Station to the projects assigned to
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cooperators of the Bureaus of Plant and Animal Industry. I 
expect to hold Dr. Bennitt directly responsible for all research 
conducted with University and Commission funds. He would, as 
you have suggested, be responsible for general public relations 
and correspondence relating thereto, be kept informed of all 
correspondence affecting the work of the Unit, and have general 
supervision and certification of expenditures of funds derived 
from the University and Conservation Commission. In addition, 
I would include responsibility for correspondence on all matters 
of policy, and establishment of cooperative agreements with 
organizations and individuals. 

I understand that it is your policy to require monthly 
reports by your representative. I believe Dr. Dalke should be 
solely responsible for these so far as they cover only the 
projects assigned to him; should they include reports on the 
Unit or on projects assigned to others under non-Federal funds, 
they should be approved by Dr. Bennitt. 

The quarterly reports on the Unit required by the 
University and the Commission must be Dr. Bennitt’s responsibility, 
although they will, as in the past, be approved by each member 
of the Administrative Committee. 

In view of the position to be held by Dr. Bennitt in 
the Unit it appears necessary to give him an indicative title. 
I believe I understand your point in objecting to the title of 
"Director", although I am informed that your representative is 
so designated in some of the Units. I am willing to substitute 
the title "Unit Leader", which is quite descriptive of the 
position I expect him to occupy. 

Since Dr. Dalke's supervision of projects will extend 
only to those carried on with Bureau funds, I do not feel that 
there is justification for his use of the title "Project Leader". 
The use of the similar titles "Unit Leader" and "Project Leader” 
would probably be confusing and, possibly, appear contradictory 
to the public. I must, therefore, insist that Dr. Dalke have no 
other title in the Unit than "Associate Biologist". 

It is my wish, as you have indicated it is yours, to 
establish the Wildlife Unit on a definite, well-defined basis 
to avoid future misunderstandings and the necessity for 
modifications and adjustments. The general plan on which my 
ideas for the organization of the Wildlife Unit are based has
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proved satisfactory over a period of many years in State- 
Federal cooperation for agricultural research. 

I shall hope for an early reply in order that the 
budget for the next fiscal year can be drawn up and approved. 

With kind personal regards, I beg to remain 

Faithfully yours,
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OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 

COLUMBIA 

May 25, 1938 

Dr. Ira N, Gabrielson 
Chief, Bureau of Biological Survey 
Washingon, D. C. 

My dear Dr. Gabrielson: 

I have given considerable thought to your communication of May thirteenth. 

I raised the question of policy of the Bureau with Dr. Bell, particularly 
with respect to the ultimate status of these wildlife units, Is the ine 
tention of the Bureau to turn these Units over to the states as competent 
personnel is developed and sound methods of research are established, or 
are they to function as substations of your Bureau? The objective in view 
for these Units seems important in arriving at an understanding regarding 
the Missouri Unit. The University had a quite respectable research program 
under way under well-qualified direction prior to the establishment of the 
Cooperative Unit. I believe that the local situation does not require the 
centralization of authority and supervision in the Bureau which may be ade 
visable temporarily at other institutions where wildlife activity along re- 
search lines is a new venture. 

We agree, I believe, on the personnel and functions of the Administrative 
Committee, I find it advisable, however, to concentrate more responsibility 
for the entire program in a member of the University staff. I must consider 
the fact that the University is entirely resposible for the use of the Con» 
servation Commission funds entrusted to it, as well as its own. The Uni- 
versity was willing to proceed, at the beginning, on the basis of joint 
responsibility in accordance with your suggestions. This has not proven 
satisfactory, and I now propose to mke Dr. Bennitt, as the University 
representative, generally responsible for the entire Unit. This should 
notbe interpreted as intended to include direct supervision or interference 
with research carried on with Federal funds; it is my intention that Dr. 
Bennitt's relations to Dr. Dalke's assigned projects shall be similar to ; 
those of the Director of the Agricultural Experiment Station to the projects 
assigned to cooperators of the Bureaus of Plant and Animal Industry, I expect 
to hold Dr. Bemnitt directly responsible for all research conducted with Uni- 
versity and Commission funds, He would, as you have suggested, be responsible 
for general public relations and correspondence relating thereto, be kept ine 
formed of all correspondence affecting the work of the Unit, and have general 
supervision and certification of expenditures of funds derived from the Uni- 
versity and Conservation Commission, In addition, I would include responsibility 
for correspondence on all matters of policy, and on establishment of cooperative 
agreements with organizations and individuals, 

I understand that it is your policy to require monthly reports by your repre- 
sentative. I believe Dr. Dalke should be solely responsible for these so far 
as they cover only the projects assigned to him; should they include reports 
on the Unit or on projects assigned to others under non-federal funds, they 
should be approved by Dr. Bennitt.
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The quarterly reports off the Unit required by the University and the Com 
mission mst be Dr. Bennitt's responsibility, although they will, as in the 
past, be approved by each member of the Administrative Committee, 

In view of the position to be held by Dr. Bemitt in the Unit it appears 
necessary to give him an indicative title. I believe I understand your 
point in objecting to the title of "Director", although I am informed 
that your representative is so designated in some of the Units, I am 
willing to substitute the title "Unit Leader", which is quite descriptive 
of the position I expect him to occupy. 

Since Dr. Dalke's supervision of projects will extend only to those carried 
on with Bureau funds, I do not feel that there is justification for his use 
of the title "Project Leader", The use of the similar titles "Unit Leader" 
and "Project Leader" would probably be confusing and, possibly, appear con= 
tradictory to the public. I mst, therefore, insist that Dr. Dalke have no 
other title in the Unit than "Associate Biologist". 

It is my wish, as you have indicated it is your, to establish the Wildlife 
Unit on a definite, well-defined basis to avoid future misunderstandings 
and the necessity for modifications and adjustments. The general plan on 
which my ideas for the organization of the Wildlife Unit are based has 
proved satisfactory over a period of many years in State-Federal cooperation 
for agricultural research, 

I shall hope for en early reply in order that the budget for the next 
fiscal year can be drawn up and approved. 

With kind personal regards, I beg to remain 

Faithfully yours,



UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI Cy” 

COLUMBIA KA A 

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCE 

DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY 

May 25, 1958 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Wishing to keep you in touch with the 

status of the relations between the University 

and the Bureau of Biological Survey in regard 
to the Cooperative Wildlife Unit, I am enclosing 
a copy of a letter addressed to President Middle- 

bush by Dr. Gabrielson. I have just finished 
framing a reply for the President's signature, 

and have requested him to send you a copy when 

it leaves his office. 

You will note that certain concessions 

have apparently been made. However, we feel that 

we must go yet further in defining and clarify- 

ing the matter of responsibility and controle 

I wish to convey my appreciation of 

the kindly interest you have shown in the devel- 

opment of our program for wildlife research. You 

have made many suggestions that have been very 
helpful to us. 

With kind regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

i Ce. M. Tucker 
Chairman 

University Wildlife Council 

CMT :HG
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President F. A. Middlebush, 
eae of Missouri, 

Columbia, Missouri 

Dear President Middlebush: 

I am sorry that I did not get to see you when you were in Washing- 
ton. I was in the — at that time as nesrongs before the Senate 
Committee on Appropriations made it necessary for me to remain here, 

I have discussed very fully with Dr, Bell developments in con+ 
nection with the conferences held in a office on April 25 and 26 
and in his later conference on April 27 at which the following were 
present: Dr. Tucker, Dr. Curtis\and Acting Dean Miller, representing 
the University wildlife Council; \iir. EB. Sydney Stephens, Chairman of 
the Conservation Commissions Mr. [. T. Bode, Dr, Rudolf Benni:t and 
Dr, Paul D. Dalke, members of the | trative Comittee. It is a 
matter of rere to us that certain misunderstandings had arisen 
regarding policies, plans and proc 8 on which agreements were 
ret “A to have been reached. It ls my hope, as a result of the 
conferences held, that all of these ‘misunders tandings and items on 
which there was not full agreement were brought out into the Pe and 
cleared up so that essential features | be agreed upon and that 
those found not to be pertinent may be dismissed from further con-= 
siderations, You will note in reading over the Memorandum of Under~ 
standing that the entire program that we proposed is contingent on 
full and sutual agreement by the cooperating ageoen et concerned and 
particularly on the part of the Administrative Committee consisting 
of Mr. Bode, Dr. Bennitt and Dr. Dalke. 

With reference to your verbal request to Dr, Bell that I should 
give you a statement of the objectives of the Plological Survey, these 
are stated fully in the Memorandum of Understanding signed by 
representatives of the three cooperating — and approved by 
Secretary H. A. Wallace on September 25, 1937, 

Our purpose in Inaugurat the plans for the cooperative unite 
was to develop a sound estan te the interest of wildlife restoration 
and maintenance through research, demonstration and educat lonal work 
as set forth in the Memorandum of Understanding. ‘The plans were 
developed in the interest of the ea and the wildlife resources 
withour regard to any eee t might accrue to any of the three 
cooperating agencies or individuals connected therewith, our desire 
was to set up cooperating oot that would function effectively 
and harmoniously through Joint planning and full agreement covering 
all activities undertaken. This has been done in entire good faith 
on the part of the Biological Survey and I am satisfied as a result 
of Dr, Bell's conferences that the same is true of the University and 
the Conservation Commission. 

There appears to be entire agreement on item 1 1, of 
letter of February 7, 19358, to Dr. C, M, Tucker licens of rH 
University Wildlife Council, which r-ads as foliowst
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ps "The administrative committee composed of Dr» 
Bennitt, representing the University, Mr. Bode, 
the Conservation Commission, and Dr. Dalke, the 
Biological Survey, was to work out and approve the 

eee budget of tne research unit, approve the 
selection of graduate students, and work out and 
approve the work program and research projects for 
the fiscal year." 

It 1s understood that all such actions of the Administrative Committee 
are finally subject to approval of the mee executive officers of 
the three corgeve= ne agencies, Owing to large number of useful 
— avallable for study, it has proven most generally satis- 
factory to undertake work only on projects upon which the three 
members of the Administrative Committee may reach agreement, leaving 
all others out of the program until such time as there may be unanimous 
agreement. 

In view of the usage by the University of the title "Director", 
I see your viewpoint in wishing that Dr. Bennitt be given this title 
in his capacity as chairman of the Administrative Committee as usually 
designated in connection with the cooperative units, However, cone 
sidered from the national viewpoint of the entire cooperative set-up, 
I much prefer to avoid the title "Director" in a cooperative set-up 
of this kind where all the cooperating agencies should essentially be 
on an equal basis, I believe that Dr. Sennitt can fimetion as 
effectively if ear as chairman of the Committee, Itseems to 
me to be worth a trial. Change could be made later should experience 
as the work progresses indicate that such is desirable, Under this 
arrangement, he would be responsible for — public relations and 
correspondence relating thereto, be kept ormed of all intere 
eee correspondence attocting the work of the unit, and have 
_ supervision and certification of expenditures of funds 
erived from the University and Conservation Commission, In view of 

the past misunderstanding on responsibilities of Dr. Rennitt and Dr, 
D&lke in relation to poe are of reports, 1t would seem that the 
assembling and certification of eareene covered by rere neee work 
agreed upon by the Committee and t lag to 5 agencies should be 
a joint responsibility of br. Dalke and Yr, Bennitt. 

Dr. Dalke should, in my opinion, use his official title as 
Associate Biologist or as Project Leader as the occasion may require 
as employed in the qarterly report dated April 19, 1938. In addition 
to work on the Administrative Committee and as representative of the 
Biological Survey, research ae assigned to him will be actively 
supervised bs 4 him in the field accordance with agreement by the 
Committees He will be responsible for special reports and correspondence 
veyieer by the go Survey and for certification of vouchers 
end other papers involving expenditure of Federal Funds. Under 
regulations of the Department of Agriculture, Dr. Dalke cannot be héld 
responsible for giving regular courses of class instruction byt may 
participate in conferences or seminars of graduate students as may 
prove desirable. 

I shall appreciate being advised as to your reaction ‘to the 
foregoing statement and to have for consideration any modifications 
that you may wish to propose. I sincerely hope that the at up 
of misunderstandings regarding terminology employed and the functions
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of the personnel of the Administrative Committee and of the various 
administrative agencies of the University, including the University 
Wildlife Council, and of the Conservation Commission and the 
Biological } nape Pepa make possible effective and harmonious carrying 
fowward of the plans agreed upon as contemplated under the terms of 
the Memorandum of Understanding. 

Sincerely yours, 

Ira N, Cabrielson 
Ghief.



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN, U. S. A. 

MUSEUM OF ZOOLOGY May 23, 1938 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisc., 

Dear Aldo: 

Our failure to get better organized on the predator investigators, with 
particular reference to an advisory committee, has been do not only to our 
preoccupation with other affairs, but also to some uncertainties and delays. 
The lack of assurances on the continuation of the project has already been 
mentioned. Failure to get out preliminary data and interpretations, either 
for criticisms or publication, has been related in large part to Salyer's 
failure to come through with the past data. As mentioned before, we feel 
assured of his good-will and desire to cooperate, but we remain without much 
of the data which are essential to the project. So much was accomplished when 
Lagler spent a few days in Washington following the meeting, that I am trying to 
arrange for Salyer ff ana Lagler to get together in Washington again in the 
hear future. Lagler wold be prepared to go, and I have just written Salyer 
urging the conference and copyin; of the data. I am also writing Henry Davis 
to see if the Institute will not stand the travel expense. If you approve of 
the get-together, please drop Henry a line to second the request. 

immediately following his taking of the Preliminary Doctorate Examination, 
Karl Lagler will draw up in more detail thah hitherto a statement of the 
present status of the fact-finding, with a prospectus of field and laboratory 

: work for the next fiscal year (1938-39). This discussion should be on the way 
to our advisors for criticism in about a week. 

Although we have not formally organized an advisory committee, Lagler and 
I have frequently sogght and profited by the critieiism of interested parties, 
particularly Errington, Ruhl, Salyer, Pough, Van Tyne, Hazzard. The statement to be drawn up by Lagler (with my suggestions) will go to these man and §o the 
members of the Technical Committee. We have always planned to have nie ae a for publication referred to such men. The Michigan Academy paper which 4n irectly eauded Pough concern was not intended for publication, I did not go into detail in the letter to you about this matter, but would be glad to if there is any 
occasion, Lagler's paper was particuarly carefully worded, and leaned just as far to the preservationist point of view as was consistent with an insistance on scientific accuracy. And Jack Van Coeverings article in his outdoor page, obtained as he sat in the audience, was of very much the same tone. Pough was in the thralls of his counter attack on the crow shooting business, and admits that 
he was not in a very objective point of view a t the time. 

Do you think that a formally organized advisory committee would have 
particular adwantages over seeking the cooperation of interested parties by 
meetings and correspondence? If so, definite suggestinns along the line would be appreciated. 

Lagler feels that a prime return to date on the project has been the stimulatic of his own interest, and the formulation of associated natural history problems that will likely keep him busy for 25 years. 

over



The suggestions you made as to the study of the fish*managers predation 
have been taken to heart. Lagler and Pough, for example, have been working 
tegether on the ohtaining and compilation of the actual destruction of 
predators about the hatcheries. In working out a questionnaire and procedures, 
the cooperation of Biological Survey officials has also been obtained. Henry 
Davis is cooperating too. The form of the questionnairs has been worked out, 
mailing lists compiled form different sources and plans made for an early 
follow through with the plans. This item will of course be mentioned in 
Lagler's outline for next year. 

Lagler is keen on the establishment of local areas for intensive work 
on natural (vs. hatchery) predation. The uncertainties which have surrounded 
the project as a whole have been involved in our failure to go far in this 
direction. There have been, however, some rather intensive loval studies, 

: that will help I am sure in the interpretive side of the work. 

If you have had to hire &n interpreter to read this letter, please 
be informed that I am having to be my own secretary these days. 

Ns cae 

a L. Hubbs



Fish Predation 

424 University Farm Place 
May 20, 1938 

My. Richard H. Pough ’ 
National Association of Audubon Societies 
1775 Broadway 
New York, HN. Y. 

Dear Dick: 

I have now heard from Carl Hubbs about the fish 

predation project and I am glad to tell you that his letter dis- 

plays the utmost receptivity to outside opinion. My recomnendation 

of an advisory committee has not been acted on because there are no 

: aasurance of financing beyond July 1, I have told Cari Hubbs that 

I would go after such a committee anyhow. 

I will not attempt further comment. This letter is merely 

to assure you that the thing is on my mind and that I am doing what 

I can. 

I attach my letter on the Peters incident. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



424 University Farm Place 
May 18, 1938 

Dr. Garl 1. Hubbe 
Museum of Zoology 
University of Michigan 
fan Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Carl: : 

I am particularly glad to get your letter because I had been 
worrying about the situation. 

I think fellows in your boots and mine must accept the fact that 
predation research at this stage of the game is inherently a thorny enter- 
prise. I am not inclined to agree with you that Dick Pough overplayed 
his hand. I do accept your assurance that Lagler properly qualified and 
sefeguarded hie report at the Academy. What the newspapers did to it is 
simply one of those things which happen. 

I feel a little reluctant to express any further opinion because 
it is not sound practice for an outsider to be definite about the organization 
of a project which he has never seen on the ground. It may be proper, though, 
for me to tell you purely as a personal exchange of views that I do not like 
to see you drop the advisory committee idea, even though financial prospects 
appeer uncertain. There is, in any event, the job of interpreting the data 

you have already and this alone in my personal opinion fully warrants the 
kind of an advisory committee I suggested. 

Let me put the thing in still another way. fSrrington and I, in 
our parallel venture, happened by accident upon a procedure which proved 
good. I am inclined to think there is much in common between Brrington's ; 
approach and Lagler's approach. ‘The luck which I speak of in the Brrington 
@ase lay partly in the selection of subject matter to investigate. I think 
there ie much merit in Pough’s point that hatchery predation is not a good 
selection, although I can aleo see that it is a necessary part of the field 

you want to cover. In our conversations at Baltimore I in effect suggested 
an additional part, namely to measure the effects of the fisherman's predation 
on predators ag well as the predators’ predation on fish. This enlarges 
the job, but I hoped that Ruhl and others could chip in enough help so that 
Lagler’s personal burden would not be increased. 

Another "part" of the field to be covered, which I deduced from 
the Errington experience, is the setting up of permanent census areas to 
parallel Prairie du Sac. 

The responsibility for selecting fields to investigate could well 
be shared by the advisory committee.
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The above is an attempt to re-sunmarize what I have said so far 
about this project, but let me repeat, it is just personal conversation. 

I ean certainly sympathize with the demand on your time and the 
financial uncertainty. I think I am in the same boat. I ean also 
sympathize with Salyer's failure to send on the dope. 

In closing, let me particularly express my appreciation of your 
reveptivity and lagler's to this outside "advice." 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold, Chairman 
Institute Technical Committee 

P.8. Can you let Lagler read this? 1 am anxious that he be fully informed 
on my Views and I am very appreciative of the difficulties in the course 
he has to steer. I hope he will not feel hurt at Pough. m 

AL.



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN, U. S. A. 

MUSEUM OF ZOOLOGY May 14, 1938 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
1532 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisc., 

Dear Aldo: ‘i 

I have.been so damnably busy that I've left too long a time slip by in 
replying to your suggestions of April 13. Pough has raised quite a fuss over 
the matter, and we think rather unreasonably and unfairly. Karl Lagler feels 
very badly over the situation, particularly as he has been in very close contact 
with Pough and has tried to work together with him in making a census of the 
predator take at the hatcheries 411 over the country, etc. Lagleréfaith in 
Pough's good rational judgement and fatrness is particularly shaken. 

It seems that Lagler gave a brief resume of the hatchery phase of the work 
at the Michigan Academy. Jack Van Coevering was present and prepared a story on 
the talk. I don't think the story was as bad as Pough thinks, and the paper 

itself was guarded in its statements, and particularly stressed the effort to 
test out deterent measures. The meeting was of course an open and public one, 
and the story was not given out directly to the outdoor writer. Then Pough 
exploded without even writing to Lagler to get the facts or his version of the 
incident. Of course I am now taking the matter fn hand to make sure that it 

‘ will be smootheya out without any ill-feelings. This may take a little time, 
as Van Coevering wrote a rather long and hot rejoinder to Pough. | 

I have put off trying to organize an advisory eommittee on this predator 
research, as we have been given nothing but the vaguest indications that it 
might be continued beyond July 1. There doesn't seem to have been much effort 
on the part of the Institute to really go after support for this or other fish 
projects, and it is absolutely beyond my various limitations for me to do the 
money-raising+-outside of such reasonable cooperation as I can give from time to 
time. Lagler has done a good job personally, I think, in keeping in touch with 
and getting cooperation from numerous federal, state, Audubon and other workers; 
but unless or untilf we have some assurance of the continuation of the work it 
doesn't seem reasonable to ask a group to organize as a formal committee or board. 

I am to be in the West from June 17 for about 3 months, so am now striving to 
find out just what we can do to keep the work going. Michigan has agreed to 
support the field and equipmmnt expenses for the next fiscal year to the extent of 
$1000, and I am hopeful that enough salary can be raised so Lagler will stay on to 
finish a thesis on the turtle predation, and to round out what we have on the 
birds and to keep the hatchery experiments going as a minimum. We have done a lot 
toward a peport on the kingfishes, blue heron and others, but despite fine cooperatior 
ohtained in person at Washington after the meetings last summer, Salyer hasn't sent 
us his old data for amalgamation with the new. I am sure he means to do this, but 

is too busy and too tired in between trips to get the data out. But we'll go after 
all this now and try to get the work lined up for the coming year. A more detailed 
report will be prepared soon for the Committee. 

I am rather pleased to hear of your revised judgembnt on the desirability of 
experiments on the efficacy of propagation as an aid in restoring duck populations 
out of the Canadian breefing grounds. If such trials can be made objective and 
sufficient, I feel (and did at Baltimore) that they should be undertaken.
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May 13, 1938 . 

President F, A, Middlebush 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear President Middlebush: 

I am sorry that I did not get to see you when you were in Washington, I was 
in the city at that time as hearings before the Senate Committee on Appropri- 
ations made it necessary for me to remain here. 

I have discussed very fully with Dr. Bell developments in comnection with the 
conference held in your office on April 25 and 26 and in his Jater conference 
on April 27, at which the following were present: Dr. Tucker, Dr. Curtis and 
Acting Dean Miller, representing the University Wildlife Council; Mr. E, Sydney 
Stephens, Chairman of the Conservation Commission; Mr, I. T, Bode, Dr. Rudolf 
Bennitt and Dr. Paul D. Dalke, members of the Administrative Committee. It is 
a matter of regret to us that certain misunderstandings had arisen regarding 
policies, plans and procedures on which agreements were supposed to have been 
reached. It is my hope, as a result of the conferences held, that all of these 
misunderstandings and items on which there was not full agreement were brought 
out into the open and cleared up so that essential features may be agreed upon 
and that those found not to be pertinent may be dismissed from further consider- 
ation, You will note in reading over the Memorandum of Understanding that the 
entire program thatwe proposed is contingent on full and mutual agreement by 
the cooperating agencies concerned and particularly on the part of the Adminis- 
trative Committee consisting of Mr. Bode, Dr. Bennitt and Dr. Dalke. 

With reference to your verbal request to Dr. Bell that I should give youa 
statement of the objectives of the Biological Survey, these are stated fully 
in the Memorandum of Understanding signed by representatives of the three co- 
operating agencies and approved by Secretary H. A. Wallace on September 25, 
1937. 

Our purpose in inaugurating the plans for the cooperative units was to develop 
a sound program in the interest of wildlife restoration and maintenance through 
research, demonstration and educational work as set forth in the Memorandum of 
Understanding, The plans were developed in the interest of the public and the 
wildlife resources without regard to any advantage that might accrue to any of 
the three cooperating agencies or individuals connected therewith. Our desire 
was to set up cooperating agencies that would function effectively and harmon- 
iously through joint plaming and full agreement covering all activities under- 
taken, This has been done in entire good faith on the part of the Biological 
Survey and I am satisfied as a result of Dr. Bell's conferences that the same 
is true of the University and the Conservation Commission. 

There appears to be entire agreement on item 1, page 1, of my letter of February 
7, 1938, to Dr. C. M, Tucker, Chairman of the University Wildlife Council, which 
reads as follows: 

"The administrative committee composed of Dr. Bennitt, 
representing the University, Mr, Bode, the Conservation 
Commission, and Dr. Dalke, the Biological Survey, was to
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work out end approve the selection of graduate 
students, and work out and approve the work program 

and research projects for the fiscal year." 

It is understood thet all such actions of the Administrative Committee are 
finally subject to approval of the proper executive officers of the three co- 
operating agencies. Owing to the large number of useful projects available 
for study, it has proven most generally satisfactory to undertake work only 
on projects upon which the three members of the Administrative Committee may 
reach agreement, leaving all others out of the program until such times as 
there may be unanimous agreement. 

In view of the usage by the University of the title "Director", I see your ; 
viewpoint in wishing thet Dr. Bennitt be given this title in his capacity 
as chairman of the Administrative Committee as usually designated in con- 
nection with the cooperative units. However, considered from the national 
viewpoint of the entire cooperative setup, I must prefer to avoid the title 
"Director" in a cooperative setup of this kind where all the cooperating 
agencies should essentially be on an equal basis, I believe that Dr. Bennitt 
ean function as effectively if designated as chairman of the Committee. It 
seems to me to be worth a trial. Change could be made later should experience 
as the work progresses indicate that such is desirable. Under this arrangement, 
he would be responsible for general public relations and correspondence relating 
thereto, km be kept informed of all inter-exchanged correspondence affecting 
the work of the unit, and have general supervision and certification of ex- 
penditures of funds derived from the University and Conservation Commission. 

' In view of the past misunderstending on responsibilities of Dr. Bennitt and 
Dr. Dalke in relation to preparation of reports it would seem that the assembling 
and certification of reports covered by cooperative work agreed upon by the 
Committee and the cooperating agencies should be a joint responsibility of Dr. 
Dalke and Dr. Bennitt. 

Dr. Dalke should, in my opinion, use his official title as Associate Biologist 
or as Project Leader as the occasion may require as employed in the quarterly 
report dated April 19, 1938. In addition to work on the Administrative Com- 
mittee and as representative of the Biological Survey, research projects assigned 
to him will be actively supervised by him in the field in accordancewith agree~ 
ment by the Committee. He will be responsible for special reports and corres- 
pondence required by the Biological Survey and for certification of vouchers and 
other papers involving expenditure of Federal Funds. Under regulations of the 
Department of Agriculture, Dr. Dalke cannot be held responsible for giving regular 
courses of class instruction, but may participate in conferences or seminars of 
graduate students as may prove desirable. 

I shall appreciate being advised as to your reaction to the foregoing statement 

and to have for consideration any modifications that you may wish to propose. 
I sincerely hope that the clearing up of misunderstendings regarding terminology 
employed and the functions of the personnel of the Administrative Committee and 
of the various administrative agencies of the University, including the University 
Wildlife Council, and of the Conservation Commission and the Biological Survey, 
may make possible effective and harmonious carrying forward of the plans agreed 
upon as contemplated under the terms of the Memorandum of Understanding. 

Sincerely yours, 

Ira N. Gabrielson 
Chief
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May 10th, 1938, | 

Mr, Jack Van Coevering, Wildlife Editor, 
The Detroit Free Press, 
Detroit, Michigan. 

Dear Mr. Van Coevering: 

Please accept my apologies. Knowing you and your attitude 
on predation matters I know that any immhigations about newspaper 
men were guite unwarranted in your case, read your page in 
the Detroit Free Press quite frequently and 1 have been on the 
verge of writing you several times to compliment you on some of 
your articles, Unfortunately, in the press of many things to do 
one doesn't seem to write letters under such circumstances nearly 
as often as one does when ean item arouses 4 critical response. 
Then one writes, 1 suppose, to get it “offihis chest.* 

I em afraid | wrote Karl et « bed time, beeause 1 had just 
finished calling the attention of a few newspaper men to the fact 
that the conditions revealed by Kalmbach's study were not typical 
of every pert of the Duck breeding grounds and did not oe ee: 
statement that it had been "proven that Crows accounted for 31% of 
all Duck nests" but rather that it had been found that Crows at 
their worst could account for only 31% on three reasonably good- 
sized study areas. 

These newspaper men, and almost everyone who has reviewed > 
the bulletin, have deliberately ignored both the statement about 
the limited northern distribution of the Crow +- a rather important 

- point in view of the faet that it indicates few or no Crows on over 
five-sixth's of the Canadian water-fowl breeding grounds ++ and the 
statement concerning the unusualness of the Crow coneentrations on 
two of the areas studied, which mug® have been some concentration 
if a man of Mr. Kelmbach's experience with Crows could write “there - 
ie a greater population 6f breeding Crows than in any region visit- 
ed by the writer within @ie borders of the United Stetes." 

Also, I had just been confronted by the enclosed item from the 
March issue of the Hardware Business Monthly, 80 please forgive me 
if I hed o feeling at the moment thet newspeper men were all a 
Woad lot." Of course, 1 know it isn't true and have many friends 
among them. 

As for the "Birds Baited" clipping, 4 see now that you gave 
it as favorable slant as you could in reporting what Lagler said,
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I guess the trouble is that + had been looking forward to finding out 
what Lagler's studies sre going to revehl and was disappointed to find 
him reporting only on stomachs of predators taken at hatcheries, the 
date from whieh prove nothing except the obvious fact that they ate 
hatchery reared figh before they were killed -~ hardly a fact that 
needed "confirming" and the caleulating of percentages of anything from 
data such as this quite meaningless, and even dangerous in the hands of 
anyone who would wish to do with it whet the Crow-haters have done with 
Kalmbach's Crow-Waterfowl Report. 

As for "some form of predator control being essential to operate 
fish hatcheries" does not that depend on the hatchery, and the number 
of predators it draws? Also, if Lagler's findings were to indicate 
anything slong this line they would have to show not percentage of fish 
from e hatchery, a bird had succeeded in getting before it wes shot, a 
percentage dependent on the amount of other fish already in its stomach 
when it came into the hatchery, but instead should have shown just how 
much food one Kingfisher, Heron, etc., could take per day from a hatehery. 
Then we would know how much the loss would be in a season from a pair of 
Kingfishers that regulerly fished at a hatehery, or the loss during « 
breeding season, which would be caused by a certcin number of Herons from 
@ nearby rookery using the hatchery for its main food supply, or if a ‘ 
hatchery lay acros @ migration route, how many fish would be taken; in 
other words, how great a loss would be involved, if each Kingfisherg ete., 
was allowed to have one full meal before it went on north or south. 

I eam not at all convinced that control is always essential at all 
hatcheries. Hatcheries are not run like the U. 8. Mint, where they have 
to turn out a gold piece for every ounce of gold that goes in at the other 
end. in the operation of @ hatchery, losses occur at all steges; they are 
ineviteble, and in many cases are not great enough, any of them, to ong 
ify the cost of trying to check them. Why shouldn't a permissable loss 
be set up for fish-eating birds, within the limits of which Joss it would 
be assumed that the cost, in terms of the lives of birds, of renee it 
would not be justified. Certainly, some permisseble loss quota should be 
set up so that during the migration seasons every fisheating bird that 
visited a hatchery for one meal before it went on its way, wouldn't have 
to be shot. 

This letter has become longer than I realized. I hope you understand 
& little better how I feel about this matter. I would enjoy having the 
oo" of hearing from you on any of the above points if you have any 
deas. 

Yours sincerely, 

Richerd H. Pough, 
RHP:A Persecuted Species Dep't,



Me QA he 

» Stiptens \ : 

With tad, T*- 424 University Farm Place 
April 29, 1938 

wr. Hoary P. Davis 
American Wildlife Institute 
Tavestment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Henry: 

You will remember that during the past two years a question 
has come up as to who shall take the main responsibility for the operation 
of the Research Units, the Biological Survey or the universities at which 
the unit is located. 

The Institute is concerned because an unsound set-up would 
eventually detract from research output. 

On a recent trip to the University of Missouri I had a chance 
to discuss the question with Dr. Bell, who happened to be there, and with 
several university administrators. 

I am now convinced that the problem is pressing and difficult, 
and that it will require long range vision to reach a sound solution. 

At most of the "Hine Unite" the subject of wildlife management 
was 90 new that there was really little choice. The executive responsibility 
for the work had to be placed in the hands of the U.8.3.8. representative 
because he was the only man on the campus who knew anything about it. An 
“administrative committees" of three (University, Department, and U.5.3.5.) 
forned a logical board of directors for the U.5.8 S. project leader to 
report to. 

This set-up for new ventures is, however, not necessarily the 
proper ultimate set-up after the university has learned the ropes, nor is 
it necessarily proper for new units at which wildlife research is an 
established concern. I do not pretend to know what is proper, but I do 
know that the Missouri faculty is deeply concerned about it. 

I think it would clear the air if the Biological Survey would, 
to begin with, try te define the objective toward which it wants to work, 

Is it the objective to train the state institutions to ultimately 
solve their own wildlife problems? 

If go, then doesn't it follow that the executive responsibility 
should ultimately be lodged in the university? It mst be temporarily 
assumed by the Biolegical Survey where the university has no one ready, but 
in such cases it might be the objective for the university to absorb the 

: U.8.3.8. leader into its faculty as soon as it is convinced of his fitness.
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On the other hand, if the objective is to use the state 
institutions as sub-stations of the Bureau, then executive responsibility 
should lie in the Bureau, as at present, and remain there. 

The first set-up is that now followed by most of the agricultural 
bureaus; the universities are used to it, and like it. 

The second set-up is that now followed by the Forest Experiment . 
Stations and Forest Producte Laboratory. ‘The universities like it, too, 
but they are not financial contributors to it. They serely provide 
quarters and advisory coneultation. 

In wy opinion the present uneasiness arises from the fact 
that the U.5.8.5. has not made it clear which of these two relationships 
it is working toward. ; 

One point to remember is thatthe wildlife work at universities 
already oxtends beyond the field of the Biological Survey (for example, 
fish management) and will in time extend even further (for oxample, 
wildflower management). This fact, as far ae 1% goes, would pointtoward 
the first alternative as ultimately preferable. 

This letter, which I am sending te the Committees, is to urge 
you to urge Dr Gabrielson to give this question his personal attention. 
I think Dr. Bell is inclined to agree that not all universities are 
alike in their fitness to “paddle their own,” and that the time is ripe 
for a clerification of ultimate aims. Once these are settled, it will be 
much easier te extemporize machinery to work toward those aims. 

If any membor ef the committee dissonta from the view here 
expressed, I hope of course that he will fully express his view to all 
concerned. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold, Chairman 
Institute Technical Committee 

?.S, I understand that Institute funds are not involved in the Miesourt 
case, but the guiding principle is, I think, properly of concern to the 

. Institute and ite Technical Committee. 
Ashe ’



1532 University Aveme 
March 14, 1938 

Mr. Henry P. Davis 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. 6. 

Dear Henry: 

The attached letter from President Middlebush of the 
University of Missouri indicates that the question of who shall direct 
wildlife research units is one that may be operating to keep us out of 
the stronger universities. ‘ 

If there is any such danger I think the Institute should re- 
quest a really thorough discussion with both Couch and Gabrielson. 

As my letter to President Middlebush indicates, I have never 
had occasion to get really down to brass tacks, but I suspect that we 
are confronted by a situation which if not taken firmly in hand may 
eventually seriously injure our program. 

IT want it to be clear that I am not pre-judging the case. 
The Biological Survey may actually have reasons for wishing a different 
set-up from that which prevails with other federal bureaus. Offhand, 
though, I cannot think of them. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
encl Professor of Game Management



, 1532 University Avenue 
March 14, 1938 

Dr. F. A. Middlebush, President 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Dr. Middlebush;: 

Yes, I have been aware of a difference in viewpoint as to 
control of wildlife rosearch units. 

It i¢ not true, however, that the Wisconsin unit was abandoned 
because of such a difference of opinion. ‘The primary reason for its 
abandonment was the unwillingness of the Conservation Commission to make 
any contribution. The question of relations between the University and ° 
the Biological Survey was up but the financial obstacle prevented its 
ever coming to a head. 

I have never had an opportunity of hearing in full the Biological 
Survey's side of the story. It may be that they have arguments which I 
have not anticipated. In the absence of such arguments, however, I am 
very decidedly of the opinion that the proper relationships are exactly 
those which obtain between an agricultural experiment station and the 
cooperating federal bureaus. 

I have expressed this view to the Institute as representing my 
personal opinion, and in order to make sure that this is clear I aw sending 
a copy of this letter to Henry P. Davis, executive secretary. The question 
has not been discussed except in an offhand way by the Technical Committee 
of the Institute. Possibly it should be. 

I hope in any event that before any serious impasse arises in 
Missouri you will ask for a chance to discuss the matter with Dr. Gabrielson 
in person. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management ,
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April 20th, 1938. 

a Professor Aldo Leopold, 
if 1532 University Avenue, 
f< 7m Madison, Wisconsin. 

Hip ae Dear Aldo: 

ye Ca Enclosed is a clipping from the Detroit Free Press of 
, April third. 4t embodies just the sort of thing I have been 

worried about in Lagler's work. 

To begin with the appearance of this as a publicity 
item is completely unwarranted, as it isn't news that fish-eating 
birds are destructive at fish hatcheries. Everybody knows this 
and there is certainly nothing to be gained by calling attention 
to it, 

: Whether the birds have 78% game fish or 100% game fish 
Ee when killed at a hatchery, it is an entirely fortuitous circum- 
A Nee stance, depending on how much of their last meal obtained away 
PONT LI from the hatchery was undigested at the time they were shot. 

Boe Nis 
~ : If the way Kalmbach's Crow-Waterfowl Relationship report 

: has been used by sportsmen is a typical example of the way they 
make use.of and distort scientific findings, we will be deluged 
within the next few months with claims that the diet of the Great 
Blue Heron consists of 78% game fish, and therefore we are all wet 
when we say it shouldn't be killed. The point I would like to 
make is that you simply can't afford to. publish statistics of this 
sort and not expect them to be twisted and made use of in an en- 
tirely false manner In this particular case it is all the more 
unfortunate, when the statistics themselves have absolutely no 
significance, and therefore might just as well not have been pub- 
lished or even mentioned. 

ye i If Karl Lagler had anything to do with stimulating this 
piece of publicity I'm afraid my fears expressed in a recent letter 
are confirmed. Of course, there is the chance that he is the un- 
suspecting victim of some newspaper man who pumped some of this 
stuff out of him and used it in this fashion.
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Frankly, if I were putting up money to finance 
Lagler's work I would be awfully disgusted to find that he 
had wasted even ten minutes examining the stomachs of birds 
shot while eating fish at a hatchery. If discovery of the 
fact that they eat game fish is research, I'1l have to alter 
my ideas of what constitutes wild-life research. The only 
possible significance that such studies might have would be 
with the contents of the stomachs which obviously had not 
been obtained at the hatchery. This could be assumed to 
have been 100%, in other words the contents of the stomach 
when it came to the hatchery and a breakdown of what was in 
this non-hatchery obtained fraction might have some signifi- 
cance in revealing the feeding habits of the bird on wild 
waters. 

I guess the above is enough to indicate how I feel 
about the matter, and when you are through with the clipping 

you might let me have it back for our files. 

Yours sincerely, 

= * Richard H. Pough. 

us. ye pod big Bh obey g Hr Add,



BIRDS BAITED BY HATCHERIES 

Control of Predsotrs Termed 
Essential 

That fish-eating oS destructive near fish hatcheries 
: has been confirmed by Dr. Karl Lagler, of the Institute for Fisheries | 

Research, who hes just completed a study of stomach contents of such 
birds. Lagler warns, however, thet hatcheries with their ponds full 
of fish actually "beit" these birds and that food hebits near hatéh- 
eries ere by no means to be considered the normal food habits. 

He discovered that the great blue heron's diet consisted of 78 
per cent game fish and 15 per cent non-game fish. The green heron 
ate 54 per cent game rene bitterns, 46 per cent game fish; kingfishers, 
58 per cent geme fish. l of these birds ate a considerable propor- 
tion of insects even though fish were easily evéilable out of the 

; rearing ponds. 

Lagler also discovered that common water snekes eat 68 per cent 
non-game fish and 26 per cent game fish. The garter snale, once 
thought harmless to fish, gave the surprising result of existing on 
a diet of 50 per cent game fish and 76 per cent non-game fish, 

On the basis of these findings, Lager concludes thet "some form 
of predator control is essential to operate fish hatcheries." There 
are few substitutes for shooting or trapping fer pond fish culture, 
but when fish are confined to raceways, it may bé possible to screen 
them. He is now conducting experiments to discover the most efficient 
types of screens. 

Taken from the Detroit Free Press, for April 3, 1938,



National Association of Audubon Societies 

For the Protection of Wild Birds and Animals 

1775 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 

April 20th, 1938. 

Se 
gee Professor Aldo Leopold, 

ah. Os University of Wisc., College of Agric., 
Lh p35 1532 University Avenue, 
fe nag G Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Thanks for the help on the fish predator matter. 
I think yourletter to Hubbs is excellent, and I am inclined 
to think that such a committee would be an excellent insurance 
against any unfortunate developments in Lagler's study. 

If you think of anything I could do to help please 
let me know. I shall continue to keep my ears open and if I 

EEO get any more reports that seem significant I'll pass them on. 
i Ny I wish I thought Lagler was another Errington, and the project 
oo oD would be as productive as was Errington's Quail work. 

Yi aaa 

2 Sh I hope I have been doing Lagler an injustice and 
sp that his report will be everything it should be considering 

‘ ‘the inevitable limitations of time,money, etc. 

Sincerely yours, 

Richard H. Pough. ' 

SW 
| RHP 3A



April 20th, 1938. 

Dr. Karl Legler, 
University Museums, 
Ann Arbor, Michigan. 

Dear Karl: 

on 2 you have seen the clipping that ap- 
peer n the Detroit Free Ease for April third, It 
probably has burned you up as badly as it did me, but 

' it should serve as a warning to both of us as to what 
ean happen when a newspaper man gets his hands on a 
scientific report. 

You may or may not have seen the Crow publi- 
city thet hes appeared recently, ostensibly based on 
Kalmbabh's Crow-Waterfowl Relationship. It has been 
an eye-opener to me and a warning as to how carefully 
one has to qualify every statement in the sentence in 
which it is made, if it needs qualifying to be stated 
eorrectly. 

Kalmbach started out in his bulletin by very 
clearly steting thet (1) Crows were more abundant in the 
two areas where the bulk of his studies were made than 
in any region he had ever seen in the United Btates; (2) 
that not more than one-sixth of the ares used by breed~ 
ing water-fowl herth of our border is inhabited by a po~ 
tentially destructive Crow population; (3) that in one of 
his study areas where Crows occurred but were not abund- 
ant, the loss was smell, Despite these statements I have 
literally hundreds of clippings that in effect say that it 
has now been proved thet Crows destroy 35 per cent of all 
Duck eggs. 

I hope none of your sponsors see this unfortunate 
elipping end read that their money has been spent to learn 
that the stomachs of fish-eating birds killed at hatcher- 
ies have hatchery fishin them. What el&e would they have?
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As for the percentage of such and the percentage of stuff 
they caught before they got to the hatchery, about all it 
proves is how much on the job the fellow was whose duty it i 
was to shoot them. The last straw of course is the state- 
ment, es though it were a profound conclusion, that "some 
pi 4 of predator control is essential to operate fish hatch- 
eries. 

Really, as a friend, let me warn you thet someone 
is pulling your Legg end I would be on my guard at any more 
interviews with any more newspaper men, I om willing to 
bes that within a month I will read in the sports writers 
columns that it hes now been proven by research that 78 per 
cent of the food of the Great Blue Heron is geme fish, 

Yours sincerely, 

RHP tA~encls. Richard H, Pough.
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“April 15, 1938 

Dr. F. A, Middlebush 
President, University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri 

k Dear Dr. Middlebush: 

I have your letter of April 8 and am glad that you 
will be able to arrange a conference Monday after- 
noon, April 25, to consider with Dr. Bell matters 
affecting the organization and conduct of work at 
the cooperative unit. 

Dr. Bell will plan to reach Columbia not later than 
noon on Monday in order to be ready for the conference 
at such time as you may arrange. I would suggest that 
details regarding the time and place of meeting for the 
conference be furnished Dr. Dalke so that he may advise 
Dr. Bell on his arrival and make necessary arrangements. 

I am sorry, indeed, that I will not be able to see you 
when you come to Washington, but sincerely hope that the 
entire situation may be cleared up and satisfactory ad- 
justments made at the conference. 

Sincerely yours, 

‘ Ira N, Gabrielson, 
Chief 

WBB/1b



1532 University Avenue 
April 13, 1936 

Mr. Richard H. Pough 
National Asgociation of Audubon Societies 
1775 Broadway 
New York, B. ¥. 

; Dear Dick: 

I am glad to hear from you about the Michigan fish predator 
project. I think you need have no worries about either Lagler, Hubbs 
or the Technical Committee attempting to rate any species on the basis 
of stomachs from hatcheries. I am worrying myself, however, about 
whether the selection of subject matter for the investigation is being 
made with the same skill which characterized the corresponding studies 
by Errington on bird predators. I made some suggestions along this 
line at the Baltimore meeting, but I have now definitely broached a 
Michigan advisory committee, which I think is a mech better way to 7 
insure the proper guidance (see letter attached). 

I welcome your criticism and hope you will contime to keep 
a watchful eye on the project. I knew when we started it that it con- 
tained more risks than most projects, but by the same token it can be 
made more worth while. I think I told you at Baltimore how I was trying 
to arrange for the inclusion of census work which would show the effects 
of control on predator populations as well as on fish populations. I 
also urged strongly the adoption of the Errington idea of permanent 
Census areas. Looking back I sometimes wonder how we blundered on such 
a good track in the Errington studies. I think the credit is largely 
due to him. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



1532 University Avene 
April 13, 1938 

Dr. Carl L. Hubbs 
Institute for Fisheries Research 
University Museums 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Carl: 

I have just received a criticism of the fish predator 
project from a friend whose fairness and judgnent I rate very 
highly and whose good opinion is essential to me. 

His criticism relates to a speech which Karl Lagler made 
at some meeting in which the impression was left that the stomachs 

‘ of kingfishers killed around hatcheries were to be the basis for ; 
rating this species as a fish predator. 

Of course, I know without asking that there is no such 
intent, and I know without explanation that Legler, like the rest of 
us, does not always succeed in saying exactly what he wants to, 
particularly when time limitations prevent. 

The incident, however, has caused me to do some more 
thinking ae to the relations of the Technical Committee to the 
Michigan project, and I have this suggestion to make. The project 
is now probably far enough along so that Lagler can summarize what 

he has done and about what he intends to do. Why not prepare such 
& summary and present it in person to a special group of Michigan 
advisers? I have in mind such men as Pirnie and Van Tyne in ornith- 
ology, and possibly Schoenmann in administration. 

It is impossible for the Technical Committee as such to 
have opinions on the details of planning and execution, but I think 
a Michigan committee of the sort suggested would be the best possible 
insurance that we are not only turning up good data, but selecting 
the places to look for it in the fairest possible way. Incidentally 
such a committee should also go far to get for Lagler the help which 
he needs from other observers and other field workers. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



National Association of Audubon Societies 

For the Protection of Wild Birds and Animals 

1775 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 

April lst, 1938. 

Lt Professor Aldo Leopold, 
Loe 1532 University Avenue, 
Lg Madison, Wisconsin. 

p by Dear Aldo: 
(has Ce pay 

, re have just received reports concerning a paper-which 
Karl Lagler, who is working on the fish predation project at 
the Institute of Fisheries Research at Ann Arbor, gave at a 
recent meeting. It was rather disquieting, as I was given to 

understand that the paper dealt with the feeding habits of the 
Kingfisher, yet most if not all of the data was ¢obtained from 
the stomachs of Kingfishers killed at fish hatcheries. Such 
data on any species of fish-eating bird we know to be absolutely 
valuetess as it is obvious that the only food the birds could 

BO take in such a location would be the species raised at the 
em) hatchery. Certainly no research project is needed to deter- 
Ae mine such facts. 
Wor News 
TE NEV)? Of course, what we do need to know is the feeding 
Me habits of these various fish-eating birds as they exist norm- 
& ally in natural wild habitats. To what extent Mr. Lagler is 

obtaining such information I don't know, but without it his 
report won't be of much value in the direct appraising of the 
effect of fish-eating birds on fish. | 

I shall have to confess that I have been worrked 
right along about the whole project Mr. Lagler is working on, 
because I know if it is from a biased or distorted angle it 
will be used by sportsmen to prove all manner of charges against 

eK fish-eating birds, when in reality the report would actually 
ON justify no such charges if carefully read and weighed on the 

‘ 4 basis of the evidence presented. 

ag As you are a member of the Technical Committee, whom 
I assume have jurisdiction over these projects sponsored by the 
American Wildlife Institute, I certainly would appreciate your 
keeping a careful eye on the whole thing to see that Mr. Lagler 
doesn't set forth as significant data food habit studies made on 
birds killed at fish hatcheries.
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While I found Mr. Lagler a very agreeable person 
I am inclined to suspect that he is pretty much of an oppor- 

tunist and not too well endowed with an ornithological and 

ecological background, and that rather than admit he has got 

a project almost too big to tackle in the time allotted to 

him, he may try to throw a bluff and write a report which 

sounds impressive but which isn't based on very much. 

Sincerely, 

RHP:A Richard H. Pough.



as } oh pane 

Technical Committee : 
Couch 

1532 University Avenue 
April 13, 1938 

br. D. &. Jeffers, Dean 

School of Forestry 
University of Ideho 
Moscow, Idaho 

tear Jeffers: 

Your letter reminds mo that the wildlife field is getting too 
large for any one man to be posted about all of it. I am glad to have 
you identify Dr. Hateh for me because I had read his “Wicrotrophy in Pimus" 
with mach interest and of course noted the quality of hie work. I had not, 
however, identified the euthor with your institution. I am glad to be 
set right. 

Let me aleo say that you are entirely correct in having acseumed 
that the Biological Survey provides the personnel for a new unit. As far 
as I know, the pre-existing personnel had not previously been regarded as 
a criterion for selecting iastitutions. The Technical Comittee has in 
effect now suggested that in the future the pre-existing personnel be so 
regarded. It is natural, of course, for additional criteria to be added 
as the work expands and we learn from experience. 

_ | am taking the liberty of sending a copy of this to Mr. Couch. 
When 1 said that the Technical Committee had referred the question to kr. 
Couch, I seant wr. Leo K. Gouch, who is the representative of the Biological 
Survey ia supervising the research unite. I gather from the carben of a 
letter which you sent me that you say heve confused him with Mr. Gouch who 
is om the Bxecutive Gommittes of the Institute. Mo harm is done but I 
thought [ had better mention this correction. I hope I have not confused 
the situation for Mr. Couch of the Biological Survey by corresponding 
directly with you. The Committee, needless to say, looks entirely to hin 

ae their agent in these aatters, ond our exchange of views should be 
regarded as merely personal. 

Bow that I know Dr. Hatch a the author of the pine bulletin, 
i am anxious te get personally acquainted with hin. 

Th response te your question as te whether I have anyone to suggest 
to be taken on at Idaho, I would rather see you and Wir. Couch first appraise 
the set-up and decide what elements, if any, ere lacking. If after that 
ir. Couch and you should want to aek me about prospects, I could then see 
who fits the specifications. f am already persuaded that in respect of Dr. 
Hatoh's field you are well provided. 

Yours sincerely, i 

Alde Leopold, Chairman 
wh Inetitute Techaical Committes



UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO 
"SCHOOL OF FORESTRY 

MOSCOW, IDAHO 

April 5th, 1938 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Game Management 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Leopold: 

Your letter of March 30th prompts me to give you in some de- 
tail our situation here at Idaho. At the same time let me say that 
I am following your suggestion and shopping around for other quali- 

fied men. 

The question of the establishment of a Unit at the University 
of Idaho was under discussion prior to my coming here. During the 
first hear I was here, it was up for consideration in a very small 
way. The second year I was here, I secured Dr. A. B. Hatch as a 
member of our staff, and very shortly after coming he undertook for 

us in the second semester a course in the general principles of game 
management. He did this because he was very greatly interested in 
wildlife, game management, and particularly the problems of Idaho, 
where he spent a great deal of his life prior to his connection with 

the University. 

May I tell you in some detail something of Dr. Hatch? He grad— 
uated from the School of Forestry, University of Idaho, in 1928. 
That year he had the highest rating in the United States in the Ju~ 

nior Range Examiner's Examination. He secured his master's degree 
at Yale in 1929. He was Assistant Silviculturist with the Forest 
Service from January 1931 to June 1932. He resigned to pursue bio- 
logical research work at Harvard University. At Harvard he received 
his Ph.D. degree in the field of biology for his work on mycorrhizae 
which has been published in part in the Botanical Review by request 
of the Editor. His fundamental interest in biology and rather broad 
requirements at Harvard for doctorates in biology indicate something 
of his interest in the field. 

For two years he occupied the American Scandinavian Fellowship 
at the Royal Academy of Forestry, Stockholm, Sweden. 

As indicative of his work, may I quote a few statements concern- 
ing his qualifications and preparation:
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"His committee (at Harvard) considered his thesis one of 
the most significant presented this year." 

"At Harvard he held one of the most prized fellowships and 
later an assistantship at $1800." 

"His insistence on dealing with the fundamentals of his prob~- 
lem rather than the taxonomic and synthetic speaks volumes : 
for his penetration, sound judgment and research instinct." 

The above quotations are from men at Harvard. ‘ 

Dean Graves of Yale said: "I believe that he will ultimately be one 
of the most distinguished scientists in forestry". 

The following comment is of interest, coming from the Forest Service 
at Missoula, relative to an article which Hatch published: "TI am 
so thrilled with the power and punch and the dynamic drive of your 

expression that I hasten to forward my congratulations ... .« My en- 
thusiasm over the article which you have prepared prompts me to sug- 
gest further work of this kind on your part. This article demon- ‘ 
strates an unusual gift or ability for presenting a situation in such 
a way that it fires the imagination and inspires action on the part 
of every reader. The Forest Service greatly appreciates your interest 
and efforts on behalf of conservation and game management, Your article 
will avoid the necessity of this office undertaking a newspaper contro-— 
versy.™ 

Dr. Hatch is a fluent speaker, a convincing writer as is evidenced 
above, and one thoroughly trained in research technique. My ow feel- 
ing is that an individual whose fundamental interest is biology and who 
has demonstrated his ability to carry on fundamental research of a high 
order is to be rated probably ahead of other men who may have more of 
the primary training in course work. While Dr. Hatch ms been carrying 
on the work here at Idaho, he has broadened his knowledge very mater- 

ially by wide reading and has built up a satisfactory library for our 
students in a very short time. 

I am enclosing a copy of my letter to the Chief of the Biological 
Survey and also one to Dr. H. M. Wight at Ann Arbor. May I ask whether 
you have any suggestions to make relative to someone who could carry on 
this work at Idaho? 

Very sincerely yours, 

D. S. Jeffer, 
DSJ hb Dean 

encs.



April 5th, 1938 

Dre He My Wight 
School of Forestry 

& Conservation 
University of Mi 
fon Arbér, Michi 

Dear Sir: 

y he light of possibility of the 
estab} nt of a Y agement Research 
Unit At the Univeraily o: » I am casting 
about, /for the names \of some“individuals who 
might|be qualified nen that work. 

hf you know gf/ such an individual, or 
nanone indéfwidual, may I trouble you to 

give me ome_of s qualifications and experi-~ 
encey4nd your personal estimate of how success- 
ful think he might be in such a position? 

Very truly yours, 

D, 8, Jeffers 
Dean 

DSJ hb



April Sth, 1958 

Dr. Ira N. Gabrielson 
Chief, U, S, Biological Survey 
Washington, D. 6. 

Dear Dr, Gabrielson: 

Here at the University v9) Eda Oy we are to be- 
lieve that there ie some “p saibiliy) of « Game + 
Research Unit being est&blished on jour campus 

The matter of ard C uate is the chief 
item under consideration\\ 448 been my impression that 
the directors ef _the-atherngts established were, with 
the one exeg®! ston °: +R Un t Corvallis, Oregon, all 
taken oy Biological Su ys Of course, I may be in 
error in fis impression) \ Furthermore, quite recently 
Dr, Bonn was transfertjef from one Unit to another Unit 
and I b @ he is, or wes, a member of the Blological 
Surveys ae 

s it nevegsary that these directors of Game Manage- 
ment Unitg,be chosen from the Blological Survey? If they 
are not 80 chosen, wuat qualifications has the Bio~ 
logical insisted upon should be met by such direc- 
ters up ‘this time? 

Very truly yours, 

DB. S, Jeffers 
Dean 

DSJ hb



School of Forestry 
Moscow, Idaho 

April 6, 1938 

Mr, Harvey €, Couch, President 
The Arkansas Light & Power Co, 
Vice-Chairman, Executive Committee 
American Wildlife Institute 

Dear Mr. Couch: 

Under date of March 50, Dr. Aldo d indipated that the 
application of the University of I e Research 
Unit had been referred to the Technical Comittee the Institute. 
Inasmuch as no one of the Commi gee rst-hand ledge, the 
application was placed entire in pands with a ding prin- 

ciple stated by the Comnitte 

It was my impression, and that the directors of 
the research units already established have been chosen, with one 
or two exceptions, ae ee PANE of the Biological Survey, 
The relatively regedit trandfer of ea from one unit to 

another would deh to conf. nt t hao ssion, As a result of this 
impression, I #/not too sure bh my interpretation of the guiding 
principle suggd d by the Co bitte as you pass upon our applica- 
tion -— namely,\ VIf the personigl is potentially as able as that 
of the best exiating unite, we" » This principle indleates to 
me thgi some app is te we made of the personnel available at 
e/a Yertity of Tesha5e-Ghvect this unit if 16:As te be approved, 

om that pointef view, then, I am presuming to outline to you the 
qualifications bf the member of our staff who has been carrying on 
thus far in thig /field, 

Dre Ae B,/ Patch graduated from the School of Forestry, Univer~ 
L of Ldakg in 1928, That year he had the highest rating in the 

UnitedStet6s in the Junior Range Examiner's Examination, He se- 
cured his master's degree at Yale in 1929, He was Assistant Silvi- 
culturist with the Forest Service from January 1931 to June 1932, 
He resigned to pursue biological research work at Harvard University. 
At Harvard he received his Ph.D, degree in the field of biology -for 
his work on mycorrhizae, which has been published in part in the 
Botanical Review by request of the Editor, His fundamental interest 
in biology and rather broad requirements at Harvard for doctorates 
in biology indicate something of his interest in the field, For two 
years he occupied the American Scandinavien Fellowship at the Royal 
Academy of Forestry, Stockholm, Sweden,



Mr, Harvey C, Couch 2 April 6, 1958 

He came to us after one year of teaching the botany courses 
for forestry students at Oregon State Colleges In the second 

Semester of his year here with us, he undertook the handling of 
a course in game management which involved a few senior students, 
Because of his native interest in wildlife, which, has been a hobby 
with him from early youth, he seemed to fit ly into the j 
situation as it then existed, He has carried 8s work in quite 
a satisfactory manner and has been eminently esful in siding 
the wildlife program in the State of Idaho with bis writing and his 
public appearances, 

As indicative of the qualifigations of Dr, &8 & research 
technician, may I quote the 

"His committee (at Hay¥grd) consid ¢ d his thesis one of 
the most significant\presented t21é yoar," 

“At Harvard he held one ® ache prized fellowships and 
later an aad > at $1600," 

“His insigténce on RN ies fundamentals of his prob- 
lem ra 4 than the Wromic afd synthetic speaks volumes 
for his rt tration, so bas judgment and research instinct," 

ve ghotations f om men at Harvard, 

Dean Graves of-4 Aids "I believe that he will ultimately 
be one o. e most distinguished scientists in forestry." 

4s indicative of his ability in the field of writing, the fol- 
wing commen be of interest as coming from the Forest Service, 

on l, » Montene: 

so thrilled with the power and punch and the dynamic 
drive of your expression that [ hasten to forward my con- 
gratulations , .. My enthusieem over the article which 
you have prepared prompts me to suggest further work of 
this kind on your part, This article demonstrates an 
unusual gift or ability for presenting a situation in such 
a way that it firest the Imagination end inspires action on 
the part of every reader, The Forest Service greatly appre- 
clates your interest and efforts on behalf of conservation 
and game management, Your article will avoid the necessity 

of this office undertaking a newspaper controvergy,."



Mr, Harvey C, Couch 3 April 6, 1938 

I am not sure how far it is the purpose of Technical 
Committee to maintain uniform standards of pro at all of 
the Research Units. To put it another way, it be your 
policy te fit the personnel to existing conditionp|in the hope 
that eventually it may be possible to the in wildlife 
upon a national basis, From the lat » may I say 
that Dr. Hatch appeals to me as adpicebly fitted e status 
of conditions in Idaho at the pregefit Tiga, Beyond doubt he 

has denonstrated over the yoars pest at Yphe, at i , with 
the Forest Service, and in $reden that h¢ has the fundamental 
preparation for a research be dhe clan, ; 

While Dr, Hatch has ‘tii, pg on the work here at Idaho, 
he has broadened ike Gaowbedge vor, & terially by wide reading and 
has built up an géqtaintance a HA Literature quite in accord 

with the princiglé of the reséghch woxRers 

I have direeted an inqui o the Chief of the Biological 
Survey and to Dk,\ Wight at Ann/ifrbor relative to candidates who 
might, the\work at Idabd Ahould a Unit be established here, 

Very truly yours, 
Yy 

Bey 
3 Oo U eae we fr 

DB, §, fers 

DSJ hb 

“ets Dry Aldo Leopold 
Dept. of Agr, Economics 
College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin ‘ 
Medison, Wisconsin



1532 University Avenue 

March 30, 1938 

br. DB. $. Jeffera, Dean 
School of Forestry 
University of Idaho 
Moscow, Idaho 

Dear Jeffers: 

I am glad to hear from you and to tell you direct how the 
Tdéaho units stands. 

Your application was referred to the Technical Committee by 
the Institute, and our recommendation was that the advisability of work 
at Idaho depended almost wholly on the quality of the personnel available. 
Since none of us had first-hand knowledge, we put it up to Mr. Couch to : 
pages on the question, with this guiding principle in mind: If the 
personnel is potentially as able as that of the best existing units, we 
were favorably inclined. If not, any available funds should be spent on 
atrengthening the wesker existing units rather than on establishing any 
hew ones. 

for this reason the papers you sent me interest me greatly. 
. I am prompted to offer this suggestion: If the existing personnel needs 

to be strengthened in any particular regard, is not your first move to 
shop around for the man who would supply the missing clement? If funds 
are lacking it would seem to me logical to commit a part of the proposed 
new fund for the needed supervisory personnel. 

To put it the other way around: Good projects exist everywhere, 
likewise probably good students. Good supervisory personnel should 
therefore have a prior claim on new financial set-ups, and it would be 
g00d business to help in the necessary personnel investments. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold, Chairman 
vh Institute Technical Comaitteo 

Copies to Davis 
Couch 
Wing ; .



UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO 

SCHOOL OF FORESTRY 

MOSCOW, IDAHO 

March 26, 1938 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
Department of Game Management 
College of Agriculture 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Leopold: 

Upon the occasion of a trip last week to our State capi- 
tol, Boise, I learned from Mr. Grebe, whom you may recall is 
Director at Large for the National Wildlife Federation, and 
Mr. R. G. Cole, who is President of the Idaho State Wildlife 
Federation, that our request for the establishment of a Re- 

search Unit at the University of Idaho was in your hands for 
consideration. 

With that idea in mind, I am enclosing for your considera- 

tion and review two papers recently presented at our Second 
Idaho Technical Game Management Conference. These two papers 
present some of the features of the wildlife situation in Idaho 
that might help you in reaching a decision. 

I should tell you that Mr. Murray of the Biological Survey 
is practicallya product of the State of Idaho and has been able, 
through keen observation and association, to learn a great deal 
about the upland game birds. Mr. Godden is likewise a native of 
Ideho and is one of the successful Supervisors in Region 4. On 
the Salmon Forest, of which he is Supervisor, is located one of 
the wilderness areas of the National Forests. 

Although I have been in Idaho but a little over two years, 
I have come to appreciate the wildlife resources of the State 
and the opportunity we have of conserving one of the few areas in 
the United States where natural conditions, topography, and set- 
tlement contribute very materially to the propagation of wildlife. 

. It seems to me that Idaho may bid fair to become a meca for wild- 
life enthusiasts of almost every rank if we can but answer some 
of the vexing problems which are facing us.



Pe ie 

The enthusiasm over the State for game and wildlife 
has reached an interesting stage. If I may judge at all by 

the rather popular response which I found in southern Idaho 

last week and in northern Idaho this week, I would say that 

Idaho is going to "right-about-face" in its insistence upon 

a politically directed game department and move into the ac- 

cepted practices of technical research and trained administra- 

tion of game resources. 

It has been a good many years since our paths crossed, and 

I have been rather hopeful that I might meet you at some of the 

meetings in the east, but so far have not had the opportunity. 

Quite naturally I am hopeful that favorable consideration will 

be given to the establishment of a Research Unit at the Univer— 

sity of Idaho. 

Vv sincerely yours, . 

D. 'S. Jeffers / 
DSJ hb Dean 

Enclosures. ~



(HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F. B, DAVIS, Jr. 
ssi vastage AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE anes 
cee Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 29, 1935 ees 

abe EabeLs INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D, C. HENey Pp. DAVIS 

Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

March 3, 1938 vw 

ye 
Prof. Aldo Leopold i vw 
1532 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Thanks very, very much for your letter of February 
28th relative to the Idaho application, I think your position in 
this matter is absolutely soumd--as usual. I never like to dis- 
courage anybody in any activity that might tend to restore wildlife 
resourcese I do feel, and always have, that the Institute and its 
Technical Committee has a most serious responsibility in the ex- 
penditure of contributed funds and we cannot afford to allow our 
patrons to donate to projects which we are not entirely convinced 
will be properly handled. 

I discussed the Idaho situation at some length with 
Leo Couch this morning and there are a number of factors which I 
feel would need to be more completely understood before the Institute 
would attempt to find funds for the establishment of the suggested 
projects at the School of Forestry in the University of Idshoe 
Idaho's game problems are no doubt more closely connected with 
Forestry management than with agriculture, but Leo is of the opinion 
that the quality of the faculties of the School of Forestry and the 
School of Agriculture of the University of Idaho are about on a pare. 
Moscow, Idaho,vhich is the site of the School of Forestry, is only 
about nine miles from the Washington State College, a land grant 
school located at Pullmen, Washington. There is a good deal of 
rivalry between the two. The Washington State College has applied 
to the Biological Survey for a research unit which would deal 
essentially with the same problems as those proposed by the Idaho 
schoole 

The fact that my prospective contributors have business 
interests in Idaho is of some importence.e. On the other hand, we 
must exercize every care to see that the money entrusted to us is 
spent to the best advantage. 

Leo is checking up on the personnel at the School of 
Forestry, University of Idaho. I read him your letter and he was 
in complete accord with the expressions contained therein. 

These somewhat confusing factors may make for some 
delay but I think it will be justified for we mst proceed on a 
sound basis. 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



; Aldo Leopold - 2 Harch 3, 1938 

I understand that the political situation in Idaho 
in so far as the Game and Fish Commission is concerned, is none 

too stable. The whole picture may change within the next six 
months. If we are to expect support, on a long-term basis, from 
the Idaho Game and Fish Commission,. we mst know that their program 
is stable. The Comecticut experience has show us the necessity 
for caution. 

As soon as Leo Couch has made his check up on 
persomel, as you suggest, I will forward you his reaction. 

With kindest personal regards and again in apprecia- 
tion, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

Henry P. DAvis, 
Secretary 

Deg 

Ath tt ts hh tt tt IAB IA tn De 

r



1532 University Aveme 
March 22, 1938 

Mr. Henry P. Davis ; 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Henry: 

(eee pS, I am sending Dr. Wilson's letter and 
Leo Gouch's le committee for information. I cannot, however, 
ask the committees to express any opinion, nor can I offer my own, because 
neither letter gives us any inkling of what Dr. Wilson proposes to do. 

fo set up a pathologist to study wildlife diseases is too 
generalized. hat diseases? What species? How? (Are there some "leads" 
which hold particular promise of new developments?) What assurances of 
= in personnel? Have the 0.5.3.5. disease specialists passed on the 
case 

I know, of course, that Couch would not recommend this expansion 
of the Virginia unit unlese he could see anewers to these questions. I 
know, too, that it is a half-day's job to put them on paper, and Couch 
hasn't much tie to spare. Doesn't it boil down to this: that our anmal 
meeting of the committee should last three days instead of 1/2 day; that 
at this meeting Couch should analyze and project his strategy for the year. 
Then when the moment arrives to move on a particular item, all we need ask 
the committees is their 0.K. of a nove previously discussed in detail. : 

Gonsider our situation: every momber of our committee has in his 
own backyard unfinanced mportunities in wildlife disease studies which he 

jem *s, good. Bach knows of others at other institutions with which he 
to be familiar. But I daresay none of us knows the set-up at 

Virginia. We really have nothing to go on, 

If this situation is urgent I can only suggest that you go shead 
with Couch on his responsibility, and tell us about it when next we meet, 

If not that urgent, then I suggest Couch send us a complete write- 
up and give us a month or two to consult specialists. It should be realized 
that few members of the committes know anything about disease. If we know, 
however, just what work is proposed and by whom, then we can go to specialists 
for a rating of the men and the subject matter. 

ae T am pleased to send Leo Couch's analysis to 
the count te ee represents the kind of anticipation and planning 
we need.



2--Henry P.Davis March 22, 1938 

I am struck by the fact that these situations offer chances 
for Dacgein ing: Why shouldn't Couch tell each competing state what its 
weak s in respect of personnel, and then let them scramble for 
good men? Once the men are there, the rest is easy. Likewise the 
existing units might be told their weak points, and let them scramble to 
Keep up with the procession. 

‘ Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold, Chairman 
vy Institute Technical Comsittee



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F. B. DAVIS, Jr. 
Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 

Gee Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 eee 
Ase ieee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. HENRY P. DAVIS 

Chairman Technical Committee ® Secretary 

March 16, 1938 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
1532 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am sending you herewith five copies of a 
letter received from Leo Couch relative to the matter of 
expanding our cooperative wildlife research and management 
program. I would judge from this letter that Leo hesitates 
to recommend either one of these colleges for Institute or 
Biological Survey support until he has the opportunity to 
go out there and make a firsthand survey of the persomel 
end plans. This judgment has just been confirmed in a tele- 
phone conversation with him, 

k Leo feels just as you do--that our existing 
structure should be strengthened in its weak spots before an 
expansion in our program is allowed in colleges which do not 
come up to the present standard, 

While the mining interests mentioned in my letter 
to you of February 24th might be perfectly willing to con- 
tribute our share of this program, they will do so only because 
they have confidence in the judgment of our Technical Committee 
and the Institute persomel, Naturally this throws a con- 
siderable amount of responsibility on our shoulders and I for 
one do not want to be placed in a position of asking contri- ‘ 
butions for a program concerning which there is some doubte 
These mining interests are primarily interested in work in their 
own localities but if we try hard enough perhaps we can divert 
this interest so that it will be applied in localities which 
are ready to receive this support and use it to the best ad- 
vantage. I'd like to have your reactions to this. 

‘ With kindest regards, I am 

ee ; $ Sincgrely yours, 

a ee Tora , HELP RESTORE OUR WILDLIFE § enry Pe De: e 
SSS Secretary 

Deg 

Enclosures 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE
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Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

. March 16, 1938 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
1532 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am sending you herewith five copies of a 
letter from Dr. Ie D. Wilson, Head of Department of Biology, 

Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, Virginia, in 
which he suggests thet we increase our activities at his 
Institution by adding to it a research program dealing with 

: the infectious, parasitic, and nutritional diseases of wild- 

life. 

I discussed this matter at some length with 
_Dr. Wilson at Richmond recently and also during the Baltimore 
Conference, and evidently he has taken the matter up with the 

other proposed cooperating agencies. 

At first blush I could not get very “hot" on the 
subject. but after receiving the enclosed letter from Leo Couch 
this morning and talking to him over the phone, I judge he 
deems it very importent that this progrem go through. I am 
sending you five copies of his letter also so that they can 
be passed on to the Technical Committee. I would greatly 
appreciate your reaction to this and I am writing Dr. Wilson 
today that we are referring the matter to our Technical Com- 
mittee. 

, It looks like I em fairly flooding you with 
matters of this nature but there has been so much interest 
creeted in the program in recent weeks that we are receiving 
a number of epplications from various institutions asking for 

e Support. 
% ace With kindest personal regards, I am 
velssiem 
BSS ts * 
te ie Sincerely yours, 

Rete RESTORE OUR WILDLIFE. Henry P. Davis 
FS a 

ie Secretary 

sia AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



c Us. 8. DEPT, OF AGRICULTURE 
0 Bureau of Biological Survey 
P Washington, Ds Cs 

¥ March 14, 1938 

Mr. Henry P, Davis, Secretary 
American Wildlife Institute 

Investment Building 
Washington, De Gy 

Dear Mre Devis: 

Enclosed please find copy of letter received from Pr. Ie De 
Wilser, of the Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 

aaa. Wikntte cae” weidtce a toe ee 
in accord with Dr. Wilson's plans, We believe thet we will be able 
te put up $1500 for such a study. A tentative budget has been set up as 
follows: 

‘i 2 oe - s 
2600 = salary ef pathologist 
a ree : 

It is proposed that the following contribute $1500 eachs 

oe) Bureau of Biological Survey 
American Wildlife Institute 

¢) Virginia Commission of Game and 
Inlend Fisheries 

(a) Virginia Polytechnic Institute 

I shall be pleased to have any comments you may have relative 
2 Se As I understand it, Dr, Wilson had contacted you in 
regard to matter at the Baltimore Wildlife Conference, 

Sincerely, 

(signed) LEO K, coucx 

Leo Ke Couch, Assistant in 
Charge, Section of Wildlife 
Surveyse



‘ ‘ 

o 
P VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE 
Y Dept. of Biology 

Blacksburg, Virginia 
Merch 7, 1938 

Mr. Henry Davis, Executive Seeretary 
Americen Wildlife Institute ; 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr, Davias 

You ie ep Ae nat gy ryt hhag yrs Ragtbwaye 9s 
enh Rebhasen, Ghavehn I geeted Shah $4 wan ty veaaeah t+ one of the 
most pressing fields for research is that concerning the infectious, 
parasitic, end mutritionsl diseases of wildlife. While our cooperative 
wildlife research end educationsl program is progressing nicely and 
yielding good results, yet I feel that we ere not making full use of moh 
of the materiel that somes to our laboratories, because of the lack of a 
pathologist. Furthermore, there are diseases of wildlife thet should be 
investigated, concerning which we have but very little information, In 

my judgment, more of our wildlife dies as the result of disease then 
from the hunter's gun. It is entirely possible thet a method of immunizing 
wild enimals against infectious diseases might be discovered which would 
be practical in its application, 

To employ « first class pathologist and furnish him with a 
technician, supplies and equipment would cost « minimum ef $6000.00 per 
year. It is my thought that the Americen Wildlife Institute, the Bureau 
of Bietoghent lurvey, the Virginin Comiuetin of Gane and Iniend Piaherion 
and the Virginia Institute, might each contribute $1500.00 per 
year to the project. I have talked with several representatives from each 
of these orgenigations and ell have expressed themselves, personally end 
unofficially, as being favorable to the idea, If you feel that this idea 
will meet with the approval of the American Wildlife Institute, I shall be 
Laon Anca Siento 7 Ayeemages AB nade diaper faery dct lermag 
working, in with our wildlife unit, and submit it to yous It 
is my thought that this project should run for a period of st least five 
yearse 

With kindest personel regards, I am 

Very truly yours, 

(signed) I, D. WILSON 

- Te De Wilson, Head of Department 
TDWs¢



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

Bureau of Biological Survey 

Washington, De Ce 

March 5, 1938 

CONPIDENTIAL 

My. Hemry P. Davis, Seeretary 
Amorieen Wildlife Institute, 

Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Mir, Davis: 

Sp Sete snpenaten of Ye Soopmetion EMMIS Rowerch wits 
ne room for about six more units in the United States 

one at the University of Alaska. 

the entire state and western Nevada. 
i erste theese cavecen sates en noeen 

Washington. 

I etlerete, tyetegs asters mentees, 0 nse 
Tees Henin ane Mende " 

ie se tem 
state. 

See tees eel lee ee fm Ne ist 
Washington, Idaho, Monten: , establishing a research 
eee ar Oe ta et te oe and facilities 

at each Uiebe wwe nee 

Jatyersity of Montana-=ili ssoula 

In 1913, the four institutions of higher learning were conbined into 
the University of Montana, including the State College at Bozeman. 

In 1956«57, the Departments of and and 
ho Sdheah of Fanetiog wee oomateateh tale & Bordaten of Mbantedl baleacse 
See 8 ee See Seeeee Rate. A full course is now 

* would have greater value were instructors available experienced 
in the application of management principles to field conditions. 

a boratar caebains te tenes ae dinate terete then, 
offers a foureyear curriculua in Zoology, with a Wildlife Conservation 
im the Division of Selence. This course is mainly an adaptation of Zoology 
to wildlife conservation, since the more closely related courses available 

eee ene Se Be Remae Sennnebeay Oe 

Saptgushare ape ust yet anediahie in wihdlite teagenect or aeyaiea to the



Mr. Henry P. Davis March 5, 1938 

University of Idsho--lioscow 

The University of Idaho is located only nine miles from Washington 
State College, both near the State line. The College of Agriculture is 
located hore aswell as the School of Forestry. Both, fron a wildlife wanage- 

ee cr on reeeen 2 MO wy Vath 0 TEMEASe Regeedh Get, 
However , of ae een Se Seen fe Coenen, Soureve: 
ease inonconnty te tn cam langenen Sn so fur ne ey inte forestry 
and venge. In Worth Idaho, the wildlife problems are tied up more 
Closely with forestry. To take on a wildlife research unit would require a 
considerable enlargement of available courses and trained teaching personnel. 
Dr. A. B. Hatch is Assistant Professor of Forest Management, having reosived 
his 3.8. from the University of Idsho, U.S. from Yale University, and Ph.D. 
fron Harvard University. 

Mashington State College--Pullmen 

There is both a Colle ge of Agriculture and a College of Sciences and 
Arts at this institution, with a Department of Forestry and Range Management 

a Patene edly amen ent Pwd deg ety eh on yor gy loner > res al 

Seeeremen of hetane This latter a ip teem Ales poe " ° course 
adaptod fron zoolocy, tut with em experienced Inatruatar in th lana‘enort 

All three schools do not as come up te the standard set by our 
best research units. ae conkeate vith netlttion heed omy shery ob 

desired standard. ition ficient oe cower Me 
contacting the institution officials. three offer opportunities, and 
selection might be governed somewhat by the eooperative attitude of the State 
Fish and Game Departments, and the land grant institutions, 

Sincerely, 

(Signed) Leo K. Couch 
leo K, Couch, Assistent in Charge, 

Seevion of Wildlife Surveys. .



1532 University Aveme 
February 28, 193% 

Me. Henry P. Davis 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Bullding 
Washington,D. ¢. 

Dear Henry? 

I am sending to the members of the Technical Committes 
the Ideho epplication, but I do not think that the committee can 
express an opinion until we have an appraisal of the personnel 
available at Idaho for the execution of the projects. Since none 
of our mombers are acquainted with the Idaho faculty, we are, I 
think, dependent on Mr. Couch to give us this appraisal. 

Let mo elaborate my thought in a little more detail: 
When the nine unite were first established, we all had to gamble 
ag to the quality of local supervision and local research personnel. 
There wae not time to pass on this question in each ease and there 
were not yot any standards as to what could reasonably be expected 
in local personnel. By now, however, we have two years’ performance 
dehind us and the comittes hae gathered « pretty definite impression 
of what the beat units are capable of doing. I suggest, therefore, 
that we eet up the standard that new projects, as to the quality of i 
byt oy acpane se gg bdo gy Agee lh ma ede mei yh yp 

It be unjust, of course, to read into the word "best" an equal 
degree of experience as the going projects, but the brains of poten 

ne el eaten ee oes If it ie not oqual, I think 
at then follow that money could be better spent in gotting 
stronger mon for the weaker going projects than in establishing new 

projects. f 

Sp ae Whe panpened oabtenies Neuehttee 2 menbe een 
that the University of Idaho should show potential performance equal 
to that of Texas or Ohie. If it is not that good potentially, then 
new funds should go to strengthen the existing structure rather than 
expanding it. 

The appraisal of the available personnel in a case like 
Idaho would, I assume, fall to Mr. Couch. I realise that this is 

placing & heavy responsibility on him, but since he ie the only 
ee eae atta ee OF PS ES ens dee 

fall in bis ability. ;
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The forego isa subject to the approval of 
vie ainaleen Couey So evens Sak taven If any of the 
committee disapproves, I am asking then to let you know promptly. 

In the present instance I gather that the local leader 
will be Mr. Hatch. iy library doos not contain any title in his 
name. This, of course, is no proof that he is not good, but on 
the other hand, we could hardly assume without Mr. Couch's appraisal 
that he is good. The subject mttor of the proposed research 

pleases me very mich, but there is nothing in the outline to show 
how Mr. Hatch would go sbout the work. ‘The ability to write an 
outline of thie kind has nothing to do with the ability to execute 
the research. 

Yours sincerely, 

Alde Leopold 
Chairman, Institute Technical 

Committee
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Chairman Technical Committee Seeteay 
February 24, 1938, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, : 

Chairman Technical Committee, 
College of Agriculture, 
University of Wisconsin, 
1532 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsine 

My dear Aldo: 

I cannot express to you my sincere appreciation of your promptness 
im sending me a report on the various meetings of the Technical Committee at 
Baltimore. We are still trying to wade out from under the mass of detail attendant 
upon such a gathering as this but expect to get these matters cleared up before the 
end of the weeke 

I am enclosing herewith check for $93.10 which covers your expenses 
during this period and again want to thank you most sincerely for your kindness 
in handling those meetings for use I cannot tell you how very much the Technical 
Committee means to the Institute, nor how highly it is esteemed by the Institute's 
Executive Committeee As soon as we get the Federation on a solid financial founda- 
tion, which we expect to do through National Wildlife Restoration Week, we can 
settle down then to real financing of constructive research and demonstration pro=- 
jects. 

I have been having some correspondence with Dean De S. Jeffers, of 
the School of Forestry, University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho, relative to wildlife 
research projects located at that University. In his first letter to me it carried 
with it no budget as to cost and I wrote him requesting this information in the hope 
that it would be received before the Baltimore Conventione I am sending you here- 
with five copies of the proposed projects and five copies of his letter and budget 
estimates. I wuld appreciete it if you would submit this to the Committee asking 
for their reaction. 

I contacted Mre Donald Callahan, Vice-President of the American 
Mining Congress, Tuesday of this weeke Mre Callehan and his associates have ex~ 
tensive lead and zine mining interests in Idaho and he seems quite interested in 
doing something constructive for wildlife restoration, fully realizing the value 
of researche While he is interested in the national program, he seemed especially 
inclined to favor some work in the State in which his interests are located. Hence, 
he seemed to be quite interested in Dean Jeffers' proposal and stated that he felt 
that arrangements could be made to contribute to such projects through the Institute 
if they were located at the University of Idahoe This would enable his companies 
to secure some very good local publicity and build up additional goodwill within 
the State. 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE
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I would greatly appreciate your reaction as soon as possible in 
order that I might tell him how our Technical Committee feels, or, at least, 

how our Chairman feels, and if you are favorably inclined, maybe we could get 
the ball to rolling. 

I was extremely sorry I was unable to spend more time with you 
in Baltimore but I am sure that you realize how busy we all were. 

With the best of everything to you, always, I am 

Singerely yours, 

/ ff i 
/ Henry P. /Davis 

' ecretery. 

HPD/am 

: i 7 « foes — 

ae oN 
cell al YO a 
Le ak cite 
HELP RESTORE OUR WILDLIFE 
ea i al



UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO 

February 11, 1933 

ie Deter Te Deite Seretetye 
American Wildlife tutes 
Lord Baltimore Hotel, 

. Baltimore, Meryland. 

Deax Mr, Oaviss 

Im response to your letter of February 4, I am enclosing a budget 
estimate for the two wildlife researeh projects suggested in my let~ 
let of Jamary 23—¢ You will note im the case of the bighorn sheep 

ee dln lhe Rigg ag att agg me ah Rn ty -wi a Rgsorng 
technical) study. I am inclined to recommend that the larger pro- 
jeot is the advisable one, since one mim should remain throughout a 
year with a single band of sheep and at least two such bands should 
be studied the same seasons 

It ie @ Little difficult for us to prepare @ careful budget, bevause 
we are dealing, of necessity, in rather indefinite terms, ‘The bud- 
get estimate, therefore, should be considered in the light of sompar= 
able experiences which my be brought to bear upon these two projects. ‘ 

With reference to the establishment of a research unit at the Univer« 
sity of Idaho, it is in the nature of things impossible for me to 
wake any somitment for the University at this time. ‘The President 
is absent from the campus and the regular meeting of the Board of 
Regents for the month of February will cecur, as fer as I am able to , 
ascertain, sometime after the 20th of the menthe Furthermore, al- 
though the President and the Board of Regents might establish some : 
tentative figure as indicative of the contribution of the University 
of Idaho to such a unit, you will recognise, of course, that they 
would be limited by the legislative appropriation for the bienniwa 
psengcaes Reap ye Bae i am inclined to believe, however, that 
the reaction of President, the Board of Regents, and the Legie~- 
lature will be favorablee 

in the of the above, I might sugeest that the University of I 
coat stiee seneiin capilied of ths toot of tas ete sacktoiom 
equipment, personnel, and cash in much the same way that other 
eooperative agencies are now doing at other schoolse 

Mie George Grebe and Mre Re Ge Cole will be able to inform you bete 
ter than I as to whet the State Game Department may be expected to 
contribute after the first of the coming years
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There is a remote possibility that I might consider 1t advisable to 
eee ree eevee core Cane one Oe eee ery ve disouss this 

matter with the President of the University after he returns to the 
@ampus Monday, February I4. 

So ate et ae ie le ee 
the prospeotuses of the two proposed projects for your uses 

Very truly yours, 

/2/ De Se Jofters, 
Dean 

Ne. 

iz a



BUDGET ESTIMATE 

or 

WILDLAFE RESEARCH PROJECTS : 

FOR 

UNIVERSIZY OF IDAHO : 

Bighorn Sheep Projects 

(Ono-man project): 

1 technical man 52400 

i 1 woodsman (6 months) 800 

Field ami travel expenses = 
and special field equipment 1800 

oe 
(Swo~man project): 

2 technical men 4400 
(one @ $2000) 

2 woodemen (8 months) 1600 

Field and travel expenses 
and special field equipment 3600 

Blue Grouse Projects 
1 technical man $2000 : 

1 woodemen (8 months) 800 

70 travel expenses 
large am't of car travel) 9fhGF.



Budget Hetinates 
Wildlife Research Projects 
University of Idaho 
Page 2 

. ee eee eres be nanan y Se Reve iyy oe eee 
of the contribu to the unit in supervising personne] and facili- 
ties would amount tos : 

$1500 for the one-man bighorn project and blue grouse study. 

$2000 for the two-man = * " ” * " " 

The reminder would be contributed in cashs : 

if supervision is provided by the Biological Survey, we would expect 
[a Lt nae im 
facilities, equ personnel, and/or eashs 

These estimates are subject to administrative approval by the Presi« 
rr et a ee, te te ee 

gan be had at this ‘ting, due te scheduled meetings» 

i
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RESTORATION OF BIGHORN SHEEP 

The bighorn or mountain sheep, Ovia Cervina Desmarest, is today 

apparently threatened by extinction. We ordinarily think of the bighorn 

as an alpine species because it is confined to the most inaccessible and 

forbidding heights of the Rocky Mountains from British Columbia to Arizonas 

Formerly, however, it roamed the grassland foothills and valleys of this 

range and extended far out into the plainss 

Captains Lewis and Clark eneountered sheep along the Missouri River in 

1805. The fur trapping expedition of Alexander Ross of over one~hundred and 

forty persons subsisted for almost the whole month of March, 1824, on bighorn 

sheep in the Bitterroot Valley. Prince Maximilian of Weid reported great 

numbers running in bands of thirty to fifty head in the breaks and badlands 

of the upper Missouri in 1832. ; 

Their retreat into the inaccessible mountains is generally regarded 

as an indication that the bighorn sheep is intolerant of civilisation and 

highly susceptible to domestic sheep diseases. 

More likely the explanation lies chiefly in the accurate long-range 

rifle of the American frontiersmen, settlers, modern backwoodsmen, trappers, 

miners, and sportsmen. Bighorn has long been noted for offering the best 

wild meat in the west, and wmdoubtedly still is much sought after in iso- 

lated districts where the chances of apprehension are remote. Today our 

remaining sheep have been driven by hunting into the most inaccessible 

highlends. In Mongolia where the natives carry Mauser rifles, which are 

so old and worn that their bullets will drop by gravity half way down the 

bores, bighorn still frequent the foothills and plains. In 1922, the writer
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bagged a specimen within a few minutes walk of a sheep and camel rancher's 

home on the plains bordering the Lan Shan Mowtains, one hundred miles 

northwest of the Yellow River, and saw many more bighorn living in a comtry 

which had probably been grazed by domestic sheep for thirty centuries. 

But there is little question that in their present Alpine ranges in 

northwestern America the bighorn are not holding their owmm. In Idaho and 

Montana only some twenty-eight hundred sheep, scattered among the more inac- 

eessible peaks of nineteen National Forests, remain. Their disappearance 

on the National Forests of Montana since 1930 is well illustrated by the 

following figures taken from Forest Service estimates: 

1930 - + + 2170 1934 = + = 1581 

1931 - ~- = 1869 1935 - ~ + 1182 

1932 - = = 1883 1936 --- 966 

1933 = + = 1742 

Precisely why the bighorn sheep is disappearing in this section is a 

moot question. At the recent annual meeting of the Idaho Wildlife Federa- 

tion in Boise, a resolution was passed urging the State to close the season 

on both sheep and goats. Five long-time sheep hunting sportsmen objected. 

They admitted that sheep are certainly disappearing, but they maintained 

the cause is not hmting, “So why deprive Idaho of a reasonably large income 

on sheep licenses, and hunters of the pleasure of pursuingsheep, during the 

few remaining years which they will be with us!" They blamed eagles, disease 

and other unknown factors for the major losses. 

Forest Service personnel admitted that hunting accomts for but a small 

percentage of the amual losses. They described wholesale dying in the 

winter of 1950 in Montana due to an undetermined disease, apparently pneumonia.
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Ure Ge We Grebe adequately summarized the discussion by pointing out 

that apparently the future of the bighorn in America can only be determined 

by researches 

At a subsequent committee meeting, at which representatives of all 

Federal and State organizations within the regiomswhich are interested in 

game were present, it was agreed that research on sheep and goat would take 

precedence over all other Wildlife problems in this region; that we should 

approach the Wildlife Institute for support to initiate this study at the 

earliest possible date. 

In pursuance of this request, the following is a preliminary outline 

of the proposed study: 

OUTLINE OF PROPOSED STUDY 

Bighorn Sheep 

Ie Inventory of numbers and local ranges of sheep in Idaho and Montanae 

Existing Forest Service estimates (see accompanying table) together 

with maps of mown ranges within the nineteen National Forests in 

which sheep are Imowm to oceur should serve for the purposes of the 

usual survey. A more detailed field survey would cost more than it 

would be worth and take valuable time from the more urgent problem 

of determining the factors causing decimation of known herdss 

Ile Life history study aimed primarily at discovering decimating factorse 

Will entail a year long, day-by-day observational study of one or 

more remmant herds. 

To ineludes 
A. General habits 

:
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1, Local habitats. 

2e Swmer and winter ranges 

3- Causes of seasonal migrations 

4 Condition of sheep 

5e Herd organization 

Be Natural enimies 

1. Mountain lion 

2e Golden eagle 

3. Coyote 

4. Bear 

5a Hunting 

6. Others 

Ce. Diseases 

: le Scabies (Including transmissability to and from 
Domestic sheep, in cooperation with U. S. 
Forest Service) 

2. Pneumonia 

3. Parasites 

4. Others 

5e Control 

De Food habits 

1. Seasonal variations in food habits 

2. Palatability of various foods 

3. Availability of various foods 

4 Competition with game animals and domestic stock 

Ee Special nutritional requirements 

1. Todized and sulphurized salt (Normally a valley animal 
alpine plants deficient in iodine!)
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Fe Breeding habits 

III, Experimental re-establishment of several well-kmown lost remants at 

lower elevations than bighorn now frequente 

IV. Adjustment of lend-ownership, land-use, and hunting laws to enable re- 

establishment on the basis of information gained from II and III abovee 

Ve Recommendation that Congress provide Forest Service with necessary funds 

to enable subsequent management of bighorn remants including an annual 

census and reporte 

It was suggested by the committee that Mountain goat, Oreamos 

montanus (Ord.) be studied simultaneously with bighorn sheep, 

since their renges are frequently identical.



RESTORATION OF BLUE GROUSE 

It was the recommendation of the committee that the life history of 

our upland game birds, which have been greatly reduced in numbers in recent 

years, be studied, Blue grouse, Dendragapus obseurus Richardsoni (Douglas), 

was chosen because, while still found throughout the forested sections of 

Idaho (see map) and Montana, it is rapidly disappearing, especially in the 

vicinity of settlements. Furthermore, of all native upland game birds, it 

seems best adapted to sustain heavy shooting in forested regions of the 

northwest, 

It is widely believed that sheep grazing on nesting areas is one of 

the chief contributing factors to the reduction in grouse members, This 

is born out in part by an apparent change in nesting habits during the 

last forty years. Formerly the blue grouse apparently nested in the sage 

brush and grassland foothills of the western mountains, while today their 

nests are in the timber at high elevations. If grazing is a serious factor, 

it may be controlled by practicing deferred grazing on nesting areas in the 

National Forests. To put into effect an adequate management plah, however, 

an accurate knowledge of life histories is inescapable. 

The following is a tentative outline of the proposed study: 

I. Comparative inventories of blue grouse in representative wilderness 

and settled communities. 

II. Life history study: 

A. Breeding and nesting habits 
B. Incubation and fledgling stages of chicks 
C. Transition stage, showing migration if any from spring and 

summer ranges to fall and winter ranges. 
D. Fall and winter range habits



III. Feeding habits 

A. Spring ranges -- feeds and feeding habits 

1. Feed utilized by fledglings 

B. Transition ranges and feeds 

©. Fall ranges, feeds and habits 

IV. Food and cover types 

A. Principal foods: plants and insects 

B, Principal cover types and associations 

C. Factors affecting foods, cover and plant associations 

V. Physical factors affecting food and cover types 

A. Limiting 

B. Grazing 

CG. Fire 

D. Floods 

E, Drouth 

VI. Diseases 

A. Factors affecting transmission and dissemination of dkseases 

B. Factors affecting control of diseases 

VII. Natural enemies 

A. Birds 

B, Reptiles 

C. Animals 

D. Effects of natural enemies on nesting, feeding, distribution 
and other food habits.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

February 7, 1938 

Dr. C. M. Tucker 
Chairman, Wildlife Council 
University of Missouri 

Columbia, Missouri 

Dear Dr. Tucker: 

Your letter of January 29 has been received. 

In general, the administrative setup for the Missouri Cooperative Wildlife 
Research Unit is in accordance with the understanding I had with President 
Middlebush. The details of this understanding were left to be worked out 
by Mr. Couch, who contacted Dr. Bennitt and you on November 18, and later 
Dr. Dalke., At that time Mr. Couch outlined with you the plan of the unit's 
organization and the responsibilities of the associated personnel, which 
were agreed to then as follows: 

1. The administrative committee composed of Dr. Bennitt, 
representing the University, Mr. Bode, the Conservation 
Commission, and Dr. Dalke, the Biological Survey, was 
to work out and approve the yearly budget of the research 
unit, approve the selection of graduate students, and 
work out and approve the work program and research pro- 
jects for the fiscal year. 

2. Dr. Bennitt was to take charge of the educational phases 
of the unit, the direction of the course work of graduate 
students, and one or more research projects which Dr, 

Bennitt would personally undertake. 

3. Dr. Dalke was to take charge of the wildlife research 
projects and be responsible for their management and 
development in the field in accordance with plans out- 
lined by the administrative committee. 

This procedure conforms to the administrative setup at all of the cooperative 
wildlife research units in which the Biological Survey now participates. 

Regarding Dr. Jackson's letter of January 24, instructing Dr. Dalke to be 
responsible for preparation of the monthly financial statements and reports, 
as well as approve all expenditure of unit funds, is in line with good ade 
ministration in view of the fact that all funds will be used to carry on 
field research projects, with the exception of those salaries paid out as 
contribution from the University. 

It is desirable that Dr, Bennitt reach a mutual agreement on the expenditure 

of funds with Dr, Dalke, However, all such expenditures must be in accord with 
the budget as formally approved by the representatives of all of the cooperating 
agencies.
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I believe, after you have analyzed the situation, you will agree that 
responsibility for administration of various phases of the research unit, 
as agreed upon by the administrative committee, should be centered in the 
person responsible for these activities. In matters dealing with the re- 
search work and accounting for expenditure of funds in accordance with 
the budget setup, including the preparation of necessary financial state- 

ments, Dr. Dalke has been charged with this responsibility under the plan 
that was agreed upon at the time of Mr. Couch's visit. 

We trust this clears up the points you have raised and that the important 
work outlined for the Missouri unit will go forward with credit to all , 
concerned. 

Very truly yours, 

Ira N. Gabrielson 
Chief 

CC Mr. I. T. Bode 
Dr. Rudolf Bennitt 
Dr. Paul D. Dalke



January 29, 1938 

Dr. Ira N. Gabrielson, Chief 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
Washington, D, C. 

Dear Doctor Gabrielson: 

I believe we should call your attention to the desirability 
of explaining to Dr. Jackson the arrangements made in con- 
ference with President Middlebush during your visit to Columbia, 
especially with regard to the administrative responsibility for 
the cooperative unit. It was our understanding that this re- 
sponsibility was to be vested in a committee representing the 
three contributing agencies. The enclosed copy of a letter 
from Dr. Jackson indicates that he has not been informed re- 
garding the agreements reached in regard to this unit. 

The policy followed here to date has been that Dr. Dalke has 
handled the expenditure of Bureau funds, while Dr. Bemitt 
has handled the expenditure of Conservation Commission and 
University funds. All items have been agreed upon in advance 
by these two men, This is in accordance with an agreement 
reached by the administrative committee in determining the 
division of duties, 

The tenor of Dr. Jackson's letter indicates that he con- 
siders the Bureau representative in charge and solely re- 
sponsible for the expenditure of all funds at the disposal 
of the cooperative unit. 

: We shall be pleased if you will clarify the situation with 
regard to the division of responsibility agreed upon in es~ 
tablishing the cooperative unit in Missouri. : 

With kind regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

C. M. Tucker, Chairman 
CMT 3g Wildlife Council



UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO 

January 28, 19386 

Mr» Homry Pe 3, vis, 
Exeoutive Sgorotery 
Wildlife Institute 
Tpvestmort Building, 
Washington, De Ce 

My dear lary Davis: 

For a mmber of years the School of Forestry of this University has 
offered a course in game mamigement te ite seniors, ‘This course was 
designed primarily to provide our forestry graduates with an elenent~ 
ary acquaintance with wildlife management, especially on National For= 
estse 

In view of the increasing demands on foresters for kmowledge of wild- 
life, this course was expanded by Dre As Be Hatch after he took over 
the game work in 1956, It now inoludes field studies, and Dre latch 
has also initiated a few research projects of loenl characters 

An amalysis of the situation in Idaho indicated to us an evident lack 
of technical skill in hondling game in the Statee The School of Fores= 
try sponsered « threenday Technics) Game Conference last December S10 
under Dre Hateh's guidances Its purpose was to provide a survey of 
game conditions in the State, to point the way toward the development 
of technical skill, and to promote cooperation between the various 
agencies in the State which are concerned with wildlife managements 
The conference was a ren] success, and its objectives are being further 
extended by means of a second conference to be held March 18 and 19 at 
the Southern Branch of the University at Pocatello. : 

One of the a¢complishments of the first conference was to foous atten- 
; tion on the need for wildlife research in this seotion of the northwest. 

A gommittes somposed of representatives of all enaee attending 
the meetings was appointed, with Drs Yatch as to select a rom 
Search problem for this region which would not conflict with research 
under way elsewhere and yet which is urgently needed. 

This counittes mot in Boise on Jamary 9 immediately following the an- 
mal meeting of the Idaho Wildlife Federations They selected as of 
greatest importance a research project on bighorn sheep, Statistics 
for the northwest show that these are rapidly disappearing despite a 
very low yearly bag bY muntinge The second research project chosen con- 
cerns the blue greuse as in urgent need of early study.
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It was the camittects wish that Dre Hatch prepare an outline of each of 
these two research projects and submit them to the Wildlife Institute as 

&@ necessary step in securing funds to enable this research. ‘These out- 
lines are enclosed with thie letters 

ee Beers 2: ya" 5, eres Fiesty e Setaive Soeter She 
Live Institute would be wklling to provide funds for enabling one or 

both of these research problems, and, seoond, to again ask you to consider 
establishing « VildLife Research Unit at the University of Idaho» 

In April of 1955, He Ne Darling, former chief of the Blel»;ical Survey, 
peg aap Re Ree daagges Bere F albany rite ie oS og ines 
of Idaho, relative to the establishment of a — Research Foundation 
on Wildlife at the University of Idaho. Dre leale expressed hinself 2s very 
auxions te ccoperate in such an arrengemente At that time, our request was 
declined beeause of the situetion prevailing in the State as regards tenure 
and training of the personnel] of the Ideho State Game Department. 

Today the situation seems much brighter from that angles Mre George We Grebe 
will be in Washington shortly, and he will be glad to give you the details, 
Public sontiment over the State has likewise undergone a very fundamental 
eee ee ee Ee ere oat eee be eee Sees ae ree Meee. 

all ly behind any movement to improve wildlife condi» . 

I wish alse to mention that in a recent talk with Drs Ira Ne Gabrielson, Drs 
Hateh learned that in addition to the interest we have at the University of 
Idaho, Vashington State College is interested in undertaking wildlife re- 
Searches Pee ee eh eee ee ee 
in view of the minute area in Washington which fell within the aree 
considered for inclusion im the Inland Mupire Wildlife Unit, Ideho should 
receive the Unit if their Game Department set-up becomes acceptable. 

It is Ot ES Tie Ser aenen Seer tess 26 fas Meee yen 06 
aqwwetdh the Vihdiise Tnothtute for fuse ts tiate the special research 
problems chosen by the committee and outlined in the enclosures 

Should you desire additional information, it will be my pleasure to supp] 
it if available. ” ver 

Very sincerely yours, 

/0/ De Se Jeffers 

Dean,



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

January 24, 1938 

Dr. Paul D. Dalke, 
University of Missouri, 

Columbia, Missouri. 

Dear Dr. Dalke: 

We have your letter of January 22, in regard to the financial 
statement. 

. It is noted that Dr. Bennitt has prepared the financial state- 
ments heretofore. You are the Bureau representative who is in 
charge of the cooperative unit and who is responsible for the 
spending of the cooperative funds and you are to prepare the 
statement regarding expenditures of such funds, If Dr. Bennitt 
desires to check the statement before it is submitted to this 
office, that procedure is perfectly in order. However, here- 
after you are to prepare these financial statements and the 
monthly activity reports, This is the established policy in 
connection with the cooperative wildlife research units and 
was so understood in the preliminary conferences at Missouri. 

i In reference to hotel accommodations in Baltimore, we would 
suggest that you write to the Hotel Rennert and the Hotel 
Emerson for quotations on their rates. 

Sincerely yours, 

H.H.T. Jackson, In Charge, 
Section of Wildlife Surveys. 

cc Dr, Bennitt
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1532 University Aveme 
Jamary 17, 1938 

Mr. Henry P. Davis 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Henry: 

Yes, of course, I could present the farm conservation project 
in as mich deteil as you like at any time. Its basic idea can perhaps be 
expressed most clearly in this way: 

We cannot sell game management to the farmer without re-orienting 
his entire education. [It is not sufficient that some farmers like to shoot. 
Until the average farmer likes not only to shoot, but also to observe, 
study, argue about, and enjoy not only game but 211 the other natural 
phenomena on his farm, we will have no sound basis for any kind of farm 
conservation venture. i 

We have spent the last fifty years weaning the farmer from all 
such interests. We have made him e mechanic, an engineer, an accountant, 
everything else but a naturalist and wildlife ecologist. 

Farm boys come to me here and after taking a course in wildlife 
management and wildlife ecology, it becomes their consuming interest and 
would remain so regardiess of whether they were paid for it or not. This 
leads to the idea of testing a farm community by and with its consent and 
through its own governance, to try to make the entire coming generation of 
that community mindful of wild things. 

I was given courage to broach this project when I noted with 
what enthusiasm the mature generation of farmers at Riley welcomed the 
idea of some very sketchy nature studies offered to their children by 
myself and my students. I think sample communities could be found where 
the older generation would play ball heartily with this idea of changing ~ 
the intellectual complexion of the younger generation by and with their 

help. 

Of course, this is human engineering, and it is beyond my powers 
to predict either success or failure. Wo one should support such a project 

without appreciating its length, its magnitude or its difficulties. We 
would be bucking the whole current of human affairs, which are still trending 
in the exactly opposite direction. I would not want anyone to subscribe 
without having hed the opportunity for at least an evening to impress them 
with the difficulties ae well as the oprortunities involved. I was much 
interested in the replies, but I think a much more thorough presentation 
of the idea should be made in person, Should you care to venture, I am 
of course at your disposal. 

Yours sincerely,



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT Chairman of the Board 
President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F. B, DAVIS, Jr. Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE. INSTITUTE Meera 
a e Pee eta Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T &. DOREMUS 

ies INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. SE eI DANS 
Chairman Technical Committee December 28, 1937 Secretary 

Come to the 

3rd NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE CONFERENCE 

Sponsored by the 

AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE 
Lord Baltimore Hotel, Baltimore, Maryland 

FEBRUARY 14, 15, 16 and 17, 1938 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
1532 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

As a sort of "test case" Ted Doremus took 
the "Farm Conservation Project" and submitted it along with 
a letter to several of his friends. I am sure you will be 
interested in their replies, copies of which I am attaching. 

Is it possible to work these projects up in 
@ little more detail? 

Sincerely yours, 

law / 

J 

mry P. Dedvis, 
Secretary 

Deg 
Encl osures 

Concurrently There Will Be the 

North American Sports, Garden and Outdoor Life Show 

Sponsored by the Maryland Outdoor Life Federation, Inc. 

February 11-19, 1938, Inclusive, at the 

Fifth Regiment Armory 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



fe LAMMOT DU PONT 
P Wilmington, Delaware 

Y Pe Oc Box 303 November 26, 1937 

Mr. T. E. Doremus, 
Building. 

Dear Ted: 

I have your letter of November 24th, in regard to Farm Conserva- 

tion, which, although addressed to me officially, is, I understand, intended 

to be for my personal consideration. 

I em not sure that I note your idea correctly, but understand that 

the main thought is to try to start in schools throughout the country, 

particularly country schools, the teaching of subjects having to do with con- 

servation of game, fish, fur-bearing animals, birds, flowers, trees, and all 

forms of wild life, the particular selection of subjects, of course, being 

appropriate for the section in which the school is located. 

It is further the idea that this movement would be started or handled 

by a Committee or department of the American Wildlife Institute. 

If I have the idea correctly, I would favor the effort, and would be 

willing to contribute in a moderate way toward the American Wildlife Institute 

for this purpose, or directly to the Committee, if the Institute preferred. 

Yours sincerely, 

(signed) LAMMOT DU PONT 

LéauP/up
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o 
H. G. HASKELL 

P Wilmington, Delaware 

YT 

‘ December 22, 1937 

My dear Mr. Doremus: 

Answering your letter of December 6th on 

Farm Conservation, I feel much as Mr. du Pont does. 

If you are successful in working up the 

project in the shape of some tangible program, I shall 

be glad to have you put my name on your mailing list. 

Yours very truly, 

(signed) H. G. HASKELL 

HGH/R 

Mr. T. E. Doremus, 

Bu il @ a @ gs



c E. I. du PONT de NEMOURS & COMPANY 
Wilmington, Delaware 

oO 

Development Department 
P 

¥ December 8, 1937 

Mr. Te E. Dorems . 
Explosives Department 
Building 

In reply to your letter of December 6, I 
think your suggestion is interesting but whether it is workable 
depends on the plan itself. As an example, we have the wildlife 
Conservation development which did not get anywhere in this 
country, on a national basis, until Mr. Darling proposed a 
workable scheme which is now being given a fair trial. 

I think the possible value of your suggestion will 
depend on the plan which you or somebody may be able to 
formilate. What you have in mind seems to be something along 
strictly educational lines but whatever can be done in that 
comection must probably be with Governmental assistance, state 
or Federal, or both. Because the movement would have to have 
behind it the U. S. Department of Agriculture, the State Colleges, 
the county agents, ete., I doubt very mech that a society of the 
type such as the Audubon Society would accomplish much in this 
particular field. Mr. Darling was up against the same situation 
when he tried to do something for wildlife in that everybody 
wished him luek and hoped that he could accomplish something 
but nothing came out of thet kind of support until he submitted 
to interested parties a definite plan and program which appeared 
practical and then very substantial support came forth. 

(signed) F, SPARRE 

Director 

FS:N
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© P. S. DU PONT 

$ WILMINGTON, DEL. December 23, 1937 
z 

Mr. T. E. Doremus 4s 

Explosives Dept., 

Building. 

Dear Mr. Doremus: 

Your letter of November 24th has remained un- 

answered for a long time. Please pardon the delay. Of all 

people the farmer should be most interested wild life and the 

conservation of “things of the land" as expressed in your letter. 

Whether this could be impressed upon the farming commnity, 

I am not prepared to say. Many would benefit from the teaching 

of the subject, while others would probably prefer to remain 

in dgnorance. Nothing but a trial will prove the merits of 

: distributing information on the subject. 

Very truly yours, 

(signed) P.S. DU PONT 

18
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0 
EMPIRE STATE 

P NEW YORK CITY 

Y 

December 7, 1937 

Mr. T. E. Doremus 
BE. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company, Inc. 
Wilmington, Delaware 

Dear Ted: 

In reply to your letter of the sixth, 

would advise that I am not in a position to take an 

active interest in the mtter you write about, but 

thanks for your letter. 

Sincerely, 

(signed) J. J. RASKOB



$ 

November 9, 1937 

Mr. Henry P. Davis 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Henry: 

I attach a batch of research projects for your use 
in the Institute's campaign to raise ear-marked funds. I have 
tried to make these conform to the conclusions which you and 
Carl Hubbs and I reached at the Chicago meeting. As I under- 
stand it, Carl will send you another batch representing the 
fish field. 

I am sending a copy of this to the other members of 
the committee with the suggestion that they likewise send you any 

projects of their own which they consider particularly promising, 
or any modifications or corrections for these of mine. 

I wish to suggest, for later consideration at a 

formal meeting, that some of these projects would fit better 
in the older and more experienced institutions than in the 

newer Nine Units. Moreover, it should be possible to allocate 
research work to institutions which are not necessarily in the 
Nine Unit system and which do not have a Biological Survey 

representative in charge. In other words, some of these things 

mst go to the particular place best qualified to handle them, 
whether or no that place has a standard unit. Such allocations 

could, of course, be administered by the Biological Survey 

representative or by the committee direct. I suggest that this 

amplification of Institute policy be discussed with the 
Biological Survey at the coming conference. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold, Chairman 
Technical Committee
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STCLES 

Endocrines? Twenty years of research on the cycle has not yet 

disclosed any convincing explanation of what it is or how it works. We 

thought 1t was parasites, we thought it was disease, we thought it was 

sunspots, but none of these theories as yet “rings the bell." 

If all the game farms in the world were wiped out over night, there 

would be great to-do among sportsmen. But every ten yeare we quietly accept 

® loss many times greater without blinking an eye over our misfortune, or 

displaying any great curiosity over the event. 

There is a new science which may be able to explain cycles: 

endocrinology, or the science of glandular secretions. Mo endocrinologist 

has ever been asked to examine the cycle question. Wo endocrinologist has 

had time--they are too busy solving the problems of human health aad the 

provlems of domestic animals. Why not see what a good endocrinologist can 

, do with cycles? 

The stage is all set. Green has discovered # fatal disease in rabbits 

which has no pathogenic organiem. It is probably an endocrine derangement. 

Gycles are probably not “curable,” but no human group except conser- 

vationists would take euch a beating again and again without finding out 

what they take it from. 

Fiseal. This calls for = process of feeling out possibilities the 

outcome of which is impossible to predict. All that can be foreseen is 

the first exploratory moves. Should they show promise, the question aight 

merit a whole research institution working for decades. 

For the first moves: %1,000 per year for 3 years. 

Gyele Records. One reason for uncertainty in formating a tenable 

theory of cycles is that the geograchy and chronology of metentines teve
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been followed out in only a few species in a few localities. Xxample: 

We know much about fluctuations in grouse in New England and Lake States 

during the last decade, but nothing about grouse fluctuations in Alaska, 

in the Rockies, in the southern Appalachians. Until the continent is 

covered to see whether fluctuations are synchronous or no, we cannot speculate 

intelligently. 

This information is best gathered by correspondence with volunteer 

observers. The job needs part time of a good man able to follow through. 

Needed: $500 per year for 10 years.



11/8/37 

JACKSNIPR 

A few mon have an especially deep attachment for this bird, about 

which virtually nothing is kaown. 

A jackapipe study must, at the outset, be regarded as an adventure 

which may or may not bring practical success, but which is justified in 

either event by the fact that more knowledge will at least bring deeper 

appreciation of the bird's quality. 

Yor example, a successful study mst be based on ability to distinguish 

sexes in the live bird. No man can as yet sex a snipe except by opening 

his carcass. We are not even sure that winnowing" is done solely by males. 

There are some hopeful leads in sex criteria, but they await verification. 

There is some preliminary evidence that the females migrate earliest. 

This could be verified by tallying bags. If verified, the earliness or 

lateness of the season would have an obvious bearing on preserving a proper 

sex ratio. é 

The foods of the snipe are little known. It is not known whether snipe 

Sre-nest" like quail, or whether they make only a single attempt at repro- 

duction. The migration routes are unknown. The natural onemies and diseases 

are unknown. There is some evidence that snipe are cyclic, and that the 

cycle is inverse to the duck cycle. 

"Practical" sportsmen cannot be interested either in snipe hunting 

or snipe research. There are always a few, however, who love snipe hunting, 

and whe may need no logic to justify an exploration of the bird's life; 

where he comes from, where he goes, how he lives. 

Fiscal: $1,000 per year for 10 years.
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SUALL 

Sex Tallies. ‘Stoddard discovered long ago that natural mortality 

in quail falis heavier on hens than on cocks. 

Leopold (umpublished)heas found indications that in the north-central 

states the sex ratio in bobwhite rises and falis with the grouse cycle. 

Hewkias hes found that excess cocks occur in conjunction with the violent 

decreases in queil alvundance in the north and that disturbed breeding as 

well as wiater starvation may secount for these decreases. 

Sex-counts in quail are easily and cheaply made by tallying bags. 

It may be that sex-tallies would be a sensitive indicator of quail welfare, 

and could be used instead of expensive censuses as a guide to shooting 

policy. In any event, the sex ratio now appears to be a tool of possibly 

great utility in quail management. but its exact meaning and usefulness 

Temin to be explored. 

Fiscal. This ie inherently o long-time study best conducted as a 

part-time activity of someone in a position to “follow through.“ 

Optimum funds: $500 per year for 10 years.
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PHEASANTS, 

Survival Yalue ; 
Hicks has found that Ohio wild-trapped pheasants from refuges can 

be produced for restocking at a cost of 40 cents, whereas game-farm pheasants 

cost $1.50. The wild pheasant has a survival value five times as great as 

the artificial pheasant, and “stays put" better. 

Leopold has verified the stability of the wild pheasant in Wisconsin, 

and also hae evidence of superior survival. 

Hicks' findings have been published for two years, yet nobody has as 

yet questioned the immense expenditures which continue to be made for 

artificial pheasants, or debated the issue of whether a dollar in refuges 

would not go further than the same dollar in game farms. 

Hicks' conclusions should, of course, be verified and the exact limits 

of their application mapped out. The conclusions may hold good only for 

Ohio. 

Glark in Connecticut has found there is no use in pestounting wore than 

@ certain number, but this must heve been affected by the age and vigor as 

well as the number of birds stocked. Clark's work should be followed through 

to develop this additional detail. 

The situation calle for a careful study of the survival value of various 

ages, kinds, and origins of pheasants. Probably a million dollars a year 

are now being “spent blind" on untested methods of pheasant mansegement. 

Shooting Preserves 

States with shooting preserve laws base the allowable take on a 

percentage cf the number steeked. A common allowance is 75 per cent. 

Recent indications are that the actual take of birds stocked in 

advance (i.e., as 8-week birds in August) does not exceed 5 per cent. In
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other words, wild birds are carrying the load. ‘The advisability of exploring 

this indication is too obvious to need comment. 

Pines). 
This project calls into question the basic assumptions on which virtually 

all states base their pheasant policy. It is therefore unlikely that 1t will 

ever be undertaken by those who must defend that policy. It is not implied 

that present policies are all wrong. in oll probability different restocking 

operations vary in value from cero to 100 per cent (i.e., the full value of a 

wild-raised bird). But we should know which are valuable and which are 

worthless. 

Minimam funds: $1,000 per year for 5 years. 

Optimum funds: $2,000 per year for 5 years.
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DeuR ; 

Sex Ratio. Gerstell has found, by sampling fawns killed during the 

Pennsylvania antlerless deer season, that the sex ratio on overbrowsed 

range showed an excess of females, whereas on normally stocked range no 

guch ex¢ess occurs. 

Unless disease or some other unknown factor distorted the ratio 

during the eight months since birth, this marks the discovery of a new 

principle in deer biology of the utmost importance to deer and forest 

conservation. It means, in short, that "ouck shortage" may arise from 

injureé range as well as from over-hunting. 

Gerstell's discovery should be verified under controlled conditions. 

If verified, it calls for a basic revision of deer policy and forest 

policy in most estates. 

In northern Wisconsin this fall, there has been a near-ineurrection 

over whether deer should be open or closed. In all the reams of print 

bearing on thie controversy, nobody hae mentioned Gerstell's discovery, 

though it has been published in the popular press and bears directly on 

the issue of overstocked range. 

Mechaniem of Overstocking. It is now woll known that deer, in the 

absence of natural predators, may flare up in gumbers, iajure their 

range, and undergo physical deterioration from malnutrition. 

These irruptions are usually spotty, and the injured spot suffers 

heavy reduction in carrying capacity. 

; Many injured spote have been studied ex post facto, but never 

bas the process of deterioration been followed through from beginning to 

ond, im order that the sequence of events may be known.
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Yor example, the first symptom of trouble seems to be the disappearance 

of extra~palatable plants such as wahoo, yew, certain ferns, maple repro- 

duction, tick trefoil, ete. The disanpearance of these plants is 

inconspicuous, and the fact of their disappearance is as yet only inferentially 

established. Many deer exnerte have overlooked the point. It would be a 

valuable tool for deer management to definitely identify these indicator- 

plants and their behavior under deer pressure, because untrained men such 

as wardens and landowners could then use them as a “thermometer to detect 

impending treuble and thus forestall it. 

The second symptom is visible shrinkage of the more abundant palatable 

browse species, the appesrance of “plimsoll lines," ete. Deo the first 

physiclogicel symptoms in the deer precede or succeed this visible damage? 

This important point is not known. In what sequence do the physiological 

symptoms develop? (tramples: reduced heade, reduced weight, delayed antler- 

shedding end pelege changes, dispersed rutting and fawning dates.) 

Why are spots of uninjured range always found near injured spots? 

Why don't the deer move over to the uninjured spot? The answer lies 

partly in topogrephy, but there may also be local differences in palatability 

ame to varying soils. Phie could be verified by excerimental feedings of 

browse from areas which deer avoid. : 

Age Determination. There is as yet no proven method for precise deter- 

mination of age of deer. Wo poyulation of aninals, particularly animale of 

slow maturity, can be managed intelligently until the age-composition of 

the herd is known. Johnston ef California has a promising method of age- 

reading by cross-sectioning teeth. This would be applicable only to dead 

deer, but at that 1t would have great value. It should be verified in all 

the deer species.
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Bigeal. The foregoing are merely a few exemples of the besic 

information needed as o foundation for deer management. Most of these 

questions are not likely to be studied in short-term projects under 

pressure for "practical" results. They can be studied piece-meal. They 

could be better studied by developing some one institution as “national 

headquarters" for deer research, and developing these questions progressively 

through # long period. 

Miniomm funde: $1,000 per year for 3} years. 

Optimum funds: $2,000 per year for 10 years.
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FARM CONSERVATION 

All clear thinkers can see by this time that there is a limit beyond 

which the practice of conservation cannot be carried out by government. 

Tven if all the good laws were passed at once, and even if they were 

backed by all the money in the treasury, it would still remain true that 

“Outdoor America" is being destroyed by our methods of farming. 

The most fundamental question of all is this: Would the farmer 

change his methods even if he knew how and why? 

Our attempts to reach the farmer have been clumsy and superficial. 

We have tried to dictate all the details of what he shall do, when the 

real question is: Can we get him to do anything at all, even on his own 

terms? We have tried to make him change at once, when the real question 

is; Can we get even a new generation to take a new attitude toward land 

and wildlife? 

It is time for a real experiment in farm conservation, conducted by 

and for farmers, and dealing not primerily with game, but with whatever 

aspect of nature the individual farmer is interested in. It is time for an 

experiment which will last not five years, but fifty. It should begin with 

the country school, and show each child all aspects of nature on his farm, 

and what he might do--if he likes to--with each. All selections of subject- 

matter and method should be his own. All technical and pedagogical service 

should be produced from or selected by the community. The ultimate aim 

is to see whether a farm community can pull itself out of the mode of 

thinking which has been forced upon it by the industrial era, and evolve a 

new mode of thinking which is indigenous to the land, and which values the 

things of the land as the chief channel for the expression of personality. 

In "things of the land" is included game, fish, fur, songbirds, wildflowers,
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forests, or any other aspect of nature. 

The basic obstecle to conservation is that knowledge of such things, 

and skill in dealing with them, has been “bred out" of the farm mind. 

Until the farmer can be as proud of hie wildlife as he is of his new car 

or his electric refrigerator or his inbred corn, there is no hope for 

wildlife conservation in farm country. 

Such a project should be undertaken quietly, and preferably on some 

area where a known farmer interest already exists, and where ownerships 

are relatively stable. The donor should be anonymous, and the work should 

be done through some especially qualified agricultural college. 

It ie too moh to expect that the average donor should have any 

interest in such a venture. It would appeal only to occasional individuals 

of exceptional perception and detachment. It could be carried out only 

through an exceptional ingti tution. 

Fiscal. $2,000 per year for a long period, the first five years of 

which would represent a fair test of the worthwhileness of going ahead.
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PRAIRIE CHICKSES AMD SHARPTATL GROUSE 

Fragments of work on these species have been done in Wieconsin and 

Oklehome, and are now being done in Texas, Illinois, and Uteh, but no 

really thorough study of either species has yet been underteken. As 

compared with pheasants, they have deen ignored, yet for quality ss game 

Dirds, the pheasant is not even in the running. In addition, chickens have 

practical advantages over the pheasant in that they survive further north, 

require less feeding, and will do well on poor land (whereas the pheasant 

requires rich land). In the leke Stetes alone thore are millions of acres 

; of marshland fit only for chickens. Millions of dollars have been spent 

evacuating farmers from such lands and "developing" them as game areas, 

but we do not yet know hor to develop them for chickens. 

A really thorough study mst include two studies as yet untouched. 

Migration. The true chicken is regularly migratory, and the sharpteil 

occasionally eo. It is supposed that the migration of the true chicken 

is hens only. Sehmidt banded a hen in winter in Wisconsin which was later 

recovered 100 miles north. It is fundamental that a thorough study of 

migration be made by banding. Moreover the upgrade of the cycle is the 

: only feasible time to do this, elee hunters do act get a chance to help out 

by returning the bands. This moans that banding should be done between 

1937 and 1940 in order to catch the impending high of 1940-1944. 

A cooperative group to band chickens in Wisconsin, Michigan and Minnesota 

is already at work, but they have no funds. The effort is volunteer. A 

little money would vastly facilitate their efforts. 

Similar work is neo@ed in all the chicken states, but one region could 

well work out the problem before it is attacked elsewhere.
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Physiology of Budding. ‘The reason why chickens survive further north 

than pheasants is that they are able to subsist on buds. 

It is supposed that true prairie chickens can subsist in part on bude, 

and sharptails wholly. : 

This, however, is all supposition. ‘The physiology of subsistence on 

such a low-grade food deserves special exploration. Captive birds should 

be fed artificially on various bude, in various months, with and without 

grit, and always with control birds fed on corn, the body-weights to be 

followed by periodic weighing. F 

Tt ds suspected that buds must be in a certain condition before they 

become palatable. ‘This, too, should be explored, not only by feeding tests, 

but by chemical analysis. There may be a period of *ripening"} enlargement 

of buds, dependent on iatense cold, exposed position, seasonal development, 

or some other factor, and buds may be poor food until this ripening occurs. 

Booming Grounds. We know that successful nesting in both species is 

dependent on a complicated and peculiar mechanism of mating, but we do 

not know ite detaile because it has been impossible to identify individuals. 

Colored celluloid bands are the answer. This study naturally goes with 

the banding study. 

Fiseal. This project can be broken up or expanded te a comprehensive 

whole. 

Minimum: $1,000 per year for 3 years. 

Optimum: $2,000 per year for 10 years.
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HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE 

The studies of this bird in Michigan and Wisconsin have suceceded 

in iselating the basic questions involved in ite management, but not in 

answering them. 

Why do bird-per-scre etanis of partridges eccur often in the 

Ganadian wheat belt, in England, and in Bohemia, bet never in Ohic, 

Indians, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, or Iowat It is a notable fact 

that management has easily increased etands of pheasant and quail but 

not yet of partridge. Shy? 

Both the studies so far mede point toward nesting mortality as the 

weak spot, and agricultural machinery as the main cause of nesting 

mortality. but the nest losses from machinery vary greatly from year 

to year, and seem to depend on the advancement of field crop nesting 

cover, a6 compared with "wild" nesting cover. No ono, however, hae as 

yet compared these degrees of advancement. Hindsight shows them to be 

as importent. The job, then, is to repeat the studies through a period 

of years during which the advancement of vegetation is carofolly measured. 

Flushing devices are, of course, a good alibi for delaying the study 

of thie fundamental question, but there ic ae yet no real reason to 

Delieve they are a practical solution. In omy event, their real role 

in management cannot be determined until the reasons for hayfield and 

grainfield nests are understood. 

Biseal. $500 per yoar for 5 years.
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GOBSULTATION FOR LABPOSMERS 

Experienced wildlife monagere know that one of the reasons for 

it the slow spread of private practice is the high percentage of failures 

among initiel attempts. 

Large estates heve financed their own consulting service, bat 

farmers have none. Consultation from County Agente and from the “Sine 

Unite" is available only in theory, becense these men have other duties 

which tend to crowd out any real service to small owners. 

It is importent to find out just how such mall private owners could 

de encouraged by giving them the benefit of experienced advice. 

It would aleo top off the training of research students in an admir- 

able way if some of them were given the chance to spend an edditional 

yeer in consultation work, under the direction of an expericneed faculty. 

tt ts proposed that ab one or two of the most advanced universities 

& special “consultation service" be set up. To win the position of 

consultant could be made a special honor over and above the academic 

degree. The winning student should serve for about two years, after which 

he should seek a job and another student take his place. 

Bere ie a list of questions on which a demand for consultation now 

exists in a etate like Wicconsin: : 

1. Teach farmer shooting preserves how to measure the efficiency of 
their restocking operations by banding. 

2. Teach farmers how to design and plent cover developments. 

3. Teach farmers how to design and operate food patches and feeding 
operations. 

4. Teach farmers how to encourage food and cover by slight modifi- 
cation of their agricultural practices.
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§. Advise farw groups how to organize. 

6. Advise Field Trial associations how to develop their grounds. 

This is, of course, “extension” and might qualify for agricultural 

extension funds, tut for the fact that good game managers are ucually 

not willing te aecept extension positions, i.e., dedicate their careers 

to extension work. Good men would, however, often jump at the chance 

te do it for a year or two ac o means of topping off their academic 

training. The cost of such superior men would be much less because they 

would still be in the role of students. 

There would heave to be some funds for faculty menbers to travel 

in erder te advise the student in dieputed cases. 

Fiseal. $1,500 per year for 2 years.



(fo be added to Leopold's 11/22/37 
letter of Yovember 9, 1937) 

NESTING PHYSIOLOGY 

Stoddard, Allen, Yeatter, Bump, King, Errington 4 Hamerstrom, Hawkins, 

and Bennett have assembled masses of deta on the most important single event 

in game conservation: nesting. 

A few solid deductions have been made, but the main outlines of the 

reproductive process remain cloudy, and the bulk of the data is undecipherable 

Decause we do not yet know what goes on inside the bird. 

We know it is different in certain essential respects from what goes on 

inside a domestic fowl, because wild birds have a “clutch limit," which breaks 

down under wire, but which is all-important in wild nesting. 

It is time to explore the nesting physiology of wild game birds. It is 

time to find out the mechaniam of the whole breeding cycle, including the 

elutch limit, and including the variables connected with age, mating habits, 

mating weather, and mating foods. Most of this work met be done in the wild, 

and this entaile banding of whole populations and periodic sampling to establish, 

first of all, the norms against which disturbed behaviors can be measured. 

Among the disturbed behaviors related to nesting physiolegy are disturbed 

sex ratios, non-breeding, variations in clutch as between years, and possibly 

the cycle itself. 

This is a long-time project which can only be carried out where highly 

developed facilities exist in endocrinology, physiology, poultry husbandry, 

and agricultural chemistry. Results cannot be promised, but they might 

become very large. The field should be felt out slowly. 

Biscal. Yor a starter, $1,000 per year for 3 years.
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PROJECTS FOR RESEARCH, TRAINING AND DEMONSTRATION IN FISH MANAGEMENT 

Submitted to the American Wildlife Institute by Carl Le Hubbs, 

of the Technical Committee 

Of first importance I would stress the carrying on of the predator 

project under the fish management cooperative unit at the University of 

Michigan. The initial appropriation of $2500 by the American Wildlife 

Institute, and the like sum provided by the Michigan Department of Conser-~ 

vation, have been stretched to carry this work along until the end of the 

present fiseal year (June 30, 1938), Preliminary indications are that the 

State Department of Conservation will be glad to continue ite financial 

oosperentell on this project. The Institute for Fisheries Research would 

prefer to see this project continued than to start a new project in the 

Michican unit. Additional support of this project has come recently through 

the approval of a project for federal aid under which extensive predator 

prevention devices will be installed at Michigan hatcheries to work at 

practicable means of avoiding the lerge annual loss of hatchery fish to 

predators. These experiments need be run through the yeer. Much new 

material has been gathered on this study, and the groundwork laid for very 

effective work during another year, The proposal is for the allotment of 

$2000 to this project through the American Wildlife Institute, for the 

fiseal year 1938-1939, to provide a yeerly salary of $1200 for Karl ?. Lagler, 

the energetic and capable graduate student who is in charge of the project, 

and of $800 for William C, Beekman for continued assistance in the laboratory 

and field work. 

There seems to be no specific request for funds to aid the important 

striped bass investigation, which was helped over a period of exhausted funds 

by a grent from the American Wildlife Institute.
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A relatively small project that might also be looked on as a con- 

tinuation item is the subsidy for supporting the publication of biological 

contributions fundamental to fish management. The initial grant of $600 

held out for more than a year, but is now about exhausted. I do not know 

of any like sum thet has done so much sood, from the standpoints of on- 

eouraging research on the applied side of fish management, of increasing 

and spreading knowledge of recent advances, of acquainting both the older 

and younger workers with the new point of view and with the possibilities 

of this field, and of orsenizing the field of fish management as an organized 

branch of fish management. This project would call for $500 (more could be 

well spent) for the fiseal year 1938-1939. The approval of papers for publi- 

cation under this grant would presumably be made by the fishery members of 

the Technical Committees 

Another small item that would likely multiply itself in value would 

be the providing of funds for an annual prise or prises for outstanding f 

developments, in the field of fish management, that promise to play an 

effective role in maintaining and upbuilding the nation's supply of game 

fish. Our idea wuld be to keep the qualifications in seme such general 

terms as here used, to make it possible to give the prise where the giving 

of it will likely do the most good. The term "most promising" should be 

omitted to help avoid jealousies and difficulties in judging. Also the 

stipend might be left open for the decision of the judges, so thet the 

entire sum might be granted if conditions warranted, or the total could be 

divided into 2 or more perhaps unequel parts. The prize would help induce 

active work, would encoura;e the publication of valuable results, and would 

reward needing young workers for outstanding accomplishments, The chances 

are that a worker receiving such a prize would put it into his further 

training or field work or the purchase of such tools of his trade as books,
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memberships in professional societies, etc. To start this project, a grant 

of $500 for the fiscal year 1958-1959 is suggested. 

A number of new major projects stand out as particularly vital at the 

present time. One of these concerns itself with increasing the sustained 

eatch of fish in impounded waters. No other means of increasing the game 

fish catch of the country is so promising as the creation of new bodies of 

water. Yet grave problems remain to be answered, for an initially large 

eateh in an artificial lake often greatly dwindles after a few years. Means 

of deliberately and skillfully prevanting this dropping off of the yield 

need be determined, An opportunity of extreme urgency has arisen for such 

an investigation. The Muskingum Conservancy District of Ohio is just now 

completing the construction of about 11 large dams and has granted the 

Ohie Division of Conservation the complete fish manacement of the new waters. 

Some of the lakes will be operated with a permanent level, others with a 

fluctuating level, so the opportunity of observing the results of fish manage- 

ment and of experimenting; therewith is unique. If the project is delayed, 

the early history of the new waters would not be thoroughly determined and 

the interpretation of later results would be made difficult. The Ohio Division 

of Conservation will be largely involved in supplying the fish for the lakes, 

and in other practices. If the urgently needed, thorough study of the new 

waters is made, outside support will be called for. The chief fishery workers 

of Ohio, T. He Langlois and B. Le. Wickliff, both prominent in the fisheries 

field, have expressed an intense interest in the project outlined, realizing 

the great need for the study. They oxpressed their personal view that the 

project would meet with support by Comnissioner Woodell and others concerned, 

and that a grant from the Wildlife Institute would likely be matched, parti- 

eularly to defray field expenses, It seemed likely to them too that ralief 

labor would be obtainable for experiments in the improvement of the artifi- 

ciel lake beds, to determine the efficacy and practicability of various
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davies installed to make the lakes more productive. Prof. Raymond C. 

Osburn of Ohio State University is also much interested in the problem, 

and expressed his view that the University would be glad to cooperate in 

advice and academic facilities. For this project a sum of $2000 to $2500 

is suggested, to cover an early start and to carry on through the fiscal 

youre 

Another very important project would be one of determining means of 

inereasing the catch of black bass on a sustained basis. It would likely 

be determinative thet the “new” spotted (or Kentucky) bass should have a 

smaller legal limit and that with ea lowered limit the catch of this fish 

could be greatly incressed. In areas where this little bass naturally 

predominates and has continued to exeeed the others in obese though it 

has not been planted while the others have been stocked for many years, it 

would seem wholly feasible as well as desirable to provide a lowered size 

limit, so that with the introduction of light tackle a large new sport could 

be effected, Many problems are also involved in the conservation of the 

smallemouthed and large-mouthed basses, Progress could be made toward the 

solution of those problems too, ‘Some consideration has been given to this 

project to be carried out in Ohio, but the study of fish production in the 

artificial lakes seems more urgent, especially in view of the unparalleled 

; opportunity of observing and experimenting with the new waters now being 

created by the Muskingum Conservancy District. If the bass project could 

also be financed, it would call for an initial appropriation by the Wildlife 

Institute of $2000 for the first fiscal year (19361939). 

A very promising project is one for determining the practicability of 

inereesing the game fish yield of our lakes through the addition of small 

amounts of commercial fertilizers. The background for this work has been 

laid at the University of Wisconsin by ex~President Birge and Dr, Juday,
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4. the most exhaustive study and longeeontinued investizetion ever made of 

the physical, chemical and biological conditions in the lakes of an area 

like Wisconsine HKeeently Dre Juday has begun experiments designed to test 

the possibilities of increasing the fish crop by using fertilisers at a 

gost not to exceed one dollar per acre of lake. The results of these ex- 

periments have beon most promising. A report on this work was an outstanding 

feature of the Midwest Wildlife Conference just held in Madison. This work, 

though of first-rate importance, has been conducted under very limited funds, - 

in part privately doneted. Dr. Chaneey Juday assures us that a subsidy of 

$2000 or $3000 for an extension of this work could be very effectively spent, 

and it is obvious that such support would hasten the general application of 

the fertilization of lakes to increase the fish crop, along practicable 

lines, I think it likely that ficancial or other cooperation would be ob- 

taiheble from the Wisconsin Department of Conservation, which has just 

organized a Division of Biology with the idea of expanding technical work 

on fish management under Edward Sehneberger, The support of a practical 

research project in Wiseonsin now should help confirm the Department in its 

new policye 

The project just outlined is the Nos 1 project of my "Suggestions" 

of 1936, and is still regarded as of outstanding importance and urgencye 

The Nos 2 project of the 1956 list, that of improving trout production in 

mountain waters of the wost, is very much to the point. The particular 

project thet seems most important would be a more thorough study of the 

beneficial effects of the headwater dams designed to stabilize the water 

flow in the driest weeks of the year. ‘This seems to be the outstanding 

valuable type of stream improvement for many mountain waters, and a 

thorough demonstration of the value and practicability of the constayteflow 

dams should lead to their more extended use and to a larger and more sustained
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fish crope Such a project should be undertaken at Stanford University in 

cooperation with that University, the J. 8. Bureau of Fisheries which 

maintains its freshwater research station for California there, and the 

California Division of Fish and Game. Preliminary assurances of coopera- 

tion by these a-encies have been received. The proper part to be played 

by the Wildlife Institute would seem to be provision of a graduate fellow- 

ship with an assistant, at the cost of about $2000 for the fiscal year 

193819393 with the suggestion that the California authorities pay field a 

expenses and Gant Dre Poul 2, Soedhen of the Dureas of Fisheries aid in 

supervising the projects 

Projects 3 and 6 of the 1936 list are very much in order. One would 

involve improving the methods of fish culture and would be placed at the 

School of Fisheries, University of Mashingtone The other would eid in 

“elucidating some phase of the vital problem of silting end pollution. The 

letter would naturally come under the very competent supervision of Dre 

ilax M. Ellis, now of our Technical Committee. Granting aid to such work 

would be timely, as a now wildlife unit of the Inetitute-Hiologicel Survey 

group has just been established at the University of Missouri, and it is 

importent to start associating wildlife research on fish and on game. 

Cooperating with a project at the University ef Missouri would help tie in 

the work of the Institute with thet of the Sureau of Fisheries, and this 

is much necdeds From every stendpoint it strikes me as important and 

urgent that a project at the University of Missouri be given attentions 

With Dre Ellis now on our Comittee I hesitate to make specifie suggestions, 

beyond one that some problem involving the increase of the fish crop through 

the control ef pollution and/or silting be stressed. It is obvious, I think, 

that these are most funiamental problems. My suggestion would be that « 

sum of about $2500 for the fiscal year 1936-1959 be mde «available for such 

a projects :
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Right now it is especially important that an impetus be given to 

research in fish management, to the training of really competent investi- 

gators in the field and to large-sealed experiments and demonstrations. 

The states are entering the field and the Bureau of Fisheries is now 

disposed to go into fish management in a big waye As the field develops 

we will need more information, more men and more demonstrationse The 

need of preparing for this development of the field is vital. If we are 

unprepared, the application of fish management to an increase in game 

fish production may be largely unsuccessful, end success may therefore 

be much delayeds



November 29, 1937 

Henry P. Davis 
American Wildlife Institute : 
Investment Building 
Washington, De Ce 

Desr Henrys 5 F 

Enclosed is a list of projects for research in fish menaze- 
ment, headed up toward cooperation with the Tackle Manufacturers 
Association but designed to give you meterial for use otherwise if 
you see fit, 

I hope you will pardon the unseeming delay in getting this 
throughs I held up @ repert until the November lle13 meeting of the 
Midwest Wildlife Conference so I could talk some of the matters over 
with several fishery workers. On my return I ran into another press- 

ing matter that kept me going dey and night until the end of last 
week. There has been no time to send the projects to Leopold, Ellis 
or other members of the Technical Committee, but I am distributing 
copies so that criticisms and suggestions may be sent to you. 

I thought the September=October number of “American Wildlife" 
one of the very best yet. That standard should help build things 
up all around. 

Thanks for the copies of the Second Wildlife Conference, I 
am sure the publication of the proceedings by the Institute has been 
greatly appreciated, I am planning; on the third conference, of course. 

Sincerely, 

Carl Le Hubbe 
CLH/rfs Curator of Fishes 

P. Se The sug ested project for Wisconsin involving the use of 
comsercial fertilizer in building up the fish production in lakes 
ought to provide exesllent sales talk for the Association of Fertilizer 
Manufacturers. That group has already contacted Dr. Juday, but no 
agreements were completed.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
5 BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

August 9, 1937, 

Dr. Frederick A, Middlebush 
President, University of Missouri 
Columbia, Missouri 

' Dear Dr, Middlebush: 

Enclosed herewith are three copies of the Memorandum of 
Understanding to provide for cooperation in wildlife re- 
search between the Bureau of Biological Survey, the Uni- 
versity of Missouri, and the Conservation Commission of 
Missouri. This has been drawn up in accordance with the 
plan that is being followed in all the other cooperating 
units and I trust the statement may be acceptable to you 
and the Commission, If the terms meet with your approval, 
it is requested that all three copies be signed by you as 
President of the University and then forwarded to Mr, E, 
Sydney Stephens, Chairman, Conservation Commission of Jeffer- 
son City, for signature. 

Upon receipt of the Memorandum of Understanding from the 
Conservation Commission, it will be signed by me and then 
submitted to the Secretary of Agriculture for his signa- 
ture. When all signatures have been affixed to the Memo~ 
randum, a signed copy will be sent to the University for 

filing. 

I hope we may soon have the entire program moving ahead 
at full swing in Missouri. h 

p Sincerely yours, ’ 

(Signed ) 

Ira N, Gabrielson, 
‘ Chief :
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 

Between 

Bureau of Biological Survey, United States Department 
of Agriculture, Washington, D. C., and the University 
of Missouri, and the Conservation Commission of Missouri 
for cooperation in wildlife research. 

Duration of Agreement: 

July 1, 1937, to July 50, 1938, 

The Bureau of Biological Survey of the United States Department 

of Agriculture, hereinafter referred to as the Bureau, authorized there=- 

unto by the Act of March 10, 1934, (48 Stat, 401), and the University 

of Missouri, hereinafter referred to as the Commission, jointly agree to 

cooperate in the organization and support of a Regional and State Wildlife 

Research Program, which will have as its fundamental objectives as follows: 

1. To investigate and correlate the production and conservation 
of wildlife and to study the local and regional problems in- 
volved. 

2. To demonstrate the feasibility in land use of practical game 
management in obtaining a maximum population of game and fure 
bearing species and of increasing the population of other de-~ 
sirable species of wildlife. 

3. To make readily available to game officials, land-owners, and 
others the facts and methods found through investigation best 
suited to local and state conditions, 

4. To provide comprehensive and inclusive sources of technical 
information for public, private, and scientific use through 
the exehange of data with other regional laboratories coordi- 

nated through the agency of the Bureau and otherwise, 

Tt is understood that the University and the Commission are primarily 

interested in work and results having state and local application, whereas 

the Bureau is primarily concerned with research work and results having a 

regional and national application. 

The University agrees: 

1. To furnish such office and laboratory space, equipment, heat, light,
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water, gas, library and other facilities as may be mtually 
agreed upon and are required for the suitable maintenance of 
the headquarters of the wildlife program. 

2. To assign specifically as staff members of the program such 
individuals as may be mitually agreed upon, who will furnish 
such assistance in identification of materials and in consule 
tation as may be needed. 

3. To cooperate in the outlining, preparing and carrying forward 
of research projects, and of projects having to do with extrae 
mural education, demonstration and extension work, . 

4- To cooperate in the training of selected students for work in 
the field of wildlife conservation and management, 

5» To furnish staff, quarters, supplies, publication channels, 
stenographic help, and other facilities and help as may be 

agreed upon, of which the total amount shall be at least 
$6,000 annually. 

The Commission agrees: 

1. To make available such facilities, including personnel and 
land under its control, as mey be mutually agreed upon as 
essential to the conduct of the programs 

2. To cooperate fully in research, extension and demonstration 
projects of interest to the Commission and in the development 
of plens end the prosecution of work on approved projects here- 
under, 

3. To contribute the sum of $6,000 per yoar for the furtherance 
of the work of the wildlife program, said sum to be paid in 12 
monthly installments te the Treasurer of the University for al- 
location to approved projects, and salaries other than that of 
the biologist hereinafter provided for, 

The Bureau agrees: 

1. To furnish such trained personnel and such maintenance funds as 
may from time to time be mutually agreed upon, 

2. To coordinate the wildlife program with other regional wildlife 
stations from a national standpoint, 

3. To appoint as collaborators such members of the cooperating 
staff of the College as may be mtually agreed upon, 

4, To mke available such facilities (including personnel and 
lend) as are under the control of the Bureau of Biological 
Survey or its cooperating agencies as may be mutually agreed 

cies : 

5. To cooperate in the planning, outlining, and development of 
research, extension, and demonstration projects, 

6 To contribute through personnel and maintenance funds the sum
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of not to exceed $6,000 annually. It is understood that 
salaries, traveling expenses, and all other expenditures 
from this fund’ shall be disbursed in accordance with the 
fiseal rules and regulations of the United States Depart- 
ment of Agriculture, 

Further, it is mtually agreed: 

1, That the details of this cooperation shall be planned and 
executed jointly by the Bureau, the University, and the Come 
mission, 

2. That property purchased from funds of the respective co- 
operators shail remain their property. 

That any wild birds or wild animals or their projects 
resulting from approved projects and not needed for approved : 
laboratory experiments shall be disposed of or liberated in 
Missouri as may be determined jointly by the three cooperators, 
to the best interest of the public, 

That any moneys contributed by the Conservation Commission 
of Missouri and remaining wexpended at the end of the fiscal 
year for which contributed shall remain in the Game Restoration 
Fund of the said Commission for use ac the said Commission my 
direct. 

3. That the Bureau, the University and the Coumission shall be 
free to use any of the results obtained in the cooperation in 
official correspondence, giving due credit to the other agencies. 
It is understood that no party will publish any results without 
consulting the others, Publication my be joint or independent 
as may be agreed upon, always giving due credit to the cooperation 
and recognizing within proper limits to agree as to manner of publi-+ 
cation or interpretation of results, each party may publish data 
after due notice and submission of the proposed manuseript to the 
other parties. In such instances the party publishing the data will 
give due credit to the cooperation, but will assume full responsi- 
bility for any statements on which there is difference of opinion. 

4, That the obligation of the Commission and the University are 
contingent upon the action of the State legislature in appropriating 
funds from which expenditures legally my be mde, 

5. That this memorandum of understanding under conditions stated 
in the preceding paragraph (4) shall take effect July 1, 1937, and 
shall continue to June 50, 1938, subjeet to renewal from year to 
year thereafter by mutual consent of the cooperating parties, Re= 
quests for termination or any major changes shall be submitted to 
the other parties for consideration not less than ninety days in 
advance of the effective date desired. 

6 That all reports and mmuscri;ts shall be submitted by the pro- 
ject leader through the heads of the regular channels of the agencies 
concerned. 

7 It is an express condition of this agreement that it shall not
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be assigned in whole or in parts; that no member of or \ 
delegate to Congress or resident Commission after his 
election or appointment, and either before or after he 
has qualified and during his continuance in office, and 
no officer, agent, or employee of the Government shall 
be admitted to any sharo or part of this contract or 
agreement or to any benefit to arise thereupons and 
that no convict labor shall be employed in carrying 
out any of the terms of this agreement in accordance 
with Executive Order signed May 16, 1905, The provision 
herein with respect to the interest of members of or 
delegates to Congress and Resident Commissioners in this 
agreement shall not be construed to extend to any in- 
sorporated company where such contract or agreement is 
made for the general benefit of such incorporation or 
company, (Section 3741 Revised Statutes, and Sections 
114116, Act of March 4, 1909.) 

Signatures: 

| Gaivorsity of Missourd 

Vy ee a a ee 

Conservation Commission of Missouri 

By 

Bureau of Biological Survey 

By 

Approveds 

Wirector of Researoh SS a 

Secretary of Agriculture ee ae ee



Calendar No. 889 
75th CONGRESS 8. 2670 
ist Session 

(Report No. 868) 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

June 15 (calendar day, June 17), 1937 

Mr. Pittman (for himself, Mr. Bailey, Mr. Clark, Mr. McNary, and Mr. 
White) introduced the following bill; which was read twice and re- 
ferred to the Special Committee on Conservation of Wildlife Resources 

July 6, 1937 

Reported by Mr. Pittman, with amendments (inserted) 

Aue EL 

To provide that the United States shall aid the States in wildlife- 
restoration projects, and for other purposes. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of 
America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of Agriculture is authorized to co- 
operate with the States, through their respective State fish and game departments, in 
wildlife-restoration projects as hereinafter set forth; but no money apportioned under 
this Act to any State shall be expended therein until its legislature shall have as- 
sented to the provision of this Act and shall have passed laws for the conservation of 
wildlife which meet the minimum requirements of the said Secretary of Agriculture, 
which requirements shall include a prohibition against the diversion of license fees 
paid by hunters for any other purpose than the administration of said State fish and 
game department, except that, until the final adjournment of the first regular session 
of the legislature held after the passage of this Act, the assent of the Governor of 
the State shall be sufficient. The Secretary of Agriculture and the State fish and 
game department of each State accepting the benefits of this Act shall agree upon the 
wildlife-restoration projects to be aided in such State under the terms of this Act 
and all projects shall conform to the standards fixed by the Secretary of Agriculture. 

SEC. 2. For the purposes of this Act the term "wildlife-restoration project" 
shall be construed to mean and include the selection, restoration, rehabilitation, 
and improvement of areas of land or water adaptable as feeding, resting, or breeding 
places for wildlife, including acquisition by purchase, condemnation, lease, or gift 
of such areas or estates or interests therein as are suitable or capable of being made 
suitable therefor, and the construction thereon or therein of such works as may be 
necessary to make them available for such purposes and also including such research 
into problems of wildlife management as may be necessary to efficient administration 
affecting wildlife resources, and such preliminary or incidental costs and expenses as 
may be incurred in and about such projects; the term "State fish and game department" 
shall be construed to mean and include any department or division of department of 
another name, or commission, or official or officials, of a State empowered under its 
laws to exercise the functions ordinarily exercised by a State fish and game depart- 
ment. 

SEC. 3. An amount equal to the revenue accruing during the fiscal year ending 
June 50, 1939, and each fiscal year thereafter, from the tax imposed by section 610, 
title IV, of the Revenue Act of 1932 (47 Stat. 169), as heretofore or hereafter ex- 
tended and amended, on firearms, shells, and cartridges shall be set apart in the 
Treasury as a special fund to be known as "The Federal aid to wildlife-restoration
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fund" and is hereby appropriated and made available until expended for the purposes of 
this Act. So much of such appropriation apportioned to any State for any fiscal year 
as remains unexpended at the close thereof shall be available for expenditure in that 
State until the close of the succeeding fiscal year. Any amount apportioned to any 
State under the provisions of this Act which is unexpended or unobligated at the end of 
the period during which it is available for expenditure on any project shall then be 
available for expenditure by the Secretary of Agriculture in carrying out the provi- 
sions of the Migratory Bird Conservation Act. 

SEC. 4. So much, not to exceed 8 per centum, of the revenue covered into said 
fund in each fiscal year as the Secretary of Agriculture may estimate to be necessary 
for his expenses in the administration and execution of this Act and the Migratory Bird 
Conservation Act shall be deducted for that purpose, and such sum shall be available 
therefor until the expiration of the next succeeding fiscal year, and within sixty days 
after the close of such fiscal year the Secretary of Agriculture shall apportion such 
part thereof as remains unexpended by him, if any, and make certificate thereof to the 
Secretary of the Treasury and to the State fish and game departments on the same basis 
and in the same manner as is provided as to other amounts authorized by this Act to be 
apportioned among the States for such current fiscal year. The Secretary of Agricul- 
ture, after making the aforesaid deduction, shall apportion the remainder of the reve- 
nues in said fund for each fiscal year among the several States in the following manner, 
that is to say, one-half in the ratio which the area of each State bears to the total 
area of all the States and one-half in the ratio which the number of paid hunting- 
license holders of each State in the preceding fiscal year, as certified to said Secre- 
tary by the State fish and game departments, bears to the total number of paid hunting- 
license holders of all the States: Provided, That the apportionment for any one State 
shall not exceed the sum of $150,000 annually: Provided further, That where the ap- 
portionment to any State under this section is less than $15,000 annually, the Secre- 
tary of Agriculture may allocate not more than $15,000 of said fund to said State to 
carry out the purposes of this Act when said State certifies to the Secretary of Agri- 
culture that it has set aside not less than $5,000 from its fish and game funds or has 
made, through its legislature, an appropriation in this amount, for said purposes. 

SEC. 5. Within sixty days after the approval of this Act the Secretary of Agri- 
culture shall certify to the Secretary of the Treasury and to each State fish and game 
department the sum which he has estimated to be deducted for administering and execut- 
ing this Act and the Migratory Bird Conservation Act and the sum which he has appor- 
tioned to each State for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1939, and on or before Febru- 
ary 20 next preceding the commencement of each succeeding fiscal year shall make like 
certificates for such fiscal year. Any State desiring to avail itself of the benefits 
of this Act shall notify the Secretary of Agriculture to this effect within sixty days 
after it has received the certification referred to in this section. The sum appor- 
tioned to any State which fails to notify the Secretary of Agriculture as herein pro- 
vided shall be available for expenditure by the Secretary of Agriculture in carrying 
out the provisions of the Migratory Bird Conservation Act. 

SEC. 6. Any State desiring to avail itself of the benefits of this Act shall by 
its State fish and game department submit to the Secretary of Agriculture full and de- 
tailed statements of any wildlife-restoration project proposed for that State. If the 
Secretary of Agriculture finds that such project meets with the standards set up by 
him and approves said project, the State fish and game department shall furnish to him 
such surveys, plans, specifications, and estimates therefor as he may require: Pro- 
vided, however, That the Secretary of Agriculture shall approve only such projects as 
may be substantial in character and design and the expenditure of funds hereby author- 
ized shall be applied only to such approved projects and if otherwise applied they 
shall be replaced by the State before it may participate in any further apportionment 
under this Act. Items included for engineering, inspection, and unforeseen con- 
tingencies in connection with any works to be constructed shall not exceed 10 per 
centum of the cost of such works and shall be paid by the State as a part of its con-
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tribution to the total cost of such works. If the Secretary of Agriculture approves 
the plans, specifications, and estimates for the project, he shall notify the State 
fish and game department and immediately certify the fact to the Secretary of the 
Treasury. The Secretary of the Treasury shall thereupon set aside so much of said 
fund as represents the share of the United States payable under this Act on account 
of such project, which sum so set aside shall not exceed 75 per centum of the total 
estimated cost thereof. No payment of any money apportioned under this Act shall be 
made on any project until such statement of the project and the plans, specifications, 

and estimates thereof shall have been submitted to and approved by the Secretary of 
Agriculture. 

SEC. 7. When the Secretary of Agriculture shall find that any project approved 
by him has been completed or, if involving research relating to wildlife, is being 
conducted, in compliance with said plans and specifications, he shall cause to be 
paid to the proper authority of said State the amount set aside for said project: 
Provided, That the Secretary of Agriculture may, in his discretion, from time to 
time, make payments on said project as the same progresses; but these payments, in- 
cluding previous payments, if any, shall not be more than the United States' pro- 
rata share of the project in conformity with said plans and specifications. Any con- 
struction work and labor in each State shall be performed in accordance with its laws 
and under the direct supervision of the State fish and game department, subject to 
the inspection and approval of the Secretary of Agriculture and in accordance with 
rules and regulations made pursuant to this Act. The Secretary of Agriculture and 
the State fish and game department of each State may jointly determine at what times 
and in what amounts payments, as work progresses, shall be made under this Act. Such 
payments shall be made by the Secretary of the Treasury, on warrants drawn by the 
Secretary of Agriculture against the said fund to such official or officials, or de- 
pository, as may be designated by the State fish and game department and authorized 
under the laws of the State to receive public funds of the State. 

SEC. 8. To maintain wiidlife-restoration projects established under the provi- 
sions of this Act shall be the duty of the) States according to their respective laws. 
If at any time the Secretary of Agriculture shall find that any wildlife-restoration 
project in any State established under the provisions of this Act is not being prop- 
erly maintained, he shall give notice of such fact to the fish and game department of 

such State and if within three months from the receipt of said notice such wildlife- 
restoration project has not been put in the proper condition of maintenance, the Sec- 
retary of Agriculture shall thereafter refuse to approve any further wildlife-resto- 

ration project in that State until such project has been put in proper condition of 
maintenance. 

SEC. 9. Out of the deductions set aside for administering and executing this 
Act and the Migratory Bird Conservation Act, the Secretary of Agriculture is author- 
ized to employ such assistants, clerks, and other persons in the city of Washington 
and elsewhere, to be taken from the eligible lists of the Civil Service; to rent or 3 
construct buildings outside of the city of Washington; to purchase such supplies, 
materials, equipment, office fixtures, and) apparatus; and to incur such travel and 
other expenses, including purchase, maintenance, and hire of passenger-carrying motor 
vehicles, as he may deem necessary for carrying out the purposes of this Act. 

SEC. 10. The Secretary of Agriculture is authorized to make rules and regula- 
tions for carrying out the provisions of this Act. 

SEC. 11. The Secretary of Agriculture shall make an annual report to the Con- 
gress of the sum set apart in "The Federal aid to wildlife restoration fund", giving 
detailed information as to the projects and expenditures therefor. 

SEC. 12. This Act shall be in force from the 1st day of July 1938.
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Estimated Allocations to Each State Based on an Annual Income of Three Million 

. . ose 
Dollars From the Excise Tax on Sporting Arms and Ammunition, 

As proposed by Senate Bill 2670, introduced by Senators Pittman, Bailey, Clark, McNary and White on June 17th, 
1937, and its companion bill, H. R. 7681, introduced in the House of Representatives by Congressman A. Willis 

Robertson on June 28th, 1937. 

The 10% Excise Tax Produces Annually (estimated) .........cccccssssesenerene $8,000,000.00 
8% Deduction, Provided by Law, for Overhead Administration........0.......... 240,000.00 

Net Amount for Allocation Among the States... $2,760,000.00 
¥% of This Sum to Be Distributed on Proportionate Area... ccc 14880,000.00 
4 of This Same Sum to Be Distributed on Proportionate Hunting Licenses... 1,380,000.00 

Total Number of Square Miles in All the United States......c.ccccccciesnemens 8,026,719 
‘Therefore ee = $0,4560302 — Value of Each Square Mile 

Total Number of Hunting Licenses in All the United States (1935 Report)........ 5,987,797 
Therefore #4580,000.00 _ $9 .2324094 — Value of Each Hunting Licenso 

5,937,797 
aE Pa Ur eA UB LS aS OR Oe 

lionto Wildlifeltes outa WikitoBee| Beyonaiere oo ion 2 re on 
Area: Amount Allocated |! rrunting Licenses | Amount Allocated ||'toration Projecta, | toration Projects, || Wildlife Restora- State Square Miles | in Ratio to Area Issued* nRatiotoLicenses!| (75% of Total | (25% of Total tion Projects 

of U. 8. Issued in U. 8. |] project Expendi- | Project Expendi- || (78% Federal, 
tures) tures) 25% State) 

AlabaMA..vesccreseserene 51,998 $23,707.93 17,388 $17,985.70 $41,693.63 $13,897.87 $55,591.50 
ATHZONA..wccccsemerne 113,956 51,957.01 20,455 4,753.94 56,710.95 18,903.65 75,614.60 ATKANEAB...essssesteven 53,335 24,317.52 36,843 8,562.66 32,880.18 10,960.06 43,840.24 California... eocsenssre 158,297 72,173.81 188,290 43,760.37 115,934.18 38,644.72 154,578.90 ColOTAdO...rensntneseene 103,948 47,393.97 81,443 18,928.12 66,322.09 22,107.86 88,429.45 Connecticut. ...cresnen 4,965 2,263.74 26,619 6,186.51 8,450.25+ 2,816.75 11,267.00 Delaware...sccsssesnnne] 2,370 1,080.58 11,737 2,727.79 3,808.37t 1,269.45 5,077.82 Florida ce cesssescnssssen 58,666 26,748.12 42,308 9,832.78 36,580.90 12,193.63 48,774.53 GeOr gia. scccsssensenal 59,265 27,021.24 69,663 16,190.34 43,211.58 14,403.86 57,615.44 EGA RG aya dest cesun 83,888 38,247.83 59,625 13,857.42 52,105.25 17,368.41 69,473.66 TMIHDIN Gods cid 56,665 25,835.80 267,606 62,194.15 88,029.95 29,343.31 117,373.26 Tndiana..s.ccceccsescenees 36,354 16,575.22 356,571 82,870.45 99,445.67 33,148.56 132,594.23 Towa sn eet 56,147 25,599.62 151,455, 35,199.57 60,799.19 20,266.39. 81,065.58 Kangas.cccccsisssee| 82,158 27,459.06 63,465 14,749.87 52,208.93 17,402.98 69,611.91 Kentueky.ccseccsseensen] 40,598 18,510.22 80,235 18,647.37 37,157.59 12,385.87 49,543.46 Lowisiana....cnccecseneen 48,506 22,115.79 43,302 10,063.79 32,179.58 10,726.53 42,906.11 Maine haracasncnct 33,040 15,064.24 98,539 22,901.39 37,965.63 12,655.22 50,620.85 Maryland eecscseeserseee 12,327 5,620.37 59,192 13,756.78 19,377.15 6,459.06 25,836.21 Massachusetta...........] 8,266 3,768.80 67,618 15,715.06 19,483.86 6,494.63 25,978.49 Michigan...sccsseseen 57,980 26,435.35 479,928 111,539.78 187,975.13 45,991.72 183,966.85 Minnesota... ccc] 84,682 38,609.85 201,586 46,850.49 85,460.34 28,486.79 113,947.13 Mississippi... ccc 46,865, 21,367.60 13,775 17,146.00 38,513.60 12,837.87 51,351.47 MiSSOUTL.. cesses 69,420 31,651.30 44,388 10,316.19 41,967.49 13,989.17 55,956.66 Momtana..cccecsccsscssnt 146,997 67,021.70 104,403 24,264.24 91,285.94 30,428.65 121,714.59 Nebraska....ecscsesss 77,520 35,344.41 138,251 32,130.84 67,475.25 22,491.76 89,967.01 Nevada... csssscsenseneon 110,690 50,467.92 5,182 1,204.35 81,672.27 17,224.09 68,896.36 New Hampshire......... 9,341 4,258.93 51,913 12,065.07 16,324.00 5,441.34 21,765.34 New Jersey....cccccssel 8,224 3,749.65 115,649 26,877.92 30,627.57 10,209.19 40,836.76 New Mexio....ccseose 122,634 55,913.65 17,349 4,032.07 59,945.72 19,981.91 79,927.63 New York... cscs 49,204 22,434.04 555,445 129,090.64 151,524.68t 50,508.23 202,032.91 North Carolina.......... 52,426 23,903.07 107,721 25,035.37 48,938.44 16,312.82 65,251.26 North Dakota............] 70,837 32,297.37 26,527 6,165.13 38,462.50 12,820.83 51,283.33 OMG ee en 41,040 18,711.75 || * 08,500 94,939.24 113,650.99 37,883.66 151,534.65 Oklahoma...ccscccsesosst 70,057 31,941.74 69,613 16,178.72 48,120.46 16,040.15 64,160.61 OtagON aca ced 96,699 44,088.87 64,847 15,071.06 59,159.93 19,719.97 78,879.90 Pennsylvania... 45,126 20,574.72 306,107 140,864.97 161,439.69 53,813.23 215,252.92 Rhode Island............. 1,248 569.02 7,852 1,824.88 2,393.90+ 797.96 3,191.86 South Carolina... 30,989 14,129.10 74,661 17,351.92 31,481.02 10,493.67 41,974.69 South Dakota... 77,615 35,387.73 70,510 16,387.19 51,774.92 17,258.30 69,033.22 Tennessee..-..crccsenern 42,022 19,159.48 59,049 13,723.55 32,883.03 10,961.01 43,844.04 PERE AA Cesarean 265,896 121,232.41 71,835 16,695.13 137,927.54 45,975.84 183,903.38 Utehies Uda 84,990 38,750.28 44/895 10,417.76 49,168.04 16,389.34 65,557.38 Vermont..esuvscsnsineinn] 9,564 4,360.61 46,366 10,775.90 15,136.51 5,045.50 20,182.01 Virginia. cece 42,627 19,435.32 138,946 32,292.36 51,727.68 17,242.56 68,970.24 Washington... 69,127 31,517.70 159,127 36,982.62 68,500.32 22,833.44 91,333.76 West Virginia.......... 24,170 11,020.05 171,073 39,758.98 50,779.03 16,926.34 67,705.37 Wisconsin.....sccecenee 56,066 25,562.68 199,993 46,480.26 72,042.94 24,014.31 96,057.25 Wyoming... cece 97,914 44,642.83 20,022 4,653.31 49,296.14 16,432.04 65,728.18 
SOA aes aisn 3,026,719 | $1,380,000.00 5,937,797 _ | $1,880,000.00 || $2,760,000.00 | $920,000.00 || $3,680,000.00 a 
“Latest available figures from states are those for the fiscal year of 1935 as furnished by the Biological Survey. Where the apportionment to any state under Section 4 of the Bill is less than $15,000 annually, the Secretary of Agriculture may allocate not more than $15,000 of said fund to said state to carry out the purposes of the Act when said state certifies to the Secretary of Agriculture that it has set aside not less than $5,000 from its fish and game funds or has made, through its legislature, an appropriation in this amount, for said purposes. 
¢The apportionment for any one state shall not exceed the sum of $150,000 annually.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTIENT OF AGRICULTURE a» 
BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY yw" 

Washington, D. C. ie 

, Oetober 19, 1935 

MEMORANDUM FOR PROJECT LEADERS, COOPERATIVE RESEARCH IN WILDLIFE MANAGSLNT 

Subject: SUMMARY OF PROGRAIS ~~ wee 
sf 8 i 

Prepared by I. T. Bode, Conservationist, Section of : 

' Wildlife Surveys, Division of Wildlife Research 

Now that programs are fairly well organized, no. doubt eath of the 

project leaders is interested in knowing a little more of what is going 

on at the other stations. The following notes are gathered from: mis- 
cellancous material sent in from the verious units. They are not presented 

as a complete program for cach unit or for publicity purposes. Their 
A intent is to keep us all in a little closer touch with cach other: “Perhaps 

items of importance have been overlooked. If so, please call them to our 

attention, as well as any errors. It is obvious that work at practically 
every unit will have progressed beyond the stage reported here. We have 

attempted to bring the notes as nearly up to date as possible at the time 
of writing. ; 

ALABANA : 

In addition to Peters, there are now at work on the Alabama projects 
. three. graduate student assistants: C. P. Graham, Walter Rosene, Jr., and 

Dyer N. Ruggles. During the-past summer Peters had seven temporary summer 

student assistants working on various phases. These latter were either 
outstanding undergraduate men from Alabama Polytechnic Institute or from 

other institutions. As in several of the other States, these undergraduatos, 
used on some of the simplor ficld problems and carefully selected and super- 

vised, produce good work. 

| Graham started work last March. His problem is quail management 
adaptatims in Alabama with special reference to the relation of the fire 

ant to quail nesting mortality. 

Rosene, who started his mourning dove work at Iowa State College, 

vent to Alabama in June. He is working on the life history and management 

of the mourning dove, majoring on nesting studies. 

Ruggles, who came to Alabama from Minnesota, started to york on the 

deer probloms on the Allison Proscrvo about August 15. He will reside on 

the arca vhere the studics are to be madc.



The Alabama unit has a full time secretary, furnished as part of 
the college participation. ) 

ih Last fall Peters used a special field assistant, employed for the 
duration of the hunting season out of the research unit's funds, to 
gather data on weights, measurements, age, etc. of deer on the Allison 
Preserve. . 4 

Special phases of college participation on project work are as 
follows: 

Department Participation { 

Poultry Observations and reports on internal 
parasites and discase of mourning dove. 

Botany ‘ ry Assistance in identification of mater- 
Bid ials in food habits analyses, especially 

Te A for doves and quail. 

Special studies and surveys for water- 

\ : : eee fowl project. 

Horticulture : Staff members to assist in mapping and 
‘ ay planting demonstration food and cover 

, plantings for quail on Experiment Station 

Y , area. : 

Zoology - Assistance in disease studies and in 
; identification of material in fox food 

habits studies. 

College of Veterinary , Study of internal parasites and diseases 
iledicine : neice: of deer during hunting season. Plan is, 

\ : if possible, to have a staff member in 
: Cs ve the field on one of the important arcas. 

Agronomy : j Staff member to direct the work of test ‘ 
: eA f food plantings on plots at sub-experiment ~ 

: : stations. 
BY g a . 

‘ 

Agricultural Extension Has written a project on "Wildlife Util- 

ization", Arrangements made for use of 
s approximately 1/5 to 1/4 of Extension 

Forester's time to carry on the work. 

The Alabama program; ‘as now constituted, includes the following: 

1. Life history and management of the mourning dove. 

2- Quail management. Application of recommended practice to Alabama 
conditions. Special’ studies on fire ant relationships. 

3. Waterfowl -food studies. This is a short time project to obtain 
information on requirements for waterfowl improvement for one 
of the State waterfovl areas. ;
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4. Study of white-tailed deer. This is not. a complete life history 
study but will center about investigations on a particular pre- 
serve which has ‘been under management for lumbering, and for 
deer and turkey production for sometime. There are many inter- 

i esting indications on this area which if properly utilized should 

furnish valuable management information. 
( i : : ‘ 

5. Studies of food of foxes in Alabama. A short time study to assist 
the game commission in a special problem relative to foxes. 

6. Study of wild turkey. Plans for this study have not been completed. 

It will be coordinated with the Virginia life history study and 

will emphasize study of the results of spring shooting of gob- 

blers. f 

7. Wildlife utilization. An educational project under supervision of 

the Extension Department. The Extension Forester will cooperate 
in this general educational program to the extent of perhaps 

1/4 of his time. 

; Following are some experiences from the Alabame unit: 

In the dove studies emphasis is being placed this year on nesting 
and migration. Peters found an undergraduate student who was particularly 

fitted to start migration studies and put him on the job this summer. In 

starting the nesting studies, Peters is conducting an interesting ques- 
tionnaire survey, the purpose of which is to give information as to dis- 

tribution of dove nesting in the State and as much information as possible 
on nesting habitat. He startcd this with a special letter to State Exten- 
sion workers and other cooperators, explaining the purpose of tho survey. 

He accompanied each letter with several record cards provided with a 
return address. Every attempt was made to keep this as simple as possible. 

In drawing up a return form which could be approved for franking purposes, 

the following vas worked out: 

Oe Ne gia a lel cnllln gine 
: UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE Penalty for private : 
: _ BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY use to avoid payment : 

‘ Auburn, Alabama of postage, $300 ‘ 

i OFFICIAL BUSINESS 

U. S. BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY, 
‘ Cooperative Wildlife Research Station, : 

: Alabama Polytechnic Institute, ‘ 

2 ane Auburn, Alabama. : 

: Attention of ‘ 
: HAROLD S. PETERS : 
a
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The first letter was followed up by a special letter to all vardens 
from the game commissioner of the State. _ This explained the purpose of the 

project and instructed all wardens to cooperate. About August 21, through 

the Extension Service, a letter was sent.to the State Extension workers, 

again calling attention to the dove project at. the opening of the dove 
season and again urging cooperation in the survey. 

A special graduate student has been assigned to intensive nesting 

studies. He has been assisted by Peters and. by temporary:.summer students. 
Alabema reports that in their dove banding work there has been difficulty 

in trapping the birds this summer duc to-the abundance of natural foods. 

A heavy wind on July 31 destroyed approximately 75 percont of the dove nests 

under observation. : 

. Peters has received excellent cooperation from:the U. S. Coast Guard 
Service in furnishing airplanes for observational and mapping work on water- 

fowl areas which were difficult to survey by land. The Coast Guard appeared 
to welcome the opportunity to do this piece of practical work in connection 

with their flying requirements. ! 

Observations of dove nests in the vicinity of Auburn this season show 
a very high percentage of nest destructions due to various causes. 

In the quail management studies the original plan was to mncentrate 
on the relation of fire ants to nesting mortality. You will probably recall 

that in Georgia at the time of our visit to Stoddard's place, there vas 

indication that the fire ant in that territory might be one of the most 
important problems in quail managements. Peters, after a careful examination 

of the best quail territory in his State, found practically a complete 
absence of fire ants. The fire ants in Alabama are apparently so unimportant 

that this phase of the quail management study may be abandoned. 

The Alabama Polytechnic Institute is not yet offering a special four- 

year undergraduate course in wildlife management. 

COTTE oe ee 

Dalke in Connecticut has had two graduate students assisting him. 
There may be a third put on this fall. The graduate students are Charles 
E. Friley, Jr., who came to Connecticut as a graduate from the Iowa State f 

College and who is working especially on ecological studies in connection 
with the cottontail rabbit; and Palmer Sime, who was granted an M. S. 
degree in Zoology at the University of Michigan and who is giving special 

attention to type classification and ecological studies in connection with 

wildlife in Connecticut. 

A special statistician has been employed out of station funds for 

a special study of the value and use of hunters! reports in the State of 

Connecticut. For the coming year an additional short time assistant 

will probably be put on this project. In addition to these two men, 
through the cooperation of the game department, considerable W. P. A. f 
assistance was procured. :
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i During the summer a temporary summer student assistant has been 
used on population and home range studies of the cottontail. He will 

continue some ofthis work during the yenr and next spring. 4 

The Connecticut station has a secretary assigned 3/4 time as part 
of the college participation. 

Special phases of college participation on project work are as 
follows; ; 

Department Participation 

Botany ’ ‘Assistance in identification of plant 

' . ( materials in food habits studies. 

Original plan vas for some intensive 
survey work by department on type and 

i ecological studies. There is some 
question as to whether this participa- 

tion can be given this year. 

Agronomy Assistance in experimental plantings 

of seed and plant materials on one of 
{ the demonstration areas and on special 

plots. 

Animal Industry Special assistance in examination of 

specimens in connection withthe rabbit 

life history study. Attempts arc being 

: ‘. made to procure a special graduate 

assistant for this department as part of 

een the college participation for this project. 

i Forestry Assistance in organization of demonstra~ 
a tion areas and in supervision of student 

. work. Both. the head of this department 

and the assistant in charge of game manage- 

ment courses are taking over considerable 
'- responsibility for studies on grouse and 

other game management problems. 

Extension 1/5 of the Extension Forester's time for 

a general educational project on wildlife. 

j The Connecticut program now includes the: following projects: 

- 1. Ecology and management of the New England cottontail. A life 

ie) _., history, ecological and management study.
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2. The correlation of presence of game species with principal cover 

types. A study to determine, if possible, the qualities of various 
cover types for game in Connécticut and possibilities for the use 
of analyses of types and type classification as indicators of the 

ocevrrence of game specics. * 

6. ‘Tests of the suitability of various annuals and other plants for 

geme food and cover, including practical methods of use on game 
areas, j 

4. A statistical analysis of game reports. A study of hunters’ reports ‘ 
in the game department to determine what information they actually 

furnish and what additional practical uses such reports may have 

in guiding administrative problems, and including an attempt to : 

work out a simpler method of analyzing large numbers of such reports. 

5. Establishment of ‘typical cooperative geme management areas to study 
the results of the State regulated shooting plan and to work out 
better methods in the utilization of Connecticut wildlife species. 

6. An education project. 

The following are a few highlights gathered from the Connecticut 
reports? 

On the demonstration areas Dalke has received very gratifying coopera~ 

tion on the part of landowmers in obtaining plots of ground for cover and 
food planting without cost. In some cases it has not been possible to pro- 

cure as much ground as would be best suited for the purpose of demonstra- 

tions, and it is probable that during the coming year some station funds may 
be used for leasing additional ground so as to round out these plantings 
more satisfactorily. 

Dalke has established a weather station on his experimental area 
so as to keep a complete local record of weather conditions. This is 
particularly desirable in the Connecticut program because of the ecological 
studies. It includes special work on measurements of light in relation to ‘ 
wildlife. ‘ 

The statistical analyses have already furnished the game commission 6 
with practical information. The results have assisted them in determina- 

tion of stocking policy with regard to pheasants, end indications now are 
that a satisfactory sampling method will result which will reduce time and 

cost of analyzing large numbers of reports. 

Both Sime and Friley, the two graduate students, are making plans 

* to continue their work for a doctor's degree. 

The Connecticut program includes at the present time three demon- 
stration areas. The Lebanon area is a cooperative area now under the State 
regulated shooting plan. The Shade Swamp area, a State refuge, is being 

used principally as a trial area for field application of test plot results 
in cover planting and manipulation. The Tolland leased shooting area is
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being used principally for observational and ecological studies for the 

cottontail and other species. 

Dalke reports the use of a recording potentiometer to obtain continu- 
ous record of light values. The instrument was invented and developed by 

Dr. Yallace, principal physiologist at the Connecticut State College, and 

Dalke feels that it surpasses anything he has seen. 

In order to facilitate breeding studies of the New England cotton- 

tail, two large pens were constructed at'’the college, enclosing natural 

cover. One pen measures 100 by 232 feet, the other 47 by 232 feet. 

Starting in April, the State Board of Fisheries and Game agreed to 
have their wardens furnish the cooperative wnit with two rabbits a month 
from each of the counties. These will form the. basis of a study series in 

rabbit life history work. h 

' The value of the work to the Connecticut game department has been 
such that they have increased their actual cash contribution from approxi- 

mately 50 percent of their pledged partidpation to nearly 100 percent. 

The Connecticut Agricultural College has employed a specialist in 
wildlife management on the forestry staff and the department is kno™m as 
the Department of Forestry and Wildlife lanagement. They are offering 

_undergraduate courses in wildlife management. 

TO Way ; 

Bennett in Iowa has five graduate students. In addition, the Iowa 

Agricultural Experimental Station employs a full time wildlife research 

specialist. Certain of the college departments are taking over active 

direction and procedure in several of the wildlife projects. College 

staff members are probably devoting more time to active wildlife research 

than in most of the other stations. This.permits the Iova program to 

broaden its scope considerably. 

Graduate students are all designated as working toward a doctor's 

degree. W. E. Beed has chosen bobwhite management for his research sub- 

ject. The others are as follows: Earl Senders - Life History and Hcology 

of Spotted and Striped Skunks; Thomas Scott - Wildlife Extension liethods; 

Clarence Sooter - Life History and Ecology of the American Coot; and YJ. E. 

Green - Ring-necked Pheasant Management. 

The more specific participation of staff members of the love State 
College is shown. below: i f ; 

: Department Participation 

Agricultural Extension Full time of Thomas Scott vho.is working 

Service nine months on extension work and three 

months on research york. Extension 
, participation in published, mimcographed, 

and printed informational material.
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Department Aol Participation 

Industrial Science Part time for nine ‘months of five staff 
members. Dr. Hendrickson is taking charge 

: of the rabbit studies... This department 
: is also furnishing. the, compensation for 

Sooter. on his. coot studies. \ 

Veterinary Medicine © Part time for ten and one-half months of 

eas two staff members, on studies of parasites 

ey and diseases. ! 

Botany Substantial advice and assistance, and | 

direct charge of study of waterfowl food 

; ; : and cover plants. La 

The Iowa program now includes the following projects: Hogg ; ie ss 

1. Studies with cottontail rabbits, Sylvilagus floridanus mearnsii. 

2. Quail management. ey : i ' 5 aed 

3. Analysis of environmental carrying capacity for wintering bobwhite 
quail. 

4. Pheasant management. ; 

5. Duck studies, with special emphasis on the life history and management 
of blue-vinged teal. 

6. Studies of the American coot. : a ‘ 

%. The ecology of the muskrat. 

8. Parasites and diseases of wild onimals, with special emphasis on 

pheasants, quail, wild duck ond rabbit. ‘ 

Qe Life history and management of the striped and spottcd skunks. 

f ‘ 
10. Waterfowl food ond cover plont studics. eN . ; 

ll. Wilélife extension project. ‘ ; RU: 

The following are some of the interesting developments in ‘the Iove’ 
program: 

College participation for the past fiscal year’ was close +6 $15, 000. 
For the coming year, it will exceed that amount considerably. The Iova 

Conservation Commission is making its $6,000 contribution‘entirely.in cash. 

The Lowa State College is offering undergraduate courses in wildlife 
management. In their graduate work they are emphasizing careful’ selection 

of men anc the turning out of a limited number of high-quality men rather 
‘than the setting of large numbers of ‘graduates as a goal.
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The pheasant and quail management work is being carried out on 
cooperative areas with private landowmers. A study is being made of manage- 
ment work as well as practical methods of harvesting the crops and compensat—- 
ing lendowmers. Both the pheasant and quail areas produced valuable informa- 
tion on mortality during the past, record—breeking, severe winter. Revorts 

have been submitted on this part of the work and plans are being made for 
publication of a paper on these results. On both of these areas the groduate 

Students in charge have been living on the respective areas for the past 
year. During the summer period, while the work on the area is slack, these 

men are taking class work at the college. 

During the past growing season, a heavy grasshopper infestation | 

brought forth a study on the food habits of animals in relation to grass- 

hopper outbreaks and the resulting destruction of food supplics by grass- 

hoppers. This investigation indicates some very interesting results. 

Bennett is preparing his manuscript on the ecology, life history 
and management of the blue-winged teal as a doctorate thesis. This will 

probably be ready for submission for publication in the near future. 

Just recently Dr. Errington brought to a conclusion his extensive 
investigations on environmental carrying capacity for bobwhite quail with 
the publication by the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station of a bulletin 

entitled "The Northern Bobwhite's Winter Territory". ; 

Dr. Hendrickson, of the Zoology Department, has obtained some very 
interesting preliminary information with regard to habits of the cottontail 

in Iova and has submitted several valuable preliminary reports. 

The extension program in the State is developing into a vell-rounded 
program. The monthly reports from Iova for June and July indicate that in 
both months Mr. Scott met with 600 4-H Club boys in summer camps for field 
trips and lectures on wildlife. The Extension Service is carrying a 

regular series of radio talks on various phases of wildlife production and 

management. These talks have been mimcogrophed for distribution. This 
: scrics is knowm as the "ildlifeo School of the Air". During the past year 

the Extension Service has published three wildlife bullctins: "Winter Birds 
Arouné ify Home"; "Upland Game Birds of Iova!; ond "Some Common Iova Fishes". 

In cooperation with the research unit on a special observation area, 
the Iowa Conservation Commission released 2,000 six-weeks 014 pheasants in 
a territory in which the success of pheasants has not been determined. The 
object of this study will be to attempt to determine the history of »heasant 

plantings in this sort of territory and the factors contributing to success 

or failure, the ultimate objective being a decision as to whether or not it 
is practicable for the Commission to attempt to build up a pheasant popula- 

tion in this territory. 

_ Inasmuch as the wildlife research program had been under way for 
some three years under a previous arrangoment prior to the establishment 
of the present cooperative plan, we believe that the progress in love 

should be a matter of encouragement to all of our stations as indicating 

the growth of appreciation of the necessity of this sort of work in game 
; administration and in educational curricula.
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MAINE ‘ 

In Maine the "forest-game relationships" problem is an outstanding 
one in the forestry as well as in the wildlife ficld. Consequently, the 

head of the Forestry Department and one of his assistants are taking very 

active part in the direction of the work. There were a number of circum- 

stances which resulted in the necessity for arranging for adequate super- 6 

visory personnel in order to properly develop the program. There has 
been added to the staff a combination teacher and research professor from 

the funds of the research unit. The game department has made its $6,000 * 
contribution all available in cash. The teaching work done by the special 

assistant is for graduate students. 

Graduate students and their projects are as follows: Edward Spalding 
who is making a special study of dcer populations, sex ratios, age classes 
and general welfare as related to forostry practices; Earl Jacobson and 
Jocl Marsh who will be assigned to some phase of the forest-game. relation- 
ship studies but who have not selected thoir thesis subjects at the time of 

this writing; and Donald O'Brien who rill select some phase of the woodcock 

life history end management study as his major. 

In connection with the study of fish-eating birds, a special full 
time field assistant, H. L. Mendall, hes been employed to carry on the bulk 

of the vork during the summer. He may continue some work during the latter 
part of the year. Aldous had six temporary student workers on type mapping 

of demonstration areas this summer. 

College participation in Maine, as arranged at the time of this 

report, is as follows: : 

Department. Participation 

Forestry Assistance and direction of a considerable 
amount of ficld rescarch vork by Professor f 

DeMerritt, Head of the Department. Direct 

! charge of field observations and supervision ' 

Y of reconnaissance by Professor Ashman in the . 

forest-game relationship studies and super- 
vision of other field work on several other 

projects. This is in: addition to research 
and graduate teaching work to be done by 

Professor Swanson, Aldous! assistant. 

Experiment Station Special varticipation in making soil tests 

and in mapping soil types on the woodcock 
Mea experimental and demonstration area. 

Biology Field and laboratory participation by 
Professor Cooper in a study of parasites 
of fishes in waters frequented by gulls for 
the purpose of determining any coordination.
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Department Participation 

Veterinary Cooperation in a study of parasites and 

diseases of moose in connection with a 

; : special mortality problems 

Extension Service 1/5 to 1/4 time of Extension Forester 
i ‘Nutting in a, general educational program. 

The Maine program includes the following projects: : 

1. Study of forest-game relationships. This project includes both a study 

fi of the history of the relation of game populations to various forestry 
and timber cutting practices and studies of modifications in forestry 

; practice and manipulation of forest cover to encourage heavier wild- 

life production. ‘There will be used an observational and experimen- 
tal area for making trials and gathering preliminary data and a 
second area in cooperation with a private pulp and paper company for 
a study of the history and for application of any promising practices 

: worked out on the experimental. area. a aa i 

2+ Woodcock management studies with certain food habits investigations. 
Following the proposal for a complete life history and management 

study of the woodcock by the Maine unit, Olin §. Pettingill com- 
' pleted and published his life history studies. In cooperation with 

: Mr. Pettingill, the Maine project. was immediately coordinated with 
those studies and the project reorganized so as to round out and 
carry further the work on woodcock rather than duplicate any of the 
work that Mr. Pettingill had done. A major portion of the work will 
be done on the Moosehorn Waterfowl Refuge which is federally owed 
and unusually well adapted for woodcock studies. 

3. The role of fish-eating birds in the destruction of game fish and | 
in the transmission of internal -parasites to bass and other game 

fish in the inland fresh-water lakes of Maine.. This project was 
included because of a particularly vexing problem which the game 

, commission faced. Its purpose is to determine whether or not 
fish-eating birds are major factors in carrying fish parasites 
to inland waters. 

, ij * 

4. Moose disease investigations. The game department has had indica- 
tions that in certain areas the moose population. is being materially 

affected by some acute mortality. This project is an attempt to 
determine the cause and extent of this mortality and what can be 
done about it. . . ; 

_5. Deer weight and measurement studies. ‘The State has certain checking 

stations established for keeping a record of the deer taken during 
the shooting season. It was considered advisable to make weight 

and other records at these stations so as to coordinate them with 
the same sort of records being obtained by other research units 
in other parts of the country.
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6. Snowshoe hare investigations. A project for collection of snowshoe 

hares to assist in rounding otit studies for ticks and diseases in 
coopetation with Dr. R. G. Green of the Univ. of Minnesota. 

7. Hducational project. The Forestry staff and especially the Extension 

Forester will assist in a general educational program including 
both training of students and work of an extension type. } 

The following are a few of the interesting phases of the Maine pro- 
gram + ‘ ‘ 

f Re a e 

Meine is another of the States where the geme commission is putting in 
its full $6,000 in cash. Wherever this occurs it gives the unit a distinct 

advantage and broadens the scope of work possible to undertake. 

A certain amount of the training work for students in wildlife manage- 

ment is being conducted in the regular forestry camp. This serves two pur-— 
poses: it gives the forestry students an opportunity to develop an apprecia- 
tion of wildlife and it gives the wildlife students a better chance to carry 
on studies under field conditions. ey 

The experimental forest-game area, knovmm as the Marsh Island project, 
is being developed in cooperation with the Resettlement Administration. The 
cost of carrying out the operations is thus materially teduced so far as the 
research unit's funds-are concerned. The Resettlement Administration is 

giving excellent cooperation in Maine. : 

Professor Ashman of the Forestry Department and several of the 
graduate students have ‘been at work on the cooperative forest-game area 

in the northeastern part of the State most of the summer preparing 
observation areas. Opportunity will be afforded to study tne game situa- ~ 
tion on a series of large areas varying from one logged over three or 

more years ago to one logged’ over in the present fall and winter and 

lastly one in virgin forest. i e 

Intensive woodcock management studies will be made on a representa- 
tive square mile area in the Moosehorn Refuge in nortHeastern Maine. First j 
efforts will be to develop satisfactory census methods, to carry on experi- 
mental work to determine the effect of certain cover manipulations on the © 

subsequent production of earth worms for food, and to start food habits 

studies. A graduate student will reside on the area most of the time. 
Five men, including temporary summer assistants, were at work on the wood- 
cock area during the summer. : 

Aldous has submitted’ a questionnaire +. the State warden force in © 
an attempt to obtain preliminary data on distribution and abundance of 
wildlife. , ne ed r i 

In connection with the study of fish-eating birds, one of the first 

necessary steps was to develop some techriique of marking birds so as to 
identify them without retrapping. Several methods of coloring feathers 

were tested out first on leghorn hens with varying degrees of success. 
Some work was done in coloring the tail feathers of gulls. Aldous offers
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the following comment: "The idea of using paint on the tail feathers of 

gulls was abandoned for two reasons: (1) a gull colored becomes a marked 

bird and is ferociously attacked by other gulls, and (2) the best paint 
obtainable fades out too rapidly to be useful". 

In cooperation with the State game department, an intensive one-day 
school for wardens was conducted. Aldous feels that an opportunity of 
this sort is extremely valuable and should not be passed. In this school 
the services of the Zoology, Botany, Forestry, Veterinary and Research 

Departments were used. Aldous feels that a valuable part of such programs 

would be to arrange to have some members of the field force take part’ in 
the program. He feels they profit more by it if they themselves contribute 
something. ; 

Aldous used twelve hand-picked forestry students who were employed 
during spring vacation to make a type map of the Marsh Island demonstration 

area. 

, NOME LO 

Hicks in Ohio has chosen the following men for graduate work: 

Floyd B. Chapman will head up the project on the development and 
utilization of wildlife resources in southern Ohio and will make observa- 
tions on ruffed grouse and white-tailed deer. His thesis work will be ‘on 
a study of the gray squirrel. Chapman will work toward his doctor's 
degree. He has been employed by the Ohio Division of Conservation and 
his services are being furnished in addition to the cash participation. 

J. S. Katz will take up special work on diseases of wildlife. . Iuther 
Beumgartner will work on the fox squirrel for his major. He is also 

working toward a doctorate. Daniel Leedy will probably major on game 

management area studies. 

Beginning September 1, the university as part of its participation 
is furnishing a full time secretary. 

) 
The Ohio State Department of Agriculture, through the Division of 

Conservation, is furnishing, in addition to cash participation and the 

) services of Chapman, the services of Dr. Martin who is making special 

studies of raccoon and rabbit. : 

Since the Ohio project got under way only toward the close of the 
last fiscal year, complete details for additional assistance and staff 

participation by the university have not been completed. 

To date arrangements have been made for participation by the Veter— 
inary Department in disease and parasite studies, especially on pheasants 
and Hungarian partridges. A good deal of this work will be under the 
direct supervision of Dr. Brumley, Dean of the Veterinary College. Par- 

ticipation has also been arranged in these studies with the Reynoldsburg 

Animal Disease Institute. ‘hese agencies will participate in disease 
studies at the Milan game farm and on the Roosevelt Game Preserve.
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The Ohio program includes the, following project work: 

1. Under disease studies, projects will be carried out on (a) survey 
of diseases of pheasant and Hungarian partridge in concentrated 
areas of northwestern Ohio, (b) survey of diseases on the Milan 
game farm, especially for rabbit and raccoon, and (c) survey of 
diseases on the Roosevelt Game Preserve. 4 

2. Development of waterfowl management program for Pymatuning Lake, 
one of Ohio's important waterfowl areas. e 

3. Life history and management study of the gray and fox squirrel. 

4. Development possibilities and utilization of wildlife resources of 
the unglaciated Allegheny plateau with special reference to State 
owned forest and hunting preserve lands in Scioto County. These 

studies will incorporate work on ruffed grouse in the hill counties 
of southern Ohio and white-tailed deer in the southern part of the 

: State. 

5. Status of the Hungarian partridge in northwestern Ohio. 

6. The Ohio shooting and game management area plan. This will include 
a survey of controlled pheasant shooting areas in northwestern Ohio, 
research and trial work to study possibilities of extension of. the 
periphery of pheasant territory beyond the concentration on refuge 

f areas, and a study of the possibilities of extending the pheasant 
refuge system throughout the State. f 

While the Ohio program has been under way a comparatively short time, 
good progress has been made. A 

The Ohio State University has designated Dr. Hicks as Assistant 
Professor in Zoology on a non-salary basis so that his guidance of course t 
and field work of graduate students can be officially recognized in granting 
a master's degree in game management. j 

4 

Ohio probably has the best: chance to study pheasants of any State east 
of the Mississippi River. ‘The start which has been made in Ohio on controlled 
pheasant management and shooting gives indication of being a successfully 
operated plan. ~ 

Special mention should be made of the work Ohio did during the past 
summer through a series of training schools for conservation workers. The 

“Division of Conservation is making a definite attempt to build up a high- 
class personnel in its service. All employees of the Conservation Division 
were eligible for entrance to the special school. Seven district schools 
were held. At the end of each school period, examinations were given and 

attendants were rated on their examination, personality, training, experience, 

etc. The purpose was solely to give accurate and fundamental information to 
members of the Division of Conservation and’ to applicants. for positions. 
In Ohio all State positions are filled by civil service, and a second examina- 
tion will be given for final selection of conservation officers in accordance 

with regular civil service procedure.
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Regarding these schools Hicks has the following to say: 

i "We Yteraduated' 52 at Columbus, 55 at Wapakoneta and 68 at Wooster. 
Wickliffe was tied up for the last two schools and as the others who gave 
single papers could not be present, I had the whole task at Wapakoneta and 
Wooster save for such help as Chapman and two or three students could give. 
Some responsibility and some exhausting, for the program was solid from 9 

A.M. to 5 P. M. and the men voluntarily beseiged us for conferences from 
then until nearly midnight. ‘I lost my voice and a lot of weight and sleep 

but it surely was worth it. We put everyone at ease, developed our topics 
carefully, made each man take some part and consider himself a part of the 
staff. Didn't pull any punches and as far as could be determined actually 
sold everything important on the game management schedule. We compiled 
some very important material from the field men. Their reactions were 

splendid. We had numerous long discussions - orderly but with spirited 

interest - and practically no controversy — we kept strictly to the topic 
; at hand - determined the facts - determined the missing facts - and then 

drew the best conclusions from the data at hand. In other words the men got 
considerable actual practice in meeting, analyzing and solving problems from 

a non-personal standpoint. The information covered will give them consider- 

able ammunition to work with but more important was the training in how to 
approach problems, the need for sound data and how to evaluate it, importance 

of natural production obtained by active management in the field, refuges 
and controlled shooting areas, tolerance for other viewpoints and aporecie- 
tion of the complexity of the problems and the need for background in agri- 
culture, land use, and economics. The men were 100% in favor of periodically 
getting together to' work on problems and catch up with progress in tueir 

field. The men gave the staff a really rousing sendoff at the end of each 
school which seemed to be perfectly spontaneous and sincere. Even if we 
discount everything greatly there is still much to be very optimistic about. 
We are going to have mich improved attitudes over the State as a result". 

The Ohio unit is using a wmiform record and filing plan for field 
observations by all graduate students and workers and we suggest that the 

various project leaders could well contact Dr. Hicks for a brief explanation 

of the system both for making records in the field and filing them by 

workers and by subject matter title. He is also requiring a weekly itinerary 

report from each of his workers similar to the ones project leaders are 
) required to furnish the Washington office. 

Hicks reports unusually good progress on the Roosevelt Game Preserve 

demonstration area. They have made extensive wildlife plantings, have 
developed a nursery for wildlife plants, and have established a number of 
demonstrations in interspersing large wooded blocks with food lanes of 
cleared strips. 

OREGON 

The work at the Oregon unit to date has been carried by Einarsen, 
the project leader, with the help of one full time field assistant, Mr. A. 

Vv. Meyers, and seven undergraduate helpers. Mr. Meyers is a graduate student 
of Oregon State College and is devoting practically all of his time to the 

renge-wildlife problems, including antelope, sagehen and deer studies.
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Just recently, Oregon added to the staff as graduate students Carl 
Eklund, a graduate of Carlton College and Wisconsin University, and Arthur 
Crews, a graduate of Washington State College. One of these will work on the 
experimental observation area and the other on the cooperative demonstration 
area. Both of these areas deal with the problem of small game in the Willamotte 
Valley. 

The Oregon unit is using part time secretarial help at present but will 

soon have a full time secretary from college participation. 
: § 

The college participation is as follows: 

Department Participation al 

General Considerable amount of miscellaneous participa- 

tion given by various departments in connec~ 

tion with the study of small game problems in 

the Willemeite Valley; includes special assist- 

ance in the way of farm help, loan of machinery, 

ORR. 

Soils Assistance especially in the work on the 
study of deer sex ratios and test plot 

: work. 

Veterinary and Forestry Special assistance in study of diseases 

and parasites of wildlife with emphasis 
on the elimination of disease and parasites 
at the State game farm. 

Experiment Station Cooperative field study of the antelope 

f and deer problems on the Squaw Butte range — 

management experiment station; consists of 

use of land, use of experiment station 
staff, equipment, saddle horses and other 
facilities. Also cooperating in the study 
of the sagehen. « 

Other college participation is being worked out as the projects are I 

developed. 

The Oregon program now includes the following projects: 

A. Problems of small game in the Willamette Valley. This will include 

some life history and habits studies designed principally to work 
out those problems that may indicate a satisfactory solution of 

keeping up a small game supply in this section of Oregon. 

A-l. Thermographic records of nesting pheasants. This project 
is associated with the foregoing in that, if. the : 
critical elements in successful nesting can be deter- ‘ 

sai mined, some real progress can be made in satisfactory , 

recommendations for the handling of pheasants which 
_ are one of the principal small game species of the ay : 

. Willemette Valley.’ c ;
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B. Study of the Oregon deer sex ratio. Oregon has ‘had a buck law for 

sometime and has certain refuges established, Information mst be 
obtained to determine whether readjustments are needed and what 
they should be. 

C. Life history and management of the Oregon antelope. This will be a 
long time major life history and management study to be conducted 
principally in cooperation with the range management section of 
the experiment station on an 18,000 acre fenced area in the antelope 

range. 

C-1. A phase of the foregoing for the purpose of working out 
the practical range management angle for antlope and 
deer. 

C-2. Study of the sagenen in Oregon. This is incorporated 
as a phase of the foregoing project because of the 
opportunity to carry on the work in the same area 

as above, and because of the association with the 

range problem in the. same territory. 

D. Game management on farm land. Demonstration project on a 2500 
acre typical Willamette Valley farm area, carried on in cooperation 
with private landowmers. 

E. Disease of wildlife. 

F. Educational work with county agents, the Extension Service, 4-H Clubs 
and other agencies. A plan for carrying on a wildlife educational 
program has been worked out. 

One of the interesting features of the Oregon program is the work 
being done in using and training students. Einarsen has been particularly 

successful in getting excellent work done with these young men, due to the 

eareful selection and the careful supervision and training given them. 

Selection has been made by means of an examination and a study of their 
past training and suitability for the work. The method used is a sort of 
self-elimination process and leaves definitely in the mind of each student 
selected a sense of responsibility for superior effort. 

Another interesting highlight is the systematic effort being made in 
connection with county agricultural agencies. In the early part of the 
program a series of conferences was held with various county agents. ‘The 

contacts with these and with the Extension Service have been maintained. 
The ultimate objective is the development of a typical county-wide wildlife 
progran. 

In connection with the training of students and younger men in wild- 

life work, special mention should be made of organization of the "Ding 

Darling Club". This is somewhat on the Seminar basis except that its scope 
has been broadened. It has for one of its special objectives the interest- 

ing of other branches of work in wildlife, especially members of other 
departments in the college who should be taking their respective active 
parts in the program.
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Oregon State College gives an undergraduate course in wildlife manage- 
ment in addition to the graduate courses. : 

A project carried on with 4-H Glub boys deserves special mention because 
of the specific plan for follow up. During the past year some 600 of these 
boys were given special instruction in application of wildlife conservation 

to the farm. A plan has been worked out for keeping in touch with these boys 
during the winter and having each of them adopt a covey of quail or pheasants 
for care. Apart of this follow up consists of a contest in which each of the 
competitors submits 10 written helpful hints, five for adults and five for boys 
and girls, for the perpetuation of wildlife on the farm. The plan is to use 
these boys as leaders in enlarging the scope of the program next year in an 
attempt to reach all 4-H Club boys. u 

The following paragraph gives Einarsen's summary of this project: 

"1500 4-H students here June 8-20. Over 600 boys were given individual 
instruction for 2-hour periods on conservation of Oregon wildlife. Live 
specimens of game birds, motion pictures and museum specimens were used. A 
contest was established among this group of 600 boys to get them to protect 
wildlife on their farms for the next year, to study it and write 10 hints 
for the betterment of conditions on Oregon farms for wildlife. We expect 
these boys to lead the 4~H members in Oregon next year. We are building 

to make all Oregon wildlife conscious and wildlife minded. We used the boys 

only this year but will include all girls next year, too. We found the 

boys from 12-14 most receptive and enthusiastic. Our prizes are all of a 
nature to encourage wildlife study". 

‘The method Einarsen has adopted for using two areas in building up 
demonstration work may be helpful to some of the other men. No artificial 
manipulation or control is being exercised. The management of the area, 

so far as hunting, farming, etc. go, is left to take the usual normal 
course. Intensive studies are being made under these conditions. From the 
indications and experiences on this area plans and procedures are being worked 
out for a secondcooperative area where the findings and guidance coming from 

the first area are given application. 
\ ‘ 

One of Oregon's problems in connection with deer is a determination 
of proper regulation of the take. Working toward information that will 
help in this problem, a study is being made of some 55,000 observations 

on sex of deer throughottheState. These observations were taken during 
the past year and additional studies will be made during the coming year. 

No definite conclusions have been reached so far. 

Of special interest is & cooperative arrangement between the wildlife 

research unit and the experiment station for a coordinated study of range 
conditions and better range management practice as affecting wildlife and 
domestic stock. This problem is of vital interest to the whole western 
range country. f 

In connection with the farm demonstration area, Einarsen has arranged 

for the use of student assistants for intensive patrol and protection of the 
area.
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J» N. MacFadden, of Corvallis, Oregon, has given the unit. the use of 

a Sacre lake and farm ground for’ éstablishing a migratory bird banding and 
study station. The actual banding and study work will be done by the game 
management students to "teach them bird knowledge by actual experience'. 

Last. spring Einarsen took his six assistants on a four-day field 
trip into,the problem area for deer in order to give them intensive field 
training .and first-hand knowledge of the field angle of their work. 

i In connection with the studies of the Chinese pheasant, Hinarsen has 
completed his first season in an attempt to get some idea of the thermographic 
requirements for successful mesting’ and incubation. First season's results 
are very interesting but Hinarsen expects to carry them further before 
reaching any definite conclusion. In one of his reports he indicates that 
records of temperature requirements are much lower than for domestic poultry. 
The results also indicate a distinct range in nesting temperatures dependent 
upon atmospheric temperatures. 

Several valuable preliminary reports have been made by the Oregon 
station, including one special report to the game commission on the condi-+ 
tion of deer -in the Murderer's Creek area. 

We want to take this opportunity for commending Hinarsen on his ‘ 
use of page 3 of the regular monthly report form. It gives one of the 
easiest checks which have come in on the progress of the work at the station. 

TEXAS 

Dr. Taylor at the Texas A. and'M. College is being assisted as 
follows: 

Graduate students: Daniel W. Lay and Phil D. Goodrum. Lay started 

work about March 1 end is making special study of wildlife features of 
second growth pine woodlands one to thirty years after logging. Goodrum is 

making a study of habits and management of the gray and fox squirrels in 

eastern Texas. ‘ 

Other assistants are Valjean Lehman, field biologist, employed full 
time from the cooperative funds; L. A. Shone, a graduate student who is 

acting as office assistant; Henry Hahn who. has been acting as full time 

field worker since March 1; one full time stenographer and 3 temporary student 

field assistmts. 

Taylor is getting about as much cooperation from all the various 

agencies as are any of the stations. He has spent considerable time in work- 

ing out participation of the college in specific form. Arrangements for 
participation by the State game department make these funds practically the 
same as cash.
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lat ‘Participation worked cout. for: the college to date is as follows: 

- Department aa sal Participation 

Poultry Husbandry . Professor Duncan H. Reid, Head of the 

4F : Department, is taking over the supervision 

i and the carrying out of the pen breeding 

tests of the Mexican and native bobwhites. 

dd cen Bi io ate aad aah : Professor R. G. Reeves is cooperating with i 

iS la Maat {ca Dr. Warner (see below). on the studies 
hale si tee referred to. 

RES ian «) 

Wha Reem Management Extension Sam A. McMillan, agricultural economist, 

ag is carrying out special plans for county 

agent relations and is assisting in gathering 

economic data by questionnaires. 

- Agricultural Education This department is taking over the special 

vocational agricultural contest and is 

i assisting in other educational work. 

Extension This department and the college short course 

: committee cooperated excellently in arranging 

for and carrying through a valuable program 

of wildlife work during: the Farmers! Short 

Course. Plans for additional educational 

H work are being made. 

Sam Houston State Teachers College - Biology Department. 

Dr. S.- R. Warner head of the department, is taking over the 

project on food and cover plants for gave, and studies of the 
relation of game food and cover plants to cultural and other 

practices such as burning, ploughing, cutting and grazing. 

C. C- Ce participation - The C. C. Ce administration has arranged a. 

for Phil D- Goodrum, educational director of the Trinity 

C. C. C. camp, to take graduate work in wildlife management, , 

and as his major project he will make a study of the life a 

history and management of the gray and fox squirrel in eastern 
Texas. . ees 

The Texas program now includes the following projects: 

1. <A survey of the wildlife resources of Walker County, Texas; i 

preparation of a game management plan for Walker County; proposed 
method for a game survey and management plan on the county basis. 

2. Bobwhite quail mansgement in Texas. 

ae A study of the effects of introducing Mexican quail. 

b. Studies of the armadillo as related to the bobwhite quail.
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c¢. Cover control to influence food and shelter favorable to quail. 

d- Winter food of the bobwhite, scaled, and -ambel quails in Texas. 

3. Ecological-wildlife relationships. ne 

a, Food and cover résources of wildlife in southeast Texas, 
exclusive of the Longleaf area. 

b Effects.of soil,-grazing, burning, clearing, and cultivation 

hl ; on game and wildlife food and cover plants. 

i Ce Wildlife resources of second growth pine woodlands. 

4. Life history, hahits, distribution, and abundance of the gray and fox 

; squirrels of eastern Texas. 

5. Life history and management’ of the Attwater prairie chicken. 

6. Present status and needs of vanishing species in Texas. 

Probably one of the most interesting features of the Texas program 

is the development of participation by other agencies so as to increase the - 
scope of the progrom. Texas, being an unusually large State, as a large 
number of important problems. Taylor has successfully gotten special assign- 
ment of projects and responsibility to other agencies. We realize certain 

dangers in doing this, due to difficulties in exercising close supervision, 

and the chance that agencies so selected may not be competent to carry on 

the work, but we believe Taylor has exercised care in this respect and has 
been able to increase the scope of his program materially. 

The project on the survey and wildlife management plan for Walker 
County is interesting in that it is attacking the wildlife problem on a 

county program basis. Sam Houston National Forest has cooperated in this 

and a series of aerial photographs have been particularly useful in making 
the studies in Walker County. During the past summer Taylor has given a 
major portion of his time to this project. The work has been handled 

) through a series of nine field camps in various parts of the county. One 

of the important functions of these camps, in addition to gathering data 
and information, is their use as training schools for graduate and under- 

; graduate students. 

The studies of results of introducing Mexican bobwhites have ; 
important application. The Texas Game, Fish and Oyster Commission has been 
under a good deal of pressure to introduce these birds. Requests from 
sportsmen during the past few seasons have been for hen birds rather than 
for mated pairs, following earlier introductions. It is felt that these. 
introductions may have disturbed materially the sex ratios. _ Information 
produced by this project will be fundamental. The pen tests will be checked 
by field tests. Three isolated areas as nearly equivalent as possible have 
been selected in the Sam Houston National Forest. One will be stocked with 
native bobwhites exclusively, one with a mixture of native and Mexican bob- 
whites and the other with Mexican bobwhites exclusively. One man is giving 

full time to this phase.
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f On the college pasture area some preliminary results indicate very 
- strongly that certain quail improvement work can be done without detriment 

to the pasture and in some cases even prove beneficial from pasture as 

well as quail standpoint. It appears that Texas may have some native plants 
that can be encouraged as principal quail food which will not materially 
damage ‘grazing and which will be damaged very little by grazing. 

Special mention is made of the program carried out during the 

Farmers! Short Course week. at Texas Ae and Me College. This consisted of 
several talks and lectures to the whole short course group, a series of con- 

ferences with county agent district groups, several talks with 4-H Club 
group, and afternoon field trips to wildlife management project areas. 

Some 4,000 people were contacted. Most encouraging was the genuine response ‘ 

~ ,and- interest taken by tuose attending the meetings, especially county agents. 
The Texas experience would indicate, as have similar experiences at several 

of the other stations, that each unit is warranted in giving serious thought 

to development of a careful program during these Farmers! Short Course weeks+ 

The Texas station has produced a number of special reports on various 
phases of their work, especially one including photographs and maps dealing 
with the Attwater prairie chicken and. proposed area for refuge. This species 

- is rapidly disappearing in Texas, and we believe the work on its life history 
and management should be one of this station's valuable contributions. 

: UetAg 

The Utah unit has used a combination of graduate students, undergraduate 

students, and specially arrangéd participation by members of the game depart-— 
ment. 

Graduate students during the past year have been: Orville S. Lee, 
who finished his master's work last spring, presenting a very satisfactory 

paper on the distribution and life history of the sharp-tailed grouse in Utah 

and working with the Utah unit this summer and who is now taking advanced 

work in game management with Leopold at Wisconsin during the winter; Lynn 

Griner, who is working with sage grouse for his master's thesis; George 
Piranian who, for his major study, is working on plant production and ¥ 
succession on newly created waterfowl areas. w 

Rasmussen has had A. D- Smith, an employed field man, as a technical ‘ 

observer in connection with deer and range studies until August 15. Professor 
H. H. Hoyt, who comes to the College on the forestry and range management 

staff, will continue these studies as assistant field observer throughout the 

yeare EE Ae 

Nathan Snyder, a graduate student, has been assisting in the deer—range 

studies and Jessop Low has been assisting in the study of the production of 

waterfowl plants. " et 

Rasmussen has been assigned the equivalent of full :time secretarial 

help.. bce aeg ca) Nes,
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The Utah Fish and Game Department has been very liberal in furnishing 

able staff time for the research unit. Randall Turpin of the game management 

section has been doing good work in connection with the deer-range studies, 

and Lee Kay, director of information, has been doing unusually good work in 

connection with the educational program and the sage grouse studies. Earl 

Clyde, warden, has been doing a good share of the work on the beaver project 

} Staff participation on the part of Utah State Agricultural College on 
project work has been as follows: 

Department i Participation 

Botany Professor Basset Maguire has taken over 

i ’ i major responsibility for the study of water+ 
fowl food plants. 

Veterinary Professor D. Ee Madsen and Dr. 0. G. Larsen 

are taking care of the disease work. 

Zoology and Entomology Dr. George F. Knowlton will give special 

yi Experiment Station attention to parasites. 

School of Forestry and Professor Paul M. Dumn, head of the School 

Range Management has been an important factor in organization 

; and in assisting with the administrative 

work of the unit. 

Until July 31, William H. Marshall was 

; : employed as assistant in the Forestry and 

Range Management Department and had taken 

over major responsibility for the life 
history study of the sharp-tailed grouse. 
Mr. Marshall left the college to go with the 
Bureau of Biological Survey. The study will 

be continued. j 

; Prof. H. H. Hoyt, Department of Wildlife 
x Management, will assist in handling the deer 

studies. 

Prof. Le A. Stoddart, Department of Range 

Management, is carrying on important work 

in connection with the deer-range studies. 

Extension Whitney Floyd, extension forester, and Carl 

Frischknecht, poultry extension specialist, 

have, been carrying on a special 4-H Club 

pheasant project. ;
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The program in Utah includes the following projects: 

1. Life history and management studies of the Rocky Mountain mule deer. 

+2. Life ‘history and management study of the sage grouse. 

_' B. State survey and life history study of the Columbian sharp-tailed grouse. 

4, A study of food habits of the ring-necked pheasant in certain areas of 
; intense agriculture. ' f r 

5. Study of plant. production and succession on new and established water- i 

fowl refuges in Utah. ‘ 

( 6. Investigations of certain current fish problems as requested by the 

‘ “State Fish and Game Department. 

7% A study of diseases of wildlife in Utah. : 

8. A State beaver survey and study of redistribution possibilities. 

Some notes of special interest in the Utah program are as follows: 

: In connection with the study of mule deer, indications are that an 
unusually interesting project will be developed in connection with the 

range management section of the college. Plans are under way for a series 

of experimental areas testing; (1) methods of handling range and (2) inten- 
sities of grazing. The study will utilize a series of ranges with varying 
combinations and intensities of populations of both domestic stock and deery 

and will determine what competition exist on these ranges between the 
various classes of animals, domestic and wild. 

The paper produced by Orville Lee as his graduate thesis on sharp- 
tailed grouse gave some very important information with regard to suitable 

habitats. The station is unusually fortunate in this project in having a 

sharp-tailed area located within a few miles of the college. In view of the 4 

comparative economic importance of the sage grouse and the sharp-tail, the 

information at hand, and progress made, it has been decided to shift the full 
time graduate student to the life history study of sage grouse. This man « 
has spent five months in the field, resident on the sage grouse area. 

In connection with the plant. production study for waterfowl, another 
excellent opportunity exists in that there is available a series of areas 

in various stages of development. The Federal refuge, mown as the Bear River 
Migratory Bird Refuge, has been established for some years. The Locomotive 

Springs area is a comparatively new area. The Farmington Bay. area is about 

completed, and the Clear Lake area has not yet been completed. 

In connection with the deer studies an excellent opportunity exists 
to make studies of winter food and survival conditions with careful checks 
on yields, sex ratios, habits, migrations and census methods as correlated 

with removal by hunting, in that there are several areas in the State on 

which rather careful control by the game commission has been exercised in 
the taking of animals by hunters.
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‘The study of food habits of pheasants was conducted by collecting a 

series of ‘five to seven stomachs ‘each month from March 1935, to June 1936 
from one of the areas where considerable complaint of damage has been done. 

Half of the birds were taken from an area of much reported damage, the other 

half ‘from an area of little or no damage. The compilations from these data 
have not yet been completed. ‘The purpose is to assist the game department 

in their policy in this problem area.’ | | : 

The fisheries investigations are a continuation of some work which 

_., Rasmussen started before taking charge of the present program, and which it 

“was advisdble to continue to completion. ‘ The first studies made by the 
Station were made at the special request of the game department on an area 
where a rather perplexing problem had arisen with regard to stocking and the 
effects of variation of lake levels. The results of the study by the research 

unit were an important factor in.a solution of the difficulty. . ; 

Special mention should be made in the Utah program of the excellent 
cooperation being given by Lee Kay of the State Fish and Game Department, 
both in the field observation work and in connection with the educational 
program. He is engdged in filming a series of movies of research methods 

and wildlife situations in the State. They will be used in schools and 
with sportsmen's groups and others. ~ , 

The pheasant rearing project conducted by the Extension Forester and 
the Extension Poultryman proved so successful that it is to be continued 
during the coming year. <A great deal of assistance was given by various 

members, of the research unit in 4-H Club programs throughout the State and 
‘ in the organization and development of educational programs. This program 

is to be extended during the coming year. 

Rasmussen had an opportunity to contact a group of twenty high school 
and college biology teachers. His conclusion, after working with this 

group, was that there is a distinct need of doing a great deal more to 
acquaint even this "better—than-avernge-informed" group with the various 
wildlife agencies and with the type of research that is being done by the 

Survey. * 

i In connection with a small game study, Rasmussen is conducting.some 
very interesting experiments relative to the after effects of poison opera- 

tions on gallinaceous birds. He says that evidence from the experiments 

oS) andieate hake Wehianation that gallinaceous birds are highly resistant to 

“strychnine is not sufficient to explain certain mortality observed in the 
field and that other factors are involved. 

The Utah Agricultural College has organized the School of Forestry 

and Range Management into three departments: Department of Forestry, 
Department of Range Management, and Department of Wildlife Management. 

: VIRGINIA 

The program in Virginia was, the first to get under way and with the 

excellent coopération given by the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and the 

“game commission, Handley has made ‘substantial progress.
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_.. |. During the past year he has had graduate students on projects as 
Pol lews Nl. i ne 

rt nt. W. Bailey has been working on methods of production of genuine 
wild turkeys for restocking purposes. N. C. Rucker is majoring on the 
problem of quail as an additional crop on the average farm in Montgomery 

County, Virginia. J. P. Newman has been making special studies of food 

habits of bobwhite quail under natural conditions in Virginia. 

Es During the coming year Mr. Givens, as a graduate student, will probably tr 
work on forest-game studies and Re L. Shaver, also as a graduate student, 

will put on quail demonstration work. There may be one or two additional * 

graduate students employed. 

He Se Mosely, a student from the University of Michigan, has been 
helping Handley on the game demonstration area this summer as temporary 

summer assistant. l 

The Virginia station has a full time secretary. 

College participation at the Virginia Polytechnic Institute is as 
follows: ; 

Department Participation 

_ General and administrative Dr. I-. De. Wilson, head of the Biology 

Department, has taken active part in develop- 

ment and administrative work and in direction 

of graduate students. 

The Virginia Polytechnic Institute is making 
liberal contributions in the matter of 

. fellowships for graduate students. 

Botany This department has assigned A. D- Massey 

half time to the wildlife research unit. « 

Biology . In addition to the work of Dr. Wilson, this 
_department is conducting important investiga- 

; ' tional work in the matter of turkey disease. 

Indications are that an important mortality 
j factor will be worked out. 

Agricultural Department | Through the interest of the Dean of Agri- 

2 el ; culture this department has been very liberal 
‘ in cooperating in establishment of improve- 

, ment plots for quail demonstration work on 
i the college farm and in furnishing land. 

Extension Service Final plans for cooperation by. the Extension 

pace ahi ; Service will be worked out and as soon as 
; ; possible this department will participate in 

; the educational program.
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_ he Virginia program inclides’ the following projects: 

1. Forest-game demonstration and management studies. The ‘purpose of this 

project is to work out on National Forest and State refuge land 

‘ ‘practical méthods of increasing game populations and successful 

: ' methods of harvesting the crops. _ ; : 

‘lea.’ Dife History and management study of the wild turkey. 

l-b. Management studies of ruffed grouse. 2 ; 

‘lc. Management studies of Virginia white-tailed deer. 

2. Quail management and demonstration studies. This project includes an 

experimental and demonstration area of food and cover plots on the 

college farm. ‘ 

Q-a. Survival of bobwhite quail under natural conditions. 

2-b. Study of food habits of bobwhite quail in Virginia. 

3. Distribution and ecology of native plants of Virginia in relation to 
i wildlife. i 

4. Food habits of foxes in Virginia. This will be conducted in cooperation 

; with the Biological Survey. . 

5. Faunal survey of Virginia. 

6. Certain methods of crow control. 

7 History of elk in Virginia and other eastern states with recommenda- 

i tions for future policy in dealing with elk. 

The following are some notations from the experiences of the Virginia 

unit: 

The Virginia station is probably as well equipped with laboratory and 

| office space as any of the units. The east wing of the top floor of sgri- 

cultural Hall was entirely refitted for the research unit. 

The assignment of Professor Massey of the Botany Department for half 
time work is proving exceptionally valuable in that it puts the wildlife 

graduate men in direct contact with the important botanical and ecological 
phases, and in that Prof. Massey is able to assume a good share of the load 

in training these men in this field. 

As an example of what opportunities might exist at the various institu- 
tions, even among those not directly connected with the Biology Department, is 

the assistance being rendered by Prof. 0. F- DeLaBarre. He has been doing 

an excellent job with the educational program and is proving avery capable 
observer in connection with the elk studies. He happens to be in another 

department but he has a natural interest and ability in the wildlife field 

and is well informed.
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} Virginia has had & disappointing experience in connection with the 

proposed Resettlement Administration. area. . The original plans were very 

encouraging but difficulties and delays in acquisition and other difficulties 

have practically led to abandonment of this project. wy Paling 

The forest-game demonstration area is particularly interesting because 
it comprizes some 48,000 acres of the George Washington National Forest adjoin- 
ing 13,000 acres of State game refuge. [It will furnish an excellent opportunity 
to study the effects of a refuge not open for taking of game upon the supplies 
on an adjacent area which is open to hunters. ( 

In the turkey life history and management studies, because of certain | 

problems that, the, game.department faced, that of producing a better type of \ 

genuine wild turkey, was undertaken at this time. Some encouraging results 

were obtained this.year on a.plan.for the use of partly tamed wild hens to 

mate with wild, gobblers out in the wild.. One of the first. experiences was 
in procuring 25 captivity reared hens, all of which when examined showed 

more or less evidence of infestation with malaria-like protozoa. In view 

of the studies that are being made in.Virginia they were unsuited for the 
work proposed and others had to be obtained. 

One of the most serious mortality factors with regard to deer and 
turkey in Virginia is a large number of uncontrolled roaming dogs. The last 
general assembly in Virginia passed a law permitting any .dog seen chasing a 
deer more than half a mile in Augusta County to be killed. This is the 
county in which the demonstration refuge area‘is located. : ve 

In connection. with the.quail,work, Handley reports that much difficulty 
was experienced in trapping quail in the survey.studies and that the method 

he used was not wholly satisfactory. He feels, however, that it would help 

to identify coveys on normal ranges or-those mixed with other coveys.. He 

noted also that certain coveys which travelled only short distances for food 
_and cover had a higher percentage of survivals and that coveys which ranged 
in well protected open fields were better able to escape predators than those 

which moved along the edge of woodlands. 

| \



Mr, Henry P, Davis 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D, C. 

Dear Henry: 

I em interested to know of the possible endowment, and I hasten to 
tell you that I agree with Senator Waleott, namely that the research program 
as it stands is gaitable for this kind of opportunity, and I recommend it 
100 per cent for the exact purpose which you have in mind. 

Of course, any program would need slight changes in emphasis to 
meet special circumstances. ‘The program as written is premised upon the 
expectation of a considerable mumber of contributions of moderate size from 
@ long list of industrialists. If a mall arene such as the duPonts, should 

be underwriting a program, I would not change it any but I would add several 
features. 

Im the first place, my own former experience with Felix duPont and 
with C, K, Davis would lead me to expect a greater degree of real sympathy and 
intelligence than is to be found in the average industrialist. ‘his being the 
case, I would add to the program some fundamental and comprehensive projects 
to develop the basic economics ani esthetics of the popular conservation move- 
ment, To out it in a different way: we need not only to build up technical 
knowledge of restoration techniques, tut we need even worse to build up in 
the lay public a critical judgment of conservation policies, An outstanding 
weakness in the present set-up is that one can get away with murder in the 
way of conservation policies provided only that we label then "conservation," 
the public mst ultimately develop enough shrewdness and insight to distinguish 
sound from unsound, It now lacks that faculty, To create it we must start 
at the bottom and establish in the universities really adequate facilities 
for cultivating natural history hobbies. liven those universities, such as 

Wiseonsin, which have taken the lead in developing educational facilities in 

professional game management, are still entirely lacking in facilities for 
encouraging the future eitisen to learn something about his relationship with 
land and the things that grow on land, 

I cannot better illustrate what I mean than by sending you a report 
about to be published by this university entitled “The Role of the University 
in Wildlife Conservation,” I have no extra copy, so it will have to follow a 

few days hence, Add this idea to the basic idea of your research program, and 
we have something which at least approximates a rounded whole. It is such a 
rounded whole which I would recomend to a donor of the duPont type, 

We are, of course, here dealing with ideas which are amch too large 
to capture in a few written words, I need hardly say that I am at your dis-



peesal for any verbal presentation of my idea which may be needed to get 
thorough consideration of the matter. 

Needless to say, a donation of the kind and magnitude which you 

describe mst be safeguarded, It should be in the hands of a small board 
which can shift the agencies chosen for doing any particular job so that 

ageneies which go dead can be promptly weeded out and agencies which come 

alive can be promptly taken advantage of, 

Another possible change in the Institute's set-up as it now standa: 
I think I would reduce the expense for ordinary propaganda to the bare 
skeleton of support for a national clearing house such as the Institute, and 
I would invest the saving in ventures of the kind described in the report, 

“The Role of the University in Wildlife Conservation.” In other words, 
I would spend nothing at all for the endoctrination of the public with what 

anybody now conceives to be the trath about wildlife, I would concentrate 

all the expenditure on three things: (1) the maintenance of « siceleton 

clearing house, (2) the creation of new trath as outlined in the research 
program, (3) the development of a better critical faculty among the rank and 
file of the conservation public, 

If it were possibile to do these three things, the formiation of 

current “truths” and policies to try then out would take care of itself. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

P.S, Since you say Senator Walcott is directly interested in the question 

you ask me, - taking the liberty of sending him a copy of this letter 

direct. Ae *
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September 24, 1936 

Dear Al: 

How would you spend the annual income from a two million dollar 
endowment for wildlife restoration? I know this is a big order and I 
hope you won't drop dead but we are working on a plan which mey materia- 
lize if properly handled. Its success depends, in considerable measure, 
upon the manner in which we propose to adminster the fund. 

In order to give you e complete picture of the story, I'd better 
start at the beginning. Some weeks ago Tom Beck advanced an idea to 
me which would solve our entire problem if we could accomplish its aim. 
His idea is that as the duPonts have received in recent months somewhat 
undesirable publicity, he considers it important that this be counter- 
acted by some well publicized philenthropiec activity. 

As you know, the fields of various sciences have been fairly 
well covered by such men as Rockefeller, Carnegie and Harkness, but 
wildlife, to express it in Jay Darling's terse manner, has always been 
the "bow-legged girl who's never invited to the party." While the 
duPonts have contributed rather heavily to a number of educational and 
scientific campaigns, they have never been nationally recognized as 
philanthropists. It is Tom's idea that if he could gain an audience with 
Pierre, Irenée and Lamont, with probably William and Felix also, he 
could sell them on the idea of setting up, as @ personal activity, a 
"“@uPont Were ite Foundation" of say, two million dollars, the income 
from which,be adminstered by the American Wildlife Institute. 

I took the matter up wth C. K. Davis, who in turn took it up 
with two vice-presidents of the duPont Company, who are personally close 
to the members of the family mentioned. Their reaction to the idea is 
most encouraging and they told Mr. Davis that they felt there was a 
good possibility of putting the thing across provided a definite pro- 
gram was written in which the method of expending the fund would be out- 
lined. They asked for a program of this sort, with the thought that 
upon its receipt they would feel out the individuals mentioned and try 
to arrange for a personal audience. I went back to Tom for a further 
eleboration of his plan. He stated that he would not attempt to outline 
a definite progrem for he felt the Technical Committee was much better 
qualified to do so. 

This matter was discussed at length yesterday at a meeting of 
the Steering Committee which is directing thefinancial campaign. It 
was agreed that the proper procedure would be to present the plan, 
suggesting that such funds as they agree to set up be placed in a re- 
vocable trust of five years duration, to be renewed at the expiration 
of this time if the committee handling it felt the work done under it 
was justified. Senator Walcott feels that the report of your Committee 

AWN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE
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is sufficient to base such a program on and if it were shaped along 
these lines it would appeal to the well-known research policy of the 
duPonts. The development of that Company has been mainly due to their 
progressive attitude toward research and we all know that the indi- 
vidual members of the duPont family are thoroughly sold on such pro- 
grams. You probably know that they maintain a lerge leboratory for 
fundamental research. 

I feel that this plan has real possibilities. It is 
thought that the best time to approach them on the subject would be 
after election. I am wondering if it would be asking too much of you 
to give me your thoughts on the matter and work up something in the 
form of a tentative program. Tom feels that suggestions of a auite 
specific nature should be made. Senator Walcott holds a different 
view. I believe that if the program could be presented in proper 
shape the idea could be sold the duPonts through the combined efforts 
of Tom, Senator Walcott and Jay Darling. We would all appreciate 
your cooperetion. 

With kindest regards, I am 

Sincgrély yours, 

Uh ar 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

HPD: 5 .
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WILDLIFE CROPS 

FINDING HOW TO GROW Tia 

Research Progrem of the American Wildlife Institute
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Prepared by the Technical Committee 
of the 

American Wildlife Institute 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management, University of Wisconsin 

Gardiner Bump 
Superintendent of Game, New York Conservation Department 

George C. Bubody 
Professor of Fish Culture, Cornell University 

Carl L, Hubbs 
Director, Institute of Fisheries Research, University of Michigan 

Herbert L. Stoddard 
In Charge, Georgia Cooperative Quail Investigation 

July 15, 1936



Why Research? 

The shortage of game, fish, and other wildlife can be remedied by 

taking less, or by growing more. : 

Regulating the take is the job of the legislator and administrator. 

Growing more is the job of a new profession: wildlife management. 

Some species can be grown in confinement, but this is expensive, and 

the crop is inferior in esthetic quality. It is an adjunct to, but not a 

substitute for, wild production, 

All species can be produced in the wild by improving their environment, 

i.e., by increasing the carrying capacity of their range, Natural increase 

is rapid, and automatically builds up the population to what the range can 

carry. Beyond this point, the inerease either does not occur, or it fails 

to survive, 

To improve range there must be exact knowledge of what each species 

requires, i.e., what kinds and ous of food and cover it needs during 

each season, and what enenies and competitors it will tolerate. Tor any 

‘given species, the treatment needed in two localities is seldom the sane, 

The existing knowledge of howto appraise and improve range is enough for 

a start in a few species, but radically insufficient as a base for a 

national conservation program. As in agriculture, the more exact the 

knowledge of what a crop requires, the larger and surer the yield. 

To learn how to appraise and improve range is the job of wildlife 

research, 

Research, in short, can furnish the facts for management, and man- 

agement can furnish abundant wildlife wherever it can control the condition 

of the range or environment, '
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This is the fundamental theory of conservation by wild manacement 

and regulated use, It is applicable not only to animals but algo to 

plants, not only to land but aleo to water, not only to game mt aleo to 

other species wanted for esthetic enjoyment, or scientific study, 

Winter-feeding a covey of quail, throwing a nag in a troutstrean, 

reflooding a duck or fur marsh, erecting a martin house, or fencing cows 

out of a ladyslipper bog are ali manacement operations, but they deal only 

. with the correation of visible and obvious defects of range. Many defects 

of range are equally potent in reducing wildlife populations, but they are 

inconspicuous or unimown, Research can find them, It can also find and 

test the means for their correction. 

How Research? 

Wildlife ranges are now good or poor by reason of changes incident 

to economic use. 

Many detrimental changes have been accidental, unforeseen, and un~ 

necessary, and can be reversed by slight and inexpensive modifications 

of farming, forestry, or grazing practice. 

Bxamples: (1) Quail are being run cut of the cornbelt by 
the grazing, plowing and burning of winter cover, but can be ( 

a o retaining such cover on waste spots. 
2) Pheasants are held down in the Lake States dairy belt 

by burning of marshes and siloing of all corn, Marsh burning 

4s ugually unnecessary, and by leaving 2 per cent of the corn 

standing, a good population ean be fed. 

Some detrimental changes have been inevitable, bat in destroying 

range for one species they produce, or ean be made to produce, range for another, 

Rxample: ‘the intensive cultivation of prairie soils has 
evicted the prairie chicken, but in doing so made new range for 

Hungarian partridges and pheasant, At the same time the eatting 

and burning of forests has made room for the chicken farther nerth.
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The manipulation of range to make it produce, being usually a 

modification of agriculture or forestry, can be best studied and tested 

in the agricultural and forest schools, where equipment, consultation and 

land are already available. This has the additional advantage of dove~ 

tailing wildlife management technique with agricultural technique at its 

point of origin, 

As in agriculture, the job of digging out facts, and the job of 

training a professional group to apply them, can be combined in a single 

operation: the execution of research projects by graduate students, Nine 

_ wildlife research units, each consisting of a project leader and several 

graduate student fellowships, have already been established by the Institute 

at nine agricultural colleges (see Fig. 1) with funds donated by the sporting 

arms and ammnition industry. This system is administered by the U, 8. 

Biological Survey, 

These preliminary units, however, deal mostly with game, The system 

needs to be extended to cover fish, fur, non-game wildlife, and also to 

cover other states and the uncovered remainder of the game field, There is 

also especially urgent need to develop non-professional courses for young 

farmers and other students interested in wildlife. ‘he size and cost of a 

rounded program is given on page ___. 

What Research? 

This is, in brief, a proposal to apply biological science to a new 

art of wildlife cropping. For some wildlife the biological base is ready 

to build upon, for others it mst first be laid down, The selence foundational 

to cropping or management develops through a fixed sequence of stages. ‘the 

present "scientific front," in terms of these stages, is shown for each class 

of wildlife in Mg. 2, Tims game is shown to have a rapidly developing



Fig. 1 

Note for Comnittee: 

I apologize for a slip on the first map. I intended 

to label it "Principal State Research Centres," and left out several 

important federal and private centres. The label, however, actually omitted 

the word "state." Sorry. i 

¢ AL.
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technique of management, but a meagre base, Fish has a broader base but less 

technique, ‘There is as yet a scanty base for fur and for non-game wildlife, 

and only isolated “islands” of techniqre. Floral conservation has little 

base and no technique. 

This is a program for advancing the "scientific front" for each 

Class of wildlife to the point of applied biology or management, It is pro- 

posed to do this through the institutions best equipped to handle each problem. 

The final objective is to build the begimings of a technique of conservation 

for all wildlife resources in all states, 

Research, of course, is never completed. It is believed, however, 

that once given a fair start, local initiative, backed by public demand, will 

supply the motive power for contiming such a program, 

What is jo 

Experience indicates that usable techniques begin to accrue as soon 

as research on any species completes the first rough measurement of its 

mortality factors. ‘The following program aims tot 

1. Finish the first rough meamrements of mortality for the 
important species already worked upon. 

2. Begin sich measurements for important species or groups 

not yet worked upon, 

3, Make field tests to determine the workability of all technique 
~ 80 far devised, or accruing from this program. Develop 

samples of management for each class in each region, 

4, Strengthen the scientific base for cropping each class of 
wildlife,
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Fos, Dorest, sod Rouge Cone 

These groups are treated together because there are many borderline 

species which occur both in farmed and partly-farmed localities, 

Fig. 3 shows the status of conservation knowledge in these species. 

The graph disregards who did the work, and deals only with the degree to 

which it has been done and made available by publication, A large 

additional volume ef work is projected, or partially completed but unpabl ished, 

The graph somewhat overcolors the impression of work already covered, 

because a species studied through all four stages in a gingle region shows as 

"done," whereas in fact many adaptations of technique in other regions remains 

to be worked out, Thus the bobwhite quail has been pushed to the fourth stage 

in the Southeast and in the north central states, but meh work remains to be 

done there, and no bobwhite work has beem done on the southwestern and north- 

eastern parts of the range. 

Some urgent research needs are roughly sketched in the following 

paragraphs. 

Western Quails. The excellent life history work on California and ‘ 

gambel quails needs to be tested in practice. ‘The sealed quail needs to be 

extended at least through the third stage. ‘The management of all these western 

quails will probably be found to be basically limited by overgrazing, and 

can make headway no faster than range conservation makes headway. To this end, 

however, it will be of great value to know in detail just how livestock limits 

the productivity of quail range. ‘the Oregon and Texas units are starting work 

on these species, 

Bobwhite, ‘The main need is to get existing knowledge into practice. 

The Alabama, Connecticut, Iowa, and Texas units will be attempting this.
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It is urgent that the basic studies of population vulnerability ahd 

range carrying capacity, under way since 1924 in Georgia and since 1929 in 

Wiseonsin and Iowa, be contimed, They are disclosing fundamental laws 

probably applicable to all gallinaceous birds, 

The degeneration of bobwhites in New England has never been explained. 

The Grouse, All the grouse are harder to manage than quails, due 

largely to the cycle. Hence the emphasis so far given to basic scientific 

work, and the lack of emhasis on testing of techniques. So mech land, 

however, is now coming into public ownership, and so mch grouse range is 

being modified by CCC crews, that tests of technique should be no longer 

delayed, 

The loss by fire of the accumlated results of the Wiseonsin Prairie 

Chicken Investigation calls for the repetition of this work. 

Except for going ruffed grouse work in New York and Minnesota, and 

some incidental work in the Utsh and Virginia units, the whole grouse 

research field is still vacant. ‘The western grouse, in particular, have 

never been studied, : : 

Turkeys. Until the Texas and Virginia units started turkey work, 

this important bird was almost entirely overlooked by research, The south~ 

western or Merriam turkey still remains untouched by science, 

This is a pity, especially when millions of acres of southern 

forests are being purchased and modified for forestry purposes with no 

guidance as to how those modifications will affect the turkey crop. : 

The large volume of semi-scientific work on the artificial propagation 

of turkeys is so far largely mllified by the lack of pure wild stock. 

Thansnn’ sod Junencian. Despite the near-completion of the preliminary 

research (see Fig, 3) on these species, mech remains to be done. In pheasants,



Fig. 3: Status of Research 
Farm, Forest, and Range Game 

1, Fragnents 2. Factors 3. Techniqres 4. Scientific 
only Weighed (Life Tested Base 

History Svc) aX SDClC 

Gambel Quail COREE FEILER EES 

Sealed Quail xxxx 

Mountain Quail CXXXXEEKK LK ELK KENNA ELK 

Ruffed Grouse Be Foon San Bente ee Sor 

Prairie Chicken xxx SOO 

Sharptail Grouse xxx XXXXXEX 

Sagehen =xx 

Blue Grouse 

Rastern Turkey = 

Merriam Turkey 

Ringneck Pheasant CXEXMAKAAAAAAKKLAAELE KALA AEE EAE KEEN KERE RENEE 

Eungerian Partridge CXUNRXXAAAAKAKANANNEREAAAAKEKE KEES 

Cottontail ; XXXKKXX i 

Whitetail Deer XXXXMKAXAAAAKAANTE Xxxxxk 

Mule Deer CLXAKAKA AANA AAA SAA NA LLENRK AK AANKS 

Blacktail Deer =xxx 

Pronghorn Antelope AXEXKAXAXEAKANAAAK 

Black Bear <x 

Fox Squirrel x=xx 

Gray Squirrel xxx
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there is need of a study to show the spread from shooting preserves, and 

how it differs among sexes, ages, species, and birds of natural vs, artificial 

origin, ‘The seeming recession of population-vigor in Oregon and New Ingland 

needs investigation, It is not impossible that a similar decline might occur 

in the now thrifty stands of South Dakota, Mimesota, and Iowa. The general 

failure of pheasants in the South is still a mystery. ; 

In Hungarians, nobody has ever broken the low-density deadlock which 

prevails from Ghio to Minnesota, and which contrasts so strongly with the 

dense stands of the Canadian wheat belt. ‘he general failure of Hungarians 

in the South is also a mystery. 

Incidental work on pheasants is being done in the ‘Towa unit, but 

there is no full-time worker on Hungarisns since the cessation of the Michigan 

study in 1934, 

Gottontail, ‘Two starts have been made in studying this bulwark of 

the one-galus hunter, only to be dropped before coming to fruition in management. 

New work is now starting in the Connecticut and Iowa units, ‘The ratio of 

research ingurance to popular value is lower in this than in any other wildlife 

species. 

The Deer, In the last decade, research has disclosed one fact about 

deer and other browsing mammals worth a hundred times the total sum ever 

invested in all asnaetabed. It is this: browse-eating game can and 

does ruin its own range, seed-eating game does not, All over the country 

valuable spots of deer range are now threatened with grave injury to both range 

: and deer, ‘These trouble-spots are worst where no predators remain to keep the 

herd in balance with the carrying capacity of its range. Popular sentiment, 

stimilated to value wildlife but not to think in terms of its ultimate welfare, 

always interferes with the prompt adjustment of the se trouble~spo ts. Moreover
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intelligent adjustment demands local knowledge of local food habits which 

so far exists in only a few states. or all these reasons, deer research is 

of critical importance at this time. 

Deer studies are under way in the Alabama, Oregon, Texas, Utah and 

Virginia units, but deer management is still a rarity, and the Pacific coast 

blacktail remains without even a life history study. 

Antelope, the pronghorn is like the waterfowl: many scientists 

have compiled and published observations made incidental to other duties, 

but none hag ever svent a year measuring exactly what happens to a given unit 

of population, Hence we are still unsble to explain why a few antelope remnants 

have increased and eaten themselves out of house and home, while the others 

contime to dwindle and disappear. Undoubtedly livestock competition is the 

main trouble, but just where, when, and through what food plants does it operate?
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Program of Research 
Migratory Geme 

It is a singular fact that the mortality factors have never been 

weighed for a single species of waterfowl, despite the immense importance 

_ Of the resource, and the intense popular interest in its welfare. (Mg. 3 

shows at least seven upland species so meamred,) 

The ink spilled yearly on ducts alone would pay for a respectable 

life history project. 

It is admitted that the ornithological knowledge of waterfowl is 

large, that overshooting and drainage are obvious without research, that an 

exact weighing of mortality is difficult except on the breeding range, that 

international conservation programs mst move more slowly than internal 

ones. Yet it remains true that at least nine big research jobs, each 

ultimately essential to guccess, remain all unfinished and some not even 

begun. ‘They are: 

1. To determine the status and population trend of each species. 

; 2. To weigh the mrtality factors in each species, at least on 
the breeding grounds (i.e., the exact toll of predators, 
disease, fire, grazing, shooting, ete., including the crow 
question). 

3. To study the predictability of drouths, and the possibility 
of mitigating their effects by engineering works, land 

purchases, ete. 

4, fo lay out a continental refuge plan, 

5, To enlarge and extend the study of migratory movements and 
routes, and of the ammal kill, by banding. 

6. To measure the shooting and crippling loss, its relation to 
shooting methods and equipments, and the feasibility of new 
mechanisms for the control and regulation of the kill (euch 
as a possible tag system). 

7. To study duck clubs, their status in the local land economy, 
their balance between damage and benefit to waterfowl, their 

adjustment to shrinking seasons and limits. ‘
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8. To study drainage and power projects and the means of 
coordinating them with waterfowl conservation, 

9. To study the ecology of deenting waters, and the possible 
means of converting the imense area of idle waters north 
of the present breeding belt by chemical fertilization. 

Jobs 1, 4, 5, and 6 belong to the Biological Survey, and are not 

here diseussed, Some are well under way. 

Jobs 2, 3, and 9 lie geographically in Ganada, Such work should ; 

preferably be executed by Canadian scientists, but the international 

« interest in its remlts suggests mtual financing by some cooperative 

mechanign to be mtually worked out. 

Jobs 6 and 7 present the reverse problem; they lie geographically 

in the United States, but with a strong Canadian interest in the results, 

A similar mtuality of treatment is suggested. 

Job & falls naturally to some disinterested body like the National 

Resources Board. 

The most urgent research need is believed to be Job 2, but all the 

others are hardly distinguishable as to urgency. 

Controversy and rivalry are popularly supposed to sharpen wits 

and stimlate ingemity, but the lack of attention to itens like Jobs 7 and 9 

would lead to the contrary impression. 

Job 7: ‘he duck club is on its face an institution premised upon 

"the string" of by-gone days, rather than "the mess" which is clearly the 

limit of future shooting privileges. Most duck clubs, then, mst either 

readjust or go under, But if many clubs should go under, it is equally clear 

that the ducks would suffer a further serious shrinkage in hsbitat. Instead 

of debating clubs in terms of praise or blame, why not study them objectively 

as a problem in land economics and ducks? It should be possible, by such a
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study, to answer at least three questions: (1) What classes of clubs are 

probably unable to adjust? (2) What is the area and cost of their habitat in 

terms of public purchase? (3) What in detail are the adjustments needed in 

other clubs, and what can the public do to hasten their execution? 

Job 9: It has been known for a long time that most species of water- 

fowl do not breed in the arctic lakes, and that the probable reason lies in 

the infertility of their waters, which arises from the infertility of the 

underlying rocks, It has also been known for some years that fish productivity 

of infertile waters can be enhanced by chemical fertilizers. There would 

appear, then, to be a chance for enhancing duck productivity by the same means. 

If so, the possible extensions of range would be large. 

Tampering with the natural ecological mechanism of waters, however, 

is a risky and exceedingly complex operation. It is also obviously an operation 

to be conducted mly by the owner of these waters (Canada), oni at first only 

on an @xperimental scale. Important limitations of cost may develop, also 

possible difficulty in inducing the ducks to occupy new breeding range. Possible 

penalties, such as displacement of native fauna and flora, would also have to 

be watched for. the possible benefits are so large, however, as to warrant 

careful discussion, 

A simultaneous attack on all nine problems would deserve the name of 

an international migratory bird plan. Donated research funds are needed for 

such a plan. Public appropriations are radically insufficient, even for the ; 

jobs obviously suitable only for government agencies.
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Program for 
Fish Research 

It has been realized only during the last decade that there is any 

way to restore fish other than replanting them. ; 

Research for fish management technique is newer and leas developed 

than in geme, but the need is equally great, and the base science available 

as foundation is (as already shown in Fiz, 2) distinetly superior, 

especially the base science on lakes, That for streams is less fully developed, 

The nature of fish management technique is exactly similar to that for 

gemet finding what weak point in the environnent inhpits natural increase 

or cuts down mrvival, and then strengthening that point. 

A research program for fish management differs, however, in the 

availability of strong pre-existing scientific centres, at which basic fish 

science and hatchery problems have long been studied. ‘The following sample 

Y program is stated in terms of problems suitable for such pre-existing centres, 

rather than in terms of particular species to be studied. 

Tish Cropping in Lakes. An immense accumilation of basic data on 

the life and behavior of lakes is ready for use in fish cropping, but its 

conversion for manazement use requires careful experimentation. For example, 

Birge and Juday at Wisconsin have found that fertilization of unproductive 

lakes with phosphates may increase the fish crop by increasing plant foods. 

What is now needed is a series of carefully measured experiments to find out 

where and how this method may be safely and beneficially used, 

Experimental Streams. During the past few years the idea of using 

dams, covers, and other structures to improve the carrying capacity of streams 

has been tried out by CCC crews in many states. ‘The original Michigan 

structures yielded an increase in catchable trout, bat until it is known just
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how the increase comes about, it is not possible intelligently to adapt the 

technique to other states. It is uncertain, for example, whether and how 

the food supply is increased, Until this 1s known, it is not possible to 

judge whether it is best to ji Plice teak oar Dark periods of growth 

; before catching, or small trout for long periods, A series of experimental 

streams, located in various regions and carefully measured and censused, are 

the way to throw light on sch problems. 

Lake and Stream Improvement. The analysis of how structural improvements 

affect the fish population must go hand-in-hand with the further elsboration 

of structural designs and materials. The technique for lake structures needs 

further development, A technique for snall mouth bass streams is especially 

needed, Existing techniques should also be adapted to fit the swift mountain 

streams of the western states, 

Brosion, Siltine, and Pollution. Silting and warming of streams has 

pushed the southern boundary of the trait belt steady northward in the same . 

manner as slick-and-clean farming has pushed the native game birds out of 

their original range. ‘To this shrinkage in fish habitat has been added the 

destruction of reproductive capacity, or even the direct poisoning of adult 

fish, by various forms of pollution. Artificial restocking has masked but in 

no wise reversed this fundamental deterioration in the fish resource, None of 

these basic changes has as yet been adequately measured and analyzed, Until 

this is done the whole fish restoration program mst be a mere dabbling with 

superficialities, The entire budget of the Institute, however large, might 

well be applied to this one problem. ‘the Institute cannot handle it, but by 

opening the public eye it can encourage the constituted authorities to initiate 

a really thorough attack upon it.
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Garp Study. Despite the tons of newsprint anmally devoted to airing 

"opinions and demltory local researches shout carp, there has been no com 
prehensive analysis of the carp problem since 1904, when Cole published his 

"The German Garp in the United States." Still less has there been any 

controlled experimentation to determine the exact manner in which carp 

affeet vegetation, duck feed, or other fish. Garp can be confined and 

observed in underwater pastures in the same manner as cows or sheep, It is 

time for some scientific institution to devote a couple of decades to carp 

and carp control, 

Zish and Power Damg, The best brains in the civilized world are 

being focused on the harnessing of streams for power, storage, navigation, 

and irrigation, but the effect of the harnessing on native wildlife, and 

the means for doveteiling the use of the two resources, receive only the 

ineidental attention of a few overburdened administrators and volunteer 

conservationists, On the heavy side of these already unbalanced scales has 

lately been dumped the crashing weight of work relief on subsidized engineering 

structures, We have imagination enough to employ the idle in pouring concrete, 

but when we seek to employ them in building conservation, they usually end 

up in pouring more concrete, 

One fundamental remedy for this accelerating destruction of biological 

resources is to build up local centres of research in which the biological 

aspect of local engineering works can be developed, and a local opposition to 

ill-considered projects brought into existence. Experience shows that the 

momentum of the rolling pork-barrel is otherwise irresistible. ‘the local 

university is usually the most favorable place for such a development, 

FA Sreaniuation of Fish Research, No bureau corresponding to the Biological 
Joon  garvey in game research is available for administering fish research for the 

Institute, A wider latitude in the use of funds is accordingly necessary. 

For the present, fish projects mst be limited to such universities as are able, 

through previous work, to supervise their own projects.
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Rare Species, Many rare species of fish are threatened with 

extermination, either through destruction of their habitat, or (more 

frequently) through hybridization following artificial stocking of 

closely related forms, The latter is especially true of some of the 

rarer trouts. ‘the preservation of these rare forms requires the same 

kind of systematic inventory and plan as is set forth in a subsequent 

caption for non-game mammals and birds.
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Program for 
Fur Research 

In the early stages of game management, the popular interest in 

artificial propagation or game farming entirely obscured the much more 

important opportunity for management in-the-wild, It is only recently that 

artificial propagation has assumed its proper place as an adjunct to manage- 

ment, a way to get planting stock for depleted ranges, rather than as a 

substitute for management, 

In the early stages of forestry, the popular interest in artificial 

tree planting likewise obscured the more important opportunity for management 

in-the-wild of existing timber stands, 

Fur management in-the-wild is still entirely eclipsed by popular 

interest in artificial fur farming. Wot a single fur animal has as yet been 

subjected to the kind of ecological life history study which mst precede 

the manipulation of the range for wild crop production (see Fig. 2). Some 

states sink a large proportion of their wildlife budget into demonstration 

fur farms, in the vain hope of restocking a range which deteriorates steadily 

from year to year in carrying capacity. ‘This impasse can be broken only by 

a counter-demonstration of the greater returns and lesser costs of management 

in-the-wild. But such a counter-demonstration must be accompanied, as in game, 

by research for technique, 

Some species (mink, for example) play the dual role of furbearer and 

predator. Research is needed to find a rational balance between the two con~ 

flicting interests. , 

Other species (raccoon and fox, for example) play the triple role of 

fufveniren, game, and predator. Others, like the badger and skunk, function as 

furbearer, pest control, and predator. Some important fur species. (muskrat and
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mink, for example) stand in the rele of prey and predator to each other, 

with important external relations to fish and to marsh cover, 

Research with a view to rational cropping or management is needed 

' for each of the following species: 

Yur Pur-Predator Fur-Game-Predator 

Species Species __ Spesion_. 

Muskrat Mink Raccoon 

Beaver Skunk Foxes 

Weasel ; 

Badger 

Ope s sum 

Rare furbearers such as otter, marten, fish, and wolverine are 

in such precarious status that they mst be built up before cropping would 

be justified, Hence they are treated in a later caption as "rare species," 

There follows a single illustration of the research opportunity open 

for each species of the above list. 

Sample Project: Raccoon Manazement, In heavily settled regions, 

raccoons survive in numbersmly where rock outcrops or drain tiles furnish 

caves, or ditch banks furnish deep dens, ‘this in itself indicates that the 

species wuld respond to the restoration of cover in the form of hollow trees. 

It is almost tragic to see a group of enthusiastic farmers, assembled for 

a coon-dog field trial, dragging a tame coon over a "course" for the dogs to 

follow, and then going home next day to cut down the last hollow snag in 

the woodlot which once supported abundant wild coons, It is nearly as tragic 

to watch CCC crews, in the name of forestry, fire control, or roadside 

“improvement,” demolishing snags and down logs oblivious of their possible 

value to furbearers and other wildlife. F
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There is every reason to believe that raccoons would respond to 

food patches and to wild fruit plantings just as quail or pheasants do, 

and to "stream improvement" just as fish do. Those interested in coons, 

while less articulate than the bird-hunters, are equally in earnest about 

their sport, ‘he cash returns to the landowner are even more certain 

than in geme and fish, because of the double value of the crop for both 

fur and sport. It remains only for some enterprising research institution 

to find out the weak points in the local coon range, and to try out practical 

techniques for building up carrying capacity.
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Program of Research 
Non-shootable Game 

i Rare or Threatened Non~game Species 

The emphasis accorded these two classes will be a critical test 

of whether the “conservation public" is capable of supporting a gemine 

wildlife conservation program, or whether it is merely interested in some- 

thing to shoot at or fish for. Wo previous national program has given 

anything more than lip-service to the outstanding esthetic and scientific 

values at stake in these species which, for one reason or another, have 

become too scarce or too localized to afford legal hunting, and are : 

threatened with complete or local extermination, This group includes® 

(exelusive of marine species): 

Wilderness Game Predators or Migratory 

Qther Rare Geme_ Hur Species | Non-Game Birds 

Grizzly Bear Wolf Condor Trumpeter Swan 

Desert Sheep Fisher Ivorybill Wood- Sandhill Crane 

Bighorn Otter pecker Whooping Grane : 

Caribou (in 0.38.) Wolverine Carolina Curlews and 

Sonora Deer Carolina Beaver Parakeet (if other shorebirds 
Peceary Blackfooted Ferret alive) 
Sagehen 
Spruce Partridge 
Masked Bobwhite 
Mearns Quail 

Bach of these species needs, at the earliest possible moment: 

(1) dn inventory of the location, condition, and size of each 
surviving remant. : 

(2) An inventory of lost remnants which might, by restocking 
or otherwise, be re-established. e 

(3) A life-history study aimed directly at isolating the weak 

points at which their position needs strengthening (i.e., 

‘ the environmental factors, including lmnting, which need 

to be controlled to allow the population to build up). 

(4) A program of adjustments in Imnting laws, land-ownership 
or land-use needed in order that the conclusions derived 

from (3) can be applied in management practice. 

(5) dn assignment of each such adjustment to some particular 
public agency capable of carrying it out, and an anmal 

report to the public on the results of its custodianship. 

*Reare fish are treated under the Pish Research caption.
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There is little hope of private initiative in building range for 

rare species, and no time to be lost. Hence item 5 Aims at direct fixation 

of responsibility for each remnant on some public agency. Despite the 

unprecedented expenditures for conservation now being made, hardly a penny 

is being devoted to these species, whereas large sums are being spent for 

roeds, power dams, and other undertakings which directly threaten their 

existence, 

One sauple project is offered as an illustration of the kind of action 

needed for each species on the list. ‘The costs for everything over and above 

planning and research should be obtainable from public appropriations, 

Semple Project: Grizzly Inventory and Plan. There are 11 remnants 

totalling some 1,000 bears in the United States. Six of these contain 10 

animals or less, 1.e., are about to go under, Five remnants seem to have gone 

under in the last decade. 

Bach of the 16 ranges on which remnants are now surviving or have 

been recently lost should be studied by the most skillful men obtainable, and 

@ complete plan drawn for: 

(1) ‘he complete closure of hunting and trapping on all small 
rennants. 

(2) The removal, by purchase or exchange, of all grazing permits 
and ranches on all parts of the grizzly range dmmaged by i 
graging, or hard to protect by reason of the presence of 
stock or herders, 

(3) Provision for compengating stock losses on those parts of 
the grizzly range not evacuated under (2). 

(4) The restocking of the five ranges recently lost. (Planting 
stock to be obtained from the nearest large remnants.) 

(5) the proclamation of “Wilderness Areas" covering the critical — 
parts of each range, (This implies the abandonment of 
= roads and the clomre of "fire trails" to public 
travel.
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(6) The designation of some one public agency (usually 
some local office of the Forest Service or Park Service) 
as custodian of each grizzly remnant, The publication 
of a restoration plan for each remnant, in which each 
projected job is allocated either to the custodian or 
to some designated cooperator. 

(7) Annual progress report at the Wildlife Conference from 
each custodian, including a report on legislation md 
appropriations needed to carry out the plan, 

Sach a procedure would definitely “smoke out” an answer to the question: 

Dees the conservation public really want to conserve rare species, or does it 

merely enjoy talking about it?
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Wildflower Research Program 

In every state in the Union, plants of great esthetic and scientific 

value are becoming rare or being exterminated by reason of the same 

accidental changes in environment as are responsible for the depletion 

of animal wildlife. 

As in animals, a “don't pick" campaign has been the logical first 

move toward a conservation program. As in animals, however, the “don't pick" 

program does not, as a rule, succeed in erreching the shrinkage in the 

resource, No species can persist whose environment is no longer habitable. 

fhe next move ig to examine each threatened species, to analyze its require~ 

ments for reproduction and gurvival, to build out of this knowledge a 

technique of conservation, and to bring this technique to the attention of 

landowners who can apply it. Wildflower conservation can, by such means, be 

spread so that it covers more than a few microscopic public reservations, 

It can be made to become a normal accompaniment of civilized agriculture, 

Those who think it impossible to interest any considereble number of 

farmers in wildflower management simply display the fact that they have never 

entered into the life and thought of a farm community. ‘there exists in many 

farm communities not merely a receptivity to but an actual demand for such ideas. 

No brief list of species to be managed ean be drawn, because of the 

differing floras of various soils and regions, The ladyslippers, however, 

furnish a good example of the need and the opportunity for research work. 

Of this, a single species is selected, 

Semle Project: Sual) White Ladyslipper Study. John Mair was one of 
a long list of naturalists to admire the bemty of this little orchid, once 

abundant in the peaty haymeadows ani marshy prairies of the Lake States, but
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now rapidly shrinking to the status of a rarity. Why shrinking? Nobody 

knows or has ever tried to find out. 

Four "destructive" forces have beon widely applied to its habitat: 

drainage, grazing, fire, mowing, It is highly improbable that all four 

are equally destructive; it is not impossible that some are not destructive 

at all. The separate effects of each could be readily segregated by observing 

survival on areas to which only one or two have been applied. It is also ‘ 

probable that this ladyslipper is associated with other plants which mst be 

present for it to thrive, just as quail are associated with ragweed or ‘burr- 

oaks with prairie grass. The identity of these necessary plant-neighbors 

can be established by systematic observation. ‘he resulting deductions as 

to range requirements could then be tested on sample areas, and if found 

workable, made a 4-H Club project in hundreds of communities,
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Organization and Finance 

In the opinion of the committee, the general soundness of the 

foregoing program is unquestionable. ‘the most probable limitations on 

its success are discussed in the following paragraphs, 

Balance. ‘To command public confidence, eaeh of the diverse com- 

ponents of the conservation movement must be represented in both the work 

to be done and the support civen, The going program, consisting of the 

nine agricultural college units already established, necessarily deals 

mainly with fara game, Oorresponding support for the other classes of 

geme, for fish, for fur, and for non-game species is urgently needed, 

Bapervision. Neither this committee, nor any other committee, can 

directly supervise any large part of this program. ‘the policy is to delegate 

supervision of particular work to agencies especially competent for such 

work, and able to contribute supervisory personnel. Many institutions 

already kmow how to do this work, but simply lack the means for its 

expansion, All going research projects are shown in Fig. 2. 

Bermarked Funds. Particular individuals or groups naturally have a 

special interest in particular classes of wildlife, or particular aspects 

of conservation or species to be conserved, It is believed to be sound 

policy to allow the “earmarking" of funds for particular wrk, subject to 

the approval of the Technical Comittee as to general balance, and subject 

to 2 10 per cent deduction for the support of work on the scientific base. 

Gosts. The arrears in research work are so large that it would 

probably be ina@vigable, even if funds permitted, to undertake all needed 

' jobs simltaneously. A slower program will meke possible the necessary 

weeding among operating agencies and personnel. The following anmal wdget, 

: if inereased progressively from year to year, would arrive,in the course
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of a decade or two, at the "fair start" already defined under "what Research." 

For each project the cooperating agency would be expected, as in the 

eage of the nine units already established, to furnish an equal sua either 

in eash or in contributed services and materials. ‘he total cost, in short, 

would be at least double the sums called for in the budget, 

The budget item for fish should, for reasons already explained, for 

the present be exempted from the requirenent of local "matching" of funds. 

Much of this needed expansion should be obtainable from Congress and 

the states, onee the public has been given a sample of what really vital 

questions research can deal with. The present pemry of research budgets 

is in part a reflection of timidity in selection of projects, 

Wildlife Research Budget 

one Se ee 
Farm, Forest, and Range Gene $20,000 $10,000 $30,000 

Migratory Game 5,000 20,000 25,000 
Fish 1,000 4o, 000 41, 000 

tar 4,000 10,000 14, 000 

Rare or Threatened Animals 5,000 5,000 

er a
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CONSEQUENCES OF DELAY 

We have heretofore depended on laws and appropriations to accomplish 

conservation, 

: It is the opinion of the committee that facts and methods are even 

more important, and ust be developed before laws and appropriations can 

be made effective. 

To develop facts and methods by experience alone will take too long 

and cost too mech, The more valuable forms of wildlife will be gone long 

before trial and error techniques can come to their resoue, 

We particularly emphasize the fact that this program is aimed directly 

at the farmer and landowner, Once give the agricultural colleges a usable 

body of knowledge on wildlife cropping, ani they will not overlook the 

opportunity to tell the farmer about it. If farmer-initiative can once 

get started, conservation practice will no longer be wholly dependent on 

government, as is now the case, ; 

There is, to be sure, no guarantee that the public cares enough 

about wildlife to use research findings even after they become available, 

There is, on the other hand, the certainty that without much findings the 

present conservation will fail. 

We as a committee know of no other way, certainly no other way of 

equal promise, in which to attack the basic problem of conserving “Outdoor 

America,"
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' . duly 17, 1936 

Mr, Heary P, Davie 
American Wildlife Institute ; 
Investment Building 
Washington, D.C, - : 

Dear Henry: 

I enclose the completed draft of "Wildlife Crops--Finding How To : 
Grow Then," 

This is gabject to O.K, by each member of the committee, and I 
am asking them to send you directly (with copies to me) either their 
approval, or such modifications as they wish to make, 

there was a "mix-up" when you wtred me for an early draft. Only 
part of the committee subsequently sent me the "foliage* they were scheduled 
to add in their om words, Hence I had to extewporize from their previous 
letters and memos, P 

I am leaving to your office the job of making finished drawings for 
the charts, I have no draughtenan except myself, I'd like to see prints, . 
however, before cuts are made, the committee way have corrections for the 
spot-maps, 

I am pugzled by your letter of July 13 in which you say: "I believe 
we should include the completed manuscript in our brociure-~at least a con~ 
densation of it,” The MSS, is within what I remember as the limit which you 
set, The meubers of the committee have devoted much time to this job, with 
the understanding that it would be separately published as a research program, 
If there is any doubt about the Institute's ability to go through with this 
understanding, I would like to know about it. Please let me know, 

I'm glad, of course, that the MSS. is favorably received by your 
Directors, but I am anxious to know what they mean to do with it. . 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

P.S, I couldn't make a copy for Bode without running an extra set of carbons. 
Can you please show him your cory? And if you run more, rn oe ee
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f INTRODUCTION 

With the signing of an agreement by State agencies in Ohio, the quota 

set for the first part of the cooperative wildlife research program now under 

way between the Bureau of. Biological Survey and various State agencies is 
complete. The purpose is to find out how to increase, maintain, and use 

wildlife resources, and to show, on trial areas, how facts found by research 

can be given practical application. i 

COOPERATING AGENCIES 

During the past year, funds were obtained by the Biological Survey for 
initiating a program of wildlife research and management in cooperation with 

nine States. These funds are from two sources: (1) Appropriated funds of the 
Survey itself; and (2) cooperative funds furnished to the States by the American 

Wildlife Institute. Those of the Survey are being used to employ and station 
in each State Pp project leader, who will direct the work. Those from the In- 

stitute are used to establish graduate fellowships, to provide assistants in



the work and to meet other expenses. This combined participation amounts to 

$6,200 a year for each ef the nine States in the program. In addition, and 

as a requirement, before undertaking a program in any State, the State game 

department and the land grant college eath agreé to furnish annually for five 

years $6,000 in cash, or in’an equivalent of materials or services that will 

take the place of the specific expenditures that otherwise would have to be 

made from cash funds. 

4 hs SELECTION OF COOPERATING STATES : ; 
f a 

In starting the program, all States were made aware of the opportunity. 

Some were not interested, some found they could not obtain the required funds, 

and in some the various State agencies could not agree to get together. In ’ 

spite of this, there were more States desiring the work than could be handled 

with this year's resources, and it was possible to establish only nine stations. 

The next seléction was therefore made with the gbjective of operating on the .. 

basis of natural ecological units, so that work done at each station would 

have regional application. 

TABLE 1.--States cooperating 

Oregon .....|, Oregon Agricultural Col- |Northern section of |With problems dis- 

lege, Corvallis, Oreg. Pacific coast region] tinctly different 

rr rs i from the southern 

. : H , f Pacific coast zone 

' y ‘ >} and typical of 
Oregon, Washington, 

‘ 
and northern 

, * California. 

Utah........}] Utah State Agricultural Intermountain region |Typical of the 

College, Logan, Utah. problems of Utah, 

Nevada, southern 4 

Idaho, and western 

: Wyoming. s 
¥ 

Texas.......| Texas Agricultural and Eastern section of. ,, 

Mechanical College, | the Southwest region The State of Texas, 

College Station, Tex. in area and scope 

of work is almost 

a region in itself 

but problems worked 
out there will 

| serve most of Texas 

and Louisiana. 

Iowa........| Iowa State College, Northern Mississippi |Typical of problems 

Ames, Iowa. Valley region. for Iowa, eastem 

South Dakota, east- 

, i ern Nebraska, 
southern Minnesota, 

Illinois, and 

-~2- northern Missouri.



TABLE 1.--States cooperating - Continued i: 

State Location of station Ecological region Remarks 

Maine........ University of Maine, Northern section of Wildlife problems 

Orono, Maine, New England region. ‘in,Maine cannot be 

‘compared with 

. those.of.the States 
: , . to“the south. 

we Species and ecology 
are distinctly 

t different. 
: 

Connecticut.. Connecticut Agricultural Southern secjion of Typical problem 

College, Storrs, Conn. New England region. with the rest of 

the New England 

‘ States. 

Virginin..... Virginia Pelytechnic Northern section of While many species 

Institute, Blacksburg, the Southeastern are the same as in 
Va. region. the more southern 

coastal States, 

their ecology is 

distinctly differ- 

ent. The problems 

here will serve 
i Virginia and parts 

of West Virginia, 

. North Carolina, 

: and of South 

Carolina, 

Alabama,..... Alabamg, Polytechnic Southeastern region. Typical of the Gulf 
Institute, Auburn, Ala. 4. States section and 

with problems veny 
distinct from Vir~ 
ginia and serving 
the Alabama, Geor- 
gia, northern 

Florida, and east- 

ern Mississippi 
group. 

Ohio........- Ohio State University, ‘Ohio Valley region. Typical of Ohio, 
Columbus, Ohio. Indiana, and parts 

of Pennsylvania, 

West Virginia, and 

Kentucky. 

sisal at cla iadhisoceiiicemdan aeons ae 

ADMINISTRATION OF PROGRAM 

_ °° +.In administering the work and the funds an advisory committee is set up, 

usually constituted as follows: The project leader and the Survey's field super 

visor represent the Biological Survey and the American Wildlife Institute; the 
executive head of the game department usually represents the State Geme Commis- 

sion; a member of the land grant college experiment station staff (usually the 

head of the Biology Section) represents the college. 
a



_» . Project, Leaders 

Alabama,- H..S«: Peters, Alabama Polytechnic: Institute, Auburn, Ala. ‘ 

Connecticut .— Dr. Paul D. Dalke, Connecticut Agricultural College, Storrs, 

Conn. ; a 
Iowa.- Logan J.i Bennett, Zoology Department, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa. 
Maine.- C. M.. Aldous, University of Maine, Orono, Maine. 

Qhio.~ Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio. (Leader not yet appointed.) 
Oregon.s— Arthur §. Einarsen, Oregon Agricultural College, Corvallis, Oreg. 
Texass+ Dre:W..P. Taylor, Texas A & M College, College Station, Tex. 

. Utah.+:Dre Ds Js Rasmussen, Utah State Agricultural College, Logan, Utah. 

Virginias-~.C..Q. Handley, Biology Department, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 
Blacksburg; Va. 

MANAG cong OBJECTIVES 

Paramount objectives of the program are three: 

Be 1. To carry on such research, and investigation as will furnish 
foundation knowledge upon which to base practical wildlife 

Reo management. q 

2. To establish actual experimental and demonstration areas 
where methods of handling wildlife and environment and methods 
of game management and utilization can be test ed out, and 

p where landowners, hunters, and all others interested in wild-' ~ 

} life production can see examples of such management and utili- 
i gation.: These areas will be conducted under practical land-utili- 

1 zation conditions as they exist in various parts of the country. 

3. To carry on educational work: (1) To make available to the public 

the results of investigations and demonstration; and (2) to pro- 
mote a greater interest in wildlife production and in practical 

methods of making a surplus available for utilization. - 

TYPES OF QUESTIONS NEEDING ANSWER 4 

What are the natural requirements for game and other species? 

; » 
What elements have disturbed the normal balance and occurrence of 

wildlife? Are these disturbances permanent? Where detrimental, what can 
be done to overcome the hariicans? 

After some of these things are known, how can the remedies be applied? 

How can cover and food be produced in sufficient quentity to build up adequate 
surpluses of game species for annual hunting, trapping, and other purposes 

without prohibitive cost? 

What kind of a plan will give the landowmer enough incentive. not only to 
regulate the take but also actually to carry on improvement work that will in- 
crease the surplus that can be taken, and then encourage him to permit hunters 

teas cs eR i



to come on to his place and take it? What relation can game production have 

to land use and income from land? ‘ 

To answer such questions will require extensive research, trial, and 

demonstration. : 

STATE PROGRAMS OF WORK 

There are four chief aims in selecting the programs for the several States 

1. To build the program, including investigational and demonstration 
work, around such needs and problems.as. are found to be of the most pressing 

immediate concern and of the greatest future benefit to the State itself. 

2. To give the problems and the methods of attack such scope as will make 
them applicable to the whole ecological region in which the station is located. 

3. To have ¢ach station eventually work out’ a complete life-history 

study and management practice for some one particular fur, game, or other 

wildlife species and thereby make a major contribution to the literature and 

knowledge of wildlife. : : 

4. To bring each dana of investigation to the ultimate goal of having 

worked out not only the information but the practical method for its applica~ 

tion in solving the problems of perpetuation and utilization of wildlife. 

The outline of the State progtams is intended to give only a general 
idea of what these include. The designation of a "primary" species or problem 
does not indicate that such specics or problem is of greatest importance, but 
simply that it is ths major species for study and management as referred to in 

paragraph No. 3, above. 

Alabama 

Plans for graduate assistants and faculty participation now being 

completed. ' 

A. Investigational. work. , 
1. Mourning dove. i : 

Important game species of the Southeast. 
Little knom of complete life history or successful 

methods of management. : 
Alabama has a good population of both resident and 

migratory doves. 

Study will include with life-history work such phases 
as effects of shooting, proper shooting methods, and 

effective management methods. 

Survey of nesting deves now under way. 

2. Bobwhite quail. 
i Not a complete life-history study. i 

Bes f
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A. Investigational work--Continued 

Purpose to work out adaptations of knom information to 

Alabama conditions. _ % 
Tests of food and cover plants on Alabama soil types-- in 

lr cooperation with Experiment Station farms. ay 
Study of fire ant damage to hatching quail. Fire ants. 

may be. the most important predator on quail in many sections. 

Trial demonstration area (see below). ‘ : . 

3. Turkey. hee 
. . State has had open season on gobblers during breeding season fa 

a .« for some years. Evidence exists of wider polygamy than ; 

ordinarily supposed. Excellent opportunity to study these 
hi phases to supplement Virginia life-history study. They have 

direct bearing.on administration and management practices. 
; Turkey management practice to be studied on a trial demonstration 

areas eae 

: 4. Waterfowl food plants. i ; ; ; 
ae To study food situation and needs for improvements and successful 

ie methods for improvement on the State-owmed refuge area of be 

| 5,000 acres. 

oe In cooperation with Botany Department. te 

t _. Survey work and vegetation studies under way. 

‘5. White-tailed deer. _ be i f 
“Opportunity to study phases of deer problem on large private 

i area as follows: 
a. Evidence that area has been carrying for a number of years 

a mack heavier population than normal. Why, and how has this 

been possible? i y 
E b. Opportunity to get good weight, condition, and growth data 

Mee i : and to correlate them with habitats, population density, 

and other factors. : 
¢. Area incorporates a community hunt and affords opportunity to ’ 

study possibility of utilization of these large private 

holdings by a larger hunting population. : 
Need to work out carrying capacity and control of population h 

density for deer ranges because of evidence of food shortage 

‘ from overbrowsing. 
Study of weights and hunting population gotten under way during 

past winter. 

6. Fox studies. 
; : To gather enough information to round out knowledge of the food 

habits of foxes throughout the year. This to enable intelligent 
management of foxes and determination of what regulations should 

+, control their utilization, and to determine the importance of 

foxes in keeping under control other serious predators of game. 

B. Trial management and demonstration areas. 

1. Use of private preserve area described above under "white-tail deer" 

to show practical management methods and ways of taking the surplus. 
Will be important for turkey as well as deer. Studies now under way. 

7 6-



B. Trial wanogement ond demonstration areas--Contimued 

2. A quail management area to try out field management practice and to 
work out coordination with other land use. In cooperation with 

private landomers. Area being selected. 

C. Educational work, 

Detailed plans for educational work not completed. 

_ Gonnecticut 

Two graduate assistants have been chosen and will report for duty soon. 

One specialist is at work on statistics. One WPA project has been organized for 

statistical study. 

A. Investigational work. i 

1. Eastern cottontail. 
The primary species for the Connecticut program. An extensive 

life-history and management study, pointing especially toward 

development of management methods that can be coordinated with 
agricultural practice. 

The Lebanon Township regulated shooting area now being organized 
for use in making these studies (see below). 

2. Correlation of existence of game populations with cover types. 
To determine what the factors in various types or combinations of 

types are that ecntrol the presence or absence of game, fur, ‘and 

: other wiljlife species. 
To determine how far a type study can be used as an indicator of 

existing wildlife populations. 
To determine whether such information can be developed into simpler 

methods of estimating game populations for use by landowmers, game 
officials, and others, in regulating the take and in carrying on 

‘ management work. 

Preliminary type mapping and vegetation studies now under way. 

3. Planting tests of sceds and plants to determine best food and cover 
plants for the New England section and the most practical methods of 
establishment, handling, and maintenance. Preparations under way 

for seeds and plant materials for spring planting. ; 

4. Statistical study of game reports. 
State has accummlated a large number of hunters! reports. Excellent 

opportunity to study: (1) The value of reports and uses to which they 
can be put in working out administrative problems of game department; 

(2) value in pointing the way to intelligent regulations; and (3) 
simpler methods of making use of these large accumulations of data 

by selected sampling, 

A specialist is now at work on this study and a WPA project was 

organized to assist in the study. 

oh ie



B. Experimental demonstration and management areas. 

1. Connecticut Agricultural College Farm. 

To be used for intensive investigational work on quail and rabbits. 

2. Lebanon Towmship area, approximately -5,000 acres. 
Being organized now as a regulated shooting area under control of 

State Board of Fisheries and Gane. a 

Principally for rabbits and quail, probably some grouse. ; 

Chief purpose to study and develop practical management methods for 

increasing wildlife populations in cooperation with farmers and 
to work out more satisfactory hunter-farmer relationships. 

Cover type map completed. : 
Sixteen rabbits liberated in January. 

' 3. Grouse area. : 
Final selection of area not yet made. : : 
To serve as a demonstration of know management practices for 

ruffed grouse. 

C. Educational work. Y i 

f Instruction during annual Farm and Home Week. ne ig 

ie Programs for 4-H €lub work. 
Training work for game officials. ‘ 
Other plans not completed. 

Lowa 

In considering the Iowa program it should be borne in mind that a 
cooperative arrangement for research and demonstration work very similar to 

the present one has been in effect in the State for three years. The results 

attained should offer encouragement to those States just starting such programs. 

i One full-time wildlife extension specialist at work on educational pro- , 
gram. Two graduate students at work on research and demonstration areas. One 
full-time wildlife research man employed by Experiment Station in addition to 
project leader. Generous amount of regular college staff participation. Total 
amount of participation by Iowa State College will be approximately $12,000 to ‘ 

$15,000. 

A. Investigational work. 

1. Ecology of the muskrat. 
The primary species contribution for Iowa. A life history and 

ecological study by Dr. Paul Errington. The muskrat is probably 
the most important of all our fur bearers, but certain phases of 

life history are practically unknown. 
Considerable data already worked out on this problem and these 

point way to importance of attacking it in two chief environmental 

types: (1) Iowa marshes; and (2) small streams. 
Work started in summer of 1935 and now under way. 

sored Ge



A. Investigational work+-Contimed 2 i 

2. Western cottontail rabbit. ' i 
To continue work already under way by member of college faculty. 

; To develop more accurate censusing technic; to evaluate cover} 

to learn breeding potential and study decimating factors such 
as. Cisease, parasites, etc.; to study methods of transplanting 
rabbits. } salt ; 

Studies have been continuing throughout the winter. : 

3. Analysis of environmental’ carrying capacity for wintering bobwhite quail. 

. © Continuation of work of Dr. Paul Errington to determine: (1) What 

: factors govern habitability of a territory for given number of 

: birds, and (2) whether certain habitats have strategic importance 

in affecting winter survival of concrete numbers of birds. 

Of immediate importance in management work. ! 
Studies under way. : } 

4, Duck studies. 
Continuation of work under way by project: leader, Logan J. Bennett. 
Objectives: (a) To determine what constitutes: adequate nesting 

cover for certain of the ducks; (b) to study nesting concentrar 

tion: (c) to study relation between nesting ducks and nesting 

pheasants; (d) to find out if pheasant production on restored 
waterfowl areas might be made to pay cost of waterfowl nesting 

i program; (e) to study increase of nesting in restored areas; 
' (f) to study food habits and requirements of young ducks; and 

(g) to work-out a sound waterfowl prov ran for Iowa. 
Studies have been in progress for three years and are continuing. 

Intensive work will be taken up again in the spring. Several pa- 
pers on results to date have been presented. 

5. Coot studies. ; 
Purpose: To work out enough life history and ecology information to 

form a practical basis for management. Species is still plentiful, 
but game value in this section just. beginning to be appreciated, 
and intelligent management should begin before depletion. 

Studies will include: Relation of coot nesting to nesting of 
ducks, grebes, terns, and other aquatic birds: related aquatic 

plant growth and population studies; juvenile, mortality studies; 
' correlations with mskrats and densities of aquatic plants. 

Work will start in spring of 1936. 

6. Parasites and diseases of wildlife, emphasizing pheasants, quail, wild f 

* ducks, and rabbits. ; 
Work will be done by present members of veterinary and zoology 

staffs. 

B. Trial management and demonstration areas. 

1. Quail areas. 

Tvo areas have been established in Decatur County in cooperation 
with farmers to find outs (1) How quail can be produced on private 
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B. Trial management and demonstration areas--Continued 

lands on a practical basis; (2) how to regulate the take; (3) how to 

compensate the landowmer for his work in raising quail; and (4) how 

to fit quail management into'the agriculture of the region. 

First area, approximately 4,200 acres, with 22 farms. A paid shoot- 

ing area, with farmer agreements to carry out certain specified 

Management practices. A graduate student resident on the area to 

supervise the work and keep records of all revenues from quail, 

fur bearers, and other sources. 

Second area, approximately 2,100 acres, with 11 farms. Rental of . 

10 cents per acre per year paid farmers from cooperative funds for 

public shooting rights, with’ requirements that farmers carry out 

certain management practices. The resident graduate student on ) 

first area is supervising this area also and keeping records of ; 

returns, and other data. Hope is to find out whether such a plan 

will prove economically sound for a game commission and how much 
improvement work a farmer can be expected to put in for the rental 

paid. 
In both areas ecological studies and studies in relations of quail 

to other wildlife are being conducted. 

2. Pheasant areas. 
Two areas proposed, one having approximately 6,500 acres, with 23 

farms, now organized. Farmers have agreed to charge $1 a day for 

shooting rights and to carry out specified management practices. 
Area organized in territory where plan has endorsement of pro- 
gressive sportsmens' group. A graduate student resident on the 

area who is also carrying on winter mortality studies, studies 

on relationship to other species, and studies on reasons for 
limitations in increase of Hungarian partridge. 

C. Educational work. ‘ 

Wildlife Extension Project has one full-time extension specialist in 
charge and is emphasizing junior activities. Work has been under i 
way for three years, during vhich time 7 mimeographed booklets on h 

wildlife recognition and care have been published, with over 100,000 
circulation. Fifty radio addresses have been given and talks and 

field demonstrations given to 7,000 juniors. 7 

1936 program calls for publication of five wildlife bulletins: Winter 

Birds, Game Birds and Their Management, Spring Birds, Waterfowl, and 

Iowa Fishes. The first of these has been printed. The Game Bird 

bulletin is nearly ready for the press. 
In addition to publications the other lines of effort will be continued, 
Mats have been prepared of the bird pictures for use of newspapers 

over the State. 
A four-day training school for the conservation officers of the State : 

Conservation Commission has been held. 
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Maine OR ea le i 

Maine is the last State, except Ohio, to.get program under way. The 
project leader has been on the job only a short time, Final program has not 

been decided upon. Important problems for which Maine affords excellent oppor- 
tunity for study and around which final program is. likely to be built are; 

1. Woodcock as a primary life-history study: species. 

2. Problem of forest-game relationships and methods for practical 
coordinated management. Good trial and demonstration area avail- 

able. ‘ ; ‘ 

3 Moose, especially with reference to moose diseases. 

4. Negotiations have practically been completed for an assistant to 
the project leader. Graduate student assistance has not yet been 

employed. i ! 

5. University of Maine has completed plans for a four-year wildlife 
undergraduate course. Because of the high percentage of forest 
lands in the State and the close association of all wildlife 
‘work with forestry, thé work is being coordinated with the 
Forestry School. 

Ohio me 

The Ohio agreements have been so recently completed that while organiza- 
tion of the program is now under way, no details cum be reported on at this time. 

Oregon ; a, 

One graduate student at work on research projects. Six undergraduate 
students employed for special problems. Generous participation by college 

teaching and extension staffs. i 

A. Investigational work. 

1. Small game problems in the Willamette Valley, 
Mountain quail now present in only fraction of original numbers. 

; Blue grouse are rare. Chinese pheasants are on downhill grade. 
Fur bearer importance and potential possibilities not know. 

Purposes of problem: (1) To determine whether environment, disease, 
predator reletionships, and other biotic factors are responsible 

for decrease of wildlife; or whether responsibility lies with 
lack of control, poor regulation and management, or other non- 
biotic factors; (2) what can be done to remedy the situation; and 

: (3) particular attention will probably be given to blue grouse. 
Plans call for comprehensive program of field observations, censuses, 

banding work and environmental type studies, with the East Farm 

and Granger Farm of Oregon State College as intensive study areas. 

‘ as



A. Investigational work--Continued 

2. Study of Oregon deer problem. 
Three species in Oregon. Shooting limited to bucks. Evidence points 

: to shortage of bucks in sex ratio and resultant decrease in popu- 

“lation. Deer abundance varies greatly in various districts--Why? 

Deer and small game licenses furnish largest part of game admin- 

istration funds. Same management policies are required. 
Work will be in nature of State-wide study, with special emphasis 

on consequences of the buck law, > 

3. Life history and management of Oregon antelope. 
A long-time, primary-species, life-history study for the State, ts 

pointing toward intelligent regulation and management recommendations 

and giving special attention to the relation to agriculture and 
grazing. 

4. Diseases and parasites of wildlife. 
, A supporting study for the other lines of investigation, 

B. Trial management and demonstration areas. 

One typical demonstration unit to be established to study: 

1, Wildlife production possibilities in conjunction with 
regular farm procedure. 

: 2, Advantages to private landowners in wildlife production. 
Special attention to intelligent handling of present farm 

and livestock predator problem. 

C. Educational work. 

Program of educational work must be built up gradually. Progress re- 

ports to be important in this. 

Plans have been worked out with State Extension Service. 
Series of contacts under way with county agricultural agents. Con~ 9 

ferences held in districts in Willamette Valley. Clackamas County 

agent very active and effort to be made at county economic conference 

to put entire county under game management. - 

. Oregon State College has a four-year undergraduate course in wildlife. 
, A "Ding Darling" club has been organized with students in this course 

as nucleus, but with intent to bring together students, faculty members, 

- research workers, and others from other courses and branches of work 
to discuss interrelationship of wildlife with other subjects and to 
create cooperative interest in wildlife in the allied fields. Sug~ 

gested by Oregon that this become national. 

_ Research unit has worked out a plan for use of undergraduates in wildlife 

course during summer periods and at other times to gather data and carry 

on some of the studies. Involves careful plan of examination and se- 

lection of workers. 
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Texas 

One of the newer States to start work, and program not finally deter- 
mined. The project leader and one assistant now on the job. Following 

program under tentative consideration. 

A. Investigational work.. 

1. Western bobwhite quail. 
Persistent demand for introduction of Mexican bobwhite. Indica- 

tions that where introduced demand for female native bobwhites 
increases, 

ae Laboratory tests of results of crossing native and 

Mexican bobdwhites. 
b. Field check tests on crossing native and Mexican bobwhites. 

; c. Percentage of winter losses among bobwhites. 

2. Deer and turkey management, with such life-history and ecological 

studies as are needed to produce sound management practice 
recommendations. 

3. Systematic phenological study of plants of Walker County to support 

the county-management program. 

' 4, A number of other phases of work are under consideration, among them 

the possibility of major life-history study for peccary., antelope, 

or vhite-winged dove. 

B. Trial management and demonstration areas. 

1. Wildlife production in Walker County. Purpose: To determine possi- 
bilities of surveying, censusing, planning, organizing, and carry- 

ing out a game and fur management program with a county as a unit. 

Emphasis to be placed on benefits to landowners through utiliza~ 

tion of wildlife crops. . 

2. Establishment of demonstrations in wildlife management practice on 

Texas A & M College grounds. 

C. Educational work. 

Program being developed. 

Utah 

Parts of Utah program are well under way, but complete plan of work and 
final program not yet determined. One special assistant for range studies, 

one graduate student, and one undergraduate on special problems now at work. 
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A. Investigational work. 

1. Life history and management study of mule deer. A primary species study. 

Particular. emphasis on relation of livestock grazing to the species 
and development of a practical coordinated plan of management. 

An assistant especially qualified to study range phase is now at 

work on range census and winter studies. 

2. Life history and management study of sage grouse. i” 

Plan of work being draw up. : : 

3. Survey of sharp-tailed grouse. f 
Most of work finished as master's thesis by a graduate student. 

Distinct correlation to remnants of primitive grassland show. 
Report written up and submitted for thesis and degree. 

4, Beaver survey. 
A problem exists in the matter of overabundance in certain. locali- 

ties, and lack in others. Survey to find these localities and 
bring about a more equable distribution and to determine allow- 

able take by trapping. 

5. Fish studies. ean 
To complete work started by: the project leader at previous date. 

Concerns chiefly indications of rate of growth and age by scales. 

B, Trial demonstration and management areas. — _ f 

Not finally selected. 

C. Educational work. ; 

Program not completed. ‘ 
4-H pheasant rearing project conducted during past year. The 4-H Club 

members hatched 48 percent of the eggs furnished them and raised 51.8 3 
percent ofthe birds hatched. 

Virginia 
’ ‘ r 

The first State to get a project leader appointed and a program under wy. 
Three graduate students and ene part-tine assistant are now engaged on the 
program. Generous faculty participation, including ono botanist half-tine. 

A. Investigational work. ; 

1. Wild turkey. 

Primary life-history and management study. Points for special en- 

phasis will be: Relation to quail and grouse; disease of wild 
turkey; method of increasing production by mating tame hens with 
wild gobblers; and management and "harvesting" practice. ‘ Work is 
under way. 
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A. Investigational work--Continued ; 

2. Quail. souk ER RIES ; 
Studies chiefly to adapt known information to Virginia conditions 

and to work aut food and cover planting and practical management 

‘practice. Work is under vay. ; 

3. Grouse and deer. 
Same as.for quail. 

4 Birds of Virginia. : \ 
Completion of study under way for several years to gather infor- 

mation on distribution, abundance, and nesting and other habits 
of Virginia birds. ; y 

Field work well along. Publication of annotated list this year. 

Later publication on Birds of Virginia. ; 

5. Fox studies. 

Completion of studies already under way by project leader in coop- 

eration with Bureau of Biological Survey. Particular purpose to 

determine relation to predation on game birds and relation to 
control of other natural enemies of birds. Publication may be 

made on this during first year. | 

6. Elie in Virginia. a 
Large expenditures made for introductions, and demands for more; 

. but evidence is that plantings have not been successful. Pur- | 

pose! To determine why, and whether further money should be 

spent on elk. 
One part-time assistant has been arranged for to make these : 

studies this year. 

7. Plants of Virginia. 
Member of Botany Department assigned half time to make survey 

and collections of plants of Virginia and to study ecology 

with special reference to occurrence of wildlife food’and 
cover plants, and to form background for game management 

practice. Work now under way. 

8. Crows, 
A short-time minor project to finish work on a method of 

epow control. 

B. Trial management and demonstration areas, 

1. Blacksburg Area. 
College grounds to be nucleus of area and to serve as laboratory 

for intensive quail management studies. Surrounding area of 
private land to be organized as management area for regulated 
take. Special study of use of preserve as reservoir of supply 

for surrounding area, 
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B. Trial management and demonstration aheat-—Continued 

2. North River Area. 
In George Washington National Forest. : 

For deer, turkey, and’ some quail. -~ 
Part to be a refuge; remainder to'be public shooting area 

under regulations, he 

Purposes: 
(a) To study value of refuge reservoir on public area. » 
(b) To demonstrate and try out management practices. 
(ec) To determine whether returns from hunting privileges 

on public land can be made to carry costs of game r 

management. { 

3. Mountain Lake Area. ' penn ; 
In George Washington National Forest. i 
Purpose chiefly to have area nearer college for intensive 

studies on method of producing turkeys with use of tame hens 

and wild gobblers and for intensive management studies for grouse 

j and Geers. ce Cree 

4, Buckingham County ‘Area. 
Cooperative with Resettlement Service. 
To be managed as game~producing unit, with charges for hunting 

privileges to cover cost of administration. Probably a crop- 

2 share plan with selected farmers; to maintain quail environ- 

_ ment and help carry operating costs. 

C. Educational work. : ; 
* 

Educational work for present to be concentrated on following: 

1. Wildlife work at county agents! conferences. 
2, Wildlife work at district game wardens! conferences. W 
3. Series of lessons during annual Farm and Home Week. 
4, Three-hour credit course in biology curriculum, given by : 

assistant. CAN : 
e 
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(Continued from January-February Issue) 

cant ee dene pics ietepen aaa eigen tard is the major species for study and manage- _ seribed above under “white-tail deer” will 

set-ups in nine land grant colleges under the joint ment as referred to in paragraph No. 3, be important for turkey as well as deer. 

Ua maeen of. Magica Sicty. aad ike fie above. 2. A quail management area to try 
coer he seen pee elie Alabama management practices in coordination 
gives in more detail the wpecite work! of exch of Plans for graduate assistants and facul- with other land use. 
iese— EDITOR: ’ ty participation now being completed. C. Education. 

A. Investigation. Detailed plans for educational work not 
HERE are four chief aims in se- 1. Mourning dove. Life history study. completed. 

lecting the programs for the sev- 2. Bobwhite quail. Not a complete Connecticut 

eral states. life-history study, but, experimental man- Two graduate assistants have been chos- 
1. To build the program, including in- agement will be practiced on a trial dem- en. A specialist is at work on statistics 

vestigational and demonstration. work, onstration area. (Sce below.) and a WPA project has been organized 

around such needs and problems as are for statistical study. 
found to be of the most pressing immedi- A. Investigation. 

ate concern and of the greatest future mel A ‘ 5 
Wenelibito aie stata aiselt 1. Eastern cottontail. An extensive 

ca fh life-history and management study. 
2. To give the problems and the meth- —— 3 Conelati ® use tanie eee 

ods of attack such scope as will make them ) om 1 ane aan S ‘ nae ae Stee 

applicable to the whole ecological region . popu ae Over Bee: 
in whieh the etalon Ge located vy] 3. Planting tests of seeds and plants 

8. To have each station igaeaitally “ So as to determine best food and cover plants 
h ch stati tually j pe ake oe é 

work out a complete life-history study and yA J ae the New England Met ae and the most 
management practice for Pe Sn par- x \ : practical methods of establishment, hand- 

ticular fur, game, or other wildlife species 4 , | . Oe os Cec eee eailane ver 

and thereby make a major contribution \ < f eer ne : an ee 
to the literature and knowledge of wild- ‘)" 4 Op nun yore, Tapers: 

life. “ a) . Pe B. Demonstration. 

4. To bring each line of investigation 1. Connecticut Agricultural College 
: . Mar ™, aT oy Por investi is 

to the ultimate goal of having worked out 3. Turkey. Turkey management to be Farm. To be used for investigational 
not only the information but the practical studied on a trial demonstration area. work on quail and rabbits. 4 
method for its application in solving the 4. Waterfowl food plants. To study 2. Lebanon Township BIER SBD DES 
problems of perpetuation and utilization food situation and needs for improvement. mately 5,000 pores: Being organized as 

of wildlife. 5. White-tailed deer. Opportunity to ” regulated shooting a under control 
The outline of the state programs is study phases of deer problem on large of State Board of Fisheries and Game to 

intended to give only a general idea of private area. study and develop practical methods for 
what these include. The designation of a 6. Fox studies to enable intelligent '™¢Te@Sns wildlife in cooperation with 
“primary” species or problem does not management of foxes. farmers and to work out more satisfactory 
indicate that such species or problem is B. Demonstration. hunter-farmer relations. 
of greatest importance, but simply that it 1. Use of private preserve area de- (Continued on page 30)



24 AMERICAN WILDLIFE 

: than that generally recognized regarding 
On the Nature of Stone W alls * their useful function in keeping cattle out 

of the tilled fields. As they grew older 

BY DR. H. P. K. AGERSBORG they became, little by little, permanent 
home sites for many species of mammals, 

National Park Service birds, reptiles, and amphibians, many 
species of which lost their homes by the 

: R ; . tilling of the soil. 
NE of the most interesting stories The stones were even so plentiful that ie ‘ 

Q on natural history can be told re- walls could be built around the entire as bi ee ee 

garding stone walls and their re- estate, tilled and untilled,—thus came in- ee fe nS aia a this j lopsided 
lation to wildlife on abandoned farmlands to being thousands of miles of heavily eh a nee Re a me 
in those parts of our country which were labored stone walls created indeed by ae a was Rae oe dint gue a 

first settled by the white man. Aside necessity but by willing hands, strong vee, Se ee Fae ee oink of 

from the réle such walls now play and backs yet weary Gubstull oBehopar and er that old atone walls are aheial 

have played for a long time as homes for courage! obstructions it may be pointed out that 
various species of mammals, birds, rep- Whenever I see a stone wall, whether the modern high-heet flapper-visitor might 

tiles, amphibians, et al, there is a human on land still occupied by human inhabi- 1.5¢ care for the park much more if the 

side to those walls which is very touching, tants, or on an abandoned farm I cannot stone walls were removed. However, if 
and interesting historically, as it displays help but think of the men, women, and jatuyal trails were to be made so as to 

something of the life of the early settlers children who in the early morning of our  piseet old stone walls it would be a small 
in this country, and also portrays, in part, country’s history ereated them! I vision jnatter to open the stone wall at such 

something of the habits and customs com- these people labor, hear them talk, feel places—but that would not necessitate the 
mon to the people of the lands whence their backaches, hear the pleasant tones complete removal of the walls. 

the early settlers came. of the dinner bell and in the dusk of fin the removal ctnlde tore walla ccome 

The immensity of the task; to assemble evening the call for supper and rest! I o¢ which have been for many generations 
rocks and to lay them rock-upon-rock, seem to feel the joy of the elders as they sell covered with vegetation, many im- 

mile after mile, through woodland, glens, looked back on a finished day, a finished portant and highly cetereatin > species of 

meadows, and valleys, over knolls and job—as their life day came near to its jyimals, such oes enascle ance chip- 
hills, rocks and rills—stone on stone! close—the blending of melancholy and inks eo hinds. and me eos 
baffles the onlooker of a lazy, restless and _ satisfaction over a victory won over nature jaye again heon nde homeless, ates 
yet impatiently busy machine age. Every in the wild—at first unfriendly, but at ino land betama fered sancens side 

stone or rock represents literally streams ast assuring of bread, home and life, a of the walls and deforested and heavily 

ee oe fee wna: future for the children pastared Q ihe otter sid, the atone erie 

8 y 8 sr became valuable home-site loci unsur- 
from early morning ’til late at night, But the clock has turned long past the passed by anything on either side; no 

broken plowshares,, bent and broken har- honr—the elders gone, the children gone wonder, therefore, when they were re- 
row points, stone-worn sleighs—stones at a]so-—the house, the old homestead aban- pee inee for een le! Gul ancartah New, 
first fresh from the soil, now moss and  qoned and in decay—but the stone walls York park, weasels, jumping mice, ete., 

lichen bedecked, vine entwined and cov- still standing, telling their vivid human seemed to be ari more frequent than 

ered in the shades of shrubs and trees— story of days gone by! before. To think that the park was lit- 
all, individually and collectively, telling a In the long interim, the stone walls have erally overrun by these and a great need 

story of a great and sacred past. become permanently a part of the land- existed for the reduction of their num- 

The early settler knew how to labor scape, at first a curiosity for the denizens bers, was evidently based on the fallacious 
and he was not afraid to tackle, by his  4¢ the field and woods, an unfriendly bar- notion held concerning old stone walls in 
willing hands, hard and heavy tasks. The  ioy to boas, bavis, and eapra—but a serv- the first place. If we had not stopped 
primeval forest he hewed down for build- ant to the ereators—and then little by lit- the extensive trapping which was in- 
ing his home, for fuel and for lumber {19 the home of many a beastie—who, augurated in parks where stone walls had 
which he shipped to far off ports. Some- sobbed of legitimate homes beneath moss been removed, perhaps certain species 
times he hewed down the forest only to ang tangled forest carpet, amongst stones would have become pretty searce, if not 
burn it to give room for fields. Beneath and twigs, moss and grass, tree and actually exterminated. 

the carpet around the feet of the hewed  <hrubs, finally found a haven secure, even In most cases, stone walls should not 
down forest he found, in many cases, 4 ove wonderful than their ancient God- be removed. The historical reasons 
mass of stones. The forest having been given homes!—The stone walls became a should be a sufficient argument for their 
eut, the stumps removed, he still had to Gefnite habitat, useful to many species. retention in parks. The biological réle 
tackle tons upon tons of stones before In many of our State park areas, these which they play is only another reason 

he could realize a ground suitable for stone walls might have been handled in a why they should be left intact. They are 
crops needed for himself and family. 50 jotter spirit of appreciation of their not barriers to any wild native species of 
he dug and dug, plowed and plowed, and meaning, historically, economically and animals. Tenderfooted humans may be 
dug and plowed—stones accumulated in- biologically; one might even add, spirit- helped by being provided, in certain in- 

to cairns, and mounds—so BLAnY. of them ually, because it is impossible to realize stances, with a break through them. Such 
that much acreage of potential soil was the historical significance of these stone breaks should be carefully healed by fac- 
covered. Fences were needed to keep cat- walls without feeling in some degree a ing the ends in the cut with the surface 
tle out of pricelessly earned fields. So the sense of the spiritual, too. stones of the part removed. The old stone 
moving of the numerous piles of stones Biologically they have played an im- walls embody many things of human in- 
served a double EERO S (1) The field portant réle, perhaps unknown to the terest. Although they are man-made, and 
would be walled off against cattle. (2) average citizens; economically their main apparently have served their original pur- 
The field would be free from otherwise task has probably been fulfilled. Socio- pose, they still have values, economic, 
useless mounds of stones. logically they one time represented a de- historical, cultural and biological, that 
german ‘ gree of finished solidarity. The bioeco- cannot be replaced where they are re- 
stone eae teens in tate eric amen’ 0 old nomic signficance has been much more moved.
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controlled spread of the smelt sounds a more than overbalance this benefit. Ex- The suecess which fish management can 

warning against unintelligent fish man- tensive harm might conceivably be done attain in achieving its objective of in- 

agement. by planting any of these food organisms creasing the supply of game fish is being 

The need for forage fishes and the value in new waters. Whether the harm ac- greatly limited by the small number of 
of stocking them where absent is well complished by the introduced organism investigators in this field. A very few 

shown in connection with the use by will overweigh the benefit it will provide men, mostly burdened with other duties, 

Towa of shallow lakes as pike-perch nurs- as food for game fishes is diffieult to pre- are striving to bring aquiculture into line 
eries. Enormous productions of fine dict in advance, or even to determine with agriculture, the problems of which 
fingerling and older pike-perch have been afterward, because the question involves are being constantly attacked by a veri- 
attained, when these lakes were supplied a fine and complex balance. In general, table army of investigators. In order to 
with forage fishes. After the minnow I believe, the effect will prove to be bene- solve such problems as the one that we 
population was destroyed by the pre- ficial. have discussed,—how to increase the nat- 
dacious young pike-perch, the minute or- All of these problems clearly call for ural food supply for the fishes in our 

ganisms ordinarily fed upon by the min- more information, more research. These lakes and streams,—we need several fresh- 

nows increased inordinately, finally dying problems of food relations are much more water fishery experiment stations, and. 
so suddenly and in such abundance as to difficult for the investigator in fish man- several score of researchers. 
deplete the oxygen and kill the pike-perch. agement than for the researcher in game Weluinemenely more thenemerbered 
Success has again been obtained after re- management. Nearly all freshwater f 

a ‘ ' with these problems. We can record a 
stocking these lakes with forage fishes. fishes, including most forage fishes, and 

i : . moderate amount of research on the 
Some forage fish stocking has been even a very large proportion of the mi- g 

2 es a : problems of natural trout food and its. 
done in Michigan. Several species of nute, invertebrate food organisms, are to Bhs one sea 

a =. é production; seattered statistical re- 
minnows have been planted in lakes de- some degree predators, at least on fish 3 Z 

: f searches into the natural production of 
ficient in food for large game fishes. At eggs and fish fry.. Almost all game mam- : , : 

= 2 E food organisms in lakes and streams; 
least a small measure of suecess has been mals and birds on the contrary are herbiv- x 

cote . is very little study on the methods of in- 
indicated. Mr. Gerald P. Cooper, who orous: moose, elk, deer, sheep, mountain . ; " 
5 mercy c i 4 creasing the food supply; almost nothing 
is contributing a discussion on the im- goat, rabbit, pheasants, quail, grouse, aes A 5 

‘ 5 ‘ on the possibilities of increasing the nat- 
portance of forage fishes in this session, nearly all valued ducks, for example, feed ; A 

Z z ural food by planting food organisms; a 
has found that the Great Lakes shiner, on plants, have a very simple food eycle 2 

6 2 i : : few good researches left disconnected, un- 
which has been experimentally introduced and do not eat one another. Fishes in ‘i eae 2 

5 ‘ f f coordinated and unapplied; a dribble 
into some of our smaller lakes, is repro- contrast take part in extremely varied here tandtardeibble there 

ducing in some of the inland waters. and extensive food chains, complicated by i ye : i 
Should it be found that this fish will ad- such relations as that of the pike-perch Instead of establishing a chain of in- 
just itself to and multiply in certain types feeding on suckers which in turn feed on terior research laboratories to facilitate 
of interior lakes, we will have a seeming- pike-perch eggs. the attack on such pressing problems, the 
ly unlimited supply of shiners for stock- There is only one common American U. 8. Bureau of Fisheries has abandoned 

ing these waters, because this species freshwater fish which typically short-cuts its one real freshwater fisheries labora- 
swarms in the Great Lakes as sardines the food cycle by feeding directly on plant tory (for good reasons, I understand). 

do in the sea. life. This is the gizzard shad, which What interior research work the Bureau 
The planting of natural food, promis- strains the microscopical plants out of is doing, outside of its two experimental 

ing as it seems to be, is by no means yet the water and then serves as a direct link trout hatcheries and the hurried and rela- 
to be regarded as a thoroughly established, between plants and game fishes. The tively superficial studies connected with 
beneficial practice. One very possible extraordinary value of the gizzard shad stocking policies and stream improvement 

danger, often overlooked, is that of un- as a forage fish is determined by this sim- work in the National Parks and Forests, 
wittingly introducing serious parasites ple food relation, as well as by its ex- is largely related to commercial fishes. 
which live during one stage of their life tremely prolifie reproductive capacity. This work includes the exemplary surveys 
cycle in the food organism and spend a Ohio and Illinois, appreciating the forage and researches by Ellis on the basie prob- 
later stage in the body of the game fish value of this fish, introduce it into new Jems of silting and pollution, and the 
which eats the disease-carrying food or- reservoirs before stocking these waters very useful researches of Van Oosten and 
ganism. The planted food organism may with game fish. To some degree the giz- his staff into the commercial fish prob- 
seriously compete with game fish, es- zard shad may also feed on game fish fry; lems of the Great Lakes, but scarcely 
pecially the young game fish, for food. to what degree calls for inquiry. All other makes er De Castor on the problems 
Creaser showed that crayfish in trout recommended forage fishes are more open O¥dinarily considered under game fish 

streams eat much the same food as trout. to criticism as possible fish predators, at management. A few researches, basic to 
A true freshwater shrimp, which has been least on fish eggs and fry. the development of fish management, in- 
considered as a forage animal possibly The problems of providing food for eluding particularly the problems of in- 
suitable for culture, has lately been shown game fishes are thus fraught with a multi- creasing the natural food supply, are 

to feed largely on snails, which fishes al- tude of serious questions. Fish investi- being conducted by the states, especially 

so eat. The lowly flatworm I have ob- gators of the new fish management field Wisconsin, Illinois, New York and Michi- 

served to be a great destroyer of Daphnia, grope about with these problems as an. But these state investigations as. 

which is a staple food supply for the though walking in an underground maze, Well Acs the federal investigations are 
young of many fishes. often cracking their heads on walls of largely isolated, and unapplied. 

Cooper has shown that minnows in gen- ignorance which block their progress. Both the federal and the state agencies. 
eral can feed on bass fry. The depreda- With enough man power these walls can must greatly expand their research and 
tions of minnows on the eggs and fry of be broken down. administrative work in the new field of 
basses and sunfishes, when the guarding The dangers in planting food which I fish management, if this field is to be de- 
males have been frightened off their redds, have purposefully emphasized can be veloped on a sound basis and to a degree 
has often been observed. The suckers, avoided when the food relations of our which will be really effective in stopping 
and the muddlers or freshwater sculpins, freshwater animals are thoroughly the depletion of our game fish, and in 
are egg predators, as well as fine forage learned. As a whole even without this eventually attaining the goal for which : 
fishes. Young carp often provide an fuller knowledge most efforts along this we strive, namely that of very materially 
abundance of bass food, yet old carp may line have been beneficial. increasing the game fish supply.
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Cooperative Research psd completed that, a oe 5. Fish studies. 
. of the program is now under way, no de- B. Demonstration. 

a oo ad. le asta tails can be reported on at this time. Not finally selected. 

stration of known management practices Oregon grt UE : 

for ruffed grouse. One graduate student at work; six un- | a 8 na uae ae a ? poneeT 
C. Education. dergraduate students employed for spe- ee PPPS CONGUE) luring past 

Instruction during annual Farm and ial problems, and generous participation Y A Virginia 
Home Week; programs for 4-H Club by college teaching and extension staffs. Three graduate students and one part- 
work; training work for game officials; A, Investigation. : é time assistant are now engaged on the pro- 

and other plans not yet completed. 1. Small game problems in the Wil- gram. (lenerous faculty participation, in- 

Towa lamette Valley, especially on mountain cluding one botanist half-time. 

One full-time wildlife extension special- quail, blue grouse, Chinese pheasants and 4. Investigation. : ei 

ist, two graduate students, and ee full- fue teeer ea nsle wal tira pte ca ee sees a Mead Bi 2. Study of Oregon deer problem. and management study. ; 
the E i Stati me poy: M 3. Life-history and management of 2. Quail. Studies chiefly to adapt 

e Experiment Station in addition to  Oreeon antelope. known information to Virginia conditions. 
ot oo amount of reg- 4. Diseases and parasites of wildlife. 3. Grouse and deer. Same as for 
ee participation. B Dewmanctration! quail. i | 

A ean ea sig SURE IRA Lit One typical demonstration unit to be 4. Birds of Virginia. Completion of 

histo es ‘ical study b Dr. Paul cpaoene a ap . hilitiag beet ae ot aur See Gecicion g) iy by Pr. 1. Wildlife production possibilities in distribution, abundance, nesting and other 

: a ; conjunction with regular farm procedure. habits of Virginia birds. 
2. Western cottontail rabbit. A gen- 2. Advantages to private landowners 5. Fox studies. Completion of studies 

eral study. ; ; in wildlife production. under way by project leader to determine 
3. Analysis: of environment carrying ( payecation. relation to game birds and relation to 

capacity for wintering bobwhite quail. Program of educational work must be control of other natural enemies of birds. 

ee ees: aur aneee of built up gradually. Plans have been 6. Elk in Virginia. Large expendi- 
work under way by project leader, Logan yoked out with State Extension Service. tures made for introductions, and de- 
J. Bennett. Oregon State College has a four-year mands for more; but evidence is that 
ae oo ae Ee Mia ou — undergraduate course in wildlife. plantings have not been successful. 
a cp ery ae ee ne Lee Research unit has worked out a plan 7. Plants of Virginia. Member of 
orm a practical basis for management. 6, use of undergraduates in wildlife Botany Department to make survey and 
Ceo anced aees of wildlife, course during summer periods and at other collections of plants of Virginia and to 

emphasizing pheasants, quail, wild ducks, times, study ecology with special reference to 
and rabbits. ; Texas occurrence of wildlife food and cover 

oe Pie Teeerace nai sation Following program under tentative con- plants. ) : 

ae have been established in Decatur pgs - ae ee pee eet ae eee 

County in cooperation with farmers. + Ue anne. h 3 ; 
2. Pesan. areas. Two areas pro- 1. Western bobwhite quail. Z miata College ground 

posed, one having approximately 6,500 2. Deer and turkey management, with i : af S| Ha area. 3 ‘ ss eee A 

acres, with 23 farms, now organized. life-history and ecological studies. ae enue Pete sere and laboratory Lor 

O, Baucation. 3. Systematic phenological study of ™ oa cn ue bea res wach 
Wildlife Extension Project has one full- plants to support the management pro- ee Nee ee in George Wash- 

is * Falict 3: ‘ gram. = ; é 

2, ep Reene eme and 4, A number of other phases of work ; _ ee ee fey, has aye 

1936 program calls for publication of 27@ under consideration, among them the ie ena sre ee ae ler ae - 8 oe ° 

Bvacwidiite pulletine: possibility of major life-history study for eee, ae vere a © a Dee 
A four-day training school for the con- Peecary, antelope, or white-winged dove. @TVOIT on ee ciate rh sepa 

servation officers of the State Conserva- B. Demonstration. ate Lae or my ee i see 
sone Contmisnion has been Held Me Waldlites production Jin Walker, ceumer Teuunts: Lom Aunune ipryueges 

: . County. on public land can be made to carry costs 

es ‘ i 2, Establishment of demonstrations in of game management. i 
Important problems for which Maine iatite management practice on Texas 3. Mountain Lake area in George 

affords excellent opportunity for study A & M College grounds. Washington National Forest. 
and around which final program is likely (G payeation. For intensive studies on turkey, grouse 
to be built are: i a ‘ 3 and deer management. 

1. Woodeock as a primary life-history Erogiam peingade veloped: 4. Buckingham County area. (Coop- 
study species. tals erative with Resettlement Service.) 

2. Problem of forest-game relation- Complete plan of work and final pro- To be managed as game-producing unit, 
ships and methods for practical coordi- gram not yet determined. One special with charges for hunting privileges to 
nated management. assistant, one graduate student, and one over cost of administration. 

3. Moose, especially with reference to undergraduate now at work. CG. Education. 
moose diseases. A. Investigation. Educational work for present to be con- 

4. Negotiations have practically been 1. Life-history and management study centrated on following: 
completed for an assistant to the project of mule deer. Wildlife work at county agents’ confer- 
leader. 2. Life-history and management study ences, and at district game wardens’ con- 

5. University of Maine has completed of sage grouse. ferences. 

plans for a four-year wildlife under- 3. Survey of sharp-tailed grouse. Series of lessons during annual Farm 

graduate course. 4. Beaver survey. A problem exists and Home Week. 
Ohio in the matter of overabundance in certain Three-hour credit course in biology 

The Ohio agreements have been so re- localities, and lack in others. curriculum, given by assistant.
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Management’ 
A Three-Way Program to Produce Basic Facts for Management 

By I. T. BODE 
U. S. Bureau of Biological Survey 

ITH the signing of an agreement each station would have regional applica- management and utilization. These areas 

by state agencies in Ohio, the tion. (See Table 1.) will be conducted under practical land- 
quota set for the first part of the In administering the work and the utilization conditions as they exist in va- 

cooperative wildlife research program now funds an advisory committee is set up, rious parts of the country. 

under way between the Bureau of Bi- usually constituted as follows: The proj- 3. To carry on educational work: (1) 

ological Survey, the American Wildlife ect leader and the Survey’s field super- to make available to the public the re- 

Ener alte eid various state agencies is visor represent the Biological Survey and sults of investigations and demonstration ; 
ee The purpose : to gone how . the American Wildlife Institute; the ex- and (2) to promote a greater interest in 
© increase, maintain, and use wildlife re-  eeutive head of the game department usu- ajay; 5 : a ACh 
sources, and to show, on trial areas, how ally represents the State Game Commis- ee aa pad a Lemons 

facts found by research can be given sion; and a member of the land grant ae oe Meee Reuse Ye < 
practical application. college experiment station staff (usually ie =. a : : hb 

During the past year, funds were ob- the head of the Biology Section) repre- The fol CWI E aCe questions, the an- 

tained by the Biological Suryey for ini- sents the college. swers to which eae urgently needed and 
tiating a program of wildlife research which it is hoped these projects will find. 
and management in cooperation with nine Objectives What are the natural requirements for 

states. These funds are from two sources: The paramount objectives of the pro- 8@me and other species? 
(1) Appropriated funds of the Survey it- gram are three: What elements have disturbed the nor- 

self; and (2) cooperative funds furnished 1. To carry on such esearch and in- mal balance and occurrence of wildlife? 

to the states by the American Wildlife In- vestigation as will furnish foundation Are these disturbances permanent? Where 

stitute. Those of the Survey are bein i ss (hae detrimental, what can be done to over- auEyey & knowledge upon which to base practical 5 
used to employ and station in each state \i1qlife management. come the handicaps? 
a project leader, who will direct the work. ‘emai ; i pro) pe + the 2. To establish actual experimental After some of these things are known, 
Those from the Institute are used to estab- guid oimonshee inn renee thods Bow can the remedies be applied? How 
lish graduate fellowships, to provide as- : plist oa eee . can cover and food be produced in suffi- 
ata tia work andtcinech cihenee of handling wildlife and environment and : z buil a t 4 

crises Mis combined participation methods of game management and utiliza- bre oe a ee . ae fe 
Bere to $6,200 a year ahaa ee ihe tion can be tested; and where landowners, ie Or seme ites OF sae ne t 

: wees y a hunters, and all others interested in wild- 178 BARB ine) AC OUEn Parsee aoe 
nine states in the program. In addition, Life produchion ean’ sa ny A i E . 

and as a requirement, before undertaking P Socuemeee ee (Continued on page 15) 
a program in any state, the state game 
department and the land grant college TABLE 1.—STATES COOPERATING 

each agree to furnish annually for five 

years $6,000 in cash, or in an equivalent Onggen Aciccleca Galeee: Cor. NERS ected ts Paste Peebles dugineny aumecenc from 
of materials or services that will take the vallis, Oregon. coast region. southern coast zone. 

: z Project Leader: Arthur S. Einar- 
place of the specific expenditures that gains 
Gienwise would) have tobe made trom We Agricultural College, Intermountain region. =e ypical_ of Utah, Ne: 

cash funds. Project alsadens De al Ress western Wyoming. 3 
mussen, 

: g Texas Agricul dM i- i a i Selection of Cooperating States “tai College, Cotiege ‘Station, went regions "NTS aot‘ uel tn self be 
; ‘exas. bl imilar in Louisi- 

Tn starting the program, all states were Project Leader: Dr. W. P. Taylor. . Beas Gepa sa eeeeS Cay 

made aware of the opportunity, Some ujatnict'E cent hecsce “riggs Mitten Velen Tope of, wea ace 
were not interested, some found they sence eootbe a isnenatss A 5 jinois, and northern Missouri. 
could not obtain the required funds, and University of Maine, Orono, Northern section of New Eng- Problems in Maine unlike those 

in some the various state agencies could p,2j2""i eager: €. M. Aldous. Hand ecelens Gels States toy they soul 
not agree to get together. In spite of 

this, there were more states desiring the Connecticut Agricultural College, Southern section of New Eng- Typical of the rest of the New 
work than could be handled with this Storrs, Connecticut. land region. England States. 

5 z Project Leader: Dr. Paul D. 
year’s resources, and it was possible to Dalke. $ 

establish only nine stations. The next se- Viggmit retyamans, Tevthmin . Negiame testis of the Whe Tibe wues tethers Seto 
lection was therefore made with the ob- Project Leader, Chas O. Handley. States, their ecology is distinct- 
sees = - ly different. The problems 
jective of operating on the basis of nat- here will serve Virginia and 

ural ecological units, so that work done at pee wet ae oe 
lina. 

Alabama Polytechnic Institute, ‘Typical’ of the Gulf States sec 
Ali 2 i d with probl 

Project Leader: H. 8. Peters paurueetiens tecian: aurnet treaivingiaie = 
*Extracted from Wildlife Research and Man- Ohio State University, Columbus, Typical of Ohio, Indiana, and 

agement Leaflet BS-38, U. S. Bureau of Biologi- Ohio. parts of Pennsylvania, West 
cal Survey. Ohio Valley region. Virginia, and Kentucky.
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d 7 Little Waters 

Walcott New Institute President _ 016 ot tie most recent important at 
ditions to conservation literature is Lit- 
tle Waters, by H. S. Persons, a contri- 

Former Senator Frederic C. Walcott, sive game and fish policies in his own yee of bars Soil Conservation Service, 
Norfolk, Conn., is the new president state. During his tenure of office in the a en necreaamay oe a - 

5 eaeae ‘ ‘ ; ural Electrificatio str A 
of the American Wildlife Institute. In- United States Senate he served as chair- = ‘llustrat ae pee ra ae — 

; : i" 3 pages, illustrated wi many hotos 
ternationally known for his long and man of the Senate’s Special Committee page YP 

2 : ; Be 2 RE which graphically tell of our mistreat- 
consistent service in behalf of wildlife on Conservation of Wildlife Resources. MIOetOk taeuiene ae packed with infor 
restoration, Mr. Walcott was elevated to He is a director of the Carnegie Insti- Aton of Fae importance to every 

the presidency of the Institute at a meet- tution. eee . s 

ing of the Board of Trustees on Feb. 6. : ql ee ea 
His saesscde Thomas ee Ba Rots Henry P. Davis, who had been petyane “Little waters” are the small brooks 

headed hy Tnstients anes a palcarrey the Institute as business manager since and streams back in the hinterlands 

ee Tage haere M ae eee its organization, was elected secretary which, by draining the hills and moun- 
as ugust. Mr. Beck, recently , ; oy ‘ % : ANS . Mesa a aeae eat ae Y and business manager to succeed Seth tains, feed our larger rivers and streams. 

2¢ , Q row! ishing = : “oat secrohary: Co oe fit webdeeers tostiaion ane fe Gordon, who resigned as secretary on The natural purpose of these small water 

the. asa os -onsibitities af his ° January 1 to return to his former posi- courses is the drainage of surplus water 
pg s S ‘ S en- 4. . > . : 

laren ubeniiies ae he onecwetie pub tion as executive seeretary of the Penn- after all possible has been absorbed by siness field. orge 7 i . ae ayers Bee 
ee coe sylvania Board of Game Commissioners. the earth in building up and maintain- 

lisher, who has long been active in the a ‘ Mr. Davis is well known in the field. ig the underground water table. 

of game restoration, having been en- Our mismanagement of the land has gS , lg «yy o - ; : ‘ ei sa “tiles waters” hardic 
gaged in conservation work for a number rendered these little waters” hardly 
of years, servine af one time as a anem. “ore than sluices which permit and en- 

J ys is a * ; : 
ber of the field staff of the American CUT&ase rapid i. a. ee 

_ (Gise > Necocintion) Piias to fiat dace agement consists mainly in the destrue- 

oe I a ais Sid tion of the natural vegetative cover 
et N he was a member of the game research 5 ; 

B ¥e Ai eiuonmotiie Lad Dent de Noneeee which binds the earth and renders the 

) i iv ete a " soil porous and more adaptable for ready 
te eg ¥ Co. He is especially well known to the 

i eS ‘i y 4 ey | hunting dog fraternity and is one of the 

KY i J ee FF outstanding field trial judges of the 

3 ve ba - m4 BT) country. For the past four years he has 

+ Se aR tt acted as judge in the National Bird Dog Be ee 
ae I - 5 . = oe ae 

eis Championship at Grand Junetion, Tenn. a e i 
Rea es He is a frequent contributor to maga- Be ae ee z , ae Be oe oe 

zines and has served in an editorial aa 

@ capacity on two of our popular outdoor a 7 j city ee we 
= publications. bs al 

* be 5 a a e P ¥\ In accepting the resignations of hi a 
Se Messrs. Beck and Gordon, the Board of “ 7S ; 
BS Trustees expressed regret in suitable res- a 

‘ ’ olutions. The Board then elected the ‘ 7 
FREDERIC C. WALCOTT following additions to its personnel. : gs 

New President of the American NEW MEMBERS, BOARD OF TRUSTEES , 
Wildlife Institute J. G. Catlett, wildlife restorationist, Oklahoma. 

Harry C. Couch, president, arkansas Light and 
: ‘ower Co. _ 

= ee : T. E. Daniels, sportsman, Oregon. | 
field of wildlife restoration endeavor, Leo D. Dolan, director, Canadian Travel Bureau. 

still maintains his interest in the work 4- Felix du Pont, vice-president, E. I. du Pont : : de Nemours & 'Co., Inc. 
of the Institute and remains as a mem- Major Max C. Fleischmann, financier-sportsman. 
ber of the board of trustees and chair- oe Berri) editor, eEexas. 

% ne vi : 2, ident, Dude Ranchers Asso- 
man of the planning and publicity com- eniaain ss ci tae cle eee Ree 
niattGes: A. D. Mae Tier, former vice-president, Canadian 

2 ; : Pacific Railway. , 
Mr. Waleott brings to the Institute a John Go Phillips, pioneer Pennsylvania game HENRY P. DAVIS 

. :. . esti ist. 
broad viewpoint and a wide knowledge St. ase Yew Jone Ruiz, Mexican sportsman. Secretary of the Institute 
of wildlife conditions and necessities, not as L. Saltonstall, New England conservationist. 

z pant es : . bs . B. Spencer, Gulf Coast conservationist. Fe E : only in this country but in neighboring Mo°G. ‘Treadway, Connection. Manufacture absorption of rain water and melting 
nations. He is one of the pioneers in snow. 
Ainctiead onscreen ACERS AGTOA The other officers reelected for this year are * 7: 
5 a i ; a a : a ~ as follows: The foreword of the book describes 

a i: pe ti eae 3 ae aaa Ae Wi cicnan of ths’ Bsted. of Trusees very briefly the events leading up to the 
ro paLS A mae rs. é a ; ne 

ani ae rae eee na oo ae Herlect i Beatty oh 5 present situation in which the original 
presided at the meeting last summer at ones fruitful balance between the land, the 
hich the American Wildlife Institute "°¢haisman ot the Ww - ey ae 1 re a i e cea the Executive Committee. water and the vegetative cover of the 
7 med. : rederic Ewing, cs 

was LOEmed fa -DeECs NO! IBCIOCUCHON, Mite clair ano the: Executive Committee: land has been destroyed. Salient facts 
either in the field of conservation or to Charles S. McVeigh, i i i ¢ rz — in this respect may be summed up in the 
the general public. As chairman of the  ,, p°°presitent- following: 
Connecticut Board of Fisheries and 2 eae Ty Deses the dust storm of May 11, 1934, 

. : is tes ‘arl D. Shoemaker, 300,000,000 tons of fertile topsoil were swept off 
Game he did much to develop progres Field Secretary. the great wheat plains.
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Clubs, the American Forestry Association, Cooperative Research conservation but could help them to re- 
the Senate Wildlife Committee, the Na- (Continued from page 7) vise and adapt existing courses of study 

tional Rifle Association, the U. 8. Bureau hibiti : so as to include elements found to be 

of Biological Survey and all other gov- P702" mae cost? iar essential to an adequate program in this 
ernment bureaus concerned with wildlife What kind of a plan will give the land- field. 

restoration. owner enough incentive not only to regu- Third: Study what the outstanding 
F. A. Silcox, chief, U. S. Forest Serv- late the take but also actually to carry ON and more progressive school curricula 

ice, chairman of the President’s Commit- improvement work that will increase the nq programs are already doing to teach 

tee, handled the Conference with com- surplus that can be taken, and then en-  ysefnl attitudes, skills, and habits of 
mendable poise and balance. The “leading courage him to permit hunters to come on conservation, prepare descriptive ac- 

man,” however, was Jay N. “Ding” Dar- to his place and take it? What relation counts on what is being done in such 

ling, whose inspiring leadership, unflag- ¢@n game production have to land use and educational centers, and disseminate these 
ging efforts and energetic sincerity of income from land? reports for the fe aidance of educators 
purpose contributed so largely to the suc- To answer such questions will require generally. 
= oS ae no ae — ae research, trial, and demonstra- Fourth: Study practices of teacher 

aaa g ones g) ae aaa i 9 training in the field of conservation, test 
. eee se Tada nO) ae A brief summary of the actual work the various teacher-training curricula to 
ie a. eo shoulders, as ¢ os to be undertaken on each of these nine determine those which are most effective, 
ae Po s a aceon rested si projects will be presented in the next is- and disseminate the products of such 
eee a ‘or working out the multi- sue of this publication. studies for the guidance of the various 
= 3 Hee sin connection - the el teacher-training institutions. Counsel 
ee ce ae a open Pet: qc eee with and stimulate teacher training in- 

credit cannot be eae rielson and S <5 stitutions to make all prospective teach- 
other Sop sae be for the efficient Conservation Education ers not only conscious of the various 
ae ae ie ae (Continued from page 6) outstanding problems of conservation but 
Seren e various fields of conservation, and ex- ‘Skillful in properly instructing pupils 

The entire personnel of the American perienced educators with a view to pre- ae ae ae 
Wildlife Institute was placed at the dis- PAtimg usable teaching materials on _ Fifth: Study and report how the ex- Pcauibor die Brenden’ s Commins Seth conservation. There is on the one hand  tra-curricular and other activities now 
Gordon) int hab time. secretary, aan a & great need for reliable and interesting- playing such a large role in educational 

meen of the Work Committee, eeoretary ly peor apele (onthe Syer Ours iy Desi (Re es ecuyeoue ure 40 ale Venous 
of the finance committee, chairman of the of conservation; on the other hand there aspects of an adequate program of edu- 
general sessions committee, and a member ‘* * ea ae Elbert Beeneless te a = conservation it 1s eudene 
of the banquet, and facilities and reserva- strange these tacts a textbooks) teaching, Wai (yamious) Kinds, of “school orgusiza 
tions coummitiees Henry P. Davis, busi- Wits, courses of study, and supplemen- oo such as the Future Farmers of 
Hee ee ee ae iveacuvar “of the ‘ary materials graduated on the basis of America, and plans for enlisting the 
Work Goninitios member of the exhibits terest and difficulty. The preparation hobby and other natural interests of chil- 
coumnehana anaes off the facilities, of such materials should utilize motion dren and youth, can do a great deal to 

reservations and banquet committees. ic puctones) and other forms of graphic rep- toon eu) er yenhon oC sree te Dae M. Palmer, Jn. editor of Aamrrcan Wit. esentation as well as textual matter. tion of wildlife, and similar essentials of 
- ATS I : . 

LIFE, acted as secretary of the Work Com- Second: Stimulate cooperation between * Dee Sac ace: 
mittee, chairman of the related meetings School administrators and teachers in the Sixth: Study and report how agencies 
committee, and member of the program Study of how and why problems of the auxiliary to the schools, such as the Boy 
and invitations committees. Richard conservation of natural resources should Scouts of America, Girl Scouts, 4H 
Chaplin, the Institute’s publicity director, be given adequate attention in the Clubs and other youth organizations, can 

was secretary of the publicity committee schools. The Office of Education has for contribute to a program of conservation 
and had charge of press and radio ar- ™many years enjoyed the confidence of education. 
yangements. Nash Buckingham, member State, county, and local school officers. Seventh: Study and report how the 
of the Institute’s staff, was chairman of Cooperatively problems of the type in- adult education programs more recently 
the exhibits committee and a member of volved in conservation education can be developed in connection with our sys- 
the work and banquet committees. Miss attacked and solved. The Office of Edu- tems of education, such as public for- 
Ethel M. Quee, office manager, served as ¢ation not only can stimulate studies of ums, adult classes, community programs 
secretary of the invitations, facilities and the curriculum and teaching problems in dramatics, debating, hobbies, ete., can 
reservations, related meetings and banquet in this field but it can disseminate, the best contribute to the solution of the 
committees. The preliminary expense of findings of such studies through pub- problems of conserving the natural re- 
the Conference was underwritten by the lished reports, through counseling with sources. 

Institute. school authorities and by other means. It would seem that while the Federal 
As a whole the Conference was an un- An example of a curriculum problem and State Governments are engaged in 

precedented success. Who, or what or- in conservation education which needs the terrific and somewhat disheartening 
ganization will call or sponsor a Confer- very much to be studied is whether this struggle to repair by direct methods the 
ence next year is not yet definitely known. type of instruction can best be given damages which have been done to our 
These annual gatherings, especially on the through separate courses or whether its forests, lands, streams and wildlife, by 
seale of this one just passed, are of tre- objectives can be more effectively accom- the ignorance and indifference of our 
mendous value to the wildlife restoration plished through integrating conservation citizens, a small appropriation for edu- 
movement and will undoubtedly be contin- instruction with certain parts of the ex- cation through which there can quickly 
ued. The old American Game Association isting school program. Conservation be put into the minds of millions of peo- 
did a fine job in initiating these annual education specialists in the Office of ple the challenge to conserve what we 
conferences twenty-two years ago and Edueation could assist school authorities have left and to rebuild our lost fortunes 
sponsoring each annual meeting there- not only in developing new materials and would be the most profitable of all in- 
after. The good work must not lapse! methods of instruction in the field of vestments.
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REGION NUMBER 1 Arkansas REGION NUMBER 8 

Frederic C. Walcott, Chairman Judge Lee Miles, Little Rock. William J. Tucker, Chairman 
Norfolk, Connecticut Missouri : Austin, Texas 

Maine Dr. F. H. Woods, Columbia. Oklahoma 

D. B. Demeritt, Orono. John G. Catlett, Tulsa. 

New Hampshire REGION NUMBER 6 Louisiana 

Robert Stobie, Concord. L. A. Colby, Chairman C. E. King, Morgan City. 
Vermont Chicago, Illinois Texas 

R. P. Hunter, Montpelier. Ohio Dr. Joe Record, Beaumont. 

Massachusetts Oliver Hartley, Columbus. 

Thomas A. Barnes, Falmouth. Indiana REGION NUMBER 9 
Connecticut L. H. Dunten, Fort Wayne. Frank J. Brady, Chai 
Frederic C. Waleott, Norfolk. Tlinois Askineon. Nebesika SG 
Rhode Island L. A. Colby, Chicago. North Dakota 

Burton K. Harris, Providence. Burnie Maurek, Minot. 

South Dakota 

REGION NUMBER +. qEICENE WILDLIFE Wi A. Rothschild, Madison. 

N. Marks Bump, Chairman FEDERATION Mebrasta : 

Binghamton, New York Tha lieauiesiionear cheno: Frank B. O’Connell, Lincoln. 

New York : eral Wildlife Federation was the Kansas 
N. Marks Bump, Binghamton. most progressive step ever taken Lakin Meade, Howard. 

New Jersey for wildlife. This organization Towa 

A. F. Foran, Flemington. pelday moze soon soe the Biot J. D. Lowe, Algona. 
¥ ‘w fe restoration an 

Pennsylvania : ; conservation than anything that 
Grover C. Ladner, Philadelphia. has been proposed to date. It de- REGION NUMBER 10 
Delaware serves and must have the full . . A Elliott S. Barker, Chairman 

“1 2 Wilmi : backing of every man, woman and poe 
Roo aaa Walrangton child in the country, particularly Santa Fe, New Mexico 

‘ ary lan i those who have a special interest Colorado 
Talbott Denmead, Baltimore. in wildlife and the outdoors. R. G. Parvin, Denver. 

District of Columbia Progress is reported in man: Ji on ul bo, : y Utah 
states. ow abou! your state? Ie, bee nla ees The first step to be taken is to : i Rutledge, Salt Lake City. 

et Sena eit all local eroups together i a el Beis 
. G leyward, airman eac. county. en merge eac Ss. . Lewis, oenix. 

Columbia, South Carolina county federation into a state or- New Mexico 
West Virginia ganization. We are listing on this Blliott ‘ i a 
Clea gue. atemont. page the name of the chairman of eee anta He: 
Virgini each state committee. Communi- 
irginia ; cate with your state chairman to REGION NUMBER 11 - 

B. W. Stras, Jr., Tazewell. find out what progress is being Willi L. Fink Chai 
North Carotina— - made and boworon eat your-or- Poxtaad Ongon alsman- 

FS . ganization wil t into the picture. ae 
be oe ome crete When the state organization is Washington 
outh Carolina g finally set up it will then take Thomas A. E. Lally, Spokane. 

A. C. Heyward, Columbia. its place in the national picture Oregon 
and bring into national conserva- W; . easel éia- Corvall: 

RECION NUMBER 4 tion planning and_ activity, the a re ae) SEVERE 
a s voice and the will of your people. Alaska 

Ls ae Quinn, ae jalechen information concerning 
ontgomery, Alaba the Federation may be procured 

Georgia from ae General Wildlife Feder- — ear ae 
avi a ation, Investment Building, Wash- osep) . Dixon, Chairman 

Sete ington, D.C. Get behind this | Berkeley, California 
program and give it your full sup- California 

r. do No dy, Tallahassee. i : : 
a SOs eatoe ae port. Don’t “Let George do it.” Joseph Dixon, San Francisco. 

Dr. George L. Austin, Stevenson. MIELE 
Mississippi a 

Joe M. Howorth, Jackson. REGION NUMBER 7 REGION NUMBER 13 
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L. W. Hoskins, Knoxville. W. J. P. Aberg, Madison. C. C. Moore, Dubois. 

Kentucky Minnesota Montana 

C. C. Regan, Covington. Jerry Flicek, New Prague. Kenneth F. MacDonald, Helena. ’ 
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Excerpt 

ARTICLE VII 

Technical Committee 

Section le The Board of Trustees shall appoint a Tech- 
nical Committee of not less than five persons, none of whom shall be a 
member of the Board, but shall be men with special training and experi- 
ence in the application of technical knowledge to the solution of game, 
fish and other wildlife problems. ‘Three members of such Committee shall 
constitute a quorum. 

Section 2. ‘the ‘echnical Committee shall aid and guide 
the Institute and its several committees in the development of sound 
wildlife restoration policies and programse It shall examine intos uch 
projects as may be submitted to it from time to time and shall make such 
recommendations as it may deem necessary and proper to the Board of 
Trustees, or when the Board of Trustees is not in sessione to the Execu- 
tive Committee.



42h University Farm Place 
December 30, 1940 

Professor Paul R. Yeedham 
Natural History Museum 
Stanford University, California 

Dear Professor Needham: : 

I must have misread your letter agreeing to acl in an informal 
capacity. I head considered the matter all settled, and for that 
reason did rot give you any further report. 

There has been no business before the committee since your appoint- 
ment. The committee will meet at the Wildlife Conference at Memphis 
February 17-19. Our expenses to the conference are usualiy paid, 

: and doubtless will be paid this year. 

I realize that you must feel confused in aot having a better defin- 
ition of the committee's work. We pass on grants or research funds 
made by the Institute, and we are supposed to review the research 
works of the ten units which the Institute helps support. In case 
you are not familiar with these ten units, I sm asking Leo Couch 
to send you his latest mimeographed summary of his programs. 

One of the issues before the committee has been that we have no ade- 
quate inspection system, and hence do not really know what the ten | 
units are doing. [f am glad to tell you, though, that during the 
last year Leo Couch and Paul Miller have thrown a great deal of energy 
into additional inspections, and we now have at least the beginnings 
of a better system. This problem will doubtless recur at Memphis. 

You will, of course, be especially interested in the fish work we 
support, and I am asking Carl Hubbs to send you « brief summary of i 

: our fish projects at the present moment. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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IN REPLY REFER TO 

UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

Natural Hjstory Museum 
Stanford University, Calif. 
December 26, 1940. 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Sometime ago I accepted an invitation from you to 
serve as a member of the Technical Committee of the American 
Wildlife Institute. Not having heard from you since, has 
lead me to wonder just what I might be doing to help as a 
member of that committee. It was your suggestion that I 

serve in an informal capacity until the executive committee 
formally notified my appointment. 

I will appreciate any suggestions you might give me. 
Attached is a copy of my letter of Nov. 20, 1940, to you. 

Yours-sincerely __ 

\_pquatic Biologist 

encl.



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

' FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

Natural History Museun 
Stanford University, California 

. November 20, 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Thank you for your letter of November 12, 1940, 
and for your invitation te serve on the Technical Committee 
of the American Wildlife Institute. 

Your invitation to help in the work of the Committee 
is appreciated though I em not at all familiar with the fune- 
tions of the Technical Committee. However, if you feel I can 

be of use, I will be glad to serve as a member. I hope that 
any new duties assumed in connection with the Committee's 
work will not teke a large amount of additional time since I 
already have a rather heavy work and travel schedule. 

Your suggestion that I serve in an informal capacity 
wntil the executive committee formally ratifies my appointment 
is entirely acceptable. 

Yours sincerely, 

) G 

i, é av J f, 

Paul R. Needham 
PRN:GB Aquatic Biologist



IN REPLY REFER TO 

UNITED STATES 

; DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

Natural History Museum 

Stanford University, California 
November 20, 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Department of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Thank you for your letter of November 12, 1940, 
and for your invitation to serve on the Technical Committee 
of the American Wildlife Institute. 

Your invitation to help in the work of the Committee 
is appreciated though I am not at all familiar with the fumc- 
tions of the Technical Committee. However, if you feel I can 
be of use, I will be glad to serve as a member. I hope that 
any new duties assumed in connection with the Committee's 
work will not take a large amount of additional time since I 
already have a rather heavy work and travel schedule. 

Your suggestion that I serve in an informal capacity 
until the executive committee formally ratifies my appointment 
is entirely acceptable. 

Yours sincerely, 

2 
Se TFL 
Paul R. Needham 

PRN:GB Aquatic Biologist



SENT FOR INFORMATION OF 

—"——""‘Wowember 9, 1940 

Dr. Walter P. Taylor 
Texas Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit 

College Station; Texas 

Dear Walters 

It is interesting and gratifying of conference with 
Paul Miller on possible t of fisheries researeh in Texas. 
I am particularly keen on{ tQ has X the work involving fish 
management in the ific Nx 8 tanks which are so numerous 
in your state and li Oejons. There has been « general 
tendency, I feel »tofotentially minimize even the 
use of small shall in fish production. 

if such work should be ugurated, it should be very carefully 
integrated with the work which Silvey is doing and with the state 
operations. The problem is sufficiently large that with skillful 
and intelligent set-up, there should be no need of duplicated 
effort. 

‘ I believe that Kelly Bonham could do a good job, particularly as 
§ he keeps in intimate contact with somewhat similar work being 

done for instance by the State Natural History Survey in Illinois 
and by Ellis of the Fish and Wildlife Service; also with the pond 
fertilization experiments which are being so successfully carried 

' to application in Alabama. There should be enough of the ponds 
and tanks to make possible not only thoroughgoing ecological 
studies but also a considerable number of varied management 
trials;for the sake of efficient use and interpretation of such 
experiments, it would be extremely desirable to have a well 
organized program under the direction of someone who has a 
great deal of time to devote to the project with some assistance 
and considerable allowance for travel. 

You would probably be in a better position than I to estimate 
: the budget of such a set-up and to define its relation to other 

work going on in Texas. I would be very glad to see a more 
definite set-up on paper. I believe that you could draw up 
@ program which could be backed by the Technical Committee 
of the American Wildlife Institute. Of course, I do not 
speak for the possible financial support but I rather suppose 
that Paul Miller may have had some ideas in mind when he took 
the matter up with you. 

Sineerely yours, 

Carl Le Hubbs 
CLHs kd Curator of Fishes 

CC: Technical Committee



[cory] 

Texas Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit “yo” 
College Station, Texas ie 

November 5, 1940 fe 

Dr. Carl Le. Hubbs 
University of Michigan 

Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Dr. Hubbs; 

When he Was here the other day J. Paul Miller, the new secretary 
of the American Wildlife Institute, and I discussed the problems 
of fisheries research within the State of Texas. As you know, we 
have 37,000 ponds or tanks, several hundred lakes, and more than 

20,000 miles of rivers and streams in Texas, which, altogether, 

should be much more used and more efficiently used in the production 
of fish. More stock tanks are being put in every year. 

The problem is to get some substantial research work done on fisheries 
production, particularly in farm ponds. Dr. Kelshaw Bonham, with whom 

you are by now well acquainted, is interested along this line and 
could do a very good job, I think, in studying the ecology and possi— 
bilities of these ponds. At present he has a heavy teaching schedule 
and we should like to relieve him of some, or all, of the teaching 
and put him full—time on the research end of the work. Before we 
can do this, however, we have to find funds to pay his salary and 
expenses. It was in this connection that Mr. Miller suggested that 
I write you as the Chairman of the Technical Committee (Fisheries) 
of the American Wildlife Institute. 

At present Dr. Bonham is getting $2,000.00 for 9 months work during 
the regular session, that is, the college year, and also some extra 

money for teaching in the summer. If we could arrange to do so, we 
should like to add an additional instructor to our staff end relieve 
Kelly of teaching work so that he could devote his time to research 
phases of the Texas fresh-water fisheries. Work already under way 
or accomplished in fisheries in this State indicate that the quickest 
and surest returns to be expected in the wildlife field may be anti— 
cipated in the line of fisheries. 

I am wondering if you and the Americsn Wildlife Institute would be 
willing to consider a full—time or part—time project that might be 
submitted covering fisheries research work by Dr. Bonham. 

From what I have heard from Dr. Bonham since he returned home from 
Michigan, he had a wonderful time working with you again this summer. 
I hope our close relationships can be continued and expanded. 

With every good wish. 
Sincerely yours, 

Walter P. Taylor 

wpt: gwd Leader



October 9, 1940 

Members of the Technical Committee 
American Wildlife Institute 

Gentlemen: 

What I think is the best news that has come our way for 
some time is that J. Paul Miller, the new secretary of the Institute, 
will undertake an immediate round of the 10 units. This should give 
us a picture of what is going on and thus greatly ease the position 
of the committee. I have told Senator Walcott that I for one am 
willing to withdraw all my pessimistic expressions about the sterecmry AOR 
Committee if we can get our field ventures looked at by a competent 
representative such as Miller. 

Miller has sent you a mimeograph, “Proposed Salmon Restoration 
Studies," on which the formal action of the Technical Committee is 
desired. Will you please send your vote directly to Carl Hubbs, 
sending me a carbon? 

In my view, salmon restoration in New England is a move of 
great strategic importance. If a resource so near the brink of 

oblivion can be rebuilt, it ought to give everybody new heart. Carl 
Hubbs thinks there is a good chance. My guess is the Institute will 
seldom be offered a better chance for a really vital contribution to 
conservation. 

Sincerely yours, 

; alco brag ole 
——ae 

Aldo Leopold 
Chairman 

ec Stoddard oy 
Hubbs 
Bump



SENT FOR INFORMATION OF 

Mr. J. Paul Miller 
American Wildlife Institute 
investment lldg. 
Washington, De C. 

Dear Pauls : 

I have just reesived the good +t ive 
Committee gave favorab: on to the support 
of the Dennys River As and the Senator 
know, I have been very of this proposal 
and I trust th 6 may be raised so 
that both the ps established and 
continued. It Tly valuable to have 

: simultaneous data two streams, not only to 
obtain more extens ta but alse so as to have 
comparative data as to the results of different 
types of management, The restoration of the salmon 
should be a matter of major concern. It is a pleasure 
too to see that the Fisheries Division of the Fish 

and Wildlife Service appears to be in the picture. 

I am sending a news item regarding this project in 
to Copeia, the journal of the American Society of 
ishthyologists and lerpetologists. 

Sincerely yours, 

Carl Le Hubbs 
Curater of Fishes 

Chibiy ke 
CC: Members of Technical Comittee 

Gerald P. Seoper



1) Te AN OUTLINE FOR A PROPOSED STUDY OF THE SALMON 
‘ OF THE DEMNYS RIVER 

A plan is underway to establish at the University of Maine « 

one er two-year fellowship for the purpose of conducting a study of the 

Atlantic selmen in Meine. The fellowship ie to be nemed in honor of the late 

Dre Williem C. Kendell. 

The Dennye River, flowing into the Atlentic Coean at Dennysville 

in Weshington Gounty, hes been selected ag a good site for the proposed 

study, for several reasons: this river still supports considersble numbers 

of salmon and this population hes been maintelned at least partially by 

netural reproduetions it is aeller in sise than most other Meine rivers 

which now guppert selmon-runs, thus lending itself perticularly to such en 

intensive study; and it is free from pollution, ond free from obstructions to 

the aseemt of salmon, 1 

The broad aims of the study will be to determine the limiting 

feetors which now contro] the abundance of salmon in this partiqler stream, 

end to determine moans of lessening these factors. 

It is hoped that the initiation of this rather intensive study on 

the Pennys River will be followed by « more extensive study of salmon in 

other Meine rivers, perticulerly the Penobscot. It ie mtici pated thet the 

results ond methods of menegenent derived from thie proposed study of the 

Dennye River my be applicable on o larger seale to salmon in the Penobecot 

end other rivers, 

The following propesed outline for the etudy of the Dennys Kiver 

mey be subject to considerable revision, as progress in the field survey 

indiestes whet aspects of the study appear to be most important. Thus, 

the initial outline has been made, intentionally more extensive in scope 

then is anticipated for the study ited f, ‘The outline is as follows;



e2« ; 

I. Review of Literature 

A. Life history end habitesof the Atlantic selmon. 

B. Methods of management used in other regions, 

Il. Objectives 

A. To determine! 

1. For the adult salmon 

a. luabers entering the river 

b. Length of Life in the ocean 

(1) 2 sea years 

(2) & ses years 

(8) 4 sea years 

(4) Previously spewed 

o. Date of entering the river 

ad. Numbers caught 

Q@) Weirs (1) 

(2) Angling 

e. Numbers and per cent returning to the ocean 

f. Numbers and paw cent staying over winter 

G+ Location and adequacy of the spewning grounds 

h. Factors effecting loss of eggs on spawning grounds 

i. Rate of growth 

je Food habits 

k. Mortel ity 

2. For the young selmon 

a. Total population in the river 

Ph ae ca in the streen 

@e. Food habits 

e, Mortelity



es 

f, wunibers going t the ooeen,s ad per omt of these 

whieh return (this will be dependext upon an ex- 

tension of the study) 

III. Uetheds of Investigation 

Ae Vell studies te be andueted fran shout Oetober 1 to end of 

spewing run 

l. A census to be taken to determine number of adult 

Galmon in the river 

a. By counting the passing fish at some favorable iecetion 

during the daylight hours. 

be Sy trapping the night-run in e weir, counting, end 

relensings 

¢s Begord to be kept of time of beginning, peak, and 

ending of rman 

2. Random samples to be taken to determine age, growthrate, 

and focdehabits, (Such sampling may be confined to the 

fitch taken by englers, if the number of adult galuzon 

proves to be smells) 

: &. Key senles to be renoved 

bo. Standerd end tetel lengths to be recorded 

% Weights to be recorded 

4, Sex to be recorded 

G- Stomach to be preserved 

3. Spawning grounds to be studied 

es To determine aree 

b. To determine whether oversrorded conditions exist 

4. Several vests to be located, marked, and leter excavated



*4e 

to determine netural mortality of eggs. 

(the number of nests exemined in this wey will be only 

& very anol] per vent of the nests present.) 

B. Spring end summer studies te be conducted from late in Mey 

through the eummer, 

le Some deseending malt to be collected 

&. by netting 

b. By trapping in weir 

&. Captured smelt to be used far age, growth-rate, and food- 

habits studies 

&. Key scales to be renoved 

b. Stenderd end totel lengths to be recorded 

6. Weights te be recorded 

@. Sex to be recorded 

@. Stowchs to be preserved 

3. Food eonditions to be investigated 

fi. By bottom sempling 

b. By studying surface drift 

4. eter, ami alr temperatures to be recorded 

a. At intervale during the sumer 

b. At inbervale along the river 

6. Amount and effeet of predation on young to be investigated, 

&- Sy stomach enalyses of other fish 

ve By observations on othe predatare 

6. Physical features of the river to be mapped 

@» lumber and quelity of pools 

b» Mumber and length of riffles 

% Amount of deadewater ‘



“Be 

dé, dmnount of cover 

e. Quantity and quality of spewing grounds 

7. haount of utilisation of these different areas by 

young salmon to be determined by seining in blocked- 

off sections of each different type of stream in 

soparate localities. 

8. Fish to be tagged and released for possible future 

studies 

a. Migration habits 

b. Percentage of survivel 

TV, Summary 

Ae Alm of investigation 

B. Analysis of date 

Vv. Conclusion 

Ay Statement of what seen to be the limiting fewtora, and what 

methods of control seem best suited to correct theae conditions, 

(above outline prepered by 
Mis Be Ae “Soodwin, under my supe r+ 

september 20, 1940 a Pe Cooper, Unive of Maine)
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Chairman of the Board HNo 2 President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER \ F. B. DAVIS, Jr. Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. iiccerurer 
ALDO LEOPOLD C. M. PALMER, JR. 

Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

September 18, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Mort has very kindly called to my attention 
your letter of May 2lst relative to the reappointment 
of the Technical Committee. 

Meny of the remerks you make in that letter 
come very close to my heart and I am in thorough agree- 
ment with the general viewpoint which you express. 
Neturally, I am uneble to get clearly in my mind just 
what your Secretary may be able to accomplish in remedying 
this situation. I have just recently come on the job. 

If it meets with the approval of the Executive 
Committee, I plen to start almost immediately on a tour 
with Mr. Couch of some of the Eastern units. The purpose 
of this is to determim the relative strengths and weak- 
nesses from the Fish and Wildlife Service's side end from 
the Institute's viewpoint. I want very much to get a 
clear picture in my mind of the operation of these units 
so that when I talk to members of the Executive Committee 
end the Technical Committee I will be able to present to 
them a clear picture of the situation as I see it. 

I have sounded out Dr. Bell and manbers of his 
staff as to whet their reaction would be if the Institute 
took a more active interest in the conduct and administra- 
tion of these units. You can understand that they were 
in no position to raise serious objection. They assured 
me that they would welcome such attention and Leo immediately 
began plenning trips to all of the units for the two of us. 

I emnot concur with your suggestion that the 
Technical Committee or that you as a member of it should be 
abandoned. Your Secretary, of course, will not be ina 

position to do more than recommend and report to the Com- 
mittees. 

Sincerely yours, 

J. Peul Miller, 
Secretary 

Meg 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



4ah University Farm Place 
June 12, 1940 

Dr. Carl L. Hubbs 
Museum of Zoology 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Carl: 

Your suggestion of Paul R. Needham as a replace- 
ment for Ellis strikes me favorably, and I am sending a copy 
of this letter to Mort Palmer should the time be ripe to go 
ahead with the appointment. Your letter does not give his 
exact address, wt I assume Palmer knows it. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN, U. S. A. 

MUSEUM OF ZOOLOGY 

June 5, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Thinking over the matter of the Technical Committee in view of 
your letter of June 3, I agree that we should not be too hasty 
in droppins out of the work of the Technical Committee. This 
decision remains despite some news just received. Karl Lagler 
went down to the Tackle Menufacturers Association meeting in 
Chicago and found that two of the outstanding leaders were so 
enraged at the Institute in connection with the sponsoring of 
the Buck bill that they insisted they would resign from the 
Association if any funds were given to the American Wildlife 
Institute. This antipathy was sufficiently strong in general 
that there seemed to be no possibility of any immediate recon- 
ciliation although Karl Lagler did his best to try to prepare 
the way for an eventual resumption of relations. 

These same leaders expressed confidence in the technical work 
and in Lagler and myself, and proposed to the Association an 
appropriation of $1,000 to me personally. Karl called me up 
by long-distance ‘phone and I could do nothing but say that we 
were in no way responsible for the relations that existed and 
that we would be willing to accept the funds (to be nominally 
granted, however, to the University rather than to me personally). 
I have written Mort about this with the idea of receiving his 
reply before passing the word around to the Committee as a whole. 

| As to a replacement for Ellis, it seems to me that Paul Re 
Needham would be the most logical nomination. Needham has 

}) | taken a real lead in the development of fish management on the 
A\* Pacific Coast and it would be an advantage to have another 
V* | area representede Needham is a Bureau of Fisheries employee, 

| which has some disadvantages. His headquarters, as you know, 
} are at Stanford University and he has some connections, perhaps 

informal, with the University. 

Sincerely yours, 

Saad kh. ody, 
Cerl L. Hubbs 

CIA skd Curator of Fishes



424 University Farm Place 
June 3, 1940 

Mr. S. Barry Locke 
U. 8. Blological Survey 
1140 Park Square Building 
Boston, Massachusetts 

Dear Barry: 

All I know is that the Institute has no funds 
now in the bank that I know of, hence it is a question of 
you or somebody else finding some support and merely using 
the Institute as a funnel through which the support is to 
be fed. I suspect that Mort Palmer is about snowed under, 
and hence if anybody is to see the fishing tackle manu- 
facturers in an effective manner, it would either have to 
be you or Carl Hubbs. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



IN REPLY REFER TO 
REGION No. 8 

Ue te 

UNITED STATES Pediat 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR rea 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY DELAWARE 

OFFICE OF REGIONAL DIRECTOR 
1140 PARK SQUARE BUILDING 

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 

May 29, 1940. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I have your letter of May 24 and in order that you may be 
fully informed, I am enclosing copies of letters received bearing 
on the salmon project. In spite of the support from various> 

o this matter ve Aylward just discussed it in 
person with Senator Walcott anWhe tells me that while the 
Senator believes it a ro at proposal, he is so taken up with 
a number of other problems he very probably will not take 
action unless it is specifically supported from other sources 
within the Institute. 

I had not thought of presenting this officially to you but 
I do believe it is important that you have all the information be- 
fore you so that you may take what action seems advisable. Do you 
believe it desirable for m to contact other members of the 
Associated Fishing Tackle Manufacturers concerning the proposal? 

: Sinceyely yours, 

- Barry ’ 

Regional Dirgctor. 

Enclosures



c 
0 THE ASSOCIATED FISHING TACKLE MANUFACTURERS 
P 

z Box 310 Geneva, Ohio 

May 19, 1940 

Mr. S. Barry Locke, C 
Bureeu of Biological Survey 
1140 Park Square Bldg. ’ 
Boston, Masse a 

Dear Barry: 

Mey thenks for yours of the 16th with copies of your recent letter 
to Senator Walcott, also data from Atlantic Salmon report of Mr. Raymond 
Dows j 

I have only had time for a hasty glance through this, but it certainly 
appears to be a project worthy of considerable support by the Associated , 
Pishing Tackle Mfra. and you may be sure that this will be brought up for 
discussion at our annual meeting in Junes 

If any other thoughts occur to you on this subject, or if you have any 
further information you would like to submit, please send it to me here 
before Mey Slat or in my care, June Ist or 2nd, Palmer House, Chicago. 

Yours very truly 

The Associated Fishing Tackle Mfrs. 

/s/ Karl Kinnear 
Secretary-Treasurer



c UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
o 

P 4on Arbor, Michigan, U.SeAs 
Y 

May 20, 1940 

Mr. & Barry Locke, 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
1140 Park Square Building 
Boston, Massachusetts 

Dear Barry: 

I have gathered together what information I could on the salmon 
project and am sending Mort Palmer a letter in which I very strongly 

. @ndorse the project and urge him to obtain funds, both through the 
tackle menufacturers and individual sources, to finance the two echolar- 
ships if possible, or at least one of them. I have indicated that we 
should rely on Cooper as to detailed decisions regarding the procedure 
and localities of the research. I assume, of course, that he will keep 
in immediate touch with you, Stobie and others. 

We are very enthusiastic about the proposal and it strikes me 
that it is a very timely one. I do hope that the Institute will be 
able to cooperate effectively in the project. 

Sincerely yours, 

/s/ Carl Le Hubbs 
Curator of Fishes 

CLs kd



4oh University Farm Place 
June 3, 1940 

Dr. Garl L. Hubbs 
Museum of Zoology 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Dear Carl: 

I feel entirely incompetent to suggest any names 
for Bllis's place. I agree with you that it would probably be 
inadvisable to have two men from the same institution. I think 
it is inevitable that the naming of the additional fish man is 
in your hands. . 

I have heard from Herbert Stoddard and Mort Palmer. 
While present conditions do not seem to suit any of us, I do 
not think we should be hasty in letting a set-up potentially as 
valuable as the Technical Committee fall apart. If the committee 
could even once talk things over jointly with Gabe and the active 
head of the Institute, we might well iron out most of our diffi- 
culties. Our only opportunities to talk at all have been under 
such hectic pressure and in such large mixed groups that we have 
never had a chance to lay our cards on the table. 

I am sending copies of this to Mort and Herbert. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
ec Palmer Professor of Wildlife Management 

Stoddard



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN, U. S. A. 

MUSEUM OF ZOOLOGY 

May 25, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

I have a copy of your correspondence regarding a membership 
in the Technical Committee. I have been very much concerned 
over the matter and for some time I felt that unless something 
is done to put more life into the fish management side of the 
picture that I should resign as a member. There has been a 
little pick-up of late and if it seems desirable and worthwhile, 
TE will carry on. 

The failure of Ellis to take a real interest in the Institute's 
program has been very disappointing though as you say, the 
haziness of the whole situation takes much of the blame from 
his shoulders. It is true that Ellis has become the pro- 
fession's foremost non-letter-writer. 

I am not overcome with ideas as to a nomination for a successor 
to Ellis. Karl Lagler has been doing most of the detailed work 
in contacting tackle manufacturers and some day should probably 
be given membership on the committee. It would please me to 
have him appointed now but I realize the objection that there 
should not be 2 members from the same institution or even the 
same state. Karl is hardly well enough known to give prestige 
to the Institute and committee. 

If you think that the committee should be kept alive and per- 
haps be given a shot of new life, we certainly ought to have 
a substitute for Ellis. If, however, prospects are that the 
committee will continue to become less active, I wuld rather 
hate to suggest that one of our leading workers be given the 
appointment. 

Sincerely yours, 

Carl L. Hubbs 
Curator of Fishes 

CLH:kd



42h University Farm Place 
May 24, 1940 

Mr. 5. B. Locke 
U. S&S. Biological Survey 
1140 Park Square Building 
Boston, Massachusetts 

Dear Barry: 

I realised after I wrote you that my sug- 

gestion about Pittman-Robertson was off the track. I 

appreciate your giving me the advance information, since 

it will enable me to handle the case more intelligently 

if and when it is officially presented. 

With personal regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



IN REPLY REFER TO REGION No. 8 

NEW ENGLAND 

UNITED STATES ene 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR PENNSYLVANIA 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY PELAWARE 

OFFICE OF REGIONAL DIRECTOR 

1140 PARK SQUARE BUILDING 

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 

May 16, 1940. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I have your letter of May 8, commenting on the salmon 
proposal. This information has been presented to Mort Palmer 
and also to Carl Hubbs from whom I have just received a letter 
indicating a strong endorsement of the proposal and his sup- 
port. Possibly my use of official stationery may have confused 
you since this matter has nothing to do with the Biological Sur- 

i vey activities at the present time and the Pittman-Robertson 
funds are in no way available for fish problems. The Buck Bill, 
now under consideration, would provide about the same set up with 
a tax on fishing tackle which the Pittman-Robertson Bill did with 
the tax on firearms and ammunition. 

I thought you might, as a member of the Technical Com- 
mittee, be interested in seeing this presentation and being in- 
formed in advance of any possible consideration. 

Sincerely yours, 

ay Vas ood i“ HE 
S. Bar ocke, 

Regional Director. 

Dictated but not read



42h University Farm Place 
May 21, 1940 

ur. G. M. Palmer, Jr. 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Morts 

I welcome your inquiry about the reappointment of the Technical. 
Comittee. 

The Committee ao it now stands is nearly « deed letter. We can't 
see eye-to-eye with Dr. Bell on questions affecting the Ton Unite, and we 
are too far away and too seattered to argue cut the disagreements with him 
or even with each other. We don't even mow to what extent Gabe approves 
Dr. Bell's policies, or whether he even knows about our differences with hin. 
Certainly we have never had a chante to air our views to Gabe. 

My conclusions are} 

(1) No seattered volunteer comittes can get anywhere trying to 
guide the detailed use of the Institute's funds by the 0.5.3.5, 

(2) We can't oven guide the objectives until the U.5.3.5. adds 
somebody to ite supervisory system who will talk with us in « oritical rather 
than a defensive spirit about the Ten Unit systes. eo have confidence in 
Leo Couch, but he oan't cover the whole system--research policy, aducational 
policy, day-to-day administration. 

(3) 1, for one, am unwilling to go shead under the present arrange- 
ments. Oe 2 oe Se oe oe oe ere vee ae One 8 Ga ae 
& Gloom slate? Perhaps the '¢ Soeiety should have a hand ia a new slate. 

Perbaps it is I whe am cut of step with the company, rather than vice versa. 

Yeo, Dx. Milde hae been inactive, tut it may not all be his foult. 
There wasn't oven a notice to the committes this time, due to that confusion 
about when we could meet with the Trustees. 

Our several personal projects financed by the Lastitute (Delta, 
ie eet ee ere neces Was oak 1 tos toe os OAL 

o8 a technical committes. Hubbs and I hed just as well appear 
vefore you in our private capacity; perhaps better, 

Ss ee HF Mt anh oo ene See te De Comte 
(with the exception of Mlis). 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold



| HERBERT L. PRATT 5, ee 
Chairman of the Board A Ci A Fit ahs etna 

ELTINGE F. WARNER Be Ne Vice-Chairman of he Boerd AMERICAN WILDLIFE. INSTITUTE “Vice Pravdoat 
7 FREDERIC EWING i Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Chairman Technical Committee ce sy ena ae 

May 15, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

At the last meeting of our Executive 
Committee we had our annual election of officers-- 
postponed from our annval Board meeting in March-- 
and then gave consideration to the personnel of 
the Technical Committee. 

I was instructed to contact you with 
respect to the advisability of adding two new 

members to this Committee. 

It was felt that the present personnel 
is very satisfactory and doing as much as can be 

expected from it under the circumstances, with one 
possible exception. In this connection it was felt 
that you probably would like to discuss with Carl 
Hubbs the advisability of replacing Dr. Ellis, who 
has been very inactive insofar as we are concerned. 
It is difficult even to get him to answer correspondence. 

There were no suggestions as to who”might 
be added to this Committee but your suggestions end 
recommendations will be welcome. 

Sincerely yours, 

C. M. Palmer, Jr. 

Secretary 
Peg 

Copiee as Ue eal a 

hts 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE
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American Wildlife Institute 
Washington, D.C, 

May 15, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
4a University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

At the last meeting of our Executive Committee we 
had our anmal election of officers--postponed from our anmal 
Board meoting in March-~and then gave consideration to the per~ 
sonnel of the Technical Committee. 

I was instructed to contact you with respect to the 
advisability of adding two new members to this Committee. 

It was felt that the present personnel is very satis- 
factory and doing as mech as can be expected from it under the 
circumstances, with one possible exception. In this connection 
it was felt that you probably would like to discuss with Carl 
Hubbs the advisability of replacing Dr. Mllis, who has been very 
inactive insofar as we are concerned. It is difficult even to 
get him to answer correspondence. 

There were no suggestions as to who might be added to 
this Committee, but your suggestions and recommendations will 
be welcome. 

Sincerely yours, 

CG, M. Palmer, Jr. 

Secretary 
Pig



42h University Farm Place 
May 21, 1940 

Ur. GC. M. Palmer, Jr. 

American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. 6. 

Dear Morts 

I welcome your inquiry about the reappointment of the Technical 
Committee. 

The Committee as it now etands is nearly a dead letter. We can't 
fee eye-to-eye with Dr. Bell on questions affecting the Ton Units, and we 
are too far away and too scattered to argue out the disagreements with him 
er even with each other. We don't even know to what extent Gabe approves 
Dr. Bell's policies, or whether he even knows about our differences with hin. 
Certainly we have never had « chance to air our views to Gabe. 

My conclusions are} 

(1) No seattered volunteer comittes can get anywhore trying to 
gaide the detailed use of the Institute's funds by the 0.5.3.5. 

(2) We can't even guide the objectives until the U.5.3.5. adds 
somebody to ite supervisory system who will talk with us in « eritical rather 
than a defensive spirit about the Ten Unit system. We have confidence in 
Leo Cough, tut he oan't cover the whole system--research policy, educational 
policy, day-to-day administration. 

(3) 2, for one, am unwilling to go shead unter the present arrange- 
ments. Why don't we all step out and give you and Gabe s chance to start with 
s Glean slate? Perhaps the Wildlife Sesiety should have a hand in a new slate. 

Perbeps it ia I who am out of step with the company, rather than vice versa. 

You, Dr. Bilie hae been inactive, but it may not all be his feult. 
There waen't oven a notice to the committes this time, due to that confusion 
about when we could meet with the Trustees. 

Our several personal projects financed by the Institute (Delta, 
Michigan, ete.) ave functioning smoothly, tut it's a far ory from that to 
funetioning as a technical committees. Hubbs and I had just as well appear 
vefore you in our private eapacity; perhaps better. 

I am sending copies of this, and of your letter, to the comuittes 
(with the exception of @llis). 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold



424 University Farm Place 
April 2, 1940 

Mr. CG. M. Palmer, Jr. 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mort: 

I appreciate your attitude on the Craighead 
project. 

Yes, I would approve of this project if funds 
were available and if the project could be set up to cover 
a longer time. i doubt whether even the Craigheads could 
do anything with this project in one summer. I would like 
to see the Institute doing some active work in promoting 
a better understanding of hawks, although I cannot certify 
in advance that I would prefer this particular way of going 
about it to any other way. I do know that the Craigheads 
heve a remarkable understanding of the subject and an 
awful lot of energy in pushing it, and if some money were 
available to carry them, I have no doubt whatever that a 
very worthwhile project could be arranged. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F. B. DAVIS, Jr. Vice-Chairmen of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD C. M, PALMER, JR. 
Chairman Technical Committee “Acting Secretary 

March 28, 1940 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Ihave a copy of your letter to Frank Craighead. 

I hope that you didn't get the impression that 
I was passing the huck to you on the Craighead deal. I had 
no such intention. My only purpose in handing you that letter 
was to have you consider it froma technical standpoint 
because I feel that it is useless for us to worry about the 
possibility of financing a proposition until it has had your 
technical okeh. When this is acquired then we can worry about 
the finances. 

I appreciate your writing Frank but I had 
figured on taking care of that end of it, relieving you of 
any disagreeable job of turning a man down. 

I will probably send you more such projects 
for consideration but just wanted to let you know how I felt 
about it. You have enough to worry about without answering a 
lot of ummecessary correspondence of this nature. So, when eny 
more are passed on to you you won't have to make the alibis. 

Best regards and thanks a lot. 

Sincerely yours, 

C. Me Palmer, Jr. 

Secretary 
Peg 

P. S. I take it that you approve of this project if funds are 
available. AmTI correct in this assumption? 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE
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42h University Farm Place 
May 8, 1940 

As: Mr. 8. B. Locke 
Pohaay U. 3. Biological Survey 

i 1140 Park Square Building 
| Boston, Massachusetts 

‘ Dear Barry: 

I take it that Mort Palmer or Carl Hubbs will 
formally place the Salmon matter before the Technical 
Gommittee, and that the material you sent is just advance 
information. 

The papers are deficient in one point: are 
Pittman-Robertson funds not usable? 

, Best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



IN REPLY REFER TO 
REGION No. 8 

NEW GI UNITED STATES = 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR PENNSYLVANIA 

NEW JERSEY 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY DELAWARE 

OFFICE OF REGIONAL DIRECTOR 
1140 PARK SQUARE BUILDING 

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 

May 3, 1940. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsine 

Dear Aldo: 

Enclosed are copies of some information bearing on the 
establishment of salmon research scholarships at the University 
of Maine. This has been the result of a number of discussions 
had with Mort Palmer following which I presented the material to 
Senator Walcott. This letter was written to give the Senator ad- 
ditional informatiion he desired. It is hoped that some action 
may be obtained promptly since it will be rather difficult for 
me to give the attention necessary to definitely set up the 
pledges and it is particularly desirable to negotiate work on 
the Dennys River this year. 

Within the last few days I have seen newspaper reports 
of the taking of kelts in the St. Croix, Demnys, and Pleasant 
Riverse 

Sincergly yours, 

[be 
S. Barry Lo¢k 

Regional Direcvor. 

Enclosurese



: THE INTERIOR 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICUBTERE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY REGION NO. 8 

Torre tle NEW ENGLAND 

OFFICE OF REGIONAL DIRECTOR STATES 

1140 PARK SQUARE BUILDING mona 

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS NEW JERSEY 
DELAWARE 

April 20, 1940 

Hone Frederic C. Walcott, 

President, 
American Wildlife Institute, 

Investment Building, 
Washington, D. Ce. 

Dear Senator Walcott: 

In accordence with a suggestion from Mr. C. Mortimer Palmer, I 
have attempted to give you the essential facts supporting the proposal 

for establishing one or more scholarships at the University of Maine to 
study the restoration and management of the Atlantic salmon in New 
England. This proposal has been discussed with representatives of the 
State of Maine, the Bureau of Fisheries, and such men as Dr. David Le 
Belding and Dr. Henry B. Ward, and the following plan is the outcome of 

such conferences: 

Before destroyed by the blocking of rivers by dams, by over- 
fishing, end by pollution, salmon runs oceurred in numbers in many North- 
eastern streams from the Hudson to St. Croix, being particularly abundant 
in the Comecticut, Merrimac, Kennebec and Penobscot and salmon were 
found generally in all Maine rivers east of the Penobscot. Substantial 

runs have persisted in the Penobscot and Dennys Rivers. Scattered salmon 
occur along the Atlantic Coast from Massachusetts north and a few speci- 

mens.are still taken on the rod and observed in many of thése streams from 
the Connecticut River north. The Connecticut, Kennebec, and Penobscot in 
their original condition would rank among the best Atlentic salmon rivers 
of the world. While many of these rivers have changed physically from their 
original condition, the presence of scattered salmon, the decline of munici- 

pal and industrial pollution due to several ceuses, the development of ef- 
fective fishways, the great increase in the recreational value of sport fish- 
ing as a substantial economic resource justifies well organized efforts to 
restore salmon runs wherever possible. 

The fact that large salmon runs have been maintained or developed in 

many European streams flowing through heavily industrialized sections and in- 
cluding watersheds of high agriculturel use indicates that such obstacles 
are not unsurmountable. The Wye SGver in England, a stream with a drainage 

comparable to the Merrimac River but much smaller than our larger streams, 
is an excellent example. I am quoting as follows from Mr. J. Arthur Hutton, 

authority on English salmon rivers:
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"The Wye is now the best salmon river for rod-fishing 
in England and Wales, I might even say in the whole of 
Great Britain. The average rod-catch in ordinary seasons 
is between 3,000 and 4,000 fish, weighing about 60,000 lb. 
In 1927, 6,145 salmon weighing 117,2114 1b. were caught by 
rod. In addition to this a much larger number of fish are 
caught by the nets in the tidal waters in and adjacent to 
the mouth of the river. Including Wye-bred salmon caught 
in the districts wder the control of the Usk and Severn 
Boards the total number landed by netsmen is well over 
20,000 fish.” 

"The Wye is the one outstanding example of what can be 
done by good management. Less than thirty years ago it was 
hardly worth fishing. Today it is one of the best salmon 
rivers in the whole world, and the report of the progress 
of its fisheries are studied all over the world. Nor do I 
think it has yet reached its zenith." 

"It is difficult to say what is the total value of 
these fisheries, but it would be no exaggeration to say 
that, in one way and another, directly and indirectly, 
the salmon fisheries of the Wye are worth considerably over 
50,000 pounds a year to the surrounding districts." 

The studies of Mr. Dow, copy of whose report on the Penobseot is en- 
closed, indicate that a considerable degree of some forms of indus- 
trial pollution are not necessarily a barrier to salmon. The per- 
sistence of the run in the Penobscot also indicates that power uses 
are no absolute barrier in the migration of the smolts to the oceans 

I am sure you will appreciate the great value to sportsmen and 
also from a basic economical viewpoint to this region of salmon runs 
in even a few of the most favorable of our New England rivers. An im- 
portent feature of this is that the great majority of the food supply 
utilized in developing the salmon except for carrying the parr during 
their river life comes from salt water sources and does not for this rea- 
son throw an added drain on the limited food available in fresh water. 

Much of the unsuccessful results of the past work in planting 
salmon may well be charged to the sporadic and unsystematic nature of 
the work. The one persistent example of success in New England waters, 
the Penobscot, wovld set up a self-supporting operation had provision 
for a spawn take: from the returning fish been established. Under 
former procedure returning fish were purchased from wiermen at the com- 
mercial rate and even this was finally abendoned and dependence placed 
on obtaining eggs from Canada. Even a partial operation of some of the
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salmon weirs perhaps in waters now closed to commercial use would have 
given an adequate spawn supply at moderate cost. No matter what its 
relationship to final management, artificial stocking has a place in 
the restoring of the supply and in tiding over where some condition pre- 
vents normal, natural increase. A very interesting indication from 
Mr. Dow's work is that the run of salmon in the Penobscot was maintained 
90 percent by hatchery operations. This means that an efficient hatchery 
operation would support a good run of fish in suitable rivers before ac- 
cess to head waters for natural spawning had been obtained. The cost of 
a hatchery operation on the Penobscot on such a basis would be a small 
price for building up a good run there. 

By reference to Dre William C. Kendall's work on salmon, I find 
over twenty-five rivers listed from the Hudson north formerly carry- 
ing a run of salmon. The enclosed paper on the New England salmon 
problem by Mr. We C. Herrington presents this problem in an excellent 
way but I desire to comment on a few of his statements. I believe he 
has given less importance then justified to the run in the Penobscot 
which appears to have been maintained primarily by artificial propage- 
tion. Also, in the case of the Penobscot and Dennys Rivers, we have 
sufficient evidence of their value to justify a detailed study im- 
mediately as the basis for management. 

While we believe a general survey of conditions is an es- 
sential feature, we believe an immediate approach to the problem is 
justified on the Dennys River which has without the help of artificial 
stocking maintained a sizable run and would because of physical features 
of size and lakes at its headwaters lend itself to certain management 
features of great importance in salmon production. Mr. David Le Belding 
in discussions, and Dre A. Ge Huntsman in published articles (both au- 
thorities in the field of salmon research) emphasize the desirability 
in salmon research of work on a stream sufficiently small to permit 
effective study and to allow such operations as trapping and counting 
both young and mature salmon and the determination of the value of 
various restocking or management methods. Many basic or fundamental 
factors may be determined under such circumstances which would not be 
possible in large rivers but may well apply to management on an ex- 
tensive basis. There are in the Dennys River no such factors as ob- 
structing dams, pollution or commercial use and these would need to 
be evaluated elsewhere. Due to the presence of a substantial salmon 
run already, a thorough survey as a basis for management would at 
the same time give information bearing on the salmon themselves as 
well as the condition of the stream. Similar rivers except for the 
factors of obstruction by dams in the lower waters are the Machias, 
East Machias, Pleasant, Narraguagus, and Union, all located west of 
the Penobscot with their watersheds largely unbroken forest having 
slight development values and nearly all with lakes at their sources 
to serve as storage reservoirs in the control of stream flow in salmon 
production. Management worked out on the Dennys River would be par- 
ticularly adapted to such streams. A study of the Dennys River by
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a graduate student over a two-year period should give us much detailed 
information both concerning the physical features of the stream and the 
biological factors to support a well organized plan of management on 
this and similar streams. Plans are under consideration for the 
construction of dams to store water to give the necessary control over 
volumes of stream flow. In the same way a similar survey of the 
Penobscot River would serve equally as the basis for definite manage- 
mont but in a different type of water which is typical of our larger 
riverse These two streams are quite different and studies carried out 
on the two would not result in undesirable duplication but would supple- 
ment each other. We believe it better to start out with a survey of 
the Dennys River since we are uncertain as to the number of fish now 
returning to the Penobscot and a lack of such would make a study less 
valuable than if carried out at the time of considerable return of 
fishe 

To summarize the situation, we have a resource of very high : 
potential value both from a recreational and economic standpoint in 
which there is an intense and growing interest by sportsmen but a 
great lack of both general and specific information on which to base 
restoration and management efforts. The proposed scholarships under 
the direction of Dr. Cooper at the University of Maine for studies in 
the Dennys and Penobscot Rivers with concurrent survey of all New 
England waters through the cooperation of the Bureau of Fisheries 
end States involved will give a very desirable approach to the entire 
problem and place us immediately in a position to initiate soumd man- 
agement on the two streams definitely indicating possibilities at 
this time. Development of management practices in these waters will, 
of course, give us very necessary information on how to approach the 
problem in other rivers. 

From commitments already made by individuals and organiza- 
tions interested in supporting scholarships to study this matter, I 
am sure I can obtain pledges for $500 or $600 on short notice. Due 

to Dr. Kendall's great interest in this mtter and the fact that his 
daughter turned over all of Dr. Kendall's personal notes and library 
to the University of Maine for its fisheries work, I have proposed 
that the scholarship be designated as the Dr. William C. Kendall 
Memorial Scholarshipe 

It is very important that this matter be acted upon promptly 
so that it will be possible to set someone at work on the problem on 
the Dennys River early this spring, at least not later than June. 
We are promised help in the use of equipment, materials and assistance 
from the regular warden force by the Maine Game Department. It is 
quite possible that they might also contribute student assistants in 
necessary field observations. The work would be in three wmits-~ 

lst - A scholarship of from $1000 to $1200 on a two-year 
basis for the Dennys River Survey and management 
plan to be initiated this spring and financed half ‘
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by private funds and half from the Wildlife Institute f 
(with assistance from the Fishing Tackle Manufacturers? 
Association). 

@nd - A scholarship of $1000 on a two-year basis for a de~ 
teiled study and management plan for the Penobscot 
River to be financed jointly by the Wildlife In- lo « 
stitute and Fishing Tackle Manufacturers' Associa- 
tion with the possibility of some private contribu- 
tions. Both of these undertakings to receive as- 

sistance from the Maine Game Department in use of 
equipment and cooperation of employees and possibly 
labor of student assistants. 

3rd - A general survey of conditions and possibilities of 
salmon restoration in the New England area through 
the cooperation of the Bureau of Fisheries and 
States concerned. 

Some of the papers enclosed are my file copies and I will ap- 
preciate your returning those so marked to me--others have been in- 
dicated for your retention. 

Sincerely yours, 

S. Barry Locke, 
Regional Director. 

Enclosurese



DATS EXTRACTED FROM REPORT OF MR. RAYMOND W. DOW 
ON THE ATLANTIC SALMON OF THE PENOBSCOT RIVER 

“The Penobscot River in the not distant past was undoubtedly one of 
the great salmon rivers of the world. It has today possibilities of equal- 
ing the famous Canadian rivers, at least from the commercial viewpoint. If 
the present stock of fish can be maintained until assistance comes in the 
shape of natural breeding, by virtue of the completed fishways, a much more 
effective condition will prevail than has in the past. 

"The river itself has not, for a great many years, been so favorably 
situated for a restoration of the migratory fishes. When the Mattaceunk fish- 
way is completed, probably in late 1939, the pathway will be clear, from the 
ocean to the ancient spawning grounds on the East Branch. The sawdust 

problem is a thing of the past. The commercial fisheries have been fairly 
well regulated by law. & few years of heavy hatchery plantings, at this 
eritical period, would go far toward putting the river on a self-sustaining 
basis." 

* * eK 

1 - Commercial fisheries have been increasingly restricted and now are en- 
tirely prohibited for about ten miles down river from Bangor or about one- 
half way from Bangor to Penobscot Baye 

* OK ok OK 

2 - The average commercial catch per year for twenty-two years from 1895 
to 1935, although mich under that of the peak of real abundance, is 43,340 
pounds per year. With average weight of approximately 12.8 pounds for each 
fish. The average rod catches at Bangor Pool for 46 years beginning in 
1893 is a little less than 100 fish per year. Over 70,000 pounds, or 7,000 

salmon, were taken in commercial fisheries in 1930, and over 58,000 pounds 
in 1931. Commercial fisheries in 1880 took 10,000 salmon. 

* eK * 

3 - The inability of the fish to reach suitable spawning waters due to ob- 
structions or ineffective fishways resulted in the runs being maintained 
largely by plantings of hatchery fry. 

* * * 

4 - About 10 percent of the salmon in the Penobscot are the product of 
natural spawning with balances resulting from plantings of fry or finger- 
lingssalmon from hatcheriese 

* * ke * 

5 - Studies indicate a return of from four to five mature salmon per 
1,000 of fry planted from hatcheries. Natural conditions, while desirable, 
are not necessarily essential since the Penobscot operations indicate that 
artificial planting is an effective substitute.
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6 - With the removal of the effect of artificial obstructions, the more 

serious forms of pollution, and the establishment of artificial conditions 

causing destruction of the young fish and proper regulation of commercial 
fisheries, the results from natural breeding might be entirely different 
and might approach the tremendous returns originally existing. 

ees 

7 - Formerly brood salmon were purchased from weirmen and held at the 
Federal hatchery at East Orland. This has been abandoned in recent years 
and dependence had on exchanges with Canada for salmon eggs. A supply from 
this source is not now available and plantings have practically been abandonede 

eae 

8 - Weir operations to supply brood fish for spawn taking could furnish an 
abundant egg supply for building up the run of salmon. 

kOe KOK 

9 - The six dams which obstructed the passage of salmon, the upper one 88 
miles from the mouth of the river, all have effective fishways of modern 
design and the fish can reach the former spawning waters on the east 
branch which are still in most excellent condition and flow through a wild 
undeveloped areae 

(Note:--It is reasonable to expect that free 
: ; access by salmon in large numbers to the 

headwaters will develop sport fishing in 
this section of the river. SBL) 

hee * 

10 - Mended spent fish or kelts are common in Bangor Pool in early April. 
The majority of these fish which return come back as large new fish. 

ok +e 

1l - The principal age group of salmon in the Penobscot is 2.2 or fish four 
years old, having spent two years in the river and two years in the ocean. 

xk KOK 

12 = While pollution is present in injurious amounts, it is mach less than 
formerly, does not occur in the spawning waters, and many varieties of fish, 
including trout and landlocked salmon, are found where heavy pollution 
enters the river.
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"Herb" Allan, Proprietor 
A Rendezvous for Sportsmen 

DENNYSVILLE, MAINE ~ 

July 27, 1939 : 

Mr. Walter P. Schaefer, 
U. S. Biological Dept. 
Calais, Maine 

Dear Mr. Schaefer, 

Mr. Chester T. McPhee, our club Secy-Treas., has asked me to 
give you some information regarding the Dennys River, as a Salmon ? 

stream, and am pleased to give you the following, which trust may be 

of interest. The Dennys is the outlet of Meddybemps Lake, and also 
Cathance Lake, and has a watershed of about 200 sq. miles, and empties 
into Cobscook Bay, a few miles above Hastport. 

My father told me it was the first river in the U. 5S. where 
salmon were taken with a fly. It was fished in the 1860's by Walter 

Brackett, a famous painter of trout and salmon. It was fished before 
that by local fishermen. An uncle told me he remembered the Indians 
spearing them 100 yrs. ago, with birch torch and canoe, here in the 

village. Also told me on one noon time while the mill was shut down, 

that 55 salmon were taken from the village pool, with pitch forks, nets, 
spears, etc. Fishing with nets, weirs, etc. was allowed until we 

formed the Dennys River Salmon Club, on Apr. 13, 1936, and about the 
first thing we did was to buy out the nets and hold a meeting before 

the Seas & Shore Fisheries Commissioner, asking him to close the river 
to net and weir fishing, and as there was no opposition he did so. The 
next year a law was passed by the Legislature closing the river to 
where it meets Cobscook Bay, on this sort of fishing. We always had a 
good fishway here until about 1898, when to conserve water, a new one 
was installed. This and all the others built were not suitable for 
salmon, and the fish did not increase or have a fair chance, until 1930 
when the dam at the village was blown, and entirely washed out, so that 
now there are no obstructions on the entire river. The river is also 
unpolluted, and no fishing allowed excepting, with rod@ and line. We 
planted 650,000 fry in 1936, and 30,000 fingerlings in 1937. The eggs 
coming from Canada, and were hatched at Bast Orland, and Tunk Pond. We 
look for some returns from the 36 plant in 1940. In addition to this 
plant we are having a large natural hatch, this we know by the large
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number of kelt seen the last two Springs on their return to salt i 
water. There is around 6 to 8 miles of quick water upstream that 
furnishes good spawning grounds. The guides and sportsmen report 

seeing this Spring and Summer @ great number of parr, all along in the 
quick water and at the head of the tide as it comes in. Very little 
if any poaching is done as we have a very efficient warden who holds 

both an Inlend and Sea & Shore commission. We have paid him around 
$1100.00 in the last three years. We paid around $250.00 for nets 
and good-will of the fishermen, and have spent about $500.00 in cleaning 
the river of foreign matter that was detrimental to fly fishing. The 
number of salmon brought in for recording in our club record is as 

follows, 1936-56, 1937-84, 1938,-67, and this year 37, making a total 
244. There are some we have no record of. This season most of the 

fish were taken in June, as the water in July has been very low and 
warm. Larger quentities are reported at the mouth of the river waiting 
for rains before coming in, and they congregate there every Summer, as 
we usually have a period of low water during the Summer. If we could 
have Gilman dam built at the head of the upper quick water, and at the 
foot of the dead water below Meddybemps, it would be of great benefit 
to the fishing. It is estimated these improvements would not cost over 
$500.00, and would control the waters on both streams in times of 

floods. Since the dam Was blown here in the village and Gilman dam 
gone out, the ice has run out of the entire river in January and done 

considerable damage, and it is a wonder that we did not lose the Lower 

Bridge, so called. In addition to the number of salmon killed in the 
last four seasons, there were probably around four times as many hooked 
and lost, owing to light tackle, inexperience, etc. lest season fish 
were taken from and including April and up into Sept. No fish were 
planted in 1938 or 1939, but we are in hopes that arrangements can be 

made for a liberal planting each year from now on Our club now numbers 
about 750 members scattered all over the country. fhe State pays a 

bounty of $1.00 each on seals and our club has added another $1.00, 
and some 60 have been killed at the mouth of the river during the last 

year. Oregon or Humpback Salmon were planted here by the Federal 
Government, for about ten years starting about 30 years ago, but the 
experiment was not successful. I have fished the Dennys for 50 years 
and realizing that it might be made a great Salmon River, have been 
fighting for these fish for 40 years, playing a lone hand most of the 

time, up to three years ago. I am still fighting for it, and anything 

you can do to assist, assure you will be much appreciated. If I can 

give you further information, or be of any service to you in any way, 

shall be pleased to do soe 

Respectfully, 

/s/ Herb Allan 

Herbert H. Allan.
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THE NEW ENGLAND SALMON PROBLEM 

By: Mr. We C. Herrington, Aquatic Biologist 
Bureau of Fisheries 

I have just discussed some of the work on marine fish which has 

been, or is being, done. Now I would like to mention a job which 

should be attempted and which will be a great thing for the sportsmen 

if it can be done. This job is the restoration of abundant salmon 

runs in New England streams. Once, hundreds of thousands, possibly 

millions of salmon annually ascended our rivers to spawn. Now there 

is only a remnant in a few streams in eastern Maine. 

For a great many years, sporadic efforts have been made to re- 

store salmon to former abundence. In this work, primary emphasis has 

been placed on artificial propagation. Without such work there probably 

wuld be no salmon in New England streams today. From Mr. Montgomery, 

superintendent of the Bureau's Craig Brook Hatchery, I have obtained 

records of the salmon propagation work carried on at that station 

since 1926. During that time, a total of nearly 15 million salmon 

eggs have been obtained from Canada through an exchange agreement in 

which the Bureau supplied trout eggs in return for eggs of the Atlantic 

salmon, Of the 15 million eggs, more than 6 million were distributed 

to Maine State hatcheries and a few hundred thousand to other states. 

The remainder were hatched at Craig Brook and distributed as fingerlings 

as follows: To eastern Maine rivers including the Dennys, Pleasant and 

Narragaugus, went about 1} million; to the various branches of the
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Penobscot, nearly An millions; and to tributaries of the St. John and 

St. Croix, about 500,000. This is a total of over 6 million young : 

salmon in addition to perhaps an almost equal number planted by the 

State. 

In spite of the rather extensive propagation work described above, 

the salmon runs have continued to decline. Consequently, although 

this work must be given most of the credit for maintaining what few 

salmon we now have, it should by this time be clear that artificial 

propagation by itself will not solve the salmon problem. Furthermore, 

it no longer is possible to obtain a supply of eggs from Canada. 

Obviously, a new approach to the problem is called for. 

In this connection, I would like to quote from a monograph on the 

Atlantic salmon published in 1935 by the late Dr. William C. Kendall, 

an authority on New England salmon and trout, who for more than 40 

years was a close observer and student of these New England species. 

“Notwithstanding the early fish cultural interest in the Atlantic 

salmon of New England, the continued fish cultural propagation of the 

fish at one Federal hatchery in Maine, and its potential commercial 

and angling value, no attempts to solve the many problems connected 

with the salmon have been made since those of Atkins over one-half a 

century ago. 

", . eto me it seems not only extremely unfortunate but fatal 

that so much reliance has been placed upon the applicability of the re- 

sults of investigations on the other side of the ocean. . . and so
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little done in the way of independent investigation. Canada has made 

and is still making some effort in that direction, but in the United 

States almost nothing has been done in the past, and absolutely nothing 

is being done now, with the consequence that her Atlantic salmon 

fishery is almost past history and the salmon is verging on extinction." 

Certainly, Dr. Kendall possessed very decided views on the necessity 

for moreinvestigation of New England conditions as a basis for restora- 

tion work. And I think that a glance at the record will substantiate 

his remarks, for the Atlantic salmon has vanished from New England, 

except for a few streams in eastern Maine where small runs still 

survive. Here, the strenuous and devoted efforts of a small but grow- 

ing number of sportsmen combined with the work of the State Department 

of Inland Fisheries and the Federal Hatchery at Craig Brook, have made 

it possible to preserve a remnant of the once great runs as a reminder of 

the past and of the potential possibilities of the future. 

Now, meny take it for granted that the Atlantic salmon is morely 

a victim of the times, and that there is no point in wasting money or 

effort on such a forlorn hope as the restoration of salmon appears to 

bee However, it seems premature to classify the Atlantic salmon as a 

“forlorn hope". Certainly, there are many who think that effective 

restoration work can be done, although they may not agree on the best 

method to be usede
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Fully aware of the vigorous but perhaps somewhat unorganized interest 

in Atlantic salmon, and of the lack of agreement as to the possibility or 

means by which they might be restored, Mr. David Aylward, President of the 

National Wildlife Federation, requested the Bureau of Fisheries to co~ 

operate in searching for an answer to the situation. We were asked to 

make a brief survey of information at present available, to report on the 

possibilities of salmon restoration, and to prepare a program suggesting 

the most effective methods for carrying out restoration worke 

In compliance with this request Dr. G. A. Rounsefell and I prepared 

@ report, working in cooperation with Mr. George Stobie, Commissioner of 

Inland Fisheries for Maine, and with the advice and counsel of the commis- 

sioners or their representatives from the other North Atlantic States and 

ofMr. Raymond Dow and other sportsmen who have long been interested in 

salmon. The following is part of that reports 

“Numerous attempts have been made to maintain the salmon fisheries 

through regulatory laws, construction of fish ladders, and artificial 

propagation; but these efforts have not served to restore past abundance 

or even to halt the gradual reduction of the stock. Many observers con- 

sider that these negative results are not conclusive, because in no case 

was it possible to carry through the dinweree under adequately controlled 

conditions. Furthermore, it is believed that at present, due to the 

closing of lumber and pulp mills and abandonment and destruction of temporary
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dams, and to the construction of fish ladders in permanent dams, condi- 

tions on many of the rivers are more favorable for salmon than has been 

the case for many years past. Consequently, we recommend that a care- 

fully supervised experiment be carried out which will definitely prove 

or disprove the practical feasibility of restoring this potentially 

valuable resource, and that this experiment be developed along the general 

lines of the recommendations which follow. These recommendations include: 

I. A comprehensive survey covering the most promising New England 

rivers from mouth to source to show: number and kind of obstructions to 

salmon migrations; the extent and degree of pollution and to what extent 

it limits salmon movements and spawning; the condition and extent of 

spawning areas; and the suitability and capacity of the streams for 

young salmone 

IIe On the basis of the above survey, select the most suitable 

stream for restoration and management experiments. 

III. Obtain State laws prohibiting or severely limiting the capture 

of salmon anywhere on this river or within a suitable distance from its 

mouthe 

IV. Provide means for determining the number of fish which spawn 

naturally. 

Ve Obtain a supply of salmon eggs for hatching and planting each 

year for at least 5 years to assist in rebuilding the natural stock. 

VI. Mark wild parr and smolts in the different tributaries, and 

hatchery-reared parr and smolts to determine: the value of the
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tributaries for spawning and nursery grounds; the best age to release 

hatchery stock, and the optimum size of spawning run for each tributary. 

VII. After 10 years, or less, should results be sufficiently suc- 

cessful, open the stream to controlled fishing. 

VIII. Study the possible advantages and disadvantages to be 

derived from introducing a more desirable species of West Coast salmon 

then that previously tried in Maine waters. It is believed that a 

species could be selected which would be of value to both sports and 

commercial fishermen and whose early life history is such that it would 

offer a minimum of competition to native salmon. 

"Some of the work mentioned above, particularly that under Item I, 

has already been begun by the various states. In some cases, surveys of 

State streams are being carried on as rapidly as fwmds permit and much 

good work is being done in installing effective fishways in the streams, 

Any additional work carried on under the above program would be in coopera- 

tion with the State biologists and would serve to supplement and co- 

ordinate the surveys of the several states. In any event, it is obvious 

that a successful program for restoration of salmon will take the best 

efforts of all concernede 

"It is believed that the most important problem at present is 

to prove that extensive restoration of Atlantic salmon is feasible and 

practical. Once this has been demonstrated on one or two streams,
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ample support should be available for similar work on others." 

You may wonder just how practical or necessary are some of the 

measures we have included in the above recommendationse The next speaker, 

Dre G A. Rownsefell, who for several years was in charge of part of the 

Bureau's salmon work on the West Coast, will show us how some of these 

measures are successfully applied in the extensive salmon fisheries of 

that region.
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——————___—emeOoOoOoO DENNYS RIVER Isle, 15 Ibs. We hope to hear of 

1 During 1988 scale samples were Dennys River in Washington Count; many more being taken there as the 
|3rd Annual Report of the Dennys River Salmon Club | received from 16 fish taken in the Maine. The individual ate tells: season goes on. Mr. Bond is a char- 

a el oe In. Lbs. ter member of our club, and was one 

The following is a list of what salmon we were able to get data on, No. Age Group Date Taken Length Wet. Taken by of the first to advise the forming of 

caught during the 1938 fishing season. = 2. SM 4-13-38 31% 7 the same. Capt. Greene is also a 

Don Phinney—May 21—Female—10% lbs.—M, of Cathance, Yel. Jungle Cock 2 2. SM 5- 4-88 29 6 member. 

May 27—Female—11% lbs.—Just above Stump Pool, Yel. J. U. 3 3.2plus 6- 8-38 30 9%4 J. Bovard There was but little open water on 

June 20—Male—9% lbs.—Rips below Sol’s Point, Kn. Hackle 4 3.2 6-13-38 28 9 S. W, Putnam the Dennys until the week of April 

John Hallowell—May 283—9% lbs. 5 2.2 6-15-38 29 9% Townsend Cutter +4", and the nrst xelt, or black salm- 

S. W. Putnam, 3rd, Fitchburg, Mass—June 183—F.—9% lbs.—Cin Sedge, 20 6 3.2 7- 6-38 Sal — Fish lost by angler* 0%» Was taken on that date by Ab. 
[min., Ed. Place Fool a 2.2plus 7- 6-38 30 9% Francis Rawles Mahar, and have been taken since 

Francis W. Rawle, Albany, N. Y.—July 6—F.—9% lbs.—Blue Chime—30 8 3.2 7-11-88 27 8% every day, with the exception of three 

[min., 5 oz., Thos. Unity Pool 9 2.2 8-28-38 30% 12% Dr. Jas. Patterson “@VS Waen the river was too high. 

C. B. Coburn, Worcester, Mass—July 7—F.—9% lbs.—6 oz. rod, Prof., be- 10 38.2 8-28-38 29 10% Dr. Jas. Patterson >°meé roas have taken as high as sev- 
[low Narrows, 30 m. Ta 3.2 Oo qe8e: 30% 10% G. H. Lyall en in a tew hours, and the longest 

W. Roy Huston, Auburn, Maine—July 30—10 lbs—Hardy Scrimp, above 12 2.2 9- 2-38 28% 8% C. B, Barton hght we heard ot was one hour and 
[Narrows 13 3. SM 9- 3-38 36% 16% A. C, Ingraham twenty minutes, the 27th, when Bill 

Dan McCarty, N. Y, City—July 31—9% lbs.—Hell’s Vestibule 14 2.2plus 9-11-38 28% 9 Crowell, of ¥ortiand, got mixed up 

C. B. Barton, Berlin, N. H.—July 31—8% lbs.—Below Narrows 15 3.3 9-16-38 84 14 Donald Higgins with a large one, ull Hdson, on the 

Sept, 28% lbs—Below Narrows 16 oo 9-17-38 30% 11% George A. Field “0%, toox a humpback over a yard 

Leslie M. Blake, Watertown, Mass——Aug, 5—M.—16 lbs.—Seotch Trout Hole *Few scales came in on hook. im jengtn. None or this species have 

Aug. 6—'.—10 lbs.—Scotch ‘trout Hole BMS ee ree been pianted an: ‘the Dentiys for 

Aug. 7—K.—11 lbs.—Scotch ‘trout Hole ber, which afforded good opportunity Yarmouth the next summer, the East stound wwenty years, end. none seen, 

Russell B. Henderson, Gloucester, Mass.—Aug. 7—I'.—9 lbs. to observe the gradual erosion as coast of Newfoundland in the late eRe aye piesec) Orin teceny years. 

Ben Ames Willams, Chestnut Hill, Mass., and Searsmont, Maine— the summer months passed and the fall or early winter, and Labrador in ieee ce ee ete 

Aug. 8—M.—11 lbs—Scoten ‘Lrout Hole spawning season approached. In the the second summer,” he stated. “The 216 have been released, 
Aug. 8—F.—9 Ibs.—Scotch ‘trout Hole interval between samples 8 and 9, or present record is unusual for salmon ee ee ae, ae 

Z. Carter Patten, Chattanooga, Tenn.—Aug. 10—F'.—10 lbs.—Scotch Tt. Hole between July llth and August 28th, to reach Southern Newfoundland the ee eee 

Geo. G. Beckett, Boston, Mass—June 9—F.—9% lbs—Narrows marked erosion or absorption of the first summer.” gamle wna Dirds. rom. reports com- 

‘vownsend Cutter, N. Y. City—June 15—#'.—9% 1bs—Below dam, 46 m. edges of the scale took place and a ‘here is a very interesting article, ‘YS “ty 1¥ Witverou WEL. Mosdcock: 

Marshall W. Hurlin, Norwalk, Conn.—Aug. 18—F.—8 lbs.—Scotch ‘trout spawning mark was being definitely of several columns, on Salmon, by gee cu ay 

[Hole, 15 m. tormed thus early in the season, This Ur, Huntsman in the Fundy Fisher- cee ne PiBree tught aid “not come 

Chas, H. Sylvia—June 16—F.—10% lbs.—Ed. Place Pool, Dusty M. was the case even with sample 14, man, Black’s Harpor, N. B., in the eee = uA Although 

June 20—F.—9 lbs.—vasture Pool, Jungle Cock a summer fish which showed consid- issue of Heb, 22, 1939, copies of which ict ere 8 oe being found 

June 28—}'.—8% lbs.—Mouth or Cathance, Sil. Wil. erable erosion at the date of capture. can propably be obtained by writing geee) is Haye vole Was tmieny, Woe 

Raymond Higgins—May 10—F.—6% lbs.—Ledge Pool, Jock Scott ‘he kelts all showed evidence of that periodical, at the above address. BN ee oN er ee eo ena 

June 16—F.—10% lbs.—Ed. Place Pool, Brown Hackle summer feeding just prior to the ‘Lhe best article we have seen on “°Y have the last ten days. We have 

Dr. Jas. Patterson, Boston, Mass——Aug. 28—F.—10% lbs. Scotch I. Hole spawning mark and appeared to have Salmon Fishing is Salmon Fishing up one large teaeral game preserve 

Aug. 28—F.—12% lbs. Scoteh ‘i. Hole been summer fish. to Date. The Atlantic Salmon is a ‘S°™@° 12 miles on the North, and one 

G. H. Lyall, Boston, Mass.—Sept. 1—M.—10% 1bs.—Below Narrows ‘Ten of the fish, including some tak- sportsman and only sportsmen should ‘HT¢e miles to the Southward. Our 

Francis N. Balch, Kisq., Jamaica Plains, Mass.—Sept. 11—F.—10 lbs.—Below en very late in the summer, were 4¢al with him. Modern methods on Vice President, Mr. A. W. Pike, has 

[Long Point spring fish. That is, they showed no 0w it’s done, by Kiiwood Colahan in ® me pet aL pubes GaSe 
Donald Higgins, Bangor, Me——Sept. 16—M.—14 lbs.—Narrows, Squirrel tail wide rings to represent feeding in the Field and Stream of Feb. 1939. Puadie), which you are all invited to 

Geo, A. Field, Sanford, Me—Sept. 17—F.—11% lbs.—S. T. Hole, 30 m. the summer of 1938. These samples ‘t's worth reading, visit. 1t is worth seeing. 

[B. Dose were carefully studied for evidence vur club addea $1.00 to the State We now have (eo an de 

Walter A. Spicer, Sanford, Me-—June 26-—M.—9% lbs—Narrows,1h.15m., of summer feeding but no positive bounty on seals, and 16 bounties were those ot you who wish a club pin or 

[B. Butcher, Great fight evidence was found. paid by our treasurer last summer, ¢#@rm, we have a gold plated imita- 

Hugh Scott—June 20—F.—12% lbs.—Ledge, Lady Amherst In October 1938 representatives of We hope to do away with more of tion salmon, with the letters D. R. 

S. E. Colemen, Brunswick, Me.—June 21—F.—10% lbs.—Sand Pier, Bn. Hac. the State Fish and Game Depart- them this coming season. Mr. Curtis S.C. These can be furnished at $2.50 

Harold Hatch, N. Maine Jct.—Aug. 19—18% lbs. ment attempted to collect some ripe utchins, of Bangor, whose tirm con- each postpaid. 

Aug. 19—11% Ibs. salmon from the Dennys River for ‘ols these privileges, has ottered to It has been Suggested that we hold 

Camden Sargent, Sorrento, Me—Aug. 19—15% lbs. stripping. They arrived on October ease to our club the rights to re- monthly meetings durmg the fishing 

Howard Walker, N. Y. City—Sept. 17—10 lbs, 20th but were apparently too late, Puud the Great Works bam on Cat- Season, with entertainment furnished 

Kinsman Corthell, Eastport—Aug. 21—10 lbs. as the salmon which had been seen ‘ance, aud Guman vam on the Den- Y Prominent speakers, wildlife mo- 

H. B. Hess, Amherst, Mass——June 25—7% lbs. on the spawning beds during the YS, and vo use the water as we see vies, etc., and that we hold our an- 

L. F. Rogers, Northampton, Mass——June 25—10% lbs. previous week, had disappeared and 2% Witnout any charge to the club nual meeting in April. These mat- 

John B. Pierce, Esq., Boston, Mass.—July 5—10 lbs——Jock Scott, 15 m. the net bfought in only two fish— 70F the lease. ters, as well as others, can be cared 

E. T. Whitehouse, Unity, Me—June 11—10% lbs.—No, 4 B. Dose, Unity one a spent male and the other a fe- ‘the Great Works Dam is about for at the annual June meeting, no- 

[Pool, 10 m. male containing about a pint of eggs, three miles above where Catnance ‘ice of which will be sent you. Our 

Alton C. Ingraham, Brookline, Mass—Sept. 3—F.—16% lbs—Narrows, Three net marked salmon were Joms the Dennys, and fiows about Special Warden, John Preston, went 

[Dry Brown’ Palmer B. V., 6% oz. Thom, 2h.15m. taken in the Dennys River in June UU acres. By having this amount 0” duty April 25th. 
Bill Edson, Sturbridge, Mass—June 11—F.—10 lbs——Mouth of Cathance, 1938, Netting is prohibited in Cobs- 1 Water in reserve, we could prob- The annual membership fee, of one 

[Cin. Sedge, 10 m. cook Bay and there are no coastal bly lengthen the time of good fish- ‘lar, was payable April 1, and to 
Frank Marshall—June 25—F.—9% Ibs—Dam Pool, Sil. Wilkinson nets in the vicinity. ing, at and below the Mouth of Cat- those from whom we have not heard, 

Dr. W. W. Babson, Gloucester, Mass.—June 11—F.—10% lbs.——Ed. Place Salmon in an intermediate stage Sauce, when the water in the Vennys Your prompt remittance will be ap- 
[Pool, S, Wilkinson, 10 m. between smolt and grilse come into gins to drop, Gilman Dam is on reciated. Please make checks pay- 

W. R. (Bill) Crowell, Portland, Me—Apr. 29—F.—10 lbs.—Ed. Place Pool, the Bay in September. In the Penob-- ‘he upper rips (Gilman) in the river ble to “Chet”? McPhee, Treas. In 
| [S. Wilkinson, 30 m. scot, fish of this habit arrive some- aud several miles below the outlet behalf of the Executive Committee, I 

S. E. Berry, N. Y. City—June 11—F.—10% lbs—Upper end Ledge Pool, what earlier; in late July or early © Medayvemps Lake, the source of wish to thank you for your contri- 
[No. 4 B. Dose, rose to.dry and doz. other wet August. The Dennys fish, therefore, the Vennys above the Mouth of Cat- butions, membership dues and loyal 

Philip Porritt, N. Y. City—June 11—F.—10 Ibs——Dam Pool, No. 4 T. & show no “check” on the scale to rep- hance. A considerable amount of support, 
[Lightning resent this excursion, as the summer Water can be held there, by building Biro ale anlar the eye 

Col. Malcolm Stoddard, Togus, Me——July 83—F.—9% lbs.—Batson’s Meadow feeding at that time is practically tals dam, which is at a narrow place is the outstanding Fly Fishing Salm- 
Geo. A, Anderson, Albany, N. Y., all of following caught on 6 oz. rod: finished and the “check” would appear 1™ the river, at the foot of the dead 0°? River of the Nation. Your sug- 

June 13—F.—10 Ibs—Scotch Trout Hole, Amherst, 12 m. on the scale as a part of the winter Water trom Meddybemps down. It 8¢Stions as to still bettering its con- 
June 14—F.—10 lbs——Dam Pool, No. 4 Dusty Miller, 30 m. feeding. would flow back upstream for several ‘ition will be appreciated. 
June 16—F.—9% lbs.—Scotch Trout Hole, D, Miller, 10 m. * k * miles. Tight Lines, 

oe ie La are oe D. Miller, 20 m. Quantities of Salmon were seen by By having this water, we could HERB ALLAN, Pres. 

une li—t.—V” ~—Narrows, Amhers several guides, spawning durin; o- improve the fishing on tl tire riv- A ; 
E. K. Carver, Rochester, N. Y—F.—9 lbs.—Scotch Trout Hole, 10 m. vember ce the pie oe 7 = dry vase and - a ‘the oe aoa 
Dr. C. S. Higgins, Bar Harbor, Me—Apr 24—F.—8 lbs.—Hell’s Vestibule. probably not many or a small per- reserve water trom both dams at the ee ergtaiis edd 

[This is the earliest date that a fresh run salmon was ever centage of the run spawn on the low- same time, we could probably bring on request. : eae 
taken on the Dennys, as far as known. er river. We understand that this fish up from the mouth of the river, es 

W. H. Sprague, Northport, Me—June 19—F.—10% bs.—Unity Pool coming season the State Department where they congregate in times of Through Gieieuureanor “Jim” Bo- 
G. Raymond Robinson—July 7—F.—11 lbs. will try to take fish earlier than last low water, waiting for a rain to raise vard, of the Gulf, we are able to send 

July 7—F.—10 lbs. season, near the Upper Narrows, and the river, before coming in to the You a list of the members joining our 
Wm. G. Bunker, Augusta, Me—June 18—F.—10 lbs.—_Narrows, Silver Grey hold them until ripe, or arrange to fresh water. The G. W. dam is CIaD egg eee Wwe Neve use 
D. J. Blanchard—July 2—F.—9 lbs.—Batson’s Meadow take them on some of the upper rips standing, but leaks badly and would he eet ld a ues 

Aug. 10—F.—12% Ibs.—Below Narrows during the spawning season. have to be repaired. Gilman dam lowing names, we believe it will be 

June 6—F.—10 lbs.—Hell’s Vestibule, No. 4 D. Miller, 20 m. We look for a greater percentage would have to be built new, but would complete: Beard, Summers Meddy- 
Jim Bovard, Calais, Me.—F.—9% lbs. of large fish this season than ever not be very long or high. After talk- patel Ree aro ace ne 

as before, as there has been no netting ing with several men, who are famil- in: pee esticne Ogden: "Gaten, 
As to the number taken and not re- ers. If he does, he will forget the since 1935, and the kelt, or fish re- iar with these locations, we think should be Cates; Lee, Guy H., now 

ported, we can make no estimate. cares of State for a time at least. turning from spawning, have been $500.00 would put both dams in good Of New Canaan, Conn.; Pike, Moses, 

The above are all fresh run salmon, Through the courtesy of Mr. R, W. increasing each spring, and at least shape. We know of nothing that babe; Smite Cheer oudenae Ba 

no black salmon being recorded, but Dow, 278 Pine Street, Bangor, we are a small percentage should be return- would improve the fishing conditions edhe P ‘s. Bank: SMyerdick 

hundreds were taken from April 8 to able to give you the following infor- ing for the second spawning. The on the Dennys so much as having the should be Great Kills, Tt ie Ne Ys 

about the same date in May, the most mation on Dennys River Salmon. Mr, kelt run last spring was the largest water in these two storage basins at Ackley, residence Cutler; Brann, res- 
of them being returned to the river. Dow would like at least 50 scale sam- ever known. No fish were planted our disposal, and we hope to be able ence deen Dasebi ahcle be 

As to the number of fresh run fish ples this season, and we have envel- this year, but we are in hopes by to raise funds enough to make the Parlin, sbould be Francis W. ae 
hooked and lost, there is no way of opes for the mailing of these scales, 1940 that arrangements will be made above-named improvements this com- New members: Clyde M. Jacobs, 

knowing, but they ran into the hun- which we shall be pleased to give to so we shall have a liberal supply for ing season. Calais, Maine; Charles Titus, Maine 

dreds. We put on a Salmon Derby anyone, who wishes to send scales that year and each year’s plant in the We are glad to inform you that Development Comm., Augusta, Me.; 
from noon July 3rd, to noon of the from their fish. Your cooperation in future. Sportsmen’s Clubs have recently been ned E eae Heeon er Win- 
Fourth, and know of nineteen salmon this will be appreciated. As an illustration of how salmon formed at  Cherryfield, Columbia Rees Bano, Mastee ere Sein, 

being hooked in that period, and only Tae travel, we give you the following Falls, Machias, Calais and Woodland. Bangor House, Bangor, Maine; Geo. 

one brought in for recording. This Numbers 1 and 2 were kelts, num- from a Canadian paper of recent All these towns are on salmon rivers, J: Stobie, Commissioner, Augusta, 

will give you an idea of the number ber 2 being a very clean scale for a date: “Tagged Salmon swims 750 where the fish have been having a ue ee eee Baneer oe 

of fish lost on some days, during the kelt—probably a late run female. Miles—Liberated after spawning in very poor show, through pollution, Reaeor Me, Bil eon. Boaaaety 

best of the fishing, and fish were tak- Number 13 was a fresh salmon re- the Nictaux River, a branch of the obstructions, and netting. These riv- Sturbridge, Mass., now Dennysville, 

en for six months of the year, from turning after “long absence”, with Annapolis River, N, S., on Nov. 15, ers can be brought back, and from Me.; Jas. De Rocher, Supt., Nashua, 

the Upper Bridge to Bright Island a very definite spawning mark form- 19387, a salmon was re-captured at our acquaintance with many fellows a a oe i Winner: 45 O08 

Rips, a stretch of water 10 miles or ed probably in the fall of 1936. There Placentia, Nfld. on June 28, 1938, a in these clubs, we are saying they ton eaten Dennyevilie Mes Hor, 

more in length. Governor Barrows was a full year of ocean feeding out- distance of 750 miles.” This inter- will be brought back. land Carter, Seal Harbor, Me.; Ted 

was the first entrant in our Salmon side of the spawning mark. The to- esting fact was announced by Dr. A. Up to the time this report is being Donnell, Seal Harbor, Me.; Arthur 
Derby, and fished for a short time. tal age of the fish was probably 3.4 G. Huntsman, of the Fisheries Re- printed (May 1) we have heard of = Greculeat: ee peat 

We hope the Governor can arrange plus, or seven years old, including one search Board of Canada, St. Andrews, but two salmon being taken on the fee venti Star Wachington De 
to fish the Dennys for a longer per- year for the spawning trip, N. B. “We are familiar in our tag- Penobscot; one, the first, by Horace C.; Leslie Dunn, Dennysville, Me. 

iod this season, and will connect with The scales were collected over a ging experiments with the Nictaux Bond of Bangor, 13% lbs., and one, 
one of these silver-sided tackle bust- six months period, April to Septem- salmon kelts reaching the vicinity of the second, by Capt. Greene of Deer pasa eesdee Machias
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fa a ho... nn enn DENNYS RIVER Isle, 15 Ibs. We hope to hear of 

| 3rd Annual Report of the Dennys River Salmon Club | During 1938 scale samples were Dennys River in Washington County, ™&2y more being taken there as the 
received from 16 fish taken in the Maine. The individual data follows: %¢#S80n goes on. Mr. Bond is a char- 

kk oi. ne ay In. Lbs. ter member of our club, and was one 
The following is a list of what salmon we were able to get data on, No. Age Group Date Taken Length Wet. Taken by of the first to advise the forming of 

caught during the 1938 fishing season. 1. 2. SM 4-13-38 81% iri the same. Capt. Greene is also a 

Don Phinney—May 2i—Female—10% lbs.—M., of Cathance, Yel. Jungle Cock 2 2. SM 5- 4-88 29 6 member. 
May 27—Female—11% lbs.—Just above Stump Pool, Yel. J. U. 3 3.2plus 6- 8-38 30 9%4 J. Bovard There was but little open water on 
dune 20—Male—9% lbs.—Rips below Sol’s Point, Bn. Hackle 4 3.2 6-18-38 28 9 S. W, Putnam the Dennys until the week of April 

John Hallowell—May 23—9% lbs. 5 2.2 6-15-38 29 9% Townsend Cutter 148, and the mrst kelt, or black salm- 

S. W. Putnam, 3rd, Fitchburg, Mass—June 18—F.—9% lbs.—Cin Sedge, 20 6 3.2 7- 6-38 — — Fish lost by angler* ©", Was taken on that date by Ab. 
[min., Ed. Place Pool 7 2.2plus 7- 6-38 30 9% Francis Rawles Mahar, and have been taken since 

Francis W. Rawle, Albany, N. Y.—July 6—F.—9% 1bs.—tlue Chime—30 8 3.2 7-11-88 27 8% every day, with the exception of three 

[min., 5 oz., Thos. Unity Pool 9 2.2 8-28-38 30% 12% Dr. Jas. Patterson #YS When the river was too high. 
C. B. Coburn, Worcester, Mass—July 7—F.—9% lbs.—6 oz. rod, brof., Be- 10 3.2 8-28-38 29 10% Dr. Jas. Patterson °me rods have taken as high a8 sev- 

[low Narrows, 30m. 11 3.2 9- 1-38 30% 10% G. H. Lyall en in a tew hours, and the longest 

W. Roy Huston, Auburn, Maine—July 30—10 lbs—Hardy Scrimp, above 12 2.2 9- 2-38 28% 8% C. B, Barton hght we heard of was one hour and 
[Narrows 18 3. SM 9- 3-88 86% 16% A. C. Ingraham twenty minutes, the z7th, when Bill 

Dan McCarty, N. Y, City—July 31—9% lbs.—Hell’s Vestibule 14 2.2plus 9-11-38 28% 9 Crowell, of Fortland, got mixed up 
GC. B. Barton, Berlin, N. H.—July 31—8% lbs.—Below Narrows 15 3.3 9-16-38 34 14 Donald Higgins with a large one. ull Kdson, on the 

Sept. 28% lbs—Below Narrows 16 22 9-17-38 30% ie Georze Aa iMuelde. | “ou “eck @ humpback ‘over a” yard 
Leslie M. Blake, Watertown, Mass.—Aug, 5—M.—16 lbs.—Scotch Trout Hole *Few scales came in on hook. in length, None ot this species have 

Aug. 6—}'.—10 lbs.—Scotch ‘trout Hole $$ CC been planted in the wennys for 

Aug. 7—¥F'.—11 lbs.—scotch ‘trout Hole ber, which afforded good opportunity Yarmouth the next summer, the East Be Senta Vests, ane none seen, 
Russell B. Henderson, Gloucester, Mass.—Aug. 7—!'.—29 lbs. to observe the gradual erosion as coast of Newfoundland in the late ‘"®% We Rave heard of in recent years. 
Ben Ames Willams, Chestnut Hill, Mass., and Searsmont, Maine— the summer months passed and the fall or early winter, and Labrador in eet ete gee 

Aug. 8—M.—11 lbs—Ncoteh ‘Lrout Hole spawning season approached. In the the second summer,” he stated, “The #%© ave been released. 
Aug. 8—F.—9 lbs.—Scotech Trout Hote inverval between samples 8 and 9, or present record is unusual for salmon Bice scUits | guile ne: hunune Was 

Z. Carter Patten, Chattanooga, Tenn.—Aug. 10—F'.—10 lbs.—Scotch Tt. Hole between July llth and August 28th, to reach Southern Newfoundland the ‘°*°@4©R¢ here last/iall, on both big 
Geo. G. Beckett, Boston, Mass——June 9—F.—9% lbs.—Narrows marked erosion or absorption of the first summer.” game vans buds; ~ Oni reports) com= 
‘vownsend Cutter, N. Y. City—June 15—t'.—9% 1bs.—Below dam, 46 m. edges of the scale took place and a ‘Vhere is a very interesting article, ‘Y8 ‘1 *¥ Witter Well. Woodcock 
Marshall W. Hurln, Norwalk, Conn.—Aug. 18—F.—8 lbs.—Scotch ‘trout spawning mark was being definitely of several columns, on Salmon, by were seen here on March 6th, but 

[Hole, 15 m. tormed thus early in the season, This Dr, Huntsman in the Fundy Fisher- eae ec etee hight did not come 
Chas, H. Sylvia—June 16—F.—10% lbs.—Ed. Place Pool, Dusty M. was the case even with sample 14, man, Black’s Harbor, N. B., in the until some time in April. Aithough 

June 2U—F'.—9 lbs.—Pasture bool, Jungle Cock a summer fish which showed consid- issue of beb. 22, 1989, copies of which ° have heard of a zew being found 
June 28—'.—8% ilbs.—Mouth ot Cathance, Sil. Wil. erable erosion at the date of capture. can probably be obtained by writing dead, we have talked with many, who 

Raymond Higgins—May 10—F.—6% lbs.—Ledge Pool, Jock Scott ‘the kelts all showed evidence of that periodical, at the above address, ‘S#Y “Mey have never seen so many as 
June 16—K'.—10% lbs.—Ed. Place Pool, Brown Hackle summer feeding just prior to the ‘the best article we have seen on “2¢Y have the last ten days. We have 

Dr. Jas. Patterson, Boston, Mass—Aug. 28—F.—10% lbs. Scotch IT. Hole spawning mark and appeared to have Saimon Fishing is Salmon Fishing up ©?° large tederal game preserve 

Aug. 28—F.—12% lbs. Scotch ‘I. Hole been summer fish. to Date. The Atlantic Salmon is a ‘SMe 12 miles on the North, and one 
G. H. Lyall, Boston, Mass.—Sept. 1—M—10% lbs.—Below Narrows ‘Ten of the fish, including some tak- sportsman and only sportsmen should “#7¢¢ miles to the Southward. Our 
Francis N. Balch, isq., Jamaica Plains, Mass.—Sept. 11—F.—10 lbs——Below en very late in the summer, were eal with him. Modern methods on Y3¢¢ President, Mr. A. W. Pike, has 

[Long Point spring fish. That is, they showed no Ow it’s done, by Kliwood Colahan in % Small sanctuary at Lubec (Pike’s 
Donald Higgins, Bangor, Me—Sept. 16—M.—14 lbs.—Narrows, Squirrel tail wide rings to represent feeding in the Hield and Stream of Feb. 1939, dle), which you are all invited to 
Geo, A. Field, Sanford, Me—Sept. 17—F.—11% lbs.—S. T. Hole, 30 m., the summer of 1938. These samples t's worth reading. visit. Jt is worth seeing. 

[B. Dose were carefully studied for evidence Uur club addea $1.00 to the State We now have 750 members. To 
Walter A. Spicer, Sanford, Me.—June 26—M.—9% Ibs.—Narrows, 1h.15 m., of summer feeding but no positive bounty on seals, and 16 bounties were *hose of you who wish a club pin or 

[B. Butcher, Great fight evidence was found. paid by our treasurer last summer, C@?m, we have a gold plated imita- 
Hugh Scott—June 20—F.—12% lbs.—Ledge, Lady Amherst In October 1938 representatives of We hope to do away with more of ‘10m salmon, with the letters D. R. 

S. E. Colemen, Brunswick, Me.—June 21—F.—10% lbs.—Sand Pier, Bn. Hac. the State Fish and Game Depart- them this coming season. Mr. Curtis %- ©. These can be furnished at $2.50 
Harold Hatch, N. Maine Jct—Aug. 19—18% lbs. ment attempted to collect some ripe Hutchins, of Bangor, whose tirm con- ch postpaid. 

Aug. 19—11% lbs. salmon from the Dennys River for trols these privileges, has offered to It has been suggested that we hold 
Camden Sargent, Sorrento, Me—Aug. 19—15% Ibs. stripping. They arrived on October ease to our club the rights to re- ™onthly meetings during the fishing 
Howard Walker, N. Y. City—Sept. 17—10 lbs, 20th but were apparently too late, uid tne Great Works Dam on Cat- S¢ason, with entertainment furnished 
Kinsman Corthell, Eastport—Aug. 21—10 lbs. as the salmon which had been seen . hance, aud Guman Vam on the Den- PY Prominent speakers, wildlife mo- 
H. B. Hess, Amherst, Mass—June 25—7% lbs, on the spawning beds during the YS, and vo use the water as we see VieS, etc., and that we hold our an- 
L, F. Rogers, Northampton, Mass——June 25—10% lbs. previous week, had disappeared and t, Witnout any charge to the club 2¥al meeting in April. These mat- 
John B. Pierce, Esq., Boston, Mass.—July 5—10 lbs.—Jock Scott, 15 m. the net btought in only two fish— or the lease. ters, as well as others, can be cared 
E. T. Whitehouse, Unity, Me——June 11—10% Ibs.—No, 4 B. Dose, Unity one a spent male and the other a fe- ‘he Great Works Dam is about for at the annual June meeting, no- 

[Pool, 10 m. — male containing about a pint of eggs. three miles above where Cathance ticeof which will be sent-you. Our 
Alton C. Ingraham, Brookline, Mass.—Sept. 3—F.—16% lbs.—Narrows, Three net marked salmon were Joins the Dennys, and flows about ‘Special Warden, John Preston, went 

[Dry Brown Palmer B. V., 6% oz. Thom. 2h. 15m. taken in the Dennys River in June UU acres. By having this amount 08 duty April 25th. 
Bill Edson, Sturbridge, Mass—June 11—F.—10 lbs—Mouth of Cathance, 1938, Netting is prohibited in Cobs- 0! water in reserve, we could prob- The annual membership fee, of one 

[Cin. Sedge, 10 m. cook Bay and there are no coastal ably lengthen the time of good tish- dollar, was payable April 1, and to 
Frank Marshall—June 25—F.—9% lbs.—Dam Pool, Sil. Wilkinson nets in the vicinity. ing, at and below the Mouth ot Uat- those from whom we have not heard, 
Dr. W. W. Babson, Gloucester, Mass—June 11—F.—10% lbs—Ed. Place Salmon in an intermediate stage ance, when the water in the Dennys Your prompt remittance will be ap- 

[Pool, S, Wilkinson, 10 m. between smolt and grilse come into »¢gims to drop. Gilman Dam ig on  Preciated. Please make checks pay- 
W. R. (Bill) Crowell, Portland, Me—Apr. 29—F.—10 lbs—Ed. Place Pool, the Bay in September. In the Penob- the upper rips (Gilman) in the river able to “Chet” McPhee, Treas. In 

[S. Wilkinson, 80 m. scot, fish of this habit arrive some- aud several miles below the outlet behalf of the Executive Committee, I 
S. E, Berry, N. Y. City—June 11—F.—10% Ibs—Upper end Ledge Pool, what earlier; in late July or early 04 Meddybemps Lake, the source of Wish to thank you for your contri- 

[No. 4 B. Dose, rose to dry and doz. other wet August. The Dennys fish, therefore, the Lennys above the Mouth of Cat- butions, membership dues and loyal 

Philip Porritt, N. Y. City—June 11—F.—10 lbs——Dam Pool, No. 4 T. & show no “check” on the scale to rep- ance. A considerable amount of support, 
[Lightning resent this excursion, as the summer Water can be held there, by building From all we can learn, the Dennys 

Col. Malcolm Stoddard, Togus, Me.—July 3—F.—9% lbs.—Batson’s Meadow feeding at that time is practically this dam, which is at a narrow place 8 the outstanding Fly Fishing Salm- 
Geo. A, Anderson, Albany, N. Y., all of following caught on 6 oz. rod: finished and the “check” would appear im the river, at the foot of the dead 02 River of the Nation. Your sug- 

June 13—F.—10 lbs.—Scotch Trout Hole, Amherst, 12 m. on the scale as a part of the winter Water trom Meddybemps down. It &@Stions as to still bettering its con- 
June 14—F.—10 Ibs.—Dam Pool, No, 4 Dusty Miller, 30 m. feeding. would flow back upstream for several ‘ition will be appreciated. 
June 16—F.—9% lbs.—Seotch Trout Hole, D, Miller, 10 m. * * * miles. Tight Lines, 

June 16—F.—10% Ibs.—Scotch Trout Hole, D. Miller, 20 m. Quantities of Salmon were seen by By having this water, we could HERB ALLAN, Pres. 
June 17—F.—9% lbs.—Narrows, Amherst several guides, spawning during No- improve the fishing on the entire riv- Dennysville, Washington County, Me. 

E. K. Carver, Rochester, N. Y—F.—9 lbs.—Scotch Trout Hole, 10 m. vember on the rips upsteam, and er in dry weather, and by using the May 1, 1939. 

Dr. C. S. Higgins, Bar Harbor, Me—Apr 24—F.—8 lbs.—Hell’s Vestibule. probably not many or a small per- Yeserve water from both dams at the ‘Additional copies of this report sent 
[This is the earliest date that a fresh run salmon was ever centage of the run spawn on the low- same time, we could probably bring on request. 
taken on the Dennys, as far as known. er river. We understand that this fish up from the mouth of the river, a 

W. H. Sprague, Northport, Me.—June 19—F.—10% lbs.—Unity Pool coming season the State Department where they congregate in times of Through the courtesy of “Jim” Bo- 
G. Raymond Robinson—July 7—F.—11 lbs. will try to take fish earlier than last low water, waiting for a rain to raise vard, of the Gulf, we are able to send 

July 7—F.—10 lbs. season, near the Upper Narrows, and the river, before coming in to the You @ list of the members joining our 
Wm. G. Bunker, Augusta, Me.—June 18—F.—10 lbs.—Narrows, Silver Grey hold them until ripe, or arrange to fresh water. The G. W. dam is club, in the three years we have been 

. a : organized. By making the follow- 
D. J. Blanchard—July 2—F.—9 lbs.—Batson’s Meadow take them on some of the upper rips standing, but leaks badly and would jing corrections and adding the fol- 

Aug. 10—F.—12% lbs.—Below Narrows during the spawning season. have to be repaired. Gilman dam lowing names, we believe it will be 
June 6—F.—10 lbs.—Hell’s Vestibule, No. 4 D. Miller, 20 m. We look for a greater percentage would have to be built new, but would complete: Beard, Summers Meddy- 

Jim Bovard, Calais, Me.-—F.—9% lbs. of large fish this season than ever not be very long or high. After talk- pissed ee te ould be ae 

i before, as there has been no netting ing with several men, who are famil- Jin; Gavett, residence Anson; Gates, 
As to the number taken and not re- ers. If he does, he will forget the since 1935, and the kelt, or fish re- iar with these locations, we think should be Cates; Lee, Guy H., now 

ported, we can make no estimate. cares of State for a time at least. turning from spawning, have been $500.00 would put both dams in good of New Canaan, Conn.; Pike, Moses, 

The above are all fresh run salmon, Through the courtesy of Mr. R, W. increasing each spring, and at least shape. We know of nothing that vale ee ee ea 
no black salmon being recorded, but Dow, 273 Pine Street, Bangor, we are a small percentage should be return- would improve the fishing conditions should be P. S. Bank; Myerdick, 
hundreds were taken from April 8 to able to give you the following infor- ing for the second spawning. The on the Dennys so much as having the should be Great Kills, L. I., N. Y.; 

about the same date in May, the most mation on Dennys River Salmon. Mr, kelt run last spring was the largest water in these two storage basins at Ackley, residence Cutler; Brann, res- 
of them being returned to the river. Dow would like at least 50 scale sam- ever known. No fish were planted our disposal, and we hope to be able soe eee ee anes 

As to the number of fresh run fish ples this season, and we have envel- this year, but we are in hopes by to raise funds enough to make the Parlin, ‘should tie Francis W. 2 

hooked and lost, there is no way of opes for the mailing of these scales, 1940 that arrangements will be made above-named improvements this com- New members: Clyde M. Jacobs, 
knowing, but they ran into the hun- which we shall be pleased to give to so we shall have a liberal supply for ing season. Calais, Maine; Charles Titus, Maine 
dreds. We put on a Salmon Derby anyone, who wishes to send scales that year and each year’s plant in the We are glad to inform you that Development Comm., Augusta, Me.; 

from noon July 3rd, to noon of the from their fish. Your cooperation in future. Sportsmen’s Clubs have recently been ee ey en ho 
Fourth, and know of nineteen salmon this will be appreciated. As an illustration of how salmon formed at Cherryfield, Columbia News, "Bangor, Maine; Bob Blair, 
being hooked in that period, and only ee travel, we give you the following Falls, Machias, Calais ang Woodland. Bangor House, Bangor, Maine; Geo. 

one brought in for recording. This Numbers 1 and 2 were kelts, num- from a Canadian paper of recent All these towns are on salmon rivers, J: Stobie, Commissioner, Augusta, 

will give you an idea of the number ber 2 being a very clean scale for a date: “Tagged Salmon swims 750 where the fish have been having a Se oo. 
of fish lost on some days, during the kelt—probably a late run female. Miles—Liberated after spawning in very poor show, through pollution, Bangor, Me.; Bill Edson, formerly 
best of the fishing, and fish were tak- Number 13 was a fresh salmon re- the Nictaux River, a branch of the obstructions, and netting. These riv- Sturbridge, Mass., now Dennysville, 

en for six months of the year, from turning after “long absence”, with Annapolis River, N. S., on Nov. 15, ers can be brought back, and from Me.; Jas. De Rocher, Supt., Nashua, 

the Upper Bridge to Bright Island a very definite spawning mark form- 1937, a salmon was re-captured at our acquaintance with many fellows as Ee epee es Oto ore ae 

Rips, a stretch of water 10 miles or ed probably in the fall of 1986. There Placentia, Nfld. on June 28, 1938, a in these clubs, we are saying they ton Hinderks, Dennysville, Me.; Har- 
more in length. Governor Barrows was a full year of ocean feeding out- distance of 750 miles.” This inter- will be brought back. land Carter, Seal Harbor, Me.; Ted 

was the first entrant in our Salmon side of the spawning mark. The to- esting fact was announced by Dr. A. Up to the time this report is being Donnell, Seal Harbor, Me.; Arthur 
Derby, and fished for a short time. tal age of the fish was probably 3.4 G. Huntsman, of the Fisheries Re- printed (May 1) we have heard of lpr E ee oot 

We hope the Governor can arrange plus, or seven years old, including one search Board of Canada, St. Andrews, but two salmon being taken on the The Evening Star, Washington, D. 
to fish the Dennys for a longer per- year for the spawning trip, N. B. “We are familiar in our tag- Penobscot; one, the first, by Horace C.; Leslie Dunn, Dennysville, Me. 

iod this season, and will connect with The scales were collected over a ging experiments with the Nictaux Bond of Bangor, 13% lbs., and one, 

one of these silver-sided tackle bust- six months period, April to Septem- salmon kelts reaching the vicinity of the second, by Capt. Greene of Deer DAL Pres “Winches
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i 424 University Farm Place 
December 15, 1941 

Mr. J. Paul Miller 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Paul: 

I am a little alarmed by the letter from Senator Walcott 
to you dated December 8, in which he says "All of this 
can be going on while you are getting the other chapters 
written to cover the different localities." My advice 
is that you insist on at least six months of free time 
to do this ing up of other pheasant projects. I 
doubdt whether the Senator has any idea of the volume 
of these other projects, and the extent to which they 
are unpublished. 

I would not undertake to gather up these loose ends and 
combine them with the Ohio data in less than six months! 

i time. It would certainly take you a month to absorb the 
Wisconsin data alone. 

IT am glad to tell you that a manuscript on the pheasant 
turnover rate on which I have been working for the last 
five years is now ready for publication. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

M. HARTLEY DODGE A \W/ | F. B. DAVIS, JR. 
Vice-Chairman of the Board MERICAN ILDLIFE NSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 
Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Trgasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD Ryton MILLER 
Chairman Technical Committee dw Secretary 

“\. 

December 10, 1941 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin: 

Dear Aldo: 

Miss Harper wrote on December 4, asking 
me to explain the telegram of December 3 which read, 
“Publication turkey manuscript by Institute abandoned. 
Appreciate return of manuscript at earliest convenience." 

I had previously sent this manuscript to 
Senator Walcott and was not at all certain as to whether 
or not he had sent it on to you for comment. I found out 
later that it was still in his possession, so naturally 
the wire quoted above is to be disregarded. 

The decision on this was reached after the 

Senator and I had read the manuscript and were agreed 
that it was too provincial in character and was more of 
a M.S. thesis than book material. It can be revised, 
however, to make a very suitable bulletin, and I am of 
the opinion that the State of Virginie is planning on 
this procedure. 

I think Carl Hubbs did a splendid job for 
the Technical Committee in Indiana from the reports that 
I have had to date. 

Very sincerely yours, 

ga 
Je Paul Miller, 

Secretary 

Mev 
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42h University Farm Place 
December 9, 1941 

Mr. d. Paul Miller 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, DB. C. 

Dear Paul: 

I appreciate very mech Gardiner Bump's taking the pains to review the 
revised "Pheasant Management" in some detail. 

This reminds me to tell you that I was told at the Des Moines meeting 
that the revised manuscript had not been shown to Lawrence Hicks. Was 
this a slip? Since the m.s. had to be entirely rewritten, our relations with 
Lawrence are painful enough without introducing slips of this kind. I 
realize, of course, that my information is incomplete, but I thought it 
could do no harm to pass on this bit of information. 

At Des Moines I had a chance to question a good many states on their 
research programs, and I am baffled by the lack of leadership by the Fish 
and Wildlife Service. On Pittman-Robertson projects, I, of course, 
understand that this lack of leadership may arise from fear of dictation. 
Nevertheless, the end result is wasted money. 

For example, I find state after state, some of which have both a Unit and 
Pittman-Robertson funds, which have not yet established any banded: popula- 
tions as a base datum against which to measure more superficial researches. 
I know from experience that no state can work profitably more than two or 
three years on @ given species without encountering the necessity of either 
banding or its equivalent. The fish men are stealing the show from the 
game men in this respect. 

Again I detect a failure to seize upon strategic geographical locations for 
particular studies. Thus, South Dakota is the obvious strategical location 
for a study of dense pheasant populations. The only pheasant study I can 
learn of in South Dakots is moving some wild-trapped birds from refuges to 
vacant range--a study which probably tells us nothing not already developed 
by Ohio. 

This leads me to the question: If the Fish and Wildlife Service is inhibited 
from leadership in Pittman-Robertson programs by fear of dictating to states, 
is it up to some other body as, for example, the Institute to fill the gap? 
Certainly we will not contime to get Pittman~Robertson appropriations unless 
we expend them intelligently. : 

This letter is a confidential advance feeler aimed to bring out discussion 
at the Toronto meeting of the Technical Committee. I am circulating a copy 
to the Technical Committee, but to no one else. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
ce Bump, Hubbs, Stoddard, Needham
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December 8, 1941 

Mr. Je Paul Miller 

American Wildlife Institute 

Investment Building 

Washington, D. Co 

My dear Pauls: 

Referring again to the pheasant monographs 

I suppose you have had for sometime Aldo's comments 

on the revised pheasant monograph dated October 1, 
1941. I have been over them all. They are painstak- 

ing comments and I think that they should all be 

recorded on the monograph before it goes to the printer, 

but not without Mr. McAtee's approval, of course. Then 

I think Hicks should review the entire thing. All of 

this can be going on while you are getting the other 

chapters written to cover the differmt localities. 

As you know Gardiner Bump has my corrected copy. 

I have written him to hurry this slong with his com= 
ments. He is terribly slow always, possibly because 

he has too much to do, 

I would be glad, of course, if Herbert Stodderd 

could see this before it actually goes to press be- 

cause he is the author of a genuine classic on the 
quail, which represents a tremendous lot of work and 

a vast expérience. I hope this may cover something of 
the seme ground for the pheasent that he did for the 

quail. There is a great deal of work to be dme before 

we can actually publish this monograph, and I am rather 

impatient to hurry it along. 

What a day yesterday was! It will go down in his- 

tory as the President seys end no American alive will 

ever forget it. The demage to our planes at both Manila 

and the Hewaiien Islends is tremendous. It will take 

months to recover the losses in both plenes end pilots. 

It is the Hitler technique with hellish refinements. 

‘ I think you should send a copy of this letter to 
Aldo. 

Sincerely yours, 

(signed) F. C. Walcott
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42h University Farm Place 
December 19, 1941 

Mr. J. Paul Miller 

American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Paul: 

wgregvast 
Lawrence Hicks’ statement of our conversation, in respect 
of my surprise that he had not seen the manuscript, but 
not in respect of any supposition that I thought the 
book was on the press. 

The plan to have the other units write up their pheasant 
atuff sounds feasible, but it, too, will encounter the 
writing difficulties which the Ohio M.S. encountered. 

By the way, I probably overeestimated in my letter to 
you about the alternative scheme of your making the 
rounds and gathering the stuff. I don't know how long 
it would take. I do know it would be a substantial 
job. 

I know nothing about the paintings and have expressed 
no opinions about them. 

With dest regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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Chairman of the Board President 
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Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD J. PAUL MILLER 
Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

December 15, 1941 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

The thought just occurred to me that the previous letter 
I had mailed out to you may not be explicit enough in deteil, wherein 
I was discussing the proposel that additional authors contribute to the 
pheasant monograph. It is, of course, the prerogative of the Fish and 
Wildlife Service to select these individuals. It is my understending, 
however, that Einarsen, Rasmussen, Scott, Bennett, and perhaps Dalke 
will be the individuals asked to contribute. 

With reference to your letter regarding the administra- 
tion of the Federal Aid work, the law is so drafted that the expenditure 
of these funds is not only the prerogative, but the responsibility of 
the respective state game departments. However, the law does also say 
that the work shall be conducted in a manner satisfactory to the Secretary 
of the Interior. As drafted, and administered, however, the responsibility 
is largely that of the states, with what assistance the Fish and Wildlife 
Service is able to give then. 

As I thought I had explained to you previously, no pro= 
jects may originate in the Fish and Wildlife Service. This is the right 
end privilege of the respective states. Therefore, the Fish and Wildlife 
Service is only in a position to reject unsound programs, and this is 
sometimes quite difficult to do, since the merit of any proposal is 
frequently a matter of personal opinion. 

Before bringing this matter up for discussion at the 
Conference, I believe that it should be given very careful consideration. 
Certainly the Institute does not want to get into the position of attempt- 
ing to dictate to any governmental agency what action it should take 
on administrative problems. 

There was one other item in your letter of December 9, 
namely the matter of Hicks not having seen the redrafted manuscript. 
I celled this to the attention of the Fish and Wildlife Service sometime 
ago. Since they edited the manuscript and had it recopied, I assumed 
that they had sent a copy to Dr. Hicks, and upon my first inquiry, was 
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so advised. However, I found out later that this was not the case. 
I understand now that a copy is being sent to him. 

The Fish end Wildlife Service probably wanted to get the 
reaction of the Technical Committee of the Institute before sending the 
revised copy to Dr. Hicks, feeling that it was unnecessary to go into 
further discussion with the authors unless the revised copy was accep= 
table to the Institute. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Je Paul Miller, 
Secretary 

Mev



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

F. B. DAVIS, JR. 
Gieotthulomen of th bose’ AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vico-Prosidont 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Higa ater 
ALDO LEOPOLD J. PAUL MILLER 

Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

December 12, 1941 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am enclosing herewith a copy of a letter I received from 
Dr. Hicks. Can you reconcile his statements with the conversation you had 
with him and to which he refers in this correspondence? 

I am sorry that Dr. Hicks is of the opinion that this book 
in the press, for I actually believe it will be several months before such 
will be the case. It has been mutually agreed between the Fish and Wildlife 
Service and the executive officers of the Institute that the Hicks manuscript 
is too provincial to warrant its publication as an independent book. It has 
been further agreed that it will be supplemented by chapters prepared by 
other individuals in the various cooperative wildlife research units who have, 
in recent years, conducted considerable research on the management of the 
pheasant in their particular communities. This is particularly desirable 
from a commercial standpoint, since we feel that not enough books, prepared 
entirely from the Hicks manuscript, could be sold to warrant publication 
at this time. 

Regarding the Everett picture, Dr. Hicks selected this 
picture, paid for it himself, transmitted it to the Institute for use in 
the manuscript, and upon his recommendation, plates were made for its re- 
production, 

Dr. Hicks will have to learn that decisions of this kind are 
final, because they involve the expenditure of considerable money. At the 
present time, almost $1,000 of Institute money has been invested in color 
work for this publication. 

In view of the fact that the manuscript has not yet been 
presented in a satisfactory end accurate form for publication, I would not 
feel justified in making further expenditures, and in the future, all art 
work used in Institute publications must meet the following standards. 
The original painting and all rights and privileges appertaining thereto 
will have to be the property of the American Wildlife Institute and will 
have to be copyrighted in their name. Dr. Hicks was advised of this, but 
did not give us those terms on the painting submitted a month or so agoe 
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I think you can understand my insistence on these terms, particulerly 
since we had very great difficulty in ironing out the business details 
in the Fred Everett painting, with the result that a certain amount of 
hard feelings were created at the time. 

Naturally, the Institute is interested in publishing 
material from the units. However, the money that must be used for this 
purpose is in a revolving fund, which means that any publication thus 
printed must pay for itself before any future publication of that nature 
cen be undertaken. It is for this reason that I am so insistent that the 
Hicks manuscript be brought into such shape as to warrant at least a 
reasonable possibility of liquidating the expense of publication. We 
cannot go back to the donor of this fund and ask for additional contribu= 
tions for future books. It is therefore imperitive that every precaution 
be taken prior to its publication. 

There is no possibility whatever of this book being pub- 
lished before the Wildlife Conference, 

Very sincerely yours, 

J. Paul Miller, 
Secretary 

M:v
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December 8, 1941 

Director, Fish and Wildlife Service 
Department of the Interior 
Washington, De Ce 

Attention: Mr. Leo K. Couch 

Dear Mr. Couch: 

Dr. Leedy and myself have just returned from a very splendid 
Midwest Wildlife Conference at Des Moines. Saturday we were able 
to spend some time with Scott and Hendrickson at the Iowa Unit. We 
and the four Research Fellows who went with us had a very profitable 
trip. 

Talked a few minutes with Prof. Leopold and found that he 
was amazed to learn that we have never been given an opportunity 
to see the manuscript of the pheasant book since Dr. McAtee revised 
it. He was under the impression that it was well on the way to 
publication and thet it would be out within a few weeks. He stated 
that the Technical Committee would be much concerned to learn that 

no action had been taken. He said that he was essentially very much 
pleased with the book as revised and much wanted it to come out 
promptly. 

Without suggestion on our part he volunteered to do everything 

he eould to speed up events and séid that he would write and insist 
upon action. Unfortunately while we were still en route home, this 
war business broke out, just as we have warned repeatedly in our 
letters would happen before the book came out, if something drastic 
was not done to speed its publication. 

As far as we know there is nothing to prevent it still coming 
out before the next Wildlife Conference. We would much like to 
look over and check the revised manuscript and can see that it gets 
back at once. 

The present furor is likely to die down completely before 
long. We predict that war events will interfere little with the 
sale of the book, expecially when it is remembered that the bigger 
sales will probably be made in the Midwest area which is relatively 
undisturbed by the war psychology. 

We were puzzled to have Mr. Miller return to us the much 
superior pheasant painting of Bob Hines which we submitted. He 
agreed with us that it was superior to the painting mede by Everett,



but stated that they did not feel justified in going to the expense 
of en extra plate. Everyone seems increasingly convinced that the 
Everett painting is quite atrocious and not suitable for illustrating 
the book. You recall that we were opposed to purchasing same, sight 
unseen, which is contrary to our rules here for expenditure of funds 
and never would have done so except at your insistence that it would 
be Oe Ke Also, your letter end explanation indicated that we were 

purchasing a picture, not merely the right to use seme as it later 
developed. 

Hence, it would seem desirable to charge this defenctive Everett 
picture up to experience and use the better one which we can do without 
cost except of course for making the plate which would be worth all 
we invest in seme for re-use. We feel that somehow the money should 
be reised for making the better plate. If it could not be done down 
there, let us know and we'll see what we can do here. 

Also received your memorandum concerning the proposed visit to 
enother Research Unit. The Maine Unit was one which we had in mind : 
when the idea of exchange was first suggested. Heve already had a 
communication from Mr. Pearce suggesting that conditions will be about 
ideal to come there immediately following the Toronto Wildlife Conference, 
if it is held there and we attend. I am communicating with Mr. Scott 
and will eventually arrange with him for e date to come to the Ohio 
Unit. 

Sincerely yours, 

Lewrence E. Hicks, Leader 

Ohio Wildlife Research Unit 
Ohie State Univ., Columbus, Ohio 

ec. Mr. Paul J. Miller
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hah University Farn Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 
December 18, 1941 

Mr. Zarle H. Clapp, Acting Forester 

U. & Forest Service 
Washington, D. 6. ; 

Dear Farle: 

Here is a research project, and a letter te Gebrielsen 
about it, which sprouted in my mind last summer on 
Seeing the deer ranges of the Kaibab, Utah, and 
eastern Oregon. 

I eentt see why At is any more of an "Act of God 
for the National Forests to be chewed up than to 
be burned up. I suspect you can't see why either, 
Perhaps this project offers « way to shake the 
Western technicians out of their mental grooves. 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo 
Professor of Fy, + 

ec Costley 
Rasmesen 
Souch 

‘ {
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42h University Farm Place 
Medison, Wisconsin 
December 18, 1941 

Mr. Ira . Gabrielson j 
Fish and Wildlife Service : 

J Mc Kish) at Gene tg Lae 
‘v a hires fv omnia tho eR Ee 

ies es ; eae abt e a iv at sa ih Tray 2 ” d 4g 

ie ; P| 4 ; ’ % 5 + 1 knew, 

ae £ course, that the war which h ‘irrupted" may put an ead 
to new researches. Nevertheless, I am sending you the attached 
nae for such consideration as you may be eble to 

ve it. 

I am also sending @ copy to Harle Clapp of the Forest Service. It 
Seems evident that an inter-mureau attack is needed. Everybody is nore 
likely te act on research findings if everybody helped to mike them 

If, in addition to the affected bureaus, you think the venture neede 
a third perty not involved in past controversies, commitments, or 
history, I would be willing to sorve es an advisor, I am, however, 
more anxious to see the work be done than to help do it. 

The Uteh District of the Forest Service has a young range manager, 
J. R, Costley, who I think 4s the kind of field mantmeeded. He is 
now with Shelford at Illinois absorbing the campus view of ecology. 
He alreedy has the stockman's view. It occurs to me that if the 
Forest Services could contribute Castley,and the Fieh and Wildlife 
Service could dig up his travel, the project might be started without 
aweiting special funds, 

Yours sincerely, 

Alde Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife venszenent : 

ee Costley 
Rasmussen 
Couch 
Clapp
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IN REPLY REFER TO ADDRESS ONLY THE 4 

Ss DIRECTOR, FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

UNITED STATES ~ 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR hor 
Ve 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE Ce i) 

WASHINGTON ce 

December 23, 1941. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
42h University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I have your letter of December 18 with accompanying copy of the 
outline you present of a proposed "Deer Irruption Study", I regret 
to advise that under present war conditions, when we are faced by 
probable cuts in appropriations and personnel, it will not be possible ; 
to expand our work sufficiently to undertake such an investigation 
on a scale that would be required to get results that would be worth- 
while. 

We are confronted by many uncertainties at the present time and 
all of our energies will be fully occupied with problems.of immediate 
and pressing importance. 

Sincerely yours, 

ome
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Report to American Wildlife Institute x4 f 
on the \) Dh 

Utah and Oregon Wildlife Units SEM 

Aldo Leopold es. 
Chairman, Technical Committee i 

Purpose. The purpose of this trip was to inspect the progress of these 

units, to which the Institute has contributed since 1935. The inspection 

was made jointly with Leo K. Couch of the Fish and Wildlife Service and 

J. Paul Miller of the Institute, during the period July 18-August 10, 1941. 

Most of the findings herein reported represent the joint opinion of all 

three inspectors. 

The work of the units is so varied and their country so large that 

two weeks is inadequate for more than a hop~skip-and-jump inspection. 

Half the speed with twice the thoroughness of this trip would have yielded 

sounder conclusions. 

Our route of travel appears on the attached map. Many areas and 

_ problems were seen with which the units have no direct concern. 

I will present first my general findings, and later a running account 

of the areas visited. 

General Findings 

Both units have done good work. The funds and time invested in them 

have probably done more for wildlife than any similar expenditure so far 

made by the Institute. 

Both units have too much to do and too many cooperators to please. 

A simpler program would theoretically be more efficient, but I don't know 

how to set it up. Over crowding is probably unavoidable for the present.
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Of the three general activities, teaching, research, and public 

relations, teaching appears to me the weakest, public relations the 

strongest. The progress made in gaining the confidence of cooperating 

agencies is nothing short of phenomenal. Teaching, on the other hand, 

is handicapped by the poverty of the colleges and the fact that the 

Unit Leaders do not teach. The research showing is good, but suffers 

from isolation, More intensive inspection would tend to offset this, 

and would also introduce more careful planning. Both research and teaching 

suffer interference from "service work" done for the Commissions. 

There is an overlap between Pittman-Robertson research under the 

Gommissions and unit research under the colleges. This may result in 

tangles and wastage unless carefully watched. There is also an overlap 

between McSweeney~McNary Research and the first two. These overlaps present 

& coordination problem for the Fish and Wildlife Service. 

The pressure for publications, recently brought to bear on the units, 

is dangerous. It is certainly time to put into print the progress made 

on the older projects, but none of them in Utah or Oregon are mature 

enough for "monographs" or any other final publication. 

te
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Inspection 

For Leo Couch to cover ten units in the same superficial manner as 

I covered two units would require five months of solid field work. 

Adding fifty per cent for reports and adjustments, the "round trip" 

would consume seven or eight months. Adding his other duties (over and 

above the units), the whole adds up to an impossibility. 

I can certify that our inspection was too rapid to enable us to 

coach the Unit Leaders and students in research. By coaching I mean: 

1. How to lay out projects for a maximum of experimental 
and a minimum of observational work. 

2. How to lay out projects for the least risk of ending 

; in blind alleys. 

3. How to select techniques for executing projects. 

4. How to express the findings in writing. 

I suspect that the inspection of students by unit leaders is subject 

to the same deficiency of coaching as the inspection of units by Leo Couch, 

and for the same reason: lack of time. 

There are disadvantages in piling on additional inspections. I would 

suggest the other alternative: fewer and more thorough coaching visits, 

or the same number of visits covering a few sample projects instead of all 

of then. 

The work of the units covers a wider range of subject matter than 

any one man can be expert in. I therefore recommend that Leo Couch take 

with him on inspection trips a series of outstanding men representing 

particular viewpoints and fields. This would not increase the drain on 

the Unit Leaders' time; the expense would be small; the stimulus to the
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units would be large (if selections are right). The Unit Leaders might 

well be given a voice in the selection of these men. 

I formerly wondered why the Fish and Wildlife Service did not use 

its own technical staff to coach the units. I now doubt the wisdom of 

doing so. I suspect most of these men are so inured to hop-skip-and- 

jomp inspections that they have forgotten how to get down to cases with 

field workers. It would be better to draw on university men and private 

practitioners. 

As far as I know, there has been no inspection of teaching activities 

or library facilities. There was certainly no time to do so on our trip. 

Inspectors should, when necessary, protect the Unit Leaders from 

unreasonable demands. Thus, the Oregon Commission asked for certain 

research work on blacktail deer that was largely impossible of direct 

execution. This project should have been split. An expert survey by a 

mature investigator could have supplied the immediate need for information, 

An intensive research project on an island amenable to census would have 

been better for working out details of life-history. 

In older projects inspectors should require the periodic preparation 

of written reports, as if for publication, regardless of whether publication 

is intended. There is no other way to locate gaps and loopholes in long-time 

undertakings. This, I think, might dispense with the monthly, quarterly, 

and annual reports now required, which I suspect are a heavy burden on 

field men, and often are little more than a summary of current notes better 

examined during field inspection.
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Organization and Personnel 

Students. I was well impressed with those I saw; in fact I marvel that 

"mail-order selection" could do so well. 

I suspect some tendency toward “intellectual inbreeding", i.e., 

selection of too many "native sons", This is probably inevitable where 

the Unit Leader must please the Commission, and can take no chances with 

boys who do not know the local mores. This danger might be in part neutral- 

ised by better inspection contacts. 

I read a few theses at Corvallis, and was agreeably surprised at their 

clarity of expression and lack of ornate "College English". The theses, 

however, were written to be as long as possible instead of as short as 

possible; they represented "practice" rather than "performance", and some 

could not have withstood critical analysis. These vices inhere in all 

campuses, and cannot fairly be charged to the units. 

I found more evidences of a purely scholarly interest in wildlife 

than I expected. 

Relations with Pittman-Robertson Work. I offer, as a purely tentative 

and very immature suggestion, the thought that in Unit states all Pittman- 

Robertson research be centered at the College, at the same time terminating 

the Commission contribution for “service work". This would centre all 

research under one head; the Unit Leaders' burdens would be no greater; 

the Commissions! expense no greater. 

MeSweeney-McNary research might, in Unit States, likewise be placed 

under the unit. 

feaching. One of the defects of the unit set-up is that the Unit Leader
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does not teach, and the Assistant Leader is so heavily loaded with teaching 

that quality must necessarily be sacrificed. I find it hard to carry a 

class a day; some Assistant Leaders carry up to half a dozen a day. The 

difference is a matter of up-to-the-mimte materials, individual attention 

to students, and careful preparation. 

This overloading of teachers prevails in all agricultural colleges, 

hence the colleges are doing as well by us as they do for themselves. 

One remedy is to decrease the number of classes and to increase 

student assignments. The wildlife curricula of the units “te notably 

more elaborate than that of the older wildlife schools, yet I doubt 

whether more subject-matter is taught. 

No man can teach wildlife who is not himself creating new subject- 

matter. Hence, I was glad to see that the Assistant Leaders have personal 

research projects, which they carry out in summer and on week-ends.
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Policy 

Deer Control. My only serious criticism of the units is also « criticism 

-of the whole Fish and Wildlife Service, the Forest Service, the Grazing 

Service, and the State Commissions. 

During the past two decades irruptions of deer and elk have marred 

the face of the continent, They are getting worse at an accelerating rate, 

and ruining fine ranges on a scale comparable to overgrazing by sheep and 

cattle. Deer damage is more serious than sheep damage for browse takes 

longer to recover than grass. 

No one knows the cause of irruptions, but their distribution in time 

and space is suggestive, to say the least. Irruptions either did not occur 

or failed to be recorded until about 1915, when systematic predator control 

began. They do not occur today in those hinterlands of Ganada and Mexico 

where natural predators still function. 

I ean think of no common denominator of irruptive herds other than 

removal of predators. Obviously irruptive behavior does not always or 

immediately follow elimination of predators; if it did, we would have to 

move out of all forests and mountains. But all irruptions occur on land 

from which predators have been eliminated, and no irruptions occur else- 

where as far as I know. 

In the face of these almost obvious lessons, we are continuing predator 

control on most irruptive areas, including the Kaibab, the Dixie, the Modoc, 

the Fremont, and a whole string of sore spots along the central range of 

Utah. Researchers, who should be the first to see and protest this policy, 

have not done so. 

The answer is, of course, that the rifles will do the necessary trimming.
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The answer is naive, for in no case have the rifles trimmed enough, or in 

time to save the range. Hunting is a crude, slow, and inaccurate tool, 

which needs to be supplemented by a wwanlshon instrument. Thennatural 

aggregation of lions and other predators on an overstocked range, and 

their natural dispersion from an understocked one, is the only precision 

instrument known to deer-management. 

IT am aware, of course, of the conflict with stockmen which would 

follow any deliberate attempt to maintain a predator-level conducive to 

stable game herds. But which is the worst for stockmen: a few lions or 

a depleted range? If this issue mst run the usual course of education- 

by experience, it would be well to start the process before the browse 

ranges are gone. 

Perhaps lions alone would stabilize the game herds. If so, livestock 

would have a lesser burden than the combination of lions and coyotes. These 

are details to be worked out by experience and by research. 

I strongly recommend that the Fish and Wildlife Service turn its skilled 

personnel to these questions of predator-management in the interest of stable 

ranges and range-use. 

The problem is the more urgent by reason of the recent discovery that the 

browse ranges of the Great Basin are not impoverished semi-desert scrub lands, 

but rather an extremely rich national resource capable of carrying a deer 

per 2 acres. No such carrying capacity for browsing animals is\imown in the 

East. 

Rare Species. One of the dangers of accepting support from Commissions is 

possible neglect of non~gunpowder species. In the Northwestern Units,
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antelope and sage hens are receiving attention, but the Columbian 

Sharptail tends to be regarded as a “lost cause". I challenge the 

soundness of this. Farm land leased under Pittman-Robertson funds to 

protect the native cover from fire and stock would, I think, insure the 

perpetuation of this fast-declining bird.
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Hotes on Areas Visited 

Strawberry Refuge. I heartily approve the beaver-water experiments. 

Sage-hen movement is a really tough problem. I hope color-banding can 

be given a trial. 

Beaver Deer Range. This is the worst chewed-up winter range I ever saw. 

Kaibab Deer Range. At least half of the summer range we saw is now 

producing aspen sprouts, although all are recent. The parks on the 

Summer range are improving, but grass is still thin. All browsed 

conifers on the summer range show recovery. This recovery is of longer 

duration than the recovery of aspen sprouts. 

At least half of the winter range we saw shows young cliff-rose; all 

of it shows recovery of the older cliff-rose stems which survived the 

deer irruption. Sage is recovering. No juniper is now visibly browsed; 

all junipers of course show the old Plimsoll-line; no juniper reproduc- 

tion is visible. 

Weights of the kill are increasing and antler development is 

good. The summer pelage seems better than on the Beaver District. 

Gonsidering all the evidence collectively, there can be no doubt that 

the Kaibab range is recovering. The only debatable question is: has 

the recovery progressed far enough to warrant an attempt to increase 

the deer herd, or to relax the livestock reduction policy? 

While the palatable browse on the winter range is luxuriant, the 

large number of dead stems, especially of Cliff-rose aud sage, shows that | 

this was once one of the richest winter ranges in the southwest. The 

objective, I take it, should be to rebuild this original richness,
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rather than to rebuild merely a tolerable condition. Hence, the true \ 

yardstick of progress should be the establishment of new reproduction of | 

the palatable browse species to replace the dead stems lost during the \ 

irruption. There is at least a doubt whether the young cliff-rose stems \ 

now 2' - 3! high are not of pre-irruption origin. We saw not one very . 

young cliff-rose stem below the yellow pine belt. 

The trend of thought among administrators is to regard the improved | 

range conditions as good enough. The present objective is build up the 

deer herd. I regard this trend as dangerous and unsound. \ 

That this actually is the present policy is proven by the fact that 

both lions and coyotes are now being officially controlled. 

Two strong forces are pulling toward a bigger herd. One is the 

desire of hotel keepers to show tourists more deer on the open parks. 

The large numbers of deer formerly using the parks were probably forced 

out of the timber by lack of food. 

The other force pulling toward a bigger herd is the desire to | 

please hunters and to increase hunting revenues. It is axiomatic that 

neither of these forces should be allowed to warp official policy until 

it is certain that the range and the deer have fully recovered from the 

tragedy of 1924. As stated above, recovery has begun but is by no means 

complete. 

Zion Park. The canyon bottom is badly chewed up by deer imprisoned within 

the canyon walls. Why not stock the canyon with a lion or two? The present 

efforts at trapping are expensive and feeble. 

Zion Canyon is eroding badly, due to over-sheeped headwaters on the 

Dixie Forest and on public domain. This gutting of the Canyon-bottom is of
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the type universal in Arizona. 

Fish Lake Deer Plots. Some of the winter range is as bad as the Kaibab 

in 1924. Indeed it may be worse, for a large proportion of the sage is 

already dead. The exclosures prove that the damage is largely by deer 

rather than by livestock. 

The Fillmore enclosure, still in fair condition, is carrying 300 

deer on 700 acres yearlong. What mst the rate of winter stocking be 

on the worst spots? 

This carrying capacity of a deer per two acres mst modify all 

our thinking on the deer problem. These browse ranges must have a 

higher carrying capacity than the richest of the eastern deer-yards. 

With deer population estimates thus rocketting skyward, it is 

apparent that there are not enough hunters in Utah to utilize the surplus 

deer during short seasons. Why not liberalize both the season and bag 

limit so that the surplus can be neon “bk meat as well as sport? 

Glear Lake Refuge. A wholly admirable development. Students need to 

learn cloacal sexing and aging. Delta Duck Station would be glad to 

teach them this technique if a man can be sent up for the purpose. 

Bear River Refuge. Wo suggestions. 

Farmington Canyon Brosion Control. An admirable job, but too many roads. 

The roads themselves are a considerable erosion risk. 

Sheldon Refuge. The range on the west end is a sight for sore eyes. That 

on the east end is indistinguishable from the chewed-out public domain. 

Inspector Kruger ascribes this to poorer soil. I doubt it. 

An agreement with the Grazing Service calls for 75% of the carrying 

capacity (set by the Grazing Service) to go to livestock, 25% to wildlife.
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The refuge is now considered to be 25% stocked. That is, livestock 

can be trebled by the Grazing Service. I'd rather see it cut the same 

amount. 

Modoc National Forest. (Cedar Pass Road). I didn't see a blade of grass. 

The whole division is badly browsed (by deer?) and is one continuous sea 

of cheat. On the west side, outside the boundary, cheat fires have pushed 

back the cedar reproduction on mesa country. 

Hart Mt. Refuge. Range in excellent shape, but a decided Plimsoll line on 

all the mahogany and most of the aspen. 

The overbrowsing is due to deer rather than cattle or antelope; it 

lies above the antelope level and is too high above ground for cattle. 

Malheur Refuge. The valley has been drained. Upper meadows are flooded 

for hay in early summer and later dried for haying, throwing the water to 

the lake when most needed. The use of water for non-hay country is questioned 

by Washington. My impression is all these upper potholes are more valuable, 

acre for acre, than the lake itself. 

All the bottoms tend to become jungle, impenetrable to ducklings on 

way to water. Worst jungle plants: Russian thistle, Australian Saltbush, 

Foxtail, mustard? Grazing and cowtrails greatly help this. This refuge, 

ungrazed, might be nearly worthless. 

Bandon Blacktail Deer Study. lee Kuhn is studying mortality rates and 

food habits. The latter work is 0.K., but former presents a wholly 

insoluble problem because no census is possible, hence, mortalities can be 

compared neither with each other nor with any known population. I doubt 

whether a student should be given an insoluble problem. 

It is contended that a succession of students put on this problem
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may hit upon some answer. It would be equally logical to say that eeenates 

wastages are worse than one. 

Corvallis Mt. Quail Area. A good job, but the banding would yield more 

information if cloacal sexing and aging were used. 

Williamette Pheasant Area. The censusing by sample transects is an 

original and valuable piece of work, Cloacal aging of the kill would 

yield valuable additional information. 

The comparative survival of artificial and natural pheasants is 

bound to come up in Oregon. If and when the Unit tackles this problem, 

I suggest that Arthur Hinarsen or his student visit the Pittman-Robertson 

project in Wisconsin (Irven Buss) to pick up methods of atudy. This 

problem of pheasant survival is the hardest technical problem I have 

encountered, and it would be well to profit by Irven Buss' experience 

in it.
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Confidential Section 

The Utah Unit is stronger than the Oregon Unit. The difference, I 

think, reflects Rasmssen's superior mentality, and his greater skill 

in stating and analyzing problems. 

I was agreeably surprised to find in both Unit Leaders a strong 

scholarly bent and an appreciation of wildlife esthetics. Again, though, 

Binarsen's mental processes along these lines are impulsive and non-analyti- 

cal; Rasmussen's the opposite. 

Diminick as Assistant Leader in Oregon is far superior to Kelker in 

Utah; in fact Diminick may be of Unit Leader calibre. I couldn't see 

enough of Kelker to be sure of my ground, but I doubt whether he is wide 

enough between the eyes to measure up to his job. Relations between Unit 

Leader and Assistant Leader are excellent in Oregon, poor in Utah. 

I gather from Leo Couch and Paul Miller that some of the units are 

far weaker than these two. I would suggest cutting off one or more of 

the weaker units, and setting up the funds thus released to be competed 

for, on a project basis, by any state. "Projects" should include both 

research and teaching, especially non-professional teaching, and should be 

judged on the amount of cooperation offered, as well as on technical merit. 

It would be healthy if cooperation from states wens pit on a competitive 

basis. 

I have some misgivings about Hinarsen's ability to write clear 

publications on the Oregon work. There is no way to make sure except by 

actual trial. I strongly recommend that this trial begin at once, even 

though actual publication is to come later.
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December 6, 1941 

Paul Miller, Secretary : 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D, C. 

Dear Paul: 

I am returning the manuscript of "Pheasant Menagement." 
Sorry te have kept it se long, 

I have read it with a ereet deal of interest and feel it 
represents a veluable contribution to the literature on this subject. 
Nevertheless, I have a number of criticiems to make which I hope 
will be constructive. 

In the first place, my general reaction is that the organ- 
tion and presentation of the material ean be considerably improv~ 

It lacks unity and there iv a feeling of indefiniteness as to 
the signifleance of many pares 28, Algo, the winter concentrations 
of pheasants on many of t solvane referreé to is amazing to one 
not femilier with such conditions and nowhere are the reasons for 
this satisfactorily explained. 

Eerly in the book ~« in the Preface or perhaps in an 
Tatroduction {agert from Chapter I) « the reader should be oriented 
as to the Ohio gant Refuge Mem gonent Cystemmd athe Controlled 
Hunting System, Thia, while i ig yee outline what t 6 and 
why ha | were evolved, As it 19,7 information in thie’ question 
is fo on page 2h and here the manner in which they function 
is lergely obseure. This wation tends to raise a number of 
amswered questions in the ar's mind which impair his ability 
to read the manusoript intell tly. 

eee G@iseussions are rembling and are not definitely corre- 
lated with the theme which is a nt Thie % well illus} 
treated in Part A of Chapter VIT PP. L092 9+) Agein on page 141 
under Part B of the same chapter, in a dicoussion wre the 

< importance of crop land vs, non-cultivated and waste a series 
of recomnendeations for woodlot management ere inserted,
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Furthermore, there ie too often presented a series of data 
the pertinence of which with oa to the topic under disousesion 
is not pointed out. This lack analysie end correlation fre« 
quently leaves the reader in the dark as to just what deductions are 
to be drawn from the material presented. Table 9 (pps 127132) 12 
an example, as is alao re asta én the percentege of nesting in 
foncerows lop. 1h3-lhbe) My Immediate reaction to uncorrelated 
material of this kind hes been, "So what?” 

Secondly, there 1s a lack of supporting dete in many in« 
stenees. One is continually confronted with positive statements, 
= of which would be better understood if their bacle were stated. 

e I have no reason to feel thet such conclusions of the author's 
are unsound, it would nevertheless add to the quality of the result 
to include this supplemental information. 

- Thirdly, there is badly needed e desoription and discussion 
of the various methods and techniques used in carrying on the study, 
True, these are sketchily outlined in Chapter IT and are also noted 
from time to time throughout the manuscript but, even so, t. 
should all be brought re in one place and covered more 
detail. ‘This will also tend to clarify the points referred to in 
the preceding paragraph. 

Besides these sugeections there sre a variety of minor 
comments which I have noted eas I went along. I have made a list of 
thesewhich ie also enclosed, 

ela 

Superintendent of Geme



GENERAL COMMENTS ON MANUSCRIPT OF “PHEASANT MANAGEMENT®* 
BY LEEDY AND HICKS 

Preface 

4, Pan - See no reason for this 

Ghapter I 

p. 10 » Title of chapter might better be "History 
of Pheasant Pntroduetion in Ohio". 

pell, Par I, Line 2 + “is being”, incorrect 
pol}, Per i- ~ First sentence implies artificial stocking 

ox. on the gun.” Last two sentences can 
ap only in very high quality pheasant range 

: end should be so qualified. 
pelh ~ Under "General Statement of the Ohio Pheasant 

Situation,” starting Immediately with a series 
of "points" seems too abrupt. These should be 
some introduction. 
Under #1, what is significance of “*unglaciated" 

' as a differentiation? 
pel6, Par 2, Line 2 ~ Wencuresent should be aise 

| uatilons * * « 

pois Per 3, Line 4 + "Interest consideration 
pels, Par 2} a ~ Why only nesting cover? 

p20, Par l, tine 4 «+ "No effect"* B osies the number of cocks does 
not fall below the ratio required to serve the 
hens eens ’ 

anne, ~ Should be qualified. 
, 

Par 2, Line 2 - “Minimize” 1s not synonymous with reduc o or 
Seen It is used incorrectly a great many 

mes in this manuscript. 
D. 21, Par2 ~» Percentages based on pereentages are often dif- 

ficult to follow; peeenrye graphs would greatly 
eid in eesormnens his sosnereats 

Par 3 + Use of term “young” is very indefinite. je 
—_ it means birds of the year as of October 1 

but it should be so stated. 
Line 2 ~ Does this mean the average number of chicks in 

broods surviving to October 1 is 6.0. 
p.22, Par 2, Line 2 + “of those", not good grammar 

Line 3 + "of" (birds 3 or more years old), not good grammar



pp. 18-22 + Whole discussion rether rambling; would be | 
: improved by having for each chapter e more; 

coneise and direct summary of conclusions (_. 
and less general data. an 

Chapter It 

p-23, Par I ~ Too abrupt; question immediately arises) as 
to what the two systems referred to are) 

Par 2 (c) + What has been done (1.¢., aocoping) is not a 
qens of a statement of future a bilities, 

pe24, Par I - terial to reader; suggest it be omitted, 
Par 2 (#1) ~ Refuge of 520 acres cited elsewhere 

PP. 24=28 + Points 1e12 should be introduced; too abrupt. 
p.27, Par 1, line 16 «+ *effectiveness" for what + game for gun, 

breeding, or ? 
Par 2 ~ What has been general trend of pheasant popu- 

: lation as a whole? 
oo.th + Points 1-8 should be introduced. 
p31 (f),. Limes 2,5 + "Hunting,......«s season” not a sentence, 

Chapter ITE 
p39 ~ poe would be better word in title 

than "Analysis" + the question, Why? is not 
answered, 

Line 4 ~ "is the” i?) 
p40, Per 3, Line $ ~ Insert and (to obtain). ' 

Shepter TV 

p.51, Par I ~ Purpose of refuge is stated as "production 
of pheasants to restock cunvenniine areas,” 
This is confusing since “production” usually 
means the surplus birds are hatched and reared 

: on the area in question, while in this case, 
from the balance of the are the actual 

. function of the refuge is that of a winter 
holding area, as stated at the beginning of 
Chapter V (p. i: 

Par 1,2 ~ In peragraph 1 it is stated 250300 —— 
per square mile should be maximum, pera~ 
oe 2a refuge of 200 acres is indicated 
as large enough to hold 2,000 birds, This 
apparent paradox should be expleined. 

p55, Pear 3, Line 4 + The persistence of oak leaves does not furnish 
acorns.
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Shepter V 

p61, Par 1 + In disoussion of population tolerance a 
density of one bird to the acre is indicated 
as a maxiaum but in other parts of the — 
over winter preset of much more than this 
are recorded, (p.66 - 1 pheasant to .19 acres). 

p.66, Par 1 + In ocsssnts, properties of males to females 
no qualificetion is made as to the differ+ 
ence in observability between the sexes as 
indicated in the first paragraph on page 171 
and in footnote 1, page 236. 

Per 2 ~ fo me, not having had experience under the 
i conditions described, the last statement is 

ye It showld be explained et greater 

p-70, Par 1 . ~ ia no mention of possible difference in 
observability between sexes. 

Shepter Vi 

ore! ber i, tae 3 : ieee the p89, Par 1, Line ~ or more correc n SS*SEREGS or tana oat 
p94, Par 2 - Boos not take into consideration breeding value 

of artificially stocked hens. 
p.l06, Par 1 ~ Last sentence doce not relate to topic sen- 

hones. 

Chapter Vit 

pel09 + Entire page seems out of place; would expect 
a swanary of the importent ecolozical factors. 

pll2 + In first pore reference is made to “six 
sneer ereere next two nee "area" 
is used to refer to same pudject in next 

page "group" is again used - should be uniform. 
P-L25 + Greater explanation of this teble is needed, 

Difference im proportion of "depleting crop” 
alone does not explain difference in pheasant 
numbers, 

p+126<-132 ~ The author's interpretation and comment on 
the data presented in these tables seems 

as? essential. 
Be lal ~ "apparently", should be apparent. 

4 2 - hace captanes should be or paragraph. 
pol39, Par 1, Line 3 ~ (so dense) hee rather than "and," 
pelb3 ~ No indication Is aiven of the relative amount 

of fencerows present with which to evaluate 
the stetements of the percent of nests found 
in this type.
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pp.l44, Par 2, Line 6 + "few," should be fewer, 

Chapter VIEL 

pel52 ~ As one unacquainted with the work, I 
was struck by the first paragraph of 
thie chapter ae being — in 
dealing directly and concisely with 
the topic stated. 

pel62 - Statement is made that woodlots of 
superior quality should be distributed 
so that pheasants do not have to travel 
over two-thirds of a mille to reach 

; excellent winter cover. 

it is elsewhere stated that the 
¥ 6 plan is based on a central unit 
servicing 27+36 square wine pie 
203 atieet and on page it is stated 
that in Liberty Twp. (indicated as best 
in Stete} over half the surviving birds 
on 27 square miles concentrated in one 

f refuge. 

This apparent paradox is very confus- 
is te the reader and should be clar- 
ified. 

Ghapter X 

P18 - With respect to the observations on 
highway mortality the period of weeks 
or months to which the figures apply 
should be more definitely stated, 

p+195 ~ Tedle 4e very complicated and difficult 
to understand. Accompanying grephe 
— help, This is aleo true other 

SBe 

pel96, #13 ~ Why should not this agree with figures 
under #5 in the same way /12 does, 

pel97, #15 ~ These qualifidations should be pointed 
out much more clearly and should bemen~ 
tioned throughout the text in connection 
with this type of data, 

p198, Par 2 « If Plain Twp was the one used in 1936 
it should be so stated,
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DP+201 \ + The last sentence suggests thet a deserip- 
tion of the technique wlll follow. ‘Such is 
not the case except as the reader puzzles 
it out of the presentetion of dosasgeven- ; 

pe203, Par 2 ~ nowy of paragraph does not olarify topie 
Bentonce. 

9 204, ~ Last three paragraphs raise question as to why 
’ thie oi vantion Seas not create sentiment against: 

conretenss “systen."” This question should 
exp. * 

p.208, Par 2 ~ Under (2) of this paragraph wording indicates 
“harvest of the landowners” and “harvest of 
each of the several clesses of hunters." 

Pe2lia ~ Graphs would help reader understand this 
data, Also greater discussion of signifi+ 
gence would be helpful. 

Pe2h5 ; ~ As @ preface to these observations the read- 
er should be informed as to what the nature 
of this staggered soe ee (1.¢s, beginning 
of paragreph on page 216.) Furthersore 
ame listed are hardly "conclusions" «+ 

rather . 

po216 ~ Significance at thts teble is not pointed out « 
reader is left to his own interpretation. 

pe2l9 ~ Again no interpretation of facts stated. 
pe222, Par 2, Line 4 + Identical numbers and percent of males and 

females do not seem reasonable. 
p+233, Per 1 - Baois of last statement not clear at thie 

time although 1b ean be computed from data 
given later. 

Par 2 + Statement sennreine effest of kill of cocks 
ahould be qualified as it could be excessive 
under some clrownstances, 

9-33 Per 2 + This series of items might better be listed. 
Po2 » Agein in thie table there is no mention of 

possible varying differences between cover 
types in the ohbservability of the two sexes 
having been teken into account. Only if this 
is dome oan the data given represent the 
topic stated in the table. 

Do 2h Bo2hh ~ Data tm size of clutch and nesting success 
hardly fits under the tople "Size of Broods,." 

Pe2hh, Par 2, Line li ~ ae sweet clover re gpd 
Pe 2524253 ~ = of this data could be graphed to advane 

Bee 
pe2dh ~ Prom fi @iven in table, 3,825 cocks were 

kdlled (not 30426). 
pe 260 » Total yearly mortality should be given, At 

first — one has the ate toe thet the 
mortality for the your was porcent. 

j
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Wir. Je Paul Miller aoe 
A@erioan Wildlife Institute a 
Investment Bldy. {BUR Ei} ie i 

, Washington, D. C. mana ee 

; Dear Pauls ” 

The trip to indiana was magé ok sold @. Ve were met at the experi- 
mental bass improvoment st Dy Prof. Kicker and Mr. Shockley and 
made a fairly thoroyghinspec\don\of the experimental installations. 
I was considerably Dpoinvedvay the amount of work which had been 
done ani so were Rigkt ni Gfeekley. In thoir enthusiasm they had 
counted on a large Ry pf volunteer help from the Boone County 
Conservation Club of Debewon. As you or I mighéghave told them, the 
enthusiasm and promises of this Club rather fail to materialize when 
goed hard work was involved. However, lr. Ralph Stark of Lebanon, 
the lovoal leader in conservation activities, was of very material help 
and considerable volunteer labor was obtained from the Frankfort Isaac 

. Walton League. Shockley hinself was energetic and ingenious and the 
local farmer on whose land the project was being done cooperated finely. a 

As @ result quite a number of installations were made pretty largely 
of the types recommended for trout—wtream improvement in Michigan. 
Unfortunately, the stream has remained low during the ontire period. 
There was so little rain during the spring that customary spring 
freshets did not develop. Yor this reason there was no adequate test 
of the permanence of the structures installed nor any really good test 
of their effectiveness. Inasmuch as the stream is rather sluggish in 
the region, the real work of digging another modification to the stream 
bed will ordinurily be done during freshets. 

lire Shockley was about to be called in the Selective Service and his 
petition for deferment on the basis of his bioldégical training was not 
being allowed. Consequently he volunteered shortly before our visit 

~~ for the Reserve Air Force and indications at the time of our visit were 
that he would pass the test and might soon be called. Prof. Ricker 
promised that someone in his group would keep the stream under observa— 

tion so as to obtain as much information as possible regarding the 
experiment. Although the work was not as extensive as we a1] had hoped 
for, in my opinion the trial is abundantly worth the expense and time 
which has been put into it. 

I was partioularly pleased with the publio relations aspect of this 
project. The farmer is a very good conservationist and a decidedly 
better one as a result of the work. fhe Lebanon conservation leader,



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

SENT: FOR INFORMATION OF : 

: Mr. Je Paul Miller ~2— : November 27, 1941 

Ralph Stark (with whom we had lunch), indicated that a very healthy 
and lively conservation interest has been engendered through the 
project. The region is one in which a great deal of harm has been : 
done through excessive drainage, the cleaning down of ditoh and 
stream banks and like relieflabor projects which are harmful to 
wildlife. The stream in which the project was carried out has been 
subjected to much inorsased silting as a result of headwater drainage 
projects. This problem ia seen very clearly by the looal conservation 
group and I daresay that any effort to put fkto effect any now relief— 
laber projects of this type in this vic 411 be met with very 

rigerous opposition. Even among the fa @ importance of wildlife 
is being recognized and it is ra like. t extensive ditching 

projects will be sponsored by th @ in region in the future. 
! The Boone County Conservatiem(Cl ub oping to continue some stream 

improvement work. ‘The id spr also to the adjoining county to 
the north where the Frankfy shuc on League, made up of folk who 
are nore accus tome: wil to work, is carrying on a somewhat 
similar stream imp nt pPrajest for Kilmore Creek. 

The inspection of gained some local publicity in which the 
Institute is mentioned-—A copy of the “Lebanon Reporter" for November 
17 in being forwarded under separate cover. 

All this activity and change in attitute, I think, can be traced to the 
bass stream project and to the fine public relations invelved. In my 
opinion this is a forward step worth many times the amount that was put 
into the project. i 

After inspecting the project in the field and talking over the matter 
with Shockley, Prof. Hicker, Dean Payne and others, I make the following 
recommenda ti ones 

(1) fhe project should be continued until such time as Shockley is 
actually inducted into the service and,if by any chance he should not 
be inducted, through the year as per arrangement. 

(2) The partial payment for the project for this year which has already 
been made should be left with the University to help support follow-up 
work (the approximate estimate was that $160 would be spent about the 
end of November). ‘The exact disbursal of the funds could well be left 
with the University with the only understanding that the expenses be 
related to the project. 

(8) If Shockley is called into service before the second payment becomes 
due on the Institute's $600 share for the yeur, it is recommended (with 
Ricker's concurrence) that the balance ($300, 1 believe) be applied to 
some other project. 

(4) The most plausible place to put this small sum would be the new Lowa 
Pish Menagenent Cooperative Project. i have from Dr. Reeve if. Bailey, of 
Towa State, a copy of a project outline No. 765, dealing with an
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My. Je Paul Miller - 3 , November 27, 1941 

investigation of the life history and ecology of the channel catfish. 
This copy is inclosed herewith and it is my recommendation that the 
balance from the Indiana project be applied here. If it were possible 
to add a little more, so as to make $500 or $600 available, the 
sooperation would be that much advanced. A sum of a few hundred 
dollars should be very helpful in this important project, since it 
would provide some free funds, particularly for expenditures in which 
some difficulties might be encountered due Mp state red tape. 

fhe channel catfish project is one of cohgi ble potential signifi— 
cenes. Ay Ye. Bailey points out chan gatfish is the principal 
eo] fish ever much of Lowa and has béen)done in critical examina— 
on of ite life histery o: y i or elséwhere. Basic information 

; ia decidedly needed befor roposals for the establishment and 
maintenance of this impor oie) be drawn up. 

I have written to ‘op! to Paul Needham, presenting much of 
the views here gi ve not yet had replies but if suggestions 
are in any way at ve with those here made, these will be promptly 
forwarded when receiv: I thought it unwise to delay longer this 
preliminary report. 

The expense account for the trip is inclosed, with explanations on 
reverse. 

Sineerely yours, = 

Curl Le Hubbs 
Curator of Fishes 

CLHskd 
CCy Prof. Leopold 

Dr. Needham 
Prof. Ricker



_ heh University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Hovember 18, 1941 

Dr. Pavl R. Needhan 
Reatural History Museum 
Stanford University 

Galifornia 

Dear Paul: 

Your fish project list 19 one of the clearest, most explicit, and most 
convincing outlines of a research field I have ever seen. If it doesn't 
draw some action, then 14 mst be humans rather than fish who are out 
of kilter. 

It will be a pleasure to refer such a job to the Committee and the 

; Institute. Let me know ae soon as you “and Carl Hubbs are ready to 
give it the green light. 

I have no criticiems. Of course, some of the generalized projects will 
need to be localised before critical examination becomes possible. 
Wheat strikes me is the excellence of this outline as an answer to the 
question, "What if Fish Mansgement Research?” It occurs to me that “ 

' this outline might be worth elaborating and publishing as an educational 
document for fish researchers. 

I wish we had an equally explicit answer to the question, "What is 

Game Management Research? * 

I am sending copies of this letter to the Technical Committees as 
advance notice that an outline will reach them shortly. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopeld 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

se Habbs 

Bump 
Stoddard 
Miller 
Waleott
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RECEIVED | 

Mr. de Paul Miller DEC15 
Aperioan Wildlife Institute 
Investment “ : BUREAU ">; GAME! / Me: On < - Es < pnt eliadeeanaondi 

Poon ie a 
eS ins ig sine es ns ‘a = ; 
7 the trip to Thdiana was Or solyduie. We wore met at the experi— 
—" mental bass improvement s Co by Prof) Ricker and Mr. Shockley and 

made a fairly thoroygh in eX en\ of experimental installations. 
I was considerably Neda) the anount of work which had boon 
done and so were Sheekley. In their enthusiasm they had 
counted on a large ak ~ volunteer help from the Boone County 
Conservation Club of - As you or I mighgghave told them, the 
enthusiaam and promises of this Glub rather fail to materialize when 
good hard work was involved. However, lir. Ralph Stark of Lebanon, 
the local leader in conservation activities, was of very material help 
and considerable volunteer labor was obtained from the Frankfort Isaac 
Walton League. Shockley himself was energetic and ingenious and the 
local farmer on whose land the project was being done cooperated finely. 

As @ result quite a number of installations were made pretty largely 
of the types recommended for trout—stream improvement in Michigan. 
Unfortunately, the stream has remained low during the ontire period. 
There was so little rain during the spring that customary spring ; 
freshete did not develop. For this reason there was no adequate test 
of the permanence of the structures installed nor any really good test 
of their effectiveness. Inasmuch as the stream is rather sluggish in 
the region, the real work of Se cree modification to the stream 
bed will ordinarily be done during shets. 

Mr. Shockley was about to be called in the Selective Service and his 
pe for deferment on the basis of his bioldégical training was not 
oe akan, Consequently he volunteered shortly before our visit 

——— for the Reserve Air Force and indications at the time of our visit were 
thet he would pass the test and might soon be called. Prof. Ricker 
promised that someone in his group would keep the stream under observa— 
tion so as to obtain as much information as possible regarding the 
experiment. Although the work was not as extensive as we all had hoped 
for, in my opinion the trial is abundantly worth the expense and time 
which has been put into it. 

I was particularly pleased with the public relations aspect of this 
project. The farmer is a very good conservationist and a decidedly 
better one as a result of the work. The Lebanon conservation leader,
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Ralph Stark (with whom we had lunch), indicated that a very healthy 
and lively conservation interest has been engendered through the 
project. The region is one in which a great deal of harm has been 
done through excessive drainage, the cleaning down of ditoh and 
stream banks and like relief~labor projects which are harmful to 
wildlife. The stream in which the project was carried out has been 
subjected to much inoreased silting as a result of headwater drainage 
projects. This problem ia seen very clearly by the looal conservation 
group and I daresay that any effort to put ikto effect any new relief 

1 es actin projects of this type in this vic 11 be met with very 
i ra 4 S opposition. Even among the fa importance of wildlife 
yn tee eee ae @ Yeoognized and it is ra ike % extensive ditching 
poe ana is will be sponsored by in region in the future. 
Baer eee ah he Boone County Conservat: Lub oping to continue some stream 

in venent work. The s also to the adjoining county to 
the north where the League, made up of folk who 
are more accus wil work, is carrying on a somewhat 
similar strean % p for Kilmore Creek. 

The inspection of gained some local publicity in which the 
Institute is mentioned: copy of the “Lebanon Reporter" for November 
17 is being forwarded under separate cover. 

All this activity and change in attitute, I think, can be traced to the 
bass stream project and to the fine public relations involved. In my 
opinion this is a forward step worth many times the amount that was put ? 
into the project. 

After inspecting the project in the field and talking over the matter 
with Shockley, Prof. Ricker, Mean Payne and others, I make the following 
recommendations: 

(1) fhe project should be continued until such time as Shockley is 
actually inducted into the service and,if by any chance he should not 
be inducted, through the year as per arrangement. 

(2) The partial payment for the project for this year which has already 
been made should be left with the University to help support follow-up 
work (the approximate estimate was that $160 would be spent about the 
end of November). The exact disbursal of the funds could well be left 
with the University with the only understanding that the expenses be 
related to the project. 

(3) If Shockley is called into service before the second payment becomes 
due on the Institute's §G00 share for the year, it is recommended (with 
Ricker's concurrence) that the balance ($300, 1 believe) be applied to 
some other project. 

(4) The most plausible place to put this small sum would be the new Lowa 
Fish Management Cooperative Project. I have from Dr. Reeve Me. Bailey, of 
Towa State, a copy of a project outline No. 765, dealing with an ‘
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investigation of the life history and ecology of the channel cxtfish. 
This eopy is inclosed herewith and it is my recommendation that the 
balance from the Indiana project be applied here. if it were possible 
to add a little more, so as to make §500 or §600 available, the 
cooperation would be that much advanced. A sum of a few hundred 
dollars should be very helpful in this important project, since it 
would provide some free funds, particularly for expenditures in which 
some difficulties might be encountered due state red tape. 

Tale fish project is one of co ble potential signifi— 
a he Ue. points out, An atfish is the principal 

gee Fish over much of Iowa ¢ Che\has Gone in critical examina~ 
ey a , : history either or el - Basic information 

SC NORE ces ile y- needed be: a someyt{ proposals for the establishment and 
a maintenance of this impe , We n be drawn up. 

I have written to \. to Paul Needham, presenting much of 
the views here gi fot yet had replies but if suggestions 
are in any way at with those here made, these will be promptly 
forwarded when recei I thought it unwise to delay longer this 
preliminary report. 

The expense account for the trip is inclosed, with explanations on 
reverse. 

Sineerely yours, 

Carl L. Hubbs 
Curator of Fishes 

CLHskd 
CO; Prof. Leopold 

Dr. Needham 
Prof. Ricker



_ keh University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Wovember 18, 1941 

Dr. Paul RB. Needhan 
Natural History Museum 
Stanford University 
Galifornia 

Dear Paul: 

Your fish veeien? list i¢ one of the clearest, most explicit, and most 
convincing outlines of a research field I have ever seen. If it doesn't 
draw some action, then it mst be humans rather than fish who are out 
of kilter. 

It will be a pleasure to refer such a job to the Committee and the 
‘ Institute. Let me know as soon as you “and Carl Hubbs are ready to 

give it the green light. 

I have no criticiems. Of course, some of the generalized projects will 
need to be localised before critical examination becomes possible. 
What strikes me is the excellence of this outline as an answer to the 
question, “What if Tish Management Research?" It occurs to me that 
this outline might be worth eleborating and publishing as an educational 
document for fish researchers. 

I wish we had an equally explicit answer to the question, "What is 
Game Management Research? * 

I am sending copies of this letter to the Technical Committee as 
advance notice that an outline will reach them shortly. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

oc Hubbs 

Burp 
Steddard 
Miller 
Waleott



Rnyak 

koh Walversity Farm Place 
lige December 4, 1941 

Cireular to the Technical Committee 

Gentlemen: 

Carl Hubba bag subuitted the report on the Indians 
Base Project, and asked for an expression of approval 
from the Comittee, 

Singe this is antirely a fish venture, I am telling 
him that he ami Paul Needham oan epeak for the 
Committees, but I en olrowlating this report to you 
in order that you may be Laformed. 

If you have any expression ef opinion, please write 
me and gond a oopy to Carl iubbe. 

Yours eincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

o¢ Hubbs, Bump, Stoddard, Miller, Needham 

sopy of Hublis report sent to Stoddard 
Sump 

vave tad undlir_ 

bn Stoddard Hy Burp? bape ~ lt



IN REPLY REFER TO 

UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

Natural History Museun 

Stanford University, California 

November]3, 1941. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Attached herewith you will find a series of fifteen 

fisheries projects drawn up tentatively for submittal to the 

Technical Committee. Also attached you will find a copy of 

my letter on them to Carl Hubbs. 

Would you criticize these projects from any angle 

that occurs to you? Some of them may be too broad and costly 

for cooperative undertakings. Specific sub-problems could be 

selected from each, however. 

Sincerely, 

Aquatic Biologist 

PRN: efg 
Enclosure 

¢e.c. Carl Hubbs



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

Natural History Meseum 
Stanford University, California 

; November 7, 1941. 

Dare Garl i. Hubba 

University of Michigan 
ann ayvor, Michigan 

Dear Gari: 

Attached you will find e series of fifteen fisheries 

projects tentatively prepared for submittal to the feehnical 

Committee of the Wildlife Institute, as per our earlier cor~ 

rea pondence, A similar eet is being sent to Aldo Leopold for 

eritician, Sane of them take rather big bites, but we have 

got to start sonewhere. 

These cover only major seeds in western waters, Ho 

disease, autrition, pollution, or salmon problems ars ineluded 

because they do not lend themelves wry soll te eqoperative 

» established agencies, or individuals in universities 

cad acklagen eg alveeay Caexiing these eub soot. Ko studies 

of warm-water species of fieh are proposed as 1 assume the 

projeets drawn up by you will bear down on bhia group. 

Doetors Smith and Moffett helped me draw up twenty-five 

projects, but I boiled them down to fifteen, ani the condensa- 

tion might be carried farther with sfivantage. 

ALL the projects have beea drawa up without regard to 

availeble funds or who aight de the work, They represent needs 

in the field of western fisheries menagenent problems. I hope, 

of course, that once a few good healthy groups of projects have 

been boiled up, the Wildlife Institute might help finance sam 

of them, ‘thoy ought to be adaptable to fellowships, grants 

from research funds, Buck D411 funda, or whatever the future holds. 

Please dlow holes in thom anyway you see Tit. Ye ought 

te agree on formt of presentation to the Teehnical Committee 

and of course on all projeete finally presented. Will appreciate 

your comments, 

Sinoorely, 

Aquatie Biologist 
PREsefs 
Attach. 
Ge@. ldo Leopold



PROJECT NO. 1 

Title: 

Management Study of Trout Lakes 

Object: 

fo determine (1) species, numbers, sizes, and ages @& game 

fish migrating into and out of trout lakes, (2) production 

to anglers’ creels, and (3) survival of marked trout planted 

from hatcheries. 

Techniques: 
Plants of marked trout; use of two-way fish traps at inlet and 

outlet to trap incoming and outgoing migrants; 100 per cent 

ereel census of all fish caught; food, growth, and predator 

study techniques. 

Squipment: | 
1. Lakes of suitable sizes, types, and locations 

2. Two-way fish traps at inlet and outlet, fitted with revolv- ‘ 

' ing sereens 
3, Boat and outboard motor 
4, Miscellaneous equipment such as tent, nets, ikmen dredge, 

water analysis equipment, census blanks, scale books, 

measuring devices, etc, 

Personnel: 

1 biologist full-time to run project in field 

1 assistant biologist to help over fishing season on recording 

ereel census data and daily operation of traps 

Gost: 
Dependent upon conditions, but should not cost over $7,000 

first year, and $3,500 a year thereafter 

Time for completion: 

Should be run a minimum of five years 

Locale: 
Should operate these projects in waters draining both east and 

west in each major western Forest Region 

Remarks: 

A ¢Glean-eut type of project not yet tackled either by the states 
or the Fish and Wildlife Service. Pure "eream” still on the top 
of the bottle.



PROJECT NO. 2 

Title: 

Management Study of Trout Streams 

Object: 

To determine (1) species, sizes, numbers, and ages of trout 

migrating into and out of an experimental stream area; (2) popa- 

lation studies; (3) survival and emigration of marked trout; 

(4) affect of conditioning of hatchery trout on survival; (5) 

miscellaneous studies on food, growth, reproduction, and preda- 

tion as was permissible in light of location, funds, and person- 

nel. 

Techniques: 

Operation of two 2-way fish traps, planting, marking, age and 
growth studies; pumping and draining; operation rotary screens 

to keep fish in special sections, ete, 

Equipment : 
A Field Station providing: 

1. Living and working quarters for at least five men 
2, Two- to ten-mile seetion of a good trout stream for 

year-long operation of experimental section 
3. Means for diverting flood waters, if any 
4, Rotary, self-cleaning sereens; two 2-way fish traps; 

gasoline pump and 100 feet of hose for pumping 

5. Pick-up truck 
6, Much miscellaneous equipment 

Personnel: 
One experienced, well-trained biologist to head up field program. 
Tso permanent full-time biologists as assistants, and such tem- 
porary assistants as are required. One assistant should have had 

fish cultural training in hatcheries. 

Cost: 

Unknown. A rough estimate based on a similar station operated 
by the Institute of Fisheries Research in Michigan and by the 
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service in California, would be $10,000 
for the first year and $3,000 per year thereafter. 

Time for Completion: 

Indefinite, but such a project might well be run a minimum of 
ten years.



Project No. 2 -= page 2 

Logale: 
Shoulda be located in (1) the inter-mountain region either in 

Utah, Idaho, Montana, Colorado, or Wyoming; (2) the eastern 

‘slope drainages of Oregon; (3) Washington; and (4) in arizona 

or New Mexico. 

Remarks: 

A comprehensive type of project; C.C.0. labor could be used for 

eonstruetion, Fairly expensive, but badly needed type of project, 

particularly for western waters. Permits living with the fish; 

a good way to create new subject matter. 

e



PROJECT NO. 3 

Title: 

Bionomies of Cutthroat Trout of the Cascade Mountains in Oregon 

and Washington. 

Object: 
fo find out the life history and habits, and whether or not the 

cutthroat of the high Caseades is specifically identical with, 

or different from, the sea-run, coastal stream cutthroat trout 

ef Oregon and Washington. 

‘Techniques: 
Collection by netting and trapping, general field collections, 

comparative morphology, age-growth analyses, food, coloration, 

statistical analyses of measurable characters; sampling tech- 

niques 

Equipment: 
Gar to get about in, Nets, seines, traps, and usual field and 

laboratory equipment for such a study, 

Personnel: 
: Good Ph.D, subject. Could be done cheaply by subsidizing grad- 

uate student in search of Ph.D. 

Cost: 

Little: few hundred dollars a year for gas, oil, and travel 

Time for completion: 
Three or four field seasons, depending upon amount of detailed 
study required. 

Locale: 
Oregon, with student under R. E, Dimick working out of Oregon 

State College. 

Remarks: 

Ideal projeet for S-way cooperative set-up, viz., Oregon State 

College, Wildlife Institute, and the U. S. Fish and Wildlife 
Serviee. Suggested by Prof. Re &. Dimick of Oregon State College,



PROJECT NO. 4 

Title: 

Studies of Trout Populations in Streams 

Qvjoct: 
To determine fish populations of stream sections before and fol- 

lowing angling seasons. fo determine the validity of the tagging 

or marking method in estimating fish populations by the propor- 

tion of marked to non-marked fish in catches. 

Bechniques: 
Blectrical shocking method for fish removal; pumping stream dry 

in sections isolated by diversions; use of poisons or narcotics, 
and ereal census methods 

Equipment : 

Seines, shovels, picks, mobile pumping unit, electrical shocker 

as designed by Haskell in New York, truck, creel census equipment, 
scales, measuring boards. 

Personnel: 

1 biologist, full-time; seasonal help: 3 men 6 months a year. 

Gost: 

Variable; around $3,000 per year depending upon conditions 

Time for completion: _ 

3 years minimum 

Locale: 

fwo experiments of this type should operate simltaneously. ‘one 
on the west slope and one on the east slope of the Cascade and 
Sierra Nevada Mountains 

Remarks : 

Phis type of project should be a part of the progren of sorely 
needed experimental fisheries stations such as is outlined above 

in Projeet No. 2.



PROJECT NO. 5 

Title: 

Studies of Growth and Survival of Hatchery Trout Stocked in 

Lakes Barren of Fish Life 

Object: 

fo determine the survival of trout stocked in barren lakes; 

methods of stocking, i.e., whether an initial, large plant 

should be made or whether small plants should be made annual- 

ly for three or four years; extent of natural propagation by 

original plant and later plantings. 

Zeebni ques: 

Fish marking, studies of ecological conditions, creel census 

Equipment: 
Limnological equipment; seines and gill nets; census blanks; 

fish tags; ete. 

Personnel: 
1 biologist, part-time (6 months); 1 aide, part-time (6 months ) 

Gost: 
Low; possibly $1,500 the first year and $1,000 per year there- 

after; less if done with aid of graduate students. 

‘Time for Completion: 
5 years minimun 

Locale: 
his projeet is well suited to National Park areas where barren 

waters exist and where full control can be exercised. Two or 

more lakes needed. 

Remarks + 

Hither one, or a series, of such projects might well be under- 

taken; suitable for young graduate students or permanent workers ; 
in either State colleges or the U. 5S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 
Might well be combined with Projects Nos. 6 and 7.



PROJECT NO. 6 

Tithe: 
Management Study of High Mountain Lakes 

Ob jest: 

To determine the best stocking policy for mountain lakes where 

there is little or no natural reproduction. 

Technique: 

Complete ereel censuses must be carried on in lakes selected. 

Various stocking methods should be tried. 

Equipment: 

Fish stocking, patrol, and census facilities would be needed in 

addition to miscellaneous equipment. 

Personnel: 
One biologist, full-time, in charge of work. Two or more fish- 

erics students with suitable personality for contacting fisher- 

men during season 

Gost: 
Mostly salaries, at least $2,000 per annum for temporary employees. 

Time for completion: 

Five years or longer if possible. 

Locale: 

This is important and one of the most difficult parts of the pro- 

jeet, Should be a group of easily patrolled lakes, similar in 
character, near head of mountain valley, not aceessible by road. 
Fishing should be heavy enough to yield adequate catch data. 

Remarks: 

Lakes of this type furnish a large percentage of the high mountain 
fishing in the west, this fishing probably will always be depend- 
ent upon artificial stocking, yet almost nothing is known about the 

= methods. Might well be combined with Projects Nos. 
and 7. :



_ PROJECT NO. 7 

Title: 

Study of Methods for Improving Natural Spamming Conditions in 

Trout Lakes 

Object: 

. fo find out whether or not spawning bed improvements are econom- 

ically feasible as an aid to natural propagation in lakes lacking 

suitable spawning areas. 

‘Techniques: 
Construction of “riffle bars" in lake inlets, providing spawning 

gravel where absent; clearing tributaries of debris for spawning; 

making inlet falls passable; seale reading; ete. 

Equipment: 

fraps for trapping spawning fish on runs and for trapping hatch- 

i ing fish; nets, tools, temporary use of dum trucks; ete. 

Personnel: 

' One part-time, well-trained fisheries biologist with his eyes in 

definite touch with his brain; C.C.¢. or other labor for general 

construction. 

Gost: , 
Estimated $1,000 to $1,500 a year 

Pime for completion: 
Two spawning seasons,or better still, five. 

Locale: 

Mountain lakes in western states. 

Remarks: 

Good subject for cooperative project with man in seareh of Ph.D. 

if properly direeted; may pay big dividends; badly needed in 

some places. Winding lake where work would be feasible is im- 

portant and may prove difficult. Might well be combined with 
Projects Nos, 5 and 6.



PROJECT NO, 8 

Title; 

Studies of Trout Spawning in Lakes. 

Object: \ : 

fo determine the relative success of spawning of Rainbow, brow and 
cutthroat trout when confined in lake waters. To observe behavior, 
nesting habits, spawm release, egg incubation, and the conditions 
under which successful spawning may occur. 

Techniques: ; 

Visual observation, nest marking, sempling of eggs, egg and fry 
counts in sample nests, sereening nests after spawning, recording 

physical and chemical conditions during observations. 

Equipments 
Thermometer, chemistry kit, egg tubes, nest sereens, camera mark= 
ing stakes, maps, boat, (Estimated cost $150.00) 

Personnel: 

1 biologist during 6 months of year + $1,000. 

Cost: 

$3,150 over a period of 3 years. 

Time for completions 

Seasonal (6 months per year for 3 years minimum) during spring and 
fall spawning seasons. 

Locale: 

Any trout lake not having stream spawning connections. 

Remarks; 

A promising field for investigation and one that may produce immed= 
diately useful information for improvement of lakes. Should be 
closely correlated with Project No. 7.



‘ PROJECT NO. 9 

Titles 

Natural Spawning of Steelhead, 

Objects 

To determine the effectiveness of natural spawning in terms of 
survival of (a) total eggs deposited by given runs, (b) total 
a. migrants resulting therefrom, and (¢) total returning 

! adults. ; 

Techniques: 

Counting of upstream and seaward migrants through use of weir 
and fry traps; marking and sampling techniques, age=growth analyses 
from scale studies, general statistical analyses of fish runs in 
stream selected. 

Bquipments 
Suitable stream, weir, fry traps, rotary sereens, nets, scale books, 
measuring boards, streamside living end laboratory quarters, pick-up 
truck for transportation, and other customary equipment. — 

Personnels 

Qne full-time biologist trained in steelhead of salmon investiga- 
tions to head up work. Two part-time assistants to operate traps 
and to mark fish, etc., under direction, 

Cost: 

Physical equipment: weir, traps, nets, truck, ete. estimated $6,000 
first year depending upon conditions. Personnel $4,000 per annum. 

Time for completion: 

Should cover one cycle of either steelhead or salmon or both. Este 
imated minimm, six years, 

Locale: 

Preferable in Oregon coastal stream as but little work has been done 
there. Could be tied in with wildlife work at Oregon State College 
at Corvallis. 

Remarks: 

This project proposes studies parallel to the studies under way at 
the Minter Creek Station on steelhead by the Washington State Depart- 

ment of Fisheries.



PROJECT NO, 10 

Title: 

Study of the Effect of Water Diversions from Trout Streams, 

Objects 

fo investigate extent of migration of non=sea-run or resident 
trout into irrigation and’ power diversions to determine whether 
or not screening would be justifiable on such diversions, 

Technique: 

Install two-way fish traps in power or irrigation diversions, Count, 
measure, end weigh fish going each way in power diversions all year, 

: Correlate migration studies with population studies in adjacent 
stream to determine potential losses, 

Bquipmen te 
1. Suitable power or irrigation diversions on a trout stream. 
2. Two-way fish traps for fish of all sizes, at least as fine 

as 1/4«inch square mesh screen. 
3. Two weirs for measuring flow in main stream and in diversion, 

if information is not available. 
4. Wets, scales, ete. 

3 Personnel; 

One assistent biologist, part-time, but on duty continuously for 
period of investigation. Could be employee at an experiment station, 
college student, etc. 

Cost: 

Installation of sereen and trap is principal cost. 

Time for completion: 

Minimum of one year; should continue for several years, 

Locales 

Irrigated mountain valleys in western United States, 

Remarks; 

Studies have been made on affect of diversions upon migratory fish, 
ise, steelhead and salmon, but little is known of their effect on 
inland trout streams. Data from power diversions would be applicable 
to irrigation diversions if periods of trout migrations are correlated 

with irrigating seasons,



PROJECT NO, 11 

ible: 
Quantitative and °ualitative Studies of Natural Fish 

Foods in Lakes 

Object: 

To determine the kinds and abundance of natural fish foods 

in lakes, and the availability of these foods to fish, 

Techniques: 

The usual procedures of quantitative and qualitative bottom 

and plankton food studies; fish sampling at same time as 

food sampling; fish stomach analyses; statistical treatment 

of data obtained. 

Equipment: 

Since a study of this nature should be carried on in connection 

with a fisheries experiment station, biological station, or a 

university, the matter of equipment would be adjusted to the 
available pieces at the site, 

Personnel: 

: One aquatic biologist, full time; one aide full time. 

Gost: 

Estimated around $3,000 annually 

Time of Completion: 
Not less than 3 years ‘ 

Locale: 

At any well situated biological station or fisheries experiment 
station. Lake or lakes required should not be over 100 acres 
in extent. One complete project on western waters. Accessory 

phases of this project should be conducted in each western state; 

especially is this true of qualitative and quantitative food 

studies. 

Remarks: 

dn almost virgin field badly in need of work.



PROJECT NO. 12 

Title: 
Stream Foods Studies 

Object: 
To attempt to settle the long-standing problem of the capacity 
of streams to produce fish foods; to determine actual as com~- 

pared to potential availability of stream bottom foods to fish; 

to determine seasonal abundance and factors making for abundant 

foods; an “all-out” study of the stream foods problem. 

" Beehnigques; 
: Periodic sampling at selected stations; analysis of the sampling 

methods; statistical analyses of data for significanty, eorre- 

lation analyses, construction of experimental bottom platts; 
chemical and physical analyses. 

Equipment: 

Samplers, current meters, chemical and physical equipment, etc. 
Gould be from regular stock of an experimental fisheries station 

at which this type of projeet should be undertaken 

Personnel: 

One biologist full time; one aid full time 

gost: 
Indeterminate, up to, say, $3,000 per year, mostly for salaries 

Time of Completion: 
The “eream" would probably be skimmed off this problem in three 

years by competent worker supplied with adequate aid and equip- 

ment. 

Locale: 
A project of this kind should be operated on at least one typical 
stream in each ecological region of the inter-mountain and west 
coast states. In instances where a fisheries experiment station 
is not available, the cost of the project would be somewhat higher, 

Remarks: 

Must be done if fisheries workers are ever going to develop stock- 

ing policies based on food supplies that are any better than 

: guesses,



PROJECT NO, 13 

Tithe: 
Studies of Methods of Controlling Fish Populations 

Object: 

Yo determine practical methods of altering undesirable popu- 

lation balances in streams and lakes containing both game 

fish and coarse varieties of non-game fishes. 

Bechniques: 

Use of weirs, traps, and nets to capture fish on spawning 

migrations; poisons such as derris root, copper sulphate, and 

cresol to destroy or stun undesirable species; growth and 

food analyses both before and after treatment; stocking of 

aquatic foods and forage fishes. 

Equipment : 
Weirs, nets, traps, poisons, and such miscellaneous equipment 

as is usually required, 

Personnel: 

One biologist, full-time during field seasons to head up work. 

One assistant biologist, and a number of temporary workers, 

such as 6.0.6. boys who ean aid in collecting dead fish in 

poisoning operations, 

Cost: 

Dependent upon conditions, distances to be travelled, etc. 
$1,000 per season or total of $5,000 for five seasons, 

Time for Completion: 

Minimum of five years 

Locale: 

Gould be done anywhere in lakes and streams that are badly 

over-run with competitor and predator fishes. 

Remarks: 

A highly practical study in terms of management, Would re- 
quire extremely careful planning end execution. No job for 

neophyte aquatic biologists.



PROJECT NO. 14 

Title: 

Study of Food Relations between Fish, aquatic Mammls, and 

Waterfowl 

Object: 

fo analyze food or other overlapping ecological requirements 

of water dwellers in light of public uses for fishing, trapping, 

or shooting. 

Techniques: 

Marking, banding, and sexing birds and mammals; determination 

of aquatic foods including plants; population census, age-growth 

studies, ete. 

Equipment: 

Suitable water area serving fishermen, trappers, and shooters. 

Nets, boat, marking equipment, ete. : 

Personnel: 
One isheries biologist who can work in cooperation with water- ' 

fowl biologists who are familiar with modern approaches to 
ecological problems. 

Cost: 

Impossible to estimate accurately; wuld depend on location and 
period of work, travel, and other conditions. 

Time for completion: 

Indefinite 

Locale: 

Wildlife refuge or other suitable water area 

Remarks : 

Needs breaking down into sub-projects. Parts at least wuld 
offer good Ph.D, subjects for men interested in overlapping 

fields of inquiry. Good three-way projects for Fish and Wild- 
life Service, Wildlife Institute, and a State college or 
colleges. For instaneg, the relation between bass and preda- 
tion on young ducks in nesting areas would offer a very good 
specific study.



PROJECT NO. 15 

Titles 

Fish Management Studies on Impounded Waters. 

Objects’ - 

To determine the productive capacity of impounded waters; 
reasons for increase and decline of this capacity; the types 
of fish best suited to reservoir conditions; the food cycles 
of the fish present and what can be done to improve, restore or 
maintain them. To determine the basic underlying causes of the 
poor productivity in game fishes of most western impounded 
waters. , : 

Techniques: 

Limnological, creel census, stocking, marking, population studies, 
age, growth, food relationships, techniques for measuring prod= 

uction, chemical and physical analyses, turbidity, trapping, etc, 

Bquipments 

Laboratory facilities - complete set of limmological apparatus- 

boat, nets, microscope etc. . sii 

Personnel: 

At least one full-time biologist, Seasonal help = 2 men, 6 
months, yearly. 

Cost: . 

Around $3,000 per annum. 

Time for completion: 

Permanent project desirable, 5 years minimum. 

Locales 

A study of this sort should be conducted on at least Lake Mead, 
Coulee, Shasta, and other large reservoirs to work out suitable 
stocking and management measures, 

Remarks: 

Except for work in Elephant Butte Reservoir in New Mexico, and a 
few others, western reservoirs are an unsolved fish management 
problem. Badly needed,
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F.C. WALCOTT 

NORFOLK,CONNECTICUT 

October 13, 1941 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

The Pheasant Monograph mss. has just 
reached me. 

I had a note from Gardiner Bump asking 
if he could see it. I saw him at the dedica- 
tion of their new Biological Laboratory near 
Albany ten days ago. -He is working on his 
own monograph on the ruffed grouse on which 
he has worked for several years. 

I sent him the monograph this morning and 
told him of your having been over it and that 
he would probably hear from you as a member of 
the Technical Committee. 

I have reviewed your criticisms carefully. 
They are well taken. ; 

T am notifying Paul Miller that I have 
sent my copy of the manuscript to Gardiner 
Bump so that there will be no confusion or mis- 
understanding. 

All best wishes. 

Sincerely yours, 

Fes alow



F.C. WALCOTT 

NORFOLK, CONNECTICUT 

September 15, 1941 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Aldo: 

I am sending under separate cover the manuscript of 
Hick's Monograph on the Pheasant which you have already seen 
and criticised. This manuscript however contains many. changes 
by McAtee. The book has been severely cut and the character 
has been considerably changed. It has been much improved. It 
satisfied the Fish and Wildlife Service, those of it who have 
seen it. 

£ received it about two weeks ago and have retained a 
thin leafed copy of it. I have made no notes or comments on 
this copy that I am sending you. It awaits your criticism 
for the technical: committee unless some other member of the 
Committee should see it, possibly Stoddard. 

As you see it refers continually to tables. It contains 
a great deal of meat and I think is well arranged urfider the 
circumstances. It does not give a very clear picture of how 
to raise pheasants, but it does ennumerate the difficulties. 
His costs seem to me absurdly low and not fully expdained as 
to overhead etc. His percentage of maturé birds from the 
numbersof eggs is much lower of course than the old English 
method. I still wonder whether the birds turned out by the 
new method weather as well as those reared on the Zround. and 
allowed to run on the second or third day after hatching. 

I am very much interested in what you make of it. You 
will, of course, be perfectly frank as you always are. * 

I have been tremendously interested in your account of 
your western trip which I think did a lot of good. 

Best wishes. I hope to see you before long. 

Sincerely yours, 

DS aiee es 7. edaiones ges por a.
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN i 

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. U. S. A. 

MUSEUM OF ZOOLOGY October 6, 1941 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 

' Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo; 

Copies are at hand of your letter dated October 1 to 

Senator Walcott and of your running comments on the Ohio 

pheasant MS. I can't take time now to read the whole 

eritically and see no reason to do so, for I judge from the 

nature of your comments that you have done the job very 

thoroughly and effectively. So far as I can judge, your 

criticisms are well aimed. A much sounder and more readable 

document should result. 

Sincerely yours, 

Pe Hubbs 
Curator of Fishes 

CLH:kd
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Co Py October 1, 1941 

COMMENTS ON REVISED PHEASANT MANUSCRIPT 

Aldo Leopold 

(a) p» 14. This is a very unscientific assertion, unnecessary for the purpose. 

Our hybrid bird happened to fit Ohio, but he is not therefore 

"hardier" than the pure races. 

(>) p. 14. In Wisconsin the blacks disappear almost at once, not "eventually". 
Is there evidence that blacks are "assimilated"? May they not simply 
die out, as most artificials do? Has author consulted a geneticist as 

to probable character of crosses? Do blacks mate with ringnecks in the 

‘ wild? All these questions should be considered before we say "Assimilated". 

(c) p. 15. "subjects" not "objects". 

(a) p. 17, whole page, and top of p. 18. This is a relic of the "defensive" attitude 
of the first ms. Nobody has "attacked" the technique of analyzing 
sample farms or interviewing sample farmers. It's a swell idea. Why not, 

then, describe it instead of defending it? Or at least describe it first, 
and defend it later. Wo description of it appears so far. 

That this page is defensive is indicated by "objective" selection, 

"unbiased" farmers, "keep feet on ground" researchers. 

In any event, the page is not clear. What is the meaning of "Thus most 
of the variables are eliminated by blending the results for a given survey"? 

(e) pp. 18-22. Very good. 

Chapter II 

(f) p. 23. Par. 1. Very bad sample of labored expression. Why not say: "production 
is increased by the Ohio refuge management system; orderly harvesting is 
made possible by the Wood County controlled hunting system", 

(g) vo. 24. “of nearly 400 pages" is of no interest to the reader. Delete. 

(h) pp. 24-28. It would be better to segregate the consecutive steps from the 
arguments as to advantages, and the typical example. The steps are: 

1. Establish a centfal refuge (now Par. 1) 
2. Establish 4 auxiliary refuges (now Par. 2) 
3. Develop cover (now Par. 5 and part of Par. 4) 
4. Feed in winter (now Par. 6 and part of Par. 4) 
5. rap off excess birds (now Par. 7) 

The advantages are: 

1. No interference with farming (now Par. 2) 
2. Higher quality planting stock (now part of Par. 6 and Par. 9) 
3. Higher annual kill (now part of Par. 7 and Par. 9 & 12)
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A typical example is: 

1. Liberty township (now Par. 8 and Par. 10) 

The limitations are; 

1. Good range (Par. 10) cooperation (Par. 11) 

(i) p. 30. "each association"--nothing has yet been said about the township 
having organized several associations. This should be done on p. 29. 

The tenses are mixed=--page 29 begins with the historical past tense, 

pages 30-36 veer to present tense. 

(j) p. 36. "factors" is wrong word. Arguments? 

(i) pp. 36-38. "modifications of these systems elsewhere in Ohio", Why "these!? 
So far one system has been treated. 

The Par. at top of p. 38, contrasting the state areas with Wood County 
should come at the beginning of the caption on p. 36. 

(1) p. 38. "state supervision", The word state is ambiguous. The unit is also 
"state", I assume author means Conservation Department as distinguished 
from the unit. This whole caption sounds lame. Was it inserted as an 
afterthought? What about maps showing the geographic distribution of 

"state" as distinguished from "unit" organizations? 

(m) p. 39. “hard work", Another relic of the defensive attitude. Delete whole 

sentence. Any research venture worthy of being published as a book may 

be assumed to have required "common sense, persistence, and hard work", 
Stoddard does not contimally remind his reader that it took hard work to 
produce his book. 

If the author wants to caution the reader against hasty selections of 

refuges, let him do so in factual terms. For example: "No refuge 
; location should be finally selected until its use by pheasants has been 

watched for at least a year." 

(n) p. 39. “intimate inventory of the biotic commnity" is rather a large order, 
especially when "it" (the biota?) is to be "kept in tune". I think what 
the author means is: "success requires mental aporsisal of the biotic 

community in each possible refuge location, so that the location best 
for pheasants may be selected", 

(0) p. 40. "some of the better refuges". Figure 2 is not attached to this manuscript, 
so I am in the dark, but what is the criterion of "better"? Presumably 
the pheasant population. If so, why not say "heavier populated"? In last 
sentence, the reader may well ask: Are the high populations the cause 

of, or the effect of, the better refuges?
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(p) pp. 42-44. Wouldn't it be better to relegate the lists of plants to tables, and 
talk about the characteristics of a "good" woodlot. By careful reading , 

I deduce one characteristic: low canopy. Does this mean young woods, 
or open woods, or woods of low-canopied species? On this really 

important point the reader is left in doubt. After the previous dis- 
cussion about "inventory of the biotic commnity" one is led to expect 
something more definite (such as at bottom of p. 55, top of p. 79, etc.) 

(q) p. 47. The reader would get a clearer picture if all these trapping records 
were translated into an average yield ver unit area of cover. 

(r) p. 48. "any: desired amount" sounds like no limit to the capacity of a refuge. 
This, of course, is not the intended meaning. The preceeding tables 
should enable at least a maximum amount to be stated. Why not use the 

figure on p. 517 

(s) p. 48. "contribution to sound land-use" seems a little large. I think author 
means: "Thus pheasant production can result from skillful management 

: without changing the pre-existing pattern of land-use". 

(t) p. 4g. “year-around". The Ohio refuges do not breed as many birds as they winter. 

Why not a more explicit statement. 

(u) p. 50. “ecological conditions". Cap 3 is also "ecological". Why not plein 
"plant and animal life"? 

(v) p. 52. "state-owned land", Reader is left to wonder: is Liberty refuge state- 
owned? Other "good" refuges? Or is state ownership an ideal not yet 
actually realized in Ohio, but recommended for the future? This is an 
important point, deserving of a caption. Now hidden under "location". 

(w) p. 57. ‘where found to be definitely harmful, these species (predators) should 
be kept under control", Isn't this rather evasive? Surely all these 

years should have yielded something more definite. This may not be the 
place to discuss it; if so, say that it is elsewhere discussed. Surely 
“raccoons, skunks, opossums, weasels, hawks, and crows" are not all one 

uniform category, to be all treated alike. As far as I imow, the author 

did not specialize in predation studies. If this is correct, say so. 
But he surely mst have something more explicit which could be briefly 

stated here or elsewhere. (Pages 175-177 give a far more convincing 
: statement, and create a different impression than page 57). 

(x) p. 60. “considerable evidence". Banding? observation? both? The technical 
reader would like some hint as to the derivation of this highly important 

figure. 

(y) p. 62. Heavy kill. More effective if compared with the kill of other species, 

such as Stoddard's quail, Maxwell's partridges, etc. The lay reader 
has no yardstick of what is "heavy". On p. 64, line 4, the author 
uses a yardstick, but without naming the other species.
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(z) all of p. OF. This is an encouraging sample of lucid, simple, convincing 
expression of an important point. If the whole m.s. could be thus 
expressed, it would be a knockout. pp. 65-66 are also good. 
pp. 67-73 also good, but not summarized. 

(a2) p. 75. Food computation. Very interesting and valuable, but technical reader 

would like some hint of how the waste corn and soybeans were calcu- 

lated. All author needs to say is "by picking up waste on sample 

plots" or by some other method. On p. 77 author gives his method (count- 

ing empty cobs) hence method perfectly clear. Perhaps p. 78 gives the 
method omitted from p. 75; if so “hereinafter described" would solve 
the difficulty. 

Some summary charts would greatly clarify pp. 75-79. 

(bb) p. 80. "pheasant science", Misuse of word science. Author means skill? 

technique? Neither is science, although both may be based on science. 

(cc) p. $2. "vulnerable to predation". Concentrating pheasants on refuges would 
seem to reduce starvation, but increase vulnerability to both predators 

and disease. Statement seems a bit too sweeping. 

(dd) p. 82. "nest earlier". Is later proof of this given? If not, it is an 
assumption, and should be so labelled by inserting "presumably". 

(ee) p. 33. "minimized" wrong word. "deliberately withheld"? 

(ff) p. 86. "gophers make excavations", So do pheasants, and the two are not 
easy to distinguish in corn damage). 

Tar treatment in our experiments affected the color of the young 

corn; hence farmer distrusted the method. 

Perhaps all these assertions should be localized, i.e., "author found 
them effective in his trials", not "they are effective", 

(gg) p. 87. "paper or cloth streamers". Did author actually experiment with this? 
His finding runs counter to all other work with "scares" of all sorts 
in many species: viz. ducks, deer, etc. 

(hh) p. 89 bottom. I'm glad to see this pithy explanation of how the 2.4 ratio 
was derived. 

(ii) p. 94. “wild-trapoed". Mo wild-trapped birds were used on Riley (because 
Conservation Department wouldn't permit it). Hence "wild" rather than 
"wild-trapped" is proper word. 

(33) pp. 95-106. An excellent piece of presentation: simple, pithy, convincing; 
neither too much nor too little certainty; no trace of Nefense".
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(ki) p.112. Nothing said as to pheasants on Area No. 2 

(11) p. 129. "Anonymous". If man who did the work is wanted, his name is : 
Lyle K. Sowls. 

(mm) p. 178. "cannot be said", An ambiguous expression. Does author mean he does 
not know how to connect the two, or that he knows some other event 
accounts for the decrease? (All English writers (viz. Maxwell) say 
thet very abundant pheasants make it impossible to have abundant partridges. 

(nn) p. 181. "meadow", Does this include alfalfa? Important point of definition. 

(00) p. 184. "extremely critical" is a redundancy. 

(pp) p-202. Rather hard to read. Tabulate? Indent? 

ce Miller 
Bump ‘ 
Hubbs 
Stoddard 
Needham
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OAR ait Deareekey Rom Thane 
October 1, 

Seantor F. C. Walcott 
63 Wall Street 
New York City, New York 

Dear Senator: 

I am pleased to tell you that in my opinion the Ohio pheasant manuscript 
is now very greatly improved. In fact, it is hardly recognizable as the 
same document. 

ready 

I told you to begin with that I have always had entire/confidence in the 

soundness and value of the Ohio work. I an mow to say that the 
manuscript comes at least within a measurable distance of doing justice 
to that work. In fact, the present manuscript is publishable, and needs 

only slight modifications to make it still better. 

I attach a copy of my running notes, and I am also sending a copy of these 
notes to the Technical Committee to give them an idea of the nature of my 

criticisms. You will see that the criticisms are much more mumerous at the 
beginning of the manuscript than at the end. I have the decided impression 
that the opening chapters are the weakest. 

In addition to these small matters covered in the notes, there is, of course, 

the general ouestion of composition and balance. I find nothing particularly 

wrong on the latter score, but of course my examination was too suverficial 

to be as good on the latter score as on the former. 

I hesitate to hang up the manuscript until the entire Technical Committee 
can peruse it. I take it, however, that several copies are available in 
your office, and I therefore suggest that any member of the Technical Committee 

who is willing to take the time to read through the manuscript write you for 

& copy of it and send you his criticism independently. I am returning the 

manuscript to you under separate cover. 

I am glad to tell you that I now have Hochbaum's Delta manuscript on my 
desk, and I will write further after I have gone over it. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
ce Miller Professor of Wildlife Management 

Bump, Hubbs, Needham, Stoddard



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. U. S. A. 

MUSEUM OF ZOOLOGY September 25, 1941 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
University Farm Place 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Your circular letter of the 23rd regarding the circulating of 
quarterly reports of the ten units hits me particularly as I 
believe I have been the bottleneck in the circulation. I have 
been swamped beyond hope of late and have allowed Institute 
matter along with much other material to pile up. I will soon 
get over the accumulation, however, and pass it on just to clear 
the decks. 

In the meantime I have written to Paul Miller, suggesting that I 
probably would have to drop out of the Institute work due to 
pressure of other activities. I wrote to him on this matter 
belatedly because of the reluctance to take such action. It 
occurred to me that Karl Lagler might carry on very well and, if 
so, I could from time to time give advice on fundamental matters. 
Paul has written, urging me not to resign, and wants to talk it 
over personally. I hope to see him soon on a trip which he has 
in mind and think that the matter can be settled then. 

: We have managed to obtain a continuation of the Tackle Manufacturers 
grant for fish-management work in the amount of $1,000 a year. This 
would have gone through the American Wildlife Institute, of course, 
except for the fact that the interests of the Tackle Manufacturers 

/ were deflected over the controversy on the support of the Buck bill. 
We shall continue to do our best to bring about a reconciliation 

between the manufacturers and the Institute. 

GS ; Sincerely yours, 
“ye wat ai 

ee ee ck ee Cad k Wt 

y Bee Carl L. Hubbs 
f a Curator of Fishes 

Det e x va 

CLH:kda ov”
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September 16, 191 

Professor Aldo Leopold, y 
2h University Farm Place, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have just returned from ern 
trip and find your report on the Ore- 
gon units. I am extremely sorry thia en 
held up due to wy absence apd mat once f ie 
warding it to Professor Ngdpaian 

I have read thig’x ha great 
deal of interest and, wh igte no first 
hand information on conditiqvgin the region ; 

. covered, it certain coms yoQ have put your \ ‘ 
finger on many bifaes~oF impr ce that should wd 
ve carefully sgrditenized by ali>concerned with 
the research b ps in \Glife in that region. 
I think the report would jconvinee almost anyone 
of the desirability of sygh inspections, especi-+ , ‘ 
ally if they cag\ve madéAn a more leisurely " 
way mord.—ims gpent at each unit. j 

I wish were possible for each Member - 
of the Committee to have a copy of this report ; 
‘for \permanent SAling. i ‘ 

nd regards, I am, an 

Sincerely yours, 

HLS srp 
e/e Dr. Needham Hervert L. Stoddard, it 

Director 

’ og 

ae) eae | Nic ditt a Raa die rs it bh SAHA ie a ay or gat amr



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN » {ar 
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN, U. S. A. Kae 

MUSEUM OF ZOOLOGY August 16, 1941 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldos 

Thanks for sending on a copy of your report of August 

10 on the Utah and Oregon wildlife units. This has made 

very interesting reading and I am mighty glad to have seen 

your penetrating remarks. In most respects my own impressions, 

based on meager observations and contacts, agree with yours. 

I certainly second your proposal that the Fish and Wildlife 

Service really tackle the predator—range problem in earnest 

and in a broad way. 

Sincerely yours, 

Qh. WS 

Carl Le Hubbs 
Curator of Fishes 

CLHskd



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNE! F, B. DAVIS, JR. Viee-Chelrman’ of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS. 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD ; J. PAUL MILLER 
Chairman Technical Committee Lo i Secretary 

(ye Ne 

ae V 

August 15, 1941 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am enclosing herewith our check 

in the amount of $66.51 to cover your expenses 

incurred on your inspection trip to the Units. 

t 
at een Yours very truly, 

Alana re “ 7 
eH — 

Ar eee 
Ethel M. Quee, 
Office Menager 

Q:v 
Enc. 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE
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42h University Farm Place 
August 11, 19a 

Mr, J. Paul Miller 

American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building ' f 
Washington, D, ¢. : 

Dear Paul: 

I attach my August expense account and also return herewith 
the $25 which you so kindly loaned me. I am uncertain of your ‘gee 
address at the home ranch, and know you will have your hands ‘ 
more than full in St. Louis, so J am sending this directly to 
the Washington office to await your return, 

If you need funds, I hope your secretary has some way of 
depositing the check and notifying you about it. If you have \ 

i no arrangements for depositing checks in your absence, she 
might forward it to you if time allows. 

I certainly enjoyed travelling around with you and hope to ; 
send you my report within a few days. 

With personal regards, 

: Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Mgnt. !
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424 University Farm Place 
May 29, 1941 

Mr. J. Paul Miller 
Secretary, American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Pauls 

The change to July 19 is entirely agreeable, 
and I will meet you and Leo Gouch that morning 
at the Ambassador Hotel, Kansas City. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

A F. B, DAVIS, Jr. Vico.Chafmen of the Boerd AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vio President 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 
ALDO LEOPOLD J. PAUL MILLER 

Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

May 26, 1941 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

r Mr. Couch has just advised me that it 
is imperative that our proposed itinerary for the 
western trip be changed as to the date when we will 
meet you and proceed to the West. 

It seems that the earliest possible 
date that Leo can meet us will be July 19, end if it 
‘meets with your plens, it is suggested that you meet r \L 
us at the Ambassador Hotel, Kansas City, Missouri J” 
on the morning of July 19. We will proceed from there 
by automobile to Denver. I hope that this change in . 
the proposed itinerary does not inconvenience yous 

As soon as Couch has run the itinerary 
through the officiel channels, a copy will be forwarded 
to you. 

I plen to visit Carl Hubbs immediately 
preceding our trip West or it may be necessary for me 
to plan on contacting him on my return from the west 
coast sometime the latter part of August. I would 
like very much to go over the fisheries work with him 
at that time. 

Best wishes. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Je Paul Miller, 
Secretary 

Mrv 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE \



424 University Farm Place 
January 8, 19he 

MF. William L. Finley 
Route 10 
Portland, Oregon 

Dear Bill: 

While I was perfectly willing to sign the minority 
report alone, I am naturally glad to have your 
company in doing so. 

I was especially interested in your letter to 
Vic Cahalene about pole-trapping at Dune Lake. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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WILLIAM L. FINLEY 
Route 10 

Portland, Oregon 

December 13, 1941 

Mr. Victor H. Cahalane, Chairman 
A.0.U. Committee on Bird Protection 

National Park Service 

Washington, D. C. 

Dear Vic: 

Regarding the use of pole-traps, I have just got a record of a bundh that 
I think have been used for many years at Dune Lake Gun Club near Arroyo Grande, 
San Iuis Obispo County, California. They have pole-traps, and the birds that 
are killed on these are thrown on the ground nearby. The following is the 
record that was checked by an ornithologist: 

Near pole-trap No. 1 were one each of the following birds: 

Flicker Californie Shrike 
Thrasher Brewer's Blackbird 
Sparrow Hawic 2 Cooper's Hawks 
Barn Owl 3 Meadowlarks 

Great Horned Owl 
Near pole-trap No. 2 there were one each of the following: 

Burrowing Owl 2 Great Horned Owls 
Sparrow Hawk 17 Barn Owls 
Cooper's Hawk 

Near pole-trap No. 3 were 2 each of: 

Sparrow Hawi 3 Cooper's Hawks 
Red-tailed Hawk 7 Barn Owls 

Near pole-trap No. 4 were one Red-tailed Hawk and 3 Barn Owls. 

The other six pole-traps were not examined. The Keeper said he was taking 

about 40 hawks per month, but he called the barn owls quail hawks. This club 
owned 1700 acres and also leased some additional property. 

This is a violation of both state and federal laws, and it should be corrected. 

I wish you would forward this letter to the other members of our committee. 

Sincerely yours, 

(Signed) WILLIAM L, FINLEY 

PNG, ncn
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424 University Farm Place 
October 30, 1941 

Mr. Vietor H. Cshalane, Chairman i 
A,O.U. Committee on Bird Protection 
Mational Park Service 
Washington, D. 6, 

Dear Vie: 

Times change. There was a time when any of us might have used pole-traps, 
or recommended them to others. I therefore cannot accept the old reconm- 
mendations by Stoddard, McAtee, and Grange as sanctioning similar 
recommendations now. 

Time has revealed clearly two things: the downhill trend of raptors, 
and the utter unreasonableness of sportsmen in raptor-control. There 
is nothing inherently sinful in raptor-control; it is a question of 
relative abundance. Since raptors are going down and pheasants up, 
& raptor is, generally speaking, worth more than the pheasants he 

may kill. 

I cannot accept the compromise wording (bottom of p.2, your letter) 
for two reasons: (1) In practice we all know the pads will be omitted; 
(2) You call it a “commendable publication" whereas I said the other 
— of the three agencies is commendable. The publication, in my 
opinion, is obscure and inadequate, and I cannot call it "commendable". 

I hate to cause you all this fuss and bother. Why not simply let me 
sign the minority version of this particular point? I have already 
threshed this matter out with the author and with Dr. Gabrielson; 
both already know that I have a high regard for the other work of 
the Oregon Unit, and » low regard for this particular publication. It 
is a perfectly friendly difference of opinion, and I have expressly 
reserved my right to continue to speak my view when circumstances force 
me to. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
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AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGISTS' UNION 

Committee on Bird Protection 

October 22, 1941. 

MEMORANDUM for Dr. William L. Finley, 
Dr. Aldo Leopold, 
Mr. Hoyes Lloyd. 

A little additional work has been done on our 1941 report in order 
to bring it completely up to date before submission for publication. 
Most of these changes are minor and I feel that you would not particularly 

wish to see them, especially since it is impossible for my office to retype 
the whole report. I should, however, tell you of two matters in order to 
ask your comments or concurrence. 

At Dr. Cottam's suggestion, mention of Dr. Oberholser's manuscript on 
the "Birds of Texas" has been deleted. The book has not been published, 
and I concur with Cottam in his feeling that we should wait until it is 
published before giving it mention as an actual contribution. 

fhe second matter is that of Binarsen's bulletin and particularly his 

statements on the subject of pole-trapping. Page 20 of the latest revised 
copy of our report carried the following statement: 

"Realization of the value of most species of predatory birds 
is increasing but slowly. Many beneficial ones are killed every 
year in 'improvement' campaigns to ‘protect’ game and other 
preferred species. We regret that a usually reputable organization 
recently saw fit to issue advice and instructions for pole-trapping 
predators, with utterly inadequate mention of necessary precautions 
for minimizing damage to other perching birds." 

Aldo Leopold preferred a stronger statement, which he wrote as 

follows: 

"Realization of the value of predatory birds is increasing 

but slowly; control operations indefensible from any enlightened 
point of view continue not only to be carried out, but to be offi~ 

elally sanctioned by conservation agencies, Thus Oregon State 

College, the Fish and Wildlife Service, and the American Wildlife 

Institute are the joint sponsors of a bulletin recommending pole~ 

trapping of raptors, by farmers and sportsmen, for the protection 

of pheasants. Pole-trapping, we thought, had long been outlawed 

by 'the decent opinion of all mankind'. We are reluctant to believe 

that these three agencies, each of which has done such excellent 
conservation work in Oregon, really stand behind this publication." 

Neither Clarence Cottam nor I feel that we can sign the report carrying 
the statement as worded by Leopold. In fact, Cottam felt that the matter 

could be omitted and explained himself as follows:



"On page 20 I believe we are making altogether too much 

out of Einarsen's Oregon state bulletin and if you will re-read 

the article you will note that in two places in the paragraph 

dealing with pole-trapping the comment is made that if the 

pole-trap is properly padded desirable bird species will not 

be seriously damaged. I should like to have re-worded the entire 

topic before it was published, yet I don't believe the thing is 

as serious as it would indicate from the original write-up of our 

committee, or from that furnished by Leopold. Possibly appro- 

priate corrections can be made if the bulletin is reprinted. I 

am enclosing a revision of Leopold's paragraph and if something 

stronger than this is desired I will merely ask that my name be 
deleted from signing this report. Frankly, I believe we are 
making mach of a minor matter and my recommendation is that the 

entire paragraph be deleted. 

"I should like to call your attention to the fact that 

Mr. Stoddard and a number of other outstanding ornithologists 

and game technicians have made similar recommendations with 

respect to pole-trapping, although more precautions were given. 

"Some references that you may want to consult are as follows: 

"1. H. L. Stoddard Quail Book--page 432 

"2. W. L. MeAtee & U.S.D.A. Farmers Bulletin 

Wallace Grange 1719--page 47 

"3. W. L. McAtee U.S.D.A. Farmers Bulletin 
1613--page 10 

"Others containing similar comments could be given." 

However, both Dr. Chapin and I want to include an objection to state- 

ments in the bulletin, and Cottam now concurs with me in the following: 

"Realization of the value of predatory birds is increasing 

but slowly. In a recent publication we regretted to note a recom- 

mendation for pole-trapping of raptors, by farmers and sportsmen, 

for the protection of pheasants. The author points out that ‘with 

the trap jaws padded, the harmless forms can be released'. Indis~ 

criminate pole-trapping should be outlawed. We are reluctant to 

believe that the sponsors of this bulletin really stand behind 

this inadvertent statement in an otherwise commendable publication." 

The question that we now put up to you is the use of the paragraph 

quoted immediately above. I am sure that Aldo Leopold would desire to 

make a much stronger statement. If he would go so far as to object to 

signing the report because of the mildness of the quotation just above, 

a solution might be the addition of his own statement for signature by 

2



himself and by Bill Finley, if the latter desires. This would then be 
something like a minority report. 

I regret that we have run into this division of opinion but I hope 
that you will all realize Cottam's and my positions, as well as the former's 
scientific opinions as he has stated them. 

I would appreciate a reply at your earliest convenience in order that 
our report may be sent on to the editor of The Auk. 

With best wishes. 

Sincerely yours, 

Ye 
Victor H. Cahalane, 

Chairman. 

cc: Dr. Clarence Cottam. 
Dr. James P. Chapin.
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424 University Farm Place 
September 12, 1941 

Mr. Victor H. Cahalane 
Wildlife Division 
National Park Service 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Vic: 

I have only two suggestions for the report of the committee 
as follows: 

pe 2. Isn't it a little misleading to cite "Birds of Texas" 
as the outstanding example of "research necessary to conserva- 
tion"? Martin & Uhler's duck food bulletin would be a mch 
better example. 

p.20. Revise paragraph 2 as follows: 

"Realization of the value of predatory birds is increasing 
but slowly; control operations indefensible from any enlightened 
point of view continue not only to be carried out, but to be 
officially sanctioned by conservation agencies. Thus Oregon 
State College, the Fish and Wildlife Service, and the American 
Wildlife Institute are the joint sponsors of a bulletiu recommending 
pole-trapping of raptors, by farmers ond sportsmen, for the pro- 
tection of pheasants. Pole-trapping, we thought, had long been 
outlawed by "the decent opinion of all mankind". We are reluc- 
tant to believe that these three agencies, each of which has 
done such excellent conservation work in Oregon, really stand 
behind this publication. " 

I again apologize for my deficient cooperation and thank you 
for the work you have done. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



hiv Intéteec 

yok rae! Farm Place 
August 14, 1941 

Dr. Ire ft. Gabrielson 
Fish and Wildlife Service 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Gabe: 

The purpose of this letter is to settle the pole-trapping 
incident. 

I still challenge the wisdom of recommending pole-trapping 
$o the public, and now that I have seen the ground, I am 
doubtful whether any real technical evidence for pole- 
trapping was or is at hand in Oregon. 

I have, however, changed my mind about Arthur Binarsen. 
But for this one matter, he has my hearty personal friend~ 
ship and respect. He is doing valuable work. I therefore 
withdraw my insistence on official retraction. 

I still hope, though, that the Fish and Wildlife Service 
will of its own volition see that this Oregon bulletin 
is unworthy of it and of the Oregon State College, and 
will quietly retire it to the wastebasket. 

I have talked this out thoroughly with Arthur; he very 
generously told me the whole story with no defensive 
safeguards. I appreciate such an attitude. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
ee Walcott Professor of Wildlife Management 

Miller 
Stoddard 

Bump 
Hubbs 
Needham 
Cahalane



SENT FOR INFORMATION OF | 

Myr. J, Paul Miller 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Bldg. 
Washington, D. Cc. 

Dear Paul: (2) 

In view of my lack t Cyr the matter, I have 

hesitated to ente; t raised by AlddLeqold 

regarding the reo ion of pole trapping in Binarsen's 

bulletin. I wish, h r, to indicate considerable satis— 

: faction, in readkng Dr. Gabrielson's letter, and particularly 

; hope that the issue will not lead to precipitous action or 

widespread discussion —- at least until Aldo has thoroughly 

gone into the matter in the field with Binarsen, and with you 

and Couch. Very likely the question can be solved then and 

there, or at least facts gathered that will put the ensuing 

discussion on as thorough a foundation as possible. 

Sincerely yours, : 

Debh, 

Carl L. Hubbs 
Curator of Fishes 

CLHskd 
CC: Prof. A. Leopold
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42h University Fern Place 
May 22, 1941 

Mr. J, Poul Miller 
Anerican Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Paul: 

Pr. Gabrielson's letter of May 5 to you has been received, and is 
being forwarded to the members of the Technical Committee. 

I have great respect for Dr. Gabrieleon's judgment, but I fear he has 
not read the Oregon tulletin carefully. If he had, he would see thet the 
Wwlletin itself refutes his explanation that pole-trepping is intended 
only on intensive refuges. The bulletin says management units should 
cover 3,000 acres, and that refuges should cover 30 percent of each unit, 
or 1,000 acres, What is the cruising radius of hawks and owls? I thinic 
it 1s self-evident that their reduction on these 1,000 aere dlocks would 
mean their reduction on the 3,000 acre blocks, and hence their reduction 
wherever units are established. 

The Fish and Wildlife Service exists to convey the experience of older 
states to newer ones. Oregon doubtless scouts the notion that raptors 
could di « We all did, ones. The Fish and Wildlife Service should 
tell such lnedpesbennhd states that raptors are disappearing, from settled 
districts, even where pole-traps are outlawed. Here in southern Wisconsin 
resident raptors, kingfishere, and herons have shrunk ninety percent in 
the last decade. It stands to reason that pole-trapping would hasten the 
process. . 

An I, then, “unduly excites" when I decline to lend my name to the repetition 
of the same prowess in Oregon? 1, of course, know that Oregon will probably 
repeat the process, regardless of what we say or do, but that does not condone 
my urging her to do so, 

In deference to Dr. Gabrieleon, and in deference to the principle that loval 
fact is always as important as general theory, I will withhold final judgment 
pending the proposed visit to the Oregon Unit. It is understood, however, 
thet in the interim I am free to defend myself from the criticisms which 
have already begun to reach me. I also request thet the whole record, unless 
slready sent, be made known to Dr. Binarsen.



Mr, J, Paul Miller -2= May 22, 1941 

. I speak here for myself only. The other members of the committee may, or 
may not, regard Dr. Gabrielson's letter ae satisfactory. I hope they 
will send you their views. 

I am sending copies of this to the committee, and to Senator Walcott, and 
I enclose s copy for Dr. Sabrieleon and Leo Couch. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopoid 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

¢ FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
0 
P WASHINGTON 
t 

May 5, 1941 

Mr. J. Paul Miller, 
Secretary, Americen Wildlife Institute, 

Investment Building, 
Washington, D, C. 

Dear Mr. Miller: 

Your letter of April 30 has been received. 

It is noted thet Aldo Leopold and other members of the Institute's 
Technical Committee, as well as Senator Walcott, are concerned over the matter 
of pole trapping mentioned in Einarsen's recent Oregon bulletin. I regret the 
impression seems to prevail in letters by Leopold, Stoddard and Bump that we 
were recommending the general practice of pole trapping to control winged 
predators, Such is not the case. The manuscript was carefully edited in the 
Service by several of our scientific staff, over a two-year period. It was 
felt the purposes of this bulletin were purely for local use, and the recom 
mendations made were for very local intensified management areas. 

Einarsen mentions restriction of this method to periods of heavy and 
prolonged snowfall, where his research indicates more than 30% of the upland 
game birds are taken by predators. On intensified breeding areas and small 
refuges, the situation is analogous to the need for reducing fish-eating birds 
on propagating fish units. He has indicated that patrolling with fire arms 
caused more damage to the game being protected. Apparently other methods 

tried were not successful or practical. 

You appreciate this Service hes not or will not advocate the use of pole 
traps; in fact, it pioneered the opposition to such a practice, realizing 
from a national viewpoint herm would result to our beneficial birds of prey. 
Over most of the country, it would have little effect on game bird populations. 

I feel Aldo is unduly excited over the matter, Hinarsen has carried on 
a very effective research program, and has had unusual success in having his 
recommendations adopted by the Oregon Gems Commission. I know personally he 
would not advocate methods that do not have sound research backing or that have 
not been adequately tested in comparison with other possible procedures, It 
was certainly done in this instance. In order that our research results may 
be effective in wildlife management, it mst be understood that they are de- 
signed for specific areas and definite conditions. Amyone who has studied 
game management problems over the United States now knows that recommendations 
must be based on studie® of the local conditions under consideration



and mst be delimited in accordance therewith. Experience has shown that 

special procedures worked out for specific areas and conditions should not be 
made of general application. Studies and recommendations mest be mde to fit 

local conditions. In my judgwent we should faco thet issue squarely and guide 
public thinking along that Line. 

It is admitted mistakes will be made, but if the effect is small in the 
entire conservation program, it is wiser to correct them rather than mke 
issues of them, oe must get away from the idea thet measures 

designed to meet specified lees] conditions are thereby advocated for general 
application. 

I hope Aldo and his Comaittee will consider they are contributing valuable 
advisory help in the work of these units. I believe he would have a better 
understanding of the Oregon situation if he were to look over the project in 

person. © Senere pee ee ere Se Oe nee eae summers 
Perhaps he ean wi ld final judgment until that time, If a mistake has been 
made by Einarsen, we will take special means to rectify it. 

Correspondence between you and members of the Committee, as well es from 
Senator Waleott, is herewith returned to you. 

Sineerely yours, 

(signed) Tra M. Gabrielson 
Direetor 

Enelosure 2572341
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42h University Farm Place 
May 2, 1942 

Mr. Victor H. Cahalane 
Wildlife Division 
National Park Service 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Vic: 

I think your comments on the Einarsen bulletin are very 
temperate and possibly were mollified to avoid hurting my 
feelings. 

I, of course, immediately protested the bulletin and in doing 
so, I reserved the right to tell my friends who wrote me about 
it of my attitude. Accordingly, I enclose for your information 
the attached letter of March 19 to the Institute. No action 
has yet been taken. 

Yes, by all means the A.0.U. should hop on this with both 
feet. 

I am glad you enjoyed "Escudilla". 

With best regards, 

{ Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

; 

'
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American Ornithologists’ Union 
COMMITTEE ON BIRD PROTECTION : 

April 28,1941/ 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsis. 

Dear Aldo: 

A copy of Einarsen's bulletin on methods of 
increasing the supply of game birds and mammals in Oregon 
has just come across my desk. In view of the history of 
pole trapping - the evils associated with it, the long 
fight against it, and finally the success that bird protect- 
ion groups have in getting it banned - I think that part 
of the paper could have been handled better. Undoubtedly 
Einarsen can "pole-trap" in such a way as to do very little 
harm, but his bulletin is written for people who know 
almost nothing about the subject. Yet he has not even made 
an attempt to build up a proper background. 

In view of all the facts, I feel that the sub- 
ject would have been better omitted and that the people 
responsible have been careless. After some experiences 
connected with the Wildlife Conference at Memphis I could 
believe that the bulletin was rushed into print without 
proper review. Anyhow, it seems like something that the 
A. 0. U. should not allow to pass without saying something. 
What do you think? 

Thank you for the latest batch of reprints of 
yourarticles. I enjoyed your"Escudilla" especially. 

Best regards, 

Us 
Victor H. Cahalane. 

Chairman.



: 7 Neh Com~ites 

Th weteenshiy Phen nee 
April 26, 19% 

Mr, J, Poul Mller 
Awerican “114life Inetitete 
Washington, b. ¢. 

Dear Pouls 

I geldom disagree with llerbert Stoddard, but I am umrilling to saddle on 
the cooperating groups the job of an advance reading of all cooperative 
memecripte. I fear such proeedure would be unwieldy. 

fhe question at iveue in the Oregon bulletin ia not a more difference of 
Oplaion of the kiad common te all technical groups, and normal to their 
ordinary funetioning. If an engineer recommended the use of dynamite to 
achool ekildren, you wouldn't call it a were divergence of opinion, Pole~ 
trappiag by sportenen and feruers ie aleoet the equivalent, extent that the 
danger ia to the commmity, rather than the individual, It's a tte 
of those tools which the common experience of menkind hae found to tao 
dangerous for leymen to play with. It refleets something lacking in the 
education of the writer; a lack of familiarity with conservation history. 

and with that back-log of coumon sense which history develops; a lack of 
awareness that the vaite met, in the long run, “wake good" not only with | 
‘their local commissions and spertemen's clubs, but with that larger, bro oder 
thing called “ihe conservation movement". 

By all meane refer the whole ease to Gabrielson, He should degide whether , 
he wants the “signature” of the Fish and Wldlife Servios on «a publication 
recomvending pole~traps to leymen, I don't think ho does, but I may be 

I heave now cooled off enough to ask that the whole question be considered 
en a friendly and impersonal basic, Should the decision go against me, 
I will still have to eter out as chairasn of the Comaittes, but I shall 
deo so without hard feelings. I reserve only the right to defend myself 
when sonevedy charges oe with “yarentage” of pole-tracping. 

: Youre singorely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



April 21, 1942 

Dr. Je Paul Miller, Secretary, 
American Wildlife Institute, 

; Investment Building, 
Washington, De Ce 

i : 

De auls 

.f your letter of April 1th upon my return last 
; night from ten s of field work in South Florida. 

appre fully the position in which the recent 
corres e nareen's bulletin has placed you-s-in 
fact, it has plaégd us all a rather bad position. Regerdlese 
of who was res ible, I t it wae a great mistake to recom : 
mend the use of ole traps fpr controlling raptoral birds in this 
country, but thai is water ry the dem and whether anything can 
be Gone about i ow is the/ guest, I agree perfectly that all 
the correspondence ‘should hi d ‘ever to Gabrielson to see 

. whether any solution.can ve w d oube. : 

As long eg the {n@ttute, the) Fish and Wildlife ser- 
vice, the Game Departments, and the fini vers ies ere cooperating 
in the studies, I do not see how any one of} them can avoid their 
measure of Eeppensibeadty for publications that result. If any 
of them have no responsi oe in the matter . fact should be 
cheesey indicated in each publication, and ie ey ae Bare a rese 
ponsibility I see no alternative but thet one.selected from 

. each ys read and pass on such matters the various manuscripts. 
I fail to see why any long delay shoul sult from this sort of 
procedure. It does not seem that anyoné/would ber to ordina, 
minor differen¢es of opinion concerning subject matter, for, aw 

, all, the authors are responsible for this, It is just such mate 
ters as this recomrendation that should be caught and thrashed 
out prior to publication. 

I will be interested to hear what the Fish and Wilde ; 
life Service feels should be done in the matter. 

With kind regards, I am, 

Sincerely yours, 

HLS srp 
c/e ire Leopold Herbert Ly Stoddard, i 

Director



ae 
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE ee 

BUREAU OF FISHERIES \j 

WASHINGTON 

Natural History Museum 
Stanford University, Selif. 
April 11, 1941 

Dr. Carl L. Hubbs 
University of Michigan 
Aun Arbor, Michigan : 

‘Dear Dr. Hubbs: 

From previous correspondence in the Technical Committee, you are 
doubtless aware that it was suggested in Memphis that we prepare a 

' program for a series of fisheries investigational projects for the 
country as a whole. Since arriving back from here I have been swamped 
with other duties and have been simply too busy to do anything about 

ite 
Why wouldn't it be a good idea to split the work between us, you 

taking eastern fisheries problems and I the western. I have close con- 
tacts with western fisheries workers and their advice and aid might be 
helpful. As suggested by Leo Couch, these could be broken dow into 
their various lines and so simplified as to be easily understood by 
tackle manufacturers or other persons or agencies that might contribute 
funds. Specifie questions could be raised that might be answered by 

each project. te ag “90 present them for cooperation between the State 

Universities, State Fish and Game departments, and this service in a 

manner more or less parallel to the Pittman-Robertson Projects. 

You have had a great deal more experience along this line than I 

and before going to work I would like to have your suggestions. 

Obviously many revisions and changes will be necessary in any pre= 

liminary plan ae Basic differences between the former Biologi- 
eal Survey and 3 of Fisheries will have to be considered. 

It seens to me that regardless of whether or not funds are made 

available in the immediate future we might be able to perform a service in 

pointing out the need for fisheries investigation, projects in order to 

answer many problems that are facing administrators today along fisheries 

lines. Certainly the fish research has dragged far behind the game re- 

search. 
Once we have agreed on a unified plan, it might well be cireularized 

among the other members of the Technical Committee for their suggestions. 

After receiving committee approval it could be submitted to Dr. Gabrielson, 

Paul Miller, and others with a view of undertaking such further steps as 

: might be advisable. 

Would appreciate your suggestions in this matter.. 

Yours sincerely, ‘ ‘| 

PRNTED Leopold Rut R. Vashon 
ia a er Aquatic Biologist



AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE 
Incorporated In District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. 

April 1, 1941 

c 
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FP Y : 

Dr. Paul R. Needham 
Nateral History Museum 
Stanford University 

Dear Dr. Needham: 

At the request of Dr. Leopold we are enclosing 
a copy of “Suggestions on Management of Small Game in Oregon", 
Station Circular 140, January, 1941, to each member of the 
Technical Committee. Aldo has already corresponded with each 
of you regarding this publication. 

For your information I checked with the Fish 
and Wildlife Service regarding the editorial clearance on this 
publication and found that Art Einarsen submitted the original 
manuscript some two and one-half years ago, that it was completely 
rewritten at least twice by the Fish and Wildlife service staff 
in Washington and that there was considerable controversy between 
the Service’ and the College offictals in Corvallis, Oregon. 

In view of this situation it would appear that the ; 
- issue is one of organizational policy. 

Very Sincerely yours, 

J. Paul Miller, 
Secretary 

Mek



April 35, 19)1 

Ure Je Paul Miller, Secretary, 
Ameriean Wildlife Institute, { 
Investment Building, 

' Washington, Ds Ce ; 

Pauls: | 

Your lptter of April lst, enclosing copy of Tinarsen's 
% estions ement of Smai2 Game in Oregon" has been re- 
eel and I have just read this pamphlet. 

re yf th Alde Leopold's opinion as expressed 
to ~ and Sengtf cott\in his letters of March 19th. My own 
feeling as to 693 @ traps is\ expressed in our Seventh Annual Re+ 
port on pages ten and elev ' 

At one bime, pole’ trap: more or! less tolerated by 
conservationists, if _u: mn where artificial propas 
gation was being conduetéd, , for tely,with the advances 
in technique poe artificial ation are no longer neces- 

: — on game fa) except © few pi ep where the open range 
system is still being used. Having ha od deal of experience 
in seeing how pole traps are used,.I am sed to their use un-~ 
der any cireumstences, as a calitiing the up the game supply, ; 
and am eran in favor of out theip| uge, as has been done 
in Mmgland. If) the use “i traps bec we over the 
count hawks and owls d undoubted] is they have in 
the british Isles, for these mobile cre 8 always come to 
es where game and other wildlife is -abundant. Those that do 
harm to game can be shoteea selective method. It is all a i well 
to ~~ on el ae" the use of padded jaw traps will allow bene- 
ficial creatures to be released unhurt. fr et in prace 
tice, the legs are ornerey thrown out of joint and, if they are 

- peleased, it is in a muthlated condition. I feel a serious mis- 
take has been made in this bulletin in suggesting their use on 
game management areas, and believe that a statement, clarifying 
the matter, should be issued. 

While I agree with Leopold that censorship would be une 
_ wise, nevertheless, I do think some oaronewranae of the Insti- 
tute should heve a chance to read all manuscripts to head off things 
of this sort. [t certainly is a reflection on the Institute--especi- 
or the Technical Committee--and on the Fish and Wildlife Service 
that such a completely discredited practice should be recommended 
in a bulletin in which these organizations are mentioned as sponsors | 

With best wishes and kind regards, I am, 

Sincerely yours, a 

HLS trp 
ata Te. Taanntdé and Gan. Valankt Herhart f.. Qhaddard. Meaatan _



Copy for information of Mr. Leopold 

March 29, 1941 

J. Peul Miller, Secretary 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 

i Washington, D. C. 

Dear Paul: 

Anent Aldo's letters of March 19 and 21 relative 
to Dr. Einarsen's Oregon publication - 

fhe position which he has taken against recommend-~ 
ing pole Sxepping to the general public seems to me so 
logical and basic as not even to call for confirmation from 
the other members of the Technical Committee. I can perhaps 
appreciate the situation Einarsen’s pole trapping suggestion 
was designed to meet, In fact, in carrying out our own activ- 
ities, I find it occasionally necessary to utilize pole traps 
to catch individual offending predators on special study areas 
or game farms. » But to recommend such a non-selective device 
for widespread use is like suggesting a shotgun for the city- 
wide control of starlings. 

I re with Aldo that the subject is still really 
controversial only to those who are so wrapped up in an indiv- 
idual wildlife problem as to forget the daaer of encouraging 
popular acceptance of such a practice without first making 
certain they understand present modifying management con- 
cepts. Then, too, so long as the Technical Committee con- , 
tinues to accept some ee ce ate for the work of the 
Units, it is inevitable that we will be held, to some measure 
at least, responsible for any statements contained in Unit 
publications which are not in accordance with widely —— 
pose peo practices. For this reason, while I agree tha 

the Technical Committee should not exercise tT on any 
Unit publication, I feel they should have an ite ty to 
express and back up their views on "non-confo st" statements



Mr. Miller w= iee 3/29/41 

before they in print. I feel quite certain that you 
and I see ashe on this, and that the problem boils dows’ $0 
one of mutual understanding and closer contact with Unit ¢ 
activities, as plamned both by you and by Aldo. 

Sincerely yours, 

Superintendent of Gamo 

GBiv 

Copy to Mr. Leopold 

: f



UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN, U. S. A. 

MUSEUM OF ZOOLOGY March 28, 1941 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo; 

It is impossible for me to pass any judgment on the 

pheasant report without seeing any of it. All I can say is 

that your criticisms and suggestions are exactly the sort I 

often find it desirable to make on various sorts of wildlife 

reports and theses, and much the same as those which Lovejoy 

rightly made on the several manuscript drafts of my own 

general wildlife bulletins. 

I'm sending on your letter to Paul Needham. 

I'm leaving for the A.S.eI.eH. meetings in Florida and a 

week's work on a Gambusis problem — to return about April 15. 

Sincerely yours, 

C: at h. atte 
Carl L. Hubbs 
Curator of Fishes 

CCs Dr. Needham
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JOHN T. GIBBS ae JUSTIN T. MAHONEY 

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 4 ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 

JOHN L. HALPIN Ka far &y Sy are SUPT. OF INLAND FISHERIES 

Jude ee MOORE, PH.D. BIOLOGIST 
GARDINER BUMP 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT ad mae | ee ees 

ALBANY mac re res 
March 27, 1941 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Your letter of March 15 to Paul Miller regarding the 
Ohio pheasant manuscript, has been forwarded to Carl Hubbs, 
as you requested. 

Since it is not practical for the manuscript in ques- 
tion to make the rounds of the Technical Committee, we are 
of course not able to offer first-hand comments. 

Entirely aside from this, however, I wish your 2-page 
analysis might be placed in the hands of every individual 
who is attempting to interpret his biological findings to 
the public at large. The faults here pointed out are wide- 
spread; the cures as outlined are not well recognized, for, 
to all of us, the tree is sometimes so close that we miss 
the bark for the leaves. 

There is another equally productive angle to your 
inclusive. and warmly understanding. letter. Coupled with 
your recent logical comments on Dr. Hinarsen's paper, it 
points up the danger, as recognized by the Technical Commit- 
tee, of leaving the Unit men “out on a scientific limb" and 
without the leaven of a sufficient number of constructively 
critical outside contacts. As such, it may prove a blessing 
in disguise. 

we yours, 

= Paes UNI 

Superintendent of Game 

GB:V :



hah University Fara Place 

ay. ¢, Poul Willer 
Aweyioan Wildlife Institute 
Taveutwont Dullding 
Washington, D.C, 

Dear Pauls 

I hate Like the devil to sead the attached letter te the Sanator, but 
the more I think about the ense the more serkowe it appeare to me. 1 
don't know Sinareen well, and hence have as way to judge whether he te 
ignerant of conservation history or whether he i» here voleing « considered 
conviction, He is, of course, entitled te hia personal opinion, dat as 
head of the Gregon unit, he drags us all inte « position which, te as, 
ie wholly untenable. 

Thies incident, of course, raises hob with the inepection acheme, I could 
net inspect Oregon with the fecling of friendly confidence egwential to 
any good Lagpection, 

May I leave it to you to see thet a copy of my letter gets to Maarsen 
FF ete trees ee T heave not sent him a copy directly beeause 
it ie rely poneible that Gehe or leo Seuch hae already called the inoue, 

Quite aside frem the tion of trapping, thie bulletin is one of 
: ocean eekeien aeiiontines s Gere ces tek tee eee It is wholly 
Se eee no lta nee oe german ete Seana 

Service, 1 am vontering if the drive for publications haa had 
grenade deed gaat oye pelle Bar eda gga psapsaig diner If there 

ia danger of euch peor publications coming oat, we ought te head off the 

Gan I leave 1¢ to you to send a copy of the Oregon (140) eireular to eaeh 
nenber of the Technical Committee, if this has net already been dene? 

1 om not calling for « vote of the Technical Comaitier on the pele tracping 
question, beonuge this question is of such @ neture that [ would sot feel 
bound by © contrary majority, and henee I feel thet 14 te « question on which 
eagh member of the gomsittee ahould express hie own feelings ae he wants te. 

Youre sincerely, 

Alée Leopela ‘ 
Pyofensor of Wildlife Memagemnt
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Marek 19, 

Senator Prederick ¢. Taleott, President 
American Wlélife Inetitute 
Yashingtom, D. C. 

Dear Senators 

5 hewe feet setebvad the new Shenabae TNO of wee Songun SEAMS Nomnnath 
Unit. % publiestion, on page 11, saserta that: 

“fhe great horned owl and hawks, espeaially Coopers end gharp~chinsed 
++ + GO Very active during... trying winter conditions. Gane 
re ee ent cies ahr a chek tedee Saal ok 
trapping these predators, using Bo. © atenl +: of 
ae EE pelted bebe eve wba c ¢ « WUMUEADAL th ean be released 
unburt*, 

If Dy. Winareon, the author of thia paper, wore to use pole traps to defend 
his own property, all other altersatives hoving failed, I could exouse his 
agtion, even if I could not approve it. Sat when Dr. Minarsen, as on 
officer of the Fish and Wildlife Services, and under the sponsorship of the 
Whldlife Institute, recommends pole traces ta the general public, I can ( 
neither exouse nor approve hie action, I regretfully suggest thet the 
recomendation be reversed, or that the Inetitute choose beteeen hie services 
and mine ae a member of the Technical Committee, 

It may be contended, of course, that Dr. Sinarsen's recommndation of pole 
traps ie qualified by saving words sush os “padded Jaws", “horned owls", 
and “Goopere hawke", Actually these saving words exis$ on paper only, Overy 
realistic observer imows thet, in oractics, the pole trap is a non-selective 
aoourge to all wildlife, reptorial or otherwise, ehich alights an poles. 

T regret the necessity of roising this iewue, tut I heve no choles, Bere we 
heave a dangerces onl diseredited prestiae recomended, not by sou worried 

Soon lana Sehed canes Wr ohana scares oe ee 7 ® achool ly te yelusteay contrituters she have 
Leged in your hangs, Dr. Gabrieleca's, ani the hands of your Syehnical 

Reunkttee the wise gubdante of great entanpeine ia wildii@ eherstion ant 
reavarah, oe > ees eS ee eee Masreon's action has your 

panel ln x %, wat I feel impelled te call the miter to your 
withont delay. 

rer ee ene re ee eek ee o> Serene tee Be 
ani to the members of the fee Gomaittee, I hope that corrective action 
ean be taken ston, for when the protests begin to com in (ae they should, and 
will), I will have to defend myeolf by mking ay position slear. 

With persons] rogues, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALio Leepelé
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42h University Fors Place 
Merch 15, 1942 

Mr. J. Paul Miller 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investoent Building 
Washington, P. ¢. 

Dear Pauls ‘ 

I have now read the Preface, Intreduction, ani first seven chaptere of 
the pheasent mamecript. This is about all the aye capacity I have to 
apare at one time, and it is enough to convince mo, beyond any question of 
doubt, that the manuscript is not publishable in its present forn, 

po Ea ae Ramen pyaar Mec yeti ag pene ig mye Parte 
of the miunuseript & be edited as they stand (example: chapter VI), but 
other parts mst be entirely reconstructed, and are so obscure that it will 
take a mighty good editor to guess what the authors are trying to aey. (Hxample: 
Chapters It, IIt, VI1) tven I, with seme advance knowledge of the work, am 
sometines in considerable doubt. 

I hasten to add that wy confidence in the research, and in ite findings, 
stands unsiaken, The difficulty is largely one of clearer, simpler presentation, | 

1 think I can deduce from the manuscript both what is wrong and what needs | 

Beta Bea.4, F detent tm the smmenariot repeated ovidiase af svorendts ant eves | 
atrain, I know the faulte which ereep into my own writing under auch elreum- | 
stances, and I see the identical faults here. ove Ho. 1 is to send the authors 
on a month's vagation to restore their ability to look at their om work eriti- | 
eolly, sheptically, end hunorously. . 

Sean Mert send a good editor te the authors, or send the authors to an 
. lock the door (figuratively speaking) until the Job is revamped. 

Don't make the mistake of leaving them to revamp the manuscript unaided; that 
might spoil the whole investment, as well ae a couple of good mon, They met de | 
one ne Se eee Maybe if shown how to rework a fow chapters, 
they could do the rest on their own, 

wee SU The basie fault of the mamecript ie the sam one 
; dozens of times in myself and in my own students, j 

esnecially in writing up work which stretches over many yeare, hae never defore 
been “rounded up" into publishable form, and which ie the product of over exertion. 
The foult is very simple: the authors ore ele is rathor than 
to the reader. That ie to say, thoy are ng @ Saszrateny on fete aseumed 
to be already known to the render, rather than an exposition of fects not yet 
known to the reader.
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Mr. J, Paul Miller March 15, 1942 

The authors are, of course, wholly unconscious of this aioteke., They have 
milled over these fsets ao often azong themeelves thet the assumption that 
the reader knoss them is automatic. To jerk one's mind into a new approach, 
i.e. to put oneself inte tho mental position of a reader who dos ~ iknow 
the facta, ie quite « feat. Zo help an author perform this feat is the real 
job of an editor. 

The mamgseript contains many pacsages which sound boastful. These I recognise 
a8 4 psychosis arising from overwork, ‘ho real reaction is ee 
toward a job for which too much has been sacrificed. The excessive Tliniag 
is another manifestation of defensiveness. I say these things bluntly for if 
thie situation is not recognized clearly, it will be impossible to deal with it 
intelligently. 

Let me gay, also bluntly, thet if adequate advisory inspection had been provided, 
ae recommended from the cutset by the Technical Committee, such si tustions 
need never have arisen. If am not crying over apilt milk I am talking about 
the futtire, 

tee I return the samecript, aleo two copies of this letter and of my 
notes up to Chapter VII. ‘The two copies are for Lewrenge Nicks and 

teo Couch, A third copy te being routed to go the rounds of the Technical 
Committees, - 

I have a personal friendship with the authors to safeguard, ani there apecifically 
request thet they be shown everything I have sald. 

mrs There remain several questions about the samecript which cannot be 
wntil 46 io in better shape. Thether the aanuecript has balanes cannot 

be weighed yot. Whether adequate evidence ie offered te support new and ¢on- 
troversial findings can be weighed better at a more advanced stage. 1 detect 
at least some spots where the evidence is either weak, or poorly explained, or 
poorly selected, An example is Chap, VI, p. 12, Par. 3, and releted paseages. 

I anticipste that when thie mameeript is properly clarified, ite bulk mey shrink. 
For that and other reasons I suggest we quit talking about it as « “sonograph". 
It may ond up a8 @ monograph, or as a good tolletinyg 1t doesn't matter which, as 
long as it's a good presentation. There's good work behind it, and the Job is 
te explain what that work: wae and what deductions are drawn from it. 

Yours sincerely, 

Alde Leopold 
Professor of WAldlife Management 

P.S. I suggest that in the future no more manuscripts be routed to state 
administrators or other laymentuntil they are intelligible to technical men. 
It must make a very bad impréssion to show so faulty a document as this to such 
a person as Mr. Short. There is danger of creating a permanent bias against 
all research and all researchers.



: Pyeface 

pe 1 s@ntenee 1: bad start, Style is not eo important. 
sentence @: college Englisk. "to manage pheasants sore suecessfully* 

simpler, better. 
Pay. 2 “decidedly obvious” is redundant 
Por, 2 “Life equation" too highbrow for p. 1 
Par. 2 obscure 

p- 2 Par. 2 “pertinent® wrong word. tnaportantt 
Par. J-l~5 Should a proface be a list of chapters? 

. pe 4% Par. 1 Sounds boastful (but not so intended). Any dock should condense raw data. 
Par. 2 Shoald be unnecessary. Bibliog. tells thie. 

Agknowledgemonte ; 

Better than preface, but might be shortened by oxpresving in @ classified list. 
See “Gane Hanagemont". : 

Introduction (better called "history*?) — 

Pel Par. 1 Perhaps doubtful wheth r the Lorillard plantings of 1880 (eee Phillips, | 
pe 42) A44 not presede the Denny plantings (1481-82) as a successful ostablishment. 
Par. 1 Why no citation of Phillipe “Wild Binte Intro. in B.A." 7 ( A claesic no 
pheasant book ean afford to ignore) 
Par, 3 Iaet paragraph a little severe, All other states made same error. milo 
reeogniged it socner than most. This paragraph should be a little more charitable 
about “water over the dan". 4 : 

General: Thie history is disappointingly vague for « etate which hes done as much as 
Ohie, A map of distribution at various dete would help. 

pe 5 Por. Te line 2 “researches", not “research problems* 

pe 6 I doubt if this division of work as between authors is of much value to the 
reader, Omit? 

Pe 7 Very obscure. I know what author wants to say, but he should say it much 
more simly and clearly. Too many highbrow words used loosely. 

po. G9 Hot clear ; 

PP> 10-14 Not clear, either ae to purpose or expression. If porpove te to ahow 
reader how to use the hook te look up question, say so ant write accordingly. 
“High lights” indicates a summary of findings, but it fan't that either. 

, Chapter If 

Par, 2 bhocstful ; 
footnote - should be a altation to bibliog. ; 
Generals This chapter ie se poorly organized that detaLled coment {a 
oo suthore are talking to themselves, not explaining anything 
1@ *
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pe 12 *modifications eleerhers”. But the Wood Co. system is act yet deseri bed, 

Ghapter I1T 

Wholly unorganised, Can't comment. 

Chapter IV 

pe 2 This ie an outline for writing about « refuge, not on explanation of *what 
constitutes o good refuge." 

ee 3 Chapter begine here, Much better. 

p. 4 Gentral thens 4s state ownership of the central refuge, but caption "Location" 
hardly conveys this. ; 

po. & Why not “food and covar® instend of “ecologieal conditions"? 

Shapter ¥ ‘ 

pe Par, 1 Good analogy 
Par. 2 “Purpose® Repeats eaption in Chap. IV 

pp. Je4 Lact half of third criterion strays into nest density. What hes this to 
do with cycles? 

p. 4 heavy kill 40 fourth criterion, but evidence eited is poorly echowen, Kill 
percent better then kill por eq. mile. 
Sealking: lay reader will need explanation of why thie ie important. 

DP. 5 Geod point but poorly arclained. 

p. 67 (influx) Author telling to himself again, not explaining to the reader, 
Generali: best chapter so far, Diagrams would help last part on influx and 

dispersal, : 

Pe oe 1 Tedious. If proving a correlation with temp. why not use diagram or 

p. llel2 Sood point, but per explained, Data in table could be clearer ag a 
bar chart, simplified into 4 seasose. 

p> 14 Good point, but elearer if graphed. 

Pe 15*16 Very good point, fairly well explained, Graph to show proportion of 
agricultural wastes to shoeked grain needed, Discuss degrees of dependence 
on shocks (custem of leaving shocke might easily change) 

Pe 19 good 
pe 19 summery of chapter. would help? 

Chapter VI : 

Pel Par, 1 “l4ttle red hen" whieey is good, but 2ni sentence too s¢lf-commendatory. 
Par. 2 Mull and cbseure thy print your outline. 

De 2 Par. 3 “momograph"misnomer. Good bulletin
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pps 2-3 Sumaary of literature, 0.K. 1f this ie primarily for technicians, but why 
not combine, organize, ani digest the findings of these writers, adding your 
owat Then good for both technienl ani lay readers. 

pe 4 Diagram of « typical dmproved refue would toll more than mere list of 
apecies te plant. 

p- 5. My experfenee is that gormincted corn is effeetive ac surface bait, but 
not dry corn. Nothing said about how to distinguish pheasant damage from 
gopher, crow, and blackbird. 

p. 6 Par, 1 Mffeetivenees of ropellants is controversial; necd proof that "erolox"” 
ie effective. 
Par, 2 Good only up to first cultivation. Better admit this. 
Par. & What ts meant by "feeding". Pheasant won't eat grain, at tiie season. 
Bffect of atreamers controversial - evidence? 

pe & Par. 3 Controversial. If proof ie adduced later, better tell where. 

p. 9 Por. 1 These coste would vary go greatly with take that take had better be 
given, slso wage rete, Clearer as a list of itens, rather than se ranning text? 

pe 12 Par. 3 Percent of artificials in kill indicates tat does not prove aunerior 
stocking value of wild-tmpped birds. ‘This is the seat of the whole book, Better 
evidence nesded. 

pe 1] Par, 12 “hat ie used for wallat 

pe 19 Par. 3 Not Glear whether trap left open after 10 A.M. If so, when ie is 
reset? Certainly birds are not left in trap up to 24 bre? (Answer probably 
OR pe 20, tut conncetion not clear) 

General: “uch the best chapter so far. 

Chapter VII 

Pe Sitle: Inked title mech superior. A 
Pax, 1 Omit, A formal publication should be of sufficient importance to “ 

a a . l, . O.. 3 obecure to layman. 

Par. 3 First sentence mther arbitrary. "Microcoem" hardly accurate - the whole 
renge is the microcosm. I know shat this pxragmh means, but lay readers will 
never guess. 

pe 2 Par. 1 Good, oxcent last item obseure, 
Par, 2 Hot only "question of much detate", but unknown, hy drag in highbrow 
terms like “edaphic” . wholly unnecessary. Very obseure paragraph. 
Par. 3-4 ami tep of yp. 3: good and relatively eloeer. 

po. #5 Hopelessly highbrow + can't understend it myself, Why not reword in 
aimple teras of fertility and acidity? 

pe 6 better 
pe To’ why not treat soil and topogravhy together? 
po. &9 Vegetation. Obscure to me. ‘ 

Pe $l] Social f-etors is highbrow tera, usneecesary. An important topic, but 
written os xamxunixtx comeentary, act exposition. ‘ 

Pe. 12 “"Land-use factors" does not describe content.



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F, WARNER F. B, DAVIS, Jr. Vide Chsinman of the Hoard AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD J. PAUL MILLER 
Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

March 14, 1941 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: . 

Thanks for your letter and enclosures of the 
Tthe We are returning the enclosures with this letter. 

At the next meting of the Executive Committee, 

which I believe has been called for the 17th of the nionth, I 
will try to get this whole Delta matter cleaned up as fer as © 
the Institute is concerned. 

Now, regarding the western inspection trip, I have 
just telked to Gabe on the telephone and I think it can be ar- 
ranged so that you will not necessarily have to come into Wash- 
ington. If you are coming in for any other reason prior to that 
time, of course you can see him. If not and he is in the Midwest 
sometime this early spring, you may be able to get together. If 
heither of these possibilities come to pass, Leo and I can absorb 
all the counsel and advice we can end carry it with us until we 
contact you. If possible, I am going to try to arrange it so 
that: one or both of us can pick you up in a car in Madison and 
all of us go together to the West via Denver, Ogden, end Corvallis. 
By that time we will havé had an opportunity to talk a lot of 
things over, and see a couple of units together. I have not yet 
talked the details over with Leo but if it sounds desirable to 
you, I think it can be arranged and reduce travel costs materially. 
In youtcase, the time element is most important and I suggest you 
plen on reil or air back from the West Coast. 

Is there any specific thirty-day period you are 
required to take? 

Best wishes. 

Very sincerdy yours, 

Mv J. PaulMiller, 
Ene. Secretary 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

F. B. DAVIS, Jr. Vice Chalten of the Bosrd AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD J. PAUL MILLER 
Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

March 4, 1941 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Thanks for the memo to members of the Technical 
Committee. I think this is one way of getting the group into 
harness and making them not only more effective but also happier. 

By the way, have you heard anything about a budget 
for Delta? Our contribution does not much more than provide for 
Hochbeum's salary as you know. Because of a very strict budget 
and allocation proviso, I find it necessary to adhere very closely 
to contemplated expenditures. Our own funds provide for $200.00 
each month except January, for which we provided $300.00, the 
additional to take care of petty cash and old accounts of last 
year. 

I am enclosing, for your information, a copy of my 
reply to Karl Lagler's letter to me. Hope this is in line with 
your thinking. 

I em also sending you a copy of the fiscal alloca- 
tion sheet as it applies to the technical work of the Institute. 
Unfortunately, some additional funds will be required, since when 
the allocetion was made, only one set of Transactions was contem- 

plated end it develops that we will have to pay for two sets of 
Transactions during the current year. Our budget also requires 
that the Institute raise $10,000.00 of the total apportionment 
end should we fall short of this in any degree, it must be made 
up by savings in the respective items. The ones which might best 
lend savings of this nature would be miscellaneous publications, 
monographs, etc. 

Best wishes. 

Very sincerely yours, 

J. Paul Miller, 

Mv Secretary 
Enee 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE
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424 University Farm Place 
Yebruary 25, 1941 

y 
iM. Gardiner Bump 
Dr. Ggrl L. Bubbs 
Dr. Paul R, Heedham 
Me. Herbert L. Stoddard ; 

Gentlemen: 

Despite the lack of the usual travel funds, all mombers of the Technical 
Committee except Carl Hubbs were present at Memphis. It was impossible to 
get all of the menbors simltaneously to attend a meeting, but a good deal 
of discussion nevertheless took place, and the following attempts to summarize 
the conclusions reached. 

It was agreed that some mechaniem for fish 
re h oo: ponding to the unit mechanism for game research needed to be 
set up, and that Dr. Needham and Dr, Hubbs should attempt to outline such « 
mechanism. The differences between the Bureau of Fisheries and the Biological 
Survey would necessarily have to be considered in setting it up. 

web We had a satisfactory conference with the ten 
. +» and Paul Miller on the general subject of publications. 

At the present time two parallel series of publications are visualized. I 
have listed below very roughly the probable order of publications in each series. 

p # " 

a Now ready for press. 
Antelope. Sinarsen. Manuscript in process, 
Woodcock, Mendall and Aldous. Manuseript in process. 
Mule deor. Rasmesen, bie 
Mourning dove. Pierson 
Sage grouse. Hssmaissen and Einarsen. 
White-tail deer. Composite authorship. 
Cottontail, Hendrickson, Dalke, Handley, ete. 

Oo. J, 2% 
Canada goose, 7? : 
Attwater prairie chicken, Lehman. 
Wild turkey. Composite authorship. 

The first manuscript (pheasant) is to reach me shortly. I take it that the 
Technical Committee cannot offer advice until some sample manuscripts are 
actually in our hands. The general tenor of advice from members of the comnittes 
present was, as might be anticipated, one against premture publication and 
warning see monographic pretensions for material which really belonged in 
a good ‘



Technical Committee “a= February 25, 1942 

After I have seen the pheasant mamaseript, I will commnicate with you 
further. ‘Should any doubt arise about the suitability of momscripte 
offered for publication, I would, of course, want the advice of the coumittes 
before procesding further. 

Spee It was agreed thet I will look over the Utah and Oregon 
company with Leo Couch and Paul Miller next August. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



4h University Farm Place 
February 7, 1941 

To Members of the Technical Committee, 

American Wildlife Institute: 

Gentlemen: 

You have doubtless heard from Paul Miller to the effect that our committee 
will not be brought to Memphis on expense this year. 

I assume, therefore, that the committee may not all be present. I suggest, 

' though, that we have at least one meeting of those who will be there any- 
how, and I request that members who come let me kmow of their presence so 
@ date can be arrenged. 

The most important question is, I take it, the same old one: inspections. 
I will discuss verbally with Leo Couch and Paul Miller the inspections they 
have made, and also seek their advice on the inspections they have arranged 

for me to make this summer. I shall let you know of any salient points 
which develop at Memphis. 

At the meeting with the Trustees, I propose (unless you advise me otherwise) 
to reiterate the general policy of clinching the success of the present units 
before starting new ones.. I shall also tell the Trustees that after I have 
made some inspections and discussed them with you, that our committee may 
have something new and important to say. I shall also express our praise of 
Leo Couch and Paul Miller for stepping up the contacts with the units, lack 
of which has crippled our functioning in the past. 

Senator Walcott has appointed Paul Needham to our committee in the place 
vacated by Dr. Ellis. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



424 University Farm Place 
; January 28, 1941 

Mr. J. Paul Miller 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Paul: 

Before presenting the Technical Committee with a program for the 
Memphis meetings, I would like to check up with you as to how 
mach to attempt. 

Can I assume, to begin with, that the Committee's expenses will 
be paid? If so, let me comment as follows on the rough draft 
attached: 

(a) I sugcest we dispense with the usual attempt to hear 
each of the 10 units. The time per each has always been 
so painfully short as to embarrass me. I'd rather have 
you and Leo Couch tell us what you wish to about your 
inspections. 

(>) Suggest we just announce this, and make sure it is agreeable. 
(c) I think the Committee should be told what "monographs" etc. 

are in view. 
(4) Am I right in assuming that the Michigan fish predation 

project is completed? Are any other fish projects current? 

(f£) Do you consider that we have any applications before us? 
(g) (nh) (4) Do you agree we should survey this field? We are 

hardly “on the job" if we don't. 

I'd like your slant on the above. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
' Professor of Wildlife Management



Program for Institute Technical Committee 
Memphis Meeting, February 17-19, 1941 

Meeting with Leo Couch and Paul Miller to discuss the work of the 10 Units 
(a) Inspections already mde by Couch and Miller. 
(v) Proposed inspections by Leopold, summer of 1941. 
(ec) Diseuss publication plans of the 10 Units. 

Progress Reports on Special Projects now current. 

(a) Maine Salmon Project (Hubbs) 
(e) Delta Duck Station. Verbal report for the Delta Aavisory Bozrd on 

1940 inspection. (Leopold and Walcott) Delta Budget for 1941. 
(liewolat MS of Delta Bulletin No. 1. 

ae for new special projects, if any. 
¢ 

General Survey of Wildlife Research and Education. : 
(g) The need of vocational (semi-technical) educational facilities 

for wardens. Shall this be promoted by the Institute, the Wildlife 
Society, or by whom? (by ) 

(nh) Report on the Federation's plan for conservation education in 
schools. (by Senator Walcott?) 

(4) Probable effect of the international situation on the 10 Units, 
and on P4ttman-Robertson Funds. (by ) 

Meeting with the Institute Trustees. 
(j) Summary of recommendations and findings.



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

Vice-Chairman of the Bosrd AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE View Peridot 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. TesSatsh 
ALDO LEOPOLD J. PAUL MILLER 

Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

February 4, 1941 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Reference is made to your letter of January 28 relative 
to the meeting of the Technical Committee. I wrote you the other hgh (Po om OP 
and have not, as yet, received your Pony etd Snes been 

On the first page, Suggestion A, that we dispense with 
each of the ten units, might lead to some difficulty in view of the 
fact that Dr. Gabrielson has had to go out of the way to justify the 
attendance of the ten cooperative leaders at this Conference. Perhaps 
the most effective argument was that they meet with members of the Am= 
erican Wildlife Institute and that this was the only opportunity that 
they had to discuss their problems with officers of that organization. 
This, of course, does not necessarily mean that it has to be a formal 

meeting. It might well be included in the time set aside for the Board 
Meeting of the Institute unless a quorum is present, which I doubt will 
be the case. 

I do not believe that a formal report from each of the 
unit leaders is either desirable or required and therefore it would be 
more of an informal get-together than has been the case in the past. I 
believe that we can report on the progress being made on monographs 
publications, etc. at th ppg Peo Clo<n soe Lermeet porernad upnrtee 
Groen Raccters ethan: Tiane So tootay - Fees cole/ be ferugorrsol 

The fish work in Indiana has not’ yet been completed, but 
there are several fish projects under way which should also be reported. 
I do not know that we have any applications before the Committee at this 
time, although a suggestion has been made and if financial backing can 
be obtained, should be given consideration. j 

Such members of the Committee as are present should be 
informed of the contemplated fish program of the Institute, 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



Prof. Aldo Leopold -2- February 4, 1941 

The matter of survey is something I would like to 
discuss with you. I am just a little bit skiddish on surveys, hav-=- 
ing indulged in one of some magnitude myself, with which I am not 
at all pleased with the results. Certainly some sort of a survey 
should be made and I believe, to some degree, has been accomplished. 

As a matter of fact, my suggestion is that we combine 
the program of the Technical Committee with that of the Executive 
Committee and I will discuss this matter with Senator Walcott who 
should be in the office in the relatively near future. Will give 
a report as to his reactions as soon as I have them. rk, ae ow ' 

I like your outline for subjects of discussion very 
much and will keep this in hand for the meeting in Memphis. 

Very sincerely yours, 

J. Poul Miller, 
Secretary 

M:iv



pr 

STATE OF NEW YORK Qh hae 

. ; CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT J 
P 
y Albany 

January 23, 1941 

Mr. Je Paul Miller, Secretary 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, De Ce 

Dear Paul: ava 

Over the past several years the Technical 
Committee of the Wildlife Institute has made it a 
practice of meeting more or less informally in con= 
nection with the annual conference. Beginning with 
the first meeting, it has been the practice of the 
Institute to pay traveling expenses of the various 
committee members to and from this meeting. 

At the present time, so far as I know, 
this Committee, if still functional, is somolent. 
Are they going to have any meetings of it in Memphis, 
and if so, is the practice of paying Committee travel 
to be continued? 

I would like to thrash out this whole matter 
sometime, for I still believe that the Committee of 
this kind can do considerable geod if it is put to 
work. 

Yours as ever, 

(Signed) Gardiner Bump 

Superintendent of Game if 

GB:V 
(Dictated but not read)



AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE 
Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C, 

c 
0 
P 
z 

denuary 31, 1941 

Mr. Gardiner Bump, Superintendent of Game 
New York Conservation Department 
Albany, New York 

Dear Gardiner: 

Reference is made to your letter of January 25, relative 
to the payment of expenses of the members of the Technical Committee at~ 
tending the Memphis Conference. I regret the avn in a definite reply 
but it was necessary for me to get in touch with Aldo Leopold and several 
others to check certain existing conditions and to get their advice on 
the matter. 

The approved budget to cover travel for the Technical 
Committee for the current fisoel year amounts to $500.00 As you know, 
members of the Committee are widely seattered, from New York to California, 
in fact and these circumstances make it very doubtful if there would be 
adequate funds to cover the travel item for «ll members of the Technical 
Committee, 

Some of the members of the Technical Committee have 
expressed a viewpoint similer to your own regarding the past activities 
of the Technical Committee, Upon these comments and in an effort te 
alleviate the situation, the Exeoutive Committee, in their last meeting, 
approved the expenditure of the $500.00 allocation te be used to defray 
expenses of the Chairman of the Technical Committee while visiting as 
many of the units as possible during the coming summer months. 

Some of the members of the Technical Committee have 
expressed the idea that the lack of direct conteot with the work was 
one of the fundamental weaknesses of the Gommittee in the past. I assure 
you that Aldo and I are going to do everything we can te rectify thet very 
situation and I believe that you will agree with us that at least for the 

present, a great deal more can be accomplished by having a member of the 
Committee visit the units themselves than by a group getting together in 
some hotel room. This will be partioularly true if we oan get some of 
the other kinks irened out so that the Committee members will be more 
fully informed. As Aldo expressed it, "After we get some inspections, 
the Committee will have something to meet about."



Mr. Gardiner Bump “2- January 31, 1941 

In Aldo's letter to me, he suggested that he resign 
es Chairman of the Technical Committee so that someone else would make 
the inspection next summer. I am sure that you will agree with me that 
Aldo is the best qualified and able to start us out on this new procedure 
and that his suggestion should not even be considered. 

I hope thet this explanation on my part is satisfactory 
end that the decision meets with your approval. 

Best wishes. 

Very sincerely yours, 

J. Paul Miller, 

Secretary 

Mev



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F. B. DAVIS, Jr. Vice-Chairman of the Boord AMERICAN WILDLIFE. INSTITUTE Vice-President 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD J. PAUL MILLER 
Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

January 16, 1941 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am enclosing herewith two copies of 
® memorandum prepared by Mr. Couch for leaders of the 
cooperative units. 

The memorandums, I am sure, are self- 
explanatory, but they indicate the definite effort on 
Mr. Couch's part to make the results obtained at the 
various units more obtainable to the public. 

Best wishes. ; 

Very sincerely yours, 

Jd. Paul Miller, 
Secretary 

. 
Miv 

Ence 
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United States Department of the Interior CAs g 
Fish and Wildlife Service ad 

Washington Vw 

MEMORANDUM for Leaders, Cooperative Wildlife Research Units 

Re: Qutlets for Publishing Manuscripts and Reports 

The Cooperative Units were recently furnished a processed (mimeographed) 

digest issued by the Forest Service Library for their use covering "Channels 

of Publication for Articles by Members of the Forest Service," which should 

be most helpful in connection with the preparation of manuscripts for publica- 

tion in some specific field. Some study of the publication problems of four 
of the units, recently made by the writer in company with J, Paul Miller, 

Secretary of the American Wildlife Institute, made it apparent that the units 

have assembled and stored away in graduate theses, preliminary reports, and 

undigested field notes a tremendous volume of good information. Much of this 

represents the expenditure of time and money and should be made generally 

available. It is recognized, however, that research workers aim for complete- 

ness in detail and properly hesitate to publish work until it has been suf- 

ficiently verified; and that it is not advisable to rush into print. Few 

research workers publish negative as well as positive results. 

Processed Material 

Some of the units have published very little in the past five years, 

while others have built up a large bibliography. The form of some of these 

contributions raises the question as to what constitutes publication, Sci- 

entific workers and librarians as a rule are inclined to the opinion that to 
be considered citable as a publication, a contribution should be widely enough 

distributed to be permanently available in some at least of the large libraries 

of the country. This interpretation would climinate from citation most of the 

material that is mimeographed or otherwise processed, as the distribution is 
usually limited and few libraries have cared to provide satisfactory methods 

cataloging or preserving it. Much, in fact, of this material has been proc- 

essed on paper that cannot be expected to endure more than a relatively few 

years. Unpublished manuscripts, of course, are even less accessible to the 

public. 

Processing, however, does serve several useful preliminary purposes in 
(1) presenting research deta for the use of other workers; (2) recording 

chronological development of a project by seasons; (3) making available census 

data by years; (4) providing quarterly or annual reports for distribution to 
cooperators; (5) promptly issuing theses when printing by the colleges is not 
required; (6) furnishing information of value in answering correspondence; and 

(7) making speeches or articles available for public-relations purposes. 

The issuance of processed reports in limited editions may serve as an 

immediately useful outlet for presenting the results of studies for the of- 
ficial use of Federal, State, or other cooperating agencies; to aid or direct



current management or utilization practices; or to guide administrative or 
legislative action. Issuance in this informal manner, however, should be 

considered as a temporary expedient only and should not preclude printed 

publication at a later date in permanent form and in a medium that can be 
readily consulted in libraries. When the work on which prelininary reports 
have been made finally reaches a stage that warrants preparation of a man- 
uscript for formal printed publication, it is only in good taste for the 

author to aid his readers by restating the essentials of the information 
previously processed in limited editions. Refraining from citing these 
processed preliminary reports as literature, will save many workers needless 

effort in search for material that frequently is not available in the permanent 
files of libraries, 

Printed Publications 

The most satisfactory method for placing material on permanent record is 

printing in media available for reasonably wide distribution. Satisfactory 
outlets for such publication in the wildlife field are numerous. Following 
are suggestions as to placing manuscripts: 

1. Highly technical manuscripts: 

a. Technical series of the U. S. Department of the Interior and 

of the U, S. Department of Agriculture. 
vb. State agricultural experiment station bulletins. 
c., Monograohs and periodical journals of professional and 

scientific societies. 
ad. Proceedings of the North American Wildlife Conferences. 

e. Proceedings of various scientific societies. 
f. Monographs of the American Wildlife Institute. 

2. Semi-popular manuscrints: 

a. Federal departmental series, 

b. State agricultural extension bulletins. 

c. Bulletins of State game and conservation commissions. 

ad. Bulletins of various conservation organizations and societies. 

3. Popular manuscripts: 

a. Sporting and conservation magazines. 

b. Periodicals published by State game and conservation 

departments, 
ec. Popular journals or magazines in the weekly or monthly class. 

ad. Wildlife columns in the daily press. 

e. Feature articles in the Sunday press. 

f. Syndicated news stories. 

Effort should be made by unit leaders to lay out en orderly publication 

plan. Some are doing this. Suggestions have been made that graduate credit 

be granted for the preparation of manuscripts. This may be done in coopera- 
tion with departments of English or journalism, or through a special project 

2



planned to bring forth material that would otherwise not be on public record, 
The prompt publication of the results of research in printed form may save 
considerable expense in obviating duplication by other investigators. 

Recent changes in the editorial policy of the Service (A.F.0. 326) have 
been designed to facilitate the approval of manuscripts for outside publica- 
tion. This means that if well prepared and in satisfactory final shape, 
research manuscripts will receive prompt approval in the Washington office. 
With care, authors can do much to make expeditious approval possible. 

Unit leaders have been very cooperative in submitting copies or reprints 

of publications. It would be appreciated if in future they would arrange to 

send 10 copies of each release for distribution within the Washington office. 
Payment for a reasonable number of bulletins or reprints when necessary is 

considered a proper expenditure of cooperative unit funds, though Federal 
legal requirements preclude payments for printing from Service appropriations. 

Leo K. Couch, 

Assistant Chief, 
Division of Wildlife Research. 

3



yok marly Farm Place 
Jamary 8, 1941 

Senator F. C. Walcott 
Norfolk, Connecticut 

Dear Senator: 

I have your letter of December 30 and Paul's letter of December 26 
about possible inspections this summer. I am afraid I could not 
with propriety do any considerable amount of this while being paid 
by the University of Wisconsin. The only way I could do it would be 
by using up my anmal leave, which doesn't amount to meh. 

My University pay is about $500 per month, and I could not do much 
without at least a month and a half of time. The $500 would be more 
than adequate for travel. 

Please let it be clear that I am not pressing this matter, except ‘ 
in the sense that somebody ought to cover the scholarship end of 
the ten units. The Technical Committee and myself have frequently yi 
pointed out that the Institute is making a risky investment when it \ 
sinks practically all its money into new units and (until recently) ’ 
none into unit inspection. \ 

Albert Hochbaum has just come back from Delta, and I am now going over \ 
Bulletin No. 1 with him. I am delighted with its quality and think \ 
you will be too. He stopped to see Mr. Bell. \ 

\ | 

Yours sincerely, \ i 

Aldo Leopold * 
Professor of Wildlife Management \ i 

\ \ 

‘ | 
ie 
if 

¢ {\



F.C. WALCOTT 

NORFOLK,CONNECTICUT 

December 30, 1940 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Aldo: 

I am enclosing a letter just received 
from Paul Miller which speaks for itself. If 
you are still game along some such plan as he 
suggests please let me know. 

I do not think it fair to ask you to do 
anything of this sort without renumeration. 
I think we can work out something. Let me know 
and perhaps we can settle the matter at Memphis 
in February. 

All best wishes for the New Year. 

Sincerely yours, 

itn i ee Sang G ft 7 i 
— a7e5 ib atieleio.. yA) Ae fas —t ww (



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

F. B, DAVIS, Jr. Vice-Chairman of the Boer AMERICAN WILDLIFE. INSTITUTE Vice President 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. roeaian 
ALDO LEOPOLD J. PAUL MILLER 

Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

December 26, 1940 

Hon. Frederic C. Walcott 
Norfolk 
Connecticut 

My dear Senstor: 

Reference is made to your letter of December 20th 
and the enclosures to and from Aldo Leopold. 

Like you, I em very desirous that Aldo visit at 
least some of the units and preferably ell of then if it is 
at all possible. Unfortunately, there may be some difficulty 
in making contacts with the men or seeing some of the work 
since his eveilable time naturally coincides with the 
vacation period et the schools. However, this in itself may 
be a very desireble feature if we cen make errengements far 
enough in advance, since the men if availeble may have more 
time to spend with Aldo. 

As you recell the budget calls for $500.00 trevel 
money for the Technical Committee. This was to provide for 
Aldo's travel in connection with the units. The budget does 
not of course allow for any selery and from his letter I wonder 
if there is not some compensation involved with the Chauteuqua 
offer. 

The epportionment sheet which has been mailed to 
you allows for travel of the Technical Committee principelly 
during the summer months. 

Sincerely yours, 

! d Paul Miller, 
; Secretary 

Mig 
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4oh University Parm Place 
January 7+ igi 

My. J. Paul Miller, Secretary 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. GC, 

Dear Paul: 

Thanks very much for your clear statement about the inspection reports. 
I quite agree with you. I simply did not want to omit any service to 
the Technical Gommittee which I was supposed to perform. 

I will watch for special points which might safely be referred to 
special members of the committee, but otherwise I will not give the 
inspection reports any circulation among the committee or elsewhere. 

I enclose Albert Hochbaum's expense account for December in the sum 
of $46.20, also his Petty Cash Account for the same month. ‘There are 
no salaries other than his own for the usual amount. 

I am delighted to tell you that I have begun going over Hochbaun's 
material for Delta Bulletin Number 1, and I am extremely pleased with 
it. I think within a month we are going to have a manuscript in your 
hands that you and Senator Walcott will be proud of. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

Vice-Chaitman of the Boerd AMERICAN WILDLIFE. INSTITUTE "Vice Peridot 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. &. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD J. PAUL MILLER 
Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

January 3, 1941 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Thenks « lot for your letter of December 30 relative to 
the distribution of reports, periodically furnished you by this office, 
to other members of the Technical Committee. 

Please accept my most humble apologies for it appears 
that through en oversight I failed to reply definitely to your letter 
of December 3. I sent this to Senator Walcott for his advice and 
counsel and on one of his subsequent trips to Washington, we talked 

this thing over in person. Naturally he didn't send a letter in reply 
to my original request. For some reason I was of the opinion thet I 
had written to you following Senator Walecott's conversation with me. 
Apparently I had overlooked the metter. 

So far as quarterly reports which we receive from the 
various leaders of the umits are concerned, I think that these can be 
distributed to members of the Technical Committee without restraint. 
The reports which I have made on the administrative aspects of the units 
may be in a somewhet different category. I want to feel perfectly free 
to meke comments end report to my Committee end to you in a more or less 
unrestrained manner, knowing that such reports will be treated as strictly 
confidential. If such reports are to have a comparatively wide circule- 
tion you understend my reticence in being as out-spoken as I have been 
in some of the previous reports. 

In some instances it might be perfectly satisfactory to 
send them to all members of your Technical Committee. In other instances 
I do not believe that such action would be advisable. This is particu- 
larly true when I em inclined to be critical of the conduct of the unit 
in certain respects. 

Senator Walcott end I decided that it would be best to 
consider such reports as strictly confidentiel but that we leave the 
distribution of these reports to other members of the Technical Committee 
other than yourself, entirely to your judgment. 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



Prof. Aldo Leopold -2= February 3, 1941 

There probably will be instences where member of your 
Committee should be advised as to the contents of these reports in 
their entirety ed in other cases it might be advisable for you to 
quote only certain portions of them by letter. Hither arrangement 
will be left to your judgment. 

I am sure that you will understend my position in this 
matter. I feel perfectly free to express my view-points to you and the 
Senator, knowing that you will understand my interest and purpose in 
making such statements. I am not, of course, entirely sure that the 
public in general would be as liberal with me. 

4 Sincerely yours, 

Je Paul Miller, 
Secretary 

Msv 

Ence



424 University Farm Place 
January 16, 1941 

Mr. J. Paul Miller 
American Wildlife Iystitute  . 
Investment Building 
Washington, D.C, f 

Dear Pauls 

I am pleased to have your letter of Jamary 14, and will 
plan to use as much of my time as the University can give me 
on annual leave and as the amount set up will cover, subject, 
of course, to ratification by the Technical Committee at the 
time of the Memphis meeting. 

Meanwhile, I wish you and Leo Couch would be thinking sbout ” 
where and how my time can be put in to the best advantage, so 
that the three of us can talk this over at liemphis; also whether 
there is any chance of our working together at least part of the 
time for the purpose of chetking up on possible questions among 

co ourselves. 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopeld 
Professor of Wildlife Management



HERBERT L. PRATT 
Chairman of the Board hal Vs tania 

ELTINGE F. WARNER F. B. DAVIS, Jr. Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE. INSTITUTE View Proridant 
‘ FREDERIC EWING \ Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Chairman Technical Committee a: Cho ogua 

Januery 14, 1941 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

At the meeting of the Executive Committee of 
the American Wildlife Institute, held in New York City January 
9, the matter of your inspecting the various units during your 
summer vacation was discussed and Senator Walcott has asked me 
to advise you that $500.00 has been set up in the Budget to 
cover expenses for the Technical Committee and that the Execu- 
tive Committee feels that no better use could be made of this 
money than for you to use it to inspect the units. 

It was suggested that it might be well for you 
to come to Washington prior to beginning the actual field 
inspections. This would give you an opportunity to discuss 
the details with members of the Fish and Wildlife Service 
charged with the responsibility of administering the units 
and you and I can also discuss the verious problems that I 
have observed during my trips to the various units. 

Best regards. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Je Paul Miller, 
Secretary 

Mv 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE
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Dr. — R. Needham 
Natural History Museun 
Stanford University 
California 

Dear Pauls 

I have just received a gfrba&y copy ¢f | Aldo Leopold's letter 
of December 50 to you ard Gyta thi wishes me to send you a 
brief summary of fish a pte Sf the American Wildlife 
Institute. I happ h fhe indication that you will 
serve with us on tex Committee. After some months 
in which I felt ssimistic regarding the work, I feel 
distinotly more h now that Paul Miller has become Secretary 
of the Institute. The amalgemation of the Biological Survey and 
the Bureau of Fisheries is also propitious as this may well lead 
to the real development of cooperative fish-managemont activities 
at several centers throughout the states. 

As you know, the most extensive contributions of the American 
Wildlife Institute has been in the game field through the support 
of the Wildlife Institute by the arms and munitions people. A 
much smaller sum has been raised from the Associated Fishing 
Tackle Manufacturers and I think a very minor sum has been made 

F available from the general funds of the Institute. 

The bulk of the fish work which has been supported by the Institute 
largely on funds from the Tackle Manufacturers has consisted of the 
predator investigations carried out by Dr. Karl F. Lagler at this 
University in continuation of the work which J. Clark Salyer did 
when he was on our Institute staff here. Quite a bit of this work 
has seen the light and other parts of it are due. These investige— 
tions are being continued (Lagler has spent most of this semester 
in @ research on the status of the otter in Michigan) although the 
finanoial support is now hardly more than nominal. Sometime ago 
the tackle manufacturers became estranged from the Institute on 
account of their opposition to the Buck bill which would have made 
an excise tax on fishing tackle available for fish management and 
fish—wanagement research much as the Pittman-Robertson funds have 
been used in game research. The manufacturers however were interested 
in continuing some support for such work and wanted to give $1,000 
to me to use in that way. I had the money given rather to the 
University and set up in a trust fund which we are using on three 
projects:



Un. IVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 

SENT FOR INFORMATION OF 

Dr. Paul R. Needham ~2 January 2, 1941 ' 

1. Some continuation of the predator research. 

2. A followship on a fish survey of Nebraska by Raymond EB. Johnson 
of this University. 

%. Purchase of temperature—control equipment for experiments in 
hatehing trout under controlled temperatures. 

4. Assistance to one of the local Ins ‘or Fisheries Research 
fellows in researoh on winter kill. 

A few smaller projects were ale ported h the Wildlife 
Institute. For instance, Ke Bonham was brought up from 
Texas for a summer's wor to oriented for fish and fisheries 
work in Texas. Perhaps hgPtant present project is 
eooperation in estigations on bass-etream 
improvement in 4 itute is paying the sd@a@ary of e 
graduate fellow vk and the University and the State 
Department of Ind sooperating. 

The Institute has also contributed financially to a fellowship 
named in honor of Kendall and allocated to the University of 
Maine for the study of the restoration of the salmon in one 
of the streams of Maine. 

We have from time to time submitted estimates and budgets for 
various fishmanagement projects about the country but most of 
thease could not be carried out because sufficient funds were not — 
forthooming. Just what the meeting at Memphis will bring forth, 
I do not know but it would be dist inotly advantageous to have a 
number of projects prepared in at least a provisional way so 
that these could be presented if it seemed wise. 

In general my idea in regard the Institute subsidy of fish work 
is that the relatively small funds available should be allotded 
to projeots which would not likely be handled by the regular 
agencies. Generally the idea is to give just enough to allow 
the final completion of a projeot which might not otherwise be 
eongumated or small projects which on account of such support 
are likely to develop into major operations to be supported by 
more regular agencies. 

I hope that you oan figure out a few projects, cach running to 
@ sum in the hundreds rather than thousands of dollars, for the 
forthcoming year. Very likely you know of some work along the 
Pacific Coast whieh could be distinctly furthered by such contri— 
bution which might otherwise not be completed or undertaken. 

Sincerely yours, 

Carl L. Hubbs 7 
CLA ska Curator of Fishes 
OCs Prof. Aldo Leopold
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May 10, 1946 

My. C, R. Gutermth 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington 5, D. ¢. 

Dear "Pink": 

Bill Howard is a good choice for Committee 
chairman, He may not know Hawkins, but I know 
both and kmow that they will get along, I also 
predict that if you give Hawkins a try~out he 
will measure up. Since I wrote you he has 
changed jobs and will be working on ducks in 
Canada for the Fish and Wildlife Service. 

Sincerely, 

; Aldo Leopold ;



FREDERIC C. WALCOTT T. E, DOREMUS 
President Treasurer 

F. B. DAVIS, JR. C. R. GUTERMUTH 
Vice-President AMERICAN WILDLIFE. INSTITUTE Secretary 

Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON 5, D. C. 

April 30, 1946 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
College of Agriculture 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Dear Doctor Leopold: 

Thanks for your reply of April 19 and for your essurence 
that a rotating system of the Conference program merits consideration. 
I do not have any definite ideas on how such a rotation plen can be 
effectuated but do believe that we should endeavor to inaugurate e pro- 
cedure thet will tend to stebilize the progrems for the annuel meetings. 
Meny of the research workers seem to think that they should participate 
in the program and keep their name before the public, even though they 
mey not have worthwhile accomplishments to report. If these men had 
positive essurence that the subject in which they are engaged or interested 
was to come up at reguler intervals, then they would strive to make a real 
showing at the time that the topic was featured. 

A certain group of enthusiasts feel that their pet subject 
should be emphasized in each annual meeting, and we might be able to sat- 
isfy those people with ean established rotation system. 

Several of the members of the Wildlife Society are giving 
serious consideration to this proposal and it may be that some type of 
modus operandi will be suggested. 

Shortly after the Eleventh Conference adjourned the Wildlife 
Society appointed Mr. William Howard to represent. the Society es Program 
Cheirman of the Technical Sessions. Mr. Howard was formerly connected 
with the Fish and Wildlife Service in the Pittman-Robertson Division. He 
is now in Washington in the Department of Agriculture. Mr. Howard is well 
known to many of the Fish end Game folk and he has the desired enthusiasm. 
Dr. Greham and Lloyd Swift heve egreed to assist him, and I sincerely hope 
that he will develop into a capable chairman. He has a lead of several 
months over previous chairmen and should have ample time to work up the 
finest kind of a progrem for next year. I am suggesting to Mr. Howard 
that he consider Mr. Hawkins as a session chairmen and if this man pro- 
duces, we might get the Wildlife Society to appoint him as the chairman 
for 1948. Thenks for ymr suggestion end for the continued cooperation. 

we ek yours, 
“ . fe nm 

Gib AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NorTH "AHR ORY STAEBER:



FREDERIC C. WALCOTT T. E, DOREMUS 
President Treasurer 

F. B. DAVIS, JR. C. R. GUTERMUTH 
Vice-President AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Secretary 

Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON 5, D. C. 

April 2, 1946 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 

Wisconsin Conservation Commission 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Doctor Leopold: 

We received a copy of Mr. Seth Gordon's letter of March 14, 
addressed to you, and we are interested in the suggestion that special sessions 
be provided in next year's Conference covering single species. This plan has 
merit, and it is believed that special meetings on deer, pheasants, ruffed 
grouse, etc. would be well attended. These subjects simply cannot be covered 

in general meetings, and it would take an abnormally large meeting chamber to 
house all of the people who would be interested in participating in compre- 
hensive discussions on each of the important species. This subject will re- 
ceive careful consideration when the program committee convenes on the 1947 
Conference. 

Incidentally I requested the Wildlife Society to appoint a 
program committee et once for next year's meeting. The President, Dr. Yeager, 

is attempting to locate a satisfactory chairman et this time. Dr. Edward H. 
Graham simply cannot serve as chairman for another year. 

At the annuel meeting of the Wildlife Society, I suggested that 
consideration be given to the possibility of formulating a rotation system for 
Conference programs, so thet each important subject would be discussed as the 
particular subject comes up in its periodic cycle under the program rotation 
system. I did not attempt to outline a plan for this unique type of program 
rotation, but something like this might work, and it does seem thet we sould 
have a uniform and equitable plan for the program of the annual Conferences. 
If we do not get some kind of a system perfected, then we will always have 

trouble with those groups who feel thet their catagory should have a principal 
place in each ennusl meeting. Few research workers have outstanding accomp- 
lishments to report each year, and if they knew that their topic did not come 
up this year but would te emphesized in the next Conference, then they: would 
strive to have an enlightening presentation when their field came up under the _ 
rotation system. 

Undoubtedly you have given some thought to this type of program 
procedure, and if you have any suggestions, please pass your ideas alonge 

I enjoyed having breakfast with you in New York and will drop 
in the first time that I get in your section of the country. 

Sincerely yours, 
“RD ‘ k a“ ‘ 

“— AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH SM VANCAT Wb rSecretary 
ec to: Seth Gordon
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DARTMOUTH COLLEGE 
OFFICE OF THE NATURALIST 
HANOVER - NEW HAMPSHIRE 

December 29,. 1944 Ss 
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Dear Puipate Vigpold and B. ob ? 

I have been asked to serve as chairman of the technical 
session, “Recent Developments in Wildlife Research",, to be held 
during the Tenth North American Wildlife Conference.at the Hotel 
Pennsylvania, New York City; February 26, 27, and 28. The "research" 
session will meet Tuesday morning, February 27.. - * 

After some recent correspondence around the country, I have 
come to the conclusiom that one of the outstanding recent dee 
velopments in wildlife research has been thewwork on "natural 
mortality" or "turnover". The “turnover concept" haCs received 
attention from a sufficient number of workers so-.as to merit the 
full time of the research session. . 

Therefore, I am asking the following to participate in a forum 

on the turnover concepts 

wa a Cartwright, Ducks Unlimited, Canada; 
Aldo Leopold, University of Wicsconsin; 
Roy Bach, North Dakota Fish & Game Department; 
Paul L. Errington, Iowa State College; 
Melvin 0. Steen, Missouri Conservation Commission; e——< 
John Emlen, John Hopkins Hospital »:-eum 
LL SRT ea APART NES I AIT 

The forum discussions will not be recorded. 

In order to-satisfy,.in part, the conference sponsorers and 

the committee in charge of technical sessions, it is necessary to 
have some prepared papers ready for inclusiom in the printed 

transactions of the conference. I am asking,. therefore, the following 

to submit prepared papers which will be published in the transactions’ 

T. William E, Ricker, Indiana University. "Natural mortality 
among Indiana bluegill sungish; 

o 2..Robert McCabe, University of Wisconsin. Studies on 
the Hungarian partridge;; 

3.-Robert Darrow, Conservation Department of New York. 
Relation of buffer species populationsto fox predation on grousee 

4,.Willet Wandell (Massachusetts), James Bishop (Conn), and 
Leonard Foote (Vermont). Summacry of phiwasant banding studies in 
the Connecticut Valley. 

th 5..Arthur Hasler, University of Wisconsin. "Studies on 

© perch population of Lake Mendota." -
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. 6. Lloyd Smith, Minnesota Conservation Department. 
Growth studies of Minnesota fishes and how such studies contribute 
information for better management policy of Minnesota lakes." 

7. (Alternate paper) Anna M. Olsen and George 0. Hendrickson, 
Iowa Sctate College. "Research in fish and game cooking." 

The first six participants, just named, will not read their 
papers in entirety,. but wil} participate in the forum and use 
parts of their papers in the discussions. Although this is a 
departure from the normal past procedures at the conferences, I 
feel that this proposed method will satisfy the requirements of 
having six or seven papers ready for publication in the transactions 
and yet will permit the authors to participate actively in the 
forum on turnover.. 

Those who have been asked to submit prepared papers will 
follow the rules for such and will hand in their papers to the 
chairman at the beginning of the session..As soon as I have heard 
bazek from all seven who are to prepaee written papers, I shall 
send them more detailed instructions.. rf 

The other participants of the forum will‘come fortified with 
ite. thoughts, notes or illustraticve material on the "+ umnover 
concept". As a starter-on your preparation, may I refer you to 
the paper on "Population Turnover On a Wisconsin Pheasant Refuge" 
by Leopold et al, in the Ocbober,.1943 issue of Bhe Journal of . 
Wildlife Management (Vol. 7; No. 4). This article contains a 
bibliography of other works. f 

This year, the committee in charge of technical sessions is 
not assuming any responsibility for lantern slide projectors or 
screens. This has been left to individuals participating in the 
programs. However, I am willing, if there are a sufficient number 
of participants in the "research" session wanting the use of 
lantern slide projectors, or blackboard, to assums personal 
responsibility for such equipment. I feel that ittet the present 
impossible to predict the trends the discussion will take,and 

diffiolt-o\amowetoie to anticipate when and what pictorial material will 
be needed. I furthermore feel that such material may have a 
decigive place sometime during the discussions. You are urged, 
then, to bring along any slides or charts which will help to 
present your views or findings..As soon as I hearf back from all 
of you on this matter of visual material, I can then plan what 
size projectors to bring and if a blackbozard is needed. Let me 
know the size lantern slides you will be using. It seems unnecessary 
for me to warn that all too often s7¥d¢d asters or authors 
attempt to get too much onto a slide and, ose in the front rows 
gety can make out what is on the slides, or the charts. I will 
write back to all you what equipment I shall bring for the session. 

Since I am not at all versed in fisheries studies, I am 
asking Georgs Bennett of the Illinois Natural History Survey 
to sit with,as a co-chairman. 

Anyone attending the session will be given a chance to 
participate..
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perme z have been somewhat tardy in getting out this 
notice on the "research" session, I must ask each of you 
to reply by return air+#mail as to whether or not you will 
be able to help out in the forum. Thanks. 

This approach, as outlined in this letter, is somewhat 
new to the Conference, but I feel, and hope you do too, that 
4t has merits and should be given a trial. I shall be perfectly 
willing to take any or all blame for any shortcomings this 
bit of "research" in”presentation may show. 

Your prompt reply and suggestions are welcomed. 

Sincerely na gigs 

Snuwhils E. Wade, Chairman 
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March 1C, 1943 

Mx. Leo Cough © ‘ 
Pish and Wildlife Service 
Merchandise Hart 
Ghicago, Illinois 

Dear Leo: 

I Aim@ine by this time Albert Day has referred 
to you my letter of March 3 about the organization 
ef the turkey monograph. 

T hate to be always criticising, tut I am sustained 
in this case by the attached letter from Gardiner 

F Bump. 

I hope we ean get off on the right foot in this 
new venture, and thus avoid some of the headaches 
which have attended the Ohio manuscript. 

With personal regards, 

Aldo. Leopold 

ce Technical Comaittee 

oun no  CMert oad i 
Raa? 

V 

~ Cem . bh r 

Sy dRark 
Tony 4 

Mail, 

Wahler— ;
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March 3, 1943 

Mr. Albert M. Day k 
Fish and Wildlife Service 
Merehandise Mart 
Ghieage, Illinois 

Dear Albert: 

I appreeiate your sending me the outline for the turkey monograph. 

I wish I could enthuse over the plan as well as the bird, but I fear 
the plan is impracticable. Perhaps & summary of my reasons would 
be in order: j 

1. The “wild turkey" is not a single entity. The 
. degrees of mongrelization differ almost as much 

a9 @&® species. 

2. Chapter-authorships have seldom succeeded in 
producing a book. ‘They produce a series of 
unconnected papers. 

3. A chapter~author's actual knowledge seldom coincides 
with his assignment. 

This is negative, and wouldn't be worth mentioning without a 
o's alternative, My alternative would be to turn each of the 
egal "projects" loose te publish separate local papers. Then 

aseign the strongest available man to pull the papers together into 
a book for which he, as an individual author, would be responsible. 
Give him some field travel to check up. 

This differs radically from the editor-chapter-author plan. 

I dislike the function of critic, but now is the time to uncover 
defects if there are any. I'm enthusiastic about the-@nd--I am 
doubtful only of the means. 

Yours sincerely, 

Alde Leopold 
ee Technical Committee Professor of Wildlife Management A 

Peal Miller 

Stork al oo



_ UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

FISH AND WILDLIFE S&RVICE 

Chicago 

February 8, 1943. 

MEMORANDUM for State Game Departments 

Subject: The Wild Turkey and Its Management 

Final plans have been made to publish a complete monograph on the wild turkey, 
one of America's important game bird species. This will bring together in one 
publication useful information gathered from all known sources. Some material 
has been published previously in scattered journals and bulletins, and a great 
deal is available resulting from current studies by State Game Departments under 
the Federal Aid Program, and biologists of the Fish and Wildlife Service. 

To facilitate preparation of chapters, author assignments have been mace on 
the basis of national, regional and state representation. A committee has been 
appointed to organize and pass upon the suitability of subject matter appearing 

in the final publication. The committee consists of: 

Dr. John W. Aldrich 
Dr. Clarence Cottam 
Seth Gordon 
i. T. Bode 
R. M. Rutherford 
Leo K. Couch, Chairman 

All chapter authors have accepted their assignments and plans call for manu- 
script completion in shape for editing by January 1, 1944. If practicable, the 
five chapters on turkey management will be published separately as reprint 

bulletins to provide for wider distribution in the states and regions concerned. 

Cooperation is invited. from all persons who have any contributions to make on 
the subject. Credit will be given for any material sent to chapter authors: and 

used by them. As a guide, an outline has been prepared showing the purpose, scope 
and organization of material for the forthcoming publication. 

We would appreciate any suggestions State Game and Conservation officials may 

have to offer in making this an outstanding publication and of practical benefit 
to all states concerned with restoring this valuable game bird. 

Chet Ht Racy. 
‘ Gt aaa Acting Director.



PUBLICATION OUTLINE AND AUTHOR ASS IGNMENT 
ON 

THE WILD TURKEY AND ITS MANAGEMENT 

1. Purpose and scope--To assemble and make available in a concise and organ-— 

ized form, for purposes of practical game management and for the use of biologists, 

the large quantity of data on the wild turkey that has been accumulating in the 
files, and in the minds of the workers of the Fish and Wildlife Service, and all 

cooperating agencies and institutions. This publication will treat the subject of 
the wild turkey in all phases of its history and relation to man, as well as a 
species of bird, and from the standpoint of its place in the natural wild community. 

2. Organization outline—— 

Section I. History, distribution, and momenclature. 

Chapter 1. Historical background... +... ... . » -Aldrich-Blakey 

Discovery; importance to early settlers; domes- 
tication; symbolism. on 

Chanter 2. Geographic variation, momenclature, and 
rs : distribution in recent times; descriptions of 
mee races, with sex, age, and seasonal differences, 

andthe le HOMENSTAbUTO dh 7i/'suighloa vey vaiwie yen ie HMRC hel le ® Aldrich 

Section II. Life history and ecology. , 

Chapter 3. Habitat, populations, and community 
POMAU TOM SMA ea ec iuelihaiwe: Bluey sume wh ua Wied a MRL aD AauwNa MOK Dalke-Mosby— 

( Goodrun-Ligon-Blakey 

Classification of dominant and influent species 
in ecological community of which turkey is a mem- 
ber; density end sex ratio of turkey populations; 
seasonal variations in habitat and populations; 
size of total area necessary for flock require- 
ments. , 

Chapter 4.Natural factors influencing populations. . . . Dalke-Blakey 

Competition with own and other species; predation; 
disease; parasites; climate; shelter; food; water. 

Chante 5. Page eloey. ie tes evel dw wires re Lalo eels Long 

f Comparison of metabolic rate and activity of wild 
mated and gome farm birds; temperature threshold 

and relation to nutrition; effect of humidity and 
other environmental factors on turkey. 

a



Chapter 6. Food and feeding habits. .... . ... -Blakey—Dalke-Martin 

Detailed analysis of stomach, crop, and drop— 
ing contents; field observations of feeding habits. 

Coapber) FARR CHE Le Sue eee a) oy earns Blakey 

Breeding and nesting habits; flocking and other 
; habits; moulting. 

Section IIT. Management. 

Chapter 8. History and management; present status and 
Sporting qualities of the turkey.) .)/. srcinamiieen yp lakey—Mosby 

Chapter 9. Propagation in captivity. . . ...°. ... .. Handley-Bennett 

(a) Game. farm propagation and selective breeding 
(b) Wild mated propagation 

Chapter 10. Hybridization with domestic turkey .... . . Leopold 

Chapter 11. Management in Atlantic region. .... .-+. .Blakey—Pearson 

Atlantic and Gulf coastel areas, dealing with 
races silvestris anc osceola., mh 

Chapter 12. Management in Central region. ..... ». » . Dalke-losby 
Clark-Bennett-Leopold 

Appalachian Mountains west to Ozarks, dealing 
with race silvestris. 

Chapter 13. Management in Central Southern region. . . . Goodrum— 

MNeMurry—-Tayvlor 

Wichita Mountains of Oklahoma south through middle 
Texas to central southern Texas, dealing with 
race intermedia. 

Chapter 14. Management in Southwestern region. 2.0. 0.0% Ligon —SS > ‘ = 

Mountainous regions of central western Texas, west 
to Arizona, dealing with race merriami. 

Chapter 15. Management on private same lands. . .. .Stoddard—Goodrun 

2



The following are to be treated and included wherever applicable under each 
management chapter: : 

(A) Restocking (with discussion of relative success: of methods)by live trapping 
and liberation of wild birds, with description of technique of trapping. and libero 

tion. \ 
(B) Protective laws and regulations. 

(a) Refuges j 
(b) Allowable take with regard to f211 populations and hunting pressure 
(c) Hunting methods. 

(C) Predator control. 

(D) Disease and parasite control. . 

(E) Habitat control. . i 

(a) Fire A 
(b) Cutting 

: (c) Artificial: feeding and planting. 

(F) Economics and land utilization in relation to turkey management. 

; (2) Relation to forestr: management 
(b) " " other gnome manazenent 

(c) " " agriculture 
(a) ie " domestic turkey raising 
(e) " "grazing 
(Ga) n " private estates 

(G) Summary and conclusions as to ways and means of mainteinine or producing a 

narvestable crop of turkeys in region. 

3. Responsibility of authors.—-All authors are expected to write an account 
covering their experience and knowledge of the subjects to which they are assigned. 
The senior author, or name appearing first after each chanter heading, is to be 
responsible for assembling the manuscript of the other suthors, and organizing it 
into a concise chapter on the assigned subject. The various authors! identity with 
organizations outside the Fish and Wildlife Service will be shown. Doctor Aldrich 

vill assemble the manuscript submitted by the senior authors and make » preliminary 
editing of the entire monograph. 

4. Dates--All manuscrints should be submitted by senior authors not later than 
Januery 1, 1944. The tentative date of publication has been set for July 1, 1944. 

5. Manuscript requirements--All manuscripts should be written anc organized so 
chat the subject-mattcr of the chapter is covered completely, with as Little dupli- 
cation as possible, and with a view to its integration with the monogr-ph as a whole. 
Inclusion of subject-matter thet is to be covered by some other chapter is to be 
woided. 

a



Good photographs, drawings, and maps that illustrate well some point brought. - 
out in the text are desirable. Tables and graphs are to be used wherever they help 
in the completeness and conciseness of the presentation. 

Chapters should not exceed 60 typewritten, double-spaced, pages in length, and 
in most cases they should be considerably less. } 

All text citations should be given as author, year, and page (Adams, 1943, 
2. 25), which would refer to a bibliography arranged alphabetically. at the end, 
using the following form: (Adaus, J. A., 1943, Notes on the Wild Turkey, Auk 60 

(25-30)). 

It is expected that any author having information not specifically pertinent 
to his chapter will voluntarily make this information available to some other author 
responsible for a chapter definitely dealing with that subject. It is further 
expected that all investigators of the Fish and Wildlife Service, not formally 
listed among the authors of the monograph, but who have any information about the 
wild turkey, will make this information available to one of the listed authors. 
If such information does not pertain to the assignment of the author receiving it, 
it will be his responsibility to see that the information is promptly routed to the 
oroper author. The names and addresses of all persons contributing information 
should be recorded for the receipt of proper acknowledzement. : 

In order to make the monograph as complete as possible, the authors of each 
chapter should contact all others known to have information or date dealing with 
sheir particular chapter. Extra copies of the outline are available on request 
“or this purpose. 

1079 4
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HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

M. HARTLEY DODGE F. B. DAVIS, JR. 
Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 
Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D.C. Areaeurey 

_ ALDO LEOPOLD _ J. PAUL MILLER 
Chairman Technical Committee Jenuery 13, 1943 Secrerayy 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
_424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

We are having interesting conferences, Paul and 
I, both in New York and here in Washington, and I am up to my 
ears in some of the war problems, which are quite fascinating, 
in spite of the difficulties and the kinks. 

We have, I think, an important future before us 
if we keep our heads level and our feet on the ground during this 
trying transition period. I want to live on enough to see 
Americen civilization try out some of the innumerable discoveries 
which have been made in the past two years, looking to the better- 
ment of a peaceful life which will follow the armistice, and that 
may be in 1944, perhaps the early part of 1944, We have every- 
thing before us, including the most interesting period that the 
Americen people ever lived through if we can only keep our heads 
and not try to clean up everything this year. I can tell you a 
lot about it when I see you. 

I want as many of the Technical Comnittee to meet 
in Denver as possibly can, you above all pl lg will pay the 

{traveling expenses of each member of the Technical Committee who 
| is able to meet with us in Denver. I beg of you to vote "yes." 
| Will you contect each member of the Technical Committee and urge 
| his attendance on the above basis? Let Paul know the result. 

Paul is sitting here as I dictate and agrees with it all. 

oe g - Sincerely yours, 

F. C. Walcott wh : 
: Président 

Wb 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE
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42k University Farm Place 
May 2, 1942 ‘ 

Honorable Carl Hayden 
Committee on Agriculture and Forestry 
United States Senate 

E Washington, D. C. 

Dear Senator Hayden: 

You may remember me as having been connected with the Forest 
Service in the Southwest at the time you were first congressman 
from Arizona. I am taking the liberty of writing you about the 
food habits research appropriation of the Fish and Wildlife 
Service, which, I understand,has been cut out of the appropriation 
bill by’ the House. This in my opinion is an error in public policy. 

I hasten to add that this is no "business as usual" argument. 
T would agree at once that a heavy curtailment in all wildlife 
programs is proper at this time. What I think is unwise is to 
entirely abolish this item, which in comparison with the other ; 
work of the Fish and Wildlife Service is especially dependent 
on continuity of effort for its usefulness. Being in that line 
of work myself, I am in a position to appraise ite needs and 
its value. It seems to me poor business to embark upon such 
work and train the expert personnel necessary for it and then to 
drop it, thus forcing a new start from zero some time in the future. 

I would take no exception to the cuts in Biological investigations 
or in Pittman=-Robertson Federal Aid. I think the Predatory Animal 
item might wisely have absorbed a larger cut. I would suggest 
that the Senate Committee, if possible, confer in detail with 
Dr. Gabrielson and let him devise a way in which his organization 
could take its cut with the least injury to its over all work. 

Regardless, however, of the method of handling the questions, 
IT am in hopes that the Senate Committee will see the unwisdom of 
abolishing any activity as important as food habits. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management
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Report of the Technical Committee 
' to the Wildlife Institute 

War Status of Research. Some wildlife research can contribute directly to the 

war effort. lxamples: fish production for food, utilization of excess deer 

and elk from overstocked ranges, utilization of coarse fish. 

Some wildlife research cannot be deferred without risk of losing species. 

Such work should be contimed. 

Some cannot be deferred without losing the contimity of laborious past 

efforts. Example: banding studies of sample populations. Usually such 

projects can be shrunk without heavy loss, but they should not be abolished 

except as a last resort. 

Some wildlife research can be deferred without any loss except in current 

sport. Example: projects dealing with increasing the production of abundant 

and safely established game species. We urge that such projects be shrunk as 

rapidly as logical stopping points can be reached. 

Lastly, there are many projects within a stone's throw of completion and 

publication. Such work, regardless of its nature, should be brought to 

a productive, not to a violent, end. 

In general, wildlife research organizations should not wait to be 

J forcibly curtailed, but should curtail themselves in a logical and well-planned 

way, with due regard to the release of personnel fit for military service. This 

is the best insurance against hysterical slashing of research programs. 

The war itself brings threats of pollution and over-ttilization which in 

turn calls for new research projects. Such projects should be vigerously 

prosecuted as part of the war effort. 

We hope that there will be no specious claims of war value where no such 

value exists. Such tactics do more harm than good. Wo one need apologize for 

the fact that you can't win wars with birds, but no one should forget that wild- 

life is part of the land we are fighting for, and that interest in wildlife is 

part of its culture.
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Fish Research. In most of the Units, as well as in the country at large, there 

is a radical undermmphasis on fish work. The Institute needs a clear policy on 

where and how its fish work shall be expanded when opportunity arises. This 

Committee will shortly submit to the Institute a series of sample fish research 

projects, together with recommendations for the orderly development of fish work 

as part of a balanced program. 

Inspection of the Units. Experience hae now shown that the initial guess as to 

how much inspection the Units would need was wrong; it is too little in both 

amount and variety. These Units are now receiving only half the time of one 

inspector. Some of the evidences of insufficient inspection are the difficulty 

in completing publishable manuscripts in some cases, and poor planning of prajects 

in some cases. 

Inspection is like any other overhead cost: too mch is costly in dollars; 

too little is costly in results. It would pay at this juncture to cut the 

Unit system, if that be necessary to get better guidance of the balance. 

Teaching in the Units. We suggest that teaching effort in the Units should now 

be further differentiated. There is a deficiency in fish men of all grades, 

in field men of the warden grade, and possibly in very highly trained specialists. 

There is probably a surplus of game technicians of medium training. There is 

always a deficiency of good wildlife courses for the non-professional student. 

We urge a shift of emphasis from the sufficient to the deficient lines of 

teaching. 

Publications. As a matter of hindsight, we believe that the system of "monographs" 

now in preparation was undertaken too soon. The same results expressed in good 

solid bulletins of amore local and temporary nature would have been preferable. 

We urge that the mistake be correctad. 

We urgently recommend that the Fish and Wildlife Service make three moves 

to correct the demonstrated weakness of the Unit system in writing publishable
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manuscripts: 

(1) Furnish editorial service to retrieve existing mamuscripts 

(2) Offer Unit personnel special coaching in writing 

(3) Tighten civil service standards in respect of ability to write, 
and recommend to cooperating colleges a parallel tightening in 
academic requirements for advanced degrees in wildlife. 

Revised April 16, 1942 

ce Hubbs 
Bump 
Needhan 
Stoddard 
Miller



IRs i ohial 
Report to the pen he 1G TEL 

Wildlife Institute Technical Committee Veueel 

Aldo Leopold 

(For Toronto Meeting April 8-10, 1942) 

(A) Inspection Report 

My report of August 10, 1941 was not acknowledged or replied to by 

the F.W.L.S. This does not matter if the questions it raises are being 

considered and acted on. The following specific questions were raised. 

Overload on Leo Couch (pp.3-4). 1 pointed out that the most superficial 

kind of inspection for 10 units would take 7 months in the field; that 

intensive coaching is needed; that more inspectors making short separate 

trips would only eat up the time of the Unit Leaders; that selected men of 

diverse viewpoints should go with Mr. Couch, and inspect sample projects 

intensively. 

Question 1: What per cent of Couch's time is free for Unit work this 

Question 2; engl to go with him this year? 
Question 3: What sample projects are to be inspected? 

Publications (p.2, 4). I pointed out that "the pressure for publications is 

dangerous.....In the older projects, inspectors should require the periodic 

preparation of written reports, as if for publication....to locate gaps and 

loopholes. ...this might dispense with...reports now required." 

Question 4; What headway? 

Weak Teaching (p.6) I recommended fewer courses and heavier student assign- 

ments, to ease the teaching load on assistant leaders. 

Question 5: What headway? 

Research Program (pp. 7-8). I pointed out that deer irruptions are the
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outstanding problem of the northwest; that in the attack on this problem 

there are serious inconsistencies in the basic premises of both research and 

administration. Both rely on the rifle to trim deer herds, although rifles 

have newer succeeded in doing so. I recommended that the F.W.L.S. "turn 

its skilled personnel to questions of predator-management" as an additional 

means of trimming. 

Since then I submitted, in my personal capacity, a specific plan for 

research in predator-management as a means of preventing ungulate irruptions. 

This was turned down, so there is no need to ask “what headway?" on this 

particular subject. 

I pointed out (p. 9) the neglect of the Columbian Sharptail in the 

northwestern program, with suggestions for action. 

Question 6; Any headway? 

(3) General, 
Fish Projects. Weedham and Hubbs are preparing a series of fish projects 

to be held in readiness for any possible expansion, present or future, in 

fish work. As a matter of general "preparedness" I recommend that the 

Committee ascertain whether these are in line with F.W.L.S. thought. If so, 

they should guide the investment of any new funds, public or private. 

Appraisal of Unit Research. The general tenor of my inspection report is 

that the whole unit system is overloaded, but that few obvious superficial 

remedies are in sight. 

When the system was founded, the Unit Leaders were exempted from teaching, 

presumably to free their time for research. At the same time they were 

subjected to the necessity of pleasing their respective Commissions, probably 

& more serious interference with research than teaching ever was.
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They were next expected to turn out a series of “monographs” in about 

the same time as any “unencumbered” research unit ever did. In most cases 

these monographs were to be produced directly, rather than step-by-step, 

in the fora of cumlative Journal papers. 

It is beginning to dawn on me that thie is an unreasonable schedule 

which is bound to sacrifice quality for speed. 

Few of the "bosves" of the Unite (i.e., F.%-L.%. personnel, College 

faculty, or Commissions) have produced "monographs" on wildlife research, 

and all probably underestimate the difficulties of the job. the Techuieal 

Comttee comes nearer understanding Unit difficulties than any other contact 

the Unite have, but we have been led into approving the present program without 

realizing the differesees between the 10 units and independent research depart~ 

ments in universities with no funetion but research. 

It is obviously no remedy morely to allow an "extension of tine" for 

the present program, for that aight perpetuate expenditures on projects 

or pedple that will aever become productive. I suggest thet the aituation 

@alle for the following poliay: 

1. Mepand inspeetion, coaching and consultation, se as to get much 
more intensive supervision. If necessary, divert funds for this 
from the Units themselves, oe onreful to gat more intense inspection 
rather than merely more inspections. 

2. Shrink the researsh program so as to hit fewer more important 
projests huorder with better men and more intensive mothods. 

3. ion coediataten, "Stas to te daneet teamaber be umes nab te Eeety 

SUCRE Chess suttan:, team ater sondtemte on yulte poor ‘ore rather than after commitments on publicetion, 

4, Rxeept in the very strongest projects, abandon the "monograph" Ldea 
in favor of step-by-step Journal papers, or other teeporary publication, 

5. Make promp$ personnel changes wherever these meagures indlieste that 
progress has bosged down.
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As indicators of whether this general trend is sound, I present the 

following questions for consideration: 

1. What ecological investigation has ever produced a competent mono- 
graph, or other comprehensive and relatively final publication, 
without intermediate step-by-step writings of some kind? 

2. How many of our Units have established banded populations subject 
; to yearly census, yearly analyses of sex and age classes, or other 

ecological measurements of like intensity? (Such techniques are 
of course not applicable to all species, but most are, and 10 Units 
each studying several species should yield a useful index-figure 
as to the prevalence of thorough quantitative work) : 

3 Organization of the Units. The present setup is probably a good way to get 

quick "service" for Commissions, and quick output of medium-treined pro- 

fessional students, but it is prohably a poor way to get research done, for 

‘. all research foundations, without exception that I know of, finance prosests 

rather than schools. 

The question now arises as to whether the country may not soon be over- 

stocked on medium-trained professional game men. Unless they are entering 

the warden forces in large numbers, we shall soon approach the overstocked 

condition. 

Commissions need "service", but is it necessary to mix this function 

with research and teaching? Might it not be better given by a mature expert 

“trouble shooter" who has no other duties? 

The present set-up is probably the poorest possible way to extend 

"conservation education" to the student body as a whole, because no one has 

time to teach general students. 

I doubt whether anyone can see this whole thing clearly enough to advo- 

cate any radical universal changes, but why not experiment with some 

variations of the "standard plan"?
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Function of the Technical Committee. Our Committee is advisory. This 

implies that someone is to ask us for advice on specified problems. I am 

struck by the fact that this has seldom happened. We have had to search 

out and specify the problems, and being a voluntary body meeting very 

infrequently, we have doubtless done a poor job. 

The Manuscript Crisis. I gather that the Institute is displeased with 

the Units because the promised "monographs" have not been forthcoming, and 

I know that some Units feel that they are being subjected to undue pressure 

for theg. I have no solution for this immediate situation, but doesn't it 

point out a needed change in the standards of the Unit Schools? Part of 

the difficulty is inability to write. Why shouldn't all Units then 

require a publishable thesis for any wildlife degree? Why should the 

Institute, in the light of its own recent experience, recommend this to 

the F.W.L.s?



Saft 
HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 

Chairman of the Board President 

M. HARTLEY DODGE A Ww | F. B. DAVIS, JR. 
Vice-Chairman of the Board MERICAN ILDLIFE NSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD. J. PAUL MILLER 
Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

Janvary 20, 1942 

Profs Aldo Leopold 
424 University Ferm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Thenks for your letter of the 14th. 

I have just had encouraging word regarding the budget, and 
it appears that there will be $500 available for travel of the Technical 

Committee. Unless you hear from me to the contrary, there will therefore 
be $500 to pay the traveling expenses of the Technical Committee to the 
Conference, if it is needed. 

Upon confirmation of the budget approval, there will be 
$2,750 available for the Institute's share of the Delte program provided, 
of course, Mr. Bell is in a position to contribute a like amowmt. 

Regarding your question as to the printing of the Delta 
bulletin, I anticipate no particuler difficulty in this matter as far as 
financing is concerned. We are, however, faced with mechenical problems 
such as obtaining paper, etc. for such a job. That there will be some 
delays encountered is to be expected, under present conditions. These, 
however, should not be excessive or insurmountable. 

Your suggestion that the Institute avoid new ventures 
during the war and concentrate on the rounding up and publication of its 
ventures to date is certainly a good one. Under the circumstances, I 
think it will be necessary to ask for economy in expenditures even on 
presént enterprizes. As you know, the budget calls for a reduction of 
33 1/3% to the cooperative units. I think that the Delta program should 
expect to take a somewhat less, but nevertheless a reduction in its 
expenditures. This should be done for the purpose of building a beck-log 
for 1943. I do feel that there is every possibility that funds may not 
be availeble at that time in any amounts comparable to the current year. 
Such savings as we can accomplish now may stand us in excellent stead in 
the future. This, of course, is only my personal opinion. 

Regarding the matter of the units, I am inclined to think 
that the curteilment of finencial support may, itself, act as a cleansing 
agent on the weaker units, for I am confident that the universities, and 
particularly the game departments, are going to be inclined to curtail alsoe 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE
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As you know, in the last war, revenues of the respective game departments 
dropped sharply, and there is every reason to believe that history will 
repeat itself. 

I am, personally, of the opinion that it will be necessary 
for conservation agencies and groups to materially alter their viewpoint 
on certain conservation problems and that they should direct their efforts 
toward sane and proper utilization of the resources. I believe that this 
is an important job that needs to be done in the spirit of cooperation 
with the furtherance of our war efforts and that it should be applied 
generally throughout the United States in the conservation movement. 

Would you please contact Mr. Bell and ascertain what his 
pleasure is regarding Delta during the ensuing year? 

Very best wishes. 

Very sincerely yours, 

J. Paul Miller, 
Secretary : 

Mrv



Snnt. 
(Torents) 

42h University Farm Place 
January 14, 1942 

Mr. J. Paul Miller 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Paul; 

Of course it would not be for the Institute to say which 
Unites are weak and which strong. The fact that the 
Biological Survey has no decided opinion is, however, 
something for the Institute to think about. 

If the Technical Committee is out on the matter of expenses 
to Toronto, I would appreciate your letting me know so I 
can tell them. 

Do you anticipate difficulty in printing the Delta mlletin? 
Albert and I are working early and late to get it ready 
before the winter is over. 

Yes, I agree that political interference with the deer 
problem might be serious. 

I would suggest it to be sound policy for the Institute 
to avoid most new ventures during the war, but to insist 
with equal care on the rounding up and publication of its 

i ventures to date. I think our supporters could understand 
that language. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



HERBERT L. PRATT FREDERIC C, WALCOTT 
Chairman of the Board President 

M. HARTLEY DODGE F. B. DAVIS, JR. Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-Prordant 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD J. PAUL MILLER 
Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

January 12, 1942 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I understand your situation regarding "Wildlife Conser- 
vation on the Farm", but I didn't want to pass up an opportunity of 
having material here for distribution if it were available. 

Regarding your question as to the Technical Committee's 
activities in Toronto, it has been finally decided that the meeting will 
be held in Toronto, April 8, 9, and 10. There was an item in the proposed 
budget for travel of the Technical Committee, and in the event it is 

approved, the money can be used for transportation of the Technical 
Committee to Toronto. However, it would leave very little, if any, bal- 
ance for incidental trips. As of this date, the budget has not yet been 
approved and in the event that it is not, there will be no money for this 
purpose at all. 

In regard to the proposed cut to the respective units, 
I recognize that perhaps it would be more advisable to eliminate the 
weaker units. However, this is a matter of opinion, and I certainly 
would not want the responsibility of determining which units should be 
eliminated. Since it is a cooperative venture, I think that it would 
not be expedient for the Institute to withdraw its support from one unit 
while continuing full support to another, inasmuch as a considerable 
number of cooperators are involved. I do believe that the curtailment 
will probably have the same effect by causing the weaker units to dropout on 
their own initiative. I am sure that there would be great disagreement 
on the relative merits of the respective units. I know that you under- 
stand my attitude toward publications from the units, and yet for the 
duration, at least, we are faced with a considerable problem in mechani- 
cal and material limitations regardless of the production of the units. 
I am convinced that even worthwhile contributions may have to be held 
in abeyance until paper end other facilities are available. If the 
last war is any indicator of what we can expect in this case, I antici- 
pate that the support of the mits will be reduced by the game departments 
and colleges as well as by the Institute - perhaps not in all cases, but 
at least in some. I em sure that the working funds will be materially 
curtailed during the coming year and I suspect this will be the case in 
the wildlife field throughout the United States. 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE
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I thoroughly concur with you that we are "skimming the 
cream rather than producing whole milk" Just how this situation should 
be rectified, I do not profess to know. 

Your comments regarding deer irruptions seem to me to 
open up a field of possibilities - possibilities fraught with danger, 
if not properly handled for I can conceive of enthusiastic politicians 
advocating exploitation as well as proper utilization. I think that 
these questions should be raised in Toronto. 

As soon as I get definite word on the budget, I will 
advise you of the funds available and their purposes. 

Best regards. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Je Paul Miller, 
: Secretary



ily Sat: 

yok te Rigg Place 
Jamuary 7, 19 

Mr. J. Paul Miller 
Investment Building 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Paul: 

My stock of "Wildlife Conservation on the Farm" is nearly gone. It is 
obtainable at 10 cents a copy from Mr. EH. R. MeIntyre of the Wisconsin 
Agriculturist and Farmer, at Racine, Wisconsin. I am in the same boat 
as you were with the duck booklet: I lack the funds for free distribution. 
Should the Institute be able to use a considerable number, I have no doubt 
that a reduced price could be obtained from the publisher. 

I have been meaning to write you about the role of the Technical Committee 
at Toronto. Are we sure that there will be a Toronto meeting? Or will it 
possibly be called off because of the war? If there will be a meeting, can 
the Technical Committee be brought to it on expense? With the new taxes 
it would be very difficult for most of us to attend otherwise. This year 
the Technical Committee has much real business to transact. 

The main item is the status of the Units and the policy toward them during 
the continuation of the war. The Fish and Wildlife Service hes offered no 
comment on my last summer's inspection report, which perhaps raises the 
issue; has the Committee any real function? 

I gathered somewhere that a percentage cut is to be made uniformly on all 
units. I, for one, would regard this as a serious error. The Committee 
has long ago advocated the principle of abolishing the weakest. Then there 
is the question of difficulty in getting out publications. Shall the 
Institute accept the expedient of having publications ghost-written? If 
not, then it is incumbent on the Fish and Wildlife Service to cull the 
Unit personnel so that this problem will not pile up on us indefinitely. 

I have been carrying in my mind some other questions about the tinits, 
which I have not formally raised as yet to anybody. For example, I know 
of only two tinits which have established banded» populations. This, to 
my mind, is a sign that we are still skimming cream rather than producing 
whole milk. 

The Technical Committee consists mainly of men who were in the reserch 
Bame before the Units were, and who had to learn the above point by 
experience. If we do not transmit this experience to the Fish and Wildlife 
Service so that they can avoid the same error in the Units, we are, in my 
opinion, not functioning.



Mr. J. Paul Miller 
January 7, 1942 
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The same question, incidentally, holds for most Pittman-Robertson projects, 
although that is outside our field. 

What shall be the research policy during war-time toward such questions 
as deer irruptions? To let excess deer ruin a range by irruption seems 
to me equivalent to letting a forest burn up. I recently sent to the Fish 
and Wildlife Service,in a purely personal capacity, an outline for the 
fundamental attack on irruptions. The reply was that war-time was no time 
to take up new projects. ven though’ the advisability of new research 
might be debatable, the utilization of excess deer is hardly debatable. 
Should such questions be raised at Toronto? 

This is a purely personal feeler to get your reaction and advice. I am 
not taking these matters up with anybody until I have heard from you. 

With personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

\ Aldo Leopold 

P.8. Of course, the joke is that Hochbaum and I are so far in the 
same boat as far as manuscripts are concerned. I am glad to 
tell you, though, that the revised version of the Delta 
Progress Report has now begun to arrive from Hochbaum, and 
looks good. I will write you further after I have gone over it.
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42h University Farm Place 
July 1, 1942 

Mr. Wallace Taber 
American Wildlife Institute 
Investment Building , 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Wallace: 

When I wrote the introduction for Mr. Kortright, he asked 
me, if I remember rightly, to particularly emphasize ita 
usefulness to sportsmen. This was natural for at that time 
commercial publishers seemed to be the only way to get it 

into print. f 

I entirely agree with Harrison Lewis that under present 
circumstances the introduction should be amended. Rather 
than to simply interject a paragraph, I have reworked the 
whole thingand enclose a copy. I also return the copy 
you sent me. 

If there are still points about the introduction which 
either you or Mr. Kortright want further changed, do not 
hesitate to write me about them. There are so many things 
which one might say, but can't for lack of room, that I 
am not at all touchy about amendments. 

With best regards, 

ce Kortright Aldo Leopold 
copy of revision also sent to Kortright 

(Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence to avoid delay)
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HERBERT L. PRATT 
Chairman of 4 Board Haina etna 

M. HARTLEY DODGE : F. B. DAVIS, JR. Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 
FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD J. PAUL MILLER 
Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

dune 29, 1942 - 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

One other little item I would like to take 
up with you -- this concerning your introduction to the 
Kortright book. 

We have hopes of getting this book into Cenada 
duty-free, on the basis that it is a scientific, as well as 
a sportsman's publication. Mr. Harrison Lewis, of the Depart- 
ment of Mines and Resources in Toronto, has teken up our banner 
with the Canadian Departments concerned end has practically 
assured us that the book will be considered scientific as well 
as a sportsmen's publication, and will therefore enter duty-free. 
He has suggested, however, that it would be a great backing to 
his testimony if the introduction to the book made mention of 
its value to the scientists as it does to the sportsmen. I am 
wondering if you might not care to insert a short paragraph, 
only two or three lines, in the introduction, possibly after 
either the third or fourth paragraph. As I say, it does not 
have to be at all lengthy. Even the word "scientist", properly 
placed, would suffice. I am including a carbon copy of the 
introduction in the event you do not have one. 

Mr. Kortright hes raised the question about the 
use of the word, "detect". The sentence he asked me about was 
the one beginning, "I do detect much useful....". This is in 

the second paragraph as underlined in the enclosed copy. I 
wonder if we might not ease this off by saying, “I find...." 
or something similar. "Detect", come to think of it, sounds 
as though one were hunting for something ill rather than good. 

Very cordially yours, 

F. Wallace Taber, 
Assistant Secretary 

Tev 
Enc. AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE
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42k University Fore Place 
Margh 15, ighe 

Senator F. ©. taleots 
The Tole Club 
With and Vanderbilt 
How York Clty 

igar Senatert 

Ce ea es ree means 85 SIS Ser he So 
titer te attend on expense. 

1 think the Gomiitee hae nore actual consrete abject matter 
to consider than ever before, aml I hope that you or some other 
Pepresentative of the trustees eon eit in on a good deal of 14 
Decanss it bears strongly on the future safety of the Institute 
investment. I have sent an outline of the questions at iseus to 
the Institute office, Perhaps you would have time to look at it 
in advance. 

1 am pleased to hear that the Institute has wadertaken to balp 
hevtehans sabian baa vom. I believe, however, that I am the ouly 
menber of the Tegheieal Comeittes who bee seen the manuserict. I 
have no hesitation is enforsing it. Hochbaum, Pirnie, and Howkine 
have 411 gone over it and have cooperated to s considerable extent 
in minor improvements, 

Ae you, wat, the Inetitute's venture in with thie book 
seothe Clee tase shaaahtedioe tao taaedeee Ooetittin teh f tiene 
think 1¢ 1s phyeloally poesible to ofrenlate the moruscript at thie 
late dnte. The drawings would have to be elrealated with the 
mumseript in erder to give the Techuian] Comittee a true pleture 
of the venture. On the other hand, f certainly caunet presuce to 
speak for the Techaieal Committee. I can only offer oy enthuelastic } 
personal approval. 

Vader the eclrawatances I think the best thing to de is te go ahead 
See Sereee Sere Mees Oe See SS Deeeees ae e 
Comaittes see the mamiseript aml ofterwart vote their confirmation 
if thay approve of 1%. 

i am sending copies of thie letter to the Comalttee as an explanation 
of the situation. 

With persons] regards, 

Stoddard Aldo Leopold 
Reedhan ; 

Miller
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Chairman of the Board President 
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Vice-Chairman of the Board AMERICAN WILDLIFE INSTITUTE Vice-President 

FREDERIC EWING Incorporated in District of Columbia, July 22, 1935 T. E. DOREMUS 

Chairman Executive Committee INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. Treasurer 

ALDO LEOPOLD J. PAUL MILLER 
Chairman Technical Committee Secretary 

March 11, 1942 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Aldos 

We have been moving rather rapidly for the last two weeks. 
Mr. F. He Kortright, No. 5 Edmunds Drive, Toronto, Canada, came down here 
to work out an agreement with us as publishers for the publication of his 
manuscript, “Ducks, Geese, end Swans", with thirty six sheets of colored 
illustrations and approximately 325 original pen end ink line drawings by 
T. Me Shortt. Mr. Kortright told us that you had seen this material and 
that you had expressed yourself as much pleased with it. 

It has been checked more or less carefully by the following, 
and those names underscored have written letters enthusiastically commending 
the text and the illustrations: Gabrielson, Oberholser, F. ¢. Lincoln 
MeAtee, Couch, Frank Chapmen, Robert Murphy, Jacques, Anthony, Pirnie, 
Francis H. Allen, Arthur S. Hawkins, Hoyes’ Lloyd, Harrison F. Lewis, Harold 
S. Peters, H. A- Hochbaum. 

I have read carefully the life histories which have apparent 
accuracy and a great deal of literary charm, coupled with nice crispy stories 
about their family life. His eclipse molts,as represented by the illustra- 
tions and his verbal descriptions, are quite unique. Paul Miller and Bill 
McCormick are both enthusiastic about the possibilities of the book as is 
Dr. Gabrielson. A week ago, Bill McCormick end I had Mr. Kortright up at 
the Museum of Natural History in New York for several hours with Frank 
Chapman, Murphy, Anthony, and Jacques, a session at lunch, then in Chapman's 
office, going over every detail of the book with great care. We had many 
discussions and all were enthusiastic about the possibilities of the book 
as well as its thoroughness and the need of just such a book. 

I am writing this rather long letter to you because we are 
in such a hurry to close for the paper, provided the contract is signed by 
Mr. Kortright, which we hope will take place this week, that it would delay 
us considerably to have it pass through your Technical Committee for final 
approval. However, we have much need for a letter from you, end if you 
think it possible, we would like such a letter to represent the members of 
the Technical Committee. I do not know whether this is possible. We have 
an unrevised extra manuscript here that we could express to you if you 
telegraph for it, or are you familiar enough with it to send a written 
approval which could be used in offering the book to the public, in order 
to help sell it? The nemes underscored in this letter can all be used 
with advance copies to promote the sale of the book. 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



Prof. Aldo Leopold -2- March 11, 1942 

Messrs. Dodge, Doremus, C. K. Davis, and Coleman are all 
keen for going ahead as rapidly as possible, which we have decided to do 
provided Mr. Kortright signs. We cen, of course, discuss this as much 
as you please et the Conference in Toronto. 

Paul Miller, who had to go out home to Grandview, Washington, 
will be back here about the first of April and will go to Toronto. Bill 
McCormick, T. E. Doremus, possibly M. Hartley Dodge and I will go up to 
Toronto on either the 6th or 7th. 

My New York address ih the Yale Club, 44th end Vanderbilt, \" A 
I have not found the time to get home to Norfolk this winter. m 

Sincerely, 

F. C. Walcott, 
President 

Wiv



42h University Farn Place 
January 12, 1942 

Mr. F. H. Kortright 
5 St. Edmund's Drive 
Toronto, Canada 

Dear Mr. Kortright: 

In some casual correspondence with Alfred A. 
Knopf Company, they showed an interest in bird 
books, and I happened to mention the availability 
of your manuscript. I now have the following 
reply by Harold Strauss for the Knopf Company, 
501 Madison Avenue, New York City: 

"It is hard for me to say anything about F. H. 
Kortright's manuscript, “The Ducks, Geese, and Swans 
of North America" without seeing it. It's perfectly 
possible that we might want to publish such a book, 
and therefore there is every reason for Mr. Kortright 
to show us the mamscript. We have not done mech about 
birds, although we have published books about other 
forms of animal life from time to time. So, by all 
means, tell Mr. Kortright to send us the manuscript. 
And I am grateful to you for passing on the suggestion." 

This may be a new lead for you. At least, I hope it 
proves to be. 

With best regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



42h University Farm Place 
November 4, 1942 

Mr. F. H. Kortright 
5 St. Hdmnd's Drive 
Toronto, Canada 

Dear Mr. Kortright: 

I am not at all sure, of course, that several thousand copies 

of the duck book could be signed up in advance. If we could 

get the following persons to take it under their wing, we 

could sign up a good many: 

John H. Baker, for the National Audubon Society 
(1006 Fifth Avenue, New York City) 

Kenneth A. Reid, for the Izaak Walton League of America 

(Merchandise Mart, Chicago, Illinois) 

James P. Chapin, for the American Ornithologists! Union 

(American Museun.of Natural History, New York City) 

Lawrence E. Hicks, for The Wilson Ornithological Club 

(Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio) 

These people could explain to their membership that here is a 
needed book which the emergency prevents a commercial publisher 
from gambling on without advance orders, and that interested 
members are accordingly urged to order in advance. 

I stand ready to recommend such a procedure to any or all of 

these organizations, but their guess would be better than mine 

as to what the net take would be. We could see them at the 

Toronto meeting. ; 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management



5 St. Edmund's Drive, 
Toronto, Canada. 

October 30th, 1941. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Many thanks for your letter with the suggestion 

of a prepublication subscription list. 

In the production of this book the publisher is 

' confronted with a higher-than-usual initial cost. Those 

houses that I have visited fail to see that this book has 

a potential market larger than most other "bird books"; I 
refer to the sale to duck hunters. Not admitting this, 

they ask for a prepayment of the "plant" cost, that is, 

the outlay on plates and composition. 

Assuming this cost to be about $7,500.00, it 

would require a sale of approximately 4,000 copies at $3.75, 
or 3,000 at $5.00, or 2,000 at $7.50, to reimburse the 
publisher for his plant cost as above, and pay his expenses 

for printing, binding and overhead. These figures do not 

allow of any trade discount. 

I have never discussed such a plan with any pubd- 

lisher, but can imagine no possible objection on his part. 

You say in your letter that you "could readily 

conceive of a large advance subscription". Had you in mind 

by "large" any such number of copies as I mention? If so, 

and if it could be arranged it would, I believe, solve the 
problem that confronts me. 

Your kindly interest is very much appreciated. 

Yours sincerely, 

Filta 
poe 

Go i 

4 Gee 
Ne ‘ 
a any CR : 

ae 

pov



aot 
Octobver 13, 

Mr. F. He Kertright 
5 St. Bdwani’s Drive 
Toronto, Canada 

Deay Mx. Kertright: , 

I am sorry the publishers are reluctant. I wish I could 
think of a sponsor. I can't, tut I could readily conceive 
of « large advance gubseription list which might help 
reassure publishers. ‘Should this be a possible alternative, 
I'd be glad to discuss it with you further. 

The Linneean Society of New Yori publishes ornithological 
manuscripts, tut I am not aware of their having undertaken 
any actual books. . 

fhe Institute has its hands pretty full with ite own 
publications, a crop of which is now coming out. 

Would Tom Main have any interest in sponsorship by Ducks 
Unlimited? Some of his subseribers, like Mr. Barkhausen, 
might see the point in this beck, tut fom Mein would first 
have to be convineed, 

Yours sincerely, 

: Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

oc Hochbaum 
Rowan 
Pirnte 

i \
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42h University Farm Place 
September 18, 1941 

My. F. H, Kortright 
5 St. Rdmund's Drive 
Toronto, Canada 

Dear Mr. Kortright: 

Here is a first try at the introduction. Naturally I am amenable to 
modifications which would better fit it to your purposes; hence do not 
hesitate to suggest changes. 

I note your request for a letter to publishers, tut I think the intro= 
duction itself explains the points which a publisher would want to know. 

_ If you can suggest some additional points on which you desire my opinion, 
I would be only too glad to embody that opinion is a special letter. 

Hochbaum is now working on the manuserlipt for Delta Bulletin Mo. 1, in 
which cloacal sexing and aging will be presented. Since this is the main 
accomplishment of my group in recent years, and since Hochbaum is adding 
some important qualifying details as to the usability of the method in 
particuler species, I would suggest that you hold this section in a 
fluid state for last minute modification. This would also enable you to 
cite Hochbaumn's publication. 

Hawkins, of course, has also used the method and knows 2 lot about it 
and its applicability to certain species, but he is not intending immedi- 
ate publication as far as I know; hence no question of last mimte 

amendment comes up. 

I would suggest that you deal directly with Hochbaum about this matter 
rather than through me; whatever he says will be aggreeable to me. 

I wish you would keep me posted on your success with publishers. I : 
am anxious to have your book appear, and am at your service in any 
matter which will advance that end. 

With personal regards, 

Aldo Leopold 
ce Hochbaum Professor of Wildlife Management
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September 11, 1941 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

This is in acknowledgment of your letter 
of the 6th and the enclosed proposed introduction for 

F, H. Kortright's "The Ducks, Geese, and Swans of North 

America”. 

I am not in the least acquainted with the 
manuscript or the circumstances surrounding it, but as 
always I thoroughly enjoy your writing and am confident 
that it fits the bill admirably. Everything I have heard 
about Kortright's book is commendatory and I regret I have 
not yet had the pleasure of viewing the actual work. 

I do not think that the part you play in 
this publication concerns the Institute in any way except, 
of course, we are glad that you have the opportunity of 
being a part of what we anticipate being such a worthwhile 
contribution. I em sure the Senator and all the rest will 
concur with me in this viewpoint. 

Best wishes. 

Sincerely, 

Je Paul Miller, 

Secretary 

Mea 

AN ORGANIZATION FOR THE RESTORATION OF NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE



THE W. K. KELLOGG BIRD SANCTUARY 

Dr. Miles D. Pirnie, Director 

BATTLE CREEK - MICHIGAN 

September 11, 1941 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
424 University Farm Place, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

The copy of your letter to Albert and 
the proposed introduction to Mr. Kortright's 
book have been received. 

The introduction is very appropriate and 

generally satisfactory with a couple of exceptions: 

The plates do not portray “all” the plumages". 

Post-nuptial plumages of females are not showny 

and I do not recall that he is including downy 

younge 

I do not know what copy Al may have given 

tee oh relative to vent examination, but I 

loan®him my black duck material including the 
tail~feather difference between juvenals and 
adults. I gave him nothing from Delte findings. 

RR a A RE ie ale 

How do you like the waterfowl booklet sent 

out by the Institute? 

I shall be interested in seeing a copy of the 
budget for next year which evidently includes an 

increase for Al. 
a 

9 Have you heard what the “ring-necked ducklings* 
: turned out to be? 

Py 

_— 
- Sincerely, 

Gi eng att 

Miles D. Pirnie, 

MDP/h Directors 

A Gift from Mr. Kellogg- This Sanctuary is now owned and operated by Michigan State College, East Lansing



42h University Form Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 
September 6, 1941 

Mr. Albert Hochbaum 
Delta Duck Station 
Delta, Manitoba 

Dear Albert: 

When you ani the rest of our group assented, I told Mr. Kort~ 
right that I would write the introduction, and I attach a 
rough copy for your criticism. I want you, Niles, Dr. Rowan, 
and Arthur to cheek this before I send it to Kortright. Most 
of you have examined the mamscript more thoroughly than I 
have and hence might piek up errors of fact or emphasis. 

I notice that Kortright does not acknowledge the source of 
the information on sexing and aging. Did you or Arthur or 
Miles make any stipulation, or did you assume that you would 
get to press as secon as he would? If the latter, can't we 
determine on the title of the progress report with sufficient 
accuracy to enable Kortright te cite it in his bibliography? 

Sinee my writing thie introduction might be of concern to 
i the Institute as well as te us individually, I am sending a 

eeopy of thie te Peul Miller, whom I had not previously con- 
sulted. 

T enclose Paul's letter confirming your salary increase. 
tn deference to the original stipulations about publications, 
the balance of the increase will follow later. 

Yours as ever, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

ee Pirnie 
Rowan 
Miller 
Hawkins
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42h University Farm Place 
August 15, 19 

Mr. F. H. Kortright 
5 St. Hdmnd's Drive 
Toronto, Canada 

Dear Mr. Kortright: 

I am glad to hear that the manuscript of the book is 
now complete, but I am sorry that publishers are 
reluctant. \ 

I feel complimented that you should want me to write : i i 
an introduction, I feel a little reluctant to do so, 
for one reason, because I am not a taxonomist, and I 
am comparatively uninformed on the plumages and 
identification of ducks. 

Let me think this over for a couple of weeks, and I ; 
will then let you know whether I can comply with your es 
reauest. 

I will be unable to attend the A.O.U. meeting, but will 
probably have a chance to see you at the Toronto meeting { 

; of the Wildlife Conference. 

Yours sincerely, 

* 

“@ Aldo Leopold 
, Professor of Wildlife Management 

e



5 St. Edmund's Drive, 

ARC E PANY CARKE ECON 

F. H. KORTRIGHT 
GENERAL HUAN EE TORONTO, CANADA 

August 5th, 1941. 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, 

University of Wisconsin, 
MADISON, Wisconsin. 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

You will probably remember that at the Wildlife 
Conference at Memphis you were kind enough to examine the 

illustrations and the text of my work on the Ducks, Geese 

and Swans of North America. 

I have now completed the book, and I should very 
much like you to go over it in its completed form. If, 

after having done so, you find it worthy, I should be 
honoured if you would write me a short introduction. Am I 
asking too much? 

The work has been considerably improved since you 

saw it. Dr. Harrison F. Lewis has been kind enough to read 

, and correct the entire M. S., which check has been of great 

help. I am enclosing a synopsis of the book so that you 

may refresh your memory of its contents and general plan. 

I have had nothing but the most favourable comment 

on the work to date, but the two or three publishers to whom 

I have shown it intimate that due to the exceptional expense 

of the book, that I shall have to foot part of the produc- 

tion cost. This is a bit of a blow on top of the already 

heavy expense of the colour work, and coming es it does at | 

the peak of our war-time taxation. 

Upon receipt of a favourable reply from you, which 

I hope to receive, I shall mail you a copy of the M. S. 

If it is at all possible I shall try to be in Denver 

at the time of the forthcoming A.0.U. meeting, when I hope 

to have the pleasure of meeting you again. 

With kind regards, \C 

Sincerely, oath v 

ser he i a _v 
A VP e oI



THE DUCKS, GEESE AND SWANS 

of NORTH AMERICA 

(Synopsis) 

1. Scope of Book. 

The work includes all of the Ducks, Geese and Swans native to North 
America, as well as such extralimitad species as are frequent visitors to 
this continent (61 forms in all). A vade mecum, 73" by 44", Approximate- 
ly 600 pages. 

ll. Plan of Book. 
Section A. Preliminary chapters. ‘ 2 
——Ta] Introduction (b) Foreword (c) the Family, Anatedae (d) 
Glossary (e) Scientific nomenclature (f) Moults and Plumages 
(g) Identification of a specimen in hand,(a practical key)(h) Sex 
and Age Determination; (six methods)(i) Feeding Habits (j) Mating 
and Nesting Habits (k) Migration Koutes and Flyways; by F. C. Lincoln 

(1) Conservation; by br. Ira N. Gabrielson (m) Botulism (n) Lead 
Poisoning (o) Hybridism (p) Bibliography (q) Family Tree; (chart) 
(r) Banding (s) Speed of Flight (t) Longevity (u) Loons, Grebes, t 
Gallinules and Coots (v) Index. 

Section B. Hach form is individually treated as follows:- 

vente op pegertptions. Complete descriptions of plumage and soft 
parts of (a) adult male in winter plumage, autumn plumage, eclipse 
plumage (b) adult female (c) juvenile. 

(ii) Specimen Identification. At least four diagnostic features 

of each form, to aid in the identification of a specimen in hand. 

(iii) Field Marks. Methods of identification of the birds in 
life, (a) on the water (b) in flight (c) by voice. 

(iv) Life Story. The complete Life Story of each form. The 
stories average about 3,000 words. 

; Section C. Coloured Plates, in four colours, depicting each form. 
The plates illustrate (a) winter plumage (b) autumn moult (c) spread 
wing (d) all the downy young (e) common hybrids. 

111. Illustrations. - 
: In addition to the coloured plates there are over 250 black-and-white 

cuts throughout the text, showing each species (a) on the water 

(b) in flight (c) characteristic flight formations (ad) courtship 
displays (e) details of bills, feet, and other structural and 
anatomical features (f) individual maps for each form, showing breed- 

ing and wintering ranges.
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INTRODUCTION 

The existing literature on the identification of waterfowl describes 

mainly their spring plumages. This is of little avail to the sportsman, 

who is afield mainly in the fall, and it hardly suffices for the ornitholo- 

gist, who is afield at all seasons. 

Early fall plumages in mex species of ducks are particularly confusing. 

They Yary vith sex and age, and change with the fall moult. It is often 

difficult to identify a bird-in-hand, even after looking it up ina "bird 

pook", The existing books do not suffice. 

Mr. Kortright has sensed the need for a year-round waterfowl book, 
and has done a scholarly job of writing one. While he disclaims being 
an ornithologist, I detect no lack of ornithological competeuce in what he 
has written. I do find mch useful and interesting subject matter which 
most ornithologists omit: what does a given species weigh, and how does 

weight vary? How does one distinguish a bird of the year from an old bird? 
When do the moults occur? 

The best printed description often fails to clarify the distinctive 
character of a species without the help of a competent artist. Mr. Shortt's 
paintings, portraying all of the more important plumages of a given species, 
in themselves justify the publication of this volume. His drawings of 
diagnotic features will also clarify many a moot point. 

I particularly endorse Mr. Kortright's thesis that the sportsman of the 
future mst get his satisfactions by enlarging himself rather than by 
enlarging his bag. The homebound sportsman unable to name the ducks slung 
over his shoulder is an anachronism, a relic of that I-got-my-limit-era 
which nearly ruined the continent and its resources. Few sportsmen have 
ever tried the sport of learning something about the game they pursue, the 
wildlife they see, or the plants they tramp over. Why is this species here? 
Whence does it come, where go? What limits its abundance? What was its 
role in history? What are its prospects for survival? What peculiarities 
of habit and habitat comprise its "standard of living"? To always seek 
but never quite achieve a "bag-limit" of answers to such questions is the 
sport of the future. 

To my mind it is appropriate that this book should issue from the pen 
of a oe Canada is the birthplace of most waterfowl; this book 
attests her growing activity in waterfowl research and conservation. 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
University of Wisconsin
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Proposed Introduction for F. H. Kortright's Foe Cow: 

"THE DUCKS, GEESE, AND SWANS OF NORTH AMERICA" 

The existing literature on the identification of waterfowl 

describes mainly their spring plumages. This is of little avail to 

the sportsman, who is afield mainly in the fall. Early plumages 

in many ducks are confusingly similar, vary with sex and age, and 

change with the fall moult. Hence it is often impossible to identify 

a bird=-in-hand, even after looking it up ina "bird book", The 

existing books do not suffice. 

Mr. Kortright has sensed the need for a year~around waterfowl book, 

and has done a scholarly job of writing one. While he disclaims being 

an ornithologist, I detect no lack of ornithological competence in what 

he has written. I do detect much useful and interesting subject matter 

which most ornithologists omit: what does a given species weigh, and 

how does weight vary? How does one distinguish a bird of the year from an 

old bird? When do the moults occur? 

The best printed description often fails to clarify the distinctive 

character of a species without the help of a competent artist. Mr. Shortt's 

paintings, portraying all of the more important plumages, of a given species 

on a singlé plate in themselves justify the publication of this volume. 

His drawings of diagnostic feathers will also clarify many a moot point. 

I particularly endorse Mr. Kortright's thesis that the sportsman of 

the future mst get his satisfactions by enlarging himself rather than 

by enlarging his bag. The homebound sportsman unable to name the ducks 

slung over his shoulder is an anachronism, a relic of that I-got-my-limit 

era which nearly Seige’ the continent and its resources. Few sportsmen
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have ever tried the sport of learning something about the game they pur- 

sue, the wildlife they see, or the plants they tramp over. Why is this 

species here? Whence does it come, where go? What limits its abundance? 

What was its role in history? What are its prospects for survival? What 

peculiarities of habit and habitat comprise its "standard of living"? To 

always seek but never quite achieve a "bag-limit" of answers to such 

questions is the sport of the future. 

To my mind it is appropriate that this book should issue from the 

pen of a Canadian, That the conservation of migratory birds is an 

international job is by now a truism; that Canada not only produces the 

birds, but also sportsmen who study and cherish them, is attested by 

these pages. 

Aldo Leopold 

Madison, Wisconsin 

September 16, 1941
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Dear Dr. Washburn: t, ; 

I wish to admit specifically that the depletion ‘i 
of the Arctic fauna is something that is probably / ; , 
in the cards anyhow regardless of what the Arctic 
Institute does or does not do, and I of course 

* admit since I have spent most of my. life at it, 
that research should help to ameliorate the 

, loss. My disagreement is not so mch with the 
Institute as such, but with the whole human ~ ; 
philosophy which assumes that because the 
“@evelopment¢" of most of the earth's surface 
was a good thing, that we should therefore 

proceed to develop, it.) I of course have no 
allusions that anyone (except perhaps the 3 
Wilderness Society) is going to agree with . 
me. 

Thank you for taking the pains to write me 
further. 2 

; ' Yours sincerely, 

eae ‘ 

Ki es 

ec: RQ. Murphy se 
Harrison Lewis zi 
Hoyes Lloyd : 
Albert Hochbaum i 
Olaus Murie 
Albert Day 
HowardZahniser 

: William Vogt 
W. A, Wood



ARCTIC INSTITUTE OF NORTH AMERICA 

DIRECTOR, MONTREAL OFFICE CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF GOVERNORS DIRECTOR, NEW YORK OFFICE 

P,. D. BAIRD HENRY B. COLLINS, Jr. WALTER A. WOOD 

MONTREAL OFFICE VICE-CHAIRMAN NEW YORK OFFICE 

na feu WEST J. J. O'NEILL ken evaany mere 

AeeugIR HUBERT WILKIN NEW YORK 32, N.Y. 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

A. L. WASHBURN 

Montreal, Canada, 
April 1, 1948. 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
Department of Wildlife Management, 
College of Agriculture, 
The University of Wisconsin, 
Madison 6, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I am very sorry to have taken so long in replying to your letter of Feb- 

ruary 10 which Mr. Wood forwarded to me. I have been travelling extensively for 

the past few weeks and have only just returned to my desks 

As I wrote you some time ago, I am sure you need have no fear that the 

Arctic Institute is unmindful of the importance of the problems you raise. For 

instance our interest in wildlife and relaved work is apparent from some of the 

projects which we are supporting, including the work of Harold Hanson on the 
nesting habits of the Canada Goose in the James Bay area, Dr. Francis Harper's 

biological work in the Nueltin Lake area of Keewatin, and Horace Quick's study of 
fur=bearing mammals in northeastern British Columbia and the Northwest Territories. 

Similar studies by others are projected for this year. 

; The Institute is fundamentally devoted to the scientific exploration and- 
gathering of factual information on the North. Since the depletion of the native 
wildlife fauna of an area is essentially the result of ignorance and the possible 

development of some Arctic areas is something that must be faced in the normal 

course of events, the work of the Institute in assembling scientific data will 
hardly affect wildlife disadvantageously but, on the contrary, should promote the 
conservation of original faunas. Even though, as you point out, the Institute 

cannot guarantee that conservation will result, it can certainly do its utmost to 

make the basic information on wildlife problems available to the individuals and ; 

agencies concerned so that sound conservation planning can be formulated. 

Your advice on this subject will always be appreciated and I do hope 

that you will aid us in this matter. 

CeCe Re D. Murphy Sincerely yours, 

Harrison Lewis 
Hoyes Lloyd 
Albert Hochbaun wee 

~“Olaus Murie a CHR 
Albert Day A. L. Washburn, : 
Howard Zahniser 
William Vogt 

We. A. Wood



February 9, 1948. 

Mr. W.AsWood, Director 
Arctic Institute of North America 
Aadubon Terrace 
Breadway at 156th street 
Wew York, 32, NeY¥s 

Dear Mr. Wood, 

I appreciate the invitation to become an associate of the Arctic Institute. 

I cannot secent because I cannot endorse more than a part of the Institute's 
objectives. 

That part dealing with scientific exploration I none t apyrove, but the 4 
avowed objective of "future develomment of the Arctic" (page 6 of your pros- 
peetive) I cannot endorse, 

My reasoning is thist the economic resources, while larger than originally 
supposed, are nevertheless limited. On the other hand the native wild fauna 
i@ of outstanding value, and to me this value is the greater of the two. 

All poler history shows the fauna to be exceptionally vulnerable. With the 
singel exception of Alaskan seals, I mow of no instanee in which development 
and faunal conservation have been suecessfully reconciled in the pilar regions. 
(If I am mistaken in this, please correct me), 

The hope that conservation will follow the scientific program sponsored by 
the Institute is no guarantees that it will follow; indeed history shows the 
ewntrery. Gcelentific expeditions to the volar regions may be credited with 
their full share of fauna) depletion. 

Yor these reasons I think the governments involved, including my om, should 
demonstrate their capacity to conserve the phlar fauna before development is 
encouraged to proceed. (I of course kmow that they will not do this, but that 
does not change the ecological ethice involved.) 

If any illusions persist as to what development means in the phier regions, 
I recommend Robert Cushman Murphy's recent volume "Iogbood for Grace", 

I appreciate the kind intention of your letter, and I sm sorry I cannot go 

along. 

Yours sincerely, 

ce, R.C.Murphy Olaus Murie 
Harrison Lewis Albert Day 

Hayes Lloyd Howard Zahniser Aldo Leopold 
Albert Hochbaum William Vogt



ARCTIC INSTITUTE OF NORTH AMERICA 

DIRECTOR, MONTREAL OFFICE CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF GOVERNORS DIRECTOR, NEW YORK OFFICE 
P. D. BAIRD J. TUZO WILSON WALTER A. WOOD 

MONTREAL OFFICE VICE-CHAIRMAN NEW YORK OFFICE 
805 SHERBROOKE STREET WEST HENRY B. COLLINS, Jr. AUDUBON TERRACE 
MONTREAL, CANADA ASSISTANT TO THE CHAIRMAN BROADWAY aT 156TH STREET 

SIR HUBERT WILKINS pee MORE Seen 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

A. L. WASHBURN 

January 31, 1948 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
Dept. of Wildlife Management 

College of Agriculture 
University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison 5, Wise. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

The Arctic Institute of North America, founded in 1944, is 
the only organization in the Western Hemisphere devoted exclusively to 

scientific research in the Polar Regions. The enclosed pamphlet sets 

forth the character and objectives of the Institute. 

During its formative years many friends expressed the hope 

that a means of close association with our objectives might be made 

possible. In response to this expression the Board of Governors takes 
pleasure in inviting you, because of your associations and interests, 
to become a Charter Associate. 

I hope you will indicate your acceptance by signing and re- 

turning to the Institute the enclosed card. 

A class of Fellows of the Arctic Institute is being planned 

for the near future, the Fellows to be selected from Associates of the 
Arctic Institute who have done distinguished work in relation to the 
Polar Regions. It is contemplated that Fellows will take a leading 
part in Institute affairs and will have the privilege of electing a 

proportion of the Board of Governors. 

Sincerely yours, 

Lliscod 
W. A. Wood
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JOURNAL OF THE ARCTIC INSTITUTE 

The journal of the Arctic Institute aims to make known as widely 

as possible information about the Arctic and Subarctic areas of Alaska, 
Canada, Greenland and Labrador. It contains scientific articles pre- 

pared in a manner understandable to the non-specialist. Photographs 

and maps supplement the text. An important place is given to notes 
and news of events in northern North America, with particular atten- 

tion to the work of scientists assisted by the Arctic Institute research 

programme. : 

A review of activity in each of the main scientific fields keeps 
members of the Institute abreast of contemporary research. The 

number of scientists residing in the Arctic has increased and many 

more make seasonal visits there. Some record of their comings and 

goings appears in the journal, so that readers with similar interests 

may be kept in touch with them. 

The first number of the journal is that of March 1948. The main 

articles summarize the present organization of meteorological stations 

and weather reporting in Alaska, Canada and Greenland, especially 

since 1939. An authoritative report on contemporary research in 

magnetism in Northern Canada records progress in the location of 

the elusive Magnetic Pole. Dr. Vilhjalmur Stefansson is the author of 

a statement on the purposes and contents of the Arctic Encyclopedia 

that is now engaging much of his time and that of his colleagues at 

the Stefansson Library. 

The end of the war saw renewed scientific activity in Greenland 

and reports about the geological, biological and geodetic studies since 
carried out there are now available. Improved transportation has 

enabled Canadian scientists to reach formerly inaccessible parts of the 

Arctic hinterland with comparative ease, to undertake fairly extended 
periods of field work and even to enable permanent scientific stations 

to be established. Some of the work is already bearing fruit in better 

weather reports, improved maps, more accurate estimates of geological 

conditions and in the overall knowledge of the geography of the 
region. Among reports from Alaska are those about oilwell drilling 

on the Arctic slope and of preparatory work at the new scientific 
station at Point Barrow. Labrador is represented by preliminary 

accounts of a geological reconnaissance from Cape Chidley to the 
Strait of Belle Isle.
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The ARCTIC INSTITUTE of NORTH AMERICA 

% ORGANIZATION 

% OBJECTIVES 

% NEED FOR ARCTIC WORK 

% PROGRAM 

%* FINANCING 

* ORGANIZATION 

The Arctic Institute is the only scientific organization in North 
America devoted entirely to polar research. It was organized in May 
1944, by scientists and others with polar interests to fill the North 
American gap in the world framework of such organizations. Further 
developments led to the organization of the Arctic Institute of North 
America, incorporated in Canada by Act of Parliament and the Arctic 
Institute of North America, Inc., incorporated in the United States 

under the laws of the State of New York. Both organizations have 
the support of the National Research Councils of both countries and, 

although legally separate entities, they have identical personnel and 
operate as a unit, an ideal example of international scientific co- 
operation. The first office and headquarters was established in October 
1945, in Montreal in quarters provided through the courtesy of 
McGill University. The New York office was expanded in October 
1947, and is now occupying quarters made available through the 
courtesy of the American Geographical Society. 

The Arctic Institute operates as a nonprofit, independent, private 
organization devoted to furthering Arctic research on an international 
basis and its Governing Board is drawn from many fields of endeavor 
in the United States, Canada, Greenland and Newfoundland. Gover- 
nors are elected triennially and serve in a personal capacity and not as 
representative of agencies, whether government or private, with which 
they are associated. The staff includes active polar investigators who 
spend part of each year in the field. 

A membership program has been developed in order to permit 
the widest possible cooperation in the work of the Institute. The 
journal of the Institute records important polar developments on a 
world-wide scale and keeps members informed of Institute activities. 

1



* OBJECTIVES 

The Institute acts as a coordinating centre in North America for 
scientific research pertaining to the Arctic and Subarctic regions. The 
Constitution provides that the purposes and objectives of the Institute 
shall be, in general: 

(a) To initiate, encourage, support and advance by financial 
grants or otherwise the objective study of Arctic conditions 
and problems, including such as pertain to the natural sciences, 
sciences generally and communication; 

(b) To collect, arrange and preserve records and material relat- 
ing to the Arctic regions, and especially to such areas thereof 

as form part of or are contiguous to the Continent of North 
America; 

(c) To make such records and material available for pure and 
applied scientific use by properly qualified individuals and 
organizations, including governmental agencies; 

(d) To arrange for or to assist in the publication of reports, 
maps, charts and other documentary material relating to the 
Arctic regions; 

(e) To establish and maintain close contact with other Arctic 
institutes and organizations engaged in similar or related 
fields of study. 

* NEED FOR ARCTIC WORK 

The “Program of Desirable Scientific Investigations in Arctic 
North America” published by the Institute in 1946 illustrates the 
great number of important problems that can only be solved through 
studies undertaken in the Far North. One of the first essentials in 
solving these problems is the detailed mapping of the Arctic since 
adequate maps are essential to many types of research work and 
development. Meteorology is another important problem. The whole 
pattern of daily weather in North America and across the Atlantic 
trade routes is frequently dominated by polar influences, so that the 
establishment of additional weather stations in the Arctic is essential 
to long-range forecasting. The study of terrestrial magnetism and of 
the North Magnetic Pole is vital to navigation, and the study of 

2
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ionospheric and auroral phenomena is of great significance in radio 
communication. Mapping, the establishment of weather stations and 
ionospheric and magnetic work are illustrations of projects that are 
essentially governmental undertakings. However, the cooperative 
study of scientific problems involved in such projects, the encourage- 
ment the Institute offers young men to study these northern problems 
and the collection of the scientific results of such work are important 

Institute functions. 

In addition there are countless more individualized research pro- 
jects in the fields of archaeology, botany, ethnology, forestry, geology, 
geophysics, oceanography, wildlife, zoology and many other subjects, 
that the Institute can sponsor directly and which have very practical 
value. Geology, which includes the detailed study of stratigraphy, 
structure, land forms, glacial geology and distribution of mineral 
wealth, combines pure science with very practical considerations as 

) to the future development of the Arctic. This is demonstrated by 
* the many mineral deposits that are being profitably worked in the 

North, such as oil, coal, gold, radium, etc. The value of northern 
agricultural studies, which involve detailed study of climate, soils, 
soil organisms, permafrost, plants and crop production is also evident. 
Biology, geophysics, oceanography and wildlife have many practical 
applications as does almost every other scientific field. Increased 
knowledge in each field is badly needed for proper evaluation of the 
future of the North. Finally increased knowledge of the Arctic is an 
important consideration from the point of view of international 
relations. 

* PROGRAM 

In order to help carry out the objectives of the Institute, several 
Research Fellowships of up to $2000 are being offered each year for 

work in the North American Arctic. In addition to the scientific work 
made possible by the Research Fellowships, the Arctic Institute is 
sponsoring a number of scientific projects in cooperation with gov- 
ernmental agencies. For instance studies including field research in 
biology, wildlife economics, and geology are being carried out by 
contractual arrangement between the Arctic Institute and the United 
States Government. Similarly the Institute is carrying out several 
geographical studies on behalf of the Canadian Government. It is a 
policy of the Institute that the results of such work should be avail- 
able for publication in appropriate scientific journals. 
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The Arctic Institute is also engaged in the compilation of a com- 
prehensive, indexed bibliography of the Arctic and a roster of Arctic 
specialists for the United States Government. Both projects should 
constitute great assets to Arctic research; in the case of the biblio- 
graphy the Institute hopes to keep it up to date with annual supple- 
ments once the initial volumes are published. 

A cooperative program between McGill University and the 
Arctic Institute whereby a series of lectures on the Far North has 
been introduced into the curriculum of the McGill Summer School 
of Geography is another means by which the objectives of the Insti- 
tute are being advanced. 

The establishment of research stations in the North American 
Arctic promises to be of great benefit to scientists. Such a station is 
being erected at Baker Lake, northwest of Hudson Bay by the 
Department of Mines and Resources in Canada and its facilities are 
available to the recipients of Institute Fellowships. 

An extensive Arctic library and map collection at the Montreal 

headquarters of the Institute and the library and map facilities of the 
American Geographical Society are open to those associated with the 
Institute and other workers. Similarly the experience of Institute staff 
members is always at the disposal of individuals and organizations 
interested in northern work. 

Polar investigation can no longer be considered remote and 
unimportant. A forthcoming book entitled “The North American 
Arctic”, edited by L. M. Gould and sponsored by the Arctic 
Institute, will show how much Arctic research is now necessarily 
inter-related with other scientific endeavors, and how some of the 
problems can only be solved by sustained investigation in high lati- 
tudes. The Arctic Institute intends not only to encourage pure re- 
search but to lend a supporting hand in the peaceful development of 
the polar regions in international cooperation for the benefit of all 
men. 

* FINANCING 

Although organized initially with the support of the National 
Research Councils of Canada and the United States, the Arctic Insti- 
tute depends on private subscriptions for conducting all work not 
undertaken on a contract basis. Gifts have been ruled deductible from 
the taxable income of donors and since it is only by means of donations 
that the Institute can carry out its program, the Arctic Institute invites 
the widest possible support. 

8
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Prof. Aldo Leopold 

Dept. of Wildlife Management 

Univ. of Wisc. 

Madison 5, Wisc. 

Dear Sir: 

The enclosed forms are sent to you because of your interest 
in the North, with the hope that you will fill them out so that a 
record of Arctic specialists and their particular fields of interest 
can be developed. 

The best and most up-to-date information on northern matters 
often rests with individuals and their cumulative experience. A roster 
of such individuals to whom the Arctic Institute and others can turn for 
advice would materially aid the progress of scientific work in the North. 
It is intended that the Roster include, not only those persons who have 
had actual experience in the northern areas, as indicated on the enclosed 
map, but also those individuals in the Engineering Sciences, Physical 
Sciences, Agricultural and Biological Sciences and Social Sciences, who, 
through study or economic endeavor, are familiar with northern conditions 
and problems. The role of the Arctic Institute in northern research is 
outlined in the enclosed pamphlet. 

The present project has the active support of the United States 
and Canadian governments, the National Research Councils of both countries, 
and the American Association for the Advancement of Science. Whether the 
roster will be printed is not yet determined, but it is hoped that it will 
have the widest possible distribution. 

' Your cooperation in helping to assemble the roster by completing 
the enclosed forms will be deeply appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

G. Dudley Smith 
Director,”“Roster Project. 

Note: The pamphlet has previously been sent to you.
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1. NAME 
(last) (first) (middle) 

HOME ADDRESS 

BUSINESS ADDRESS 

2. PROFESSIONAL FIELD OR OCCUPATION 

(a) Primary (Biologist, Trapper, etc.) 

(b) Secondary 

3. DATE OF BIRTH 5. CITIZEN OF 
month day year 

4, PLACE OF BIRTH 

6. LANGUAGES—List below all foreign languages of which you possess a working knowledge. Include such 
Tan euae ee as Eskimo, Athapaskan, Tungus, Lapp, etc. Indicate by (x) your ability to read, write or speak the 
anguage. 

Languages Read | Write | Speak Languages Read Write | Speak 

| 
1 I | | | 

7. EDUCATION—Circle highest precollege school grade completed: 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Colleges and Universities Attended Years Attended Degree Major Subject 

Name and Location From To Conferred of Study 

8. OTHER SPECIAL COURSES OR TRAINING (correspondence courses, night school, etc.) 

9. LIST PUBLICATIONS:



10. NORTHERN EXPERIENCE—Refer to enclosed map of Northern areas and list those in which you have had sig- | PLEASE DO een 
nificant field experience or about which you possess significant information as a result of study; complete the Weer eee: 
appropriate columns for each area listed. COLUMN. 

Number of Months Dates Do You | Do You | Do You Possess 
Name the Specific 

Ree) ||. mati ot emir” | SP RSmereee | OE) | Lacan to wots || eel eel Meee 
Summer | Winter | “Optainea |¥OU Obtained Experienceln.. area?|/The Area?|  Area?(*) 

11. NORTHERN EXPERIENCE—For each area listed in Question 10, indicate in this space the kind of experience 
obtained such as, Mining, Trapping, Exploration, Surveying, Scientific Study, Navigation, etc. 

12. GENERAL EXPERIENCE—Describe other significant non-Arctic experience including military service, etc. 

Dates 
——— Name and Address of Employer Work Performed 

From To 

13, pees list here or on separate sheet names and addresses of other persons you think should be included in this 
oster. 

(*) If you possess unusual Arctic maps in addition to sketch maps please indicate area numbers here
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Aldo Leopold, Esq., 
Department Wildlife Mgt., 
42 University Farm Place, 

Madison 5, 
Wis., U.S.A. 

Dear Mr. Leopold, . 

At the suggestion of Mr. Douglas E, 

Wade, we are happy to send you the enclosed booklets 

describing The Arctic Institute of North America and 

outlining a few of the many desirable scientific 

investigations in the North American Arctic. 

The Institute is publishing these booklets 

with the earnest hope that they will help to promote 

interest in the scientific study of the Arctic. 

i Very sincerely yours, 

LIA U6 ewnn 

A. L. Washburn. 

Encl. 

ALW/B
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